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PREFACE.

A 's}Tnbolical library' that contains the creeds and confessions

of all Christian denominations fills a vacuum in theological and

historical literature. It is surprising that it has not been supplied

long ago. Sectarian exclusiveness or doctrinal indifferentism may
have prevented it. Other symbolical collections are confined to

particular denominations and periods. In this work the reader

will find the authentic material for the study of Comparative The-

ology—Symbolics, Polemics, and Irenics. In a country like ours,

where people of all creeds meet in daily contact, this study ought

to command more attention than it has hitherto received.

The First Volume has expanded into a doctrinal history of the

Church, so far as it is embodied in public standards of faith. The

most important and fully developed sjmibolical systems—the Vat-

ican Romanism, the Lutheranism of the Formula of Concord, and

the Calvinism of the Westminster standards—have been subjected

to a critical analysis. The author has endeavored to combine the

oXrideveLv h ayairri and the dyaTra?' h aKrjdela, and to be mindful

of the golden motto, In necessariis unitas, in duhiis libertas, in omnibus

caritas. Honest and earnest controversy, conducted in a Christian

and catholic spirit, promotes true and lasting union. Polemics looks

to Irenics—the aim of war is peace.

The Second Volume contains the Scripture Confessions, the ante-

Nicene Rules of Faith, the (Ecumenical, the Greek, and the Latin

Creeds, from the Confession of Peter down to the Vatican Decrees.

It includes also the best Russian Catechism and the recent Old

Catholic Union Propositions of the Bonn Conferences.

The Third Volume is devoted to the Lutheran, Anglican, Calvin-

istic, and the later Protestant Confessions of Faith. The documents

of the Third Part (pp. 707-876) have never been collected before.



vi PREFACE.

The creeds and confessions are given in the original languages

from the best editions, and are accompanied by translations for the

convenience of the English reader.'

While these vohimes were passing through the press several

learned treatises on the ancient creeds by Luniby, Swainson, Ilort,

Caspari, and others have appeared, though not too late to be no-

ticed in the final revision. The literature has been brought down

to the close of 1876. I trust that nothing of importance has es-

caped my attention.

I take pleasure in acknowledging my obligation to several dis-

tinguished divines, in America and England, for valuable informa-

tion concerning the denominations to which they belong, and for

several contributions, which appear under the writers' names.^ In

a history of conflicting creeds it is wise to consult representative

men as well as books, in order to secure strict accuracy and im-

partiality, which are the cardinal virtues of a historian.

May this repository of creeds and confessions promote a better

understanding among the Churches of Christ. The divisions of

Christendom bring to light the various aspects and phases of re-

vealed truth, and will be overruled at last for a deeper and richer

harmony, of which Christ is the key-note. In him and by him all

problems of theology and history will be solved. The nearer be-

lievers of different creeds approach the Christological centre, the

better they will understand and love each other.

P. S.

BiBi.E HoDSE, New York, )

December, 1876. )

' I have used, e. g., the fac-simile of the oldest MS. of the Athanasian Creed from the

'Utrecht Psalter:' the ed. princeps of the Lutheran Concordia (formerly in the posses-

sion of Dr. Meyer, the w ell-known commentator) ; the Corpus et Syntagma Con/essiotium,

ed. 1654; a copy of the Harmonia Confessionuvi, once owned by Prince Casimir of the

Palatinate, who sngjrested it ; the oldest editions of the Westminster Confession and Cate-

chisms, of the Savoy Declaration, etc.

" Tlie Rev. Drs. Jos. Angus, W. W. Andrews, Chas. A. Briggs, J. R. Brown, E. W. Oilman,

G. Haven. A. A. Hodge, Alex. F. Mitchell. E. D. Morris, Chas. P. Krauth, J. R. Lumhy,

G. D. Matthews, H. Osgood. E. von Schweinitz, H. B. Smith, .Tolin Stoughton, E. A. Wash-

burn, W. R. Williams. See Vol. I. pp. 609, 811, 839, 911 ; Vol. III. pp. 3, 738, 777, 799.



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION.

The call for a new edition of this work in less than a year after its

publication is an agreeal)le snrpi'ise to the author, and fills him with

gratitude to the reading public and the niaTiy reviewers, known and

unknown, who have so kindly and favorably noticed it in American

and foreign periodicals and in private letters. One of the foremost

divines of Germany (Dr. Dorner, in the Jahrbucher fur Deutsche

Theologie^ 1877, p. 682) expresses a surprise that the idea of such an

oecumenical collection of Christian Creeds should have originated in

America, where the Church is divided into so many rival denomina-

tions ; but he adds also as an explanation that this division creates a

desire for unity and co-operation, and a mutual courtesy and kindness

unknown among the contending parties and schools under the same

roof of state -chui-ches, where outward uniformity is maintained at

the expense of inward peace and harmony.

The changes in this edition are very few. The literature in the

first volume is brought down to the present date, and at the close of

the second volume a fac-simile of the oldest MSS. of the Athanasian

Creed and the Apostles' Creed is added.

P. S.

New York, April, 1878.

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION.

Tnis edition differs from the second in the following particulars

:

1. In the first volume several errors have been cori-ected (e.g., in the

statistical table, p. 818), and a list of new works inserted on p. xiv,

2. In the third volume a translation of the Second Helvetic Confes

sioTi has been added, pp. 831 sqq.

P. S.

New York, December, 1880.



PREFACE TO THE FOURTH EDITION,

The call for a fourth edition of this work has made it my duty to

give the tirst volume once more a thorough revision and to bring the

literature down to the latest date. In this I have been aided by my
young friend, the Rev. Samuel M. Jackson, one of the assistant edi-

tors of my " Religious Encyclopaedia." The additions which could

not be conveniently made in the plates have been printed separately

after the Table of Contents, pp. xiv-xvii.

The second and third volumes, which embrace the symbolical docu-

ments, remain unchanged, except that at the end of the third volume

the new Congregational Creed of 1883 has been added.

Creeds will live as long as faith survives, with the duty to confesfl

our faith before men. By and by we shall reach, tiirough the Creeds

of Christendom, the one comprehensive, harmonious Creed of Christ.

P.S.
New York, May, 1884.

The fifth edition was a reprint of the fourth, without any changes.



PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

Since the appearance of the Creeds of Christendom, 1877, no work has

been issued competing with it in scope and comprehensiveness. The

vahiable collection of W. W. Walker, The Creeds and Platforms of Con-

gregationalism, 1893, and W. J. McGlothlin, Baptist Confessions of Faith,

1911, are limited to separate Protestant bodies. The extensive collec-

tion of Karl Miiller, 1903, is confined to the creeds and catechisms of

the Reformed Churches. Professor W. A. Curtis of the University of

Edinburgh, in his History of the Creeds and Confessions of Faith in

Christendom and Beyond, gives the contents of creeds and an account of

their origins, not their texts. C. Fabricius, in his Corpus confessionum,

etc., 1928, sqq., proposes in connexion with colaborers to furnish not

only the texts of the Christian creeds, but also the texts of hymns,

liturgies, books of discipline, and other documents bearing on Christian

doctrine, worship, and practice. For example, 250 pages of Volume I

are devoted to hymns, and 250 pages to ''The Doctrines and DiscipUne

of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1924."

The new material of the present edition is the following:

Volume I. Additions to the literature; notices of the Church of the

Disciples and the Universalist and Unitarian Churches ; and changes and

additions, as, for example, on the primitive creeds and the Russian

Church.

Volume II. In the fourth edition Dr. Schaff, in view of the new

importance given in Canon Law to papal utterances on doctrine and

morals, added one of the important encyclicals of Leo XIII., who was

then living. To this encyclical have been added bulls on the Church,

by Boniface VIII., 1302, Anglican Orders, by Leo XIII., 1896, "Ameri-

canism" and "Modernism" by Pius X., 1907-10, and Pius XL's en-

cyclical on Church Union, 1928.

Volume III. Additions giving Recent Confessional Declarations and

Terms of Union between Church organizations. The material on the

latter subject, so closely akin to the general topic of the book, makes it



X PREFACE TO THE SIXTH EDITION.

quite probable that Dr. Philip Schaff, in view of his pronounced attitude

on Church fellowship and union, would have included it, were he himself

preparing this edition of the Creeds of Christendom.

David S. Schaff.
Union Theological Seminary

New York, January, 1931
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HISTOKY OF THE CREEDS OF CHRISTENDOM.

FIKST CHAPTER.
OF CREEDS IN GENERAL.

General Literature.

Wm. Dtinlop <Prof. of Church Hist, at Edinburgh, d. 1720) : Account of all the Ends and Uses of Creeds and

Confessions of Faith, a Defense of their Justice, Reasonableness, and Necessity as a Public Standard of Ortho-

doxy, 2d ed. Lond. 1724. Preface to [Dnnlop's] Collection of Confessions in the Church of Scotland, Edinb.

1719 sq. Vol. I. pp. v.-cxiv.

J. Casi'ak KooaEK: Bibliotheca theologice symbolicce et catecheticce ; itemque liturgicce, Wolfenh. and

Jena, 1751-69, 2 parts, 8vo.

Charles Bdtlek (R.C, d. 1832) : An Historical and Literary Account of the Formularies, Confessions

of Faith, or Symbolic Books of the Roman Catholic, Ch-eek, and principal Protestant Churches, By the

Author of the Horce Biblicce, London, 1816 (pp. 200).

Chaelbs Anthony Swainson (Prof, at Cambridge and Canon of Chichester) : The Creeds of the Church

in their Relations to the Word of God and to the Conscience of the Individual Christian (Hulsean Lectures

for 1857), Cambridge, 1858.

Francis CnAPONNifeRE (University of Geneva) : La Question des Confessions de Foi au sein du Protes-

tantisme contemporain, Geneve, 1867. (Pt. I. Examen des Faits. Pt. IL Discussion des Principes.)

Karl Leohler: Die Confessionen in ihrem Verhdltniss zu Christus, Heilbronn, 1877.

The introductions to the works on Symbolics by Marheinkke, Winer, Mohler, Kollnee, Gcteeioke,

Matthes, HofjMann, Oehlbr, contain some account of symbols, as also the Prolegomena to the Collections

of the Symbols of the various Churches by Waloh, MiJLLEE, Niemeyee, Eimmel, etc., which will be noticed

in their respective places below.

§ 1. Name and Definition.

A Creed,' or Rule of Faith,^ or Symbol,^ is a confession of faith for

public use, or a form of words setting forth with authority certain arti-

' From the beginning of tlie Apostles' Creed {Credo, I believe), to which the term is applied

more particularly.

' Kav(i)v Trje Triffr^wg or rrjc aXr}Btiac, regula Jidei, regula veritatis. These are the oldest

terms used by the ante-Nicene fathers, Irenaus, Tertullian, etc.

' 'Zv^i^o\ov,symboluin (from av^l3dX\Hv,to throw together, to compare), means a mark, badge,

watchword, test. It was first used in a theological sense by Cyprian, A.D. 250 (Ep. 76, al.

69, ad Magnum, where it is said of the schismatic Novatianus, ' eodem stmbolo, quo et nos,

baptizare"), and then very generally since the fourth century. It was chiefly applied to the

Apostles' Creed as the baptismal confession by which Christians could be known and distin-

guished from Jews, heathen, and heretics, in the sense of a military signal or watchword {tes-

sera inilitaris) ; the Christians being regarded as soldiers of Christ fighting under the banner

of the cross. Ambrose (d. .SOT) calls it ''cordis signaculum et nostrce militife sacramentum.'

Rufinus, in his Expositio in Symb. Apost., uses the word likewise in tbe military sense, but

gives it also the meaning collatio. contributio (confounding av^ifioXoi' with (TvuftoXi]), with

reference to the legend of the origin of the creed from contributions of the twelve apostles

{'' quod plures in unum conferunt; id enim fecerunt apostoli,' etc.). Others take the word in

the sense of a compact, or agreement (so Suicer, Thes. eccl. II. 1084 : ^JJicere possmnus. sj/ni-

bolum non a militari, sed a contractuum tessera nomen id accepisse ; est enim tessera jiarf',

quod in baptismo inimus cum Deo'). Still others derive it (with King, History of the Apostles

Creed, p. 8) from the signs of recognition among the heathen in their mysteries. Luther and
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cles of belief, which are regarded by the franiers as necessary for salva-

tion, or at least for the well-being of the Christian Church.

A creed may cover the whole ground of Christian doctrine and prac-

tice, or contain only such points as are deemed fundamental and suffi-

cient, or as have been disputed. It may be declarative, or interrogati\ e

in form. It may be brief and popular (as the Apostles' and the Nicene

Creeds), for general use in catechetical instruction and at baptism ; or

more elaborate and theological, for ministers and teachers, as a standard

of public doctrine (the symbolical books of the Reformation period).

In the latter case a confession of faith is always the result of dogmatic

controversy, and more or less directly or indirectly polemical against

opposing error. Each symbol bears the impress of its age, and the his-

torical situation out of which it arose.

There is a development in the history of symbols. They assume a

more definite shape with the progress of biblical and theological knowl-

edge. They are mile-stones and finger-boards in the history of Chris-

tian doctrine. They embody the faith of generations, and the most

valuable results of religious controversies. They still shape and regu-

late the theological thinking and public teaching of the churches of

Christendom. They keep alive sectarian strifes and antagonisms, but

they reveal also the underlying agreement, and foreshadow the possi-

bility of future harmony.

§ 2. Origin of Creeds.

Faith, like all strong conviction, has a desire to utter itself before

others

—

' Out of the abundance of the heart the moutli speaketh ;' ' I

believe, therefore I confess' {Credo^ ergo confiteor). There is also an

express duty, when we are received into the membership of the Chris-

tian Church, and on every proper occasion, to profess the faith within

us, to make ourselves known as followei's of Christ, and to lead others

to him by the influence of our testimony.'

Melancthon first applied it to Protestant creeds. A distinction is made sometimes between

Symbol and Symholiral Bnok, as also between symhola puhlira and symbo/a privata. The

term theoJogia symbolica is of more recent origin than the term libri sjpnhoJiri.

' Comp. Matt. x. 32, 3.3 :
' Every one who shall confess me before men. him will I also con-

fess before my Father who is in heaven. But whosoever shall deny me before men, him will

I also deny before my Father who is in heaven.' Rom. x. 9, 10 : 'If thou shalt mnfess with

thy mouth the Lord Jesus [Jesus as Lord], and shalt believe in thine heart that God hath
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This is the origin of Christian symbols or creeds. They never pre-

cede faith, but presuppose it. They emanate from the inner life of the

Church, independently of external occasion. There would have been

creeds even if there had been no doctrinal controversies.* In a certain

sense it may be said that the Christian Church has never been without

a creed {Ecclesia sine symhoUs nulla). The baptismal formula and

the words of institution of the Lord's Supper are creeds ; these and the

confession of Peter antedate even the birth of the Christian Church on

the day of Pentecost. The Church is, indeed, not founded on symbols,

but on Christ ; not on any words of man, but on the word of God
;
yet

it is founded on Christ as confessed by men, and a creed is man's an-

swer to Christ's question, man's acceptance and interpretation of God's

word. Hence it is after the memorable confession of Peter that Christ

said, ' Thou art Rock, and upon this rock I shall build my Church,' as

if to say, ' Thou art the Confessor of Christ, and on this Confession, as

an immovable rock, I shall build my Church.' Where there is faith,

there is also profession of faith. As ' faith without works is dead,' so

it may be said also that faith without confession is dead.

But this confession need not always be written, much less reduced

to a logical formula. If a man can say from his heart, ' I believe in

the Lord Jesus Christ,' it is sufficient for his salvation (Acts xvi. 31).

The word of God, apprehended by a living faith, which founded the

Christian Church, was at first orally preached and transmitted by the

apostles, then laid down in the New Testament Scriptures, as a pure

and unerring record for all time to come. So the confession of faith,

or the creed, was orally taught and transmitted to the catechumens,

and professed by them at baptism, long before it was committed to

writing. As long as the Disciplina arcani prevailed, the summary
of the apostolic doctrine, called ' the rule of faith,' was kept confi-

dential among Christians, and withheld even from the catechumens

till the last stage of instruction ; and hence we have only fragmentary

raised him from the dead, thou shalt be saved. For with the heart man believeth unto [so

as to obtain] righteousness; and with the mouth confession is made unto salvation.'

' Semisch, Das apostolisrhe Glaubensbekenntniss (Berlin, 1872, p. 7) :
'Bekenntnisse, an

weJchen sich das geistige Lehen ganzer Volker auferhaut, welche langen Jahrhunderten die

hochsten Ziele und bestijnmenden Krdfte ihres Handelns vorzeichnen, sind nicht Noth- und
Flickwerke des Augenblicks . . . es sind Thaten des Lebens, Pulsschldge der sich selbst be-

zeugenden Kirche.^
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accounts of it in the writings of the ante-Nicene fathers. When con-

troversies arose concerning the true meaning of the Scriptures, it be-

came necessary to give formal expression of their true sense, to regulate

the public teaching of the Church, and to guard it against error. In

this way the creeds were gradually enlarged and multiplied, even to the

improper extent of theological treatises and systems of divinity.

The first Christian confession or creed is that of Peter, when Christ

asked the apostles, ' Who say ye that I am V and Peter, in the name of

all the rest, exclaitned, as by divine inspiration, ' Thou art the Christ,

the Son of the living God' (Matt. xvi. 16).' This became naturally the

substance of the baptismal confession, since Christ is the chief object of

the Christian faith. Philip required the eunuch simply to profess the

belief that ' Jesus was the Son of God.' In conformity with the bap-

tismal formula, however, it soon took a Trinitarian shape, probably in

some such simple form as ' I believe in God the Father, the Son, and

the Holy Spirit.' Gradually it was expanded, by the addition of other

articles, into the various rules of faith, of which the Poman form under

the title ' the Apostles' Creed' became the prevailing one, after the fourth

century, in the West, and the Nicene Creed in the East. The Protest-

ant Church, as a separate organization, dates from 1517, but it was not

till 1530 that its faith was properly formularized in the Augsburg Con-

fession.

A symbol may proceed from the general life of the Church in a par-

ticular age without any individual authorship (as the Apostles' Creed)

;

or from an Qj^cumenical Council (the Nicene Creed ; the Creed of Chal-

cedon) ; or from the Synod of a particular Church (the Decrees of the

Council of Trent ; the Articles of Dort ; the Westminster Confession

and Catechisms) ; or from a number of divines commissioned for such

work by ecclesiastical authority (the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church

of England ; the Heidelberg Catechism ; the Form of Concord) ; or from

one individual, who acts in this case as the organ of his church or sect

(the Augsburg Confession, and Apology, composed by Melancthon ; the

Articles of Smalkald, and the Catechisms of Luther ; the second Ilel-

' The similar confession, John vi. 69, is of a previous date. It reads, according to the

early authorities, ' Thou art the Holy One of (iod' (av ft 6 llytot; ^tov). A designation of the

Messiah. This text coincides with the testimony of the demoniacs, Marc. I. 26, who, with

ghostlike intuition, perceired the supernatural character of Jesus.
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vetic Confession by BuUinger). What gives them symbolical or au-

thoritative chai'acter is the formal sanction or tacit acquiescence of the

church or sect which they represent. In Congregational and Baptist

churches the custom prevails for each local church to have its own con-

fession of faith or ' covenant,' generally composed by the pastor, and

derived from the Westminster Confession, or some other authoritative

symbol, or drawn up independently.

§ 3. AUTHOKITY OF CkEEDS.^

1. In the Protestant system, the authority of symbols, as of all hu-

man compositions, is relative and limited. It is not co-ordinate with,

but always subordinate to, the Bible, as the only infallible rule of the

Christian faith and practice. The value of creeds depends upon the

measure of their agreement with the Scriptures. In the best case a

human creed is only an approximate and relatively correct exposition

of revealed truth, and may be improved by the progressive knowledge

of the Chui-ch, while the Bible remains perfect and infallible. The

Bible is of God ; the Confession is man's answer to God's word.^ The

Bible is the norma normans j the Confession tlie no'nna normata.

The Bible is the rule oi faith {regiila fidei) \ the Confession the rule

of doctrine {regula doctrinm). The Bible has, therefore, a divine and

absolute, the Confession only an ecclesiastical and relative authority.

The Bible regulates the general religious belief and practice of the

laity as well as the clergy ; the symbols regulate the public teaching of

the oflBcers of the Church, as Constitutions and Canons regulate the

government. Liturgies and Hymn-books the worship, of the Church.

Any higher view of the authority of symbols is unprotestant and es-

sentially Romanizing. Symbololatry is a species of idolatry, and sub-

stitutes the tyranny of a printed book for that of a living pope. It is

* On the authority and use of Symbols there are a number of Latin and German treatises

by C. U. Hahn (1833), Hoefling (1835), Sartorius (1845), Harless (1846), A. Hahn (1847),

Kiillner (1847), Genzken (1851), Bretschneider (1830), Johannsen (1833), and others, all with

special reference to the Lutheran State Churches in Germany. See the literature in Miiller,

Die symb. Biicher der evang. iuth. Kirche, p. xv., and older works in Winer's Handbuch der

theol.Literatur,3d ed.Vol.Lp.334. Comp.also Dunlop and Chaponniere (Part IL), cited in § 1.

* For this reason a creed ought to use language different from that of the Bible. A string

of Scripture passages would be no creed at all, as little as it would be a prayer or a hymn.

A creed is, as it were, a doctrinal ijoeni written under the inspiration of divine truth. Thi*

may be said at least of the oecumenical creeds.

Y0L.I.-^
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apt to produce the opposite extreiDe of a rejection of all creeds, and to

promote rationalism and infidelity.

2. The Greek Church, and still more the Roman Church, regarding

the Bible and tradition as two co-ordinate sources of truth and rules of

faith, claim absolute and infallible authority for their confessions of

faith.i

The Greek Church confines the claim of infallibility to the seven

oecumenical Councils, from the first Council of Nicsea, 325, to the sec-

ond of Nicaea, 787.

The Roman Church extends the same claim to the Council of Trent

and all the subsequent ofificial Papal decisions on questions of faith

down to the decree of the Immaculate Conception in 1854, and the dog-

ma of Papal Infallibility proclaimed by the Vatican Council in 1870.

Since that time the Pope is regarded by orthodox Romanists as the or-

gan of infallibility, and all his oflBcial decisions on matters of faith and

morals must be accepted as final, without needing the sanction of an

CECumenical council.

It is clear that either the Greek or the Roman Church, or both, must

be wrong in this claim of infallibility, since they contradict each other

on some important points, especially the authority of the pope, which in

the Roman Church is an articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesicB, and is

expressly taught in the Creed of Pius V. and the Vatican Decrees.

§ 4. Value and Use of Creeds.

Confessions, in due subordination to the Bible, are of great value and

use. They are summaries of the doctrines of the Bible, aids to its

sound understanding, bonds of union among their professors, public

standards and guards against false doctrine and practice. In the form

of Catechisms they are of especial use in the instruction of children,

and facilitate a solid and substantial religious education, in distinction

from spasmodic and superficial excitement. The first object of creeds

was to distinguish the Church from the world, from Jews and heathen,

afterwards orthodoxy from heresy, and finally denomination from de-

nomination. In all these respects they are still valuable and indispen-

sable in the present order of things. Every well-regulated society, sec-

' Tertullian already speaks of the rtgulajidn immobilis et irreformahilis (De virg. vel, c. 1);

but he applied it only to the simple form which is substantially retained in the Apostles' Creed
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iilar or religious, needs an organization and constitution, and can not

prosper without discipline. Catechisms, liturgies, hymn-books are creeds

also as far as they embody doctrine.

There has been much controversy about the degree of the binding

force of creeds, and the quia or quateniis in the form of subscription.

The whole authority and use of symbolical books has been opposed and

denied, especially by Socinians, Quakers, Unitarians, and Rationalists.

It is objected that they obstruct the free interpretation of the Bible and

the progress of theology; that they interfere with the liberty of con-

science and the right of private judgment; that they engender hypoc-

risy, intolerance, and bigotry ; that they produce division and distrac-

tion ; that they perpetuate religious animosity and the curse of secta-

rianism ; that, by the law of reaction, they produce dogmatic indiffer-

entism, skepticism, and infidelity
; that the symbololatry of the Lutheran

and Calvinistic State Churches in the seventeenth century is responsible

for the apostasy of the eighteenth.' The objections have some force in

those State Churches which allow no liberty for dissenting organiza-

tions, or when the creeds are virtually put above the Scriptures instead

of being subordinated to them. But the creeds, as such, are no more

responsible for abuses than the Scriptures themselves, of which they

profess to be merely a summary or an exposition. Experience teaches

that those sects which reject all creeds are as much under the authority

of a traditional system or of certain favorite writers, and as much ex-

posed to controversy, division, and change, as churches with formal

creeds. Neither creed nor no-creed can be an absolute protection of

the purity of faith and practice. The best churches have declined or

degenerated ; and corrupt churches may be revived and regenerated by

the Spirit of God, and the Word of God, which abides forever.

§ 5. Classification or Creeds.

The Creeds of Christendom may be divided into four classes, corre-

sponding to the three main divisions of the Church, the Greek, Latin,

and Evangelical, and their common parent. A progressive growth of

theology in different directions can be traced in them.

1. The (Ecumenical Symbols of the Ancient Catholic Church. They

* These objections are noticed and answered at length by Dunlop, in his preface to the

Collection of Scotch Confessions, and in the more recent works quoted on p. 7.
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contain chiefly the orthodox doctrine of God and of Christ, or the fun-

damental dogmas of the Holy Trinity and the Incarnation. They are

the common property of all churches, and the common stock from

which the later symbolical books have grown.

2. The Symbols of the Greek or Oriental Church, in which the

Greek faith is set forth in distinction from that of the Roman Catholic

and the evangelical Protestant Churches. They were called forth by

the fruitless attempts of the Jesuits to Romanize the Greek Church, and

by the opposite efforts of the crypto-Calvinistic Patriarch Cyrillus Lu-

caris to evangelize the same. They differ from the Roman Creeds

mainly in the doctrine of the procession of the Holy Spirit, and the

more important doctrine of the Papacy; but in the controversies on the

rule of faith, justification by faith, the church and the sacraments, the

worship of saints and relics, the hierarchy and the monastic system,

they are much more in harmony with Romanism than with Protest-

antism.

3. The Symbols of the Roman Church, from the Council of Trent to

the Council of the Vatican (1563 to 1870). They sanction the distinc-

tive doctrines of Romanism, which were opposed by the Refoi"mers, and

condemn the leading principles of evangelical Protestantism, especially

the supreme authority of the Scriptures as a sufficient rule of faith and

practice, and justification by faith alone. The last dogma, proclaimed

by the Vatican Council in 1870, completes the system by making the

official infallibility of the Pope an article of the Catholic faith (which

.'t never was before).

4. The Symbols of the Evangelical Protestant Churches. Most

of them date from the period of the Reformation (some from the sev-

enteenth century), and thus precede, in part, the specifically Greek and

Latin confessions. They agree with the primitive Catholic Symbols, but

they ingraft upon them the Augustinian theory of sin and grace, and

several doctrines in anthropology and soteriology {e. g., the doctrine of

atonement and justification), which had not been previously settled by

the Church in a conclusive way. They represent the pi'ogi-ess in the

development of Christian theology among the Teutonic nations, a pro-

founder understanding of the Holy Scriptures (especially the Pauline

Epistles), and of the personal application of Christ's mediatorial worK.

The Protestant Symbols, again, are either Lutheran or Reformed
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The former were all made in Germany from A.D. 1530 to 1577; the

latter arose in different countries—Germany, Switzerland, France, Hol-

land, Hungary, Poland, England, Scotland, wherever the influence of

Zwingli and Calvin extended. The Lutheran and Reformed confes-

sions agree almost entirely in their theology, christology, anthropology^

soteriology, and eschatology, but they differ in the doctrines of divine

decrees and of the nature and efiicacy of the sacraments, especially

the mode of Christ's presence in the Lord's Supper.

The later evangelical denominations, as the Congregational ists. Bap-

tists, Quakers, Arrninians, Methodists, Moravians, acknowledge the

leading doctrines of the Reformation, but differ from Liitheranism

and Calvinism in a number of articles touching anthropology, the

Church, and the sacraments, and especially on Church polity and dis-

cipline. Their creeds are modifications and abridgments rather than

enlargements of the old Protestant symbols.

The heretical sects connected with Protestantism mostly reject sym-

bolical books altogether, as a yoke of human authority and a new kind

of popery. Some of them set aside even the Scriptures, and make their

own reason or the spirit of the age tlie supreme judge and guide in

matters of faith ; but such loose undenominational denominations have

generally no cohesive power, and seldom outlast their founders.

The denominational creed-making period closed with the middle of

the seventeenth century, except in the Roman Church, which has quite

recently added two dogmas to her creed, viz., the Immaculate Concep-

tion of the Virgin Mary (1854), and the Infallibility of the Bishop of

Rome (1870).

If we are to look for any new creed, it will be, we trust, a creed, not

of disunion and discord, but of union and concord among the different

branches of Christ's kingdom,
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SECOND CHAPTER
THE CECUMENICAL CKEEDS.

Literature on the three (Ecumenical Creeds.

Qkbh. J0AN.V08S (Dutch Reformed, b. near Heidelberg 1577, d. at Amsterdam 1649): De tribns Sym/'

boli-i, Apostolico, Athanasiaiw, et Constantinupolitaiio. Three dist^ertation-s. Amst. 1642 (and in Vol. VI.

of his Opera, Arast. 1701). Voss was the first to dispute aud disprove the apostolic authorship of the

Apostles', aud the Athauasian authorship of the Athauasian Creed.

James Ussheb (Lat. Ussekius, Protestant Archbishop of Armagh, d. 1655): De Romance eccleaice SJ/m-

bolo Apostolico vetere, aliisque Jidei/ormulis, turn ab Occidentalibus turn ab Orientalibus in prima catechesi

et baptismo proponi solitis, Lond. 1647 (also Geueva, 1722, pp. 17 fol., and whole works iu 16 vols., Dublin,

1847, Vol. VII. pp. 297 sq. I have used the Geneva ed.).

Job. BiNGUAjtf (Rector of Havaut, near Portsmouth, d. 1723) : Or?V;?«e.s Erclexiastifi ; or the Antiqxiities

of the Christian Church (first publ. 171U-22 iu 10 vols., and often since in Engl, and in the Latin tranel.

of Grischovius), Book X. ch. 4.

C. G. F. Walou (a Lutheran, d. at Giittingen in 1784) : Bibliotheca Synibolica vetiix, Lemgo, 1770. (A

more complete collection than the preceding ones, but defective iu the texts.)

E. Kollner: Symbolik aller chrixtlichen Con/essionen, Hamburg, 1837 8qq.,Vol. I. pp. 1-92.

Ano. Haiin: Bibliothck der Symbole und Glaubeiisregeln der Apoatolisch-katholischen Kirche, Breelau,

1842. A new and revised ed. by Lcnwio Haun, Breslau, 1877 (pp. 300).

W. Harvey : Histury and Theuloyy of the Three Creeds, Cambridge, 1856, 2 vols,

Chari.ks a. HKtjRTi.KY (Margaret Prof, of Divinity, Oxford): Harmonia Symbolica: A Collection of

Creeds belonqing to the A ncient Western Church and to the Mediceval English Church. Oxford, 1858. The
same: De Fide et SymboLo. Oxou. et Loud. 1869.

C. P.Caspabi (Prof, in Christiania) : Ungedruckte, unbeachtete und wenig beachtete Qiiellen zur Geschichte

des Taufiymbols und der Glaubensregel. Christiania, 1S66 to 1875, 3 vols.

J. Rawson LuMiiv (Prof, at Cambridge): TheHistory ofthe Creeds. Cambridge, 1873; 2ded.London,lS80.

C. A. SwAiNsoN (Prof, of Divinity, Canbridge): The Nicene and Apostles' Creeds. Their Literary His-

tory; together icith an Accotint of the Gr<iwth a7id Reception of 'the Creed ofSt.Athanasius.'' Lond. 1875.

F. John Antuon y Hokt (Prof, in Cambridge) : Thvo Dissertations on ixovofivi}'; 2-eor and on the ' Cmistan-

tinopoUtan' Creed and other Eastern Creeds of the Fourth Century. Cambridge aud London, 1876.

§ 6. General Character of the Q]1cumenical Creeds.

By oecnrnenical or general symbols {syiiihola a'cimienica., s. catholiccbf

we understand the doctrinal confessions of ancient Christianity, which

are to this day eitlier formally or tacitlj' acknowledged in the Greek,

the Latin, and the Evangelical Protestant Churches, and foi'm a bond

of union between them.

They are three in number : the Apostles', the Nicene, and the Athana-

sian Creed. The fii-st is the simplest ; the other two are fuller develop-

ments and interpretations of the same. The Apostles' Ci'eed is the

most popular in the Western, the Nicene in the Eastern Churches.

To them may lie added the christological statement of tlie a^cumenical

Council of Chalcedon (451). It has a more undisputed authority than

' The term oIkov\iivikoq (from oiKov/iUVT], sc. yfj, orbis terrarrtm, the inhaJnted earth; in a

restricted sense, the old Roman Emjnre, as embracing the civilized world) was first used in

•ts ecclesiastical application of the general synods of Niciea (;52r)). Constantinople (381), Eph-
*!sus (431), and Chalcedon (4.51), also of patriarchs, bishops, and emperors, and, at a later

period, of the ancient general symbols, to distinguish them from the confessions of particular

churches. In the Protestant Church the term so used occurs first in the Lutheran Book of

Concord {oecumenica sen catholicd).
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the Atlianasian Creed (to which the term oecumenical applies only in a

qualified sense), but, as it is seldom used, it is generally omitted from

the collections.

These three or four creeds contain, in brief popular outline, the fun-

damental articles of the Christian faith, as necessary and sufficient for

salvation. They embody the results of the great doctrinal controver-

sies of the Nicene and post-Nicene ages. They are a profession of

faith in the only true and living God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, who

made us, redeemed us, and sanctifies us. The}' follow the ordei- of

God's own revelation, beginning with God and the creation, and ending

with the resurrection of the body and the life everlasting. They set

forth the articles of faith in the form of facts rather than dogmas, and

are well suited, especially the Apostles' Creed, for catechetical and li-

turgical use.

The Lutheran and Anglican Churches have formally recognized and

embodied the three oecumenical symbols in their doctrinal and liturgical

standards.^ The other Reformed Churches have, in their confessions,

adopted the trinitarian and christological doctrines of these creeds, but

in practice they confine themselves mostly to the use of the Apostles'

Creed.2 This, together witli the Lord's Prayer and the Ten Command-

ments, was incorporated in the Lutheran, the Genevan, the Heidelberg,

and other standard Catechisms.

' The Lutheran Form of Concord (p. ."iGO) calls them ' cathoUm et generalia summcB auc-

toritatis spnhola.' The various editions of the Book of Concord give them the first place

among the Lutheran symbols. Luther himself emphasized his agreement with them. The
Church of England, in the 8th of her 39 Articles, declares, ' The three Creeds. Xicene Creed,

Athanasius's Creed, and that which is commonly called the Apostles' Creed, ought thoroughly

to be received and believed, for they may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy Scrip-

ture.' The American editions of the Articles and of the Book of Common Prayer omit the

Athanasian Creed, and the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States excludes it from

her service. The omission by the Convention of 1 789 arose chiefly from opposition to the

damnatory clauses, which even Dr.Waterland thought might be left out. But the doctrine

of the Athanasian Creed is clearly taught in the first five Articles.

' The Second Helvetic Confession, art. 1 1, the Galilean Confession, art. .5, and the Belgic

Confession, art. 9, expressly approve the three Creeds, ' as agreeing with the written Word of

God.' In 'The Constitution and Liturgy' of the (Dutch) Reformed Church in the United

States the Nicene Creed and the Athanasian Creed are printed at the end. The Apostles'

Creed is embodied in the Heidelberg Catechism, as containing ' the articles of our catholic

undoubted Christian faith.' The Shorter Westminster Catechism gives it merely in an Ap-
pendix, as ' a brief sum of the Christian faith, agreeable to the Word of God, and anciently

received in the churches of Christ.

'
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§ 7. The Apostles' Creed.

Literature.

I. See the Gen. Lit. on the (Ecum. Creeds, 5 6, p. 12, especially Haun, Heurtlkt, Lumbt, Swainbon,
and Caspabi (the third vol. 18T5).

n. Special treatises on the Apostles' Creed :

RirriNUB (d. at Aquileja 410, a presbyter and monk, translator and continuator of Eusebius's Church

History to A.D. 395, and translator of some works of Origen, with unscrupulous adaptations to the pre-

vailing standard of orthodoxy ; at first an intimate friend, afterwards a bitter enemy of St. Jerome)

:

Expositio Symboli {Apostolici), first printed, under the name of Jerome, at Oxford 1468, then at Rome
1470, at Basle 1519, etc. ; also in the Appendix to John Fell's ed. of Ciiprian's Opera (Oxon. 1682, folio,

p. 17 sq.), and in Rufini Opera, ed.Vallarsi (Ver. 1745). See the list of edd. in Migne's Patrol, xxi. 17-20.

The genuineness of this Exposition of the Creed is disputed by Ffoulkes, on the Athanaa. Creed, p. 11,

but without good reason.

Ambkobius (bishop of Milan, d. 397) : Tractatus i?» Symboluvi Apostolorum (also sub tit. De Trinitate).

Opera, ed. Bened., Tom. II. 321. This tract is by some scholars assigned to a much later date, because

it teaches the double procession of the Holy Spirit ; but Hahn, 1. c. p. 16, defends the Ambrosian author-

ship with the exception of the received text of the Syrabolum Apostolicum, which is prefixed. Also,

Explanatio Symboli ad initiandoa, ascribed to St. Ambrose, and edited by Augelo Mai in Scriptorum Vete-

rum Nova Cullectio, Rom. 1833, Vol. VII. pp. 156-15S, and by Caspari, in the work quoted above, IL 48 sq.

Venant. Fortdnatus (d. about 600) : Expositio Symboli {Opera, ed. Aug. Luchi, Rom. 1786).

AuGUSTiNDs (bishop of Hippo, d. 430) : De Fide et Syvibolo liber unus. Opera, ed. Bened., Tom. XI.

505-522. Sermo de Symbolo ad catechumenos, Tom. VIII. 1591-1610. Sermones de traditione Symboli, Tom.
VIIL 936 sq.

Mos. Amykaldus (Amyraut, Prof, at Saumur, d. 1664) : Exercitatioiies j'n Symb. Apost. Salmur. 1663.

Isaac Baerow (Master of Trinity College, Cambridge, d. 1677). Sermons on the Creed {Theolog. Works,

8 vols., Oxf. 1830, Vol. IV.-VL).

John Pearson (Bishop of Chester, d. 1686) : A7i Exposition of the Creed, 1659, 3d ed. 1669 fol. (and sev-

eral later editions by Dobson, Burton, Nichols, Chevallier). One of the classical works of the Church

of England.

Petke King (Lord Chancellor of England, d. 1733) : The History of the Apostles' Creed, with Critical Ob-

servations, London, 1702. (The same in Latin by Olearius, Lips. 1706.)

H. WiTSius (Prof, in Leyden, d. 1708) : Exercitatione^s sacrce in Syvibolum quod Apostolorum dicitur,

Amstel. 1700 ; Basil. 1739. English translation by Fraser, Ediub. 1823, 2 vols.

J. E. Im.Waloh (Professor in Jena, d. 1778) : Antiquitates syvibolicce, quibus Symboli Apostolici historia

illustratuT, Jena, 1772, 8vo.

A. G. RuDELBAOu (Luth.) : Die Bedeutung des apost. Symbolums, Leipz. 1844 (78 pp.).

Peter Meyers (R. C.) : De Stjmboli Apostolici Titulo, Orvjine. et A vctoritate, Treviris, 1849 (pp. 210).

Defends the apostolic origin.

J. W. Nevin : The Apostles' Creed, in the 'Mercersburg Review,' Mercersburg, Pa., for 1849, pp. 105, 201,

313, 585. An exposition of the doctrinal system of the Creed.

Michel Nicolas: Le symbole des apbtres, Paris, 1867. Rationalistic.

G. Lisoo (jun.): Das apostolische Olaubembekenntniss, Berlin, 1872. In opposition to its obligatory use

'n the church.

O. Zookler: Das apostolische Symbolum, Giiterslohe, 1872 (40 pp.). In defense of the Creed.

Carl Semisch (Prof, of Church History in Berlin) : Das apostolische Olaubembekenntniss, Berlin, 1872

(31 pp.).

A. Mucke: Das apostolische Glaubensbekenntniss der uchte Ausdrttck apostolischen Glaubens, Berlin,

1873 (160 pp.).

The Apostles' Creed, or Symbolum Apostolicum, is, as to its form,

not the production of the apostles, as was formerly believed, but an ad-

mirable popular snmmarv of the apostolic teaching, and in full harmo-

ny with the spirit and even the letter of the New Testament.

I. Character and Value.—As the Lord's Prayer is the Prayer of

prayers, the Decalogue the Law of laws, so the Apostles' Creed is the

Creed of creeds. It contains all the fundamental articles of the Chris-

tian faith necessary to salvation, in the form of facts, in simple Scrip-
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ture language, and in tlie most natural order—the order of revelation

—

from God and the creation down to the resurrection and life everlast-

ing. It is Trinitarian, and divided into three chief articles, expressing

faith—in God the Father, the Maker of heaven and earth, in his only

Son, our Lord and Saviour, and in the Holy Spirit {in Deum Patrem,

in Jesaiii Christum, in Sj)iritu7n Sanctum) ; the chief stress being laid

on the second article, the supernatural birth, death, and resurrection of

Christ. Then, changing the language {credo in for credo with the sim-

ple accusative), the Creed professes to believe 'the holy Catholic Church,

the communion of saints, the remission of sins, the resurrection of the

body, and the life everlasting.'^ It is by far the best popular summary

of the Christian faith ever made within so brief a space. It still sur-

passes all later symbols for catechetical and liturgical purposes, espe-

cially as a profession of candidates for baptism and church member-

ship. It is not a logical statement of abstract doctrines, but a profes-

sion of living facts and saving truths. It is a liturgical poem and an

act of worship. Like the Lord's Prayer, it loses none of its charm and

effect by frequent use, although, by vain and thoughtless repetition, it

may be made a martyr and an empty form of words. It is intelligible

and edifying to a child, and fresh and rich to the profoundest Christian

scholar, who, as he advances in age, delights to go back to primitive

foundations and first principles. It has the fragrance of antiquity and

the inestimable w^eight of universal consent. It is a bond of union

between all ages and sections of Christendom. It can never be super-

seded for popular use in church and school.^

' This change was observed ah-eady by Rufinus (1. c. § 36), who says : ^Non dicit "In Sanc-

tatii Ecclesiam" nee " In remissionem peccatorum" nee "In carnis resurrectionem." Si enim

addidisset ^'' iti" prcBpositionem, una eademque visfuisset cum superioribus. . . , Hae proepo-

sitionis syllaba Creator a ereaturis seeernitur, et divina separantur ab humanis.^ The Roman
Catechism (P. I. c. 10, qu. 19) also marks this distinction, 'iVwnc autem, mutata dicendiforma,
^^ sanctam," et non ''''in sanrtam^ ecclesiam credere projitemur.'

" Augustine calls the Apostolic Symbol 'regulajidei brevis et grandis; brevis numero verbo-

rum, grandis pondere sententiarurn. ^ Luther says :
' Christian truth could not possibly be put

into a shorter and clearer statement.' Calvin (7«5^,Lib. II. c. 16. § 18), while doubting its

strictly apostoHc composition, yet regards it as an admirable and truly scriptural summary of

the Christian faith, and follows its order in his Institutes, saying : '/c/ extra controversiam posi-

tum habemus, totam in eo {^Symbolo Ap.~\Jidei nostrce historiam suecincte distinctoque ordine

recenseri, nihil autem contineri, quod solidis Scriptures testimoniis non sit consignatum.' J. T.

Miiller (Lutheran, Die Si/mb. Biirher der Evang. Luth. K., p. xvi.): 'It retains the doable

significance of being the bond of union of the universal Christian Church, and the seed from

which all other creeds have grown. ' Dr. Semisch (Evang. United, successor of Dr. Neander
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At the same time, it must be admitted that the very simphcity and

brevity of this Creed, which so admirably adapt it for all classes of

Christians and for public worship, make it insufficient as a regulator of

public doctrine for a more advanced stage of theological knowledge.

As it is coniined to the fundamental articles, and expresses them in

plain Scripture terms, it admits of an indefinite expansion by the scien-

tific mind of the Church. Thus the Nicene Creed gives clearer and

stronger expression to the doctrine of Christ's divinity against the Ari-

ans, the Athanasian Creed to the whole doctrine of the Trinity and of

Christ's person against the various heresies of the post-Kicene age.

The Reformation Creeds are more explicit on the authority and inspi-

ration of the Scriptures and the doctrines of sin and grace, which are

either passed by or merely implied in the Apostles' Creed.

II. As to the oKiGiN of the Apostles' Creed, it no doubt gradually

grew out of the confession of Peter, Matt. xvi. 16, which furnished its

nucleus (the article on Jesus Christ), and out of the baptismal formula,

which determined the trinitarian order and arrangement. It can not

be traced to an individual author. It is the i)i'uduct of the Western

Catholic Church (as the Nicene Creed is that of the Eastern Church)

within the first four centuries. It is not of primary, apostolic, but of

secondary, ecclesiasti(!al inspiration. It is not a word of God to men,

but a word of men to God, in response to his revelation. It was orig-

inally and essentially a baptismal confession^ growing out of the inner

life and practical needs of early Christianity.^ It was explained to the

in Berlin) concludes his recent essay on the Creed (p. 28) with the words :
' It is in its primi-

tive form the most genuine Christianity from the mouth of Christ himself (rfas dchteste Chris-

tenthum aus deni Mvnde Christi selbst).' Dr. Nevin (Germ. Heformed, Mercersb. Jiev. 1849,

p. 204): 'The Cieed is the substance of Christianity in the form of faith . . . the direct im-

mediate utterance of the faith itself.' Dr. Shedd {Fres.hyteria.n, Hist. Christ. Doctr., II.

433): 'The Apostles' Creed is the earliest attempt of the Christian mind to systematize the

teachings of the Scripture, and is, consequently, the uninspired foundation upon which the

whole after-structure of symbolic literature rests. All creed develojjment proceeds from this

germ.' Bishop Browne (Episcopalian, Exp. 39 Art., p. 222): 'Though this Creed was not

drawn up by the apostles themselves, it may well be called Apostolic, both as containing the

doctrines taught by the apostles, and as being in substance the same as was used in the Church

from the times of the apostles themselves. ' It is the only Creed used in the baptismal service

of the Latin, Anglican, Lutheran, and the Continental Reformed Churches. In the Protestant

Episcopal and Lutheran Churches the Apostles' Creed is a part of the regular Sunday service,

and is generally recited between the Scripture lessons and the prayers, expressing assent to

the foimer. and pieparing the mind for the latter.

' Tertullian, De corona mUitnm. c. 3 : ''Dehim; ter meiijitniimr, amplics aliquid respon-

DENTE8, quam Ijoviinus in Evauytlio deteriiiiitarit.' The ampiius respondentes refers to thfl
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catechumens at the last stage of their preparation, professed by them

at baptism, often re})eated,\vith tlie Lord's Prayer, for private devotion,

and afterwards inti'oduced into public service.' It was called by the

ante-Nicene fathers > the rule of faith,' 'the rule of truth,' 'the apostolic

tradition,' ' the apostolic preaching,' afterwards ' the symbol of faith.'^

But this baptismal Creed was at first not precisely the same. It as-

sumed different shapes and forms in different congregations.^ Some

were longer, some shorter ; some declarative, some interrogative in the

form of questions and answers.* Each of the larger churches adapted

Creed, not as something different from the Gospel, but as a summary of the Gospel. Comp.

De ba})t., c. 6, where TertuUian says that in the baptismal Creed the Church was mentioned

after confessing the Father, the Son, and the Spirit.

' Augustine (0/>., ed. Bened.,VI. Serm. 08): ^Qiiando suryitis, quando I'os ad soninum col-

locatis, reddite Syiubolum vestrum; reddite Domino. . . . jVe dicatis, Dixi heri, dixi hodie,

quotidie dico, teneo illud bene. Commemora Jidem tucuii : inspice te. Sit tanquain speculum

tibi Symbolum tuum. Ibi te vide si credis omnia quce te credere conjiteris, et gaude quotidia

in fide tica.'

* Kavijjv Trig TTiaTtiitg, k. rrjc dXrj^fiag, irapadoaiQ aTroaroXiKt], to apxaiov Trjg tKK\i]aiag, av-

CFTTiixa, regulajidei, reg. veritatis, traditio apostolica, prcedicatio ap. ,Jides cctholica, etc. Some-

times these terms are used in a wider sense, and embrace the whole course of catechetical

instruction.

' See the older regulce Jidei mentioned by Iren^us : Contra h(er., lib. I. c. 10, § 1 ; III. c. 4,

§1,2; IV. c. 33, § 7 ; Tertullian : De velandis virginibus, c. 1 ; Adv. Praxeam, c. 2 ; De prce-

script. hceret., c, 1.3; Novatianus: De trinitate s. de regula Jidei (Bib/. P. P., ed. Galland. III.

287) ; Cyprian : Ep. ad Magnum, and Ep. ad Jamiariinn, etc. ; Origen : De jirincipiis, I.

prsef. § 4-10; Const. Apost. VI. 11 and 14. They are given in Vol. II. pp. 11-40; also

by Bingham, Walch, Hahn, and Heurtley. I select, as a specimen, the descriptive ac-

count of Tertullian, who maintained against the heretics very strongly the unity of the

traditional faith, but, on the other hand, also against the Roman Church (as a Monta-

nist), the liberty of discipline and progress in Christian life. De velandis virginibus, c. I

:

^Regula quidem Jidei una omnino est, sola immobolis et irreformabilis, credendi scilicet IN

UNicuM Deum omnipotentem, mundi conditorem, et Filium ejus Jesum Christum, natum
EX viRGiNE Maria, crucifixuji sub Pontio Pilato, tertia die rescscitatum a mortuis,

receptum in ccelis, sedentem nunc ad dexteram Patris, venturum judicare vivos et

MORTUOS, />er carnis etiam resurrectionem. Hoc legeJidei manente cceterajam discipline

et conversationis admittunt novitatem correctionis, operante scilicet et projiciente usque in Jinem

gratia Dei.' In his tract against Praxeas (cap. 2) he mentions also, as an object of the rule

of faith, ^Spiritum Sanctuin, paracletum, sanctijicatorem Jidei eorum qui credunt in Patrem et

Filium et Spiritum Sanctum.' We may even go further back to the middle and the beginning

of the second century. The earliest trace of some of the leading articles of the Creed may be

found in Ignatius, Epistola ad Trallianos, c. 9 (ed. llefele, p. 192), where he says of Christ that

he was truly born 'of the Virgin Mary' {rov Ik Mapiay, og dXrj^wg tytvvijSrr}), 'suffered under

Pontius Pilate' (dX/j^aic tSiuix^rj tiri IIovtIov YliXdrov), 'was crucified and died' (dXtj^uig

iaravpdj^T] Kai dTviBavtv), and 'was raised from the dead' (og Kai dXt]^(og r'jykp^j] d-rru vikoCjv,

iytipavTog aiirov tov iraTpbg, avrov). The same articles, with a few others, can be traced in

Justin Martyr's Apol. I. c. 10, 13, 21, 42, 4«, 50.

* Generally distributed under three heads : 1 . Credis in Deum Patrem omnipotentem, etc. ?

Resp. Credo. 2. Credis et in Jesum Christum, etc. ? Resp. Credo. 3. Credis et in Spiritum
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the nucleus of the apostolic faith to its peculiar circumstances ana

wants; but they all agreed in the essential articles of faith, in the gen-

eral order of arrangement on the basis of the baptismal formula, and

in the prominence given to Christ's death and resurrection. We have

an illustration in the modern practice of Independent or Congregational

and Baptist churches in America, where the same liberty of framing par-

ticular congregational creeds ('covenants,' as they are called, or forms

of profession and engagement, when members are i-eceived into full

communion) is exercised to a nmch larger extent than it was in the

primitive ages.

The first accounts we have of these primitive creeds are merely frag-

mentary. The ante-Nicene fathers give us not the exact and full for-

mula, but only some articles with descriptions, defenses, explications,

and applications. The creeds were committed to memory, but not to

writing.^ This fact is to be explained from the ' Secret Discipline' of

the ante-Nicene Church. From fear of profanation and misconstruc-

tion by unbelievers (not, as some suppose, in imitation of the ancient

heathen Mysteries), the celebration of the sacraments and the baptismal

creed, as a part of the baptismal act, were kept secret among the com-

municant members until the Church triumphed in the Roman Empire.^

The first writer in the West who gives us the text of the Latin creed,

with a commentary, is Rufinus, towards the close of the fourth century.

The most complete or most popular forms of the baptismal creed in

use from that time in the West were those of the churches of Rome,

Aquileja, Milan, Ravenna, Carthage, and Hippo. They differ but little.^

Sanctum, etc. ? Resp. Credo. See the interrogative Creeds in Martene, De antiquis ecclesicB

ritihus, 1. I. c. 1, and in Heurtley, 1. c. pp. 103-1 16.

' Hieronymus, Ep. 6\,ad Panimach. :
*Symhohnii Jidei et spei noslrcp, quod ah apostolis trad-

itum, non srrihitur in chcuta et atraviento, sed in tahulis cordis carnaHlms.' Augustine, Serm.

ccxii, 2 : ^Audiendo symbolum discitur, nee in tabidis rel in aliqua materia, sed in corde scrih-

itur.
'

' On the Disciplina arcani comp. my Church History, 1.384 sq., and Semisch, On the Ap.

Creed, p. 1 7, who maintains, with others, that the Apostles' Creed existed in full as a part

of the Secret Discipline long before it was committed to writing.

' See these Nicene and post-Nicene Creeds in Hahn, 1. c. pp. 3 sqq., and in Heurtley, 1. c. 43

sqq. Augustine (and pseudo-Augustine) gives eight expositions of the Symbol, and mentions,

besides, single articles in eighteen passages of his works. See Caspari, 1. c. II. 2G4 sq. He
follows in the main the (Ambrosian) form of the Church of Milan, which agrees substantially

with the Roman. Twice he takes the North African Symbol of Carthage for a basis, which

has additions in the first article, and puts the article on the Church to the close (vitam ceter-

natn per sanctam ecclesiam). We have also, from the Nicene and post-Nicene age, several
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Among these, again, the Roman formula gradually gained general ac-

ceptance in the West for its intrinsic excellence, and on account of the

commanding position of the Church of Rome. We know the Latin

text from Rufinus (390), and the Greek from Marcellus of Ancyra (336-

341). The Greek text is usually regarded as a translation, but is prob-

ably older than the Latin, and may date from the second century,

when the Greek language prevailed in the Roman congregation.^

This Roman creed was gradually enlarged by several clauses from

older or contemporaneous forms, viz., the article 'descended into

Hades' (taken from the Creed of Aquileja), the predicate ' catholic' or

' general,' in the article on the Church (borrowed from Oriental creeds),

'the communion of saints' (from Galilean sources), and the concluding

'hfe everlasting' (probably from the symbols of the churches of Ra-

venna and Antioch).^ These additional clauses w^ere no doubt part of

the general faith, since they are taught in the Scriptures, but they were

first expressed in local creeds, and it was some time before they found

a place in the authorized formula.

If we regard, then, the present text of the Apostles' Creed as a com-

plete whole, we can hardly trace it beyond the sixth, certainly not be-

yond the close of the fifth century, and its triumph over all the other

forms in the Latin Church was not completed till the eighth century,

or about the time when the bishops of Rome strenuously endeavored

to conform the liturgies of the Western churches to the Roman order.^

commentaries on the Creed by Cyril of Jerusalem, Rufinus, Ambrose, and Augustine. They
do not give the several articles continuously, but it is easy to collect and to reconstruct them
from the comments in which they are expounded. Cyril expounds the ilastern Creed, the

others the Western. Rufinus takes that of the Church of Aquileja, of which he was presbyter,

as the basis, but notes incidentally the discrepancy between this Creed and that of the Church
of Rome, so that we obtain from him the text of the Roman Creed as well. He mentions

earlier expositions of the Creed, which were lost {In Symb. § 1).

' See Caspari, Vol. III. pp. 28-161.

* The last clause occurs in the Greek text of Marcellus and in the baptismal creed of Anti-

och (icaJ t'iQ ajxapTiijiv d<ptaiv Kai eig viKpwv avdaraaiv Kai tig ^wrjv aiwviov). See Caspari,

Vol. I. pp. 83 sqq.

' Heurtley says (1. c. p. 126) :
' In the course of the seventh century the Creed seems to

have been approaching more and more nearly, and more and more generally, to conformity

with the formula now in use ; and before its close, instances occur of creeds virtually identical

with that formula. The earliest creed, however, which I have met with actually and in all

respects identical with it, that of Pirminius, does not occur till the eighth century ; and even

towards the close of the eighth, A.D. 785, there is one remarkable example of a creed, then

in use, which retains much of the incompleteness of the formula of earlier times, the Creed of

Etherius Uxamensis. ' The oldest known copies of our present teztus receptus are found in

manuscripts of works which can not be traced beyond the eighth or ninth century, viz., in a

''Psalterium Grcecum Gregorii Magni,' preserved in the Library of Corpus Christi College,
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But if we look at the several articles of the Creed separately, they are

all of Nicene or ante-Nicene origin, while its kernel goes back to the

apostolic age. All the facts and doctrines which it contains, are in en-

tire agreement with the New Testament. And this is true even of

those articles which have been most assailed in recent times, as the

supernatural conception of our Lord (comp. Matt. i. 18 ; Luke i. 35), the

descent into Hades (comp. Luke xxiii. 43 ; Acts ii. 31 ; 1 Pet. iii. 19 ; iv. 6),

and the resurrection of the body (1 Cor. xv. 20 sqq., and other places).^

The rationalistic opposition to the Apostles' Creed and its use in

the churches is therefore an indirect attack upon the New Testament

itself. But it will no doubt outlive tliese assauks, and share in the

victory of the Bible over all forms of unbelief.^

Cambridge, and first published by Abp. Usher, 1G47 (also by Ileiirtley, 1. c. p. 81'), and another

in the ''Libellus Pirminii [who died 758] de singulis libris lanomcis srara/isus^ (^
— collectus),

published by Mabillon (Aita/erta, Tom. IV. p. .57.5). The first contains the Creed in Latin

and Greek (both, however, in Roman letters), arranged in two parallel columns; the second

gives first the legend of the Creed with the twelve articles assigned to the twelve apostles, and

then the Latin Creed as used in the baptismal service. See Heurtley, p. 71.

' The same view of the origin of the Apostles' Creed is held by the latest writers on the

subject, as Hahn, Heurtley, Caspari, Zockler, Semisch. Zockler says (1. c. p. 18): ^Jjas Apos-

tolicum ist hinsichtlich seiner jetzigen Form sowohl nachapostolisch, als selbst nachatigustinisch,

aber hinsichtlich seines Inhalts ist es niclit mir I'oraugustinisch. sondern gam und gar apos-

tolisch— in diesen einfachen Satz Idsst die Sunime der einschldgigen kritisch patristischen

Forschungsergebnisse sich kurzerhand zusamniendrdngen. Und die Wahrheit dieses Satzes,

soweit er die Apostoliritdt des Inhahs behattptet, Idsst sich beziiglich jedes einzelnen Gliedes

oder Sdtzche7is, die am spdtesten hinzugekommenen nicht ausgenommen^ mit gleicher Sicherheit

erhdrten.' Semisch traces the several articles, separately considered, up to the third and

second centuries, and the substance to the first. ¥r. Spanheim and Calvin did the same.

Calvin says : ''Neque mihi dxdmim est, quin a prima statim ecclesia; origi/te, adeoque ab ipso

Apostolorum serulo instar publico; et omnium calculis receptee confessionis obtinuerit' {Inst.

lib. II. c. H), § 18). The most elaborate argument for the early origin is given by Caspari, who

derives the ("reed from Asia Minor in the beginning of the second cenrurv (\'ol. III. pp. 1-161).

2 The discussion of the Apostles' Creed entered a stage of great warmth after Dr.

Schaff's death, 1893. The work by Kattenbusch, the most extensive and exhaustive on

the subject, was followed by treatments from the pens of Harnack, Cremcr, Zahn, Loofs,

Kunze, and others in Germany, Burn, and Badcock, 1930, in England and McGiffert in

the United States. The early Roman baptismal formula is carried by Harnack and

Mirbt to 150 or earlier, and by Kattenbusch and Zahn to 120 or earlier. A. Seeberg

found the clauses in the New Testament writings and held that a creedal formula was

in use in Apostolic times. McGiffert, who was followed by Kriiger, proposed the theory

that the formula was a reply to the heresies of Marcion about 160. Badcock opposes

the view of Kattenbusch, Harnack, and Burn on the origin of the Apostles' Creed, relying

in part upon Irenaeus's recently found treatise, "The teaching of the Apostles." The

renewed study of the Apostles' Creed was followed by a new study of the doctrine of the

Virgin birth of Christ in view of the omission of the clause "conceived by the Holy Ghost"

in the forms of the Rule of Faith known to us and the statement of the early Roman
baptismal formula, "born of the Holy Ghost and the Virgin Mary." The most recent

treatise on the Virgin birth is by Machen, The Virgin Birth of Christ, N. Y., 1930.

—

Ed
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III. I add a table, with critical notes, to show the difference between

the original Roman creed, as given by Rufinus in Latin (about A.D.

390), and by Marcellus in Greek (A.D. 336-341), and the received form

of the Apostles' Creed, which came into general use in the seventh or

eighth century. The additions are inclosed in brackets.

The old Roman Form. Tiik Received Form.

1. I believe in God the Father Almighty.' 1. I believe in God the Father Almighty
\_Maker of heaven and earth^.'

2. And in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our 2. ^^nd in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our
Lord

;

Lord

;

3. Who was born by the Holy Ghost of the 3. Who was [_co7iceived'\ by the Holy Ghost,

Virgin Mary ;^ born of the Virgin Mary ;*

4. Was crucified under Pontius Pilate and 4. [Sw^ereJ]* under Pontius Pilate, was cru-

was buried

;

cified [^dead^, and buried

[He descended into Hell {Hades)] ;*

5. The third day he rose from the dead

;

5. The third day he rose from the dead

;

6. He ascended into heaven ; and sitteth on 6. He ascended into heaven ; and sitteth on
the right hand of the Father

;

the right hand of [God'] the Father
[Almiyhty] ;'

7. From thence he shall come to judge the 7. From thence he shall come to judge the

quick and the dead. quick and the dead.

8. And in the Holy Ghost
;

8. [/ believe]^ in the Holy Ghost
;

' '''^e Creed of A(iuileja has, after Patreni ovinipotentem, the addition :
^ invisibilem et im-

passibilem,' in opposition to Sabellianism and Patripassianism. The Oriental creeds insert

ojie before God. Marcellus omits Father, and reads elg 5t6v travTOKparopa.

' ^Creatorem cceli et terrce' appears in the Apostles' C-reed from the close of the seventh

century, but was extant long before in ante-Nicene rules of faith (Trenajus, Adv. hcEr. I. c. 10,

1; TertulHan, De vel. virg. c. \,'mundi condilorcm ;' De prd'scr. h(vret. c. 13), in the Nicene

Creed (jroir/r/iv ovpai'oi) kuI yf/f, ic.i-.A.), and all other Eastern creeds, in opposition to the

Gnostic schools, which made a distinction between the true God and the Maker of the world

(the Demiurge).

' 'Q"* nutus est de Spiritu Sancto ex (or et) Maria virgine.^

* ''Qui CONCEFTUS est de Spiritu Sancto, natus ex Maria virgine.^ The distinction between

conception and birth first appears in the Sermones de Tempore, falsely attributed to Augus-

tine.

^ 'Passus,' perhaps from the Nicene Creed {na^ovra, which there implies the crucifixion).

In some forms ' crucijixus,' in others ' mortuus' is omitted.

" From the Aquilejan Creed: ^Descendit ad in/'erna,' or, as the Athanasian Creed has it,

'^ ad inferos,' to the inhabitants of the spirit-world. Some Eastern (Arian) creeds : KaTejSr]

iIqtov ^Sr]v (also £('c TO. KaraxSrovia, or tig Ta KaTwrara). Augustine says (-E/>. 99, al. 164,

§ 3) that unbelievers only deny 'fuisse apud inferos Christum.' Venantius Fortunatus, A.D.

570, who had Rufinus before him, inserted the clause in his creed. Rufinus himself, how-

ever, misunderstood it by making it to mean the same as buried (§ 18 :
' vis verbi eadem vi-

detur esse in eo quod se/mltus diritur).

' The additions ''Dei' and ' oninipotentis,' made to conform to article first, are traced to the

Spanish version of the Creed as given by Etherius Uxamensis (bishop of Osma), A.D. 78"),

but occur already in earlier Galilean creeds. See Heurtley, pp. 60, 67.

"
^ Credo,' in common use from the time of Petrus Chrysologus, d. 4;".0. Rut And, witAoui

the repetition of the verb, is no doubt the primitive form, as it grew immediately out of the

baptismal formula, and gives clearer and closer expression to the doctrine of the Trinity.
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The old Roman Fokm. Tuk Heckived Fobm.

9. The Holy Church
;

9. The Holy [C'a^AoAV]' Church
[TVie coinmunion tif suints^;^

10. The forgiveness of sins
;

10. The forgiveness of sins
;

11. The resurrection of the hotly (flesh).
^ 11. The resurrection of the body (flesh)

;

12. [^And the life everlasting^*'

Note on the Legend of the Apostolic Origin of the Creed.—Till the middle of

the seventeenth century it was the current belief of Human Catholic and Protestant Christen-

dom that the Apostles' Creed was '' Jiiembratiw articulatimque composed by the apostles in

Jerusalem on the day of Pentecost, or before their separation, to secure unity of teaching,

each contributing an article (hence the somewhat arbitrary division into twelve articles).'

Peter, under the inspiration of the Holy Ghost, commenced : 'I believe in God the Father
Almighty;' Andrew (according to others, John) continued: 'And in Jesus Christ, his only

Son, our Lord;' James the elder went on: 'Who was conceived by the Holy Ghost;' then

followed John (or Andrew): 'Suffered under Pontius Pilate;' Philip: 'Descended into

Hades;' Thomas: 'The third day he rose again from the dead;' and so on till Matthias
completed the work with the words ' life everlasting. Amen.'
The first trace of this legend, though without the distribution alluded to, we find at the

close of the fuurth century, in the Expositio Symbo/i of Rufinus of Aquileja. He mentions
an ancient tradition concerning the apostolic comj)Osition of the Creed (^ tradunt niajores

nostri), and falsely derives from this supposed joint authorship the name symbolon (from
avfijiaWtiv^m the sense to contribute); confounding avu^ioXov, sign,\\\t\\ av^ijSoXi], contribu-

tion {_''Symboluvi Greece et indicium did potest et coUatio, hoc est, quod phires in unum confe-

runt'). The same view is expressed, with various modifications, by Ambrosius ofMilan (d. 397),
in his Explanatio Syrnboli ud initiandos, where he says: ^Apostoli sancti convenientes fere-
runt symbo/um breviter ;' by John Cassianus (about 424), De incarnat. Uum.YI. 3 ; Leo M.,
Ep. 27 ad Pulcheiidin ; Venantius Fortunatus, Expos, brevis Syniboli Ap. ; Isidorus of Seville

(d. ()3(5). The distribution of the twelve articles among the apostles is of later date, and
there is no unanimity in this respect. See this legendary form in the pseudo-Augustinian

' ^Catho/icdin' (universal), in accordance with the Nicene Creed, and older Oriental forms,

was received into the Latin Creed before the close of the fourth century (comp. Augustine:

De Fide et SyrnboJo, c. 10). The term catholic, as applied to the Church, occurs first in the

Epistles of Ignatius (Ad Smyrmeos. cap. 8 : ioantp oizov av y XpiaTvg'lTjaoiit:, iKtl i) KaboXiKi)

lKK\r]<ria), and in the Martyrium Polycarpi (inscription, and cap. 8 : atrdatj^ Ttjg Kara rijv

olKovfiivtjv /ca^oAt/c»)t,- iKK\t]ffiag, comp. c. 19, where Christ is called 7roi/it]v Trjg Kara oikov-

ftivr]v Ka^o\iK)~ig tKKXrjijiai;).

^ The article ' Communionem sanctorum,'' unknown to Augustine (Enchir. c. 64, and )Sen«.

213), appears first in the I ir)th and 1 18tlK Sermons De Temjiore, falsely attributed to him. It

is not found in any of the Greek or earlier Latin creeds. See the note of Pearson On the Creed,

Art. IX. sub ^The Communion of Saints' (p. h2r>, ed. Dobson). Heurtley, p. 14G, brings it

down to the close of the eighth century, since it is wanting in the Creed of Etherius, 78.").

The oldest commentators understood it of the communion with the saints in heaven, but

afterwards it assumed a wider meaning : the fellowship of all true believers, living and de-

parted.

' The Latin reads carnis, the (ireek <TapK6(;,Jiesh ; the Aquilejan form hujus rarnis, of this

fiesh (which is still more realistic, and almost materialistic), ' ut possit euro vel pudica coro-

nari, vel impudica puniri (Rufinus, § 43). It should be stated, however, that there are two

other forms of the Aquilejan Creed given by Walch (xxxiv. and xxxv.) and by Heurtley (pp.

30-32), which differ from the one of Rufinus, and are nearer the Roman form.

* Some North African forms (of Carthage and Hii)po Regius) put the article of the Church
at the close, in this way: ^ vitam eternam per sanctam eccle^iain.^ Others: carnis resurrec-

tioncm in vitam aternam. The Greek Creed of Marcellus, which otherwise agrees with the

old Roman form, ends with Z,o}i)v alwinov.

* The old Roman form has only eleven articles, unless art. 6 be divided into two ; while

the received text has sixteen articles, if ' Maker of heaven and earth,' 'He descended into

Hades,' ' the communion of saints,' and ' the life everlasting,' are counted separately.
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Sermones de Symbolo, in Hahn, 1. c. p. 24, and another from a Sacramentarium Gallicanum of

the seventh century, in Heurtley, p. i'u.

The Roman Catechism gives ecclesiastical sanction, as far as the Roman Church is con-

cerned, to the fiction of a direct apostolic authorship.' Meyers, 1. c, advocates it at length,

and Abbe' Martigny, in his ^ Dictiuiinaire des antiquities Chre'tiennes,^ Paris, 1865 (art. «S'^7n-

bole des apotres, p. 023), boldly asserts, without a shadow of proof: 'Fidelenient attache a la

tradition de rEylise cat/tolique, nous tenons, non-seulement qu'il est I'wuvre des apotres, mats
encore qu'il fut compose' par eux, alors que reunis a Jerusalem, ils alLiient se disperser dans

Funivers entier ; et qu'ils volurent, avant de se se'parer, Jixer une reyle defoi vraiment uniforme

et ciitholique, destin^e a etre livr^e, partout la m.eme, aux catechujuenes.'

Even among Protestants the old tradition has occasionally found advocates, such as Les-
sing ( 1 778 ), Delbruck ( 1 826), Rudelbach ( 1 8-t-t), and especially Grundtvig (d. 1 872). The last

named, a very able but eccentric high-church Lutheran bishop of Denmark, traces the Creed,

like the Lord's Prayer, to Christ himself, in the period between the Ascension and Pentecost.

The poet Longfellow (a Unitarian) makes poetic use of the legend in his Divine Tragedy

(1871).

On the other hand, the apostolic origin (after having first been called in question by Lau-
rentius Valla, Erasmus, Calvin') has been so clearly disproved long since by Vossius, Rivetus,

Voetius, Usher, Bingham, l^earson, King,Walch, and other scholars, that it ought never to be

seriously asserted again.

The arguments against the apostolic authorship are quite conclusive

:

1

.

The intrinsic improbability of such a mechanical composition. It has no analogy in the

history of symbols ; even when composed by committees or .synods, they are mainly the pro-

duction of one mind. The Apostles' Creed is no piece of mosaic, but an organic unit, an

instinctive work of art in the same sense as the Gloria in Excelsis, the Te Deum, and the

classical prayers and hymns of the Church.
2. The silence of the Scriptures. iSome advocates, indeed, pretend to find allusions to the

Creed in Paul's ' analogy' or ' proportion of faith,' Rom. xii. 7 ;
' the good deposit,' 2 Tim. i.

14 ;
' the first principles of the oracles of God,' Heb. v. 12 ;

' the faith once delivered to the

saints,' Jude, ver. 3 ; and ' the doctrine,' 2 John, ver. 10; but these passages can be easily ex-

plained without such assumption.
3. The silence of the apostolic fathers and all the ante-Nicene and Nicene fathers and

synods. Even the oecumenical Council of Niccea knows nothing of a symbol of strictly apos-

tolic composition, and would not have dared to supersede it by another.

4. The variety in form of the various rules of faith in the ante-Nicene churches, and of the

Apostolic .symbol itself down to the eighth century. This fact is attested even by Rufinus. who
mentions the points in which the Creed of Aquileja diifered from that of Rome. 'Such varia-

tions in the form of the Creed forbid the supposition of any fixed system of words, recognized

and received as the composition of the apostles ; for no one, surely, would have felt at liberty

to alter any such normal scheme of faith.'*

.5. The fact that the Apostles' Creed never had any general currency in the East, where the

Nicene Creed occupies its place, with an almost equal claim to apostolicity as far as the sub-

stance is concerned.

^ Pars prima, cap. 1, qu. 2 (Libri Symbolici Eccl. Cath., ed. Streitwolf and Klener, Tom. I.

p. Ill) : ^Qu(K igitur primum Christiani homines tenere debent, ilia sunt, quce Jidei duces, doc-

toresque sancti Apostoli, divine Spiritu afflati, duodecim Symboli articulis distinxerunt. Nam,
cum mandatuin a Domino accepissent, ut pro ipso legatione fungentes, in universum mundum

projiciscerentur, atque omni creaturce Evangelium prcedicarent : Christiance Jidei formulam

componendam censuerunf, ut scilicet id omnes sentirent ac dicerent, neque ulla essent inter eos

schismata,' etc. Ibid. qu. 3 : ^Ilanc autem Christiance _/idei et spei pi-o/essionem a se composi-

tam Apostoli Synibolum appeUarunt ; sive quia ex variis sententiis, quas singuli in commune

contulerunt, conjlata est ; sive quia ea veluti nota, et tessera quadam uterentur, qua desertores

et subintroductos falsos fratres, qui Evangelium adulterabant, ab lis, qui verce Christi militice

Sacramento se obligarent, facile possent internoscere/

' In his Catechism, Calvin says that the formula of the common Christian faith is called

symbolum apostolorum, quod vel ab ore apostolorum excepta fuerit, vel ex eorum scriptis Jide-

liter collecta.

' Dr. Nevin (1. c. p. 107), who otherwise puts the highest estimate on the Creed. See the

comparative tables on the gradual growth of the Creed in the second volume of this work,

YoL. I.—

C
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§ 8. The Nicene Creed.

Literature.

I. See the works on the oecumenical Creeds noticed p. 12, and the extensive literature on the Council

of Nicaea, mentioned in my Church Hinturii, Vol. III. pp. 61C, 617, aud G22. The acts of the Council are

collected in Greek and Latin by Mansi, Collect, sacr. Concil., Tom. II. fol. G35-704. The Council of Nicaea

is more or less fully discussed iu the historical works, general or particular, of Tillemont, Walch,

SchriJckh, Gibbon, A. de Broglie, Neander, Gieseler, Baur {Hist, of the Doctrine of the Trinity), DorueT

(History of Christology), Hefele {History of Councils), Stanley (History of the Eastern Church).

II. Special treatises on the Nicene symbol

:

Pu. Melanchthon : Explicatio Symb. Nicceni, ed. a J. Sturione,'VHeh. 1661, 8vo.

Casp. Ckuoigke: Enarrationis Symboli yicceni articuli ihw, etc.,Viteb. 1548, 4to, and Symboli Xiccpni

enarratio cuiii prce/atiune Ph. Melaiichthonis, acc.priori editioni plures Syviboli pai-tes, Basil (without date).

J. H. Heideggkb (d. 1698): De Symbolo Nicceno-Constantinopolitano (Tom. II.Z)?sp«t.S€iecf. pp.716 sqq.,

Turici, 1675-97).

J. G. Baieb : De Cone. Sicceni primi et cecum, auctoritate atque integritate, Jen. 1695 (in Disputat. theol.

decad. I.).

T. Feoht : hinocentia Concilii et Symboli Nicoeni, Rostock, 1711.

T. Caspar Sdicee (d. 1684) : Syniboluvi Kicceiw-Consiant. expositum et ex antiquitate ecclesiastica illus-

tratum, Traj. ad Rh. 1718, 4to.

George Bull (d. 1710) : Defensio Fidei Niccence, Oxon. 1687, in his Latin works ed. by Grabe, 1703 ; by

Burton, 1827, and again 1846 ; English translation in the Anglo-Catholic Library, Oxf. 1851, 2 vols.

The XicENE Creed, or Syivibolum Nic^no-Constantinopolitanum, is

the Eastern form of the primitive Creed, but with the distinct im})ress

of the Nicene age, and more definite and explicit than the Apostles'

Creed in the statement of the divinit}^ of Christ and tlie Holy Ghost.

The terms ' coessential' or ' coequal' {bfioovaioq ro> iraTpi), ' begotten be-

fore all worlds' {wpb rravrwv tCjv aiwvuiv), ' very God of very God' {^to^

aXrj^ivog Ik ^tov aXrj^tvou), 'begotten, not made' (yt vvrj^tt'c, oi» TTOfn^Hg),

are so many trophies of orthodoxy in its mighty struggle with the Arian

heresy, which agitated the Church for more than half a century. The

Nicene Creed is the first which obtained universal authority. It rests

on older forms used in different churches of the East, and has under-

gone again some changes.^

The Eastern creeds arose likewise out of the baptismal formula, and

were intended for the baptismal service as a confession of the faith of

the catechumen in the Triune God.^

We must distinguish two independent or parallel creed formations,

' Compare the s}Tnbols of the church of Jerusalem, the church of Alexandria, and the

creed of Caesarea, which Eusebius read at the Council of Nicaea, in Usher, 1. c. pp. 7, 8 ; more

fully in Vol. II. pp. 1 1 sqq., and in Ilahn, Bihliothek der Symbole, pp. 40 sqq., "Jl sqq.

' Eusebius, in his Epistle to the people of Cicsarea, says of tiie creed which he had proposed

to tiie Council of Niciea for adoption, that he liiul learned it as a catechumen, professed it at

his baptism, taught it in turn as presbyter and bishop, and that it was derived from our Lord's

baptismal formula. It resembles the old Nicene Creed very closely ; see Vol. II. p. 29. The

shorter creed of Jerusalem used at baptism, as given by Cy\'i\, Catech. xix. 9, is simply the

baptismal formula put interrogatively; see Hahn, pp. 51 sqq.
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an Eastern and a Western ; the one resulted in the Nicene Creed as

completed by the Synod of Constantinople, tlie other in the Apostles'

Creed in its Roman form. The Eastern creeds were more metaphys-

ical, polemical, flexible, and adapting themselves to the exigencies of the

Church in the maintenance of her faith and conflict with heretics ; the

Western were more simple, practical, and stationary. The former were

controlled by synods, and received their final shape and sanction from

two a3cumenical Councils; the latter were left to the custody of the

several churches, each feeling at liberty to make additions or altera-

tions within certain limits, until the Roman form superseded all others,

and was quietly, and without formal synodical action, adopted by West-

ern Christendom.

In the Kicene Creed we must distinguish three forms—the original

Nicene, the enlarged Constaiitinopolitan, and the still later Latin.

1. The original Nicene Creed dates from the first oecumenical Coun-

cil, which was held at Nicaea, A.D. 325, for the settlement of the Arian

controversy, and consisted of 318 bishops, all of them from the East

(except Hosius of Spain), This Creed abruptly closes with the words

' and in the Holy Ghost,' but adds an anathema against the Arians.

This ^vas the authorized form down to the Council of Chalcedon.

2. The Nicajno - Constantinopolitan Creed, besides some minor

changes in the first two articles,^ adds all the clauses after 'Holy

Ghost,' but omits the anathema. It gives the text as now received in

the Eastern Church. It is usually traced to the second cecumenical

Council, which was convened by Theodosius in Constantinople, A.D.

381, against the Macedonians or Pneumatomachians (so called for de-

nying the deity of the Holy Spirit), and consisted of 150 bishops, all

from the East. There is no authentic evidence of an oecumenical

recognition of this enlarged Creed till the Council at Chalcedon, 451,

where it was read by Aetius (a deacon of Constantinople) as the

' Creed of the 150 fathers,' and accepted as orthodox, together with

the old Nicene Creed, or the ' Creed of the 318 fathers.' But the ad-

ditional clauses existed in 374, seven years before the Constantino-

politan Council, in the two creeds of Epiphanius, a native of Pales-

' The most remarkable change in the first article is the omission of the words Tovrtariv ik rfj^

ovaiag tov Jlarpug^^tov tK ^toii, o*" which great stress was laid by the Athanasian party against

"Jie Arians, who maintained thai che Son was not of the essence, but of the will of the Father.
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tine, and most of them as early as 350, in the creed of Cyril of Je-

rusalem.*

The Nicene Creed comes nearest to that of Eusebiiis of Csesarea,

which likewise abruptly closes with Trrti'^a ayiov ; the Constantino-

politan Creed resembles the creeds of Cyril and Epiphanins, which

close with ' the resurrection' and ' life everlasting.' We may therefore

trace botli forms to Palestine, except tlie Nicene hvinoousion.

3. The Latin or Western form differs from the Greek by the little

word Filioque, which, next to the authority of the Pope, is the chief

source of the greatest schism in Christendom. The Greek Church,

adhering to the original text, and emphasizing the monarchia of the

Father as the only root and cause of the Deity, teaches the single

procession {iKtropivoK;) of the Spirit from the Father alone, which is

supposed to be an eternal inner-trinitarian process (like the eternal

generation of the Son), and not to be confoui.ded with tlie temporal

mission {itiix-^iq) of the Holy Spirit by the Father and the Son. Tlie

Latin Church, in the interest of the co-equality of the Son with the

Father, and taking the procession {processio) in a wider sense, taught

since Augustine the double procession of the Spirit from the Father

aiid the Son, and, without consulting the East, put it into the Creed.

The first clear trace of the F^lioque in the Nicene Creed we find at

the third Council of Toledo in Spain, A.D. 589, to seal the triumph of

orthodoxy over Arianism. During the eighth century it obtained cur-

rency in England and in France, but not without opposition. Pope

Leo IIL, when asked by messengers of a council held during the reign

of Charlemagne at Aix la Chapelle, A.D. 809, to sanction the Filioque,

decided in favor of the double procession, but against any change in the

Creed. Nevertheless, the clause gained also in Italy from the time of

Pope Nicholas I. (858), and was gradually adopted in the entire Latin

Church. From this it passed into the Protestant Churches.^

Another addition in the Latin ioxva,^Deus de Deo^ in article II., cre-

' See Vol. II. pp. 31-38, and the Comparative Table, p. 40; Lumby, p. 68; and Hort,

pp. 72-150. Dr. Hort tries to prove that the ' Constantinopolitan ' or Epiphanian Creed is

not a revision of the Nicene Creed at all, but of the Creed of Jerusalem, and that it dates

probably from Cyril, about 802-864, when he adopted the Nicene Iwmoousia, and may have

been read by him at the Council of Constantinople in vindication of his orthodoxy. Ffoulkes

(in Smith's Diet, of Christ. Antiq. Vol. I. p. 438) conjectures that it was framed at Antioch

about 372, and adopted at the supplemental Council of Constantinople, 382.

* Conan. Vol. II.. at the close.
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ated no difficulty, as it was in the original Nicene Creed, but it is use-

less on account of the following ^Deus verus de Deo vero^ and hence

was omitted in the Coustantinopolitan edition.

The Nicene Creed (without these Western additions) is more high-

ly honored in the Greek Church than in any other, and occupies the

same position there as the Apostles' Creed in the Latin and Protestant

Churches. It is incorporated and expounded in all the orthodox Greek

and Russian Catechisms. It is also (with the Filioque) in liturgical use

in the Roman (since about the sixth century), and in the Anglican and

Lutheran Churches.^ It was adopted by the Council of Trent as the

fundamental Symbol, and embodied in the Profession of the Triden-

tine Faith by Pius IV. It is therefore more strictly an oecumenical

Creed than the Apostles' and the Athanasian, which have never been

fully naturalized in the Oriental Churches.

. . .
' The faith of the Trinity lies,

Shrined for ever and ever, in those grand old words and wise;

A gem in a beautiful setting ; still, at matin-time,

The service of Holy Communion rings the ancient chime

;

Wherever in marvelous minster, or village churches small,

Men to the Man that is God out of their misery call,

Swelled by the rapture of choirs, or borne on the jioor man's word.

Still the glorious Nicene confession unaltered is heard

;

Most like the song that the angels are singing around the throne,

With their " Holy ! holy ! holy !" to the great Three in One. '

The relation of the Nicene Creed to the Apostles' Creed may be seen

from the follo\ving table :

Thb Apostles' Creed; Received Test. The Nioene Creed, as eni.aeoed A.D. 381.

(The clauses in brackets aie the later additions.) (The words in brackets are Western changes.)

1. I believe in God the Father Almighty, 1. We [I] believe' in one God the Father
Almighty,

[Maker of heaven and earth]. Maker of heaven and earth.

And of all things visible and invisible.

2. And in Jesds Christ, his only Son, our 2. And in one Lord Jesus Christ,
Lord

; the only-begotten Son of God,
Begotten of the Father before all worlds

;

[God of God],
Light of Light.

Very God of very God,

' In the Reformed Churches, except the Episcopal, the Nicene Creed is little used. Calvin,

who had a very high opinion of the Apostles' Creed, depreciates the Nicene Creed, as a ' car-

vien cantillando magis aptum, quam confessionisformula {De Reform. Ercles.).

' From 'A Legend of the Council of Nice. 'by Cecil Frances Alexander, in ''The Contem-

porary Review for February, 1867, pp. 176-179.

' The Greek reads the plural (TrirTT(voiJ.(v), but the Latin and English versions have substi-

tuted for it the singular (credo. I believe), in accordance with the Apostles' Creed and the

more subjective character of the Western churches.
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The Apostles' Creed ; Received Text.

3. Who was [conceived] by the Holy Ghost,

Born of the Virgin Mary

;

4. [Suffered] under Pontius Pihite, was cru-

cified [dead], and buried

;

[He descended into Hades]
;

5. The third day lie ruse again from the dead

;

6. He ascended into heaven,

And sitieth on the right hand of [God]
the Father [Almighty]

;

7. From theme he shall come to judge the

quick and the dead.

8. And [1 beUeve] in the Holt Ghost •

9. The holy [catholic] Church

;

[The communion of saints]
;

10. The forgiveness of sins;

The NiCENE Creed, as enlarged A.D. 381.

Begotten, not made,
Being of one substance with the Father

;

By whom all things w ere made
;

3. Who, for us men, and for our salvation,

came down from heaven,

And was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of

the Virgin Mary,
And was made man

;

4. He was crucified for us under Pontius
Pilate

;

And sufi'ered and was buried
;*****

5. And the third day he rose again,

According to the Scriptures
;

6. And ascended into heaven.

And sitteth on the right hand of the Fa-
ther

;

7. And he shall come again, with glory,

to judge the tiuick and the dead;
Whose kingdom shall have no end.

8. And [I beheve] in the Holy Ghost,
The Lord, and Giver of life

;

Who proceedeth from the Father
[and the Son]

;

Who with the Father and the Son together

is worshiped and glorified
;

Who spake by the Proijhets.

9. And [I believe] in' one holy catholic and
apostolic Church

;

10. We [I] acknowledge" one baptism for the

remission of sins

;

11. And we [ ] look for the resurrection of

the deiid
;

12. And the life of the world to come.

11. The resurrection of the flesh [body]
;

12. [And the life everlasting].

We give also, in parallel coluiniis, the original and the enlarged

formulas of the Nicene Ci-eed, italicizing the later additions, and

inclosing in brackets the passages which are omitted in the received

text

:

The Constantinopolitan Creed of 381.*

We believe in one God, the Father Al-
mighty, Maker of hedven and earth, and of
all things visible and invisible.

The Nioene Creed of 325.^

We believe in one God, tl 3 Father Al-
mighty, Maker of all things visible and in-

visible.

' The Greek reads hq ^dav . . . t/cfc\j;ffiai',but the Lntin and English versions, in conformity

with the Apostles' Creed, mostly omit in before errlesiam ,- see p. 1.5.

' Here and in art. 1 1 the singular is substituted in Western translations for ofioXoyovfiiv

and -Kpoi^coKwfiiv.

^ The Greek original is given, together with the similar Palestinian confession, by Eusebius

in his Ejtistola ad Crrsarefnses, which is preserved by Athanasius at the close of his /i/nstola

de decretis Synodi Nirtemf ( 0/>era. ed. Montfaucon, I. 239); also, with some variations, in

the Acts of the Council of Chalcedon (Act. II. in Mansi, Tom.VIl.) ; in Theoderet, // £. I.

12 ; Socrates, H. £. I. 8 ; Gelasius, H. Cone. Nic 1. II. c. 3.5. See the literature and varia-

tions in Walch, 1. c. pp. 75 and 87 sqq. ; also in Hahn, 1. c. pp. 10.") sqq.

* The Greek text in the acts of the second oecumenical (.Council (Mansi, Tom. III. p. r,i]'>

;

Hardouiii, Vol. I. p. 814), and also in the acts of the fourth oecumenical Council. See Vol. II.

p. 35 ; Hahn, 1. c. p. 1 1 1 ; and my C/iurch Hist. Vol. III. pp. (;G7 sqq.
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The NioENE Creed of 3'25.

And in one Lord Jkst.s C'hhist, the Son

of God, begotten of the Father [the only-he-

gotten ; that is, of the essence of the Father,

God of God], Light of I^ight, very God of

very God, begotten, not made, being of one

substance (ofioovatov) with the Father; by

whom all things were made [both in heaven

and on earth] ; who for us men, and for our

salvation, came down and was incarnate and

was made man ; he suffered, and the third

day he rose again, ascended into heaven

;

from thence he shall come to judge the quick

and the dead.

And in the Holy Ghost.

The CoNSTANTINOPOLtTAN Ckeed OP 381.

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only
beyotten Son of God, begotten of the Father

before all worlds (ajons), Light of Light, very

God of very God, begotten, not made, being

of one substance with the Father ; by whom
all things weie made; who for us men, and for

our salvation, came down from heaven, and
was incarnate by the Holy Ghost of the Virgin

Mary, and was made man ; he was crucijied

fur us under Pontius Pilate, and suffered, and
was buried, and the third day he rose again,

according/ to the Scriptures, and ascended into

heaven, and sitteth on the right hand of the

Father ; from thence he shall come again, with

glory, to judge the quick and the dead ; whose

kingdom shall have no end.

And in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and
Giver of life, ivho proceedethfroni the Father,

who with the Father and the Son together is

worshiped and glorifed, who s/iake by the

prophets. In one holy catholic and apostolic

Church ; ive acknowledge one baptism for the

remission of sins; we lookfor the resurrection

of the dead, and the life of the world to come.

Amen.
[But those who say :

' There was a time
when he was not ;' and ' He was not before

he was made;' and 'He was made out of

nothing,' or 'He is of another substance' or

'essence,' or 'The Son of God is created,' or
' changeable, ' or ' alterable'— they are con-
demned by the holy catholic and apostolic

Church.] ^
§ 9. The Ckeed of Chalcedon.

Literature.

The Acta Concilii in the collections of Mansi, Tom. VII., and of HARnoriN, Tom. 11.

EvAGRiTis: Historia eccl. lib. II. c. 2, 4, 18.

Faoundus (Bishop of Hermiaue, in Africa) : Pro defens. trium capitnlorum, lib.V. c. .3, 4; lib. VIII. c. 4

(see Gallandi, Bibl. PP. Tom. XI. pp. 718 sqq.).

Liberattjb (Archdeacon of Carthage) : Breviarium causai Sentorianoruvi et Eutychianoi'wm, c. 13 (Gal-

landi, Tom. XII. pp. 142 sqq.).

Baron ins: Annal. ad ann. 451, No. 55 sqq.

Edm. Richer: Hist, concil. generalium, Paris, 1G80 (Amst. 16S6, 3 vols.), lib. I. c. 8.

Tillemont: Memoires, etc. Tom. XV. pp. 628 sqq. (in the article on Leo the Great).

Natalis Alexander: Hist, eccles. sec. V. Tom. V. pp. 64 sqq. and pp. 209 sqq.

Quesnel: Synopsis actorum Cone. Chalcedon., in his Dissertat. de vita, etc., <S'. Leonis (see the Ballerinl

edition of the works of Leo the Great, Tom. II. pp. 501 sqq.).

Hiji.SEMANN : Exercit. ad Concil. Chalcedon. Lips. 1651.

Cave: Hist, literaria, etc. pp. 311 sqq. ed. Geuev. 1705.

Waloh: Ketzerhistorie,\o\.W. p. 329 sq. ; and his HiMorie der Kirchenversammlungen, p. 307 sq.

Arenut: Papst Leo der Grouse, Mainz, 1S,S5, pp. 267-322.

Dokner: History of the Development of the Dnctr. of the Person of Christ (2d Germ. ed.). Part II. 99-150.

Hefele: History of the CouyiciU, Freiburfj.Vol. II. (1856). p. 392 sq.

SoHAFF : History of the Christian Church, N.Y. 1867, Vol. III. pp. 740 snq. Comp. the literature there on

pp. 70S8q.,714 8q.,722.

The Creed of Chalcedon was adopted at the fourth and fifth ses-

sions of the fourth CECtimenical Council, held at Chalcedon, opposite

Constantinople, A.D. 451 (Oct. 22d and 25th). It embi-aces the Nicfeno-

Constantinopolitau Creed, and the christological doctrine set forth in
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the classical Epistola Duymatica of Pope Leo the Great to Flavian,

the Patriarch of Constantinople and uuiitvi- of diophysitic orthodoxy

at the so-called Council of Robbers (held at Ephesiis in -i-l'J).'

While the tirst Council of Nica^a had established the eternal, pre-ex-

istent Godhead of Christ, the Symbol of the fourth oecumenical Council

relates to the incarnate Logos, as he walked upon earth and sits on the

right hand of the Father. It is directed against the eri-ors of Nestorius

and Eutyches, who agreed with the Nicene Creed as opposed to Arian-

ism, but put the Godhead of Christ in a false relation to his humanity.

It substantially completes the orthodox Christology of the ancient

Churcli ; for the definitions added during the Monophysite and Mono-

thelite controversies are few and comparatively unessential. As the

Nicene doctrine of the Trinity stands midway between Tritlieism and

Sabellianism, so the Chalcedonian formula strikes the true mean be-

tween Nestorianism and Eutychianism.

The following are the leading ideas of the Chalcedonian Christology

as embodied in this symbol '?

1. A true INCARNATION of the Logos, or the second person in the God-

head {ivav^ptvTrrfaig ^sov, tvcrapKdXTig tov \6yov, incarnatio Verbi).'^

This incarnation is neither a conversion or transmutation of God into

man, nor a conversion of man into God, and a consequent absorption

of the one, or a confusion (Kpacrig, avyxvaig) of the tw^o ; nor, on the

other hand, a mere indwelling {Ivo'iKr^aig, inhabltat'w) of the one in the

other, nor an outward, transitory connection {avvcK^iia, conjunctio) of

the two factors, but an actual and abiding union of the two in one per-

sonal life.

2. Tlie precise distinction between natfre and person. Nature or

substance (essence, ovaia) denotes the totality of poweivs and qualities

which constitute a being ; while person {{nroaTaaig, TrpoaiDTrov) is the

Ego, the self-conscious, self-asserting and acting subject. The Logos

assumed, not a human person (else wo would liave two ])ersons, a divine

and a human), but human nature which is common to us all ; and hence

he redeemed, not a particular man, but all men as partakers of the same

nature.

' Comp. my Cfnirch Hist. Vol. III. p. 7.38.

* Abridj^ed. in \r.ut. from my Church Tlistorij.YcA. IIT. pp. 747 sqq.

^ The diametrical opposite of the tvap^pwirtjaii; dtov is the heathen inro^tujatc aiBpuirov.
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3. The God-man as the result of the incarnation. Christ is not a

(Nestorian) double being, with two persons, nor a compound (Apollina-

rian or Monophysite) iniddle being, a tertium quid, neither divine nor

human ; but he is 07ie person both divine and liuraan.

4. The DUALITY OF THE NATURES. The orthodox doctrine maintains,

against Eutychianism, the distinction of nature even after the act of

incarnation, without confusion or conversion {aavyyvTtjjq, inconfuse,

and aTpiiTTwg, immutabiliter), yet, on the other hand, without division

or separation {aSiaiptrwg, indivise, and ax<j^pi<yTwg, inseparahiliter), so

that the divine will ever remain divine, and the human ever human,'

and yet the two have continually one common life, and interpenetrate

each other, like the persons of the Trinity.^

5. The UNITY OF THE PERSON (tvioaig KoS'' VTToaTaaiv, eVaxTtc viroaTariKi],

unto hypostatica or unio personalis). The union of the divine and

human nature in Christ is a permanent state resulting from the incar-

nation, and is a real, supernatural, personal, and inseparable union—in

distinction from an essential absorption or confusion, or from a mere

moral union, or from a mystical union such as holds between the be-

liever and Christ. The two natures constitute but one personal life,

and yet remain distinct. ' The same who is true God,' says Leo, ' is also

true man, and in this unity there is no deceit ; for in it the lowliness of

man and the majesty of God perfectly pervade one another. . . . Be-

cause the two natures make only one person, we read on the one hand

:

"The Son oi Man came down from heaven" (John iii, 13), while yet the

Son of God took flesh from the Virgin ; and on the other hand :
" The

' ''Tenet,' says Leo, in his Epist. 28 ad Flavian., 'sine defectu proprietatevi suam ntraque

natura, et sicut formam servi Dei forma non adimit, ita/ormam Dei servi forrna non minuit.

. . . Agit utraqueforma cum alterius communione quod proprium est; Verbo scilicet operante

quod Verbi est, et came exsequente quod carnis est. Unum horum coruscat miraculis, aliud

succumbit injuriis. Et sicut Verbum ab cequalitate paternce glorice non recedit, ita caro natu-

ram nostri generis non relinquit.'

' Here belongs, in further explanation, the scholastic doctrine of the Trtpix<^pr]mg, per-

meatio, circummeatio, circidatio, circumincessio, intercommunio, or reciprocal indwelling and

pervasion, which has relation, not merely to the Trinity, but also to Christology. The
verb TCipixinpii-v is first applied by Gregory of Nyssa (Contra Apollinarium) to the interpenC

tration and reciprocal pervasion of the two natures in Christ. On this rested also the doc-

trine of the exchange or communication of attributes, dvriSomcavrtpeTaaTaaicKoii'iovia ISiut-

fiarujv, communicatio idiomatum. The avTiptTaaraaiQ ruiv ovoparwv, also avTijit^icrraffiQ,

transmvtatio prnprietdtum. transmutation of attributes, is, strictly speaking, not identical with

avTi^oaiQ, but a deduction from it, and the rhetorical expression for it.
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Son of God was crucified and buried,"^ while yet he suffered, not in his

Godhead as coeternal and consubstantial with the Father, but in the

weakness of human nature.' The self-consciousness of Christ is never

divided ; his person consists in such a union of the human and the

divine natures, that the divine nature is the seat of self-consciousness,

and pervades and animates the human.

6. The whole work of Christ is to be attributed to his person, and

not to the one or the other nature exclusively. The person is the act-

ing subject, the nature the organ or medium. It is the one divine-

human person of Christ that wrought miracles by virtue of his divine

nature, and that suffered through the sensorium of his human nature.

The superhuman effect and infinite merit of the Redeemer's work must

be ascribed to his person because of his divinity ; while it is his human-

ity alone that made him capable of, and liable to, toil, temptation, suf-

fering, and death, and renders him an example for our imitation.

7. The ANHYPOSTASiA, iMPEESONALiTY, or, to speak more accurately,

the ENHYPosTAsiA, of the human nature of Christ;^ for anhypostasia is

a purely negative term, and presupposes a fictitious abstraction, since

the human nature of Clirist did not exist at all before the act of the

incarnation, and could therefore be neither personal nor impersonal.

The meaning of this doctrine is that Christ's human nature had no

independent personality of its own, besides the divine, and that the

divine nature is the root and basis of his personality.^

There is, no doubt, a serious difliculty in the old orthodox Christol-

ogy, if we view it in the light of our modern psychology. We can

concei\e of a human nature without sin (for sin is a corruption, not

an essential quality, of man), but we can not conceive of a human

nature without personality, or a self-conscious and free Ego; for this

distinguishes it from the mere animal nature, and is man's crowning

excellency and glory. To an unbiased reader of the Gospel history,

' Comp. 1 Cor. ii. 8: 'They would not have crucified the Lord of glory.'

' 'AvMTToffraroe is that which has no personality in itself, IvvaooTaToq that which subsists

in another personality, or partakes of another hypostasis.

' The doctrine of the impersonality of the human nature of Christ may already be found as

to its germ in, Cyril of Alexandria, and was afterwards more fully developed by John of

Damascus {De. orthodoxn Jide, lib. HI.)? and by the Lutheran scholastics of the seventeenth

century, who, however, did not, for all this, conceive Christ as a mere generic being typifying

mankind, but as a concrete human individual. Comp. Petavius, De incarnatione, lib. V. c. 5-8

(Tom. IV. pp. 421 sqq. ) ; Thomasius, Christol. II. 108-1 10 ; Rothe, Dogmatik, II. r>l and 147
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moreover, Christ appears as a full human personality, thinking, speak-

ing, acting, suffering like a man (only without sin), distinguishing him-

self from other men and from his heavenly Father, addressing him in

prayer, submitting to him his own will, and commending to him his

spirit in the hour of death.' Yet, on the other hand, he appears just as

clearly in the Gospels as a personality in the most intimate, unbroken,

mysterious life-union with his heavenly Father, in the full consciousness

of a personal pre-existence before the creation, of having been sent by

the Father from heaven into this world, of living in heaven even during

this earthly abode, and of being ever one with him in will and in es-

sence.^ In one word, he makes the impression of a theantkropic, divine-

human person.^ His human personality was completed and perfected

by being so incorporated with the pre-existent Logos-personality as to

find in it alone its full self-consciousness, and to be permeated and con-

trolled by it in every stage of its development.

The Chalcedonian Christology has latterly been subjected to a rigor-

ous criticism (by Schleiermacher, Baur, Dorner, Rothe, and others), and

has been charged with a defective psychology, and now with dualism,

now with docetism, according as its distinction of two natures or of the

personal unity has most struck the eye. But these imputations neutral-

ize each other, like the imputations of tritheism and modalism, which

may be made against the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity when either

' He calls himself a ' man,' dv^pn)irog (John viii. 40 ; comp. xix. o), and very often ' the Son

of man,' and other men his ' brethren' (John xx. 17).

^ John viii. 58 ; xvii. .5, 24 ; iii. 11-13 ; v. 37 ; vi. 38, 62 ; viii. 42 ; x. 30, and many other

passages in the Gospels. Dr. R. Rothe, who rejects the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity and

the Incarnation, yet expressly admits {Dogmatlk, II. 88) : ''Ebenso hestiinmt, wie seine wahre

Meiischheit, tritt im Neuen Testament ouch die wahre Gottheit des Erlosers hervor.' To
escape the orthodox inference of an incarnation of a divine hypostasis, Rothe must resort (p.

100) to the Socinian interpretation of John xvii. 5, where the Saviour asserts his pre-existence

with the Father (^So^aaov jit au, irdrtp, Trap a atavTip Ty So^y, y ilxov irpo rov tov Koafiov

ilvai Trap a (toi) ; thereby distinguishing himself from the hypostasis of the Father, and yet

asserting coeternity. The Socinians and Grotius find here merely an ideal glory in the divine

counsel ; but it must be taken, in analogy with similar passages, of a real, personal, self-con-

scious pre-existence, and a real glory attached to it ; otherwise it would be nothing peculiar

and characteristic of Christ. How absurd would it be for a man to utter such a prayer!

^ A persona avv5iT0Q, in the language of the old Protestant divines. ^Divina et humana

natura (says Hollaz), ' in una persona avv^trcp Filii Dei extstentes, unam eandemque habent

vir6aTaaiv,inodo tamen habendi diversam. Natura enim divina earn habet primario, per se et

iyidependenter, natura autem humana secundaria, propter unionem personalem, adeoque partici-

pative.' The divine nature, therefore, is, in the orthodox system, that which forms and con-

stitutes the personality {das personbildende Princip.).
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the tri-personalitj or the consubstantiality is taken alone. This, indeed,

IS the peculiar excellence of the Creed of Chalcedon, that it exhibits so

sure a tact and so wise a circumspection in uniting the colossal anti-

thesis in Christ, and seeks to do justice alike to the distinction of the

natures and to the unity of the person. In Christ all contradictions are

reconciled.

The Chalcedonian Creed is far from exhausting the great mystery

of godliness, 'God manifest in flesh.' It leaves much room for a fuller

appreciation of the genuine, perfect, and sinless humanity of Christ, of

the Pauline doctrine of the Kenosis, or self-renunciation and self-lim-

itation of the Divine Logos in the incarnation and during the human

life of our Lord, and for the discussion of other questions connected

with his relation to the Father and to the world, his person and his

work. But it indicates the essential elements of Christological truth,

and the boundary-lines of Christological error. It defines the coui-se

for the sound development of this centi-al article of the Christian faith

so as to avoid both the Scylla of Nestoi'ian dualism and the Charybdis

of Eutychian monophysitism, and to save the full idea of the one divine-

human personality of our Lord and Saviour. Within these limits theo-

logical speculation may safely and freely move, and bi'ing us to clearer

conceptions ; but in this world, where we ' know only in part {Ik fxipovq)^

and 'see through a mirror obscurely (St' laoirrpov Iv alvty/naTi),^ it will

never fully comprehend the great central mystery of the theanthropic

life of our Lord.

§ 10. The Athanasian Ceeed.

Literature.

I. Comp. the general literature of the Three Creeds noticed p. 12, especially Lumby and Swainson.

II. Special treatises on the Athanasian Creed:

[Venantiub Foetunatus (Bishop of Poitiers, d. about A.D. 600)] : Expositio Fidei Catholicce Fortunati.

The oldest commentary on the Athanasian Creed, published from a MS. in the Ambrosiau Library at

Milan by Muratori, 1698, in the second vol. of his Anecdota, p. 228, and better in an Appendix to Water-

land's treatise (see below). But the authorship of Veu. Fort, is a mere conjecture of Muruiori, from the

name Fortunatus, and is denied by modern critics.

Dav. Pareps (Ref.) ; Symbnluvi Athanaaii breviter declaratuin. Heidelb. 1618.

J. H. Heideggee (Kef.) : De Symbolo Athanasiano. Tur. 16S0.

W. E. Tentzel (Luth.) : Judieia eruditorum de Symb. Athanasiano. Gothte, 1687.

Jos. Anthelmi (R. C.) : Disquisilio de Symb. Athan. Paris, 1693.

MoNTFADOON (R. C.) : Diatribe de Symbolo Quicunqiie,, in his edition of the works of St. Athauasius.

Paris, 1698, Tom. II. pp. 719-735.

Dan. Watebland (Anglican) : A Critical History of the A thanaaian Creed, etc. Cambridge, 1724, 2d ed.

1728 (in Waterland's work.". Vol. III. pp. 97-270, Oxf ed. 1843), also re-edited by J. R. King. Lond. 1871.

The fullest and most learned treatise on the subject, but in part superseded by recent investigations.

DoM. Maeia Spkeoni (R. C.) : De Syrnboh vulgo S. Athanaaii, two dissertatiors. Patav. 1750 eq.

John Radcliffe: The Creed a/ SL Athanasiiis, illustrated from the Old and .\eu' Test, Passages qf the

^'athers^ etc. Lond. 1844
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Philip Sohaff: The Athanasian Creed, in the 'American Presbyterian Review,' New York, for 1866,

pp. 584-626 ; Church History, Vol. III. pp. 689 sqq.

A. P. Stanlby (Dean of Westminster) : The Athanasian Creed. Lend. 1871.

E. S. Ffoclkeb (B. D.): The Athana.tian Creed: By whom Written and by whom Puhliahed. Lend. 1872.

Ch, A. Heurti.ky : The Athanasian Creed. Oxford, 1S72. (Against Ffoulkes.)

Comp. the fac-simile edition of the Utrecht Psalter (Lond. 1875), and Sir Thos. Hardy (Deputy-Keeper of

the Public Records), two Reports on the A thanas. Creed in Connection with the Utrecht Psalter. Lond. 1873.

The Athanasian Creed is also called Symbolum Quicunque, from

the first word, ' Quicunque vult salvus esse.^
^

I. Its ORIGIN is involved in obscurity, like that of the Apostles' Creed,

the Gloria in Excelsis, and the Te Deum, It furnishes one of the most

remarkable examples of the extraordinary influence which works of

unknown or doubtful authorship have exerted. Since the ninth cen-

tury it has been ascribed to Athanasius, bishop of Alexandria, the chief

defender of the divinity of Christ and the orthodox doctrine of the

Trinity (d. 373).2 The great name of ' the father of orthodoxy' secured

for it an almost oecumenical authority, notwitlistanding the solemn pro-

hibition of the third and fourth oecumenical Councils to compose or

publish any other creed than the Nicene.^

Since the middle of the seventeenth century the Athanasian author-

ship has been abandoned by learned Catholics as well as Protestants.

The evidence against it is conclusive. The Symbol is nowhere found

in the genuine writings of Athanasius or his contemporaries and eulo-

gists. The General Synods of Constantinople (381), Ephesus (431), and

Chalcedon (451) make no allusion to it whatever. It seems to presup-

pose the doctrinal controversies of the fifth century concerning the

constitution of Christ's person ; at least it teaches substantially the

Chalcedonian Christology. And, lastly, it makes its first appearance in

the Latin Churches of Gaul, North Africa, and Spain : while the Greeks

* It first bears the title, ^Fides sanctce Trinitatis,' or ^Fides Catholira Sanctce Trinitalis
;''

then (in the ' Cod. (Jsserius secundus') ^ Fides Sancti Athanasii Alexandi-ini.' Hincmar of

Rheims, about A.D. 852, calls it '' Sermonem Athanasii de Jide, cujus initium est: "Qmi.

cunque vult salvus esse."'

" According to the mediaeval legend, Athanasius composed it during his exile in Rome, and

offered it to Pope Julius as his confession of faith. So Baronius, Petavius, Bellarmin, etc.

This tradition was first opposed and refuted by Gerhard Vossius (1642) and Ussher (16-17).

' Cone. Ephes. Can.VII. ' The holy Synod has determined that no person shall be allowed

to bring forward, or to write, or to compose any other Creed (irkpav nianv ^rjStvi t^tlvai

iTpo(pipnv Tiyovv avyypdfiiv ») ffi^jTi^f I'ai). besides that which was settled by the holy fathers

who assembled in the city of Nictea, with the Holy Spirit. But those who shall dare to com-

pose any other Creed, or to exhibit or produce any such, if they are bishops or clergymen,

they shall be deposed, but if they are of the laity, they shall be anathematized. ' The Council

of Chalcedon (+ol), although setting forth a new definition of faith, repeated the same pro

hibition (after the Dejin. Fidei).
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did not know it till the eleventh century, and afterwards rejected or

modiiied it on account of the Occidental clause on the procession oi

the Holy Ghost from the Father and the Son. The Greek texts, more-

over, differ widely, and betray, by strange words and constructions, the

hands of unskilled translators.

The pseudo-Athanasian Creed originated in the Latin Church from

the school of St. Augustine, probably in Gaul or North Africa. It

borrows a number of passages from Augustine and other Latin fa-

thers.^ It appears first in its full form towards the close of the eighth

or the beginning of the ninth century. Its structure and the repetition

of the damnatory clause in the middle and at the close indicate that it

consists of two distinct parts, which may have been composed by two

authors, and afterwards welded together by a third hand. The first

part, containing the Augustinian doctrine of the Trinity, is fuller and

more metaphysical. The second part, containing a summary of the

Chalcedonian Christology, has been found separately, as a fi-agment

of a sermon on the Incarnation, at Treves, in a MS. from the middle

of the eighth century.^ The fact that Athanasius spent some time in

exile at Treves m?iy possibly have given rise to the tradition that the

great champion of the orthodox doctrine of the Trinity composed

the whole.^

' See the parallel passages in Waterland's treatise and in my Church History, \o\. III. pp.

690 sqq.

' Now known as the Colhertine MS., in Paris, which is assigned to about A.D. 730-760,

but is derived in part from older MSS. This fragment was first published consecutively by

Professor Swainson in 1871, and again in his larger work, 187.") (p. 2(V2), also by Lumby, p.

215. It begins thus: ''Est ergo fides recta nt credumus et confitemtir qriia Uominus ihesus

christus Dei filius, deus jiuriter et homo est,^ etc.; and it ends: '"Here est fides sancta et Ca-

tholica. qudin oinnes [nmnis'\ homo qui ad uitam (vternrnn peruenire desiderat scire integrtB

[integrel debet, et fideliter custodire.' The compiler of the two parts intensified the damna-
tory clause by changing it into ' quarn nisi qtdsqne fideliter firiniterque crediderit, salvus esse

non poterit.' The passages quoted by Archbishop Hincmar of Rheiras, A.D. 8.')2, are all

taken from the first part.

' The authorship of the Symbolum Qnicunque is a matter of mere conjecture. The opinions

of scholars are divided between Hilary of Aries (420-431), V^igilius ofTapsus (484), Vincen-

tius Lirinensis (4.")0), Venaiitius Fortunatus of Poitiers (.'')70), Pope Anastasius (398),Victricius

of Houen (401), Patriarch Paulinus of Aquileja (Charlemagne's fivvorite theologian, d. 804).

Waterland learnedly contends for Hilary of Aries; Quesnel, Cave, Bingham, and Neander
for Vigilius Tapsensis of North Africa. Gieseler traces the Quirunque to the Councils of

Toledo in Spain (633, G38, 67."), etc.), which used to profess the Nicene Creed with additional

articles (like the Filioque) against Arianism. Ffoulkes (who seceded to Rome, and returned,

a better Protestant, to the Church of England) and Dean Stanley maintain that it arose in

France, sim'iltaneously with the forgery of the pseudo-Isidorean Decretals, for controversial
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II. Chakacter and Contents.—The Symbolum Quicunqne is a re-

markably clear and precise summary of the doctrinal decisions of the

first four QBcumenical Councils (from A.D. 325 to A.D. 451), and the

Augustinian speculations on the Trinity and the Incarnation. Its brief

sentences are artistically arranged and rhythmically expressed. It is a

musical creed or dogmatic psalm. Dean Stanley calls it 'a triumphant

paean' of the orthodox faith. It resembles, in this respect, the older

Te Deiun, but it is much more metaphysical and abstruse, and its har-

mony is disturbed by a threefold anathema.

It consists of two parts.

The first part (ver. 3-28) sets forth the orthodox doctrine of the Holy

Trinity, not in the less definite Athanasian orNicseno-Constantinopolitan,

but in its strictest Augustinian form, to the exclusion of every kind

of subordination of essence. It is therefore an advance both on the

purposes against the Greeks, to set up a fictitious antiquity for Latin doctrine (the Filioque),

as the Decretals did for Latin polity. Swainson and Lumby assign the Creed to an un-

known writer of the age of Charlemagne (d. 814) and Alcuin (d. 804), or to the period be-

tween 813 and 850.

The latest investigations since the rediscovery of the oldest (the Cotton) MS. in the
' Utrecht Psalter' (which was exposed for inspection at the British Museum in 1873, and has

since been photographed) are unfavorable to an early origin ; for this MS., which Ussher and
Waterland assigned to the sixth century, dates probably from the ninth century (as the ma-
jority of scholars who investigated it, Drs. Vermuelen, Heurtley, Ffoulkes, Lumby, Swainson,

contend against Hardy, Westwood, and Baron van Westreenen), since, among other reasons,

it contains also the Apostles' Creed in its final form of 750. The authorship of Venantius

Fortunatus (570) was simply inferred by Muratori from the common name ' Fortunatus ' at

the head of a MS. {Expositio Fidei Catholicce Fortunati) which contains x commentary on the

Athanasian Creed, but which is not older than the eleventh century, and quotes a passage

from Alcuin. Two other MSS. of the same commentary, but without a title, have been

found, one at Florence, and one at Vienna (Lumby, p. 208; Swainson, pp. 317 sqq. ). The
internal evidence for an earlier date is equally inconclusive. The absence of Mater Dei

{^iotokoq) no more proves an ante-Nestorian origin (before 431, as Waterland contended)

than the absence of consul)stantialis (^bjioovaiog) proves an ante-Nicene origin.

So far, then, we have no proof that the pseudo-Athanasian Creed in its present complete

shape existed before the beginning of the ninth century. And yet it may have existed earlier.

At all events, two separate compositions, which form the groundwork of our Quicnnque, are

of older date, and the doctrinal substance of it, with the most important passages, mi\y be

found in the works of St. Augustine and his followers, with the exception of the damnatory

clauses, which seem to have had their origin in the fierce contests of the age of Charlemagne.

In a Prayer-Book of Charles the Bald, written about A.D. 870, we find the Athanasian Creed

very nearly in the words of the received text.

I may add that the indefatigable investigator. Dr. Caspari, of Christiania, informs me by

letter (dated April 29, 1876) that he is still inclined to trace this Creed to the fifth century,

between 450 and GOO, and that he found, and will publish in due time, some old symbols

which bear a resemblance to it, and may cast some light upon its obscure origin. Adhuc
si'b judice lis est.
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Nicene Creed and the Apostles' Creed ; for these do not state the

doctrine of the Trinity in form, but only indirectly by teaching the

Deity of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and leave room for a certain

subordination of the Son to the Father, and the Holy Spirit to botlu

The post-Athanasian formula states clearly and unmistakably both the

absolute unity of the divine being or essence, and the tri-personality of

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. God is one in three persons

or hypostases, each person expressing the whole fullness of the God-

head, with all his attributes. The term ]persona is taken neitlier in the

old sense of a mere personation or form of manifestation (ttpoo-wttoi/,

face, mask), nor in the modern sense of an independent, separate being

or individual, but in a sense which lies between these two conceptions,

and thus avoids Sabellianism on the one hand, and Tritheism on the

other. The divine persons are in one another, and form a perpetual

intercommunication and motion within the divine essence.' Each

person has all the divine attributes which are inherent in the divine

essence, but each has also a characteristic individuality or property,'*

which is peculiar to the person, and can not be communicated ; the

Father is unbegotten, the Son begotten, the Holy Ghost is proceed-

ing. In this Trinity thei'e is no priority or posteriority of time, no su-

periority or inferiority of rank, but the three persons are coeternal and

coequal.

H the mystery of the Trinity can be logically defined, it is done here.

But this is just the difficulty : the infinite truth of the Godhead lies far

beyond the boundaries of logic, which deals only with finite truths and

categories. It is well always to remember the saying of Augustine

:

'God is greater and truer in our thoughts than in our words; he is

greater and truer in reality than in our thoughts.'^

* The later scholastic terms for this indwelling and interpenetration are 7r£p(x<^p»/ffif , inex-

istentia, permeatio, circurnincessio, etc. See ray Church History, Vol. III. p. 680.

' Called by the Greeks Iciortjg or 'tSiov, hy the La,tms proprietas personalis or character hy-

pos taticus.

^ ^Veriiis cogitatur Deus quam dicitur, verius est quam cogitatur,' De Trinitate, lib. VIL
c. 4, § 7. Dr. Isaac Barrow, one of the intellectual giants of the Anglican Church (died

1677), in his Defense of the Blessed Trtiiiti/ (a sermon preached on Trinity Sunday, 1663),

humbly acknowledges the transcendent incomprehensibility, while clearly stating the facts,

of this great mystery :
' The sacred Trinity may be considered either as it is in itself wrapt

up in inexplicable folds of mystery, or as it hath discovered itself operating in wonderful meth-

ods of grace towards us. As it is in itself, 'tis an object too bright and dazzling for our weak

eye to fasten upon, an abyss too deep for our short reason to fathom ; I can only say that we
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The second part (ver. 29-44) contains a succinct statement of the

orthodox doctrine concerning the person of Christ, as settled by the

general Councils of Ephesns 431 and Chalcedon 451, and in this respect

it is a valuable supplement to the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds. It as-

serts that Christ liad a rational soul {vovq, Trrtu^/a), in opposition to the

ApoUinarian heres\', which limited the extent of his humanity to a mere

body with an animal soul inhabited by the divine Logos. It also teach-

es the proper relation between the divine and human nature of Christ,

and excludes the Nestorian and Eutychian or Monophysite heresies, in

essential agreement with the Chalcedonian Symbol.^

III. The Damnatory Clauses.—The Athanasian Creed, in strong

conti-ast with the un controversial and peaceful tone of the Apostles'

Creed, begins and ends with the solemn declaration that the catholic

faith in the Trinity and the Incarnation herein set forth is the indis>

pensable condition of salvation, and that those who reject it will be lost

forever. The same damnatory clause is also wedged in at the close of

the tirst and at the beginning of the second part. This threefold anath-

ema, in its natural historical sense, is not merely a solemn warning

against the great danger of heresy,^ nor, on the other hand, does it de-

mand, as a condition of salvation, a full knowledge of, and assent to,

the logical statement of the doctrines set forth (for this would condemn

are so bound to mind it as to exercise our fiiith, and express onr humility, in willingly believ-

ing, in submissively adoring those high mysteries which are revealed in the holy oracles con-

cerning it by that Spirit itself which searcheth the depths of God. , . . That there is one Divine

Nature or Essence, common unto three Persons, incomprehensibly united, and ineffably dis-

tinguished— united in essential attributes, distinguished by peculiar idioms and relations; all

equally infinite in every divine perfection, each different from the other in order and manner

of subsistence ; that there is a mutual inexistence of one in all. and all in one , a communica-

tion without any deprivation or diminution in the communicant ; an eternal generation, and

an eternal procession, without precedence or succession, without proper causality or dejjend-

ence ; a Father imparting his own, and the Son receiving his Father's life, and a Spirit issuing

from both, without any division or multiplication of essence—these are notions which may
well puzzle our reason in conceiving how they agree, but should not stagger our faith m assent-

ing that they are true ; upon which we should meditate, not with hope to comprehend, but

with dispositions to admire, veiling our faces in the presence, and prostrating our reason at

the feet, of Wisdom so far transcending us.'

* See the preceding section.

' So a majority of the 'Ritual Commission of the Church of England,' appointed in 1867:
' The condemnations in this Confession of Faith are to be no otherwise understood than as a

solemn warning of the peril of thoi^e who willfully reject the Catholic faith.' Such a warning

would be innocent and unobjectionable, mdeed, but fall far short of the spirit of an age which

abhorred heresy as the graatest of crimes, to be punished bv death.

YoL. I.—

D
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the great mass even of Christian believers) ; but it does mean to exclude

from heaven all who reject the divine truth therein taught. It requires

every one who would be saved to believe in the only true and living

God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, one in essence, three in persons, and

in one Jesus Christ, very God and very Man in one person.

The damnatory clauses, especially when sung or chanted in public

worship, grate harshly on modern Protestant ears, and it may well be

doubted whether they are consistent with true Christian charity and

humility, and whether they do not transcend the legitimate a ithority

of the Church. They have been defended by an appeal to Mark xvi.

16; but in this passage those ouly are condemned who i-eject the gosj>el^

i. e., the great facts of Christ's salvation, not any peculiar dogma. Sal-

vation and damnation depend exclusively on the grace of God as appre-

hended by a living faith, or rejected m ungrateful unbelief. The orig-

inal Nicene Symbol, it is true, added a damnatorj^ clause against the

Arians, but it was afterwards justly omitted. Creeds, like hymns, lose

their true force and miss their aim in proportion as they are polemical

and partake of the character of manifestoes of war rather than confes-

sions of faith and thanks to God for his mighty works.

^

lY. Inteoduction and Use.—The Athanasian Ci-eed acquired great

authority in the Latin Church, and during the Middle Ages it was al-

most daily used in the morning devotions.^

The Reformers inherited the veneration for this Symbol. It was for-

mally adopted by the Lutheran and sevei-al of the Reformed Churches,

and is approvingly mentioned in the Augsburg Confession, the Form

of Concord, the Thirty-nine Articles, the Second Helvetic, the Belgic,

and the Bohemian Confessions.^

• 'It seems very hard,' says Bishop Jeremy Taylor, 'to put uncharitableness into a creed,

and so to make it become an article of faith.' Cliillingworth : 'The damning clauses in

St. Athanasius's Creed are most fiilse, and also in a high degree schismatical and presump-

tuous.
'

* J. Bona, De divina Psalmodia, c. 16, § 18, p. 863 (as quoted by Kollner, Sy7nl)oH/c. I. «.>):

^Illud Symbohim o/im, teste Honorio, quotidie est derantntttm, jmn veto diebus Domitiivis in

totius catusfrequentia recitatur, ut sanrtcr Jidei ronf'ensio ea die apertlus ce/ehrefur.'

' It is printed, with the two other oecumenical Creeds, in all the editions of the Lutheran

'Book of Concord,' and as an appendix to the doctrinal formulas of the Reformed Dutch

Church in America. It was received into the ' Provisional Liturgy of the German Heformed

Church in the United States,' published Philadelphia, 1858, but omitted in the revised edition

of 1867.
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Luther was disposed to regard it as ' the most important and g\ ^ous

composition since the days of the apostles."

Some Reformed divines, especially of the Anglican Churcl have

commended it very highly ; even the Puritan Richard Baxter lauded it

as 'the best explication [better, statement] of the Trinity,' provided,

however, ' that the damnatory sentences be excepted, or modestly ex-

pounded.'

In the Church of England it is still sung or recited in the cathedrals

and parish churches on several festival days,^ but this compulsory pub-

lic use meets with growing opposition, and was almost unanimously

condemned in 1867 by the royal commission appointed to consider cer-

tain changes in the Anglican Ritual.^

The Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States, when, in con-

sequence of the American Revolution, it set up a separate organization

in the Convention of 1785 at Philadelphia, resolved to remodel the

Liturgy (in ' the Proposed Book'), and, among other changes, excluded

from it both the Nicene and the Athanasian Creeds, and struck out

from the Apostles' Creed the clause, ' He descended into hell.' The

Archbishops of Canterbury and York, before consenting to ordain bish-

ops for America, requested their brethren to restore the clause of the

Apostles' Creed, and ' to give to the other two Creeds a place in their

Book of Common Prayer, even though the use of them should be left

discretional.'* In the Convention held at Wilmington, Del., October 10,

^ '£s ist also gpfasset, dass ich nicht weiss, ob seit der Apostel Zeit in der Kirche des Netieti

Testamentes etwas Wichtiyeres und Herrlicheres geschrieben sei (Luther, Werke, ed. Walch,

VI. 231.̂ ).

^ The rubric directs that the Athanasian Creed ' shall be sung or said at Morning Prayer,

instead of the Apostles' Creed, on Christmas -day. the Epiphany, St. Matthias, Easter -day,

Ascension-day, Whitsunday, St. John the Baptist, St. James, St. Bartholomew, St. Matthew,

St. Simon and St. Jude, St. Andrew, and upon Trinity Sunday.

'

^ By nineteen out of the twenty-seven members of the Ritual Commission. See their opin-

ions in Stanley, 1. c. pp. 73 sqq. Dean Stanley on that occasion urged no less than sixteen

reasons against the pubHc use of the Athanasian Creed. On the other hand. Dr. Pusey has

openly threatened to leave the Established Church if the Athanasian Creed, and with it the

doctrinal status of that Church, should be disturbed. Brewer's defense is rather feeble.

Bishop Ellicott proposed, in the Convocation of Canterbury, to relieve the difficulty by a re-

vision of the English translation, e. g. by rendering vult snlvus esse, ' desires to be in a state

of salvation,' instead of 'will be saved.' Others suggest an omission of the damnatory clauses.

But the true remedy is either to omit the Athanasian Creed altogether from the Book of

Common Prayer, or to leave its public use optional.

* Bishop White (of Philadelphia) : Memoirs of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States of America, New York, 2d ed. 1836, pp 30.5, 306.
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1786, the request of the English prelates, as to the first two points, was

acceded to, but ' the restoration of the Athanasian Creed was negatived.'

As the opposition to this Creed was quite determined, especially on ac-

count of the damnatory clauses, the mother Church acquiesced in the

omission, and granted the desired Episcopal ordination.^

In the Greek Church it never obtained general cun-ency or formal

ecclesiastical sanctiou, and is only used for private devotion, with the

omission of the clause on the double procession of the Spirit.^

' White's Mernoires, 26, 27. Bishop White himself was decidedly opposed to the Creed, as

was Bishop Provost, of New York. The Archbishop of Canterbiirv told them afterwards

:

' Some wish that you had retained the Athanasian Creed ; but I can not say that I feel un-

easy on the subject, for you have retained the doctrine of it in your Liturgy, and as to the

Creed itself, I suppose you thought it not suited to the use of a congregation' (1. c. 117, 1 18J.

* Additional Lit. on the Athan. Creed.—Swainson: The Nic. and App. Creeds, with an

Account of the Creed of St. Athanasius, London, 1894.—Burn in Robinson's Texts and Stud-

ies, 1896.—Ommanney, London, 1897, is inclined to ascribe it to Vincens of Lerins about

450.—Bp. Gore, Oxf., 1897.—J. B. Smith in Contemp. Rev., Apr., 1901.—Oxenham,
London, 1902.—J. A. Robinson, London, 1905.—Bp. Jayne, 1905.—W. S. Bishop: Devel.

of Trin. Doctr. in the Nic. and Athanas. Creeds, 1910.—H. Brewer (S.J.), Das sogenannte

Athanas. Glaubensbekenntniss, 1909.—Burkitt, 1912.—Loofs in Herzog, ii, 177-194, who
places its probable origin in Southern France, 450-600.—Badcock inclines to the Ambrosian

authorship and calls it a hymn to be memorized. The Abp. of Canterbury, following a

resolution of the Lambeth Conference, 1908, appointed a commission of seven, including

Bp. Wordsworth of Salisbury, Prof. Swete and Dean Kilpatrick, to prepare a revision of

the English translation of the Athanas. Creed. Their report proposed thirteen minor

changes. The Anglican Book of Common Prayer prescribed that the Creed be said or

sung at morning prayer on thirteen feasts, including Christmas, Easter, Ascension day,

and Trinity Sunday. By the order of both Convocations it was omitted and a new
rubric inserted, making its use optional on Trinity Sunday. In the "Revised" Book
of Common Prayer, recommended by the House of Bishops and rejected by Parliament,

1928, the following rubrics are printed side by side, making the use of the creed optional:

"may be sung or said at morning or evening prayer" on the first Sunday after Christmas,

the feast of the Annunciation, and Trinity Sunday. 2. On Trinity Sunday, the reci-

tation beginning with clause 3, "The Catholic faith is this," etc., and closing with clause

28. 3. On the Sunday after Christmas and Ascension day, the recitation being from

clause 30 to clause 41. 4. On all the thirteen festivals mentioned in the original Book

of Common Prayer. A "revised translation is added" which differs from the trans-

lation of 1909. See the Translation of 1909 with Latin Text, by H. Turner, London, 1910.

15 pp. and 1918, 23 pp. Also the Book of Com. Prayer with the Additions and Deviations

Proposed in 1928, with Pref., Cambr. Press, 1928. By Roman Cath. usage the creed is

prescribed for Trinity Sunday and at prime on all Sundays except Easter and such other

feasts for which a special service is provided.

—

Ed.
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THIKD CHAPTER
THE CREEDS OF THE GREEK CHURCH.

General Literature.

Orthodoxa Con/essio catholicce atqiie apostol. ecclesicB orientalis a Pet. Mogii.a compos., a Mei.etio Sykiqo

aiwta et mutata, gr. c. prcef. Neotaeii curav. Panaqiotta, Amst. 1662 ; cum interpret, lat. ed. Lacf. Noe-
MANN, Leipz. 1695, 8vo ; c. interpret, lat. et vers, german. ed. K. Glo. Hofmann, Breslau, 1751, 8vo. Also in

Russian : Moscow, 1696 ; German by J. Leonh. Feisch, Frankfurt and Leipzig, 172T, 4to ; Dutch by J. A.

Senier, Haarlera, 1722 ; in Kimmel's Monumenta, P. 1. 1843.

Clypeiis orthodoxce fidei, sive Apologia {'Aairn ofj^odo^ia^, h anoXofla na't €\eyx°^) <"& Synodo Hiero-

solyviitana (A.D. 1672) stib Hierosolymorum Patriarcha Dositheo composita adversiis Calvinistas hcBreticos,

etc. Published at Paris, Greek and Latin, 1676 and 1678 : then in Harduini Acta Conciliorum, Par 1715,

Tom. XL fol. 179-274 ; also in Kimmel's Monum. P. I. 325-488. Comp. also the Acts of the Synod of Cov^

stantinople, held in the same year (1672), and publ. in Hard. 1. c. 274-284, and in Eimmel, P. IL 214-227.

Con/essio cathol. et apostolica in oriente e^clesice, conscripta compendiose per Meteophanem Ceitopdldm.
Ed. et. lat. redd. J. Hoenejus, Helmst. 1661, 4to (the title-page has erroneously the date 1561).

Cyeilli Luoaeib: Con/essio christ. fidei grceca cum additam. Cyrilli, Geneva, 1633: graec. et lat. (Con-

demned as heretical.)

A eta et scripta theologorrtm Wirtembergensiuvi et patriarchce Constantinop. Hieeemi^, quce utrique ab a.

1576 usque ad a. 1581 de .\ugustana Con/essione inter se miserunt, <jr. et lat. ab iisdem theologin ed?(a, Wit-

tenb. 1584, fol. This work contains the Augsburg Confession in Greek, three epistles of Patriarch Jere-

miah, criticising the Augsb. Conf., and the answers of the Tiibingen divines, all in Greek and Latin.

E. J. KiMMEL and H. Wf.issrnborn : Monumenta fidei ecclesice orientalis. Primum in unum corpus col-

legit, variantes lectiones adnotavit, prolegomena addidit, etc., 2 vols., Jenae, 1843-1850. The first part con-

tains the two Conless'Diis of Geiinndins, the Confession of Cyrillus Lucaris, the Confessio Orthodoxa,

and the Acts of the Synod of Jerusalem. The second part, which is added by Weissenborn, contains the

Confessio Metrophanis Critopuli, and the Decretum Synodi Constantinopolitanae, 1672. Kimmel d. 1846.

W. Gass: Gennadiiis und Pletho, Aristotelismus und Platonism,us in der griechischen Kirche, nebst einer

Abhandlung Uber die Bestreitung des Islam im Mittelalter, Breslau, 1844, in two parts. The second part

contains, among other writings of Gennadius and Pletho, the two Confessions of Gennadius (1453) in

Greek. By the same : Symbolik der griechischen Kirche, Berlin, 1872.

R. W. Blaokmoke: The Doctrine of the Russian Church, being the Primer or Spelling-book, the Shorter

and Longer Catechisms, and a Treati^ on the Duty of Parish Priests. Translated from the Slavono-Russian
Originals, Aberdeen, 1845.

§ 11. The Seven (Ecumenical Councils.

The entire Orthodox Greek or Oriental Churchj^ including the Greek

Church in Turkey, the national Church in the kingdom of Greece, and

the national Church of the Russian Empire, and embracing a member-

ship of about eighty milHons, adopts, in common with the Roman com-

munion, the doctrinal decisions of the seven oldest oecumenical Coun-

cils, laying especial stress on the Nicene Council and Nicene Creed.

These Councils were all summoned by Greek emperors, and controlled

by Greek patriarchs and bishops. They are as follows

:

' The full name of the Greek Church is ^the Holy Oriental Orthodox Catholic Apostolic

Church.^ The chief stress is laid on the title orthodox. The name VpaiKoc, used by Polybius

and since as equivalent to the Latin Grcerus, was by the Greeks themselves always regarded

as an exotic. Homer has three standing names for the Greeks : Dnnnoi. Argeioi. and Achaioi;

also PanheUenes and Pannchaioi. The ancient (heathen) Greeks called themselves Hellenes,

the modern (Slavonic) Greeks, till recently, Romans, in distinction from the surrounding

Turks. The Greek languagre. since the founding of the East Roman empire,was called Romaic.
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I. The first Council uf Nictea, A.D. 325 ; called by Constantine M.

II. The lirst Council of Constantinople, A.D. 381 ; called by Tlieo-

dosius M.

III. The Council of Ephesus, A.D. 431 ; called by Theodosius II.

IV. The Council of Clialcedon, A.D. 451 ; called by Emperor Mar-

cian and Pope Leo I.

V. The second Council of Constantinople, A.D. 553 ; called by Jus-

tinian I.

VI. The third Council of Constantinople, A.D. 680 ; called by Con-

stantine Pogonatus.

VII. The second Council of Nicsea, A.D. 787 ; called by Irene and

her son Constantine.

The first four Councils are by far the most impoi-tant, as they settled

the orthodox faith on the Trinity and the Incarnation. The fifth Coun

cil, which condemned the Three (Nestorian) Chapters, is a mere sup-

plement to the third and fourth. The sixth condemned Monothelitisra.

The seventh sanctioned the use and worship of images.^

To these the Greek Church adds the Concilium Quinisextum,^ held

at Constantinople (in Trullo), A.D. 691 (or 692), and frequently also

that held in the same city A.D. 879 under Photius the Patiiai-ch ; while

the Latins reject these two Synods as schismatic, and count the Synod

of 869 (the fourth of Constantinople), which deposed Photius and con-

demned the Iconoclasts, as the eighth oecumenical Council. But these

conflicting Councils refer only to discipline and the rivalry between the

Patriarch of Constantinople and the Pope of Rome.

The Gi-eek Church celebrates annually the memory of the seven holy

Synods, held during the palmy days of her history, on the fii-st Sunday

in Lent, called the ' Sunday of Orthodoxy,' when the service is made to

' Worship in a secondary sense, or ^ovXtla, including aanaafioQ kui Tifir]TiK)) npoaKvvrjaic,

but not that adoration or a\r}Bn')) Xarpda, which belongs only to God. See Hefele, Con-

ciliengesrhirhte. Bd. III. p. 440.

= This Synod is called Quinisexta or Kiv^i.Krr}, because it was to be a supplement to the

fifth and sixth oecumenical Councils, which had passed doctrinal decrees, but no canons of

discipline. It is also called the second Trullan Synod, because it was held 'in Trullo." a

saloon of the imperial palace in Constantinople. The Greeks regard the canons of this Synod

as the canons of the fifth and sixth oecumenical Councils, but the Latins never acknowledged

the Quinisexta, and called it mockingly ' errutira.' As the dates of the Quinisexta are vari-

ously given 686, 691, 692, 712. Comp. Baronius, Annal. ad ann. 692, No. 7, and Hefele, 1. c.

III. pp. 298 sqq.
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reproduce a dramatic picture of an oecumenical Council, with an em-

peror, the patriarchs, metropolitans, bishops, priests, and deacons in sol-

emn deliberation on tlie fundamental articles of faith. She looks for-

ward to an eighth oecumenical Council, which is to settle all the con-

troversies of Christendom subsequent to the great schism between the

East and the West.

Since tlie last of the seven Councils, the doctrinal system of the

Greek Church has undei'gone no essential change, and become almost

petrified. But the Reformation, especially the Jesuitical intrigues and

the crypto-Calvinistic movement of Cyril Lucar in the seventeenth cen-

tury, called forth a number of doctrinal manifestoes against Romanism,

and still more against Protestantism. We may divide them into three

classes

:

I. Primary Confessions of public authority

:

{a) The ' Orthodox Confession,' or Catechism of Peter Mogilas, 1643,

indorsed by the Eastern Patriarchs and the Synod of Jerusalem.

{b) The Decrees of the Synod of Jerusalem, or the Confession of Do-

sitheus,1672.

To the latter may be added the similar but less important decisions

of the Synods of Constantinople, 1672 {Responsio Dionysii), and 1691

(on the Eucharist).

{&) The Russian Catechisms which have the sanction of the Holy

Synod, especially the Longer Catechism of Philaret (Metropolitan of

Moscow), published by the synodical press, and generally used in Rus-

sia since 1839.

{d) The Answers of Jeremiah, Patriarch of Constantinople, to certain

Lutheran divines, in condemnation of the doctrines of the Augsburg

Confession, 1576 (published at Wittenberg, 1584), were sanctioned by

the Synod of Jerusalem, but are devoid of clearness and point, and

therefore of little use.

II. Secondary Confessions of a mere private character, and hence not

to be used as authorities

:

{a) The two Confessions of Gennadius, Patriarch of Constantinople,

1453. One of them, purporting to give a dialogue between the Patri-

arch and the Sultan, is spurious, and the other has nothing character-

istic of the Greek system.

(6) The Confession of Metrophanes Critopulus, subseauently Patri-
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arch of Alexandria, composed during his sojourn in Germany, 1625.

It is more liberal than the primary standards.

III. Different from both classes is the Confession of Cyril Lucar, 1629,

which was repeatedly condemned as heretical (Calvinistic), but gave oc-

casion for the two most important expositions of Eastern orthodoxy.

We shall notice these documents in their historical order.

§ 12. The Confessions of Gennadius, A.D. 1453.

J. C. T. Otto: Des Patriarchen Gennadius vim Konstantitiopel Confession, Wien, 1864 (35 pp.).

See also the work of Gabs, quoted p. 43, on Gennadius ami Pletho (1S44), and an article of Prof. Otto on
the Dialogue ascribed to Gennadius, in (Nieduer's) Zeitschri/t fiir hittorische Theologie for 1850, 1II.399-41V

The one or two Confessions which the Constantinopolitan Patriarch

Gennadius handed to the Turkish Sultan Mahmoud or Mahomet II., in

1453, comprise only a very general statement of the ancient Christian

doctrines, without entering into the differences which divide the Oriental

Church from the Latin Communion
;
yet they have a historical import-

ance, as reflecting the faith of the Greek Church at that time.

Georgius Scholarius, a lawyer and philosopher, subsequently called

Gennadius, was among the companions and advisers of the Greek Em-

peror John YII., Palseologus, and the Patriarch Joasaph, when they, in

compliance with an invitation of Pope Eugenius IV., attended the Coun-

cil of Ferrara and Florence (A.D. 1438 and '39), to consider the reunion

of the Eastern and Western Catholic Churches. Scholarius, though

not a member of the Synod (being a layman at the time), strongly ad-

vocated the scheme, while his more renowned countryman, Georgius

Gemistus, commonly called Pletho (d. 1453), opposed it with as much

zeal and eloquence. Both were also antagonists in philosophy, Gen-

nadius being an Aristotelian, Pletho a Platonist. The union party tri-

umphed, especially through the influence of Cardinal Bessarion (Arch-

bishop of Nicsea), who at last acceded to the Latin Filioque, as con-

sistent with the Greek per F'ilimn.'^

But when the results of the Council were submitted to the Greek

Church for acceptance, the popular sentiment, backed by a long tradi-

tion, almost universally discarded them. Scholarius, who in the mean

time had become a monk, was compelled to give up his plans of reunion,

and he even wrote violently against it. Some attribute tliis inconsist-

'"

See, on the transactions of this Council, Mansi,Tom. XXXI., and Werner: Geschichte

der apologetischen und polemlschen Literatur, Vol. III. pp. .")7 sqq.
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ency to a change of conviction, some to policy ; while others, without

good reason, doubt the identity of the anti-Latin monk Scholarius with

tlie Latinizing Gennadius.*

Immediately after the conquest in 1453, Scholarius was elected Patri-

arch of Constantinople, but held this position only a few years, as he is

said to have abdicated in 1457 or 1459, and retired to a convent. This

elevation is sufficient proof of his Gi-eek orthodoxy, but may have been

aided by motives of policy, inspired by the vain hope of securing, through

his influence with the Latin church dignitaries, the assistance of the

Western nations against the Turkish invasion.

At the request of the Mohammedan conqueror, Gennadius prepared

a Confession of the Christian faith. The Sultan received it, invested

Gennadius with the patiiarchate by the delivery of the crozier or pas-

toral staff, and authorized him to assure the Greek Christians of free-

dom in the exercise of their religion.^

This 'Confession' of Gennadius,^ or ' Homily on the true faith of the

Christians,' was written in Greek, and translated into the Turko-Arabic

(the Turkish with Arabic letters) for the use of the Sultan.* It treats, in

' Karyophilus, Allatius, and Kimmel deny the identity of the two persons ; Robert Creyg-

thon, Kenaudot (1704), Richard Simon, Spanheim, and Gass defend it. Spanheim, however,

regards the unionistic writings as intei-polations. Allatius and Kimmel maintain that Genna-

dius continued friendly to the union as Patriarch, but Kaiyophilus supposes that the union-

istic Scholarius died before the conquest of Constantinople, and never was Patriarch. See Kim-

mel, Monwwie/ifa, etc.. Prolegomena, p. vi. ; Gass, 1. c. Vol. I. pp. "> sqq., and Werner, 1. c.Vol.

III. pp 67 sqq. Scholarius was a fertile writer of homilies, hymns, philosophical and theo-

logical essays. Four of these are edited in Greek by W. Gass, viz., his Confession, the Dia-

logue De via salutis, the book Contra Automatistas et Hellenistas, and the book De providentia

et prcedestinatione (1. c.Vol. II. pp. 3-146).

^ An account of the interview is given in the Historia jjatriarcharum qui sederunt in hao

magna catholicaque ecclesia Constantinopolitanensi postquam cepit earn Sultanns Mechemeta,

written in modern Greek by Emmanuel Malaxas, a Peloponnesian, and sent by him to Prof.

M. Crusius, in Tubingen, who translated and published it in his Titrco-Groecia, 1584. Crusius

and Chytrseus were prominent in a fiuitless effort to convert the Greek Church to Lutheranism.

' Kimmel calls it the second Confession, counting the Dialogue (which is of questionable

authenticity ; see below) as the first. But Gass more appropriately jirints the Confession

first, and the Dialogue afterwards, under its own proper title, De Via Salutis.

* The title of the Vienna MS. as published by Otto is : Toi) aiStaifiwraTov iraTpidpxov

KwvcTTavTivovTroXtiijg
\
FENNAZ^IOT SX0AAPI01'

|
B(/3\(ov Trepi rivuiv K€<pa\alu)v rfJQ

I'lfiiTipag
I

TTi'ffrtioc. The title as given by Gass from a MS. in Munich reads : ToO ayiajTarov

Kui iruTpidpxov Kai <piKoa6(pov
\
FENNAAIOY

|
ijpiXia iripl rijc opBrjg (cat dXtj^oiii;

\

iriffTtwg tCjv XpiariavCjv. In Other titles it is called vpoXoyia or opoXuytjaig. This

Confession (together with the Dialogue on the Way of Life) was first published in Greek at

Vienna by Prof. John Alex. Brassicanus (Kohlburger), in 1530; then in Latin by J. Herold

Cin his HoRresiologia, Basil. 1 556, from which it passed into the Patristic Libraries, Bibl. P. P.
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twenty brief sections, of the fundamental doctrines on God, the Trinity,

the two natures in the person of Christ, his work, the immortality of the

soul, and the resurrection of the body. The doctrine of the Trinity is

thus stated :
' AVe believe that there are in the one God three peculiari-

ties {iSiwiLiaTa Tpia), which are the principles and fountains of all his other

peculiarities . . . and these three peculiarities we call the three subsist-

ences (uTToorao-etc). • • • We believe that out of the nature {U rfjc (pOaswg)

of God spi-ing the Word (Xoyog) and the Spirit (7n;£i)yua), as from the lire

the light and the heat {wairep dirb tov irvpog 0wc nai ^tpiui]). . . . These

three, the Mind, the Word, and the Spirit {vovg, \6yog, irixv/ua), are one

God, as in the one soul of man there is the mind (vovg), the rational

word (\6yog vortTog), and the rational will (^tXrjo-tc vorjri)) ; and yet these

three are as to essence but one soul (jiia xp^x^ Kara rriv ovalav).^^ The

difference of the Greek and Latin doctrine on the procession of the

Holy Spirit is not touched in this Confession. The relation of the

divine and human nature in Christ is illustrated by the relation of tlie

soul and the body in man, both being distinct, and yet inseparabl}^

united in one person.

At the end (§ 14-20) are added, for the benefit of the Turks, seven

arguments for the truth of the Christian religion, viz. :^

1. The concurrence of Jewish prophecies and heathen oracles in the

pre-announcement of a Saviour.

2. The internal harmony and mutual agreement of the different parts

of the Scriptures.

Lufjdun. Tom. XXVI. 556, also B. P. P. Colon.Tom. XIV. 376, and B. P. P. Par. Tom. IV.);

then in Greek and Latin by David Chytrajus (in his Oratio de statu ecclesiarum hoc tempore in

GrcEcia,Asia, Bamia, etc., Frankf. 1583, pp. 173 sqq.); and soon afterwards in Greek, Latin,

and Turkish by Mart. Ousius of Tiibingen (in his Turco-Grcecia, Basil. 1584, lib. II. 109 sqq.).

The text of Crusius differs from the preceding editions. He took it from a copy sent to him,

together with the Sultan's answer, by Emmanuel Malaxas. Two other editions of the Greek

text were published by J. von Fuchten, Helmst. 1611, and by Ch. Daum. Cygnet (Zwickau),

1677 {Hieronymi theologi GrcEci dialoffus de Trinitate, etc.). Kimmel followed the text of

Chytraeus, compared with that of Crusius and the different readings in the BiU. Pair. Lugdun.

See his Proleg. p. xx. Tiie last and best editions of the Greek text of the Confession are by

Gass. 1. c. II. 3-15, who used three MSS., and compared older Greek editions and Latin ver-

sions ; and by Otto (1864), who (like lirassicanus) reproduced the text of the Vienna Codex

after a careful re-examination, and added the principal variations of Brassicanus and Gass.

' Compare, on the Trinitarian doctrine of Gennadius and its relation to Latin Scholasticism,

the exposition of Gass, I. 82 sqq. Kimmel and Otto (1. c. p. 400) make him a Platonist, but

there are also some Aristotelian elements in him.

* This apologetic appendix is omitted in the editions of Brassicanus and Fuchten, and is

rejected by Otto as a later addition (1. c. pp. 5-11).
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3. The acceptance of the gospel by the greatest and best men among

all nations.

4. The spiritual character and tendency of the Christian faith, aiming

at divine and eternal ends.

5. The ennobling effect of Christ's religion on the morals of his

followers.

6. The harmony of revealed truth with sound reason, and the refuta-

tion of all objections which have been raised against it.

7. The victory of the Church over persecution and its indestructi-

bility.

The other Confession, ascribed to Gennadius, and generally published

with the first, is written in the form of a Dialogue {' Sermocinatio')

between the Sultan and the Patriarch, and entitled 'The Way ofLife^^

Tlie Sultan is represented as asking a number of short questions, such

as :
' What is God ?' ' Why is he called God (^eo'c) ?' ' How many Gods

are there ?' ' How, if there is but one God, can you speak of three Divine

Persons, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost?' 'Why is the Father called

Father?' 'Why is the Son called Son?' 'Why is the Holy Spirit called

Spirit ?' To these the Pati-iarch replies at some length, dwelling mainly

on the doctrine of the Trinity, and illustrating it by the analogy of the

sun, light, and heat, and by the trinity of the human mind.

But there is no external evidence for the authorship of Gennadius

;

' De Via Salutis. The full title, as given by Gass, 1. c. II. 16, and Otto, 1. c. p. 409, reads

:

Tov aiStai^uirarov -Trarpidpxov KovaTavTivoinroXeoJc

TENNAAIOY 2X0AAPI0Y
^ifiXiov avvTOfiov rt Kai aa^ig vfpl tivujv Ki(t,a\aiojv ttjc rjfitTSpac Triffrtuc, irtpi wv t) StaXt^iQ

yiyovt fura 'Afxoipa rov Maxovfiirov, o Kai tTnyiypanTai
TTipi Ttig oSov Ttjg rrwTtjpiag (rwi') avSi pioir mv.

The tract was published three times in Greek in the seventeenth century—by Brassicanus,
Vienna, 1530; by Joh. von Fuchten, Helmstadt. 1611 (or 1612); and by Daum, Zwickau,
1677

;
but each of these editions is exceedingly rare. The Latin version was repeated in sev-

eral patristic collections, but with more or less omissions or additions (occasionally in favor

of the Romish system). We have now two correct editions of the Greek text, one by Gass
(1844), and another by Otto (1850; the latter was originally intended for an Appendix to

Kimmel's collection). Kimmel gives only the Latin version, having been unable to obtain
the Greek original (Proleg. p. xx.), and seems to confound the special title with the joint

title for both Confessions
; see Bihl. P. P. Colon. XIV. 378 : Werner. 1. c. III. 68. note. The

Dialogue has also found its way into the writings of Athanasius ( Opera, Tom. II. 280. Patav.

1777, or II. .S35, ed. Paris, 1698), but without a name or an allusion to the Sultan, simply
as a dialogue between a Christian bishop and a catechumen, and with considerable enlarge-
ments and adaptations to the standard of Greek orthodoxy. Comp. Gass, I. pp. 89 sqq., II.

pp. 16-30, and Otto, p. 407.
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and the internal evidence is against it. There was no need of two

Confessions for the same occasion. There is nothing characteristic of

a Mohammedan in the questions of the Sultan. The text is more loose

and prolix in style than the genuine Confession ; it contains some absurd

etymologies unworthy of Gennadius ;' and it expressly teaches the Latin

doctrine of the double procession of the Holy Spirit.^ For these rea-

sons, we must either deny the authorship of Gennadius, or the integrity

of the received text.^ At all events, it can not be regarded in its pres-

ent form even as a secondary standard of Greek orthodoxy.

§ 13. The Answers of Patkiarch Jeremiah to the Lutherans,

A.D. 1576.

Acta et Scripta theolog. Wiirtemberg. et Patriarchce Constant. Hikremi*, quoted p. 43.

Martin Crusics: Turco-Grcecia, Basil. 1584.

Mouravieff: Hi-story of the Church of Russia, translated by Blackmore, pp. 2S0-324.

Hefele (now Bishop of RoUenbiirg) : Ueber die alten und neuen Versuche, den Orient zu protestantisi-
ren, in the TUbinger Theul. Quartalschrift, 1843, p. 544.

Art. Jeremias II., in Herzog's Encyklop. 2d ed. Vol. VI. pp. 530-532. Gass : Simiholik d. gr. K. pp. 41 Bqq.

Melanchthon, who had the reunion of Christendom much at heart,

especially in the later part of his life, first opened a Protestant corre-

spondence with the Eastern Church by sending, through the hands of

a Greek deacon, a Greek translation (made by Paul Dolscius) of the

Augsburg Confession to Patriarch Joasaph II. of Constantinople, but

apparently without effect.

Several years afterwards, from 1573-75, two distinguished professors

of theology at Tiibingen, Jacob Andrew, one of the authors of the Lu-

theran ' Form of Concord' (d. 1590), and Martin Crusius, a rare Greek

scholar (d. 1607),* on occasion of the ordination of Stephen Gerlach for

* The word ^fot, is derived from ^HDptlv (aTro rov'^eupiiv ra navra o'tovii di(op6g), and also

from ^itiv, percurrere (6 yap ^tog ati Kai -Travraxov jrapiarii') ; Tcariip is derived from Ti]piiv

(cnro Tov ra iravra TTjpth'), v'log from olog, talis (qualis enim Pater, talis Filius), irvevfxa from

voiio, intelligo (irdvra yap a^ewg tTrivotl).

* In the Latin Version (Kimmel, p. 3) :
' Quemadmodiim substantia solis producit radios, et

a sole et radiis procedit lumen: ita Pater generat Filiiim .•^ru VerJnim ejus, et a Patke et

Fii-io PROCKDiT Spiritus Sanctus.' In the Greek text (Gass, II. 10): "Hairtp u SiaKog u

7)XiaK(>g yivrq. t>)v oktZvu, Kai irapa tov ifKiov Kai riov aKrii'ujv tKnopivirai rb (piog ' o'vTto 6

debg Kai irarrip ytvv^ rbv vwv Kai Xoyov avTov, Kai tK rnii Trarpiig Kai vioT' tKiropiviTai to

wivp.a TO ilyiov. A Greek Patriarch conld not have maintained liimself with such an open

avowal of the Latin doctrine. The text of Pseudo-Athanasius urges the processio a solo

Patre, and removes all other approaches to the Latin dogma.
' See Gass, I. p. 100, and Si/mb. der griech. Kirche, p. 38 ; Otto, p. 405. Both reject the

authenticity of the Dialogue.

* He was able to take Andreae's sermons down in Greek as they were delivered in German.
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the Lutheran chaplaincy of the German legation at the Sublime Porte,

forwai'ded to the Patriarch of Constantinople commendatory letters,

and soon afterwards several copies of the Augsburg Confession in Greek

(printed at Basle, 1559), together with a translation of some sermons of

Andrese, and solicited an official expression of views on the Lutheran

doctrines, which they thought were in harmony with those of the East-

ern Church.

At that time Jeremiah II. was Patriarch of Constantinople (from

1572-94), a prelate distinguished neither for talent or learning, but

for piety and misfortune, and for his connection with the Russian

Church at an important epoch of its history. He was twice arbitrarily

deposed, saw the old patriarchal church turned into a mosque, and made

a collecting tour through Russia, where he was received with great

honor, and induced to confer upon the Metropolitan of Moscow the

patriarchal dignity over Russia (1589), and thus to lay the foundation

of the independence of the Russian Church.*

After considerable delay, Jeremiah replied to the Lutheran divines

at length, in 1576, and subjected the Augsburg Confession to an unfa-

vorable criticism, rejecting nearly all its distinctive doctrines, and com-

mending only its indorsement of the early oecumenical Synods and its

view on the marriage of priests.^ The Tiibingen professors sent him

an elaborate defense (1577), with other documents, but Jeremiah, two

years afterwards, only reaffirmed his former position, and when the

Lutherans troubled him with new letters, apologetic and polemic, he

declined all further correspondence, and ceased to answer.^

The documents of both parties were published at Wittenberg, 1584.

The Answers of Jeremiah received the approval of the Synod of Je-

' MouraviefF gives an interesting account of this visit of Jeremiah, who styled himself ' by

the grace of God, Archbishop of Constantinople, which is new Rome, and Patriarch of the

whole universe.' He made his solemn entry into the Kremlin seated on an ass, and presented

to the Czar several rich relics, among which are mentioned ' a gold Panagia [picture of the

Virgin Mary], with morsels of the hfe-giving Cross, of the Robe of the Lord, and of that of

the Mother of God, incased within it. as well as portions of the instruments of our Lord's

Passion, the Spear, the Reed, the Sponge, and the Crown of Thorns.'
' This third letter of Jeremiah is called Censura Orientalls Ecclesire, and covers nearly

ninety pages folio. His first two letters are brief, and do not enter into doctrinal discussions.

^ Vitus Myller, in his funeral discourse on Crusius, complains of the Greeks as being proud-

er and more superstitious than the Papists (pontijiciis longe magis superstitiosi). Crusius

edited also a Greek translation of four volumes of Lutheran sermons {Corona anni, areipavoQ

Tov fviai^rov,Wittenb. 1603) for the benefit of the Greek people, but with no better success.
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rusalem in 1672,^ and may be regarded, therefore, as truly expressing

the spirit of the Eastern Communion towards Protestantism. It is evi-

dent from the transactions of the Synod of Jerusalem that the Greek

Church rejects Luthei-anism and Calvinism alike as dangerous heresies.

The Anglican Church has since made several attempts to bring about

an intei'counnunion with the orthodox East, especially with the Russo-

Greek Church, during the reign of Peter the Great, and again in our

own days, but so far without practical effect beyond the exchange of

mutual courtesies and the expression of a desire for the reunion of or-

thodox Christendom.^

§ 14. The Confession of Metrophanes Critopulus, A.D. 1625.

KiMMEL,Vol. II. pp. 1-213.

Diktelmaikk: De MctrophaTie Critapulo, etc., Altdorf, 1769.

Fabbioius : Diblioth. Grceca, ed. Harless, Vol. XI. pp. 597-.'599.

Gabs : Art. M. K. iu Herzog's Encyltlop. Vol. 2d ed. Vol. IX. pp. 726-T29.

Next in chronological order comes the Confession of Metroplianes

Critopulus, once Patriarch of Alexandria, which was written in 1625,

though not published till 1661.

Metrophanes Critopulus was a native of Beroea, in Macedonia, and

educated at Mount Athos. Cyril Lucar, then Patriarch of Alexandria,

sent him to England, Germany, and Switzerland (1616), with a recom-

mendation to the Archbishop of Canterbury (George Abbot), that he

might be thoroughly educated to counteract, in behalf of the Greek

Church, the intrigues of the Jesuits.^ The Archbishop kindly received

him, and, with the consent of King James I., secured him a place in

one of the colleges of Oxford. In 1620 Metrophanes visited the Uni-

versities of "Wittenberg, Tubingen, Altdorf , Strasburg, and Helmstadt.

He acquired good testimonials for his learning and character. He en-

tered into close relations with Calixtns and a few like-minded Lutheran

divines, who dissented from the exclusive confessionalism and scholastic

dogmatism of the seventeenth century, and labored foi- Catholic union

on the basis of the primitive creeds. At their request Metrophanes

prepared a work on the faith and worship of the orthodox Greek

Church. He also wrote a number of philological essays. After spend-

' In Kimmel's Monumenta, Vol. I. p. 378.

" See beyond, § 20.

' See the letter in Kimmel, Preface to Vol. II. p. vii., and in Colomesii, Opera, quoted there.

On Cyril Lucar, see the next section.
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ing some time in Venice as teacher of the Greek language, he returned

to the East, and became successor of Cyril Lucar in Alexandria. But

he disappointed the hopes of his patron, and, as a member of the Synod

of Constantinople, 1638, he even took part in his condemnation. The

year of his death is unknown.

The Confession of Metrophanes' discusses, in twenty-three chapters,

all the leading doctrines and usages of the Eastern Church. It is a

lengthy theological treatise rather than a Confession of faith. It has

never received ecclesiastical sanction, and is ignored by the Synod of

Jerusalem ; hence it ought not to be quoted as an authority, as is done

by Winer and other writers on Symbolics. Nevertheless, as a private

exposition of the Greek faith, it is of considerable interest.

Although orthodox in the main, it yet presents the more liberal and

progressive aspect of Eastern theology. It was intended to give a truth-

ful account of the Greek faith, but betrays the influence of the Protest-

ant atmosphere in which it was composed. It is strongly opposed to

Romanism, but abstains from all direct opposition to Protestantism, and

is even respectfully dedicated to the Lutheran theologi(!al faculty of

Helmstadt, where it was written.^ In this respect it is the counterpart

or complement of the Confession of Dositheus, which, in its zeal against

Protestantism, almost ignores the difference from Romanism.^ Thus

Metrophanes excludes the Apocrypha from the canon, denies in name

(though maintaining in substance) the doctrine of purgatory, and makes

a distinction between sacraments proper, viz., baptism, eucharist, and

penance, and a secondary category of sacramental or mystical rites, viz.,

confirmation (or chrisma), ordination, marriage, and unction.

'OfioXoyia tFjq dvaroXiKrig iKKXrjaiag rijg KnSroXiKfig Kai dnocrroXiKfJQ, avyypa<ptXaa iv linTOfiy

Sia Mr]Tpo(pdvovg Itpo/xovaxov YlarpiapxiKov rt UpiDTOffvyyeXXov tov KpiroirovXov.
Confessio cathoHccB et apostoUcre in Orienti errlesice, consrripta compendiose per Metro-
PHANEM Ckitopolum, HieromonacAum et Patriarchalem Protosynqellum. It was first pub-

lished in Greek, with a Latin translation, by ./. Homejus, at Helmstadt. 1 fi61. Kimmel com-
pared with this ed. the MS. which is preserved in the library at Wolfenbuttel, but he died be-

fore his edition appeared, with a preface of Weissenborn (1850).
" Nicolaus Comnenus called Metrophanes a Grceco-Lutherantis, but without good reason.

^ See below, § 17.
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§ 15. The Confession of Cyeil Lucae, A.D. 1631.

Literature.

Cybilli Ltjoaeib Confessio Christianfe fidei, Latin, 1629; c. additam. Ci/rilli, Gr. et Lat., Genev. 1633;

(f Amst.) 1645, and often ; alsu in Kimmki.'s Monmnenta fidei EcclesicB Orient. P. I. pp. 'ii-M. Compare
Proleg. pp. xxi.-l. (rfc vita Cyrilli).

Thom. Smith: Collectanea die Cyrillo Lueari, Loudon, 1707. Comp. also, in Th. Smith's Miscellanea

(Hal. 1724), his Narratio de vita, studiis, gestis et martyrio C. Lxicaris.

Leo Allatius (d. at Rome, 1669) : De Ecclesice Occidentalis atqiie Orientalis perpetua consensimie, libri

tres (TIL 11), Gr. et Lat. Colou. 1648. Bitter and slanderous against Cyril.

J. H. Hottinger: Aiialecta hist, theol. Dissert. VIII., Appendix, Tigur. 1653 (al. 1652). Against him, L.

Allatics: J. U. Ilottinyerus, fraudis et imposturce numi/estcB convictxtJi, Rum. 1661.

J. Aymon : Lettre.'i anecdotes de C;iriUe Litcaris, Amsterd. 1718.

BouNSTKDT : De Ci/rillo Liicari, Halle, 1724.

Mounike: On Cyril, in the Studien und Kritiken, 1832, p. 560.

Several articles on Cyril Lucar, in the British Magazine for Sept. 1842, Dec. 1843, Jan. and June, 1844.

TwESTEN : On Cyril, in the Deutsche Zeitschr. f. christl. Wissensch. u. ckr. Leben, Berl. 1850, No. 39, p. 305.

W. Ga88: Article ' Lukaris,' in Herzog's Encyklop. 2d ed. Vol. IX. pp. 5 sqq. ; and Sinnbolik, pp. 60 sqq.

Alotsius Piohleb (Rom. Oath.): Der Patriarch Cyrtllus Lucaris und seine Zeit, Miiuchen, 1862, 8vo.

(The author has siuce joined the Greek Chnrch.)

The Confession of Cyril Lucar was never adoj^tecl by any branch or

party of the Eastern Church, and even repeatedly t;oiideniiied as heret-

ical ; but as it gave rise to the later authentic definitions of the ' Ortho-

dox Faith,' in opposition to the distinctive doctrines of Romanism and

Protestantism, it must be noticed here.

Cyeillus Lucaeis (Kyrillos Loukaris^), a martyr of Protestantism

within the orthodox Greek Church, occupies a remarkable position in

the conflict of the three great Confessions to which the Peformation

gave rise. He is the counterpart of his more learned and successful,

but less noble, antagonist, Leo Allatius (1586-1669), who openly aposta-

tized from the Greek Church to the Roman, and became librarian of

the Vatican. His work is a mere episode, and passed away apparently

without permanent effect, but (like the attempted reformations of Wyclif,

Hnss, and Savonarola) it may have a prophetic meaning for the future,

and be resumed by Providence in a better form.

Cyril Lucar was born in 1568 or 1572 in Candia (Crete), then under

the sovereignty of Venice, and the only remaining seat of Greek learn-

ing. He studied and traveled extensively in Europe, and was for a

while rector and Greek teaciher in the Russian Seminary at Ostrog, in

Volhynia. In French Switzerland he became acquainted with the Re-

formed Church, and embraced its faith. Subsequently he openly pro-

fessed it in a letter to the Professors of Geneva (1636), through Leger,

' Properly 'the son of Lucar,' hence tov AovKapcmg. The word XovKop in later Greek is

ibe Latin lucar, or lucrum, stipend, pay, profit, whence the French and English lucre.
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a minister from Geneva, \vlio had been sent to Constantinople. He
conceived the bold plan of ingrafting Protestant doctrines on the old

a3cnnienical creeds of the Eastern Church, and thereby reforming the

same. He was unanimously elected Patriarch of Alexandria in 10U2 (?),

and of Constantinople in 1621. While occupying these high positions

he carried on an extensive correspondence with Protestant divines in

Switzerland, Holland, and England, sent promising youths to Protestant

universities, and imported a pi-ess fi-om England (1629) to print his Con-

fession and several Catechisms. But he stood on dangerous ground,

between vacillating or ill-informed friends and determined foes. The

Jesuits, with the aid of the French embassador at the Sublime Porte,

spared no intrigues to counteract and checkmate his Protestant schemes,

and to bring about instead a union of the Greek hierarchy with Rome.

At their instigation his printing-press was destroyed by the Turkish

government. He himself—in this respect another Athanasins ' versus

munduin^ though not to be compared in intellectual power to the ' father

of orthodoxy'—was five times deposed, and five times reinstated. At

last, however—unlike Athanasius, who died in peaceful possession of

his patriarchal dignity—he was strangled to death in 1638, having been

condemned by the Sultan for alleged high-treason, and his body was

thrown into the Bosphorus. His friends surrounded the palace of his

successor, Cyril of Beroea, crying, 'Pilate, give us the dead, that we

may bury him.'^ The corpse was washed ashore, but it was only ob-

tained by Cyril's adherents after having been once more cast out and

returned by the tide. The next Patriarch, Parthenius, granted him

finally an honorable burial.

Cyril left no followers able or willing to carry on his work, but the

agitation he had produced continued for several years, and called foi-th

defensive measures. His doctrines were anathematized by Patriarch

Cyril of Beroea and a Synod of Constantinople (Sept., 1638),'^ then again

by the Synods of Jassy, in Moldavia, 1643, and of Jerusalem, 1672 ; but

' WiKari, Sog I'uxiv rbv viKpov, 'iva avrov Sfdxj/ojfitv.

* Cyril of Beroea seemed to assume the authenticity of Cyril's Confession. He was, how-

ever, himself afterwards deposed and anathematized on the charge of extortion and embezzle-

ment of ecclesiastical funds, and for the part he took in procuring the death of Cyril Lucar

by preferring false accusation against him to the Turks. See MouraviefT, Hist, of the Church

of Russia, translated by Blackmore, p. 39<i. Blackmore, however, gives there a wrong date,

assigning the death of Cyril to 1628 instead of 1G38.

YoL. T.—

E
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oil the last two occasions the honor of his name and the patriarchal

dignity were saved by boldly denying the anthenticity of his Confes-

sion, and contradicting it by written documents fi-om his pen.'

This Cyril was the same who sent the famous uncial Codex Alexan-

drinus of the Bible (A) to King Charles I. of England,'^ and who trans-

lated the New Testament into the modern Greek language.^

The Confession of Cyril was first written by him in Latin, 1629, and

then in Greek, with an addition of four questions and answers, 1631, and

published in both languages at Geneva, 1633,* It expresses his own
individual faith, which he vainly hoped would become the faith of the

Greek Church. It is divided into eighteen brief chapters, each forti-

lied with Scripture references; eight chapters contain the common
old Catholic doctrine, while the rest bear a distinctly Protestant char-

acter.

In Chapter I, the dogma of the Trinity is plainly stated in agree-

ment with the oecumenical creeds, the procession of the Spirit in the

conciliatory terms of the Council of Florence.^ Chapters IV. and V.

treat of the doctrines of creation and divine government; Chapter VI,,

of the fall of man ; Chapters VII, and VIII,, of the twofold state of

Christ, his incarnation and humiliation, and his exaltation and sitting

on the right hand of the Father, as the Mediator of mankind and the

The Synods of Jassy and Jerusalem intimate that Cyril's Confession was a Calvinistic

forgery, and the Synod of Jerusalem quotes largely from his homilies to prove his orthodoxy,

Mouravietf, 1. c. p. 1 89, adopts a middle view, saying :
' Cyril, although he had condemned the

new doctrine of Calvin, nevertheless had not stood up decidedly and openly to oppose it, and

for his neglect he was himself delivered over to an anathema by his successor, Cyril of Beroea.'

' Not to James I. (who died IC.^r)), as Kimmel and Gass wrongly state. Cyril brought

the Codex with him from Alexandria, or, according to another report, from Mount Athos,

and sent it to England in 1628, where it passed from the king's library into the British Mu-
seum. 1 7.">;^. It dates from the fifth century, and contains the Septuagint Version of the Old

Testament, the whole New Testament, with some chasms, and, as an Appendix, the only MS.

copv extant of the first Epistle of Clemens Romanus to the Corinthians, with a fragment of a

second Ejiistle. The New Test, has been edited in quasi-fac-simile, by Woide, Lond. 1786,

fol., and in ordinary Greek type by Cowper, Lond. 1860.

^ Published at Geneva or Leyden, 16.38, and at London, 1703.

* The Latin edition was first published in 1529, either at the Hague (by the Dutch embas-

sador Cornelius Van der Haga) or at Geneva, or at both places ; the authorities I have con-

sulted differ. The subscription to the Graeco-Latin edition before me reads: 'Datum Con-

stantiuopoli mense Jnnunrio 1631 CyriUus Patriarcha Coiisfantinopoleos.^ Another edition

(perhaps by Hugo Grotius) was published 16+.'), without indication of place (perhaps at Am-
sterdam). I have used Kimmel's edition, which gives the text of the edition of 1645.

' ^Sj'iritus Sancf.tix a Patre per Filitjm procedens,' ik tov irarpoQ Si' viov.
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Ruler of his Church {status €xina7iitionis and st. exaltationis) ; Chapter

IX., of faith in general ; Chapter XVI., of baptismal regeneration.

The i-emaining ten chapters breathe the Reformed spirit. Chapter

II. asserts that ' the authority of the Scriptures is superior to the au-

thority of the Church,' since the Scriptures alone, being divinely in-

spired, can not err.^ In the appendix to the second (the Greek) edition,

Cyril commends the general circulation of the Scriptures, and main-

tains their perspicuity in matters of faith, but excludes the Apocrypha,

and rejects the worship of images. He believes ' that the Church is

sanctified and taught by the Holy Spirit in the way of life,' but denies

its infallibility, saying :
' The Church is liable to sin {afxapTavuv), and

to choose the error instead of the truth (aVri rijg dXn^dag to iptv^og

iKXiyserial) ; from such error we can only be delivered by the teaching

and the light of the Holy Spirit, and not of any mortal man' (Ch. XII.).

The doctrine of justification (Chapter XIII.) is stated as follows

:

'We believe that man is justified by faith, not by works. But when we sa}' "by faith,"

we understand the correlative of faith, viz., the Righteousness of Christ, which faith, fulfilling

the oflice of the hand, apprehends and applies to us for salvation. And this we understand

to be fully consistent with, and in no wise to the prejudice of, works ; for the truth itself

teaches us that works also are not to be neglected, and that they are necessary means and
testimonies of our faith, and a confirmation of our calling. But, as human frailty bears wit-

ness, they are of themselves by no means sufficient to save man, and able to appear at the

judgment-seat of Christ, so as to merit the reward of salvation. The righteousness of Christ,

applied to the penitent, alone justifies and saves the believer.'

The freedom of will before regeneration is denied (Ch. XIY.).^ In the

doctrine of decrees, Cyril agrees with the Calvinistic system (Ch. III.),

and thereby offended Grotius and the Arminians. He accepts, with the

Protestants, only two sacraments as being instituted by Christ, instead

of seven, and requires faith as a condition of their application (Ch. XY.).

He rejects the dogma of transubstantiation and oral manducation, and

teaches the Calvinistic theory of a real but spiritual presence and fru-

ition of the body and blood of Christ by believers only (Ch. XYII.).

In the last chapter he rejects the doctrine of purgatory and of the pos-

sibility of repentance after death.

• ^Credimus Scripturam sacram esse ^toSiSaKTOv (i. e., a Deo traditam) habereque auctorem

Spiritum Sanctum^ non alium, cui habere debemus Jidem indubitnm. . . . Propterea ejus auc-

toritatem esse superiorem EcclesicB auctoritate ; nimis enim differens est, loqui Spiritum Sanc-
tum et linguam huinanavi, quum ista possit per ignorantiam errare,faUere et falli, Scriptura

vero divina necfallitur, nee errare potest, sed est infallibilis se?nper et certa.'

' JlicTTivoptv iv To'ig oiiK ovnyevvrj^HfTt to avre^ovaiov v(Kp6v dvat. This is in direct oppo-

sition to the traditional doctrine of the Gi-eek Church, which emphasizes the liberum arbitrium

even more than the Roman, and was never affected by the Augustinian anthropology.
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§ 16. The Orthodox Confession of Mogilas, A.D. 1643.

The Orthodox Confession of the Catholic and Apostolic Eastern

Church^ was originally drawn up about the year 1640 by Peter Mo-

gilas (or Mogila), Metropolitan of Kieff, and father of Russian the-

ology (died 1647), in the form of a Catechism for the benefit of the

Russian Church.^ It was revised and adopted by a Provincial Synod

at Kieff for Russia, then again corrected and purged by a Synod of

the Greek and Russian clergy at Jassy, in 1643, where it received its

present shape by Meletius Syriga, or Striga, the Metropolitan of Ni-

caea, and exarch of the Patriarch of Constantinople. As thus improved,

it was sent to, and signed by, the four Eastern Patriarchs. The Synod

of Jerusalem gave it a new sanction in 1672 (declaring it a 6/noXoyia,

rjv eSf'^aro koX §f;^£rat cnraKairXiijg Tratra 17 avaroXiKr) tKKXrjaia). In this

way it became the Creed of the entire Greek and Russian Church. It

has been the basis of several later Catechisms prepared by Russian

divines.

' 'Op^udo^og ofioXoyia r>;c (ca^oXi/c/jc Kai airo(jTo\iicrjc ticKXiiaiac Ti)c ('ivaToXiKijc. It is un-

certain whether it was first written in Greek or in Russ. First piiblisiied in Greeli by I'ana-

giotta, Amst. KiG'i ; then in Greek and Latin by Bishop Normann, of (Jothenbiirg (then Pro-

fessor at Upsahi), Leipz. IG'Jo; in Greek, Latin, and German by C. G. Hofmann. Breshiu,

1751 ; by Patriarch Adrian in Russian, Moscow, 1096, and again in 18:59, etc. ; in Kimmel's

Moiiuin. I. r)G-;i24 (Greek and Latin, with the letters of Nectarius and l\irthenius). Comp.

Kimmel's Proleg. pp. Ixii. sqq. The Confession must not be confounded with the Short Rus-

sian Catechism by the same author (Peter Mogilas).

' The following account of Mogilas is translated from the Russian of Bolchofsky by Black-

more {The Doctrine of the Russian Church, p. xviii.): ' Peter Mogila belonged by birth to the

family of the Princes of Moldavia, and before he became an ecclesiastic had distinguished

himself as a soldier. After having embraced the monastic life, he became first Archimandrite

of the Pechersky, and subsequently, in ICS'i, Metropolitan of Kieff, to which dignity he was

ordained by authority of Cyril Lucar [then Patriarch of Constantinople], with the title of

Eparch, or Exarch of the Patriarchal See. He sat about fifteen years, and died in 1047.

Besides the Orthodox Confession, he put out, in 1645, in the dialect of Little Russia, his Short

Catechism ; composed a Preface prefixed to the Patericon ; corrected, in 1040, from Greek

and Slavonic MSS., the Trebnik, or Office-book, and added to each Office doctrinal, casu-

istical, and ceremonial instructions. He also caused translations to be made from the Greek

Lives of the Saints, by Metaphrastus, though this work remained unfinished at his death

;

and, lastly, he composed a Short Russian Chronicle, which is preserved in MS., but has never

yet been printed. He was the founder of the first Russian Academy at Kieff.' It was called,

after him, the Kievo-Mogilian Academy. He also founded a library and a printing-press.

See a fuller account of Peter Mogilas in Mouravieff's History of the Church of Russia, trans-

lated by Blackmore (Oxford, 1842), pp. 186-189. It is there stated that he received his edu-

cation in the University of Paris. This accounts for the tinge of Latin scholasticism in his

Confession.
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The Orthodox Confession was a defensive measure against Romanism

and Protestantism. It is directed, first, against the Jesuits who, under

the protection of the French embassadors in Constantinople, labored to

reconcile the Greek Church witli the Pope ; and, secondly, against the

Calvinistic movement, headed by Cyril Lucar, and continued after his

death. 1

It is preceded by a historical account of its composition and publica-

tion, a pastoral letter of Nectarius, Patriarch of Jerusalem, dated Nov.

20, 1662 ; and by a letter of indorsement of the Greek text from Par-

then i us, Patriarch of Constantinople, dated March 11, 1643,^ followed

by the signatures of twenty-six Patriarchs and prelates of the Eastern

Church,

The letter of Parthenius is as follows

:

' Parthenius, by the mercy of God, Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and CEcu-
menical Patriarch. Our mediocrity,^ together with our sacred congregation of chief bishops

and clergy present, has diligently perused a small book, transmitted to us from our true sister,

the Church of Lesser Russia, entitled " J7ie Confession of the Orthodox Faith of the Catholic

and Apostofic Church of Christ,'' in which the whole subject is treated under the three heads

of Faith, Love, and Hope, in such a manner that Faith is divided into twelve articles, to wit,

those of the sacred [Nicene] Symbol ; Love into the Ten Commandments, and such other nec-

essary pi-ecepts as are contained in the sacred and divinely inspired books of the Old and New
Testaments ; Hope into the Lord's Prayer and the nine Beatitudes of the holy Gospel.

' We have found that this book follows faithfully the dogmas of the Church of Christ, and
agrees with the sacred canons, and in no respect differs from them. As to the other part of

the book, that which is in the Latin tongue, on the side opposite to the Greek text, we have
not perused it. so that we only formally confirm that which is in our vernacular tongue. With
our common synodical sentence, we decree, and we announce to every pious and orthodox
Christian subject to the Eastern and Apostolic Church, that this book is to be diligently

read, and not to be rejected. Which, for the perpetual faith and certainty of the fact, we
guard by our subscriptions. In the year of salvation 1643, 11th day of March.'

The Confession itself begins with three preliminary questions and

answei-s. Question first :
' What must an orthodox and Catholic Chris-

tian man observe in order to inherit eternal life?' Answer: 'Right

' See § 15. Mouravieff, in his Hist, of the Church of Russia, p. 188, distinctly asserts that

the Confession was directed both against the Jesuits and against ' the Calvinistic heresy,'

which, 'under the name of Cyril Lucar, Patriarch of Constantinople,' had been disseminated

in the East by ' crafty teachers. ' As Cyril and the Calvinists are not mentioned by name in

the Orthodox Confession, another Russian writer, quoted by Blackmore (The Doctrine of the

Russian Church, p. xx.), thinks that Mogilas wrote against the Lutherans rather than the Cal-

vinists ; adding, however, that it is chiefly directed against the Papists, from whom danger

was most apprehended.

' This is the date {axfiy') given by Kimmel, P. I. p. 53, and the date of the Synod of Jassy,

where the Confession was adopted. Butler (Hist. Arc. ofConf. of Faith, p. 101) gives the

year 1663; but the Confession was already published in 1662. with the letters of the two

Patriarchs. See Kimmel, Proleg. p. Ixii.

^
jj ptTptoTrjg

y'l
pCov, a title of proud humility, like the papal '' servus servorum Dei,' which

dates from Gregory I.
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faith and good works {iriaTiv bp^nv koL epya KaXa) ; for he who observes

these is a good Christian, and has the hope of eternal salvation, accord-

ing to the sacred Scriptures (James ii. 24) :
" Ye see, then, how that by

works a man is justitied, and not by faith only ;" and a little after (v.

26) : "For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works

is dead also/' The divine Paul adds the same in another place (1 Tim.

i. 19) :
" Holding faith and a good conscience ; which some having put

away, concerning faith have made shipwreck ;" and, in another place,

he says (1 Tim. iii. 9) :
" Holding the mystery of the faith in a pure

conscience." ' This is essentially the same with the Roman Catholic

doctrine. It is characteristic that no passage is cited from the Romans

and Galatians, which are the bulwark of the evangelical Protestant

view of justification by faith. The second Question teaches that faith

must precede works, because it is impossible to please God without faith

(Heb. xi. 6). The third Question treats of the division of the Catechism

according to the three theological virtues, faith, hope, and charity.

The Catechism is therefore divided into three parts.

1. Part first treats of Faith (rrfp) irt(TTtwg), and explains the Nicene

Creed, which is divided into twelve articles, and declared to contain all

things pertaining to our faith so accurately 'that we should believe

nothing more and nothing less, nor in any other sense than that in

which the fathers [of the Councils of Nicsea and Constantinople] un-

derstood it' (Qu. 5). The clause FUioqiie is, of course, rejected as an

unwarranted Latin interpolation and corruption (Qu. 72).

2. Part second treats of Hope {inpi tXiridog), and contains an exposi-

tion of the Lord's Prayer and the (nine) Beatitudes (Matt. v. 3-11).

3. Part third treats of Love to God and man {-mpX Ttjg tig ^ibv koi

Tov nXriaiov aycnrr^g), and gives an exposition of the Decalogue ; but

this is preceded by forty-five questions on the three cardinal virtues of

prayer, fasting, and almsgiving, and the four general virtues which flow

out of them (prudence, justice, fortitude, and temperance), on mortal

and venial sins, on the seven general mortal sins (pride, avarice, forni-

cation, envy, gluttony, desire of revenge, and sloth), on the sins against

the Holy Ghost (presumption or temerity, despair, persistent opposition

to the truth, and renouncing of the Christian faith), and on venial sins.

In the division of the Ten Commandments the Greek Confession agrees

with the Reformed Church in opposition to the Roman and Lutheran
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Churches, wliich follow the less natural division of Augustine by merg-

ing the second coinuianduient in the first, and then dividing the tenth.

§ 17. The Synod of Jekusalem and the Confession of Dositheus,

A.D. 1672.

Hardocin : Acta Conciliorum (Paris, 1715), Tom. XI. pp. 179-274.

KiMMEL : Momimenta Fidei Ecclesiw Orientalis, P. I, pp. 325-488 ; Prolegomena, pp. Ixxv.-xcii.

Ou the Synod of Jerusalem, comp. also Ittig: Dissert, de Actis Synudi Uieros. a. 1672 sub Patr. liters.

Dositheo adv. Calvinistas habitce, Lips. 1696. Aymon : MonuDients authentiques de la religion des Grecs,

a la Haye, 1708. Basnaqe: Hist, de la religion des eglises le/ormees, P. I. ch. xxxii. J. Covel: Account

of the present Greek Church, Bk. L ch. v. Soheoeokh : Kirchengeschichte seit der Refortnation, Bd. vs.. (by

TzsoHiEN eb), pp. 90-96. Gabs : Symb. der griech. Eirche, pp. 79-84.

The Synod convened at Jerusalem in March, 1672, by Patriarch Do-

sitheus, for the consecration of the restored Church of the Holy Nativity

in Bethlehem,' issued a new Defense or Apology of Greek Orthodoxy.

It is directed against Calvinism, which was still professed or secretly

held by many admirers of Cyril Lucar. It is dated Jerusalem, March

16, 1672, and signed by Dositheus, Patriarch of Jerusalem and Pales-

tine (otherwise little known), and by sixty-eight Eastern bishops and ec-

clesiastics, including some from Russia.^

This Synod is the most important in the modern history of the East-

ern Church, and may be compared to the Council of Trent. Both fixed

the doctrinal status of the Churches they represent, and both condemned

the evangelical doctrines of Protestantism. Both were equally hier-

archical and intolerant, and present a strange contrast to the first Synod

held in Jerusalem, when ' the apostles an/I elders,'' in the presence of

' the brethren,' freely discussed and adjusted, in a spirit of love, without

anathemas, the great controversy between the Gentile and the Jewish

Christians. The Synod of Jerusalem has been charged by Aymon and

others with subserviency to the interests of Rome ; Dositheus being in

correspondence with Nointel, the French embassador at Constantinople.

The Synod was held at a time when the Romanists and Calvinists in

France fiercely disputed about the Eucharist, and were anxious to se-

cure the support of the Greek Church. But although the Synod was

chiefly aimed against Protestantism, and has no direct polemical ref

* Hence it is sometimes called the Synod of Bethlehem, but it was actually held at Jerusalem
° Its title is AffTric op^oSn^iac ri aitoXoyia leai iXtyxoc trpoQ tovq Siaavpovraq rr'jv avaroXt^

KTiv iKK\T}aiav a'tpeTiKwc (ppovnv fv rdlg irtpi ^tov Kai t<ov biiujv, k.t.\. Clypeus orthodoxre

Jidei sive Apologia adversus Calvinistas haretiro.t, Orientalem ecclesiam de Deo rebusque

divinis h(vretice cum ipsis sentire mentientes. The first edition, Greek and Latin, was pub-

lished at Paris, 1676 ; then revised, 1678 ; also by Hardouin, and Kimmel, 1. e.
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erence to the Latin Church, it did not give up any of the distinctive

Greek doctrines, or make any concessions to the claims of the Papacy,

The acts of tlie Synod of Jerusalem consist of six chapters, and a

confession of Dositheus in eighteen decrees. Both are preceded by a

pastoral letter giving an account of the occasion of this public confes-

sion in opposition to Cahinism and Lutheranism, which are condemned

alike as being essentially the same heresy, notwithstanding some appa-

rent differences.' The Answers of Patriarch Jeremiah given to Martin

Crusius, Professor in Tiibingen, and other Lutherans, in 1572, are ap-

proved by the Synod of Jerusalem, as they were by the Synod of Jassy,

and thus clothed with a semi-symbolical authority. The Oi-thodox Con-

fession of Peter Mogilas is likewise sanctioned again, but the Confession

of Cyril Lucar is disowned as a foi'gery.

The Six Chapters are very prolix, and altogether polemical against

the Confession which was circulated under the name of Cyril Lucar,

and give large extracts from his homilies preached before the clergy

and people of Constantinople to prove his orthodoxy. One anathema

is not considered sufficient, and a threefold anathema is hurled against

the heretical doctrines.

The Confessio Dosiihei presents, in eighteen decrees or articles,^ a

positive statement of the orthodox faith. It follows the order of Cyril's

Confession, which it is intended to refute. It is the most authoritative

and complete doctrinal deliverance of the modern Greek Church on

the controverted articles. It was formally transmitted by the Eastern

Patriarchs to the Russian Church in 1721, and through it to certain

Bishops of the Church of England, as an ultimatum to be received with-

out further question or conference by all who would be in communion

with the Orthodox Church. The eighteen decrees were also published

in a Russian version (1838), but with a number of omissions and quali-

fications,^ sho\ving that, after all, the Russian branch of the Greek

' 'AStXtpd <ppovei AovBripoQ KaKoviv([), il Kai tv rim Siatpipfiv SoKovan>. ^Non alia est Lu-

theri hceresis atque Calvini, quamquain nonnihil videtur interesse' (Kimmel, P. I. p. 335).

' "OpoQ, decree, decision. It is translated capitulum in Hardouin, decretum in Kimmel.
' Under the title ^Imperial and Patriarchal Letters on the Institution of the Most Holy

Synod, with an Exposition of the Orthodox Faith of the Catholic Church of the Enst.^ See

Blackmore, 1. c. p. xxviii. Blackmore Cpp. xxvi. and xxvii.) gives also two interesting letters

of ' the Most Holy Governing Synod of the Russian Church to the Most Reverend the Bishops

of the Remnant of the Catholic Church in Great Britain, our Brethren most beloved in the
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Church reserves to itself a certain freedom of further theological de-

velopment. We give them here in a condensed summary from the

original Greek

:

Article I.—The doctrine of the Holy Trinity, with the single pro-

cession of the Spirit. (Uvfu/^a a-ytov Ik rou warpbg tKiropivofitvov.

Against the Latins.)

Article II.—The Holy Scriptures must be interpreted, not by private

judgment, but in accordance with the tradition of the Catholic Church,

which can not err, or deceive, or be deceived, and is of equal authority

with the Scriptures. (Essentially Romish, but without an infallible,

visible head of the Church.)

Article III—God has from eternity predestinated to glory those who

would, in his foreknowledge, make good use of their free will in accept-

ing the salvation, and has condemned those who would reject it. The

Calvinistic doctrine of unconditional predestination is condemned as

abominable, impious, and blasphemous.

Article IV.—The doctrine of creation. The triune God made all

things, visible and invisible, except sin, which is contrary to his will, and

originated in the Devil and in man.

Article V.—The doctrine of Providence. God foresees and permits

(but does not foreordain) evil, and overrules it for good.

Article VI.—The primitive state and fall of man. Christ and the

Virgin Mary are exempt from sin.

Article VII.—The doctrine of the incarnation of the Son of God,

his death, resurrection, ascension, and return to judgment.

Article VIII.—The work of Christ. He is the only Mediator and

Advocate for our sins; but the saints, and especially the immaculate

Mother of our Lord, as also the holy angels, bring our praj^ers and peti-

tions before him, and give them greater effect.

Article IX.—No one can be saved without faith, which is a certain

persuasion, and works by love (i. e. the observance of the divine com-

mandments). It justifies before Christ, and without it no one can

please God.

Article X.—The holy Catholic and Apostolic Church comprehends

Lord,' in answer to letters of two Non-Jurors and two Scotch Bishops seeking communion
with the Eastern Church. Comp. § 20.
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all true believers in Christ, and is governed by Christ, the only head,

through duly ordained bishops in unbroken succession. The doctrine

of Calvinists, that bishops are not necessary, or that priests (presbyters)

may be ordained by priests, and not 1 y b sliops only, is rejected.

Article XI.—Members of the Catholic Church are all the faithful,

who firmly hold the faith of Christ as delivered by him, the apostles,

and the holy synods, although some of them may be subject to various

sins.

Article XII.—The Catholic Church is taught by the Holy Ghost,

through prophets, apostles, holy fathers, and synods, and therefore can

not err, or be deceived, or choose a lie for the truth. (Against Cyril

;

comp. Art. II.)

Article XIII.—Man is justified, not by faith alone, but also by works.

Article XIV.—Man has been debilitated by the fall, and lost the

perfection and freedom from suffering, but not his intellectual and

moral nature. He has still the free will {to avrt^ovcnov) or the power

to choose and do good or to flee and hate evil (Matt. v. 46, 47 ; Rom. i.

19 ; ii. 14, 15). But good works done without faith can not contribute

to our salvation ; only the works of the regenerate, done under gi-ace

and with grace, are perfect, and render the one who does them worthy

of salvation (crwrrj/ot'oc a^iov TroitiTai tov ivepyovvTo).

Article XV.—Teaches, with the Roman Church, the seven sacra-

ments or mysteries {jxv(jTi]pia), viz., baptism [to ayiov ^aiTTiafxa, Matt,

xxviii. 19), confirmation ((iefiaiwaig or ^^ia|xa, Luke xxiv. 49 ; 2 Cor. i.

21 ; and Dionysius Areop.), ordination i}ipoavvr\, Matt, xviii. IS), the un-

bloody sacrifice of the altar (77 avaifiaKTog ^vaia, Matt. xxvi. 26, etc.),

matrimony {ya/nog, Matt. xix. 6 ; Eph. v. 32), penance and confession

(jxeravoia koi i^ofio\6yr](Tig, John xx. 23 ; Luke xiii. 3, 5), and holy unc-

tion (to ayiov tXaiov or tv)(iXaiov, Mark vi. 13 ; James v. 14). Sacra-

ments are not empty signs of divine promises (as circumcision), but

they necessarily {IK, avayKtig) confer grace (as opyava ^pacrriKa xapiTog).

Article XVI.—Teaches the necessity of baptism for salvation, bap-

tismal regeneration (John iii, 5), infant baptism, and the salvation of

baptized infants (Matt. xix. 12). The effect of baptism is the remission

of hereditary and previous actual sin, and the gift of the Holy Spirit.

It can not be repeated ; sins committed after baptism must be forgiven

by priestly absolution on repentance and confession.
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Article XVII.—The Eucharist is both a sacrament and a sacrifice,

in which the very body and blood of Christ ai'e truly and leally {aXr]^Cjq

Koi irpayfj.aTiKwg) present under the figure and type (Iv tlBu koX tvttio) of

bread and wine, are offered to God by the hands uf the priest as a real

though unbloody sacrifice for all the faithful, whether living or dead

{vTTip iravTMv tCjv ivat^wv Z^mvtijjv Koi Te^vtivToji'), and are received by

the hand and the mouth of unworthy as well as worthy communicants,

tiiongh with opposite effects. The Lutheran doctrine is rejected, and

the Romish doctrine of transubstantiatiou (ju£Ta)3oA//, jitTovaiwait;) is

taught as strongly as words can make it ;^ but it is disclaimed to give

an explanation of the mode in which tliis mysterious and miraculous

change of the elements takes place.^

Article XVIII.—The souls of the departed are either at rest or in

torment,'^ according to their conduct in life ; but their condition will not

be perfect till the resurrection of the body. The souls of those who

die in a state of penitence {ntTavo{]aavTi^Q), without having brought forth

fruits of repentance, or satisfactions (kavoTrorrjo-tc), depart into Hades

{airipyjia^ai uq a^ov), and there they must suffer the punishment for their

sins; but they may be delivered by the prayers of the priests and the

alms of their kindred, especially by the unbloody sacrifice of the mass

' Deer. 17 (Kimmel, P. I. p. 4r)7): worf (itrci tov ayiaanov rov dprov Kai rov o'ivov fiira-

fidWtaSrai (to be transluted) f^ttTovffiovaBai (transubstantiated), /xfrnTrotflffSai (re-

fashioned, transformed), utTapfju^niZeffSrai (changed, reformed), rov fiiv aprov eIq avro ro

d\7]^'6Q Tou Kvpiov (Twfia, oTTip tytvi'iiSrr) tv BijSiXiifi tK rtjg dtiirapbtvov, ijSaTrna^r] iv 'lopSdvy,

tna^tv, iTd(p>i, dvioTT], a.vt\)'i(pBr], KdSrrjrai (k Si^iuif rov Biov Kai rraripoc, /jiWci iXBelv tni ruiv

vf<pi\MV roi' ovpayov—rov d' olvov fiiraTroitlaSrai Kai i.iirov (jiovaBai n'c avrb ro dXijBeg

rov Kvpiov a'ljia, cnrip Kpifianivov tni rov aravpov ixv^rj Inrep ri)Q rov Koajiov ^mj/c- Mosheim
thinks that the Greeks first adopted in this period the doctrine of transnbstantiation, but Ries-

ling (Hist, conrertat. Gracorum Latinorumque de transsubstantiatione, pp. 354-480, as quoted

by Tzschirner, in Vol. IX. of his continuation of Schroeckh's Church Hist, since the Reforma-

tion, p. lO'i) has shown that several Greeks taught this theory long before or ever since the

Council of Florence (14:59). Yet the opposition to the Calvinistic view of Cyril and his sym-

pathizers brought the Greek Church to a clearer and fuller expression on this point.

^ Ibid. (p. 461): in ry jjurovaiujaiQ Xt^ei ov rov rpoirov inartvofitv Sr}\ovaSiai, KaSi' oD

6 dproQ Kai o oTvog jxtr arroioiivrai fig ro auifia koi ro alfia rov Kvpiov—roiJro yap dXi/Trroj'

rrdvTi] Kai dSvvarov TrXrjv nvrov rov btov. In the Lat. Version : ''Prceterea verho Transsub-
STANTiATiONis modum ilhwi, quo in corpus et sanguinem Domini panis et innum convertantur,

explicari niinime rredimus—id enim penitus inromprehensibile,' etc. Mtrovaiwaig (not given

in the Classical Diet., nor in Sophocles's Byzantine Greek Diet., nor in Suicer's Thesaurus)—
from the classical ovaiow, to call into being {oi)aia) or existence, and the patristic oiicriuKJig, a

calling into existence—must be equivalent to the Latin transsuhstantiatio, or change of the

elemental substance of bread and wine into the body and blood of Christ.

' iv dvicrii, lit. in relaxation, recreation, f; tv oSvvij, or in pain, distress.
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(jiayaXa ^vvafiivrjg fiaXicrra tT/c avaifxciKTOv ^vcriag), which individuala

offer for their departed relatives, and which the CathoHc and Apostolic

Church daily offers for all alike. The liberation from this intervening

state of puritication will take place before the resurrection and the gen-

eral judgment, but the time is unknown.

This is essentially the Romish doctrine of purgatory, although the

term is avoided, and nothing is said of material or physical torments.^

To these eighteen decrees are added four questions and answers,

with polemic reference to the similar questions at the close of the en-

larged edition of Cyril's Confession.^ The first question discourages

and even prohibits the general and indiscriminate reading of the Holy

Scriptures, especially certain portions of the Old Testament. The

second denies the perspicuity of the Scriptures. The third defines the

extent of the canon including the Apocrypha.^ The fourth teaches the

worship of saints, especially the Mother of God (who is the object of

' The same doctrine is taught in the Longer Russian Catechism of Philaret (on the 11th

article of the Nicene Creed). It is often asserted (even by Winer, who is generally very

accurate, Symb. pp. 158, 15D) that the Greek Church rejects the Romish purgatory. Winer

quotes the Conf. Metrophanis Critopuli, c. 20; but this has no ecclesiastical authority, and,

although it rejects the word irvp Ka^aprijpiov (ignis purgatorius), and all idea of material or

physical pain {t)]v tKtiviov Troiv>)v ^t) vXiKrii/ tlvai, iiToug SpyaviKip', pt) Sid irvpui;, pi)Tt Si

dWrjQ vXrig), it asserts, nevertheless, a spiritual jxiin of conscience in the middle state (dWd
Sid BXixpiujQ Kai dviag r/jc avvtiSiiatmo), from which the sufferers may be released by prayers

and the sacrifice of the altar. The Conf. Orthodoxa (P. T. Q'v 66) speaks vaguely of a -irpo-

OKaipoQ KoXaaiQ KaBapriK)] twv xpvx'jjv, 'a temjjorary purifying (uisciplinary) punishment of the

souls.' The Roman Church, on her part, does not require belief m a material fire. The Greek

Church has no such minute geography of the spirit world as the Latin, which, besides heaven

and hell proper, teaches an intervening region of purgatory for imperfect Christians, and two

border regions, the Limbus Patrum for the saints of the Old Testament now delivered, and

the Limbus Infantum for unbaptized children ; but it difiers much more widely from the Prot

estant eschatolog}', which rejects the idea of a third or middle place altogether, and assign

flU the departed either to a state of bliss or a state of misery ; allowing, however, different

degrees in both states corresponding to the different degrees of holiness and wickedness.

" Conip. § 15, p. 57.

• The following Apocrypha are expressly mentioned (Vol. I. p. 4(37) : The Wisdom of Solo-

mon, Judith, Tobit, History of the Dragon, History of Susannah, the books of the Maccabees,

the Wisdom of Sirach. The Confession of Mogilas, though not formally sanctioning the Apoo-

rypha, quotes them frequently as authority, e. g. Tobit xii. 9, in P. III. Qu. 9, on alms. On

the other hand, the less important Confession of Metrophanes Critopulus, c. 7 (Kiramel, P. II.

p. 104 sq.), mentions only twenty-two canonical books of the Old Test., and excludes from

them the Apocrypha, mentioning Tobit, Judith, Wisdom of Solomon, Wisdom of Sirach,

Baruch, and the Maccabees. The Russian Catechism of Philaret omits the Apocrypha in

enumerating the books of the Old Test., for the re.ison that ' they do not exist in Hebrew,'

but adds that ' they have been appointed by the fathers to be read by proselytes who are pre-

paring fov admission into the Church.' (See Vol.lL461,audl31ackmoic straiislatioa,pp.ab,3».j
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hyperduUa, as distinct from the ordinary dulia of saints, and the latria

or worship proper due to God), as also the worshipful veneration of the

cross, the holy Gospels, the holy vessels, the holy places,^ and of the

images of Christ and of the saints.^

In all these important points the Synod of Jerusalem again essen-

tially agrees with the Chiu'ch of Rome, and radically dissents from

Protestantism.

§ 18. The Synods of Constantinople, A.D. 1672 and 1691.

Three months previous to the Synod of Jerusalem a Synod was held

at Constantinople (January, 1672), which adopted a doctrinal statement

signed by Dionysius, Patriarch of Constantinople, and forty-three dig-

nitaries belonging to his patriarchate.^ It is less complete than the

Confession of Dositheus, but agrees with it on all points, as the author-

ity and infallibility of the Church, the extent of the canon, the seven

mysteries (sacraments), the real sacrifice of the altar, and the miracu-

lous transformation* of the elements.

Another Synod was held in Constantinople nineteen years after-

wards, in 1691, under Patriarch Callinicus, for the purpose of giving

renewed sanction to the orthodox doctrine of the Eucharist, in opposi-

tion to Logothet John Caryophylus, who had rejected the Romish

theory of transubstantiation, and defended the Calvinistic view of

Cyril Lucar. The Synod condemned him, and declared that the East-

ern Church had always taught a change (^fraj3oA/j) of the elements in

the sense of a transubstantiation (jutTovcTiwtTig), or an actual transforma-

tion of their essence into the body and blood of Christ.^

^ irpocKwovfitv Kai rifiunEv to ^vXov tov rifiiov rov I^wottoiov aravpov, k. t. X.

' 7-/)v I'lKova TOV Vivpiov rifiaiv 'iT/crov Xp. Kai Tijc viripayiag SrtoroKov Kai iravTuv twv ayiuiv

KpoaKvvovfxiv Kai rifiCJfitv Kai dairaZofjt^a.

' It is called Diontsii, Pair. Const. , super Calvinistarum erroribus ac reali imprimis prce-

sentia responsio, and is published in some editions of the Confession of the Synod of Jerusa-

lem ; in Harduini Acta Concilioruyn, Tom. XI. pp. 274-282; and in the second volume of

Kimmel's Monumenta, pp. 214-227.

* On this the document teaches (Kimmel. P. II. p. 218) that when the priest prays, ' Mak«
(iroit)(7ov) this bread the precious blood of thy Christ,' then, by the mysterious and ineffable

operation of the Holy Ghost, 6 fiev dprog fiirairoieiTai (transmutatur) hq avrb iKtivo to iSiov

awfia tov (TujTrjpoQ XpiffTov TrpayiiariKuig Kai dXrjBuJQ Kai Kvpiiog (realiier, vere, ac proprie), 6

St oli'og tig TO i^ojoTToiov al/jia aiiTox).

* I have not been able to procure the proceedings of this Synod ; they are omitted both by
Hardouin and Kimmel. They were first printed at Jassy, 1698 ; then in Greek and Latin by
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§ 19. The Doctrinal Standards of the Russo-Greek Church.
LUcrahtre.

I. Russian Doctriue aud Theology

:

The Catechisms of Platon and Puilaret (see below).

R.W. Blaokmore: The Dvctiine of the Russian Church, etc., Aberdeen, 1845.

W. GuETTEB (Russian Priest aud Doctor of Divinity) : Exposition de la doctrine de Verilise cathotique

orthodoxe de RiMsie, Paris, 1S66.

TiiEOPUANES Procopowioz: Theologia Christiana orthodoxa, Sonigsberg, 1778-1T75, 6 vols. (abrid_L'cd,

Moscow, 1S02).

Hyac. KiRPiNSKi : Compendium orthodoxce theologice. Lips. 1786.

II. Worship aud Ritual

:

The divine Liturgy o/St. Joun Curvsostom (the Liturgy used in the Orthodox Easlein Church), (ircek

ed. by Daniel, Cod. Liturg. Tom. IV. P. II. p. 327, etc. ; by J. M. Neale, in Primitive Liturgies, 2d edition,

London, 1868; English translations by King, Neale, Brett, Covel, J. Free.man Yolno (the last publ.

New York, 1S65, as No. VI. of the ' Papers of the Russo-Greek Committee'). Comp. also tlie entire fourth

volume of Daniel's Codex Liturg. (which gives the Orieutal Liturgies), and 'Nv.aue'b Primitive Liturgies,

and his Introd. to the Uistorg of the Ilobj Eaxtcrn Church (Lond. 1850).

John Glen King (Anglican Chaplain at St. Petersburg) : The Rite-s and Ceremonies of the Greek Chtirch
in Russia, Lond. 1772. Very instructive.

III. History and Present Condition of the Russian Church

:

Alex, de Stoup.dza : Considerations sur la doctrine et Vesprit de I'egli^e orthodoxe,We\ma\; 1816.

Strahl : Contribiitioiis to Russian Church History, Halle, 1827 ; and History of the Russian Church,
Halle, 1830.

Modravieff: History of the Church of Russia,St. Petersburg, 1840 ; translated by Blackmore, Oxford,
1842. Comes down to 1721.

Pinkeuton : Russia, London, 1833.

Haxtuacsen : Researches on Russia, German and French, 1847-52, 3 vols.

Theiner: Die Staats-Kirche Russlands, 1853.

H. J. Sohmitt: Kritische Geschichte der neugriechischen und der russischen Kircke, Mainz, 2d ed. 1854.

Prince Aug. Galitzin : Ueglise Grivco-Riisse, Paris, ISGl.

Dean Stanley : Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church, Lond. and N. Y. 1862, Lect. IX.-XII.

Boissard: L'eglisc de Russie, Paris, 1867, 2 vols.

Puilaret (Archbishop of Tschernigow) : Geschichte der Kirche Russlands, transl. by Blnmenthal, 1872.

Babaroff: Rtissische orthodoxe Kirche. Ein Umriss ihrer Entstehung u. ihres Lebens, Stutt<jart, 1873.

Also the Occasional Papers of the 'Eastern Church Associations' of the Church of Eiigliiiid and the

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States, publ. in Lond. (Rivington's), and N. Y'ork, since 1864.

The latest doctrinal standards of Greek Christianity are the authorized

Catechisms and Church-books of the orthodox Church of Russia, by far

the most important and hopeful branch of the Eastern Communion.

Russia received Christianity from the Byzantine Empire. Cyril and

Methodius, two monks of Constantinople, preached the gospel to the

Bulgarians on the Danube after the middle of the ninth century, ti-ans-

lated the Scriptures' into the Slavonic language (creating the Slavonic

alphabet in quaint Greek characters), and thus laid the foundation of

Slavonic literature and civilization. This event was contemporary

with the founding of the Russian Empire by Ruric, of the Norman

race (A.D. 862), and succeeded by half a ceiitur}' the founding of the

Eusebins Kenaudot, together with some other Greek writings on the Eucliurist, I'aris, 1709;

in German by Heineccius, in \\\s Ahbildung der <i/teii und neueti (irievhiscken Kircke, 2 Parts,

Leipz. 1711, Aj)pendix, p. 40, etc. So says Hud. llot'inaiin (in his Sijinlwlik, Lei])z. 1857,

p. 135), who has paid careful attention to the Greek Church.

' The Psalms and the New Testament, with the exception of the Apocalypse.
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German Empire under Charlemagne, in close connection with Rome

(A.D. 800). As the latter was a substitute for the Western Roman

Empire, so the former was destined to take the place of the Eastern

Roman Empire, and looks forward to the reconquest of Constantinople,

as its natural capital. The barbarous Russians submitted, in the tenth

century, without resistance, to Christian baptism by innnersion, at the

command of their Grand Duke, Vladimir, who himself was brought

ovei- to Christianity by a picture on the last judgment, and his marriage

to a sister of the Greek Emperor Basil. In this wdiolesale conversion

every thing is characteristic : the influence of the picture, the effect of

marriage, the power of the civil ruler, the military command, the pas-

sive submission of the people.

Since that time the Greek Chui-ch has been the national religion of

the Slavonic Russians, and identified with all their fortunes and mis-

fortunes. For a long time they were subject to the jurisdiction of the

Patriarch of Constantinople. But after the fall of this city (1453) the

Metropolitan of Moscow became independent (1461), and a century

later (January, 1589) he was raised by Patriarch Jeremiah II. of Conv

stantinople, tlien on a collecting tour in Russia, to the dignity of a

Patriarch of equal i-ank with the other four (of Constantinople, Alex-

andria, Antioch, Jerusalem). Moscow was henceforward the holy city,

the Rome of Russia.

In the beginning of the eighteenth century, Peter the Great, a sec-

ond Constantine, founded St. Petersburg (1703), made this city the

political and ecclesiastical capital of his Empire, and created, in the

place of the Patriarchate of Moscow, the 'Most Holy Governing Syn-

od,' with the Czar as the head (1721). This organic change was sanc-

tioned by the Eastern Patriarchs (1723), who look upon the emperor-

pope of Russia as their future deUverer from the intolerable yoke of

the Turks.

[Note.—Since the revolution of 1917 and the assassination of the Czar, the position

of the Russian Church has undergone a radical change. The Soviet government has

passed from a law abolishing the union of Church and State to a relentless war against

all religion and religious exercises, the confiscation of Church property, the suppression

of religious liberty, the imprisonment and execution of clerical personages, and even to

a policy of active atheistic propaganda. Conforming to the new civil order, the Holy

Sober—council—met, August, 1917, with 564 delegates present, of whom 278 were lay-

men, and constituted Tikhon (1866-1925) Most holy Patriarch of Moscow and all Russia,

thus re-establishing the patriarchate after an interval of two centuries. Tikhon resisted
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the Soviet acts instituting civil marriage and disestablishing the Church, and placed the

state officials under excommunication. The government replied by further legislation

hostile to the Church, and Tikhon was put under arrest and resigned the patriarchate,

1922. In the mean time a 'reforming' organization, calling itself the 'Living Church,'

was effected, which acknowledged the Soviet revolution and made the 'white clergy'

—

in contrast to the monks—eligible to the episcopal office. The Sober of April, 1924,

received greetings from Dr. Blake of the Methodist Episcopal Church, disavowed Tikhon'B

anti-Soviet deliverances, endorsed the separation of Church and State, and granted to

widowed and divorced priests the right of remarriage. A third Sober affirmed that

supreme ecclesiastical authority resided in itself and not in the patriarch, a declaration

accepted by Gregory VII, oecumenical patriarch of Constantinople, other Eastern patri-

archs dissenting. The Tikhon wing was continued under Peter, Metropolitan of Kru-

titsky, whom Tikhon had designated as his successor. Peter was banished for anti-

Soviet policies, and his place filled by Abp. Sergius, who himself was imprisoned but

released, 1927, after promising to support the existing civil government. The emigrS

bishops, with Serbia as a rallying-place, have favored the restoration of the empire, and

June 30, 1930, Sergius deposed Eulogius from the post of so-called supreme bishop of

the Russian Church outside of Russia. Soviet legislation, 1930, confirmed all previous

acts calculated to blot out religious convictions and ritual. It forbids the teaching of

religion to persons under eighteen, the organization of meetings of women and children

for purposes of prayer and biblical and literary study or for sewing, the organization

under Church influence of libraries and reading-rooms, and even measures intended to

give sanitary and medical assistance. It prohibits the teaching of any form of religious

belief in educational establishments, and the formation of all boys' and girls' clubs in

church buildings. Religious teaching is treated as "anti-revolutionary activity." The
secret propaganda of religion among the masses is forbidden, and ministers of religion,

including rabbis and nuns, who continue to follow their religion are disfranchised and

made ineligible for public office. Bibles and prayer-books are confiscated. Church

buildings are put at the State's disposal. Articles of gold and silver and precious stones

are to be given up upon the discontinuance of a house of worship, and places of worship

having a historic or artistic value pass to the State. Processions on festival days are

forbidden, as also is the observance of Christmas, Easter, and other Church feasts. In

addition to such laws, the Soviet has carried out its destructive policy by films and posters

ridiculing and blaspheming Christianity. By governmental order or the populace, multi-

tudes of icons have been destroyed and pretended bodies of saints dishonored and shown

to be made of wax or straw. The treatment of the Russian Church and clergy has called

forth from the pope and the Church of England resolutions against the government's

policy, and letters of sympathy. Since 1914, friendly gestures have been made from Rome
calculated to win favor for the Roman Church. In 1920, Ephraem of Edessa was enrolled

among the doctors of the Church. The Oriental College in Rome has been enlarged.

In 1921, Benedict XV. addressed the Russians as 'our distant children who, though sep-

arated from us by the barriers of centuries, are all the nearer our paternal heart, the

greater their misfortunes are.' In 1929, Pius XL issued an appeal in Italian for prayer

for 'our brethren in Russia,' which spoke of 'the sacrilege heaped upon the priests and

believers, and the violence done to the conscience by the Soviets.' The pontiff appointed

a solemn mass to be celebrated over St. Peter's tomb, March 19, 1930, and called for

the help of 'the Immaculate Virgin, Mother of God, her most chaste spouse, St. Joseph,

patron of the Church universal, John Chrysostom and other patron saints of the Russians,

and of all saints, especially St. Therfese of the Cradle of Jesus, the sweet thaumaturge

of Lisieux.' In the form of prayer which Pius added for general use, the petition was

made that the Russians may return ' to the one fold and the communion of the Catholic
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Church,' and an indulgence of 300 days offered to all making the prayer piously. Reso-

lutions passed by the Convocations Canterbury and York, 1930, called for special prayers

in the churches at the morning and evening services, March 10.

—

Ed.]

We have ali-eady seen that the ' Orthodox Confession,' or the first

systematic and complete exhibition of the modern Greek faith, is the

product of a Russian prelate, Peter Mogilas of Kieft. It was followed,

and practically superseded, by other catechisms, which are much better

adapted to the religious instruction of the young.

1. The Catechism of Platon, Metropolitan of Moscow (died 1812),

one of the very few Russian divines whose name is known beyond

their native land.^ He was the favorite of the Empress Catherine II.

(died 1796), and, for a time, of her savage son, the Emperor Paul (as-

sassinated 1801), and at the end of his life he encouraged the Emperor

Alexander I. in the terrible year of the French invasion and the de-

struction of Moscow. When the French atheist Diderot began a con-

versation with the sneering remark, ' There is no God,' Platon instantly

replied, ' The fool says in his heart. There is no God.' He was a great

preacher and the leader of a somewhat mildei- type of Russian ortho-

doxy, not disinclined to commune with the outside world. His Cate-

chism was originally prepared for his pupil, the Grand Duke Paul

Petrovitsch, and shows some influence of the evangelical system by its

tendency to go directly to the Bible.

2. The Catechism of Philaret, revised, authorized, and published

by the Holy Synod of St. Petersburg. It is translated into several

languages, and since 1839 generally used in the schools and churches

of Russia. It was sent to all the Eastern Patriarchs, and unanimously

approved by them.^

' ' Orthodox Doctrine, or Summarj/ of Christian Dirinif)/ ;' first pnMished 1 "H? in Russian,

and translated into eight languages : in English, ed. by R. Pinkerton, Edinb. 1814 ; German
ed.,Riga. 1770; Latin ed., Moscow, 1774. Blackmore (1. c. p. vii.) speaks of three Cate-

chisms of Platon, which probably differ only in size.

^ Philaret wrote two Catechisms—a shorter one. called ' Elements of Christian Learning

;

or, a Short Sacred History and a Short Catechism,' St. Petersburg, at the Synodical Press,

1840 (only about twelve pages), and a longer one under the title. ^A Full Catechism of the

Orthodox Catholic Church of the East, examined and approved bif the Most Holy Goi'erning

Synod, and published for the Use of Schools and of all Orthodox Christians, by order of His

Imperial Majesty,' Moscow, at the Synodical Press, 1839 (English translation of Black-

more, Aberdeen, 1845). Most of the German works on Symbolics ignore Philaiet altogether,

fiven Hofmann (p. 1 36) and Gass (p. 440) barely mention him. We give his Larger Catechism

in the second volume.

Vol. I.—F
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Pliilaret (born 1782, died 1867) was for forty-seven years (1820-67)

Metropolitan of Moscow. lie was intrusted with the important State

secret of the will of Alexander I., and crowned his two successors

(jSicholas I. and Alexander II.). He represents, in learning, eloquence,

and ascetic piety, the best phase of the Russian State Church in the

nineteenth century.^

Ilis longer Catechism (called s,full catechism) is, upon the whole,

the ablest and clearest summary of Eastern orthodoxy, and shows a dis-

position to support every doctrine by direct Scripture testimony. It

follows the plan and division of the Orthodox Confession of Mogilas,

and conforms to its general type of teaching, but it is more clear,

simple, evangelical, and much better adapted for practical use. In a

number of introductory questions it discusses the meaning of a cate-

chism, the nature and necessity of right faith and good woiks, divine

revelation, the holy tradition and Holy Scripture (as the two channels

of the divine revelation and the joint rule of faith and discipline), the

Canon of the Scriptures (exclusive of the Apociypha, because 'not writ-

ten in Hebrew'), with some account of the several books of the Old and

Tsew Testaments, and the composition of the Catechism. This is divided

into three parts, like the Confession of Mogilas, according to the three

cardinal virtues (1 Cor. xiii. 13).

Fii-st Part : On Faith. An Exposition of the Kicene Creed, ar-

ranged in twelve articles. In the doctrine of the Church the Protest-

ant distinction of the visible and invisible Church is, in a modified

sense, adopted ; Christ is declared to be the only and ever-abiding Head

of the Church, and it is stated that the division of the Church into many

particular and independent organizations, as those of Jerusalem, An-

tioch, Alexandria, Constantinople, Russia (Rome, Wittenberg, Geneva,

and Canterbury are ignored), does not hinder them from being spirit-

ually members 'of the one body of the Uni\ersal Church, from having

one Head, Christ, and one spirit of faith and of grace.'

' Dean Stanley, who saw him in Moscow in 18.")7, praises liis striking and impressive man-

ner as a preacher, his gentleness, his dignified courtesy and aiiahility, and associates him

with a reactionary revival of mediajval sanctity, which had its parnllel in the Piiseyism of the

Church of England. The Scottish Bishop of Moray and Ross, who called on liim in hehalf

of the Eastern Church Association in 1«GG, describes him as tlie most venerated and beloved

man in the Russian Empire, and as 'gentle, humble, and pious.' Comp. Souchkow, Memoirs

of Philuret, Moscow, ISIJS; Select Sermons of PkUaret.transL from the Russian, London

Mos. Masters), 1873.
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Second Part : On Hope. An Exposition of the Lord's Prayer (in seven

petitions), and of the nine Beatitudes of the Sermon on the Mount.

Third Part : On Love or Charity. An Exposition of the Decalogue

as teaching, in two tables, love to God and love to our neighbor. The

last question is :
' What caution do we need when we seem to ourselves

to have fnllilled any commandment ? A. We must then dispose our

hearts acccjrding to the words of Jesus Christ :
" When ye have done all

those things which are commanded you, say, We are unprofitable serv-

ants ; we have done that which was our duty to do" (Luke xvii. 10).'

3. Finally, we may mention, as secondary standards of Russian ortho-

doxy and discipline, the Primer or Sj)eUing-Booh, and a Treatise on

The Duty of Parish Priests}

The Primer contains the rudiments of religious learning for chil-

dren and the common people, viz., daily prayers (including the Lord's

Prayer, and the ' Hail Mary, Virgin Mother of God,' yet without the

' Pray for us' of the Latin formula), the Nicene Creed, the Ten Com-

mandments (the second and fourth abridged), with brief explanations

and short moral precepts.

The Treatise on The Duty of Parish Priests was composed by

George Konissky, Archbishop of Mogileff (died 1795), aided by Par-

thenius Sopkofsky, Bishop of Smolensk, and first printed at St. Peters-

burg in 1776. All candidates for holy orders in the Russian Seminaries

are examined on the contents of this book. It is mainly disciplinary

and pastoral, a manual for the priests, directing them in their duties as

teachers, and as administrators of the mysteries or sacraments. But doc-

trine is incidentally touched, and it is worthy of remark that this Treatise

approaches more nearly to the evangelical principle of the supremacy

of the Bible in matters of Christian faith and Christian life than any

deliverance of the Eastern Church.^

* Both translated by Blackmore, 1. c.

* See Part I. No. VII I. -XIII. pp. 160-164 in Blackmore's version: 'All the articles of

the faith are contained in the Word of God, that is, in the books of the Old and New Testa-

ments. . . . The Word of God is the source, foundation, and perfect rule, both of ouv

faith and of the good works of the law. . . . The writings of the holy Fathers are of great

use . . . but neither the writings of the holy Fathers nor the traditions of the Church

are to be confounded or equaled with the Word of God and his Commandments.

'
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§ 20. Anglo-Catholic Correspondence with the Russo-Greek
Church.

The Reformation of the sixteenth century proceeded entii-ely from

the bosom of Latin or Western Catholicism. The Greek or Eastern

Church had no part in the great controversy, and took no notice of

it, until it was brought to its attention from without. The antago-

nism of the Greek Communion to Western innovations, especially to

the claims of the Papacy, seemed to open the prospect of possible inter-

communion and co-operation. But, so far, all the approaches to this

effect on the part of Protestants have failed

1. The lirst attempt was made by Lutheran divines in the sixteenth

century, and ended in the condemnation of the Augsbui-g Confession.'

2. Of a different kind was Cyril's movement, in the seventeentli cen-

tury, to protestantize the Eastern Church from within, which resulted

in a stronger condemnation of Calvinism and Lutheranism.'^

3. The correspondence of the Anglican Non-Jurors with Russia and

the East, 1717-1723, had no effect whatever.

Two high-church English Bishops, called ' Non-Jurors' (because they

refused to renounce their oath of allegiance to King James II., and

to transfer it to the Prince of Orange), in connection with two Scottish

Bishops, assumed, October, 1717, the responsibility of corresponding

with the Russian Czar, Peter the Great, and the Eastern Patriarchs.^

They were prompted to this step by a visit of an Egyptian Bishop to

England, who collected money for the impoverished patriarchal see of

Alexandria, and probably still more by a desire to get aid and comfort

from abroad in their schismatical isolation. The}' characteristically

styled themselves ' The Catholic Remainder in Britain,'

After a delay of several years, the Patriarchs, under date, Constanti-

nople, September, 1723, sent their ultimatum, requiring, as a term of

communion, absolute submission of the British to all the dogmas of

the Greek Church. ' Those,' they wrote, ' who are disposed to agree

* See above, § 13.

'See§§ ir)-18.

' The letters of the four Bishops signing themselves 'Jeremias, Primus Amjlice. Eplscopus

;

Archibaf.dus, Scoto-Britannia; Episcopus ; Jacobus, Scoto-Brit<inni(P Ejnsrojnis ; Thomas,
AnglicE Episropus,' are given by Lathbnry, in his History of the Non-Jurors, pp. ."09-361,

as documentary proof of their doctrinal status, but the answers are omitted.
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with us in the Diviue doctrines of the Orthodox faith must necessarily

foUow and submit to what has been defined and determined by ancient

Fatliers and the Holy (Ecumenical Synods from the time of the Apos-

tles and their Holy Successors, the Fathers of our Church, to this time.

We say they must submit to them with sincerity and obedience, and

without any scruple or dispute. And this is a sufficient answer to

what you have wn-itten.' With this answer they forwarded the decrees

of the Synod of Jerusalem of 1672.

The Russians were more polite. The ' Most Holy Governing Synod'

of St. Petersbui-g, in transmitting the ultimatum of the Eastern Patri-

archs, proposed, in the name of the Czar, ' to the Most Reverend the

Bishops of the Remnant of the Catholic Church in Great Britain, our

Brethren most beloved in the Lord,' that they should send two delegates

to Russia to hold a friendly conference, in the name and spirit of Christ,

with two members to be chosen by the Russians, that it may be more

easily ascertained what may be yielded and given up by one to the

other ; what, on the other hand, may and ought for conscience' sake

to be absolutely denied.'

But such a conference was never held. The death of Peter (1725)

put an end to negotiations. Archbishop Wake, of Canterbur}'^, wrote

a letter to the Pati-iarch of Jerusalem, in which he exposed the Non-

Jurors as disloyal schismatics and pretenders. The Eastern Patriarchs

accused the Anglicans of being ' Lutherano-Calvinists,' and the Russian

Church historian, Mouravieff, in speaking of the correspondence, repre-

sents them as being infected with the same ' German heresy,' which had

been previously condemned by the Orthodox Church.'

4. A far more serious and respectable attempt to effect intercommu-

nion between the Anglican and Russo-Greek Churches was begun in

1862, with the high authority of the Convocation of Canterbury, and

the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States. The ostensible occasion was furnished by the multipli-

' The two letters of the Holy Synod, the one signed Moscow, February, 1 723, the other

without date, are given by Blackmore, Doctrine of the Russian Church, Pref. pp. xxvi.-xxviii.

The anonymous author (probably Dr. Young, now Bishop in Florida) of No. II. of the Papers

of ' the Eastern Church Association' supplies the signatures of nine Church dignitaries of Rus-

sia from personal inspection of the archives of the Holy Synod, at a visit to St. Petersburg,

April, 1864.

' History of the Church of Russia, translated by Blackmore, pp. 286 sq. , 407 sqq.
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cation of Russo-Greeks on the Pacific coast, and by the desirableness

of securing decent burial for Anglican travelers in the East, but tlie

real cause lies nuicli deepei*. It is closely coiniected with the powei'ful

Anglo-Catholic movement, which arose in Oxford in 1833, and has ever

since been aiming to de-protestantize the Anglican Church. Ilundi-eds

of her priests and laymen, headed by Dr. John II. Newman, seceded

to Rome; while others, less logical or more loyal to the Church of their

fathers, are afraid of the charms or corruptions of the Papacy, and

look hopefully to intercommunion with the Holy Catholic Orthodox

and Apostolic Mother Church of the East to satisfy their longing for

Catholic unity, and to strengthen their opposition to Protestantism and

Romanism. The writings of the late Dr. John Mason Neale, and Dr.

Pusey's Eirenicon, contributed not a little towards creating an interest

in this direction.

In the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

the United States, held in New York, October, 1862, a joint committee

was appointed ' to consider the expediency of opening communication

with the Russo-Greek Church, to collect authentic information upon

the subject, and to report to the next General Convention.' Soon after-

wards, July 1, 1863, the Convocation of Canterbury appointed a simi-

lar committee, looking to ' such ecclesiastical intercommunion with the

Orthodox East as should enable the laity and clergy of either Church to

join in the sacraments and offices of the other without forfeiting the

comnumion of their own Church.' The Episcopal Church in Scotland

likewise fell in with the movement. These committees con-esponded

with each other, and reported from time to time to their authorities.

Two Eastern Church Associations were formed, one in England and

one in America, for the publication of interesting information on the

doctrines and worship of the Russo-Greek Church. Visits were made

to Russia, fraternal letters and Christian courtesies were exchanged,

and informal conferences between Anglican and Russian dignitaries

were held in London, St. Petersburg, and Moscow.^

' See the details in the Occasional Papers of the two Eastern Church Associations, published

since 1864 in London (Rivington's) and in New York, and the Reports in the Journal of the

General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States, held in New
York, 1868, Append. IV. p. 427, and Append. XI. p. 480, and of the Convention in Baltimore,

1871, Append. VI. pp. 565-85. These reports are signed by Bishops Whittingham, White-

house, Odenheimer, Coxe, Young, and others. A curious incident in tliis correspondence, not
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The Russo-Greeks could not but receive with kindness and courtesy

such flattering approaches from two of the most respectable Churches

of Christendom, but they showed no disposition whatever either to for-

get or to learn or to grant any thing beyond the poor privilege of

burial to Anglicans in consecrated ground of the Orthodox (without,

however, giving them any right of private property). Some were will-

ing to admit that the Anglican Church, by retaining Episcopacy and

respect for Catholic antiquity, ' attached her back by a strong cable to

the ship of the Catholic Church ; while the other Protestants, having cut

this cable, drifted out ai sea.' Yet they could not discover any essen-

tial doctrinal difference. They found strange novelties in the Thirty-

nine Articles ; they took especial offense at Art. 19, which asserts that

the Churches of Jerusalem, Alexandria, and Antioch have erred ; they

expressed serious scruples about the validity of Anglican orders, on

account of a flaw in Archbishop Parker's ordination, and on account

of the second marriage of many Anglican priests and bishops (which

they consider a breach of continency, and a flagrant violation of Paul's

express prohibition, according to their interpretation of jum? ywaiKog

avdpa, 1 Tim. iii. 2) ; they can not even recognize Anglican baptism,

because it is not administered by trine immersion.

On the other hand, the Russo-Greeks insist on the expulsion of the

J^ilioque, which, is their main objection to Rome; the recognition of the

seventh oecumenical Council ; the invocation of the Holy Virgin and

the Saints ; the veneration of icons
;
prayers for the departed ; seven

sacramental mysteries ; trine immersion ; a mysterious transformation

(jjieTovaiojmg) of the eucharistic elements ; the eucharistic sacrifice for

the living and the dead.^

5. The latest phase of the Anglo-Greek movement is connected with

the Old Catholic reunion Conferences in Bonn, 1874 and 1875.^ Here the

mentioned in these documents, was the celebration of Greek mass, by a Russian ex-priest of

doubtful antecedents, in the Episcopal Trinity Chapel of New York, on the anniversary of the

Czar Alexander II., March 2, 18G5.

' See the documents in the Journal of the General Convention for 1871, pp. 567-577, viz.,

the answers of Gregory, Patriarch of Constantinople, dated Sept. 26, 1869, to a letter of the

Archbishop of Canterbury, accompanied by a Greek copy of the English Liturgy ; the report

of the Greek Archbishop of Syra to the Holy Svnod of Greece, concerning his visit to En-

gland (1870) ; also the report of an interesting conference between the Greek Archbishop of

Syra and the Anglican bishop of Ely (Dr. Hrowne. the author of a Commentary on the

Thirty-nine Articles), held February 4, 1870, wliere all the chief points of difference were dis-

cussed in a friendly Christian spirit, but without result.

' See the results of the Bonn Conferences, at the close of Vol. II. pp. 545-554.
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Filioque was surrendered as a peace-offering to the Orientals ; but the

Orientals made no concession on their part. It is not likely that the

Anglican Church will sacrifice her own peace, the memory of her re-

formers and martyrs, and a Protestant history and literature of three

centuries to an uncongenial union with the Russo-Greek Church in her

present unreformed state.

§ 21. The Eastern Sects : Nestorians, Jacobites, Copts, Armenians.
Literature.

I. The NE8TOKIAN8 :

Ebkdjebu (Nestorian, d. 1318) : Liber Margarita de veritate fidei, In Aiigelo Mai's Script, veter. Nova CoU
lectio,\o\. XII. p. 317.

Job. Si.m. Arskmani (R. C, d. 1678) : De Syris Nestorianis, in his Bibl. Or., Rom. 1719-28, Tom. III. Pt 11.

Gibbon : Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap, xlvii. near the end.

E. Smith aud H. G. C. Dwigut: Researches in Armenia, with a Visit to the Nestorian and Chaldean
Christians of Oormiah, etc., 2 vols. Boston, 1833.

Justin Perkins: A Residence of Eight Years in Persia, Andover, \S45.

W. Etueridge : The Syrian Churches, their Early History, Liturgies, and Literature, Lond. 1846.

Geo. Perov Badger: The Nestoriaiis and their Ritimls, Illustrated (with colored plates), 2 vols. Lond.
1852.

H. Newoomb : A Cyclopcedia of Missions, New York, 1856, p. 563 sq.

Petermann : Article Nestorianer, Herzog's Theol. Encyklop. Vol. X. (1858), pp. 279-288.

RuFUB Anderson (late For. Sec. Am. Board of C. For. Missions : Repuhlication of the Gospel in Bible

Lands ; History of the Missions of the Amer. Board of Comm.for For. Miss, to the Oriental Churches, Bos-
ton, 1872, 2 vols.

On the Nestorian controversy which gave rise to the Nestorian sect, see my Church History, Vol. III.

p. 715 sq., and the worljs quoted there ; also p. 729.

II. The MoNOPHYsiTES (Jacobites, Copts, Abyssinians, Armenians, Maronites):

EusEB. Renaudot (R. C, d. 1720) : Historia Patriarcharmn Alexandrinorum Jacobitarum a D. Marco
usque ad finem scec. xiii., Par. 1713. Also by the same : Liturgiarum Orientalium Collectio, Par. 1716,

2 vols. 4to.

Jos. Sim. Asbemani (R. C.) : Bibliotheca orientalis, Rom. 1719 sqq., Tom. II., which treats De scriptorihus

Syris Monophysitis.

MiOHAKL LE QniEN (R. C, d. 1733) : Oriens Christiamus, Par. 1740, 3 vols, folio (Vols. II. and III.).

Veybbiere de la Croze: Histoire du Christianisme d'Ethiope et d'Armenie, La Haye, 1739.

Gibbon : Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, chap, xlvii.

Makbizi (Mohammedan, an historian and jurist at Cairo, died 1441) : Historia Coptoruvi Christia-

iwrum (Arabic and Latin), ed. H. J. Wetzer, Sulzbach, 1828 ; a better edition by F. Wi'istenfeld, with trans-

lation and annotations, GiJttingen, 1845.

J. E. T. Wiltsch: Kirchliche Statistik, Berlin, 1846, Bd. I. p. 225 sq.

John Mason Neale (Anglican) : The Patriarchate of Alexandria, London, 1847, 2 vols. Also, A His-

tory of the Holy Eastern Church, London, 1850, 2 vols. (Vol. II. contains among other things the Arme-
nian and Copto-Jacobite Liturgies.)

E. Dui.aurier: Histoire, dogmes, traditions, et liturgie de Veglise Armeniane, Par. 1859.

Arthur Penrhyn Stanley : Lectures on the History of the Eastern Church, New York, 1S62, p. 92.

E. F. K. Fortesode : The Armenian Church. With Appendix by S. C. Malan, Loudon, 1872.

Rhfus Anderson : Republication of the Gospel in Bible Lands, quoted above.

Scuaff: Church History,\n\. III. pp. 334 sqq. and 770 sqq.

Compare accounts in numerous works of Eastern travel, aud in missionary periodicals, esjjecially the

Missionary Herald, and the Annual Reports of the American Board of Foreign Missions.

Besides the Orthodox Greek Church there are scattered in the East,

mostly under Mohammedan and Russian rule, ancient Christian sects,

the Nestorians and Monophysites. Tliey represent petrified chapters

of Church history, but at the same time fruitful fields for Roman

Catholic and Protestant Missit)ns. They owe their origin to the Chris-

tological controversies of the fifth century, and perpetuate, the one the
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Nestorian, the other the Eutychiau heresy, though no more as hving

issues, but as dead traditions. Tliey show the tenacity of Christological

error. The Nestoriaus protest against the third oecumeuical Council

(431), the Monophysites against the fourth (451). In these points of

dispute the Latin and the orthodox Protestant Churches agree with tiie

Orthodox Greek Church against the schismatics.

In other respects the Nestorians and Monophysites betray their Ori^

ental character and original affinity with the Greek Church. Tliey

regard Scripture and tradition as co-ordinate sources of revelation and

rules of faith. They accept the Nicene Creed without the Filioque ;

they have an episcopal and patriarchal hierarchy, and a ritualistic form

of worship, only less developed than the orthodox. They use in

their service their ancient native languages, although these have become

obsolete and unintelligible to them, since they mostly speak now the

Arabic. They honor pictures and relics of saints, but not to the same

extent as the Greeks and Eussians. The Bible is not forbidden, but

practically almost unknown among the people. Their creeds are

mostly contained in their liturgies.

They supported the Arabs and Turks in the overthrow of the Byzan-

tine Empire, and in tuin were variously favored by them, and upheld in

their separation from the Orthodox Greek Church. They are sunk in

ignorance and superstition, but, owing to their prejudice against the

Greek Church, they are more accessible to Western influence.

Providence has preserved these Eastern sects, like the Jews, un-

changed to this day, doubtless for wise purposes. They may prove

entering wedges for the coming regeneration of the East and the con-

version of the Mohammedans.

I. The Nestorians, in Turkey and Persia, are called after Nestorius,

Patriarch of Constantinople. He was condemned by the Council of

Ephesus, 431, for so teaching the doctrine of two natures in Christ as

virtually to deny the unity of person, and for refusing to call Mary
' the Mother of God' {^toTOKoq, Deipara)^ and he died in exile about

440. His followers call themselves Chaldean or Syrian Christians.

They flourished for several centuries, and spread far into Arabia, In-

dia, and even to China and Tartary. Mohammed is supposed to have

derived his imperfect knowledge of Christianity from a Nestorian

monk, Ser^cius. But by persecution, famine, war, and pestilence, they
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have been greatly reduced. The Thoiuc^ Christians of East India are

a branch of them, and so called from the Apostle Thomas, who is sup-

posed to liave preached on the coast of Malabar.

The Kestorians hold fast to the d^ophysite Christology of their mas-

ter, and protest against the Council of Ephesus, for teaching virtually

the Eutychian heresy, and unjustly condemning JSestorius, They can

not conceive of a human nature without a human personality, and infer

two independent hypostases from the existence of two natures in Christ.

They object to the orthodox view, that it confounds the divine and hu-

man, or that it teaches a contradiction, viz., two natures and one person.

The only alternative to them seems either two natures and two persons,

or one person and one nature. From their Chi-istok)gy it follows that

Mary was only the mother of the man Jesus. They therefore repudiate

the worship of Mary as the Mother of God ; also the use of images

(though they retain the sign of the cross), the doctrine of purgatory

(though they have prayers for the dead), and transubstantiation (though

they hold the real presence of Christ in the eucliarist) ; and they differ

from the Greek Church by greater simplicity of worship. They are sub-

ject to a peculiar hierarchical organization, with eight oi'ders, from the

catholicus or patriarch to the sub-deacon and reader. Tlie five lower

orders, including the priests, may marry ; in former times even the

bishops, archbishops, and patriarchs had this pi'ivilege. Their fasts are

numerous and strict. Their feast-days begin with sunset, as among the

Jews. The patriarch and the bishops eat no flesh. The patriarch is

chosen always from the same family; he is ordained by thi-ee metro-

politans. The ecclesiastical books of the Nestorians are written in the

Syriac language.

II. Tlie MoNOPHTSiTES, taken together, outnumber the Nestorians,

and are scattered over the mountains, villages, and deserts of Armenia,

Syria, Egypt, and Abyssinia. They are divided into four distinct

sects : the Jacobites in Syria ; the Copts in Egypt, with their eccle-

siastical descendants in Abyssinia ;^ the Armenians, and the ancient

Maronites on Mount Lebanon (who were Monothelites, but have been

mostly merged into the Roman Church).

' The Abyssinian Church receives its Patriarch (Abuna. i. e. Our Father) from the Copts,

but retains some peculiar customs, and presents a strange mixture of Christianity with super-

stition and barbarism. See my Church History, Vol. III. p. 778.
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The Armenians (numbering about three milhons and a half) excel

all the rest in numbers, intelligence, and enterprise, and are most ac-

cessible to Protestant missionaries.

The Monophysites have their name from their distinctive doctrine,

that Christ had but one nature (jmovri cpiKng), which was condemned by

the fourth oecumenical Council of Chalcedon. They are the antipodes

of the Nestorians, whom they call Dyophysites. They agree with the

Council of Ephesus (431) which condemned Nestorius, but reject the

Council of Chalcedon (451). They differ, however, somewhat from the

Eutychean heresy of an absorption of the human nature by the divine,

as held by Eutyches (a monk of Constantinople, died after 451), and

teach that Christ had one composite nature {jiia tpixnt; avv^trog or fila

(pvaig SiTTi]). They make the humanity of Christ a mere accident of

the immutable divine substance. Their main argument against the

orthodox or Chalcedonian Christology is that the doctrine of two na-

tures necessarily leads to that of two persons, and thereby severs the

one Christ into two sons of God. They regarded the nature as some-

thing common to all individuals of a species {koivov}^ yet as never

existing simply as such, but only in individuals. Their liturgical shib-

boleth was, God has been crucified, which they introduced into the tri-

sagion, and hence they were also called Theopaschites.

With the exception of the Chalcedonian Christology, the Monophysite

sects hold most of the doctrines, institutions, and rites of the Orthodox

Greek Church, but in simpler and less pronounced form. They reject,

or at least do not recognize, the Filioque ; they hold to the mass, or the

eucharistic sacrifice, with a kind of transubstantiation ; leavened bread

in the Lord's Supper; baptismal regeneration by trine immersion;

seven sacraments (yet not explicitly, since they either have no definite

term for sacrament, or no settled conception of it) ; the patriarchal pol-

ity ; monasticism
;
pilgrimages and fasting ; the requisition of a single

marriage for priests and deacons (bishops are not allowed to marry)

;

the prohibition of the eating of blood or of things strangled. On the

other hand, they know nothing of purgatory and indulgences, and have

a simpler worship than the Greeks and Romans. According to their

doctrine, all men after death go into Hades, a place alike without sor-

row or joy ; after the general judgment they enter into heaven, or are
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cast into hell ; and meanwhile the intercessions and pious works of the

living have an influence on the tinal destiny of the departed.

Note on Russian Schismatics.—The dissenting sects of the Russo-Greek Church are very

numerous, but not organized into separate communions like the older ( )riental schismatics

;

the Russian government forbidding them freedom of public worship. They are private indi-

viduals or lay-communities, without churches and priests. They have no definite creeds, and

differ from the national religion mostly on minor ceremonies. The most important among

them are the Uaskolmki (i. e. Separatists, Apostates), or, as they call themselves, the Star-

overs (Old Believers). They date from the time of Nicon, Patriarch of Moscow, and

protest against the ritualistic innovations introduced by this remarkable man in the latter part

of the seventeenth century, and afterwards by the Czar Peter the Great ; they denounce the

former as the false prophet, and the latter as the antichrist. They reject the benediction

with three fingers instead of two, the pronouncing of the name of Jesus with two syllables

instead of three, processions from right to left instead of the opposite course, the use of modern

Russ in the service-books, the new mode of chanting, the use of Western pictures, the modern

practice of shaving (unknown to the patriarchs, the apostles, and holy fathers), the use of to-

bacco (though not of whisky), and, till quite recently, also the eating of the potato (as the sup-

posed apple of the devil, the forbidden fruit of paradise). They are again divided into sev-

eral parties.

For information about these and other Russian Non-conformists, see Strahl : History of

Heresies and Schisms in the Greek-Russian Church, and his Contributions to Russian Chtirch

History (I. 250 sqq.); Hepworth Dixon: Free Russia (1870), and the literature mentioned

in Heraog's Encyklop., Art. Raskolniken, Vol. XII. p. 533.
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General Literature.

L Collections of Roman Catholic Creeds:

J. Tbg. Lbb. Danz : Libri Symbolici Ecclesice Romuno-Catholicce, Weimar, 1835.

Fr. W. Stbeitwolf and R. E. Kleneu : Libri Symbolici Ecclesice Catholicoe, conjuncti, atque notis, prole-

gomenia indieibitsque instructi, Gottiug. 1838, 2 vols. Contains the Cone. Trid., the Prof. Fidei Trid., and

the Catech. Rom.
Hbnr. Denzinqer (R. C, d. 1862) : Enchiridion Symbolorum et Definitionwm, quae de rebusfidei et morum

a Conciliis Qicumenicis et Summis PontifiA^ibtts emanarunt, edit, quarta, Wirceburgi, 1865 (pp. 648). A
convenient collection, including the definition of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary (1854),

and the Papal Syllabus (1864).

II. Roman Catholic Expositions and Defenses of the Roman Catholic System

:

Bkllarmin's Disputatio7ies, Bossuet's Exposition, Mohler's Symbolik, Pebbonk's Prcelectiones Theo-

logicte. See 5 23.

III. Protestant Expositions of the Roman Catholic system (exclusive of polemical works)

:

Ph. C. Marheineke (Prof, in Berlin, d. 1846) : Christlii'he Syvibolik oder historisch-kritische und dogmor

tiach- comparative Darstellung des kathol., luther., reform, und socinian. Lehrbegriffs, Heidelb. lSlO-13.

The first 3 vols, (the only ones which appeared) are devoted to Catholicism.

W. H. D. Ed. Kollner (Prof at Giessen) : Symbolik der heil. apost. kathol. riJmischen Kirche, Hamb.
1844. (Part II. of his unfinished Symbolik alter christlichen Confessionen.)

A. H. Baier (Prof at Greifswald) : Symbolik der r'omisch-katholischen Kirche, Leipz. 1854. (The first

volume of an unfinished Symbolik der christlichen Religionen und Religionspartheien.)

§ 22. Catholicism and Romanism.

The Roman Catholic Church embraces over 180 millions of members,

or more than one half of nominal Christendom.' It is spread all over the

earth, but chiefly among the Latin races in Southern Europe and Amer-

ica.^ It reaches in unbroken succession to the days of St. Peter and

Paul, who suffered martyrdom in Rome. It is more fully developed and

consolidated in doctrine, worship, and polity than any other Church.

Its hierarchy is an absolute spiritual monarchy culminating in the

Bishop of Rome, who pretends to be nothing less than the infallible

Vicar of Jesus Christ on earth. It proudly identifies itself with the

whole Church of Christ, and treats all other Christians as schismatics

and heretics, who are outside of the pale of ordinary salvation.

But this unproved assumption is the fundamental error of the sys-

tem. There is a vast difference between Catholicism and Romanism.

The former embraces all Christians, whether Roman, Greek, or Protest-

' It is estimated that there are about 370 millions of Christians in the world, which is not

much more than one fourth of the human family (1,370,000,000). Of these 370 millions the

Roman Church may claim about 190, the Greek Church 80, the Protestant Church 100 mill-

ions. But the estimates of the Roman Catholic population vary from 180 to 200 millions.

* Geographically speaking, the Roman Church may be called the Church of the South, the

Greek Church the Church of the East, the Protestant Church the Church of the West.
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ant; the latter is in its very name local, sectarian, and exclusive. The

holy Catholic Church is an article of faith ; the Roman Church is not

even named in the ancient creeds. Catholicism extends through all

Christian centuries; Romanism proper dates from the Council of

Trent. Mediaeval Catholicism looked towards the Reformation ; Ro-

manism excludes and condemns the Reformation. So ancient Juda-

ism, as represented by Abraham, Moses, and the Prophets, down to John

the Baptist, prepared the w^ay for Christianity, as its end and fulfillment

;

while Judaism, after the crucifixion of the Messiah, and the destruction

of Jerusalem, has become hostile to Christianity. ' Catholicism is the

strength of Romanism ; Romanism is the weakness of Catholicism.'

In Romanism, again, a distinction must be made between the Roman-

ism of the Council of Trent, and the Romanism of the Council of the

Vatican. The ' Old Catholics' of Holland and Germany adhere to

the former, but reject the latter as a new departure. But the papal abso-

lutism has triumphed, and there is no room any longer for a moderate

and liberal Romanism within the reign of the Papacy.

The doctrinal standards of the Roman Catholic Church may accord-

ingly be divided into three classes

:

1. The (Ecumenical Creeds, which the Roman Church holds in com-

mon with the Greek, excepting the Filioque clause, w^hich the Greek

rejects as an unauthorized, heretical, and mischievous innovation.*

2. The Roman or Tridentine Creeds, in opposition to the evangelical

doctrines of the Reformation. Here belong the Council of Trent, the

Profession of Pius IV., and the Roman Catechism. They sanction a

number of doctrines, which were prepared in part by patristic and

scholastic theology, papal decrees, and medieval councils, but had al-

ways been more or less controverted, viz., tradition as a joint rule of

faith, the extent of the canon including the Apocrypha, the authority

of the Vulgate, the doctrine of the primitive state and original sin,

' The Greek Church is as much opposed to this Latin interpolation as ever. The Encyc-

lical Epistle of the Eastern Patriarchs and other prelates, in reply to the Epistle of Pius IX.,

dated Jan. 6, 1848, urges no less than fifteen arguments against the Filioque, and reminds

Pope Pius of the testimony of his predecessors, Leo III. and John VIII., 'those glorious

and last orthodox Popes.' Leo, when appealed to by the delegates of Charlemagne, in 809,

caused the original Nicene Creed to be engraved on two tablets of silver, on the one in Greek,

on the other in Latin, and these to be suspended in the Basilica of St. Peter, to bear perpetual

witness against the insertion of the Filioque. This fi^ct, contrasted with the reverse action

of later Popes, is one among the many proofs against papal infallibility.
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justification by works as well as by faith, meritorious works, seven sacra-

ments, transubstantiation, the withdrawal of the cup, the sacrifice of the

mass for the living and the dead, auricular confession and priestiy abso-

lution, extreme unction, purgatory, indulgences, and obedience to the

authority of the Pope as the successor of Peter and vicar of Christ.

3. The modern Papal and Vatican decisions in favor of the im-

maculate conception of Mary, and the infalHbility of the Pope, These

were formerly open questions in the Roman Church, but are now bind-

ing dogmas of faith.

§ 23. Standard Expositions of the Roman Catholic System.

Italy, France, and Germany have successively furnished the ablest

champions of the doctrinal system of Romanism in opposition to Prot-

estantism. Their authority is, of course, subordinate to that of the

official standards. But as faithful expounders of these standards they

have great weight. In Romanism, learning is concentrated in a few

towering individuals ; while in Protestantism it is more widely diffused,

and presents greater freedom and variety of opinion.

1. The first commanding work in defense of Romanism, after many

weak attempts of a purely ephemeral character, was written towards

the close of the sixteenth century, more than fifty years after the begin-

ning of the Protestant controversy, and about thirty years after the Coun-

cil of Trent, by Robert BELLARmN (Roberto Bellarmino). He was born

1542, in Tuscany, entered the order of the Jesuits in 1560, became Pro-

fessor of Theology at Louvain in 1570, and afterwards at Rome, was

made a Cardinal in 1599, Archbishop of Capua in 1602, Librarian of

the Yatican in 1605, and died at Rome Sept. 17, 1621, nearly eighty

years old. Although the greatest controversialist of his age, he had a

mild disposition, and was accustomed to say that ' an ounce of peace

was worth more than a pound of victory.' His ' Disputations on the

Controversies of the Christian Faith'' are the most elaborate polemic

theology of the Roman Church against the doctrines of the Protest-

ant Reformation.^ They abound in patristic and scholastic learning,

' The Disputationes de controversiis Christiance Jidei adversus hujus temporis hereficos were
first published at Ingolstadt, 1587-90, 3 vols, folio; then at Venice (but with many errors);

at Cologne, 1620 ; at Paris, 1688 ; at Prague, ITi'l ; again at Venice, 1721-27 ; at Mayence,
1842, and at Rome, 1832-40, in 4 vols. 4to. They are usually quoted by the titles of tlie dif-
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logical acumen and dialectical ability. The differences between Roman-

ism and Protestantism are clearly and accurately stated without any

attempt to weaken them. And yet the book was placed on the Index

Expurgatorius by Sixtus Y. for two reasons ; first, because Bellarmin

introduces the doctrines of the Reformers in their own words, which it

was feared might infect Romish readers with dangerous heresies ; and,

secondly, because he taught merely an indirect, not a direct, authority

of the Pope in temporal matters. In Francfo and Venice, on the con-

trary, even this doctrine of the indirect temporal supremacy was con-

sidered too ultramontane, and hence Bellarmin was never a favorite

among the Galileans. After the death of Sixtus V., the inhibition

was removed. The work has ever since remained the richest store-

house of Roman controversialists, and can not be ignored by Protestants,

although many arguments are now antiquated, and many documents

used as genuine are rejected even by Catholics.

2, Nearly a century elapsed before another champion of Romanism

appeared, less learned, but more eloquent and popular, Jacques Benigne

BossuET. He was born at Dijon, 1627, was educated by the Jesuits,

tutor of the Dauphin 1670-81, Bishop of Meaux since 1681, Counselor of

State 1697, and died at Paris 1704. The ' Eagle of Meaux' was the great-

est theological genius of France, and the oracle of his age, a man of

brilliant intellect, untiring industry, magnificent eloquence, and equally

distinguished as controversialist, historian, and pulpit orator. Pie is

called ' the last of the fathers of the Chiii-ch.' While the hypocritical

and licentious Louis XIV. tried to suppress Protestantism in his king-

dom by cruel persecution, Bossuet betook himself to the nobler and

more successful task of convincing the opponents by argument.

This he did in two works, the first apologetic, the second polemical.

(a) Exposition de la doctrine de Veglise catholique sur les matieres

de controverse} This book is a luminous, eloquent, idealizing, and

ferent sections, De Verbo Dei, De Christo, De Romano Pontiflce, De Conciliis et Ecclesia,

De Clericis, De Monachis, De Purgatorio, etc. The contemporary Annals of Baronius

(d. ] (507) are the most learned historical vindication of Romanism in opposition to Protest-

antism and the 'Magdeburg Centuries.'

' First pubHshed in Paris 1671, sixth ed. 1686, and often since in French, German, English,

and other languages. It was approved and commended by the French clergy, even by Pope

and Cardinals at that time, and attained almost the authority of a symbolical book. But the

Jesuit father Maimbourg disapproved it.
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plausible defense of the characteristic doctrines of Romanism. It dis-

tinguishes between dogmas and theological opinions
;
presenting the

former in a light that is least objectionable to reason, and disowning the

latter when especially objectionable to Protestants. ' Bossuet assumes,'

says Gibbon, ' with consummate art, the tone of candor and simplicity;

and the ten-horned monster is transformed, by his magic touch, into a

milk-white hind, who must be loved as soon as seen.'

{b) Histoire des variations des eglises jprotestantes} This is an at-

tempt to refute Protestantism, by presenting its history as a constant

variation and change ; while the Roman Catholic system remained the

same, and thus proves itself to be the truth. The argument is plausible,

but not conclusive. It would prove more for the Greek Church than

for the Latin, which has certainly itself developed from patristic to me-

diaeval, from mediaeval to Tridentine, and from Tridentine to Vatican

Romanism. Truth in God, or objectively considered, is unchangeable

;

but truth in man, or the apprehension of it, grows and develops with

man and with history. Change, if it be consistent, is not necessarily a

mark of heresy, but may be a sign of life and growth, as the want of

change, on the other hand, is by no means always an indication of or-

thodoxy, but still more frequently of stagnation.

Bossuet, with all his strong Roman Catholic convictions, was no in-

fallibilist and no ultramontanist, but a champion of the Galilean liber-

ties. He was the presiding genius of the clerical assembly of 1682,

which framed the famous four Galilean propositions ; and he wrote a

book in their defense, which was, however, not published till some time

after his death.^ He carried on a useless correspondence with the great

Leibnitz for a reunion of the Catholic and Protestant churches, and

proposed to this end a suspension of the anathemas of Trent and a gen-

' Paris, 1688, and often since in several languages. Compare also his Defense de Thistoire

des variations contre M. Basnage. Sir James Stephen says of the Variations, that they bring

to the religious controversy ' every quality which can render it either formidable or attract

ive.' The famous historian of the Decline and Fall of Rome was converted by this work to

Romanism, but ended afterwards in infidelity. ' Bossuet shows, ' says Gibbon in his Memoirs,
' by a happy mixture of reasoning and nairation, the errors, mistakes, uncertainties, and con-

tradictions of our first Reformers, whose variations, as he learnedly maintains, bear the marks
of error, while the uninterrupted unity of the Catholic Church is a sign and testimony of in-

fallible truth. I read, approved, and believed.'

' Defensio declarationis celeberrimfp, quam de potestate ecclesiastica sanxit clerus Gallicanus

1682, ex speciali jussu Ludovici M. scripta. Luxemb. 1730, 2 vols. ; in French, Paris, 1735ji

2 vols.

Vol. I.—G
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eral council in which Protestants should have a deliberative vote. Al-

together, although he sanctioned the infamous revocation of the edict

of Nantes (as ' le plus hel usage de Vaatorlte royaW), and secured the

papal condemnation of the noble Fenelon (a man more humble and

saint-like than liimself), Bossuet can no longer be regarded as sound

and orthodox, if judged by the standard of the Vatican Council.^

3. The same may be said of John Adam Mohleb, the greatest Ger-

man divine of the Roman Church, a man of genius, learning, and ear-

nest piety. He was born 1796, at Igersheim, in the Kingdom of

Wiirtemberg; was Professor of Theology in the University of Tiibingen

since 1822, at Munich since 1835, where he died in 1838. The great

work of his life is his Symbolics.^ It is at once defensive and offen-

sive, a vindication of Romanism and an attack upon Protestantism, and

written with much freshness and vigor. It made a profound impres-

sion in Germany at a time when Romanism was believed to be intel-

lectually dead or unable to resist the current of Protestant culture.

Mohler was well acquainted with Protestant theology, and was influenced

by the lectures and writings of Schleiermacher and Neander.^ lie di-

vests Romanism of its gross superstitions, and gives it an ideal and

spiritual character. He deals, upon the whole, fairly and respectfully

with his opponents, but makes too much argumentative use of the private

writings and unguarded utterances of Luther. He ignores the post-

' Dollinger (^Lectures on the Reunion of Churches, 1872, Engl, translation, p. 90) says

:

' Bossuet puts aside the question of infallibility, as a mere scholastic controversy, having no

relation to faith ; and this was approved at Rome at the time. Now, of course, he is no

longer regarded in his own country as the classical theologian and most eminent doctor of

modern times ; but as a man who devoted his most learned and compreliensive work, the la-

bor of many years, to the establishment and defense of a fundamental error, and spent many
years of his life in the pen-ersion of fiicts and distortion of authorities. For that must be the

present verdict of every infallibilist on Bossuet.'

'
'' Symbolik, oder Darstellung der docpiuitischen Geijensatze der Kutlwliken nnd Proteslanten

nach ihren offentlichen Bekenntniss-Schriftev.' It appeared first in 1 832, at Mayence; the sixth

edition in 1843, and was translated into French, English, and Italian. The English transla-

tion is by James Bcrton Robertson, and bears the title, Syndxdism ; or. Exposition of

the doctrinal differences between Catholirs and Protestants, as evidenced in their si/mbolical

writings (Lond. 1843, in 2 vols. ; republished in 1 vol.. New Yorlc. 1844). It is preceded by a

memoir of Mohler, and a superficial historical sketch of recent (ierman Church iiistory.

^ Neander told me that Mohler, when a student at Berlin, occasionally called on him, and

seemed to him very modest, earnest, and inquiring after the truth. Ilase calls him a ' deli-

cate and noble mind,' and relates that when he began his academic career in Tiibingen with

him, Mohler was filled with youthful ideals, and regarded by Catholics as heterodox. {Hand-

buch der Prot. Polemik, Pref. p. ix.)
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Trideiitine deliverances of Rome, says not a word about papal infalli-

bility, and, although not a Gallican,lie represents the antagonism of the

episcopal and papal systems as a wholesome check upon extremes. He
recognizes the deep moral earnestness from which the Reforuuition pro-

ceeded, deplores the corruptions in the Church, sends many ungodly

popes and priests to hell, and talks of a feast of reconciliation, pre-

ceded by a common humiliation and confession that all have sinned

and gone astray, the Church alone [meaning the institution] is without

spot or wrinkle.^ His work called forth some very able Protestant re-

plies, especially from Baur and Nitzsch.^

4. Giovanni Perrone, born in Piedmont, 1794, Professor of Theol-

ogy in the Jesuit College at Rome, wrote a system of dogmatics which is

now most widely used in the Roman Church, and which most fully

comes up to its present standard of orthodoxy.^ Perrone defends the

immaculate conception of Mary, and the infallibility of the Pope, and

helped to mould the decrees of the Vatican Council. His method is

scholastic and traditional, but divested of the wearisome and repulsive

features of old scholasticism, and adapted to the modern state of con-

troversy.

' Symholik (6th edition, p. 353) :
' Unstreitig lie.ssen es auch oft genug Priester, Bischofe

U7id Pdpste, gewissenlos und unverantwortlich, selbst dort fehlen, wo es nur von ihnen abhing,

ein schoneres Leben zu begriinden ; oder sie loschten gar noch durch drgerlich.es Leben und Stre-

ben den glimmenden Docht aus, welchen sie anfachen sollten : die Holle hat sie verschlungen. . . .

Beide [Katholiken und Protestanten] inilssen schuldbewusst ausrufen: Wir Alle haben ge-

fehlt, nur die Kirche ist's, die nicht fehlen kann ; wir Alle haben gesiindigt, nur sie ist un-

bejleckt aufErden.'' Incidentally Mohler denies the papal infallibility, when he says (p. 336):

'' Keinem einzelnen als solchen kommt diese Unverirrlichkeit zu.'

' Baur's Gegensatz des Katholicismvs und Protestantismus (Tiibingen, 1833, 2d ed. 1836),

in learning, grasp, and polemical dexterity, is fully equal or superior to Mohler's SymboUk, but

not orthodox, and elicited a lengthy and rather passionate defense from his Catholic colleague

(Neue Untersuckungen, Mainz, 1834). ^itzsch^s Protestantische Beantwortung der Mohlerschen

Symbolik (Hamb. 1835) is sound, evangelical, calm, and dignified. It is respectfully men-
tioned, but not answered, by Mohler. Marheineke and Sartorius wrote, likewise, able replies.

A counterpart of Mohler's Symholik is lisLse's Handbuch der ProtestantischenPolemik gegen die

Romisrh-KathoUsrhe Kirche, Leipz. 1862 ; 3d ed. 1871 . Against this work Dr. F. Speil wrote

Die Lehren der Katholischen Kirche, gegeniiher der Protestantischen Polemik, Freiburg, 1865,

which, compared with Mohler's book, is a feeble defense.

' Prcelectiones theologicce quas in Collegia Romano Societatis Jesu habebat J. P. They ap-

peared first at Home, 1835 sqq., in 9 vols. 8vo ; also at Turin (31st ed. 1865 sqq. in 9 vols.)

;

at i^aiis (1870, in 4 vols.); at Brussels, and Ratisbon. His compend, Prielectiones theolo-

ijicAz in Cuinjieiidiuin redactue, has been translated into several languages. Perrone wrote also

separate works, De Jesu Chrisfi Divinitau (Turin, 1870, 3 vols.); iJe virtutibus Jidei, spei et

caritatis (Tur. 1 867, 2 vols.) ; De Matrimonio Christiano (Lend. 1861), and on the Immaculata
Conception of Mary.
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Note.—English Works on Romanism.—England and the United States have not pro-

duced a classical theological work on Romanism, such as those above mentioned, but a number

of compilations and popular defenses. We mention the following : The Faith of Catholics

on certain points of Controversy, conjirvied by Scripture and attested by the Fathers of the

Church durimj the Jive first centuries of the Church, compiled by Rev. Jos. Bekington and

Rev. John Kikk, Lond. 1812, 1 vol. ; 2d ed. 1830; ;id ed., revised and greatly enlarged, by

Rev. James Watekwokth, 184G, in 3 vols. The End of Reliijious Controversy (Lond. 1818,

and often since), a series of letters by the Rt. Rev. John Milnei! (born in London, 17r)2,d. 1826).

Lectures on the Principal Doctrines and Practices of the Catholic Church, delivered in Lon-

don, 183G, by Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman (born in Spain, 1802, died in London, ISOa).

At present the ablest champions of Romanism in England are ex-Anglicans, especially

Dr. John H. Newman (born in London, 1801) and Archbishop Henry Edward Manning
(born in London, 1809, Wiseman's successor), who use the weapons of Protestant culture

against the Church of their fathers and the faith of their early manhood. Manning is an en-

thusiastic infallibilist, but Newman acquiesced only reluctantly in the latest dogmatic develop-

ment.

'

The principal apologists of the Romish Church in America are Archbishops Kenrick and

Spaulding, Bishop England, Dr. Orestes Bkownson (in his Review), and more recently

the editors, chiefly ex-Protestants, of the monthly ' Catholic World.' We mention Francis

Patrick Kenrick (Archbishop of Baltimore, born in Dublin 1 707, died 1863) : The Primacy

of the Apostolic See Vindicated, 4th ed. Bait. 1855, and A Viiulicationof the Catholic Church,

in a Series of Letters to the Rt. Rev. J. H. Hojikins, Bait. 1855. His brother, Peter Rich-

ard Kenrick, Archbishop of St. Louis, was an opponent of the infallibility dogma in the

Vatican Council, but has since submitted, like the rest of the bishops. In a lengthy and re-

markable speech, which he had prepared for the Vatican Council, but was jjrevented from

delivering by the sudden close of the discussion, June 3, 1870, he shows that the doctrine of

papal infallibility was not believed either in L eland, his former home, or in America; on the

contrary, that it was formally and solemnly disowned by British bishops prior to the Cathoiic

Emancipation bill."

§ 24. The Canons and Decrees of the Council of Tkent.

Literature.

I. Latiu Editious.

Paxtl. Manutitjb (d. 1574) : Canones et Decreta (Ecum. et Oeneralis Cone. Tridentini, jussu Pontificis Ro^

maid, Rome, 1564, fol., 4to, and 8vo.

Canones et Decreta CEcuni. et Oeneralis Cone. Trident. . . . Index dogm. et re/ormationum, etc., Lovan.

156T, fol.

Canones et Decreta (Ecum. et Generalis Cone. Trident, odditis declarationibus eardinal. Ex ultima reeog-

nitione J. Gallemart et citationibiis J. Sotealli et Hor. Lutii, nee non remissiunib. Aost. Barbos^
(Cologne, 1620 ; Lyons, 1650, 8vo), quibus accedunt additiotws Bi,o. Andrjjak, etc., Cologne (1664), 1712, 8vo.

Pn. CuiFFt.KT : S. Concilii Trid. Canones et Derreta cum prcp/atione, Autw. 1040, 8vo.

Junov. Lk Plat (or Leplat; a very learned and moderate Catholic, d. 1810) : Coiwilii Tridentini Canones

et Decreta, jtixta exemplar authenticum, iJomflP 1564 editum, cum variantibus lectionibus, notis Chiffletii, etc.,

Antwerp, 1773 ; Madrid, 1786. The most complete Cath. edition.

Mit. LtTD. RioHTEK et Frid. Sohui.te: Canones et Decreta Concilii Tridentini ex editione Romana a.

1834, repetiti, etc., Leipz. 1853. Best Protestant ed.

Canones et Decreta sacrosancti (Ecumenici Concilii Tridentini, etc., Romse, ed. stereotypa VII., Leipz.

(Tauchnitz), 1854.

W. Smbtb: Concilii Tridentini sacrosancti cecumenici et generalis, Paulo III., Julio III., Pio IV., Potu

' The views of the older English Romanists are compiled and classified by Samuel Cap-

per (a Quaker), in the work. The Acknowledged Doctrines of the Church of Rome . . . as set

forth by esteemed doctors of the said Church, Lond. 1850 (pp. 008). It consists mostly of

extracts from the comments in the Douay version of tiie Scriptures. Comp. an article in the

(N. Y.) Catholic World for Dec. 1 873, on ' Catholic Literature in England since the Reformation.

'

" See Kenrick's Concio habenda, at non habita in Friedrich's Documenta, I. 18y-22G.
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tificibua Maximis, celebrati, Canones et Decreta. Latin and German, with a German introduction, 5th ed.

Bielefeld, 1859.

Tlie doctrinal decrees and canons are also given in Denzinger's Enchiridion.

II. English Translations.

J. Wateeworth (R. C.) : The Canons and Decrees of the Sacred and (Ecumenical Council of Trent (with

Essays on the External and Internal Histonj of the Council), London, 1848. (From Le Plat's edition.)

Tu. A. BuoKLKY (Chaplain of Christ Church, Oxford) : The Canons and Decrees of the Council of Trent,

London, 1861.

There are also translations in French, German, Greek, Arabic, etc.

III. History of the Council.

Habdouin : Acta Conciliorum (Paris, 1714), Tom. X. 1^35.

JoDov. Le Plat : Monumentorum ad historiam Concilii Trid. potissimum illustrandum spectantium

amplinsima collectio, Lovan. 1T81-8T, Tom. VII. 4to. The most complete documentary collection.

Fra Paolo Sarpi (liberal Catholic, d. 1623) : Istoria del concilio Tridentino, nella quale si scoprono

tutti gVartiflcii della corte di Roma, per impedire, che ne la verita di dogrni si palesasse, ne la riforvia del

papato e della chiesa si trattasse, Lond. 1619, fol. ; Geneva, 1629, 1660. Latin transl., Lond. 1020 ; Prankf.

1621 ; Amst. 1694 ; Leipz. 1699. French translation by Peter Francis Courayer, with valuable historical

notes, Lond. 1736, 2 vols. fol. ; Amst. 1736, 2 vols. 4to ; Amst. 1751, 3 vols. (Courayer was a liberal Roman
Catholic divine, but, being persecuted, he fled from France to England, and joined the Anglican Church

;

d. 1776.) English translation by Sir Nathaniel Brent, Lond. 1676, fol. German translations by Rambach
(with Courayer's notes), Halle, 1761, and by Wiiiterer, Mergentheim and Leipz. 2d ed. 1844.

Card. Sforza Pallavioini (strict Catholic, d. 1667) : Istoria del concilio di Trento, Roma, 1656-57, 2

vols, fol., and other editions, original and translated. Written in opposition to Paul Sarpi. Comp.
Brisohar: Beurtheilung der Controversen Sarpi's und Pallavic.''s, Tubing. 1843, 2 vols.

L. El. Du Pin (R. C.) : Histoire du concile de Trente, Brussels, 1721, 2 vole. 4to.

CuR. Aug. Salig (Luth.) : Vollstdndige Historic des Trident. Conciliunxs, Halle, 1741-45, 3 vols. 4to.

Job. Mendham : Memoirs of the Council of Trent, principally derived from manusci-ipt and unpublished

Records, etc., Lond. 1834 ; with a Supplement, 1846.

J. Goboul: Geschichte des Cone. z. Tr., Regensburg, 1840, 2 vols.

J. H. VON Wesbenberq (a liberal R. C. and Bishop of Constance, d. 1860) : Qeschichte der grossen Sirchen-

versammlmigen des 15 und 16 ten Jahrh., Constance, 1840, Vol. III. and IV.

Card. Gabr. Paleotto: Acta Concilii Trid. ab a 1562 descr., ed. Mendham, Lond. 1842.

Ed. Ki'iLLNER: Symbolik der r'im. Kirchc, Hamb. 1844, pp. 7-140,

J. T. L. Danz : Gesch. des Trid. Cone., Jeua, 1846.

Th. a. Buoklev : Hintory of the Council of Trent, London, 1852.

Felix Bunge.nkr: Histoire du Concile de Trente, Paris, 2d edition, 1854 English translation, Edin-

burgh, 1852, and New York, 1855. Also in German, Stuttg. 1861, 2 vols.

A. Basohkt : Journal du Concile de Trente, redige par un secretaire venitien present aux sessions de 1568

d 1563, avec d'autres docum£nt8 diphmatiques relatifs d la mission des Ambassadeurs de France, Par. 1870.

Tu. Siokrl: Zur Ge^chichte des Concils von Trient. ActenstUcke aus osterreichischen Archiven,'W\eu,

1872 (650 pp.). Mostly letters to the German Emperor, in Latin and Italian, from 1559 to 1563.

AuGuSTiN Theiner (Priest of the Oratory, d.lS74) : Acta genuina SS. (Ecumenici Concilii Tridentini . . .

nunc primum integra edita. Zagrabiae (Croatise) et Lipsise, 1874, 2 Tom. 4to (pp. 722 and 701).

Jos. VON Dollingbb : Ungedruckte Berichte und TagebOcher zur Gesehichte des Cone. vo7i Trient, NiJrd-

lingen, 1876.

The principal source and the highest standard of the doctrine and dis-

ciphne of the Roman Church are the Canons and Decrees of the Council

OF Trent, tirst pubhshed in 1564, at Rome, by authority of Pius IV.'

The Council of Trent (1543-63) is reckoned by the Roman Church

as the eighteenth (or twentieth) oecumenical Council.^ It is also the

* The editor of this rare authentic edition was the learned Paulus Manutius (Paolo Manu-
zio),Professor ofEloquence and Director of the Printing-Press of the Venetian Academy, .settled

at Rome 1561, and died there 1 574. Not to be confounded with his father, Aldo Maniizio, sen.

(1447-1515), the editor of the celebrated editions of the classics; nor with his son, Aldo .Manu-

zio, the younger (1547-1597), likewise a printer and writer, and Professor of Eloquence.
' There is a di.spute about the reformatory Councils of Pisa (1409 ),Constance (1414-18), and

Basle (1431), which are acknowledged by the Gallicans.bnt rejected by the Ultramontanists, or

accepted only in part, i. e. , as far as they condemned and punished heretics (Hus and Jerome
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last, with the exception of the Vatican Council of 1870, which, having

proclaimed the Pope infallible, supersedes the necessity and use of any

future councils, except for unmeaning formalities. It was called forth

by the Protestant Reformation, and convened for the double purpose

of settling the doctrinal controversies, which then agitated and divided

Western Christendom, and of reforming discipline, which the more se-

rious Catholics themselves, including even an exceptional Pope (Adrian

VI.), desired and declared to be a crying necessity.' The Popes, jeal-

ous of deliberative assemblies, which might endanger their absolute

authority, and afraid of reform movements, which might make conces-

sions to heretics, pursued a policy of evasion and intrigue, and post-

poned the council again and again, until they were forced to yield to

the pressure of public opinion. Pius IV. told the Venetian embassador

that his predecessors had professed a wish for a council, but had not

really desired it.

In the early stages of the Reformation, Luther himself appealed to a

general council, but he came to the conviction that even general coun-

cils had erred (e. g., the Council of Constance in condemning IIus), so

that he had to trust exclusively to the Word of God and the Spirit of

God in history. In deference to the special wish of the Emperor

Charles V., the evangelical princes and divines wei'e invited ; but being

refused a deliberative voice, they declined. ' They could not fail,' they

replied, ' to appreciate the efforts of the Emperor, and they themselves

were longing for an impartial council to be conti'olled by the supreme

authority of the Scriptures, but they could not acknowledge nor attend

a Roman council where their cause was to be judged after papal de-

crees and scholastic opinions, which had always found opposition in the

of Prague). The Council ofFerrara and Florence (1 439) is regarded as a continuation of, or a

substitute for, the Council of Basle. There is also a dispute among Roman historians about the

oecumenical character of the Council of Sardica (348), the Quinisexta (6i>2), the Council of

Vienne(I311), and the fifth Lateran (1512-17). SeelleMe,Conri/ien(/eschichte, Vol. I. r)Osqq.

' Adrian VI. , from Holland, the teacher of Charles V. , and the last non-Italian Pope, suc-

ceeded Leo X. in 1522, but ruled only one year. ' He died of the papacy.' He was a man of

ascetic piety, and openly confessed, through his legate Chieregati, at the Diet of Nurnberg,

that the Church was corrupt and diseased, from the Pope and the papal court to the members;

but at the same time he demanded the sharpest measures against Luther as a second Moham-
med. Twelve years later, Paul III. (1534-49) appointed a reform commission of nine j)ious

Roman prelates, who in a memorial declared that the Pope's absolute dominion over the

whole Church was the source of all this corruption; but he found it safer to introduce the In-

quisition instead of a reformation.
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Church. The council promised by the Pope would be neither free nor

Christian, nor oecumenical, nor ruled by the Word of God ; it would

only confirm the authority of the Pope, on whom it was depending, and

prove a new compulsion of conscience.' The result shows that these

apprehensions were well founded.'

After long delays the Council was opened by order of Pope Paul III.,

in the Austrian City of Trent (since 1917, belonging to Italy), on the 13th

December, 1545, and lasted, with long interruptions, till the 4th of De-

cember, 1563. The attendance varied in the three periods: under Paul

III. the number of prelates never exceeded 57, under Julius III. it

rose to 62, under Pins IV. it was much lai-ger, but never reached the

number of the first oecumenical Council (318). The decrees were

signed by 255 members, viz., 4 legates of the Pope, 2 Cai-dinals, 3

Patriarchs, 25 Archbishops, 168 Bishops, 39 representatives of absent

prelates, 7 Abbots, and 7 Generals of different ordei-s. Two thirds of

them were Italians. From France and Poland only a few dignitaries

were present ; the greater part of the German Bishops were pi'evented

from attendance by the war between the Emperor and the Prot-

estants in Germany. The theologians who assisted the members of

the Synod belonged to the monastic orders most devoted to the Holy

See.

The pontifical party controlled the preliminary deliberations as well

as the final decisions, in spite of those who maintained the rights of an

independent episcopacy.^

During a period of nearly twenty years twenty-five public sessions

were held, of which about one half were spent in mere formalities.

But the principal w^ork was done in the committees or congfegafions.

The articles of dispute were always fixed by the papal legates, wlio ]>'-e-

' At the second period of the Council, 15.52. a number of Protestant divines f-nm "W'irttem-

berg, Strasburg, and Saxony, arrived in Trent, or were on the way. bnt they demanded a re-

vision of the previous decrees and fiee deliberation, which weie refused.

* The overruling influence of the papal coin-t over the Council rests not only on the nulhor-

ity of Paolo Sai-pi, but on many contemporary testimonies, e. g. . the reports of Franciscus de
Vargas, a zealous Catholic, who was used by Charles V. and Philip II. for the most important

missions, who watched the proceedings of the Council at Trent from 1 5.51 to '"2. and gave minute
information to Granvella. See Lftt ps pt Me'mmres de Fn. ni-; VxroAs, rle Pierre (leM"lrenda
et des quelqjies eveqiies d'Espaqne. trnd. par Mi hrJ le Vnssor, Amst K^OO : also in Latin, by
Schramm, Brunswick. 1 70+. Le Plat pronounced this correspondence fictitious, but its authen-

ticity has been sufficieutly established (see Kollner, 1. c. pp. 40, 41).
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sided. They were then lirst discussed, often with considerable differ-

ence of opinion, in the private sessions of the 'Congregations,' and after

being secretly reported to, and approved by, the court of Home, the

Synod, in public session, soleninly proclaimed the decisions. They are

generally framed with consummate scholastic skill and pi-udence.

The decisions of the Council relate partlj' to doctrine, partly to disci-

pline. The former are divided again into Decrees {decr'eta), which

contain the positive statement of the Roman dogma, and into short

Canons {canones), which condemn the dissenting views with the con-

cluding ^anathema sit.'' The Protestant doctrines, however, are almost

always stated in an exaggerated form, in which they would hardly be

recognized by a discriminating evangelical divine, or they are mixed

up with real heresies, which Protestants condemn as emphatically as

the Church of Rome.'

The doctrinal sessions, which alone concern us here, are the following

:

Sessio III. Decretum de Symbolo Fidei (accepting the Niceno Constantinopolitan Creed

as a basis of the following decrees (Febr. 4, 154G).
" IV. Decretum de Canonicis Scripturis (Apr. 8, 1546).
" V. De Peccato Originali (June 17, 154G).

" VI. De Justificatione (Jan. 13, 1547).
" VII. De Sacramentis in genere, and some Canones de Baptismo et Confirmatione

(March 3, 1547).

*' XIII. De Eucharistia Sacramento (Oct. 11, 1551).

" XIV. De S. PoenitentiiB et Extremee Unctionis Sacramento (Nov. 25, 1551).

*' XXI. De Communione sub utraque Specie et Parvulorum (July 16, 1562).

" XXII. Doctrina de Sacrificio Missas (Sept. 17, 1562).

" XXIII. Vera et Catholica de Sacramento Ordinis doctrina (July 15, 1568).

" XXIV. Doctrina de Sacramento Matrimonii (Nov. 11, 15C3).

*' XXV. Decretum de Purgatorio, Doctrina de Invocatione, Veneratione et Reliquiis

Sanctorum, et sacris Imaginibus. Decreta de Indulgentiis, de Delectu Ci-

borum, Jejuniis et Diebus Festis, de Indice Librorum, Catechismo, Brevi-

ario et Missali (Dec. 3 and 4, 1563).

The last act of the Council was a double cnrse upon all heretics.^

The decrees, signed by 255 fathers, were solemnly confirmed by a

bull of Pius IV. {Benedictm Dens et Paler Domini nostri, etc.) on the

26th January, 1564, with the reservation of the exclusive right of ex-

planation to the Pope.

• Thus the Canones de Jiistifiratione (Sess. VI.) reject Pelagianism and Pemi-Pelagianism,

as well as Snlifidinnism and Antinomianism.

" The Cardinal of Lorraine said, ^Anathema cunctis hoereticis.' To this the fathers re-

sponded, " Anathema, Anathema.'
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The Council was acknowledged in Italy, Portugal, Spain, France, the

Low Countries, Poland, and the Roman Catholic portion of the German

Empire ; but mostly with a reservation of the royal prerogatives. In

France it was never published in form. No attempt was made to in-

troduce it into England, Pius IV. sent the acts to Queen Mary of Scots,

with a letter, dated June 13, 1564, requesting her to pubhsh them in Scot-

land, but without effect.'

The Council of Trent, far from being truly oecumenical, as it claimed

to be, is simply a Roman Synod, where neither the Protestant nor the

Greek Church was represented ; the Greeks were ne\er invited, and

the Protestants were condemned without a hearing. But in the history

of the Latin Church, it is by far the most important clei'ical assembly,

unless the unfinished Vatican Council should dispute with it that

honor, as it far exceeded it in numbers. It completed, with the excep-

tion of a few controverted articles, the do(;trinal system of mediteval

Catholicism, and stamped upon it the character of exclusive Roixianism.

It settled its relation to Protestantism by thrusting it out of its bosom

with the terrible solemnities of an anathema. Papal diplomacy and

intrigue outmanaged all the more liberal elements. At the same time

the Council abolished various crying abuses, and introduced wholesome

disciplinary reforms, as regards the sale of indulgences, the education

and morals of the clergy, the monastic orders, etc. Thus the Protest-

ant Reformation, after all, had indirectly a wholesome effect upon the

Church which condemned it.

The original acts of the Council, as prepared by its general secre-

tary, Bishop Angelo Massarelli, in six large folio volumes, are depos-

ited in the Vatican, and ha\e remained there unpublished for more

than three hundred years. But most of the official documents and

private reports bearing upon the Council were made known in the six-

teenth century, and since. The most complete collection of them is that

of Le Plat. New materials were brought to light by Mendham (from the

manuscript history of Cardinal Paleotto), by Sickel, and by DoUinger.

The genuine acts, but only in part, were edited by Theiner (1874).

The history of the Council was written chiefly by two able and

* On the reception, see the seventh volume of Le Plat's Collection of Documents, Codrat-

er's Uistoire de la reception du Concil de Trente, dans les differens etats catholiques, Amst.

1756 (Paris, 1766), and Kollnek, 1. c. pp. 121-129.
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learned Catholics of very different spirit: the liberal, almost semi-Prot-

estant monk Fra Paolo Sarpi, of Venice (lirst, 16 lU) ; and, in the inter-

est of the papacy, by Cardinal Sfokza Pallaviciki (1656), who had
access to all the archives of Rome. Both accounts must be compared.

The lirst learned and comprehensive criticism of the Tridentine doc-

trine, from a Protestant point of view, was prepared by an eminent

Lutheran theologian, Maktin Chemnitz (d. 1586), in his Ejavun Con-

cilii Tfidentini (1565-73,4 Parts), best ed.,Frankf.,170T; repubhshed,

Berlin, 1861.^

§ 25. The Profession of the Tridentine Faith, 1564.

G. C. F. MoHNiKE : Urkundliche Geschichte der sogenannten ProfeKsio Ficlei Tridentinoe und einiger andern
rom. katholiechen Glaubenfibeken7itniiise, Greifewald, 1822 (310 pp.).
Stbkitwolf et Klbner : Libri Sijmbolici Ecclesice Cathoiicce, GiJtt. 1838, Tom. I. pp. xlv.-li. aud 98-100.

Kollner: Symbolik der rorn. Kirche, pp. 141-165.

The older literature see in Waloh : Bibliotheca theol. sel., I. p. 410 ; and in Kullner, 1. c. [). 141.

Next in authority to the decrees of the Council of Trent, or virtually

superior to it, stands the Professio Fidei Tridentine, or the Creed of

Pius IV.^

It was suggested by the Synod of Trent, which in its last two sessions

declared the necessity of a binding formula of faith (forviida j)7'()fes-

sionis et jurament'i) for all dignitaries and teachers of the Catholic

Church.^ It was prepared by order of Pope Pius lY., in 1564, by a

college of Cardinals.

It consists of twelve articles : the first contains the Nicene Creed in

full, the remaining eleven are a clear and j)recise summary of the spe-

' The ediror. Ed. Preiiss, has since become a Romanist at St. Louis (1871).

' The original name was Forma jurnmenfi profrssionisjidei. In the two papal bulls which

published and enjoined the creed, it is called Forma jirofessionis Jidei cathoHr(p, or orthodo.nv

fidei. The usual name is Professin fidei Tridentina (or P. f. Tridentina, which is properly a

misnomer). See Mohnike, 1. c. p. 3, and KiiUner. 1. c. p. ir)0.

' Sess. XXV. cap. 2 De Reformatiove (p. 48i>, ed. Hichter) :
' Cogit tem])orum ralnmitas et

invuhsrentium hevresum malitia, ut nihil sit j)r(vtermittendum, quod adpoptdortim (rdifirationem

et catholicfr fidei prcesidivm rndeattir posse pert inere. Prcrripit igitur sancta synodus patri-

archis, priynntihus, archiepisrojns, episropis, et oinnihvs aliis, qui dejure vel constietudine in ron-

cilio provinciali interesse debent, ut in ipsaprinia synodo proinnciali^postfinempnrsentis vonr.ilii

hahenda, ea omnia et singula, quae ab hac sanrta synodo definita et statutn sunt, pahim recipi-

ant, nee non veram obedient.iam suinmo Romano Pontifiri spondeant et profiteantur, simulque

kcereses omnes, a sacris canonibus et generalibns r.onriliis^pra'sertimqne ab hac eadme synodo dam-

natns, publice detestentur et anatheviatizent.^ Comp. Sess. XXIV. De Reformatione, cap. 12,

A'here an examination and profession {orthodoxee, fidei publica professio) is required from the

clergy, together with a vow to remain obedient to the Roman Church {in ecclesiw Romance

obedientia se permansuros spondeant ac jurerit).
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cific Roman doctrines as settled by the Council of Trent, together with

the important additional declaration that the Roman Church is the

mother and teacher of all the rest, and with an oath of obedience to

the Pope, as the successor of the Prince of the apostles, and tlie vicar

of Christ.' The whole is put in the form of an individual profession

(' Ego, , firina fide credo et profiteor\ and of a solemn vow and

oath (^ spondeo, voveo ac juro. Sic me Deus adjuvet, et hoec sancta

Evangelia').

This formula was made binding, in a double bull of Nov. 13, 1564

(^ Injunctum nobis'), and Dec. 9, 1564 {^ In sacrosancta heati Petri,

principis apostolorum, cathedra^ etc.), upon the whole ecclesia docens,

i. e., upon all Roman Catholic priests and public teachers in Catholic sem-

inaries, colleges, and universities. Besides, it has come to be generally

used, without special legislation, as a creed for Protestant converts

to Romanism, and hence it is called sometimes the ' Profession of Con-

verts.'2 For both purposes it is far better adapted than the Deci-ees

' ''Sanctam catkolicam et apostolicmn Romanam ecclesiam omnium ecclesiarum matrem et ma-

gistrum agnosco, Romanoque Pontijici, beati Petri Apostolorum principis successori ac Jesu

Christ i vicario, veram obedientiam spondeo ac juro.' Here the 'catholic' Church is identified

with the ' Roman' Church, and true obedience to the Pope is made a test of catholicity. The
union decree of the Council of Florence makes a similar assertion (see Hardouin, Acta Cone.

ix. 423) : ''Item dejinimus, sanctam iipostolicam sedem et Ruwannm Pontijicem in universinn

orhem tenere primatum. et ipsu7n Pontijicem Romanum successorem esse beati Petri j)rinci/>is

Ajiostolorum, et verum Christi vicarium, totiusque ecclesi(t caput et omnium Chrisfinnorum pa-

trem et doctorem existere.' But the integrity of the text of this famous union foimula is dis-

puted, and the Greeks and Latins charge each other with corruption. Some Greek copies

omit the proud words t6v 'PufiaiKov dpxupia tig naaav Trjv o'iKovfiivtjv to ivpoiTtiov Karixtiv.

Comp. Theod. Frommajtn : Zur Kritik des Florentiner Unionsdecrets und seiner dogma-

tischen Yerwerthung beim Vaticanischen Condi, Leipz. 1870, pp. 40 sqq.

" For converts from the Greek Church the form was afterwards (157.")) modified by a ref-

erence to the compromise of the Council of Florence. See the Professio Fidei Gra>cis pree-

scripta a Gregorio XIII., in Denzinger's Enchir., p. 294, and the Professio Fidei Orientali-

bus prcEscripta ab Urbano VIII. et Benedicto XIV. , ibid.
, p. 296. For Protestants other forms

of abjuration were occasionally used, without oflBcial sanction. The infamous Hungarian

formula for Protestant converts {Confessio novorum Catholirorum in Hungaria, first published

1G74) is disowned by liberal Catholics as a foul Protestant forgery, but seems to have been

used occasionally by Jesuits during the cruel persecutions of Protestants in Hungary and Bo-

hemia in the 17th century. It contains the most extravagant Jesuit views on the authority

of the Pope, the worship of the Virgin, the power of the priesthood, and pronounces awful

curses on Protestant parents, teachers, and relations (' maledictos pronuntiamus parentes nos-

tras,' etc.), and on the evangelical faith, with the promise to persecute this faith in every pos-

sible way, even by the sword (' Juramus etiam, donee una gutta sanguinis in corpore nostra

exstitent, doctrinam maledictam illam evangelicam nos omnimodo, clam et aperte, violenter et

fraudulenter, verba et facto persecuturos, ense quoque nan exclusa'). See the formula in Moh-
nike, 1. c. pp. 88-92, in Streitwolf and Klener, II. pp. 343-346 ; and an account of the contro-
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of the Council of Trent, which are too learned and extensive for pop

ular use.

As this Profession of Pius IV. is the most concise and, practically, the

most important summary of the doctrinal system of Rome, we give it

in full, and arrange it in three parts, so that the difference between the

ancient Catholic faith, the later Tridentine faith, and the oath of obedi-

ence to the Pope as the vicar of Christ, may be more clearly seen. It

should be remembered that the Nicene Creed was regai'ded by the

ancient Church as final, and that the third and fourth oecumenical

Councils solemnly, and on the pain of deposition and excommunication,

forbade the setting forth of any new creed.' To bring the Tridentine

formula up to the present standard of Roman oithodoxy, it would

require the two additional dogmas of the immaculate conception, and

papal infallibility.

TRANSLATION OF THE PROFESSION.

»

I. The Nicene Creed of 381, with the Western Changes.

(See p. 27.)

1. I, , with a firm faith, believe and profess all and every one of the things contained

in the symbol of faith, which the holy Roman Church makes use of, viz.

:

I believe in one God the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things

visible and invisible.

And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God. begotten of the Father

before all worlds ; God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God, begotten, nut made,
being of one substance with the Father ; by whom all things weie made

;

Who, for us men, and for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incainate by

the Holy Ghost of the Virgin Mary, and was made man ;

He was crucified for us under Pontius Pilate ; sutlered and was buried

;

And the third day he rose again, according to the Scrijitures

:

And ascended into heaven ; sitteth on the right hand of the Father

;

And he shall come again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead ; whose kingdom
•hall have no end.

And in the Holy Ghost, the Lord, and Giver of life ; who proceedeth from the Father

and the Son ; who with the Father and the Son together is worshiped and glorified ; who
spake by the Prophets.

And one holy catholic and apostolic Church
;

I acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins
;

And I look for the resurrection of the dead

;

And the life of the world to come. Amen.

versies concerning it in Kollner, 1. c. pp. 159-10."), and especially the monogra])h of Molniike:

Zu7- Geschirhte des Ungarischen Flu<-hformulnrs (an A])peiidix to his History of the Profes-

sion of the Tridentine Faith), Greifswald. 1823. 261 pages. A copy of this rare book is in

the library of the Union Theological Seminary of Xew York.

* Cone. Ephes. (431), Canon VII. ; Cone. ( halced. (4:.l ), after the definition of faith.

' See the Latin text in the two bulls of Pius IV. above meniioned. also in Molniike, 1. c.

pp. 46 sqq., in Streitwolf and Klener, Libri Symb. I. 98-100 (with the various readings), and

in Denzinger, Enchir., p. 98. Also Mirbt, pp. 337-40. For additions to the oath, Vol.
TT, 210.
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II. Summary of the Tridentine Creed (1563).

2. I most steadfastly admit and embrace the apostolic and ecclesiastical traditions, and all

other observances and constitutions of the same Church.

3. I also admit the holy Scriptures according to that sense which our holy Mother Church
has held, and does hold, to which it belongs to judge of the true sense and interpretation of

the Scriptures ; neither will I ever take and interpret them otherwise than according to the

unanimous consent of the Fathers (juxta unanimem consensum Patrum).^

4. I also profess that there are truly and properly seven sacraments of the new law, insti-

tuted by Jesus Christ our Lord, and necessary for the salvation of mankind, though not all

for every one, to wit : baptism, confirmation, the eucharist, penance and extreme unction, holy

orders, and matrimony ; and that they confer grace ; and that of these, baptism, confirma-

tion, and ordination can not be reiterated without sacrilege. I also receive and admit the re-

ceived and approved ceremonies of the CathoUc Church used in the solemn administration of

the aforesaid sacraments.

5. I embrace and receive all and every one of the things which have been defined and de-

clared in the holy Council of Trent concerning original sin and justification.

6. I profess likewise that in the mass there is offered to God a true, proper, and propitia-

tory sacrifice for the living and the dead (vermn, proprium, et propitiatorium sacrijicium pro

vivis et defunctis) ; and that in the most holy sacrament of the eucharist there is truly, really,

and substantially (vere, realiter, et suhstantialiter) the body and blood, together with the soul

and divinity of our Lord Jesus Christ ; and that there is made a change of the whole essence

(conversionem totius substantice) of the bread into the body, and of the whole essence of the

wine into the blood ; which change the Catholic Church calls transubstantiation.

7. I also confess that under either kind alone Christ is received whole and entire, and a

true sacrament.

8. I firmly hold that there is a purgatory, and that the souls therein detained are helped by
the suffrages of the faithful.

Likewise, that the saints reigning with Christ are to be honored and invoked (verierandos

atque invocandos esse), and that they offer up prayers to God for us ; and that their relics

are to be held in veneration {esse venerandas).^

9. I most firmly assert that the images of Christ and of the perpetual Virgin, the Mother
of God, and also of other saints, ought to be had and retained, and that due honor and vener-

ation are to be given them.
I also affirm that the power of indulgences was left by Christ in the Church, and that th«

use of them is most wholesome to Christian people. ^

III. Additional Articles and Solemn Pledges (1564).

10. I acknowledge the holy Catholic Apostolic Roman Church as the mother and mistress

of all churches, and I promise and swear (spondeo ac juro) true obedience to the Bishop of

Rome, as the successor of St. Peter, prince of the Apostles, and as the vicar of Jesus Christ.

11. I hkewise undoubtingly receive and profess all other things delivered, defined, and de-

clared by the sacred Canons and oecumenical Councils, and particularly by the holy Council

of Trent ; and I condemn, reject, and anathematize all things contrary thereto, and all here-

sies which the Church has condemned, rejected, and anathematized.
12. I do at this present freely profess and truly hold this true Catholic faith, without

which no one can be saved {extra quam nemo salvus esse potest) and I promise most con-

stantly to retain and confess the same entire and inviolate,* with God's assistance, to the end
of my life. And I will take care, as far as in me lies, that it shall be held, taught, and
preached by my subjects, or by those the care of whom shall appertain to me in my office.

This I promise, vow, and swear—so help me God, and these holy Gospels of God.

' It is characteristic that the Scriptures are put after the traditions, and admitted only in

a restricted sense, the Roman Church being made the only interpreter of the Word of God.

Protestantism reverses the order, and makes the Bible the rule and corrective of ecclesiastical

traditions.

" This should properly be a separate article, but in the papal bulls it is connected with the

eighth article.

' This should likewise be a separate article, but is made a part of article 9.

* For inviolatam the Roman Bullaria read immaculatam.
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§ 26. The Roman Catechism, 1566.

Latin Editions.

CatMhismtis ex decreto Cone. Trident. Pii V. jiissu editux, Romis ap. Paulum Manutium, 1566, in editions

of different sizeg, very often reprinted all over Europe.

CatechiHVitm ad ParochoH, ex decreto Concilii Tridentini edittm. Ex Pii V. Pont. Max. juxsu promulgatu$.
Syncerus et integer, mtndisque iterum repurgatu« opera P. D. L. H. P. A quo est additus apparaUts ad
Cctechixmum, in quo ratio, auctores, approbatores, et tisiis declarantur, Lugduni, 1659 : Paris, 1671 : Lovan.
1678; Paris, 1684; Colon. 1639, 1698, 1731 ; Aug. Vindel. 1762 ; Lugdun. 1829; Mecliliu, 1831 ; Kalii<b. 1856

(730 pp.).

Catechimnus ex dexreto Cone. Tridentini ad Parochos Pii Quinti Pont. Max.jusHU editns. Ad editimiem

Roviee A.D. 1566 juris publici /actam acciiratissime expressus, ed. stereotypa VI., Lipsiae (Tauchnitz),

1859, 8vo.

Also in Stbeitwolf et Kleneb: Libri Symb. eccl. cath., Tom. I. pp. 101-712. A critical edition, indi-

cating the different divisions, the quotations from the Scriptures, the Councils, and other documents.

Translations.

The Catechism for the Curates, composed by the Cozincil of Trent, and published by command of Pope Pius
the Fifth. Faithfully translated into English. Permissu superiorum. London, 1687.

Ttie Catechism of the Council of Trent, translated into English by J. Donovan, Baltimore, 1829.

The Catechism of the Council of Trent, translated into English, with Notes, by T. A. Buckley, B.A., Lon-
don, 1852, 8vo.

German translations, first, by Patil Hoffdus, Dillingen, 1568, 1576 ; another at Wien, 1763 ; one by T. W.
Bodemann, Guttingen, 1844; and by Ad. Biise, Bielefeld, (with the Lat. text), 3d ed. 1867, 2 vols.

French translations, published at Bordeaux, 1568 ; Paris, 1578, 1650 (by P. de la Uaye), 1673, etc.

History.

JuLii PoGiANi SuNENSis (d. 1567) : EpistoltP et Orationes olim collectae ab Antonio Maria Gratiano, nunc

ab Hieronymo Lagomarsinio e Societate Jesu advocationibus illustratce ac primum editce, Rom., Vol. I.

1752 : II. 1756 ; III. 1757 ; IV. 1758.

Apparatiis ad Catechismum, etc., mentioned above, by an anonymous author (perhaps Anton. Reginal-

dns), first published in the edition of the Catechism, Lugd. 1659. The chief source of information.

J. C. KocHER : Catech. Geschichte der Pdbstlichen Kirche, Jen. 1753.

KoLLNEB : Symbolik der rom. Kirche, pp. 166-190. K. gives a list of other works on the subject.

The Roman Catechism was proposed by the Council of Trent, which

entered upon some preparatory labors, but at its last session committed

the execution to the Pope.' The object was to regulate the impor-

tant work of popular religious instruction, and to bring it into harmony

with the decisions of the Council.^ Pius IV. (d. 1565), under the ad-

vice of Cardinal Carlo Borromeo (Archbishop of Milan), intrusted the

work to four eminent divines, viz., Leonardo Maeini (afterwards Arch-

bishop of Lanciano), Eoidio Foscarari (Bishop of Modena), Muzio

* Sessio XXIV. De Reformntione, cap. 7 (ed. Richter, p. 344), the Bishops are directed

to provide for the instruction of Catholics, ''juxtafomiam a sancta synodoin catechesi siiupilis

sacramentis prcvscribendam. quam episropi in I'ldgarem linguam Jideliter rerti, atque a parochis

omnibus populo exponi curahunt.' According to Sarpi, a draft of the proposed Catechism was

laid before the Synod, but rejected. In the 25th and last session (held Dec. 24, 1568), the

Synod intrusted the Pope (Pius IV.) with the preparation of an index of prohibited books, a

catechism, and an edition of the liturgical books (' idemque de catechismo a Patrihus, quibus

illud mandntum fuerat, et de ryiissali, et breviario fieri mnndat,^ p. 471).

' Several catechisms, not properly authorized, had appeared before and during the Council

of Trent to counteract the Lutheran and Reformed Catechisms, which did so much to spread

and popularize the Reformation. See a list of them in Streitwolf and Klener, I. p. i.-iv., and

in Kollner, p. 16'J.
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Calini (Archbishop of Jadera-Zara, in Dahiiatia), and Francesco Fu-

REiKO (of Portugal). Three of them were Dominicans (as was the Pope

himself). This explains the subsequent hostility of the Jesuits. Bor-

romeo superintended the preparation with great cai-e, and several

accomplished Latin scholars, especially Jul. Pogianus, aided in the

style of composition.' The Catechism was begun early in 1564, and

substantially linished in December of the same year, but subjected for

revision to Pogianus in 1565, and again to a commission of able divines

and Latinists. It was finally completed in July, 1566, and published

by order of Pope Pius Y.,in September, 1566, and soon translated into

all the languages of Europe. Several Popes and Bishops recommended

it in the highest terms. The Dominicans and Jansenists often appealed

to its authority in the controversies about free will and divine grace,

but the Jesuits (Less, Molina, and others) took ground against it, and

even charged it with heresy.

The work is intended for teachers (as the title ad Parodios indi-

cates), not for pupils. It is a very full popular manual of theology,

based upon the decrees of Trent. It answers its purpose very well, by

its precise definitions, lucid arrangement, and good style.

The Roman Catechism treats, in four parts : \^de Symholo apostol-

ioo ,' 2, de Sacramentis ^ 3, de Decalogo ; 4, de Oratione Dominica.

It was originally written and printed without divisions.^ Its theology

belongs to the school of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas, and hencje it

displeased the Jesuits. While it passes by certain features of the Ro-

man system, as the indulgences and the rosary, it treats of others which

were not touched upon by the Fathers of Trent, as the limbuspatrum^

the doctrine of the Church, and the authority of the Pope.

Notwithstanding the high character and authority of this production,

it did not prevent the composition and use of many other catechisms,

especially of a more popular kind and in the service of Jesuitism.

The most distinguished of these are two Catechisms of the Jesuit

Petek Canisius (a larger one for teachers, 1554, and a smaller one for

' Winer, Guericke, Mohler, and others, ascribe the Latinity of the Catechism to Paiilus

Manutius, the printer of the same : but he himself, in his epistles, where he mentions all his

literary labors, says nothing about it.

* The diAision into four parts, and of these into chapters and questions, appeared first in

the edition of Fabricius Lodius, Col. \r>12, and Antw. 1574. Other editions vary in the

arrangement.
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pupils, 1566) ; the Catechism of Cardinal Bellakmin (1603), which

Clement VIII, and later Popes commended as an authentic and useful

exposition of the Roman Catechism, and which is much used by mis-

sionaries ; and the Catechism of Bossuet for the diocese of Meaux

(1687). The Roman Church allows an endless multiplication of such

educational books with adaptations to different nationalities, ages, de-

grees of culture, local wants and circumstances, provided they agree

with the doctrinal system set forth by the Council of Trent. Most of

these books, however, must now be remodeled and adjusted to the

Council of the Vatican.^

§ 27. The Papal Bulls against the Jansenists, 1653 and 1713.

CoBNELiuB Jansenius (Episcopi Ipreusis, 1585-1638): Augustinus, sen doctrina Aiigtistini de humance
TMturce sanitate, oegritudine, et viediciiia, adv. Pelagianos et McLnsilienHes, Lovan. 1640, 3 vols. ; Paris, 1641;

Rouen, 1643 (with a Synopsis vitce Jansenii). Prohibited, together with the Jesuit antitheses, by Pope
Urban VIIL, 1642.

St. Cyean (Du Vergiee, d. 1643) : Aureli^is, 1633 : again, Paris, 1646. A companion to Jausen's 'Augus-

tinus,' and called after the other name of the great Bishop of Hippo.

Anthony Ahnauld (Doctor of the Sorbonne, d. at Brussels, 1694) : Qiuvres, Paris, 1775-81, 49 vole, in 44.

Letters, sermons, ascetic treatit^es, controversial books against Jesuits (Maimbourg, Annat), Protestant*

(Jurieu, Aubertin), and philosophers (Descartes, Malebranche).

M. Leydeoker (Ref. Prof, at Utrecht, d. 1721) : Historia Jansenismi, Utr. 1695.

Geebebon : Histoire generate de Jansenisme, Amst. 1700.

LucoHESiNi : Hist, polem. Jatisenismi, Rome, 1711, 3 vols.

Fontaine: Memoires pour servir a Vhistoire de Port-Royal (Utrecht), 1738, 2 vols.

Collectio nova actoruni Constit. Unigenitus, ed. R. J. Dubois, Lugd. 1725.

DoM. DE Colonia: Diction, des livre-s Jansenintea, Lyons, 1732,4 vols.

H. Reuoht.in : Geschichte von Port-Royal, Hainb. 1839^4, 2 vols. Corap. his monograph on Pascal, and

his art. Ja7isen and Jansenismrts in Herzog's Encyklup. 2d ed. VoL VI. pp. 481-493.

C. A. Sainte-Beuve: Port-Royal, Paris, 1840-42, 2 vols.

Abbe GuETTEE : Jansenisme et Jesnitisme, un examen des accusations de Jans., etc., Paris, 1857. Com-

pare his Histoire de Veglise de France, compose sur les documents originaux et aulhentiqws, Paris, 1847-66,

12 vols. Placed on the index of prohibited books, 1852. The author has since passed from the Roman

to the Greek Church.

W. Henley Jf.kvis: The Gallican Church: A History of the Church of France from 1516 to the Revo-

lution, Lond. 1872, 2 vols. On Jansenism, see Vol. I. chaps, xi.-xiv., and Vol. II. chaps, v., vi., and viii.

Pbanceb Martin : Angelique Arnauld, Abbess of Port-Royal, London, 1873.

(The controversial literature on Jansenism in the National Library at Paris amounts to more than

three thousand volumes.)

On the Jansenists, or Old Catholics, in Holland.

DuPAO DE Bellegarde: H. de Veglise metropol. d' Utrecht, Utr. 1784, 3d ed. 1852.

Wat.ch : Neueste Rel. Geschichte, Vol. VI. pp. 82 eqq.

Theol. QuABTAi.sonEiFT, Tiib. 1826.

AuonsTi : Das Erzbisthiim Utrecht. Bonn, 1838.

S. P. Tregelleb: The .Jaivienist.t : their Rise, Persecutions by the Je.tuils,and existing Remnant, Lon-

don., 1851 (with portraits of Jansenius, St. Cyran, and the M6re Angelique).

' Thus, for instance, in Keenan's Controversial Catechism, as published by the 'Catholic

Publi.shing Company,' New Bond Street, London, the pretended doctrine of papal infollibility

was expressly denied as ' a Protestant invention ; it i.s no article of the Catholic faith
; no

decision of the Pope can oblige under pain of heresy, unless it be received and enforced by the

teaching body, that is. by the Bishops of the Church. ' But since 1871 the leaf containing this

question and answer has been canceled and another substituted. So says Oxenham, in his

translation of Dullinger on the Reunion of Churches, p. 126, note. The same is true of many

German and French Catholic Catechisms.
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J. M. Nkalk : A History of the so-called Jansenist Church of Holland, etc., London, 1857. Neale visited

the Old Catholics In Holland in 1S51, and predicted for them happier days.

Fe. Nippold: Die altkatholische Kirche des Erzbisthums Utrecht. Geschichtl. Parallele zur altkathol. Oe-

meindebildung in Deuischland, Heidelberg, 1872.

The remaining doctrinal decrees of the Roman Church relate to in-

ternal controversies among different schools of Roman Catholics.

Jansenism, so called after Cornelius Jansenius (or Jausen), Bishop of

Ypres, and supported by the genius, learning, and devout piety of some

of the noblest minds of France, as St. Cyran, Arnauld, Nicole, Pas-

cal, Tillemont, the Mother Angelique Arnauld, and other nuns of the

once celebrated Cistercian convent Port-Royal des Champs (a few

miles from Versailles), was an earnest attempt at a conservative doc-

trinal and disciplinary reformation in the Roman Church by reviving

the Augustinian views of sin and grace, against the semi-Pelagian doc-

trines and practices of Jesuitism, and made a near approach to evangel-

ical Protestantism, though remaining sincerely Roman Catholic in its

churchly, sacerdotal, and sacramental spirit, and legalistic, ascetic piety.

It was most violently opposed and almost totally suppressed by the com-

bined power of Church and State in France, which in return reaped the

Revolution. It called forth two Papal condemnations, with which we
are here concerned.

I. The bull 'Cum occasione' of Innocent X. (who personally knew

and cared nothing about theology), A.D. 1653. It is purely negative,

and condemns the following live propositions from a posthumous work

of Jansenius, entitled Augustijius}

(1.) The fulfillment of some precepts of God is impossible even to just

men according to their present ability {secundum prceseiites quas habent

vires), and the grace is also wanting to them by which they could be

observed {deest illis gratia, qua jpossihilia Jiant).

(2.) Interior grace is never resisted in the state of fallen nature.

' The book is called after the great African Church Father, whose doctrines it reproduced,

and was published by friends of the author in 1040, two years after his death. On Jansen,

comp. the Dutch biography of Heeser: Uistorisch Verhaal van de Geboorte, Leven, etc.,

van Cornelius .Tansenius, 1727. He was bom near Leerdam, in Holland, 1585, studied in

Paris, was Professor of Theology in the University of Louvain, Bishop of Ypres 1635, and
died 1638. He read Augustine's works against Pelagius thirty times, the other works ten

times. His book was finished shortly before his death, and advocates the Augustinian system

on total depravity, the loss of free-will, irresistible grace, and predestination. In his will he

submitted it to the Holy See. He resembles somewhat his countryman. Pope Adrian VI.,

who vainly endeavored to reform the Papacy.

Vol. I.—F
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(3.) For merit or demerit in the state of fallen nature man need not

be exempt from all necessity, but only from coercion or consti'aint

{Ad taerenduTri et demerendum in statu naturce lajpscB, non requiritur

in hotnine lihertas a necessitate, sed sufficit lihertas a coactlone—that

is, from violence and natural necessity).

(4.) The Semi-Pelagians admitted the necessity of prevenient interior

grace for every action, even for the beginning of faith ; but they were

heretical {in eo erant hceretici) in believing this grace to be such as

could be resisted, or obeyed by the human will {earn gratiam talein

esse, Gui jposset humana voluntas resistere, vet ohtemperare).

(5.) It is semi-Pelagian to say that Christ died and shed his blood

wholly (altogether) for all men.'

The Jansenists maintained that these propositions were not taught

by Jansenius, at least not in the sense in which they were condemned
;

that this was a historical question of fact {question de fait), not a dog-

matic question of right (droit) ; and, while conceding to the Pope the

right to condemn heretical propositions, they denied his infallibility in

deciding a question of fact, about which he might be misinformed,

ignorant, prejudiced, or taken by sui'prise.

But Pope Alexander YII., in a bull of 1665, commanded all the

Jansenists to subscribe a formula of submission to the bull of Inno-

cent X., with the declaration that the five propositions were taught in

the book of Cornelius Jansen in the sense in which they were con-

demned by the previous Pope.'^

The Jansenists, including the nuns of Port-Poyal, refused to submit.

Many fled to the Netherlands. The Pope abolished their famous con-

vent (1709), the building was destroyed by order of Louis XIV. (1710),

even the corpses of the illustrious Tillemonts, Arnaulds, Nicoles, De
Sacys, and others, were disinterred with gross brutality (1711), and the

church itself was demolished (1713). No wonder that such baibarous

' '' Seinipelagianum est dicere, Christum pro omnibus omnino mortuuni esse aut satif/uinem

Judisse.' This supralapsarian proposition is condemned as falsa, temeraria, scundalosa, iin/iia,

blasphema, et karetica. See the five propositions of Jansen in Denzinger's Enchir., pp. 8 J 6,

317,

' ''Ego N. constitutioni apostoUccB Innocentii X., data: die 31. Maji ]Cr)3, et ronstitutioni

^lexandri VII., datce die 16. Octobris 1065, summorum Pontijicum, me subjirio, et quinque pro-

positioner ex Cornelii Jansenii libra, cut nomen Augustinus, excerptas, et in sensu ab eodem

auctore intento, prout illas per dictas constitutiones Sedes Apostalica damnavit, sincero antmo

rejicio ac damno, et itajuro. Sic me Deus adjuvet, et hcec sancta Dei evangelia/
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tjrauiiy and cruelty, perpetrated in the holy name of the Church of

Christ, bred a generation of skeptics and inhdels, who at last banished

the Church and religion itself from the territory of France. Cardinal

Noailles, who from weakness had lent his high authority to these out-

rages, made afterwards, in bitter repentance, a pilgrimage to the ruins

of Port-Royal, and, looking over the desecrated burial-ground, he ex-

claimed :
' Oh ! all these dismantled stones will rise up against me at

the day of judgment ! Oh ! how shall I ever bear the vast, the heavy

load
!'»

II. The more important bull ' Unigenitus (Dei Filius)', issued by

Pope Clement XI., Sept., 1713, condemns one hundred and one sen-

tences of the Jansenist Pasquier Quesnel (d. 1719), extracted from his

moral reflections on the New Testament.^

This bull is likewise negative, but commits the Church of Rome still

more strongly than the former against evangelical doctrines. Several

of the passages selected are found almost literally in Augustine and

St. Paul ; they assert the total depravity of human nature, the loss of

liberty, the renewing power of the free grace of God in Christ, the right

and duty of all Christians to read the Bible.

' Gregoire: Les mines de Port-Royal., Par. 1709. Memoires sur la destruction de P. R. des

Champs,n\\. Jervis, I.e. Vol. II. pp.191 sqq. Tregelles says, 1. c. p. 47 :
' The united acts

of Louis XIV. and the Jesuits, in crushing alike Protestants, Quietists, and Jansenists, drove

religion well-nigh out of France. What a spectacle ! The same monarch, under the influ-

ence of the same evil-minded and pharisaical woman (Madame de Maintenon), persecuting

not only Protestants, but also such men as Fenelon, among the brightest and holiest of those

who owned the authority of Rome. Thus was the train laid which led to the fearful explo-

sion in which altar and throne alike fell, and atheism was nationally embraced. How the

mind of Voltaire was affected by the abominable deeds of men who professed the name of

Christ, is shown by his juvenile verses, in which he speaks so indignantly of the destruction

of Port-Royal that he was sent for a year to the Bastile.

'

^ Pasquier or Paschasius Quesnel was bom at Paris, 1634, studied at the Sorbonne, joined

the Congregation of the Oratory, and was appointed director of the institution belonging to

this order at Paris. He was a profound and devout student of the Scriptures and the Fathers,

edited the works of Leo I. (1675, with dissertations) in defense of the Galilean Church against

the Litramontane Papacy (hence the edition was condemned by the Congregation of the In-

dex), was exiled from France 1684, joined Arnauld at Brussels, and died at Amsterdam 1719.

After the death of Arnauld he was considered the head of the Jansenists. His commentary
is one of the most spiritual and reverent. It is entitled 'Ze Nouv. Testament enfranfois avec

des reflexions morales sur chaque vers, et pour en rendre la lecture plus utile, et la meditation

plus aise'e,' Paris, 1687, 2 vols.; 1694; Amsterd. 1736, 8 vols. ; also in Latin and other

languages; Engl. ed. London, 1819-25, 4 vols. The Gospels were repeatedly published,

with an introductory essay by Bishop Daniel Wilson, London and New York. Comp. Causa
Quesne^/tana, Brussels, 1704.
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The following are the most important of these propositions :*

(2.) Jesu Christ i gratia, principium efficax boni cujttscunque generis, necessaria est ad omne
opus bonum ; absque ilia iioii solum nihil Jit, sed nee Jieri potest

.

(3.) In vaninn, Dojnine, pracipis, si tu ijise non das, quod /ir(ecipis. (Compare the similar

sentence of Augustine, which was so offensive to Pehigius : iJa quod jubes, et jube quod vis.')

(4.) ltd, Jjumine ; omnia possibilia sunt ei, rui ointda possibilia fucis, eadtm ojisrando in illo.

(10. _) Gratia est operatio manus ormnpotentis JJei, quam idhil impedire potest aut retardare.

(11.) Gratia 7ion est aliud quam voluntas omnipotentis Dei jubentis et facientis, qvod jubet.

(13.) Quando JJeus vult aniinam salvavi J'acere, et earn tanyit interiori yrati(e su<e manu,
nulla voluntas humana ei I'esistit.

(18.) Semen verbi, quod manus Dei irrigat, semper affert fructuni suum.

(21.) Gratia Jesu Christi est gratia fortis, potens, suprema, invincibilis, utpote quce est

operatio voluntatis omnipotentis, sequela et imitatio operationis Dei incarnantis et resuscitantis

Filium suum.

(27.) Fides est prima gratia etfons omnium aliarum. (2 Pet. 1. 3.)

(28.) Prima gratia, quam Deus concedit peccatori, est peccatorum refnissio.

(29.) Fxtra ecclesiam nulla conceditur gratia.*

(30.) Omnes, quos Deus vult salvare per Christum, salvantur infallibiliter.

(38.) Peccator non est liber, nisi ad malum, sine gratia Liberatoris.

(31*. ) Voluntas, qnani gratia non pra:venit, nihil habet luminis, nisi ad aberrandum, ardoris,

nisi ad se prcecipitundum, virium 7nsi ad se vulnerandum ; est capax oinnis mali et incapax ad
omne bonum.

(40.) Sine gratia nihil amare possumtis, nisi ad nostram condemnationem.

(58.) Nee Deus est nee religio, ubi non est charitas. (1 John iv. 8.)

(.~)n.) Oratio impiorum est novum peccatum; et quod Deus illis concedit, est novum in eos

judicium.

(69.) Fides, usus, augmentum et pnemium Jidei, totum est donum puree liberalitatis Dei.

(72.) Nota ecclesice Christiance est, quod sit catholica, comprehendens et omnes angelos cceli,

et omnes electos et justos terrce et omnium saculorum.

(7.").) Ecclesia est unus solus homo compositus ex pluribus membris, quorum Christvs est ca-

put, vita, subsistentia et persona ; unus solus Christus compositus ex pluribus sarictis, quorum
est Sanctijicator.

(76.) Nihil sjnitiosius Ecclesia Dei; quia omnes electi etjusti omnium seculorum illam com-

ponunt (Eph. ii. 22).

(77.) Qid non ducit vitam dignam Jilio Dei et membro Christi, cessat interius habere Deum
pro Patre et Christum pro capite.

(79.) Utile et necessarum est omni tempore, omni loco, et omni personarum generi, studere et

cognoscere spiritinn, pietatem et mysteria sacrcB Scrijitura.

(80.) Lectio sacrce Scripturce est pro omnibus. (John v. 39 ; Acts xvii. 11.)

(81.) ObscMi-itas sanrti verhi Dei non est laicis ratio dispensandi se ipsos ab ejus lectione.

(82.) Dies Dominicui a Christianis debet sanctijicari lectionibiis jdetatis et super omnia
sanctarum Scripturarum. Damnosum est, velle Christianum ah hac lectione retrahere.

(84.) Abrifiere e Christianorum manibus novum Testainentum sen eis illud clausum tenere

auferendo eis modum istud intelligendi, est illis Christi os obturare.

(85.) Interdicere Christianis lectionem sacrce Scrijituro', prascrtim Evangelii, est interdi-

cere nsum luminis Jiliis lucis etfacere, ut patiantiir speciem qunmdam exconnininicatioins.

(92.) Pati potius in pace excoinmunicationem et anathema injuslum, quam ]tradere veritatem,

est imitari sanctum Paulum; tantum abest, ut sit erigere se contra auctoritatem aut scindere

uiiitatem.

(100.) Tempus deplorabile, quo creditnr honorari Deus persequendo veritatem ejusqve disci-

pulos! . . . Frequenter credimus sacrijicare Deo impium, et sacrijicamus diubolo Dei servum.

These and similar propositions, some of them one-sided and exagger-

ated, many of them clearly patristic and biblical, are indisci-imiiiately

' Denzinger's Enchir., pp. 3.51-361.

' The denial of this proposition imjilies the assertion that there is grace outside of the Church,

though not sufficient for salvation ; else it would be inconsistent with the Roman Catliolie doc-

>rine ^Extra ecclesiam nulla salus.'
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condemned by the bull fj/iic/enitus, as 'false, captious, ill-sounding,

offensive to pious ears, scandalous, rash, injurious, seditious, impious,

blasphemous, suspected of heresy and savoring of heresy itself, near

akin to heresy, several times condemned, and manifestly renewing

various heresies, particularly those which are contained in the infamous

propositions of Jansenius !'

A large portion of the French clergy, headed by the Archbishop of

Paris, Cardinal de Noailles, who repented of his part in the destruction

of Port-Royal, protested against the bull, and appealed from the Pope

to a future council. But ' when Pome has spoken, the cause is finished.'

The bull JJnigenitus was repeatedly confirmed by the same Clement XI.,

A.D. 1718 (in the bull 'Fastorcdis Officii'), Innocent XIII., 1722, Bene-

dict XIII. and a Roman Synod, 1725, Benedict XIY., 1756 ; it was ac-

cepted by the Galilean clergy 1730, and, as Denzinger says, by ' the whole

Catholic world' i^ah universo mundo catholico'). Even the miracles

on the grave of a Jansenist saint (Frangois Paris, who died 1727, after

the severest self-denial, with a protest against the bull JJnigenitus in

his hand), could not save Jansenism from destruction in France.^

But a remnant fled to the more liberal soil of Protestant Holland,

and was there preserved as a perpetual testimony against Jesuitism, and,

as it now seems, for an important mission in connection with the Old

Catholic protest against the decisions of the Vatican Council.

Note on the Jansenists in Holland.—The remnant of the Jansenists or the Old Catho-

lics in Holland date their separate existence from the protest against the bull Unigenitus, but

are properly the descendants of the original Catholics. They disown the name 'Jansenists,' on

the ground of alleged error in the papal bulls concerning the true teaching of Jansen, and call

themselves the ' Old Episcopal Clergy of the Netherlands
;

' but they are strongly opposed to

the theology and casuistry of the Jesuits, and incline to the Augustinian views of sin and
grace. In other respects they are good Catholics in doctrine, worship, and mode of piety;

they acknowledge the decrees and canons of Trent, and even the supremacy of the Pope with-

in the Hmits of the old Galilean theory. They inform him of the election of every new
bishop, which the Pope as regularly declares illegitimate, null, and void. They say that the

tyranny of a ftither does not absolve his children from the duty of obedience, and hope against

hope that God will convert the Pope, and turn his heart towards them. They number at

present one archbishopric of Utrecht and two bishoprics of Deventer and Haarlem, 25 con-

gregations, and about 6000 members. They live very quietly, surrounded by Romanists
and Protestants, and are much respected, like the Moravians, for their character and piety.

The Pope, after condemning them over and over again, appointed, in 1853, five new bishop-

rics in Holland, with a rival archbishop at Utrecht, and thus consolidated and perpetuated

the schism. When the decree of the Immaculate Conception was promulgated in 1 854, the

* The Jesuits, of course, ascribed the Jansenist miracles, visions, and ecstatic convulsions

to the de;-:!
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three Old Catholic Bishops issued a pastoral letter, in which they reject the new dogma as

contrary to the Scriptures and early tradition, and as lacking the threefold test of catholicity

(semper, ubique, ab ovmibus). The Vatican decree of Papal Infallibility, and the Old Catholic

movement in Germany have brought this long afflicted and persecuted remnant of Jansenism

into new notice. The Old Catholics of Germany, holding fast to an unbroken episcopal suc-

cession, looked to their brethren in Holland for aid in effecting an organization when it should

become necessary. At their invitation, Arclibishop I>oos, of Utrecht (a venerable and amia-

ble old gentleman I, made a tour of visitation in the summer of 1872, and confirmed about five

hundred children in several congregations in Germany, blessing God that his little Church was

spared for happier days. After his death the Bishop of Deventer consecrated I'rof. Keinkens

Bishop for the Old Catholics in Germany, Aug. 1 1, 1 873. The Old Catholics of Holland agree

with those in Germany : 1. In maintaining the doctrinal basis of Tridentine Romanism ; 2. In

protesting against all subsequent papal decisions, more particularly tlie bull Unigenitus, the

decree of the Immaculate Conception (1854), and the Vatican decree of Papal Infallibility.

[The Jansenist Abp. of Utrecht was excommunicated by Leo XIII., Feb. 28, 1893. See

Mirbt, p. 488, and also the Old Catholic bishops of Germany and Switzerland.—Eu.]

§ 28. The Papal Definition of the Immaculate Conception of thb

Virgin Maey, 1854.

Literature.

I. In favor of the Immaculate Conception of Mary

:

The papal bull of Pius IX., 'Ineffabilis Detis,' Dec. 8 (10), 1S54.

John Pebrone (Professor of the Jesuit College in Rome, and one of the chief advisers of Pius IX. in

framing his decree) : Can the Immaculate Conception 0/ the Blessed Virgin Mary be defined by a Dogmatic
Decreet In Latin, Home, 1847, dedicated to Pius IX., with a letterof thanks by the Pope; German trans-

lation, by Dietl and Schels, Regensburg, 1849. (1 used the German edition.) See also Perrone's Prcelec-

tiones theologicce. Append, to Tom. VI., ed. Ratisb. 1864.

C. Pabsaglia: De immaculato Deiparce semper virginis conceptu, Rom. 1854 sqq., Tom. III. 4to. (The
ftutbor has since become half heretical, at least as regards the temporal power of the Pope, and was
obliged to flee from Rome. See his pamphlet on the subject, 1861, which was placed on the Index.)

H. Denzinobr (d. 1862) : Die Lehre von der unbefieckten Emp/dngniss der seligsten Jungfrau,V\' arzh. 1866.

Aug. de RoskovXny (Episc. Nitriensis) : Beata Virgo Maria in sua coTiceptu immaculata ex monumentis
(minium, seculorum demonttrata, Budapest, 1874, 6 vols.

II. Against the Immaculate Conception:

JcAN ]>E TuBREouEMATA : Tractatus de veritatc conceptionis beatissimce virginis, etc., Rome, 1547, 4to;

newly edited by Dr. E. B. Pubev, with a preface and notes, London, 1869. Card. Joh. de Turrecremata,

or Torquemada (not to be confounded with the Great Inquisitor Thomas de T.), attended as niagister

aacri palatii the General Councils of Basle and Ferrara, and, although a faithful champion of Popery,

he opposed, as a Dominican, the Immaculate Conception. He died, 1468, at Rome.

J. DE Launoy (or Launoins, a learned Jansenist and Doctor of the Sorbonne, d. 1678) : Prcescriptiones

de Conceptu B. Marim Virginis, 2d ed. 1677 ; also in the first volume of his Opera omnia, Colonii Allobro-

gum, fol. 1731, pp. 9-4.S, in French and Latin.

G. E. Steitz : Art. Maria, Mutter des Uerrn, in Herzog's Encyklop. Vol. IX. pp. 94 sqq.

E. Predss : Die rnmiscJie Lehre von der unbefieckten Emp/dngniss. A im den Quellen dargestellt und aua

Gottes Wort widerlegt, Berlin, 1865. The same, translated into English by Geo. Gladstone, Edinburgh,

1867. The author has eiuce become a Romanist, and recalled his book, Dec. 1871.

H. B. Smith (Professor in the Union Theological Seminary, N. Y.) : The Dogma of Hie Immaculate Con-

ception, in the Methodist Quarterly Review, New York, for 1855, pp. 275-311.

Dr. PusEV: Eirenikon, Part II., Lond. 1867.

Art. in Christian Rememlrrancer for Oct. 1855 ; Jan. 1866; July, 1868.

K. Habr: Handbuch der Protest. PoUmik gegen die r'&m. kath. Kirche, 3d ed. Leipz. 1871, pp. 334-344.

The first step towarcis the proclamation of the dogma of the Immacu-

late Conception of the Virgin Mary, which exempts her from all

contact with sin and guilt, was taken by Pope Pius IX., himself a most

devout worshiper of Mary, during his temporary exile at Gaeta. In

an encyclical letter, dated Feb. 2, 1849, he invited the opinion of the

Bishops on the alleged ardent desire of the Catholic world that the
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Apostolic See should, by some soleniii judgment, deline the Immaculate

Conception, and thus secure signal blessings to the Church in these

evil times. For, he added, ' You know full well, venerable brethren, that

the whole ground of our confidence is placed in the most holy Virgin,^

since ' God has vested in her the plenitude of all good, so that hence-

forth, if there be in us any hope, if there be any grace, if there be any

salvation {si quid tijpei in nobis est, si quid gratim, si quid salutis), we

must receive it solely from her, according to the will of him who would

have US possess all through Mary.'

More than six hundred Bishops answered, all of them, with the

exception of four, assenting to the Pope's belief, but fifty-two, among

them distinguished German and French Bishops, dissenting from the

expediency or opportuneness of the proposed dogmatic definition.

The Archbishop of Paris (Sibour) apprehended injury to the Catholic

faith from the unnecessary definition of the Immaculate Conception,

which ' could be proved neither from the Scriptures nor from tradition,

and to which reason and science raised insolvable, or at least inextrica-

ble, difiiculties.' But this opposition was drowned in the general current.'

After the preliminary labors of a special commission of Cardinals

and theologians, and a consistory of consultation. Pope Pius, in virtue

of the authority of Christ and the holy Apostles Peter and Paul, and

his own authority, solemnly proclaimed the dogma on the Feast of the

Conception, Dec. 8, 1854, in the Church of St. Peter, in the presence of

over two hundred Cardinals, Bishops, and other dignitaries, invited by

him, not to discuss the doctrine, but simply to give additional solemnity

to the ceremony of proclamation. After the mass and the singing of

the Veni Creator Spiritus, he read with a tremulous voice the con-

cluding formula of the bull ' Ineffahilis Deus^ declaring it to be a di-

vinely revealed fact and dogma, which must be firmly and constantly

believed by all the faithful on pain of excommunication, ' that the most

blessed Virgin Mary, in thefirst moment ofher conception, by a special

grace andprivilege ofAlmighty God, in virtue of the merits of Christ,

was preserved immaculntefrom all stain of original sin^"^

' Perrone says : Yix quatunr responderunt negative quoad dejinitionem, et ex hir ipsis tres

brevi mutarunt sententiam. These letters, with others from sovereigns, monastic orders, and
Catholic societies, are printed in nine volumes.

' '' Postquavi numquam intermisimus in hvmilitate et jejunio privatas nostras et publicas Ec-
clesia. preces Deo Patri per Filium ejus offerre, ut Spiritus Sancti virtute mentem nostrain
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The shouts of the assembled multitude, the cannons of St. Angelo,

the chime of all the bells, the illumination of St. Peter's dome, the

splendor of gorgeous feasts, responded to the decree. Rome was in-

toxicated with idolatrous enthusiasm, and the whole Roman Catholic

world thrilled with joy over the crowning glory of the immaculate

queen of heaven, who would now be more gracious and powerful in

her intercession than ever, and shower the richest blessings upon the

Pope and his Church. To perpetuate the memory of the occasion, the

Pope caused a bronze tablet to be placed in the wall of tlie choir

of St. Peter's, with the inscription that, on the 8th of December, 1854,

he proclaimed the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of the Dei-

jpara Virgo Maria, and thereby fulfilled the desire of the whole

Catholic world {totius orhis catholici desideria), and a pompous mar-

ble statue of the Virgin to be erected on the Piazza di Spagnia, facing

the palace of the Propaganda, and representing the Virgin in the attitude

of blessing, with Moses, David, Isaiah, and Ezekiel, as the prophetic

witnesses of her conception, at the foot of the column.^ lie ordered,

also, through the Congregation of Rites, the preparation of a new mass

and a new office for the festival of the Conception, which was published

Sept. 25, 1863, and contains the prayer :
' O God, who, by the immacu-

late conception of the Virgin, didst prepare a worthy dwelling for thy

Son : grant, we beseech thee, that, as thou didst preserve her from

every stain, in anticipation of the death of th}^ Son, so we also may,

through her intercession, appear purified before thy presence.'

The dogma lacks the sanction of an oecumenical Council, and rests

dirigere et ronfirmare dignaretur, implorato universe ccelestis curice prcesidio, et advocato cum

genitihus Purarlito Spiritu, eoque sic aspirante, ad honorem Sanctce et Individwe Triiiitatis,

ad decus et ornamentum Virginis DeiparcF., ad exaltationem Jidei catholicce et christiance re-

ligionis augiiientum, auctoritate Domini nostri Jesu Christi, beatorum Apostolorum Petri et

Pauli, ac nostra declarainus, pronuvtiamus et dejinimus, doctrivain, qua' tenet, heatissimam

ViRGIXEM MaRIAM IN PRIMO INSTANTI SU^ CoNCEPTIONIS FUISSE SINGULARI 0MNIP0TP:NTI8

Dei gratia et privilegio, intuitu mekitorum Christi Jesu Salvatoris humani gene-

ris, AB OMNI ORIGINALI8 ciii,P.E LABE PRESERVATAM IMMUNEM. esse a Deo revehitam atque

idcirc.o ah omnibus JideUhus firmiter constanterque c.redendam. Quapropter si qui secus ac a

Nobis dejinitum est, quod Dens avertat, prasumpserint rorde sentire, ii noverint ac porro sciant,

se proprio judicio condemnatos, naujragium circa Jidem passos esse, et ab unitate £cclesi(e de-

fecisse, ac pmterca facto ipso suo semet poenis a jure statutis subjicere, si, quod corde, ten-

tiunt, verbo aut scripto, vel alio quovis externa modo signijicare <n/si J'uerint.^

' The statue of the Virgin is said to have come out of the Roman fabric with a hideous

craciv, which was clumsily patched up. See Hase, Protest. Polemik, i3d ed. p. 341, and

Preuss, 1. c. p. 197 (English edition).
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solely on the authority of the Pope, who, in its proclamation, virtually

anticipated his own infallibility; but it has been generally accepted by

subsequent assent, and must be considered as an essential and undoubted

part of the Roman faith, especially since the Vatican Council has de-

clared the ofKcial infallibility of the Pope.

This extraordinary dogma lifts the Virgin Mary out of the fallen and

redeemed race of Adam, and places her on a par with the Saviour.

For if she is really free from all hereditai-y as well as actual sin and

guilt, she is above the need of redemption. Repentance, forgiveness,

regeneration, conversion, sanctilication are as inapplicable to her as to

Christ himself. The definition of such a dogma implies nothing less

than a Divine revelation ; for only the omniscient God can know the

fact of the immaculate conception, and only he can reveal it. He did

not reveal it to the inspired Apostles, nor to the Fathers. Did he re-

veal it to Pope Pius IX., in 1854, more than eighteen centuries after it

took place ?

Viewed from the Roman point of view, the new dogma is the legiti-

mate fruit of the genuine spirit of modern Romanism. It only com-

pletes that Mariology, and fortifies that Mariolatry, which is the very

soul of its piety and public w^orship. We may almost call Romanism

the Church of the Virgin Mary—not of the real Virgin of the Gospels,

who sits humbly and meekly at the feet of her and our Lord and

Saviour in heaven, but of the apocryphal Virgin of the imagination,

which assigns her a throne high above angels and saints. This myth-

ical Mary is the popular expression of the Romish idea of the Church,

and absorbs all the reverence and affection of the heart. Her worship

overshadows even the worship of Christ. His perfect humanity, by

which he comes much nearer to us than his earthly mother, is almost

forgotten. She, the lovely, gentle, coinpassionate woman, stands in front

;

her Son, over whom she is supposed still to exercise the rights of her

divine maternity, is either the stern Lord behind the clond^;, or rests as

a smiling infant on her supporting arms. By her powerful intercession

she is the fountain of all grace. She is virtually put in the place of

the Holy Spirit, and made the mediatrix between Christ and the be-

liever. She is most frequently approached in prayer, and the 'Ave

Maria' is to the Catholic what the Lord's Prayer is to the Protestant.

If she hears all the petitions which from day to day, and from hour to
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hour, rise up to her from many millions in every part of the globe, she

must, to all intents and purposes, be omnipresent and onmiscient. She

is the favorite subject of Koman painters, who represent her as blend-

ing in harmony the spotless beauty of the Virgin and the tender care

of the mother, and as the crowned queen of heaven. Every event of

her life, known or unknown, even her alleged bodily assumption to

heaven, is celebrated with special zeal by a public festival.^ It is al-

most incredible to what extent Romish books of devotion exalt the

Virgin. In the Middle Ages the whole Psalter was rewritten and made

to sing her praises, as ' The heavens declare thy glory, O Mary ;' ' Offer

unto our lady, ye sons of God, praise and reverence !' In St. Liguori's

much admired and commended ^Glories ofMary^ she is called 'our

life,' the 'hope of sinners,' 'an advocate mighty to save all,' a 'peace-

maker between sinners and God.' There is scarcely an epithet of

Christ which is not applied to her. According to Pope Pius IX.,

' Mary has crushed the head of the serpent,' i. e., destroyed the power

of Satan, ' with her immaculate foot !' Around her name clusters a mul

titude of pious and blasphemous legends, superstitions, and impostures

of wonder-working pictures, eye-rotations, and other unnatural marvels

;

even the cottage in which she lived was transported by angels through

the air, across land and sea, from Nazareth in Galilee to Loretto in

Italy ; and such a silly legend was soberly and learnedly defended even

in our days by a Roman Archbishop.^

Romanism stands and falls with Mariolatry and Papal Infallibility

;

while Protestantism stands and falls with the worship of Christ as the

only Mediator between God and man, and the all-sufficient Advocate

with the Father.

• Why should the fiction oiiki^ Assumption ofMary to heaven (as it is called in distinction from

the Ascension of Christ) not be proclaimed a divinely revealed fact and a binding dogma, as

well as the Immaculate Conception ? The evidence is about the same. If Mary was free from

all contact with sin, she can not have been subject to death and corruption, Ivhich are the wages

of sin. The silence of the Bible concerning her end might be turned to good account. Tra-

dition, also, can be produced in favor of the assumption. St. Jerome was inclined to believe

it, and even the great Augustine ' feared to say that the blessed body, in which Christ had

been incarnate, could become food for the worms.' The festival of the Assumption, which pre-

supposes the popular superstition, is older than the festival of the Immaculate Conception, and

is traced by some to the fifth or sixth century.

' Dr. Kenrick, of St. Louis, in his work on the '•Holxj House,' a book which is said to be too

little known. See Smith, 1. c. p. 279.
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§ 29. The Argument for the Immaculate Conception.

The importance of the subject justifies and demands a brief examina-

tion of the arguments in favor of this novel dogma, which is one of the

most characteristic features of modern Romanism, and forms an im-

passable gulf between it and Protestantism. It is a striking proof of

Romish departure from the truth, and of the anti-Christian presumption

of the Pope, who declared it to be a primitive divine revelation ; while

it is in fact a superstitious fiction of the dark ages, contrary alike to the

Scriptures and to genuine Catholic tradition,

1. The dogma of the sinlessness of the Virgin Mary is unscriptural^

and even anti-scriptural.

(a) The Scripture passages which Perrone and other champions of

the Immaculate Conception adduce are, with one exception, all taken

from the Old Testament, and based either on false renderings of the

Latin Bible, or on fanciful allegorical interpretation.

(1) The main (and, according to Perrone, the only) support is derived

from the proteva7igelium, Gen, iii, 15, where Jehovah Elohim says to

the serpent, according to the Latin Bible (which the Romish Clnirch

has raised to an equality with the original) :
' Inimicitias j^^o^iam

inter te et inulieretn, et semen tuum et semen illius ; ipsa conteret

caput tuum, et tu insidiaberis calcaneo ejus'' (i. e., she shall crush thy

head, and thou shalt assail her heel). Here the ipsa is referred to the

woman {mulier), and understood of the Virgin Mary.^ And it is in-

ferred that the divinely constituted enmity between Mary and Satan

must be unconditional and eternal, which would not be the case if she

had ever been subject to hereditary sin.^ To this corresponds the Romish

exegesis of the fight of the woman (i. e., the Church) with the dragon,

Rev, xii. 4 sqq. ; the woman being falsely understood to mean Mary.

Hence Romish art often represents her as crushing the head of the

dragon.

But the translation of the Vulgate, on which all this reasoning is

' Pope Pius IX. has given his infallible sanction to this misapplication of the /jro^eran^re/iMwt

to Mary in the gallant phrase already quoted (p. 112) from his Encyclical on the dogma.
' Speil, in his defense of Romanism against Hase, argues in this way : The woman, whom

God will put in enmity against the devil, must be a future particular woman, over whom the

devil never had any power—that is, a woman who, by the grace of God, was free from original

sin {Die Lehren der katholischen Kirche, 1865, p. 165).
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based, is contrary to the original Hebrew, which uses the masculine

form of the verb, he (or it, tlie seed of tlie woman), i. e., Christ, sJiall

b/'uise, or crush, the serpent's head, i. e., destroy tlie devil's power; it is

inconsistent with the last clause, ' and thou shalt bruise his (i.e., Christ's)

heel^ which contains a mysterious allusion to the crucifixion of the

seed, not of the woman ; and, finally, the Komisli interpretation leads

to the blasphemous conclusion that Mary, and not Christ, has destroyed

the power of Satan, and saved the human race.^

(2) An unwai-ranted reference ot some poetic descriptions of the fair

and spotless bi'ide, in the Song of Solomon, to Mary, instead of the

people of Jelio\ ah or the Christian Church, Cant. iv. 7, according to the

Vulgate: * Tota pidchra es, arnica mea, et macula non est in tej' In

any case, this is only a description of the present character.

(3) An arbitrary allegorical interpretation of the 'garden inclosed,

and fountain sealed,' spoken of the spouse. Cant. iv. 12 (Vulg. : 'hortus

conclusus, fons signatus''),Siiid the closed gate in the east of the tem-

ple in the vision of Ezekiel, xliv. 1-3, of which it is said :
' It shall not

be opened, and no man shall enter in by it ; because Jehovah, the God

of Israel, hath entered in by it, therefore it shall be shut. It is for the

prince ; the prince he shall sit in it, to eat bread before the Lord.'

This is a favorite suppoil of the doctrine of the perpetual virginity.

Ambrose of Milan (d. 397) was perhaps the first who found here a type

of the closed womb of the Virgin, by which Christ entered into the

world, and who added to the miracle of a conception sitie m7'0 the mir-

acle of a birth clauso xitero? Jerome and other Fathers followed, and

* The Hebrew text admits of no doubt ; for the verb ?|B1^!', in the disputed clause, is mas-

culine (he shall bruise, or crush), and XW naturally refers to the preceding f^^"!] (her seed),

i. e., nt'X 3J'n.1 (the icomans seed), and not to the more remote ni^'K (icoman). In the

Pentateuch the personal pronoun X^in (he) is indeed generis communis, and stands also for the

feminine ^'^T) (she), which (according to the Masora on Gen. xxxviii. 2r.) is found but eleven

times in the Pentateuch ; but in all these cases the masoretic punctuators wrote XIH, to sig-

nify that it ought to be read Xiri (she). The Peshito, the Septuagint (avrui; croi r»/p»/(T£i

Ke<pa\iiv), and other ancient versions, are all right. Even some M8S. of the Vulgate read

ipse for ipsa, and Jerome himself, the author of the Vulgate, in his ' Hchreir Questions,' and

Pope Leo I., condemn the translation ipsa. But the blunder was favored by other Fathers

I'Ambrose, Augustine, Gregory I.), who knew no Hebrew, and by the monastic asceticism

and fanciful chivalric Mariolatry of the Middle Ages. To the same influence must be traced

the arbitrary change of the Vulgate in the rendering of 7\W from ronteret (shall bruise) into

insidiaberis (shall lie in wait, assail, pursue), so as to exempt the Virgin from the least injury.

' Epist. 42 ad Siricium; De inst. Virg., c. 8, and in his hymn A solis ortus cardine. The
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drew a parallel between the closed womb of the Virgin, from which

Clirist was born to earthly life, and the sealed tomb from which he

arose to heavenly life. But none of the Fathers thought of making

this prophecy prove the Immaculate Conception. Such exposition, or

imposition rather, is an insult to the Bible, as well as to every principle

of hermeneutics.

(4) Sap. i. 4 :
' Into a malicious soul wisdom shall not enter ; nor

dwell in the body that is subject unto sin.' This passage (quoted by

Speil and others), besides being from an apocryphal book, has nothing

to do with Mary.

(5) Luke i. 28 : the angelic greeting, ' Hail (Mary), J\dl ofgrace {gra-

tia jplenci)^ according to the Romish versions, says nothing of the origin

of Mary, but refers only to her condition at the time of the incarnation,

and is besides a mistranslation (see below).

(5) All this frivolous allegorical trifling with the Word of God is

conclusi\ely set aside by the positive and uniform Scripture doctrine

of the universal sinfulness and universal need of redemption, with the

single exception of our blessed Saviour, who was conceived by the

Holy Ghost without the agency of a human father. It is almost use-

less to refer to single passages, such as Rom. iii. 10, 23 ; v. 12, 18

;

1 Cor. XV. 22 ; 2 Cor. v. 14, 15 ; Gal. iii. 22 ; Eph. ii. 3 ; 1 Tim. iv. 10 ; Psa.

li. 5. The doctrine runs through the whole Bible, and underlies the en-

tire scheme of redemption. St. Paul emphasizes the actual universality

of the curse of Adam, in order to show the virtual universality of the

salvation of Christ (Rom. v. 12 sqq. ; 1 Cor. xv. 22); and to insert an ex-

ception in favor of Mary would break the force of the argument, and

limit the extent of the atonement as well. Perrone admits the force of

these passages, but ti-ies to escape it by saying that, if strictly under-

stood, they would call in question even the immaculate birth of Mary,

and her freedom from actual sin as well, which is contrary to the Catho-

lic faith ;^ hence the Council of Trent has deprived these passages of all

force {omnem vim ademit) of application to the blessed Virgin ! This

earlier Fathers thought differently on the subject. Tertullian calls Mary ' a virgin as to a

man, but not a virgin as to birth' {iion virgo, quantum a partu) ; and Epiphanius speaks oi

Christ as ' opening the mother's womb' (^avoiytov firjrpav firirpog'). See my History of tht

Christian Church, Vol. II. p. 417.

' L. c. p. 276. In the same manner he disposes of the innumerable patristic passages whick

assert the universal sinfulness of men, and make Christ the only exception.
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is putting tradition above and against the Word of the holy and om-

niscdeiit God, and amounts to a concession that the dogma is extra-

scriptural and anti-scriptural. Unfortunately for Rome, Mary herself has

made the application ; for she calls God her Saviour (Luke i. 47 : liri

Tui ^Ho TM (TioTiifit fiov), aud tlid'eby includes herself in the number of

the redeemed. With this corresponds also the proper meaning of the

predicate applied to her by the angel, Luke i. 28, KtxapiTwfnvr], highly

favored^ endued with grace {die hegnadigte), the one who I'eceived,

and therefore needed, grace {non ut mater gratioe, sed ut Jilia gratice,

as Bengel well observes) ; comp. ver. 30, tlp^q X"P'^ irapa Tv[i S-fol, thou

hastfound grace ivith God; and Eph. i. 6, lyapLTwaiv I'l/iiag, he bestowed

grace upon us. But the Vulgate changed the passive meaning into the

active: gratia 2)le7ia, full of grace, and thus furnished a spurious argu-

ment for an error.

Nothing can be more truthful, chaste, delicate, and in keeping with

womanly humility and modesty than both the words and the silence of

the canonical Gospels concerning the blessed among women, whom yet

our Lord himself, in prophetic foresight and warning against future

Mariolatry, placed on a level with other disciples ; emphatically asserting

that there is a still higher blessedness of spiritual kinship than that of

carnal consanguinity. Great is the glory of Mary—the mother of Je-

sus, the ideal of womanhood, the type of purity, obedience, meekness,

and humility—but greater, infinitely greater is the glory of Christ

—

the perfect God-man—' the glory of the only-begotten of the Father,

full of grace (ttXj/jotjc xdpirog, not Ke\apiT(jJnivoQ) and of truth.'

2. The dogma of the sinlessness of Mary is also uncathoUc. It

lacks every one of the three marks of true catholicity, according to

the canon of Vincentius Lirinensis, which is professedly recognized by

Rome herself (the semper, the ubique, and the ah omnibus), and instead

of a ' unanimous consent' of the Fathers in its favor, there is a unani-

mous silence, or even protest, of the Fathers against it. For more

than ten centuries after the Apostles it was not dreamed of, and when

first broached as a pious opinion, it was strenuously opposed, and con-

tinued to be opposed till 1854 by many of the greatest saints and

divines of the Roman Church, including St. Bernard and St. Thomas

Aquinas, and several Popes.

The ante-Nicene Fathers, far from teaching that Mary was free from
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hereditary sin, do not even expressly exempt her from actual sin, cer-

tainly not from womanly weakness and frailty. Irenoeus (d. 202), y/ho

first suggested the fruitful parallel of Eve as the mother of disobedi-

ence, and Mary as the mother of obedience (not justified by the true

Scripture parallel between Adam and Christ), and thus prepared the

way for a false Mariology, does yet not hesitate to cliarge Mary w4th

'unseasonable haste' or 'urgency,' which the Lord had to rebuke at the

wedding of Cana (John ii. 4) ;' and even Chrysostom, at the close of the

fourth century, ventured to say that she was immoderately ambitious,

and wanting in proper regard for the glory of Christ on that occa-

sion.^ The last charge is hardly just, for in the words, ' Whatsoever

he saith unto you, do it,' slie shows the true spirit of obedience and

absolute trust in her Divine Son. Tertullian implicates her in the un-

belief of the brethren of Jesus.^ Origen thinks that she took offense,

like the Apostles, at our Lord's sufferings, else 'he did not die for her

sins ;' and, according to Basil, she, too, ' wavered at the time of the cru-

cifixion.' Gregory of Nazianzus, and John of Damascus, the last of

the great Greek Fathers, teach that she was sanctified by the Holy

Ghost ; which has no meaning for a sinless being.

The first traces of the E-omish Mariolatry and Mariology are found

in the apocryphal Gospels of Gnostic and Ebionitic urigin." In marked

contrast with the canonical Gospels, they decorate the life of Mary

with marvelous fables, most of which have passed into the Roman
Church, and some also into the Mohammedan Koran and its commen-

taries.^

* Iren. Adv. hoer. iii. c. 16, § 7: Dom{nus,repellens intempestivamfestinationem, dixit: ' Quid

viihi et tibi est, muIierJ'

' Chrys. Horn. XXI. al. XX. in Joh. Opera, ed. Bened. Tom. VIII. p. 122. Compare his

Horn, in Matth. XLIV. al. XLV., where he speaks of Mary's ambition (<pi\oTi^ia) and

thoughtlessness {cnrovoia), when she desired to speak with Christ while he yet talked to the

people (Matt. xii. 46 sqq. ).

^ De came C'hristi, c. 7 : Fratres Domini non crediderant in ilium. Mater cque nan de-

monstratur ndhcesisse illi, cum Martha et Marice aliae in commercio ejus frequententur.

* Compare the convenient digest of this apocryphal histoiy of Mary and the holy family in

R.Hoffmann's Leben .Jesu nach den Apocryphei}, Leipz. 1851, pp. ."»-lI7, and Tischendort

De evangelioruvi ajiorryphorum origine et usu, Hagae, 18.51.

' It must be remembered that Mohammed derived his defective knowledge of Christianity

fi^om Gnostic and other heretical sources. Gibbon and Stanley trace the Immaculate Con-
ception directly to the Koran, III. pp. 31, .37 (Rodwell's translation, p. 499), where it is said

of Mary :
' Remember when the angel said :

" Mary, verily has God chosen thee, and puri-

fied thee, and chosen thee above the women of the world.
"

'
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Mariolatry preceded the Romish Mariology. Each successive step

in the excessive veneration (hyperdulia) of the Virgin, and each fes-

tival memoriaUzing a certain event in her Hfe, was followed by a prog-

ress in the doctrine concerning Mary and her relation to Christ and

the believer. The theory only justified and explained a practice al-

ready existing.

The Mariology of the Roman Catholic Church has passed through

three stages: the perpetual virginity of Mary, her freedom from actual

sin, and her freedom from hereditary sin.

This progress in Mariolatry is strikingly reflected in the history of

Christian art. 'The first pictures of the early Christian ages simply

represent the woman. By-and-by we find outlines of the mother and

the child. In an after-age the Son is sitting upon a throne, with the

mother crowned, but sitting as yet below him. In an age still later,

the crowned mother on a level with the Son. Later still, the mother

on a throne above the Son. And lastly, a Romish picture represents

the eternal Son in wrath, about to destroy the earth, and the Virgin

Intercessor interposing, pleading, by significant attitude, her maternal

rights, and redeeming the world from his vengeance. Such was, in

fact, the progress of Virgin-worship. First the woman reverenced for

the Son's sake; then the woman reverenced above the Son, and adored.'

[Pius IX., March 24, 1877, spoke of Mary as divinarum potentissima conciliatrix grati-

arum. If possible, Leo XIII. in encyclicals on the rosary and other deliverances, and

Pius X., went further in exalting Mary. Leo, Sept. 1, 1883, pronounced her 'the safest

guide to reach the gracious hand of God,' and, Sept., 1891, affirmed that 'except through

the Mother, it is hardly possible for any one to reach Christ.' On the fiftieth anniversary

of the dogma of the immaculate conception, Oct. 17, 1904, Pius X. made astounding use

of the Old Testament to substantiate her alleged virtues. Calling her the Spouse of the

Holy Ghost, he announced that 'already Adam saw her in the distance as the destroyer

of the serpent's head, and at the sight of her dried up his tears over the curse which had

struck him'; Noah recalled her as he was preparing the ark; Abraham was estopped from

sacrificing his son as he thought of her; Jacob saw her in the ladder on which the angels

ascended and descended; Moses looked up to her at the burning bush; etc. Pius invoked

her aid as the 'glorious helper against all heresies,' as Leo XIII. before had acclaimed

her 'the glorious victor over all heretics,' and Pius XL in his encyclical on Church Union,

1928. Mary, in accordance with the petition of the Provincial Baltimore Council, 1843,

has been made by papal decree the 'heavenly guardian of the United States,' as Pius XI.

took occasion to remind the world when the Peace Conference met in Washington, 1921.

And in his apostolic letter recommending the Catholic University in Washington, he made

the petition that 'the immaculate conception may bestow on all America the gifts of

wisdom and salvation.' Cardinal Gibbons, Faith of Our Fathers, p. 167, Bishop Gilmour

in his Bible History for Catholic Schools, pp. 11, 130, and also the recent Italian version

of the Pentateuch, issued with papal approval, repeat the false translation of Gen.

111:15, that Mary should bruise the serpent's head.

—

Ed.]
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(1) The idea of the perpetual Virginity of Mary was ah-eady cur-

rent in the ante-Nicene age, and spi-ead in close connection with the

ascetic overestimate of celibacy, and the rise of monasticisni. It has

a powerful hold even over many Protestant minds, on grounds of re-

ligious propriety. Tertullian, who died about 220, still held that Mary

bore children to Joseph after the birth of Christ. But towards the

close of the fourth century the denial of her perpetual virginity (by

the Antidicomarianites, by Ilelvidius and Jovinian) was already treat-

ed as a profane and indecent heresy by Epiphanius in the Greek, and

Jerome in the Latin Church. Hence the hypothesis that the brethren

and sisters of Jesus, so often mentioned in the Gospels, were either

children of Joseph by a former marriage (Epiphanius), or only cousins

of Jesus (Jerome). On the other hand, however, the same Epiphanius

places among his eighty heresies the Mariolatry of the Collyridianm,

a company of women in Arabia, in the last part of the fourth century,

who sacrificed to Mary little cakes or loaves of bread {KoXXvpig, hence

the name KoXXvpidiavol), and paid her divine honor with festive rites

similar to those connected with the cult of Cybele, the Tnagna mater

deum, in Arabia and Plnygia.

(2) The freedom of Mary from actual sin was first clearly taught in

the fifth century by Augustine and Pelagius, who, notwithstanding their

antagonism on the doctrines of sin and grace, agreed in this point, as

they did also in their high estimate of asceticism and monasticism.

Augustine, for the sake of Christ's honor, exempted Mary from willful

contact with actual sin ;i but he expressly included her in the fall of

Adam and its hereditary consequences.^ Pelagius, who denied heredit-

^ De natura et gratia, c. 36, § 42 (ed. Bened. Tom. X. p. 144) :
' Excepta sancta Virgine

Maria, de qua propter honokem Domini nullam prorsus, cum de peccatis agitur,

HABERI VOLO QU^STIONEM . . . hac ergo Virgine excepta, si omnes illos sanctos et sanctas

. . . congregare possemus et interrogare, utrum essent sine peccato, quid fuisse responsuros

putamus, utrum hoc quod iste [namely, Pelagius] dicit, an quod Joannes Apostolus (1 John
i. 8) ?' This is the only passage in Augustine which at all favors the Romanists ; and the

force even of this is partly broken by the parenthetical question :
' Unde enim scimus quid ei

[Mariie] plus gratiie collatum fnerit ad i-incendum omni ex parte peccatum quae condpere uc

purere meruit, quern constat nullum hahuisse peccatum? For how do we know what more of
grace for the oi^ercoming of sin in every respect was bestowed upon her who was found wor-

thy to conceive and give birth to him who, it is certain, was without sin ?' This imphes

that in Mary sin was, if not a developed act, at least a power to be conquered.
" Sermo 2 in Psalm. 34 : Maria ex Adam mortua propter peccatum, et caro Domini ex Ma-

ria mortua propter delenda peccata ; i. e., Mary died because of inherited sin, but Christ died

for the destruction of sin. In his last great work, Opus imperf. contra Julian. IV. c. 122

Vol. I.-^T
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ary sin, went further, and exempted Mury (with several otlier saints of

the Old Testament) from sin altogether ;' and. if he were not a con.

demned heretic, he might be quoted as the father of the modern

dogina.2 The view which came to pi-evail in the Catholic Church

Mas that Mary, though conceived in sin, like David and all men, was

sanctitied in the womb, like Jeremiah (i. 5) and John the Baptist (Luke

i. 15), and thus prepared to be the spotless receptacle foi* the Son of

God and Saviour of mankind. Many, however, held that she was not

fully sanctitied till she conceived the Saviour by the Holy Ghost. The

exti-avagant praise lavished on 'the Mother of God' by the Fathers

after the defeat of Nestorianism (4:31), and the frequent epithets most

holy and imviaculate {iravdyia, immaculata and immaculatisshna),

refer only to her spotless purity of character after her sanctification,

(ed. Rened. X. 1208), Augustine speaks of the grace of regeneration {gratia renascendi) which

Mary experienced. He also says expUcitly that Christ alone was without sin, De peccat.

mer. et rtmiss., II. c. 2-t, § 38 (ed. Bened. X. 61 : Solus ille, homo /actus, manens Deus, pec-

catum nullum habuit unquam, nee sumpsit carnem peccaii, quamvis de materna came peccati);

ib. c. 3.5, § 57 (X. 69: Solus unus est qui sine peccato natus est in similitudine carnis peccuti,

sine peccato vixit inter aliena peccata, sine peccato mortuus est propter nostra peccata) ; Ue
Genesi ad lit., c. 18, § 32; c. 20, § 35. These and other passages of Augustine clearly prove,

to use the words of Perrone (1. c. pp. 42, 43 of the Germ, ed.), tliat 'this holy Father

evidently teaches that Christ alone must be exempt from the general pollution of sin; but that

the blessed Virgin, being conceived by the ordinary cohabitation of jiarents, partook of the

general stain, and her flesh, being descended from sin, was sinful flesh, which Christ purified

by assuming it.' The pupils of Augustine were even more explicit. One of them, Fulgen-

tius {De incarn. c. 15, § 29, also quoted by Perrone), says: 'The flesh of Mary, which was

conceived in unrighteousness in a human way, was truly sinful flesh.'

' He says :
' Piety must confess that the mother of our Lord and Saviour was sinless' (as

quoted by Augustine, De nat. et gratia, c. 36, § 42 : ^quarn dirit sine peccato ronjiteri necesse esse

pietatV). Pelagius also excludes from sin Abel, Enoch, Melchisedek, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob,

Noah, Samuel, Nathan, Elijah, Elisha, Daniel, Ezekiel, John the Baptist, Deborah, Anna,

Judith, Esther, Elisabeth, and Joseph, the husband of Mary, who 'have not only not sinned,

but also lived a righteous life.' Julian, his ablest follower, objected to Augustine that, by his

doctrine of hereditary sin and universal depravity, he handed even Mary over to the power

of the devil {ipsam Mariarn diaholo nascendi conditione transcrihis) ; to which Augustine re-

plied {Opus imperf. contra Jul. 1. IV. c. 122): '-Non transscribimus diabolo Mariarn con-

ditione nascendi, sed ideo quia ijisa conditio solvitur gratia renascendi,' i. e., because this con-

dition (of sinful birth) is solved or set aside by the grace of the second birth. When this

took place, he does not state.

' It is characteristic that the Dominicans and Jansenists, who sj-mpathized with the Au-

gustinian anthropology, opposed the Immaculate Conception ; while the Franciscans and

Jesuits, who advocated it. have a more or less decided inclination towards Pelagianizing the-

ories, and reduce original sin to a loss of supernatural righteousness, i. e., something meiely

negative, so that it is much easier to make an exception in favor of Mary. The Jesuits, at

least, have an intense hatred of Augustinian views on sin and grace, and have shown it in the

Jansenist controversy.
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but not to her conception.' The Greek Church goes as far as the

Roman in the practice of Mariolatrj, but rejects the dogma of the

Immaculate Conception as subversive of the Incarnation.^

(3) The third step, which exempts Mary from original sin as well,

is of much later origin. It meets us first as a pious ojjinion in con-

nection with the festival of the Conception of Mary, which was fixed

upon Dec. 8, nine months before the older festival of her birth (cele-

brated Sept. 8), This festival was introduced by the Canons at Lyons

in France, Dec. 8, 1139, and gradually spread into England and other

countries. Although it was at first intended to be the festival of the

Conception of the immaculate Mary, it concealed the doctrine of the Im-

maculate Conception, since every ecclesiastical solemnity acknowledges

the sanctity of its object.

For this reason, Bernard of Clairvaux, ' the honey-flowing doctor' (doc-

tor mellijluus), and greatest saint of his age, who, by a voice mightier

than the Pope's, roused Europe to the second crusade, opposed the fes-

tival as a false honor to the royal Virgin, which she does not need, and

as an unauthorized innovation, which was the mother of temerity, the

sister of superstition, and the daughter of levity.^ He urged against

it that it was not sanctioned by the Roman Church. He rejected the

opinion of the Immaculate Conception of Mary as contrary to tradition

and derogatory to the dignity of Christ, the only sinless being, and

asked the Canons of Lyons the pertinent question, ' Whence they dis-

covered such a hidden fact ? On the same ground they might appoint

festivals for the conception of the parents, grandparents, and great-

grandparents of Mary, and so on without end.'* It does not diminish,

but rather increases (for the Romish stand-point) the w^eight of his pro-

test, that he was himself an enthusiastic eulogist of Mary, and a believer

' The predicate immaculate was sometimes applied to other holy virgins, e. g., to S. Cath-

arine of Siena, who is spoken of as la immaculata vergine, in a decree of that city as late as

1462. See Hase, 1. c. p. 386.

* See A. V. Mouravieff on the dogma, in Neale's Voices frorn the East, 1859, pp. 117-

155.

' ' Virgo regiafalso non eget honore, veris cumulata honorum titulis. . . . Non est hoc Vir-

ginem honorare sed honori detraher. . . . Prcesumpta novitas mater leineritutis, xoror mipersti'

tionis,Jilia levitatis.' See his Epistola 174, ad Canonicos Lugdunenses, De ronfe]>tii>ne S. Mar.
{Op. ed. Migne, I. pp. 332-336). Comp. also Bernard's Sermo 78 in Cant. , Op. Vol. II. pp. 1160,

1162.

*...' et sic tenderetur in infinitum, etfestorum non esset numerus (Ep. 174, p. 334sq.).
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in her sinless birth. He put her in this respect on a par with Jeremiah

and John the Baptist.*

The same ground was taken substantially by the greatest schoolmen

of the Middle Ages till the beginning of the fourteenth century : An-

selm of Canterbury (d. 1109), who closely followed Augustine;^ Peter

the Lombard, 'the Master of Sentences' (d. 1161) ; Alexander of Hales,

' the irrefragable doctor' (d. 1245) ; St. Bonaventura, ' the seraphic doc-

tor' (d. 1274) ; Albertus Magnus, ' the wonderful doctor' (d. 1280)

;

St. Thomas Aquinas, ' the angelic doctor' (d. 1274), and the very cham-

pion of orthodoxy, followed by the whole school of Thomists and the

order of the Dominicans. St. Thomas taught that Mary was conceived

from sinful flesh in the ordinary way, secundum carnis co7icupiscen-

tiain ex cortiinixtione maris, and was sanctified in the womb after the

infusion of the soul (which is called Xh.ej>assive conception) ; for other-

wise she would not have needed the redemption of Christ, and so Christ

would not be the Saviour of all men. He distinguishes, however,

three grades in the sanctification of the Blessed Virgin : first, the sanc-

tificatio in utero, by which she was freed from the original guilt {culpa

originalis)\ secondly, the sanctijlcatio in conceptu Domini, \\\\q\\ the

Holy Ghost overshadowed her, whereby she was totally purged {totaliter

mundata) from the fuel or incentive to sin
{
fumespeccati)', and, thirdly,

the sanctificatio in m,orte, by which she was freed from all consequences

of sin {J^iherata ah omni miseria). Of the festival of the Conception, he

says that it was not observed, but tolerated by the Church of Home, and,

like the festival of the Assumption, was not to be entirely rejected iiion

totaliter repr^ohanda)} The University of Paris, which during the Mid-

' '5t igitur ante conceptum sui sanctificari minime potuit, qitoniam non erat ; sed nee in ipso

quidem conceptu, propter peccatum quodinerat: restat ut jiost conceptum in uterojam existetis

sanctijicationem accepisse credatur, quce excluso peccato sanctam fecerit nativitatem, non tanien

et conceptionenC (1. c. p. 336).

' Anselm, who is sometimes wrongly quoted on the other side, says, Cur Dens Homo, ii. 16

(Op. ed. Migne, I. p. 416) :
' Virgo ipsa . . . est in iniquitatihus concepta, et in peccatis con-

cepit earn mater ejus, et cum oriyinali peccato nata est, quoniam et ipsa in Adam peccavit, in

quo omnes peccarerunt.' To these words of Boso, Anselm replies that 'Christ, though taken

from the sinful mass (de massa peccatrice assumptus), had no sin.' Then he speaks of Mary

twice as being purified from sin (mundata a peccatis) by the future death of Christ (c. 16,

17). His pupil and biographer, Eadmer, in his book De excellent, heatre Virg. MariiP, c. 3

(Ans. Op. ed. Migne, II. pp. .'J60-62), says that the blessed Virgin was freed from all remain-

ing stains of hereditary and actual sin when she consented to the announcement of the mystery

of the Incarnation by the angel.' Quoted also by I'errone, pp. 47-4!).

' Summa Theologioe, Pt. III. Qu. 27 {De sanctijicatione B. Virg.), Art. 1-5 ; in Libr. I.
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die Ages was regarded as the third power in Europe, gave the weight

of its authority for a long time to the doctrine of the Maculate Concep-

tion. Even seven Popes are quoted on the same side, and among them

three of the greatest, viz., Leo I. (who says tliat Christ alone was free

from original sin, and that Mary obtained her purification through her

conception of Christ), Gregory I., and Innocent III.^

But a change in favor of the opposite view was brought about, in the

beginning of the fourteenth century, by Duns Scotus,' the subtle doctor'

(d. 1308), who attacked the system of St. Thomas and the Augustinian

doctrine of original sin, who delighted in the most abstruse questions and

the most intricate problems, to show the skill of his acute dialectics, and

who could twist a disagreeable text into its opposite meaning. He was

the first schoolman of distinction who advocated the Immaculate Con-

ception, first at Oxford, though very cautiously, as a possible and prob-

able fact.^ He refuted, according to a doubtful tradition, the opposite

theory, in a public disputation at Paris, with no less than two hundred

arguments, and converted the University to his view.^ At all events, he

made it a distinctive tenet of his order.

Henceforward the Immaculate Conception became an apple of dis-

Sentent. Dist. 44, Qu. 1, Art. 3. Nevertheless, Perrone (pp. 231 sqq.) thinks that St. Ber-

nard and St. Thomas are not in the way of a definition of the new dogma, ' because they

wrote at a time when this view was not yet made quite clear, and because they lacked the

principal support, which subsequently came to its aid ; hence they must in this case be re-

garded as private teachers, propounding their own particular opinions, but not as witnesses

of the traditional meaning of the Church.' He then goes on to charge these doctors with

comparative ignorance of previous Church history. This may be true, but does not help the

matter; since the fuller knowledge of the Fathers in modem times reveals a still wider dis-

sent from the dogma of the Immaculate Conception.

' The other Popes, who taught that Mary was conceived in sin, are Gelasius I., Innocent

v., John XXII., and Clement VI. (d. 13.52). The proof is furnished by the Jansenist Lau-
noy, PrcEscriptions, Opera I. pp. 17 sqq., who also shows that the early Franciscans, and even

Loyola and the early Jesuits, denied the Immaculate Conception of Mary. Perrone calls him
an 'irreligious innovator' (p. 34), and an 'impudent liar' (p. 161), but does not refute his

arguments, and evades the force of his quotations from Leo, Gelasius, and Gregory by the

futile remark that they would prove too much, viz., that Mary was even born in sin, and not

purified before the Incarnation, which would be impious !

" Duns Scotus, Opera, Lugd. 1639, Tom. VII. Pt. I. pp. 91-100. One of his arguments of

probability is that, as God blots out original sin by baptism every day, he can as well do it in

the moment of conception. Compare Perrone, pp. 18 sqq.

^ Related by Wadding, in his Annal. Minorum, Lugd. 1635, Tom. III. p. 37, but rejected by

Natalis Alexander, in his Church History, as a fiction, and doubted even by Perrone (p. 163),

who says, however, that Duns Scotus refuted all the arguments of his opponents ' in a truly

astounding manner.'
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cord between rival schools of Thomists and Scotists, and the rival

orders of the Dominicans and Franciscans. They charged each other

with heresy, and even with mortal sin for holding the one view or the

other. Visions, marvelous fictions, weeping pictures of Mary, and let-

ters from heaven were called in to help tlie argument for or against a

fact which no human being, not even Mary herself, can know without

a divine revelation. Four Dominicans, who were discovered in a pious

fraud against the Franciscan doctrine, were burned, by order of a papal

court, in Berne, on the eve of the Reformation. The Swedish prophet-

ess, St.Birgitte, was assured in a vision by the Mother of God that she

was conceived without sin ; while St. Catharine of Siena prophesied

for the Dominicans that Mary was sanctified in the third hour after

her conception. So near came the contending parties that the differ-

ence, thougli very important as a question of principle, was practically

narrowed down to a question of a few hours. The Franciscan view

gradually gained ground. The University of Paris, the Spanish nation,

and the Council of Basle (1439) favored it. Pope Sixtus IV., himself

a Franciscan, gave his sanction and blessing to tlie festival of the Im-

maculate Conception, but threatened with excommunication all those

of ioth parties who branded the one or the other doctrine as a heresy

and mortal sin, since the Roman Church had not yet decided the ques-

tion (1476 and 1483).

The Council of Trent (June 17, 1546) confirmed this neutral posi-

tion, but with a leaning to the Franciscan side, by adding to the dogma

on original sin the caution that it was not intended ' to comprehend in

this decree the blessed and immaculate Virgin Mary.'^ Pius V. (1570),

a Dominican, condemned Baius (De Bay, Professor at Louvain, and a

forerunner of the Jansenists), who held that Mary had actual as well as

original sin ; but soon afterwards he ordered that the discussion of tliis

delicate question should be confined to scholars in the Latin tongue, and

not be brought to the pulpit or among the people. In the mean time

the Franciscan doctrine was taken up and advocated with great zeal

and energy by the Jesuits. At first they felt their way cautiously

* SessioV. :
' Declarat S. Synodns, non esse sum intentionis, comprehendere in hoc decreto,

uhi de peccato originali agitur, brntam et iinmaculatam Virginem Afariatn, Dei genitricem;

sed ohservandas esse constitutiones felicis recordationis Sixti Papce IV. sub pcenis iti eis cow

stitutionibus contentis, quas innovat.'
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Bellariniii declared the Imniaciilate Conception to be a pious and prob-

able opinion, more probable than the opposite. In 1593 the lifth gen-

eral assembly of the order directed its teachers to depart from St.

Thomas in this article, and to defend the doctrine of IScotus, 'which

was then more common and more accepted among theologians.' It is

chiefly through their influence that it gained ground more and more,

yet under constant opposition. Paul V. (1616) still left both parties the

liberty to advocate their opinion ; but a decree of the Congregation of

tiie Holy Inquisition and Gregory XY. (1622) prohibited the publication

of the doctrine that Mary was conceived in sin, and removed from the

liturgy the word sanctification with reference to Mary. Then a new

controversy arose as to the meaning of the term immacidate ; whether

it referred to the Virgin or to her conception ? To make an end to

all dispute, Alexander VII., urged on by the King of Spain, issued a

constitution, Dec. 8, 1661, which recommends the Immaculate Concep-

tion, defining it almost in the identical words of the dogma of Pius IX.*

Nothing was left but the additional declaration that belief in this doc-

trine was necessar}' to salvation. 'From this time,' says Perrone,^ 'every

controversy and opposition to the mystery ceased, and the doctrine of

the Immaculate Conception attained to full and quiet possession in the

whole Catholic Church. No sincere Catholic ventured hereafter to

utter even a sound against it, with the exception of some irreligious

innovators, among whom Launoy occupies the first place, and, in these

last years, George Hermes.' Thus he disposes of the powerful protest

of Launoy, issued in 1676, fifteen years after the bull of Alexander

VII., with irrefragable testimonies of Fathers and Popes; to which

may be added the anonymous treatise 'Against Sujperstition^ written

by Muratori, 1741, one of the most learned antiquarians and historians

of the Poman Church. But Jansenism was crushed ; Jesuitism, though

suppressed for a while, was restored to greater power; Ultramontanism

and Papal Absolutism made headway over the decay of independent

^ '^'"s (sc. Marice),' says Alexander VII., in the bull Sollicitudo Omnium Ecdesiarum
(Biillar. Rom. ed. Coquelines, Tom. VJ. p. 182), ' animam in primo instanti creationis atque

infusionis in corpusfuisse speciali Dei gratia et privilegio, intuitu meritorum Ckristi, ejus Fi/ii,

humani generis Redemptoris, a jnacula peccati originalis prceservatam immunem/ Compare
the decree of Pius IX. p. 1 10, which substitutes sucb conceptionis for creationis atque infusionis

(aniyiuf) in corpus, and ab omni originalis culpce labe for a macula peccati originalis.

' L. c. p. 33.
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learning and research ; the voice of the ablest remaining Catholic schol-

ars was unheeded ; the submissiveness of the Bishoj)8, and the ignorance,

superstition, and indifference of the people united in securing the tri-

umph of the dogma.

3. The only dogmatic argument adduced is that of congruity or fit-

ness, in view of the peculiar relations which Mary sustains to the per-

sons of the Holy Trinity. Being eternally chosen by the PVther to be

'the bride of the Holy Ghost,' and 'the mother of the Son of God,' it

was eminently proper that, from the very beginning of her existence,

she should be entirely exempt from contact with sin and the dominion

of Satan.*

To this it is sufficient to answer that the Word of God is the highest

and only infallible standard of religious propriety; and tin's standard

concludes all men under the power of sin and death, with the only

exception of the God-man, the sinless Redeemer of the fallen race.

Besides, the argument of congruity can at best only prove the possibil-

ity of a fact, not the fact itself. And, finally, it would prove too much

in this case ; for, if propriety demands a sinless mother for a sinless

Son, it demands also (as St. Bernard suggested) a sinless grandmother,

great-grandmother, and an unbroken chain of sinless ancestors to the

beginning of the race.

On the other hand, the new dogma, viewed even from the stand-point

of the Roman Catholic system, involves contradictory elements.

In the first place, it is inconsistent with any proper view of original

sin, no matter whether we adopt the theory of traducianism, or that of

creationism (which prevails among Roman divines), or that of pre-

existence. The bull of 1854 speaks indefinitely of the 'conception' of

Mary. But Roman divines usually distinguish between the active con-

ception, i. e., the marital act by which the seed of the body is formed by

the agency of the parents, and t\\Q passive conception, i. e., the infusion

of the soul into the body by a creati^•e act of God (according to the

theory of creationism).^ The meaning of the new dogma is that Mary,

by a special grace and privilege, was exempt from original sin in her

' Perrone, ch. xiv. pp. 102 sqq.

• As to the time of the creation and infusion of the soul, whether it took place simultane-

ously with the generation of the body, or on the fortieth day (as was formerly supposed), there

is no fixed opinion among Roman divines.
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passive conception, that is, in that moment when her soul was created

by God for the animation of her body.^ Now original sin must come

either from the body, or fi'om the soul, or from both combined, R
from the body, then Mary must ha\e inherited it from her parents,

since the dogma does not exclude these from sin ; if from the soul,

then God, who creates the soul, is the author of sin, which is blas-

phemous ; if from both, then we have a combination of both these in-

extricable difficulties. Nor is the matter materially relieved if we

take the superficial semi-Pelagian view of hereditary sin, which makes

it a mere privation or defect, namely, the absence of the supernatural

endowment of original righteousness and holiness (the similitudu Dei,

as distinct from the imago Dei), instead of a positive disorder and sin-

ful disposition.^ For even in this case the same dilemma returns, that

this original defect must have been there from the parents, or must be

ordinarily derived from God, as the author of the soul, which alone can

be said to possess or to lose righteousness and holiness. Rome must

either deny original sin altogether (as Pelagius did), or take the further

step of making the Immaculate Conception of Mary a strictly miracu-

lous event, like the conception of Christ by the Holy Ghost, sine virih

complexu and sine concujpiscentia carnis.

Secondly, the dogma, by exempting Mary from original sin in conse-

quence of the merits of Christ^ virtually puts her under the power of

sin ; for the merits of Christ are only for sinners, and have no bearing

upon sinless beings. Perrone, following Bellarmin, virtually concedes

this difficulty, and vainly tries to escape it by an unmeaning figure, that

Mary was delivered from prison before she was put into it, or that her

debt was paid which she never contracted

!

Finally, the dogma is inconsistent w^ith the Vatican decree of Papal

Infallibility. The hidden fact of Mary's Immaculate Conception must,

in the nature of the ca^e, be a matter of divine omniscience and di-

' So the matter is exolained by Perrone at the beginning of his Treatise, pp. 1-4 ; and this

accords with the bull of Alexander VII. (/« primo instanti creationis atque infusionis in cor-

pus, etc.), see p. 125.

' The profounder schoolmen, however, represented by St. Thomas, had a deeper view of

original sin, nearer to that of Augustine and the Reformers. The same is true of Mohler,

who speaks of a ' deep vumeranon of the soul in all its powers,' and a ' perverse tendency of

the will,' as a necessary consequence of the Fall.

'
. . ' intuitu meritcrum Ckristi ,7esu, Salvatoris huviani generis.^
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vine revelation, and is so declared in the papal decree.^ Now it must

have been revealed to the mind of Pius IX., or not. If not, he had

no right, in the absence of Scripture proof, and the express dissent of

the Fathers and the greatest schoolmen, to declare the Immaculate

Conception a divinely revealed fact and doctrine. If it was revealed

to him, he had no need of first consulting all the Bishops of the Roman
Church, and waiting several years for their opinion on the subject. Or

if this consultation was the necessary medium of such revelation, then

he is not in himself infallible, and has no authority to define and pro-

claim any dogma of faith without the advice and consent of the uni-

versal Episcopate.

§ 30. The Papal Syllabus, A.D. 1864.

Literature.

The Encydica and Syllabtis of Dec. 8, 1864, are published in Pii IX. Epistola encycl., etc., Regensk
1865 ; in Officielle Actenstiicke zu dem v. Puis IX. nach Rom. bervfenen Oekum. Condi, Berlin, 1869, pp. 1-35-,

(D Acta et Decreta S. oecura. Cone. Vatic. Frib. 1871, Pt. I. pp. 1-21, etc.

J. Tosi (R. C.) : Vorlesungen iiber den Syllabns errorum der piipstl. Enciidica, WienjlS^S (251 pp.).

J. Heroenrotiikr (R. C): Die Irrthiimer der Neuzeit gerichtet dttrck den heil. Stuhl, 1865.

Belexichtung der papstlichen Encydica v. 8 Dec. 1864, und das Verzeichniss der tnoderiien Irrthiimer (by a

R. C), Leipz.'l865.

Die Encydica Papst Pins IX. vom 8 Dec. 1864. Stimmen atci Maria-Loach (R. C), Freib. 1866-69. (By
Riess, Schneemann, and others.)

Der Papst und die moderrifn Idem (R. C), several numbers, Wien, 1865-67. IBy Ci.. Soiiradf.r, a Jesuit.]

C. Pronif.r (Prof, ofthe Free Theol. Sem.at Geneva, 187.S) : La liberte religieuse et le Siillabvx,GeiK-ve, 1870.

W.E.Gladstone: The Vatican Decrees : a Political Expostulation, l^ondon and New York, 1874; Vati-

anism, 1875. Conip. the Roman Catholic Replie.s of Monsign. Capki., J. H. Newman, and Archbishop

Aanning in defense of the Vatican Decrees ; see below, 5 31.

On the 8th of December, 1864, just ten years after the proclamation

of the sinlessness of the Virgin Mary, Pope Pius IX. issued an en-

cyclical letter ' Quanta cura^ denouncing certain dangerous heresies

and errors of the age, which threatened to undermine the foundations

of the Catholic religion and of civil society, and exhorting the Bishops

to counteract these errors, and to teach that ' kingdoms rest on the

foundation of the Catholic faith;' that it is the chief duty of civil gov-

ernment * to protect the Church ;' that ' nothing is more ad\antageous

and glorious for rulers of States than to give free scojie to the Catholic

Church, and not to allow any encroachment upon her liberty.'^ In

the same letter the Pope offers to all the faithful a complete in-

"... ^ doctrinam . . . esse, a Deo revelatatn,' etc.

' These and similar sentences are inserted from letters of mediaeval Popes, who from their

theocratic stand-point claimed supreme jurisdiction over the states and princes of Europe.

Popes, like the Stuarts and the Bourbons, never forget and never learn any thing.
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diligence for one month during the year 1865,' and expresses, in con-

clusion, his unbounded confidence in the intercession of the immacu-

late and most holy Mother of God, who has destroyed all the heresies

in the whole world, and who, being seated as queen at the right hand

of her only begotten Son, can secure any thing slie asks from him.^

To this characteristic Encyclical is added the so-called Syllabus,

i, e., a catalogue of eighty errors of the age, which had been previously

pointed out by Pius IX. in Consistorial Allocutions, Encyclical and

other Apostolic Letters, but are here conveniently brought together,

and were transmitted by Cardinal Antonelli to all the Bishops of the

Koraan Catholic Church,

This extraordinary document presents a strange mixture of truth and

error. It is a protest against atheism, materialism, and other forms of

infidelity which every Christian must abhor ; but it is also a declara-

tion of war against modern civilization and the course of histoi-y for

the last three hundred years. Like the papal bulls against the Jansen-

ists, it is purely negative, but it implies the assertion of doctrines the

very opposite to those which are rejected as errors.^ It expressly con-

demns religious and civil liberty, the separation of Church and State

;

and indirectly it asserts the Infallibility of the Pope, the exclusive

right of Romanism to recognition by the State, the unlawfulness of all

non-Catholic religions, the complete independence of the Roman liier^

archy from the civil government (yet without allowing a separation),

the power of the Church to coerce and enforce, and its supreme control

over public education, science, and literature.

The number of errors was no doubt suggested by the example of

Epiphanius, the venerable father of heresy-hunters (d. 403), who, in

'
. . .

*phnariam indujgentiam ad instar juhilm concedimus intra unius tantum mensis spa'

tium usque ad totum fuUiruin annum 18(i5 ft non ultra.^

' ' Quo vero facilius Deus Nostris,Vestrisque, et omnium Jidelium precibus, votisque anmiat,

cum otnni Jiducia deprecatricem apud Eum ad/iiheamus Immaculatam Sanctissimamque Deipa^
ram Virginem Mariayn, qua cunctas hereses interemit in universo mundo, quceque omnium
nostrum amantissima Mater " tota suavis est . . . ac plena misericordice . . . omnibus sese

exorabilem, omnibus clementissimam prcebet, omnium necessitates amplissimo quodam miseratur

affectu" [quoted from St. Bernard], atque utpote Reyina adstans a dextris Unigeniti Filii Sui,

Domini Nostri Jesu Christi, in vestitu deaurato circumamicta varietate, nihil est quod ab Eo
impetrare non valeat. Suffragia quoque petamus Beatissimi Petri AjMstolorum Principis, et

Coapostoli ejus Patili, omniumque Sanctorum Ctelitum, qui Jacti jam amici Dei perrenerunt

ad ccelestia regna, et coronati possident palmam, ac de sua immortalitate securi, de nostra sunt

salute solliciti.'

' A learned Jesuit, Clemens Schrader, translated them into a positive form.
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his Panarion, or Medicine- Chest, inrmshes antidotes for the poison of

no less than eighty heresies (including twenty before Christ), probably

with a mystic reference to the octoginta concubincB in the Song of

Solomon (vi. 8).

The Pope divides the eighty errors of the nineteenth century into

ten sections, as follows

:

I. Pantheism, Naturalism, and Absolute Rationalism, No. 1-7.

Under this head are condemned the following errors

:

(1.) The denial of the existence of God.

(2.) The denial of his revelation.

(3 and 4.) The sufficiency of human reason to enlighten and to guide

men.

(5.) Divine revelation is imperfect, and subject to indefinite progress.

(6.) The Christian faith contradicts human reason, and is an obstacle

to progress.

(7.) The prophecies and miracles of the Bible are poetic fictions, and

Jesus himself is a myth.^

II. Moderate Rationalism, No. 8-14.

Among these errors are:

(12.) The decrees of the Roman See hinder the progress of science.

(13.) The scholastic method of theology is unsuited to our age.^

(14.) Philosophy must be treated without regard to revelation.

III. Indifferentism, Latitudinarianism, No. 15-18.

(15.) Every man may embrace and profess that religion which com-

mends itself to his reason.^

(16.) Men may be saved under any religion.*

(17.) We may at least be hopeful concerning the eternal salvation of

all non-Catholics.^

' 'Jesus Christus est viythica fictio.' I am not aware that any sane infidel has ever gone

so far. Strauss and Renan resolve the mimtles of the gospel history into myths or legends,

but admit the historical existence and extraordinary character of Jesus, as the greatest re-

ligious genius who ever lived.

' No. 13. ' Methodus et principia, quibus antiqui Doctores srholastici theologiam evcoluernnt,

temporum nostrorum necessitatihus srientiarmnqtie progressui minime congruunt.
'

^ No. 15. ^ Liberum cuique homini est earn ainplecti ac prqfiteri religionein, quam rationis

luviine quis ductus veram pntarerit.'

* No. 16. 'Homines in cujusvis religionis cuitu viam crterncc salutis reperire (eternamque

snlutem assequi possunt.^

* No. I 7. ' Snltem bene sperandum est de ceterna illorum omnium salute, qui in vera Christ*

Ecclesid ncquaquani versantur.'
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(18.) Protestantism is only a different form of the same Christian

religion, in which we may please God as well as in the Catholic

Church.^

IV. Socialism, Communism, Secret Societies, Bible Societies, Cler-

ICO-LIBERAL SOCIETIES.

Under this head there are no specifications, but the reader is referred

to previous Encyclicals of 1848, 1849, 1854, 1863, in which ^ejusmodi

pestes scepe gravissiinisque verhorwni formulis reprohanturJ The
Bible Societies, therefore, are put on a par with socialism and com-

munism, as pestilential errors worthy of the severest reprobation !

Y, Errors respecting the Church and her Rights.

Twenty errors (19-38), such as these : the Church is subject to the

State ; the Church has no right to exercise her authority without the

leave and assent of the State ; the Church has not the power to define

dogmatically that the religion of the Catholic Church is the only true

religion ; Roman Pontiffs and oecumenical Councils have exceeded

the limits of their power, usurped the rights of princes, and have

erred e\en in matters of faith and morals ;^ the Church has no power

to avail herself of force, or any temporal power, direct or indirect f
besides the inherent power of the Episcopate, there is another temporal

power conceded expressly or tacitly by the civil government, which

may be revoked by the same at its pleasure ; it does not exclusively

belong to the jurisdiction of the Church to direct the teaching of the-

ology
; nothing forbids a general council, or the will of the people, to

transfer the supreme Pontiff from Rome to some other city ; national

Churches, independent of the authority of the Roman Pontiff, may b(

established ;* the Roman Pontiffs have contributed to the Greek schism.-'

YI. Errors concerning Civil Societt, considered as well in itself as

in its relations to the Church. Seventeen errors (39-55).

' No. 18. '' Protestantismus non aliud est quam diversa verce ejusdem christiance religionisi

forma, in qua aque ac in Ecclesia catholica Deo placere datum est.'

' No. 23. '' Roviani pontijices et concilia cecumenica a limitibus suce potestatis recesserunt.

jura principum usurparunt, atque etiam in rebus Jidei et morum dejiniendis errarunt.'

^ No. 24. ' Ecclesia vis inferendce potestatem non habet, neque potestatem ullam temporalem

directam vel indirectam.'

* No. 37. 'Institui possunt nationales Ecclesice ab auctoritate Romani Pontijicis subducta
planeque divisce.

'

^ No. 38. ' Divisioni ecclesicz inorientalem atque occidentalem niinia Romanorum Pontijicum
arbitria contulerunt.'
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(44.) ' Civil authority may meddle in thiugs pertaining to religion,

moials, and the spiritual government'

(45.) ' The whole government of public schools, in which the youth

_f a Christian commonwealth is trained, with the exception of some

Episcopal seminaries, can and must be assigned to the civil authority."

(46.) ' The method of study even in the seminaries of the clergy is

subject to the civil authority.'

(52.) ' The lay govermnent has the right to depose Bishops from the

exercise of pastoral functions, and is not bound to obey the Roman

Pontiff in those things which pertain to the institution of bishoprics

and bishops.'

(55.) ' The Church is to be separated from the State, and the State

from the Church.'^

VII. Errors in Natural and Christian Ethics, No. 56-64.

Here among other things are condemned the principle of non-inter-

vention, and rebellion against legitimate princes.

VIII. Errors on Christian Matrimony, No. 65-74.

Here the Pope condemns not only loose views on marjiage and di-

vorce, but also civil marriage, and any theory which does not admit it

to be a sacrament.^

IX. Errors regarding the Civil Principality of the Roman Pontiff,

No. 75, 76.

(75.) Concerning the compatibility of the temporal reign M'ith the

spiritual, there is a difference of opinion among the sons of the Chris-

tian and Catholic Church.

(76.) The abrogation of the civil government of the Apostolic See

would be conducive to the liberty and welfare of the Church.

X. Errors referring to Modern Liberalism, No. 77-80,

Under this head are condemned the principles of religious liberty as

' No. 45. ' Totuin scholarutn puhlicarum regimen, in quihus juventus rJiristiance alin/jus

ReifmhliccB instiluitur, episcopalibus duiiitnxat .teminariis aliqua ratioiie erceptis, jtotest ac

debet (ittrihui aurtoritati ciri/i,' etc. Compare Nos. 47 and 48. Hence the irreconcilable

hostility of the Komish clergy to public scliools, especially where the Protestant Bible is

read.

' No. 55. '' J^cclesia a Statu, Statusque ah Ecclesiu sejniKjendus est/ Compare Alloc. /I rer-

hissimum 27 Sept. 1852.

^ No. 73. ' Vi conti artus mere civilis potest inter Christianos ronstare veri novnnis rnatri-

nioniutn; falsuvique est, aut contractuin mntrivionii inter Christiaiios senijter esse sacramen-

tum, aut nullum esse contractuin, it sacrumentuvi excludatur.'
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they have come to prevail in the most enlightened States of Christen-

dom. The Pope still holds that it is right to foi'bid and exclude all

religions but his own, where he has the power to do so (as he had and

exercised in Rome befoi-e 1870) ; and he refuses to make any terms

witli modern civilization.^

The Syllabus, though resting solely on the authority of the Pope,

must be regarded as an integral portion of the Roman Creed ; the

Pope having since been declared infallible in his official utterances.

The most objectionable as well as the least objectionable parts of it

ha\e been formally sanctioned by the Vatican Council. The rest

may be similarly sanctioned hereafter. The Syllabus expresses the

genuine spirit of Popery, to which may be applied the dictum of

the General of the Jesuits: ^Aut sit ut est, aut non sit.'' It can not

change without destroying itself.

In the mean time the politico-ecclesiastical doctrines of the Syllabus,

together with the Infallibility decree, have provoked a new conflict be-

tween the Pope and the Emperor. Pius IX. looks upon the State with

the same proud contempt as Gregory VII. ' Persecution of the Church,'

he said after the recent expulsion of the Jesuits (1872), ' is folly : a little

stone [Dan. ii. 45] will break the colossus [of the new German em-

pire] to pieces.' But Bismai'ck, who is made of sterner stuff than

Henry TV., protests :
' We shall not go to Canossa.'

American Protestants and European Free Churchmen reject all in-

terference of the civil government with the liberty and internal affairs

of the Church as much as the Pope, but they do this on the basis of a

peaceful separation of Church and State, and an equality of all forms of

Christianity before the law ; while the Syllabus claims absolute freedom

and independence exclusively for the Roman hierarchy, and claims

this even in those countries where the State supports the Church, and

^ (77.) ^^tate hoc nostra non amplius expedit, religionem catholicam habey-i tamquam uni-

cam status religionem, ceteris quibuscumque cultibus exclusis.'

(78.) '' Hinc laudabiliter in quibusdam catholici nominis regionibus lege cautum est, ut ho-

minibus illuc immigrantibus liceat publicum proprii cujusque cultus exercitium habere.'

(79.) '' Enimvero falsum est, civilem cujusque cultus libertatem, itemque plenam potestatem

omnibus attributam quaslibet opiniones cogitationesque palam publiceque manifestandi con-

ducere ad populorum mores animosque facilius corrumpendos ac indifferentismi pestem propa-
gandam. '

(80.) ' Eomanus Pontijex potest ac debet cum progressu, cum liberalismo et cum recenii

civilitate sese reconciliare et coinponere.'
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has therefore a right to a share in its govermnent.

[The Syllabus of Pius IX. was substantially confirmed by Leo XIII.,

Nov. 1, 1885, June 1, 1889, and Feb. 1, 1890, and Pius XI. in pascendi

gregis, 1907. It is pronounced infallible by Lehmkuhl, Theol. Mor., II.,

780, Straub, de eccles., II., 398-402, and Leitner, Hdbuch. des kath.

Kirchenrechts, 2nd ed., p. 15. Other documents pronounced by Lehm-

kuhl, II., 726-88, infallible, are Leo X.'s bull against Luther, 1520,

Innocent X.'s against Jansen, Innocent XL's against the Laxists, etc.

—Ed.]

§ 31. The Vatican Council, 1870.

Literature.

I. Works prkoedino the Cocnoil.

Officulle Actenstucke zu dem von Sr. Heiligkeit dem Papste Pius IX. nach Rom be7-vfe7ien Oeknmenischen
Co»i«7, Berlin, 1869 (pp. 189). This work contains the Papal Encyclica of 1864, and the various papal
letters and official documents preparatory to the Council, in Latin and German.
Chronique concernant le Prochain Concile. Tradiiction revue et approiivee de la Civiltd cattoliea par la

correapondance de Rome, Vol. I. Avant le Concile. Rome, Deuxicme ed. 1869, fol. (pp. 192). Begins with
the Papal letter of June 26, 1867.

Henky Edward Manning (Archbishop of Westminster) : The Centenary of St. Peter and the General

Council. A Pastoral Letter. London, 1867. The QScumenical Council and the Infallibility of the Roman
Pontiff. A Pastoral Letter. London, 1869. In favor of Infallibility.

C. H. A. Plantier (Bishop of Nimes) : Sxir les Concilcs geiieraux d Voccasion de celui que Sa Saintete Pie

IX. a co7ivoqiie pour le 8 decemhre prochain, Nimes et Paris, 1869. The same in German : Ueber die allf!e-

meinen Kirchenversammlunjcn, translated by Th. von Lumezan, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1869. Infallibilist.

Magr. Vict. Aug. Deouamps (Archbishop of Maliues) : Uinfaillihilite, ct le Concile general, 2d ed., Paiis

et Malines, 1869. German translation: Die Unfchlbarkeit des Papstes und das Allgemeine Concil, Mainz,

1869. Strong Infallibilist.

H. L. C. Maret (Dean of the Theol. Faculty of Paris) : Du Concile general et de la paix religieuse, Paris,

1869, 2 vols. Against Infallibility. Has since recanted.

W.Emmanuel Freiuerb von Kettei.er (Bishop of Mayence): Das Allgemeine. Concil und seine Bedeu-

tungfiir unsere Zeit, 4th ed. Mainz, 1869. First against, now in favor of Infallibility.

Dr. Joseph Fessler (Bishop of St. Polten and Secretary of the Vatican Council, d. 1872) : Das letzte und

das ndchste Allgemeine Concil, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1869.

F. Dupanloup (Bishop of Orleans) : Lettre sur le futur Concile (Ecumenique, in French, German, and

Other languages, 1869. The same on the Infallibility of the Pope. First against, then in favor of the new
dogma.
Der Papst und das Concil, von Jands, Leipzig, 1869 (pseudonymous). The same in English: The Pope

and the Council, by Janus, London, 1869. In opposition to the Jesuit programme of the Council, from

the liberal (old) Catholic stand-point; probably the joint production of Profs. Dollinger, Fuiedriou,

and HuBER, of the University of Munich.
Dr. J. Hergenrotuer (R. C.) : Anti-Janus, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1870. Also in English, by J. B. Rob-

ertson, Dublin, 1870.

Reform der R-mi. Kirche in Haupt und Gliedern A ufgdbe des bevorstehenden Rim,. Concils, Leipz. 1869.

Liberal Catholic.

Felix Bungener (Prot.) : Rome and tlie Cotmcil in the Nineteenth Century. Translated from the French,

with additions by the Author. Edinb. 1870. (Conjectures as to what the Council will be, to judge from the

Papal Syllabus and the past history of the Papacy.)

II. Reports during the Council.

The Civiltd catholica, of Rome, for 1869 and 1870. Chief organ of the Jesuits and Infallibilists.

Louis Veuillot: Rome petulant le Concile, Paris, 1870, 2 vols. Collection of his correspondence to

his journal, VUnivers, of Paris. Ultra-Infallibilist and utterly unscrupulous.

J. Friedrich (Prof, of Church History in Munich, lib. Cath.) : Tagchurh wihrcnd des Vaticanischen Coiv-

dls gefiihrt, Nodlingen, 1871 ; 2d ed. 1872. A journal kept during the Council, and noting the facts,

projects, and rumors as they came to the surface. The author, a colleague and iiitiuiate friend of DoI»

linger, has since beeji excommunicated.
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QniEiNTO: Litters from Rmnc on the Covncil, first iu the Augsb. AUrjemeine Zeitung, ant" then in a sep-

arate volume, Munich, ISTO; also in English, London, 1S70 (pp. 856). Letters of three liberal Catholics,

of different nations, who had long resided iu Rome, and, during the Council, commnuicated to each
other all the information they could gather from members of the Council, and sent their letters to a

friend in Germany for publication in the Augsburg General Gazette.

Compare against Quiriuus: Die Univahrheiten der Rihnischen Briefe vonx Coiicil in der Allg. Zeitung,

VON W. Emmanuel Prkiukbrn von Ketteler (Bishop of Mayence), 1870.

Ce qui se passe au Coiwile. Dated April 10, 1870. Troisiiime ed. Paris, 1870. [By Jules Gaillard.]
La derniere heure du Concile, Paris, 1870. [By a member of the Council.] The last two worljs were

denounced as a calumny by the presiding Cardinals in the session, July 16, 1870.

Also the Reports during the Council iu the Giornale di Roma, the Turin Unitd catholica, the London
rimes, the London (R. C.) Tablet, the Dublin Review, the New Yorli Tribune, and other leading period-

icals.

IIL The Acts and Prookedinqs of tub Council.

(1.) Roman Catholic (Infallibilist) Sources.

Acta et Decreta sacrosancti et aeeunienici Concilii Vaticani die. 8 Dec. 1869 a ss. D. N. Pio IX. inchoatl.

Cum permissione superiorum, Friburgi Brisgoviie, 1871, in 2 Parts. The first part contains the Papal

Encyclica with the Syllabus and the acts preparatory to the Council ; the second, the public acts of the

Council itself, with a list of the dioceses of the Roman Church and the members of the Vatican CounciL
Actes et histoire du Concile oecxmnenique de Rome, premier du Vatican, ed. under the auspices of Victor

Frond, Paris, 1869 sqq. 6 vols. Includes extensive biographies of Pope Pius IX. and his Cardinals, etc.,

with portraits. Vol. VI. contains the Actes, decrets et documents reccuillis et mis en ordrepar M. Pelletier,

chanoine d' Orleans. Each vol. costs 100 francs.

Atti ufficialli del Concilio ecumenico, Turino, pp. 682 (? 1870).

Oficielle Actenstiicke zu dem von Sr. Heiligkeit dem Papst Pius IX. nach Rom beriifenen Oekumenischen

Concil, Zweite Sammlung, Berlin, 1870.

Das Oekumenische Concil. Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, Seue Folgc. Freiburg im Breisgau, 1870. A se-

ries of discussions in defense of the Council by Jesuits (Florian Riess, and K. v. Weber).

Henry Edwakp Manning (R. C. Archbishop of Westminster) : Petri Privilegium. Three Pastoral Let-

ters, London, 1871. The True Story of the Vatican Council, London, 1877.

Bp. Jos. Fessler (Secretary of the Vatican Council) : Das Vaticanische Concil, dessen dussere Bedeutung

und innerer Verlauf, Wien, 1871.

EuGEN Ceoooni (Canon at Florence) : Geschichte der allg. Kirchenversammlung im, Vatican. TransLfrom

the Italian by Dr.W. Molitor. Regensb. 1873 sqq. (Vol. I. contains only the history before the Council.)

The stenographic reports of the speeches of the Council are still locked up in the archives of the Vat-

ican.

(2.) Old Catholic (anti-Infallibilist).

JoH. Fbiedkioh : Documenta ad Ulustranduvi Concilium, Vaticanum anni 1870, Nordlingen, 1871, In 2

parts. Contains official and unofficial documents bearing on the Council and the various schemata de

fide, de ecclesia, etc. Compare his Tagebuch wdhrend des Vaticanischen Concils gefilhrt, above quoted.

By the same : Geschichte des Vaticanischen Concils, Bonn, 1877. Vol. I. (contains the preparatory history

to 1869) ; Vol. II. 1833.

JoH. Feiedbioh Rittek von Sohulte (Prof, of Canon Law in the LTniversity of Prague, now in Bonn)

:

Das Unfehlbarkeitsdecrct vom IS Jidi 1370 . . . gepri/ft, Prag, 1871. Also, Die Macht der Riim. Pdpste iiber

Fursten, Lander, V'lker, Individuen, etc., Prag, 2d ed. 1871.

Stimmeii aus der katkolischen Kirche iiber die Kirchenfragen der Gegenwart, Miinchen.lS70 sqq. 2 vols.

A series of discussions against the Vatican Council, by DT'llinqek, Hubeb, Sohmitz, Fiuehuioii, Rein-
kens, and HiJTZL.

(3.) Protestant.

Dr. Emil FBiEnuEUG (Prof, of Ecclesiastical Law in Leipzig): Sammlung der Actenstiicke zuin ersten

Vaticanischen Concil, mit einem Gruiidriss der Geschichte desselben, Tiil)ingen, 18T2 (pp. 954). Very valu-

able ; contains all the important documents, and a full list of works on the Council.

Theop. Feommann {Privatdocent in Berlin) : Geschichte und Kritik des Vaticanischen Concils von 1869

und 1870, Gotba, 1S72 (pp. 529).

E. HE Peessense (Ref. Pastor in Paris) : Le Concile du Vatican, son histoire et ses consequences politique
et religieuses, Paris, 1S72. Also in German, by Fabarius, Niirdlingen, 1872.

L. W. Bacon : An Inside View of the Vatican Council, New York, 1872 (Amer. Tract Society). Contains
n translation of Archbishop Kenrick's speech against Infallibility, with a sketch of the Council.

G. Uuluobn: Das Vaticanische Concil (Vermischte Vortrdge). Stuttgart, 1875, pp. 235-350.

An extensive criticism on the Infallibility decree in the third edition of Dr. Base's Handbuch der Prot-
estant. Polemik gegen die ri'imisch-katholische Kirche, Leipz. 1871, pp. 155-200. Comp. pp. 24-37.

[The above are only the most important works of the large and increasing literature, historical, apol-
ogetic, and polemic, on the Vatican Council. A. Erlecke, in a pamphlet. Die Literatur des rom. ConciU,
gives a list of over 200 books and pamphlets which appeared in Germany alone before 1871. Friedberg
''^tices 1041 writings on the subject till June 1872. Since then the Gladstone Expostulation on the po.

/itical aspects of the Vatican Decrees, Lond. 1874, and his Vaticanism, 1875, have called forth a newspapei
1
and pamphlet war, and put Dr. J. H. Newman and Archbishop Manning on the defensive.]

Vol. I.—K

.
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More than three hundred years after the close of the Council of

Trent, Pope Pius IX., who had proclaimed the new dogma of the

Imuiacnlate Conception, who in the presence of five hundred Bishops had

celebrated the eighteenth centennial of the martyrdom of the Apostles

Peter and Paul, and who was permitted to survive not only the golden

wedding of his priesthood, but even—alone among his more than two

hundred and fifty predecessors—the silver wedding of his popedom

(thus falsifying the tradition ^no7i videhit annos PetrV), resolved to

convoke a new oecumenical Council, which was to proclaim his own in-

fallibility in all matters of faith and discipline, and thus to put the

top-stone to the pyramid of the Roman hierarchy.

He first intimated his intention, June 26, 1867, in an Allocution to

five hundred Bishops who were assembled at the eighteenth centen-

ary of the martyrdom of St. Peter in Rome. The Bishops, in a most

humble and obsequious response, July 1, 1867, approved of his he-

roic courage, to employ, in his old age, an extreme measure for an

extreme danger, and predicted a new splendor of the Church, and a new

triumph of the kingdom of God.^ Whereupon the Pope announced to

them that he would convene the Council under the special auspices of

the immaculate Virgin, who had crushed the serpent's head and waa

mighty to destroy alone all the heresies of the w^orld.2

' ^ Summo igitur gauaio,' said the five hundred Bishops, ^repletus est animus noster, dum

sacrato ore Tuo intelleximus, tot inter prmsentis temporis discrimina eo Te esse consilio, ut

^^ maximum^'^ prout aiebat inclitus Tuus predecessor Paulus III., '''in viaxi.nis rei christi-

ance periculis remedium," Concilium aecumenicum convoc.es. Annual Deus huic Tuo proposito,

cuius ipse Tibi mentem inspiravit ; habeantque tandem avi riostri homines, qui injirmi in^fide,

semper discentes et nunquam ad veritatis agnitionem pervenientes omni vento doctr>Ji(E circum'

feruntur, iii sacrosancta hac Synodo novam, prasentissimamqne occasionem nccedendi ad sanc-

tam Ecclesiam columnam ac Jirmamentum veritatis, cognoscendi sulutiferamJidem,perniciosos

reiiriendi errores ; ac Jiat, Deo propitio, et conciliatrice Deipara Immaculata, hate Synodus

grande opus unitatis, sanctijicationis et pads, unde novus in Ecclesiam splendor redundet, novus

regni Dei triumphus consequatur. Et hoc ijiso Tuce providentice opere denuo exibeatur mundo

immensa benejicia, per Pontijicatum romanum humance societati asserta. Patent cunrtis, Eccle-

siam eo quod super solidissima Petrafundetur , tantum valere, ut errores depellat, mores corri-

gat, barbariem compescat, civilisque humaidtatis mater dicatur et sit. Pateat mundo, quod

divines auctoritatis et debit<e eidem obedientice manifestissimo specimine, in divina Pontijica-

tus institutione dato, ea omnia stabilita et sacrato, sint, quce societatum fundamenta ac diutur-

nitatem solident.'

* ' Quod sane votum apertius etiam se prodit in eo communi Concilii oecumenici desiderio,

quod omnes non modo perutile, sed et necessarium arbitramini. Superbia enim humana, vete-

revi ansum instauratura, jamdiu per commenticium progressum civitatem et turrem extruere

nititur, cujus culmen pertingat ad caelum, unde demum Deus ipse detrahi possit. At is de-

scendisse videtur inspecturus opus, et oedijicantium linguas ita coiifusurus, ut non audiat unus-
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The call was issued by an Encyclical, commencing ^terni Patris

Unigenitus Filius, in the twenty-third year of his Pontificate, on the

feast of St. Peter and Paul, June 29, 1868. It created at once a uni-

versal commotion in the Christian world, and called forth a multitude

of books and pamphlets even before the Council convened. The high-

est expectations were suspended by the Pope and his sympathizers on

the coming event. What the Council of Trent liad effected against

the Protestant Reformation of the sixteenth century, the Council of the

Vatican was to accomplish against the more radical and dangerous foes

of modern liberalism and rationalism, which threatened to undermine

Romanism itself in its own strongholds. It was to crush the power of

infidelity, and to settle all that belongs to the doctrine, worship, and

discipline of the Church, and the eternal salvation of souls.^ It was

even hoped that the Council might become a general feast of recon-

ciliation of divided Christendom ; and hence the Greek schismatics.

quisque I'ocem proximi sui : id enim aniuio objiciunt Ecclesice vexationes, miseranda civilis con-

sortii conditio, pertnrbatio rerum omnium, in qua versamur. Cut sane gravissimn calamitati sola

certe ohjici potest divina Ecclesife virtus, quce tunc maxime se prodit, cum Ejnscopi a Sum-

mo Pontijice convocati, eo prcvside, conveidunt in nomine Domini de Ecclesice rebus acturi.

Et gaudemus omnino, prccvertisse vos hoc in re propositum jamdiu a nobis conception, com-

mendnndi sacrum hunc ccetuni ejus pafrocinio, cujus pedi a rerum exordio serjientis caput sub-

jec.tum fuit, quceque deinde universas /i(ereses sola interemit. Satisfacturi propterea communi

desiderio jam nunc nunclamus. futuruni quandocunque Concilium sub ausniciis Deijiarce Virgi-

nis ab omni labe immunis esse constituendum, et eo aperiendum die, quo insignis fiujus privilegii

ipsi collati memoriu recolitur. Faxit JJeus, J'axit Iinmnculata Virgo, ut aniplissimos e saluher-

rimo isto Concilio fructiis percipere vuleanius.'' While the Pope comphnns of the i)ride of the

age in attempting to build another tower of Babel, it did not occur to him that the assump-

tion of infallibility, i. e., a predicate of the Almighty by a mortal man, is the consummation

of spiritual pride.

' After describing, in the stereotyped phrases of the Roman Court, the great solicitude of

the successors of Peter for pure doctrine and good government, and the terrible tempests and

calamities by which the Catholic Church and the very foundations of society are shaken in

the present age, the Pope's Encyclical comprehensively but vaguely, and with a prudent re-

serve concerning the desired dogma of Infidlibility. defines the objects of the Council in these

words: '/« oecumenico hoc Concilio en ovmia accuratissime examine sunt perpendenda ac sta-

tuenda, qiue Idsce prcesertim asperrimis temporibus majorem Dei gloriain, etjidei integritatern,

diviniqiie cultus decorem, sempiternamque hominum salutem, et utriusque Cleri disciplinam

ejusque salutarem solidamque ctdturam, atque ecclesiasticarum legum observantiam, morumque

emendationem, et christianam juventutis institutionem, et cominunem omnium pacem et concor-

diam in primis respiciunt. Atque etiam intentissimo studio curandum est, ut, Deo bene ju-

vante, ovmia ab Ecclesia et civili societate amoveantur mala, ut miseri errantes ad rectum

veritdtis, jusiitice salutisque tramitem reducantur, ut vitiis erroribusque eliminatis, augusta nos-

tra religio ejusque saluiifera doctrina idrique terrarum revivlscut, et quotidie magis propagetur

et dominetur, atque ita pietas, honestas, probiias, justitia, caritas omne.sque Christiance vir-

tutes cum maxima huinance societatis utilitate vigeant et ejjlorescant.'
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and the Protestant heretics and other non-Cathohcs, were invited by

two special letters of the Pope (Sept. 8, and Sept. 13,1868) to return

on this auspicious occasion to ' the only sheepfold of Christ,' for the

salvation of their souls.*

But the Eastern Patriai'chs spurned the invitation, as an insult to

their time-honored rights and traditions, from which they could not

depai-t.2 The Protestant communions either ignored or respectfully

declined it.^

Tlius the Vatican Council, like that of Trent, turned out to be sim-

ply a general Roman Council, and apparently put the prospect of a

reunion of Christendom farther off than ever before.

While these sanguine expectations of Pius IX. were doomed to dis-

appointment, the chief object of the Council was attained in spite of

the strong opposition of the minority of liberal Catholics. This object,

which for reasons of propriety is omitted in the bull of con\ocation and

otlier preliminary acts, but clearly stated by the organs of the UUi-a-

montane or Jesuitical party, was nothing less than the proclamation of

' ' Omnes Christianos etiam atque etiam hortamur el. ohsecramus, ut ad unicuiii Christi ovile

redire /estinent.' And at the end again, ' unuin ovile et units pastor ;' according to the false and

mischievous translation of John x. 1(> in the Vulgate (followed by the authorized English

Version), instead of 'one Jiock' (fiia Troi/ir/;, not avX))). There may be many folds, and yet

one flock under one Shepherd, as there are 'many mansions' in heaven (John xiv. 2).

^ The Patriarch of Constantinople declined even to receive the I'apal letter from the Papal

messenger, for the reasons that it had already been published in the Giornule di Roina ; that

it contained principles contrary to the spirit of the Gosjiel, the doctrines of the oecumenical

Councils, and the holy Fathers ; that there was no supreme Bishop in the Church except

Christ; and that the Bishop of Old Rome had no right to convoke an oecumenical Council

without first consulting the Eastern Patriarchs. The otlier Oriental Bishops either declined

or returned the Papal letter of invitation. See the documents in Kriedberg, 1. c. pp. 238-2r>3
;

in OffirieUe Acfenstucke, etc., pp. 127-1 3."> ; and in the Chrouique cowernant le Procliain Con-

cile. Vol. I. pp. 3 sqq., 103 sqq.

^ The Evangelical Oherkirrfienrath of Berlin, the Kirrhentag of Stuttgart, 1869, the Paris

Branch of the Evangelical Alliance, 'The Venerable Company of Pastors of Geneva,' the

Professor: of the University of Groningen, the Hungarian Lutherans assembled at Pesth, and

the Presbyterians of the United States, took notice of the Papal invitation, all declining it, and

reaffirming the princijiles of the Protestant Reformation. The Presbyterian Dr. Cumming,

of London, seemed willing to accept the invitation if the Pope would allow a discussion of the

reasons of the separation from Rome, but was informed by the Pope, through Archbishop

Manning, in two letters (Sept. 4, and Oct. 30, 1861>), that such discussion of questions long

settled would be entirely inconsistent with the infallibility of the Church and the supremacy

of the Holy See. See the documents in Kriedberg, pp. 23.")-2")7
; comp. pj). 16, 17, and Ojffic.

Actenstiirke, j)p. lijS-176. The Chrnniqup. rnnrernant le Prorha'm Conrile, p. 16i>, criticises

at length the American Piesbyterian letter signed by Jacobus and Fowler (Moderators of the

General Assembly), and sees in its reasons for dftclin.ing a proof of 'heretical obstinacy and

ignorance
'
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^he personal InfaUihillty of the Pope, as a binding article of the Ro-

man Catholic faith fur all time tu come.' Herein lies the whole im-

portance of the Council; all the rest dwindles into insignilicance, and

could never have justified its convocation.

After extensive and careful preparations, the first (and perhaps the

last) Vatican Council was solemnly opened amid the sound of innu-

merable bells and the cannon of St. Angelo, but under frowming skies

and a pouring rain, on the festival of the Immaculate Conception of the

Virgin Mary, Dec. 8, 1869, in the Basilica of the Vatican.^ It reached

its height at the fourth public session, July 18, 1870, when the decree

of Papal Infallibility was proclaimed. After this it dragged on a sickly

existence till October 20, 1870, when it was adjourned till Nov. 11.

1870, but indefinitely postponed on account of the extraordinary change

in the political situation of Europe. For on the second of September

the French Empire, which had been the main support of the temporal

power of the Pope, collapsed with the surrender of Napoleon III., at

the old Huguenot stronghold of Sedan, to the Protestant King William

of Prussia, and on the twentieth of September the Italian troops, in the

' So the Civilta cattolica (a monthly Review established 1850, at Rome, the principal organ

ofthe Jesuits, and the Moniteur of the Papal Court) defined the programme, Feb. B, 1 869 ; add-

ing to it also the adoption of the Syllabus of 1864, and, perhaps, the proclamation of the as-

sumption of the Virgin Mary to heaven. The last is reserved for the future. The Archbishop

of Westminster (Manning) and the Archbishop of Mechlin (Dechamps) predicted, in pastoral

letters of 1867 and 1869, the proclamation of the Papal Infallibility as a certain event. To
ETcrt this danger, the Bishop of Orleans (Dupanloup), Pere Gratry of the Oratory, Pere

Hyacinthe, Bishop Maret (Dean of the Theological Faculty of Paris), Montalembert, John

Henry Newman, the German Catholic laity (in the Coblenz Address), in part the Cierman

Bishops assembled at Fulda, and especially the learned authors of the Janus, lifted their

voice, though in vain. See the literature on the subject in Friedberg, pp. 17-21.

^ Hence the name. The right cross-nave of St. Peter's Church, which itself is a large

church, was separated by a painted board wall, and fitted up as the council-hall. See a

draught of it in Friedberg, p. 98. The hall was very unsuitable for hearing, and had to be

repeatedly altered. The Pope, it is said (Hase, 1. c. p. 26), did not care that all the orators

should be understood. The Vatican Palace, where the Pope now resides, adjoins the Church

of St. Peter. Councils were held there before, but only of a local character. F^ormerly the Ro-

man oecumenical Councils were held in the Lateran Palace, the ancient residence of the

Popes, which is connected with the Church of St. John in the Lateran or Church of the

Saviour (''omnium urbis et orbis ecclesiarum mater et capuf). There are five Lateran Coun-

cils : the first was held, 1 123, under Calixtus II. ; the second. 1139, under Innocent II. ; the

third, 1179, under Alexander III. ; the fourth and largest, 121.5, under Innocent III. ; the

fifth, lol2-lal7, under Leo X., on the eve of the Reformation. The basilica of the Late-

ran contains the head, the basilica of St. Peter the body, of St. Peter. The Pope expressed

the hope that a special inspiration would proceed from the near grave of the prince of the Apos-

tles upon the Fathers of the Council.
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name of King Victor Emanuel, took possession of Rome, as the future

capital of united Italy. Whether the Council will ever be convened

a£*a'-n to complete its vast labors, like the twice interrupted Council of

Trent, remains to be seen. But, in proclaiming the personal Infallibil-

ity of the Pope, it made all future oecumenical Councils unnecessary

for the delinition of dogmas and the regulation of discipline, so that

hereafter they will be expensive luxuries and empty ritualistic shows.

The acts of tiie Vatican Council, as far as they go, are irrevocable.

The attendance was larger than that of any of its eighteen predeces-

sors,' and presented an imposing ari-ay of hierarchical dignity and

power such as the woi'ld never saw before, and as the Eternal City itself

is not likely ever to see again. What a contrast this to the first Coun-

cil of the apostles, elders, and brethren in an uppei* chamber in Jerusa-

lem ! The whole number of prelates of the Roman Catholic Church,

who are entitled to a seat in an oicumenical Council, is one thousand

and thirty-seven.2 Of these there were present at the opening of the

Council 719, viz., 49 Cardinals, 9 Patriarchs, 4 Primates, 121 Arch-

bishops, 479 Bishops, 57 Abbots and Generals of monastic orders."

This number afterwards increased to 764, viz., 49 Cardinals, 10 Pa-

triarchs, 4 Primates, 105 diocesan Archbishops, 22 Archbishops in parti-

bus infidelium, 424 diocesan Bishops, 98 Bishops in partibus, and 52

Abbots, and Generals of monastic orders.* Distributed according to con-

' As the oecumenical character of two or three Councils is disputed, the Vatican Council is

variously reckoned as the IDth or 20th or 21st oecumenical Council; by sirict Komanists (as

Manning) as the 19th. Compare note on p. 91.

^ See a full list, with all the titles, in the Lexicon geographirum added to the second part

of the Acta et Derreta sacrosancti et cecum. Cone. Vaticani, Friburgi, 1871. The Prelates

^ quibus aut jus aut privilegium fuit sedendi in acumenica si/nodo Vaticana,' are arranged as

follows

:

(1.) Eminentissimi et reverendissimi Domini S.E. Rom. Carpinales : (a) ordinis Episco-

ponam, (I/) ordinis Presbyterorum. (r) ordinis diaconorum—51.

(2.) Reverendissimi Domini FATRiAKCHiE— 11.

(3.) Reverendissimi DD. Primates— 10.

(4.) Reverendissimi DD. Archiepiscopi— 166,

(.T.) Reverendissimi DD. Episcopi—740.

(6.) AiJBATBS nullius dioceseos—6.

(7.) Abbates Generales ordinum monasticorum—^23.

(8.) Generales et Vicarii Generai.es congregationum clericorum regularium, ordinum

monasticorum, ordinum mendicantium—29. In all. 1037.

^ See the list of names in Friedberg, pp. 376-394.

* See the official Catalogo alfabetico dei Padri presenti al Concilio ecumenico Vaticana^

Roma. 1870.
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tinents, 541 of these belonged to Europe, S3 to Asia, 14 to Africa, 113 to

America, 13 to Oceaiiica. At the proclamation of the decree of Papal

Infallibilit}', July IS, 1S70, the number was reduced to 535, and after-

wards it dwindled down to 200 or ISO.

Among the many nations represented,^ the Italians had a vast ma

jority of 276, of whom 143 belonged to the former Papal States alone.

France, with a much larger Catholic population, had only 84, Austria

and Hungary 48, Spain 41, Great Britain 35, Germany 19, the United

States 48, Mexico 10, Switzerland 8, Belgium 6, Holland 4, Portugal

2, Russia 1. The disproportion between the representatives of the dif-

ferent nations and the number of their constituents was overwhelm-

ingly in favor of the Papal influence. Nearly one half of the Fathers

were entertained during the Council at the expense of the Pope.

The Romans themselves were remarkably indifferent to the Council,

though keenly alive to the financial gain which the dogma of the In-

fallibility of their sovereign would bring to the Eternal City and the

impoverished Papal treasury.^ It is well known how soon after the

Council they voted almost in a body against the temporal power of the

Pope, and for their new master.

The strictest secresy was enjoined upon the members of the Council.^

The stenographic reports of the proceedings were locked up in the

archives. The world was only to know the final results as proclaimed

in the public sessions, until it should please the Roman court to issue

an oflicial history. But the freedom of the press in the nineteenth

century, the elements of discord in the Council itself, the enterprise or

indiscretion of members and friends of both parties, frustrated the

precautions. The principal facts, documents, speeches, plans, and in-

trigues leaked out in the official schemata^ the controversial pamphlets

of Prelates, and the private reports and letters of outside observers

who were in intimate and constant intercourse with their friends in

the Council.*

' Manning says, ' some thirty nations'—probably an exaggeration.
= Quirinus, pp. 4-80, 481 (English translation)

^ They had to promise and swear to observe ' mriohihihm serreti fidem' with regard to the

discussions, the opinions, and all matters pertaining to the Council. See the form of the oath
in Frietlberg, p. 9G. In ancient Councils the people are often mentioned as being present
during the deliberations, and manifesting their feelings of approval and disapproval.

* Among the irresponsible but well-informed reporters and correspondents must be men-
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The subject-matter for deliberation was divided into four parts : on

Faith, Discipline, Religious Orders, and on Rites, including Missions.

Each part was assigned to a special Commission {Cungregatio or De-

j>utatio), consisting of 24 Prelates elected by ballot for the whole pe-

riod of the Council, with a presiding Cardinal appointed by the Pope.

These Commissions prepared the decrees on the basis of schemata pre-

viously drawn up by learned divines and canonists, and confidentially

submitted to the Bishops in print.^ The decrees were then discussed,

revised, and adopted in secret sessions by the General Congregation

[Congregationes generates)^ including all the Fathers, with five pre-

siding Cardinals appointed by the Pope. The General Congregation

held eighty-nine sessions in all. Finally, the decrees thus matured were

voted upon by simple yeas or nays {Placet or Non Placet)^ and sol-

emnly promulgated in public sessions in the presence and by the au-

thority of the Pope. A conditional assent {Placetjuxta modu7n) was

allowed in the secret, but not in the public sessions.

Thei'e were only four such public sessions held during the ten months

of the Council, viz., the opening session (lasting nearly seven hours),

Dec. 8, 1869, which was a mere formality, but of a ritualistic splendor

and magnificence such as can be gotten up nowhere on earth but in

St. Peter's Cathedral in Rome; the second session, Jan. 6, 1870, when

the Fathers simply professed each one before the Pope the Kicene

Creed and the Profession of the Tridentine Faith ; the third session,

April 24, 1870, when the dogmatic constitution on the Catholic faith

was unanimously adopted ; and the fourth session, July 18, 1870, when

the first dogmatic constitution on the Church of Christ and the In-

fallibility of the Pope was adopted with two dissenting votes.

The management of the Council was entirely in the hands of the

Pope and his dependent Cardinals and Jesuitical advisers. He origi-

tioned especially the writers in the Civilta cattoUcn, and the Paris Univers, on the part of

the Infallibilists ; and the pseudonymous Quirinus, Prof. Friedrich, and the anonymous

French authors of Ce qvi se passe nu Conrile, and of La derniere heure du Concile, on the

part of the anti-Infellibilists.

' There were in all fnrtv-five schemata, divided into four classes : (1) rirra^fidein, ('_') circa

disciplinam ecclesio', (8) cirra ordines regulares, (4) circa res ritus oriev talis et apostolicas

missiones. See a list in Friedberg, pp. 432-434. Only a ])art of the schemata were submit-

ted, and only the first two schemata dejide were acted upon. Friedrich, in the Second Part

of his Documenta, gives the schemata, as far as they were distributed among the BishoiJS, to-

gether with the revisions and criticisms of fhe Bishops.
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nated the topics which were to be acted on ; lie selected the prepara-

tory committees of theologians (mostly of the Ultramontane school)

who, during the winter of 1868-69, drew up the schem.ata ; he ap-

pointed the presiding officers of the four Deputations, and of the Gen-

eral Congregation ; and he proclaimed the decrees in his own name,

' with the approval of the Council.'* lie provided, by the bull ' C'u7n

Romanis Pontificihus^ of Dec. 4, 1869, for the immediate suspension

and adjournment of the Council in case of his death. He even person-

ally intei-fered during the proceedings in favor of his new dogma by

praising Infallibilists, and by ignoring or rebuking anti-Infallibilists.^

The discussion could be virtually arrested by the presiding Cardinals

at the i-equest of only ten members ; we say virtually, for although it

required a vote of the Council, a majority was always sure. The revised

order of business, issued Feb. 22,1870, departed even from the old rule

requiring absolute or at least moral unanimity in definitions of faith

(according to the celebrated canon quod soivper, quod uhique, quod ah

omnibus creditum est), and substituted for it a mere numerical major-

ity, in order to secure the triumph of the Infallibility decree in spite of

a powerful minority. Nothing could be printed in Rome against In-

fallibility, while the organs of Infallibility had full freedom to print

' Under the title : Pius episcopus, servus servorum Dei, sacro approbante Concilia, ad per-

petuam rei yneinoriinii. The order prescribed for voting was this : The Pope, through the Sec-

retary, asked the members of the Council first in general : Reoerendissimi Patres, placentne

vobis Decreta et Canones qui in hac Constitutione continentur? Then each one was called by

name, and must vote either placet or non placet. When the votes were collected and brought

to the Pope, he announced the result by this formula : Decreta et Canones qui in Constitu-

tione modo lecta continentur, placuerunt omnibus Patribus, nemine dissentiente [if there were

dissenting votes the Pope stated their number] ; Nosque, sacro approbante Concilio, ilia

[sc. decreta^ et illos [canones], ita ut lecta sunt, definimus, et Apostolica Auctoritate conjir-

mamus. See the Monitum in the Giornale di Rorna, April 18, 1870; Friedberg, pp. 462-464.

' See the laudatory letters of Pius to several advocates of Infallibility, in Friedberg, pp. 487-

49.5; comp. pp. 108-111. To Archbishop Dechamps, of Mechhn, he wrote that, in his tract

on Papal Infallibility, he had proved the harmony of the Catholic faith with human reason

so convincingly as to force even the Rationalists to see the absurdity of the opposite views.

He applauded the indefatigable and abusive editor of the Paris Univers, Veuillot, who had col-

lected 100,000 francs for the Vicar of Christ (May ."0, 1870). On the other hand, he is re-

ported to have rebuked in conversation Cardinal Schwarzenberg by tlie remark :
' I. John

Maria Mastai, believe in the infallibility of the Pope. As Pope I have nothing to ask from

the Council. The Holy Ghost will enlighten it.' He even attacked the memory of the elo-

quent French champion of Catholic interests, the Count Montalembert, who died during the

Council (March 13, 1870), by saying, in the presence of three hundred persons :
' He had a

great enemy, pride. He was a liberal Catholic, i. e., a half Catholic' Ce qui se passe au

Concile, 154 sqq.
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and publish what they pleased.^ Such prominence of the Pope is char-

acteristic of a Council convoked for the very purpose of proclaiming

his personal infallibility, but is without precedent in history (except in

some mediaeval Councils) ; even the Council of Trent maintained its

own dignity and comparative independence by declaring its decrees in

its own name.^

This Mant of freedom of the Council—not to speak of the strict

police surveillance over the members—was severely censured by lib-

eral Catholics. More than one hundred Prelates of all nations sigrned

a strong protest (dated Rome, March 1, 1870) against the order of

business, especially against the mere majority vote, and expressed the

fear that in the end the authority of this Council might be impaired as

wanting in truth and liberty—a calamity so direful in these uneasy

times, that a greater could not be imagined. But this protest, like

all the acts of the minority, was ignored.

The proceedings were, of course, in the official language of the Ro-

man C/hurch, which all Prelates could understand and speak, but very

few with sufficient ease to do justice to themselves and their subjects.

The acoustic defects of the Council-hall and the difference of pronun-

ciation pro\ ed a great inconvenience, and the Continentals complained

' Several minority documents, as Kenrick's speech against Infallibility, and the Latin edi-

tion of Hefele's tract on Honorius, were printed in Naples; the (ierman in Tiibingen. But

the Civilta cattolica, the irresponsible organ of the Jesuits and tlie Pope, was provided with a

special building and income, and every fiicility for obtaining information. See Acton, Quiri-

nus, and Frommann (1. c. p. 13).

' ' San-osanrta Tridentina Synodus, in Spiritu Sancto legitime congregata . . . declarat.'

See the order of the Council of Trent as republished in Friedrich's Documenta, I. pp. 265 sqq.

^ ''Id autem, quod spectat ad numerum suffragiorum requisitum. ut quastiones dogmaticcB

solvnnUir^ in quo quidem rei summa est totiusque Conrilii cardo vertiiur, ita grave est, ut 7iisi

adinitteretur, quodreverenter et enixe jtostulamus, conscientia nostra intolerabili pondere preme-

retur : timeremus, ne Concilii ceruinenici character in dubium i-ocari posset ; ne ansa hostibm

prwberetur Sanctum Sedevi et Concilium impetendi, sicque devmm apud populum Christianum

hvjus Concilii awtoritas labefactaretur, quasi veritate et libertate caruerit : quod his turba-

tissimis temporibvs tnnta esset calamitas, ut /lejor excogitari nulla fiossit/ See the remarkable

protest in Friedberg, pp. 417-422. Also Dollinger's critique of the order of business, ib. 422-

432; Archbishop Kenrick's famous concio habenda at non habitu, published in Naples, 1870

(and republished in Friedrich's Docum.); the work /,« liberie du Concile et ri/i/aillihilit^,

which was either written or insjjired by Archbishop Darboy, of Paris (in Friedrich's Z)oc«m.

I. pp. 12!» sqq.), and the same Prelate's speech in the General Congregation, May 20, 1870

{ibidem. 11. pp. 41.") sqq.). Archbishop Manning, sublimely ignoring all these facts and docu-

ments, and referring us to the inaccessible Archives of the Vatican, assures us (Petri Privil.

III. 32) that the Council was as free as the Congress of the United States, and that the won-

der is, not that the opposition failed of its object, but that the Council so long held its peace.
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that they could not understand the English Latin. The Council had

a full share of ignorance and superstition,^ and was disgraced by in-

trigues and occasional outbursts of intolerance and passion such as are,

alas! not unusual in deliberative assemblies even of the Christian

Church.'^ But it embraced also much learning and eloquence, espe-

ciall}' on the part of the French and German Episcopate. Upon the

whole, it compares favorably, as to intellectual ability, moral character,

and far-reaching effect, with preceding Roman Councils, and must be

' Some amusing examples are reported by the well-informed Quirinus. Bishop Pie, of

Poitiers, supported the Papal Infallibility in a session of the General Congregation (May

13) by an entirely original argument derived from the legend that Peter was crucified down-

ward ; for as his head bore the whole weight of the body, so the Pope, as the head, bears

the whole Church ; but he is infallible who bears, not he who is borne! The Italians and Span-

iards applauded enthusiastically. Unfortunately for the argument, the head of Peter did not

bear his body, but the cross bore both ; consequently the cross must be infallible. A Sicilian

Prelate said the Sicilians first doubted the infallibility of Peter when he visited the island,

and sent a special deputation of inquiry to the Virgin Mary, but were assured by her that she

remembered well having been present when Christ conferred this prerogative on Peter ; and

this satisfied them completely. Quirinus adds :
' The opposition Bishops see a proof of the

insolent contempt of the majority in thus putting up such men as Pie and this Sicilian to speak

against them.' Letter XLVI. p. 53-1.

' The following characteristic episode (ignored, of course, in Manning's eulogy) is well au-

thenticated by the concurrent and yet independent reports of Lord Acton (N. Brit. Rev.),

Quirinus (Letter XXXJI.), P'riedrich {Tugebuch, pp. '271, 272), and the author of Ce qui se

passe au Concile (p. 69); comp. Friedberg (pp. 104-106). When Bishop Strossmayer, the

boldest member of the opposition and an eloquent Latinist, in a session of the General Con-

gregation (March 22), spoke favorably of the great Leibnitz, and paid Protestants the poor

compliment of honesty (quoting from St. Augustine: ^Errant, sed bonajide errant'), he was

interrupted by the bell of the President (I)e Angelis) and his rebuke, 'This is no place for

praising Protestants' ('Aicce non est locus laudandi Protestantes' )\ Very true, for the Coun-

cil-hall was only a hundred paces from the Palace of the Inquisition. When, resuming, the

speaker ventured to attack the principle of deciding questions of faith by mere majorities, he

was more loudly interrupted from all sides by confused exclamations: 'Shame! shame!

down with the heretic I' C' Descendat ab amhone! Desrendat ! Hcereticus ! Hcereticus ! Dam-
namus eum ! DamnamusV ) 'Several Bishops sprang fiom their seats, rushed to the tribune,

and shook their fists in the speaker's face' (Quirinus, p. 3(57). When one Bishop (Place, of

Marseilles) interposed, ''Ego non dmnno !' the cry was raised with increased fury: '' Omnes,

omnes illmri damnamus ! dainnamvs !' Strossmayer was forced by the uproar and the con-

tinued ringing of the bell to quit the tribune, but did so with a triple ' Protestor. ' The noise

was so great that it could be heard in the interior of St. Peter's. Some thought the Gari-

baldians had broken in ; others that Infiillibility had been proclaimed, and shouted, accord-

ing to their opposite views, either ' Long Hve the infallible Pope I' or 'Long live the Pope,

but not the infallible one' (comp. Quirinus. and CV qui se passe, p. (JO). Quirinus says that

the scene, ' for dramatic force and theological significance, exceeded almost any thing in the

past history of Councils' (j). 3S6). and that a Bishop of the United States said afterwards, 'not

without a sense of patriotic pride, that he knew now of one assembly still rougher than the

Congress of his own country' (p. 38S). Similar scenes of violence occurred in the oecumen-

ical Councils of Ephesus and Chalcedon, but Christian civilizatiou ought to have made some
progress since the fifth century.
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regarded as the greatest event in the history of the Papacy since the

Council of Trent.

The chief importance of the Council of the Vatican lies in its decree

on Papal supremacy and Infallibility. It settled the internal dissen-

sions between Ultramontanism and Gallicanism, which struck at the

root of the fundamental principle of authority ; it destroyed the inde

pendence of the Episcopate, and njade it a tool of the Primacy ; it

crushed liberal Catholicism ; it completed the system of Papal abso-

lutism; it raised the hitherto disputed opinion of Papal Infallibility to

the dignity of a binding article of faith, which no Catholic can deny

without loss of salvation. The Pope may now say not only, 'I am the

tradition' {La tradizioiie son'' ^6'),but also, 'I am the Church' [L'eglise

c'est moi ) \

But this very triumph of absolutism marks also a new departure. It

gave rise to a secession headed by the ablest divines of tlie Roman

Church. It put the Papacy into direct antagonism to the libei-al tend-

encies of the age. It excited the hostility of civil government in all

those countries where Church and State are united on the basis of a

soncordat with the Roman See. No State with any degree of self-

respect can treat with a sovereign who claims infallibility, and there-

fore unconditional submission in matters of moi-al duty as well as of

faith. In reaching the summit of its power, the Papacy has hastened

its downfall.

For Protestants and Greeks the Vatican Council is no more oecumen-

ical than that of Trent, and has only intensified the antagonism. Its

oecumenicity is also denied by the Old Catholic scholars— Dol-

linger, von Schulte, and Reinkens— because it lacked the two fun-

damental conditions of liberty of discussion, and moral unanimity

of suffrage.^ But the subsequent submission of all the Bishops who

had voted against Papal Infallibility, supplies the defect as far as the

' See the Old Catholic protests of the Professors in Munich and Breslau in Friedberg,

pp. ir)2-15+, and the literature on the reception of the Council, ib. oS-aG ; also the discussion

of Frnmmann. pp. :'i;."> sqq. 454 sqq. Dollinger, in his famous censure of the new order of the

Council, takes the grounc' that the oecumenicity of a Council depends upon an authority out-

side of itself, viz., the public opinion as expressed in the subsequent approval of the whole

Church ; and I'ater Hotzl laid down the principle that no Council is oecumenical which is not

approved and adopted as such by the Church. Admitting this, tiie condition is now fulfilled

in the case of the Vatican Council to the whole extent of the Kcnnan I.piscopate, which con-

stitutes the erclesia docens, the laity having nothing to do but to submit.
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Roman Churcli is concerned. There was nothing left to them bnt

either to submit or to be expelled. They chose the former, and thus

destroyed the legal and moral force of their protest, although not the

power of truth and the nature of the facts on which it was based.

Henceforward Romanism must stand or fall with the Vatican Council,

But (as we have before intimated) Romanism is not to be confounded

with Catholicism any more than the Jewish hierarchy which crucilied

our Saviour, is identical with the people of Israel, from which sprang

the Apostles and early converts of Christianity. The destruction of

the infallible and irreformable Papacy may be the emancipation of

Catholicism, and lead it from its prison-house to the light of a new

Reformation.

§ 32. The Vatican Decrees. The Constitution on the Catholic

Faith.

Three schemes on matters of faith were prepared for the Vatican

Council—one against Rationalism, one on the Church of Christ, and

one on Christian Matrimony. The first two were revised and adopted;

the third was indefinitely postponed. There was also much discussion

on the preparation of a small popular Catechism adapted to the present

doctrinal status of the Roman Church, and intended to supersede the

numerous popular Catechisms now in use ; but the draft, which assigned

the whole teaching power of the Church to the Pope, to the exclusion

of the Episcopate, encountered such opposition (57 Non Placet^ 24

^conditional Placet) in the provisional vote of May 4, that it was laid

on the table and never called up again.

^

I. The Dogmatic Constitution on the Catholic Faith (constitutio

DOGMATICA DE FIDE CATHOLICA).

It was unanimously adopted in the third public session, April 24

{Dominica in albis), 1870.

The original draft laid before the Council embraced eighteen chap-

ters—on Pantheism, Rationalism, Scripture and tradition, revelation,

faith and reason, the Trinity, the two natures of Christ, the primitive

state, original sin, the Christian redemption, the supernatural order of

' Cardinal-Archbishop Matthieu of Besan9on,who voted Non Placet, is reported by Qnirinus

to have said on this occasion : 'On veut jeter V^glise dans I'abime, nous y jeterons plutot nos

cadavres.' Comp. l-'rommann, 1. c. p. 160.
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grace; but was laid aside. ^ Archbishop Connolly, of Halifax, recom-

mended that it should be decently buried.^

In its present form, the Constitution on the Catholic faith is reduced to

four chapters, with a proemium and a conclusion. Chap. I. treats of God

as the Creator; Chap. II. of revelation ;
Chap. III. of faith

; Chap. IV.

of faith and reason. Then follow 18 canons, in which the errors of

Pantheism, Naturalism, and Rationalism are condemned in a manner

substantially the same, though more clearly and fully, than had been

done in the first two sections of the Syllabus.

The decree asserts, in the old scholastic terminology, the well-known

principles of Supernaturalism as held by orthodox Christians in all ages,

but it completely ignores the freedom and progress of theological and

philosophical science and learning since the Council of Trent, and it

forbids (in Chap. II.) all interpretation of the Scriptures which does not

agree with the Romish traditions, the Latin Vulgate, and the fictitious

' unanimous consent of the Fathers.' Hence a liberal member of the

Council, in the course of discussion, declared the schema dejide a work

of supererogation. ' What boots it,' lie said, ' to condemn errors which

have been long condemned, and tempt no Catholic ? The false beliefs

of mankind are beyond the reach of your decrees. The best defense of

Catholicism is religious science. Encourage sound learning, and prove

by deeds as well as words that it is the mission of the Church to pro-

mote among the nations liberty, light, and true prosperity.'^ On the

other hand, the Univers calls the schema a ' masterpiece of clearness

and force ;' the Civiltd eattoUca sees in it ' a i-efiex of the wisdom of

God ;'^ and Archbishop Manning thinks that its importance ' can not

be overestimated,' that it is ' the broadest and boldest afiirmation of the

supernatural and spiritual order ever yet made in the face of the world,

which is now more than ever sunk in sense and heavy with Material-

ism.'^ Whatever be the value of the positive principles of the schema,

* Friedrich, Docnvi. II. pp. 3-23.

' ^Censpo srhfmn cum honors esse Sf/>elip7idum' (Quirinus. p. 122). Ranscher also spoke

against the schema, which made much impression, because he had brought its chief author,

the .Jesuit Schrader, to the University of \'ienna.

^ Quoted in Latin by Lord Acton in the Nnrf/i Brifish Rerieir, Oct. 1870. p. 112, ar.d in

Friedberg, p. 102. Acton attributes this speech, not to Strossmnyer fas Friedberg says, i.e.;

:omp. pp. 28 and 102), but to a 'Swiss prelate.' whom he tloes not name.

* 'fn riverhero dvlla sa})ienza di Dio,' VII. 10, p. 523, quoted by Frommann, 1. c. p. 383.

* Petri Privilei/iiim, III. pn. 40. r>0.
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its Popish head and tail reduce it to a hrutwm fuhnen outside of the

Romish Church, and even the most orthodox Protestants must apply

to it the waxmwg, Tiineu Danaos et dona ferentes.

The preamble, even in its present modified form, derives modem
Rationalism and inlidelity, as a legitimate fruit, from the heresies con-

demned by the Council of Trent—that is, from the Prccestant Refor-

mation ; in the face of the fact, patent to every scholar, that Protestant

theology has been in the thickest of the fight with unbelief, and, not-

withstanding all its excesses, has produced a far richer exegetical and

apologetic literatm-e than Romanism during the last three hundred

years. ^ The boldest testimony heard in the Council was directed

against this preamble by Bishop Strossmayer, from the Turkish frontier

(March 22, 1870). lie characterized the charge against Protestantism

as neither just nor charitable. Protestants, he said, abhorred the errors

condemned in the schema as much as Catholics. The germ of Ration-

alism existed in the Catholic Church before the Reformation, especially

in the humanism which was nourished in the very sanctuary by the

highest dignitaries,^ and bore its worst fruits in the midst of a Catholic

nation at the time of Voltaire and the Encyclopedists. Catholics had

produced no better refutation of the errors enumerated in the schema

than such men as Leibnitz and Guizot. There were multitudes of

Protestants in Germany, England, and North America who loved our

Lord Jesus Christ, and had inherited from the shipwreck of faith posi-

tive truths and monuments of divine grace.^ Although this speech

was greeted with execrations (see page 145), it had at least the effect

that the objectionable preamble was somewhat modified.*

' The objectionable passage, as finally adopted, reads thus :
' No one is ignorant that the

heresies proscribed bv the Fathers of Trent, by which the divine magisterium of the Church

was rejected, and all matters regarding religion were surrendered to the judgment of each

individual, gradually became dissolved into many sects, which disagreed and contended with

one another, until at length not a few lost all faith in Christ. Even the Holy Scriptures,

which had previously been declared the sole source and judge of Christian doctrine, began to

be held no longer as divine, but to be ranked among the fictions of mythology. Then there

arose, and too widely overspread the world, that doctrine of Rationalism which opposes itself

in every way to the Christian religion as a supernatural institution.' See the different re-

visions of the schema dejide in Friedrich's Monum. Pt. II. pp. 3, G5, 73.

' Allusion to Pope Leo X.
' See the principal part of Strossmayer's speech in Latin in Lord Acton's article in the

North British Review, Oct. 1S70. pp. 1 15, 1 16, and in Friedberg. pp. 104-106.

* The words in the first revision (Friedr. Docurn. II. p. 6">), siistematum monstrn, mythismi,

rationalismi, indijferentismi nomine designata, etc., together with some other offensive ex
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The supplement of the decree binds all Catholics to observe also

those constitutions and decrees by which such erroneous opinions as

are not here specifically enumerated have been proscribed and con-

demned by the Holy See, This can be so construed as to include

all tlie eighty errors of the Syllabus. The minority who in the Gen-

eral Congregation had voted Non Placet or only a conditional Placet^

were quieted by the official assurance that the addition involved no

new dogma, and had a disciplinary rather than a didactic character.

' Some gave their votes with a heavy heart, conscious of the snare.'

Strossmayer stayed away. Thus a unanimous vote of 667 or ^'6% fa-

thers was secured in the public session, and the Infallibility decree was

virtually anticipated. The Pope, after proclaiming tlie dogma, gave

the Bishops his benediction of peace, and gently intimated what he

next expected from them.*

§ 33. The Vatican Deckees, continued. The Infallibility Decree.

II. The First Dogmatic Constitution on the Church of Christ (con-

stitutio dogmatica prima de ecclesia Christi).

It was passed, with two dissenting votes, in the fourth public session,

July 18, 1870. It treats, in four chapters—^(1) on the institution of the

Apostolic Primacy in the blessed Peter; (2) on the perpetuity of St.

Peter's Primacy in the Roman Pontiff; (3) on the power and nature

pressions, were omitted ; but, after all, the substance remained. Lord Acton relates that the

German Jesuit Kieutgen hastily drew up the more moderate form. Comp. Quirinus, Letter

XXXIII. p. 3!t4 sq. Political influence was also brought to bear indirectly upon the Coun-

cil, as appeared afterward.s from Italian papers. Bismaick directed the German Embas-
sador at Rome, Count Arnim. to inform Cardinal Antonelii that, unless the charge against

Protestantism was withdrawn, he would not allow the Prussian Bishops on their return to

resume their functions in a country whose faith they had insulted. Friedrich, Tagebuch, pp.

275, 292 ; Frommann, Gesrhirhte des Vat. Conri/s, p. 14.') ; Hase, Po/em. p. 34. The latter

overestimates the influence of Prussia on the Papal court when he says: ' If France com-

plains of the Council, Antonelii makes three bows, and all remains as before; but if Prussia

comes with her mustache and cavalry boots. Rome understands that the word is quickly fol-

lowed by the deed, and wisely yields. Strossmayer and von Arnim were in doubt which one

of them had been most instrumental in saving the Council from an impropriety.'

' 'T7(/('//s, ' he said, ''Fratres r.(ir'issimi, qunm hoimm sit et jucundum aminddre in domo Dei

cum rnnsensn, nmhnhtre mm pace. Sir amindetis semper. Et qnoniam hac die Dom.inus Noster

Jesus Christus dedit pnrem Apnstolis stiis. et ego, Vicarivs ejus indir/nus, nomine sua do vobis

parem. Pax isl/r^ prout sritis. expel/it timnrem. Par istn, prout sritis., clxtudit nures sermo-

nUnis imperitis. Ah! i.tta pax vos romitetur omnibus diebus vitcB vestne; sit ista pax via in

morte, sit ista pax vobis gaudium sempiternum in talis.'
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of the Primacy of the Roman Pontiif
; (4) on the Infallibility of the

Roman Pontiff.

The new features are contained in the last two chapters, which teach

Papal Absolutism and Papal Infallibility. The third chapter vindi-

cates to the Roman Pontiif a superiority of ordinary episcopal (not

simply an exti-aordinary primatial) power over all other Churches, and

an iinmediate jurisdiction, to which all Catholics, both pastors and peo-

pie, are bound to submit in matters not only of faith and moi-als, but

even of discipline and government' He is, therefore, the Bishop of

Bishops, over every single Bishop, and over all Bishops put together

;

he is in the fullest sense the Yicar of Christ, and all Bishops are sim-

ply Yicars of the Pope. The fourth chapter teaches and defines, as a

divinely revealed dogma, that the Roman Pontiff, when speaking from

his chair {ex cathedra), i. e., in his official capacity, to the Christian

world on subjects relating to faith or morals, is infallible, and that such

definitions are irreformable (i. e., final and irreversible) in and of them-

selves, and not in consequence of the consent of the Church.^

' After quoting, in a mutilated form, the definition of the Council of Florence, whose

genuineness is disputed (compare p. 97, note 1), the third chapter goes on: ""Docemus et

declaramus, Ecclesiam Romunam, dis/wnente Domino, super ouuies alias ordinaricE potestatis

obtinere principatum, et hanc Romani Pontijicis jurisdictionis potestatem, qme vere episco-

palis est, immediatam esse, erga quani cujiiscunque ritus et dif/nitatis pastoi-es atque Jideles,

tam seorsum singuli quain simul omnes, officio hierarchicce suhordinntionis rei-ceque ohedientife.

ohstrinyuntur, non solum in rebus, qwe adjidem et mores, sed etiam in iis, qucF ad disciplinam

et regimen Ecclesioe per totuni orbem diffusce pertinent ; ita ut,custodita cum Romano Pontijice

tam cominunionis quam ejusdem Jidei professionis unitate, Ecclesice Cliristi sit unus grex sub

uno summo pastore. Hcec est catholicce veritatis doctrina, a qua devinre salvajide atque salute

nemo potest. . . . Si quis itaque dixerit, Romanum Pontijicem habere tantummodo officium

inspectionis vel directionis, non autem plenum et supremam potestatem jurisdictionis in uni-

versam Ecclesiam, non solum in rebus, qme adjidem et mores, sed etiam in iis, qure ad discipli-

nam et regimem Ecclesice per totutn orbem diffusce pertinent ; aut eum habere tantum potiores

partes, non vero totam plenitudinem hujus supremce potestatis ; aut hanc ejus potestatem non

esse ordinariam et immediatam sive in omnes ac singulas ecclesias, sive in omnes et singulos

pastores et Jideles; anathema sit.^

' ''Itaque Nos traditioni a Jidei Christiance exordia perceptte Jideliter inhcerendo, ad Dei
Salvatoris nostri gloriam, religionis Catholicce exaltationem et Christianorum populorum salu-

tem, sacro approbante Concilio, docemus et divinitus revelatum dogma esse declaramus : Ro-
manum PONTIFICEM, CUM EX CaTHEDRA LOQUITUR, ID EST, CUM OMNIUM ChRISTIANORUM
Pastoris et Doctoris munere fungens pro suprema sua Apostolica AUCTORITATE

doctrinam de fide vel moribus ab universa ecclesia tenendam definit, per assis-

tentiam divinam, ipsi in beato Petro promissam, ea infallibilitate pollere, qua
DIVINUS ReDEMPTOR EcCLESIAM SUAM in DEFINIENDA doctrina DE fide vel MORIBUS
INSTRUCTAM esse VOLUIT ; IDEOQUE EJUSMODI RoMANI PONTIFICIS DEFINITIONES EX SESE,

NON AUTEM EX CONSENSU EcCLESI^, IRREFORMABILES ESSE.

'5t quis autem huic Nastrce dejinitioni cantradicere, quod Deus avertat, prcesumpserit;

anathema sit.

'

Vol. 1.—L
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To appreciate the value and bearing of this decree, we must give a

brief history of it.

The Infallibility question was suspended over the Council from the

very beginning as the question of questions, for good or for evil. The

original plan of the Infallibilists, to decide it by acclamation, had to be

abandoned in view of a formidable opposition, which was developed in-

side and outside of the Council. The majority of the Bishops circulated,

early in January, a monster petition, signed by 410 names, in favor of

Infallibility.^ The Italians and the Spaniards circulated similar peti-

tions separately. Archbishop Spalding, of Baltimore, formerly an anti-

Infallibilist, prepared an address offering some compromise to the

effect that an appeal from the Pope to an oecumenical Council should

be reproved.^ But live counter-petitions, signed by very weighty

names, in all 137, representing various degrees of opposition, but

agreed as to the iiiopj)oi'tunity of the delinition, Avere sent in during

the same month (Jan, 12 to 18) by German and Austrian, Hungarian,

French, American, Oriental, and Italian Bishops.^

The Pope received none of these addresses, but referred them to the

Deputation on Faith. While in this he showed his impartiality, he

did not conceal, in a private way, his real opinion, and gave it the

weight of his personal character and influence. ' Faith in his pei-sonal

infallibility,' says a well-informed Catliolic, ' and belief in a constant

and special communication with the Holy Ghost, form the basis of

the character of Pius IX.'* In the Council itself, Archbishop Manning,

the Anglican convert, was the most zealous, devout, and enthusiastic

Infallibilist ; he ui-ged the definition as the surest means of gaining

hesitating Anglo-Catholics and Ritualists longing for absolute authority

;

while his former teacher and friend, Dr. Pusey, feared that the new

' Friedberg, pp. 465-470. Comp. Frommann, p. 59 sq.

' Friedberg, pp. 470 sqq. ; Frommann, jjp. 61-()8.

' Friedberg, pp. 472-478. Tbe American petition against Infallibility was signed by Pur-

cell, of Cincinnati ; Kenrick. of St. Louis ; McCloskey. of New York ; Connolly, of Halifax
;

Barley, of Newark (now Archbi.shop of Baltimore), and several others.

* Ce qui se passe nu Cunrih, p. 130. The writer adds that some of the predecessors of Pius

nave held his doctrines, but none has been so ardently convinced, none has professed them

''aver, ce nnjsticisine eiithousiasfp, re deduin pour les remontrances des savants et dcs snr/es,

rette mnjianre im/mssihle. Quel que soit le jugement de I'Instoire, personne ne pourra nier que

cette foi jircfonde ne lui nit "rite dans le dix-neuvieme sih-.le une jtersonnalite' dune puissance el

i'une majeste incomparables, dont I'eclat grandit encore un pontijicat deja si remarquahle par

vne dur^e, des vertns et des malheurs rrniment exceptionneh. ' Comp. the Discourses of Pius IX.,

in 2 vols., Rome, 1873, and the review of Gladstone in the Quarterly Review for Jan. 1875.
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aotjiiia would make the breach between Oxford and Rome wider than

ever. Manning is 'more Cathohc than Cathohcs' to the manor boi'n,

as the English settlers in Ireland were more Irish than Irishmen,' and

is altogether worthy to be the successor of Pius IX. in the chair of

St. Peter. Both these eminent and remarkable persons show how a

sincere faith in a dogma, which borders on blasphemy, may, by a strange

delusion or hallucination, be combined with rare purity and amiability

of character.

Besides the all-powerful aid of the Pope, whom no Bishop can dis-

obey without fatal consequences, the Infallibilists had the great advan-

tage of perfect unity of sentiment and aim ; while the anti-Infallibilists

were divided among themselves, many of them being simply inoppor-

tu7iists. They professed to agree with the majority in principle or

practice, and to differ from them only on the subordinate question of

definability and opportunity.^ This qualified opposition had no weight

whatever with the Pope, who was as fully convinced of the opportu-

nity and necessity of the definition as he was of the dogma itself.^

And even the most advanced anti-Infallibilists, as Kenrick, Ilefele, and

Strossmayer, were too much hampered by Romish traditionalism to plant

their foot firmly on the Scriptures, which after all must decide all ques-

tions of faith.

In the mean time a literary war on Infallibility was carried on in

the Catholic Church in Germany, France, and England, and added

to the commotion in Rome. A large number of pamphlets, written

or inspired by prominent members of the Council, appeared for and

against Infallibility. Distinguished outsiders, as Dollinger, Gratry,

Hyacinthe, Montalembert, and others, mixed in the fight, and strength-

' So Archbishop Kenrick, of St. Louis, characterized him in his Concio habenda at non

habita. Qiiirinus (Appendix I. p. 832) quotes from a sermon of Manning, preached at Ken-
sington, 1869, in the Pope's name, the following passage :

' I claim to be the Supreme Judge
and director of the consciences of men—of the peasant that tills the field, and the prince that

sits on the throne : of the household that lives in the shade of privacy, and the Legislature

that makes lawsfor kingdoms. I am the sole last Supreme Judge of what is right and wrong.'
' Only the address of the German Bishops took openly the ground that it would be difficult

from internal reasons (viz., the contradiction of history and tradition) to proclaim InfalHbility

as a dogma of revelation. See Friedrich, Tugebuch, p. 1 26 : and Frommann, Geschickte, p. 62.

' On being asked whether he considered the definition of the dogma opportune., Pius IX.

resolutely answered, 'No! but necessary.' He complained of the opposing Bishops, that,

li\nng among Protestants, they were infected by their freedom of thought, and had lost the

trne traditional feeling. Hase, p. 1 80.
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ened the minority.' A confidential communication of the intellectuai

leader of the Anglo-Cathohc secession revealed the remarkable fact that

some of the most serious minds were at that time oscillating: between

infallibilism and skepticism, and praying to the spirits of the fathers to

deliver the Church from 'the great calamity' of a new dogma.^

' See the literature in the next section, and in Friedberg, pp. 33-44. Comp. Frommann^

pp. 66 sqq.

^ Dr. John Henry Newman lias, after long silent-e, retracted in 1875 his letter of 1870, which,

though confidential, found its way into public 'by permission,' and has given in his adherence

to the Vatican decrees, yet with minimizing qualifications, and in a tone of sadness and com-

plaint against those ultra-zealous infallibilists who 'have stated truths in the most paradoxical

forms and stretched principles till they were close upon snap]>ing. and who at length, having

done their best to set the house on fire, leave to others the task of putting out the flame.' (See

his Letter to the Duke of Norfolk, on occasion of (j/adstone\'i Kxpostulation, Lond. 187.'>,

p. 4.) Nevertheless that document deserves to be remembered for its psychological interest,

and as a part of the inner history of the infallibility dogma a few months before its birth.

'Rome,' he wrote to Bishop Ullathorne, 'ought to be a name to lighten the heart at all

times, and a Council's proper office is, when some great heresy or other evil impends, to in-

spire hope and confidence in the faithful; but now we have the greatest meeting which ever

has been, and that at Rome, infusing into us by the accredited organs of Rome and of its

paitisans, such as the C'icilta {t\\&Arinonia'), the Unirers, and the Tuhlet, little else than fear

and dismay. When we are all at rest, and have no doubts, and—at least practically, not to

say doctrinally—hold the Holy Father to be infallible, suddenly there is thunder in the clear-

est sky, and we are told to prejiare for something, we know not what, to try our faith, we

know not how. No impending danger is to be averted, but a great difiiculty is to be created.

Is this the projier work for an oecumenical Council? As to myself personally, please God,

I do not expect any trial at all ; but 1 can not help sufiering with the many souls who are

suft'ering. and 1 look with anxiety at the piospect of having to defend decisions which may
not be difficult to my own p"ivate judgment, but may be most difficult to maintain logically

in the face of historical facts. What have we done to be treated as the faithful never were

treated before? When has a definition de fide been a luxury of devotion, and not a stern,

painful necessity? Why should an aggressive, insolent faction be allowed to "make the

heart of the just sad, whom the Lord hath not made sorrowful ?" Why can not we be let

alone when we have pursued peace and thought no evil? I assure you, m}^ lord, some of the

truest minds are driven one way and another, and do not know where to rest their feet—one

day determining "to give up all theology as a bad job," and recklessly to believe henceforth

almost that the Pope is impeccable, at another tempted to "believe all the worst which a

book like ./onM.s says;" others doubting about "the capacity possessed by Bishops drawn

from all corners of the earth to judge what is fitting for European society," and then, again,

angry with the Holy See for listening to " the flattery of a clique of Jesuits. Hedemptorists,

and converts." Then, again, think of the store of Pontifical scandals in the history of e. hteen

centuries, which have partly been ])oured forth, and partly are still to come. Wiiat Murphy

[a Protestant traveling preacher] inflicted upon us in one way, Mr.Veuillot is indirectly bring-

ing on us in another. And then, again, the blight which is falling upon the midiitiide of Angli-

can Ritualists, etc., who themselves, perhaps— at least their leaders— may never l)ecome Cath-

olics, but who are leavening the various English denominations and jjarties (far beyond their

own range) with principles and sentiments tending towards tiieir ultimate absoiption into the

Catholic Church. With these thoughts ever before me, I am continually asking myself wheth-

er I ought not to make my feelings pul)lic; but all I do is to pray itiosc ealy iloctors of the

Church, whose intercession would decide the matter (Augustine, Amb ose, and .Jerome. Atha-
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After preliminary skirmishes, the formal discussion began in earnest

in the 50th session of the General Congregation, May 13, 1870, and

lasted to the 86th General Congregation, July 16. About eighty Latin

speeches* were delivered in the general discussion on the schema de

RoTnaiio Pontifice^ nearly one half of them on the part of the oppo-

sition, which embraced less than one fifth of the Council. When the

arguments and the patience of the assembly were pretty well exhaust-

ed, the President, at the petition of a hundred and fifty Bishops, closed

the general discussion on the third day of June. About forty more

Bishops, who had entered their names, were thus prevented from speak-

ing; but one of them. Archbishop Kenrick, of St. Louis, published his

strong argument against Lifallibility in Naples.^ Then five special

discussions commenced on the proemium and the four chapters. ' For

the fifth or last discussion a hundred and twenty Bishops inscribed

their names to speak ; fifty of them were heard, until on both sides the

burden became too heavy to bear ; and, by mutual consent, a useless

and endless discussion, from mere exhaustion, ceased.'^

When the vote was taken on the whole four chapters of the Consti-

tution of the Church, July 13, 1870, in the 85th secret session of the

General Congregation (601 members being present), 451 voted Ploucet^

SS Non Placet^ 62 Placet juxta inodum, over 80 (perhaps 91), though

present in Rome or in the neighborhood, abstained for various reasons

from voting.* Among the negative votes were the Prelates nsost dis-

nasius, Chrysostom, and Basil), to avert this great calamity. If it is God's will that the Pope's

infallibility be defined, then is it God's will to throw back "the times and moments" of that

trinmph which he has destined for his kingdom, and I shall feel I have but to bow my head

to his adorable, inscrutable Providence. You have not touched upon tlie subject yourself, but

I think you will allow me to express to you feelings which, for the most part, I keep to my-
self. . .

.' See an excellent German translation of this letter in Quirinus (p. 274, Germ, ed.)

and in Friedberg (p. 131). Tlie English translator of Quirinus has substituted the English

original as given here from the Standard, April 7, 1870.

' According to Manning, but only 65 according to Friedberg, p. 47.

^ Hence the title ^Conrio hahenda at non hubita'—prepared for speaking, hut not spoken.

See the prefitory note, dated Rome, June 8, 1870.

^ Manning, Petri Privil. III. pp. ol, 32. He gives this representation to vindicate the

liberty of the Council ; but the minority complained of an arbitrary close of the discussion.

They held an indignation meeting in the residence of Cardinal Ranscher, and protested 'con-

tra vioJationem nostri juris.' but without effect. See the protest, with eighty-one signatures,

in Friedrich, Doc II. p. 379 ; comp. Frommann, Geschirhte. p. 1 74.

* See the list in Friedberg, pp. 146-149 ; also in Friedrich, Dncum. II. pp. 426 sqq. ; and

Quirinus, Letter LXVL pp. 778 sqq. Quirinus errs in counting the 91 (according to others,

85 or only 70) absentees among the 601. There were in all from 6S0 to 692 members present

in Rome at the time. See Fessler, p. 89 (who states the number of absentees to be ' over 80 '^
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tinguished for learning and position, as Schwarzknberg, Cardinal

Prince-Archbishop of Prague; Pauscher, Cardinal Prince-Archbishop

of Vienna ; Darboy, Archbishop of Paris ; Matthieu, Cardinal-Arch-

bishop of Besan§on ; Ginoulhiac, Archbishop of Lyons ; Dupanloup,

Bishop of Orleans ; MxiRET, Bishop of Sura (i. p.) ; Simor, Archbishop

of Gran and Primate of Hungary ; IIaynald, Archbishop of Kaloc-

sa ; FoRSTER, Prince-Bishop of Breslau ; Scherr, Archbishop of Mu-

nich; Ketteler, Bishop of Mayence ; Hefele, Bishop of Rottenburg
;

Strossmayer, Bishop of Bosnia and Sirraium; MacIIale, Archbishop

of Tuani ; Connolly, Archbishop of Halifax ; Kenrick, Archbishop of

St. Louis.

On the evening of the 13th of July the minority sent a deputation,

consisting of Simor, Ginoulhiac, Scherr, Darboy, Ketteler, and Rivet,

to the Pope. After waiting an hour, they were admitted at 9 o'clock

in the evening. They asked simply for a withdrawal of the addition

to the third chapter, which assigns to the Pope the exclusive posses-

sion of all ecclesiastical powers, and for the insertion, in the fourth

chapter, of a clause limiting his infallibility to those decisions which

he pronounces ' imiixus testimonio ecclesiarum.'' Pius returned the

almost incredible answer :
' I shall do what I can, my dear sons, but I

have not yet read the scheme; I do not know what it contains.'^ He
requested Darboy, the spokesman of the deputation, to hand him the

petition in writing. Darboy promised to do so ; and added, not without

irony, that he would send with it the schema which the Deputation on

Faith and the Legates had with such culpable levity omitted to lay be-

fore his Holiness, exposing him to the risk of proclaiming in a few days

a decree he was ignorant of. Pius surprised the deputation by the

astounding assurance that the whole Church had always taught the

unconditional Infallibility of the Pope. Then Bishop Ketteler of

Mayence implored the holy Fatlier on his knees to make some conces-

and Frommann, p. 201 . The protest of the minority to the Pope, July 17, states the number

of voters in the same way, except that 70, instead of 'J 1 or 8."), is given as the number of absen-

tees : ^Notum est Sdnrtituti Vestrce, 88 Patres fnisse, qui, ronsrientia urgente et amore s.Ec-

clesire perinoti, suffrayium stinin per verba non pf.ackt emiserunt ; C>2 alios, qui suffragati sunt

per rerlia placet juxta modum, denique 70 circiter qui a rongregatione ahfuerunt atque a

suffragio einittemlo ahstirmernnt. Hie acredunt et alii, qtii, injirmitntiius out gravioribus

ratinnibus durti, ad suns diaereses reversi sunt/

' He spoke in French : ''Je feral riion /wssible, mes chers fils, mais je n\ii pas encore lu le

schema; je ne sais pas ce qu'il contient.' Quiriuus, Letter LXIX. p. 800.
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sion for the peace and unity of the Church.^ This prostration of the

proudest of the German prelates made some impression. Pius dis-

missed the deputation in a hopeful temper. But immediately after-

wards Manning and Senestrey (Bishop of Regensburg) strengthened his

faith, and frightened him by the warning that, if he made any conces-

sion, he would be disgraced in history as a second Honorius.

In the secret session on the 16th of July, on motion of some Spanish

Bishops, an addition was inserted ' non autem ex consensu ecclesioB^

which makes the decree still more obnoxious.^ On the same day Car-

dinal Rauscher, in a private audience, made another attempt to induce

the Pope to yield, but was told, ' It is too late.'

On the 17th of July fifty-six Bishops sent a written protest to the

Pope, declaring that nothing had occurred to change their conviction

as expressed in their negative vote ; on the contrary, they were con-

firmed in it
;
yet filial piety and reverence for the holy Father would

not permit them to vote N'on Placet, openly and in his face, in a matter

which so intimately concerned his person, and that therefore they had

' Quirinus, Letter LXIX. p. 801, gave, a few days afterwards, from direct information, the

following fresh and graphic description of this interesting scene :
' Bishop Ketteler then came

forward, flung himself on his knees before the Pope, and entreated for several minutes that

the Father of the Catholic world would make some concession to restore peace and her lost

unity to the Church and the Episcopate. It was a peculiar spectacle to witness these two

men, of kindred and yet widely diverse nature, in such an attitude—the one prostrate on the

ground before the other. Pius is " totus teres atque rotundus," firm and immovable, smooth

and hard as marble, infinitely self-satisfied intellectually, mindless and ignorant ; without anj

understanding of the mental conditions and needs of mankind, without any notion of the

character of foreign nations, but as credulous as a nun, and, above all, penetrated through

and through with reverence for his own person as the organ of the Holy Ghost, and therefore

an absolutist from head to heel, and filled with the thought, "I, and none beside me." He
knows and believes that the Holy Virgin, with whom he is on the most intimate terms, will

indemnify him fur the loss of land and subjects by means of the Infallibility doctrine, and the

restoration of the Papal dominion over states and peoples as well as over churches. He also

believes firmly in the miraculous emanations from the sepulchre of St. Peter. At the feet

of this man the German Bishop flung himself, " ipso Papa papalior," a zenlot for the ideal

greatness and unapproachable dignity of the Papacy, and, at the same time, inspired by the

aristocratic feeling of a Westphalian nobleman and the hierarchical self-consciousness of a

Bishop and successor of the ancient chancellor of the empire, while yet he is surrounded by

the intellectual atmosphere of Germany, and, with all his firmness of belief is sickly with the

pallor of thought, and inwardly struggling with the terrible misgiving that, after all, historical

facts are right, and that the shi]i of the Curia, though for the moment it proudly rides the

waves with its sails swelled by a favorable wind, will be wrecked on that rock at last.'

* Quirinus, p. 804 : 'Thus the Infallibilist decree, as it is now to be received under anathema

by the Catholic world, is an eminently Spanish production, as is fitting for a doctrine which

was born and reared under the shadow of the Inquisition.'
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resolved to return forthwith to their flocks, which liad ah'eady too long

been deprived of their presence, and were now fllled with apprehensions

of war. Schwarzeuberg, Matthieu, Sinior, and Darboy head the list

of signers.' (Jn the evening of the same day not only the fifty-six

signers, but sixty additional members of the opposition departed from

Rome, promising to each other to make their future conduct dependent

on mutual understanding.

This was the turning-point: the opposition broke down by its own

act of cowardice. They ought to have stood like men on the post of

duty, and repeated their negative vote according to their honest convic-

tions. They could thus have prevented the passage of this momentous

decree, or at all events shorn it of its oecumenical weight, and kept it

open for future revision and possible reversal. But they left Rome at

the very moment when their presence was most needed, and threw an

easy victory into the lap of the majority.

When, therefore, the fourth public session was held, on the memora-

ble 18th of July (Monday), there were but 535 Fathers present, and of

these all voted Placet^ with the exception of two, viz., Bishop Riccio, of

Cajazzo, in Sicily, and Bishop Fitzgerald, of Little Rock, Arkansas, who

had the courage to vote ]^on Placet, but immediately, before the close

of the session, submitted to the voice of the Council. In this way a

moral unanimity was secured as great as in the first Council of Niciea,

where likewise two refused to subscribe the Nicene Creed. ' What a

wise direction of Providence,' exclaimed the Civiltd cattolica, ' 535 yeas

against 2 nays. Only tivo nays, therefore almost total unanimity ; and

yet two nays, therefore full liljerty of the Council. How vain are all

attacks against the oecumenical character of this most beautiful of all

Councils !'

After the vote the Pope confirmed the decrees and canons on the

Constitution of the Church of Christ, and added from his own inspira-

tion the assurance that the supreme authority of the Roman Pontiff did

not suppress but aid, not destroy but build up, and formed the best pro-

tection of the rights and interests of the Episcopate.^

' See the protest in Friedberg, p. 622. Comp. Frommann, p. 207.

' ^Summn ista Romnni Pontijicis nuctoritas, Venerahiles Fratres, non o])]irimit sed adjuvat,

non destrnif sed (pdijicnt, et stppissirne ronfirmat in difjni/nte, unit in charitate, et Fratrum,

scilicet Ejtiscojioruiii, iura Hrinat atque tuetur. Ideoque illi, qui nunc judicant in comtnotione,
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The days of the two most important public sessions of the Vatican

Council, namely the first and the last, were the darkest and stormiest

which Rome saw from Dec. 8,1869, to the 18th of July, 1870. The

Episcopal votes and the Papal proclamation of the new dogma were

accompanied by flashes of lightning and claps of thunder from the skies,

and so great was the darkness which spread over the Clnirch of 8t. Peter,

that the Pope could not read the decree of his own Infallibility without

the artificial light of a candle.^ This voice of nature was variously in-

sciant, non esse in commotione Dominum. Meminerint, quod paucis abhinc annis, oppositam

tenentes setitentiam, abundaverunt in seiisu Nostra, et in sensu majoris partis hujus aiiipiissimi

Consessus, sed tunc judicaverunt in spiritu aur(E lenis. Numquid in eudem judicio judicando

duce oppositcB possunt existere conscientioi? Ahsit. Illuminet ergo Deus sensus et corda ; et

quoniain Ipse facit mirabilia magna solus, illuminet sensus et corda, ut omnes accedere possint

ad sinum Patris, Christi Jesu in terris indigni Vicarii, qui eos amat, eos diligit, et exo/itat

unum esse cum illis; et ita simul in vinculo charitatis conjuncti prceliare possimus pralia

Domini, ut non solum non irrideant nos inimici nostri, sed timeant potius, et aliqUando anna

malitice cedant in conspectu veritatis, sicque omnes cum D. Augustino dicere valeaut: ''^Tu

vocasti me in admirahile lumen tuum, et ecce video/^
'

' Quirinus, Letter LXIX. p. 809. A Protestant eye-witness, Prof. Ripley, thus described

the scene in a letter from Rome, published in the New York Tribune (of which he is one of

the editors) for Aug. 11, 1870 :
' Rome, July 19.—Before leaving Rome I send you a report

of the last scene of that absurd comedy called the (Ecumenical Vatican Council. ... It is

at least a remarkable coincidence that the opening and closing sessions of the Council were

inaugurated with fearful storms, and that the vigil of the promulgation of the dogma was cele-

brated with thunder and lightning throughout the whole of the night. On the 8th of last

December I was nearly drowned by the floods of rain, which came down in buckets
;
yester-

day morning I went down in rain, and under a frowning sky which menaced tenihle storms

later in the day. . . . Kyrie eleison we heard as soon as the mass was said, and the whole

multitude joined in singing the i)laintive measure of the Litany of the Snints, and then with

equal fervor was sung Veni Creator, which was followed by the voice of a secretary reading

in a high key the dogma. At its conclusion the names of the Fathers were called over, and

Placet after Placet succeeded ad nauseam. But what a stonn burst over the church at this

moment! The lightning flashed and the thunder pealed as we have not heard it this season

before. Every Placet seemed to be announced by a flash and terminated by a clap of thui*

der. Through the cupolas the lightning entered, licking, as it were, the very columns of thj

Baldachino over the tomb of St. Peter, and lighting up large spaces on the pavement. Sure,

God was there—but whether approving or disproving what was going on, no mortal man can

say. Enough that it was a remarkable coincidence, and so it struck the minds of all who

were present. And thus the roll was called for one hour and a half, with this solemn accom-

paniment, and then the result of the voting was taken to the Pope. The moment had arrived

when he was to declare himself invested with the attributes of God—nay. a God upon earth.

Looking from a distance into the hall, which was obscured by the tempest, nothing was visible

but the golden mitre of the Pope, and so thick was the darkness that a servitor was compelled

to bring a lighted candle and hold it by his side to enable him to read the formula by which

he deified himself. And then—what is that indescribable noise ? Is it the raging of the storm

above"-'—the pattering of hail-stones ? It approaches nearer, and for a minute I most seri-

ously say that I could not understand what that swelling sound was until I saw a cloud of

white handkerchiefs waving in the air. The Fathers had beguu with clapping—thev were
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terpreted, either as a condeimiation of Gallicanisin and liberal Cathol

icism, or as a divine attestation of the dogma like that which accom-

panied the promulgation of the law from Mount Sinai, or as an evil

omen of impending calamities to the Papacy.

And behold, the day after the proclamation of the dogma, Napoleon

III., the political ally and supporter of Pius IX., unchained the furies of

war, which in a few weeks swept away the Empire of France and the

temporal throne of the infallible Pope. His own subjects forsook him,

and almost unanimously voted for a new sovereign, whom he had ex-

communicated as the worst enemy of the Church. A German Empire

arose from victorious battle-fields, and Protestantism sprung to the po-

litical and military leadership of Eui-ope. About half a dozen Prot-

estant Churches have since been organized in Rome, where none was

tolerated before, except outside of the walls or in the house of some

foreign embassador; a branch of the Bible Society was established,

which the Pope in his Syllabus denounces as a pest ; and a public de-

bate was held in which e\en the pi'esence of Peter at Rome was called

in question. History records no more striking example of swift retri-

bution of criminal ambition. Once before the Papacy was shaken to

its base at the very moment when it felt itself most secui-e : Leo X. had

hardly concluded the fifth and last Lateran Council in March, 1517,

with a celebration of victory, when an humble monk in the North of

Europe sounded the key-note of the great Reformation.

What did the Bishops of the minority do ? They all submitted, even

those who had been most vigorous in opposing, not only the opportu-

nity of the definition, but the dogma itself. Some hesitated long, but

yielded at last to the heavy pressure. Cardinal Rauscher, of Vienna,

published the decree already in August, and afterwards withdrew his

powerful 'Observations on the Infallibility of the Church' from the

market ; regarding this as an act of glorious self-denial for the wel-

fare of the Church. Cardinal Schwarzenberg, of Prague, waited with

the publication till Jan. 11, 1871, and shifted the responsibility upon his

the fuglemen to the crowd who took up the notes and signs of rejoicing until the church of

God was converted into a theatre for tlie exliibition of human passions. " Vim Pio Nono T
'''Viva il Papa Itifdllihih !" " F/crt il trinnfo dei C<itto/iii .'" were shouted by tliis priestly

assembly ; and again another round they had ; and yet another was attempted as soon as the

TeDeum had been sung and the benediction had been given.'
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theological advisers. Bishop Ilefele, of Rottenburg, who has forgotten

more about the history of Councils than the infallible Pope ever knew,

after delaying till April 10, 1S71, submitted, not because he had changed

his conviction, bnt, as he says, because ' the peace and unity of the

Church is so great a good that great and heavy personal sacrifices may

be made for it ;'
i. e., truth must be sacrificed to peace. Bishop Maret,

who wrote two learned volumes against Papal Infallil)ility and in de-

fense of Gallicanism, declared in his retractation that he ' wholly re-

jects every thing in his work which is opposed to the dogma of the

Council,' and ' withdraws it from sale.' Archbishop Kenrick yielded,

but has not refuted his Concio habenda at non Juibita^ which remains

an irrefragable argument against the new dogma. Even Strossmayer,

the boldest of the bold in the minority, lost his courage, and keeps

his peace. Darboy died a martyr in the revolt of the communists of

Paris, in April, 1871. In a conversation with Dr. Midland, Vicar of

St. Madeleine, who since seceded from Rome, he counseled external

and official submission, with a mental reservation, and in the hope of

better times. His successor, Msgr. Guibert, published the decrees a

year later (April, 1872), without asking the permission of the head of

the French Republic. Of those opponents who, though not members

of the Council, carried as great weight as any Prelate, Montalembert

died during the Council ; Xewman kept silence ; Pere Gratry, who

had declared and proved that the question of Ilonorius ' is totally gan-

grened by fraud,' wrote from his death-bed at Montreux, in Switzer-

land (Feb. 1872), to the new Archbishop of Paris, that he submitted to

the Vatican Council, and effaced ' every thing to the contrary he may

have written.'^

It is said that the adhesion of the minority Bishops was extorted by

the threat of the Pope not to renew their 'quinquennial faculties'

{facilitates quinquennales), that is, the Papal licenses renewed every

five years, permitting them to exercise extraordinary episcopal func-

tions which ordinarily belong to the Pope, as the power of absolving

from heresy, schism, apostasy, secret crime (except murder), from vows,

duties of fasting, the power of permitting the reading of prohibited

* See details on the reception and publication of the Vatican decrees in Friedberg. pp. 53

sqq., 775 sqq. ; Frommann, pp. 215-230 ; on Gratry, the Annales de Philosojihie Chretienne,

Sept. 1871, p. 236.
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books (for the purpose of refutation), marrying within prohibited de-

grees, etc.^

But, aside from this pressure, the following considerations sufficiently

explain the fact of submission.

1. Many of the dissenting Bishops were professedly anti-Infallibilists,

not from principle, but only from subordinate considerations of expe-

diency, because they apprehended that the definition would provoke

the hostility of secular governments, and inllict great injui-y on Catholic

interests, especially in Protestant countries. Events have since proved

that their apprehension was well founded.

2. All Roman Bishops are under an oath of allegiance to the Pope,

which binds them ' to preserve, defend, increase, and advance the rights,

honors, privileges, and authority of the holy Roman Church, of our lord

the Pope, and his successors.'

3. The minority Bishops defended Episcopal infallibility against Pa-

pal infallibility. They claimed for themselves what tliey denied to the

Pope. Admitting the infallibility of an oecumenical Council, and for-

feiting by their voluntary absence on the day of voting the right of

their protest, they must either on their own theory accept the decision

of the Council, or gi\e up their theory, cease to be Roman Catholics,

and run the risk of a new schism.

At the same time this submission is an instructive lesson of the fear-

ful spiritual despotism of the Papacy, which overrules the stubborn

facts of history and the sacred claims of individual conscience. For

the facts so clearly and forcibly brought out before and during the

Council by such men as Kenrick, Ilefele, Rauscher, Maret, Schwarzen-

berg, and Dupanloup, have not changed, and can never be undone. On
the one hand we find the results of a life-long, conscientious, and thor-

ough study of the most learned divines of the Roman Chunth, on

the other ignorance, prejudice, perversion, and defiance of Scripture

and tradition ; on the one hand we have history shaping theology, on

the other theology ignoring or changing history ; on the one hand the

just exercise of reason, on the other blind submission, which destroys

reason and conscience. But truth must and will prevail at last.

* See the article Facultdten, in Wktzer und Welte's Kirchenlexikon oder Encyklop. der

katholischen Theoloffie,Yol. III. pp. 879 sqq.
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§ 34. Papal Infallibility explained, and tested by Tradition anb
sceiptdre.

Literature.

I. Foe Infallibility.

The older defenders of Infallibility are chiefly Bellarmin, Ballerini, Litta, Alphonb i>e Liguori
(whom the Pope raised to the dignity of a doctor ecclesice, March 11,18T2), Card. Orsi, Peebone, and Jo-
BEPu Count dk Maibtee (Sardinian statesman, d. at Turin Feb. 26, 1821, author of Du Pape, 1819 ; new
edition, Paris, 1843, with the Homeric motto: elr Koipavoi earw).

During and after the Vatican Council: the works of Archbishops Manning and Deghampb, already
quoted, pp, 134, 135.

Jos. Cardoni (Archbishop of Edessa, in partibus) : Elucubratio de dogmatica Romani Pontiflcis hifal-

libilitate ejusqw Deflnibilitate, Romse (typis Civilitatis Cattolicse), 1870 (May, 174 pp.). The chief work
on the Papal side, clothed with a semi-official character.

Hermann Rump: Die Un/ehlbarkeit rfe.s Papstes und die Stellung der in Deutschland verbreiteten theolo-

gi»chen Lehrbiicher zu dieser Lehre, Miinster, 1870 (173 pp.).

Feanz Feiedhoff (Prof, at Miinster) : Gegen-Erwdgungen Hber die pdpstliche Un/ehlbarkeit, Miinster,

1869 (21 pp.). Superficial.

Floe. Riesb and Karl von Wbbee (Jesuits) : Das Oekum. Concil. Stimmen aus Maria-Loach, Netie Folge,

No. X. Die pupstliche Un/ehlbarkeit und der alte Glaube der Kirche, Freiburg im Breisgau, 1870 (110 pp.).

G. Biokel: GrUnde/iir die Un/ehlbarkeit des Kirehenoherhauptes nebst Widerlegung der Einwiir/e, Miin-
ster, 1870.

Rev. P. Weningee (Jesuit) : Uin/aillibilite du Pape devant la raison et Vecriture, les papes et les can-

dles, les peres et les theologietu% les rois et les empereurs. Translated from the German into French by
P. Belet. (Highly spoken of by Pius IX. in a brief to Abbe Belet, Nov. 17, 1869 ; see Priedberg, 1. c.

p. 487. Weninger wrote besides several pamphlets on Infallibility in German, Innsbruck, 1841 ; Graz,

1853 ; in English, New York and Cincinnati, 1868. Archbishop Kenrick, in his Concio, speaks of him as

'a pious and extremely zealous but ignorant man,' whom he honored with ' the charity of silence' when
requested to recommend one of his books.)

Widerlegung der vier unter die Vdter des Concils vertheilten Brochiiren gegen die Un/ehlbarkeit (transl.

of Animadversiones in quatuor contra Romani Pontiflcis in/allibilitatem editos libellos), Miinster, 1870.

Bishop Jos. Fesblee : Die wahre und die /alsche Un/ehlbarkeit der Pdpste (against Prof, von Schulte),

Wien, 1871.

Bishop Kettelee : Das unfehlbare Lehramt des Papstes, nach der Entscheidung des Vaticanischen Con-
cils, Mainz, 1871, 3te Aufl.

M. J. Scheeben : Schulte und Dollinger, gegen das Concil. Kritische Beleuchtung, etc., Regensburg, 1871.

Amedeb i)e Maegerie : Lettre au R. P. Gratry sur le Pape Honorius et le Breviaire Romain, Nancy, 1870
Paul Bottala (S. J.) : Pope Honorius be/ore the Tribunal o/ Reason and History, London, 1868.

II. Against Infallibility.

(a) By Members of the Council.

Mgr. H. L. C. Maeet (Bishop of Sura, in part.. Canon of St. Denis and Dean of the Theological Faculty

in Paris) : Du Concile general et de la paix religieuse, Paris, 1869, 2 Tom. (pp. 554 and 555). An elaborate

defense of Gallicanism : since revoked by the author, and withdrawn from sale.

Peter Riohard Keneiok (Archbishop of St. Louis) : Concio in Concilio Vaticano habenda at non habita,

Neapoli (typis fratrum de Angelis in via Pellegrini 4), 1870. Reprinted in Friedrich, Documenta, I. pp. 187-

226. An English translation in L. W. Bacon's^ji Inside Vieieo/the Vatican Council, l^ev? York, pp. 90-166.

QuiESTio (no place or date of publication). A very able Latin dissertation occasioned and distributed

(perhaps partly prepared) by Bishop Kettelee, of Mayence, during the Council. It was printed but not

published in Switzerland, in 1870, and reprinted in Friedrich, Documenta, I. pp. 1-128.

La liberie du Concile et Vin/aillibilite. Written or inspired by Daeboy, Archbishop of Paris. Only fifty

copies were printed, for distribution among the Cardinals. Reprinted in Friedrich, Documenta, I. pp.

129-186.

Card. Raubcheb: Observationes qucedam de in/allibilitatis ecclesice sMbjccfo, Neapoli and Vindobonse,

1870 (83 pp.).

De Summi Pontiflcis in/allibilitate persona^?', Neapoli, 1870 (32 pp.). Written by Prof. Salesiub Mayke,
and distributed in the Council by Cardinal Schwarzenberg.

Job. be Hefele (Bishop of Rottenbnrg, formerly Prof, at Tiibingen): Causa Honorii Pap<B, Neap. 1870

(pp.28). The same: Honorius und das sechste allgemeine Concil (with an appendix against Pennachi,

43 pp.), Tiibingen, 1870. English translation, with introduction, by Dr. Henry B. Smii h, in the Presby-

terian Quarterly and Princeton Review, New York, for April, 1872, pp. 273 sqq. Against Hefele comp.
Job. Pennachi (Prof, of Church History in Rome) : De Hotwrii L Pontiflcis Romani causa in Concilio VL
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(b) By Catholics, not Members of the Council.

Jancs : The Pope and the Coutu-il, 1SC9. See above, p. 134.

Enedgungen fur die BiHcho/u deg Concilnimg iiber die Frage der pdpstlichen Uii/ehlbarkeit, Oct. 1869.

Dritte Aufl. Miinchen. [By J. von Dollingkb.]

J. VON DiiLMNGKK: Eiiiige Worte iiber die Unfehlbarkeitsadresse, etc., Miinchen, 1870.

Jos. H. Keinkenb (Prof, of Church History iu Breslau) : Ueber pdpstliche Unfehlbarkeit,'yiixQc\\en,\S~if).

Ci-EMKNs SouMiTz (Caih. Priest) : 1st der Papst unfehlbart Aus Deutschlands und des P. Deharbe Cate-

chismen beantwitrtet, Mtincheu, 1870.

J. Fb. Ritter von S<muLTE (Prof. in Prague, now in Bonn): Dan ITn/ehlbarkeits-Derret vovi IS Juli

1870 av/ seine Verbindlichkeit gepriift, Prague, 1870. Die Macht der ri'mi. Pdpnte iiber Fiirsten, Ldnder,

Vaiker, etc. seit Gregur I'll, zur Wiirdigung ihrer Unfehlbarkeit beleuchtet, etc., 2d edition, Prague. The
same, translated into English {The Power of the Monian Popes over Princes, etc.), by Alfred Somers [a

brother of Schulte], Adelaide, 1S71.

A. Gratry (Priest of the Oratoire and Member of the French Academy) : Foxir Letters to the Bishop of

Orleans (Dupanloup) and tlie Archbiahop of Malines (Dechamps), in French, Paris, 1870; several edition.",

also translated into German, English, etc. These learned and eloquent letters gave rise to violent con-

troversies. They were denounced by several Bishops, and prohibited in their dioceses; approved by

others, and by Montalenibert. The Pope praised the opponents. Against him wrote Dechamps (Three

Letters to Gratry, in French ; German translation, Mayeuce, 1870) and A. de Margerie. Gratry recanted

on his death-bed.

P, Le Page Renottt: The Condemnation of Pope Honoritis, London, 1868.

Antonio Maorassi : Lo Schema sulV infallibilitd personate del lioviano Pontefice, Alessandria, 1870.

Delia pretesa infalUbilitd personale del Romano Pontefice, 2d ed. Firenze, 1870 (anonymous, 80 pp.).

J. A. B. LnxTEUBKCK : Die Clementinen und ihr Verhdltniss zinn Unfehlbarkeitsdogma, Giessen, 1872 (pp. 85).

Joseph Lanoen (Old Catholic Prof, in Bonn) : Das Vaticam'sche Dogma von dem Universal-Episcopal und

der Unfphlbarkeit des Papstes in s. Verh. zur exeg. Ueberlieferung vom 1 bis zum \Uen Jahrh. 3 Parts.

Bonn, 1871-73.

The sinlessness of the Virgin Mary and the personal infallibility of

the Pope are the characteristic dogmas of modern Romanism, the two

test dogmas which must decide the ultimate fate of this system. Both

were enacted under the same Pope, and both faitlifully reflect his char-

acter. Both have the advantage of logical consistency from certain

premises, and seem to be the very perfection of the Romish form of

piety and the Romish principle of authority. Both rest on pious fiction

and fraud ; both present a refined idolatry by clothing a pure humble

woman and a mortal sinful man with divine attributes. The dogma

of the Immaculate Conception, which exempts the Virgin Mary from

sin and guilt, perverts Christianism into Marianism ; the dogma of In-

fallibility, which exempts the Bishop of Rome from error, i-esolves

Catholicism into Papalism, or the Chmch into the Pope. The wor-

ship of a woman is vii-tually substituted for the worship of Christ, and

a man-pfod in Rome for the God-Man in heaven. This is a severe

judgment, but a closer examination will sustain it.

The dogma of the Immaculate Conception, being confined to the

sphere of devotion, passed into the modern Roman creed without seri-

ous difficulty; but the dogma of Papal Infallibility, which involves a

question of absolute power, forms an epocli in the history of Roman-

ism, and created the greatest commotion and a new secession. It is

in its very nature the most fundamental and most comprehensive of
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of all dogmas. It contains the whole system in a nutshell. It con-

stitutes a new rule of faith. It is the article of the standing or fall-

ing Church. It is the dii-ect antipode of the Protestant principle of the

absolute supremacy and infallibility of tlie Holy Scriptures. It estab-

lishes a perpetual divine oracle in the Vatican. Every Catholic may

hereafter say, I believe—not because Christ, or the Bible, or the Church,

but—because the infaUible Pope has so declared and commanded.

Admitting this dogma, we admit not only the whole body of doctrines

contained in the Tridentine standards, but all the official Papal bulls,

including the mediajval monstrot^ities of the Syllabus (1864), the con-

demnation of Jansenism, the bull ' fjitam Sanctatn'' of Boniface VIII.

(1302), which, under pain of damnation, claims for the Pope the double

sword, the secular as well as the spiritual, over the whole Christian

world, and the power to depose princes and to absolve subjects from

their oath of allegiance.^ The past is irreversibly settled, and in all

future conti'oversies on faith and morals we must look to the same

unerring tribunal in the Vatican. Even oecumenical Councils are

superseded hereafter, and would be a mere waste of time and

strength.

On the other hand, if the dogma is false, it involves a blasphemous

assumption, and makes the nearest approach to the fulfillment of

St. Paul's prophecy of the man of sin, who 'as God sitteth in the

temple of God, showing himself off that he is God' (2 Thess. ii. 4).

Let us first see what the dogma does not mean, and what it does

mean.

It does not mean that the Pope is infallible in his private opinions

on theology and religion. As a man, he may be a heretic (as Liberius,

Honorius, and John XXII.), or even an unbeliever (as John XXIII.,

' This bull has been often disowned by Catholics (e. g.. by the Universities of Sorbonne,

Louvain, Alcala, Salamanca, when officially asked by Mr. Pitt. Prime Minister of Great Brit-

ain, 1788, also by Martin John Spalding, Archbishop of Baltimore, in his Lectures on
Evidences, 1866), and, to some extent, even by Pius IX. (see P'riedberg, p. 718), but it is

unquestionably official, and was renewed and approved by the fifth Lateran Touncil, Dec.
19, 1516. Paul III. and Pius V". acted upon it, the former in excommunicating and depos-
ing Henry VIII. of England, the latter in deposing Queen Elizabeth, exciting her subjects

to rebeUion, and urging Philip of Spain to declare war against her (see the Bullarium Rom.,
Camden, Burnet, Froude, etc.). The Papal Syllabus sanctions it by implication, in No. 23,
which condemns as an error the opinion that Koman Pontifts have exceeded the limits oif

their power.
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and, perhaps, Leo X.), and yet, at the same time, infallible as Pope,

after the fashion of Balaam and Kaiphas.

Nor does it mean that infallibility extends beyond the proper sphere

of religion and the Church. The Pope may be ignorant of science and

literature, and make grave mistakes in his political administration, or

be misinformed on matters of fact (unless necessarily involved in doc-

trinal decisions), and yet be infallible in defining articles of faith.^

Infallibility does not imply impeccability. And yet freedom from

error and freedom from sin are so nearly connected in men's minds

that it seems utterly impossible that such moral monsters as Alexander

VI. and those infamous Popes who disgraced humanity during the

Roman pornocracy in the tenth and eleventh centuries, should have

been vicars of Jesus Christ and infallible organs of the Holy Ghost.

If the inherent infallibility of the visible Church logically necessitates

the infallibility of the visible head, it is difficult to see why the same

logic should not with equal conclusiveness derive the personal holiness

of the head from the holiness of the body.

On the other hand, the dogma does mean that all official utterances

of the Roman Pontiff addressed to the Catholic Church on matters of

Christian faith and duty are infallibly true, and must be accepted with

the same faith as the word of the living God. They are not simply

final in the sense in which all decisions of an absolute government or

a supreme court of justice are final until abolished or supei-seded by

other decisions,^ but they are irreformable, and can never be revoked.

This infallibility extends over eighteen centuries, and is a special privi-

lege conferred by Christ upon Peter, and through him upon all his legiti-

mate successors. It belongs to every Pope from Clement to Pius IX.,

and to every Papal bull addressed to the Catholic world. It is per-

' Pope Pius IX. started as a political reformer, and set in motion that revolution which,

notwithstanding his subsequent reactionary course, resulted in the unification of Italy and

the loss of the States of the Church, against which he now so bitterly protests.

' In this general sense Joseph de Maistre explains infallibility to be the same in the spir-

itual order that sovereignty means in the civil order : 'L'un et Vautre exprime.nt cette haute

puissance qui les doinine toutes, dont toutes les autres de'rirenf, qui gouverne et nest pas gou-

vern^e, qui juge et nest pas jugie. Qunnd nous disons que I'Eglise est infaillihie, nous ne de-

mandons pour el/e, il est hien essentiel de Vohserver, aurun jiririlege particulier ; nous demandons

seuhnient quelle jouisse du droit rommun a toutes les souverainet^s possible qui toutes agissent

n^cessairement romme infailUhles ; car tout gouvernement est nhsolu; et du moment oil Con pent

lui r^sister sous jire'texte derreur ou ^injustice, il n'existe plus.' Du Pape, ch. i., pp. 15, 16.
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sonal, i. e., inherent in Peter and the Popes ; it is independent, and

needs no confirmation from the Church or an oecumenical Council,

either preceding or succeeding ; its decrees are binding, and can not be

rejected without running the risk of eternal damnation.^

Even within the narrow limits of the Vatican decision there is room

for controversy on the precise meaning of the figurative term ex cathe-

dra loqui, and the extent of faith and morals, viz., whether Infallibil-

ity includes only the supernatural order of revealed truth and duty, or

also natural and political duties, and questions of mere history, such as

Peter's residence in Rome, the number of oecumenical Councils, the

teaching of Jaiisen and Quesnel, and other disputed facts closely con-

nected with dogmas. But the main point is clear enough. The Ultra-

montane theory is established, Gallicanism is dead and buried.

Ultramontanism and Gallicanism.

The Vatican dogma is the natural completion of the Papal polity, as

the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of Mary is the completion

of the Papal cultus.

If we compare the Papal or Ultramontane theory with the Episcopal

or Gallican tlieory, it has the undeniable advantage of logical consist-

ency. The two systems are related to each other like monarchy and

aristocracy, or rather like absolute monarchy and limited monarchy.

The one starts from the divine institution of the Primacy (Matt. xvi. 18),

' Archbishop Manning (Petri Privil. III. pp. 1 12, 1 1.3) defines the doctrine of Infallibility

in this way

:

' 1. The privilege of infiillibility is personal, inasmuch as it attaches to the Roman Pontiff,

the successor of Peter, as a /mhlic person, distinct from, but inseparably imited to, the Church;

but it is not personal, in that it is attached, not to the private person, but to the primacy

which he alone possesses.

' 2. It is also independent, inasmuch as it does not depend upon either the Ecrlesia docens

or the Errlesin discens ; but it is not independent, in that it depends in all things upon the

divine head of the Church, upon the institution of the primacy by him, and upon the assist-

ance of the Holy Ghost.

'3. It is absolute, inasmuch as it can be circumscribed by no human or ecclesiastical law;

it is not absolute, in that it is circumscribed by the office of guarding, expounding, and de-

fending the deposit of revelation.

' 4. It is separate in no sense, nor can be. nor can be so called, without manifold heresy,

unless the word be taken to mean distinct. In this sense, the Roman Pontiff is distinct from

the Episcopate, and is a distinct subject of infallibility; and in the exercise of his supreme

doctrinal authority, or magisterium, he does not depend for the infallibility nf liis definitions

npon the consent or consultation of the Episcopate, but only on the divine assistance of the

Holy Ghost.'
'

Vol. I.—M
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and teaches tlie infallibility of the head; the other starts from the di

vine institution of the Episcopate (Matt, xviii. IS), and teaches the infal-

libility of the body and the superiority of an oecinnenical Council over

the Pope. Conceding once the infallibility of the collective Episcopate,

we must admit, as a consequence, the infallibility of the Primacy, which

represents the Episcopate, and forms its visible and permanent centre. If

the body of the teaching Church can never err, the head can not err; and,

vice versa, if the head is liable to eri-or, the body can not be free from

error. The Galilean theory is an untenable via media. It secures only

a periodic and intermittent infallibility, which reveals itself in an cecu-

menical Council, and then relapses into a quiescent state ; but the Ultra-

montane theory teaches an unbroken, ever living, and ever active infalli-

bility, which alone can fully answer the demands of an absolute authority.

To refute Papal infallibility is to refute also Episcopal infallibility;

for the higher includes the lower. The Vatican Council is the best ai'gu-

ment against the infallibility of oecumenical Councils, for it sanctioned

a fiction, in open and irreconcilable contradiction to older oecumenical

Councils, which not only assumed the possibility of Papal fallibility,

but actually condemned a Pope as a heretic. The fifth Lateran Coun

cil (1512) declared the decrees of the Council of Pisa (1409) null and

void ; the Council of Florence denied the \alidity of the Council of

Basle, and this denied the validity of the former. The Council of Con-

stance condemned and burned John Hus for teaching evangelical doc-

trines; and this fact forced upon Luther, at the disputation with Eck at

Leipzig, the conviction that even oecumenical Councils may err. Rome

itself has rejected certain canons of Constantinople and Chalcedon,

which put the Pope on a par with the Patriarch of Constantinople
; and

a strict construction of the Papal theory would rule out the old oecu-

menical Councils, because they wei'e not convened nor controlled by the

Pope; while the Greek Church rejects all Councils which were purely

Latin.

The Bible makes no provision and has no promise for an oecumenical

Councjil.' The Church existed and flourished for more than three hun-

dred years before such a Council was heai-d of. Large assemblies are

' The Synod of Jerusalem, composed of Apostles, Elders, and Brethren, and legislating in

favor of Christian liberty, differs very widely from a purely hierarchical Council, which ex-

cludes Elders and Brethren, and imposes new burdens upon the conscience.
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ofteu ruled by passion, intrigue, and worldly ambition (remember the

complaints of Gregory of Nazianzum on the Synods of the Nicene age).

Majorities are not necessarily decisive in matters of faith, Christ prom-

ised to be even with two or three who are gathered in his name (Matt.

xviii. 20). Elijah and the seven thousand who had not bowed the

knee to Baal were right over against the great mass of the people of

Israel. Athanasius versus mundum represented the truth, and the

world versus Athanasium was in error during the ascendency of

Arianism. In the eighteenth century the Church, both Catholic and

Protestant, was under the power of infidelity, and true Christianity

had to take refuse in small communities. Auo-ustine maintained that

one Council may correct another, and attain to a more perfect knowl-

edge of truth. The historj^ of the Church is unintelligible without the

theory of progressive development, which implies many obstructions

and temporary diseases. All the attributes of the Church are subject

to the law of gradual expansion and growth, and will not be finally

complete till the second coming of our Lord.

Papal Infallibility and Personal Responsibility.

The Christian Church, as a divine institution, can never fail and

never lose the truth. Christ has pledged his Spirit and life-giving

presence to his people to the end of time, and even to two or three of

his humblest disciples assembled in his name
;
yet they are not on

that account infallible. He gave authority in matters of discipline to

every local Church (Matt, xviii. 17) ; and yet no one claims infallibility

to every congregation. The Holy Spirit will always guide believers into

the truth, and the unerring Word of God can never perish. But local

churches, like individuals, may fall into error, and be utterly destroyed

from the face of the earth. The true Church of Christ always makes

progress, and will go on conquering and to conquer to the end of the

world. But the particular churches of Jerusalem, Antioch, Alexan-

dria, Constantinople, Asia Minor, and North Africa, where once the

Apostles and St. Augustine taught, have disappeared, or crumbled into

ruin, or have been overrun by the false prophet.

The truth will ever be within the reach of the sincere inquirer

wherever the gospel is preached and the sacraments are rightly admin-

istered. God has revealed himself plainly enough for all purposes of
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salvation ; and yet not so plainly as to supersede the necessity of faith,

and to resolve Christianity into a mathematical demonstration. He
has given us a i-ational mind to think and to judge, and a free will to

accept or to I'eject. Christian faith is no blind submission, but an intel-

ligent assent. It implies anxiety to inquire as well as willingness to

receive. We are expressly directed to ' prove all things, and to hold fast

that wliich is good' (1 Thess. v. 21); to ti-y the spirits whether they are

of God (1 John iv. 1), and to refuse obedience even to an angel from

heaven if he preach a different gospel (Gal. i. 8). The Bercean

Jews are commended as being more noble than those of Thessalonica,

because they received the Word with all readiness of mind, and yet

searched the Scriptures daily, whether those things were so (Acts xvii.

11). It was from the infallible Scriptures alone, and not from tra-

dition, that Paul and Apollos reasoned, after the example of Christ,

who appeals to Moses and the Prophets, and speaks disparagingly of

the traditions of the elders as obscuring the Word of God or destroy-

ing its true effect.'

In opposition to all this the Vatican dogma requires a wholesale

slaughter of the intellect and will, and destroys the sense of personal

responsibility. The fundamental ei-ror, the irpivTov xptv^og of Pome is

that she identifies the true ideal Church of Christ with the empirical

Church, and the empii-ical Church with the Romish Chuich, and the

Pomish Church with the Papacy, and the Papacy with the Pope, and

at last substitutes a mortal man for the living Christ, who is the only

and ever present head of the Church, 'which is his body, the fullness of

him who filleth all in all.' Christ needs no vicar, and the very idea

of a vicar implies the absence of the Master.^

' It is remarkable that Christ always uses irapaSoaiQ in an unfavorable sense : see Matt.

XV. 2, 3, fi; Mark vii. 3, 5, 8, 9, 13. So also Paul: Gal. i. 14; Col. ii. 8; while in 1 Cor. xi.

2, and 2 Thess. ii. 15; iii. 6, he uses the term in a good sense, as identical with the gospel he

preached.

'' I add here what Dr. Hodge, of Princeton, says on the Papal theory of Infallibility (Systern-

atic Theology, New York, 1 872, Vol. I. pp. 1 30, 1 .50) :
' There is something simple and gi-and in

this theory. It is wonderfully adapted to the tastes and wants of men. It relieves them of per-

sonal responsibility. Every thing is decided for them. Their salvation is secured by merely

submitting to be saved by an infallible, sin-pardoning, and grace-imparting Church. Many
may be inclined to think that it would have been a great blessing had Christ left on earth a

visible representative of himself clothed with his aiitliority to tench and govern, and an order

of men dispersed througli the world endowed with the gifts of the original Apf)stles—men

every where accessible, to whom we could resort in all times of difficulty and doubt, and whose
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Papal Infallibility tested hy Tradition.

The dogma of Papal Infallibility is mainly supported by an infer-

ential dogmatic argument derived from the Primacy of Peter, who, as

the Vicar of Christ, must also share in his infallibility ; or from the

nature and aim of the Church, which is to teach men the way of salva-

tion, and must therefore be endowed with an infallible and ever avail-

able organ for that purpose, since God always provides the means to-

gether with an end. A full-blooded Infallibilist, whose piety consists

in absolute submission and devotion to his lord the Pope, is per-

fectly satisfied with this reasoning, and cares little or nothing for the

Bible and for history, except so far as they suit his purpose. If facts

disagree with his dogmas, all the worse for the facts. All you have to

do is to ignore or to deny them, or to force them, by unnatural inter-

pretations, into reluctant obedience to the dogmas.* But after all, even

decisions could be safely received as the decisions of Christ himself. God's thoughts, how-

ever, are not as our thoughts. We know that when Christ was on earth men did not believe

or obey him. We know that when the Apostles were still living, and their authority was

still confirmed by signs, and wonders, and divers miracles and gifts of the Holy Ghost, the

Church was distracted by heresies and schisms. If any in their sluggishness are disposed to

think that a perpetual body of infallible teachers would be a blessing, all must admit that the

assumption of infallibility by the ignorant, the erring, and the wicked, must be an evil incon-

ceivably great. The Romish theory, if true, might be a blessing ; if false, it must be an aw-

ful curse. That it is false may be demonstrated to the satisfaction of all who do not wish it

to be true, and who, unlike the Oxford tractarian, are not determined to believe it because

they love it. . . . If the Church be infallible, its authority is no less absolute in the sphere of

social and political life. It is immoral to contract or to continue an unlawful marriage, to

keep an unlawful oath, to enact unjust laws, to obey a sovereign hostile to the Church. The
Church, therefore, has the right to dissolve marriages, to free men from the obligations of

their oaths, and citizens from their allegiance, to abrogate civil laws, and to depose sovereigns.

These prerogatives have not only been claimed, but time and again exercised by the Church

of Rome. They all of right belong to that Church, if it be infallible. As these claims are

enforced by penalties involving the loss of the soul, they can not be resisted by those who ad-

mit the Churcli to be infallible. It is obvious, therefore, that where this doctrine is held there

can be no liberty of opinion, no freedom of conscience, no civil or political freedom. As the

recent oecumenical Council of the Vatican has decided that this infallibility is vested in the

Pope, it is henceforth a matter of faith with Romanists, that the Roman Pontitf is the abso-

lute sovereign of the world. All men are bound, on the penalty of eternal death, to believe

what he declares to be true, and to do whatever he decides is obligatory.

'

' Archbishop Manning (III. p. 118) speaks of history as 'a wilderness without guide or path,'

and says :
' Whensoever any doctrine is contained in the divine revelation of the Church'

[the very point which can not be proved in the case before usj, 'all difficulties from human
history are excluded, as Tertullian lays down, by prescription. The only source of revealed

truth is God ; the only channel of his revelation is the Church. No human history can de-

clare what is contained in that revelation. The Church alone can determine its limits, and

therefore its contents.'
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accordii'/g vo clie Roman Catholic theory, Scripture and liistory or tra-

dition are the two indispensable tests of the truth of a dogma. It has

always been held that the Pope and the Bishops are not the creatoi-s

and judges, but the trustees and witnesses of the apostolic deposit of

faith, and that they can define and proclaim no dogma which is not

Mell founded in primitive tradition, written or unwritten. According

to the famous rule of Vincentius Lirinensis, a dogma must have three

marks of catholicity : the catholicity of time (semjpe?'), of space {uhique),

and of number {ah omnihus). The ai'gument fi-om tradition is abso-

lutely essential to orthodoxy in the Roman sense, and, as hitherto held,

moie essential than Scripture proof.' The difference betAveen Roman-

ism and Protestantism on this point is this : Romanism requires proof

fi'om tradition first, from Scripture next, and makes the former indis-

pensable, the latter simply desirable ; while Protestantism revei'ses the

oi'der, and with its theory of the Bible as the only rule of faith and

practice, and as an inexhaustible mine of ti'uth that yields precious ore

to every successive generation of miners, it may even dispense with

traditional testimony altogether, provided that a doctrine can be clearly

derived from the Word of God.

Now it can be conclusively proved that the dogma of Papal In-

fallibility, like the dogma of the Immaculate Conception of Mary,

lacks every one of the three marks of catholicity. It is a compara-

tively modern innovation. It was not dreamed of for more than a

thousand years, and is unknown to this day in the Greek Church,

the oldest in the world, and in mattei's of antiquity always an im-

portant witness. The whole history of Christianity w'ould have taken

a different course, if in all theological controversies an infallible tri-

bunal in Rome could liave been invoked.^ Ancient Creeds, Councils,

' This Archbishop Kenrifk, in his Conrio, frankly admits :
' Irenn-i, TertuUiani, Augustini,

Vinrentii Lirinensis exemp/a seruttis, Jidei Catholirtp prolintinnes ex traditione j)otius qnam

ex Scripturarum interpretntione quevrendas duxi ; quce interpretation juxta Tertidlianum ma-

gis apta est ad veritatem ohuvdntandum quam demonstrandum.^

* ' Die qanze Gesrhirhte des ersten Jnkrtausends der Kirche ware eine andere geivesen, wenn

in dem Bisrhof von Rnvi das Beirtisstsein. in der Kirche auch nur eine Ahnung davon r/ewesen

ware, dnss dart ein Quell nnfehlharer Wnhrheit Jliesse. Statt all der bittern, verstorenden

Kdmpfe qeqen wirkliche oder vermeintlirhe Ildretiker, (jegen die man Biicher schrieh und Sy-

noden aller Art versammelte, wiirden alle Wohhneinende sich auf den unfehlharen Sjiruch des

Papstes herufen haben, und mehr nls einst dns Ornke.l des Apollo zu Delphi wiirde das zu

Rom bcfrtigt worden sein. Dagegen war es in jcnen Jahrhunderten, als alles Christenthum a'^if
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Fathers, and Popes can be summoned as witnesses against the Vatican

dogma.

1. The four cecuinenical Creeds, the most authoritative expressions

of the old Catholic faith of the Eastern and AVestern Churches, contain

an article on the ' holy Catholic and iVpostolic Church,' but not one

word about the Bishops of Home, or any other local Church. How
easy and natural, yea, in \iew of the fundamental importance of the

Infallibility dogma, how necessary would have been the insertion of Ro-

man after the other predicates of the Church, or the addition of the

article :
' The Pope of Rome, the successor of Peter and infallible vicar

of Christ.' If it had been believed then as now, it would certainly ap-

pear at least in the Roman form of the Apostles' Creed ; but this is as

silent on this point as the Aquilejan, the African, the Galilean, and

other forms.

And this uniform silence of all the oecumenical Creeds is strength-

ened by the numerous local Creeds of the Nicene age, and by the vari-

ous ante-Nicene rules of faith up to Tertullian and Irenseus, not one of

which contains an allusion to such an article of faith.

2. The (Ecumenical Councils of the first eight centuries, which are

recognized by the Greek and Latin Churches alike, are equally silent

about, and positively inconsistent with, Papal Infallibility. They were

called by Greek Emperors, not by Popes ; they were predominantly,

and some of them exclusively. Oriental ; they issued their decrees in

their own name, and in the fullness of authority, without thinking of

submitting them to the approval of Rome ; they even claimed the right

of judging and condemning the Roman Pontiff, as well as any other

Bishop or Patriarch.

In the first Nicene Council there was but one representative of the

Latin Church (Hosius of Spain) ; and in the second and the fifth oecu-

menical Councils there was none at all. The second oecumenical Coun-

cil (381), in the third canon, put the Patriarch of Constantinople on a par

with the Bishop of Rome, assigning to the latter only a primacy of

honor; and the fourth oecumenical Council (451) confirmed this canon

in spite of the energetic protest of Pope Leo I.

die Spitze eines Dogmas gestellt ivurdp, vichfs nnerhortes, dass ailch ein Papst vor der sub--

tilen Bestunmung des siegenden Dogma zum Hdretiker wurde.' Hase, Polemik, Buch I.

civ. p. 161.
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But more than this : the sixth cecnmenical Council, held 680, pro-

nounced the anathema on Honorius, ' the former Pope of old Rome,'

for teaching officially the Monothelite heresy ; and this anathema was

signed by all the members of the Council, including the three delegates

of the Pope, and was several times repeated by the seventh and eighth

Councils, which were presided over by Papal delegates. But we must

return to this famous case again in another connection.

3. The Fathers, even those who unconsciously did most service to

Rome, and laid the foundation for its colossal pretensions, yet had no

idea of ascribing absolute supremacy and infallibility to the Pope.

Clement of Rome, the first Roman Bishop of whom we have any

authentic account, wrote a letter to the Church at Corinth—not in his

name, but in the name of the Roman Congregation ; not with an air

of superior authority, but as a brother to brethren—barely mentioning

Peter, but eulogizing Paul, and with a clear consciousness of the great

difference between an Apostle and a Bishop or Elder.

Ignatius of Antioch, who suffered martyrdom in Rome under Tra-

jan, highly as he extols Episcopacy and Church unity in his seven Epis-

tles, one of which is addressed to the Roman Christians, makes no dis-

tinction of rank among Bishops, but treats them as equals.

Irenseus of Lyons, the champion of the Catholic faith against the

Gnostic heresy at the close of the second century, and the author of

the famous and variously understood passage about the, potentiorprin-

cipalitas (irpoTtia) ecclesice Romamx, sharply reproved Yictor of Rome

when he ventured to excommunicate the Asiatic Christians for their

different mode of celebrating Easter, and told him that it was contrary

to Apostolic doctrine and practice to judge brethren on account of eat-

ing and drinking, feasts and new moons. Cyprian, likewise a saint and

a martyr, in the middle of the third century, in his zeal for visible and

tangible unity against the schismatics of his diocese, first brought out

the fertile doctrine of the Roman See as the chair of Peter and the

centre of Catholic unity
;
yet M'ith all his Romanizing tendency he was

the great champion of the Episcopal solidarity and equality system, and

alwavs addressed the Roman Bishop as his 'brother' and 'colleague;'

he even stoutly opposed I'ope Stephen's view of tlie validity of heret-

ical baptism, charging him with error, obstinacy, and presumption.

He never yielded, and the African Bishops, at the third Council at
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Carthage (256), emphatically indorsed his opposition. Firmilian,

Bishop of Csesarea, and Dionysius, Bishop of Alexandria, likewise bit-

terly condemned the doctrine and conduct of Stephen, and told him

that in excoraminiicating others he only excommunicated himself.

Augustine is often quoted by Infallibilists on account of his famous

dictum, Roma locuta est, causa fiiiita est} But he simply means that,

since the Councils of Mileve and Carthage had spoken, and Pope Inno-

cent I. had acceded to their decision, the Pelagian controversy was

finally settled (although it was, after all, not settled till after his death,

at the Council of Ephesus). Had he dreamed of the abuse made of

this utterance,^ he would have spoken very differently. For the same

Augustine apologized for Cyprian's opposition to Pope Stephen on the

ground that the controversy had then not yet been decided by a Coun-

cil, and maintained tlie view of the liability of Councils to correction

and improvement by subsequent Councils. He moreover himself op-

posed Pope Zosimus, when, deceived by Pelagius, he declared him

sound in the faith, although Pope Innocent I. had previously excom-

municated him as a dangerous heretic. And so determined were the

Afiicans, under the lead of Augustine (417 and 418), that Zosimus

tinally saw proper to yield and to condemn Pelagianism in his ^ Epis-

tula Tractoria.''

Gregory I., or the Great, the last of the Latin Fathers, and the

lirst of the mediaeval Popes (590-604), stoutly protested against the

assumption of the title cecumenical or universal Bishop on the part of

the Patriarchs of Constantinople and Alexandria, and denounced this

whole title and claim as blasphemous, anti- Christian, and devilish,

since Christ alone was the Head and Bishop of the Church universal,

while Peter, Paul, Andrew, and John, were members under the same

Head, and heads only of single portions of the whole. Gregory would

rather call himself ' the servant of the servants of God,' which, in the

mouths of his successors, pretending to be Bishops of bishops and Lords

of lords, has become a shameless irony .^

' Or in a modified form: ' Causa Jinita est, utinam aliqtiando finintur error!' Serm. 131,

c. 10. See Janus, Rauscher, von Schulte versus Cardoni and Hergenrother, quoted by From-

mann, p. 424.

" As well as some other of his sententious sayings. His ex|ilanation of rof/e intrare was

made to justify religious persecutions, from which his heart would have shrunk in horror.

' The passages of Gregory on this subject are well known to every scholar. And yet the
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As to the Greek Fatliers, it would be useless t(j (juote them, for the

entire Greek Church in her genuine testimonies has never accepted the

doctrine of Papal supremacy, much less of Papal Infallibility.

4. Heretical Poj)es.—We may readily admit the rock-like stability

of the Roman Church in the early controversies on the Trinity and the

Divinity of Christ, as compared with the motion and changeability of the

Greek churches during the same period, when the East was tlie chief

theatre of dogmatic controversy and progress. Without some founda-

tion in history, the Vatican dogma could not well have arisen. It would

be impossible to raise the claim of infallibility in behalf of the Patri-

archs of Jerusalem, or Antioch, or Alexandria, or Constantinople, among

whom were noted Arians, Xestorians, Monophysites, Monothelites, and

other heretics. Yet there are not a few exceptions to the rule ; and as

many Popes, in their lives, flatly contradicted their title of holiness, so

many departed, in their views, from Catholic truth. That the Popes

after the Reformation condemned and cursed Protestant truths well

founded in the Scriptures, we leave here out of sight, and confine our

reasoning to facts within the limits of Roman Catholic orthodoxy.

The canon law assumes throughout that a Pope may openly teaci

heresy, or contumaciously contradict the Catholic doctrine ; for it de-

clares that, while he stands above all secular tribunals, yet he can be

judged and deposed for the crime of heresy.^ This assumption was so

interwoven in the faith of the Middle Ages that even the most power-

ful of all Popes, Innocent III. (d. 1216), gave expression to it when he

said that, though he was only responsible to God, he may sin against

the faith, and thus become subject to the judgment of the Church.^

Innocent lY. (d. 1254) speaks of heretical commands of the Pope, which

need not be obeyed. When Boniface VIII. (d. 1303) declared that

every creature must obey the Pope at the loss of eternal salvation, he

was charged with having a devil, because he presumed to be infallible,

Vatican decree, in ch. iii., by omitting the principal part, makes him say almost the very

opposite.

' Derret. Gratian. Dist. xl. c. 6, in conformity with the sentence of Hadrian II.: ^Cunctos

ipsos judirnturns \^Papn\ a nemine est judirandux, nisi depuehkndatur a fide devius.

See on this ])oint esj)ecially von Schiilte, Con'tViV;?, pp. 188 sqq.

^ Serm. II. de cnnsecrat. Pontijiris : ^In tantuiii mi/ii jides necessaria est, cum dc cceteris

peccdtis Dfurn judicein haLeam, ut propter solum peccatum quod injidem committitur, possim

ab Kcclesia judicari,^
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which was impossible without witchcraft. Even Hadrian VI., in the

sixteenth century, expressed the view, which he did not recant as Pope,

that ' if by the Roman Church is understood its head, the Pope, it is

certain that he can err even in matters of faith.'

This old Catholic theory of the fallibility of the Pope is abundantly

borne out by actual facts, wliich have been established again and again

by Catholic scholars of the highest authority for learning and candor.

We need no better proofs than those furnished by them.

Zephyrinus (201-219) and Callistus (219-223) held and taught (ac-

cording to the ' Philosophumena' of Ilippolytus, a martyr and saint)

the Patripassian heresy, that God the Father became incarnate and

suffered with the Son.

Pope Liberius, in 358, subscribed an Arian creed for the purpose of

regaining his episcopate, and condemned Athanasius, ' the father of or-

thodoxy,' who mentions the fact with indignation.

During the same period, his rival, Felix II., was a decided Arian ; but

there is a dispute about his legitimacy ; some regarding him as an anti-

Pope, althongli he has a place in the Romish Calendar of Saints^ and

Gregory XIII. (1582) contirmed his claim to sanctity, against which

Baronius protested.

In the Pelagian controversy. Pope Zosimus at first indorsed the or-

thodoxy of Pelagius and Celestius, whom his predecessor. Innocent I.,

had condemned ; but he yielded afterwards to the firm protest of St.

Augustine and the African Bishops.

In the Three-Chapter controversy. Pope Vigilius (538-555) showed a

contemptible vacillation between two opinions: first indorsing; then, a

year afterwards, condemning (in obedience to the Emperor's wishes) the

Three Chapters (i. e., the writings of Theodore, Theodoret, and Ibas)

;

then refusing the condemnation ; then, tired of exile, submitting to the

lifth oecuraeuical Council (553), which had broken off communion with

him ; and confessing that he had unfortunately been the tool of Satan,

who labors for the destruction of the Church. A long schism in the

West was the consequence. Pope Pelagius II. (585) significantly ex-

cused this weakness by the inconsistency of St. Peter at Antiocli.

John XXII. (d. 1331:) maintained, in opposition to Xicholas III. and

Clement V. (d. 1314), that the Apostles did Jiot live in perfect pov-

erty, and branded the opposite doctrine of his predecessors as heretical
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and dangerous. He also held an opinion concerning the middle state

of the righteous, which was condemned as lieresy by the University of

Paris.

Contradictory opinions were taught by different Popes on the sacra-

ments, on the immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary (see p. 123),

on matrimony, and on the subjection of the temporal power to the

Church.^

But the most notorious case of an undeniably official indorsement of

heresy by a Pope is that of Honorius I. (625-63S), which alone is suffi-

cient to disprove Papal Infallibility, according to the maxim : Falsus

in uno,falsus in omnibus?' This case has been sifted to the very bot-

tom before and during the Council, especially by Bishop Ilefele and

f^ere Gratry. The following decisive facts are established by the best

documentary evidence

:

(1.) Honorius taught ex cathedra (in two letters to his heretical col-

league, Sergius, Patriarch of Constantinople) the Monothelite heresy,

which was condemned by the sixth oecumenical Council, i. e., the doc-

trine that Christ had only one will, and not two (corresponding to his

two natures).^

(2.) An oecumenical Council, universally acknowledged in the East

and in the West, held in Constantinople, 680, condemned and excom-

' See examples under this head in Janus, pp. 54 sqq. {Irrthumer unci Widersprurhe der

Papste), p. ")! of the London ed.

' Or, as Perrone, iiimself an Infiillil)ilist, who in his Dogmatic Theology characteristically

treats of the Poi)e before the Holy Scriptures and tradition, puts it :
' Si vel unicus ejusmodi

error deprehenderetw, appnreret omnes adductas prohationes in nihilum redactum iri.'

^ Honorius prescribed the technical term of the Monothelites as a dogma to the Church

{do(]ma ecclesiastirum). In a reply to the Monothelite Patriarch Sergius of Constantinople,

which IS still extant in Greek and Latin (Mansi, Coll. Concil. Tom. XI. pp. .")38 sqq.), he ap-

proves of his heretical view, and says as clearly as words can make it :
' Therefore we confess

also one ivill (iv BiXij^a) of our Lord Jesus Christ, since the Godhead has assumed our nature,

but not our guilt.' In a second letter to Sergius, of which we have two fragments (Mansi,

1. c. p. r>7!»), Honorius rejects the orthodox term tiro energies (Svo h'fpyiiai, duce ojierationes),

which is used alongside with two 7vills (dro ^tXij/iaTa. voluntates). Christ, he reasons, as-

sumed human nature as it was before the fall, when it had not a law in the members which

resists the law of the Spirit. He knew only a sinful human will. The Cathclic Church re-

jects Monothelitism, or the doctrine of one will of Christ, as involving or necessarily leading

to Monophysitism, i.e., the doctrine that Christ had but one nature; for will is an attribute

oi nature, not of the />erson. The (iodhead has three persons, but only one nature, and only

one will. Christ has two wills, because he has two natin-es. The compromise formula of Em-
peror Heraclius and Patriarch Sergius of Constantinople endeavored to reconcile the Mono-

physites with the orthodox Church by teaching that Christ had two natures, but only one

will and one energy.
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niimicated Ilonorins, ' the former Pope of Old Rome,' as a heretic, who

with the help of the old serpent had scattered deadly error.^ The sev-

enth oecumenical Comicil (787) and the eighth (869) repeated the anath-

ema of the sixth.

(3.) The succeeding Popes down to the eleventh century, in a solemn

oath at their accession, indorsed the sixth oecumenical Council, and pro-

nounced 'an eternal anathema' on the authors of the Monothelite her-

esy, together with Pope Honorius, because he had given aid and com-

fort to the perverse doctrines of the heretics.^ The Popes themselves,

therefore, for more than three centuries, publicly recognized, first, that

an oecumenical Council may condemn a Pope for open heresy, and,

secondly, that Pope Honorius was justly condemned for heresy. Pope

Leo II., in a letter to the Emperor, strongly conlirmed the decree of the

Council, and denounced his predecessor Honorius as one who 'endeav-

ored by profane treason to overthrow the immaculate faith of the Ro-

man Church.'^ The same Pope says, in a letter to the Spanish Bishops

:

' With eternal damnation have been punished Theodore, Cyrus, Ser-

gius

—

together with Honorius, who did not extinguish at the very be-

ginning the flame of heretical doctrine, as was becoming to his apostolic

authority, but nursed it by his carelessness.'*

This case of Honorius is as clear and strong as any fact in Church

history.^ lufallibilists have been driven to desperate efforts. Some

pronounce the acts of the Council, which exist in Greek and Latin,

downright forgeries (Baronius) ; others, admitting the acts, declare the

^ Sessio XVI. ; ''Sergio hceretico anathema, Cyro hceretico anathema, Honorio hceretico

anathema.' . . . Sessio XVIII. : ^Honorius, qui fuit Papa antiquce Romoe . . . non vaca-

vit . . . Ecclesice erroris scandaluvi suscitare unius voluntatis, et unius operationis in duabus

naturis unius Christi,' etc. See Mansi, Cone. Tom. XI. pp. 622, 635, 655, 6f!6.

^ '' Quia pravis hareticorum assertionibus /omentum impendit.' This Papal oath was proba-

bly prescribed by Gregory II. (at the beginning of the eighth century), and is found in the

Liber Diurnus (the book of formularies of the Roman chancery from the fifth to the eleventh

century), edited by Eugene de Roziere, Paris, 1869, No. 84. The Liber Pontijicalis agrees

with t\\& Liber Diurnus. Editions of the Roman Breviary down to the sixteenth century re-

iterated the charge against Honorius, since silently dropped.

^ 'iVec non et Honorium [anathematizainus^, qui hanc apostolicam ecclesiam non apostolicce

traditionis doctrina lustravit, sed pro/ana proditione immaculatam Jidem subvertere conatus

est.' Mansi, Tom. XL p. 731.

* 'Cum Honorio, qui JJammam hceretici dogmatis, non ut decuit apostolicam auctoritatem,

incipientem extinxit, sed negligendo con/oi-it.' Mansi, p. 1052.

* Comp. especially the tract of Bishop Hefele, above quoted. The learned author of the

History of the Councils has proved the case as conclusively as a mathematical demonstration.
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letters of Ilonorius forgeries, so that lie was unjustly condemned by the

f'ouncil (Bellarinin)—both without a shadow of proof; still others, being

foi-ced at last to acknowledge the genuineness of the letters and acts,

distort the former into an oi'thodox sense by a non-natural exegesis, and

thus unwillingly fasten u[)on oecumenical Councils and Popes the charge

:)f either dogmatic ignorance and stupidity, or malignant I'cprcsenta-

tion.^ Yet in every case the decisive fa(;t remains that both Councils

and Popes for several hundred years believed in the fallibility of the

Pope, in flat contradiction to the Vatican Council. Such acts of vio-

l(!nce upon liistory remind one of King James's short method with

Dissenters :
' Only hang them, that's all.'

5. The idea of Pajial absolutism and Infallibility, like that of the

sinlessness of Mary, can be traced to apocryphal origin. It is found

lirst, in the second century, in the pseudo-Clementine Homilies, which

contain a singular system of speculative Ebionism, and represent James

of Jerusalem, the brother of the Lord, as the Bishoj) of Bishops, the

centre of Christendom, and the general Vicar of Christ ; he is the last

arbiter, from whom there is no appeal ; to liim even Peter must give

an account of his labors, and to him the sermons of Peter were sent

for safe keeping.^

In the Catholic Church the same idea, but transferred to the Bishop

of Home, is first clearly expressed in the pseudo-Isidoriau Decretals,

that huge forgery of Papal letters, which appeai-ed in the middle of the

ninth century, and had for its object the completion of the independ-

ence of the Episcopal hierarchy from the State, and the absolute power

of the Popes, as the legislators and judges of all Christendom. Here

the most extravagant claims are put into the mouths of the early Popes,

from Clement (91) to Damasus (384), in the barbarous French Latin of

the Middle Ages, and with such numerous and glaring anachronisms as

to force the conviction of fraud even upon Roman Catholic scholars.

' So Perrone, in his Dogmnths, and Pennachi, in his Liher de Honorii I. Rom. Pont, causa,

1870, which is effectually disposed of by Hefele in an Appendix to the German edition of his

tract. Nevertheless, Archbishop Manning, sublimely ignoring nil but Infallil)ilist authorities

on Honorius, has the face to assert (HI. p. L'L';?) that the case of Ilonorius is doubtful ; that he

defined no doctrine whatever; and that liis two epistles are entirely orthodox ! Is Manning

more infallible than the infallible I'ope Leo II., who denounced Honorius ex cathedra as

a heretic?

* See my Church History, \o\. I. § 09, p. 219, and the tract of Lutterbeck above quoted.
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One of these sayings is: 'The Koman Church remains to the end free

from stain of heresy.' Soon afterwards arose, in the same hierarchical

interest, the legend of the donation of Constantnu; and his baptism by

Pope Silvester, interpolations of the writings of the Fathers, especially

Cyprian and Augustine, and a variety of tictions embodied in the Genta

Liberii and the Liber Poiitijicalls, and sanctioned by Gratianus (about

1150) in his Decretuin^oY collection of canons, which (as the iirst part

of the Corpus juris canonici) became the code of laws for the whole

Western Church, and exerted an extraoi'dinary influence. By this

series of pious frauds the mediaeval Papacy, which was the growth of

ages, was represented to the faith of the Church as a primitive institu-

tion of Christ, clothed with absolute and perpetual authority.

The Popes since Xicholas I. (858-867), who exceeded all his prede-

cessors in the boldness of his designs, freely used what the spirit of a

hierarchical, superstitious, and uncritical age furnislied them. They

quoted the flctitious letters of their predecessors as genuine, the Sardican

canon on appeals as a canon of Nic?ea, and the interpolated sixth canon

of Nicaia, ' the Roman Church always had the primacy,' of which there

is not a syllable in the original; and nobody doubted them. Papal

absolutism was in full vigor from Gregory VII. to Boniface YIII.

Scholastic divines, even Thomas Aquinas, deceived by these literary

forgeries, began to defend Papal absolutism over the whole Church,

and the Councils of Lyons (1274) and of Florence (1439) sanctioned it,

although the Greeks soon afterwards rejected the false union based

upon such assumption.

But absolute power, especially of a spiritual kind, is invariably intox-

icating and demoralizing to any mortal man who possesses it. God
Almighty alone can bear it, and even he allows freedom to his rational

creatures. The reminiscence of the monstrous period when the Papacy

was a football in the hands of bold and dissolute women (904-962), or

when mere boys, like Benedict IX. (1033), polluted the Papal crown

with the filth of unnatural vices, could not be quite forgotten. The

scandal of the Papal schism (1378 to 1409), when two and even three

rival Popes excommnnicated and cursed each other, and laid all West-

ern Christendom under the ban, excited the moral indignation of all

good men in Christendom, and called fortli, in the beginning of the

fifteenth century, the three Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basle,
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which loudly demanded a reformation of the Church, in the head as

well as in the members, and asserted the superiority of a Council over

the Pope.

The Council of Constance (1414—1418), the most numerous ever seen

in the West, deposed two Popes—John XXIII. (the infamous Balthasar

Cossa, who had been recognized by the majority of the Church), on the

charge of a series of crimes (May 29, 1415), and Benedict XIII., as a

heretic who sinned against the unity of the Cliurch (July 26, 1417),^

and elected a new Pope, Martin Y. (Nov. 11, 1517), who had given his

adhesion to the Council, though after his accession to power he found

ways and means to defeat its real object, i. e., the reformation of the

Church.

This Council was a complete triumpli of the Episcopal system, and

the Papal absolutists and Infallibilists are here forced to the logical di

lemma of either admitting the validity of the Council, or invalidating

the election of Martin V. and his successors. Either course is fatal to

their system. Hence there has never been an mithoritative decision

on the cecumenicity of this Council, and the only subterfuge is to say

that the whole case is an extraordinary exception ; but this, after all,

involves the admission that there is a higher power in the Church over

the Papacy.

The Reformation shook the whole Papacy to its foundation, but

could not overthrow it. A powerful reaction followed, headed by the

Jesuits. Their General, Lainez, strongly advocated Papal Infallibility

in the Coimcil of Trent, and declared that the Church could not en-

only because the Pope could not err. But the Council left the question

undecided, and the Roman Catechism ascribes infallibility simply to

' the Catholic Church,' without defining its seat. Bellarmin advocated

and formularized the doctrine, stating it as an almost general opinion

that the Pope could not publicly teach a heretical dogma, and as a

probable and pious opinion that Providence will guard him even

against private heresy. Yet the same Bellarmin was witness to the

innumerable blunders of the edition of the Latin Yulgate prepared by

Sixtus Y., corrected by his own hand, and issued by him as the only true

and authentic text of the sacred Scriptures, with the stereotyped forms

The third anti-Pope, Gregory XII., resigned.
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of anathema upon all who should venture to change a single word

;

and Bellarmhi himself gave the advice that all copies should be called

in, and a new edition printed with a lying statement in the preface

making the printers the scape-goats for the errors of the Pope ! This

whole business of the Vulgate is sufficient to explode Papal Infallibil-

ity ; for it touches the very source of divine revelation. Other Italian

divines, like Alphonsus Liguori, and Jesuitical text-books, unblushingly

use long-exploded mediaeval fictions and interpolations as a groundwork

of Papal absolutism and Infallibility,

It is not necessary to follow the progress of the controversy between

the Episcopal and the Papal systems during the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. It is sufficient to say that the greatest Catholic

divines of France and Germany, including Bossuet and Mohler, togeth-

er with many from other countries, down to the 88 protesting Bishops

in the Vatican Council, were anti-Infallibilists; and that popular Cate-

chisms of the Roman Church, extensively used till 1870, expressly de-

nied the doctrine, which is now set up as an article of faith necessary

to eternal salvation.^

Papal Infallibility and the Bible.

The Old Testament gives no tangible aid to the Infallibilists. The

Jewish Church existed as a divine institution, and served all its pur-

poses, from Abraham to John the Baptist, without an infallible tribu-

nal in Jerusalem, save the written law and testimony, made effective

from time to time by the living voice of inspired prophecy. Pious Israel-

ites found in the Scriptures the way of life, notwithstanding the con-

tradictory interpretations of rabbinical schools and carnal perversions

of Messianic prophecies, fostered by a corrupt hierarchy. The Urira

' So Overberg's X^a<ecAis7«MS, III. Hauptstiick, Fr. 349: ^ Mitssen ivir auch glauben, dass

der Papst unfehlhar ist? Nein, dies ist kein Glaubensartikel.' Keenan's Controversial

Catechism, in the editions before 1871, declared Papal Infallibility to be 'a Protestant in-

vention.' The Irish Bishops—Doyle, Murray, Kelly—affirmed under oath, before a Com-
mittee of the English Parliament in 1825, that the Papal authority is limited by Councils,

that it does not extend to civil affairs and the temporal rights of princes, and that Papal de-

crees are not binding on Catholics without the consent of the whole Church, either dispersed

or assembled in Council. See the original in the Appendix to Archbishop Kenrick's Con-

cio in Friedrich's Dommenta, I. pp. 228-242. But the Irish Catholics, who almost believe

In the infallibility of their priests, can be very easily taught to believe in the infallibility of the

Pope.

Vol. I.—N
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and Thumniiin^ of the High-Priest has no doubt symbolical reference

to some kind of spiritual illumination or oracular consultation, but it

is of too uncertain intei'pretation to furnish an argument.

The passages of the New Testament which are used by Roman di-

vines in support of the doctrine of Infallibility may be divided into

two classes: those which seem to favor the Episcopal or Gallican, and

those which are made to prove the Papal or Ultramontane theory. It

is characteristic that the Papal Infallibilists carefully avoid the former.

1. To the lirst class belong John xiv. 16 sq. ; xvi. 13-16, where Christ

promises the Holy Ghost to his disciples that he maj^ ' abide with them

forever,' teach them ' all things,' bring to their remembrance all he

had said to them,^ and guide them ' into the wliole truth ;' ^ John xx.

21 : 'As the Father hath sent me, even so send I you. . . . Receive ye

the Holy Ghost;'* Matt, xviii. 18: 'Whatever ye shall bind on earth

shall be bound in heaven,' etc.; Matt, xxviii. 19, 20: 'Go and disciple

all nations . . . and lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of

the world.'

These passages, w^hich are addressed to all Apostles alike, to doubt-

ing Thomas as well as to Peter, prove indeed the unbroken pi-esence of

Christ and the Holy Ghost in the Church to the end of time, which is one

of the most precious and glorious truths admitted by every true Chris-

tian. But, in the first place, the Church, which is here represented by

the Apostles, embraces all true believers, laymen as well as Bishops.

* That is, St'iXojmg Kai nXfj^na, dortrina et Veritas, Exod. xxviii. 15-30
; Dent, xxxiii. 8. 9

;

1 Sam. xxviii. 6. The Urim and Thummim were inscribed on the garment of Aaron. Some

interpreters identify them with the twelve stones on which the names of the tribes of Israel

were etigraved ; others regard them as a plate of gold with the sacred name of Jehovah;

still others as polished diamonds in form like dice, which, being thrown on tlie taMe or Ark

of the Covenant, were consulted as an oracle. See the able article of IMiimptre, in Smith's

BihJp Dictinnnrii.YoX. IV. pp. 3;3.5f> sqq. (Am. ed. ).

* The Travra implies a strong argument for the completeness of Christ's revelation in the

New Testament against the Romish doctrine of addition.

^ The phrase ji'c ''/" a\i]^Hav iraaav (John xvi. 13), or, according to another reading, iv

ry aXif^iiq. irfinij (test. rec. dg irairai' ti)v a\l]^nm>), expresses the truth as taught by Christ

in its completeness—the whole truth—and proves likewise the sufficiency of the Scriptures.

The A.V. and its predecessors (^ into all truth'), also Luther {in nUe Wnlirheit, instead of

die qanzp or voIIp Wahvheit). miss the true sense by omitting the article, and conveying the

false idea that the Holy Ghost would impart to all the apostles a kind of omniscience. ( 'omp.

my annotations to Lange's John on the passages (pp. 44.5, 478, etc.).

* Literal] v: 'Receive Holy Spirit"

—

Xajitrt -rrvtvpn ayiov. The absence of the article may
indicate a partial or preparatory inspiration as distinct from the full Pentecostal ett'usion.
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Secondly, the promise of Christ's presence implies no infallibility, for

the same promise is given even to the smallest number of true believ-

ers (Matt, xviii. 20). Thirdly, if the passages prove infallibility at all,

they would prove individual infallibility by continued inspiration rather

than corporate infallibility by official succession; for every Apostle

was inspired, and so far infallible ; and this no Roman Catholic Bishop,

though claiming to be a successor of the Apostles, pretends to be.

2, The passages quoted by the advocates of the Papal theory are

three, viz., Luke xxii. 31 ; Matt, xvi, 18 ; John xxi. 15.^

We admit, at the outset, that these jjassages in their obvious meaning

which is confirmed by the history of the Apostolic Church, assign to

Peter a certain primacy among the Apostles : he was the leader and

spokesman of them, and the chief agent of Christ in laying the foun-

dations of his Church among the Jews and the Gentiles. This is signifi-

cantly prophesied in the new name of Peter given to him. The his-

tory of Pentecost (Acts ii.) and the conversion of Cornelius (Acts x.)

are the fulfillment of this prophecy, and furnish the key to the inter-

pretation of the passages in the Gospels.

This is the truth which underlies the colossal lie of the Papacy. For

there is no Romish error which does not derive its life and force from

some trutli.2 But beyond this we have no right to go. The position

which Peter occupied no one can occupy after him. The foundation

of the Church, once laid, is laid for all time to come, and the gates of

Hades can not prevail against it. The New Testament is its own best

interpreter. It shows no single example of an exercise of jurisdiction

of Peter over the other Apostles, but the very reverse. He himself, in

his Epistles, disow^ns and prophetically warns his fellow-presbyters

against the hierarchical spirit; exhorting them, instead of being lords

over God's heritage, to be ensamples to his flock (1 Pet. v. 1-4). Paul

and John were perfectly independent of him, as the Acts and Epistles

prove. Paul even openly administered to him a rebuke at Antioch.^

^ Perrone and the Vatican decree on Infallibility confine themselves to these passages.

* Augustine says somewhere: ''Nulla falsa doctrina est, quce non aliquid veri perini-

sceat.'

^ This fact is so obnoxious to Papists that some of them doubt or deny that the Cephas

of Galatians ii. 11 was the Apostle Peter, although the New Testament knows no other. So

Pen-one, who also asserts, from his own preconceived theory, not from the text, that Paul

withstood Peter from respectful love as an inferior to a superior, but not as a superior to an
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At the Council of Jerusalem James seems to have presided, at all

events he proposed the compromise which was adopted by the Apos-

tles, Eldei-s, and Brethren ; Peter was indeed one of the leading speakers,

but he signilicantly advocated the truly e\ angelical princi})le of salva-

tion by faith alone, and protested against human bondage (Acts xv.

;

comp. Gal. ii.).

The great error of the Papacy is that it perverts a primacy of honor

into a supremacy of jurisdiction, a personal privilege into an official

prerogative, and a priority of time into a permanent superiority of

rank. And to make the above passages at all available for such pur-

pose, it must take for granted, as intervening links of the argument,

that which can not be proved from the New Testament nor from his-

tory, viz., that Peter was Bishop of Rome ; that he was there as Paul's

superior ; that he appointed a successor, and transferred to him his pre-

rogatives.

As to the passages separately considered, Matt, xvi., ' Thou art rock,'

and John xxi., 'Feed my flock,' could at best only prove Papal abso-

lutism, but not Papal Infallibility, of which they do not treat.^ The

former teaches the indestructibility of the Church in its totality (not of

any individual congregation), but this is a different idea. The Council

of Trent lays down ' the unanimous consent of the Fathers' as the norm

and rule of all orthodox interpretation, as if exegetical w^isdom had

begun and ended with the divines of the first six centuries. But of

the passage Matt, xvi., which is more frequently quoted by Popes and

Papists than any other passage in the Bible, there are no less than five

different patristic interpretations ; tlie rock on which Christ built his

Church being referred to Christ by sixteen Fathers (including Augus-

tine) ; to the faith or confession of Peter by forty-four (including

Chrysostom, Ambrose, Hilary, Jerome, and Augustine again) ; to Peter

professing the faith by seventeen ; to all the Apostles, whom Peter

represented by his primacy, by eight ; to all the faithful, who, believ-

ing in Christ as the Son of God, are constituted the living stones of the

inferior! Let any Bishop try the same experiment against the Pope, and he will soon be

sent to perdition.

' For a full discussion of UkrpoQ and Trirpa, see my edition of Lange's Comm. on Matt. xvi.

18, pp. 203 sqq. ; and on the Komish perversion of the l^ocTKttv and Troi^nivtiv ra dpvla,

TTpofiaTa and TrpofSdria into a Karaicvpuvtiv, and even withdrawal of nourishment, see my ed.

of Lange on John, pp. 638 sgq.
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Church.^ But not one of the Fathers finds Papal Infallibility in this

passage, nor in John xxi. The 'unanimous consent of the Fathers'

is a pure fiction, except in the most general and fundamental prin-

ciples held by all Christians ; and not to interpret the Bible except

according to the unanimous consent of the Fathers, would strictly

mean not to interpret it at all.^

There remains, then, only the passage recorded by Luke (xxii. 31, 32)

as at all bearing on the disputed question : 'Simon, Simon, behold, Satan

desired to have you (or, obtained you by asking), tliat he may sift you

as wheat ; but I prayed for thee, that thy faith fail not ; and thou, when

once thou art converted (or, hast turned again), strengthen thy breth-

ren.' But even this does not prove infallibility, and has not been so

understood before Popes Leo I. and Agatho. For (1) the passage re-

fers, as the context shows, to the peculiar personal history of Peter

during the dark hour of passion, and is both a warning and a comfort

to him. So it is explained by the Fathers, who frequently quote it.

(2) Faith here, as nearly always in the New Testament, means personal

trust in, and attachment to, Christ, and not, as the Romish Church mis-

interprets it, orthodoxy, or intellectual assent to dogmas. (3) If the pas-

sage refers to the Popes at all, it would prove too much for them, viz.,

that they, like Peter, denied the Saviour, were converted again, and

strengthened their brethren—which may be true enough of some, but

certainly not of all.^

The constant appeal of the Roman Church to Peter suggests a sig-

nificant parallel. There is a spiritual Peter and a carnal Simon, who

' This patristic dissensus was brought out during the Council in the Questio distributed

by Bishop Ketteler with all the proofs ; see Friedrich, Dorum. I. pp. 6 sqq. Kenrick in his

speech makes use of it. Comp. also mv annotations to Lange's Covim. on Matthew in loco.

" Even Kenrick confesses that it is doubtful whether any instance of that unanimous con-

sent can be found (in his Concio, seeFriedr. Dorum. I. p. 195) :
' Regula interpetrandi Scripturas

nobis imposita, hcec est: ens contra unanimem Patruni consensum non interpetrari. Si un-

quarn detur consensus iste unanimis dubitari posslt. Eo tamen dejiciente, regtda ista videtur

nobis legem imponere niajorem, qui ad unanindtatem accedere videretur, patruin numerum, in

suis Scripturcf interpretationibus sequendi.'

^ This logical inference is also noticed by Archbishop Kenrick (Concio, in Friedrich's

Docum. I. p. 200) : 'PrcFterea singula verba in ista Christi ad Petrum alJocutione de Petri

successoribus intelligi neqtieunt, quin uliqtdd rnaxime ahstirdi exinde sequi videretur. " 7m

autem conversus,^^ respiciunt certe conversionem Petri. Si prior-a verba ; ''^orari pro te," et

posteriora: "" roiijirma fratres tuos." ad successores Petri c(elestem vim, et munus transiisse

probent, non videtur qwirenam intermedin verba: ^^tu autem conversus,^' ad eos etiam pertinere,

et aliquali sensu de eis intelligi, non debeant.
'
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are separated, indeed, by regeneration, yet, after all, not so completely

that the old nature does not occasionally re-appear in the new man.

It was the spiritual Peter who forsook all to follow Christ ; who first

confessed him as the Son of God, and hence was called Ilock ; who after

his terrible fall wept bitterly; was re-instated and intrusted with the care

of Christ's sheep ; who on the birthday of the Church preached the first

missionary sermon, and gathered in the three thousand converts ; who

in the Apostles' Council protested against the narrow bigotry of the

Judaizers, and stood up with Paul for the principle of salvation by

grace alone through faith in Christ; who, in his Epistles, warns all

ministers against hierarchical pride, and exhibits a wonderful meek-

ness, gentleness, and humility of spirit, showing that divine grace had

overruled and sanctified to him even his fall ; and who followed at

last his Master to the cross of martyrdom.

It was the carnal Simon who presumed to divert his Lord from the

path of suffering, and di-ew on him the rebuke, ' Get thee behind me,

Satan ; thou art a stumbling-block unto me, for thou mindest not the

things of God, but the things of men ;' the Simon, who in mistaken zeal

used the sword and cut off the ear of Malchus ; who proudly boasted

of his unswerving fidelity to his Master, and yet a few hours afterwards

denied him thrice before a servant-woman ; who even after the Pente-

costal illumination was overcome by his natural weakness, and, from

policy or fear of the Judaizing party, was untrue to his better convic-

tion, so as to draw on him the public rebuke of the younger Apostle

of the Gentiles. The Romish legend oi Damine quo vad'ts makes him

relapse into his inconstancy even a day before his martyrdom, and

memorializes it in a chapel outside of Rome.

[In 1868, Cardinal Manning and Bishop Senestry of Regensburg,

while in Rome, made a vow "to do all in our power to bring about the

definition of papal infallibility," the vow being attested by the Jesuit

father Liberatore. See Purcell: Life of Manning, II., 420. Commer,

theological professor in Vienna, in an address on the twenty-fifth anni-

versary of Leo XIII.'s pontificate, announced that the Roman pontiff

had properly been called by Catherine of Siena another Christ

—

alter

Christus. The Manual of the Catechism of Pius X. quotes with approval

that the pope is Jesus Christ on earth

—

il papa e Gesu Crista sulla terra.

—Ed.]
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§ 35. The Liturgical Standards of the Koman Church.

Literature.

MisSALE RoMANUM, Bx dccreto sacro-sancti Cuncilii Tridentinl restitutum, S. Pit V., Pontificis Maximi,

jussu editum, dementis VI11. et Urbaiii VIII. aiictaritate reeoynitum; in qtio missoB novisaiiuoe aanciorum

accurate sunt dispositce. (Innumerable editions.)

Bbeviariim Rumanum, ex deereto SS. Concilii Tridentini restitutum, S. Pii V., Pontificis Maxivii, jussu

editum, Clementis VIII. et Urbani VIII. auctoritate recognitum, cum Ofiiciis Sanet(rrum novissime per

Snmmos Pontifices imque ad hunc dievi concessis. (The Paris and. Lyons edition before me has over 1200

pp., with a Supplement of 127 pp. The Mechlin ed. of 1868 is in 4 vols.)

PoNTiFioALE RoMANOM, ClemeiUis VIII. ac Urhani VIII. jussu editum, inde vera a Benedicto XIV. re-

cofjnitum et castigatnin. Cum Additionibus a Sacra Rituum Congregatione approbatis. (The Mechlin ed.

of 1845 is in three parts, with all the rules and directions printed in red ; hence the word Mubrics.]

Gkoeoe Lkwis: The Bible, the Missal, and the Breviary; or, Ritualisui self-illustrated in the Liturgical

Books of Rome. Edinburgh, 1853, 2 vols.

A secondary symbolical antliority belongs to those Latin liturgical

works of the Roman Church which have been sanctioned by the Pope

for use in public and private worship. They contain, in the form of

devotion, nearly all the articles of faith, especially those referring to

the sacraments and the cultus of saints and of the holy Virgin, and

are, in a practical point of view, even of greater importance than the

doctrinal standards, inasmuch as they are interwoven with the daily

religious life of the priests.

Among these works the most important is the Missale Romanum,

as issued by Pius Y. in 1570, in compliance with a decree of the Coun-

cil of Trent. It was subsequently revised again under Clement YIIL

in 1604, and under Urban VIII. in 1631:. The substance goes back to

the early eucharistic services of the Latin Church, among which the

principal ones are ascribed to Popes Leo I. {Sacravientai'ium Leoni-

a7inm, probably from 483-492), Gelasius I {Sacramentariiim Gelasi-

anutii), and GregoiT I. {Sacramentariion Gregorianum). But con-

siderable diversity and confusion prevailed in provincial and local

churches. Hence the Council of Trent ordered a new revision, under

the direction of the Pope, with a view to secure uniformity. The Mis-

sal consists of three parts, besides Introduction and Appendix, viz.

:

{a) T\\Q Pt'opriu'm Missamim de Tempore, or the services for the Sun-

days of the Christian year, beginning with the first Sunday in Advent,

and closing with the last after Whitsuntide, all clustering around the

great festivals of Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost. {b) The Pro-

jprixim Missarum de Sanctify (contains the forms for the celebration of

mass on saints' days and other particular feasts, arranged according to
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the months and days of the civil year; the annually recurring death-

days of saints being regarded as their celestial birth-days, {c) The

Coinmune Sanctorum is supplementary to the second part, and de-

voted to the celebration of the days of those saints for whom there is

no special service provided in the Projprium. The Appendix to the

Missal contains various masses and benedictions.

Next comes the Bkeviaeium Romanum, revised by order of the Coun-

cil of Trent, under Pius Y., 1568, and again under Clement YIII.,

1602, and finally brought into its present shape under Urban VIII.,

1631. Since that time it has undergone no material changes, but re-

ceived occasional additions of new festivals. The Breviary' contains

the prayers, psalms, hymns. Scripture lessons, and patristic comments

not only for every Sunday, but for every day of the ecclesiastical year,

together with the legends of saints and martyrs, presenting model

characters and model devotions for each day, some of them good and

harmless, others questionable, superstitious, and childish. The Breviary

is a complete thesaurus of Romish piety, the private liturgy of the

Romish priest, and to all intents and purposes his Bible. It regulates

his whole religious life. It is divided into four parts, according to

the four seasons ; each part has the same four sections : the Psalteri-

um^ the Proprium de Teirvpore, the Projpri\Lin Sanctorum, and the

Commune Sanctorum. The Introduction contains the ecclesiastical cal-

endar. The office of each day consists of the seven or eight canonical

hours of devotion, which are brought into connection with the history

of the passion.^ The Breviary is the growth of many ages. In the early

Church great liberty and diversity prevailed in tlie forms of devotion,

but the Popes Leo I., Gelasius I., Gregory I,, Gregory YII., Nicholas

' The term Breviary is derived from the abridgments of the Scriptures and lives of saints

contained therein, as distinct from the /i/ennrium officium ; by others from the fact that hiter

editions of the work are abridgments of former editions.

» Matins, Lauds (3 A.M.), Prime (6 A.M.), Tierce (9 A.M.), Sext (12 M.), Nones (3 P.M.),

Vespers (6 P.M.), and Compline (midnight devotion). Tlie Nocturn is a night service. The

custom of saying prayers at these hours goes back to the third century, and partly to Jewish

tradition. Tertullian (De jejun. c. 10) speaks of the tertin, sixtn, and nima as apostolical

hours of prayer. On the mystical reference to Christ's passion, comp. the old memorial verse

;

'Hsec Bunt, septenis propter quse psallimus horis

Matutina ligat Christum, qui crimina pur^at.

Prima replet sputis. Dat cani»am tertia mortis.

Sexta cruci nectit. Latus ejuK nnna bipertit.

'^etipera deponit. Tumulo completa icoinpletoriumi reponit.*
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III., and others, labored to unify the ])riestly devotions, and this work

was completed after the Council of Trent.

Besides the Missale Roinanum and the Breviariurn Romanum,
there is a Rituale Roaianum, or Book of Priests' Bites ; an Episcopale

BoMANUM, containing the Episcopal ceremonies, and a Pontificale

RoMANUM, or the Pontifical. They contain the offices for sacramental

and other sacred acts and ceremonies, such as baptism, confirmation,

ordination, matrimony, dedication of churches, altars, bells, etc., bene-

diction of crosses, sacred vestures, cemeteries, etc.

§ 36. The Old Catholics.

Literature.

I. By Old Catholic Authors.

The writings of Dolt.tnger, Reinkenb, von Sohcltr, Frieprioh, Hubeb, Redsoh, Langen, Miohblis,

Hyaointhe Loyson, MioiiAui), beariug on the Vatican Council and the Old Catholic movement since 1870.

See Literature in §§ 31 and 34.

The Reports of the Old Catholic Congresses, held at Munich, September, 1871 ; at Cologne, Septem-

ber, 1872 ; at Constance, September, 1873 ; at Freiburg, 1874. Published at Munich, Cologne, Leipzig, and
Bonn.
Joseph Hdbert Reinkenb: Katholischer Bischof, den im alten Kathol. Glauben verharrenden Priestern

und Laie.n des deutscheii lieiches. Dated August 11, 1873 (the day of his consecration).

The Letter of the Old Catholic Congress of Constance (signed by Bishop Reinkens, President von
Schulte, and the Vice-Presidents Cornelius and Keller) to the General Conferenck of the Evangel-
ical Alliance, held at New York, October, 1873. In the Proceedings of the Conference, New York, 1874.

F. H. Rkusch : Bericht iiber die am 14, 15, und 16 Sept. 1874, zu Bonn gehaltenen Unions-Conferenzen, im
Auftrag Dr. v. D llinger herausgegehen, Bonn, 1875 C' pp.).

Dedtscher Merkur, Organ fur die Katholiachc Reformhewegung, ed. by Hiesciiwalder, Wdtpriester,

The popular and official weekly organ since 1871.

Theologisouks Liteeatukblatt, ed. by Prof. Redsoh, Bonn. The literary organ of the Old Catholics

(10th year, 1875).

n. By Protestant Authors.

Feiedbeeq: Sammlung der Actenstiicke zum ersten Vatic. Condi. Tubingen, 1872, pp. 53-63, 625-731,

775-898.

Frosimann : Gesehiehte und Kritik des Vatic. Concils. Gotha, 1872, pp. 250-272.

J. Williamson Nevin (of Lancaster, Pa.) : The Old Catholic Movement, in the 'Mercersburg Review'
for April, 1873, pp. 240-294.

The Alt-Catholic Movement (anonymous), in the (Amer. Episc.) ' Church Review,' New York, July, 1873.

W. Krafft (Professor of Church History in Bonn): The Vatican Council and the Old Catholic Move-

ment, read before, and published in the Proceedings of, the General Conference of the Evangelical Alli-

ance in New York, October, 1873.

Cesar Pronier (late Professor of Theology in the Free Church Seminary at Geneva, perished in the

shipwreck of the Ville du Havre, Nov. 22, 1S73, on his return from the General Conference of the Evan-
gelical Alliance) : Roman Catholicism in Switzerland since the Proclamation of the Syllabus, 1873 (in the

Proceedings of the Alliance Conference, New York, 1874).

III. By Roman Catholics.

Besides many controversial writings since the year 1870 (quoted in part in §5 31 and 34, and articles in

Roman Catholic reviews (as the Dublin Review, the Civiltd Cattolica, the Catholic World) and news-

papers (as the Paris L'Uiiivers, the London Tablet, the Berlin Germania, etc.), see especially the Papal
Encyclical of Nov. 21, 1873, in condemnation of the 'new heretics,' miscalled ' Old Catholics.'

The Old Catholic movement— the most important in the Latin

Church since the Reformation, with the exception, perhaps, of Jan-

senism—began during the Vatican Council, and was organized into
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a distinct Church three years afterwards (1873), at Constance, in the

very hall where, three hundred and sixty years before, an oecumen-

ical Council was held which, by deposing two rival Popes and electing

another, asserted its superiority over the Papacy, but which, by burning

John IIuss for teaching evangelical doctrines, defeated its own pro-

fessed object of a ' Peformation of the Church in the head and the

menibei-s.' This strange coincidence of history brings to mind Luther's

poem on the Belgian martyrs

:

'Z'i'e Asche will nicht lassen ah,

Sie stdiibt in alien Landen ;

Hier hilft kein Loch, noch Grub, noch Grab,

Sie macht den Feind zu Schanden.^

The God of history has his horas et moras, but he always carries out

his designs at last. The Old Catholic secession would have assumed

far more formidable proportions, and cut off from the dominion of the

Pope the most intelligent and influential dioceses, if the eighty-eight

Bishops who in the Vatican Council voted against Papal Infallibil-

ity, had carried out their conviction, instead of making their submis-

sion for the sake of a hollow peace. But next to the Pope, Bishops,

from an instinctive fear of losing power, have always been most hostile

to any serious reform. The old story of the Jewish hierarchy, in deal-

ing with Christ and the Apostles, is repeated again and again in the

history of the Church, though also with the honorable exceptions of a

Nicodemus and Gamaliel.

GEcumenical Councils are very apt to give rise to secessions. A con-

scientious minority will not yield, in matters of faith, to a mere major-

ity vote. Thus the Council of NicEea (325) was only the signal for a

new and more serious war between orthodoxy and the Arian heresy,

and, even after the triumph of the former at Constantinople (381), the

latter lingered for centuries among the newly converted Gei-man races.

The Council of Ephesus (431) gave rise to the Ncstorian schism, and

the Council of Chalcedon (451) to the several Monophysite sects, which

continue in the East to this day with almost as much tenacity of life as

the orthodox Greek Church. From the sixth a^cumenical Council (680)

dates the Monothelite schism. The Council of Florence (1439) failed to

effect a union between the Latin and the Greek communions. The

Council of Trent (1563), instead of healing the split caused by the Ref-
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oriiiation, only deei)ened and perpetuated it by consolidating Roman-

ism and anathematizing evangelical doctrines. The nearest parallel to

the case in hand is the schism of the Bishops and clergy of Utrecht,

which originated in a protest against the implied Papal Infallibility of

the anti-Jansenist bull Uaigenitas, and which recently made connnon

cause with the Old Catholics of Germany by giving them the Epis-

copal succession.

The Old Catholic Church in Germany and Switzerland arose from a

protest, in the name of conscience, reason, and honest learning, against

tlie Papal absolutism and infallibilism of the Vatican Council, and

against the obsolete mediievalism of the Papal Syllabus. It lifts its

voice against unscrupulous Jesuitical falsifications of history, and against

that spiritual despotism which requires, as the highest act of piety, the

slaughter of the intellect and will, and therel)y destroys the sense of per-

sonal responsibility. It has in its favor all the traditions of Gallican-

ism and liberal Catholicism, which place an oecumenical Council or

the whole representative Church above the Pope, the testimony of the

ancient Grieco- Latin Church, which knew nothing of Papal Infallibility,

and even condemned some Popes as heretics, and the current of his-

tory, wliich can not be turned backward.

The leaders of the new Church are eminent for learning, ability,

moral cliaracter, and position, and were esteemed, before the Vatican

Council, pillars and ornaments of the Roman Church—viz., D6llinger,i

I Dr. John Jos. Ignat. von Dollinger, of Munich (born 1799), the Nestor of Old Catholi-

cism, is the author of an unfinished Church Hidory {Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte, Re-

gensburg, second edition, 1843, to Leo X.), a polemic work against the Reformation {Die

Reformation, ihre innere Entwickelung und ihre Wirkungen, 1846-48, 3 vols.), a Sketch of

Luther (1851), Judaism and Heathenism in Relation to Christianity (1857), The Church arid

the Churches (1860), Fables of Popes and Prophecies of the Middle Ages (1863; English trans-

lation, with a Preface by Prof. Henry B. Smith, New York, 1872), and a number of essays

and pamphlets. He also edited the miscellaneous writings of Mohler, after whose death

he was regarded as the foremost Roman Cathohc Church historian. Since his excommu-

nication he delivered, in the great hall of the Museum at Munich, seven interesting lectures

On the Reunion of the Churches (English translation, with Preface by H. N. Oxenham, of

Oxford; republished. New York, 1872). He was Rector of the University of Munich

during its Jubilee year, 1871-72, and at the celebration of the Jubilee, in July, 1872, he

acquitted himself with marked ability and scholarly dignity, and received from the Uni-

versity, the King of Bavaria, and foreign scholars, the highest honors.

[Dollinger, d. 1890, unreconciled to the papal government. For his later judgment on

Luther and the Prot. Reformation, see his Akad. Vortr. I., 76, and Schaff: Our Fathers'

Faith and Ours, pp. 108, 635. Works not given above: Beitrage zur Sektengesch. des

-1/. A., 1890, Akad. Vortrage, 3 vols., pp. 188-91, and, in connection with Prof. Reusch,

Selbstbiographie des Kard. Bellarmin, 1887.

—

Ed.]
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Reinkens,' Friedricu,^ IIuber,^ Michelis,* Keusch,* Langen,^ von

SciiULTE,'' and ex-P^re Hyacintiie Loyson.^

The centres of Old Catholicism are Munich and Bonn in Germany,

and Geneva and Soleure (also Olten) in Switzerland. Beyond these

two countries it has many isolated sympathies, but no organized form,

and no hold upon the people.^ In September, 1873, the Old Catholics

in the Gei'man Empire numbered about one hundred congregations

(mostly in Prussia, Baden, and Bavaria), forty priests, and tifty thou-

sand professed members. Since their more complete organization they

will probably make more rapid progress. Heretofore the movement

in Germany has been more scholastic than popular. It has enlisted

the sympathies of the educated, but not to an equal extent the entliu-

' Formerly Catholic Professor of Church History in the University of Breslau, now Bishop

of the ( )ld Catholic Church in Germany. He resides at Bonn, and is a gentleman of great

popular eloquence and winning manners.

* Professor of Church History in Munich, editor of the Documenta ad illustrandum Cone.

Vaticanuiu (2 vols.), and of the Diary {Tdijehwh icdJn-end des Vatic. Conrils), which gives

an inside view of the Council from his intimate connection with members.

^ Professor of Philosophy at Munich, and author of works on the Philosop/iy of the Fathers,

on Jesuitism, and against the last book of Strauss on The Old and New Faith.

* Formerly professor at Brauiisberg, and once Catholic member of the I'russian Chamber

of Deputies, now pastor of the Old Cathohc congregation at Zurich, an eldeily gentleman of

much learning and eloquence.

* Professor of Theology in Bonn, editor of the literary organ of the Old Catholics, and

Acting Secretary of Bishop Reinkens.

^ Likewise Professor of Theology in Bonn, and author of a learned work on the Vatican

decrees examined in the liglit of Catholic tradition (1878).
' The first canonist of Europe, the lay leader of Old Catholicism, and able president of its

Congresses, formerly Professor of Canon Law in Prague, now in the University of Boim. Be-

fore the Council he received many letters and tokens of resjiect from Pope Pius IX.

^ Born at Orleans, 1827, priest and monk of tlie order of the Carmelites, formerly esteemed

the most eloquent preacher in France. He broke with his order and with Rome in 18G9, and

is now settled at Geneva as pastor of an Old Catholic congregation. His marriage to an

American widow (1872) created almost as much sensation as Luther's marriage to a nun.

He has recently withdrawn from state control, and established an independent Church (1874).

' The German origin of the movement operates against it in France, which, with all its

Gallican traditions, has, for political reasons, since the war of 1870, become more Romish than

it ever was before. When Volk, at the Old Catholic Congress in Constance, alluded to the

uprising of the Deutschthum versus the Welschthvin. and the intrigues of Frencli Jesuits,

Ilyacinthe and Pressense' left the hall. Yet the Old Catholic priests, who were elected pas-

tors of Geneva by the Catholic part of the population in October, 1873—Loyson, Hurtault,

and Charard—are all Frenchmen. Once more Geneva seems to become the centre and

starting-point of a new reformation, which sooner or later will react upon France. Abbd

Michaud, formerly of the Madeleine in Paris, so far is the only prominent Old Catholic in

France. Among the Irish Catholics there is not the least indication of sympathy with Old

Catholicism, not even in free America. Spain and Italy ought to sympathize with it, for

the Pojjc is the implacable enemy of Italian unity and the Spanish republic : but they have

kept aloof so far from anv progressive religious movement ; and Spain has once more sur-
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siasm of the people. The question of Papal Infallibility has no such

direct practical bearing as the question of personal salvation and peace

of conscience, which made the Reformation spread with such irresisti-

ble power over all Western Christendom. The masses of Roman Cath-

olics are either too ignorant or too indifferent to care much whether an-

other dogma is added to the large number already adopted, and have no

more difficulty to believe blindly in Papal Infallibility than in the daily

miracle of transubstantiation and the sacrifice of the mass.^ On the oth-

er hand, however, the Old Catholics are powerfully aided by the wide-

spread indignation against priestcraft, and the serious conflict of the

German Empire and the Swiss Republic with the Papacy, which was

provoked by the Papal Syllabus and the Vatican Council, and may

lead to a thorough revision of the ecclesiastical status of the Continent.

Their ultimate success as a Church must chiefly depend upon the con-

tinued ascendency of the positive Christian element over the negative

and radical (which raised and ruined the 'German Catholic' or Ronge

movement of 1844) ; for only the enthusiasm of faith has constructive

power, and that spirit of sacrifice and endurance which is necessary

for the establishment of permanent institutions.

The Old Catholic movement was foreshadowed in the liberal Catholic

literature preceding the Vatican Council, especially Janus; it gathered

strength during the Council ; it uttered itself in a united protest against

the decrees of the Council at a meeting of distinguished Catholic schol-

ars at Nuremberg in August, 1870 ; and it came to an open rupture with

Rome by the excommunication of Dollinger and his sympathizers.

Being called upon by the Archbishop of Munich (his former pupil, and

at first an anti-Infallibilist) to submit to the new dogma of Papal abso-

lutism and Infallibility, Dr. Dollinger, in an open answer dated Munich,

March 28, 1871, declared that, as a Christian, as a theologian, as a his-

torian, and as a citizen, he could not accept the Vatican decrees, for the

rendered herself to the rule of a Bourbon and the Pope (1875). In England, the famous

pamphlet of Gladstone on the Vatican Decrees (IST-t) has brought to light the Old Catholic

sympathies of Lord Acton and other prominent English Catholics.

' When in Cologne, July, 1 873, I asked a domestic of one of the first hotels where the Old

Catholics worshiped. He promptl}' replied, ' You mean the New Protestants. I have nothing to

do with sects ; I am a true Catholic, and mean to die one.' This seemed to me characteristic of

the popular feeling in Cologne. The Dome was well filled with worshipers all Sunday, while

the Old Catholics had a small though intelligent and respectable congregation in the Garrison

Church, and in the small chapel at the City Hnll. Dr. Tangermann read Latin mass like a

Romish priest, but preached an evangelical sermon in German which would do credit to any

Protestant pastor.
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reasons that they are inconsistent with the spirit of the Gospel and the

clear teaching of Christ and the Apostles ; that they contradict the whole

genuine tradition of the Church; that the attempt to carry out the

Papal absolutism had been in times past the cause of endless blood-

shed, confusion, and corruption ; and that a similar attempt now must

lead to an iri-econcilable conflict of the Church with tlie State, and of

Uie clergy witli the laity.' Whereupon Dcillinger was excommunica-

ted April 17, 1871, as being guilty of ' the crime of open and formal

heresy.'

2

Ilis colleague. Professor Friedrich, incurred the same fate. Other

Bishops, forgetting their recent change of conviction, proceeded with

the same rigor against refractory priests. Cardinal Rauscher suspended

the Lent pi-eacher Pederzani ; Cardinal Schwarzenberg, Professor Pel-

leter (who afterwards became a Pi'otestant) ; Bishop Forster (whose

offer to resign was refused by tlie Pope) suspended Professors Bein-

kens, Baltzer, and Weber, of Breslau; the Bishop of Ermeland, Profess-

ors Michelis and Menzel, and Dr. Wollmann, in Braunsberg ; the

Archbishop of Cologne deposed the priest Dr. W. Tangermann, of Co-

logne, and suspended Professors Ililgers, Reusch, Langen, and Knoodt,

of Bonn, who, however, supported by the Prussian Government, retained

their official positions in the University.

' The following is the memorable protest of this aged divine, which reminds one of TAither's

more bold and defiant refusal at Worms to recant his writings unless convicted of error from

Scripture and reason: 'Als Christ, als Theologk, als Geschichtskundiger, als

Burger kann ich diesk Lehre nicht annehmen. Nicht a/s Christ: dpiin sie ist unver-

traglich mit dem Geiste des Evangeliums und mit den klaren Ausspriichen Christi und der

Apostel ; sie will gerade das I/nperium dieser Welt aufrichten, welchfs Christus ailehnte, will

die Herrsrhaft iiber die Gemeinden, welc.he Petrus alien und sich selbst i-erbot. Nicht als

Theologe : denn die gesnmmte echte Tradition der Kirrhe sfeht ihr unversohnlich entgegen.

Nicht als Geschichtskenner kann ich sie annehmen, denn als solcher weiss ich, dnss das be-

harrliihe Strehen, diese Theorie der Weltherrschnft zu verwirklichen, Europa Strome von Blut

gekostet, qnnze Lander rerwirrt und heruntergehracht, den srhijnen organischen Verfassungs-

bau der dUeren Kirrhe zerriittet und die drgsten Misslirdwhe in der Kirche erzeugt, gendhrt

und festgehnlten hat. Als Burger endlich muss ich sie ran vdr iveisen, well sie rnit ihren

Anspriichen auf Unterwerfung der Staaten uml Monarchen und der ganzen politischen Ord-

nunq unter die pa/)St/iche Gewalt und durc.h die eximirte Stellung, welche sie fur den Klerus

fordert, den Grund legt zu endloser rerderblicher Ziviefracht zwischen Staat und Kirche,

•twischen Geistlichen und Laien. Denn das kann ich mir nicht verhergen, dass diese Lehre,

xn deren Fo/gen das alte deutsche Reich zu Grunde gegaiigen ist, falls sie bei dem Icatholischen

Theil der deutschen Nation herrschend wiirde, sofort audi den Keim eines unheilharen Siech-

thums in das ehen erhaute neue Reich verpjlanzen wiirde.'—J. von Dollinger's Erkldrung

in den Erzhishf von Milnchen-Freising, Miinchen, 1871, p. 17 sq.

' ' Crimen hcereseos externce etformalis.'
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In spite of tliese suiiimary proceedings of the Bishops, the Old Cath-

ohc party, aided by the sympathies of the educated classes, made steady

progress, organizing congregations, holding annual meetings, and en-

listing the secular and religious press. With great prudence the lead-

ers avoided or postponed reforms, till they could be inaugurated and

sanctioned by properly constituted authorities, and moved cantiously

between a timid conservatism and a radical liberalism; 'hus retaining

a hold on both wings of the nominal Catholic population.

In the year 1873 the Old Catholics effected a regular Church organ-

ization, and secured a legal status in the German Empire, with the pros-

pect of support from the national treasury. Professor Joseph Hubert

Reinkens was elected Bishoj) by the clergy and the representatives of

the laity, and was consecrated at Rotterdam by the Old Catholic Bishop

Ileykamp, of Deventer (Ang. 11, 1873).' He was recognized in his new

dignity by the King of Prussia, and took the customary oath of alle-

giance at Berlin (Oct. 7). Othe governments of Germany followed

this example. (The Empire as such has nothing to do with the Church.)

To complete the organization, the Congress at Constance adopted a

synodical and parochial constitution, which makes full provision for

an equal share of the laity with the clergy in the government of the

Church; the synodical representation {Synodal- Rejrrdsentanz), ov execw-

tive committee, being composed of five laymen and five clergymen,

including the Bishop.^ This implies the Protestant principle of the gen-

eral priesthood of believers, and will prevent hierarchical abuses. Cer-

tain changes in the cultus, such as the simplification of the mass as a

memorial service of the atoning sacrifice of Christ, the substitution of

' In his Pastoral Letter, Bishop Keinkens disclaims all hierarchical ambition, vain show,

and display, and promises to exercise his office in the spirit of apostolic simplicity as a

pastor of the flock. He lays great stress on the primitive Catholic mode of his election by

the clergy and the people, as contrasted with the modern election by the Pope. He claims

to stand in the rank of Cyprian, Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine, and those thousands of Bish-

ops who never were elected by the Pope, or -were even known to the Pope, and yet are recog-

nized as truly Catholic Bishops. Consecration by one Bishop is canonically valid, though

two or more assistant Bishops are usually present. The late Archbishop Loos of Utrecht

would have performed the act, had he not died a few months before. Rome, of course, con-

siders this election and consecration by excommunicated priests as a mere farce and a damna-

ble rebellion. See the Pope's Encyclical of Nov. 21, 1872, quoted below.

* See the Entwurf einer Synodal- und Gemeinde- Ordnung , Sect. III. §§ 13 and 14 :
' /« der

Leitung des altkatholischen Gemeimvesens steht dem Bischof eine von der Synode gewdhlte

Synodal-Reprasentanz -«?• Seite. L)ie Synodal-Reprasentanz besteht aus vier Geistlichen und

J unfLaien.
'
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the vernacular language for the Latin, the restoring of the cup to the

iaitj, the introduction of more preaching, and the abolition of various

abuses (including the forced celibacy of the clergy), vrill inevitably fol-

lovt^ sooner or later.

The doctrinal status of the Old Catholic denomination was at first

simply Tridentine Romanism versus Vatican Romanism, or the Creed

of Pius IV. against the Creed of Pius IX.^ This is the ground taken

by the Old Catholics in Holland, and adhered to by them to this day.

But the logic of the protest against modern Popery will hardly allow

the Old Catholics of Germany and Switzerland long to remain in this

position. Their friendly attitude towards Protestants, as officially shown

in their letter to the General Conference of the Evangelical Alliance,

is inconsistent with the Tridentine anathemas. Tridentine Romanism,

moreover, is as much an innovation on cecumenical Catholicism as the

Vatican Romanism is an innovation on that of Trent, and both are in-

novations in the same line of consolidation of the one-sided principle

of authority. There is no stopping at half-way stations. We must

go back to the fountain-head, the Word of God, which is the only final

and infallible authority in matters of faith, and furnishes the best cor-

rective against all ecclesiastical abuses.

The leaders of the Old Catholic Church are evidently on this road.

They still adhere to Scripture and tradition, as the joint rule of faith

:

but they confine tradition to the unanimous consent of the ancient un-

divided Church, consequently to the cecumenical creeds, which are held

in common by Greeks, Latins, and orthodox Protestants. They have

' Their original programme, adopted at the first Congress at Munich, September 21, 1871,

probably drawn up by Dollinger, was very conservative, and included tlie following articles

:

1. We hold fast to the Catholic faith as certified by Scriptures and tradition, and also to

the Old Catholic worship. We reject from this stand-point the new dogmas enacted under the

pontificate of Pius IX., especially that regarding the infallibility and supreme ordinary and

immediate jurisdiction of the Pope.

2. We hold fast to the old constitution of the Church, and reject every attempt to deprive

the Bishops of their diocesan independence. We acknowledge the primacy of the Bishop of

Rome, on the ground of the Fathers and Councils of the undivided Church of antiquity ; but

we deny the right of the Pope to define any article of faith, except in agreement with the

holy Scriptures and the ancient and unanimous tradition of the Church.

3. We aim at a reformation of various abuses of the Church, and a restoration of the rights

of the laity in ecclesiastical affairs.

4. We hope for a reunion with the Greek and Orthodo-x Russian Church, and for an ulti-

mate fraternal understanding with the other Christian confessions, especially the Episcopal

churches of England and America.
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been forced to give np their belief in the infallibility of an oecumenical

Council, since the Vatican Council, which is as cecunienical (from the

Roman point of view) as that of Trent, has sanctioned what they re-

gard as fatal error. Moreover, Bishop Reinkens, in an eloquent speech

before the Old Catholic Congress at Constance, disowned all Romish

prohibitions of Bible reading, and earnestly encouraged the laity to read

the Book of Life, that they may get into direct and intimate commun-

ion with God.^ This communion with God through Christ as the only

Mediator, and through his Word as the only rule of faith, is the very

soul of evangelical Protestantism. The Scripture principle, consistent-

ly carried out, must gradually rule out the unscriptural doctrines and

usages sanctioned by the Council of Trent.

But it is not necessary on this account that the Old Catholics should

ever become Protestants in the historical sense of the term. They may

retain those elements of the Catholic system which are not inconsistent

with the spirit of the Scriptures, though they may not be expressly sanc-

tioned by the letter. They may occupy a peculiar position of media-

tion, and in this way contribute their share towards preparing the way

for an ultimate reunion of Christendom. And this is their noble

aim and desire, openly expressed in a fraternal letter to an assembly

of evangelical Christians from nearly all Protestant denominations.

They declare: 'We hope and strive for the restoration of the unity

' I give a few extracts from this address, which was delivered in the femous Council

Hall of Constance, and received with great applause by the crowded assembly :
' The holy

Scripture is the reflection of the sun of righteousness which appeared in Jesus Christ our

Lord. I say, therefore, Read the holy Scriptures. I say more : For the Old Catholics who

intrust themselves to my e/nscopal direction, there exists no prohibition of the reading of the

Bible. . . . I^et nothing hinder you from approaching the Gospel, that you may hear the

voice of the Bridegroom (John iii. 29). Listen to his voice, and remember that, as the flower

turns to the light, atid never unfolds all its splendor and beauty except by constantly turning

to the light of the sun, thus also the Christian's soul can not represent the full beauty and glory

of its divine likeness except by constantly turning to this Gospel, in the rnys of which its

own fire is kindled. . . . Do not read the Scriptures from curiosity, to find things which are

not to be revealed in this world ; nor presumptuously, to brood over things which can not be

explained by men ; nor for the sake of controversy, to refute others ; but read the Scriptures

to enter into the most intimate communion with God, so that you may be able to say. Noth-

ing shall separate me from the love of Christ. ... It is not sufficient to have the Bible in

every house, and to read it at certain hours in a formal and fragmentary manner, but it ought

to be the light of the soul, to which it turns again and again. I repeat it once more : For

the Old Catholics, no injunction exists against reading the Bible. On the contrary, I admon-

ish you most earnestly : Read again and again in this holy book, sitting down in humility

and joy at the feet of the Lord,ybr ^e alone has words of eternal life.''

YOL. l—O
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of the Christian Church. We frankly acknowledge that no branch of

it has exclusively the truth. We hold fast to the ultiunite view that

upon the fouudation of the Gospel, and the doctrines of the Cliurch

grounded upon it, and upon the foundation of the ancient, uudivided

Church, a union of all Christian confessions will be possible through

a really oecumenical Council. This is our object and intention in the

movement which has led us into close relations witli the Evangelical,

the Anglican, the Anglo-American, the Russian, and the Greek church-

es. We know that this goal can not easily be readied, but we see the

primary evidences of success in the circumstance that a truly Chris-

tian intercourse has already taken place between ourselves and other

Christian churches. Therefore we seize with joy the hand of fellow-

ship you have extended to us, and beg you to enter into a more in-

timate fellowship with us in such a way as may be agreed upon by

both parties.'^

On the othei- hand, the Old Catholics have extended the hand of fel-

lowship to the Greeks and Anglo-Catholics, and adopted, at a Union

Conference held in Bonn, Sept., 1874, an agreement of fourteen theses,

as a doctrinal basis of intercommunion between those Churches which

recognize, besides the holy Scriptures, the binding authority of the

tradition of the undivided Church of the lirst six centuries. In a sec-

ond Conference, in 1875, they surrendered the doctrine of the double

procession of the Spirit as a peace-offering to the (^rientals.^

In the mean time the Pope has cut off all prospect of reconciliation.

In his Encyclical of November 21, 1873, addressed to all the digni-

taries of the Iloman Church, Pius IX., after unsparingly denouncing

the governments of Italy, Switzerland, and Germany, for their cruel

persecution of the Church, speaks at length of ' those new heretics,

who, by a truly ridiculous abuse of the name, call themselves Old

Catholics,' and launches at their 'pseudo-bishop' and all his abettors

and helpers the sentence of excommunication, as follows:

' The attempts and the aims of these unhappy sons of perdition a]>pear phiinly, both from
other writings of tlieirs and most of all from tliat impious and most impudent of liocuments

which has lately heen i)uhlished l>y liim whom they have set ii]) f(jr themselves as their so-

called bishop. For they deny and i)ervert the true authority of jurisdiction which is in the

' Letter of the Congress of Constance, September, 1S73, to the General Conference of the

Evangelical Alliance in New York. Comp. also Dollinger's Lerlures on the Reunion of the

{Jhitrrhi's. and llyacinthe Loyson's letter to the (ieneral C'onfei'ence in New York.

^ See tlie documeiitB of the two Bonn Conferences, at the close of Vol. II.
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Roman Pontiff and the Bishops, the successors of the Hiessed Peter and the Apostles, and

transfer it to the jioiuihice, or, as they say, to the community ; they stubbornly reject and

assail the infallible teacliiug auihority of the Roman Pontiff and of the whole Church; and,

contrary to the Holy Spirit, who has "been promised by Christ to abide in his Church forever,

thev audaciously aftirm that the Roman Pontiff and the whole of the Bishops, priests, and

people who are united with him in one faith and communion, have fallen into heresy by

sanctioning and professing the definitions of the oecumenical Vatican Council. Therefore

thev deny even the indefectibility of the Church, blasphemously saying that it has perished

throughout the world, and that its visible head and its Bishops have fallen away ;
and that

for this reason it has been necessary for them to restore the lawful Episcopate iu their pseudo-

bisho]), a man who, entering not by the gate, but coming up by another way, has drawn upon

his head the condemnation of Christ.

'Nevertheless, those unhappy men who would undermine the foundations of the Catholic

religion, and destrov its character and endowments, who have invented such shameful and

manifold errors, or, rather, have collected them together from the old store of heretics, are not

ashamed to call themselves Catholics, and Old Catholics; while by their doctrine, their nov-

elty, and their fewness they give up all mark of antiquity and of catholicity. . . .

"'But these men, going on more boldly in the way of iniquity and perdition, as by a just

judgment of Cod it happens to heretical sects, have wished also to form to themselves a hie-

rarchy, as we have said, and have chosen and set up for themselves as their pseudo-bishop a

certain notorious apostate from the Catholic faith, Joseph Hubert Reinkens ; and, that noth-

ing might be wanting to their im|)udence. for his consecration they have had recourse to those

Jansenists of Utrecht whom they themselves, before their falling away from the Church, re-

garded with other Catholics as heretics and schismatics. Nevertheless this Joseph Hubert

Reinkens dares to call himself a bishop, and. incredible as it may seem, the most serene Em-
peror of Germany has by public decree named and acknowled},ed him as a Catholic bishop,

and exhibited him to all his subjects as one who is to be regarded as a lawful bishop, and as

such to be obeyed. Rut the very rudiments of Catholic teaching declare that no one can be

held to be a lawful bishop who is not joined in communion of faith and charity to the rock on

which the one Church of Christ is built ; who does not adhere to the supreme pastor to whom
all the sheep of Christ are committed to be fed; who is not united to the confirmer of the

brotherhood which is in the world. " [This cuts off all Greek Bishops as well. Then follow

the usual patristic texts for the pretensions of Rome.]
'We therefore, who have been placed, undeserving as we are, in the Supreme See of Peter

for the guardianship of the Catholic faith, and for the maintenance of the unity of the imiver-

sal Church, according to the custom and example of our predecessors and their holy decrees,

by the power given us from on high, not only declare the election of the said Joseph Hubert

Reinkens to be contrary to the holy canons, unlawful, and altogether null and void, and de-

nounce and condemn his consecration as sacrilegious ; but by the authority of Almighty God
we declare the said Joseph Hubert—together with those who have taken part in his election

and sacrilegious consecration, and whoever adhere to and follow the same, giving aid, fiivor,

or consent—excommunicated under anathema, separated from the communion of the Church,

and to be reckoned among those whose fellowship has been forbidden to the faithful by the

Apostle, so that they are not so much as to say to them, God speed you
!'

As the Pope's letter of complaint to the Emperor of Germany (Au-

gust, 1873), in which he claims jurisdiction, in some sense, over all

baptized Christians, called forth a courteous and pointed reply from

the Emperor disclaiming all intention of persecuting the Catholic

Church while defending the rights of the civil government against

the encroachments of the hierarchy, and informing his Infallibility

that Protestants recognize no other mediator between God and them-

selves than the Lord Jesus Christ ; so this Encyclical was met by an

able, dignified, and manly Pastoral from Bishop Reinkens, dated Bonn,

December 14, 1873, in which, after refuting the accusations of the

Pope, he closes with the follow^ing words :
' Brethren in the Lord, what

shall we do when Pius IX. exhausts the language of reproach and
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calumny, and calls us even the most miserable sons of perdition {mi-

8e7'7nmi i^-fi j)e/'ditionis Jiiii), to embitter the uuinqiiiring multitude

against us ? If we are true disciples of Jesus— as we trust—we have

that peace which the Lord gives, and not the world, and our '' heart

will not be troubled, neither be afraid" (John xiv. 27). O how sweetly

sounds the exhortation :
" Bless them which persecute you : bless, and

curse not ;" " Recompense to no man evil for evil ;" " If it be possible,

as much as lieth in you, live peaceably with all men" (Rom. xii. 14, 17,

IS) ;
" Love your enemies, bless them that curse you, do good to them

that hate you, and pray for them which despitefully use you, and per-

secute you; that ye may be the children of your Father which is in

heaven : for he maketh his sun to rise on the evil and on the good,

and sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust" (Matt. v. 44, 45). Let

us look up to Christ, our example," who, when he was reviled, reviled

not again" (1 Pet. ii. 21-23). "The peace of God, which passeth all

understanding, keep your hearts and minds through Jesus Christ."'

The Swiss Federal Government, in answer to the charges raised

against it in the same Encyclical, has broken off all diplomatic inter-

course with the Papal court. In a new Encyclical of March 23, 1875,

addressed to the Bishops of Switzerland, Pious IX. confirmed the

condemnation of Nov. 21, 1873, and hurled it with increased severity

against the Old Catholics of that country, ' who attack the very founda-

tions of the Catholic religion, boldl}' reject the dogmatic definitions of

the Council of the Vatican, and by every means labor for the ruin of

souls.' He calls upon the faithful to ' avoid their religious ceremonies,

their instructions, their chairs of doctrinal pestilence, which they have

the audacity to set up for the purpose of betraying the sacred doc-

trines, their w^ritings, and contact witli them. Let them have no part,

no relation of any kind, with those intruding priests and the apos-

tates who dare exercise the functions of the ecclesiastical ministry,

and who have absolutely no jurisdiction and no legitimate mission at

all. Let them hold them in horror as strangers and thieves, who come

only to steal, assassinate, and destroy.'

The Old Catholic movement in Switzerland is more radical and po-

litical than the German, and bears a similar relation to it as the Zwin-

glian Reformation does to the Lutheran. Edward Ilerzog, an able and

worthy priest of Olten, was elected first bishop l)y the Swiss Synod,

and consecrated by Bishop Reinkens at Rheinfelden. Seot. 18, 1876.
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FIFTH CHAPTER.
' THE CREEDS OF THE EVANGELICAL CHURCHES.

General Literature.

There are no complete collections of Protestant Creeds, but several ^el)arate collections of the Luther-

an and of the Reformed Creeds, which will be noticed below under the proper sections. The Corptia ct

Hijntagma Confessionum fidf^i , Genev. 1654, is chiefly Calvinistic, and the Oxford Sylloge Con/ensionum. sub

tevipiiH reformmuJce eccle.sice editarum, 1827 (pp. 454), contains only six confessions (including the Pro/.

Fidci Tiid. and the Confessio Saxo7iica).

On the general history and principles of the Reformation, the reader is referred to the worKS, corre-

spondence, and numerous biographies of the Reformers (e. g. the Corpus Reformatorxim, ed. Bretschneider

and Bindseil ; Luther's Letters, by De Wette, supplemented by Seidemann : Calvin's Workx, new edition

by Baum, Ciinitz, and Reuss ; his Letters, by Bonnet ; Herminjard's Correspwidance rfes Reforrnateurs dans

les pays de langiie fraiKaise; Strype'e Ecclesiastical Memorials, etc.; the publications of the Parker So-

ciety) ; and the historical works of Si.eidan, Skoke.spokf, Salig, Df. Tuor, Hottingek, Hess, Mae-
HEiNEKK, Ranke, Merle d'Aubigne, Haqenbaoii (fourth edition, 1870), Geo. P. Fisher; also Sohaff
(Principle of Protestantism, 1845), Dorser {Geschichte der Protest. Theologie, 1867, pp. 77-329, Engl, transl.

Edinb. 1871, 2 vols.), Kahnis [Die Deutsche Reformation, Leipz. 1872). See lists of literature in Giebelee,

Church History, Vol. IV. pp. 9 sqq. (Anglo-Amer. edition), and Geo. P. Fisher (of Yale College), The Ref-

ormation, New York, 1873, Appendix U. pp. 567-591.

§ 37. The Refokmation. Pkotestantibm and Romanism.

Protestant Christendom has a nominal membership of about one

hundred milHons, chiefly in the northern and western parts of Europe

and America, and among the most vigorous and hopeful nations of

the earth. It represents modern or progressive Christianity, while

Romanism is mediaeval Christianity in conflict with modern progress,

and the Eastern Church ancient Christianity in repose.

We must first of all distinguish between evangelical or orthodox

Protestantism, which agrees with the Greek and Roman Church in

accepting the holy Scriptures and the oecumenical faith in the Trinity

and Incarnation, and heretical or radical Protestantism, which dissents

from the fficumenici consensus, and makes a new departure either in

a mystical or in a rationalistic direction. The former constitutes the

great body of nominal Protestantism, and is the subject of this chap-

ter. It includes, in the first line, the Lutheran and the Reformed Con-

fessions, or the various national churches of the Reformation in Eu-

rope and their descendants in America ; and then, in the second line,

all those denominations which have proceeded or seceded from them,

mostly on questions of government or minor points of doctrine, with-

out departing from the essential articles of their faith, such as the

Moravians, Methodists, Mennonites, Baptists, Quakers, Irvingites, and

a number of free churches holding to the voluntary principle.
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The various Evangelical Protestant churches, viewed as distinct

ecclesiastical organizations and creeds, take their rise directly or in-

directly from the sixteenth century ; but their principles are rooted

and grounded in the New Testament, and have been advocated more

or less clearly, in part or in full, by spiritual and liberal minded di-

vines in every age of the Church. The stream of Latin or Western

Christianity was divided in the sixteciith century; the main (nn-rent

moving cautiously and majestically in the old mediaeval channel, the

other boldly cutting several new beds for the overflowing waters, and

rushing forward, at first with great rapidity and energy, then slack-

ing its speed, and then resuming its forward march with the tide

of emigration in a western direction, whither, in the prophetic lan-

guage of the great English idealist, ' the course of empire takes its

way.'

The Reformation of the sixteenth century is, next to the introduc-

tion of Christianity, the greatest event in history. It was no sudden

revolution ; for what has no roots in the past can have no permanent

effect upon the future. It was prepared by the deeper tendencies and

aspirations of previous centuries, and, when finally matured, it burst

forth almost simultaneously in all parts of Western Christendom. It

was not a superficial amendment, not a mere restoration, but a regen-

eration ; not a return to the Augustinian, or Nicene, or ante-Nicene

age, but a \ast progress beyond any previous age or condition of the

Church since the death of St. John. It went, through the intervening

ages of ecclesiasticism, back to the fountain-head of Christianity itself,

as it came from the lips of the Son of God and his inspired Apostles.

It was a deeper plunge into the meaning of the Gospel than even

St. Augustine had made. It brought out from this fountain a new

phase and type of Ciiristianity, which had never as yet been fully un-

derstood and appreciated in the Church at large. It was, in fact, a

new proclamation of the free Gospel of St. Paul, as laid down in the

Epistles to the Romans and Galatians. It was a grand act of eman-

cipation from the bondage of the mediaeval hierarchy, and an assertion

of that freedom wherewith Christ has made us free. It inaugurated

the era of manhood and the general priesthood of believers. It taught

the direct communion of the believing soul with Christ. It removed

tlie obstructions of legalism, sacerdotalism, and ceremonialism, which,
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like the traditions of the Pliarisees of old, had obscured the genuine

Gospel and made void the Word of God.'

We do not depreciate mediaeval Catholicism, the womb of the Ref-

ormation, the grandmother of modern civilization. It was an in-

estimable blessing in its time. When we speak of the 'dark ages,' we

should never forget that the Church w^as the light in that darkness.

She was the training-school of the Latin, Celtic, and Teutonic (partly

also the Sclavonic) races in their childhood and wild youth. She gave

them Christianity in the shape of a new theocracy, with a priesthood,

minute laws, rites, and ceremonies. She acted as a bulwark against

the despotism of the civil and military power, and she defended the

moral interests, the ideal pursuits, and the rights of the people. But

the discipline of law creates a desire which it can not satisfy, and

points be3'ond itself, to independence and self-government : the law is

a schoolmaster to lead men to the freedom of the Gospel. When the

mediaeval Church had fulfilled her great mission in Christianizing and

civilizing (to a certain degree) the Western and Northern barbarians,

the time was fulfilled, and Christianity could now enter upon the era

of evangelical faith and freedom.

And this is Protestantism. If it were a mere negation of popery, it

would have vanished long since, leaving no wreck behind. It is con-

structive as well as destructive ; it protests from the positive basis of

the Gospel. It attacks human authority from respect for divine au-

thority ; it sets the Word of God over all the wisdom of men.

The Reformation was eminently practical in its motive and aim.

It started from a question of conscience :
' How shall a sinner be

justified before God V And this is only another form of the older

and broader question :
' What shall I do to be saved V The answer

given by the Reformers (German, Swiss, French, English, and Scotch),

with one accord, from deep spiritual struggle and experience, was:

' By faith in the all-suflScient merits of Christ, as exhibited in the holy

Scriptures.' And by faith they understood not a mere intellectual

assent to the truth, or a blind submission to the outward authoiitj- of

' It is significant that Christ uses TrapaSoffig, tradition, only in an unfavorahle sense, as

opposed to the Word of God, viz., Matt. xv. 3, 6 ; Mark vii. 5, 8, '.>. 13. Paul employs the

term in a bad sense, Gal. i. 14 and Col. ii. 8 : in a good sense, of the doctrines of the Gospel,

1 Cor. xi. 2; 2 Thess. ii. lo; iii. 6
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the Church, but a free obedience, a motion of the will, a trust of the

heart, a personal attachment and unconditional surrender of the whole

soul to Christ, as the only Saviour from sin and death. The abso-

lute supremacy and sufficiency of Christ and his Gospel in doctrine

and life, in faith and practice, is the animating principle, the beating

heart of the Reformation, and the essential unity of Protestantism to

this day.

Here lies its vitalitj' and constructive power. From this central

point the whole theology and Church life was directly or indirectly

affected, and a new impulse given to the history of the world in every

direction.

The Refoi-mers were baptized, confirmed, and educated, most of

them also ordained, in the Catholic Church, and had at first no in-

tention to leave it, but simply to purify it by the Word of God. They

shrank from the idea of schism, and continued, like the Apostles, in

the communion of their fathers until they were expelled from it.

When the Pope refused to satisfy the reasonable demand for a ref-

ormation of abuses, and hurled his anathemas on the reformers, they

were di-iven to the necessity of organizing new churches and setting

forth new confessions of faith, but they w^ere careful to maintain and

express in them their consensus with the old Catholic faith as laid

down in the Apostles' Creed.

The doctrinal principle of evangelical Protestantism, as distinct from

Romanism, is twofold—objective and subjective.

The objective (generally called the formal) principle maintains the

absolute sovereignty of the Bible, as the only infallible rule of the

Christian faith and life, in opposition to the Roman doctrine of the

Bible and tradition^ as co-ordinate rules of faith. Tradition is not

set aside altogether, but is subordinated, and its value made to depend

upon the measure of its agreement with the Word of God.

The subjective (commonly called the material) principle is the doc-

trine of justification by the free grace of God through a living faith

in Christ, as the only and sufficient Saviour, in opposition to the Ro-

man doctrine of (progressive) justification by faith and good works^

as co-ordinate conditions of justification. Good works are held by

Protestants to be necessary, not as means and conditions, but as re-

sults and evidences, of justification.
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To these two principles may be added, as a third, the social princi-

ple, which affects chielly the government and discipline of the Church,

namely, the universal priesthood of believers^ in opposition to the ex-

dusive priesthood of the clergy. Protestantism emancipates the laity

from slavish dependence on the teaching and governing priesthood,

and gives the people a proper share in all that concerns the interests

and welfare of the Church; in accordance with the teaching of St.

Petei-, who applies the term clergy (icArj/oor, heritage, 1 Pet. v. 3) to the

congregation, and calls all Christians ' living stones' in the spiritual

house of God, to offer up 'spiritual sacrifices,' 'a chosen generation,

a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a peculiar people,' setting forth ' the

praises of him who called them out of darkness into his marvelous

light' (1 Pet. ii. 5, 9 ; comp. v. 1-4 ; Rev. i. 6 ; v. 10 ; xx. 6).

It is impossible to reduce the fundamental difference between Prot-

estantism and Romanism to a single formula w^ithout doing injustice

to the one or the other. We should not forget that there are evangel-

ical elements in Romanism, as there are legalistic and Romanizing

tendencies in certain schools of Protestantism. But if we look at the

prevailing character and the most prominent aspects of the two sj^s-

tems, we may draw the following contrasts

:

Protestantism corresponds to the Gentile type of Apostolic Chris-

tianity, as represented by Paul ; Romanism, to the Jewish type, as rep-

resented by James and Peter, though not in Peter's Epistles (where he

prophetically warns against the fruitful germ of the Papacy, viz., hie-

rarchical pride and assumption), but in his earlier stage and official

position as the Apostle of circumcision. Paul was called afterwards,

somewhat irregulai'ly and outside of the visible succession, as the rep-

resentative of a new and independent apostolate of the Gentiles. The

temporary collision of Paul and Peter at Antioch (Gal. ii. 11) fore-

shadows and anticipates the subsequent antagonism between Protest-

antism and Catholicism.

Protestantism is the religion of freedom (Gal. v. 1) ; Romanism, the

religion of authority. The former is mainly subjective, and makes

religion a personal concern ; the latter is objective, and sinks the in-

dividual in the body of the Church. The Protestant believes on the

ground of his own experience, the Romanist on the testimony of the

Church (comp. John iv. 42).
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Protestantism is the religion of evangelism and spiritual simplicity

;

Romanism, the religion of legalism, asceticism, sacerdotalism, and cere-

monialism. The one appeals to the intellect and conscience, the other

to the senses and the imagination. The one is internal, the other ex-

ternal, and comes with outward observation.

Protestantism is the Christianity of the Bible ; Romanism, the Chris-

tianity of tradition. The one directs the people to the fountain-head

of divine revelation, the other to the teaching priesthood. The former

freely circulates the Bible, as a book for the people ; the latter keeps it

for the use of the clergy, and overrules it by its traditions.

Protestantism is the religion of immediate connnunion of the soul

with Christ through personal faith ; Romanism is the religion of me-

diate connnunion through the Church, and obstructs the intercourse

of the believer with his Saviour by interposing an army of subordi-

nate mediators and advocates. The Protestant prays directly to Christ

;

the Romanist usually approaches him only through the intercession of

the blessed Virgin and the saints.

Protestantism puts Christ before the Church, and makes Christliness

the standard of sound churchliness ; Romanism virtually puts the Church

before Christ, and makes churchliness the condition and measure of

piety.i

Protestantism claims to be only one, but the most advanced portion

of the Church of Christ ; Romanism identifies itself with the whole

Catholic Church, and the Church with Christianity itself. The former

claims to be the safest, the latter the onh' way to salvation.

Protestantism is the Church of the Christian people ; Romanism is

the Church of priests, and separates them by education, celibacy, and

even by their dress as widely as possible from the laity.

Protestantism is the Christianity of personal conviction and inward

experience ; Romanism, the Christianity of outward institutions and

sacramental observances, and obedience to authority. The one starts

' This is no doubt the meaning of Schleiermacher's famous formula {Der Christliche Glaube,

Vol. I. § 24) :
' Protestantism makes the relation of the individual to the Church dependent on

his relation to Christ ; Catholicism, vice versa, makes the relation of the individual to Christ

dependent on his relation to the Church.' His pupil and successor. Dr. Twesten, puts the

distinction in this way :
' Catholicism emphasizes the first, Protestantism the second, clause

of the passage of Irena^us :

'' Where the Church is. there is the Spirit of God ; and where the

Spirit of God is, there is the Church and all grace."
'
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from PaiiFs, the other from James's doctrine of just'tication. The one

lays the main stress on living faith, as the princi})le of a holy life; the

other on good works, as the evidence of faith and the condition of

justification.

Protestantism proceeds from the invisible Church to the visible;

Rome, vice versa, from the visible to the invisible.^

Protestantism is progressive and independent ; Romanism, conserva-

tive and traditional. The one is centrifugal, the other centripetal. The

one is exposed to the danger of radicalism and endless division; the

other to the opposite danger of stagnation and mechanical and tyran-

nical uniformity.

The exclusiveness and anti-Christian pretensions of the Papacy, es-

pecially since it claims infallibility for its visible head, make it im-

possible for any Church to live with it on terms of equality and sincere

friendship. And yet we should never forget the difference between

Popery and Catholicism, nor between the system and its followers.

It becomes Protestantism, as the higher form of Christianity, to be

liberal and tolerant even towards intolerant Romanism.

§ 38. The Evangelical Confessions of Faith.

The Evangelical Confessions of faith date mostly from the sixteenth

century (1530 to 1577), the productive period of Protestantism, and

are nearly contemporaneous with the Tridentine standards of the

Church of Rome. They are the work of an intensely theological and

polemical age, when religious controversy absorbed the attention of all

classes of society. They embody the results of the great conflict wnth

the Papacy. A smaller class of Confessions (as the Articles of Dort

and the "Westminster Standards) belongs to the seventeenth century,

and grew out of internal controversies among Protestants themselves.

The eighteenth century witnessed a powerful revival of practical re-

ligion and missionary zeal through the labors of the Pietists and Mo-

ravians in Germany, and the Methodists in England and North Amer-

ica, but, in its ruling genius, it was irreligious and revolutionary, and

undermined the authority of all creeds. In the nineteenth century a

' This is the distinction made by Mohler, who thereby inconsistently admits the essential

truth of the Protestant distinction between the visibl* and invisible Church, which Bellarmin

denies as an empty abstraction.
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new interest in the old creeds was awakened, and several attempts were

made to reduce the lengthy confessions to brief poi)ular suintnaries, or

to formularize the doctrinal consensus of the different evangelical de-

nominations. The present tendency among Protestants is to diminish

rather than to increase the innnber of articles of faith, and to follow

in any new formula the simplicity of the Apostles' Creed ; while Ko-

manism pursues the opposite course.

The symbols of the Reformation are very numerous, but several of

them were merely piovisional, and subsequently superseded by maturer

statements of doctrine. Some far exceed the proper limits of a creed,

and are complete systems of theology for the use of the clergy. It

was a sad mistake and a source of incalculable mischief to incorporate

the results of every doctrinal controversy with the confession of faith,

and to bind lengthy discussions, with all their metaphysical distinc-

tions and sul>tleties, upon the conscience of every minister and teacher.

There is a vast difference between theological opinions and articles of

faith. The development of theology as a science must go on, and will

go on in spite of all these shackles.

As to the theology of the confessions of orthodox Protestantism, we

may distinguish in them three elements, the oecumenical, the Augus-

tinian, and the evangelical proper.

1. The oecumenical element. In theology and Christology the Prot-

estant symbols agree with the Greek and Roman Churclies, and also in

the other articles of the Apostles' and Nicene Creeds from the Crea-

don of tlie world to the resurrection of the body.

2. The Augustim'an element is found in anthropology, or the doc-

trines of sin and grace, predestination, and perseverance. Here the

Protestant confessions agree wuth the system of Augustine, who had

more influence upon the reformers than any uninspired teacher.

The Lathi Church during the Middle Ages had gradually fallen into

Pelagian and semi-Pelagian doctrines and practices, altliough these

had been condemned in the fifth century. The Calvinistic confes-

sions, however, differ from the Lutheran in the logical conclusions

derived from the Augustinian premises, which they hold in common.

3. The Evangelical Protestant and strictly original element is found

in soteriology, and in all that pertains to subjective Christianity, or

the personal appropriation of salvation. Here belong the doctrines
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of the rule of faith, of justification by faith, of the nature and office

of faith and good works, of the assurance of salvation; here also the

protest against all those doctrines of Romanism which are deemed in-

consistent with the Scripture principle and with justification by faith.

The papacy, the sacrifice of the mass, transubstantiation, purgatory,

indulgences, meritorious and hypermeritorions works, the worship of

saints, images, and relics are rejected altogether, while the doctrine of

the Church and the Sacraments was essentially modified.

§ 39. The Lutheran and Reformed Confessions.

Literature.
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Catholicism assumed from the beginning, and retains to this day,

two distinct and antagonistic types, the Greek and the Roman, which

represent a Christian transformation of the antecedent and underlying

nationalities of speculative Greece and world-conquering Rome. In

like manner, but to a much larger extent (as may be expected from

the greater liberty allowed to national and individual rights and pecu-

liarities), is Protestantism divided since the middle of the sixteenth

century into the Lutheran and the Reformed Confessions. To the

former belong the established churches in most of the German States,

in Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, and all others which call them-

selves after Luther; the Reformed—in the historical and Continental

sense of the term'—embraces the national evangelical churches of

Switzerland, France, Holland, some parts of Germany, England, Scot-

land, with their descendants in America and the British colonies.

The designation Reformed is insufficient to cover all the denomi-

nations and sects which have sprung directly or indirectly from this

' As used in all Continental works on Church history and symbolics. It means originally

the Catholic Church reformed of abuses, or regenerated by the Word of God,
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family since the Reformation, especially in England during the conflict

uf the Established Church with Puritanism and nonconformity ; and

hence in English and American usage it has given way to sectional

and specific titles, such as Presbyterians, Ej}iscopalians, Congrega-

tionalists, Bajjtists, Wesleyans or Methodists, etc. The term Calvin-

ism designates not a church, but a theological school in the Reformed

Church, which in some sections allows also Arminian views. Puri-

tanism, likewise, is not a term for a distinct ecclesiastical organiza-

tion, but for a tendency and party which exerted a powerful influence

in the Anglican and other Reformed Churches on questions of doc-

trine, government, discipline, and worship.

Amone: the orio-inal Reformed Churches the Anglican stands out

in many respects distinctly as a third type of Protestantism : it is the

most powerful and the most conservative of all the national or estab-

lished churches of the Reformation, and retains the entire basis of

the mediaeval hierarchy, without the papacy ; it is a compromise be-

tween Catholicism and Protestantism, cemented by the royal suprem-

acy, and leaves room for Romanizing high-chnrchism and Puritanic

low-churchism, as well as for intervening broad-churchism. But its

original doctrinal status was moderately Calvinistic, and for a time it

made even common cause with the ultra-Calvinistic Synod of Dort.

The docti-inal difference between Lutheranism and Reform was

originally confined to two articles, namely, the nature of Christ's pres-

ence in the Sacrament of the Eucharist, and the extent of God's sov-

ereignty in the ante-historic and premundane act of predestination.

At the Conference held in Marburg, Luther and Zwingli agreed in

fourteen and a half articles, and differed only in the other half of the

fifteenth article, concerning the real presence.' The Swiss reformer

saw in this difference no obstacle to fraternal fellowship with the

Witteubeigers, with whom, he said, he would rather agree than with

any people on earth, and, with tears in his eyes, he extended his hand

' The fifteenth and last of the Marburg articles treats of the Lord's Supper, and after

stating the points of agreement, concludes thus: 'And although at present we can not agree

whether the true body and the true blood of Christ be corporeally present in the bread and

wine {ob der wn/ire Leih urid das walire Bint Christi Ipihliih iin Hi ode und Weine gcr/i'mrar-

tig sei), yet each party is to show to the other Christian love, as far as conscience permits {so

weit es das Gejvissen jedem f/fistntlef), and both parties should fervently pray to Almighty God

that by his Spirit he may strengthen us in the true understanding. Amen.'
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to Luther ; but the great man, otherwise so generous and liberal, who

had himself departed from the Catholic Church in much more essen-

tial points, felt compelled in his conscience to withhold his hand on

account of a general difference of 'spirit," which revealed itself in

subsequent controversies, and defeated many attempts at reunion.

The internal quarrels among Christian brethren, which are found

more or less in all denominations and ages,^ are the most humiliating

and heart-sickening chapters in Church history, but they are overruled

by Providence for the fuller development of theology, a wider spread

of Christianity, and a deeper divine harmony, which will ultimately,

in God's own good time, spring out of human discord.

The two great families of Protestantism are united in all essential ar-

ticles of faith, and their members maj' and ought to cultivate intimate

Christian fellowship without sacrifice of principle or loyalty to their

communion. Yet they are distinct ecclesiastical individualities, and

Providence has assigned them peculiar fields of labor. Their differ-

ences in theology, govei-nment, worship, and mode of piety are rooted

in diversities of nationality, psychological constitution, education, ex-

ternal circumstances, and gifts of the Spirit.

1. The Lutheran Church arose in monarchical Germany, and bears

the impress of the German race, of which Luther was the purest and

strongest type. The Reformed Church began, almost simultaneously,

in republican Switzerland, and spread in France, Holland, England,

and Scotland. The former extended, indeed, to kindred Scandinavia,

and, by emigration, to more distant countries. But outside of Ger-

many it is stunted in its normal growth, or undergoes, with the change

of language and nationality, an ecclesiastical transformation.^ The

Reformed Chui-ch, on the other hand, while it originated in the Ger-

man cantons of Switzerland, and found a home in several important

parts of Germany, as the Palatinate, the Lower Rhine, and (through

' ''Ihr habt einen andern Geist,' said Luther to Zwingli.

* The feuds between monastic orders and theological schools in the Roman and Greek

Churches, and the quarrels even in the oecumenical Councils, from the Nicene down to the

Vatican, are fully equal in violence and bitterness to the Protestant controversies in the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries, and are less excusable on account of the boasted doctrinal

unity of those churche?.

^ This is the case with the great majority of Anglicized and Americanized Lutherans, who

adopt Reformed views on the Sacraments, the observance of Sunday, Church discipline, and

other points.
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the influence of the House of Ilohenzollern since the Elector Sisris-

muud, 1614) in Brandenburg and other provinces of Prussia, was yet

far more fully and vigorously developed among the maritime and

freer nations, especially the Anglo-Saxon race, and follows its on-

ward march to the West and the missionary fields of the East. The

modern Protestant movements among the Latin races in the South

of Europe likewise mostly assume the Reformed, some even a strictly

Calvinistic type. Converts from the excessive ritualism of Rome are

apt to swing to the opposite extreme of Puritan simplicity.

Germany occupies the front rank in sacred learning and scientific

theology, but the future of evangelical Protestantism is mainly in-

trusted to the Anglo-American churches, which far surpass all othere

in wealth, energy, liberality, philanthropy, and a firm hold upon the

heart of the two great nations they represent.

2. The Lutheran Church, as its name indicates, was rounded and

shaped by the mighty genius of Luther, who gave to the Germans a

truly vernacular Bible, Catechism, and hymn-book, and who thus meets

them at every step in their public and private devotions. We should,

indeed, not forget the gentle, conciliatory, and peaceful genius of Me-

lanchthon, which never died out in the Lutheran Confession, and forms

the connecting link between it and the Reformed. He represents the

very spirit of evangelical union, and practiced it in his intimate friend-

ship with the stern and uncompromising Calvin, who in turn touch-

ingly alludes to the memory of his friend. But the influence of the

^ Proeceptor GermanioR'^ was more scholastic and theological than prac-

tical and popular. Luther was the originating, commanding reformer,

' born,' as he himself says, ' to tear up the stumps and dead roots, to

cut away the thorns, and to act as a rough forester and pioneer;'

while ' Melanchthon moved gently and calmly along, with his rich

gifts from God's own hand, building and planting, sowing and water-

ing.' Luther was, as Melanchthon called him, the Protestant Elijah.

He spoke almost with the inspiration and authority of a prophet and

apostle, and his word shook the Church and the Empire to the base.

He can be to no nation what he is to the Gorman, as little as Wash-

ington can be to any nation what he is to the American.' And yet.

' Luther can only be fully understood by a German, while a F"renchnian or an Englishman

(with some exceptions, as Coleridge, Hare, Ciirljle) is likely to be repelled by some of his
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strange to say, with all the overpowering influence of Luther, his per-

sonal views on the canon ^ and on predestination^ were never accepted

by his followers ; and if we judge him by the standard of the Form of

Concord, he is a heretic in his own communion as much as St. Angus
tine, on account of his doctrines of sin and grace, is a heretic in the

Roman Church, revered though he is as the greatest among the Fathers^

writings, e. g., his coarse book against Henry VIII. Hence the unfavorable judgments of

such scholars as Hallam, Sir William Hamilton, Pusey ; while, on the other hand, even Hb-

eral Catholics among German scholars can not but admire him as Germans. Dr. Dollinger

long before his secession from Rome, said (in his book Kirche und Kirchen): 'Luther isl der

gewaltigste Volksmann, der populdrste Charakter, den Deutschland je besessen. In demGeiste
dieses Mannes, des grossten unter den Deutschen seines Zeitalters, ist die protestantische Doctrin

entsprungen. Vor der Ueherlegenheit und schiipferischen Energie dieses Geistes bug damals
der aufstrehende, thatkrdftige Theil der Nation demuthsvoll und glaubig die Kniee.'' The
towering greatness of Luther is to the Lutherans a constant temptation to hero-worship, as

Napoleon's brilliant military genius is a misfortune and temptation to France. Lessing ex-

pressed his satisfaction at the discovery of some defects in Luther's character, since he was,

as he says, ' in imminent danger of making him an object of idolatrous veneration. The
proofs that in some things he was like other men are to me as precious as the most dazzling

of his virtues.' There are not a few Lutherans who have more liking for Luther's faults

than for his virtues, and admire his conduct at Marburg as much, if not more, than his con-

duct at Worms. A very respectable Lutheran professor of theology resolved the difference

between Luther and Calvin into this: that the one was human, the other inhuman! Calvin

once nobly said, ' Though Luther should call me a devil, I would still revere and love him as

an eminent servant of God.' If he was cruel, according to our modern notions, in his treat-

ment of Servetus, he acted in the spirit of his age, and was approved even by the gentle Me-
lanchthon. His followers need fear no comparison with any other Christians as to humanity

and liberality.

' He irreverently called the Epistle of St. James an ' epistle of straw,' and had objections to

the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Apocalypse, and the Book of Esther. He was as thoroughly

convinced of the inspiration and authority of the Word of God as the most orthodox divine

can be, but he had free views on the mode of inspiration and the extent of the traditional canon.
' Luther, in his work De servo arbitrio, against Erasmus, written in 1525, teaches the

slavery of the human will, the dualism in the divine will (secret and revealed), and uncon-

ditional predestination to salvation and damnation, in language stronger than even Calvin

ever used, who liked the views of that book, but objected to some of its hyperbolical expres-

sions {Opera, Tom. VII. p. 142). Melanchthon, who originally held the same Augustinian

theory (like all the Reformers), gradually changed it (openly since 1585) in favor of a syner-

gistic theory. But Luther never recalled his tract against Erasmus ; on the contrary, he

counted it among his best, and among the few of his books which he would not be willing ' to

swallow, like Saturn his own children.' He never made this a point of difference from the

Swiss. In the Articles of Smalcald, 1537 (III. i. p. 31S, ed. Hase), he again denied the free-

dom of the will, as a scholastic error ; and in his commentary on Genesis (Ch. vi. 6, 18; xxvi),

one of his last works, he taught the same view of the secret will of God as in 1525. Comp.

J. MiJLT.ER: Lutheri de prcedestinatione et libera arbitrio doctrina, 1832, and his Dogmat.

Abhandlungen, 1870, pp. 187sqq.; Lutkkns: Luther s Prcedestinationslehre im Zusammenhang
mit seiner Lehre votn freien Willen, 1858; Kostlin : Luther s Theologie in ihrer geschichtl.

Entwicklung, 1863, Vol. II. pp. 32-55, 300-331 ; Schweizer : Die protest. Centraldogmen,

1854,Vol. I. pp. 57 sqq. ; Dokner: Geschichte t/"^ '-rotest. Theologie, 1867, Vol. I. pp. 194 sqq.

YOL. I.—

P
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The Reformed Church had a large number of leaders, as ZwingH,

(Ecolampadius, Bullinger, Calvin, Ueza, Craumer, Knox, but not one

of them, not even Calvin, could impress his name or his theological

system upon her. She is independent of men, and allows full free-

dom for national and sectional modifications and adaptations of the

principles of the Reformation.

3. The Lutheran Confession starts from the wants of sinful man

and the personal experience of justification by faith alone, and finds,

in this ' article of the standing and falling Church,' comfort and peace

of conscience, and the strongest stimulus to a godly life. The Re-

formed Churches (especially the Calvinistic sections) start from the

absolute sovereignty of God and the supreme authority of his holy

"Word, and endeavor to reconstruct the whole Church on this basis.

The one proceeds from anthropology to theology ; the other, from the-

ology to anthropology. The one puts the subjective or material prin-

ciple of the Reformation first, the objective or formal next ; the other

reverses the order
;
yet both maintain, in inseparable unity, the subject-

ive and objective principles of the Reformation.

The Augsburg Confession, which is the first and the most important

Lutheran symbol, does not mention the Bible principle at all, although

it is based upon it throughout ;
* the Articles of Smalcald mention

it incidentally;^ and the Form of Concord more formally.^ But the

Reformed Confessions have a separate article de Scjnjytura Sacra, as

the only rule of faith and discipline, and put it at the head, sometimes

with a full list of the canonical books.*

* The Preface of the Augsburg Confession declares that the Confession is 'drawn from the

holy Scriptures and the pure Word of God.'

' Part II. (p. 30'.)) :
' The Word of God, and no one else, not even an angel, can establish

articles of faith.' ('' Regulam ali<im kaheinus, ut videlicet Verbum Dei condut articulos Jidei,

et prceterea nemo, ne amjelus quidem/)
^ Form. Cone, Part I. or Epit., at the beginning: 'We believe, teach, and confess that the

only rule and standard (uttiram reguJnm et normnm), according to which all doctrines and

teachers alike ought to be tried and judged, are the prophetic and apostolic Scriptures of the

Old and New Testaments alone. ' ( 'omp. Preface to the Second Part.

* CoTif. Heir. II. eh. i. (De Scriptura sanr.ta, vero Dei verba) :
' Credimus et conjitemur

Scrtpturas canoniras sanctorum Prophetarum et Apo.itolorujn utriusque Testamenti, ipsum

cerum esse Verbum Dei : et auctoritntem siiffic.ientem ex semetipsis, non ex hominibus habere.^

(Jonf. Helv. I. (Basil. II.) art. 1 ; Coiif. Gall. art. 2-5; Conf. Scot. art. 18, 19; Con/. Belg.

art. 2-7; art. Atif/l. art. 6 (Scriptura sacra continet omnia qua; ad salutem sunt necessaria,

etc., with a list of the canonical books, from which the Apocrypha are carefully distinguished)

;

Westminster Conf. of Faith, oh. i. (more fully), etc. The exception of the first Confession of
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4. The Lutheran Church has an idealistic and contemplative, the

Reformed Church a realistic and practical, spirit and tendency. The

former aims to harmonize Church and State, theology and philoso-

phy, worship and art ; the latter draws a shaiper line of distinction

between the Word of God and the traditions of men, the Church and

the world, the Church of communicants and the congregation of bear-

el's, the regenerate and the unregenerate, the divine and the human.

The one is exposed to the danger of pantheism, which shuts God up

wn'thin the world ; the other to the opposite extreme of deism, which

abstractly separates him from the world. Hence the leaning of the

Lutheran Christology to Eutychianism, the leaning of the Reformed to

Nestorianism,

The most characteristic exponent of this difference between the two

confessions is found in their antagonistic doctrines of the Lord's Sup-

per ; and hence their controversies clustered around this article, as the

Nicene and post-Nicene controversies clustered around the person of

Christ. Luther teaches the real presence of Christ's body and blood

in, with, and under the elements, the oral manducation by unworthy

as well as worthy communicants, and the ubiquity of Christ's body;

while Zwingli and Calvin, carefully distinguishing the sacramental

sign from the sacramental grace, teach—the one only a symbolical,

the other a spiritual real, presence and fruition for believers alone.

The Romish doctrine of transubstantiation is equally characteristic of

the magical supernaturalism and asceticism of Romanism, which real-

izes the divine only by a miraculous annihilation of the natural ele-

ments. Lutheranism sees the supernatural in the natural, Calvinism

above the natural, Romanism without the natural.

5. Viewed in their relations to the mediaeval Church, Lutheranism

is more conservative and historical, the Reformed Church more pro-

gressive and radical, and departs much further from the traditionalism,

sacerdotalism, and ceremonialism of Rome. The former proceeded on

the principle to retain what was not forbidden by the Bible; the latter,

on the principle to abolish what was not commanded.

Basle is only apparent, for it concludes with a submission of all its articles to the supreme au-

thority of the Scriptures ( Postremo, hanc nostram confessionem judicio sacrce biblicce Scripturce

subjicimus ; eoque poUicemur , si ex prcedictis Scrip turis in melioribus instituamur, nos omm
tempore Deo et sacrosancto ipsius Verba maxima cum gratiarum actione obsecuturos esse').
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The Anglican Church, however, though moderately Calvinistic in her

Thirty-nine Articles, especially in the doctrine on the Scriptures and the

Sacraments, makes an exception from the other Reformed communions,

since it retained the body of the episcopal hierarchy and the Catholic

worsliip, though purged of popery. Hence Lutherans like to call it a

' Lutheranizing Church ;' but the conservatism of the Church of En-

gland was of native growth, and owing to the controlling influence of

the English raonarchs and bishops in the Reformation period.

6. The Lutheran Confession, moreover, attacked mainly the Juda-

ism of Rome, the Reformed Church its heathenism. 'Away with

legal bondage and work righteousness !' was the war-cry of Luther

;

' Away with idolatry and moral corruption !' was the motto of Zwin-

gli, Farel, Calvin, and Knox.

7. Luther and Melanchthon were chiefly bent upon the purification

of doctrine, and established State churches controlled by princes, theo-

logians, and pastors. Calvin and Knox carried the reform into the

sphere of government, discipline, and worship, and labored to found a

pure and free church of believers. Lutheran congregations in the old

world are almost passive, and tnost of them enjoy not even the right

of electing their pastor ; while well-organized Reformed congregations

have elders and deacons chosen from the people, and a much larger

amount of lay agency, especially in the Sunday-school work. Lu-

ther first proclaimed the principle of the general priesthood, but in

practice it was confined to the civil rulers, and carried out in a wrong

way by making them the supreme bishops of the Church, and reduc-

ing the Church to a degrading dependence on the State.

8. Luther and his followers carefully abstained from politics, and in-

trusted the secular princes friendly to the Reformation with the episco-

pal rights ; Calvin and Knox upheld the sole headship of Christ, and

endeavored to renovate the civil state on a theocratic basis. This led

to serious conflicts and wars, but they resulted in a great advance of

civil and religious liberty in Holland, England, and the United States.

The essence of Calvinism is the sense of the absolute sovereignty of

God and the absolute dependence of man ; and this is the best school

of moral self-government, which is true freedom. Those who feel

most their dependence on God are most independent of men.'

' The principles of the Republic of the United States can be traced, through the intervening
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9. The strength and beauty of the Lutheran Church lies in its pro-

found theology, rich hynmology, simple, childlike, trustful piety ; the

strength and beauty of the lleformed Churches, in aggressive ener-

gy and enterprise, power of self-government, strict discipline, mis-

sionary zeal, liberal sacriiice, and faithful devotion, even to martyrdom,

for the same divine Lord. From the former have proceeded Pietism

and Moravianism, a minutely developed scholastic orthodoxy, specula-

tive systems and critical researches in all departments of sacred learn-

ing, but also antinomian tendencies, and various forms of mysticism,

rationalism, and hypercriticism. The latter has produced Puritanism,

Congregationalism, Methodism, Evangelicalism (in the Church of En-

gland), the largest Bible, tract, and missionary societies, has built most

churches and benevolent institutions, but is ever in danger of multi-

plying sectarian divisions, overruling the principle of authority by

private judgment, and disregarding the lessons of history.

10. Both churches have accomplished, and are still accomplishing,

a great and noble work. Let them wish each other God's speed, and

stimulate each other to greater zeal. A noble rivalry is far better

than sectarian envy and jealousy. There have been in both churches,

at all times, men of love and peace as well as men of war. Math corre-

sponding efforts to unite Lutheran and Reformed Christians, from the

days of Melanchthon and Bucer, Calixtus and Baxter, down to the

Prussian Evangelical Union, the German Church Diet, and the Evangel-

ical Alliance. Even the exclusive Church of England has entered into

a sort of alliance with the Evangelical Church of Prussia in jointly

founding and maintaining the Bishopric of St. James in Jerusalem.^

The time for ecclesiastical amalgamation, or organic union, has not

yet come, but Christian recognition and union in essentials is quite con-

sistent with denominational distinctions in non-essentials, and should be

cultivated by all who love our common Lord and Saviour, and desire

the triumph of his kingdom.

link of Puritanism, to Calvinism, which, with all its theological rigor, has been the chief edu-

cator of manly characters and promoter of constitutional freedom in modern times. The

inalienable rights of an American citizen are nothing but the Protestant idea of the general

priesthood of believers applied to the civil sphere, or developed into the corresponding idea

of the general kingship of free men.
' Chiefly the work of Chevalier Bunsen and his congenial friend, Frederick William IV.
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SIXTH CHAPTER
THE CREEDS OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH.

§ 40. The Lutheran Confessions.

Literature.

I. C0LLKOTION8 OP TUB LlJTUKRAN SYMBOLS.

(1.) Latiu Editious.

CoNCOBPiA. Pia et unanimi con ensu repetita Con/essio Fidei et DoctrincB Electorum, Principum et

Ordinwni Imperii, atque eoriindevi Theologorum, qui Augiistaiiam Con/tssionem aniplectuntur et nomina
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lertionum diversitatem rwtavit, Chrint. II. ordinumqite evangelicor. prce/ationes, artic. Saxon, visitator. et

Confat. A. C. Pontific. adj. H. A. Guil. Meyer. Gotting. 1830, Svo.

CoKooBuiA. Libri Symbolici Ecclesice Evang. Ad edit. Lipsiensem, 15S4 ; Berolin. (Schlawitz), 1857, Svo.

(2.) German Editions.

Concordia. HIH^ Christliche, Widerholete, einmi'/tige Bekenntniis nacKbenanter Chrir/iirsten, FUr-

tten und Stende Augspurgischer Confession, und derselben zii eride des Bucks underschriebener Theologen

here und Glaubens. Mit angrhefl'ter, in GntteK xnrt, als der cinigen Richtschnur, tvohlgegriindter erklerung

etlicher Artickel, bei welchen nach D. Martin LiUher's seligen absterberi disputation rind streit vorge/allen.

Aris einhelliger vergleichung und bevehl obgedachter Chtirfiirsten, Fi'irsten und Stende, derselben Landen,

Kirchen, Sehulen und Xachkominen, zum underricht und warnung in Druck verfertiget. Mit Churf. Gnaden
zu Sachsen bcfreihung. Dresden, 15S0, fol. (See the whole title in Corp. Ref. Vol. XXVL p. 443.)

Concordia. Magdeburg, 1580, 4to, two ed. ; Tiibiiigen, 1580, fol. ; Dresden, 1591, 4to ; Frankfurt a. C,
1681, fol. ; Magdeburg, 1581, 4to; Heidelberg, 1582, fol., two ed. ; Dresden, 1508, fol. ; Tiibingen, 1599, 4to

;

Leipzig, 1603, 4to: Stuttgart, 1611, 4to ; Leipzig, 1622, 4to ; Stuttgart, 1660, 4to; 1681, 4to.

Concordia. Mit Heinr. Pipping'b Hist, theol. Einl. zu den symb. Srhriften der Evang. Luth. Kirchen.

Leipz. 1703, 4to ; 2te Ausg. mit Christ. Weisskn's Schlussrede. Leipz. 17.39, 4to.

CnnisTi.iOHKS Concordienbuoh, etc., von Siegm. Jao. Baumgarten. Halle, 1747, 2 vols. Svo.

Chribtl. Conoordiknbucu mit der Leipziger Theol. Facultaet Vorrede. Wittenberg, 1760, Svo; 1766,1789.

Die Symb. BIJoheb dee kv. luth. Kircue, etc., von J. W. Soiii>pff. Dresden, 1826-27, Svo.

Concordia. Die Symb. Diicher der ev. luth. Kirche, etc., von F. A. Koictur. Leipzig, 1S30, Svo.

Evangel. Concordienbcoh, etc., von .T. A. Detzer. Niirnberg, 1830, 1842, 1847.

Evangel. Conoordienbuou, etc., von Fk. W. Bodemann. Hanover, 1S43.

Christliouks Conoordienbuoh, New York, 1854.

(3.) German-Latin Editions.

Concordia. Germ.anico-Latina ad optima et atitiquissima exempla reA^ognita, adjectu fideliter allegator.

dictor. S. Scr. rapitibiis et vers, et testimoyiioriim P. P. aliorumqiie Seriptorum loeis. . . . cum approbations

FacvU. Theol. Ujis. Wittenb. et Rostock. Sttidio Ch. Reineooii. Lips. 170S, 4to ; 1735.

CuRisTi.iciiES CoNooRiiiKNBtJou. Dcutsck Und Lateinisfh mit Idstorischen Einleitungen J. Q.WA.i.OB.'a,

Jena, 1750, Svo.

DiK SYMiiOLisciiEN BUcuER UKR EVANG. LUTHER. KiRCHE, deutseh und lateiiiisch, ctC, von J. F. MULLEB
(of Windsbach, Bavaria), 1847 ; 3d ed. Stuttgart, 1869. (A very useful edition.)
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(4.) Translations.

Dutch : CoNOOBmA of Lutersche Geloo/s Belydenis in't licht gegeven door Zaoh. Dezius. Rotterdam,

1715, Svo.

Swedish : Liuki CoNCOBDiiE Verbio Sueoioa, Cheibteliga, Enhelliga, ocu Upeepadk och Larab, etc.

Norkiiping, 173(i, 4lo.

English : TuK Cukibti a n Bi iok of Conoobd, or Symbolical Books of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, trans-

lated by Amukdsk and SoOBAiiiB Henkel (two Lutheran clergymen of Virginia), uif/t the assistance of sev-

eral other Lutheran clergymen. Newmarket, Virginia, 1S51 ; 'id ed. revised, 1854. This is the first and
only complete English edition of the Book of Concord ; but the translation (made from the German) is

not sufficiently idiomatic.

II. Historical and Critical Workb on the Ldtueban Symbols in General.

Jo. Benedict Carpzov : Tsagoge in libros ecclesiarum Lutheranarum symbolicos. Opus posthuvmm a
J. Oleario: Continuatum ed.S.'R.QAKVzow {filius). Lipsire, 1665, 4to ; 1675,1691,1699,1725.

Jo. Georg Walch : Introdxtctio in libros Ecclesice Lutheranas symbolicos, observationibus historicis et the-

ologicis illustrata. Jeufe, 1732, 4lo.

J. Ai.BB. Fabbicitjs : Centifolium Lutheranuvi. Hamb. 1728-30, 2 vols. 8vo.

S. J. Bau.mgarten : Erleuterumjen der iin christlichen Coiicordienbuch enthaltenen symbolischen Schriften

der evang. luth. Kirche, 7iebst einem Anhange von den Ubrigen Bekenntnissen und feierlichen LehrbUchern
in gedachter Kirche. Halle, 1747.

J. CuRiBTopH. KfECUEE : BibUothcca theologice symbolicce et catecheticce. Guelph. et Jenae, 1751-69, 2 vols.

Jac. W. Fkcerlin : Bibliotheca symb. evang. Lutherana. Accedunt appendices duce: I. Orditiatioties et

Agenda; 11. Cafechisvius ecclemarum nostrarum. Gottiug. 1752. Another enlarged edition by J. Bab-
THOL. Riederee. Niimberg, 1768, 2 vols. Svo.

J. G. Walou : Bibliotheca theologica selecta. Jena, 1757-65, 4 vols. Svo.

Che. GuiL. Fe. Walch : Breviarium theol. S7imb. ecclcs. hither. Gottiugen, 1765-1781, Svo.

Eduaed Kollnee: Symbolik der lutherischen Kirche. Hamburg, 1837.

J. F. MUi.lee: Die symb. Biicher der evang. luth. Kirche. Stuttgart, 1847; 3d ed. 1S69. Introduction

pp. cxxiv.

Chaeles p. Keauth (Dr. and Prof, of Theology in the Evang. Theol. Seminary in Philadelphia): The
Conservative Reformation and its Theology, as represented in the Augsburg Confession and in the History

and Literature of the Evang. Lutheran Church. Philadelphia, 1S7I.

For fuller lists of editions and works, see Feuerliu (ed. Riederer), J. G. Walch, Kollner, 1. c, and the

26th and 27th vols, of the Corpus Reformatorum, ed. Bindseil.

The Evangelical Lutheran Church, in whole or in part, acknowledges

nine symbolical books : three of them ai-e inherited from the Catholic

Church, viz., the Apostles' Creed, the Nicene Creed (with the Filioque),

and the Athanasian Creed ; six are original, viz., the Augsburg Con-

fession, drawn up by Melanchthon (1530), the Apology of the Confes-

sion, by the same (1530), the Articles of Smalcald, by Luther (1537),

the two Catechisms of Luther (1529), and the Form of Concord, pre-

pared by six Lutheran divines (1577).

These nine symbols constitute together the Book of Concord {Con-

cordia, or Liber Concordice, Concordienhuch), which was lirst published

by order of Elector Augustus of Saxony in 1580, in German and Latin,

and which superseded older collections of a similar character.^

The Lutheran symbols are not of equal authority. Besides the

* See an account of the various Corpora Doctrines in 'Qanmg&vt&n, Erlauterun;)en, etc., pp.

2i7-282; Kollner, Sj/yH/Oo/t^, I. pp. 9(J sqq. ; and Miiller, Sywife. BwcAer, pp. cxxii. sqq. The
oldest was the Corpus Doctrince Christiance Philippicum, or Misnirum, 1 560, which contained

only Melanchthonian writings, and was followed by several other collections of a more strictly

Lutheran character.
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three oecumenical Creeds, the Augsburg Confession is most highly es-

teemed, and is the only one which is generally recognized. Next to

it comes the Shorter Catechism of Luther, which is extensively used

in catechetical instruction. His Larger Catechism is only an expan-

sion of the Shorter. The iVpology is valuable in a theological point

of view, as an authentic commentary on the Augsburg Confession.

The Smalcald Articles have an historical significance, as a warlike

manifesto against Rome, but are little used. The Form of Concord

was never generally received, but decidedly rejected in several coun-

tries, and is disowned by the Melanchthonian and unionistic schools

in the Lutheran Church.

Originally intended merely as testimonies or confessions of faith,

these documents became gradually binding formulas of public doc-

trine, and subscription to them was rigorously exacted from all clergy-

men and public teachers in Lutheran State churches.' The rational-

istic apostasy, reacting against the opposite extreme of symbololatry

and ultra-orthodoxy, swept away these test-oaths, or reduced them to

a hypocritical formality. The revival of evangelical Christianity,

since the tercentenary jubilee of the Reformation in 1817, was fol-

lowed by a partial revival of rigid Lutheran confessionalism, yet not

so much in opposition to the Reformed as to the Unionists in Prussia

and other German States, where the two Confessions have been amal-

gamated. The meaning and aim of the Evangelical Union in Prus-

sia, however, was not to set aside the two Confessions, but to accom-

modate them in one governmental household, allowing them to use

either the Lutheran or the Heidelberg Catechism as before. The chief

trouble was occasioned by the new liturgy of King Frederick Wil-

liam III., which was forced upon the churches, and gave rise to the

Old Lutheran secession. In the other States of Germany, and in Scan-

dinavia and Austria, the Lutheran churches have, with a separate gov-

ernment, also their own liturgies and forms of ordination, with widely

differing modes of subscription to the symbolical books.^

' As early as 1533 a statute was enacted in Wittenberg by Luther, Jonas, and others, which

required the doctors of theology, at their promotion, to swear to the incorrupt doctrine of the

Gospel as taught in the symbols. It was only a modification of the oath customary in the

Roman Catholic Church. After the middle of the sixteenth century, subscription began to

be enforced, on pnin of deposition and exile. See Kollner, Symh., I. pp. lOfi sqq.

* Kollner, I. pp. 121 sqq., gives a number of Veryjlichtungxfonneln in use in Europe.
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In the United States, the Lutherans, left free fi-om tlie conti-ol of

the civil govennnent, yet closely connected with the doctrinal and

confessional disputes of their brethren in Germany, are chieHy di-

vided into three distinct organizations, which hold as many different

relations to the Symbolical Books, and are, in fact, three denomina-

tions under a common name, viz. : the General Synod of the Evan-

gelical Lutheran Church of the Unitei> States, oiganized in 1820;

the Synodical Conference of North America, organized in 1872;'

and the General Council, which, under the lead of the old Synod of

Pennsylvania, seceded from the General Synod, and met first at Fort

Wayne, Indiana, Nov. 20, 1867. The first has its theological and lit-

erary centre in Gettysburg, the second at St. Louis and Fort Wayne,

the third in Philadelphia.

The ' General Synod,' which is composed chiefly of English-speak-

ing descendants of German immigrants, and sympathizes with the

surrounding Reformed denominations, adopts simply 'the Augsburg

Confession as a correct exhibition of the fundamental doctrines of

the divine Word,' withont mentioning the other symbolical books at

all, and allows a very libeial construction even of the Augsburg Con-

fession, especially the articles on the Sacraments.^ With this basis

* [The statements must be modified in view of the organic unions and Church federa-

tions which have recently been formed within the Lutheran communions—movements
encouraged by the 400th anniversaries of the XCV Theses, 1917, and the Augsburg
Confession, 1930. To follow a statement furnished by the Rev. G. L. Kieffer, Statistician

and Librarian of the National Luth. Council—the Luth. churches of the U. S. and Canada,

1930, had a membership of 2,852,843 communicants. Two-thirds of the number are

embraced in three corporate groups, namely, The United Luth. Ch. of Am., formed 1918,

with 971,187 members; The Am. Luth. Ch., formed 1930 with 340,809 members; The
Evang. Luth. Synod of Missouri, formed 1847, with 702,056 members. Two cooperative

federations exist, namely: 1. The Am. Luth. Conference with 926,009 members, formed

1930, consisting of five bodies. The Am. Luth. Ch., The Augustana Synod with 234,434

members, the Norwegian Luth. Ch., with 303,358 members. The Luth. Free Ch. and the

United Danish Churches with 47,408 members. 2. The Evang. Synod. Luth. Conference

of N. Am., founded 1873, having 873,484 members, and consisting of five groups of which

the Missouri Synod is much the largest. In addition to the United Luth. Ch. of Am.
and the groups joined in the federations there are seven independent synods with 75,397

members. The groups are not to be regarded "as separate denominations, their main
difference being in a gradual gradation from the freedom of the universal priesthood of

believers to a more or less highly developed legalistic control of the individual." They
cooperate in certain general movements through a National Luth. Council and some of

the independent synods support the missions of the larger groups.

—

Ed.]

2 ' We receive and hold, with the Evangelical Lutheran Church of our fathers, the Word
of God, as contained in the canonical Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments, as the only
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the Lutheran Synod of the Southern States, which was organized dur-

ing the civil war, is substantially agreed.^

The Lutheran Synodical Conference of North America, which is so

far ahnost exclusively German as to language, requires its ministers

to subscribe the whole Book of Concord (including the Form of Con-

cord), 'as the pure, unadulterated explanation and exposition of the

divine Word aiid will.'^

With the Missourians are agreed the Buffalo and the Iowa Luther-

ans, except on the question of the origin and nature of the ministerial

office, which has been the subject of much bitter controversy between

them.

The 'General Council,' whicli is nearly equally divided as to lan-

guage and nationality, stands midway between the General Synod

and the Synodical Conference. It accepts, primarily, the ' L^naltered

Augsburg Confession in its original sense,' and, in subordinate rank,

the other Lutheran symbols, as explanatory of the Augsburg Confes-

sion, and as equally pure and Scriptural.^

infallible rule of faith and practice, and the Augsburg Confession, as a correct exhibition of

the fiindanieutal doctrines of the Divine Word, and of the faith of our Church founded upon

that Word.' {Constitution of General Synod, adopted at Wasliington, 18G9, Art. II. Sect. 3.)

' ' We receive and hold that the Old and New Testaments are the Word of God, and the

only infallible rule of faith and practice. We likewise hold that the Apostles' Creed, the

Nicene Creed, and the Augsburg Confession contain the fundamental doctrines of the sacred

Scriptures; and we receive and adopt them as the exponents of our faith.'

^ '/cA erkenne die drei Ilau/itsymbole der [iihen'\ Kirche, die un(jcanderte Aug&hurgische Con-

fession und deren A/>o/ogie, die Sriiinalcaldiscben Ariikel, die beiden Catechismen Luthers und

die Concordienfonnelfur die reine, unge/a/srfite Erkldrung und Darlegung des gottlirhen Wortes

und Willens, hekenne mich zu dense/ben a/s zu meinen eigenen Bekenntnissen und will mein

Ajut bis an iniin Knde treulich und Jieissig nach denselben ausrirhten. Dazu stdrke mich

Cott durck seiiien heiligen Geist ! Amen.' (Ordination vow in the Kirclien-Agende, St. Louis,

18r)G, p. 173.) Here the Lutheran system of doctrine is almost identified with the Bible, ac-

cording to the adage

:

' Gottes Wort v.nd Lnther^s Lehr
Vertjehet mm xi.nd nininiermehr.'

^ ' We accept and acknowledge the doctrines of the Unaltered Augsburg Confession in its

original sense as throughout in conformity with the pure truth, of which God's Word is the

only rule. We accept its statements of truth as in perfect accordance with the canonical Script-

ures; we reject the errors it condemns, and believe that all which it commits to the liberty

of the Church, of right belongs to that liberty. In thus formnlly accepting and acknowledging

the Unaltered Augsburg Confession, we declare our conviction that the other Confessions of

the Evangelical Lutheran Church, inasmucli as they set forth none otiier than its system of

doctrine and articles of faith, are of necessity pure and Scriptural. Pre-eminent among such

accordant, pure, and Scrijjtural statements of doctrine, by their intrinsic excellence, by the

great and necessary ends for which tliey were prepared, by their historical position, and by the

general judgment of the Church, are these : the Apology of the Augsburg Confession, the
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§ 41. The Augsburg Confession, 1530.
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ORIGIN AND HISTORY.

The Aiigsbnrg Confession, at first modestly called an Apology, after

the manner of the early Church in the ages of persecution, was occa-

sioned by the Gei-man Emperor Charles V., who commanded the Lu-

theran Princes to present, at tlie Diet to be held in the Bavarian city

of Augsburg, an explicit statement of their faith, that the religious

Smalcald Articles, the Catechisms of Luther, and the Formula of Concord, all of which are,

with the Unaltered Augsburg Confession, in the perfect harmony of one and the same Script-

ural faith.' {Principles ofFaith and Church Polity of the Gen. Council, adopted Nov. /8G7,

Sections VIII. and IX.)
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controversy might be settled, and Catholics and Protestants be united

in a war against the common enemies, the Turks.^ Its deeper cause

must be sought in the inner necessity and impulse to confess and form-

ularize the evangelical faith, which had been ali-eady attempted before.

It was prepared, on the basis of previous drafts, and with conscientious

care, by Philip Melanchthon, at the request and in the name of the

Lutheran States, during the months of April, May, and June, 1530, at

Coburg and Augsburg, with the full approval of Luther. It was signed,

August 23, by seven German Princes (the Elector John of Saxony

and the Landgrave Philip of Hesse, etc.) and the deputies of two free

cities (Nuremberg and Reutlingen). This act required no little moral

courage, in view of the immense political and ecclesiastical power of

the Roman Church at that time. When warned by Melanchthon of

the possible effects of his signature, the Elector John of Saxony no-

bly replied :
' I will do what is right, unconcerned about my electoral

dignity ; I will confess my Lord, whose cross I esteem more highly

than all the power of the earth.'

On the 25th of June, 1530, the Confession was read aloud, in the

German language,^ before the assembled representatives of Church

and State, and in the hearing of a monarch in whose dominions the

sun never set.

This formed an important epoch in the history of the Reformation.

The deputies, and the people wlio stood outside, listened attentively

for two hours to the new creed. The Papists were surprised at its

moderation. Tlie Bishop of Augsburg is reported to have said pri-

vately that it contained nothing but the pure truth. Duke William of

Bavaria censured Di-. Eck for misrepresenting to him the Lutliei-an

opinions; and when tlie Romish doctor i-emarked that he could refute

» The imperial letter convening the diet, dated Bologna, Jan. 21, 1530, was purchased

by J. P. Morgan, 1911, for $25,000 and presented to William II., who, in turn, decorated

Mr. Morgan with the order of the Black Eagle.

—

Ed.

^ By Dr. Christian Baicr, Vice-Chancellor of the Elector of Saxony, after some intro-

ductory remarks of Chancellor Briick, who composed the Preface and the Epilogue; see

below. The Emperor at first did not want to have it read at all, but simply presented;

yielding this point, he sought to diminish its effect by having it read in Latin, but the

Lutheran Princes resisted, and carried their point. 'We are on German soil,' said the

Elector John, 'and therefore I hope your Majesty will allow the German language.' He
did not allow it, however, to be read in a public session of the Diet in the large City Hall,

but merely before a select company of Princes, counselors, and deputies of cities, in the

small chapel of the episcopal palace, where he resided.
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them with the Fathers, though not with the Scriptures, the Duke re-

phed, ' I am to understand, then, that the Lutherans are within the

Scriptures, and we are on the outside.' The Emperor himself, a

bigoted Spaniard, a master in shrewd policy, little acquainted with

the German language and spirit, and still less with theology, after

respectfully listening for a while, fell asleep during the delivery,^

but graciously received the Latin copy for his own use, and handed

the German to the Elector of Mayence for safe keeping in the im-

perial archives, yet prohibited the publication without his permission.

Both copies are lost.

The Diet ordei-ed a committee of about twenty Romish theologians,

among whom were Eck, Faber, Cochlseus, and Wimpina, to prepare a

refutation of the Confession on the spot. Their scholastic Confu-

tation the result of five successi\e drafts, was a far inferior produc-

tion, and made little impression upon the Diet, but it fairly ex-

pressed the views of the Emperor and the majority of the States, and

was accepted as a satisfactory refutation of the Confession.^ Me-

lanchthon answered it by his 'Apology of the Augsburg Confession,'

but the Diet refused even to receive the reply ; and, after several

useless conferences, resolved, Sept. 22 and Nov. 19, 1530, to proceed

with violent measures against the Protestants if they should not re-

turn to the Catholic faith before the 15th of April of the following

year.

The Elector John, justly styled the Constant, with all his loyalty

to the Emperor and wish for the peace of Germany, refused to com-

promise his conscience, and, in full view of the possible ruin of his

earthly interest, he resolved to stand by ' the imperishable Word of

God.'^ The heroic spirit of the Reformers in these trying times found

* So Brentius, who was at Augsburg at the time, reports {cum Confessio legeretur, ohdormivit).

Considering the length of the document, this is not inconsistent with the other statement of

Jonas and Spalatin, that he. like most of the other Princes, was quite attentive (satis attentus

erat CcEsar). Nor must his drowsiness be construed as a mark of disrespect to the Luther-

ans, for he was likewise soundly asleep on the third of August when the Romish Confuta-

tion was read before the Diet.

' The best text, Latin and German, of the Confutatio Confessionis Augustance, with ample

Prolegomena and the Summary of Cochlajus, see in the 27th volume of the Corpus Reforma-

torum (18.")9), pp. 1-243.

^ See the masterly delineation of this Prince by Ranke, in his Deutsche Geschichte, etc.,

Book V. Ch. 9 (Vol. III. pp. 211 sqq.).
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its noblest expression in tlie words and tune of Luther's immortal bat-

tie-song, based on Psalm xlvi.

:

'A tower of strength our God is still,

A mighty shield and weapon

;

He'll help us clear from all the ill

That hath us now o'ertaken.

' And though they take our life

—

Goods, honor, children, wife

—

Yet is their profit small

;

These things shall vanish all

—

The City of God remaineth.'

LUTHER S SHARE IN THE COMPOSITION.

Being under the papal excommunication and the imperial ban since

the Diet of Worms (1521), Luther could not safely venture to Augsburg,

but he closely watched the proceedings of the Diet from the Castle of

Coburg on the Saxon frontier, praying, translating the prophets, writing

childlike letters to his children, and manly letters to princes, singing

^Ein feste Burg ist unse?' Gott^ giving his advice at every important

step, and encouraging his timid and desponding friend Melanchthon,

He had taken the leading part in the important preparatory labors,

namely, the Fifteen Articles ofthe Marburg Conference (Oct. 3, 1529),^^

the Seventeen Articles ofSchwabach (Oct. 16, 1529),^ which correspond

* Comp. RiJCKKRT: Luther's Verhaltniss zum Augsb. Be^^, Jena, 1854; Calinich: Luther

und die Awjsb. Couf., Lei))z. IJSGI (against Riickert and Heppe); Hkppe: Entstehung und

Fortbildung des Lutherthunis, C^assel, 186;-!, pp. '1'6\ sqq. ; Knaahe: Luther's Antheil an der

Augsb. Conf., Berl. 1863; Ratz : Was hat Luther durch Melanchthon gewonnen? in the

Zeitschrift /. hist. TheoL, Leipz. 1870, No. HI. ; Zocklek: 1. c. pp. 8 sqq.

' The Gennan autograph of the Marburg Articles, in the handwriting of the Reformers, was

discovered in the archives of Cassel and published by Prof. II. Heppe, of Marburg, Cassei,

18+7, and also by Bindsell. in the Corpus Rejann. Vol. XXVI. p]). 122-127 (in German), with

the textual variations. The Articles are signed by Luther, Jonas, Melancihthon, Osiander,

Agricola, and Brentius, on the part of the Lutherans, and by (Kcuhimpadius, Zwingii, Bucer,

and Hedio on the part of the Reformed. Fourteen of them were fully approved by Zwingii

and his friends, and in the ir)th, which treats of the Lord's Supjier, they agree to disagree as

to the mode of Chiist's presence.

' The Articuli XVII. Suobacences (which must not be confouiuled with the Twenty-two

Articles of a previous convent at Schwabach, near Nuremberg. A.D. ir)2S, see Corp. Re/.

Vol. XXVI. pp. 132 sqq.) were composed by Luther, with the aid of .Melaiichtlion, Jonas, Osi-

aiider, Brentius, and Agricola. They are only a Lutheran revision and enlargement of the

Marburg Articles, and seem to have been drawn ii]) in that town, and then presented before

a convent of Lutheran princes and delegates at Sdiwabach, Oct. Hi, and again before a simi-

lar convent at Smalcald, Nov. 2!1. They were first published in February or March, 1()30,

without the knowledge of Luther, under the title: ^ Uns Bekenntniss Martini Luthers auf den
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to the first or positive part of the Augsburg Confession, and the so-

called Articles of Torgau (March 20,1530),' which form the basis of

its second or polemical part. But in all respects the Confession, espe-

cially the second part, is so much enlarged and improved on these pre-

vious labors that it may be called a new work.^

Luther thus produced the doctrinal matter of the Confession, while

Melanchthon's scholarly and methodical mind freely reproduced and

elaborated it into its final shape and form, and his gentle, peaceful,

compromising spirit breathed into it a moderate, conservative tone.

In other words, Luther was the primary, Melanchthon the secondarj^

author, of the contents, and the sole author of the style and temper of

the Confession.^

Luther himself was satisfied that his friend was better adapted for

the task, and expressed his entire satisfaction with the execution.

When the Confession was sent to him from Augsburg for revision,

he wrote to the Elector, May 15, 1530 :
' I have read the Apology

[Confession] of Master Philip ; it pleases me very well, and I know

of nothing by which I could better it or change it, nor would it be

becoming, for I can not move so softly and gently. May Christ our

Lord help, that it may bring forth much and great fruit, as we hope

and pray. Amen.'* After the delivery of the Confession, he wrote

angesteUten Reichstag zu Augsburg einzulegen, in \1 Artikel verfasst ;' then by Luther him-

self, Wittenb. 1530 ; and again by Frick, in his edition of Seckendorfs J.ms/mA?-/. Historic vom

Lutherthum. See Corp. Ref. Vol. XXVI. pp. 129-160.

' The Torgau Articles (Arti.culi Torgavienses) were formerly often confounded with the

Schwabach Articles, till Forstejiann first discovered them in the archives at Weimar, and

brought them to light, in 1838, in the first volume of his ' Urhundenhuch,' vQ^pwhWi^hQ^ in the

Corp. Ref. Vol. XXVI. pp. 1 61 -200. They were drawn up by Luther. Melanchthon, Jonas,

and Bugenhagen, at the command of the Elector of Saxony (then residing at Torgau), for

presentation at the approaching Diet of Augsburg, and discuss the controverted articles on

the marriage of priests, the communion of both kinds, the mass, the confession, the episcopal

jurisdiction, ordination, monastic vows, invocation of saints, faith and works, etc.

^ Comp. on the historical details of the sources of the Augs. Conf the Corpus Reform.,

Vol. XXVI. 0858) pp. 113-200 ; Pi.itt : Einleitung in die Aiigustana (1867-68), I. pp. 536

sqq.,II. pp.3 sqq. ; and Zockler : Die Angsb. Conf. (1870), pp. 8-15.

^ Kahnis, in his Luther. Dogmutik, II. p. 424, says : ''Luther war der Meister des Inhalts,

Melanchthon der Meister der Form. . . . Mel. war der Mann, welcher niit Objektivitdt, Fein-

heit, Klarheit, Milde zu schreiben versfand. Und ivie nie hat er diese Gabe in diespvi Falle

verwerthet.' KoUner (Vol. I. p. 178), RUckert, and Heppe give all the credit of authorship

to Melanchthon. This is true as far as the spirit and the literary composition are concerned
;

but as to the doctrines, Luther had a right to say, ' The Catechism, the Exposition of the

Ten Commandments, and the Augsburg Confession, are mine.'

* ''Jch hub M. Philippsen Apologiam Uberlesen: die gefdllet mir fast (i. e., sehr^ wohl, und
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to Melanchthon, Sept. 15, in an enthusiastic strain: 'You have con-

fessed Christ, you have offered peace, you have obeyed the Emperor,

you have endured injuries, you have been drenched in their revilings,

you have not returned evil for evil In brief, you have worthily done

God's holy work as becometh saints. Be glad, then, in the Lord, and

exult, ye righteous. Long enough have ye been mourning in the

world, look up and lift up your heads, for your redemption di-aweth

nigh. I will canonize you as faithful members of Christ, and what

greater glory can you desire ? Is it a small thing to have yielded Christ

faithful service, and shown yourself a member worth v of him V '

The only objection which Luther ever raised to the Augsburg Con-

fession was that it was too gentle, and did not denounce the Pope and

the doctrine of purgatory.^

CONTENTS.

The Augsburg Confession proper (exclusive of Preface and Epi-

logue) consists of two parts—one positive and dogmatic, the other

negative and polemic, or rather apologetic. The first refers chiefly to

doctrines, the second to ceremonies and institutions. The order of sub-

jects is not strictly systematic, though considerably improved upon the

arrangement of the Schwabach and Torgau Articles. In the manu-

weiss nichts damn zu bessern noch andern, wurde sich auch nicht schicken ; denn ich so sanft und

leise nicht treten kann. Christus unser Herr helfe, dass sie viel und gros.se Frucht schaffe,

wie wir hoffen bitten. Ainen.' (De Wette's ed. of Luther's Letters, IV. p. 17; Luther's

Works. Erlang. ed. Vol. LIV. p. U5).
' ' Christum confessi estis, pacem obtulistis, Cfvsari obedistis, injurias tolerastis, blasphemiis

saturati estis, nee malum pro malo reddidistis : summa, opus sanctum Dei, ut sanctos decet,

digne tractastis. Lcetamini etiam aliquando in Domino et exultate, justi : satis diu tristati

(al. testati) estis in niundo : respicite et levate capita vestra, appropinquat redemtio vestra. Ego
canonizabo vos, ut Jidelin membra Christi, et quid amplius quceritis glorioe ?^ etc. {Briefe, IV.

p. 165. Comp. also his letter of July 15 to Jonas, Spalatin, Melanchthon, Agricola, ib. IV.

p. Kfi.)

' In a letter to Justus Jonas, July 21, 1530: 'Satan adhuc vivit, et bene sensit Apologiam

restrain Leisetreterin [the softly stepping Confession] dissimulasse articuJos de purgatorio, de

sanctorum cultu, et niaxime de Antichristo Papa' (Briefe, IV. p. 110). Melanchthon himself

confessed that he wrote the Confession with more leniency than the malice of the Papists de-

served. And yet immediately after the delivery, which marks the height of his usefulness,

the good man was in an almost desponding state, and was toi-mented by scruples whether he

had not been conservative enough and taken too much liberty with the venerable Catholic

Church. He was, moreover, hard pressed by Romish divines and politicians, and was ready

to make serious concessions for the sake of unity and peace. Some of his best friends began

unjustly to doubt his loyalty to evangelical truth, and Philip of Hesse, one of the signers of

the Confession, wrote to Zwingli, 'Master Philip goes backward like a crab.'
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script copies and oldest editions the articles are only numbered ; the

titles were subsequently added.

I. The lirst part presents, in twenty-one articles—beginning with the

Triune God and ending with the worship of saints—a clear, calm, and

condensed statement of the doctrines held by the evangelical Luther-

ans, (1) in common with the Roman Catholics, (2) in common with the

Augustinian school, (3) in opposition to Rome, and (4) in distinction

from Zwinglians and Anabaptists,^

(1.) In theology and Christology, i. e., the doctrines of God's unity

and trinity (Art. I.), and of Christ's divine-human personality (III.),

the Confession strongly reaffirms the ancient Catholic faith as laid down

in the oecumenical Creeds, and condemns {damnamus) the old and new

forms of Unitarianism and Arianism as heresies.

(2.) In anthropology, i. e., in the articles on the fall and original

sin (II.), the slavery of the natural will and necessity of divine grace

(XYIII.), the cause and nature of sin (XIX.), the Confession is sub-

stantially Augustinian, in opposition to the Pelagian and semi-Pela-

gian heresies. The Donatists are also condemned (YIII.) for denying

the objective virtue of the ministry and the Sacraments, which Augus-

tine defended against them.

(3.) The general Protestant views in opposition to Rome appear in

the articles on justification by faith (lY.), new obedience (YL), the

Gospel ministry (Y.), the Church (YII., YIII.), repentance (XII.),

ordination (XIY.), ecclesiastical rites (XY.), civil government (XYI.),

good works (XIX.), the worship of saints, and the exclusive mediator-

ship of Christ (XX.). Prominence is given to the doctrine of justifi-

tion by faith, which, though very briefly stated in its proper place

(P. I. Art. lY.), is elsewhere incidentally referred to as the essence of

the Gospel.^

(4.) The distinctive Lutheran views—mostly retained from prevail-

ing Catholic tradition, and differing in part from those of other Prot-

' For other divisions, see Zockler, 1. c. p. 93 sqq.

* Part II. Art. 5 (Z>e discrimine ciborum) :
' Of this persuasion concerning traditions many

disadvantages have followed in the Church. For first the doctrine of grace is ohscured by

it, and the righteousness of faith, which is the principal part of the Gospel (doctrina de

gratia et juatitia Jidei, qucE est prceci/ma pars Evangelii), and which it behoveth most of all

to stand forth and to have the pre-eminence in the C'hurch, that the merit of Christ may be

well known, and faith, which believeth that sins are remitted for Christ's sake, may be exalted

far above works.'

YoL. I.—

q
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estant churches—are contained in the articles on the Sacraments (IX,,

X., XIIL), on ct)ufession and absohition (XL), and the millennium

(XVII.). The tenth article plainly asserts the doctrine of a real bodily

presence and distribution of Christ in the eucharist to all communi-

cants (without determining the mode of the presence either by way

of consubstantiation or transubstantiation),' and disapproves of dis-

senting views (especially the Zwinglian, although it is not uamed).^

The Anabaptists are expressly condemned {damnamus), like here-

tics, for their views on infant baptism and infant salvation (IX.), the

Church (YIIL), civil offices (XVI,), the millennium and tiual resto-

ration (XVII. ). These articles, however, have long ceased to be held

by all Lutherans. Melanchthon himself materially changed the tenth

article in the edition of 1540. The doctrine of the second advent

and the millennium (rejected in Art, XVII.) has found able advo-

cates among sound and orthodox Lutheran divines, especially of the

school of Bengel.

II. The second part rejects, in seven articles, those abuses of Rome
which were deemed most objectionable, and had been actually cor-

' The wording of the article

—

quod corpus (in German, wahrer Leih) et sanguis Christi vere

(juahrhaftiglich) adsint et distribuantur vescentihus in Cana JJo7iiin{—lea\es room for both

theories. The Papistical Confutation, while objecting to the articles de utrnque specie and de

missa, in the second part of the Augsb. Conf., was satisfied with Art. X. of the first part, pro-

vided only that it be understood as teaching the presence of the whole Christ under the bread

as well as the wine. ('Uecimus articulus in verbis nihil offendit, quiafatentur, in emharistia

post consecrationem legitime factain corpus et sanguis Christi substantialiter et I'ere adesse, si

inodo credant, sub quulibet specie integrum Christuin adesse.^) In the Apology of the Confes-

sion (Art. X.), Melanchthon asserts the corporalis }ir<Fsentia, and even substitutes for vere

adsint the stronger terms cere et substantiai^iter adsint. The Lutheran Church, as repre-

sented in Luther's writings and in the Form of Concord (R. 729), rejects transubstantiation,

and also the doctrine of inipanation, i. e., a local inclusion of Christ's body and i)lood in the

elements (loralis indusio in /lane), or a pernuinent and e.r^ra-sacramental conjunction of the

two substances (durxbi/is aliqun cnnjunctio extra usvm sacrameiifi) ; but it teaches consub-

stantiation in the sense of a sacramental conjunction of the two substances effected by the

consecration, or a real presence of Christ's very body and blood in, with, and under (in, cum, et

sub) bread and wine. The word consubstantiation, however, is not found in the Lutht.an

symbols, and is rejected by Lutheran theologians if used in the sense of impanation. The

philosophical foundation of this dogma is the ubiquiti/ (either absolute or relative) of Christ's

body, which is a part of the Lutheran Christology.

' Et imj)robatit secus docenfes (derhalben wird anch (fie Gegeulehr verworfen). The omis-

sion of Zwingli's name may be due to regard for his friend, the Landgrave Philip of Hesse,

but that lie was chiefly intended must be inferred from the antecedent controversies, especially

the I'lth Article of the Marburg Conference, and from the strong opposition of Melanchthon

to Zwingli's theory before lolJfj or 15)0. when ho miulified his own view on the Eucharist,

See below.
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i"ected in the Lutheran churches, namely, the withdrawal of the com-

munion cup from the laity (I.), the celibacy of the clergy (II.), the

sacrifice of the mass (III.), obligatory auricular confession (IV.), cere-

monial feasts and fasts (V.), monastic vows (VI.), and the secular

power of the bishops, as far as it interferes w^ith the purity and spir-

ituality of the Church (VII.).

The style of the Latin edition is such as may be expected from the

classic culture and good taste of Melanchthoii, while the order and

arrangement might be considerably improved.

The diplomatic Preface to the Emperor is not from his pen, but

from that of the Saxon Chancellor Briick.^ It is clumsy, tortuous,

dragging, extremely obsequious, and has no other merit than to intro-

duce the reader into the historical situation. The brief conclusion

(^Ejtilogus) is from the same source, and is followed by the signatures

of seven Princes and two magistrates.^ Several manuscript copies

omit both Preface and Epilogue, as not belonging properly to the

Confession.

CHAKACTER AND VALUE.

The Augsburg Confession breathes throughout an earnest and de-

vout evangelical Christian spirit, and is expressed in clear, mild, dig-

nified language. It professes to be both Scriptural and churchly, and

in harmony even with the Roman Church as known from the genuine

tradition of antiquity.^ It is remarkably moderate and conciliatory

in tone, and free from all harsh or abusive terms. It is not aggressive,

* Forstemann, Urkundenbuch, etc., I. p. 460. and Bindseil, Corp. Ref., Yo\. XXVI. p. 20o.

Chancellor Briick (Pontanus) wrote the Preface in German, and Jonas translated it into

Latin. A copy in the Seminary Library at Wittenberg has the remark, probably from the

hand of Jonas, after the inscription, ^Prce/atio ad Cccs. Cai'. V. :'
'' Reddita e Germanico Pon-

tani tunc per Justum Jonani.
'

' There was considerable controversy as to the genuineness of the signatures of two of seven

Princes, viz., John Frederick of Saxony (the son of the Elector John) and Duke Francis of

Liineburg. See KoUner, 1. c. pp. 201 sqq.

' At the conclusion of the first part, the Confession says :
' Here fere summa est doctrinoe

apud nos, in qua cerni potest, nihil inesse, quod discrkpet a scriptdris, vel ab ecclesia

CATHOLICA, vel AB ECCLESIA RoMANA, QUATENUS EX SCRIPTORIBUS NOTA EST, ' and in the

Epilogus : ^Apud nos nihil esse receptum contra scripturam, aut ecclesiam catholicam,

quia manifestum est, nos diliffentissime cainsse, ne qua nova et impia dogmata in ecclesias

nostras serperent.' Hence the Confession frequently appeals not only to the Scriptures, but

also to the Fathers (Augustine. Ambrose, Chrysostom, etc.) and the canon law (^Decretum

Gratiani, veteres canones^ and the exemplum ecclesice).
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but defensive throughout. Hence its original modest name Apology}

It pleads only for toleration and peace. It condemns the ancient

heresies (Arianism, Manicheism, Pelagianism, Donatism), which were

punishable according to the laws of the German Empire. It leaves

the door open for a possible reconciliation with Rome.^ Popery itself,

and many of its worst abuses, are not even touched, at least not ex-

pressly. The modest and peaceful author wrote under a painful sense

of responsibility, with a strong desire foi- the restoration of the unity

of faith, and hence he avoided all that might give unnecessary offense

to the ruling party.^

But the same motive made him unjust toward his fellow-Protestants,

who differed from him far less than both differed from the Romanists.

The Lutheran divines, after refusing at Marburg all connection with

the Zwinglians, yet, being unable to convince the Catholic majority,

felt that by protesting against what they regarded as ultra-Protestant

radicalism they would better succeed in securing toleration for them-

selves. One of their leaders, however, Philip of Hesse, openly sym-

pathized with Zwingli, and had to be specially urged by Luther to

subscribe the Confession, which he did with a dissent from the tenth

article. The majority of the citizens of Augsburg likewise adhered to

Zwingli at that time.*

The Augsburg Confession is the fundamental and generally received

symbol of the Lutheran Church, which also bears the name of ' the

Church of the Augsburg Confession.' It is inseparable from the the-

' Melanchthon wrote to Luther: " Mittitur tibi Apologia nostra, qiianquam verius Confes-

sio est.' Afterwards it was also frequently called the 'Saxon Confession' and the ^£vange-

lische AugctpfeV (Prov. vii. 2).

' Ranke, 1. c. HI. p. -01 : '/« diesem Sinne der Anndherung, dem (xefiihle des Nochnichtvoll-

kotniiiengetreuntseins^dem Wunsche,eine ivie im tieferen (rrunde der Dinge waltende, so in eini-

yen Einzelnheiten des Bekenntnisses sichlbare Verwandtsrhaft geltend zu luachen, war die Con-

fession gedacht tend abgefasst.^ Zockler, 1. c p. 318 : ''Die Augustana ist in ihren Antithesen,

sowohl nach der roinisrhen ivie nach der reformirten Seite Inn, das niildeste, friedliebendste,

gegnerischer seits am leichtesten zu ertragende aller evangelisch-lutherischen SymboleJ'

^ Comp. the Preface, and the repeated assurances of Melanchthon, e. g., in a letter of May
21, 1530, to Joachim Camerarius (Cor/). T?*;/". II. p. 57) : 'AVyo Apologiam paravi scriptam

summa verecundia, neque his de rebus did ndtius posse arbitror.' And in a letter to the same,

dated June 19 (ib. p. 1 19) :

'' Non dubitabam quin Apologia nostra videretur f'utura lenior, quam

luereatur iviprobitas adversariorum.'

* See the remaiks of L. Ranke, III. p. 220 sq. Kahnis also (Lutli. Dogm. II. p. 436) ad-

mits that 'the desire for an understanding with the Papists made Melanchthon a very decided

opponent of the Swiss, and even of the Strasburgers.'
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ology and history of that deuomiuation ; it best exhibits the prevaihng

genius of the German Reformation, and will ever be cherished as one

of the noblest monuments of faith from the pentecostal period of Prot-

estantism. ^

But its influence extends far beyond the Lutheran Church. It struck

the key-note to other evangelical confessions, and strengthened the

cause of the Reformation every where. It is, to a certain extent,

also the Confession of the Reformed and the so-called Union Church-

es, in Germany, namely, with the explanations and modifications of

the author himself in the edition of 1540, which extended, as it were,

the hand of fellowship to them (see below). In this qualified sense,

either expressed or understood, the Augsburg Confession was fre-

quently signed bj^ Reformed divines and Princes, even by John Cal-

vin, while ministering to the Church at Strasburg, and as delegate to

the Conference of Ratisbon, 1541 '^ by Farel and Beza at the Confer-

ence in Worms, 1557; by the Calvinists at Bremen, 1562 ; by Frederick

III., (the Reformed) Elector of the Palatinate, at the convent of Princes

in Naumburg, 1561, and again at the Diet of Augsburg, 1566 ; by John

Sigismund, of Brandenburg, in 1614. It is true that till the close of

' For a hearty estimate of the value of the Confession from the Lutheran stand-point, see

Dr. Krauth's introduction to his translation, pp. xlvii. sqq., and his Conservative Reformation,

pp. 255 sqq. : 'With the Augsburg Confession,' he says in both places, 'begins the clearly

recognized life of the Evangelical Protestant Church, the purified Church of the West, on

which her enemies fixed the name Lutheran. With this Confession her most self-sacrificing

struggles and greatest achievements are connected. It is hallowed by the prayers of Luther,

among the most ardent that ever burst from the human heart ; it is made sacred by the tears

of Melanchthon, among the tenderest which ever fell from the eyes of man. It is embalmed

in the living, dying, and undying devotion of the long line of the heroes of our faith, who,

through the world which was not worthy of them, passed to their eternal rest. The greatest

masters in the realm of intellect have defended it with their labors ; the greatest Princes have

protected it from the sword by the sword ; and the blood of its martyrs, speaking better

things th^tn vengeance, pleads forever, with the blood of Him whose all-avaihng love, whose

sole and all-atoning sacrifice, is the beginning, middle, and end of its witness.'

* Calvin wrote to Rev. Mart. SchaUing, at Ratisbon, \nbl : ^ Nee vera Augustanam Confes-

sionem repudio, cui pridem volens ac libens subscripsi, sicut earn auctor ipse interpretatus est'

(^Epp. p. 437). Similarly in his Ultima Admonitio ad Joach. Westphalum, Genev. 1557. It

is not quite certain whether it was the Altered or the Unaltered Confession which Calvin

subscribed at Ratisbon, but probably it was the former, as he says that it contained nothing

contrary to his doctrine, and as he appealed without fear to Melanchthon himself as the

best interpreter. The Altered edition had appeared a year before, and had been actually

used at the previous Conference at Worms, though Eck protested against it. See Kollner,

p. 241 ; Zockler, pp. 40, 41 ; Ebrard, Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl, II. p. 450 ; Stahelin, Joh.

Calvin,!, p. 236; G. v. Polentz, Geschichte des franzosischen Calvinismus, Vol. I. p. 577;

Vol. II. p. 62.
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the Tliii-ty-Years' War (1648) the Reformed were tolerated in the

German Empire only as allies of the Augsburg Confession,' but even

afterwards they continued their friendly relation to it, and maintain it

to the present day without feeh'ng any moi'e bound by it.^

The last, and the most memoi'able occasion since 1530, on whicli

this noble Confession was publicly acknowledged, but with a sav-

ing clause as to the interpretation of the tenth article relating to the

doctrine of the Lord's Supper, was at the German Church Diet of

Berlin, 1S53, composed of over 1400 clergymen, of four denomina-

tions—Lutheran, German Reformed, Evangelical Unionists, and Mo-

ravians.^

'
'' August (infF. Confesaioni addicti,' '' AugsJiurgisrhe Cunfcssionsverwamlte.^

" In the electoral, afterwards royal, house of Brandenburg, the Augsburg Confession and

the Heidelberg Catechism have always lived in peace together. The Great Elector, Frederick

William, as patron of the German Reformed, professed in their name, when the Westphalian

Treaty was concluded, their cordial adherence to the Confession of 1530 (Projitentur dicti

Rfformati Augustanavi Confessionem cmgustissimo Imp. Carolo V. anno 1530 exhibitam corde

et ore). There are, however, German Reformed congregations of a more strictly Calvinistic

type (e. g. , in Elberfeld), which would rather adopt the Canons of the Synod of Dort than the

Augsburg Confession.

^ The unanimous declaration of the Berlin Church Diet reads thus: 'The members of the

German Evangelical Church Diet hereby put on record that they hold and profess with heart

and mouth the Confession delivered, A.D. 1530, at the Diet of Augsburg, by the evangelical

Princes and States to Emperor Charles V., and hereby publicly testify their agreement with it,

as the oldest, simplest common document of publicly recognized evangelical doctrine in Germany
(dass sie sich zu der hn Jahr 1530 aufdem Reichstage zu Augsburg von den evange/ischen Filr-

sten und Stdnden Kaiser Karl V. uberreichten Confession mit Herz und Mund halten und be-

kennen, und die Uebereinstiinmung mit ihr, als der d/testen, einfarhsten gemeinsamen Urkunde

offentlirh anerkannier evangelischer Lehre in Ueutsrfiland, hiediirch offentlich bezeugen}.^ So

far orthodox Lutherans might agree. But now follows a qualification to save the consciences

of the Reformed and Unionists :
' With this we connect the declaration that they and each

one of them adhere to the particular confessions of their respective chiu'ches, and the Union-

ists to the consensus of the same; and that they do not mean to interfere with the different

positions which the Lutherans, Reformed, and Unionists sustain to the Tenth Article of the

Augsburg Confession, nor with the peculiar relations of those Reformed congregations which

never held the Augustana as a symbol (Hieniit verbinden sie die Erkldrung^ dass sie jeder in-

sonderheit an den besonderen Dekenntniss-Schriften ihrer Kircken, und die Unirten an dem

Consensus derselbenfesthalten, und dass der rierschiedenen Stellung der Lutheraner, Reformir-

ten lend Unirten zu Artikel X. dieser Confession, und den eigenthiindichen Verhdllnissen der-

jenigen Reformirten Geineinden, welche die Augustana niemals als Si/mbol gehabt haben, nir.ht

Eintrag geschehen soil).'' See Evang. Kirv.henztg. of Berlin, for 1853, pp. 775 sqq. W^hile

fully recognizing the importance of this testimony in opposition to rationalism and popery, we

should remember, first, that it has no official or ecclesiastical character (the German Kirrhen-

tag, like the Evangelical Alliance, being merely a voluntary association without legislative or

discijilinary power) ; and, secondly, that it is a compromise, which was expressly repudiated

by the anti-Union Lutherans Tthe professors at Erlangen, Leipzig, and Rostock), as 'a frivo'

lous dejjieclation of the most precious symbol of German PIvangelical Christendom.'
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On this fact and the whole history of the Augsburg Confession

Bome German writers of the evangelical Unionist school have based

the hope that the Augsburg Confession may one day become the united

Confession or oecumenical Creed of all the evangelical churches of

Germany.^ This scheme stands and falls with the dream of a united

and national Protestant Church of the German Empire. Aside from

other dithculties, the Ileformed and the majority of Unionists, to-

gether with a considerable body of Lutherans, can never conscien-

tiously subscribe to the tenth article as it stands in the proper his-

to)-ical Confession of 1530 ; while orthodox Lutherans, on the other

hand, will repudiate the Altered edition of 1540. The Invariata is,

after all, a purely Lutheran, that is, a denominational symbol ; and

the Variata is a friendly approach of Lutheranism towards the Re-

formed communion, which had no share in its original production

and subsequent modification, although it responded to it. Neither

the one nor the other edition can be the expression of a union, or

confederation of two distinct denominations, of which each has its

own genius, history, and symbols of faith. Such an expression must

proceed from the theological and religious life of both, and meet the

wants of the present age. Great as the Augsburg Confession is, the

Church will produce something greater still whenever the Spirit of

God moves it to a new act of faith in opposition to the unbelief and

misbelief of modern times. Every age must do its own work in its

own way.

THE TEXT. THE INVARIATA AND THE VARIATA.^

The Augsburg Confession was first completed in Latin,^ but the

German text was read before the Diet. Both copies were delivered

in manuscript to the Emperor, but both disappeared: the German

copy, first deposited in the imperial archives at Mayence, was prob-

ably sent with other oflacial documents to the Council of Trent (1545),

' So Dr. W. Hoft'mann, late Court Chaplain of the Emperor of Germany {Deutschland

Einst unci Jetzt im Lichte des Reiches Gottes, Berlin, 18(18, pp. 476 sqq. and 512 sqq.) ;
Con-

sistorialrath Leop. Schultze {Die Augsh. Confession ah (resammthel-ennfniss unserer evang.

Landesk-irche, Bremen, 1869); to some extent also Prof. Zockler (1. c. p. 880), who proposes

that the Augsburg Confession be made, not indeed the Union Symbol, but the Confederation

Symbol of Cerman Evangelical Christendom.

' See tlie details in Weber, Kijllner, and Bindsei)

' Corp. Reform. Vol. XXVI- p. 205.
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and then to Rome ; the Latin copy to Brussels or Spain, and no trace

of either has been found. For two hundred years the opinion pre-

vailed that the 'Book of Concord' contained the original text, until

Pfaff and Weber, by a thorough investigation on the spot, dispelled

this error.^

The twenty-two manuscript copies, still extant in public or private

libraries, are inaccurate, defective, and represent the various stages of

revision through which the Confession passed before the 25th of Au-

gust under the ever-improving hands of the author. There was no

time, it seems, to make authentic copies of the final revision.

The printed editions (six in German, one in Latin), which were

hastily issued during the Diet by irresponsible, anonymous publish-

ers, are full of errors and omissions, and were condemned by Me-

lanchthon.

Consequently, we must depend entirely upon the author's own print-

ed editions ; but even these differ very much among themselves, and

the German text differs from the English.^ Fortunately the changes

are mostly verbal and immaterial, and where they alter the sense (as

in the edition of 1540), they can be traced to their proper origin.

By the subscription of the Lutheran Princes and the delivery at the

Diet, the Confession had become public property, and should have

remained unaltered. But at that time neither editors nor publishers

were careful and scrupulous in handling ofhcial documents. Luther

himself changed the Articles of Smalcald after they had been publicly

acknowledged. Melanchthon regarded the Confession, not as a fixed

' The Latin text of the Book of Concord is substantially from Melanchthon's quarto

edition of 1531, and was supposed to correspond entirely with an imaginary Latin manuscript

in Mayence. The German text purports to be a true copy of the original manuscript in

Mayence, but is derived from a secondary source, viz., the printed text in the Corpus Bran-

denburgicum, 1572, which, again, was based upon a carelessly written copy of the C'onfession

before its final revision. Chancellor Pfliff, of Tiibingen, first discovered at Mayence that the

original German copy was lost long ago, and he published, in 17.']0, what was regarded as a

true copy of the original; but he was fiercely assailed by Adami, Fenerlin, and others, and his

discovery traced to a Jesuitical lie. In 1 78 1 Georg Gottlieb Weber, chief pastor at Weimar,

was allowed to make a thorough search in the archives of Mayence, and found to his surprise

that the copy shown him as the original was the printed German octavo edition of 1540,

bearing on the title-page the words 'Wittenberg, M.D.XL.' He published the results of his

patient investigation in his Kritische Geschicltte der Augsb. Confession aus archival. Nach-

rirhten, Frankf. a. M. I 783-4, 2 vols.

^ The various readings in Bindseil's edition, in the Corpus Reformatorum, cover as much
space as the text itself.
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and binding creed, but as a basis for negotiation with the Papists,

and as representing a movement still in progress toward clearer light.^

He therefore kept improving it, openly and honestly, in every new

issue, as he would his own work, and in the edition of 1540 he even

embodied some doctrinal modifications in the desire of promoting the

cause of truth and peace.

The editio priiicejps was issued by the author in both languages,

together with the Latin Apology and a German translation of it by

Jonas, at Wittenberg in 1531, in spite of the imperial prohibition, yet

with the consent (though not by order) of the Elector of Saxony.^

The text was taken, not from Melanchthon's own manuscript copy

(which had been deli\ered to the Emperor), but, as he says, ex exem-

jplari bonce fidei (probably the private copy of the Landgrave Philip

of Hesse), and contained already verbal changes and improvements.^

The emendations in subsequent editions before 1540, though quite

numerous, do not materially affect the sense, and seem to have been

approved ; at all events, they were acquiesced in by the Lutherans

themselves.*

' Comp. the concluding words :
' Si quid in hac confessione desiderabitur. parati sumus

latioem inforinationem, Deo volente, juxta Scripturas exhibere.'

' Under the title: 'Cosfessio Fidei
|
exhibita invirtiss. Imp. Carolo V.

\
Ccesaris Aug.

in Comiriis
\
Auffustce,

|
Anno

\
M.D.XXX.

\
Addita est Apologia Confessionis.

\
33ctbe,

Xcutfct)
I

UllD Satintfdl.
|
Ps. 119.

\
Et hquehar de testimoniis tuis in conspectu Regum, et

non confundebar.
\
Witebergje.' (In 4). At the end: '' Impressiim per Georgium Rhau.\

M.DXXXI.^ This is the title of the copy in the royal library at Dresden, which Melanch-

thon gave to Luther, with the words, in his own handwriting (below the title): 'Z). Doctori

Martino. Et rogo ut legat et emendet.' See Corp. Ref. Vol. XXVI. p. 235. Bindseil (pp.

246 sqq.) shows that the Confession was already printed (but not issued) in November, 1530,

and that the whole volume, with the Apology, was finished in April or Jlay, 1531. Some copies

of the printed Confession seem to have reached Augsburg before the close of the Diet.

^ He wrote to Joachim Camerarius, June 26 (a day after the delivery at Augsburg): ''Ego

viutabum et rejingebam jileraque quotidie. plura etiavi tnutaturus, si iiostri (TVfKppdSfiovig

[counselors] pennisissent.' Corp. Ref. II. p. 140. Kaiser has sho^vn that Melanchthon

made a number of changes in the first edition

—

Beitrag zu einer Kritischen Literdr-Geschichte

der Mekinchtlionischen Original-Ausgabe der lot. und deutsch. Augsb. Conf. und Apologie,

Niirnberg, 1830. Comp. Kollner. 1. c. I. p. 340, and Corp. Ref. Vol. XXVI. pp. 251 sqq.

* Luther, who took similar liberty with the Smalcald Articles, expresses no judgment, in

his writings, on these variations ; but he must have known of them, and tolerated them as

unessential, even those of 1 540. which appeared six years before his death. The sayings attrib-

uted to him on this subject by both parties are apocryphal, at all events unreliable, nz.. the

word of censure : ^Philippe, Philippe, ihr thut nicht recht, dass ihr Augustanam Confessionem

so oft andert ; denn es ist nicht euer, sondern der Kirchen Buck f and the word of indirect

approval (1.546): '' Lieber Philipp, ich muss es bekennen, der Saihe vom Abendmahl ist viel

zu viel gethan (the matter of the Lord's Supper has been much overdone). The latter utter-
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But the edition of 1540, which appeared in connection with an im-

proved edition of the Apology,^ differs so widely from the first that

it was subsequently called the Altered Augsburg Confession ( Variatoi)^

in distinction from the Unaltered {Invariata) of 1530 or 1531.^ It

attracted little attention till after the death of Melanchthon (1560),

when it created as much trouble as the insertion of \Xye Jilioque clause

in the Nicene Creed. The Altered Confession, besides a large num-

i)er of valuable additions and real improvements in style and the

order of subjects,^ embodies the changes in Melanchthon's theology,*

which may be dated from the new edition of his Loci cominxnies^

1535, and his personal contact with Bucer and Calvin. He gave up,

on the one hand, his views on absolute predestination, and gradually

adopted the synergistic theory (which brought him nearer to the Ro-

man Catholic system) ; while on the other hand (departing further

from Romanism and approaching nearer to the Reformed Church), he

modified the Lutheran theory of the real presence, at least so far as to

allow the Reformed doctrine the same right in the evangelical church-

es, lie never liked the Zwinglian view of a symbolical presence, nor

did he openly adopt the Calvinistic view of a spiritual real presence,

but he iuclined to it, and regarded the difference between this and the

Lutheran view as no bar to Christian fellowship and church com-

munion.

Hence in the edition of 1540 he laid greater stress on the necessity

ance, however, which Luther is reported to have made shortly before his death, has received

a high degree of probability by the discovery of the testimony of Pastor Hardenberg, of Bre-

men (ir)47-15r)0), who publicly and solemnly declared to have heard it, together with another

living witness (Canon Herbert von Langen, at Bremen), from Melanchthon s own lips. See

Erlanger Re/urin. Kirchenzeitung for 1853, No. 40. The first Lutheran divine who publicly

censured and condemned the Variata was Flacius, at the colloquy of Weimar, loGO. He was

followed by MiJrlin, Stossel, Wigand, Chytraeus, Heshusius, and others.

' Under the title (as given in Coi-p. Reform. 1. c. p. 'J48) :
' Confkssio ' Fidei exhihita

|

invictiss. imp. Carolo
|
V. Ccesari Aug. in Coviiciis

\
Augusfw.

\
Anno. M.D.XXX. Addita

et Apologia Coiifessionis diligenter rerognita.
\
Psalmo CXIX.

\
Viteherg(v, ],")40.

' The
words diligenter recognita (in the German edition, mit vleis einendirt) openly indicate the

changes.

' The best text of the Variata, with the variations of later editions, is given in Corp. Reform.

Vol. XXVI. pp. 349 sqq. ; the history in Kollner, I. pp. 23r)-267, and the books there

quoted; also in Zocki.ek, 1. c. pp. 35 sqq. In Vol. II. of this Symb. Library the principal

changes are noted in foot-notes under the text of the Confession.

^ In Art. 4, 5, G, 18, 20, 21, of Part First, and the order of the first five articles in Part

Second.

* In Art. 4,5, 10, 18,20.
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of repentance and good works, and softened down the strong expres-

sions against the freedom of will. The other and more important

change which gave most offense to orthodox Liithei'ans, is in the

tenth article, concerning the Lord's Supper, where the clause on the

real presence, and the disapproval of dissenting views are omitted, and

the word exJiibeantiir is substituted for distrihuantur. In other words,

the article is so changed that Calvin could give it his hearty consent,

and even Zwingli—with the exception, perhaps, of the word truly—
might have admitted it.^ The difference will best appear from the fol-

lowing comparison

:

Edition 1530. Latin Text.

'Z>e Ccena Dommi docent, quod corpus et

sanguis Christi vere adsint, et distribd-
ANTUR vesc.entibus in Ccena Domini; ET IM-

PROBANT SECUS DOCENTES.'^

' Concerning the Lord's Supper, they teach
that the body and blood of Christ are truly

present, and are distributed (communicated)
to those that eat in the Lord's Supper. And
they disapprove of those that teach otherwise.'

The difference between the two editions was first observed, not by-

Protestants, but b}" the Roman controversialist. Dr. Eck, at a religious

conference in Worms earl}^ in the year 1541, Melanchthon and the

Saxon theologians made there the altered edition the basis of negotia-

tions, but Eck complained of changes^ especially in Art. X., from the

original copy of 1530, which he had procured from the archives of

Mayence. Nevertheless, the Variata was again used, either alone or

alongside with the Invariata, at several subsequent confeiences, prob-

ably at Eatisbon, 1541, certainly at Eatisbon in 1546, and at Worms,

1557. It was expressly approved by the Lutheran Princes at a con-

vention in Naumburg, 1561, as an innocent and, in some respects, im-

Edition 1540.

'Z)e Cmna Domini docent, quod cum pane
ET VINO vere exhibeantdr corpus et san-

guis Christi vescentibus in Ccena Do7nini.'

' Concerning the Lord's Supper, they teach

that u-ifh bread and wine are truly exhibited

the body and blood of Christ to those that

eat iu the Lord's Supper.'

' Zockler, 1. c. p. 38, thinks that the (^alvinistic view would require credentihus instead of

vescentibus. This would be true, if the original distribunntur hnd been retained, and not ex-

changed for the more indefinite exhibeantur. He admits, however, that the tenth article i?

'' calvinisirend' and ^bwerianisirend' in the sense of tlie Wittenberg Concordia of 1536,

whereby Bucer, with Melanchthon's express co-operation, and the subsequent consent of Cal-

vin, endeavored to unite the Lutherans and the Swiss.

= The German text of 1530 (1.531) differs from the Latin, and is even stronger: ' Vom
Abendmahl des Her^n wird also gelehret, dass wahrer Leib (the true body) u7id Blut Christi

wnhrhaftiqlich (corresponding to the rere in the Latin text) uxter (der) Gestalt (under

the form) dcs Brofs und \V('i»s iin Abendmahl gegerncdrtig sei, vnd da ausgetheilt und ge-

nommen ivird (distributed and received). Derhalben wird auch die Gegenlehr verworfen.'
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proved modification and authentic interpretation of the Tiwariata. It

was introduced into many Lutheran chrrches and schools, and printed

(with the title and preface of the edition of 1530) in the first collec-

tion of Lutheran symbols, called Corpus Doctrinoe. PhilvppicuTn, or

Misnicum (1559).^

But after 1560, strict Lutheran divines, such as Flacius and Ileshu-

sius, attacked the Yariata, as heretical and treacherous, and over-

whelmed it with coarse abuse. A violent theological war was waged

against Melanchthonianism and Crypto-Calvinism, and ended in the

triumph of genuine Lutheranism and the transition of some Lutheran

comitries to the Reformed Church. The 'Book of Concord' (1580)

gave the text of the Invariata in the happy illusion of presenting it,

especially the German, in its original form. The Melanchthonians

and the Reformed still adhered to the Variata. The Westphalian

Treaty, in 1648, formally embraced the Reformed, together with the

Roman Catholics and Lutherans, in the peace of the German Empire;

and henceforth subscription to the Augsburg Confession of 1530 or

1540 ceased to be a necessary condition of toleration.^

The Confession, as delivered before the Diet of Augsburg in 1530,

or, in the absence of the original text, the edition of 1531, carefully

prepared by Melanchtlion himself, is the proper historical Confession

of Augsburg, and will always remain so. At the same time, the altered

edition of 1540, though not strictly speaking a symbolical book of

binding authority any where,^ is yet far more than a private document,

and represents an important element in the public history of the Lu-

theran Church in the sixteenth century, and the present theological

convictions of a very large party in that denomination.

' See Weber, 1. c. 11. pp. .SI 4-336 ; Kollner, 1. c. pp. 248 sqq.

' Instrum. Paris Osnahr. Art. VII. § 1 :
' Utiavimi quoque . . . consensu plaruit, vt quicquid

publira ha'c transactio, in eaque derisio gravaminmn ceteris Catholicis, et Augustan^e Conf.

ADDiCTis statibus et suhditis trihuunt, it etiam iis, qui inter illos Rk.formati vomtitur, compe-

tere debeat.' Quoted by Jacobsoii in art. West/. Friede, in Herzog's Renl-Enci/ri XVIII.

p. 24. Nevertheles.s, some interpreted this decree as including only such of the Reformed as

subscribed the Invnriata. All other Christians are expressly excluded by the Treaty ; and

yet the Popes have always, though vainly, protested in the strongest terms (dawnrnnus, repro-

bamus, rassamus, an7iu/lanius, r-arumnus) even against this partial concession to the }>rinciple

of religious freedom ; taking the ground that Papists alone have a legal right to exist on Ger-

man soil. See Gieseler, Lehrhw-h der K. (t. III. I. p. 431 sq.

' An attempt was made in the Bavarian Palatinate, in IS')."., through the intluence of Dr,

Ebrard. to raise the Variata to the dignity of a symbolical book, but it proved abortive.
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§ 42. The Apology of the Augsburg Confession. A.D. 1530-1531.

The Literature in 5§ 40 and 41. The history and literature of the Apology are usually combined with
that of the Confession. So in J. G. Waloh, Feubklin-Riedebkb, Kollneb, etc.

The best text of the Apology, and of the Roman Catholic Con/titation of the Confession, in Latin
and German, with all the variations, is given in the Corpxis Re/orviatorum, Yo\. XXVIL, ed. Bindseil
(Brnnsviga», 1S59), pp. 646, fol. There are few separate editions of the Apology. Feuerlin knew only
two, one under the singular title: Evangelischen Augap/els (name of the Augsb. Conf) Brillen-Butzer,
Leipz. 1629.

The ' Apology of the Augsburg Confession' was prepared by Melanch-

thon in vindication of the Confession against the Roman Catholic

' Confutation,' which the Emperor and the Diet had ordered and ac-

cepted, August 3, 1530, as a satisfactory answer, although, in the eyes

of scholars, it did the cause of popery more harm than good.

The Confutation follows the order of the Augsburg Confession,

approves eighteen articles of the first part, either in full or with sun-

dry restrictions and qualifications, but rejects entirely the articles on

the Church (VII.), on faith and good works (XX.), and on the worship

of saints (XXI.), and the whole second part ; nevertheless, it acknowl-

edges at the close the existence of various abuses, especially among

the clergy, and promises a reformation of discipline. The publication

of the document was prohibited, and it did not appear till many years

afterwards ; but its main contents were known from manuscript copies,

and through those who heard it read.^

The Lutherans urged Melanchthon to prepare at once a Protestant

refutation of the Romish refutation, and offered the first draft of it to

the Diet, Sept. 22, through Chancellor Briick, but it was refused. On
the following day Melanchthon left Augsburg in company with the

Elector of Saxony, and re-wrote the Apology on the journey,^ and

completed it at Wittenberg in April, 1531.

The Apology is a triumphant vindication of the Confession. It

far excels the Confutation both in theological and literary merit, and

* The Latin text of the Confutatio was first published by Fabricius Leodius in Harmonia

Confess. , 1 573 ; the German, by C. G. Miiller, 1 808, from a copy of the original in the archives

of Mayence, which Weber had previously obtained. Both in the Corp. Reform. 1. c. Comp.

also above, p. 226 ; Weber's Krit. Gesch. der A. C. II. pp. 439 sqq. ; and Hugo Lammer (who

afterwards joined the Romish Church): Die vor-Tridentinisch-KathoKsche Theologie, des

Reformations-Zeitalters, Berlin, 1858, pp. 33-46.

* His zeal led him to violate even the law of rest on Sunday when at Altenburg, in Spala-

tin's house. Luther took the pen from him, and told him to serve God on that day by rest-

ing from literary labor. So Salig reports in his Hist, of the Augsb. Conf. I. p. 375.
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in Christian tone and spirit. It is written witli solid learning, clear-

ness, and moderation, though not without errors in exegesis and pa-

tristic quotations. It is seven times as large as the Confession itself.

It is the most learned of the Lutheran symbols. It greatly strengthen-

ed the confidence of scholars in the cause of Protestantism. Its chief

and permanent value consists in its being the oldest and most authen-

tic interpretation of the Augsburg Confession by the author himself.

The Apology, though not signed by the Lutheran Princes at Augs-

burg, was recognized first in 1532, at a convent in Schweinfurt, as a

public confession; it was signed by Lutheran divines at Smalcald,

1537; it was used at the religious conference at Worms, 1540, and

embodied in the various symbolical collections, and at last in the Book

of Concord.

The text of the Apology has, like that of the Confession, gone

through various transformations. The original draft made at Augs-

burg has no authority.' The first Latin edition was much enlarged

and improved, and appeared in April, 1531, at Wittenberg, together

with a very free German translation by Justus Jonas, assisted by Me-

lanchthon.^ The second Latin edition of the same year was again

much changed, and is called the Vmnata.^ The German text was

also transformed, especially in the edition of 1533. The Book of

Concord took both texts from the first edition.

' Manuscript copies of this ^Apologia prior,' which was based on an imperfect knowledge

of the Romish Confutatio, still exist. The Latin text of it was jjirolished forty-seven years

afterwards by Chytrjeus (from Spalatin's copy), ir»78, better by FiJrstemann, in his Neues

Urkundenbuch (1842), pp. 357-380 (from a copy written partly by Spalatin and partly by

Melanchthon). The best edition is by Bindseil, in the Corp. Ri'fonn. Vol. XXVII. pp. 275

s(jq. in Latin, and in German, pp. 322 sqq.

* During the preparation of the editio prinreps he wrote to Brentius (February, 1531):

''Ego retexo Apologiam et edeiur longe aurtior et melius niunita,' and to (\imerarius (March 7):

^Apologia mea nondum ahsoluta est, crest it enim opus inter srrihendum.' Quoted by Kcillner,

I. p. 426. Six sheets were reprinted, and a copy of the first print is preserved in the library

of Nuremberg. See Cor/?. ^*'/b?v«. Vol. XXVIl. pp. 3!M sqq.

' See the titles of the various editions in Cor/>. Reform. Vol. XXVI. pp. 2:>5-242, and the

best text of the ^Apologia altera' of 1531, with the changes of later editions till 1542 (viz.,

of the ed.II. I53I, ad. III. 1540, ed. IV. 1542), in Corp. Reform. Vol. XXVII. pp. 419-G46.
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§ 43. Luther's Catechisms. A.D. 1529.

Literature.

L Editions. See 5 40. We only mention the critical editions.

C. MoNcKEHKKo : lUf erste AiMjabe v. Litthers Klein. Kateehismus. Hamburg, 1S51. (Reprint of the Low-
Gemiaii trans^lation of the first edition, 1529.)

K. F. Tu. Soii.NKiDEU: Dr. Martin Luthers Kleiner Katechisinus. Sack den Orifiinakmsgaben kritisch

bfarheitet. Ein Beitrarf zur Gexchichte tier Katechetik. Berlin, 1S53. (Reprint of the t-tandard edition

of l.^iil ; with a critical introduction, pp. l.xx.)

TuKODOB. Harna<^k: Der KU'ine Kati'chiamns Dr. Martin Luthers in seiner Urrre.italt. Kritiach unter-

sttfht und heraux(je(jeben. Stuttgart, 1S56, 4to. (Reprint of two editions of 1529, and one of 1539 ; with

Ixiv. pp. of introduction, and a table of the principal variations of the text till 1542.)

The popular editions of the Smaller Catechism, especially in German, with or without comments and
supplements, are innumerable.

II. WoBKS:
A. Fabricii: Aximnata Scripturoe Catechisvio Lutheri accoriiviodata, etc. Isleb. 1583.

C. DiETKBici: fnstit. catech. Ulm, 1613; often reprinted.

Tu. J. Spener: Tabtdce eatech. Frf. 16S3, 1687, 1T13.

Greg. Lange.maok : Hiat. catecheticce oder Ge.^amnielte Nachrichten zu einer Catech. Historie. Strals.

1729-174U, 3 vols. Part II., 1733, treats of Lutheri nnd anderer evang. Lehrer Catechismis.

J. C. Koouee: Einleitung in die catech. Theol. Jena, 1752. And Biblioth. theol. symb. catech. P. 1. 1751;

P. II. 1769.

J. C. W. AuGUSTi : Versuch einer hist, kritischen ?Sinleitung in die beiden Hauiit-KatecMs'meri der Evang,

Kirche. Elberf 1824.

G. Veesknmever : Liter, bibliograph. yachrichten von einigen evang. katechet. Schriften und Katechismen
vor und nach Luthers Kat., etc. Ulm, 1830.

G. MoHNiKE : Das .sechste Hauptstiick im Katechisinus. Stralsnnd, 1830.

C. A. Geuh. von Zezsohw itz : System der christlich kirchlichen Katechetik. Leipz. 1863-69, 2 vols. Vol.

II. P. I. treats of Luther's Catechism very fully.

Comp. the Literature in FAUEicirs, Feuerlin, Walch, Baumgarten, KiiLLNER, Syrnbolik, I. p. 473.

CATECHETICAL INSTRUCTION.

Religious instruction preparatory to admission to church member-

ship is as old as Christianity itself, but it assumed very different

shapes in different ages and countries. In the lirst three or four cent-

uries (as also now on missionary ground) it a]\vajs j)?'eceded iapfisin,

and was mainly addressed to adult Jews and Gentiles. In length and

method it freely adapted itself to various conditions and degrees of

culture. The three thousand Jewish converts on the day of Pente-

cost, having already a knowledge of the Old Testament, wei-e baptized

simply on their profession of faith in Chi'ist, after hearing the sermon

of St. Peter. Men like Cornelius, the Eunucli, Apollos, Justin Mar-

tyr, Tertullian, Cyprian, Jerome, Ambrose, Augustine, needed but little

theoretical preparation, and Cyprian and Ambrose were elected bish-

ops even while yet catechumens. At Alexandria and elsewhere there

were special catechetical schools of candidates for baptism. The basis

of instruction was the traditional rule of faitli or Apostles' Creed, but

there were no catechisms in our sense of the terra ; and even the creed

which the converts professed at baptism was not committed to writing.
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but oi-ally communicated as a holy secret. Public worship was accord-

ingly di\ided into a missa catechumenorum for half-Christians in proc-

ess of preparation for baptism, and a missa fideliwni for baptized com-

municants or the Church proper.

With the union of Church and State since Constantine, and the

general introduction of infant baptism, catechetical instruction began

to be imparted to ha})tized Christians, and served as a preparation for

confirination or the lirst communion. It consisted chiefly of the com-

mittal and explanation, (1) of the Ten Commandments, (2) of the

Creed (the Apostles' Creed in the Latin, the Nicene Creed in the

Greek Church), sometimes also of the Athanasian Creed and the Te

Deum
; (3) of the Lord's Prayer (Paternoster). To these were added

sometimes special chapters on various sins and crimes, on the Sacra-

ments, and prayers. Councils and faithful bishops enjoined upon par-

ents, sponsors, and priests the duty of giving religious instruction, and

catechetical manuals were prepared as early as the eighth and ninth

centuries, by Kero, monk of St. Gall (about 720) ; Notker, of St. Gall

(d. 912); Otfried, monk of Weissenbourg (d. after 870), and others.^

But upon the whole this duty was sadly neglected in tlie Middle Ages,

and the people were allowed to grow up in ignoi'an(;e and superstition.

The anti-papal sects, as the Albigenses, Waldenses, and the Bohemian

Brethren, paid special attention to catechetical instruction.^

The Reformers soon felt the necessity of substituting evangelical

Catechisms for the traditional Catholic Catechisms, that the rising

generation might grow up in the knowledge of the Scriptures and

the true faith. Of all the Protestant Catechisms, those of Luther fol-

low most closely the traditional method, but they are baptized with a

new spirit.

' Otfried's Catechism was newly edited by J. G. Eccard :
' Incerti Monarhi Weissenhurgen-

sis Catechesis Theotiscd Serulo IX. conscrijita.^ Hanov. 1713. It contains: 1. The Lord's

Prayer, with an explanation ; 2. The Deadly Sins ; 3. The Apostles' Creed ; 4. The Athanasian

Creed ; 5. The Gloria.

' Comp. J. C. Kocher: Catechet. Gesrhichte der Waldenser, Bohmisriien Briider, etc. Amst.

1768. And C. A. G. von Zezschwitz : Die Cateclminen der Waldenser und Bohmischen Briider

als Documente ihres gegenseitigen Lehraustausches. Erlangen, 1863.
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Luther's catechisms.

After several preparatory attetnpts,' Luther wrote two Catechisms,

in 1529, both in the German language—first the larger, and then the

smaller. The former is a continuous exposition rather than a Cate-

chism, and is not divided into questions and answers; moreover, it

grew so much under his hands that it became altogether unsuitable for

the instruction of the young, which he had in view from the beginning.

Hence he prepared soon afterwards a smaller one, or Enchiridion, as

he called it.^ It is the ripe flower and fruit of the larger work, and

almost superseded it, or confined its use to pastors and teachers and

a more advanced class of pupils.^

He was moved to this work by the lamentable state of religious

ignorance and immorality among the German people, which he found

out during his visitations of the churches in Saxony, 1527-29.*

' They began in 1518 with a popular evangelical exposition of the Lord's Prayer, and the

Ten (^ommandments. See Schneider, 1. c. pp. xvii. sqq., and Zezschwitz, 1. c. II. I. pp. 316

sqq. Nor stood he alone in these labors. Urbanus Regius (author of three Catechisms),

Lonicer (Strasburg, 1523). Melanchthon (1524), Brentius (1527 or 1528), Lachmann {Cate-

chesis, 1528), Kurer, Althamer, Moiban, Corvin, Rhau, Willich, Chytra?us (1555), and other

Lutherans of the Reformation period, wrote books for the religious instruction of the young.

^ First in the second edition, whose title (as given by Riederer, but now wanting in the

copy rediscovered by Harnack, 1. c. p. xxii.) is this: 'Enchiridion. Der kleine Catechismus

fur die gemeine Pfarher und Prediger, gemehret und gebessert durch Mart. Luther. Wit-

tenberg, MDXXIX.' The title of the third edition, 1531, is: ''Enchiridion.
\
Der kleine

Catechismus \jur die gemeine Pfarher und Prediger.
\
Mart. Lu. MDXXXI.^ See Schnei-

der, 1. c. p. 1. This is the standard edition, from which the editions of 1539 and 1542 differ

very slightly.

^ See, on the relation of the two, Kollner, 1. c. p. 490. He says, p. 520 :
' The Large Cate-

chism has entirely gone out of use.' Comp. also Zezschwitz, 1. c. p. 324. The older view of

the priority of the Small Catechism is wrong.

* He says, in his characteristic style (Preface to the Small Catechism) : 'Diesen Katechis-

rnum oder christliche Lehre in solche kleine, schlechte, einfaltige Form zu stellen, hat viich ge-

zwungen und gedrungen die I'Jdgliche elende Noth, so ich neulich erfahren hahe, da ich auch ein

Visitator war. Hilf lieber Gott, wie manchen Jammer habe ich gesehen, dass der gemeineMann

dock so gar nichts tvetss von der christlichen Lehre, sonderlich auf den Dorfern! Und leider

viel Pfarrherren ganz ungeschickt und untiichtig sind zu lehren; und sollen doch aJle Christen

heissen, getazft sein und der heiligen Sacramente geniessen ; konnen weder Vaterunser, noch den

Glauhen, oder Zehn Gebote ; leben dahin, wie das Hebe Vieh und unvernilnftige Saue ; und nun

dasEvanqeliuni kommen ist, dennochfein gelernt haben, allerFreiheit meisterlich zu missbrauch-

en. ihr Bischofe, was woUt ihr doch Christo immer mehr antworten, dass ihr das Volk so schdnd-

lich habt lassen hingehen, und euer Amt nicht einen Augenblick je bewiesen ? Dass euch alles

Unyliick fliehe! Verhietet einerlei Gestalt und treibet auf cure Menchengesetze, fraget aber

derweil nichts danach, ob sie das Vaterunser, Glauhen, Zehn Gebote oder einiges Gotteswort

konnen. Ach und wehe uber euren Hals ewiglich ! Darum bitte ich urn Gottes willen euch

YoL. I.—

R
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With his conservative instinct, he retained tlie three parts on the

Decakigiie (after the Latin division), the Creed, and the Lord's Prayer.

To these he added, after the exain[)le of the Bohemian Brethren, an

instruction on the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.'

Luther's Catechism propei', therefore, has live parts: 1. Decalogus;

2. Symbolum Apostolicum ; 3. Oratio Dominica ; 4. De Baptismo
;

5. De Sacramento Altaris. So the Large Catechism, as printed in

the Book of Concord (without any additions 2), and the Small Cate-

chism in the first two editions (with devotional additions).

THE additions IN THE ENCHIRIDION.

In the later editions of the Small Catechism (since 1564) there is a

sixth part on Confession and Absolution^ or the Power of the Keys^

which is inserted either as Part Y., between Baptism and the Lord's

Supper, or added as Part YL, or as an Appendix. The precise author-

ship of the enlarged form or forms (for they vary) of this Part, with

the questions 'What is the Power of the Keys,' etc., is uncertain,* but

the substance of it, viz., the questions on private or auricular confession

of sin to the minister and absolution by the minister, as given in the

' Book of Concord,' date from Luther himself, and appear first sub-

stantially in the third edition of 1531, as introductory to the fifth

part on the Lord's Supper.^ lie made much account of private con-

alle meine lichen Herren und Brilder, so Pfarrkerren oder Prediger sind, wolht euch cures Amies

von Herzen annefunen, euch erbarmen iiber euer Volk, das euch befohlen ist, und U7is helfen den

Katechisinus in die Leute, sonderlich in das junge Volk bringen ; und welche es nicht besser ver-

viogen, diese Tq/'eln iiitd Fornien vor sich nehmen,und dem Volke von Wort zu Wort fiirbilden.'

' The Bohemian Brethren, or Hussites, had Catechisms long before Luther, divided into

five parts : 1. The Decalogue; 2. The Creed; 3. The Lord's Prayer; 4. The Sacraments;

5. The House Table. They sent a Latin copy to Luther, 1523. See Kollner, 1. c. pp. 485,

460.

^ Luther says, in the Prolegomena to the Large Catechism, 'Also hatte man Uberall fvhf

Stl'ckk der ganzkn christlichkn Lehre, die man iinmerdar treiben kann.'

' ' Vom Aiiit der Schliissel. Dc potestate clavium.' It is usually called '/>«« sechste Haupt-

«<uf^-,' although it should properly be an appendix.

* It is variously traced to Luther, Brentius (who has in his Catechism a sixth part ' On the

Kejis), Bugenhagen, Knipstrov, but witli greater probability to the popular Catechetical Ser-

mons prepared for pulilic use in Nuremburg and Brandenburg, 1533 (probably by Brentius),

and translated into Latin by Justus Jonas, 1539 (and re-edited by Gerlacli. Berlin, 183!)).

See Francke : Libri symbolici, etc. P. II. Proleg. p. xxiv. ; Miiller: Die Symbolischcn liiicher,

etc. p. xcvii. ; Kollner, 1. c. pp. 502 sqq. ; Zezschwitz, 1. c. pp. 327 scjcj.

' :-ee the third edition, as republished by Schneider, 1. c. pp. Hi. and 45 sqq. Those ques-

tions appear under the title ' Wis man die Einfeltigen soil leren beichten.' An admonition to
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fession and absolution, while the Calvinists abolished the same as a

mischievous popish invention. 'True absolution,' says Luther, ' or the

power of the keys, instituted in the Gospel by Christ, affords comfort

and sup})ort against sin and an evil conscience. Confession or abso-

lution shall by no means be abolished in the Church, but be retained,

especially on account of weak and timid consciences, and also on ac-

count of untutored youth, in order that they may be examined and

instructed in the Christian doctrine. But the enumeration of sins

should be free to every one, to enumerate or not to enumerate such as

he wishes.' ^

Besides these doctrinal sections, the Smaller Catechism, as edited

by Luther in 1531 (partly, also, in the first edition of 1529), has

three appendices of a devotional or liturgical character, viz. : 1. A
series of short family pra^'ers {^wie ein Ilausvater sein Gesiiide soil

lehren Morgens xmd Abends sich segneii')\ 2. A table of duties (^ Ilaus-

tafeV) for the members of a Christian household, consisting of Scrip-

ture passages (1 Tim. iii. 2 sqq. ; Rom. xiii. 1 sqq. ; Col. iii. 19 sqq.

;

Eph. vi. 1 sqq., etc.); 3. A marriage manual {^ Trauhuchlin'') \ and

4. A baptismal manual (' Taafbuchlin^).

The first two appendices, which are devotional, were retained in the

'Book of Concord;' but the third and fourth, which are litui'gical and

confession {''Vermnhnunfj zu der Beirht') was added also to later editions of the Larger Cate-

chism since 1.531. but omitted in the 'Book of C^oncord,' against the remonstrance of Chemnitz.
' Ai-t. Snialc. III. p. 8. The Church of England holds a similar position in regard to the

confessional, and hence the recent revival of it by the Ritualists, though under the strong pro-

test of the evangelical party. The 'Book of Common Prayer' of the Church of England

contains, besides two different forms ofpublic confession and absolution (one for Morning and
Evening Prayer, anotlier for the Communion vService), a form of private confession and abso-

lution in the (^rder for the Visitation of the Sick. The first two are retained, the third is

omitted in the Prayer Book of the Protestant Episcopal Church of the United States. The
third form, in the Visitation Office, retains the traditional form of the Latin Church

—

^ Absolvo

te in Nomine Putris,' etc.— ' I absolve thee in the Name,' etc. Blunt, in his Annotated Book

of Common Prayer, Part II. p. 283, comments largely on this formula, and quotes also a pas-

sage from the first exhortation in the Communion Office, which reads as follows :
' There-

fore, if there be any one who . . . requireth further comfort and counsel, let him come to

me, or to some other discreet and learned minister of God's Word, and open his gi'ief ; that

by the ministry of God's Holy Word he may receive the benefit of absolution together with

ghostly counsel and advice, to the guiding of his conscience, and avoiding of all scruple and
doubtfulness.' And after some other quotations, he says: 'Numberless practical writers

speak of private confession as a recognized habit in the Church of England since the Refor-

mation as well as before. Nearly all such writers, however, protest against its compulsory

injunction, and it does not seem to be proved that frequent and habitual confession has ever

been very common in the Church of England since the Reformation.'
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ceremonial, were omitted because of the great diversity in different

churches as to exorcism in baptism, and the rite of marriage.

TRANSLATIONS AND INTRODUCTION.

The Smaller Catechism was translated from the German original

into the Latin (by Saiiermann) and many other languages ; even into

the Greek, Hebrew, and Syriac. It is asserted by Lutheran writers

that no book, except the Bible, has had a wider circulation. Thirty-

seven years after its appearance Matthesius spoke of a circulation of

over a hundred thousand copies.

It was soon introduced into public schools, churches, and families.

It became l)y common consent a symbolical book, and a sort of ' Lay

Bible' for the German people. It is still very extensively used in

Lutheran churches, though mostly with supplements or in connection

with fuller Catechisms. In Southern Germany the Catechism of Bren-

tius obtained a wide currency.

CHARACTER, VALUE, AND DEFECTS.

Luther's Small Catechism is truly a great little book, with as many
thoughts as words, and every word telling and sticking to the heart as

well as the memory. It bears the stamp of the religious genius of

Luther, who was both its father and its pnpil.^ It exhibits his almost

apostolic gift of expressing the deepest things in the plainest language

for the connnon people. It is strong food for a man, and yet as sim-

ple as a child. It marks an epoch in the history of religious instruc-

tion : it purged it from popish superstitions, and brought it back to

Scriptiu'al purity and simplicity. As it loft far behind all former

catechetical manuals, it has, in its own order of excellence and use-

fulness, never been surpassed. To the age of the Reformation it was

an incalculable blessing. Luther himself wrote no better book, except-

ing, of course, his translation of the Bible, and it alone would have

immortalized him as one of the great benefactors of the human race.

' 'I am also a doctor and a preacher,' he says in the Preface to his Larger Catechism,

' endowed with no less learning and ex])erience than those who presume so much on their

abilities . . . yet I am like a child who is taught the Catechism, and I read and recite word

by word, in the morning and when I have leisure, the Ten Commandments, the Articles of

the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the Psalms, etc. . . . and must remain, and do cheerfully remain,

a child and pupil of the Catechisw '
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Few books have elicited such enthusiastic praise, and have even to

this day such grateful admirers.*

But with all its excellences it has some serious defects. It gives

the text of the Ten Commandments in an abridged form (the Larger

Catechism likewise), and follows the wrong division of the Romish

Churcli, which omits the second commandment altogether, and cuts

the tenth commandment into two, to make up the number.^ It al-

* I quote some Lutheran testimonies which show the impressions of early childhood, and

seem extravagant to members of other denominations. Matthesius : 'The world can never suf-

ficiently thank and repay Luther for his little Catechism.' Justus Jonas :
' It may be bought for

sixpence, but six thousand worlds would not pay for it. ' Andr. Fabricius :
' A better book, next

to the Bible, the sun never saw ; it is the juice and the blood, the aim and the substance of the

Bible. ' Seckendorf :
' I have received more consolation and a firmer foundation for my salvation

from Luther's little Catechism than from the huge volumes of all the Latin and Greek fathers

together.' Lohe: ' It is, of all Confessions, that which is most suitable and best adapted to the

people. It is a fact, which no one denies, that no other Catechism in the world can be made

a prayer of but this. But it is less known that it may be called a real marvel in respect of

the extraordinary fullness and great abundance of knowledge expressed in it in so few words.'

Leopold Hanke :
' The Catechism published by Luther in 1 529, of which he himself says

that, old a doctor as he was, he used it himself as a prayer, is as childlike as it is profound,

as comprehensible as it is unfathomable, simple, and sublime. Happy he whose soul was fed

by it, who clings to it. He possesses at all times an imperishable consolation : under a thin

shell, a kernel of truth sufficient for the wisest of the wise.' {^ Der Katechismus, den Luther

im Jahr 1 .52t>, herausyab, von de?n er sagt, er bete ihn selbst, so ein alter Doctor er auch set, ist

ebenso kindlich wie tiefsinnig, sofasslich wie unergrilndlich, einfach und erhaben. Gliickselig

wer seine Seele dumit ndhrte, iver daran festhalt '. Er hesitzt einen unvergdaglichen Trost in

jedem Momente : nur hinter einer leickten Hiille den Kern der Wuhrheit, der dem Weisesten der

Weisen genug thut.' Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation, Vol. II. 3d edition,

Berlin, 18.52, p. 357.) To add an American testimony, I quote from Dr. Ch. P. Krauth

:

' So truly did the Shorter Catechism embody the simple Christian faith, as to become, by the

spontaneous acclamation of millions, a Confession. It was a private writing, and yet, beyond

all the Confessions, the direct pulsation of the Church's whole heart is felt in it. It was

written in the rapture of the purest catholicity, and nothing from Luther's pen presents him

more perfectly, simply as a Christian ; not as the prince of theologians, but as a lowly behever

among behevers' {The Conservative Reformation, Philadelphia, 1872, p. 285).

* The Lutheran and the Roman Catholic Catechisms, following the lead of Augustine, re-

gard the second commandment only as an explanation of the first ; the Reformed and the

Greek Catechisms, following the division of the Jews (Josephus and Philo) and the early

Christians (e. g. Origen), treat it as a separate commandment, which prohibits image worship

and enjoins the true worship of God, while the first prohibits idolatiy and enjoins monothe-

ism. Hence the diff'erent modes of counting from the second to the ninth commandment.

The division of the tenth commandment follows as a necessity from the omission of the sec-

ond, but is decidedly refuted by the intrinsic unity of the tenth commandment, and by a com-

parison of Kxod. XX. 17 with Deut. v. 21 ; for in the latter passage (as also in the Septuagint

version of Exod. xx. 17) the order is transposed, and the neighbor's wife put before the neigh-

bor's house, so that what is the ninth commandment in Exodus, according to the Roman

CathoHc and Lutheran view, would be the tenth according to Deuteronomy. St. Paul, more-

over, in enumerating the commandments of the second table, Rom. xiii. 9 (comp. also vii. 7), al-

ludes to the tenth with the words, 'Thou shalt not covet,' without intimating any such division.
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lows only three questions and answers to the exposition of the Creed.

It gives undue importance to the Sacraments by making them co-or-

dinate parts with the three great divisions, and elevates even private

confession and absolution, as a sort of third sacrament, to equal dig-

nity. It omits many important articles, and contains no express in-

struction on the Bible, as the inspired record of divine revelation and

the infallible rule of faith and practice. Hence it is found neces-

sary, where it is used, to supplement it by a number of preliminary

and additional questions and answers.

THE TEXT OF THE ENCHIRIDION.

The critical restoration of the best text of Luther's Small Catechism

has only recently been accomplished by Mtinckeberg, Schneider, and

Ilarnack. The text of the ' Book of Concord ' is unreliable.

The editio jprincejps of 1529 had entirely disappeared until Moncke-

berg, 1851, published a Low-German translation from a copy in the

Hamburg city library ; and five years later (1856) Professor Ilarnack

found an Erfurt reprint of the original (without date), and a Marburg

reprint dated 1529,

The second recension, of 1529, which contains several improvements

and addenda, was described by Riederer, in 1765, from a copy then in

the university library at Altdorf. This copy was supposed to have

been transferred to Erlangen, but was discovered by Harnack in the

German Museum at Nuremburg, and republished by him, 1856, to-

gether with a reprint of the editio j)rmcej)s, and a Wittenberg edition

of 1539, a valuable critical introduction, and a table of the principal

variations of the text till 1542.

The third recension, of 1531, was brought to light by Dr. Schneider,

and accurately republished (but without the woodcuts and the Trau-

huchlin and Taiifbuc/iliii),lS53, with a learned introduction and critical

Comp. also Mark x. 1 9. The Decalogue consists of two tables, of five commaiulments each.

The first contains the duties to God (prcecepta pietatis), the second tlie duties to men (jirce-

cepta probitatis) ; the first is strictly religious, the second moral. The fifth commandment
belongs to the first table, since it enjoins reverence to parents as representir.g (iod's authority

on earth. This view is now taken not only by Reformed, but also by many of the ablest

Lutheran divines, e. g., Oehler, Theoioffie des Alten Testaments (Tubingen, 1878), I. pp. 287

sqq. ; H. Schuhz, A Ittestaineutlirhe Theclofjie (Frankf. a. M. IhiCi*), I. p. 429. On the other

hand, Kurtz, Kahnis, and Zezschwitz defend the Lutheran division. The main thing, of

coui'se, is not the dividing, but the keeping of the commandments.
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apparatus.' It gives the text of the five parts substantially as it has re-

mained since, also the section on confession (' Wie man die Einfdltigen

soil lehren heichten^)^ the morning and evening prayers, the Benediciie

and Gmtias, the Ilaustafel, the Traub'dchlin and the Taufhiichlin.

In 1535 (and 1536) Luther prepared a new edition, to conform the

Scripture texts to his translation of the Bible, which was completed in

1534.

The edition of 1542 {^aufs neu iihersehen iind zugericW) adds the

promise to the fourth (fifth) commandment, and enlarges the 'House

Table.'

§ 44. The Articles of Smalcald. A.D. 1537.

Literature.
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The older literature, mostly doctrinal and polemical, is given by Fabrioius, Waloh, Baumgaexkn,
Hase {Libri Symb. Proleg. cxl.), and Kollner.

OKIGIN,

Pope Paul III., yielding at last to the request of the German Em-
peror and the pressure of public opinion, convoked a general Council,

to be opened May 23, 1537, at Mantua,^ and extended, through his

legate, Peter Paul Vergerius (who subsequently became a Protestant),

an invitation also to the Lutherans.^ Though by no means sanguine

as to the result, Luther, by order of the Elector of Saxony (Dec. 11^

' See his description, 1. c. pp. l.-liv. It is reprinted in the second volume of this work.
^ It did not convene, however, till 1545, in Trent, and then it turned out an exclusive Ro-

man Catholic Council.

^ Vergerius had a fruitless interview with Luther in the electoral castle at Wittenberg,
which was characteristic of both parties. The pajnd nuncio acted the proud prelate and
shrewd Italian diplomatist; the Reformer, the plain, free-spoken German. Luther took the

matter in good humor, sent for the barber, and put on his best dress to impress the nuncio
with his youth and capacity for even greater mischief to the Pope than he had done already.

He scorned his tempting offers, and told him frankly that he cared very little about his mas-
ter and his Council at Mantua or elsewhere, but promised to attend it, and there to defend his

heretical opinions against the whole world. Vergerius, in his report, speaks contemptuously
of Luther's poor Latin, rude manners, obstinacy, and impudence ; but some years afterwards

he renounced Romanism, and became the Reformer of the Grisons in Eastern Switzerland.

He died October 4, 1 565, at Tiibingen, where he spent his last years, without office, but in ex-

tensive literary activity and correspondence. See the monograph of Sixt : Petrus Paulus Ver-

gerius, Braunschweig, 1855, pp. 35-45.
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1536), prepared a Creed as a basis of negotiations at the Coimcil, sub-

mitted it to Anisdorf, Agricola, Spalatin, and Melanchtlion for ap

proval, and sent it to the Elector, Jan. 3, 1537.

Melanchthon, at tlie request of the convent assembled at Smalcald,

prepared an Appendix on the power and primacy of the Pope, about

which the Augsbnrg Confession and Apology are silent,

SIGNATURE. MELANCHTHOn's POSITION.

The Articles, including the Appendix, were laid before the convent

of Lutheran Princes and theologians held in the town of Smalcald

{Schvialkalden), in Thuringia, which lent its name to the political

league of those Princes for mutual protection, and also to this new

Creed. ^ They were signed by the theologians (but not by the Princes)

without being publicly discussed.^

Melanchthon signed the Articles with the following remarkable

qualification :
' I, Philip Melanchthon, approve the foregoing Articles

as pious and Christian. But in regard to the Pope, I hold that, if

he would admit the Gospel, we Tnight also permit him, for the sake of

peace and the common concord of Christendom, to exercise, by human
right, his present jurisdiction over the bishops, who are now or ma}-

hereafter be under his authority.'^

This remarkable concession strongly contrasts with the uncompro-

mising anti-popery spirit of the Articles, and exposed Melanchthon

to much suspicion and abuse. It is self-contradictory and impractica-

ble, since the Pope and his hierarchy will never allow the free preach-

ing of the Gospel in the Protestant sense. But the author's motive

' * Schmalkaldische Ariikel, Articuli Srnalcaldici,' so called since 1553. The original title

is: 'Aktikel chkistlicher Lehke, so da hdtten sollen aufs Concilium zu Mantua, oder wo

es sonst warden ware, iiherantwortet werden i^on unsers Theils wegen, und ivas ivir artnehmen

oder nachgeben konnten oder nicht, durch D. Martin Luthern gesrhriehen, Anno \~>S7.'

* The Princes on that occasion required their theologians to sign also the Augsburg Confes-

sion and Apology, but they resolved to have nothing to do with the Pope's Council. The
Appendix has thirty-two signatures, the Articles have forty-two. obtained partly at Smalcald

and partly on the journey. The principal signers are Taither, Melanchthon, Jonas, Spalatin,

Bugenhagen, Amsdorf, Bucer, and Brentius. See Kollner, pp. 445 sqq., and Plitt. De aurto-

ritate Artvu/orum Smd/m/diro-tim (Erlang. 1862), with the strictures of He])pe, Kiitstehung

und Fortbildung des Lutherthinns TCassel, 1868), pp. 2.'")2 sqq.

^ ^ De pontijic.e autein statuo, si erangeliiim adinitleret {so er das Evangelium woUte ziUassen)^

ei propter pacem et communeni tranquillitatem Christianorum, qtii iam sub ipso sunt et in poste-

rum sub ipso erunt, superioritatem in episcopos, quavi alioqui habet, jure liumuno etian a nobis

permitti.^ Sander (p. 488) thinks that Melanchthon did not mean this authority to apply to

Protestants. But this is inconsistent with the words ^ etiatn a nobis.'
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was a noble desire for a more independent and dignified position of

the Church. He feared—and not without good reason—a worse than

papal tyranny from rapacious Pi-otestant Princes, who now exercised

the power of supreme bishops and little popes in their territories. He

sincerely regretted the loss, not of the episcopal domination, but of the

episcopal administration, as a check upon secular despotism.^

CONTENTS.

The Articles of Smalcald consist of three parts.

The first reaffirms, very briefly in four articles, the doctrines of the

Apostles' and Athanasian Creeds, about which there was no dispute

with the Papists. It corresponds to Articles 1. and III. of the Augs-

burg Confession.

The second and principal part, concerning ' the office and work of

Christ, or our redemption,' is polemical against the mass, purgatory,

the invocation of saints, monasticism, and popery, which interfere and

set aside the true doctrine of redemption. Justification by faith alone

is emphasized as the chief article of faith, ' upon which depends all

that we teach and do against the Pope, the devil, and all the world.

We must, therefore, be entirely certain of this, and not doubt it, other-

wise all will be lost, and the Pope, and the devil, and our opponents

will prevail and obtain the victory.' The mass is denounced as 'the

greatest and most horrible abomination,' ^ purgatory as a 'satanic de-

lusion,' the Pope as 'the true Antichrist' predicted by Paul (2 Thess.

ii. 4), because 'he will not permit Christians to be saved without his

power.'

The third part treats, in fifteen articles, of sin, of the law, of repent-

ance, of the sacraments, and other doctrines and ordinances, concerning

* 'Utinam, utinam''—he wrote to his friend, Joach. Camerarius, Aug. 31, 1530— 'possn«

non qmdem dominationem conjirmare, sed administrationem restituere episcojwrum. Video eniiii,

qualem simtis hahituri Ecclesiam, dissoluta Tto\iTU(} ecrlesiastira. Video posfea multo intole-

rabi/iorem futuram tyrannidem, quavi aiitea unquanifvit ' {Corp. Reform.yo\. II. p. 334. Comp.

his letter of Sept. 4, 1530, to the same, p. 341). Kollner defends Melanchthon's course.

* Luther calls it also 'the dragon's tail {Drachensrhrnnz), which has produced a multi-

plicky of abominations and idolatries' {vmhijdices ahominationes et ido/olatrias. In German:

viel Ungeziefers und Geschmeiss manrherlei Ahffotlerei), P. II Art. 2. He says that the

mass will be the chief thing in the proposed Council, and will never be yielded by the Pa-

pists. Cardinal Campeius had told him at Augsburg he would rather be torn to {)ieces than

allow the mass to be discontinued. So would he (Luther) rather be reduced to ashes than

allow a performer of the mass to be equal to our Lord and Saviour.
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which Protestants may dispute eitlier among themselves or with 'learned

and sensible men' (i. e., Catholics in the Council, but not with the Pope,

who is said to have no conscience, and to care only about 'gold, honor,

and power'). In the article on the Lord's Supper, transubstantiation is

expressly excluded, but otherwise the Lutheran doctrine is asserted

even in stronger terms than in the Augsburg Confession (viz., tha

'the true body and blood of Christ are administered and received, not

only by pious, hut also by impious Christians.' ^ Luther concludes with

spicy remarks against the juggling tricks of the Pope.

The Appendix of Melanchthon is a theological masterpiece for his

age, written in a calm, moderate, and scholarly tone ; and refutes, from

the Bible and from the history of the early Church, these three assump-

tions of the Pope, as 'false, impious, tyrannical, and pernicious in the

extreme,' viz. : 1, That the Pope, as the Vicar of Christ, has by divine

right supreme authority over the bishops and pastors of the whole

Christian world; 2. That he has by divine right both swords, that is,

the power to enthrone and dethrone kings, and to regulate civil affairs;

3. That Christians are bound to believe this at the risk of eternal sal-

vation. He also shows from Scripture and from Jerome that the power

and jurisdiction of bishops, as far as it differs from that of other min-

isters, is of human origin, and has been grossly abused in connection

with the papal tyranny.

CHAEACTEE AND ArTHOEITY.

It is clear from this outline that the Articles of Smalcald mai-k a

considerable advance in the final separation of the Lutheran body from

the Church of Rome. Luther left Smalcald in bad health (he suffei-ed

much of the stone), with the prayer that God may fill his associates

with hatred of the Pope, and wrote as his epitaph,

''Pestis eram I'ivus, moriens tua mors ero, Papa.^

The Articles themselves differ from the Augsburg Confession as

much as Luther differs from Melanchtlion. They are more fresh,

vigorous, and original, but less cautious, wise, circumspect, and sym-

' Heppe (1. c. p. 253 sq.) says that Luther in his first drnft used simpler Innguage, viz.,

that 'the body and blood of Christ are oflTered n-ifh the bread and with the wine;' but ttiat

Amsdorf insisted on a stronger, anti-Melanchthoniun statement.
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metrical. They are not defensive, but aggressive ; not an overture

of peace, but a declai-ation of war. They scorn all compromises, and

made a reconciliation impossible. They were, therefore, poorly calcu-

lated to be a basis of negotiation at a general Council, and were, in

fact, never used for that purpose. The Convent at Smalcald resolved

not to send any delegates to the Council. But the Smalcald Articles

define the position of Lutheranism towards the Papacy, and give the

strongest expression to the doctrine of justification by faith. They

accordingly took their place, together with the Appendix, among the

symbolical books of the Lutheran Church, and were received into vari-

ous Corpora DoctrincB, and at last into the ' Book of Concord.' ^

TEXT.2

Luther prepared the Smalcald Articles at "Wittenberg in the German

language, and edited them, in 153S, with a preface and considerable

changes and additions, but without the signatures, and without the

Appendix of Melanchthon. In 1543 and 1545 he issued new editions

with slight changes. The first draft, as copied by Spalatin, and signed

at Snmlcald, was published from the archives of Weimar in 1553, to-

gether with Lnther's additions and Melanchthon's Appendix, and em-

bodied in the 'Book of Concord.'^

The Latin text, as it appeared in the first edition of the 'Book of

Concord,' was a poor translation, but was much improved in the edition

of 1584.

Melanchthon wrote the Ap})endix at Smalcald in Latin, but a Ger-

man translation by Dietrich was signed there, and passed, as the sup-

posed original, into the works of Luther and the first edition of the

'Book of Concord' (1580). The corrected Latin edition of 1584 gave

the Latin original, but as the work of all the theologians convened at

Smalcald.* This eri'or prevailed nearly two hundred years, until the

careful researches of Bertram dispelled it.

' Comp. Plitt and Heppe. above quoted (p. 2o4).

' See the minor jiarticulars in Bertram, 1. c. ,and Kolliier, pp. Ar,\ sqq.

' The ori}j;inal MS. of Luther, from which Spalatin made his copy before Luther added his

changes, was discovered in the Palatinate Library at Heidelberg in 1S17, and edited by Mar-

heineke, with notes, Berlin, 1817.

* Under the title ' De Potestate et Primatu Papoe. Tractatus per Theologos Smalcaldia

congregatos conscriptus.''
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§ 45. The Fokm of Concord. A.D. 1577.
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NAME. ORIGIN AND OCCASION.

The Form of Concord {Formula Concordice)., tlie last of the Lu-

theran Confessions, completed in 1577 and first pul)lished in 1580, is

named from its aim to gi\e doctrinal unity and peace to the Lutheran
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Church, after long and bitter contention.^ The work was occasioned

by a series of doctrinal controversies, which raged in the Lutheran

Church for thirty years with as much passion and violence as the

trinitarian and christological controversies in the Nicene age. They

form a humiliating and unrefreshing, yet instructive and important

chapter in the history of Protestantism. The free spirit of the Ref-

ormation, which had fought the battles against the tyranny of the

Papacy and brought to light the pure doctrines of the Gospel, gave

way to bigotry and intolerance among Protestants themselves. Cal-

umny, abuse, intrigue, deposition, and exile were unsparingly employed

as means to achieve victory. Religion was confounded with theology,

piety with orthodoxy, and orthodoxy with an exclusive confessionalism.

Poctrine was overrated, and the practice of Christianity neglected

The contending parties were terribly in earnest, and as honest and

pious in their curses as in their blessings ; they fought as if the salva-

tion of the world depended on their disputes. Yet these controversies

were unavoidable in that age, and resulted in the consolidation and

completion of the Lutheran system of doctrine. All phases and types

of Christianity must develop themselves, and God overrules the wrath

of theologians for the advancement of truth.

LTITHEK AND MELANCHTHON.

The seeds of these controversies lay partly and chiefly in the theo-

logical differences between Luther and Melanchthon in their later

years, partly in the relations of Lutheranism to Romanism and Cal-

vinism.

Luther the Reformer, and Melanchthon the Teacher of Germany,

essentially one and inseparable in mind and heart, in doctrine and life,

represented in their later period, which may be dated from the year

1533, two types of Lutheranism, the one the conclusive and exclusive,

the other the expansive and unionistic type. Luther, at first more he-

roic and progressive, became more cautions and conservative ; while

' The name was chosen after older formularies (e. g., the Henoticon of Emperor Zeno, the

Formula Concordice Wittenbergensis, ]r)36, the Formula Concordia inter Suevicas et Saxo-

nicas ecclesias, 1576, etc.), and occurs first in the edition of Heidelberg, 1582. In the editio

princeps (1580) the book is called ' Das Buck der Concordien,' but this title was afterwards re-

served for the collection of all the Lutheran symbols (^ Concordia,' or ^Liber Concordia,' ' Book

qf Concord'). It was also called the Bergische-Buch, from the place of its composition.
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Melanchthon, at first following the lead of the older and stronger

Luther, became more independent and liberal.

Luther, as the Reformer of the Komish Church, acted in the gen-

eral interest of evangelical religion, and enjoys the admiration and

gratitude of all Protestants; Luther, as the leader of a particular de-

nomination, assumed a hostile attitude towards other churches, even

Buch as rested on the same foundation of the renewed gospel. After

his bold destructive and constructive movements, which resulted step

by step in the emancipation from popery, he felt disposed to rest in

his achievements. His disgust with the radicalism and fanaticism of

Carlstadt and Miinzer, his increasing bodily infirmities, and his dis-

satisfaction with affairs in Wittenberg (which he threatened to leave

permanently in 1544), cast a cloud over his declining years. He had

60 strongly committed himself, and was so firm in his convictions, that

he was averse to all further changes and to all compromises. He was

equally hostile to the Pope, whom he hated as the very antichrist, and

to Zwingli, whom he regarded as little better than an infidel.^

' The deepest ground of Luther's aversion to Zwingli must be sought in his mysticism and

veneration for what he conceived to be the unbroken faith of the Church. He striiiingly

expressed this in his letter to Duke Albrecht of Prussia (which might easily be turned mto a

powerful argument against the Kefarmation itself). He went so far as to call Zwingli a

non-Christian (U/tchrist), and ten times worse than a papist (March, 1528, in hi.-> Great Con-

fession on the Lord's Supper). His personal interview with him at Marburg (October, l.")29)

produced no change, but rather intensified his dislike. He saw in the heroic death of Zwingli

and the defeat of the Zurichers at Cappel (ir);31) a righteous judgment of (iod, and found

fault with the victorious Papists for not exterminating his heresy ( Wider etlirhe Rottem^eisler,

Letter to Albrecht of Prussia, April, ].'j32, in De Wette's edition of L. Brie/'e, Vol. IV. pp.

8.52, ;'53). And even shortly before his death, unnecessarily offended by a new publication

of Zwingli's works, he renewed the eucharistic controvei'sy in his Short Confession on the

Lord's Supper (1544, in Walch's edition. Vol. XX. p. 210.5), in which he abused Zwingli and

Oecolampadius as heretics, liars, and murderers of souls, and calls the Reformed generally

'' eingeteufelte \}.viiia\io\ia'5i'tvTtq\., durrJiteuJ'elte, uberteufelte Idsterliche Herzen und I^utjen-

viduler.'' No wonder that even the gentle Melanchthon called this a 'most atrocious book,'

and gave up all hope for union (letter to Bullinger, Aug. 30, 1544, in Corp. Reform. Vol. V.

p. 475 : ''Atrocissiiiium Lutheri scri/itu7n, in quo bellum Tnpi St'nrvov KvpiaKov instaurat;^ comp.

also his letter to Bucer, Aug. 28, 1544, in Corp. Reform. Vol. V. p. 474, both quoted also by

Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 412, note 38, and p. 434, note 37). But it should in justice be added,

first, that Luther's heart was better than his temper, and, secondly, that he never said a word

against Calvin ; on the contrary, he seems to have had great regard for him, to judge from

his scanty utterances concerning him (quoted by Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 414. note 4.'!). Calvin

behaved admirably on that occasion ; he warned Bullinger (Nov. 25, 1544) not to forget the

extraordinary gifts and services of Jyuther, and said :
' Even if he should call me a devil, I

would nevertheless honor him as a chosen servant of God.' And to Melanchthon he wrote

(June 28. 1 545j :
' I confess that we all owe the greatest thanks to Luther, and I should cheer*
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Melanchthon, on the other hand, with less genius but more learning,

with less force but more elasticity, with less intuition but more logic

and system than Luther, and with a most delicate and conscientious

regard for truth and peace, yet not free from the weakness of a com-

promising and temporizing disposition, continued to progress in the-

ology, and modilied his views on two points—the freedom of the will

and the presence of Christ in the Eucharist; exchanging his Augus-

tinianism for Synergism, and relaxing his Lutheranism in favor of Cal-

vinism
; in both instances he followed the ethical, practical, and union-

istic bent of his mind. A minor difference on the human right of the

papacy and episcopacy appeared in private letters and in his qualified

subscription to the Smalc;dd Articles (1537), but never assumed a seri-

ous, practical aspect, exce|)t indirectly in the adiaphoristic controversy.^

These changes were neither sudden nor arbitrary, but the result of

profound and constant study, and represented a legitimate and neces-

sary phase in the development of Protestant theology, which was pub-

licly recognized in various ways before the formation of the 'Form of

Concord.' If there ever was a modest, cautious, and scrupulously con-

scientious scholar, it was Melanchthon. ' There is not a day nor a night

for the last ten years,' he assures an intimate friend, ' that I did not

meditate upon the doctrine of the Lord's Supper.'^

fully concede to him the highest authority, if he only knew how to control himself. Good
God ! what jubilee we prepare for the Papists, and what sad example do we set to posterity

!'

Melanchthon entirely agreed with him.

^ Kahnis {Luth, Dogm. Vol. II. p. 520) traces the changes of Melanchthon to 'a truly evan-

gelical search after truth, to a practical trait, which easily breaks oft" the theological edges to

bring the doctrine nearer to life, and to the endeavor to reconcile opposites.' Krauth {Con-

servative Reformation^ p. 28!05 wlio sympathizes with strict Lutheranism, says :
' Melanch-

thon's vacillations were due to his timidity and gentleness of character, tinged as it was with

melancholy ; his aversion to controversy ; his philosophical, humanistic, and classical cast of

thought, and his extreme delicacy in matters of style ; his excessive reverence for the testi-

mony of the Church, and of her ancient writers ; his anxiety that the whole communion of

the West should be restored to harmony ; or that, if this were impossible, the Protestant ele-

ments, at least, should be at peace.' Comp. on this whole subject the works of Galle:
Characteristik Melanclithoii s ah Theologen und Entioicklung seines Lehrbegriffs (YIsIXq, 1840),

pp.247 sqq. and 363 sqq. ; Matthes : Phil. Melanchthon (Altenb. 1841); Ebrard: Das
Dogma vom heil. Ahendmahl (Frankf. 1846), Vol. II. pp. 434 sqq. ; Gieseler : Church His'

^or^, Vol. IV. pp. 423 sqq. ; Heppe: Die confessionelle Entwicklung der altprotestantischen

Kirche Deutschlands (Marburg, 1854), pp. 95 sqq.; Cakl Schmidt: Philipp Melanchthon

(Elberfeld, 1861), pp. 300 sqq. ; Kahnis, 1. c. pp. 515 sqq.

» Ep.ad Vitum Theodorum, May 24, 1538 (in Corp. Re/orm.Yol III. p. 537) : ' Scias, am'

plius decennio nullum diem, nidlam noctem abiisse, quin hac de re cogiiarim.'
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As to human freedom, Melanchtlion at first denied it altogether, like

Luther and the other Reformers, and derived all events and actions,

good and bad, from the absolute will of God.' Then he avoided the

doctrine of predestination, as an inscrutable mystery, and admitted

freedom in the sphere of natural life and morality, but still denied it

in the spiritual sphere or the order of grace.^ At last (after 1535) he

openly renounced determinism or necessitarianism, as a Stoic and

Manichsean error, and taught a certain subordinate co-operation of

the human will in the work of conversion ; maintaining that conver-

sion is not a mechanical or magical, but a moral process, and is brought

about by the Holy Spirit through the Word of God, with the consent,

yet without any merit of man. The Spirit of God is the primary, the

Word of God the secondary or instrumental agent of conversion, and

the human will allows this action, and freely yields to it.^

* Loci theol. first ed. 1521, A. 7: '' Quandoquidem omnia, quce evenlunt, neressarto juxta

divinam prcedestinationem evenlunt, nulla est voluntatis nostrce. libertas.' In the edition of

1525 he says: ''Omnia necessario evenire ScripturcB decent. . . . Nee in externis nee in in-

ternis operibus uUa est libertas, sed eveniunt omnia juxta destinationem divinam. . . . Tollit

omnem libertatem voluntatis nostrce. prcedestinatio dicina.^ (Mel. Opera in Corp. Reform.Yo\.

XXI. pp. 88, 98, 95.) In his Commentary on the Romans, published 152-1 (cap. 8), Melaneh-

thon calls the power of choice a 'ridlcidum commenfum,' and derives all things, ^tam bona q^iam

mala,' from the absolute will ofGod, even the adultery of David {'' Davidis adulterium ') and the

treason of Judas {^ Judie pvoditio'), which are the proper work of God {''ejus proprium opus')

as much as the vocation of Paul ; for he does all things not 'permissive, sed patenter.' He
saw tliis doctrine so clearly in the Epistle to the Romans and other portions of Scripture that

passages like 1 Tim. ii. 4 (all men, e. g., all sorts of men) must be adjusted to it. See Galle,

pp. 252 sqq., and Heppe, Doymatitc des deutschen Protestantismus in \Qten Jahrh. (Gotha,

1857) Vol. I. pp. -t'U sqq. In December, 1525, Luther expressed the same views in his book

against Erasmus, which he long afterwards (1537) pronounced one of his best works. Comp.

p. 215, and Kostlin, Luther's Theol. Vol. II. pp. 37, 323. But on Melanchthon the reply of

P>rasmus (152()) had some effect (as we may infer from the tone of his letter to Luther, Oct. 2,

1527, Corp. Reform. Vol. I. p. 893;.

= So in the Augsburg Confession (1530), Art. XVIII. : 'Z>e libera arbitrio docent, quod

kuinana voluntas habeat aliquam libertatem ad efficiendam civitem justitiam et diligendas res

rationi suhjectas. Sed non hahet vim sine Spiritu Sancto efficiendce justitiie spiritualis, quia

animalis homo non percipit ea, quce sunt Spiritus Dei.' In Art. XIX. the cause of sin is traced

to the will of man and the devil.

'' First in a new edition of his Commentary to the Romans, 1532, and then in the edition

of the ^ Loci communes theologiri recoqniti,' 1535. Here he declares that God is not the

cause of sin, but the ''voluntas DiahoW and the ''voluntas hominis svnt causm percati ;' that

we should keep clear of the '' deliramenta de Stoico fata aut nipi t7iq dvayKi]c;' that the hu-

man will can 'smi's viribus sine renovatione aliquo modo externa legis opera facere,' but that it

can not ''sine Spiritu Sancto efficer^ spirituales affectus, quos Deus reqxiirit. . . . Dens ante-

vertit nos, vocat, movet, adjuvat ; sed nos viderimus ne repuqnemus. Constat enim peccatum

oriri a nobis, non a voluntate Dei. Chrysostomus inquit : 6 oi i-A/caiv tov ^3ol)\upe}'ot' i\Kti. Id

apte dicitur auspicanti a verbo, ne adversetur, ne repugnet verbo.' (See Mel. Opera in Corp.
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This is tlie amount of his Synergism, so called by his opponents. It

resembles, indeed, semi-Pelagianism in maintaining a remnant of free-

dom after the fall, and furnished a basis for negotiations with mod-
erate Romanists, but it differs from it materially in ascribing the initia-

tive and the whole merit of conversion to God's grace. He never

gave up the doctrine of justification by the free grace and sole merit

of Christ through faith, but in his later years he laid greater stress

on the responsibility of man in accepting or rejecting the gospel, and

on the necessity of good works as evidences of justifying faith.

As to the Lord's Supper, he at first fully agreed with Luther's view,

imder the impression that it was substantially the old Catholic doctrine

held by the fathers, for whom he had great regard, especially in matters

of uncertain exegesis.* He also shared his dislike of Zwingli's theo-

logical radicalism, and was disposed to trace it to a certain insanity.^

But his deeper and long-continued study of the subject, and his cor-

respondence and personal intercourse with Bucer and Calvin, gradually

convinced him that St. Augustine and other fathers favored rather a

iJeybrw. Vol. XXI. pp. 371-376.) In a new revision of his Loci, which appeared in 1548,

two years after Luther's death, and in all subsequent editions, he traces conversion to three

concurrent causes—the Spirit of God, the Word of God, and the will of man ; and states

that the will may accept or reject God's grace. ' Veieres aliqzci,' he says (Corp. Reform.Yol.

XXI. pp. .->()7. 6.">9), 'stc dixerunt Liberum arbitrium in homine facdltatem esse applicandi

SK AD GH Ti AM, 1. e. , audit promissionem et assentiri conatur et abjicit peccata contra conscien-

tiam. . . . Cum promissio sit universalis, nee sint in Deo contradictories voluntates, necesse est

in nobis esse a/iquam discriminis causam, cur Saul abjiciatur, David recipiatur, i. e. , necesse

est, aliquam esse actionem dissimilem in his duobus. Hoec dextre intellecta vera sunt, et usus in

exercitiis Jidei et in vera consolatione, cum cequiescunt animi in Filio Dei nionstrato in promis-

sione, illustrabit hanc copulationem causardm, Verbi Dei, Spiritus Sancti, et volun-
tatis. ' This is the chief passage, which was afterwards (1 .553) assailed as synergistic. Comp.
Galle, pp. 314 sqq. ; Gieseler, Vol. IV. pp. 426 and 434 ; Heppe, 1. c. pp. 434 sqq., and Die con-

fessionelle Entwicklung der alt protest. Kirche Deutschlands, pp. 107 and 130 ; Kahnis, 1. c.

Vol. II. p. 505.

* He says (1559): '' Existimo ad conjirmandas mentes consensum Vetristatis plurimum condu-

cere' (quoted by Galle, p. 452). He endeavored to prove the agreement of the fathers with

Luther in Sententice Patrum de Ccena Domini, March, 1 530. He there quotes Cyril, Chrysos-

torn, Theophylactus, Hilary, Cyprian, Irenseus, Ambrose, and John ofDamascus, and labors also

to bring Augustine on his side, but with difficulty (_as he says that the body of Christ in uno

loco esse), and he admits that some passages ofJerome, Gregory of Nazianzum, and Basil might

be quoted against Luther. See Galle, pp. 390 sqq.

" He wrote to Luther from Augsburg, July 14, 1530 {Corp. Reform. Vol. II. p. 193): ^Zwin-

glius misit hue confessionem impressam typis. Dicas simpliciter mente captuni esse. De pec-

cata originali, de usu sacramentorum veteres errores palam renovat. De ceremoniis loquitur

valde helvetice, hoc est barbarissime, velle se onines ceremonias esse abolitas. Suam causam d
sacra ccena vehementer urget. Episcopos omnes vult deletos esse.'

Vol. L—

S
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figurative or symbolical interpretation of the words of institution,' and

that the Scriptures taught a more simple, spiritual, and practical doc-

trine than either ti'ansubstantiation or consubstantiation. Owing to his

characteristic modesty and caution, and his deep sense of the difficulties

surrounding the problem, he did not set fortli a f ulh- developed theory or

definition of the mode of Christ's presence, but he substantially agreed

with Bucer and Calvin. He gave up the peculiar featui-es of Luther's

doctrine, viz., the literal interpretation of the words of institution, and

the oral manducation of the body of Christ.^ He also repeatedly reject

ed (as, in fact, he never taught) the Lutheran dogma of the ubiquity of

Christ's body, as being inconsistent with the nature of a body and with

the fact of Christ's ascension to hea\en and sitting in hea\en, whence

he shall return to judgment.^ But he never became a Zwinglian ; he

' In this respect the learned Dialogus of Oecohimpadiiis (1530), directed against his Sen-

tentice, made a decided impression on his mind. See Galle, p. 407, and Gieseler, Vol. IV.

p. 428: He found a great diversity of views among the fathers ('?/«Va dissiini/itudo,' see let-

ter to Biicer, loS."), Corp. Rpform. Vol. II. p. 842), but strong proofs for the figurative inter-

pretation in Augustine, Tertullian, Origen, and all those who s])eak of the encharistic ele-

ments asjigures, symbols, tyjies, and antitypes of the body and blood of Christ (see his letter

to Crato of Breslau, ir».")9, quoted by Galle, p. 452).

' He first renounced Luther's view, after an interview with Bucer at Cassel, in a letter to

Camerarius, Jan. 10, 1535 {Corp. Reform. Vol. II. p. 822 : 'Aleum sentputiaid noli nunc requi'

rere, f'ui eniin nuncius aliie,' i. e. , Luther's), and in a confidential letter toBrentius, Jan. 1 2, 1535

(Ih. Vol. II. p. 824, where he speaks in a Greek sentence of the typicMl interpretation of many
of the ancients). Then more fidly in the revision of hisZori Tlieol., 1535 (de cann Dimiini. in

Corp. Reform. V ol. XXI. p. 478 sq.). In the Wittenberg Concordi<i ( 1 53G) he and Bucer yield-

ed too much to Luther for the sake of peace (compare, however. Dorner, )>. 325). but in 1540

he introduced his new conviction into the tenth article of the Augsburg Confession (see above,

p. 241), and adhered to it. In his subsequent deliverances he protested against ubiquity and

dproXaTpiia, and the fanatical intolerance of the ultra-Lutherans, who denounced him as a

traitor. Calvin publicly declared that he and Melanchthon were inseparably united on this

point : ^Confirmo, non magis a me Philippum quam a projiriis visreribus in liac causa posse di-

velli' (Admonitio ultima ad Westphalum, 0pp. VIII. p. (!87). Galle maintains that .Melanch-

thon stood entirely on Calvin's side (1. c. p. 445). So does Ebrard, who says: 'Melanchthon

knm, ohne avf Calvin Riicksicht zu nehmen,ja ohne von dessen Lehre wissen zu konnen, atif

selbsldndigem Wege zu derselben Ansicht, welche bei Calvin sich ausgehildet hatte {Das Dogma
o. heil. Abendmahl,'Vo\. II. p. 437). Yet in the doctrine of predestination they were wide

apart. A beautiful specimen of harmony of spirit with diversity in theology ! After his

ieath Calvin appealed to the sainted spirit of Melanchthon now resting with Christ: ' Dixisti

renties, cum f'essus laboribus et molestiis oppressus caput familiariter in sinum meurn deponeres

:

C tinam, utinam moriar in hoc sinu ! Ego vera millies postea optavi nobis contingert, ut sinml

essemtis' {O/ip.VlIl. p. 724).

^ Dorner, 1. c. p. 354 : ^Melanchthon hat Luther's christologische Ansirhten aus der Zeit des

Abendinnhlsstreites nie getheilt. Die Menschwerdnng hesteht ihm in der Aufnahme der men-

fhlichen Natur in die Pkuson iles Logos, vicht aber in der Eiidqnng (unio) der Natitk des Lo-

ijis mit der Menschheit in realer Mittheilung der Prddicute der ersteren an die letztere. Difi
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held fast to a spiritual real presence of the person (rather than the

body) of Christ, and a fruition of his life and benefits by faith. In

one of his last utterances, shortly before his death, he represented the

idea of a vital union and communion with the person of Christ as the

one and only essential thing in this sacred ordinance.'

Luther no doubt felt much grieved at these changes, and was strong-

ly pressed by contracted and suspicious minds to denounce them openly,

but he was too noble and generous to dissolve a long and invaluable

friendship, which forms one of the brightest chapters in his life and in

the history of the German Reformation.^ He kept down the rising

covimunicatio idiomatum ist ihm nur eine dialektische, verbale: die Person des Logos ist Per-

son des ganzen Christus und tragt die Menschheit als ihr Organon.'

' ^Responsio Phil. Mel. ad quastionem de controversiaHeidelbergensi {Corp. Reforin.'Vo\. IX.

p. 961): Non difficile, sed periculosum est respondere. . . . In hac controversia optimum esset

.etinere verba Pauli : '''' Panis. quern fi-angimus, Koivwvia iari rov cnoparog." Et copiose dt

fructu CancB dicendum est, ut invitentur homines ad amorern hujus pignoris et crebrum usum.

Et vocabulum Koivttivia declarandum est. Non dicit, mutari naturam panis, ut Papistce dicunt

;

non dicit, ut Bremenses, pcmem esse suhstantiale corpus Christi; non dicit, ut Heshusius, pa-

nem esse verum corpus Christi: sed esse Koivojviav,i.e., hoc, quo Jit consociatio cum corpore

Christi. quce Jit in usu, et quidem non sine cogitatione, ut cum mures }>anem rodunt. . . . Adest

Filius Dei in ministerio Evangelii, et ibi certo est efficax in credentibus, ac adest non propter

panem, sed propter hominem, sicut inquit :
'''' Afanete in me, et ego in i^obis." ' Comp. on the

whole eucharistic doctrine of Melanchthon the learned exposition of Heppe, in the third vol-

ume of his Dogmatik des deutschen Protestantismns im \Q>ten Jahrh. pp. 143 sqq. He says,

p. 150, with reference to the passage just quoted :
^ Immer und iiberall betont es Melanchthon,

dass Christi Leib und Blut im Abendmahle mitgetheilt wird, invoiefern daselbst eine Mitthei-

lung des lebendigen Leibes, der gottmenschlichen Person Christi stattjindet, dass die Ver-

einigunq Christi und der Glaubigen, fur icelche das Abendmahl gestiftet ist, eine personliche

Gemeineschaft, personliches, lebendiges, wirJcsames Einwohnen des Gottmenschen in dem Glau-

bigen ist.' See also Ebrard, Vol. II. pp. 434 sqq.

' Their friendship was, indeed, seriously endangered, and for some time suspended, but

fully restored again ; for it rested on their union with Christ. Luther wrote to Melanchthon,

June 18, 1540 {Briefe, Vol. V. p. 293): ' Nos tecum, et tu nobiscum, et Christus hie et ibi

nobiscum.' He spoke very highly of Melanchthon 's Lori in March, ]54r), and in January,

1546, he called him a true man, who must be retained in Wittenberg, else half the university

would go off with him (Corp. Reform. Vol. VI. p. 10 ; Gieseler, Vol. IV. pp. 432-435). Dor-

ner justly remarks (1. c. p. 332 sq.): ^Wenn zu dem Edelsten in Luther auch die ihn zum

Refurmator befdhigende Weitherzigkeit und Demuth gehorte, womit er die eigenthihnlichen

Gaben Anderer, vor allem Melanchthon's anerkannte, so ivar es das Bestreben jener engherzi-

pi Freunde, Luthern auf sich selhst zu beschrSnken, der Ergdnzungsbedilrftigkeit auch dieser

gielleicht grossten nachapostolischen Personlichkeit zu vergessen und, was ihnen jedoch nicJ.t

gelang, auch ihn selbst derselben vergessen zu machen.' Melanchthon, on his part, although be

complained at times of Luther's (piXovtiKia (as a ird^oc, not a crimen), and overbearing vio-

lence of temper, and thought once (1544) seriously of leaving Wittenberg as a 'prison,' ad-

mired and loved him to the end, as the Elijah of the Reformation and as his spiritual father. In

annoimcing to his students the death of Luther (Feb. 18, 1546) on the day following, be paid

him this noble and just tribute :
' Obiit auriga et currus Israel, qui rexit ecclesiam in har ultima
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antagonism by the weight of his personal authority, altliough he foresaw

the troubles to come.' After his death (1546) the war broke out with

unrestrained violence. Melanchthon was too modest, peaceful, and

gentle for the theological leadership, which now devolved upon him;

he kept aloof from strife as far as possible, preferring to bear injury

and insult with Christian meekness, and longed to be delivered from

the 'fury of the theologians' {a rdbie theologorwm)^ which greatly em-

bittered his declining years.^ He left the scene of discord April 19,

1560, fourteen years after Luther. His last wish and prayer was ' that

the churches might be of one mind in Jesus Christ.' He often repeat-

ed the words, ' Let them all be one, even as thou. Father, art in me,

and I in thee.' He died with the exclamation, ' O God, have mercy

upon me for the sake of thy Son Jesus Christ ! In thee, O Lord, have

I put my trust; I shall not be confounded forever and ever.' The

earthly remains of the ^Prceceptor Germanice^ were deposited beneath

the castle church of Wittenberg alongside of Luther's : united in life,

they sleep together in death till the morning of the resurrection to ever-

lasting life.

LUTHERANS AND PHILIPPIST8.

The differences between Luther the second and Melanchthon the

second, if we may use this term, divided the theologians of the Augs-

burg Confession into two hostile armies.

The rigid Lutheran party was led by Amsdorf, Flacius, Wigand,

Gallus, Judex, Morlin, Heshus, Timann, and Westphal, and had its head-

quariers first at Magdeburg, then at the University of Jena, and at last

in Wittenberg (after 1574). They held fast with unswerving fidelity to

the anti-papal and anti-Zwinglian Luther, as representing the ultimate

form of sound orthodoxy. They swore by the letter, but had none of

senecta Jiiundi,' and added, ^Amernu.'s igitur hujus viri memoriain et genus doctrinre ab ipso

traditum, et simus modestiores et consideremus ingentes calaniitates et mutationes magnas, quce

hunc casnm sunt seruturre.' Comp. Planck, 1. c. Vol. IV. pp. 71 -77.

' While sick at Smalcald, \'>?>7, he told the Elector of Saxony that after his death discord

would break out in the University of Wittenberg, and his doctrine would be changed. Seck-

endorf, Com. de Lutheranismo, III. p. IG.").

' ''Ego crquissimo animo,' he wrote to Camerarins, Feb 24, \'Ar^ {Corp. Reform. Yo\.Y.

p. 684), 'f-e/ potius araia^iirwQ fero insolentiam Kai lifSptig multorujii, et dum vivam moderate

yaciam officmm meum,^
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the free spirit of their great master.^ They outhithered Luther, made

a virtue of his weakness, constructed his polemic exti-avagances into

dogmas, and contracted the cathohc expansiveness of the Reformation

into sectarian exchisiveness. They denounced every compromise with

Rome, and every approach to the Reformed communion, as cowardly

treachery to the cause of evangelical truth.

Among these Lutherans, how^ever, we must distinguish three classes

—the older friends of Luther (Jonas, his colleague, and Amsdorf,

whom he had consecrated Bishop of Naumburg ' without suet or

grease or coals'), the younger and stormy generation headed by Fla-

cius, and the milder framers of the 'Form of Concord' (Andreas,

Chemnitz, Selnecker, and Chytrseus), who stood mediating between

ultra-Lutheranism and Melanchthonianism.

The Melanchthonians, nicknamed Philippists and Crtpto-Calvin-

TSTS,2 prominent among whom were Camerarius, Bugenhagen, Eber,

Crell, Major, Cruciger, Strigel, Pfeffinger, Peucer (physician of the

Elector of Saxony, and Melanchthon's son-in-law), had their strong-

hold in the Universities of Wittenberg and Leipzig (till 1574), and

maintained, with less force of will and conviction, but with more lib-

erality and catholicity of spirit, the right of progressive development

in theology, and sought to enlarge the doctrinal basis of Lutheranism

for a final reconciliation of Christendom, or at least for a union of

the evangelical churches.^

Both parties maintained the supreme authority of the Bible, but the

* Melanchthon applies to them a saying of Polybius, that ' volentes cideri similes magnis

?;tV/.9, ' and being unable to imitate the works (Jpya) of Luther, they imitated his by-works

(Trdpipya), '' et producunt in theatrum stultitiavi suam.' Calvin more severely but not unjustly

remarks (in his second defense against Westphal, lo56) :
' Lvthere, quam paucos tnce prte-

stantice imitatores, quam multas vero sanctce tuce jactaniice simias reliquisti !' See Gieseler,

Vol. IV. p. 435, and especially Planck, Vol. IV. pp. 79 sqq.

' The term Philippists (from the Christian name of Melanchthon, who was usually called

Dr. Philippus) is wider, and embraced the Synergists, while the term Crypto-Culvinists ap-

plies properly only to those who secretly held the Calvinistic doctrine on the eucharist, but

not on predestination. Some of the strict Lutherans—as Flacius, Amsdorf, and Heshus

—

held fast to the original views of Luther and Melanchthon on predestination, and taught that

man was purely passive and even repugnant (rejmynative) in the woik of conversion. Comp.
Landerer in Herzog, Vol. XI. p. 538.

' Kahnis (Vol. II. p. 520) thus characterizes the two parties :
' Dort [among the strict Lu-

therans] das Princip des Festhnltens, hier [among the Philippists] das Princip des Fort-

schreitens ; dort scharfeAusschliesslichkeit, hier Weite, Milde, Vermittelung, Union ; dortfe"^-

ti(je.fste Doctrin, hier praktische Elusticitat.'
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Lutherans went with the Bible as understood by Luther, the Phih'ppists

with the Bible as explained by Melanchthon ; with the additional

difference that the former looked up to Luther as an almost inspired

apostle, and believed in his interpretation as iinal, while the latter re-

vered Melanchthon simply as a great teacher, and reserved a larger

margin for reason and freedom.'

Both parties set forth new confessions of faith and bulky collections

of doctrine {^Corjjora Doctriyue), which were clothed witli symbolical

authority in different territories, and increased the confusion and in-

tensilied the antagonism.^

THE THEOLOGICAL CONTROVERSIES IN THE LUTHERAN CHURCH.

The controversies which precetled the composition of the 'Form of

Concoi'd,' centred in the soteriological doctrines of the Reformation,

concerning sin and grace, justification by faith, and the use of good

works, but they extended also to the eucharist and the person and work

of Christ. We notice them in the order of the ' Form of Concord.'

I. THE FLACIAN CONTROVERSY ON ORIGINAL SIN, 1560-1580.^

This controversy involved the question whether original sin is essen-

tial or accidental—in other words, whether it is the nature of man itself

' In the Preface to the Magdeburg Confession, 1550, Luther is called 'the third Elijah,'

'the prophet of God,' and Luther's doctrine, without any qualification, 'the doctrine of Christ.*

?lee Heppe : Die Entstehung und Fortbildung des Lutherthtans, pp. 42, 43. In the Reussische

Conjession of 15G7 (Heppe, p. 76) it is said : 'We quote chiefly the writings of Luther as our

prophet (als unseres Propheten), and prefer them to the writings of Phiiippus and others, who
are merely children of the prophet {Prophetenkinder) and his disciples.' The overestimate

of Luther is well expressed in the lines

—

' Gottes Wort und Luther^s Lehr
Vergehet 7iun und nimmermehr/

' Prof Heppe, in his Die Entstehung und Fortbildung des Lutherthmns und die kirchlicken

Bekenntniss-Srhriften desselben von 1548-1576 (Cassel, 1863), gives extracts from twenty

Lutheran Confessions which appeared during this period of twenty-eight years.

^ Dispntatio de originali peccato et libera arbitrio inter Matthiam Flacium Illyricum

et ViCTORiNUM Strigelil'm, L")63 ; Flacics : De peccato orig., in the second part of his

Cldvis Sci'iptur(E Sacrcr,MyC^7 ; Til. Heshosics: Antidoton contra impium et blasphemuni dogma

M. Fl. III. 1572, 3d ed. 1579; J. Wigand : De Manichmsmo renovato, 1587; Schi.ussel-

BDRG : Cat. hcer. 1597, Lib. II. ; Planck, Vol. V. pp. 1, 285; Dollinger : Die Reforvia-

fioTj, etc. Vol. III. (1848), p. 484; Ed. Schmid: Des Flacius Erbsundestreii, in Niedner's

Zeitschrift fiir hist. Theol. 1849, Nos. I. and II. ; Frank : Die Theologie der Concordienfov'

mel, Vol. I. p. 60 ; Dokner, p. 361, and the monograph of Preger on Flacius and his Age
Vol. ii.D. 3ia
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or merely a corruption of nature. It arose, in close connection with the

Synergistic controversy, from a colloquy at Weimar between Flacius

and Strigel (1560), extended from Saxony as far as Austria, and con-

tinued till the death of Flacius (1575), and even after the completion

of the ' Foi-m of Concord.' *

Matthias Flacius Illyricus, the impetuous and belligerent champion

of rigid Lutheranism, a man of vast learning, untiring zeal, unyielding

firmness, and fanatical intolerance, renewed apparently the Manichean

heresy, and thereby ruined himself.^ From an over-intense conviction

of total depravity, he represented original sin as the very substance or

essence of the natural man, who after the fall ceased to be in any sense

the image of God, and became the very image of Satan. lie made,

however, a distinction between two substances in man—a physical and

ethical—and did not mean to teach an evil matter in the sense of

' About forty adheients of Flacius, driven to German Austria (Opitz, Irenseus, Colestin,

etc.), issued in 1581 a declaration against the 'Form of Concord,' as inconsistent with Lu-
ther's pure doctrine on original sin ; but in 158L' they fell out among themselves. As late as

1604 there were large numbers of Flacianists in German Austria. Dollinger, Vol. III. p. 492 sq.

' This remarkable man, born 1520, at Albona, Istria (in Illyria, hence called Illyricus). was

a convert from Romanism ; studied at Basle, Tubingen, and Wittenberg under Luther and
Melanchthon, and became Professor of Hebrew in the University of Wittenberg. Luther

attended his wedding, and raised him from a state of mental depression almost bordering on

despair. In consequence of his opposition to the Augsburg and Leipzig Interim, Flacius

removed to Magdeburg (April. 1 54!*). where he opened his literary batteries against Me-
lanchthon and the Interim, and undertook with several others the first Protestant Church his-

tory, under the title of 'The Magdeburg Centuries.' In 1557 he was elected Professor in the

newly founded University of Jena, but was deposed (15G2), persecuted, and forsaken even by his

former friends. He spent the remainder of his life in poverty and exile at Ratisbon, Antwerp,

Strasburg, and died in a hospital in Frankfort-on-the-Main, March 11, 1575. Many of his

contemporaries, and the learned historian Planck, represent him merely as a violent, pugna-

cious, obstinate fanatic ; but more recently his virtues and merits have been better appreciated

by Twesten {Matthias Flacius Illyricus, Berlin, 1844), Kling (who calls him one of those wit-

nesses of whom the world was not worthy, in Herzog. Vol. IV. p. 410), and W. Preger (J/. Fl.

lllyr. uml seine Zeit, Frlangen. 1859-61, 2 vols.). Heppe, from his Melanchthonian stand-

point, judges him more unfavorably, and thus characterizes him (in his Con/essionelle

Entwicklung , etc., p. 138) : 'J/. Flac. Illyricus war ein fanatisrher Verehrer Luther s, der von

alien Parteiyenossen durch Kraft, Conseqvenz, Klarheit und Sicherheit seiner theologischen

Speculation und durch Energie des Willens ivie des Denkens hervorragend. kein Opfer und

kein Mittel—auch nicht den schandlichsten Verrath am Yertrnue.n MelaiiclUhons—scheute, urn

sein klar erkanntes Ziel, nanilich die Verni'-htimg Melanchthon s und der hisherigen Tradition

des Protestnntismus zu erreichen und dem Bekenntniss der Kirche einen ganz anderen Charak-

ter avfzvjirdgen als der war, in dem es sich hisher entwirkelt hatte.^ The library of the Unidii

Theological Seminary, New York, possesses a rare collection of the numerous polemical tracts

of Flacius. He has undoubted merits in Church history and exegesis. His best works, besides

the 'Magdeburg Centtuies,' are his Cataloyus testium I'eriiafis, Basil. 1556, and his Clavis

Scriptures Sacrce, 2 P. Basil. 1567.
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Gnostic and Manichean dualism, but simply an entire moral corrup.

tion of the moral nature, which must be re})laced by a new and holy

nature. He departed not so much from the original Protestant doc-

trine of sin as from the usual conception of the Aristotelian terms

substance and accidens} He quoted many strong passages from Lu-

ther, but he found little favor and bitter opposition e\en among his

friends, and was deposed and exiled with forty-seven adherents. The

chief argument against him was the alternative that his doctrine

either makes Satan the creator of man, or God the author and pre-

server of sin.

II. THE SYNERGISTIC CONTEOVERSY (1550-1567).*

It extended over the difficult subject of man's freedom, and his re-

lation to the converting grace of God. It was a conflict between the

original Augustinianism of the Reformers and the later Melanchtho-

nian Synergism, or a refined evangelical modification of semi-Pela-

gianism.^

Pfeffinger, Professor in Leipzig, who opened the controversy by an

academic dissertation (1550), and then wrote a book on the freedom of

the will (1555), Major, Eber, and Crell, in Wittenberg, and Victorin

Strigel, in Jena, advocated a limited freedom in fallen man, as a

rational and responsible being, namely, the power of accepting the

prevenient grace of God,* with the corresponding power of reject-

ing it. They accordingly assigned to man a certain tliough very small

share in the work of conversion, which Pfeffinger illustrated by the

contribution of a penny towards the discharge of a very large debt.

Amsdorf, Flacius, Wigaud, and Heshusius, on the other hand, appeal-

' By TO (TVfi/SffitjKo^ Aristotle means a separable property or quality, which does not essen-

tially belong to a thing. In this sense Flacius denied the accidental cliaracter of sin, and

maintained that it entered into the inmost constitution, just as holiness is inherent and essen-

tial in the regenerate.

* For fuller information, see Pfeffinger: Proposii. de lihero arhitrio, 1555; Flacius:

De orig. jiecrato et lihero arhitrio, two disputations, 1558 and 1559 ; Sciri.UssEi.BiiKG : Catal.

Hcpret. 1 598 (Lib. V. de Synerfjistis) ; Planck. Vol. IV. p. 55:5 ; Gallk, p. 326 ; Dollinger,

Vol. III. p. 437; Gust. Frank : (resrh. der Prot. Theol. Vol. I. p. 125, and his art. Syner-

gismus in Herzog, Vol. XV. p. 326 ; Fr. H. R. Frank : Theol. der Cone F. Vol. I. p. 113

;

Dorner, p. 361 ; and also the literature on the Flacian controversy, especially Schmid and

Preger (quoted p. 26S).

* See above, p. 262.

* ^ Facultas se appUcandi ad gratinm.^
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ing to the teaching of Luther,^ maintained that man, being totally cor-

rupt, can by nature only resist the Spirit of God, and is converted

against and in spite of his perverse will, or must receive a new will

before he can accept. God converts a man as the potter moulds the

clay, as tlie sculptor carves a statue of wood or stone. They also ad-

vocated, as a logical consequence, Luther's original theory of an uncon-

ditional predestination and reprobation. But the 'Form of Concord'

rejected it as well as Synergism, without attempting to solve the diffi-

culty.

Both parties erred in not making a proper distinction between re-

generation and conversion, and between receptive and spontaneous

activity. In regeneration, man is passive, in conversion he is active in

turning to God, but in response to the preceding action of divine

grace, which Augustine calls the gratia prcBveniens. Conversion cer-

tainly is not a compulsory or magical, but an ethical process. God

operates upon man, not as upon a machine or a dead stone (as Flacius

and also the 'Form of Concord' maintain), but as a responsible, ration-

al, moral, and religiously susceptible though very corrupt being ; break-

ing his natural hostility, making willing the unwilling, and preparing

him at every step for corresponding action. So far Melanchthon was

right. But the defect of the Synergistic theory is the idea of a part-

nership between God and man, and a corresponding division of work

and merit. Synergism is less objectionable than semi-Pelagianism, for

it reduces co-operation before conversion to a minimum, but even that

minimum is incompatible with the absolute dependence of man on God.

in. THE OSIANDRIC CONTROVERSY (1549-1566).='

It touched the central doctrine of E\angelical Lutheranism,Jw5^'/;?ca-

tion Jyy(^^7A,, whether it is a mere declaratory, forensic art of acquittal

from sin and guilt, or an actual infusion of righteousness.

' Especially his book de servo arhitrio. Luther calls the voluntas of the natural man
noluntaSj and compares him to the column of salt, Lot's wife, a block and stone. Similar

terms are used in the 'Form of Concord.'

* OsiANDER : Disputationes dure : una de Lec/e et Evancjelio (1549), altera de Justiftcatione

(1550), Regiom. 1550; De unico Mediatore Jes. Chr. et Justijicatione fidei confessio A. Osian-

<fn", Regiom. 1551 ; Schmeckbier, Konigsberg, 1552 ; Widerlegvng der Antwort Melanchthon s,

1552. Anton Otto Hkuzbehger: Wider die tie/'c/esuchten und scharfgespitzten, aber dock

nichtigen Ursachen Osianders, Magdeburg, 1552; Gallus: Probe des Geistes Osiandri,

Magdeb. 1552 ; Menics : JJie Gerechtigkeit, diejur Gott gilt, wider die neue alcumistische The-
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Luther and the other Reformers made a clear distinction between

justification as an external act of God Jor man, and sanctification as

an internal act of God i/i man ; and yet viewed them as inseparable,

sanctification being the necessary effect of justification. Faith was

to them an appropriation of the whole Christ, a bond of vital union

with his person first, and in consequence of this a participation of his

benefits.^

In the Osiandric controversy, justification and sanctification were

either confounded or too abstractedly separated, and the person of

Christ was lost sight of in his work or in one of his two natures.

Andrew Osiander (1498-1552), an eminent Lutheran minister and re-

former at Nuremberg (since 1522), afterwards Professor at Konigsberg

(1549), a man of great learning and speculative talent, but conceited

and overbearing, created a great commotion by a new doctiine of justi-

fication, which he brought out after the death of Luther.^ lie assailed

the forensic conception of justification, and taught instead a medicinal

and creative act, whereby the sinner is mada just by an infasion of the

divine nature of Christ, which is our righteousness. This view was de-

nounced as Romanizing, but it is rather mystical. He did not make justi-

fication a gradual process, like the Roman system, but a single and com-

plete act, by which Christ according to his divine nature enters the soul

of man through the door of faitli.^ He meant justification by faith

alone without works, but an effective internal justification in the ety-

ologia Osianders, Erfurt, 15r)2
; Jo. Wigani> : De Osinndrisjno, Jena, 158.3 and 1.586;

ScHLUSSEi.BURG: Cattil. Hcpret. IJb.VI. ; Planck, Vol. IV. p. 249 ; Baur : Disqu. in Osian-

dri de justif. doctrinavi. Tiib. 1831 ; Lehnerdt: De Ot,ia nih'i vita et doctr. Berol. 1835 ;

H. Wii.KEN : Osimnlers Leben, Stralsund, 1844; Heberle: Os. Lehre in Hirer Jriihsten

Gestalt (Studien u. Kritiken, 1844, p. 386) ; Ritschl: Rechtfertifiitngslehre des A. Os. (in

Jahrh.fur D. Theol. 1857, p. 795); R. T. Grau : De Os. doctrina, Marb. 18G0; Giesei.er,

Vol.IV.p.4fi9; GAS.s,Vol.I.p. 61; Heppe,Vo1. I. p. 81 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 150; J. H.R.

Frank, Vol. II. p. 1-47 ; Dorner, p. 344. Among Roman Catholic divines, Dollinger in

his Reformation,ihre Entwicklung und W'ir!cungen,yo\. III. pp. 397-437, gives the best account

of the Osiandric controversy.

* See KosTLiN : Luther s Theolo(/ie,Yo\. II. pp. 444 sqq.

' He thought that 'after the death of the lion he could easily dispose of the hares and foxes.'

But the germ of his doctrine was already in his tract, '/s't/i gut Unterricht und getreuer Rathschlag

aus hell, gotflicher Srhri/t,' 1524. At the Diet of Augsburg, 1530, he requested Melanch-

thon, in the presence of Brentius and Urban Regius, to introduce into the new confession oi

faith the passage Jer. xxiii. 6, 'The Lord our Kighteousness,' which he understood to mean

that Christ dwells in us by faith, and works in us both to will and to do. See Wilkens, p. 37;

Dollinger, p. .'598.

^ ' Cliristus secundum suam veram divinam essentiavi in vere credentibus habitat.'
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mological sense of the term, lie was Protestant in this also, that

he excluded human merit and I'epresented faith which apprehends

Christ, as the gift of God. In connection with this he held pecidiar

views on the image of God, which he made to consist in the essen-

tial union of the human nature with the divine natu]'e, and on the

necessity of the incarnation, which in his opinion would have taken

place even without the fall, in order that through Christ's humanity

we might become partakers of the essential righteousness of God.' lie

appealed to Luther, but denounced Melanchthon as a heretic and pest-

ilential man.

Osiander was protected by Duke Albrecht of Prussia, whom he had

con\erted, but opposed from every quarter by Morlin, Staphylus, Stan-

earns, Melanchthon, Amsdorf, Menius, Flacius, Chenmitz. Between

the two parties stood the Swabian divines Brentius and Binder. The

controversy was carried on with a good deal of misunderstanding, and

with such violence that the Professors in Konigsberg carried lire-arms

into their academic sessions. It was seriously circulated and believed

that the devil wrote Osiander's books, while he enjoyed his meals.

After Osiander's death (1552), his son-in-law, John Funck, chaplain

of the Duke, became the leader of his small party; but he was executed

on the scaffold (1566) as a heretic and disturber of the public peace.

Morlin was recalled from exile and made Bishop of Samland. The

Prussian collection of Confessions {Corpus Doctrince Pruthenicum, or

JBorussicum, Konigsberg, 1567) condemned the doctrines of Osiander.

In close connection with the Osiandric controversy on justification

was the Stancaeian dispute, introduced by Fi-ancesco Stancaro (or

Stancarus), an Italian ex-priest, and for a short time Professor in

Konigsberg (d. 1574 in Poland). lie asserted, against Osiander and

in agreement with Peter the Lombard, that Christ was our Mediator

and Redeemer according to his human nature only (since he, being-

God himself, could not mediate between God and God).^ He called

his opponents and all the Reformers ignoramuses.^

Another collateral controversy, concerning the obedience of Christ,

' 'Per humanitatem devenit in nos divinitas.'

^ ^ Nemo potest esse mediator std i/isius.' Petrus Lombardus says: '' Christus mediator di^

citur secundum htimanitntem, non sp'undum dirinitntem.^

^ WiGAND : De Stancarismo, Lips. l"i^3; ycHLUssELBURG, Lib. IX.; Planck, Vol. IV.

p. 441} ; GiESELEK, Vol. IV. p. 480 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 156.
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was raised, A.D. 1563, by Parsimonius, or Karg, a Lutheran minister

in Bavaria.' He derived onr redemption entirely from our Lord's

passive obedience, and denied that his active obedience hud any \ icari-

ous merit, since Christ himself, as man, owed active obedience to God.

He also opposed the doctrine of imputation, and resolved justilication

into the idea of remission of sins.

Karg was opposed by Ketzmann in Ansbach, by fleshusius, and the

Wittenberg divines. Left w^ithout sympathy, and threatened with depo-

sition and exile, he recanted his theses in 1570, and confessed that

the obedience of Christ, his righteousness, merit, and innocence are

the ground of our justification and our greatest comfort.^

The 'Form of Concord' teaches that Christ as God and man in his

one, whole, and perfect obedience, is our righteousness, and that his

whole obedience unto death is imputed to us.

IV. THE MAJORISTIC CONTROVERSY (1552-1577.)'

It is closely connected w^ith the Synergistic, Osiandric, and Antino-

mian controversies, and refers to the use of good vmrks.

The Reformers derived salvation solely from the merits of Christ

through the medium of faith, as the organ of reception, in accordance

with the Scripture,' Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be

saved.' But faith was to them a work of God, a living apprehension

of Christ, and the fruitful parent of good works. Luther calls faith a

' lively, busy, miglity thing,' which can no more be separated from love

* Georg Karg was born 1512, studied at Wittenberg, was ordained by Luther and Me-

lanchthon, became pastor at Oettingen. aftei-wards at Ansbach, and died 1576. He was a

rigid Lutheran in the Interimistic controversies, but otherwise more a follower of Melanch-

thon.

' Thomasius: Hist, dogmatis de ohedientid Christi artiva, Erl. 1845-46; G. Frank,

Vol. I. p. 15S ; DoRNER, p. 845; DoLLiNGER, Vol. III. pp. 564-74 (together with the acts

from MS. sources in the Appendix, pp.15 sqq., the best account). Karg's view was after-

wards defended by the Reformed divines John Piscator of Herborn and John Camero of

Saumur. perhaps also by Ursinus (according to a letter of Tossanus to Piscator). See Dol-

linger. Vol. IIL p. 573 ; Schweizer : Centrnldogmcn, Vol. II. p. 16.

' I). G. Major: Opera, Viteb. 15G!), 3 vols.; N. vox Amsdorf : Dass die Propositio :

' (jiite Werke sind zur Seligkeit scfiadlirh,' eine rec/tte waftre rkristlirhe Propositio sei, durch

die. heiligen Paulus und Luther ge]>redigt, 1559; several tracts of Fr.ACius, Wiganii, and

Responsa and Letters of Melanchthon on this subject from 155.'? to 155!t, in Corj). Reform.

Vols. VIII. and IX. ; Schlussei.buro, Lib. VII. ; Planck, Vol. IV. p. 4G9 ; Dcu.i.inoer,

Vol. III. p. 493 ; Thomasius : Dns Bek. der ev. luth. Kirr.he in der Consequenz aeines Prin-

cips, p. 1 00 ; Hkppk, Vol. II. p. 264 : G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 1 22 ; Fr. H. R. Frank, Vol. IL

p. 140: Herzog, Vol. VIII. p. 733 ; Dorner, p. 339.
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than fire from heat and h'ght.' Melanchthon, in his later period, laid

greater stress on good works, and taught their necessity as fruits of

faith, hut not as a condition of salvation, which is a free, unmerited

gift of God.^

Georg Major (Professor at Wittenberg since 1539, died 1574), a

pupil of Melanchthon, and one of the framers of the Leipzig Interim,

declared during his sojourn at Eisleben (1552) that good works are

necessary to salvation.^ lie pronounced the anathema on every oue

who taught otherwise, though he were an angel from heaven. He meant,

however, the necessity of good works as a negative condition, not as

a meritorious cause, and he made, moreover, a distinction between sal-

vation and justification.*

This proposition seemed to be inconsistent with Luther's solifidian-

ism, and was all the more obnoxious for its resemblance to a clause in

the Romanizing Leipzig Interiui (1548).^

Hence it was violently opposed from everj' direction. Nicolas von

Amsdorf (1483-1565), appealing to St. Paul and Dr. Luther, con-

' See his classical description of foith in the Preface to the Epistle to the Romans (Walch,

Vol. XIV. p. 1 14, quoted also in the 'Form of Concord,' p. 626, ed. Miiller) :

' Der G/aube ist

ein gottlich Werk in uns, das uns verwandelt und neu gebiert aus Gott wnd todtet den alten

Adam, macht uns gnnz andere Menschen . . . und hringet den heiligen Geist mit sich. .' es

ist ein lebendig, geschdflig, thatig, mdchtig Ding um den Glauhen, dass es unmoglich ist, dass er

nicht ohne Unterlass sollte Gutes wirken; er fragt auc/i nicht, oh gute Werke zu thun sind,son-

dern ehe man fragt, hat er sie gethan, und ist immer im Thun. Weraber nicht solche Werke
ikut, der ist ein glaubloser Mensch. . . . Werke vom Glauben scheiden is so unmoglich als bren-

nen und leuchten vom Feuer mag geschieden werden.' In another place Luther says : ^ So wenig

dasFeuer ohne Hitze und Rauch ist, so tvenig ist der Glaube ohne Liebe.'

* Loci theol. ed. 1535 (the edition dedicated to King Henry VIII.): ' Obedientia nostra,

hoc est, justitia bonce conscientice seu operum, quce Deus iiobis prcfcipit, necessario sequi debet

reconciliationem. . . . Si vis in vitam ingredi, serra mandatu (Matt. xix. 17) Tustijicamur

ut nova et spirituaH vita vivamus. . . . Ipsius opus sumus, conditi ad bona opera (Eph. ii. 1 0).

. . . Acceptatio ad vitam ceternain seu donatio vita; a'tenue conjuncta est cum justijicatione,

i. e., cum remissione peccatorum et reconciliatione, quce fide contingit. . . . Itaque non datur vita

aterna propter dignitatem bonorum operum, sed gratis projiter Christum. Et tamen bona opera

ita necessaria sunt ad vitain ceternam, quia sequi reconciliationem necessario debent^ (Corp.

Reform. Vol. XXI. p. 429).

^ ^ Bona opera necessaria esse ad salutem,'

* He found it necessary afterwards to qualify his proposition, erpecially since Melanchthon,

to his surprise, did not quite approve it. He assigned to good works a necessilas debiti, as

commanded by God, a necessitas conjunctionis, as connected with faith, but no necessitas meriti.

Our whole confidence is in Christ. '' Hominem,' he said, ''sola fide esse justum, sed non sola

fide salvum.'

' Viz., the words, ^ Es ist gewisslick wahr, dass die Tugenden Glaube, Liebe, Hoffnung, und

andere in uns sein iniissen und zur Seligkeit nbthig seien.' In Pezel's edition of Melanchthon's
* Bedenken the words zur Seligkeit are omitted. DiUlinger, Vol. III. p. 41)G.
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deiinied it as ' the worst and most pernicious heresy,' and boldly advo>

cated even the counter-proposition, that good works are dangerous to

salvation (1559).' Flacius denounced Major's view as popish, godless,

and most dangerous, because it destroyed the sinner's comfort on the

deatli-bed and the gallows, made the salvation of children impossible,

confounded the gospel with the law, and weakened the power of

Christ's death.^ Wigand objected that the error of the necessity of

good works was already condemned by the Apostles in Jerusalem

(Acts XV.), that it was the pillar of popery and a mark of Antichrist,

and that it led many dying persons unable to find good works in

themselves, to despair. Justus Menius, Superintendent of Gotha, tried

to mediate by asserting the necessity of good works for the j)reserva-

iion of faith ; but this was decidedly rejected as indirectly amounting

to the same error. A synod, held at Eisenach in 1556, decided in

seven theses that Major's proposition was true only in abstracto and in

foro legis, but not in foro evangelii^ and should be avoided as liable

to be misunderstood in a popish sense. Christ delivered us from the

(nirse of the law, and faith alone is necessary both for justification and

salvation, which are identical.^ The theses were subscribed by Ams-

doi-f, Strigel, Mcirlin, Ilugel, Stcissel, and even by Menius (although

the fifth M'as directed against him). But now there arose a contro-

versy on the admission of the abstract and legal necessity of good

works, which was defended by Flacius, Wigand, and Morlin ; opposed

by Amsdorf and Aurifaber as semi-popish. The former view pre-

vailed.

Melanchthon felt that the necessity of good works for salvation

might imply their meritorionsness, and hence proposed to drop the

words y6»;' salvation, and to be contented with the assertion that good

works are necessary because God commanded them, and man is l)ound

to obey his Creator.* This middle course was adopted by the Witten-

' 'Bona npern perniriosit (no.rm) pssp [not in themselves, but] ad salutem.^ Whoever held

the opi)osite view was denounced by Amsdorf as a Pelagiuner, Mameluk, zweifdhujer Papist

and V( rliingner V/iristi.

' See the extracts from Flacius, in Dollinger, Vol. III. pp. 503 sqq.

^ See the theses in Dijllinger. Vol. III. p. .")1 1 sq.

* See his brief Judiriiim on the Majoristic controversy, ir>r>S, Corp. Reform. \o\. VIII.

p. 19t, and his more lengthy German letter ad Senntum Northusntnnn (Nordhausen), Jan. 13,

l.'.Sr); //;h/., pp. 410-413. 'Z>(>sp Z>«//!/»7,' he says (p. 412), ''ist ziifliehen : gtite Werke sind

Vebdiknst der Selipkeits und muss der Glauh und Trost Jest allein anf dein Uerrn Christo
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berg Professors and by the Diet of Princes at Frankfort (155S), but

was rejected by tlie strict Lutherans.

Major consented (in 1558) no longer to use his phrase, and revoked

it in his last will (1570), but he was still assailed, and the Professors at

Jena prayed for the conversion of the poor old man (1571) with little

hope of success. Flacius prayed that Christ might crush also this ser-

pent. Heshusius publicly confessed that he had committed a horrible

sin in accepting the Doctor's degree from Major, who was a disgrace

to the theological profession.

The 'Form of Concord' settled the controversy by separating good

works both from justification and salvation, yet declaring them neces-

sary as effects of justifying faith.^

V. THE ANTINOMIAN CONTROVERSY (1527-1 560).

»

Protestantism in its joyful enthusiasm for the freedom and all-

sufficiency of the gospel was strongly tempted to antinomianism, but

restrained by its moral force and the holy character of the gospel

itself.^ Luther, in opposition to Romish legalism, put the gospel and

stehen, dass loir geivissUch durch ihn alkin, propter eum et per eian, hahen Vergebung der Sun-
den, Zurchnung der Gerechtigkeit, heiligen Geist, und Erbschaft der ewigen Seligkeit. Jjieses

Fundament ist gewiss. Es folget nuch eben aus diesem Fundavient, dass diese andere Proposi-

tion rerht und nothig ist : gitte WerJce oder neuer Gehorsam ist nothig von iveqen gottlicher, un-

wandelbarer Ordmmg, dass die vernilnftige Creatur Gott Gehorsam schuldig ist, und dazu er-

schnffen, undjetzund wiedergehoren ist, dass sie ihm gleirhjonnig icerde.' Melanchthon heard

from an P'nglishinan that this controversy created great astonishment in England, where no
one doubted the necessity of good works to salvation, nor failed to see the difference be-

tween necessity and merit.

' In accordance with the word of Augustine: ' Ojiera sequunttir justifirntum,non prcecedunt

justijicandmn.' Three or four of the framers of the 'Form of Concord' were inclined to

Major's ^-iew, and endeavored at first to prevent its condemnation ; but the logic of tlie Lu-
theran principle triumphed.

' Luther's Werke, Vol. XX. p. 2014 (ed. Walch) ; Wigand : De antinomia veteri et nova,

Jen. 1571 ; Schlusselbdrg, Lib. IV. ; Fokstemann: Neues Urkundenbuch (Hamburg, 1842),

Vol. I. p. 291 ; J. G. ScHULZius : Historia Antinomorun) , Viteb. 1708; Planck, Vol. II.

p. 399, Vol. V. 1. 1 ; Thomasius, p. 46 ; Dollinger, Vol. III. p. 372 ; Gieseler, Vol. IV.

p. 397; Heppe,Vo1. I. p.80; Gass,Vo1. I. p. 57; G. Frank, Vol. L p. 146; Fr. H.R. Frank,
Vol. II. pp. 246, 262 ; Dorner, p. 336; Elwert : De Antinovna Agrico/a Islebii, Tur. 1836;

K. J. NiTZSCH : Die Gesammterscheinung des Antinomismus, in the Studien ti. Kritiken, 1846,

Nos. I. and II.

^ Gass says (Vol. I. p. 57): ''Die Reformation tear selbst Antinomismus, insofern sie mit dem
iverkheiligen auch das gesetzlivhe Princip, wenn es die Seligkeit des Menschen bewirken will,

verwarf. Melanchthon hatte Gesetz und Evangelium tvie Schreck- und Trostmittel einandei

enigegevgestellt und nur auf das letzere die Rerhffertigung gebaut, icdhrend er dock unter dem
Gesetz den bleibenden Inhalt des gotllichen Willens zusavimenfasst.^
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the law as wide apart as 'heaven and earth,' and said, 'Moses is dead.'^

Nevertheless he embodied in his Catechism an excellent exposition of

the Decalogue before the Creed ; and Melanchthon, as we have already

seen, laid more and more stress on the moral element and good works

in opposition to the abuses of solitidianisin and carnal security.

The antinomian controversy has two stages. The first touches the

office of the law under the gospel dispensation, and its relation to

repentance ; the second the necessity of good works, which was the

point of dispute between Major and Amsdorf, and has already been

discussed.

John Agricola, of Eisleben, misunderstood Luther, as Marcion, the

antinomian Gnostic, misunderstood St. Paul.^ He first uttered anti-

nomian principles in 1527, in opposition to Melanchthon, who in his

Articles of Visitation ui'ged the preaching of the law unto repent-

ance.^ He was appeased in a conference with the Reformers at Tor-

gau (December, 1527). But when Professor at Wittenberg, he re-

newed the controversy in 1537, in some ari'ogant theses, and was de-

feated by Luther in six public disputations (1538 and 1540). He made

a severe attack on Luther, which in^•olved him in a lawsuit, but he

removed to Berlin, and sent from there a recantation, Dec. 6, 1540.

Long afterwards (1562) he reasserted his views in a published sermon

on Luke vii. 37. He was neither clear nor consistent.

Agricola taught with some truth that genuine repentance and re-

' Many of his utterances, as quoted by Dollinger, Vol. III. pp. 45 sqq., sound decidedly

antinomian, but must be understood cunt, grano sa/is. and in connection with his whole teach-

ing. Some of the most objectionable are from his 'Table Talk,' as when he calls Moses 'the

master of all hangmen' and 'the worst of heretics.'

^ Agricola (^^chnitter. Kornschneider; Luther called him Orickl) was born at Eisleben, 1492
(hence Mngister Isle/mis), and studied at Wittenberg, where he boarded with Luther. He
was a popular preacher at Eisleben, and became Professor of Theology at Wittenberg, 1531;,

and chaplain of Elector Joachim II. at Berlin, ir)40. In 1.">4S he took a leading part in the

Augslmrg Interim, and denied the essential principles of Protestantism, but protested afterwards

from the pulpit against the necessity of good works (i:),58). He died at Berlin, laGG. Lu-
ther was more vexed by him. as he said, than by any pope ; he charged him with excessive

vanity and ambition, and declared iiim unfit to teach, and fit only for the profession of a

jester {Briefe, Vol. V. p. 321 ). He refused to see him in ir)4a, and said, ' Gric.kl ivird in alle

Ewifjlceit Grirhl hipihen.'' Bretschneider and Gieseler su])j)ose that Melanchthon incurred

Agricola's displeasure by not heljiing him to a theological chair in Wittenberg. He must
have had. however, considerable administrative capacity. Dollinger charges the Reformers
with misrepresenting him and his doctrine.

^ 'Prfrdlcntio legis ad jianitpntiam.' Chursdchsische Visitations-Artikel,Ui2T and. 1528,

Latin and German, ed. by Strobel, 1777.
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mission of sin could only be secured under the gospel by the contem^

plation of Christ's love. In this Luther (and afterwards Calvin) agreed

with him. But he went much further. The law in his opinion was su-

perseded by the gospel, and has nothing to do with repentance and con-

version. It works Only wrath and death ; it leads to unbelief and de-

spair, not to the gospel. He thought the gospel was all-sufficient both

for the office of terror and the office of comfort. Luther, on the con-

trary, maintained, in his disputations, that true repentance consists of

two things—knowledge and sorrow of sin, and resolution to lead a better

life. The first is produced by the law, the second by the gospel. The

law alone would lead to despair and hatred of God ; hence the gospel

is added to appease and encourage the terrified conscience. The law

can not justify, but must nevertheless be taught, that by it the impious

may be led to a knowledge of their sin and be humbled, and that the

pious may be admonished to crucify their flesh with its sinful lusts,

and to guard against security.

The 'Form of Concord' teaches a threefold use of the law: {a) A
jpolitical or civil use in maintaining outward discipline and order

;

(b) An elenchtic or jpedagogic use in leading men to a knowledge of sin

and the need of redemption
;

(c) A didactic or normative use in regu-

lating the life of the regenerate. The Old and New Testaments are

not exclusively related as law and gospel, but the Old contains gospel,

and the New is law and gospel complete.

VI. THE CRYPTO-CALVINISTIC OE EUCHAKISTIC CONTROVERSY (1549-1574).'

The eucharistic controversy between Luther and Zwingli, although

it alienated the German and Swiss branches of the Reformation, did

' Westphal : Farrago confusanearum et inter se dissidentium opinionum de Ccena Domini

ex Sacramentariorum lihris congesta, Magdeb. \^>r>2 (chiefly against Calvin, Bullinger, Peter

Martyr, and John a Lasco) ; Recta Fides de Caena Domini ex verbis Ap. Pauli et Evangelista-

rum demonstrata, 1 553 ; a tract on Augustine's view of the eucharist, 1 555 ; another on Melanch-

thon's view, 1557 ; then Justa Defensio against John a Lasco ; and, finally, Apologia contra

corruptelas et calunniias Johannis Calrini, 1558. Calvin: De/ensio sance et orthodoxce doc-

trines de sacrnmentis, Gen. and Tiguri, 1555 ; Secunda Defensio plan(t et orthod. de sacram.

Jidei contra Joach. Westpliali ca!umnias,\'>56 ; Ultima Admonilio ad Joach. West/ihulum, 1557;

Dilucida ExpUcntio same doctr. de vera participatione carnis et sanguinis Cliristl in sacra

Ccena, against Heshusius, 15G1. (All these tracts of Calvin in his Opera, Vol. IX. ed.Baum,

Cnnitz, and Reiiss,Brunsv. 1870.) Minor eucharistic tracts on the Lutheran side by Brenz,

ScHNEPF, Alber, Timanx, Heshusius ; on the Calvinistic side by Bullinger, Peter Mar-
tyr, Beza, and Hardenberg. Wigand : De Sacramentariismo,U\\)S.l'}Qi: ; DeUbiqxdtate^

Vol. L-T
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not destroy all intercourse, nor discourage new attempts at reconcilia-

tion. Calvin's theory, which took a middle course, retaining, on the

basis of Zwingli's exegesis, the religious substance of Luther's faith,

and giving it a more intellectual and spiritual form, triumphed in

Switzerland, gained much favor in Germany, and opened a fair pros-

pect for union. But the controversy of Westphal against Calvin, and

the subsequent overthrow of Melanchthonianism, completed and con-

solidated the separation of the two Confessions.

Melanchthon's later view of the Lord's Supper, which essentially

agreed with that of Calvin, w^as for a number of years entertained by

the majority of Lutheran divines even at Wittenberg and Leipzig, and

at the court of the Elector of Saxony. It was also in various ways

officially recognized with the Augsburg Confession of 1540, which was

long regarded as an improved rather than an altered edition.

But the Princes and the people held fast to the heroic name of Lu-

ther against any rival authority, and when the alternative was pre-

sented to choose between him and Melanchthon or Calvin, the issue

could not be doubtful. Besides, the old traditional view of the mys-

terious power and magical efficacy of the sacraments had"'a firm hold

upon the minds and hearts of German Christians, as it has to this day.

Joachim Westphal, a rigid Lutheran minister at Hamburg, renewed,

in 1552, the sacramental war in several tracts against the ' Zurich Con-

sensus' (issued 1549), and against Calvin and Peter Martyr; aiming

indirectly against the Philippists, and treating all as sacramentarians

and heretics who denied the corporeal presence, the oral manducation,

and the literal eating of Christ's body even by unbelievers. lie made

no distinction between Calvin and Zwingli, spoke of their godless per-

version of the Scriptures, and even their satanic blasphemies. About

the same time John a Lasco, a Polish nobleman and minister of a

foreign Peformed congregation in London, and one hundi'ed and sev-

enty-five Protestants, who were driven from England under the bloody

Regiom. 1 r,88 ; ScHLUSSELncRO, Lib. III. ; Planck.VoI.V. II. 1 ; GALLE,p.43r); Ebrard:

Dan DoyiiKi vom hcil. Jben'/iiiahl, Vo\. II. ])p. '>2'>-7H ; (iIESELER, Vol. IV. pp. 43!>. 4r)4 ;

Heppe, Vol. II. p. 884 ; Stahemn : Ca/rin, Vol. II. pp. 1 ll*, lf)8 ; Schmidt : Melanchthon.,

pp. .")80, G:5;) ; G. Frank, Vol. I. pp. 1.32, 164; Fr. H. R. Frank, Vol. III. pp. 1-1G4; Mijncke-

BERG : Jonrh. Westphal und Jo/i. Calvin, \S(jr>; DoRNER, p. 400; aho Art. Kri/ptoralvinismus

in Herzog, Vol. VIII. p. 1 2'J ; and the Prolegomena to the ninth volume of the new edition of

Calvin's Opera (in Corj). Reform.).
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Mary (1553), sought and were refused in cold winter a temporary ref-

uge in Denmark, Rostock, Liibeck, and Hamburg (though they found

it at hist in East Friesland). Westphal denounced tliem as martyrs of

the de\ il, enraged the people against them, and gloried in this cruelty

as an act of faith.'

This intolei'ance roused the Swiss, who had kept silence for some

time, to a defense of theii" doctrine. Calvin took up his sharp and

racy pen, indignantly rebuking ' the no less rude and barbarous than

sacrilegious insults' to persecuted members of Chi'ist, and triumphant-

ly vindicating, against misrepresentations and objections, his doctrine

of the spii'itual real presence of Christ, and the sealing communication

of the life-gi\ing virtue of his body in heaven to the believer through

the powei' of the Holy Ghost.^ lie claimed to agree with the Augs-

bui-g Confession as undei'stood and explained by its author, and ap-

pealed to him. Melanchthon, for reasons of prudence and timidity,

declined to take an active part in the strife 'on bread-worship,' but

ne\er concealed his essential agreement with him.^ His enemies re-

published his foinier views. His followers were now stigmatized as

' Crypto-Calvinists.'

' See Utenhoven's Simjilex et Jidelis narratio, etc.,Bas. 1560, and the extracts from it by

Salig, Vol. II. pij. luyO sqq., and Ebrard, Vol. II. pp. 5o6 sqq. Monckeberg attempts to apol-

ogize for Westphal, but without effect. Compare the remarks of Dorner, p. 401.

^
' Fatemur.' he says in his Fijst Defense, ''Christum, quod panis et vini symbolis figurat,

vere prcestare, uf aniinas nostras carnis sues esu et sanguinis potione alat. . . . Hujus rei non

fallnrem ocuHs proponi Jiguram dicimus,sed pignus nobis porrigi, cui res ipsa et Veritas con-

junrta est : quod scilicet Christi carne et sanguine animce nostrce pascantur ' (in the new edi-

tion of his Opera, Vol. IX. p. 30). In the Second Defense : ''Christum corpore absentem doceo

nihilontinus non tantum divina sua virtute, qwe uhique diffusa est, nobis adesse, sed etiamfacere

ut nobis vitnfcu sit sua caro (Vol. IX. p. 76). . . . Ccenam plus centies did sacrum esse vin-

culum nostrcB cum Christo unitatis (p. 77). . . . Spiritus sui virtute Christus locorum distan-

tiam svperat ad vitam nobis e sua carne inspirandam' (p. 77). . . . And in his Last Admoni-

tion : '' Hcec nostrce doctrince summa est. carnem Christi panem esse vivificum, quia dum fide

in earn coalescinnis, vere aniinas nostras alit et pascit. Hoc nonnisi spiritualiter fieri docemus,

quia hujus sacrce unitatis vinculum arcana est et incomprehensibilis Spiritus Sancti virtus^

(Vol.IX. p. 162).

^ He wrote to Calvin, Oct. 14, 1554 (Cor/). Reform. Vol. VIII. p. 362) :
' Quod in proxiniis

Uteris hortaris, ut reprimain ineruditos rlamores illorum, qui renovant certavien Trepi dproXa-

Tpdag, scito, quosdam prcecipue odio mei eam disputationeiu movere, ut habeant plausibilem cau-

saju ad me opprimendum.'' To Harden berg, in Bremen, Ma}' 9, 1557 :
' Crescit, ut vides, non

modo certamen, sed etiam rabies in scrip torihus, qui dpTuXdrptiav stabiliunt.' And to Mord-

eisen, Nov. 15, 1557 (Corp. Reform. Yo]. IX. p. 374) :
^ Si mihi concedatis, ut in alio loco vi-

vam, resf>ondebo illis indoctis si/cophantis et vere et graviter, et dicam utilia ecclesice.' He
gave, however, his views pretty clearly and dispassionately shortly before his death in his vota

on the Breslau and Heidelberg troubles (1559 and 1560).
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The controversy gradually spread over all Germany, and was con

ducted with an incredible amount of bigotry and superstition.

In Bremen, John Tiniami fought for the real presence, and insisted

upon the ubiquity of CIn-ist's body as a settled dogma (1555), while

Albert Hardenberg opposed it, and was banished (15G0) ; but a reaction

took place afterwards in favor of the Keformed Confession.

In Heidelberg, Tilemann Ileshusius,^ General Superintendent since

1558, attacked the Melanchthonian Klebitz openly at the altar by try-

ing to wrest from him the cup. The Elector Frederick III, dismissed

both (1559), ordered the preparation of the Heidelberg Catechism, and

introduced the Ref(n-njed Confession in the Palatinate (1563).

In Wiirtemberg the ubiquity doctrine triumphed (at a synod in

Stuttgart, 1559), chielly through the influence of Brentius, who had

formerly agreed with Melanchthon, but now feared that ' the devil in-

tended through Calvinism to smuggle heathenism, Talmudism, and

Mohammedanism into the Church.' ^ A colloquy at Manlbronn (1564)

between the Wiirtemberg and the Palatinate divines on ubiquity led to

no result.

Ducal Saxony, under the lead of the Flacianist Professors of Jena,

was violently arrayed against Electoral Saxony with the Crypto-Cal-

vinist facult}' at Wittenberg. The Elector Augustus, strongly preju-

diced against Flacianism, deceived by the Consensus Dresde^isis (1571),

and controlled by his physician, Caspar Peucer, the active and influen-

tial lay-leader of the Crypto-Calvinists, unwittingly maintained for

some time Calvinism under the diso-uise of sound Lutheranism. When
he became Regent of the Thuringian Principalities (1573), he banished

Heshusius and Wigand from Jena, and all the Flacianists of that dis-

trict.

Thus Philippism triumphed in all Saxony, but it was only for a

short season.

Elector Augustus was an enthusiastic admirer of Luther, and would

not tolerate a drop of Calvinistic blood in his veins. When he found

out the deceptive policy of the Crypto-Calvinists, he suppressed them

' His German name was Hesshusen. He was one of the most inignacious divines of h»8

age; born \'y>l at Nieder-Wesel, died ir)88 at Helmstadt. See Leuckfeld's biography, /T**-

torin Ilexhusidnn (1716), and Henl<e, in Herzog. Vol. \'l. p. 4'.».

- In his last book against HuUinger (1504). See Hartinaiui, Brenz, p. 2'>2.
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by force, 1574.' The leaders were deposed, imprisoned, and exiled,

among them four theological Professors at Wittenberg.^ Peucer was

confined in prison for twelve years, while his children were wandering

about in niisei-y.^ Thanks were offered in all the churches of Saxony

for the triumph of genuine Lutheranism. A memorial coin exhibits

the Elector with the sword in one hand, and a balance in the other:

one scale bearing the child Jesus ; the other, high up, the four Witten-

berg Philippists with the devil, and the title ' reason.'

After the death of Augustus (1586), Calvinism again raised its head

under Christian I. and the lead of Chancellor Nicolas Crell, but after

another change of ruler (1591) it was finally overthrown : the protest

ing Professors in Wittenberg and Leipzig were deposed and exiled

;

the leading ministers at Dresden (Salmuth and Pierins) were im-

prisoned ; Crell, who had offended the nobility, after suffering for ten

years in prison, was, without an investigation, beheaded as a traitor to

his country (Oct. 9, 1601), solemnly protesting his innocence, but for-

giving his enemies.* Since that time the name of a Calvinist became

more hateful in Saxony than that of a Jew or a Mohammedan.

' He was undeceived by a new deception. The crisis was brought about by the discovery

of a confidential correspondence with the Reformed in the Palatinate, and especially by the

apjjearance in Leipzig of the anonymous Exegesis persjncua controversice de C(£na Domini,

157+ (newly edited by Scheft'er, Marburg, 1853), which openly rejected the vinnducatio oralis,

and defended Calvin's view of the eucharist (though without naming him), while the Con-

sensus Dresdensis (1571) had concealed it under Lutheran phraseology. This work was gen-

erally attributed to Peucer and the Wittenberg Professors, in spite of their steadfast denial,

but it was the product of a Silesian physician, Joachim Cureus. See the proof in Heppe, Vol.

II. pp. 468 sqq.

^ Cruciger, Moller, Wiedebram, and Pezel (whom the Lutherans called Beelzebub) refused

to recant. The first went to Hesse, the second to Hamburg, the other two to Nassau. The

old and weak Major yielded to the condemnation of Melanchthon's view. Several other

Wittenberg Professors were likewise deposed.

^ Peucer was released in 1586, at the intercession of the beautiful Princess Agne^ Hedwig

of Anhalt, and became physician of the Prince of Dessau, where he died, 1602. He wrote

the history of his prison life, Historia carcerum et liberationis divince, ed. by Pezel, Tig.

1605. On his theory of the real presence, see Galle, pp. 460 sqq. He rejected the Lutheran

view much more strongly than his father-in-law, Melanchthon, and thought it had no more

foundation in the Bible than the popish transubstantiation. Comp. Henke : Casp. Peucer

und Nic. Crell, Marburg, 1865.

* He was charged with intermeddling in matters of religion, and ad\nsing a dangerous

treaty with the Peformed Henry IV. of France against Austria. The suit was referred to

an Austrian court of nppeals at Prague, and decided in the political interest of Austria with

a violation of all justice. His confession of guilt before his heavenly Judge was distorted by

his fanatical opponents into a confession of guilt before his human judges. It is often stated

that he was not beheaded for religion (^non ob religionem, sed ob perjidiam inultijdicem,' a^
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It is characteristic of the spirit of the age and the doctrine of con-

substantiation that they gave rise to all sorts of idle, curious, and un-

wittingly irreverent speculations about the possible effect of the con-

secrated elements upon things for which they never were intended.

The schoolmen of the Middle Ages, in the interest of transubstan-

tiation, seriously disputed the question whether the eating of the eu-

charistic bread would kill or sanctify a mouse, or (as the wisest

thought) have no effect at all, since the mouse did not receive it sac-

rcnnentaliter, but only accidentaliter. Orthodox Lutherans of the

sixteenth century went even further. Brentius decidedly favored the

opinion that the consecrated bread, if eaten by a mouse, was fully as

much the body of Christ as Christ was the Son of God in the moth-

er's womb and on the back of an ass. The sacrament, he admitted,

was not intended for animals, but neither was it intended for unbe-

lievers, who nevertheless received the very body and blood of Christ.

An eccentric minister in Rostock required the communicants to be

shaved to prevent profanation. Licking the blood of Christ from the

beard was supposed to be })unished with instant death or a monstrous

growth of the beard. Sarcerius caused the earth on which a drop of

Christ's blood fell, instantly to be dug up and burned. At Hildesheim

it was customaiy to cut off the beard or the piece of a garment which

was profaned by a drop of wine ; and the Superintendent, Kongius,

was expelled from the city, simply because he had taken up from the

earth a wafer and given it to a communicant, without first kneeling

before it, kissing, and reconsecrating it, as his colleagues thought he

should have done. The Lutherans in Ansbach disputed about the

question whether the body of Christ were actually swallowed, like other

food, and digested in the stomach. When the Rev. John Musculus, in

Frankfort-on-the-Oder, inadvertently spilled a little wine at the com-

Hutter says, Concordia concors, pp. 448 and 12."8). But his Calvinism, or rather his Melanch-

thonianism (for lie never lead a line of Calvin), was the only crime which could be proved

against him ; he always acted under the direction and command of the Elector, and he had

accepted the chancellorship with a clear confession of his views, and tlie assurance of his

Prince that he should be protected in it, and never be troubled with subscribing to the 'Form

of Concord.' As judge, he was admitted, even by his enemies, to have been impartial and just to

the poor as well as the rich. Comp. Hassk : Ueher den Cre/I'srhen ProceM, in Niedner's Zeit-

srhr'ift fur hist. Theol. 18+H. No. 2 ; Vogt in Herzog, Vol. HI. p. 183 ; Richard : Dr. Nic.

Kri'll Dresden, 18"/.); G. Fkank, Vol. I. pp. L"JG sqq. ; Henke : C. Peucer und N. Orel/,

Mai burg, 18G.^».
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mnnioii, lie was suinmoned before a Synod, and Elector John Joachim

of i>i-andeiil)iii'g declared that deposition, prison, and exile were too

mild a punishment for such a crime, and that the offender, who had

not spai-ed the blood of Christ, must suffer bloody punishment, and

have two or three lingers cut off.'

There was also a considerable dispute among Lutheran divines about

the precise time and duration of the corporeal presence. John Saliger

(Beatus) of Liibeck and his friend Fredeland (followers of Flacius, and

of his doctrine on original sin) maintained that the bread becomes

the body of Christ immediately after the consecration and before the

use {ante usu?n), and called those who denied it sacramentarians ;
while

they in turn were charged M'ith the Romish error of transubstantia-

tion. Deposed at Liibeck, Saliger renewed the controversy from

the pulpit at Rostock (1568). Chytrseus decided that this w^as a ques-

tion of idle curiosity rather than piety, and that it was sufficient to

attach the blessing of the sacrament to the transaction, without time-

splitting distinctions (1569). The usual Lutheran doctrine confines

the union of the bread with the body to the time of the use, and hence

the term consubstantiation was rejected, if thereby be understood a

durahilis inclusio, or permanent conjunction of the sacramental bread

and body of Christ.^

VII. THE CHEISTOLOGICAL OR UBIQUITAKIAN CONTKOVERSY.^

The Lutheran view of the Lord's Supper implies the ubiquity, i. e.,

the illocal onmipresence, or at all events the multipresence of Christ's

body. And this again requires for its support the theory of the com-

municatio idiomatuin, or the communication of the attributes of the

two natures of Christ, whereby his human nature becomes a partaker

* Such details are recorded by Salig, Vol. III. p. 462; Hartmann and Jager: Brenz,

Vol. II. p. 371 ; Gai.t.k : Me/anr/it/ion, p. 449 sq. ; Ebraud : Ahendmnhl. Vol. II. pp. 592,

604; Droyren : (ie.tchic/tte der Preuss.PolitiL-, Yo\. II. p. 2C>\; Sudhof : Olevinnus und Ur-

sinus, p. 2.39 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 164.

* J. WiGGERS : Der Saliyersche Abendmahlsstreit^ in Niedner's Zeitschrift fur hist. Theol.

1848, No. 4, p. 613.

^ Dorner: EntwicJclungsgeschichte der Lehre von der Person Chrhti, 2di ed. Vol. II. pp.665

sqq. ; Heppe: Gesch. des D.Prot.Yoh II. i)p.7r) sqq. ; G. E. Steitz : Art. Uhiquilat, in Herzog's

Encykl.YoX. XVI. pp. 558-616, with an addition by Herzog, Vol. XXI. p. 383; Gieseler,

Vol IV. pp. 452, 462 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 161 ; Fk. H. R. Frank, Vol. III. pp. 165-396.

Comp. also the literature on the eucharistic controversv. p. 279.
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of the omnipresence of his divine nature. A considerable amount

of interesting speculation was spent on this subject in the sixteentli

century.

All Christians believe in the real and abiding oninipi-esence of

Christ's divine nature, and of Christ's jpevson (which resides in the

divine nature or the pre-existing Logos), accoi'ding to Matt, xxviii. 20',

xviii. 20. But the omnipi-esence of his human nature was no article

of any creed before the Reformation, and was only held by a few

fathers and schoolmen of questionable orthodoxy, as a speculative

opinion,^ The prevailing doctrine was that Christ's gloi-ified body,

though no more grossly material and sensuous, and not exactly de-

finable in its nature, was still a body, seated on a throne of majesty in

heaven, to which it visibly ascended, and from which it will in like

manner return to judge the quick and the dead. This was the view

e\en of Gi'egory Nazianzen and John of Damascus, who otherwise

approach very nearly the Lutheran dogma of the comm unicatio idio-

matmn (the genus 7najestaticu7n). The medieeval scholastics ascribed

omnipresence only to the divine nature and the person of Christ, imi-

presence to his human nature in heaven, multipresence to his body in

the sacrament; but they derived the eucharistic multipresence from

the miracle of transubstantiation, and not from an inherent specific

quality of the body. Even AVilliam Occam (who was inclined to con-

substantiation rather than transubstantiation, and had considerable in-

fluence upon Luther) ventured only upon the paradox of the hypothet-

ical possibility of an absolute ubiquity.

Luther first clearly taught the absolute ubiquity of Christ's body, as

a dogmatic support of the real presence in the eucharist.^ He based

' Origen first taught the ubiquity of the body of Christ, in connection with his docetistic

ideahsm, but without any regard to the eucharist, and was followed by Gregory of Nyssa

(Orat. 40, and Adv. Apollinar. c. 5!>). They held that Christ's body after the resurrection was

so spiritualized and deified as to lay aside all limitations of nature, and to be in all parts of

the world as well as in heaven. See Gieseler's Covimentatio qua dementis Alex, et Origenis

doctrinoB de corpore Christi exponnntur, Gott. 1(S37, and Neander's Dof/7ne>ige.schichte, Vol. I.

])p. 217, 334. Cyril of Alexandria held a similar view (Christ's body is 'every where,' ttoi'-

raxoii), but in connection with an almost monophysitic Christology. Scotus Erigena revived

Origen's ubiquity, gave it a pantheistic turn, and made it subservient to his view of the eiv

charistic presence, which he regarded meiely as a symbol of the every where present Christ.

Neander, Vol. II. p. 43.

' On Luther's Christology and ubiquity doctrine, see Hkim'k (Ref ) : Dofpnatik. des D. Prot-

est, im X^ttn .Tahrli.No\. II. pp. 93 sqq.,and Kostlin (Luth.): Luther's Theol. Vol.11, pp. 118
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it exegetically on Epli. i. 23 (' which is his body, the fullness of him

that lilleth all in all') and John iii. 13 ('the Son of man who is in

heaven'), and dei'i\ed it directly from the personal union of the di-

vine and human natures in Christ (not, as his followers, from the

communication of the attributes). He adopted the scholastic distinc-

tion of three kinds of presence: 1. Local or circumscriptive (material

and confined—as water is in the cup) ; 2. Definitive (local, without lo-

cal inclusion or measurable quantity—as the soul is in the body, Christ's

body in the bi'ead, or when it passed through the closed door) ; 3, B,e-

jjJetive (siipernatui-al, divine omnipresence). He ascribed all these to

Christ as man, so that in one and the same moment, when he instituted

the holy communion, he was circumscriptive at the table, definitive in

the bread and w^ine, and re'pletive in heaven, i. e., every where.^ Where

God is, there is Christ's humanity, and where Christ's humanity is, there

is inseparably joined to it the whole Deity. In connection with this,

Luther consistently denied the literal meaning of Christ's ascension to

heaven, and understood the right hand of God, at which he sits, to

be only a figurative term for the omnipresent power of God (Matt,

xxviii. 18).2 Here he resorted to a mode of interpretation which he so

strongly condemned in Zwingli when applied to the word is.

153, 167, 172,512. Kostlin, without adopting Luther's views of ubiquity, finds in them

''grossartige, tiefe, geist- und lebensvolle Anschauungen vom gottlichen Sein und heben (Vol.

II. p. 154).

' In his Grosse Bekenntniss vom Abendjiiahl, published 1528 (in Walch's ed. Vol. XX. ; in the

Erlangen ed. Vol. XXX.), he says: ^ Kann Christus'' Leib uber Tisc/i sitzen und dennoch im

Brot sein, so kann er auch im Himviel und wo er will sein und dennoch im Brot sein; es ist

kein (. nterschied fern oder nah bei dem Tische sein, dazu dass er zugleich im Brot sei. . . . E&

sollte mir ein schlechter Christus bleiben, der nicht rnehr, denn an eineni einzelnen Orte zugleich

eine golllirhe und mensc.hliclie Person ware, und an alien anderen Orte?/ viiisste er allein ein

blosser abgesonderter Gott und gottliche Person sein ohne Menschseit. Nein, Geselle, wo du

mir Gott hinsetzest, da must du mir die Alensdiheit mit hinsetzen. Die lassen sich iiicht sondern

und von einnnder trennen; es ist Eine Person icorden und scheidet die Menschseit nicht so

von sich, wie Meister Hans seinen Rock auszieht imd von sich legt, wenn er schlafen geht.

Denn, dass ich den Einfaltigen ein grob Gleichniss gebe, die Menschheit ist naher vereinigt mit

Gott, denn unsere Haut mit unserm Fleische,ja ndher denn Leib und Seele.'

^ He ridicules the popular conception of heaven and the throne of God as childish: ''Die

Rechte Gottes,' he says. 1. c, ^ist nicht ein sonderlicher Ort, da ein Leib solle oder moge sein, nicht

ein Gnukelhimmel, wie man ihn den Kindern pflegt vorzubilden,darin ein giilden Siuhl stehe und

Christus neben dein Voter sitze in einer Chorkapjien und giilden Krone. . . . Die Rechte Gottes

ist an alien hnden, so ist sie geivisslich auch im Brot und Wein iiher Tische. . . . Wo nun die

Rechte Gottes ist, da 7nuss Christi Leib und Blut auch sein ; denn die Rechte Gottes ist nicht zu

theilen in viele Stikke, sondern ein einiges einfdltiges Wesen.' If this prove any thing, it

proves the absolute omnipresence of Christ's body. And so Brentius taught.
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It is veiT plain that such an absolute omnipresence of the body

proves much more than Luther intended or needed for his eucharistic

theorj' ; hence he made no further use of it in his later writings, and

rested the real presence at last, as he did at first, exclusively on the

literal (or rathei- synecdochical) intei'pretation of the words, ' This is my
body.' His earlier Christology was much more natural, and left room

for a real development of Christ's humanity.

Melanchthon, in his later period, decidedly opposed the ubiquity

of Christ's body, and the introduction of ' scholastic disputations' on

this subject into the doctrine of the eucharist. lie wished to know

only of a personal presence of Christ, which does not necessarily in-

volve bodily presence.' He also rejected the theory of the commani-

catio idiomatmn in a real or physical sense, because it leads to a con-

fusion of natures, and admitted with Calvin only a dialectic or verbal

communication.^ Luther's Christology leaned to the Eutychian con-

fusion, ]\[elanchthon's to the Nestorian separation of the two natures.

The renewal of the eucharistic controversy by Westphal led to a

fuller discussion of ubicpiity. The orthodox Lutherans insisted upon

ubiquity as a nec-essary result of the real communication of the prop-

erties of the two natures in Christ ; while the Philippists and Calvin-

ists rejected it as inconsistent with the natui-e of a body, with the real-

ness of Christ's ascension, and with the general principle that the infi-

nite can not be comprehended or shut up in the finite.^

The Colloquy at Maulbronn.—These conflicting Christologies met

face to fa<;e at a Collo(|uy in the cloister of Maulbronn, in the Duchy

of Wiii'teniUerg, April 10-15, 1564.* It was arranged by Duke Chris-

' Di iiil(aliit<(ti<iiip Dei in Sanctis ad Osiandnwi, 1551 (Consil. Lat. Vol. II. p. 15G): ' Tota

antiquitds di'chtnnis /imic p7-oj)ositio7ie?ii : Chrisfus est idnque, sic declarat: Christus est ubique

PERSONA LiTEK. Et verissivium est, Fi/ii/iii Dei, Deinn et hominein habitare in Sanctis. Sed

antiqvitas hanc prnposilionem rejicit : Christus corporaliter est ubique. Quia nntura qucc

libet retinet sua (("i(ti/xara. [/nde Augustinus et alii dicunt : Christi cor/ms est in certo loco.

. . . Cavenduiii est, ne ita astruamus dicimtateni horninis Christi, ut veritatem corporis aufera-

mus.' Ill a new edition of liis lectures on the Colossians ("1550 and 1559), he maintains the

literal meaning of the ascension of Christ, 'i.e.. in locum cmlestem. . . . Ascensiofuit visibilis

et corporulis, et stepe ita srripsit tota antiquitas, Christum corporali locatione in aliquo loco esse,

ubicunque vult. Corpus lora liter alicubi est secundum verum corporis modum, ut Auqustinut

inquit.' See Galle. p. 448.

* See on his Christology chiefly Ileppe, Vol. 11. pp. 99 sqq.

' '' Finiium non cnpax est injiniti.^

* Both parties published an account—the Lutherans at Frankfort-on-the-Main, the Re-
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topher of Wiirtemberg and Elector Frederick III. of the Palatiuate.

Olevianiis, Ursinus (the authors of the Heidelberg Catechism), and

Boquin defended the Reformed, the Swabian divines, Andrese, Brenz,

Sclmepf, Bidenbach, and Lucas Osiander the Lutheran view. Five

days were devoted to the discussion of the subject of ubiquity, and

one day to tlie interpretation of the words, ' This is my body.' The

Luth^ans regarded ubiquity as the main pillar of their view of the

eucharistic presence. Andrese proposed three points for the debate

—

the incarnation, the ascension, and the right hand of God.

The Lutheran reasoning was chiefly dogmatic : The incarnation is

the assumption of humanity into the possession of the divine fullness

with all its attributes, and the riglit hand of God means his almighty

and onmipresent power ; from these premises the absolute ubiquity of

Christ's body necessarily follows.'

The Reformed based their argument chiefly on those Scripture pas-

sages which imply Christ's presence in a particular j)lace, and his ab-

sence from other places, as when he says, ' I leave the world ;' ' I go to

prepare a place for you. ... I will come again ;' ' I have not yet as-

cended to my Father;' or when the angels say, 'lie is not here," Jesus

is taken up from jow into heaven,' etc. (John xiv. 2-4, 28 ;
xvi. 3, 7, 16

;

XX. 17; Acts i. 11; iii. 21).^ They urged the difference between the

divine and human, and between the state of humiliation and the state

of exaltation. In the appeal to the fathers and the Creed of Chalcedon

they had also decidedly the advantage. Nevertheless, the Colloquy

had no other effect than to confirm the two parties in their opinions.^

formed at Heidelberg. The latter is more full, and bears the title: Protocollum, h. e. Acta

Colloquii inter Palatinos et Wirteherrjicos Theologos de Ubiquitate sive Oinniprcesentia corpo-

ris Christi. . . . A.^ 56+ Maulbrunni habiti (Heidelb. 1 566). !^ee a full resume of the Colloquy

in Ebrard : ^ ienrfyna^/, Vol. II. pp. 666-685; Sudhoff : Olevianund Ursin, pp. 2e>0-290; in

Hartmann: Joh. Brenz, pp. 253-256, and in the larger work of Hartmann and Jager on

Bren^, 1840-42, Vol. II.

' Andreae asserted that Christ's body, when in Mary's womb, was omnipresent as to pos-

session (possessione), though not as to manifestation {non patefactione). SudholF, p. 279. This

is the Tubingen doctrine of the Kpvxpit;. See below.

* The same Lutherans, who so strenuously insisted on the literal interpretation of the Iffri,

outdid the Reformed in the figurative interpretation of all these passages, and explained the

ascension and heaven itself out of the Bible.

' Ebrard says (Vol. II. p. 685) :
' So endete das Afaulbronner Gesprach mit einer vollstandi-

gen Niederlage der Lutheraner.' Sudhoif (p. 290): * Es kann von niemandem in Abrede

oestellt werden, dass die Pfdlzer als Sieger aus diesem Streite hervorgegangen,' and he pub-
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The Consensus Dresdensis.—The Wittenberg and Leipzig Profess-

ors and other Phihppists in Saxony openly rejected nbiquity in the

Consensus Dresdensis (October, 1571), which satisfied even the Elector

Angiistus. This document teaches that the human nature of Christ

was after the resurrection glorified and transfigured, but not deified,

and still remains human nature with its essential properties, flesh of

our flesh ; that the ascension of Christ must be understood literally, and

not as a mere spectacle ; that Christ's sitting at the right hand means

the elevation of both natures to the priestly and kingly office ; that the

sacramental presence of the body of Christ must be something special

and altogether distinct from omnipresence.'

Absolute and Relative Ubiquity. Beenz and Chemnitz.—There

was a very material difference among the advocates of ubiquity them-

selves as to its nature and extent, viz. : whether it were absolute, or rela-

tive, that is to say, an <>/?^7^^presence in the strict sense of the term, or

merely a multi'^Ye?,ei\(iQ depending on the loill of Christ (hence also

called voliprcBsentia, or, by combination, 7nultivoli])7xesentia). The

Swabians, under the lead of Brenz and Andreae, held the former ; the

Saxon divines, under the lead of Chemnitz, the latter view.

John Brenz, or Brentius (1499-1570), the Reformer of the Duchy

of Wiirtemberg, and after Melanchthon's death the most prominent

German divine, developed, since 1559, with considerable speculative

talent, a peculiar Christology.^ It rests on the Chalcedonian distinc-

lishes several manuscript letters giving the impressions of the Colloquy on those present.

The Swabians returned discontented, but without change of conviction. Dorner, although

a Lutheran, and a Swabian by descent, gives the Reformed Christology in many respects the

preference liefore the Lutheran, and says (Vol. II. p. 7l.'4) :
" Es ist unbestreithar, dnss die re-

fonidrte diristulogische Literatur, die um die Zeit der Concordienfonnel ihren Bliithepunkt

erreicht, durch Geist, Schdrfsinn, Gelehrsamkeit und pldlosophische Bildung der lutherischen

Theologie vollkummen ebenliurtiy,ja in mamhen Bcziehnnf/cn Uherlegen ist.' He then gives a

fine analysis of the Christology of Beza, Dana;us, Sadeel, and Ursinus.

' See Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 4(;(; sq.

' In a series of tracts: Ue persomdi unione dunrum nalurarum in Cfiristo, l.'iGl (written in

L'>(30); Senteiitia de libello Bullin>/eri, ]'<&]
; iJe iJiciiia majestate Domini nostri J. Christi

ad dexteram Putris et de vera prfcseniia corporis et snriipnrns ejus in cann, '[i')(\'l ; and Recogni-

tio projiheticie et apost. dortrinee de vera Majestate Z^ei, 1 ;"'(J4. In Brentii O/^ej'c/, 1 a!)0, T.

Vin. pp. 8;^ 1-1 108. Against Brenz wrote Biili.incikr : Tractatio verbormn Domini Joh.

^/F. 2, Tiguri, 1.5fil ; Res/ionsio, qua ostenditur, sententlam de coelo et dextera Dei Jirmiter

adhuc pe.rstare,\ri(>2; also Peter Martyr and Beza. The Roman Catholics sidccj with the

Reformed against the Lutheran ubicjuity. On the Christology of Hrenz, comp. Doun ki: : Entw.

lifschichte der C/iristologie,\'o\. II. pp. GG8 sqq. ; Ehuaud : Abend?nah/, Vol. II. pp.GiG sqq.

(Brenz und die Ubiquitdt) • and Steitz in Ilerzog, Vol. XVI. pp. 584 s(^q.
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tion between two natures and one person, but implies at the same

time, as lie felt himself, a considerable departure from it, since he car-

ried the tlieanthropic perfection of the exalted Saviour to the very be-

i^nmiing of his earthly life, lie took up Luther's idea of ubiquity, and

developed it to its legitimate consequences in the interest of the eucha-

ristic pi'esence. According to his system, tlie incai-nation is not only a

condescension of the eternal Logos to a personal union with human
nature, but at the same time a deification of human nature, or an infu-

sion of the divine substance and fullness into the humanity of Christ at

the lirst moment of its existence. Consequently the man Jesus of

Nazareth was omnipotent, omniscient, and omnipresent in the Virgin's

womb, in the manger, and on the cross, as well as he is now in the state

of glory.' The only difference is, that these divine attributes were con-

cealed during his earthly life, and were publicly revealed to his dis-

ciples at the ascension to the right hand of God, i. e., to the omnipotent

and omnipresent power of God.^ The states of humiliation and ex-

altation are not successive states, but co-existed during the earthly life

of Christ. While Christ's humanity was poor, weak, suffering, and

dying on earth, it was simultaneously almighty and omnipresent in

heaven. lie ascended in his humanity invisibly to heaven even at

his incarnation, and remained tliei-e (John iii. 13). Tlie visible ascen-

sion from Mount Olivet would have been impossible without the pre-

ceding invisible exaltation. Heaven is no particular place, but a state

of entire freedom from space, or absolute existence in God. Space

and time, with their limitations, belong only to the earthly mode of ex-

istence. Wherever the divinity is, there is also Chris<"'3 humanity,^ i. e.,

every where , not, indeed, in the way of local extension and diffusion,

but in a celestial, supernatural manner, by virtue of the hypostatic

union and the real communication of the properties of the divine nat-

ure to the human.

This is the most consistent, though also the most objectionable form

*
'' Mnjestatem divinnm tempore carnis sucp in hoc serulo dissimulavit seu ea sese (ut Paulus

loquitur) exinanivit, tamen numquaiu ea caruit. . . . Texlt et obduxit suam majestatem forma

servi.
'

*
''Eum ttmc manifesto spectacido i-oluisse testificari et declarare, se verum Deum et homi-

nem, hoc est, una cum divinitate et humanitate sua ja7n inde ab initio suob incarnationis omnia

implevisse.
'

^ ' Ubicunque est Deltas^ ibi etiam est humanitas Christi.
'
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of the ubiquity dogma. It virtually resolves the earthly life of Christ

into a Gnostic delusion, or establishes a double humanity of Christ

—

one visible and real, and the other invisible and fantastic.^

Martin Chemnitz (1522-1586), the chief author of the 'Formula of

Concord,' next to Andrese, less original and speculative than Brenz, but

superior in patristic learning and sound judgment, elaborated a Chris-

tology which mediates between Luther andMelanchthon, and taught only

a relative or restricted ubiquity, i. e., a multipresence, which depends

upon the will of Christ.^ He was followed by Selnecker, Chytrseus, and

most of the Saxon divines. He opposes the Swabian doctrine of a

physical, natural communication and transfusion of idio7nata, and of

the capacity of the Unite for the infinite, except in the sense that God
may dwell and reveal himself in man. He calls the absolute ubiquity

a monstrosity {monstrum, j^ortentum), as Selnecker called it a Satanic

fiction {figmentum Satance). Christ is an incarnate God, not a deified

man. But the Logos may temporarily communicate a divine attribute

to the human nature in a supernatural manner as a donum svjperad-

ditum,\c\i\\i)\\t thereby setting aside the abiding limitations of human-

ity; just as fire may give heat and brightness to iron without turning

tlie iron into fire. Cliemnitz agrees with the Reformed, as he express-

ly says, in adopting the 'simple, literal, and natural signification' of

the ascension of CIn-ist as related by the Evangelists, i. e., that ' he was,

by a visible motion, lifted up on high in a circumscribed form and lo-

cation of the body, and departed further and further from the presence

of the Apostles,' and is, consequently, in this sense withdrawn from us

who are on earth, until he shall in like manner ' descend from heaven

in glory in a visible and circumscribed form.' Even in glory Christ's

' Brenz was followed by Jacob Andrese, Schegck, and the Swabians generally, who have

shown a good deal of speculative genius (down to Schelling, Hegel, and Baur), and also by a

few divines of North Germany, as Andreas Musculus, John Wigaiid, and for a time by Heshu-

sius, who afterwards opposed absolute ubiquity. Leonhard Hutter and TEgiditis Hunnius, who
were Swabians by birth, likewise took substantially the Swabian view, though more for the pur-

pose of maintaining the authority of the ' Formula of Concord. ' See Dorner, Vol. II. p. 77;").

' In bis important work : De dunltus naturis in C'hristo, de hi^postatica earum unione, de

communir.atione idiomatum et aliis qutestionibus inde de/>endentihus, Jenm, 1570, and often re-

printed. Comp. Steitz, 1. c. pp. .502-597 ; and Dorner, Vol. II. pp. 605 sqq. Heppe says

(Z>o/7?H. Vol. IT. p. 131) :
^ Der Gegensatz der melanchthonischen und der itiirteinherfjisch-

hreiizi.fchen Christologie ist sonnerikJar. Jene erbaut sirh auf dem Gedanken, dass (lOtt wirk-

lirher Menxch geworden ist, wdfirend diese sich um den Gedanken layert, dass ein Mensch Goti

geworden «'
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body is finite and somewhere {alicubi). Nevertheless, while seated at

the right hand of God, he may be present where he chooses to be, and

he is present where his Word expressly indicates such presence ; as in

the eucharist (according to the literal interpretation of the words of

institution), or when he appeared to dying Stephen, or to Paul on the

way to Damascus.^

Chemnitz escaped some difficulties of the Swabian theory, but by

endeavoring to mediate between it and the Melanchthonian and Swiss

theory, he incurred the objections to both. Christ's glorified body is

indeed not confined to any locality, and may be conceived to move

with lightning speed from place to place, but its simultaneous pres-

ence in many places, wherever the eucharist is celebrated, involves the

chief difficulty of an omnipresence, and is just as inconsistent with the

nature of a body.

Of subordinate interest was the incidental question, disputed mainly

between Wigand and Heshnsius, whether the flesh of Christ wei'e al-

mighty and adorable only in concreto, or also in abstracto {extra per-

sonam). Chemnitz declared this to be a mere logomachy, and advised

the combatants to stop it, but in vain.

The first creed which adopted the ubiquity dogma was the Wiir-

tembei'g Confession drawn up by Brenz, and adopted by a Synod at

Stuttgart, Dec. 19, 1559.2

The Formula Concordise on this subject is a compromise between

the Swabian absolute ubiquitarianism represented by Andrese and ex-

pressed in the Ejntome, and the Saxon hypothetical ubiquitarianism

represented by Chemnitz and expressed in the Solida Dedaratio. The

compromise satisfied neither part3^ The Helmstadt divines—Tilemann

Heshusius, Daniel Hoffmann, and Basilius Sattler—who had signed

'
^ Pressentin hcec assumtce naturce in Christo non est naturulis, vel essentialis,sed voluntaria

et Uberrima, dependens a voluntate et potentia Filii Dei, It. e. uhi se hummia natura adesse velle

certo verho tradidit, protiiisit et asseveravit.^

' Confessio et doctrina theologorum in Duratu Wurtemhe.rgensi de vera prcesentia corporis

et sanguinis J. Chr. in Coena dominica. Here the absolute ubiquity is taught, not, indeed,

in the way of a ''diffusio humance naturce' or '' distrartio membrorutn Christi,' but so that

'homo Christus quoque impiet omnia modo cvelesti et hurnanre naturce itnpersrrutahili.'

See the German in Heppe : Die Entstehung vnd Forthildung des Lutherthuvis und die kirchl.

Bek-enntniss-Schi-iften desselben, p. 63. Melanchthon concealed his grief over this change of

Brenz beneath a facetious remark to a friend on the poor Latinity of this confession {'Hechin-

gense Latinuvi :' Corp. Reform. Vol. IX. p. 1036 ; comp. Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 454 ; J. Hart-

mann : Joh. Brenz, p. 249).
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tlie written Formula in 1577, refused to sign the printed copy in 1580,

because it contained unauthorized concessions to the Swabian view. A
colloquy was held in Quedlinburg, 1583, at which the ubiquity question

was discussed for several days without result.* Chemnitz w^as in a

difficult position, as he nearly agreed with the Helmstiidtians, and con-

ceded that certain expressions had been wrested from him, but he

signed the Formula for the sake of peace, with the reservation that he

understood it in the sense of a hypothetical or limited ubiquity.

The Giessen and Tijbingen Contkoversy about the Kenosis and

Krypsis.^—The ubiquity question was revived under a new shape, on

the common basis of the 'Formula of Concord' and the dogma of the

communicatio idiomaturn, in the controversy between the Kenoticism

of the theologians of Giessen, which followed in the track of Chem-

nitz, and the Krypticism of the theologians of Tiibingen, which was

based upon the theory of Brenz and Andrese. The controversy forms

the last pliase in the development of the orthodox Lutheran Christology

;

it continued from 1616-1625, and was lost in the Thirty-Years' War.

Both parties agreed that the human nature of Christ from the mo-

ment of the incarnation, even in the mother's womb and on the cross,

was in ixxW possession {ktyichq) of the divine attributes of omnipresence,

omnipotence, omniscience, etc. ; but they differed as to their use {xpr)-

(Tig). The Giessen divines—Balthazar Mentzer (d. 1627), his son-in-

law, Justus Feuerborn (d. 1656), and John Winckelmann—taught a

real self-renunciation (Kivioaig, evacuaiio, exinmiitio),^ i. e., that Christ

• Heshusius wrote concerning this Colloquy :
' Constanter rejicio uhiquitatem. Chem-

nitzius,Kirrfinerus,ChytrcEus antea rejecerunt earn: nunc in gratiam Tiihingensium cum magna

ecclesice srandalo ejus jiatrocinium susripiunt, ijisorum igitur consiantia potius accusanda est.'

Comp. Acta dispuf. Qued/inh.,- Dorner,Vol. II. p. 773; Heppe,Vol. IV. p. 31(j ; and G. Frank,

Vol. I. p. 2r)!t {Heliiistadt und die Ubiquitat).

^ The Saxon Solida derisio, 1624, and an Apologia decisionis, lG2n ; Feuerborn: Scia-

graphia de div. Jes. Chrisio juxta humanit. communicatee majestatis nsurpatione, 1621 ; ¥.ivio-

oiypcKpin xi>i"To\i'y iKii, Marbarg, 1627; Mentzer: Juxta defensio against the Tubingen di-

vines, Giss. 162+; Thummius : Majestas J. Christi 5iav^pw7rov,Tuh. 1621 ; Acta Mentze-

riana. 1(>25 ; Ta7reii'u)(Tiypa(l)ia sacra, h. e. Repetitio sanee et orthod. doclrinee de humiliationt

Jesu Christi, Tiib. 1 623 (900 pp. 4to). On the Romish side : BelJum uhiquisticum vetus et novum,

Dilling. 1627; Alter und neuer lutherischer Katzenkrieg v. d. Ubiquitat, Ingolst. 162!); Cotta:

Historia dortrince de duplici statu Christi (in his edition of Gerhard's Loci theologici, Yol. IV.

pp. 60sqq.); Walch: Re/igionsstreitigkeiten, Vol. I. p. '2QG; Vol. IV. p. S.")! ; Baur : Gesch.

der L. v. d. Dreieinigkeit,Yo\. III. p. 4r)0; Thomasids : Christi Person und Werk,Yo\. IL

pp. 391-450; Dorner, Vol. II. pp. 788-809 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 336.

' Hence they were called Kenotiker, Kenoticists.
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voluntarily laid aside the actual use of the divine attributes and func-

tions, except in the working of miracles; while the Tiibingen divines

—

Lucas Osiander 11. (d.l638), Theodor Thumm,or Thummius (d.l630),

and Melchior Nicolai (d. 1659)—taught that he made a secret use of

them {Kfw^pig, occulta usurpatio)^

The Giessen divines, wishing chiefly to avoid the reproach of apor-

tentusa uJnqultas, represented the omnipresence of Christ's humanity,

not as an all-pei'vading existence,^ but as an all-controlling power, or

as an element of omnipotence.^ The Tiibingen school taught, in conse-

quence of the unio kypostatica, an absolute omnipresence of Christ's

humanity, as a quiescent quality, which consists in tilling all the spaces

of the universe, even from the conception to the death on the cross.*

A theological commission at Dresden, with Iloe von Hoenegg at the

head, decided substantially in favor of the Giessen theor}' (1525), and

against the Tubingen doceticism, without, however, advancing the solu-

tion of the problem or feeling its real difiiculty.

Tiie Giessen theory is more consistent with the realness of Christ's

human life, but less consistent with itself, since it admits an occasional

interruption of it by the use of the inherent powers of the divinity;

the Tubingen theory, on the other hand, virtually destroys the distinc-

tion between the state of humiliation and the state of exaltation, and

resolves thf? life of Christ into a magical illusion.

The modern Tiibingen school of Baur and Strauss forms a strange

parallel and contrast to that of the seventeenth century : it starts from

the same principle that ' the finite is capable of the infinite,' but extends

it pantheistically to humanity at large, and denies its applicability to

Christ, on the ground that the divine fullness can not be emptied into

a single indi\idual.^ Therefore, while the old Tiibingen school in effect,

' Hence their name. Kryptiker, Krypticists.

^ Indistantin, nuda adessentia ad creaturas, prasentia simplex.

^ Actio, operatio, prresentia modijirata. This amounts to pretty much the same thing with

the omnipro'sentia energetica of the Calvinists.

* The same applies to omnipotence. The Tiihingen divines gave an affirmative answer to

the question, '' Av homo Christus in Deum, assumpfus in statu exinanitionis tamquavi rex prcB-

sens cuncta, licet latenter, r/uhernarit ?' They made, however, an apparent concession to their

opponents by assuming a bi'ief suspension of the tise of the divine majesty during the agony in

Gethsemane and the crucifixion, in order that Christ might really suffer as high-priest. See

Dorner,Vol. 11. p.799.
^ ' In an individual,' snys Strauss, in the dogmatic conclusion of his first Lehen Jesu (Vol.

II. p. 710). ' in one God-man, the properties and functions which tho Church doctrine ascribes

Vol. L—

U
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though not in intention, destroys the real liunianity of Christ, the mod-

ern Tiibingen school consistently denies his divinity, and resolves al\

the supernatural aud miraculous elements of the gospel history into a

mythic poem or fiction.

In the modern I'evival of orthodox Lutheranism, the ubiquity of the

body of Christ is either avoided, or advocated only in the hypothetical

form, and mostly with a leaning towards a more literal acceptation of

the Kivuxyig (Phil. ii. 7) than the Giessen divines contended for.*

VIII. THE HADES CONTROVERSY.^

This controversy, which is discussed in the ninth article of the

' Formula of Concord,' referred to the time, manner, extent, and aim

of Christ's mysterious descent into the world of dejoarted spirits. It

implied the questions whether the descent took place before or after

the death on the cross ; whether it were confined to the divine nature,

or to the soul, or extended to the body ; whether it belonged to the

state of humiliation, or to the state of exaltation; whether it were a con-

tinuation of suffering and a tasting of the second death, or a triumph

over hell. The answer to these questions depended in part on the dif-

ferent views of the communication of idiomata and the ubiquity of the

body, as also on Hades, or Sheol, itself, which some identified with hell

proper (Gehenna), while others more correctly understood it in a wider

sense of the whole realm of the dead. Luther himself had at different

to Christ contradict themselves
; in the idea of the race the;' agree. Ilumnnity is the union

of the two natures—the incarnate God—the infinite externalizing itself in the finite, and the

finite spii-it remembering its infinitude.'

' So Thomasius, J.ie])ner, Gess. But the absolute ubiquity also has found an advocate in

Philippi {Kirrhl. Clnabrndehre., Vol. IV. I. pj). .Sfl4). Dr. Stahl, the able theological lawyer,

in his Die luthcrisrhe Kirrhe vnd die Union (Berlin, lSr.9, pp.18.") sqq.), admits that the ubiq-

uity question has no religious interest except as a speculative basis for the possibility of the

eucharistic presence, aud ajiproaches Ebrard's view of .in 'extra-spacial, central communica-
tion of the virtue' (jf Christ's body to the believer. Dr. Krauth defends Chemnitz's view,

and what he would rather style ' the /)erso«n/ omnipresence of the human nature of Christ'

(I. c. p. 49G). But the human nature of Christ is impersonal, and sim])ly taken up into union
with the pre-existent personality of the Divine Logos.

' .(Epinus : Comment, in Psn. xvt. Frcf ir)4+, and Enorratio Psnlmi l.n-iiL. with an appen-

dix de descerisu Christi ad inferna, Frcf 1 ").")3. A. Grevios : Memoria J. .Epini instaurnta,

Hamb. 1 73G
; Dietelmaiek : Hi.ttoria do<pnatis de desrensu Christi, Norimb. 1 741 . Alt. 1 762

;

PLANCK, Vol. V. I. pp. 2r)l-284; Kunig : Die Lehre von Christi llollenfnhrt, pp. l."»2 sqq.;

Guder: Die Lehre der Ersrheiiwnff Christi unter den Todten, Bern, 185.3, pp. 222 sqq.;

G. Frank, Vol. I. p. IGO sq. ; Fr. H. R. Frank, Vol. III. p. 397 sqq.
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times very different opinions of the descent, but regarded it chiefly as

a victory over tlie kingdom of Satan.

John -^pinus,^ a Lutheran minister in Hamburg, started the contro-

versy, lie taught, first in 1544: and afterwards more fully, that Christ

descended with his spirit into the region of the lost, in order to suffer

the pains of hell for men, and thus to complete his humiliation or the

work of redemption. So he explained Psalm xvi. 10 (comp. Acts ii. 27,

31). Luther himself had at one time (1524) given a similar exposition

of this passage. Flacius sided with ^pinus. But this theory was more

Reformed than Lutheran, and was opposed by his colleagues, who car-

ried the dispute into the pulpit and excited the people. Matsberger in

Augsburg represented the descent, according to the usual view, as a

local change, but had to suffer three years' imprisonment for it. Brenz

condemned such locomotion as inconsistent with the dignity and ubiq-

uity of Christ, and denied the locality of hell as well as of heaven.

This accords with his view of the ascension. Melanchthon, being ap-

pealed to by the magistrate of Hamburg, answered with caution, and

warned against preaching on subjects not clearly revealed. He re-

ferred to a sermon of Luther, preached at Torgau, 1533, in which be

graphically describes the descent as a triumphant march of Christ

through the dismayed infernal hosts, so that no believer need here-

after be afraid of the devil and damnation. Melanchthon thought

this view was more probable than that of ^Epinus; at all events,

Christ manifested himself as a conqueror in hell, destroyed the power

of the devil, raised many dead to life (Matt, xxvii. 53), and proclaimed

to them the true doctrine of the Messiah ; to ask more is unnecessary.

He advised the magistrate to exclude the controversy from the pulpit.^

• A Hellenized forai (AiVfn-oc. high. loffj/) for his German name Hock, or Hoch. He was

born, 1490, at Ziegesar, Brandenburg; studied at Wittenberg, became pastor at St. Peter's,

Hamburg, 1 52i). Superintendent in 1 532, introduced the Reformation into that city, signed the

Articles of Smalcald. 1537, stood in high esteem, and died 15.58. He was a colleague of

Westphal, and opposed with Flacius the Leipzig Interim.

=* Sept. 1 5.50, Corp. Reform. Vol. VII. p. 665. Comp. Schmidt, Melanchthon, p. 554 sq. In

his Loci, Melanchthon passes by the descensus as unessential. In a letter to Spalatin, March

20, 1531 (Corj). Eeforin.Yo]. II. p. 400). he expresses his inability to explain the dark pas-

sage, 1 Pet. iii. 10. 20. He was pleased with I-uther's sermon at Torgau, but added, in a pri-

vate letter to Anton Musa (March 12, 1543, Corp. Reform. Vol. V. p. 58), that Christ probn-

bly preached the gospel to the heathen in the spirit world, and converted such men as Scijjio

and Fabius. (Zwingli likewise believed in the salvation of the nobler heathen.) He wrote

to jEpinus, April 20, 1546 (Corj). Reform. Vol. VI. p. 116), to preach the necessary doctrines
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Se\eral of the most violent opponents of -i^pinus were deposed and

expelled. The dispute was lost in more serious controversies. It was

almost confined to Hamburg.

The Foi-mula of Concord sanctioned substantially the view of Lu-

ther and Melanchthon, without entering into the minor questions.

IX. THE ADIAl'HOEISTIC (oR INTERIMISTIC) CONTROVERSY (1548-1555).*

This controversy is the subject of the tenth article of the 'Formula

of Concord,' but was the first in the order of time among the disputes

which occasioned this symbol. It arose, soon after Luther's death, out

of the unfortunate Snialcald war, which resulted in the defeat of the

Lutheran states, and brought them for a time under the ecclesiastical

control of the Emperor Charles V. and his Romish advisers.

Ecclesiastical rites and ceremonies, which are neither commanded

nor forbidden in the Word of God, are in themselves indifferent

(aSta^ojoa, tnedia, res medicB, Mitteldmge)^ but the observance or non-

observance of them may, under testing circumstances, become a matter

of principle and of conscience. The Augsburg Confession and Apol-

ogy (Art. VII.) declare that agreement in doctrine and the adminis-

tration of the sacraments is suflicient for the unity of the Church, and

may co-exist with diversity in usages and rites of human origin. Lu-

ther himself desired to retain many forms of the Catholic worship

which he considered innocent and beautiful, provided only that no

merit be attached to them and no burden be imposed upon the con-

science.^ But there is a great difference between retaining old forms

of faith, repentance, prayer, good works, rather than speculations on things which even the

most learned did not know.
' Comp. Flacius : Von wahren undfalsrhen Mitteldinffen, etc, Entschuldigung geschrieben

an die Universitdt zti Wittenberg der Mitteldinq halben, etc., Wider ein recht heidnisch,ja

Epicurisch Buck der Adiafihoristen, darin das Leipzische Interim vertheidigt wird, etc. ; and

other pamphlets, printed at Magdeburg (as the ' Kanzlei (iottes'), 1511) , Wigand : De neu-

tralibtts et niediis, Frcf. 15(!(); ScHf.ussKi.iiURG : Cat. H(vret. Lib. XIII. (de Adiaphoristis et

InteriTuistis) ; Biek : Dns dreifache Interim,Jje\i>z. 1 7ii."> , Pt>ANCK, Vol. IV. pp. 85-248 ; H. Ros-

SKL : Me/, und diis Interim (at the close of Twesten's monograph on Fli>cius. Berlin, 1844);

Kanke : Deutsche Gesdi., etc. Vol. V. ; Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 435 ; IIerzog : Encykl. Vol. I.

p. 124 ; Vol. VIII. p. 288 , Schmidt : Mel. pp. 4*)1, 495, .524 ; G. Frank, Vol. I. pp. 113, IIG
;

Fit. H. R. Frank, Vol. IV. pp. 1-120; Dorner, p. 331.

* See his humorous letter to Buchholzer in Berlin, Dec. 4, 1 530 (7?riV/>,Vol. V. p. 235), which

might have considerably embarrassed the anti-Adiaphorists had they known it. lie advises

Elector Joachim II. that in introducing the Reformatiou he may, if he desired it, put on one

or three priestly garments, like Aaron; may hold one or even seven processions, like Joshua
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and restoring them after they have been abolished, as also between a

voluntary and a compulsory observance. When circumcision was yet

lawful and practiced by Jewish Christians, Paul resisted it, and saved

the principle of Christian liberty against the Judaizing error which

made circumcision a condition of salvation. Some of the Romish

ceremonies, moreo\'er, especially those connected with the canon of the

mass, invohe doctrine, and affect the whole idea of Christian worship.

When the Emperor, with the aid of the treasonable Elector Maurice

of Saxony, had broken up the Lutheran League of Smalcald, he re-

quired the Protestants to submit to a doctrinal and ceremonial com-

promise till the final settlement of the religious controversy by an

oecumenical Council.

The first compromise was the so-called Augsburg Interim^ enacted

by the Diet of Augsburg (May, 1548) for the whole empire. It was

essentially Romish, and yielded to the Protestants only the marriage

of priests and the cup of the laity. It was rigidly executed in the

Southern and prevailingly Roman Catholic states, where about four

hundred Lutheran preachers were expelled or dismissed for non-con-

formity.

The second compromise, called the Leipzig Interim^ was enacted

by the Elector Maurice (December, 1548), with the aid of Melanchthon

and other leading Lutheran divines, for his Protestant dominion, where

the Augsburg Interim could not be carried out. It was much milder,

saved the evangelical creed in its essential features^as justification by

the sole merits of Christ through a living faith—but required con-

formity to the Romish ritual, including confirmation, episcopal ordina-

tion, extreme unction, and even the greater part of the canon of the

mass, and such ceremonies as fasts, processions, and the use of images

in churches.*

The Protestants were forced to the alternative of either submitting

to one of these temporary compromises, or risking the fate of martyrs.

Melanchthon, in the desire to protect churches from plunder and

before Jericho; and may dance before it, as David danced before the ark, provided only such

things were not made necessary for salvation.

» See the text of the two Interims in Gieseler, Vol. IV. pp. 193-196 and 201-203; the

Interim Lipsiense, also, in Corp. Leform. Vol. VII. The term gave rise to sarcastic conun-

drums, as Interimo, interitns, Hinterim, der Schalk ist hinter ihm (the villain is behind it). On

the political aspects of the Interim, see the fifth volume of Ranke.
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ministers from exile, and in tlie hope of saving the cause of the Ref-

ormation for better times, yet not without blamable weakness, gave

his sanction to the Leipzig Interim, and undertook to act as a mediator

between tlie Emperor, or his Pi'otestant ally Maurice, and the Prot-

testant conscience.^ It was the greatest mistake in his life, yet not

without plausible excuses and incidental advantages. He advocated

immovable steadfastness in doctrine, but submission in every thing

else for the sake of peace. He liad the satisfaction that the University

of Wittenberg, after temporary suspension, was restored, and soon fre-

quented again by two thousand students ; that no serious attempt was

made to introduce the Interim there, and that matters remained pretty

much as before. But outside of Wittenberg and Saxony his conduct

appeared treasonable to the cause of the Reformation, and acted as an

encouragement to an unscrupulous and uncompromising enemy. Hence

the venerable man was fiercely assailed from every quarter by friend

and foe. He afterwards frankly and honorably confessed that he had

gone too far in this matter, and ought to have kept aloof from the in-

sidious counsels of politicians.^ He fully recovered his manhood in

the noble Saxon Confession which he prepared in 1551 for the Council

of Trent, and which is not merely a repetition of the Augsburg Con-

fession, but also a refutation of the theology, worship, and government

of the papal Church.

Flacius chose the second alternative. Escaping from Wittenberg

to the free city of Magdeburg, he opened from this stronghold of rigid

Lutheranism, with other ' exiles of Christ,' a fierce and effective war

against Melanchthon and the ' dangerous rabble of the Adiaphorists.'

He charged his teacher and benefactor with superfluous mildness,

weakness, want of faith, treason to truth ; and characterized the Leipzig

' To the Augsburg Interim he was decidedly opposed, and he had also sundry objections to

the ceremonial part of the Leipzig Interim. He is only responsible for its doctrinal part.

I-ee his letters from this period in Corp. Re/orjn. Yols. VI. and VII., and Schmidt's Mel. pp.

507 and '>2-i.

* In a letter to his enemy, M. Flacius, dated Sept. 5, ISHS, he was not ashamed to confess,

after some slight reproaches, ' Vincite ! Cedo ; nihil pugno de ritibus illis, et maxime opto, ut

dulcis sit ernlesiarum roncordia. Fateor etiam hoc in re a me peccatum esse, et a Deo veniam

peto, quod non prornl fitrji insidiosns illas dellherntiones. 3ed ilia quce mihi falsa a te et a

(iiillo ohjiriuntur, refutaho.^ Corp. Rcform.YiA.YlW. p. 841 sq. And to the Saxon pastors he

wrote, Jan. 17, 15r(7 (Vol. IX. p. Gl) :
^ Pertractus sum ad uularuin deliherationes insidiosas.

Quare sicutn vel laj>sus sutii. vel lani/uidius aliquid egi, peto a Deo et ah Ecclesia veniam, et

judiciis Erclesice obteinperabo.^
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Interim as an undisguised ' union of Christ and Belial, of light and

darkness, of sheep and wolf, of Christ and Antichrist,' aiming at the

' reinstatement of popery and Antichrist in the temple of God.' ^ His

chief text was 1 Cor. x. 20-23. He had upon the whole the best of

the argument, although in form he violated all the laws of courtesy

and charity, and continued, even long afterwards, to persecute Melanch-

thon as an abettor of Antichrist.

In a milder tone the best friends of Melanchthon remonstrated with

him. Brenz preferred exile and misery to the Interi/n, which he called

interitus. Bucer of Strasburg did the same, and accepted a call to

England. Calvin on this question sided with the anti-Adiaphorists,

and wrote a letter to Melanchthon (June 18, 1550), which is a model

of brotherly frankness and reproof. ' My present grief,' he says in

substance, ' renders me almost speechless. ... In openly admonishing

you, I am discharging the duty of a true friend ; and if I employ a

little more severity than usual, do not think it is owing to any diminu-

tion of my old affection and esteem for you. ... I know you love noth-

ing better than open candor. I am truly anxious to approve all your

actions, both to myself and to others. But at present I accuse you be-

fore yourself, that I may not be forced to join those who condemn you

in your absence. This is the sum of your defense : That provided

purity of doctrine be retained, externals should not be pertinaciously

contended for. . . . But you extend the adiaphora too far. . . . Some of

them contradict the Word of God. . . . When we are in the thick of

the fight, we must fight all the more manfully ; the hesitation of the

general brings more disgrace than the flight of a whole herd of com-

mon soldiers. All will blame you if you do not set the example of

unflinching steadfastness. ... I had rather die with you a hundred

times than see you survive the doctrines surrendered by you. I have

' Thus he concisely states the case on the long title-page of his Apology, or Entschuldigung,

etc., addressed to the University of Wittenberg, with a letter to Melanchthon, Magdeburg,

1549. The concluding words of the title state the aim of the Interim thus: ' Das Ende ist

die Einsetzunq des Papstthums und Einstellung des Antichrists in den Teinpel Christi, Star-

kung der Gottlosen, dass sie iiher der Kirche Christi sto/ziren, Betri'ibung der Gottfilrchtigen,

item Schivdchung, Einfiihrung in Zweifel, Trennung und unzahJige Aergerniss.' He relates

of Melanchthon that he derived from an eclipse of the moon in 1548 the vain hope of the near

death of the Emperor, which would end these troubles. He also published several confiden-

tial letters of Luther to Melanchthon, written during the Diet at Augsburg, 1530, upbraiding

him for his philosophy and timidity.
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no fear for tlie truth of God, nor do I distrust your steadfastness. . ,

Pardon me, dear Philip, for loading your breast with these groans

May the Lord continue to guide you by his Spirit and sustain you by

his might.''

The defeat of the Emperor by Elector Maurice, who now turned

against him, as he had turned before against his fellow-Protestants, and

the consequent Peace of Augsburg, 1555, made an end to the Interim

ti-oubles, and secured freedom to the Lutheran Churches. But among

theologians the controversy continued till the death of Melanchthon.

The conduct of Melanchthon weakened his authority and influence,

which had been rising higher and higher before and after Luther's

death, especially in the University of Wittenberg. Before this unfor-

tunate controversy he w^as universally regarded as the theological head

of the evangelical Church in Germany, but now a large number of

Lutherans began to look upon him with distrust.

X. THE STRASBUKG CONTROVERSY ON PREDESTINATION BETWEEN ZANCHI

AND MARBACH (1561-1563).'

This is the last specific doctrine discussed in the Formula of Con-

cord (Art. XL). The German and Swiss Reformers alike renewed,

* Opera, Vol. IX. p. 54, and Letters of Calvin, by J. Bonnet, English translation, Vol. II.

p. 257. A letter of similar spirit and import to Melanchthon, by his friend Anton Cornnus

(Kabener), a distinguished reformer in Hesse and Gottingen, who suffered imprisonment for

his opposition to the Interim, was recently discovered in the Royal Library at Hanover by

Iwan Franz, and published in Kahnis, Zeitscfirif't Jur die hist. Theol. 1874, pp. 105 sqq.,

from which 1 quote the following passages: '0 Philippe, o inquam Philippe noster, redi per

immortalem Christum ad pristinum candorem, ad pristinam tuain sinreritatem ! non languefa-

cito ista tua formidine, pusillanimitate et inepta moderatione nostrorum aniinos tantopere!

Non aperito hue ratione ad Papains recurrentem impietatem ac Idolovianiasfenestramacja-

nuam 1 Non sis tantorum in Ecclesia offendieuhrum autor ! Ne siiias tua tarn egregia

scripta, dicta, facta, quibus mirijire de Ecclesia hactenus meritus es, isto condonationis, mode-

ratiunis, novatioids na'vo ad eum modum deformari I Cogita, quantum anivii ista nostra car-

nis ac rationis consilia et adversariis addant et nostris adimant .' Perpende, quam placari

etiavi istis condonationibus adversarii nostri non queant, qui totius Papatus dortrinam et om-

nes ex lequo impios rultus reposcunt et ex nostra levitate spent concipiunt se hac in re facile voti

compotes futuros. Detestatur Dominus apud Jerennam eos, qin manus pessimorum confortant,

tit non fonvertatur unusquisque a malitia sua. Cur igitur in tarn ardua causa non tales nos

gerimus ut hujusmodi detestatio competere in nos haud possit ? qua perversitnte arundo hue illuc

^•entis agitata dici quam Johannis constantiam imitari malumus ! . . . Proinde Te, o noster

Philippe, iterum atque iterum per ilium ijisiim Christum redcmptorem nostrum et brevifuturuin

judicem rogamus, ut jirofessionis tua; memor talem te cum reliquis Vitehergensibus jam geras,

qualem Te ab initio hujus causes ad Electoris captinitatem usque gessisti, hoc est, ut ea seiitins,

dicas, scribas, agas, quce Ptdlipjnmt, CItristianum Doctoreni decent, non aulicuni Philosophum.'

* Planck, Vol. VI. pp. 809 sqq.; Kuuricu: Geschichte der Reform, iniElsass, bes. in Strass-
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as an iinpreg-iiable fortress in tlieir war against the Pelagian corrup-

tions of Itoiiie, the Augustinian systeni, with its two closely connec'^'sd

doctrines uf the absolute spiritual slavery or inability of the unregen-

erate will of man, and the absolute predestination of God ; though

with the cliaracteristic difference that Luther and Melanchthon empha-

sized the servmn avhitrium^ Zwingli i\\Q providentia, Calvin thej^rce-

destinatio. In other words, the German Reformers started from the

anthropological premise, and inferred from it the theological conclu-

sion ; while Calvin made the absolute sovereignty of God the corner-

stone of his system. Luther firmly adhered to the servum arbitrium,

but was more cautious, in his later years, on the mystery of theprcedesti-

natio} Melanchthon gave up both for his synergism and the univer-

sality of grace, though he continued in friendly correspondence with

Calsin, who on his part put the mildest construction on this depart-

ure. The rigid Lutherans all retained Luther's view of total depravity

in opposition to synergism, and some of them (namely, Amsdorf, Fla-

cius, Brenz, Wigand, and, for a time, Heshusius) were also strict predes-

Ae<r<7, 3 Theile, Strasburg, 1830-1832; Schweizer : Centraldogmen der Reform. Kircke,Yo\.

I. pp. 418-470 (a very full and able account); Heppe : Doymatik des D. Protest. Vol. II.

pp. U-M ; G. Frank, Vol. I. pp. 178-184; Fr. H. R. Frank, Vol. IV. pp. 121-344.

' The Philippist Lasius first asserted (1568) that Luther had recalled his book De servo

arhitrio (1525), but this was indignantly characterized by Flacius and Westplial as a wretched

lie and an insult to the evangelical church. The fact is that Luther emphatically reaffirmed

this book, in a letter to Capito, 1537, as one of his very best {'nullum enim agnosco mewnjus-

tum librum nisiforte De servo arhitrio, et Catechismum^). And, indeed, it is one of his most

powerful works. Luthardt {Die Lehre vom freien Wil/en, Leipz. 1863, p. 122) calls it 'ei«e

machtige Schrift, stolz, wahrheitsgewiss, kiihn in Gedanken und Wort, veil heiligen Eifers,

gewaltigen Ernstes, aus innerster Seele hermisgeschrieben. . . . Kawn irgendwo sonst ergiesst sick

gleich mdrhtig und reich der Strom seines Geisfes.' Only in regard to predestination Luther

may be said to have moderated his view somewhat, although he never recalled it, that is, he

still taught in his later writings (in his Com. on Genesis, Ch. VI. 6, 18 ; Ch. XXVI.) the dis-

tinction and antagonism between the revealed will of God. which sincerely calls all to repent-

ance and salvation, and the inscrutable secret will which saves only a part of the race; but he

laid the main stress practically on the former and the means of grace, and thus prepared the

way for the 1 1 th Article of the Formula of Concord. ' Srrijisi, ' he wrote in 1 536, ' esse omnia

ahsoluta et necessaria, sed simul addidi, quod nds/nciendus sit Deus revelatus' {0/iera exeg.

Vol. VI. p. 300). Luthardt (1. c. p. 146) correctly says (in opposition both to Liitkens and Phi-

lippi) that Luther never recalled, but retained his earlier views on predestination and the ne-

cessity of all that happens, and only guarded them against abuse. The result of Kostlin's in-

vestigation is this, that Luther never attempted a solution of the contradiction between the

secret and the revealed will of God. ' Das ehen ist seine Lehre, dass unser Erkennen nicht S6

weit reicht, und dass wir uns auch das Unhegreifliche und Unverstandliche gefallen lassen mils-

sen. . . . Er selhst spricht aus, dass ein Widersprurh fur uns stehen bleibe, den wir nicht losen

konnen noch sollen. ' Luther s Tkeologie, Vol. II. p. 328.
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tiuarians.^ But the prevailing Lutheran sentiment became gradually

averse to a particular predestination, all the more since it was a proni-

ineut doctrine of the hated Calvinists. The Foi-mnla of Concord sanc-

tioned a compromise between Augustinianism and universalism, or

between the original Luther and the later Melanchthon, by teaching

both the absolute inability of man and the universality of divine grace,

without an attempt to solve these contradictory positions. Li regard

to the slavery of the human will, the Formula of Concord, following

Luther, went even further than Calvin, and compared the natural

man with a dead statue, or clod, and stone; while Calvin always (so

far agreeing witli the later Melanchthon) insisted on the spontaneity

and responsibility of the will in sinning, and in accepting or rejecting

the grace of God.

The discussion of this subject was opened by the fierce polemic Tile

mann Ileshusius, who, in his defense of the corporeal presence against

the Saci-amentarians (Jena, 1560), first attacked also Calvin's doctrine

of predestination, as Stoic and fatalistic, although a year afterwards,

in opposition to synergism, he returned to his former view of an abso-

lute and particular predestination. Beza answered his attack with

superior ability.^

Of more importance was the controversy between Marbach (a friend

of Ileshusius) and Zanclii within the Lutheran denomination itself.

It decided its position on the question of predestination and persever-

ance.

The Church of Strasburg had received from its reformer, Martin

Bucer (who on account of the Interim followed a call to the Univer-

sity of Cambridge, 1549, and died there, 1551), a unionistic type, and

acted as mediator between the Swiss and German churches. The

Reformed Tetrapolitan Confession, the Lutheran Augsburg Confes-

sion, and the Wittenberg Concordia (a compromise between the Lu-

theran and Zwinglian views on the eucharist), were held in great

esteem, Calvin and Peter Martyr, who preached and taught there,

made a deep impression. The celebrated historian Sleidanus, and the

' See the proof passages in Frank's Theol. der Concord, formel. Vol. IV. pp. 254-261 ; Lu-

thardt, pp. 240-244 ; Planck, Vol. IV. pp. 691-712; and Schweizer, I. c.

^ See Schweizer, 1. c. pp. 402 sqq. Heshusius and Westphal invented the name Calvinists,

which henceforth was used by Lutherans for the Reformed, as the term Zwin</lians had been

before. The term sacramentarians was applied to both without distinction.
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learned founder and rector of the academy, John Sturm, labored in

the same spirit.

Jerome Zanchi (Zanchius, 1516-1590), a converted Italian, and pu-

pil of Peter Martyr, became his successor as Pi-ofessor of Theology at

Strasburg in 1553. lie was one of the most learned Calvinistic di-

vines of the age, and labored for some time with great acceptance.

He taught that in the eucharist Christ's true body broken for us, and

his blood shed for us, are received in the sacrament, but not with the

mouth and teeth, but by faith, and consequently only b}' believers.

This was approved by his superiors, since the communion was not a

cibus ventris sed mentis, and the same view had been taught by Bucer,

Capito, Hedio, Zell, and Martyr. He opposed ubiquity, and the use

of images in churches. He taught unconditional predestination, and

its consequence, the perseverance of saints, in full harmony, as he be-

lieved, with Augustine, Luther, and Bucer. He reduced his ideas to

four sentences : 1. The elect receive from God the gift of true saving

faith only once ; 2. Faith once received can never be totally and finally

lost, pai-tly on account of God's promise, partly on account of Christ's

intercession ; 3. In every elect believer there are two men, the external

and the internal—if he sin, he sins according to the external, but

against the internal man, consequently he sins not with the whole heart

and will ; 4. When Peter denied Christ, the confession of Christ died in

his mouth, but not his faith in his heart.

Several years before Zanchi's call to Strasburg, a Lutheran counter-

current had been set in motion, which ultimately prevailed. It was

controlled by John Marbach (1521-1581), a little man with a large

beard, incessant activity, intolerant and domineering spirit, who had

been called from Jena to the pulpit of Strasburg (15-15). Inferior in

learning,' he was superior to Zanchi in executive ability and popular

eloquence. He delighted to be called Superintendent, and used his

authority to the best advantage. He abolished Bucer's Catechism and

introduced Luther's, taught the ubiquity of Christ's body, undermined

the authority of the Tetrapolitan Confession, crippled the church of

French refugees, to which Calvin had once ministered, weakened dis-

Melanchthon called him mediocriter doctus, but his own estimate was much higher, and

in his inaugural he spoke with such arrogance that Bucer feared he would prove a great mis-

fortune for the Church at Strasburg. See Kohrich and Schweizer, p. 420.
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cipline, introduced pictures into churches, inchiding those of Luther,

and began to republish at Strasburg the tierce polemical book of

Ileshusius on the eucharist. This brought on the controversy.

Zanchi persuaded the magistrate to suppress the publication of this

book, because of its gross abuse of Melanchthon and a noble German

Prince, the Elector Frederick III. of the Palatinate, and because it

denounced all who differed from his views of the corporeal presence

as heretics. From this time Marbach refused to greet Zanchi on the

street, and gathered from the notes of his students material for accu-

sation that he taught doctrines contrary to the Augsburg Confession.

He objected, however, not so much to predestination itself as to Zanchi's

method of teaching it a priori rather than a posteriori.

The controversy lasted over two years. Zanchi visited and con-

sulted foreign churches and universities. The answers differed not so

much on predestination as on perseverance.'

The theologians of Marburg (Hyperius, Lonicer, Gamier, Orth, Ro-

ding, Pincier, and Pistoriiis), Zurich (Bullinger, Martyr, Gualter, Lava-

ter, Simler, Haller, Zwingli Jr.), and Heidelberg (Boquinus, Tremellius,

Olevianus, and Diller) decided in favor of the theses of Zanchi. The

ministers of Basel counseled peace and compromise ; the divines of

Tiibingen approved of the doctrine of predestination, but dissented

from the theses on perseverance ; even Brenz thought the matter might

be amicably settled. The divines of Saxony decided according to their

different attitudes towards Melanchthon : the Melanchthonians liked

Zanchi's doctrine of the eucharist, but disliked his view of predestina-

tion ; the anti-Melanchthonians hated the former, but were favorable

to the latter, because it was so strongly taught by Luther himself {De

servo arbitrio).

At last the 'Strasburg Formula of Concord' was adopted (1563),

which prescribed the Wittenberg Concordia of 1536 as the rule of

doctrine on the Lord's Supper, and asserted the possibility of the loss

of faith, yet without denying predestination,^ Calvin judged that it

only threw a veil over the truth. Predestination was with Calvin and

Luther an independent and central dogma ; the later Lutherans assigned

• Zanchii Opem, Pt. VII. pp.65 sqq., and Pt. VIII. pp.lU sqq. ; Schweizer, pp. 448-470.

* Printed in the Strasburger Kirchenordnwig of 1598. and in l^oscher's Historia inotuum,

\'o] II. p. '229 sq. See Schweizer, pp. 440 sqq.
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it a subordinate and subsidiary position, and denied its logical conse-

quence, the perseverance of saints. This was also the position of Mai*-

bach.

Zanchi subscribed the Strasburg Formula with a restriction, but for

the sake of peace he soon followed a call to a Reformed Italian church

at Chiavenna, and, being driven away by a pestilence to a mountain,

he wrote a full account of the Strasburg troubles.^ He was supported

in his position by the worthy Sturm and several professors, but had

the disadvantage of being a foreigner unacquainted with the German
tongue. The pastors, backed by the people, triumphed over the pro-

fessors. What Marbach had begun, his pupil Pappus completed.

Strasburg was thoroughly Lutheranized, the Tetrapolitan Confession

formally abolished as 'Zwinglian,' and the Formula Concordige intro-

duced (1597).2

Yet, after all, the spirit of Bucer never died out. From Strasburg

proceeded Spener, with his blessed revival of practical piety and a

better appreciation of the Reformed Confession f and from the theo-

logical faculty of Strasburg hail more recently the appreciating biog-

raphies of Beza, Bucer, and Capito (by Baum), and Melanchthon (by

Carl Schmidt), and the best edition of the works of Calvin (by Baum,

Cunitz, and Reuss). Thus history slowly but surely rectifies its own
mistakes.

The Peepakation or the Foemula of Concoed.*

These controversies turned the Lutheran churches in Germany into

a camp of civil war, exposed them to the ridicule and obloquy of the

* It is addressed to Philip of Hesse (Oct. 1,1565), and given by Schweizer, pp. 425-436.

Zanchi accepted afterwards a call to a professorship at the Reformed University of Heidel-

berg, where he died, 1 590. He received also calls to England, Lausanne. Geneva, Zurich,

and Leyden, and was justly esteemed for his learning and character. A complete edition of

his works appeared at Geneva in eight parts, in 3 vols, folio.

^ Comp. Heppe, Gesih. des D. Protest. Vol. IV. pp. 312-315.

^ Spener was born at Rappoltsweiler, in Upper Alsace, but his parents were from Strasburg,

and he was educated there, and called himself a Strasburger. Kliefoth (as quoted by Heppe,

Vol. IV. p. 399), from his own rigid Lutheran stand-point, says, not without good reason:

^ Mit Spener beginnt jener grosse Eroherungszug d<:r reformirten Kirche gegen die lutherische,

der seitdem verschiedene Namen, erst Fiommigkeit, dann Toleranz, dann Union, dann Confode-

ration auf sein Punier gesehriehen hat.'

* P'or the fullest account, see the sixth volume of Planck's, and the third volume of Heppe's

histoj-p
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Papists, and threatened to end in utter confusion and dissolution. The

danger was increased by the endless territorial divisions of Germany,

M'here every Prince and magistrate acted a little pope, and 'every fox

k)oked to liis own pelt.'
^

Tlie best men in the Lutheran communion deeply deplored this state

of things, and labored for peace and hai'mony. Augustus, Elector of

Saxony (1533-1588), a pious and orthodox, thongh despotic Prince,

controlled the political part, and paid the heavy expenses of the move-

ment.^ Jacob Andrew, Professor of Theology and Chancellor of the

University at Tlibingen (1528-1590), a pupil and friend of Brentius, a

man of rare energy, learning, eloquence, and diplomatic skill, managed

the theological negotiations, made no less than one hundred and twenty-

six journeys, and sacrificed the comforts of home and family (he had

twelve children) to the pacification of the Lutheran Cliui-ch.^ Next

' As Brenz says -. '^s lu(/e ein jeglicher Fuchs seines Bulges.^

' 80,000 gulden. Augustus was a zealous Lutheran without knowing the difference be-

tween Lutheranism and Philippism, and supported or punished the champions of both parties

as he happened to be led or misled by his courtiers and the theologians.

^ On this remarkable man, see Planck, Vol. VI. pp. 372 sqq. ; Heppe,Vol. IV. pp. 376 sqq.;

G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 21 i); Hartmann in Herzog, Vol. I. p. 312; Johannsen, Jacob Andrea's

Concordistische Tfiatu/keit, in Niedner's Zeitschrift far hist. Theol. 18r>3, No. 3. Andreffi

has often been too unfavorably judged. His contemporary opponents called him 'fSchmidlin'

(with reference to his father's trade), 'Dr. Jacobellus, the Pope of Saxony, the planet of

Swabia, the apostle of ubiquity, al/ofrio-episropus, a worshiper of Bacchus and Mammon,'
etc. He no doubt had a considerable share of vanity, ambition, and theological passion

(which he displayed, e. g., against poor Flacius, even after his death). But there is no reason

to doubt the general parity of his motives, and, compared with some other orthodox Luther-

ans of his age, he was even liberal, at least in his earlier years. At a later period he de-

nounced the alterations of the Augsburg Confession, and com])ared Jlelanchthon to Solomon,

who at first wrote glorious things, but was afterwards so far led astray that the Bible leaves

it doubtful whether he were saved (^ oh er zu unserm Hcrrgott oder zu dem Teufel gefahren

sfi'). He seemed to be predestinated for the work of his life. Planck gives a masterly

.though not altogether just) analysis of his character, from which I quote a specimen, as it

fairly represents the spirit and style of his celebrated history (Vol. VI. p. 274)* '/« halb

Deutschland heruinzureisen,und an jedem neuen Ort mit neuen Menschen zu unterhandlen—hier

wit dem Ministerio einer Reir./isstadt, und dort mit einer kleinen Synode von Snperintendenteri,

welrhe die Geistlichkeit einer gutizen (imfsrhaft oder eines Fiirstenthums reprasentiren—heute

mit Fhirianern und morgen mit Anhangern dcr Wittenhergisrhen Schule und Verehrern Me-
laiii-.hthons—jetzt mit den Hauptpersonen, die on dem gelehrten Streit den vorziiglichsten An-
theil genommen, und jetzt mit den Sihreiern, die bloss den Farm vermehrt, und dazwischen

hinein mit einem oder dem andern StiHen im Laude, die bisher im Verhorgenen iiber den Streit

geseufzt hatten—und alien diesen ilft-nsrhcn ulJes zu werden, uvi sie zu gewinnen—es gab unrk-

lich kein (icschdft in der Welt, d<is fur ihn so qcmarht war, wie dieses, so wie es auch uinge-

kehrt wenige Menschen gab, die fiir das (leschdft so qcmacht waren, wie er. Nivimt man aber

noch dies dazu. /lass sick auch der gutp Andrexe selbst dazufiir gemacht hielt, dass in die natilr-

liche Thdtigkeit seines Geistes auch zuweilen ein kleiner Windzug von Ehrgeiz und Eitelkeit
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to him, and at a later period, Martin Chemnitz (1522-1586), the

greatest pnpil of Melanchthon and the prince among the Lutheran

divines of his age,^ and Nicholas Selneckek (1 530-1 592 ),2 originally

likewise a Melanchthonian, took the most important part in the move-

ment, and formed with Audrese the theological 'triumvirate,' which

finally completed the Form of Concord.^

hineinblies, dass er auchfur den Reiz der bedeutenden Rolle, die er dabei spielen, und des Aufse-
hens, das er erregen wiirde, nicht unfuhlbar war,ja dass selbst der Gedanke an das ^den'] Verkehr,

in das er dabei mit so manchen Fiirsten und Herrn komnien, an die Ehrenbezeugunqen, die man
ihn hier und da eriveisen, an die Raths-Deputationen, die ihn in so mancher kleinen Reichsstadt

bewiUkommen, an die Gastpredigten, die man ihui auftragen, und an die Ehrfurcht, womit dann
die ehrlirhe Biirger einer solchen Stadt, die nock keinen Kanzler von Tubingen geseken hatten,

vdt Fingern uuf ihn weisen wurden-dass auch der Gedanke daran den heiteren und offenherzi-

yen Mann, der es mit seinen kleinen Schwachheiten nicht so genau nahm und sie eben so leicht

sick selbst as andern vergab, auf geivisse Augenblicke sehr stark anziehen konnte—nimmt man
alles diess zusammen, so wird man auch hinreichend erkldrt kaben, wie es kommen konnte, dass

er vor den Schwieriykeiten seines iibernommenen Geschafts nicht erschrak, die sich ihm dock

ebenfalls bei seiner Klugheit, bei seiner IVeltkenntniss, und bei seiner besondern durch manche

Erfahrung erkauften Kenntniss der Menschen, die er dabei zu bearbeiten hatte, lebhafter als

hundert andern darstellen mussten. Gewiss standen auch diese Schwierigkeiten lebhaft genug

vor seiner Seele, aber der Reiz, durch den er in das Geschaft hineingezogen wurde, war so

stark, dass er ihm schwerlich hatte widerstehen konnen, wenn er nicht nur die Muke und Ar-

beit, die es ihn kosten, sondern auch den tausendfachen Verdruss, den es ihm machen, die zahl-

losen Krankungen, die es ihm zuziehen, und selbst alle die stechenden Erinnerungen, durch die es

ihm sein Alter verbittern sollte, vorausgesehen hdtte.^ Andreas, in connection with Vergerius,

founded the first Bible Society, for Sclavonic nations (ISoo). His grandson, Johann Valentin

Andre* (1 .")8G-1G54), was a man of geni-is and more liberal views, and a great admirer of the

order and discipline of the Reformed Church in Geneva, which he sadly missed in Germany.
' Author oi Loci theologici; Examen Concilii Tridentini ; Harmonia Evangeliorum {com-

pleted by Polj'carp Leyser and John Gerhard) ; De duabus in Christo naturis, and other

works of vast learning. The Romanists called him a second Martin Luther, and said :
' Si

posterior non fuisset, prior non stetisset.^ This reminds one of the line, ' Si Lyra non lyras-

set, Lutherus non saltasset.'

° He prepared the second Latin translation of the Form of Concord, and is best known by

one of his hymns {^ Ach bleib bei uns, Herr Jesu Christ,' etc., although it is only in part

from him). His numerous theological writings are forgotten. He was a little man with

short legs, at first a Philippist, then a rigid Lutheran {^parvus Flacius'); hence in turn at-

tacked by all parties. ^Die Reformirten, gegen die er den Vers wandte : '"'' Erhalt uns Herr

bei deinem wort und steur' der Zwinglianer Mord /" und denen er die Schandung seiner

Tochter in letzter Instanz zuchreiben zu milssen glaubie, nannten ihn das '"'' Lutherdffiein" bei

den strengen T^utheranern Mess er: " Schehnlecker, Seelhenker, Seelnecator ;'''
bei den Melanch-

thonianern: ''''.Judas alter in suspensus." Auch mit seinem Freund Andrece ist er zuletzt zer-

falien. . . . Ein Jahrhundert spdter wurde er unter die deutschen Propheten gerechnet.' G.

Frank, Vol. I. p. 221.

^ The remaining three authors were David Chytrseus, Professor in Rostock (d. 1 GOO), who
remained a faithful Melanchthonian, and met the violent abuse of the zealots with silence;

Andreas Musculus, Professor in Frankfort-on-the-Oder (d. 1581), who denounced Melanch-

thon as a patriarch of all heretics, and praised Luther as the sun among the dim stars of the

old fathers ; and Christopher Korner, Professor in Frankfort-on-the-Oder, a friend of Chytr^us,

but unfortunate in his children, who sunk into the lowest vices (G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 222).
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The first attempts at union were made at the conferences in Frank

fort, 1558; Nanmburg, 1561 ; Altenburg, 1568 ; Wittenberg, 1569;

Zerbst, 1570; Dresden, 1571 ; but they utterly failed and increased the

dissension.

After the violent suppression of Crypto-Calvinism in Electoral Sax-

ony (1574), and the death of Flacius (1575) and some other untracta-

ble extremists, the work was resumed by the Elector and other Princes.

Theological conferences were again held at Maulbronn (1575), Lich-

tenberg (1576), and Torgau (1576). Three forms of agreement were

prepared, which, though not satisfactory, served as a basis for the

Formula of Concord. The first is the Swahian and Saxon Formula^

written by Andrea? (1574), and revised by Cheuniitz and Chytrseus

(1575).^ The second is the Maulbronn Formula, prepared by the

Swabian divines Lucas Osiander and Balthasar Bidembach (Nov. 14,

1575), and approved by a convent of Lutheran Princes in the Cloister

of Maulbronn (Jan. 19, 1576),^ The former was found too lengthy,

the latter too brief. Hence on the basis of both a third form was

prepared which combined their merits, but omitted the honorable

mention of the name of Melanchthon. This is the ' Torgau Booh^

consisting of twelve articles.^ It was mainly the work of Andrese and

Chemnitz, and completed by a convention of eighteen Lutheran di-

vines at the Castle of Hartenfels, at Torgau, June 7, 1576. It was

sent by the Elector Augustus to all the Lutheran Princes for exami-

nation and revision. It was closely scrutinized by twenty conventions

of theologians held within three months, and elicited twenty-five vota,

mostly favorable ; even Heshusius and Wigand, the oracles of ortho-

doxy, were pleased, except that they wished an express condemnation

of Melanchthon and other ' authors and patrons of corruptions.'

At last the present Formula of Concord was completed, on the basis

' Schwabisch-Sachsische Concordie, Formula Suevica et Saxonica, or Formula Concordice

inter Suevicas et Saxonicas Ecclesias, published from MS., in the original and revised form,

by Heppe, Geschichte des Deutschen Protest. Yo\. III., Biiltit/en, pj). 7r> 16(!, and l(>G-325.

They were preceded by six sermons of Andreae (1573). Likewise re])iiblished by Heppe.
=" See Heppe, Vol. III. pp. 76 sqq.

^ The 'ToKGiscHE Bcch,' or ' Torgisch Bedenken, welchergestalt oder massen vermoge

Gottes Worts die eingerissene Spaltungen zwisrhen den Theologen Augshurgiacher Confession

thristlich verglichen und beigelegt werden mochten, anno 157(i.' It was republished by Sera-

ler, with Preface and notes, Halle, 1760, but much better by Heppe, Marburg, I8r)7; second

edition, IStiC
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of the Torgau Book, by six learned divines—Andrese (of Tiibingen),

Chemnitz (of Brunswick), Sehiecker (of Leipzig), Musculus (of Frank-

fort-on-the-Oder), Cornerus, or Korner (also of Frankfort), and Chj-

trseus (of Rostock)— who met in March and May, 1577, in the Cloister

of Bergen, near Magdebui'g, by order of the Elector of Saxony. Hence

it is also called ''The Bergen Forinula? ' The Preface was written two

years later by the same authors, in the name of the Lutheran Princes,

in two conventions at Jiiterbock, January and June, 1579. Three years

elapsed before the new symbolical book was signed and solemnly pub-

lished, by order of Augustus, at Dresden, June 25, 1580, the fiftieth

anniversary of the Augsburg Confession, together with the other Lu-

theran symbols, in one volume, called the ' Book of Concord,' which

superseded all similar collections.^ The Elector Augustus celebrated

the completion of the work, which cost him so much trouble and

money, by a memorial coin representing him in full armor on the

storm-tossed ship of the church.^

The Formula of Concord, like the three preparatory drafts on which

it is based, was first composed in the German language, and published,

with the whole Book of Concord, at Dresden, 1580, The Latin text

was imperfectly prepared by Lucas Osiander, and appeared in the Latin

Concordia^ at Leipzig, 1580 ; then it was materially improved by Sel-

necker for his separate German-Latin edition of the Formula (not the

Book) of Concord, Leipzig, 1582 ; and was again revised by a convent

of Lutheran divines at Quedlinburg, 1583, under the direction of Mar-

tin Chemnitz. In this last revision it was published in the first au-

thentic Latin edition of the Book of Concord, Leipzig, 1584, and has

1 Or, Das Bergische Buck. English writers usually call it 'Form of Concord,' though

'Formula' is more correct.

^ See the titles on p. 220, and literary notices in Kollner, pp. 5(52 sqq. Andrea directed the

editing of the German Book of Concord. Glaser and Fuger read the proof. The manuscript

was deposited in the library of the chief church at Dresden, and burned up with it July 19,

1700. The first Latin Concordia (1 580 ) was superintended and edited, though without proper

authority, by Selnecker ; the second edition (1584) was issued by authority of the Electors.

There are few separate editions of the Formula of Concord, the first by Selnecker, Lipz. 1582.

See Kollner, p. 561.

^ See a description in Penzel's Saxon. Numism. as quoted by Planck, Vol. VI. p. 689.

Augustus dismissed Andreaj (1580), ostensibly with great honor and rich presents, but in

fact much displeased with the garrulus Stievus, who had spoken disrespectfully of his theo-

logical ignorance, had fallen out with Chemnitz and Selnecker, and made many enemies. See

a full account in Heppe,Vol. IV. pp. 256-270,

YoL. L—

X
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been recognized ever since as the received Latin text. It was also

translated into the Dutch, Swedish, and English languages, but seldom

separately published.^

§ 46. The Form of Concord, concluded.

Analysis and Criticism.

The Formula of Concord consists of two parts—the Epitome and the

Solida Repetitio et Dedaratio. Both treat, in twelve articles, of the

same matter—the first briefly, the other extensively. They begin with

the anthropological doctrines of original sin and fi-eedom of the will

;

next pass on to the soteriological questions concerning justification, good

works, the law and the gospel, the third use of the law ; then to the

eucharist and the person of Christ; and end with foreknowledge and

election. This order is characteristic of the Lutheran system, as dis-

tinct from the Calvinistic, which begins with the Scriptures, or with

God and the eternal decrees. The most important ailicles are those

on the Lord's Supper and the Person of Christ, which teach the pe-

culiar features of the Lutheran creed, viz., consubstantiation, the com-

munication of the properties of the divine nature to the human nature

of Christ, and the ubiquity of Christ's body.

The Epitome contains all that is essential. It first states the con-

troversy {status controversice), then the true doctrine ( /ffi/'mativa), and,

last, it condennis the error {negativa). In the Solid Repetition and

Declaration this division is omitted ; but the articles are more fully

explained and supported by ample quotations from the Scriptures, the

fathers, the older Lutheran Confessions, and the private writings of

Dr. Luther, which swell it to about five times the size of the Epitome.

Each part is preceded by an important introduction, which lays

down the fundamental Protestant principle that the Canonical Scrip-

tures are the only rule of faith and doctrine,'^ and fixes the number

of (nine) symbolical books to be hereafter acknowledged in the Lu-

' See the authorized Latin text of the Epitome, with a new English translation, in Vol. III.

pp. 93 sqq. An Englisli Version f)f the Formula from the German text appealed in The

Christian Book of Concord ; or, Si/7nbolicaI Books of the Evancjelical Lutheran Church, New

Market, Va., 18.51, 2d ed., 18.")4. It professes to be literal, but is very stiff and unidiomatic.

" ^ Die einige Rexjel und Richtschnur (unica regula et norma), nnch welcher alle Lehren und

Lehrer gerichtet iind getirtheilt u-erden sollen.' Comp. Psa. cxix. 10.") ; Gal. i. 8. The extent

of the Canon, however, is not defined, as in several Reformed Confessions, and the question of

the Apocrvnha of the Old Testament is left open.
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theran Church, not as judges, but as witnesses and expositions of the

Cliristian faith; namely, the three cecumenical Symbols (the Apostles',

the Nicene, and the Athanasian), tlie Unaltered Augsburg Confession,'

the Apology of the Confession, the Articles of Smalcald, the Smaller

and Larger Catechisms of Luther,^ and the Formula of Concord. The
Scriptures contain the credenda, the things to be believed ; the Sym-
bols the credita, the things that are believed. Yet the second part of

the Formula quotes Dr. Luther, '])ice sanctceque memor'ice^ as freely,

and with at least as much deference to his authority, as Roman Catho-

lics quote the fathers. Melanchthon, the author of the fundamental

Confession of the Lutheran Church, is never named, but indirectly con-

demned
; and as to poor Zwingli, he is indeed mentioned, but only to

be held up to pious horror for his ^blasphemous allceosis.'^^ Thus the

supremacy of the Bible is maintained in principle, but Luther is re-

garded as its regulative and almost infallible expounder.

We now proceed to give a summary of the Formula.

Art. I. Of Original Sin.—It is not the moral essence, or substance,

or nature of man (as Flacius taught with the old Manichajans), but a

radical corruption of that nature, which can ne\ei' be entirely eradi-

cated in this world (against the Pelagian and semi-Pelagian heresies).

Art. II. Of Free Will.—Man, in consequence of Adam's fall, has

lost the divine image, is spiritually blind, disabled, dead, and even

hostile to God, and can contribute nothing towards his conversion,

which is the work of the Holy Spirit alone, through the means of

grace. The Formula, following Luther, uses stronger terms on the

slavery of the will and total depravity than the Calvinistic Confessions.

It compares the unconverted man to a column of salt, Lot's wife, a

statue without mouth or eyes, a dead stone, block and clod,* and de-

' ''Die erste ungeanderte Augsh. Confession^ (Augvstnnam ilJnm primam et non mutatam
Confessioneni). The Preface (pp. 13, 14) rejects the Altered Augsburg Confession (of 1540),

if it be understood as teaching another doctrine of the Lord's Supper.

^ These are called the ^ Laienhibel' (laicorum bihlia, the layman's Bible), ^darln alles

begriffen, was in heiliger Schrift weitlduftig gehandelt, und eineiii Cliristenmenschen zu wissen

vonnothen ist.^

^ Sol. Deri. Art. VIII. p. 678 (ed. MuUer) : ^ Die gottesldsterlirhe alliposis Ziringlii,' which

Dr. Luther condemned 'a/s des Tenfels Lnrve his in den Ahgrund der Hollen.'

* SoUda Declaratio, Art. II. § 24 (p. 6(;2 ed. Rech., p. r>^\ ed. Muller) :
' Antequam homo

per Spiritum Sanctum iUuminatui',convertitvr, regeneratur et trahitur . . . ad conrersionem aid

regenerationem suam nihil inrfioare, opernri, aut coo/terart potest, nee phis quam lapis, truncus,

aut livius {so wenig als ein Stein oder Block oder Thon)'. Thomasius and Stahl disapprove of
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iiies to him the least spark of spiritual power.' He can not even ac-

cept the gospel (which is the work of pure grace), but he may reject it,

and thereby incur damnation.

This article condemns the fatalism of the Stoics and Manichseans,

the anthropological heresies of the Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians, but

also and especially the Synergism of Melanchthon and the Philippists.

The chief framers of the Formula— Andrete, Chemnitz, Selnecker,

and Chytrseus—-were at first in favor of Synei'gism, which would have

been more consistent with Article XL ; the Swabian-Saxon Concordia,

drawn up by Chemnitz and Chytrseus, and the Torgau Book actually

contained synergistic passages.^ But they were omitted or exchanged

for others, and consistency was sacriliced to veneration for Luther.

There is an obvious and irreconcilable antagonism between Art. II.

and Art. XL They contain not simply opposite truths to be recon-

ciled by theological science, but contradictory assertions, which ought

never to be put into a creed. The Formula adopts one part of Luther's

book De servo arhitrio (1525), and rejects the other, which follows

with logical necessity. It is Augustinian—yea, hyper-Augustinian and

hyper-Calvinistic in the doctrine of human depravity, and anti Augus-

tinian in the doctrine of divine predestination. It indorses the anthro-

pological premise, and denies the theological conclusion. If man is by

nature like a stone and block, and unable even to accept the grace of

these expressions, and Luthardt {Lehre v. freien Willen, p. 272) admits, at least, that they

are unfortunately chosen {tinglucklich gewdhh). Fr. H. R. Frank defends them.
' Ibid. Art. 1 1. § 7 (p. (!.")6 ed. Hech.

, p. 58!) ed. Miiller) : . .
. ' homo ad bonuvi prorsus corruptus

et mortuus sit, ita ut in hominis natura jiost lapsum aiUe regenerationem ne scintiUula quidem

spiritualium cirimn (nicht ein Funklein der geistlichen Krdfte) reliqua manserit aut restet,

quihus ille ex se ad gratiam Dei prcpparare se aut ohlatam gratiam npprehendere, aut eius

gratice (ex sese et per se) capax esse jiossit, aut se ad gratiam applicare aut accommodare, aut

viribus suis projjviis aliquid ad conversionem suam vel ex toto vel ex dimidia vel ex minima

parte c.onferre, agere, operari aut cooperari {ex se ipso tanquam ex semet i}>so) possit (oder aus

seinen eigenen Krdften etwas zu seiner Bekehrung, weder zum gnnzen noch zum halhen oder

zu einigem dem wenigsten oder geringsten Tlieil, helfen, thun, ivirken oder mitwirken venndge,

von ihm sellist, uls von ikm selbst). . . . Inde adeo naturale liherum arbitrium, ratione cor-

ruptarum virium et natura sufe depravatce, duntaxat ad ea, quce Deo displicent et adversan-

tur, activum et effirax est.' This and similar statements are followed by quotations from

Dr. Luther, where he compares the natural man to 'a column of salt. Lot's wife, a clod and

stone, a dead statue without eyes or mouth.' All he said against Erasmus, and later, in his

Commentary on (ienesis, about free will, is indorsed. Flacius inferred from the same teacher

his Manichsean error, which the Formula condemns in Art. I.

' See these passages in Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 480, note 24 ; Heppe, Der Text der Bergisrhen

Concordien/hrmel verglicftpn, etc. ; Luthardt, Lehre vom freien Willen, pp. 2(52 sqq. Comp.

also the remarks of Planck, Vol. VI. pp. 718 saa.
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God (as Art. II. teaches), he can only be converted by an act of al-

mighty power and irresistihle grace (which Art. XI. denies). If some

men are saved, without any co-operation on their part, while others,

with the same inability and the same opportunities, are lost, the differ-

ence points to a particular predestination and the inscrutable decree of

God. On the other hand, if God sincerely wills the salvation of all

men (as Art. XL teaches), and yet only a part are actually saved, there

must be some difference in the attitude of the saved and the lost to-

wards converting grace (which is denied in Art. II.).

The Lutheran system, then, to be consistent, must rectify itself, and

develop either from Art. II. in the direction of Augustinianism and

Calvinism, or from Art. XL in the direction of Synergism and Ar-

minianism. The former would be simply returning to Luther's orig-

inal doctrine, which he never recalled, though he may have modified

it a little ; the latter is the path pointed out by Melanchthon, and

adopted more or less by some of the ablest modern Lutherans.' In

either case the second article needs modification. It uses the language

of feeling rather than sober reflection, and gives the rhetorical ex-

pressions of subjective experience the dignity of symbolical statement.

We can, indeed, not feel too strongly the sinfulness of sin and the

awful corruption of our hearts. Nevertheless, God's image in man is

not lost or exchanged for Satan's image, buc only disfigured, disabled,

and lying in ruins. Man is, indeed, in his prevailing inclination, a

slave of sin, yet susceptible of the influences of divine grace, and re-

mains moral and responsible in accepting or rejecting the gospel, be-

fore as well as after conversion. His reason, his conscience, his sense

of sin, his longing for redemption and for peace with God, his prayers,

his sacrifices, and all the Hesthnonia anitnce naturaUter Christianas^

bear witness with one voice to his divine origin, his divine destina-

tion, and his adaptation to the Christian salvation.^ But on the other

hand there are innumerable mysteries of Providence in the order of

nature as well as of grace, and inequalities in the distribution of gifts

* As Thomasius, Stahl, Harless, Hofraann, Luthardt, Kahnis. See Luthardt, Die Lehrt

vom freien Wil/en, pp. 378 sqq.

^ Well says Goethe

—

'War' nieht das Aiige sonnenhaft,

Wie konnte es das TAcht erblicken?

Lebt' nicht in una des GoUes eigne Kraft,

Wie k'mnV uns Gottliches entziickenV
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and opportunities, which baffle solution in this present world, and can

only be traced to the inscrutable wisdom of God. The human mind

has not been able as yet satisfactorily to set forth the harmony of God's

sovereignty and man's responsibility.

Art. III. Of Justification by Faith,—Christ is our righteousness,

not according to the divine nature alone (Andrew Osiander), nor ac-

cording to the human nature alone (Staucar), but the whole Christ.

God justifies us out of pure grace, without regard to antecedent, pres-

ent, or subsequent works or merit, by imputing to us the righteousness

of the obedience of Christ. Faith alone is the medium and histrument

by which we apprehend Christ. Justification is a declaratory or foren-

sic act—a sentence of absolution from sin, not an infusion of righteous-

ness (Osiander).

Art. IV. Of Good Wokks.—Good works must always follow true

faith, but they are neither necessary to salvation (Major), nor dangerous

or injurious to salvation (Amsdorf). Salvation is of free grace alone,

apprehended by faith.

Alt. Y. Of the Law and the Gospel.—The object of the law is to

reprove sin and to preach repentance ; the gospel (in its s[)ecific sense)

is a joyful message, the preaching of Christ's atonement and satisfac-

tion for all sins.

Art. VI. Of the Third Use or the Law—i. e., its obligation to be-

lievers, as distinct from its civil or political, and its psedagogic or moral

use in maintaining order, and leading to a conviction of sin. Believers,

though redeemed from the curse and restraint of the law, are bound to

obey the law with a free and willing spirit. Antinomianism is re-

jected.

Art. VII. Of the Lord's Supper.—The most important controversy

and chief occasion of the Formula—hence the lengtli of this Article in

the second part. It sets forth clearly and fully the doctrine of con-

substantiatio7i (as it is usually called, in distinction from the Romish

tr(mfiuhstantiation), i. e., of the co-existence of two distinct yet insep-

arable substances in the sacrament. It is the doctrine of the real and

substantial presence of the true body and blood of Cln-ist in^ with^

and under the elements of bread and wine (//^ riiin, et fmh pane et

vino), and the oral manducation of both substances by unbelierlng as

well as believing communicants, though with opposite effects. The
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sacramental union of Christ's real body and blood with the elements

is not an impanation or local inclusion, nor a mixture of two sub-

stances, nor a permanent (extra-sacramental) conjunction, but it is il-

local, supernatural, unmixed, and confined to the sacramental transac-

tion or actual use.^ Nor is it effected by priestly consecration, but by

the omnipotent power of God, and the word and institution of Christ,

The body of Christ is eaten with the mouth by all communicants, but

the notion of a Capernaitic or physical eating with the teeth is indig-

nantly rejected as a malignant and blasphemous slander of the sac-

ramentarians.2

The Formula condemns the Romish dogma of transubstantiation,

the sacrifice of the mass, and the withdrawal of the cup from the laity,

but with equal or greater emphasis the Reformed and Melanchthonian

(Crypto-Calvinistic) theory of a spiritual real presence and fi-uition of

Christ by faith, or by believers only, without making a distinction be-

tween Zwinglians and Calvinists, except that the latter are called ' the

most pernicious of all sacramentarians.' ^

Art. VIII. Of the Person of Christ.—This article gives scholastic

support to the preceding article on the eucharistic presence, and con-

tains an addition to the Lutheran creed. It teaches the commimicatio

idiomatum and the ubiquity of Christ's body. It raised the private

* ''Nihilhahet rationem sacramenti extra usum,seu actionem divinitus institutam' (Sol. Decl.

p. 663). Gerhard and the later Lutheran theologians describe the presence as sacramentalis,

vera et realis, MubstantiaHs, mystica, supernaturalis et incomprehensibiUs, and distinguish it

from the prcesentia gloriosa (in heaven), hypostatica (of the Xoyoq in the human nature),

sjnrittialis (operativa, or virtualis), Jiguratii-a (imaginativa, symbolical. It is a irapovaia,

not an airovaia (absence), nor ivovaia (inexistence), nor avvovaia (co-existence in the sense

of coalescence), nor /.lerovaia (transubstantiation). They reject the tenn consubstantiation in

the sense of impanation or incorporation into bread, or physical coalescence and fusion. The
Formula itself does not use the term.

* And yet Dr. Luther himself unequivocally taught the literal mastication of Christ's body.

He gave it as the sum of his belief, to which he 'would adhere though the world should col-

lapse,' that Clinst's body was ' ausgetheilt, ^egessen und mit den Zahnen zerbissen'' {Brie/e,

ed. by De Witte, Vol. IV. p. 572, comp. p. 569). He instructed Melanchthon to insist on

this in the conference he had with Bucer in Cassel, Dec. 1534 ; but Melanchthon, though not

emancipated from Luther's view at that time, declined to shoulder it as his own, and began

to change his ground on the eucharistic question. Corp. Eef. Vol. II. p. 822. Comp. Schmidt,

Mel. p. 319 ; Ebrard, Abendmahl, Yo\. II. pp. 375 sqq.

' Planck (Vol. VI. pp. 732 sqq.) charges the Formula with willful misrepresentation of

Calvin's view, which he had so clearly, distinctly, and repeatedly set forth, especially in his

tracts against Westphal, and which had since been embodied in the Confessions of the Re-

formed churches. Thomasius, Stahl, and other orthodox Lutherans, freely admit the mate-

rial difference between Calvin and Zwingli in the theory of the eucharist.
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opinions and specnlations of Lntlier, Brentius, and Chemnitz on these

topics to the authority of a dogma. Some regard this as the crowning

excellence of the Formula;' others, even in the Lutheran communion,

as its weakest and most assailable point.^ It was certainly very unwise,

as history has shown, to inti-oduce the scholastic subtleties of meta-

physical theology into a public confession of faith.

The Formula derives from the personal union of the two natures in

Christ {unio hypostatica, or personalis) the communion of natures {com-

munio naturarum), from the communion of natures the communica-

tion of properties or attributes {communicatio idiomatum, a term used

first by the scholastics), and from the comnumication of properties the

omnipresence or ubiquity of Christ's body. The controversy between

the Lutheran and Reformed, who both professedly stand on the com-

mon theanthropic Christology of Chalcedon, refers to the nature and

extent of tlie communication of properties, and especially to the ubiq-

uity of Christ's body derived therefrom.

The Formula (in the Second Part) distinguishes three kinds of the

communicatio idiomatum, which were afterwards more fully ana-

lyzed, defined, and designated by the Lutheran scholastics of the sev-

enteenth century.^

' My friend, Dr. Krauth, goes so far as to say (1. c. p. 316) :
' The doctrine of the person

of Christ presented in the Formula rests upon the sublimest series of inductions in the history

of Christian doctrine. In all confessional history there is nothing to be compared with it in

the combination of exact exegesis, of dogmatic skill, and of fidelity to historical development.

Fifteen centuries of Christian thought culminate in it.' But in his lengthy exposition he

does not even mention the important difference between the Swabian and Saxon schools, nor

the various forms of the communicatio idiomatum, and evades the real difficulty by resolving,

apparently (p. 318), the communication of divine properties into an efficacious manifestation

of the Godhead in and through the assumed humanity of Christ—which has never been dis-

puted by Reformed divines.

' Even Luthardt admits at least the artificial construction of the Christology of the Formula,

and its inconsistency with the historical realness of the picture of Christ in the Gospels {Com-

jiend. der Dogmatik. p. 14-t ; comp. also Kahnis, LtUh. Dog7natik,Yo\. III. p. 338 sq.). The
modern Lutheran Kenoticists, Thomasius, Hofmann (Luthardt inclines to them, p. lo.'i)—not

to speak of the extreme form to which Gess carried the Ktvioaii;—virtually depart from the

Formula of Concord, which pronounces it a ' blasphemous perversion ' to explain Matt,

xxviii. 18 ('all power is given to me,' etc.) in the sense that Christ had ever laid aside or

abandoned his almighty power in the state of humiliation (Ej)it., at the close of Art. VIII.).

' We anticipate, for the sake of clearness, from the later orthodox writers the names of the

three genera. The substance is already in the Formula, and in the treatise of Chemnitz, De
duahus naturis in Christo, 1 oSO. For a fuller exposition, with ample quotations from Chem-

nitz, John Gerhard, Hafenreffer, Hutter, Calov, Quenstedt, Konig, Baier, Hollaz, see Ilein-

rich Schmid's Dogmatik der evang. lutherischen Kirche (2d ed. 1847), pp. 252 sqq. ; comp. also

Luthardt, pp. 144 sqq., and Kahnis, Vol. II. pp. 335 sqq.
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1. The genus idiomaticum, by which the attributes of one or the

other nature are communicated to the whole person. Thus it is said

that ' the Son of God was made of the seed of David, according to

the flesh' (Rom. i. 3), tliat 'Christ was put to death in the flesh,' and

that 'he suffered in the flesh' (1 Pet. iii. 18; iv. 1).^ Here Luther's

warning is quoted against Zwingli's allceosis, as 'a mask of the devil.'

2. The geinis apotelesmaticuiii, or the KuiviDvia airoTiXtcrfiaTtJv,^ which

has refei-ence to the execution of the office of Christ : the communica-

tion of redeeming acts of the whole person to one of the two natures.

Christ always operates in and through both. Thus Christ, neither as

God nor man alone, but as God-man, is our Mediator, Redeemer, King,

High-Priest, Shepherd, etc. He shed his blood according to his hu-

man nature, but the divine nature gave it infinite value (1 Cor. xv. 3

:

'Christ died for our sins;' Gal. i. 4; iii. 17; 1 John iii. 8 ; Luke ix. 56).

3. The genus majestaticuni, or auchematicum^ i. e., the communica-

tion of the attributes of the divine nature to the assumed humanity of

Christ. 'The human nature of Christ,' says the Formula, 'over and

above its natural, essential, and permanent human properties, has also

received special, high, great, supernatural, inscrutable, ineffable, heav-

enly prerogatives and pre-eminence in majesty, glory, power, and might,

above all that can be named (Eph. i. 21).'* . . . 'This majesty of the

human nature was hidden and restrained in the time of the humilia-

tion. But now, since the form of a servant is laid aside, the majesty

of Christ appears fully, efficiently, and manifestly before all the saints

in heaven and on earth, and we also in the life to come shall see his

' This genus was subsequently subdivided into three species, corresponding to the con-

cretum of the divine nature, the conrretum of the human nature, and the concretmn of both

natures, of which the idiomata are predicated, viz., (a) iSioiroi-qaig, or oiKtiuiffi^, i. e.,^ appro-

priutio, quando idiomata humana de conrreto divince naturce enuntiantur,^ Acts iii. 15; xx. 28;

1 Cor. ii. 8 ; Gal. ii. 20 ; Psa. xlv. 8. (6) Kotvojvi'o tojv Beiunv,^ coinmunic. divinorum idioma-

tum, quando de persona verbi inrarnati, ab humana natura denominaia, idiomata divlna ob

unionem personalem enuntiantur," John vi. 62 ; viii. .58 ; 1 Cor. xv. 47. (^) 'AvTiSoaiQ, or

(TvvapfoTipiafioQ, ' alternatio s. reciprocatio, qua tarn divina quam humana idiomata de con-

crete i)ersonK site de Christo, ab utraque natura denominate, prcedicantiir,' Heb. xiii. 8;

Rom. ix. r,
; 2 Cor. xiii. 4 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18. See Schmid, p. 258.

" The expression is borrowed from John of Damascus. cnroTsXffffia means properly com-

pletion of the work (eonsvmmatio operis), effect, result ; but it is here used for each action in

the threefold office of Christ.

^ From ai'xrii-ia, gloria. This genus is also called /JfXrtwo-ie, vTrtpvxpojcrie, utrdSomg, diwaic,

avoBsoaia, isoTroiriffig, unctio.

* Sol. Deal. Art.VIII. p. 685 fed. MiiUery
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glory face to face (John xvii. 24). For this reason, there is and re-

mains in Christ only one divine omnipotence, power, majesty, and

glory, which is the property of the divine nature alone; but this

shines forth, exhibits, and manifests itself fully, yet spontaneously, in,

with, and through the assumed, exalted human nature in Christ
;
pre-

cisely as to shine and to burn are not two properties of iron, but the

power to shine and to burn is the property of the fire—but since the

fire is united with the iron, it exhibits and manifests its power to shine

and to burn in, with, and through this red-hot iron ; so that also the

red-hut iron, through this union, has the power to shine and to burn,

without a change of the essence and of the natural properties of the

fire or of the iron.'

'

The Lutheran scholastics make here a distinction between the opera-

tive attributes (omnipotence, omniscience, oumipresence) and the quies-

cent attributes (eternity, infinitude) : all were communicated to Christ

for inhabitation and possession, but only the operative for use

—

y^Tjaig,

iisurpatio (Matt, xxviii. 18 ; John xvii. 2, 5, 27 ; Col. ii. 3).

4. Strict logic would require a fourth genus {genus TaireivtoTiKov),

namely, the communication of the attributes of the human nature to

the divine nature. But this is rejected by the Formula and the Lu-

theran scholastics, on the ground that the divine nature is unchange-

able, and received no accession nor detraction from the incarnation.^

This is a palpable inconsistency,^ and is fatal to the third genus. For

if there is any real connnunication of the properties of the two natures,

it must be mutual ; the one is the necessary counterpart of the other.

If the human nature is capable of the divine, the divine nature must

be capable of the human ; and if, on the other hand, the di\ ine nature

is incapable of the human, the human nature must l)e incapable of

the divine. Luther felt this, and boldly uses such expressions as ' God

suffered,' 'God died,' which were familiar to the Mouo[)hysites.*

* P. 68!).

^ Sol. Decl. p. G84 :
' Was die (/oftlirhfl Nalur in Chrlsto anlangef, weil hei Gott keine Veran-

derumj ist {Jar.],\7),ist seiner (jottlirhen Natur durch die Meiisihwerdung an i/inrii Wesen

und Ei(jensrhnften nichts ab-oder zugegnvgen., ist in oder fur sirh dndiirv.li weder gemlndert

noch gemehret/ This raises the question how far the unchangeabieness of God is affected by

the incarnation, about which Dr. Dorner has written some profound articles in the Jakrhiicher

fur Deutsche Theologie, 1850 and 1858.

^ As Thomasius and Kahnis (Vol. III. p. 839) admit.

* ^Weil Gottheit und AJenschfieitJ he says (Vol. XXX. p. 204, Erl. ed.),'Eine Person ist,
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The battle-ground between the Lutheran and the Reformed is the

genus viqjestaticwm, for wliich John of Damascus had pi-epared the

way. But just here the Formula is neither quite clear nor consist-

ent. It M'as unable to harmonize the two different Lutheran Chris-

tologies represented among the authors by Andrese and Chemnitz.'

It teaches, on the one hand (to guai-d against the charge of Eutychian-

ism and Monophysitism), that the attributes of the divine nature (as

omnipotence, eternity, infinitude, omnipresence, omniscience) 'can never

become (intrinsically and per se) the attributes of the human nature,'

and that the attributes of the human nature (as corjDoreality, limita-

tion, circumscription, passibility, mortality, hunger, thirst) 'can never

become the attributes of the divine nature.'^ (This quite agrees with

the doctrine of Chemnitz and of the Reformed theologians.) But, on

the other hand (in opposition to Kestorianism and the ' sacramentarians,'

as the Reformed are called), the Formula asserts that, by virtue of the

hypostatic or personal union of the two natures and the communion

of natures, one nature may, nevertheless (by derivation and depend-

ency), partake of the properties of the other, or at least that the human

nature, while retaining its inherent properties, may and does receive

(as peculiar prerogatives, or as dona superaddita) the attributes of

divine glory, majesty, power, omniscience, and omnipresence.^ Thus

God is really man, and man is really God ; Mary is truly the mother

of God, since she conceived' and brought forth the Son of God ; the

so gieht die Schri/t tini solrher personlichen Einigkeit willen ouch alles, was der Memchheit

widerfahrt, der (iott/ieit, und iviederum. Und ist aurh also in der Wahrheit. Denn da inusst

du ja sagen : Die Person leidet, stirbt ; nun ist die Person wahrhaftiger Gott : durum ist's

recht ijeredet : Gottes Sohn leidet.'

» h^ee above, pp. 290-294.

* £pit. VIII. (p. r>4o, ed. Miiller) :
' Wir glauhen, lehren und bekennen, dass die gottUche und

menschliche Nntur nicht in ein Wesen verynenget, keine in die aiidere verwandelt, sondern ein

jede ihre icesentlirhe Eigetischaften behalte, wei.chk dek andern Natur EigenschafteN

NiMMERMEHR WERDEN. Jjie Eigenschdften gott/icher Nafur sind: alhiiachtig, ewig, etc.,

sein, welche der vienschlichen Natur Eigensrhnflen nimmermehr werden. Die Eigenschnften

menschlicher Natur sind: ein leiblich Gescho/i/' oder Creaiur sein, etc., welche der gottlichen

Natur Eigenschnften nimmermehr werden.' Com]j. tlie Sol. Ded. Art. VIII.

^ Epit. VIII. (p. 54.'i) : ''Sondern hie ist die hochstc iJeineinsrhaft, welche Gott mit dem Men-

schen wahrhnftig hat, aus welcher jiersonlichen Vereiniguiig vnd der dnraus erfolgenden hochsten

und unaussprechlichen Genieinschnft alles heifleus.st, was menschlirh ran Gott. und gottlich

vom Menschen Christo gesaget und geglauhet wird ; wie solrhe Vereinigiing und Gemeinschaft

der Naturen die alten Kircheidehrer durch die Gleichniss eines feurigen Eisens, wie auch der

Vereinigung Leihes und der Seelen im Menschen erkldret haben.' The Sol. Decl. repeats the

same at greater length.
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Son of God truly suffered, though according to the property of hie

human nature; Christ as man, not only as God, knows all things, is

able to do all things, is present to all creatures, and was so from the

moment of the incarnation. For (as the Solid Declaration expressly

states) Christ, according to his humanity, received his divine Majesty

' when he was conceived in the womb and became man, and when the

divine and human natures were united with each other.' Tliat is to

say, the incarnation of God was at the same time a deification of man
in Christ. (This was the Swabian theory of Brentius and Andreas.)

As regards the ubiquity in particular, the Formula is again incon-

sistent. The Epitome favors the doctrine of the absolute ubiquity of

Christ's body in all creatures (as taught by Luther, Brentius, Andrese),

and says that Christ, 'not only as God, but also as man, is present to

all creatxires ... is omnipresent^ and all things are possible and known

to him ;' the Solid Declaration, on the contrary, asserts only the relative

ubiquity or multivolipresence (as taught by Chemnitz) ; but neutralizes

this again by quoting, with full approbation, Luther's strongest passages

in favor of absolute ubiquity.' Hence there arose a fruitless contro-

versy on the subject among the orthodox Lutherans themselves, as has

been already stated.

The Formula, therefore, is not a real union of the Swabian and

Saxon types, but only a series of concessions and counter-concessions,

and a mechanical juxtajjosition of discordant sentences from both par

ties.^ The later orthodoxy did not settle tlie question, and both the-

ories continued to find their advocates. Moreover, the Formula doei

not answer and refute, but simply denies the objections of the Reformed

divines, and falls back upon the incomprehensibility of the mystery of

^ The words ' dass Christus auch nnrh und iiiit seiner assumirten Menschheit gegenumrtig

sein KONNE und auch sei, wo er will,' clearly express the multiro/i/irrpsentia of Chemnitz

and the Saxons. Nevertheless, Chemnitz, to his own regret, could not prevent the wholesale

indorsement and quotation of Luther's views—that wherever Christ's divinity is, there is also

his humanity ; that he may be and is in all places wherever God is ; that the ascension is

figurative ; that the right hand of God is every where, etc. Hence it is scarcely correct when
Kahnis says (Vol. II. p. r)isi ) that the compromise of the Formula leans to the side of Chem-
nitz. Compare the thorough discussion of Dorner, Entwicklungsgesrhichie, Vol. II. pp. 710

sqq. ,who clearly shows that Chemnitz made several fatal concessions to the Swabian Chris-

tology. Hence the opposition of Ilesluisius and the Helmstadt Lutherans (see p. 293).

^ Dorner, Vol. II. p. 771, ''Die Vennittlungsversuche des I. Andrew und Chemnitz erreich-

ten in Betreff des eiyentlichen Gegensatzes zwischen den Schwaben und Niederdeutsrhen keine

innere Einigung, sondern nur eiiie Vereinigung von dishnrmonisrhen Sdtzen von beiden Seiten

her in einem Buch. Die Folge war daber nicht Eintracht^ sondern vielseitige Zwietracht.^
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the hypostatic union, which is declared to be the highest mystery next

to the Trinity, and the one ' on which our whole consolation, life, and

salvation depend.'

As regards the states of humiliation (exinanitio) and exaltation

{exaltatio)^ the Formula, in the passages already quoted, teaches the

full possession (ktJjctjc), and a pai'tial or occult use {^priaiq)^ of the

divine attributes by Christ from the moment of his existence as a

man. His human nature, and not the divine pre-existent Logos, is

understood to be the subject of the humiliation in the classical pas-

sage Phil. ii. 7, on which the distinction of two states is based. Con-

sequently the two states refer properly only to the human nature, and

consist in a difference of outward condition and visible manifestation.

The humiliation is a partial concealment of the actual use (a Kpv\pig

\f)i](n(vg) of the divine attributes communicated to the human nature

at the incarnation ; the exaltation is a full manifestation of the same.

As to the extent of the concealment or actual use, there arose after-

wards, as we have seen ali-eady, a controversy between the Giessen

and Tubingen divines, but was never properly settled, nor can it be

settled on the christological basis of the Formula.' The modern

school of Lutheran Kenoticists depart from it by assuming a real self-

renunciation (k£vw(t<c) of the divine Logos in the incarnation, but there-

by they endanger the immutability of the Deity, and interrupt the

continuity of the divine government of the world through the Logos

during the state of humiliation.

We add some general remarks on the Christology of the Formula,

as far as it differs from the Reformed Christolug\. After renewed

investigation of this difficult problem, I have been confirmed in the

conviction that the exegetical argument, which must ultimately decide

the case, is in favor of the Refoi-mcd and against the Lutheran theory

;

but I cheerfully admit that the latter represents a certain mystical and

' The Formula teaches the Kvi'iffig with a partial Kti'ujaig xp/^afcue, and so far seems to favor

the later Giessen view, although the issue was not yet fairly before the authors. Sol. Decl.

Art. VIII. (p. 7G7 ed. Kech., p. 080 ed. IMiiller) : 'Earn vero majestatem statini in sua con-

ceptione etiam in utero inatris hubuit, sed ut apostolus loquitur (Phil. ii. 7), se ij)sum exinanivit,

eamque, ut D. Lutherus docet, in statu suce hnmiliationis secreto hahuit, neque earn semper,

sed QUOTiKS ipsi VISUM FUiT, usurpavit/ An occasional use of the divine attributes during

the state of humiliation was expressly conceded by the Giessen divines ; they only denied the

constant and full (though secret) use contended for by the Tiibingen school. See above, p.

295. The Lutheran scholastics were more on the side of the Giessen divines.
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speculative element, which is not properly appreciated in the Calvinistic

theology, and may m-.t as a check upon Nestorian tendencies.

1. The scholastic refinements of the doctrine of the commuyiicatio

idio)natu/n, a,ud especially the ubiquitj' of the body, have no intrinsic

religious importance, and owe their origin to the Lutheran hypothesis

of the corporeal presence.' They should, therefore, never have been

made an article of faith. A surplus of orthodoxy provokes skepticism.

2. The £:reat and central mvsterv of the union of the divine and

human in Christ, which the Formula desires to uphold, is overstated

and endangered by its doctrine of the genus majestaticum, or the com-

munication of the divine attributes to the hu?nan nature of Christ.

This doctrine runs contrary to the (iavy\vTMQ and aTpt7rTo>g of the

Chalcedonian Creed. It leads necessarily—notwitlistanding the sol-

emn protest of the Formula—-to a Entychian confusion and ^equation

of natures ; for, according to all sound philosophy, the attributes are

not an outside appendix to the nature and independent of it, but in-

herent qualities, and together constitute the nature itself. Or else it

involves the impossible conception of a double set of divine attributes

—

one that is original, and one that is derived or transferred.

3. The genus majestaticum can not be carried out, and breaks down

half-way. The divine attributes form a unit, and can not be separated.

If one is communicated, all are communicated. But how can eternity

ah ante {anfangslose Existem), which is a necessary attribute of the

divine nature of Christ, be really communicated to a being born in

time, as Jesus of Nazareth undoubtedly was? How can immensity be

transferred to a finite man? The thing is impossible and contradic-

tory. An appeal to God's omnipotence is idle, for God can not sin,

nor err, nor die, nor do any thing that is inconsistent with his rational

and holy nature.

4. The doctrine has no support in the Scriptures ; for the passages

quoted in its favor speak of the divine human person, not of the hu-

man nature of Christ; as,'/ am with you alway ;' 'all power is given

to me f^ 'in Christ are hid all the treasures of wisdom and knowl-

' This is admitted, in part at least, by Dr. Stahl, one of the ablest and most clear-headed

modern champions of orthodox Lutheranism, when he says : ''Die Lehre von der AUgefieiuvnrt

(les Leihes Christi ist , abgesehen von der Anwendum/ auf das Ahendmald, von gak keinem

KELIGIOSEN Intekesse ' (Die lutherische Kirrhe und die f/nion, Berlin, 1859, p. 185).

' It is objected that omnipotence could not be given to the divine person of Christ, who had
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edge;' 'in Christ dwelleth all the fullness of the Godhead bodily.'

And as to the state of humiliation, such passages as Luke ii. 52 ; Mark
xiii. 32 ; Ileb. v. 8, 9, are inconsistent with the teaching of the Formula

that he was omniscient as man from the mother's womb.

5. The Christology of the Formula makes it impossible to construct

a truly human life of our Lord on earth, and turns it into a delusive

Christophany, or substitutes a crypto-pantheistic Christ for a personal,

historical Christ.

6. The familiar illustrations of the iron and fire, and body and soul,

used by the Formula, favor the Reformed rather than the Lutheran

theoiy- ; for the iron does not transfer its properties to the fire, nor the

fire to the iron ; neither are the spiritual qualities of the soul, as cogni-

tion and volition, communicated to the body, nor the material proper-

ties and functions of the bod}^, as weight and extension, eating and

drinking, to the soul : both are indeed most intimately and insepara-

bly connected—the soul dwells in the body, and the body is the organ

of the soul—but both remain essentially distinct. The same is the case

with the other illustration which is borrowed from the intercommuni-

cation or inhabitation {Trepi\u)pr]i7ig, ifnmanetitia, j^ermeatw, circurnin-

cessio) of the persons of the Holy Trinity ; for the peculiar pi-operties

('/Sta, iSjorrjrfc) of the persons are not communicated or transferred

—

paternity and being unbegotten {ayivvr\aia) belongs to the Father alone,

sonship {yivvr]aia,filiatio) to the Son alone, and procession {iKiropevtrig,

p7'ocessiu) to the Holy Ghost alone.

7. The ubiquity of the body is logically necessary for the hypothesis

of consubstantiation, and both stand and fall together. For the eu-

cliaristic multipresence must be derived either from a perpetual mira-

cle (performed through the priestly consecration, or by the power of

the Holy Ghost, both of which the Lutlierans reject),' or from an in-

it from eternity essentially and of necessity, but only to his human nature. But this reason-

ing implies a virtual denial of the /cfj/wo-tc- or laying aside of the pre-existent glory which

Christ had as God, and was going to take possession cf again as God-man at his exaltation,

John xvii. 5 (jSo^auov fie ... nj doKy y elx^^' ^/'" '''"^' ''"'' Ki'rrfiov tlvai Trapd (To/).

' According to the Homish liturgy, the elements are literally changed or transubstantiated

into the very body and blood of Christ by the consecration of the priest when he repeats the

words of institution, Hoc est corpus meuvi; and hence the priest is blasphemously said to create

the body of Christ. But, according to the Oriental and Greek liturgies, the presence of the

bodv and blood of Christ is effected by the Benediction or Invocation of the Holy Ghost,

which follows the recital of the words of institution. Calvin and the Reformed liturgies
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herent quality of the body itself, which enables it to be present wher-

ever and whenever it is actually partaken of by the mouth of the com-

municants.

8. But ubiquity proves too much for consubstantiation by extending

the eating of Christ to ever}' meal (though this is inconsistently denied),

and depriving the eucharistic presence of all specific value. Yea, it is

fatal to it, and leads, we will nut say to the Calviuistic, but rather to a

crypto-pautheistic theory of the eucharist ;
' for a body which is intrin-

sically and perpetually omnipresent must be so spiritual that it can

only be spiritually present and spiritually be partaken of by faith.^

9. Ubiquity is not only unscriptural, but antiscriptural, and conflicts

with the facts of Christ's local limitations while on earth, his descent

into Hades, his forty days after the resurrection, his ascension to heaven,

his visible return to judgment. We freely admit that Christ's glorified

body is not subject to the laws of earthly substances or confined to a

particular locality; it is a 'spiritual' body (comp. 1 Cor. xv.), with its

own laws of rest and locomotion, which transcend our present knowl-

edge ; nevertheless it is and ever remains a body, as real as the resur-

rection body of saints which will be fashioned like unto it {av[xnop^ov

T(^ awfxari Trig Sosrj? ai/rou), and as heaven itself is real, from which

Christ will return 'in like manner' as the apostles 'saw him go into

heaven.' The ubiquitarian exegesis here runs into an ultra-Zwinglian

spiritualism to save the literalism with which it started. But, feeling

its own weakness, it falls back again at last upon the literal understand-

ing of the iaTi in the words of institution.

10. This first and last resort of consubstantiation is given up by the

likewise bring in the agency of the Holy Ghost, but simply for conveying the energy or the

power and effect of the body and blood of Christ in heaven to the believing communicant.
' The Homan Catholic Bellarmin (see below) and Reformed polemics (also Steitz on

Ubiquity, in Herzog's Encykl.) argue that the ubiquity dogma destroys the Lutheran corpo-

real presence, and logically ends in the Calvinistic theory of the spiritual real presence. But

we would rather say that it ends in a crypto-panchristism, which is (juite foreign to Calvin.

The doctrine of ubiquity was, before Luther, always connected with a leaning to Gnosticism

and Pantheism, as in Origen and Scotus Erigena.

^ The Lutherans exclude all ideas of local extension or expansion from the body of Christ,

and describe it just as the scholastics and the ancient philosophers (Plato, Aristotle, Philo)

describe the presence of incorporeal substances, and especially of the TJcity itself, which is

'unextended,' ' indistant,' 'devoid of magnitude,' not part of it here and part of it there, but

whole and undivided every where and nowhere. See Cudworth's Intellecttial Systejn of tht

Universe, Harrison's ed. (Lond. 1845), Vol. III. p. 248.
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ablest inodern exegetes,' who agree in the following decisive results

:

{(i) That the disputed word tort was not even spoken by our Lord in

Aramaic, and can have no conclusive weight, (b) That the substantive

verb may designate a symbolical as well as a real relation between the

subject and the predicate, as is evident from the nature of the case and

from innumerable passages of Scripture, {c) That in this case the lit-

eral interpretation would lead to transubstantiation rather than the semi-

figurative (synecdochical) consubstantiation ; since Christ does not say

what the Lutheran hypothesis would i-equire :
' This is my body and

hread^ ' This is my blood and wine (or in, with, and under the bread

and wine).' idi) That the figurative or nietaphoi-ical interpretation

(whether in the Zwinglian or Calvinistic sense) is made necessary in

connection with the tovto for oSroc, iroTijpiov for olvog, or aifxa, as well

as by the surroundings of the institution of the Lord's Supper, viz. : the

nature of the typical passover, the living, personal presence of our Lord,

with his body still unbroken and his blood still unshed, which could not

be literally eaten and drunk by his disciples.

This, of course, only settles the exegetical basis, and still leaves room

for different doctrinal views of this sacred ordinance, into which we
can not here enter.^

' Including such unbiased philological commentators as De Wette and Meyer. See es-

pecially Meyer on Matthew xxvi. 26 (pp. .^48 sqq. of the 5th ed.), and my ainiotatiuns to

Lange on Matthew, Am. ed., pp. 470-474. Kahnis, who formerly wrote an elaborate his-

torical work in defense of the Lutheran doctrine (Die Lehre voiii Abendmahl, Lipz. 1851), has

more recently (1861) arrived at the conclusion that 'the Lutheran interpretation of the words

of institution must be given up,' though he thinks that this affects only the Lutheran theol-

ogy, not the Lutheran faith.

^ I have briefly expressed my own view in Com. on Matthew, p. 471 : . . .
' But we firm-

ly believe that the Lutheran and Reformed views can be essentially reconciled, if subordi-

nate differences and scholastic subtleties are yielded. The chief elements of reconciliation

are at hand in the Melanchthonian -Calvinistic theory. The Lord's ISupper is: (I.) A com-

memorative ordinance, a memorial of Christ's atoning death, and a renewed application of the

virtue of his broken body and shed blood. (This is the truth of the Zwinglian view, which no

one can deny in the face of the words of the Saviour: '^ Do this in remembrance of me.') (2.) A
feast of living union of believers with the ever-living, exalted Saviour, whereby we truly,

though spiritually, receive Christ with all his benefits, and are nourished by his life unto

life eternal. (This was the substance for which Luther contended against Zwingli, and which

Calvin retained, though in a different scientific form, and in a sense rightly confined to be-

lievers.) (3.) A communion of believers with one another as members of the same mystical

body of Christ. ... It is a sad reflection that the ordinance of the Lord's Supper—this feast

of the unio mystica and communio sanctorum, which should bind all pious hearts to Christ and

each other, and fill them with the holiest and tenderest affections—has been the innocent oc-

casion of the bitterest and most violent passions and the most uncharitable abuse. The eu-

charistic controversies are among the most unrefreshing and apparently fruitless in church his-

Vol. L—y
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11. The Lutheran doctrine of the eucharist overlooks the omnipres-

ence of the Holy Spirit, and substitutes for it the corporeal presence of

Christ. It is the Holy Spirit who brings the believer in and out of the

sacrament into a living union and communion with the whole Christ,

and makes the perpetual virtue and efficacy of his crucified body on

the cross, i. (?., his atoning sacrifice, and of his glorified body in heaven,

available for our spiritual benefit.

12. Finally, as regards the two states of Christ, the Eeformed Chris-

tology is right in making the pre-existent Logos (Ao'yoc aaapKoq) the

subject of the Ktvixyaig, or self-humiliation, instead of the human nature

(or the AoyoQ tvcrapKog), which was never before sv fjiopcpy ^tov, and

consequently could not renounce it in any way. The incarnation it-

self is the beginning of the humiliation. In this interpretation of

Phil. ii. 7 the Reformed Church is sustained not only by Chrysostom

and other fathei-s, but also by the best modern exegetes of all denom-

inations, including Lutherans.'

tory. Theologians will have much to answer for at the judgment-day for having perverted

the sacred feast of divine love into an apple of discord. No wonder that Melanchthon's last

wish and prayer was to be delivered from the rubies theoloyorum. Fortunately, the blessing

of the holy communion does not depend upon the scientific interpretation and understanding

of the words of institution, but upon the promise of the Lord, and upon childlike fiiith which

receives it, though it may not fully understand the mystery of the ordinance. Christians cele-

brated it with most devotion and profit before they contended about the true meaning of those

words, and obscured their vision by all sorts of scholastic theories and speculations. For-

tunately, even now Christians of different denominations and holding different o]iinions can

unite around the table of their common Lord and Saviour, and feel one with him and in

him who died for them all. and feeds them with his life once sacrificed on the cross, but

now living forever. Let them hold fast to what they agree in, and charitaljly judge of their

differences ; looking hopefully forward to the marriage supper of the Lamb in the kingdom
of glory, when we shall understand and adore, in perfect harmony, the infinite mystery of the

love of God in his Son our Saviour.'

' See, especially, Meyer (who ably defends the patristic and Reformed exegesis against the

objections of I)e Wette and Philippi), and Braune on Phil. ii. (> sq(i. (Am. ed. of Lange). The
latter says: 'oc has for its antecedent Xpirrrf/j 'li/rroH, and points to hi,s ante-mundane state,

as verses 7 and 8 refer to his earthly existence, and verses i)-l 1 refer to his siibsecpieut glorified

condition. The subject is the I'^go of the Lord, which is active in all the three modes of

existence. It is the entire summary of the history of Jesus, including his ante-human state.'

Among the dogmatic theologians of the Lutheran Church, Liebner, Thomnsius, Knhnis, Gess,

and others, give up the old Lutheran exegesis of the passage. Kahnis (Iti the third volume

of his Lutli. Dofpnatilc, 1868, p. .'Ul) makes, as the result of his earnest investigation, the fol-

lowing clear and honest statement :
' (a) Dass Paulus in der Offeiibarunqsgesrhirhte Jesu

Christi drei Stndie.n unterscheidet : das Stadium der Gottesgestall, da der Logos heim Voter

war ; das Stadium der Knerhtsgestalt, das viit der Se/bstrerlengnuitf/ Christi in der Mensr.h-

werduni/ berjann nnd znr Erniedrigun;/ ma Kreuze fortging ; das Staditan der Kr/iii/iung, da

itn Namen Christi sich alle Knie beugen und iliu a/s Herrn bekennen. (b) Duss das Subjekt
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Art. IX, Of CiikistV Descent into IIpxe.—The fact of a real de-

scent of the whole ])er8on of Christ, the God-man, after his death, into

the real hell (not a metaphorical hell, uor the grave, nor the Ihnhus

j)af/'U7n) is affirmed, and its object defined to be the defeat of Satan

and the deli\erance of believers from the power of death and the

devil ; but all cui'ious questions about the mode are deprecated and

left for the world to come.

Art. X, Of Cuurch Usages and Ceremonies, called Adiaphora.

—The observance of ceremonies and usages neither commanded nor

forbidden in the Word of God, should be left to Christian freedom, but

should be firmly resisted when they are forced upon us as a part of

divine service (Gah ii. 4, 5 ; v. 1 ; Acts xvi. 3 ; Rom. xiv. 6 ; 1 Cor. vii.

18 ; Col. ii. 16).

This article was a virtual condemnation of Melanchthon's course in

the Interim controversy.

Art. XI. Of God's Foreknowledge and Election.—No serious con-

troversy took place on this doctrine in the Lutheran Church, except at

Strasburg between Zanchi and Marbach (1561). The rigid predestina-

rianism of Luther and the Flacianists quietly gave way to the doctrine

of the universality of divine grace, while yet the anthropological pre-

mises of the Augustinian system were retained (in Art. I. and II.).

The Formula teaches that there is a distinction between foreknowl-

edge {prcescientia, jprcBvisw, Vorsehiuig, '^iitt. x. 29; Psa. cxxxix. 16;

Isa. xxxvii. 28) and foreordination {prcedestinatio, electio, ewige Wahl,

Eph. i. 5) ; that foreknowledge pertains alike to the good and the evil,

and is not the cause of sin and destruction ; that foreordination refers

only to the children of God ; that this predestination of the elect is

'eternal, infallible, and unchangeable,' and is the ultimate and uncon-

ditional cause of their salvation ; that God, though he elects only a

portion, sincerely desires all men to be saved, and invites them by his

Word to the salvation in Christ; that the impenitent perish by their

der Erniedrigung der Xdyoc daapKog ist, wie schon die alte Kirche in ihren namhaftesten Lehr-

ern sak, die reforinirten Theologen richtig erkannten und aurh die hedeutendsten neueren

Ausieqer aller Confessionen zugestehen, das Suhjekf de- Erhiihung aher der \6yoc, trrrapKoc.

(c) Dass die Entdusserung {tavrov tKfViocrt) darin bistekt, dass der Logos sich der Gottesge-

stalt (^toprpii ^tov} d. h. des Herriichkeitssiandes beiiii Vater begah, um Knechtsgestalt (jioppr)

SovXov) anziinehmen, d. h. ein Mensch wie wir zu werden,ja als Mensch sich zum Kreuzestode

£u erniedrigen (^tTairtivwaiv lavrov) : Entdusserung also gleich Menschwerdung ist. Darnach

fordert dieses LehrstUck eine andere Fassung, als die alte \_Luther.'] Dogmatik ihn gab.''
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own guilt iu rejecting the gospel ; that Christians should seek the

eternal election, not in the secret but in the revealed will of God, and

avoid presumptuous and curious questions.

Thus the particularism of election and the universalism of vocation,

the absolute inability of fallen man (Art. II.), and the guilt of the

unbeliever for rejecting what he can not accept, are illogically com-

bined. The obvious contradiction between this article and the second

has already been pointed out.*

The authors felt the speculative difficulties of this dogma, aiid em-

phasized the practical side, which amounts to this : that believers are

saved by the free grace of God, while unbelievers are lost by their own

guilt in rejecting the grace sincerely offered to them. Later Lutlieran

divines, like John Gerhard, labored hard to show that God not only

sincerely desires the salvation of all men alike, but that he also actually

gives an opportunity to all men even in \\\\'a present life.'^ But the ar-

gument fails with regard to the heathen, who form the greatest part of

the race even to this day (not to speak of the world before Christ) : and

hence the Lutheran view of the actual universality of the offer of grace

necessitates an essential chano-e of the orthodox doctrine of the middle

state, as far as those are concerned who never heard of the gospel in

this world.

Art. XII. Of Sevekal Heresies and Sects.—This article rejects the

peculiar tenets of the Anabaptists, Schwenkfeldians, New Arians, and

Antitrinitarians, who never embraced the Augsburg Confession.

To the second part of the Formula there is added a Catalogue of

TestiTnonies from the Scriptures and the fathei-s (Athanasius, Greg-

ory Nazianzen, Cyril of Alexandria, John of Damascus) concerning

the divine majesty of the human nature of Christ, in su})port of

the doctrine of the cmnmunicatio 'idio7natuin, a,& taught in Art. VIII.

This Appendix was prepared by Andrea3 and Chemnitz ; but it has

' See above, p. 314. Comp. also Dorner, Gexrh. der Prot. Theol. pp. 3G6 sqq. Planck

(Vol. VI. p. 814) charges this article with a confusion not found in the other parts of the

Formula, and Gieseler (Vol. IV. p. 488) with putting together contradictory positions ; while,

on the other hand, Thomasius (Das Btkenntniss der ev. luth. Kirr/ie, etc. p. 222) sees here

only supplementary truths to be reconciled by theological science, and Guericke (in his Kir-

chengesrhirhte, Yo\. III. p. 41!)) calls the logical inconsistency of the Formula 'divinely ne-

cessitated' (fine f/ot/li<h nothwendige Vemtnndes-Jnconseqrienz).

' Loc. Theol. Tom. IV. pp. 189 sqq. {de Electione et Reprob. § 7; tie Universalitate V»

cationis, § 13")).
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no symbolical authority, and is often omitted from the Book of Con-

cord.'

RECEPTION, AUTHOEITY, AND INTRODUCTION.^

The Form of Concord, as it is the last, is also the most disputed of

the Lutheran symbols. It never attained general authority, like the

Augsbui'g Confession or Luther's Catechism, although far greater ex-

ertions were made for its introduction.

It was adopted by the majority of the Lutheran principalities and

state churches in Germany f also by the state church of Sweden, the

Lutherans in Hungary, and several Lutheran synods in the United

States.*

On the other hand, it was rejected by a number of Lutheran Princes

and cities of the empire,^ and by King Frederick II. of Denmark.^

Some countries of Germany, where it had been first introduced, re-

jected it afterwards, but remained Lutheran ;'' while others, in conse-

' Tittmann and Hase omit it ; Miiller gives it Cpp. 731-767).

' Comp. among recent works especially the third volume of Heppe's Geschichte des D.

Protest, pp. 215-322, and the whole fourth volume. The chief data are also given by Gie-

seler, Vol. IV. pp. 489-493, and by Kollner, 1. c. pp. 573-583.

^ The Preface of the Book of Concord is signed by eighty-six names representing the Lu-

theran state churches in the German empire ; among them are three Electors (Louis of the

Palatinate, Augustus of Saxony, and John George of Brandenburg), twenty Dukes and

Princes, twenty-four Counts, thirty-five burgomasters and counselors of imperial cities. The

Formula was also signed by about 8000 pastors and teachers under their jurisdiction, includ-

ing a large number of ex-Philippists and Crypto-Calvinists, who preferred their Uvings to their

theology ; hence Hutter was no doubt right when he admitted that many subscribed 7nala

conscientia. Yet no direct compulsion seems to have been used. See Kollner, p. 551, and

Johannsen, Ueber die Unterschriften des Concordienbuches, in Niedner's Zeitschrift fur histor.

Theologie,\U7,^oA.
* It was adopted in Sweden at a Council of Upsala, 1593; in Hungary, L597. In America

it is held by the Lutheran Synodical Conference, and by the General Council, but rejected by

the General Synod (see p. 224).

* The Landgrave of Hesse, the Palatinate John Casimir, the Prince of Anhalt, the Duke

of Pomerania (where, however, the symbol afterwards came into authority), the Duke of

Holstein, the Duke of Saxe-Luneburg, the Counts of Nassau and Hanau, the cities of Stras-

burg, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Spires, Worms, Nuremberg, Magdeburg, Bremen, Danzig,

Nordhausen.
* Frederick II. strictly prohibited, on pain of confiscation and deposition, the importation

and publication of the Form of Concord in Denmark (July 24, l.")80}, and threw the two su-

perbly bound copies sent to him by his sister, the wife of Augustus of Saxony, unceremoniously

into the chimney-fire. See Kollner, p. 575 sq. ; Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 493, note 54 ; and

Heppe, Vol. IV. pp. 275 sqq. Nevertheless the document afterwards gained considerable

currency in Denmark.
' So the Duchy of Brunswick recalled the subscription in 1583. Duke Julius, one of the
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(jiieiice of the doctriiiul innovations and exclusiveness of the Formula,

passed over to the Reformed C(.)nfession.' It is a significant fact, that

tlie successors of the three Electoi-s, wlio were the chief patrons and

signers of the Formula, left the Lutheran Church: two became Re-

formed, and one (the King of Saxony) a Roman Catholic.

0}'P(JSITION AND DEFENSE.^

The Formula gave i-ise to much controversy. It was assailed from dif-

ferent quarters by discontented Lutherans and Philippists,^ Calvinists,*

most zealous promoters of the P'orm of Concord, became alienated for personal reasons, because

he was severely blamed by Chemnitz and several Princes for allowing one of his sons to receive

Romish consecration (Dec. 5, ir)78), and two others the tonsure, to the great scandal of Prot-

estantism. He was afterwards strengthened by the doctrinal opposition of Heshusius and

the Helmstiidt Professors, who rejected the Formula for teaching absolute ubiquity. The

Corpus doctrinm Julium was retained in Brunswick and Wolfenbiittel. See Planck, Vol.VI.

pp. G67 sqq., and especially Heppe,Vol. IV. pp. 203 sqq. These Brunswick troubles brought

about an alienation between Andreas (who labored to reconcile the Uuke) and Chemnitz (who

was deposed by tiie Duke). In a widely circulated letter of April 8,1580, Chemnitz compared

Andrea to a fawning and scratching cat ('«»« coram loiige aliud mihi dicas, wie die Katzen,

die vorne lecken und hinten kratzen^). Heppe, p. 214.

* So the Palatinate, which, after a short Lutheran interregnum of Louis, reado])ted the

Heidelberg Catechism under John Casimir (1588), Anhalt (1588), Zweibriicken (1588), Hanau

(159G), Hesse (1G04), and especially Brandenburg under John Sigismund (1614). In this

respect the Formula of Concord inflicted great territorial loss upon the Lutheran denomina-

tion. The greatest loss was the Palatinate and the Electoral, afterwards the royal house of

Brandenburg and Prussia.

^ See lists of controversial works for and against the Formula of Concord in Walch, Feuer-

lin, and Kollner. Comp. also Hutter, Co?ic. cone. Ch. XXXVII. (p. 958), Ch. XLI. (p. 976),

Ch. XLV. (p. 1033), and Ch. XLV. (p. 1038) ; Heppe, Vol. IV. pp. 270 sqq. ; and G. Frank,

Vol. I. pp. 251-266. Hutter sees in the general attack of 'the devil and his organs, the here-

tics,' against the Formula, a clear proof that it was composed instinctu Spirttus Sancti, and is

in full harmony with the infollible Word of God (p. 976).

^ The rigidly orthodox Heshusius and the Helmstadt divines (in the Quedlinburg Colloqui-

um, 1583), Christopher Irenoeus (an exiled Flacianist, formerly court chaplain at Weimar,

1581), Ambrosius Wolff (or Cyriacus Herdesianus, of Nuremberg, 1580), the Bremen preach-

ers (1581), the Anhalt tlieologians (1580, 1581), and the Margrave of Baden (in the Stafford

Book, 1599).

* Ursinus (in connection with Zanchius, Tossanus, and other deposed Heidelberg Professors,

who, under John Casimir and during the rale of Lutheranism in Heidelberg, founded and

conducted a flourishing theological school at Neustadt an der Hardt, 1576 to 1583): Adinotiitio

Christiana de libra ConrordicB (or Cliristliche Erinnerung vom Concordienbuch), Neostadadii in

Palatinatu, Latin and German, 1581 (also in Urs. Opera, Heidelberg, 1612, Vol. II. pp.486

sqq.). It consists of twelve chapters, and is very able. Extract in Sudhoft", Olerianus und

Ursinus, pp. 432-452 ; comp. Schweizer in Herzog, Vol. X. pp. 263-265. Ursinus and some

of his pupils defended this work against the Lutheran 'Apology,' in Defensio Admonitionis

Neost. contra Apologia Erfordcnsis snphisviata, Neost. 1584. Beza wrote Refutatio dog-

tiKttis de firticia carnis Christi omni]>r(rsentin ; ])ana;us an Examen of Chemnitz's book

Jjf duabus in Christo naturis, Genev. 1581 ; Sadeel, a very able tract, De veritate humana
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and Romanists.' The chief objection was to the new dogma of ubiq-

uity.

The Lutherans attacked, according to their stand-point, either the

concessions to the Swabian scheme of absohite ubiquity, or the absence

of a direct condemnation of MeUmchthon and otlier heretics, or tlie re-

jection of the Fhician theory of original sin, or the condemnation of

Synergism. The last point could be made very plausible, since the

chief authors of the Formula, Andrea?, Chemnitz, and Selnecker, had

at first been decided synergists. Chytrseus remained true at least to

his love and admii-ation for Melanchthon, which subjected him to the

suspicion of Crypto-Philippism and Calvinism.^

The Reformed, led by Ursinus (chief author of the Heidelberg

Catechism), justly complained of the misrepresentations and unfair con-

demnation of their doctrine under the indiscriminate charge of sacra-

mentarianism,^ and explained the qualified sense in which the Reformed

signed the Augsburg Confession in the sense of its author, with whole-

some strictures on the unprotestant overestimate of the authority of

Luther. They exposed with rigid logic the doctrinal contradiction be-

tween Arts. IL and XL, quoted Luther's views on predestination against

the Formula, and refuted with clear and strong arguments the new

dogma of ubiquity, which is contrary to the Scriptures, the oecumenical

creeds, and sound reason, and destructive of the very nature of the sac-

rament as a communion of the hody of Christ ; for if the body is omni-

present, and there can be but one onmipresence, it must be present like

God himself, i. e. like a spirit, every where whole and complete, without

naturce Christi, 1585 (in his Opera, Genev. 1592). Of later Reformed writings must be men-

tioned the Emdensche Buch (1591), and especially Hospinian's Concordia discors(\Q07), which

called forth Hutter's Concordia concors (1614).

' The ablest Roman assailant was Robert Bellarmin : Judicium de lihro quern Lutherani

vacant Concordia;, Ingolst. 1587, 1589, etc. (in his Opera, Col. Ag. 1620, Vol. VII. p. 576).

Against him Hoe ab Ilcenegg wrote Apol. contra R. B. impium et stolidum judicium, Frcf.

1005. Bellarmin also repeatedly notices the Christology of the Formula in his great contro-

versial work against Protestantism. See below.

' See 'i>c\inXz,Vita C/ii/trtei, and Heppe,Vol. IV. pp. 395 sqq.

^ This complaint the Erfurt Apology of the Formida of Concord admitted to be just, at least

n part. The Formula makes no distinction between Zwingli and (\ilvin ; condemns Zwin-

gli's ' alUeosis' (by which he meant only to guard against a confusio and tequatio naturarum) as

a mask of the devil ; charges the Reformed geuernlly with a Nestorian separation of the two

natures in Christ, and a denial of all communion between them ; with childish literalism con-

cerning the right hand of God and the throne of glory ; with shutting Christ up in heaven, as

if he had no more to do with us, etc.
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parts and members, and thus the lineaments and concrete image of

Christ are lost. Sadeel pointed out tlie palpable inconsistency between

the hyperphjsical and ultrasupernatural outfit of Christ's body for the

eucharistic presence, on the one hand, and the emphasizing of a corpo-

real presence and oi^al manducation on the other, as if this were the

main thing in the sacrament, while the communion of the believing

soul with the person of Christ was almost lost sight of.^

Strange to say, the Roman Catholics were just as decidedly opposed

to ubiquity, though otherwise much nearer the Lutheran doctrine of the

sacraments. Bellarmin, the greatest controversialist of Rome, exposes

the absurdity of a dogma which would destroy the human nature of

Christ, and involve the presence of his body in uteris omniumfemina-
rum, imo etiam virorum^ and the presence extra uterum from the mo-

ment of conception, and in utero after the nativity. In his polemic

work against Protestantism he urges five arguments against ubiquity,^

viz. : (1.) It abolishes the sacramental character of the eucharist. (2.)

It leads to the Calvinistic spiritual presence and spiritual eating by

faith—the very error of the sacramentarians which this Lutheran dogma

was to overthrow.^ (3.) It destroys the specific effect of the eucharist,

and makes it useless. (4.) It is refuted by the other Lutheran doctrine

which confines the presence to the time of the use of the sacrament."*

* Dorner, in his History of Christology (Vol. II. pp. 71 8-750), gives an admirable and im-

partial summary of the Reformed argument. Dr. Kahnis, of Leipzig, from his Lutheran stand-

point, thus fairly and liberally characterizes the Reformed opposition to the Form of Concord

(^Luth. Dogm.YoX. 11. \). 5{)0) : 'Dip Reformirten vertraten den Standpunkt des Verstandes,

welcher zwischen Endlichem und Unendlichem abstract (?) scheidend (^Jinitum nan est capax

injiniti) der inenschlichen Nattir Christi keinen Antheil an den c/dttlirhen Eiyenschaften ein-

rdumt ; den Standpunkt der Realitdt, welcher in der Betrachtung der Person Christi, von

dem Wandel auf Erden ausgehead, der rein menschlichen Entwicklung Christi freien Rauvi

schaffen will; den Standpunkt des Praktischen, der bei den sirheren Thatsachen der person-

lichen Vereinigung Beruhigung fasste, ohne sich in gnostisch-scholastische Theorien verspinnen

zu wollen.^

^ Lib. III. de Sacramento Eucharistice, cap. 17. Comp. also cap. 7, and Lib. IIL de Christo

(where he refers to the views of Luther, Brentius, Wigand, Heshusius, and Chemnitz co

ubiquity).

^ His reasoning is curious :
' Quod est v.bique, non potest moveri, nee transire de loco ad locum

;

ergo licet corpus Christi sit in pane, tamen non vianducatur, cum panis manducatur, quia non

movetur, nee transit cum pane e manu ad os, et ab ore ad stomarhuvi ; nam etiam an tea erat

in ore et in stomacho. priusquam panis eo veniret. . . . Sequilur ant esse inanem coenam Domi-

ni, aut saltern s/nrifualiter sumi per energiam et per Jidem, et solum a piis, qwi hnbentjidem, et

hoc est, quod volunt Calrinist(e/

* '»S» enim corpus Christi ubique est, erit etiam ante usuin in t}ane.'
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(5.) It is a makeshift to evade the power of priestly consecration which

creates the eucharistic presence.*

Outside of Germany and Switzerland the Formula of Concord ex>

cited little or only passing polemical interest. Queen Elizabeth en-

deavored to prevent its adoption because it condemned the Reformed

doctrine, and threatened to split and weaken the Protestants in their

opposition to the united power of Rome. She sent delegates to a

convention of Reformed Princes and delegates held at Frankfort-on-

the-Main, Sept 1577.^ The Anglican divines of the sixteenth century

rejected ubiquity as decidedly as the Continental Calvinists.^ Evan-

gelical Episcopalians hold the Reformed view of the sacraments ; and

as to modern Anglo-Catholic and Ritualistic Episcopalians, they greatly

prefer the Romish or Greek dogma of transubstantiation to the Luther-

an consubstantiation.^

The attacks upon the Formula, especially those proceeding from

Lutherans and the Palatinate divines, could not be ignored in silence.

Chemnitz, Selnecker, and Kirchner, by order of the thi-ee electoral

* Bellarmin (Z>e Sacr. Euch. Lib. III. c. 7), after quoting Augustine against the sententia

ubiquistarum Lutheranorum, thus defines the Roman view: '' Nos fatemur Christi corpus non

esse ubique diffusum; et uhicunque est, habere suamformani et partium siiuyn, ac dispositionevi

;

quamvis hacJiqura, forma, dis/>ositio partium in ccelo conspiciatur, ubi locum replet; in Sacra-

mento autem sit quidern, sed non repleat locum, nee videri a nobis possit.'

* Comp. on EHzabeth's action and the Convent of Frankfort, Hutter's Concordia concors,

Cap. XVI. and XVII. (pp. 513-523) ; Planck, Vol. VI. pp. 591-611
; Heppe, Vol. IV. pp. 5

sqq., 16 sqq. , and 72 sqq.

^ Cranmer was at first inclined to the Lutheran tlieory, but gave it up afterwards. His fel-

low-Reformers held the Zwinglian or Calvinistic view. Bishop Hooper thus speaks of ubiq-

uity : 'Such as say that heaven and the right hand of God is in the articles of our faith taken

for God's power and might, which is every where, they do wrong to the Scripture and unto

the articles of our faith. They make a confusion of the Scripture, and leave nothing cer-

tain. They darken the simple and plain verity thereof with intolerable sophisms. They

make heaven hell, and hell heaven, turn upside down and pervert the order of God. If the

heaven and God's right hand, whither our Saviour's body is ascended, be every where, and

noteth no certain place, as these uncertain men teach, I will believe no ascension. What
needeth it ?—seeing Christ's body is every where with his Godhead. I will interpret this

article of my creed thus: CJiristus ascendit ad dextram Patris. Patris dextra est ubique:

ergo Christus ascendit ad ubique. See what erroneous doctrine followeth their imaginations
!'

Early Writings of John Hooper, D.D., Lord Bishop of Gloucester and Worcester, Martyr,

1555; ed.by the Parker Society, Cambridge, 1843, p. 66. T\\& ' Declaration of Christ and

his Office,' irom which this passage is taken, was first published at Ziirich, 1547, in the early

stage of the ubiquitarian controversy. See also the Reinains of Archbishop Grindal, Camb.

1843, p. 46.

* Comp. the eucharistic works of Pusey (1855), Philip Freeman (1862), Thomas L. Vogan

(1871), and John Harrison (against Pusey, 1871).
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patrons of the work, convened at Erfurt,' Oct, 23, 1581 (afterwards at

Braunschweig and Quedlinbni-g), and prepared, with nmch labor and

trouble, an elaborate 'Apology,' called the ''Erfurt Bitol'i^ in four

parts.2 It called forth new attacks, which it is unnecessary here to

follow.

LATER FOETDNES.

During tlie palmy period of Lutheran scholasticism the Formula of

Concord stood in high authority among Lutherans, and was even re-

garded as inspired.^ Its first centennial (1680) was celebrated with

considerable enthusiasm.'* But at the close of another century it was

dead and buried. The Pietists, and afterwards the Rationalists, rebelled

against symbololatry and lifeless orthodoxy. One stone after another

was taken down from the old temple, until it was left a venerable ruin.

Those very countries where subscription to creeds had been most rig-

orously enforced, suffered most from the neological revolution.

Then followed a period of patient research and independent criti-

cism, which led to a more impartial estimate. Planck, the ablest Lu-

theran historian of the Formula, with complete mastery of the sources,

followed the leading actors into all the ramifications and recesses of

their psychological motives, political intrigues, and theological passions,

and represents the work as the fabrication of a theological triumvirate,

which upon the whole did more harm than good, and which produced

endless confusion and controversy.^ Kollner, another learned and im-

partial Lutheran, concedes to it higher merit for the past, but no dog-

matic significance for the present, except in the article on predestina-

tion.^ Heppe, the indefatigable historian of the German post-Pefor-

' In the Gasthofzum grilnen Weinfasse. This gave rise to some joke and mockery.
" The first part was directed against the Neustadt Adnuinitlon of Ursinus and his colleagues,

the second against the Bremen pastors, tlie third against Irenteus. the fourth against Wolf.

Timothy Kirchner, of the Palatinate, pre])ared the first three parts, Selnecker and Chemnitz

the last. They were published singly, and then jointly at Dresden, ir>84, and distributed by

the Elector Augustus among all the churches of Saxony. See Hutter, pp. !)78 sqq. and 1038

sqq. (De Apol. Lihri Concord, et de CoVoqvio Qued/i7ihur(jP7isi) ; Heppe, Vol. IV. pp. 284-311.

^ Hutter (Cone, cone p. 97('>), Deutschmann. and others, who called it ^n'nrrivirroq.

* Anton, 1. c. Ch. X. Erste Concordieii-Juhelfreudf. pp. \?>\ sqq. J. G. Walch, in his In-

trod. 1732, represents the last stage of orthodox veneration before the revolution of sentiment

took place.

' See his judgment, Vol. VI. pp. 690 sqq. ; SIC sqq. and passim. Plnnck's history is, even

more than Hospinian's Concordia discors, a chronique scandalcuse of Lutheran pugnacity and

bigotry in the second half of the sixteenth century.

' Symb. Vol. I. p. .'")9C : 'Z'j'e Concordienform".l hat dogmatisch nur insofern noch Werth, ah
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Illation period, from a vast amount of authentic information, carries out

the one-sided idea that the Lutherauism of the Formula is an apostasy

from the normal development of German Protestantism, by which

he means progressive, semi-Keformed, unionistic Melaiiclithonianism.*

Even Kahnis thinks that the Lutheran theology of the future must be

built on the Melanchthoiiian elements which were condemned by the

Formula.^

With the modern revival of orthodoxy, the Formula enjoyed a par-

tial resurrection among Lutherans of the high sacramentarian type,

who regard it as the model of pure doctrine and the best summary of

the Bible. By this class of divines it is all the more highly esteemed,

since they make doctrine the corner-stone of the Church and the in-

dispensable condition of Christian fellowship. In America, too, the

Formula has recently found at least one al)le and scholarly advocate in

the person of Dr. Krauth, of Pliiladelphia.^

Yet the great body of the Lutheran Church will never return to the

former veneration for this symbol. History never repeats itself. Each

age must produce its own theology. Even modern Lutheran ortho-

doxy in its ablest champions is by no means in full harmony with the

Formula, but departs fi-om its anthropology and Christology, and makes

concessions to Melanchthon and the Reformed theology, or attempts a

new solution of the mighty problems which were once regarded as

finally settled.*

sie mit den frilheren Symholen uhereinstimmt. . . . Allein die Lehre von der Pradestination

ausgenommen, kann ihr fiir das Dogma wiejur die dusseren Verhditiiisse der Kirche nur der

wenigste eigenthiiiuliche Werth unter alien Eyrnbolen der Kirrhe zugestandeii trcrden. Eigen-

thiimlich ist nur die Ausbildung und mehr systematische Gestnltung des Lehrheqrijfs der

Kirche als eines Systerns.' This is too low an estimate of the whole document, and too high

an estimate of Art. XI.
^ In his numerous works, so often quoted.

° Dogin. Vol. II. p. 517 : ''Man darf . . . mit Zuversirht aussprechen, dass die Zukunft der

theologischen Forschung an dem Fortschreiten auf dem von Melanchthon eingeschlagenen Wege
hdngt.

'

^ Dr. Krauth calls the Formula ' the amplest and clearest confession in which the Chris-

tian Church has ever embodied her faith,' and he goes so far as to say :
' But for the For-

mula of Concord, it may be questioned whether Protestantism could have been saved to the

world ' (Conservative Reform, p. 802). And this in full view of the independent Protestant-

ism in Switzerland, France, Holland, England, and Scotland, which materially differs from

the distinctive theology of this book, and was in vain condemned by it

!

* We can simply allude to the internal differences of the Erlangen, Leipzig, and Rostock

schools of Lutherans ; to Luthardt on the freedom of the will ; to Thomasius on the Kenosis

;

to Kahnis on the Lord's Supper, inspiration, and the canon of the Scripture; to the Hofmann
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AN IMPARTIAL ESTIMATE.

The Fonmila of Concord is, next to the Aiigsbiii'g Confession, thfl

most important theological standard of the Lutheran Church, but dif-

fers from it as the f^ecfarlan symbol of Lutheranism, while the other is

its catholic symbol. Hence its authority is confined to that communion,

and is recognized only by a section of it. It is both conclusive and ex-

clusive, a Formula of Concord and a Formula of Discord, the end of

controversy and the beginning of controversy. It completed the separa-

tion of the Lutheran and Reformed Churches, it contracted the territory

and the theology of Lutheranism, and sowed in it the seed of discord

by endeavoring to settle too much, and yet leaving unsettled some of

the most characteristic dogmas. It is invaluable as a theological docu-

ment, but a partial failure as a symbol, just because it contains too

much theology and too little charity. It closes the productive period

of the Lutheran reformation and opens the era of scholastic formalism.

The Formula is the fullest embodiment of genuine Lutheran oi'tlio-

doxy, as distinct from other denominations. It represents one of the

leading doctrinal types of Christendom. It is for the Lutheran system

what the Decrees of Trent are for the Roman Catholic, the Canons

of Dort for the Calvinistic. It sums up the results of the theolog-

ical controversies of a whole generation with great learning, ability, dis-

crimination, acumen, and, we may add, with compai-ative moderation.

It is quite probable that Luther himself would have heartily indorsed

it, with the exception, perhaps, of a part of tlie eleventh article. The

Formula itself claims to be merely a repetition and explication of the

and Philippi controversy on the atonement ; to Hengstenberg's articles on jnstification and

the Kjiistle of James ; to the disputes on the millenarian question ; and to the controversy on

Church government and the relation of the ministry to the general ])riesthood of believers, in

which Huschke, Stahl, Kliefoth.Vilmar, and Liihetake High-Church ground against the Low-
Church views of Hilfling, Ilarless, Diedrich, etc. Some of these controversies, esj)ecially the

question of the ministerial office {Amtafrage)^ are also disturbing the jieace of the orthodox

Lutherans in America, and divide them into hostile synods (the Missouri Synod versus the

Grabau Synod, Iowa Synod, and portions of the General Council, not to mention several sub-

divisions). The eschatological controversy separates the Iowa Synod from Grabau and the

Missourians, who denounce millenarianism as a heresy. The smallest doctrinal difference

among orthodox Lutherans in America is considered sufficient to justify the formation of a

new synod with close-communion principles. And yet all these Lutherans adopt the Form-

uLi Concordia; as the highest standard of pure Scripture orthodoxy. Is this Concordia con-

tors, or Concordia discors f
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genuine sense of the Angsburg Confession, and disclaims (jriginality in

the substance of doctrine.* But there were two diverging tendencies

proceeding from the same source. Tlie author of the Confession liim-

self understood and exphiined it differently, and the Formula added

new dogmas which he never entertained. It excludes, indeed, certain

extravagances of the Flacian wing of Lutherauism, but, upon the

whole, it is a condemnation of Philippisra and a triumph of exclusive

Luthei'anism.^

The spirit of Melanchthon could be silenced, but not destroyed, for

it meant theological progress and Christian union. It i-evived fj-om

time to time in various forms, in Calixtus, Spener, Zinzendoi-f, Xeander,

and other great and good men, who blessed the Lutheran Church by

protesting against bigotry and the ovei-estimate of intellectual ortho-

doxy, by insisting on personal, practical piety, by widening the hori-

zon of truth, and extending the hand of fellowship to other sections of

Christ's kingdom. The minority which at iirst refused the Formula

became a vast majority, and even the recent reaction of Lutheran con-

' See the Preface. An able argument for this agreement is presented by Prof. Thomasius,

of Erlangen, in his Das Bekenntniss der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche in der Consequent

seines Princips, tsiimhevg, 1848. He develops the doctrines of the Formula from Luther's

doctrine of justification by faith as the organic life-principle of the Lutheran Church. But
the Lutheran doctrine of the eucharist with the communicatio idiomatum and ubiquity of the

body have—as the creeds of the Keformed churches prove—no necessary connection with

justification by faith; and on these points, which constitute the peculiar features of the For-

mula, the author of the Augsburg Confession himself represented, even before Luther's death,

a different line of development.

^ AndreiE, in a letter to Heshusius and Wigand, of July 24, 1576, giving an account of the

results of the Torgau Convention (quoted by Heppe, Vol. III. p. 11 1), thus characteristically

sets forth the object of the whole movement in which he and the Elector Augustus were the

chief leaders : ''Hoc enim sancte vobis affirmare et poUiceri ausim, Illust. Electorem Saxonice in

hoc unice intentum, ut Lutheri doctrina partim ohscurata, pnrtim vitiata, partim aperte vel

occulte damnata, jmra et sincera in scholis et Ecclesiis i-estituatur, adeoque Lutherus, hoc
EST Christus, cuius fidelis minister Lutherusfuit, vivat. Quid vullis amplius ? Nihil hicfuca-

tum, nihil j>a!liatum. nihil tectum est, sed juxta spiritum Lutheri, qui Christi est.' And
Chemnitz wrote, June 29, 1576 :

' Mentio librorum Philippi expuncta est, et responsione hac in

parte retulimus nos ad Lichtenbergense decretmn.^ Some zealots, like Heshusius, desired that

Melanchthon .should be condemned, by name, in tlie Formula, but Andrea tliouglit it hetter

'to cover the shame of Noah,' and to be silent about the apostasy of the Lutheran Solomon.

Dr. Krauth, too, says (Conservative Reform, p. 327): 'The Book of Concord treats Melanch-

thon as the Bible treats Solomon. It opens wide the view of his wisdom and glory, and

draws the veil over the record of his sadder days.' In the Formula itself he is nowhere

named, but in the Preface to the 'Book of Concord' his writings are spoken of as ^utilia nenv^-

repudinndn ac damnanda, quatenus cum ea norma, quae Concordiie lihro expressn est, per omnia

consentiunt.'
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fessioiialism against rationalism, latitndiiiarianisni, and unionism will

1)6 unable to undo the work of history, and to restore the Lutheran

scholasticism and exclusivism of the seventeenth century. The Luther-

an Church is greater and wider than Luther and Melanchthon, and, by

its own principle of the absolute supremacy of the Bible as a rule of

faith, it is bound to follow the onward march of Biblical learning.

The great length of this section may be justified by the intrinsic im-

portance of the Formula Concordise, and the scarcity of reliable in-

formation in English works.'

§ 47. Superseded Lutheran Symbols. The Saxon Confession.

The Wt liTEMBERG Confession. 1551.

lAteraUire.

Heinrioii Heppe: Die Bekenntniss-Schriften der altprotestantiachen Kirche Detitschlands, Cassel, 1855.

This collection contains (besides the oecumenical Creeds, the Aagsburg Confession of 1530, the Altered

Augsburg Confession of 1540) the Confensio Saxunica, pp. 407^83, and the CunfesKiu Wiirtemberi/ica, pp.

491-554.

Phil. MELANonxnoNis Oj)era qiice Hupemunt omnia, or Corpits He/ormatornm, ed. Bretschneider and

BindseiljVol. XXVIII. (Brunsvigae, ISOO), pp. 329-568. This vol. contains the Latin and German texts

of the Conf. Saxonica with critical Prolegomena.

The Book of Concord embraces all the Lutheran symbols which are

still in force; but two other Confessions deserve mention for their

historical importance, viz., the Saxon Confession and the Wiirtemberg

Confession.

Both were written in 1551, twenty-one years after the Confession of

Augsburg and twenty-six years before the Formula of Concord, in

full agreement with the former as understood by its author, and with-

out the distinctive and exclusive features of the latter. Both were in-

tended (like the Articles of Smalcald) for the Roman Catholic Council,

and, although they failed in accomplishing their direct object, they

exhibit the doctrinal status of the Lutheran or the entire Evangelical

Church of Germany at that period. It is this Protestantism which re-

' There is no full and satisfactory account of the history and character of the Form of Con-

cord in the English language, e.Kcept in Dr. Krauth's Conservative Reformation and its The-

ology, pp. 288-328; and this, in accordance with the aim of this learned and able author, is

apologetic and polemic rather than historical. Dr. Shedd, in his valuable History of Christian

Doctrine (Vol. II. p.4r)8), devotes only a few lines to it. Dr. Fisher, in his excellent work on

the Reformation (N.Y. 1873), disposes of it in a foot-note (p. 481). In Dr. Rlunt's Diction'iry

of Sects, etc. (London, 1874), it has no place among the Protestant Confessions, and the brief

allusion to it sub ^Lutherans,' p. 269, only exposes the ignorance of the writer. The doctrines

of the Form of Concord are frequently, though mostly polemically, noticed in Dr. Hodge's

Systematic Theology (N.Y. 1873, 3 vols.).
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ceived legal toleration and recognition in the German Empire by the

Treaty of Passau, 1552, and throe years afterwards, without tlie re-

striction as to time, at the Diet of Augsburg.' But in the succeeding

generation the exclusive and more energetic school of Lutheranism

prevailed, and found its expression in the Formula of Concord, which

superseded those interimistic Confessions.

1. The Saxon Confession (Confp:ssio Saxonica) was drawn up by

Melanchthon for the Council of Trent, which, after a brief transfer to

Bologna by Paul III., in March, 1547, was again convened at Trent by

Julius III., May 1,1551. The German Emperor had previously (Feb.

13) invited the Protestant States to send delegates, pi'omising them full

protection, and his best endeavor to secure 'a Christian, useful reforma-

tion, and abi'Ogation of improper doctrines and abuses.' Melanchthon

expected nothing from a conference with Bishops and Cardinals, but

considered it wise and politic to accept the Emperor's invitation, pro-

vided he would secure to the Protestant delegates a hearing before the

Council. His advice was the best that could be given under the cir-

cumstances, and was accepted by Elector Maurice of Saxopy.^ He was

requested to prepare a ' Mepetition and Exjwsition of the Augsburg

Confession,^ usually called the 'Saxon Confession.''^ To finish this

* Heppe. 1. c. p. xxix. : 'Z)e?- in der Conf. Saxonica und in der Conf. Wilrtembergica enffaltete

Lehrbegriff der Augsburgischen Confession ist es, welcher i. J. L555 zu kirchenstaa*srechtlicher

Geltung kam. Dieses erhellt schon aus den Besckliissen der im Mai 1554 zur Vorbereitung der

Reichstagsverhandlungen gehaltenen evangelischen Conferenz, in dem die daselbst versammel

ten chursdschsischen, hessischen und strassburgischen Deputirten erklarten: Auf bevorstehen-

dem Reichstage habe man ak einziges Bekenntniss die Augsbcrgische Confession yes^sw-

halten. Da aber die sdchsische und die ivilrtembergische Confession mit derselben durchaui,

iibereinstimmten, so habe man entweder jene oder eine von diesen dem Kaiser zu iibergeben.'

^ See several letters from February to April, 1551, in the Corp. Reform. Vol. VII. (1840),

especially pp. 736-739, where Melanchthon gives his views on the Council of Trent ; and

Schmidt, Melanchthon, pp. 534 sqq.

^ It appeared first in Latin at Basle, 1552, under the title: ' Confessio Do|ctein^

Saxonicarum
I
EccLESiARUM Synodo Tridentince ob\lata, A.D. 1551, in qua,'' etc. The

original MS., with the title'REPETixioCoNFESSiONis AcgustaNjE-Aw. 1551,TF«^e6er^rt' scripta,'

etc., and with corrections from Melanchthon's own hand, is preserved in the library of the

Thomaskirche in Leipzig, to which Selnecker presented it in 1580. From this Heppe and

Bindseil have derived their text ; the latter with a critical apparatus from eight printed edi-

tions. It was translated into German by John Maetsperger, 1 552, and by Georg Major, 1555.

The Latin text was often republished separately at Leipzig, Wittenberg, Frankfort, etc., and

in the Melanchthonian Corpora Doctrince; also in the Corpus et Syntagma Confessionum,

Genev. 1612 and 1G54, in the S^^Iloge Confessionuvi, Oxf. 1804 and 1827 (pp. 237-323) ; and

more recently by H. Heppe, 1. c, and by Bindseil, who gives also Major's German translation,

in Corp. Reform.Yol. XXVIII. pp. 370 sqq. On the various editions, see Bindseil, pp. 347 sqq.
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work with more leisure, he went with his friend Canierarius to the

Prince of Anlialt at Dessau.

The document is not merely a i-epetition of tlie Augsburg Confes-

sion, but an adaptation of it to the changed condition of affairs. In

1530 Melanchthon still ho})ed for a reunion with Rome, and wrote in

an apologetic tone, avoiding all that might irritate the powerful enemy;

now all hope of reunion had departed, and Protestantism had made a

decided progress in ecclesiastical consolidation and independence. Al-

though the Confession was composed after the defeat of the Protestant

Princes by the Emperor, and in the midst of the Adiaphoristic troubles,

it shows no disposition whatever to I'ecede from the doctrinal positions

taken at Augsburg ; on the contrary, the errors and abuses of Rome,

which made separation an imperative duty, are fi-eely exposed and re-

futed. The Scriptures, as understood by the ancient Church in the

CBCumenical Creeds, are declared to be the only and unalterable foun-

dation of the Evangelical faith.' The distinctive Evangelic doctrines

and usages in opposition to Rome are comprehended under the two

articles of the Apostles' Creed :
' I believe the forgiveness of sins,' and

' one holy Catholic Church.' The former excludes human merit and

justification by works; the latter the political and secular conceptions

and corruptions of the Church, which is represented to be a spiritual

though visible communion of believers in Christ. The controverted

articles are considered in twentv- three sections, in the order of the

Augsburg Confession, namely : Original Sin, Forgiveness and Justifi-

cation, Free Will, Good Works, New Obedience, the Church, the Sac-

raments, Satisfaction, Marriage, Monastic Life, Invocation of Saints,

Civil Magistrate. The Saxon Confession is signed, not by Princes, as

the Augsburg Confession was, but, as Melanchthon suggested, only by

theologians, viz., Bugenhagen, Pfeffinger, Camerarius, Major, Eber, Me-

lanchthon, and the Superintendents of Electoral Saxony, who con-

vened at Wittenl)erg, July 9, for the purpose, and unanimously adopt-

ed the work of their dear and veneiable 'Preceptor,' as the clear ex-

pression of their own faith in full harmony with his Confession of

1530. It was a beautiful moment in MelancUthon's life, for which he

' Art I. De doctrina: '' Affinnamus riare coram Deo et universa Ecclesia in coelo et in terra,

nos vera fide amplecti omnia Sckii'Ta Pijoi'HKTArum kt Apostolorum : et quidem in hac

ipsa nativa sententia quae expressa est in Symholis, Ai'osToLico, Nic^bno et Athanasiano.'
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felt very grateful to GodJ The danger was now much greatei- than

in 1530, for the Elector Maurice was in league witl) the victorious Em-
peror. Tlie theologians of Brandenburg, Ansbacli, Baireutli, Mansfeld,

Pomerania, Palatinate, lIesse,Wiirtembui'g, and Strasburg likewise sent

in their consent to this Confession.^

The Council convened in May, 1551, was adjourned to October, and

again to January next. Melanchthon was ordered to proceed to Trent,

but to stop at Nuremberg for further instructions. While at Nurem-

berg, in January, 1552, he wrote a preface to Luther's Commentary on

Genesis, and expressed himself very decidedly against the preceding

acts of the Council.^ In the mean time the Saxon and Wiirtemberg

lay-embassadors received a hearing at Trent, not, indeed, before the

whole Council in public session, but before a private congregation.

They requested that the members of the Council be released of their

oath of obedience to the Pope, and be free to decide the questions by

the rule of the Scriptures alone. A few prelates were inclined to ac-

cede, but the majority would never have sacrificed the principle of tra-

dition, nor reconsidered the decrees already adopted. The Saxon em-

bassadors urged Melanchthon to proceed on his journey, but he delayed

on account of the rumors of war. The ti-eacherous Elector Maurice

of Saxony cut the Gordian knot by making war upon his ally, the Em-

peror, in the spring, 1552, drove him from Innspruck, scared the fathers

of Trent to their homes, and achieved, in the Treaty of Passau (Aug.

2, 1552), ratified at Augsburg (1555), the first victory for liberty of con-

science to Protestants, to which the Emperor reluctantly yielded, and

against which the Pope never ceases to protest.

II. The AV ijKTEMBERG Confession (Confessio AViiRTEMBEKGicAy was

' See his letter to Prince George of Anhalt, July 11, 1551, Corp. Reform. Vol. VII. p. 806

sq., and the letter of Major to Jonas, July 14, ibid. p. 809.

^ See Heppe, 1. c. p. xxvii., and especially the Cor/ms et Syntagma Conf., which gives after

the subscriptions the assenting judgments of the churches above mentioned.
'' Jan. 25, 1552, Corp. Reform. Vol. VII. pp. 918-927.

* The full title, as given by Heppe and Bindseil, is 'CoNrEs|sio Pi^ doctri|n^, quce

nomine illu\strissiini Prinrijns ac Domini Chri|stophoki Ducis Wirtembergen\sis et Teccen-

sis, ac Comitis Montisbe\ligarcli, per legatos ejus Die XXIIII.
|
mensi.s Januarij, Anno

MDLII. Con\gregationi Tridentini Conci\lii proposita est.' It was first printed at Tiibingen,

1551 ; then in 1556, 1559, 1561, etc. It is also embodied in the Opera Brentii, Tubingen,

1.590, Tom. VIII. pp. 1-34, in Corpus et Syntagma Conf. (from a Frankfort ed. of 1561), and

in Heppe, 1. c. pp. 491-554. It is frequently quoted in part under different heads, together

HJih the Saxon Confession, in the Reformed Harmonia Confessionum, Genev. 1581. Comp.

YoL. I.—

Z
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prepared for tlie same purpose, at the same time and in the same spirit,

l)y Krentius, the Reformer of the Duchy of Wiirte-mberg, in the name

of liis Prince, Duke Christopher, who likewise resolved to send dele-

gates to the Council of Ti'ent. For Brentius, like Melanchthon, had

no confidence in this partial popish Council, but advised, nevertheless,

compliance with the Emperor s request, since a refusal might be con-

strued as disobedience and contempt, or as an act of cowardice. The

Confession was approved by a commission of ten Swabian divines,

and by the City of Strasburg. It was also approved at Wittenberg, as

ao-reeino: with Melanchthon's Confession. It was found best to send

two Confessions, one representing the Evangelical Churches of the

North, the other those of the South of Germany, to avoid the appear-

ance of a conspiracy.

The Wiirtemberg Confession contains a preface of Duke Christopher,

and restates, in thirty-five articles, the doctrines of the Augsburg Con-

fession and other controverted points, for the pm-pose of showing that

the Evangelical Churches agree with the pure doctrine of the apostles,

and of the catholic and ortliodox Church.' On the Lord's Supper this

Confession goes a little beyond the Saxon ; but there is no trace of the

ubiquity of Christ's body, of which Brentius, ten years afterw^ards, be-

came a zealous advocate.

Brentius was among the AViirtemberg and Strasburg delegates to

Trent, and actually arrived there, March 18, 1552, but only to return

in April without accomplishing any thing.^ It is very doubtful whether

he and Melanchthon would have made a deep impression upon the Coun-

cil, which was already committed to the cause of popery and had sanc-

tioned some of its most obnoxious doctrines.

F{aff,Acfa et scripta jmhlica Errlesi<e Wirtemhergicm^Tnh. 1720; Salig, Historie der Augsb.

Conf. Tom. I. pp. (i73 sqq.; and Hartmann, Johannes Brentz. Leben und aiisgewdhlte Schriften

(Elberfeld, 1802), pp. 211-221.

' Prefat. : '/« nostris ecclesiis non nisi verce apostoliciv, catholicre, et orthodox^ doctrincE

locum datum esse.
'

' See Sleidanu.s, De statu relig. et reipub/ir.re Carolo V. Ccesare commentar. Tom. III. pp. 317-

333 ; Corp. Reform. Vol. XXVIII. p. 33 + , and Elartmann, 1. c. p. 21"). The other theological

delegates to Trent were Beurlin, Heerbrand. ^'anni^s (Wanner), of Wurtemberg, and Mar-

bach and Sellius, of Strasburg. Sleidanus was one of the lay-delegates from Strasburg.
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§ 48. The Saxon Visitation Articles, 1592.

Literature.

Aktiouli V18ITATOE11, Anno Chrititi 1502 in Electoratu et Provinciis sniperioris Saxonice publicati, et Judi-
cibus Con istoriorum, Superintendentibus, Ministris eccUsiarum et scholarum, nee nan Administratoribus
botwrum eccleNiasticorum, quin et ip.fis Palronis et CoUatoribus ad sub/icribenduni et servandimi propositi

et demandati. They are printed in Corp. juris eccles. Saxotiiei, Dresden, 1773, p. 256, and added to Hase's

edition of the Lutheran Symbols, pp. 862-866, the Berlin edition of the Concordia (1857), pp. 849-854, and
Miiller's Syrnb. Bi'icher, pp. 779-784.

Oriindliche Veranttcortung der vier streitigen Artikel, etc. Leipzig, 1593.

A. Hdnmib: Widerlegung des Calvinischen BiJchleins wider die vier Artikel, 1593.

Comp. SoiiROEKu: Kirchenge»chichteseitderRefor7nation,\o\.Vf.-p-p-^^^^'^'\-\ Henke: kxi. Hunniut
in Herzog, Vol. VI. pp. 316-321 ; Muli.er : Symb. BUcher, pp. cxxi. (Introd.) sqq. ; G. Fbaj^k : Geschichte der

Protest. Theologie (1864), Vol. I. pp. 290 sqq.

Tlie Four Articles of Visitation of Electoral Saxony owe their ori-

gin to tlie revival and second overthrow of Crypto-Calvinism, and reflect

the fierceness and bitterness of this contest.^ They continued in force

till the present centur}", but never extended their authority beyond Sax-

ony. They are strongly anti-Calvinistic, and may be regarded as an

Appendix to the Formula of Concord, with which they fully agree.

They were written in 1592, and first published in German in 1593.^

Their object was to perpetuate the reign of exclusive Lutheranism.

They are based on the articles of a Colloquy between Andreas and Beza

at Mcimpelgard (1586). The chief author was Dr. Aegidius Hunnius,

one of the foremost Lutheran divines of his age, a native of Winnen-

den in the Duchy of Wiii'temberg, professor of theology at Marburg

(1576-1592), and afterwards at Wittenberg (d. 1603).^ He was com-

missioned with several others to visit the churches and schools of Sax-

ony for the purpose of suppressing every trace of Crypto-Calvinism.

All clergymen and teachers, and even the civil officers, were required

to subscribe the four Articles or lose their places. A great feast of

thanksgiving closed the visitation.

The hardest fate was reserved for Chancellor Crell, who, after ten

years' imprisonment, was executed (1601), ostensibly for political of-

' See above, p. 283.

' Under the title: ''Visitation-Artikel im gantzen Churkreiss Sacksen. Sampt derer Cal-

vinisten Negative und Gegenlehr, und die Form der Subscription, welchergestalt dieselbe bey-

den Partheien sii n zu unterschreiben sind vorgelegt worden.^

' He was aided in the composition by Mart. Mirus, George Mylius, and Joshua Lonnerus.

Mirus was called by Hospinian '^ Inquisitor Saxonice,' because, as the Lutherans explained

this term of reproach, he cleaned the Lord's vineyard of cunning foxes and wild hogs. His

last wish was to die an enemy of Calvinists and PaDists. Frank, 1. c. Vol. I. p. 296.
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fenses, but really for opinions which were once honored by the name

of Philip Melanchthon. The preachers who attended this auto-da-fe

of hyper-Lutheran orthodoxy told Crell that by his wicked Calvinism

he had caused in many cases a dangerous delay of infant baptism, un-

dermined the authority of the ministry, and deserved the fire of hell.

They laughed at his prayer on the scaffold ; whereupon he prayed to

God not to change their laughter into weeping. The executioner, hold-

ing the severed head high up in the air, said :
' This was a Calvinistic

stroke.'
^

The four Articles give a very clear and explicit summary of those

peculiar doctrines which distinguish the Lutheran creed from those of

all other Protestant churches. The first refers to the Lord's Supper,

and teaches the real presence and oral fruition of the true and natural

bod}' of Christ by all communicants. The second treats of the Person

of Christ, and teaches, in support of the eucliaristic omnipresence, the

communication of the attributes whereby the human nature of Christ

became partaker of the whole majesty, honoi-, power, and glory of his

divine nature. The third teaches baptismal regeneration and the ordi-

nary necessity of baptism for salvation.^ The fourth teaches the uni-

versal atonernent, and the vocation of all men to salvation, with the

possibility of a total and final fall from grace.

In the negative part the opposite doctrines of the Calvinists are re-

jected. These were henceforth held in perfect abhorrence in Saxony,

and it was a common proverb, ' Rather a Papist than a Calvinist.'^

* See Frank, Vol. I. p. 297, and Henke's monograph on Casp. Peucer und Nic. Crell, 186,5.

* Baptism was performed with exorcism in I^utheran churches, and it was counted one of

the chief crimes of the Crypto-Calvinists that they abolished this rite. A Saxon pastor who

baptized without exorcism gave great offense to the peasants, who cried after him: 'The

naughty priest has not expelled the devil' {Dfr lose P/aJfe hat den Teu/'el nicht ausgetrieben).

^ It is almost incredible to what extent the Lutheran bigotry of those days carried its hatred

of Zwinglianism and Calvinism. We give a few characteristic specimens. Schliisselburg

(Superintendent of Ratzeburg), one of the most learned champions of Lutheran orthodoxy,

in his TheologicE Calvinistarum Libri Tres, Francoforti ad Moenum, 1 '>*.)2, tries to prove that

the Calvinists are unsound in almost every article of the Christian faith C Sacraiiientarios de

nulla fere doctrime C'hristiance articulo recte sentire^), and has a special chapter to show that

the Calvinistic writings overflow with viendaciis, calumniis, conviciis, malcdirtis, et contumeliis.

He regards many of their doctrines as downright blasphemy. iMiilip Nikolai, a pious Lutheran

pastor at Unna, afterwards at Hamburg, and author of two of tlie finest German hymns (' Wie

tchon leuclitet der Mon/enstern,' and ^Wacket auf! ruft uns die Stiinine'). called the God of

the Calvinists 'a roaring bull {Wucherstier und Briilloclis). a bloodthirsty Moloch, a hellish

Behemoth and Leviathan, a fiend of men!' (Knrtzer lierichl con der t'ulrinisten G<itt und

ihrer Jieligion, Frkf. 1597; iJie erst Victoria, Triumph und Freudenjubel iiber des Calvin.
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As the Articles are a very clear and succinct statement of the spe-

cific doctrines of Lutheranism as opposed to Calvinism, and not eas;y

of access, they are here given in full

:

Articulus I.

De Sacra Cosna.

PTTRA ET VERA DOCTRIXA NOSTRARUM ECCLESIARUM DE SACRA CCENA.

I. Quod, verba Christi : ^Acn'pite et comedite, hoc est corpus meuin : Bibite, hie est sanguis

meus,^ simpliciter, et secundum literam, sicut sonant, intelligenda sint.

II. Quod in Sacramento du» res sint, qu£e exhibentur et simul accipiuntur: una terrena,

quae est panis et vinum ; et una coelestis. quae est corpus et sanguis Christi.

III. Quod haec Unio, Exhibitio et Sumptio fiat hie inferius in terris, non superius in coelis.

IV. Quod exhibeatur et accipiatur veruin et naturale corpus Christi, quod in cruce pepen-

dit, et verus ac naturalis sanguis, qui ex Christi latere fluxit.

V. Quod corpus et sanguis Christi non fide tantum spiritualiter, quod etiam extra Coenam
fieri potest, sed cum pane et vino oraliter, modo tamen imperscrutabili et supernaturali, illic

in Ccena accipiantur, idque in pignus et certificationem resurrectionis nostrorum corporum ex
mortuis.

VI. Quod oralis perceptio corporis et sanguinis Christi non sohim fiat a dignis, verum etiam

ab indignis, qui sine poenitentia et vera fide accedunt; eveiitu tamen diverso. A dignis enim
percipitur ad salutem, ab indignis autem ad judicium.

Articulus II.

De Persona Christi.

PDRA ET VERA DOCTRINA NOSTRARUM ECCLESIARUM DE HOC ARTICULO, DE PERSONA
CHRISTI.

I. In Christo sunt dua; distinctje Naturije, divina et humana. H^e manent in ajternum in-

confnsae et inseparabiles (seu indivisae).

II. Hae duas Naturae personaliter ita sunt invicem unitffi, ut unus tantum sit Christus, ef

una Persona.

III. Propter banc personalem Unionem recte dicitur, atque in i-e et veritate ita se habet,

quod 1 )eus Homo, et Homo Deus sit, quod Maria Filium Dei genuerit, et quod Deus nos per
proprium suum sanguinem redemerit.

Geistes Niederlag, 1600; Calvinischer VitzliputzH, etc. See Frank, Vol. I. p. 280. Provost

Magirus, of Stuttgart, thought that the Calvinists imitated at times the language of Luther, as

the hyena the human voice, for the destruction of men. John Modest wrote a book to prove

that the Sacramentarians are no Christians, but baptized Jews and Mohammedans (' Beweis

aus der heiligen Schrift dass die Sacramenfirer nicht Christen sind, sondern getaufte Juden und

Mahometisten, Jena, l^SG). John Pratorius, in a satire (Calvinisch Gasthaus znr Narren-

kayffen, etc.), distinguishes open Calvinists, who have no more sense than a horse or an ass

;

secret Calvinists, who fish in the dark ; and several other classes (see Frank, Vol. I. p. 282 sq.;.

The second Psalm, speaking of the rebellion against Jehovah and his Anointed, was applied

to the Calvinists. and their condemnation was embodied in catechisms, hymns, and popular

rhymes, of which the following are fair specimens

:

' Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort
Und toehr der Calvinisten Mord.''

• Wenn ei7i Calvinist xpricht, Gott griiss dich,

So wunscht sein Herz, der Tod hoi dich'

• Gottes Wort und Lrither's Le.hr

Vergehet nun und nimmermehr,
Und o6's gleich bisse 7ioch so sehr

Die Calvinisten an ihrer Ehr.''

• Gottes Wort imd Lutheri Schri/t

Sind des Papsts und Calvini Gift.'
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IV. Per banc I^nioneni personalem, et qua? earn secuta est, exaltationem, Cliristtis secun-

dum carnein ad dexteiam Dei collot-atus est. et accepit oinnem jiotestateui in coeio et in terra,

tiactusque est particei)s omnis di\ina3 niajestatis, Imnoris, poteiitiie et glorias.

Akticulus III.

De S. jBaptismo.

PURA ET VERA DOCTRINA NOSTRARCM ECCLESIARUM DE HOC ARTICULO S. BAPTISMATIS.

I. Quod nnum tantum Baptisma sit, et una ablutio, iion quae sordes corporis tollere solet,

sed qua; nos a peccatis abluit.

II. Per Eaptismum tau(iuani lavacrum iliud regenerationis et renovationis Spiritus Sancti
salvos nos tacit Dens et o])eratur in nobis talem justitiani et jjurgationem a peccatis. ut qui in

eo fedei'e et ti*lucia usque ad finem perseverat, non pereat, seil liabeat vitam a;teriiam.

III. Onnies, qui in Cbristum Jesum baptizati sunt, in mortem ejus bajjtizati sutit, et per
Baptismum cum ipso in mortem ejus consepulti sunt, et Cluistuni iiiduerunt.

I\'. Baptismus est lavacrum illud regenerationis, propterea, quia in eo renascimur denuo et

Spiritu Adoptiouis obsignamur ex gratia (sive gratis).

V. Nisi quis renatus fuerit ex aqua et Spiritu, non potest introire in regnum coelorum.
Casus tamen necessitatis hoc ipso non intenditur.

VI. Quicquid de carne nascitur, caro est, et natura sunuis omues filii irae divinae : quia ex
semine peccaminoso sumus geniti, et in peccatis concipimur onuies.

Articulus IV.

De Proedestinatione et externa Providentia Dei.

PURA ET VERA DOCTRINA NOSTRARUM ECCLESIARUM DE HOC ARTICCI,0.

I. Quod Christus pro omnibus hominibus mortuus sit, et ceu Agnus Dei totius mundi pec-

cata sustulerit.

II. Quod Deus neminem ad condemnationem condiderit. sed velit. ut omnes homines salvi

fiant et ad agnitionem veritatis perveniant, propterea omnibus mandat, ut 1* ilium suum Chri-

stum in Evangelio audiant, et per hunc duditum promittit virtutem et operationem Spiritf!--

Sancti ad conversionem et salutem.

III. Quod mulci homines propria culpa pereant : alii, qui Evangelium de Christo nolunt

audire, alii, qui iterum excidunt gratia, sive per errores contra fundamentum, sive per peccata

contra conscientiam.

IV. Quod omnes peccatores poenitentiam agentes in gratiam recii)iantur, et nemo excluda-

tur, etsi peccata ejus rubeant ut sanguis; quandoquidem Dei misericordia major est, quum
peccata totius mundi, et Deus omnium suorum operum miseretur.

Sequitur Falsa et Erronea Doctrina Calvinistarum

De Sacra Cmna.

I. Quod supra posita verba Christi figurate intelligenda sint, et non secundum literam,

sicut sonant.

II. Quod in Ccena tantum nuda signa sint, corpus autem Christi tam procul a pane, quam
supremum coelnm a terra.

III. Quod Christus iiiic pra^sens sit tantum virtute et operatione sua, et non corpora suo.

Quemadmodum sol splendore et operatione sua in terris prsesens et efficax est, corpus autem
solare superius in ccelo existit.

IV. Corpus Christi esse typicum corpus, quod pane et vino tantum significetur et praefigu-

retur.

V. Quod sola fide. i\\\x in coelum se elevet, et non ore. accipiatur.

VI. Quod soli digni illud acci})iant. imiigni autem. qui talem fidem evolantem sursum in

coelos non habent, niiiil prater paiiem et vinum accipiant.

Falsa et Erronea Doctrina Calvinistarum

De Peri^oiia Chr^if^fi,

(\V!M POTISSIMUM III. ET IV. ARTICULO PURIORIS DOCTRINE REPUGNAT.

I. Quod Deus Homo, et Homo Deus est, esse figuratam locutionem.

II. Quod liuniana Natura cum divina non in re et veiitate, sed tantum nomine et verbis

communiouem liabeat.
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III. Quod Deo impossibilesit ex tota omnipotentia sua praestaie, ut corpus Christi naturale

timul et instaiitanee in pluribus, quam in utiico loco sit.

IV. Quod Christus secundum Inuriaiiam Naturam per exaltationem suam tantum creata

dona et finitarn potentiam acceperit, non omnia sciat ant possit.

V. Quod Cliiistus secundum Humanitaiem absens regnet, sicut Rex Hispanise novas In-

sulas regit.

VI. Quod dainiuibiiis idololatria sit, si fiducia et fides cordis in Christum non solum se-

cundum divinam, sed etinm secundum humanam ipsius Naturam coUocetur, et honor adora-
tionis ad utramque dirigatur.

Falsa et Erronea Doctrina Calvinistarum

De Sacro Bajptismo.

I. Baptismum esse externum lavacrum aquae, per quod interna qusedatn ablutio a peccatis

tantum sigiiificetur.

II. BM|iiisiniim non operari neque conferre regenerationeni, fidera, gratiam Dei etsalutem,
sed tantum significare et obsignare ista.

III. Noil (imties, qui aqua baptizantur, consequi eo ipso gratiam Christi aut donum fidei

sed tantum electos.

IV. Regeuerationera non fieri in, vel cum Baptismo, sed postea demum crescente aetate,

imo et multk in senectute demum contingere.

V. Salutem non dependere a Baptismo, atqiie ideo B:iptismum in causa necessitatis non
permittendum esse in Ecclesia, sed in defectu oidinarii Miiiistri Ecdesiae permittendum esse,

ut infans sine B«ptismo moriatur.
VI. Christianorum infantes jam ante Baptismum esse sanctos, ab utero matris, imo adiiuc

in utero materno constitutos esse in feeders vitae Eeternse ca^teroqui Sacrum Baptisma ipsis

eonferri non posse.

Falsa et Erronea Doctrina Calvlnistakum

De Prced€sti7iatione et Providentia Dei.

I. Christum non pro omnibus hominibus, sed pro solis electis mortunm esse.

II. Deum potissimam partem hominum ad damnationem seternam creasse, et nolle, ut

potissima pars convertatur et vivat.

III. Electos et regenitos non posse fidem et Spiritum Sanctum amittere, aut damnari,

quamvis omnis generis grandia i)eccata et flagitia committant.

IV. Eos vero, qui electi non sunt, necessario damnari, nee posse pervenire ad salutem,

etiamsi millies baptizarentur, et quotidie ad P^ucharistiam accederent, prasterea vitam tam
sancte atque inculpate ducerent, quantum unquam fieri potest.

§ 49. An Aboetive Symbol against Syncretism, 1655.

Finally, we must briefly notice an iinsuccessfal attempt to increase

the number of Lutheran symbols which was made during the Syn-

cretistic centre versies in the middle of the seventeenth century.*

George Calixtus (1586 to 1656), Professor of Theology in the Uni-

versity of Helmstadt (since 1614), which had previously protested against

' H. ScHMiD : Geschichte der Si/nkretisfischen Streitigheiten in der Zeit des Georg Calixt,

Eilangen, 1846. W. Gass: G. Calixt und der Synkretismus, Breslau, 1846; and his Ge-

scliichte der Protect. Dogmatik, Vol. II. p. 68. Badr : Ueher den Charakter und die Bedeu-

tung des c.alixtin. Synkretismus, in the Theol. Jahrhilcher for 1 848, p. 1 63. E. L. Th. Henke :

G. Calixtus und seine Zeit, Halle, 1853-1860, *2 vols.; and his Art. Synkretismus and Syn-

kretistische Sireitigkeilen, in Herzog, Vol. XV. (1862), pp. 342 and 346. G. Frank: Ge-

sr/iichte der Protest. Theologie. Leipz. Vol. II. 1865, p. 4.
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the ubiquity doguia of the Formula of Concord, was disgusted with the

exclusive and pugnacious orthodoxy of his day, and advocated, in the

liberal and catholic spirit of Melanchthon, peace and conciliation

among the three great Confessions—the Lutheran, Catholic, and Re-

formed. He went back to the Apostles' Creed and the oecumenical

consennus of the first five centuries {co?isensus quinqueseculariti) as a

common basis for all, claiming for the Lutheran Church only a supe-

rior purity of doctrine, and surrendering as unessential its distinctive

peculiarities. This reaction against sectarian exclusiveness and in

favor of Catholic expansion within the Lutheran communion was de-

nounced by the orthodox divines of Wittenberg and Leipzig as Syn-

cretism, i. e., as a Babylonian mixture of all sorts of religions, or a

Samaritan compound of Popish, Calvinistic, Synergistic, Arminian,

and even atheistic errors. A war to the knife was waged against it,

and lasted from 1645 to 1686. Calixtus had expressed a hope to

meet many Calvinists in heaven, but this was traced directly to an

inspiration of the devil.

The chief opponent of Syncretism was Abraham Calovius, the

fearless champion of an infallible orthodoxy, admired by some as

the Lutheran Athanasius, abhorred by others as the Lutheran Torque-

mada; in his own estimation a strenuus Christi athleta, certainly a

veritable malleus hcBveticorum, ,' of vast learnini;- and a herculean

working power, which no amount of domestic afilictit»n could break

down.^ His daily prayer was, 'Be^le me, Deus, odio h(.fireticoruin^

* Abraham Calov (properly Kalau) was born in 1612 at Mohrungen, Prussia (the birth-

place of the great Herder—'Esau and Jacob from one womb'), and labored with untiring

industry as Professor and General Superintendent at Wittenberg from IG'iO to liis death,

1686. He stood in high esteem, and controlled the whole faculty, except Meisner, wlio fell

out with him in 1675, so that they no more greeted each other, not even at the communion

altar. The Elector, George II., always stayed at his house when he was at Wittenberg.

Calovius wrote a system of theology, in twelve volumes (Sy.itema locorum iheolog. 16;')')-! 677),

a Commentary on the whole Bible against Grotius, in four folios (Biblin iilustrata, 1672),

and an endless number of polemical works against ancient and modern heretics, some of

which had to be prohibited. His domestic history is perhaps without a parallel. He buried

no less than thirteen children and five wives in succession. At the death-bed of the fourth

he sang with all his might the hymn, ' Wie schon leuchtet der Morgenatem,' especially (as

Tholuck relates) the last stanza, 'Wie bin ich dock so herzlieh froh,' etc. He asked her

whether she were willing to go to her Lord ; she replied :
^ Herr Jesu, dir leb' ich, Herr Jesu,

dir sterV ich.' A few months after the death of his fifth partner, when seventy-two years

ofage {^senili amore, morbo nequaquam senili, vehementer laborans,' and ' maxima cum multorum

offensione'), he led to the altar the youthful daughter of his colleague, Quenstadt. A friend
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He excluded Calixtus, as well as Bellarmin, Calvin, and Socinns, from

heaven. As the best means of suppressing this complex svncretistic

heresy, and of preventing a schism in the Lutheran Church, he prepared

in 1655 a Repeated Co7i^ensus of the truly Lutheran Faith, which was

finally published in Latin and German at Wittenberg in 1664.^

This creed first professes and tea(;hes, in the order of the Augsburg

Confession, the orthodox doctrine, and then rejects and condemns no

less than eiglity-eight syncretistic heresies, proved from the writings of

Calixtus, Ilornejus, Latermann, and Dreier. The first fundamental

section anathematizes the Calixtine concession of the imperfection of the

Lutheran Church, the relati\e recognition of Catholics and Calvinists

as Christian brethren, and the assertion of the necessity of Church tradi-

tion alongside of the Scriptures. The following doctrines are rejected,

not simply as doubtful, erroneous, or dangerous opinions (which some

of them are), but as downright heresies : That the article of the Trinity

is not clearly revealed in the Old Testament; that the Holy Spirit

dwells in believers as a gift, not as an essence ; that theology need

not prove the existence of God, since it is already certain from phi-

of Spener wrote to the latter, May 10, 1684 Cas quoted bv Tholuck) : 'The septuagenarian

senex consularis has prostituted himself strongly intra and extra ecclesiam. What is the use

of all learning, if one can not control his appetites ? He is said to be so debilitated that he

can not walk five steps sine lassitudine.^ Calovius enjoyed his sixth marriage only two years.

For a full account of him, see Tholuck, Wittenberger Theologen, 1852, pp. 185-211, and his

Art. Calov, in Herzog, Vol. II. p. 506 ; also Gass, Geschichte der protest. Dogm. Vol. I. p.

332 ; and G. Frank, Vol. II. p. 26. Tholuck characterizes him thus ( W. Theol. p. 207)

:

' Gemiithlose Zdhigkeit bei innerlich kochender LeidenschaJ'tlichkeit erscheint als Grundzug

dieses theologischen Charakters ; weder auf der Kamel, noch in vertraulichen Briefen, nock

in den theologischen Schriften ein Lebenshauch christlicher, selten auch nur menschlicher

Warme, Die Menschen erscheinen ihm wie Zahlen, und unter den dogmatischen Problemen

bewegt er sich wie unter Rechenexempeln.^

' ' Consensus repetitus Jidei vere Lutherance in illis doctrines capitibus, quce contra puram et

invariatam Augustanam Confessionem aliosque libros symbolicos in Libro Concordice covipre-

kensos, scriptis publicis impugnant D. G. Calixtus., ejusque com/ilices.^ First published in the

Consilia Theologica Wittebergensia, 1 664, then often separately by Calovius. A new edition

by the late Prof. Henke of Marburg: Consensus repetitus Jidei verae. Lutherance, MDCLV.
Librorum ecclesice evangelicce sy/nbolicorum supplementum, Marhnrg,\8'n (pp. viii. and 70).

For a summary, see H. Schmid, 1. c. pp. 376 sqq., and Frank, 1. c. Vol. II. pp. 12 sqq. Calo-

vius wrote no less than twenty-eight books against the Syncretists, the principal of which are

Syncretismus Calixtinus., 1653; Synopsis controversiarum . . . cum hareticis et schisinaticis

modernis Socinianis, Anahaptistis, Weigelianis, Remonstrantibus, Pontljiciis, Calvinianis,

Ca/ixtinis, etc. 16'^2; and Harmonia Calixtino-hceretica, etc., 1655. See H. Schmid, 1. c. p.

237, who with all his orthodox sympathies complains of the endless repetitions and prolixity

of these controversial writings. They are almost unreadable, I have before me a defense of

the Consensus Repetitus, by Aegidius Straucher. W'^tenb. 1668 (551 pp.), the mere title of

which covers twentj-nine lines
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losopliy; that Jews and Mohammedans are not idolaters; that original

sin is simply a carentia justitice^' that souls are created by God (crea-

tionism) ; that Christ's body is not onniipresent ; that sanctification en-

ters in any way into the idea of justification ; that the true Church em-

braces also Calvinists, Papists, and Greeks ; that infants have no faith
;

that John vi, treats of the Lord's Supper ; that man is active in his

conversion; that symbolical books are to be only conditionally sub-

scribed quatenus Scrij^tui'ce S.consentiunt ; that the symbols contain

many things as necessary to salvation, which God has not fixed as such;

that unbaptized infants are only negatively punished ; that good works

are necessary to obtain eternal life. A prayer that God may avert all

innovations and coiTuptions from the Orthodox Church, and preserve

it in this repeated consensus, forms the conclusion.

This new symbol goes far beyond the Formula of Concord, and

would ha\e so contracted Lutheranism as to exclude from it all inde-

pendent thought and theological progress. It prolonged and intensified

the conti'oversy, but nowhere attained ecclesiastical authority. It was

subscribed only by the theological faculties of Wittenberg and Leipzig,

and rejected by the theologians of Jena, who were pupils of the cele-

brated John Gerhard, and occupied a milder position. With the death

of Calovius the controversy died out, and his symbol was buried be-

yond the hope of a resurrection. Orthodoxy triumphed, but it was

only a partial victory, and the last which it achieved.

During these violent controversies and the awful devastations of the

Thirty -Years' War, there arose among a few divines in the Lutheran,

Reformed, and Catholic Churches an intense desire for the reunion of

Christendoui, which found its expression in the famous adage so often

erroneously attributed to St. Augustine :
' In necessariis U7iitas, in

duhiis lihertas^ in omnibus caritas^ ^ It had no practical effect, but

sounds like a prophecy of better times.

Soon afterwards arose a second and more successful reaction in the

Pietism of Spener and Francke, which insisted on the claims of practi-

cal piety against a dead orthodoxy in the Lutheran Church, just as the

school of Coccejus did in the Reformed Church of Holland, and the

' Dr. Lucke (in a special treatise, Gottingen, ISoO) traces the authorship with some de-

gree of certainty to Rupert Meldenius, who belonged to the irenical school of the seventeenth

century. Comp. Klose, in Herzog, Vol. IX. p. 304.
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Methodism of AVesley and Whitefield in tlie Church of England. Then

followed, toward the close of the eighteenth century, the far more radi-

cal reaction of Rationalism, which broke down, stone by stone, the

venerable building of Lutheran orthodoxy, and the whole traditional

system of Christian doctrine, nationalism, in its various forms and

phases, laid waste whole sections of Germany, especially those where

once a rigorous orthodoxy had most prevailed ; it affected also the Re-

formed churches of the Continent, and, in a less degree, those of En-

gland and America. Fortunately the power of this great modern apos-

tasy has been broken, in the nineteenth century, by an extensive revival

of the principles of the Reformation, with a better appreciation of its

Confessions of Faith, not so much in their subordinate differences as

in their essential harmony.
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SEVENTH CHAPTER
THE CREEDS OF THE EVANGELICAL REFORMED CHURCHES.

§ 50. The Reformed Confessions.

Literature.

I. COLLECTIONB OF ReFOKMED SyMDOLS.

Harmonic
[
Confessionum

|
Fidei

| Ortiiodoxarum, et Reformatarum Eoot.esiardm,
1
q%uB in prce-

cipuis quibusqxie Europce Iieij7iis, yatio7iibus, et Frovinciis, sacram Evangelii doctrinavi ptire jirofitentur :

qiuxrum catalorjum et ordinevi sequentes pagince indicabunt.
\
Additce sunt ad calcern brevinsivKe obtterva-

iionea: quibus turn illustrantur obscura, trim quae in speciem pugnare inter se videri pnssunt, perspicue
atque modestissime conciliantur : et si quce adhuc controversa vianent, syncere indicantur.

\

Qtiae omnia,
Ecclesiarum Gallicaruni, et Belgicariini nomine, subjiciuntur libera et prvdenti reliquaru'ni omnium ju-
dicio. Genevse apud Petrum Sautandieanum. MDLXXXI. (4to).

This is the first attempt at comparative Dogmatics or Symbolics. It grew out of a desire for one
common Creed, which was modified into the idea of a selected harmony. In this shape it was proposed
by the Protestants of Zurich and Geneva, intrusted to Beza, Daneau, and Salnar (or Salnard, or Salvart,

minister of the Church of Castres), and chiefly executed by the last of the three. It was intended as a
defense of Protestant, and particularly Reformed, doctrine against the constant attacks of Romanists
and Lutherans. It does not give the Confessions in full, but extracts from them on the chief articles of
faith, which are classified under nineteen sections. It anticipates Winer's method, but for harmouistic
purposes. Besides the principal Reformed Confessions, three Lutheran Confessions are also used, viz.,

the Augsburg, the Saxon, and the Wiirtemberg Confessions. The work appeared almost simultaneously

with the Lutheran Formula of Concord, and may be called a Reformed Formula of Concord, though
differing from the former in being a mere compilation from previous symbols. (I imported a well-

bound copy, which seems to have been the property of the Elector John Casimir, whose likeness and
escutcheon are impressed on the cover. He suggested the preparation of such a work.)

An English translation of this irenic work appeared first at Cambridge, 1586 (12mo), and then again in

London, 1(543 (4to), under the title: 'An Harmony of tue Confessions of Faith op tue Christian and
Reformed CunROUEs, which purely profess the holy doctrine of the Gospel, in all the chief kingdoms, na-

tions, and provinces of Europe, etc. A II ivhich things, in the names of the Churches of France and Belgia,

are submitted to the free and discreet judgment of all the Churches. Newly translated out of Latin into

English, etc. Alloived by public authority.^ According to Strype {,Annals of the Rtformation, ad a. 1586),

Archbishop Whitgilt, owing to some jealousy among publishers, first forbade the publication of the

Harmony, but afterwards allowed it.

A new edition by Rev. Peter Hall (Rector of Milston,Wilts), under the modified title: The Harmony
Of Protestant Confessions : exhibiting the Faith of the Churches of Christ, Reformed after the pure and
holy doctrine of the Gospel, throughout Europe. Translated from the Latin. A new edition, revised and
considerably enlarged. London, 1S42 (640 pages, large Svo).

Corpus et Syntagma
| Confessionum |

Fidei,
|

qiuf in diversis regnis et nationihus, ecclesiarum nomine
fuerunt authentice editce : in cclchcrrimis conventibus exhibita, publicaque auctoritate comprobatce, etc.

(first ed. Aurelise Allobrog. 1612). Editio nova, Genevce, .sumjitibtis Petri Chouet, 1654.

The first edition of this rare and valuable book was probably compiled by Gaspar Laurentius, who is

not named on the title-page, but who signs himself in the dedicatory Epistle to Elector Frederick IH.

of the Palatinate, before the 'Orthodox Consensus' (in Part III.), and says, in the 'General Preface,' that

heeditedthisConsensusa. 1595, and now (1612) in a much improved form. His object was the same as that

of the Harmony, viz., to show the essential unity of the evangelical faith in the multiplicity and variety

of Confessions which, as the Preface says, in the absence of cimspiracy, only strengthen the harmony, and
m\itual!y illustrate and supplement each other, like many orthodox expositions of the Scriptures. The
second edition, of which I have a copy, is a large quarto volume, consisting of three main parts, the sev-

eral documents being paged separately. It contains the principal Reformed Confessions down to the

Synod of Dort, three Lutheran Confessions, and several other documents, as follows: 1. The fJarmonia

sive Concordantia Confessionum Fidei per (xiii.) .1 rticnlori digcsta, with the Symbolum Apostoliciim, as the

basis of a general consenstos, supported by Scripture texts and references to the various Confessions of

the collection (8 pp.) ; 2. Covfessio Helvetica posterior, reprinted from a Zurich edition of 1651 : 3. Confeasio

Helvetica prior (or Basileensis II.), 1.536; 4. Confessio liasileensis /. (or Mylhasiana), 15.32; 5. Cunfessio Gal-

liea, from the Latin edition (jf 1566 ; 6. Confessio .i nylicana, 1562 ; 7. Confessio Scotica of 1560, and the second

of 1580 ; 8. Confessio Ecclesiarum Delgicarum, 1559; 9. Co))fcssio Czengerinu, the Ilunjiariau Confession,

laiO; 10. Confessio Polonica, or Consensus Polonice (Sendomirensis), \6'i0; 1\. Confessio A rgentinensis S. Te-

trapolitana, \f>Z\ ; 12. Confessio Augustana, from the Wittenberg edition of 1540 ; 13. Confessio Saxonica,

8. Mianica, 1551 -. 14. Confessio Wirtembtrgica, 1552 •. 15. Confessio Illustrissimi Electoria Palatini, Friderid
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///.,15T6; 16. Con/i'ssio lyoheniica (the first of the two Bohemian Confessions, which was presented to

King Ferdinand in 15155. It contains a Preface by Luther. The second was compiled 1575) ; 17. Con-

aensiM EccU'siamm Mnjuris et Minoris Polonice, Lithtianiae, etc., 15S3. Appended: Acta et ConclvMones
Synodi Getieralis Thorunietms; 18. Articuli Cov/essionis Basileensis of the year 1647; 19. Ca7wnes tiynodi

Dordrechtanm, 1610 ; 20. Confessio Cyrilli Patiiarchre Constantimip., 1631 ; '21. Catholicus Co7i.senstis, viz.,

A Harmony of Christian Doctrine, compiled fr(mi the Scriptures and the writings of the Fathers, under
the following heads . (a) On the Word ofGod as the Rule of Faith ; (6) On God, the Trinitarian and Chris-

tological Doctrines ;
(c) On Divine Providence

;
(d) On the Head of the Church ; (^} On Justification

;

(/) On Free Will, Origiual Sin, Election and Predestination; (g) On the Sacraments; (h) On Idolatry,

the Worship of Images, etc.
;

(i) On the True Way of Worshiping aud Serving God ; (k) On the Church
and the Ministry; (!) Resurrection aud the Future State.

CoNFKssioNKS FiDEi EooLKSiAKUM Reformatari;m. GrsBce et Lat. Eeclesiarum, Belgicarum Con-

/efiino, iiiterpr. Jag. Revio, et Catcchesis interpr. F. Syluuroio. Lugd. Bat. Elzev. 1635, 12mo ; Amstel.

1638, 12mo. Ultrajecti, 1660, and often. (This little volume contains a Greek translation of the Belgic

Confession by Revius, aud a Greek translation of the Heidelberg Catechism by Sylburg, both with the

Latin text in the second column, for the use of schools in Holland.)

A Collection of Confessions of Faitu, Catechisms, Directories, Books of Discipline, etc., of Pub-
lick Authority in the Church of Scotland. Together with all the Acts of the Assembly tuhich are Stand-

ing Rules concernhig the Doctrine, Worship, Government, and Discipline of the Church of Scotland.

[By William Dun lop.] Edinburgh, 1719, 1722, in 2 vols. (A third volume was promised, but never ap-

peared, as far as I know.) This rare aud valuable collection contains, in the first volume, the Westmin-
ster Standards; in the second volume, the Confession of Faith of the English Congregation at Geneva,

the Scotch Confession of 1500, the Scotch Confession of 1580, the National Covenant of 1633, Calvin's

Catechism, the Heidelberg, aud some other Catechisms and Books of Discipline. The first volume has

also a long Preface (153 pp.) on the Purpose and Use of Creeds.

Stlloge Confesbionum sub tempus Reformandce Ecclesice editarum. Oxon. 1804. Ed. altera et auc-

tior (under the revision of Bishop Lloyd). Oxon. 1827. No editor mentioned. This Collection (suggest-

ed by Bishop Cleaver) is very elegantly printed in the Clarendon Press, but has no critical value, and
is incomplete. It contains: The Profession of the Tridentine Faith, the Second Helvetic Confession,

the Basle Confession (1532), the Altered Augsburg Confession of 1540 (to which, in the second edition

only, was added the Augustana of 1530), the Saxon Confession, the Belgic Confession, the Heidelberg

Catechism, aud the Canons of the Synod of Dort, all in Latin, and without a translation or introduction.

CoRPOs LiiiuoKUM Sy.MitoLiooRDM qui in Ecclesia Reformatoruvi auctoritateyn publicam obtimterunt,

Ed. J. CiiR. G. AuuusTi. Elberfeldi, 1827, 8vo. Contains three Helvetic, the Gallic, the Anglican, the Scotch,

the Belgic, the Hungarian, Polish, aud Bohemian Confessions, the Canons of Dort, the Consensus Hel-

veticus, and the Geneva and Heidelberg Catechisms, with an historical and literary dissertation.

Die Symboliscuen BIjoher der evangiolisoh-reformirten Kiroue. Zum ersten Male aus dem Lateirv-

ischen vollstdndig iibersetzt und mit histor. Einleitungen und Anmerkungen begleitet. . . . Fur Freunde

der Union undfUr alle, die i'cber Entstchung, Inhalt und Zweck der Bekenntniss-Schrifteri sich zu belehren

wUnschen. (By Friedrich Adolph Beck.) 2 Theile. Neustadt a. d.Orla,1830; 2te wohlfeile Ausg. 1845.

A good edition, with brief introductions and notes. The Augsburg Confession and the Creed of Pius

IV. are appended to the Second Vol., pp. 350^10.

Sammlung SyMiiOLiBCHER Buoher der EVANQ.-KEFOitMiRTEN Kiv.oiiiE fi/r Presbytcrien, Schullehrer, Con-

firynanden, und alle welche eine Union auf dem Grii,nde der heilsamen Lehre und in der Einheit der alten

wahren Kirche Christi wUn^chen. Uerausgeg. von J. J. Mess. 3 Theile. Neu wied, 1828, 1830, and 1846, 8vo.

H. A.Niemeyer: Coi.lectio Con kebsionum in Egolebiis Reform ATispi(6featar?<m. Lips.l840(851 pages

large octavo, with 88 pages of Introductory Preface), and Collectionis Confessionuni .Appendix, qua con-

tinentur Puritanorum Libri Symbulici. Lipsiae, 1840 (pp. 113). This is the most complete Latin collection

of Reformed Symbols, and contains thirty-one in all, including the Zwinglian and early Swiss Confes-

sions. It is, however, poorly edited, without an index and table of contents. Niemeyer had completed

the large volume before he had seen a single copy of the Westminster Standards, and he published them
nine months afterwards in an Appendix.

Die Bekenntniss-scuriften dek EVANOELiscn-REFORMiRTEN KiRCHE. Mit Einleitungen und Anyner-

kungen, herausgegeben von E. G. Adolf Bookel (Oberhofprediger and General Superintendent in Olden-

burg). Leipzig, 1847 (S84 large octavo pages). The best German collection, contaiuing thirty-two Re-

formed Symbols, including the Anglican Catechism and the Arminian Confessions, which Niemeyer
omits.

Die Bekenntniss-bchriften der reformirten Kirciien Deutsoiilaniis. Herausgegeben von Dr. Hein-

EiOH Heppe. Eiberfeld, 1860 (310 pp.). Contains the Confession of Elector Frederick III. of the Pala-

tinate (1577), the Repetitio Anhaltina (1581), Anfrichtige Rechen^chaft von Lehr und Cerenionien (1593),

Consensus Ministerii Bremeiisis Ecclesice (1595), the Confession of the General Synod held at Ca,%fel (1008),

a Report on the Faith of the Reformed Churches in Germany (1607), the Confession of John Sigismund

of Brandenburg (1614), another Confession of the same (1615), aud the Emden Catechism (1554), all in

German.
J. Rawson Ldmby (Cambridge) : The Confessions of the Sixteenth Century, with Special Reference to

the Articles of the Church of England (in preparation ; to be published in Cambridge and London, 1875).
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II. HtSTORIOAI, AND DoOTRINAI. WoRKS BKAKINO ON THE REFORMED C0NFF88IONB.

1. The doctiiual works of Zwinoi.i, Cai.vin, Beza, CEoolampapiub, Bcm.ingek, Uksinib, Olbvianus,

Knox, Cka.nmeh, Ridlky, Latimeu, Hooper, Guindal, Jewell, Hooker, aud other Reformers aud aland-

ard divines of the sixteenth century.

2. Leben und mtscjexcahlte Schri/ten der Vdter und Begrunder der refurmirten Kirche. Biographies of

Zwingli, Calvin, CEcolampadins, and the other Reformers, by Baitm, Curistokfel, Haoemsaoii, Hepi-k,

Pkstalozzi, Schmidt, Stahelin, Scduoff, etc. Elberfeld, 1857-1802. Ten Parts. One vohtme of this se-

ries—Christoflfel's Life of Zwingli—is translated into English, but without the extracts from his writings.

3. Older Controversial Works of Reformed Divines:

J. HooRNBEEK : Suiunia coiitruvermariim religionis ctim infidelihtis, hcereticis, nchismaticis. Utrecht, 165S.

1676,1689: Francf. a. 0. 1697, Svo.

Fr. Turretin : Imt. theolonioe elenchticce. Geneva, 1682, 1688, 3 vols. 4to ; Utrecht, 1701, 4 vols. 4to, e'c.

B. PioTET : De conxenKU et dianensu inter Re/orviatox et Augustance Confexsionis fratrex. Genev. 1700.

F. Spanheim: Controversiarum. de religione mm disfddentihus elenchus hist, theol. Leyd. 16S7 ; fifth

edition, Leyd. 17.^7, 4to.

Du Gerdes : Eleiichvx veritatum, circa quas defendendas versatur theol. elenchthica. Griiningen, 1740, 4to.

J. F. Stapfer : In.'ititutiones theologicce polem. Zurich, 1743-47, 5 vols. Svo.

Dn Wyttenbach : Theol. ele7ichticoe initia. Francf. a. M. 1763, 1765, 2 vols. Svo.

Comp. also the list of older dogmatic works of the Reformed Church in Heppe's Dogmatik der evang.-

reform. Kirche, at the end of Preface, aud in Sghweizer's Glaubenslehre der evang.-reform. Kirche, Vol. I.

pp. xxi.-xxiii.

4. Recent Historico-Dogmatic Works:
H. Heppe (Marburg) : Dogmatik der evang.-reform. Kirche dargestellt nnd arts den Quellen belegt, Elber-

feld, 1861 ; and his Dogmatik des Deutschen Protestantismius im Xdten Jahrh. Gotha, 1857, 3 vols.

Alex. Sohweizer (Zurich) : Die Protestantischen Centraldogmen in ihrer Entwivkhmg iniierhnlb der

Reformirten Kirche. Zurich, 1854-56, 2 vols. Also his Glaubenslehre der evang.-reform. Kirche dargestellt

und aus den Quellen belegt. Zurich, 1844-47, 2 vols.

Aug. Ebrard (Erlangen) : Das Dogma vom heil. Abendmahl und seine Geschichte (Frankfurt a. M. 1846),

the second vol.; and also his Christliche Dogmatik. Konigsberg, 1851, 1852, 2 vols.

Charles Hodge (Princeton) : Sgstematic Theology. New York, 1873, 3 vols.

J. J. VAN OosTEHZEK (Utrccht) : Christian Dogmatics. Translated from the Dutch by H af.son and Evans.

Loudon and New York, 1874, 2 vols.

The Reformed Confessions are much more numerous than the Lu-

theran, because they represent a larger territoi-y and several nationali-

ties—Swiss, German, French, Dutch, English, and Scotch—each of which

produced its own doctrinal and disciplinary standards, since the geo-

graphical and political divisions and the close relations to the civil gov-

ernment determined also the number of ecclesiastical organizations.

The productive period of the Reformed movement, moreover, extended

far into the seventeenth century, especially in England, and some of the

most important confessions, as the Canons of Dort and the Westmin-

ster Standards, were nuide long after the symbolic development of the

Lutheran Church had reached its culmination and rest in the Formula

of Concord. Finally the Reformed Church departs further from the

authority of ecclesiastical traditionalism than the Lutheran, and allows

more freedom for the development of various types of doctrine and

schools of theology within the limits of the Word of God, to which it

more rigidly adheres.

But with all this variety, the Reformed symbols are as much agreed

in the essential articles of faith as the Lutheran, and differ even lesn
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than the Augsburg Confession, as explained by its author and his

school, differs from the Formula of Concord.' They exhibit substan-

tially the sauje system of doctrine, and are only variations of one theme

according to the wants of the national Churches for which they were

intended. The Reformed C] lurches were never organically united un-

der one form of government, and even every little canton in Switzerland

(as every Lutheran principality in Germany) has its own ecclesiastical

establishment;^ but they recognized each other as branches of the same

family, and kept up a lively interconnnunion. Even the leading di-

vines and dignitaries of the Episcopal Church of England, during the

sixteenth century, freely cori-esponded with the Reformed Churches

of Switzerland, Fiance, and Holland, and the difference in church pol-

ity was no bar to church fellowship.

There are in all over thirty Reformed creeds. But many of them

had never moie than local authority, or were superseded by later and

maturer forms. None of them has the same commanding position as

the Augsburg Confession in the Lutheran Church. Those which have

been most widely accepted and are still most in use are the Heidelberg

or Palatinate Catechism, the Thirty-nine Articles, and the Westminster

Confession. The second Helvetic Confession and the Canons of Dort

ai-e equal to them in authority and theological importance, but less

adapted for popular use. All the rest have now little more than his-

torical significance.

As to origin and theological character, the Refornied Confessions

may be divided into Zwinglian and Calvinistic. The earlier wei'e tlie

product of Zwingli and his Swiss coadjutors, the later date from Cal-

vin or his pupils and successors, and exhibit a more advanced and ma-

tured state of doctrine, with a difference, however, as to the extent to

which they are conniiitted to the Calvinistic system; some accepting it

in full, while others maintain a reserve in regard to its angular points

and rigorous logical consequences.

As to the country in which they originated and for which they were

'- This doctrinal consensus of the Reformed Creeds has been shown as early as 1")81 in

the Harmonia Confessionum above quoted.

' In this respect the Churches of the United States, being free from government control,

are much better organized, according to creeds, without allowing the State boundaries to in-

terfere with their organic unity-
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chiefly intended, we may divide tlieui into Swiss, German, Frencli,

Dutch, English, and Scotch Confessions.

To the Swiss family belong the Confessions which proceeded from

the Churches of Zurich, Basle, Berne, and Geneva, partly of Zwinglian

and partly of Calvinistic origin.

The German family embraces the Tetrapolitan Confession, the

Heidelberg Catechism, the Brandenburg and Anhalt Confessions, and a

few others. They are less pronounced in their Calvinism, and mediate

between it and the Lutheran Creed.

To France and the Netherlands belong the French and the Belgic

Confessions, the Canons of the Synod of Dort, and also the Arminian

Articles, which differ from the Calvinistic creeds in five points.

The English family embraces the Thirty-nine Articles, the old Scotch

Confessions, and the later Westminster Standards.

Besides, there are Bohemian, Polish, and Hungarian Confessions of

lesser importance.

Note.—We take the term Reformed here in its cathoHc and historical sense for all those

Churches which were founded by Zwingli and Calvin and their fellow-reformers in the six-

teenth century on the Continent, and in England and Scotland, and whicli agreed with the Lu-

theran Church in opposition to the Roman Catholic, but differed from it in the doctrine of

che real presence, afterward also in the doctrine of predestination. By their opponents thej

were first called in derision Zwinglians and Calvinists, also Sdcratnentarians or Sacra-

mentsihwdrmer (by Luther and in the Formula of Concord), and in France Huguenoti;. But

they justly repudiated all such sectarian names, and used instead the designations Christian

or Evangelical or Reformed^ or Evangelical Reformed or Reformed Catholic. Tiie term Re-

formed assumed the ascendency in Switzerland, France, and elsewhere. Beza, e. g., uses it

constantly. Queen Elizabeth, in sundry letters to the Protestant courts of Germany in X'uT,

speaks throughout of ecclesife reformato', and once calls the iion-Liitheran Churches ecclesice

reformatiores, more Reformed, implying that the Lutheran is Reformed also.

The Lutherans, before the last quarter of the sixteenth century, called themselves likewise

Christian and Evangelical, sometimes Reformed, and since 1530 the Church or Churches of

the Augsburg Confession, or Verwandte der Augsburgischen Confession. For a long time they

disowned the terms Lutheranus, Luthericus, Lutheranismu!;, which were first used by Dr. Eck,

CochliEus, Erasmus, and other Romanists with the view to stigmatize their leligion as a re-

cent innovation and human invention. (A Papist once asked a Lutheran, ' Where was your

Church before Luther?' The Lutheran answered by asking another question, 'Where was

your face this morning before it was washed ?') Erasmus sjieaks of Lutherana tragwdia,

negotium Lutheranum, factio Lutherana. Hence the Lutheran symbols never use the term

Lutheran, except once, and then by way of complaint that the 'dear, holy Gospel should be

called Lutheran.'^ Luther himself complained of this use of his name; nevertheless he had

' Apolor/y of the Augsburg Confession, Art. XV. (VHI. p. 21P> ed. Midler) : ^ Das Hebe,

heilige Evanqelium nennen sie [the Papists] Luthtrisrh.'' Tlie name of Luther, however, is

often honorably mentioned, especially in the Formula of Concord.
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no objection that it should be duly honored in connection with the Word of God, and thought

that his followers need not be ashamed of him. ' They thought so, too ; and, forgetting St. Paul's

warning against sectarian names, they gradually themselves appropriated the term Lutheran,

or Evangelical Lutheran, as the official title of their Church, since about 1 oS"), under the influ-

ence of Jacob Andrea}, the chief author of the Formula of Concord, and ^gidius Hunnius,

and in connection with the faith in Luther as a special messenger of God for the restoration

of Christianity in its doctrinal purity. See the proof in the little book of Dr. Heinrich Heppe,

Ursprung und Geschichte der Bezeichnungen ^ reformirte^ und '' lutherische' Kircke, Gotha,

1859, pp. 28, 35, 55.

The negative term Protestant was used after 1529 for both Confessions by friend and foe,

and is so used to this day ; but it must be explained from the historical occasion which gave

rise to it, and be connected with the positive faith in the Word of God, on the ground of

which the evangelical members of the Diet of Spires protested against the decision of the

papal majority, as an encroachment on the rights of conscience and an enforcement of the

traditions of men.

On the Continent of Europe it is still customaiy to divide orthodox Christendom into three

Confessions or Creeds—the Catholic (Greek and Roman), the Lutheran, and the Reformed

—

and to embrace under the Reformed all other Protestant bodies, such as Methodists and

Baptists, or to speak of them as mere sects. But this will not do in England and America,

where these sects, so called, have become powerful Churches. Reformed is sometimes used

among us in a more general sense of all Protestant Churches, sometimes in a restricted sense

of a particular branch of the Reformed Church. The Continental terminology suits the

ecclesiastical statistics of the sixteenth century, but must be considerably enlarged and modi-

fied in view of the greater number of Anglo-American Churches. We shall devote a separate

chapter to those Protestant evangelical bodies which have taken their rise since the Refor-

mation.

' ' Wahr ist's,' he says (Works, Erl. ed.Vol. XXVIII. p. 316), 'c?ass du bei Leib und Seek

nicht sollst sagen : ich bin Ldtherisch oder Papstisch ; denn derselben ist keiner fiir dick

gestorben, noch dein Meister, sondern allein Christus, und sollst dick (als) Christen bekennen.

Aber wenn du es dafiir haltst, dass des Luthers Lehre evangelisrh und des Papstes unevan-

gelisch set, so musst du den Luther nicht so gar hinwerfen. Du wirfst sonst seine Lehre auch

mit hin, die du dock fiir Christi Lehre erkennest ; sondern also musst du sagen : der Luther

sei ein Bube oder heilig, da liegt mir nichts an; seine Lehre aber ist nicht sein, sondern Christi

selbst/ And in another place (Vol. XL. p. 127) : ^Und wiewohl ich's nicht gem habe, dass

man die Lehre und Leute Ldtherisch nennt, und muss von ihnen leiden, dass sie Gottes Wort

mit ineinem Namen also schanden, so sollen sie doch den Luther, die Lutherischen Lehre und

Leute lassen bleiben und zu Ehren komm«n.^

Vol. I.—A a
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I. SWISS REFORMED CONFESSION^.

§ 51. ZwiNGLiAN Confessions.

Literature.

H. ZwiNOi.ii Opera ed. Gxudther (Zwiiigli's sou-in-law), Tig. 1545 aud 15S1, 4 Tom. ; ed. M. Schuler u.

J. Hchutthess, Tig. lS'28-42, 8 Tom. The last and only complete edition contains the German and Latii.

works, with a supplemental volume of tracts and letters, published 1S61. A judicious selection from his

writings, in German, for popular use, was edited by Chri.stoffel, Zurich, 1843-46, in fifteen small volumes,

also in the second part of his biograi)hy of Zwingli.

Biographies of Zwingli by Mvoomus, NOsoukler, Hess, Rotermdnd, Schuler, Hottingkr, Roder,

Ticni.EEi,CuKiSTOFFf:i. (Elberfeld, 1857), and especially Morikoker: Ulrich Zwingli nach den urkxiiullichen

Qiiellen, Leipzig, 1867-69, 2 vols. Uottinger and Chrisloflel are translated into English, but the latter

without the valuable extracts from Zwingli's writings. GiinER's art. on Zwingli, in Herzog's Kiicijkl.

Vol. XVIII. pp. 701-766, is a condensed biography. Robuins, Life of Zwingli, in Bibliothcca Sacra, 1861.

Al.so A. Ehrari) : Das Dogma vom heil. Abendviahl mid neinc Geschichte (Prancf. 1846), Vol. II. pp. 1-112

(an able vindication of Zwingli against misrepresentations). En. Zei.lee: Da.s theologische Si/stem Zwitv-

gh''.s,Tub. 1853. Ch. Stow art: Ulrich Zwingli, der Charakter seiner Theologie,mit hemnderer Ri'icksicht art/

PicuH von Mirandtda, Stuttg. 1855. H. Sporei : Zwinglistudien, Leipz. 1866. Merle d'Aubigne : History

of the Reformation, 4th vol. (French, English, and German). Hagenbaou : Geschichte der Reform., 4tth ed.

Leipz. 1870, pp. 183 sqq. G. P. Fisueb : The Reformation, New York, 1873, pp. 137 sqq.

Zwingli (1484-1531) represents the first stage of the Reformed

Church in Switzerland, lie began what Calvin and others completed.

He died in the prime of life, a patriot and martyr, on the battle-field,

when his work seemed to be but half done. His importance is histor-

ical rather than doctrinal. He was the most clear-headed and liberal

among the reformers, but lacked the genius, depth, and vigor of Luther

and Calvin. He held opinions on the sacraments, original sin (as a dis-

order rather than a state of guilt), and on the salvation of all infants

(unbaptized as well as baptized) and the nobler heathen, which then

appeared radical, dangerous, and profane. He could conceive of a

broad and free Christian union, consistent with doctrinal differences

and denominational distinctions. He was a patriotic republican, frank,

honorable, incorruptible, cheerful, courteous, and affable. He took an

active part in all the public affairs of Switzerland, and labored to free

it from foreign influence, misgovernment and immorality. He began at

Einsiedeln (1516), and more effectively at Zurich (since 1519), to preach

Christ from the pure fountain of the New Testament, and to set him

forth as the only Mediator and all-sufficient Saviour. Then followed

his attacks upon the corruptions of Rome, and the Reformation was

introduced step by step in Zurich, where he exercised a controlling in-

fluence, and in the greater part of German Switzerland, until its prog-

ress was suddenly checked by the catastrophe at Cappel, 1531.
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Zwingli was scarcely two nioiiths younger tlian Luther, who sur-

vived hiiu fifteen years. Both were educated and ordained in the

Roman Church, and became innocently and providentially reform

ers of that Church. Both were men of strong mind, heroic char-

acter, fervent piety, and commanding influence over the people.

Both were good scholars, great divines, and fond of poetry and mu-

sic.^ Both labored independently for the same great cause of evan-

gelical Protestantism—the one on a smaller, the other on a larger

field. But their endowment, training, and conversion were different.

Zwingli had less prejudice, more practical common-sense, clear dis-

crimination, sober judgment, self-control, courtesy, and polish—Luther

more productive genius, poetic imagination, overpowering eloquence,

mystic depth, tire, and passion ; and was in every way a richer and

stronger, though rougher and wilder nature. Zwingli's eyes were

opened by the reading of the Greek Testament, which he carefully

copied with his own hand, and the humanistic learning of his friend

Erasmus ; while Luther passed through the ascetic struggles of monastic

life, till he found peace of conscience in the doctrine of justification

by faith alone. Zwingli broke more rapidly and more radically with

the Roman Church than Luther. lie boldly abolished all doctrines

and usages not taught in the Scriptures; Luther piously retained what

was not clearly forbidden. He aimed at a reformation of government

and discipline as well as theology ; Luther confined himself to such

changes as were directly connected with doctrine. He was a Swiss

and a republican ; Luther, a German and a monarchist. He was a

statesman as well as a theologian ; Luther kept aloof from all political

complications, and preached the doctrine of passive obedience to estab-

lished authority. They met but once in this world, and then as antag-

onists, at Marburg, two years before Zwingli's death. They could not

but respect each other personally, though Luther approached the Sw^iss

' See Zwingli's poems, written during the pestilence, in Hagenbacli, 1. c. p. 216, and another,

p. 404. He published a moral poem, under the title The Labyrinth^ as early as 1510, while

priest at Glarus (Opera. Tom. II. B. pp. 243 sqq. ; Miiiikofer, Vol. I. pp. 13 sqq.). His

preference for Puritanic simplicity in public worship gave rise to the riction of his hostility to

music. He was, on tlie contrary, singularly skilled in tliat art. and was called in derision by the

Papists ' the evangelical lute-player ' A coniemjioi-ary says that he never knew a man who

couid p'ay on so many musical instruments—the lute, the harp, the violin, etc.

[Zwingli's copy of the N. T. waa conliaed to Paul's epistles and Hebrews.—Ed.]
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with the strongest prejudice, looking upon liim as a fanatic and semi-

intidel.' They came to an agreement on every article of faith except

the real presence in the eucharist. Zwingli proposed, with tears, peace

and union, notwithstanding this difference, but Luther refused the hand

of Christian fellowship, because he made doctrinal agreement the

bomidary-line of brotherhood.^

' Once, at least, Luther speaks kindly of Zwingli, in a letter to Bullinger, of Zurich, May H,
1538 (De Wette, Vol. V. j>. 112): ''Libere eniia dicam: Zwingluwi, postqtiaiii Marpurgi vdhi

visus et auditus est, viruiii optimum esse judicavi, sicut et CEcolamjiadiuyn.' In tlie same

letter he says that Zwingli's death caused him much pain. But this personal respect did

not prevent him from using the most violent language against his doctrine of the Lord's

Supper, which he held in utter abhorrence to the last, and this all the more because liis fanat-

ical colleague Carlstadt, who gave him infinite trouble, had first pro|)osed and defended it by

au untenable e.xegesis. This accounts also for his absurd charge of fanntici.'^m against the

clear, sober-minded, jejune Zwingli. 'As ist Jast liicherlich,' says the mild and imj)artial Ha-

genbach (p. -80), ' wenn Luther mitten in seiner scliwcinnerisch tobenden Leidenschaft den ehr-

lichen ZwinijU einen Schii'dnner nennt, ihn, der von aller Schivarmerei so fern war. JEs sei

denn, dass man den idealistischeu Zug in ihm (imd der war alhrdings dem derben Realisnms

Luthers zuwider) mit diesem Namen Lezeichnen wolle. Man betrachte auch nur sein Bddniss!

LHeser energische, feste, satte Kojif, diese in Stein gehauene, markante Pliysiognomie, diese

breite Stirn, dieses voile klare Auge, diesen geschlossenen Mund mit runden Li/ipen—genug !

ich iiherlasse einem Lnvater die voUendete Deutung des Bildes (der in ihm ''''Ernst, Nacliden-

ken, mannliche Entschlossenheit, eine sich zusammenziehende Thatkraft, einen schauenden,

durchdringenden Verstaiid" erkennt), und bernfe mirh allein auf die Geschichte, welvhe den

lebendigen Commeritar zn diesem Bildniss ausiiincht/

" On the relation of Luther and Zwingli, see Ebrard, Vol. II. pp. 214 sqq. ; Hagenbach,

pp. 278 sqq. ; and an essay of Hundeshagen in the Stwlien und Kriliken for 18()2. Zwingli

himself thus described his relation to Luther in I r>23, when the German Papists began to

denounce his doctrine as a Lutheran heresy : 'A/i habe, ehe norh ein Mensch in unserer Ge-

gend etwas von Luther's Namen gewusst hat, nngefangen das Evangelium Christi zu predigen,

im Jahr 1516. Wer schalt mich damals lutherisch? . . . Leathers Name ist mir noch zwei

Jahre unbekannt gewesen, nachdem ich mich allein an die Bibel gehalten habe. Alter es ist,

wie gesagt, nur ihre Schlauheit, dass die Papstler mich und Andere mit solchem Namen beladen.

Sprechen sie : Du mitsst wohl lutherisch sein, du />redigest ja, tvie Luther schreibt ; so ist

meine Anticort : Ich predige ja auch wie Pnulus ; warum neniist du mich nicht vielmehr einen

Paulisten f . . . Meines Erachtens ist Luther ein trejflicher Streiter Gottes, der da mit s»

grossem Ernste die Schrift durchforscht, nls seit tausend Jahren irgend einer auf Erden ge-

wesen ist. Mit dem mdnnlichen, unbewegten Gemiithe, womit er den Papst von Rom ange-

griffen hat, ist ihm keiner nie gleich geworden, so lange das Papstthwn geudhret hat, alle

Andern ungescholten. Wessen aber ist solche That? Gottes oder Luthers? Frage dem

Luther selbst, gewiss sagt er dir : Gottes. Warum schreibst du denn anderer Menschen Lehre

dem Luther zu, da er sie selbst Gott zuschreibt, und nichts Neues hervorbringt, sondern was in

dem ewigen, unverdnderlichen Worte Gottes enthalten ist ? Fromme Christen ! gebet nicht zu,

dass der ehrliche Name Christi verwandelt werde in den Namen Luthers ; denn Luther ist

fiir uns nicht gestorben, sondern er lehrt uns den erkennen, von dem wir allein alles Heil haben.

Predigt Luther Christum, so thut ers grade wie ich ; wiewohl, Gott sei Dank ! durch ihn eine

anzdhlbare Menge mehr als durch mich und Andere, denen Gott ihr Mass grosser oder kleiner

macht, zu Gott gefiihrt wird. Ich will keinen Namen tragen, als meines Hauptniannes .lesu

Christi, dessen Streiter ich bin. . . . Es kann kein Mensch sein, der Luther holier achtet, als
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Zwingli wrote four dogmatic works of a semi-symbolic character,

which are closely interwoven with the history of the Reformation in

German Switzerland, and present a clear exhibition of the Reformed

faith in the first stage of its development. These are the Sixty-seven

Articles of Zni-ich (A.D. 15l>3), the Ten Theses of Berne (1528), the

Confession of Faith to the German Emperor Charles Y. (1530), and the

Exposition of the Christian Faith to King Francis I. of France (1531).'

1. The Sixty-seven Articles, ok Conclusions.'^

The}^ were prepared for a [);il c disputation held January 29, 1523,

in the city of Zurich, where Zwaigii was chief pastor from 1519, and

were victoriously defended by him, in the presence of the civil magistrate

and about six hundred persons, against Dr. Faber, the General Yicar

of the Bishop of Constance, who appeared to superintend the meet-

ing rather than to defend the old doctrines, and was unwilling or un-

able to answer the arguments of a learned and powerful opponent. The

magistrate passed a resolution on the same day approving of Zwingli's

position, and requiring all the ministers of the canton to preach noth-

ing but what they could prove from the holy gospel. A second dis-

putation followed in October, on the use of images and the mass, be-

fore about nine hundred persons, including three hundred priests and

delegates from different cantons ; a third disputation took place in

January, 1524. The result was the emancipation from popery, and

ich. Dennoch hezeuge ich vor Gott und alien Menschen, dass ich alV meine Tage nie einen

Buchstaben an ihn geschrieben habe, noch er an mich, noch verschafft, dass geschrieben werde.

Ich habe es unterlassen, nicht dass ich jemnnd desswegen gefiirchtet, sondern well ich damit

alien Hfenst hen habe zeigen wollen, wie gleichformig der Geist Gottes sei, da wir so welt von

einander entfernt und dock einmiithig sind, aber ohne alle Verabredung, wiewohl ich ihm nicht

zuzuzdldea bin ; denn jeder thut, soviet ihm Gott weiset.

'

' They are all embodied in the Collections of Niemeyer and Bockel. Niemeyer (CoUectio,

pp. 3-77) gives the first two in Swiss-German and in Latin, the last two in Latin only. Rociiel

(Bekenntmss-Sihriften, pp. 5-107) gives them in High-German, and adds the 'Brief Chris-

tian Instruction' which Zwingli wrote in the name of the Magistrate of Zurich, Sept. ]5-!3,

for the preachers and pastors, treating of the Gospel and the Law, of Images, and of the Mass

(pp. 13-34).

= Articuli sive Conclusiones LXVII. H. Zwinglii, a. 1523. They were published by

ZwingU himself before the disputation, with the title :
' The following 67 Articles and opin-

ions I, Ulrich Zwingli, confess to have preached in the honorable city of Zurich, on the

ground of the Scripture which is called theopneustos [i. e. inspired by God], and I offer to

defend them. And should I not correctly understand the said Scripture, I am ready to be

instructed and corrected, but only by the Scripture.' On the different editions, see the no-

tices of Niemeyer, Prcefatio, pp. xvi sqq.
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the orderly and permanent establishment of the Reformed Church in

the city and canton of Zurich.

These Articles resemble the Ninety-five Theses of Lnther, which

opened the drama of the Reformation in Germany, October 31,1517,

but they mark a considerable advance in Protestant conviction. They

are full of Christ, as the only Saviour and Mediator, and clearly recog-

nize the Word of God as the only rule of faith. They attack the pri-

macy of tlie Pope, the mass, the invocation of saints, the meritorious-

ness of human works, fasts, pilgrimages, celibacy, and purgatory, as un-

Bcriptural traditions of men. They are short, and, in this respect, like

the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England, better adapted for

a creed than the lengthy confessions of that age. But they never had

more than local authority. We give a few specimens:

1. AH who say that the gospel is nothing without the approbation of the Church, err and
cast reproach upon God.

2. The sum of the gospel is that our Lord Jesus Christ, the true Son of God, has made
known to us the will of his heavenly Father, and redeemed us by his innocence from eternal

death, and reconciled us to God.

3. Therefore Christ is the only way to salvation for all who were, who are, and who shall be.

4. Whosoever seeks or shows another door, errs—yea, is a murderer of souls and a robber.

7. Christ is the Head of all believers.

8. All who live in this Head are his members and children of God. And this is the true

Catholic Church, the communion of saints.

1,5. Who believes the gospel shall be saved ; who believeth not shall be damned. For in

the gospel the whole truth is clearly contained.

16. From tlie gospel we learn that the doctrines and traditions of men are of no use to sal-

vation.

1 7. Christ is the one eternal high-priest.

18. Christ, who offered himself once on the cross, is the sufficient and perpetual sacrifice

for the sins of all believers. Therefore the mass is no sacrifice, but a commemoration of the

one sacrifice of the cross and a seal of the redemi)tion through Christ.

19. Christ is the only Mediator between God and us.

22. Christ is our righteousness. From this it follows that our works are good so far as

they are Christ's, but not good so for as they are our own.

24. Christians are not bound to any works which Christ has not commanded.
26. Nothing is more displeasing to God than hypocrisy.

27. All Christians are brethren.

34. The power of the Pope and the Bishops has no foundation in the Holy Scriptures and

the doctrine of Christ.

49. I know of no greater scandal than the jirohibition of lawful marriage to priests, while

they are permitted for money to have concultines. Shnme! (Pfni dcr Schande !)

.50. God alone forgives sins, through Jesus Clirist our Lord alone.

57. The Holy Scripture knows nothing of a purgatory after this life.

2. The Ten Theses of Berne.

After the Conference between the Reformed and the Roman di-

vines (headed by Dr. Eck), held at Baden, in Aargau, May, 1526,

which formed a turning-point in the history of the Swiss Reformation

(more decided than the similar disputation between Luther and Eck in
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Leipzig, 1519), the Reformation triumphed in Berne, the most conserva-

tive and aristocratic as well as most influential canton of the confeder-

acy. Three ministers, Berthold Ilaller, Francis Kolb, and Sebastian

Meyer, friends of Zwingli, and a gifted layman, Nicolas Manuel, who

was a statesman, poet, and painter, had previously prepared the way

under great opposition. The magistrate convened a convocation of

the clergy and laity, which continued nineteen days, from January 6 to

26, 1528, discussing ten theses which Zwingli had revised and published

at the request of Haller. Delegates appeared from other cantons (ex-

cept the Roman Catholic), and the South German cities of Constance,

Ulm, Lindau, and Strasburg. The Bishops of Constance, Basle, Lau-

sanne, and Sion were also invited, but declined to attend, except the

Bishop of Lausanne, who sent a few doctors. Dr. Eck, who had fig-

ured as the champion of Romanism in Baden (as well as previously at

Leipzig), prudently disdained at this time to follow ' the heretics into

their corners and dens.' The principal champions of the Refoi-med

cause were Zwingli (who also preached two very effective sermons on

the Apostles' Creed, and against the mass), (Ecolampadius, Haller, Kolb,

Pellican, Megander, Bucer, and Capito. They carried a complete vic-

tory, and hereafter Berne, Zurich, and Basle—the three most enlight-

ened and influential German cantons—were closely linked together in

the Reformed faith.'

The Bernese Theses are as follows

:

1. The holy Christian Church, whose only Head is Christ, is born of the Word of God, and

abides in the same, and listens not to the voice of a stranger.

2. The C'hurch of Christ makes no laws and commandments without the Word of God.

Hence human traditions are no more binding on us than they are founded in the Word of

God.
3. Christ is the only wisdom, righteousness, redemption, and satisfaction for the sins of the

whole world. Hence it is a denial of Christ when we confess another ground of salvation

and satisfaction.

4. The essential and corporeal presence of the body and blood of Christ can not be demon-
strated from the Holy Scripture.

5. The mass as now in use, in which Christ is offered to God the Father for the sins of the

' See Samuel Fischer, Geschichte der Di.tputation zu Bern, Berne, 1828 ; Melch. Kirch-

hofer, Berthold Haller, oder die Reformation in Bern, Zurich, 1828 ; C. Pestalozzi, B.

Haller, nach handschriftlichen und gleichzeitigen Quellen, Elberfeld, 1861, pp. 3.") sqq. (in

Vol. IX. of the Lives and Writings of the Fathers and Founders of the Reformed Church)
;

Zwingli's Werke, ed. Schuler and Schulthess, Vol. II. I. pp. 630 sqq. Luther was not well

pleased with this triumph of Zwinglianism, and wrote to Gabriel Zwilling, March 7 (De

Wette, Vol. III. No. 9.59) :
' Bprnce in Helvetiis finita disputatio est ; nihil factum, nisi quod

missa dhrogata et pueri in plateis content, se esse a Deo pisto liberates.'' He also prophesied

an evil end to Zwingli.
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living and the dead, i? contrary to the Scripture, a blasphemy against the most holy saciifue,

passion, and death of Christ, and on account of its abuses an abomination before God.
6. As Christ alone died for us, so he is also to be adored as the only Mediator and Advo-

cate between God the Father and the believers. Therefore it is contrary to the Word of God
to propose and invoke other mediators.

7. Scripture knows nothing of a purgatory after this life. Hence all masses and other of-

fices for the dead are useless.

8. The worship of images is contrary to the Scripture. Therefore images should be abol
ished when they are set up as objects of adoration.

9. Matrimony is not forbidden in the Scripture to any class of men, but ])ermitted to all.

10. Since, according to the Scripture, an open fornicator must be excommunicated, it follows

that unchastity and impure celibacy are more pernicious to the clergy than to any other class.

'

In his farewell sermon, Zwingli thus addressed the Bernese: 'Yic-

tory has declared for the truth, but perseverance alone can complete

the triumph. Christ persevered unto death. Ferendo vincitur for-

tuna. Behold these idols, behold them conquered, mute, and scattered

before us. The gold you have spent upon these foolish images must

henceforth be devoted to the comfoi't of the living images of God in

their poverty. In conclusion, stand fast in the liberty wherewith Christ

has made us free, and be not entangled again with the yoke of bondage

(Gal. V, 1). Fear not ! the God who has enlightened you, will enlighten

also your confederates; and Switzerland, regenerated by the Holy

Ghost, shall flourish in righteousness and peace.'

3. The Confession of Faith to Emperor Charles Y.^

Zwingli took advantage of the meeting of the famous Diet at Augs-

burg, held A.D. 1530, to send a Confession of his faith addressed to the

German Emperor Charles Y., shortly after the Lutheran Pi-inces had

presented theirs (June 25). It is dated Zurich, July 3, and was deliver-

ed by his messenger at Augsburg on the 8th of the same month, but it

shared the same fate as the ' Tetrapolitan Confession' of Bucer and Capito

:

it was never laid before the Diet, and was treated with undeserved con-

tempt. Dr. Eck wrote in three days a refutation,^ slanderously charging

Zwingli that for ten years he had labored to root out fi-om the people of

' The German copy adds : ' AUes Gott und seinem heiUgen Wort zu Eh'en.^

' Ad Carolum Rom. Lnperatorem GermanicE comitia Au(/ust(e celehrantein Jidei Ihddrychi

Zwinglii ratio (Rechenscha/t). Anno MDXXX. Mense Julio. Vincat Veritas (Zur'wh). In

the same year a German translation appeared in Zurich, and in 1 r)43 an English translation.

See Niemeyer, p. xxvi. Comp. also Bockel, pp. 40 sqq. ; Morikofer, Vol. II. pp. 2!)7 sqq.
;

and Christoffel, Vol. II. pp. 237 sqq.

^ Rfjmlsio Articuloruin Zwinglii. Zwingli re])lied in Ad illustrissimos Germanice principes

Augustce congregatos, de convitiis Eckii (Opera, Vol. IV. pp. 19 sqq.).
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Switzerland all faith and all religion, and to stir them np against the

magistrate ; that lie had caused greater devastation among them than

the Turks, Tartars, and Iluns ; that he had turned the churches and

convents founded by the Ilapsburgers (the Emperor's ancestors) into

temples of Yenus and Bacchus ; and that he now completed his crime

by daring to appear before the Empei-or with such an impudent piece

of writing. The Lutherans (with the exception of Philip of Hesse, who

sympathized with Zwingli) were scarcely less indignant, and much more

anxious to conciliate the Catholics than to appear in league with Zwin-

glians and Anabaptists. They felt especially offended that the Swiss

Reformer took strong ground against the corporeal presence, and inci-

dentally alluded to them as persons who ' were looking back to the flesh-

pots of Egypt.' ' Melanchthon, who was at that time not yet eman-

cipated from the Catholic tradition on that article, judged him in-

sane.2

Zwingli, having had no time to consult with his confederates, offered

the Confession in his own name, and submitted it to the judgment of

the whole Chui-ch of Christ, under the guidance of the Word of God

and the Holy Spirit.

In the tirst sections he declares, as clearly and even more explicitly

tlian the Lutheran Confession, his faith in the orthodox doctrines of

the Trinity and tlie Person of Christ, as laid down in the Nicene and

Athanasian Creeds (which are expressly named). He teaches the elec-

tion by free grace, the sole and sufficient satisfaction of Christ, and jus-

tification by faith, in opposition to all human mediators and meritorious

works. He distinguishes between the internal or invisible, and the ex-

ternal or visible Church ; the former is the company of the elect believ-

ers and their children, and is the bride of Christ ; the latter embraces

all nominal Christians and their children, and is beautifully described

in tlie parable of the Ten Yirgins, of whom five were foolish. Church

may also designate a single congregation, as the church in Rome, in

Augsburg, in Leyden. The true Church can never err in the founda-

tion of faith. Purgatory he rejects as an injurious fiction which sets

' ''Quod Christi corpus,' says Zwingli, ^ per essentiam et realiter, hoc est corpxis ipsum nOr-

turale in coena aut adsit aut ore dentibusque nostris manducatur, quemadmodum Papistce, et

QDiDAM QUI AD OLLAS Egtptiacas respkctant, perhihent, id non tantum negamus, sed er-

rorein esse qui verho Dei adversatur, consianter asseverajnus/

" See his letter to Luther of July 14, 1530, quoted on p. 263.
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Christ's merits at iiaiiglit. On original sin, the sal\ation of unbaptized

infants, and the sacraments, he departs much further from the tradi-

tional theolog}' than tlie Lutherans. He goes into a lengthy argument

against the corporeal presence in the eucliarist. On the other hand,

however, he protests against being confounded with tlie Anabaptists,

and rejects their \ iews on infant baptism, civil offices, the sleep of the

soul, and universal salvation.

The document is frank and bold, yet dignified and courteous, and

concludes thus: 'Hinder not, ye children of men, the spread and

growth of the Word of God—ye can not forbid the grass to grow. Ye
must see that this plant is richly blessed with rain from heaven. Con-

sider not your own wishes, but the demands of the age concerning the

free course of the gospel. Take these words kindl^', and show by your

deeds that you are children of God.'

4. The Exposition of the Christian Faith to King Francis I.*

This is, as Bullinger says, the swan song of Zwingli, in w^hich he sur-

passed himself. He wrote it in July, 1531, three months before his

death, at the request of his friend Maigret, the French embassador to

Switzerland, and sent it in manuscript to Francis I., King of France

(1515-1547), who, from political motives, showed himself favorable to

the Protestants in Germany and Switzerland, while he persecuted them

at home. A few years before he had dedicated to him his ' Commen-

tary on the true and false Religion' (1525), and a few years afterwards

(1536) Calvin dedicated to him his Institutes, with a most eloquent and

powerful letter ; but the frivolous monarch probably never read these

voices of warning, which, if properly heeded, might have changed the

whole history of France.

This last document of Zwingli is clear, bold, spirited, full of faith

' Christians Fidei ah H. Zwinglio prcedicatai brevis et darn Expositio ab ipso Zwin-

glio paulo ante mortem ejtis ad Regem Christianum srripta. Uiifier this title Bullinger edited

the work, with some omissions and changes, from the author's MS., with a preface, ir)30.

He calls Zwingli Jidelissimus evangelii prwco et Chiistiatia^ lihertatis assertor coiistantis-

simus. Leo Judae prepared a free German translation : Eine kurze, klare Summe und Er-

kldrung des christl. Glaubens, etc., Zurich (no date). Kiemeyer took his text directly from

a copy of the manuscript made by Bibliander, in the library at Zurich Tpp. xxviii. and 30 sq(i.).

Christoffel (Vol. I. p. 308) states that the original MS. of Zwingli is still in the public Jihraiy

of Paris. A High-German translation in Bockel, pp. 63 sqq., and Christoffel, Vol. II. pp.

262 sqq.
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and hope. In a brief preface he warns the most Christian King of

France against the lies and slanders circulated against the Protestants.

He first treats of God, the ultimate ground of our faith and only object

of worship. We do not despise the saints and sacraments, we only

^uard them against abuse; we honor Mary as the perpetual Virgin

and Mother of God,^ but we do not worship her in the proper sense of

the term, which we know she herself would never tolerate. The sac-

raments we honor as signs or symbols of holy things, but not as the

holy things themselves. Then he speaks of the holy Trinity, and the

incarnation of the eternal Son of God for our salvation, who made a

full satisfaction for all our sins. He gives an able exposition of the

two natures in the one person of Christ, his death, resurrection, ascen-

sion, and return to judgment. He rejects purgatory as a papal fiction.

He dwells very fully on the doctrine of the Sacraments, especially the

eucharistic presence (rejecting ubiquity). The remaining chapters are

devoted to the Church, the Magistrate, the remission of sins, faith and

works, eternal life, and an attack on the Anabaptists, with whom the Prot-

estants were often confounded in France. In conclusion, he entreats

the king to give the gospel free course in his kingdom ; to imitate the

example of some pious princes in Germany; to judge by the fruits of

the Reformed faith wherever it was fairly established ; and to forgive

the boldness with which he approached his majesty. The urgency of

the case demanded it. An appendix is devoted to the mass, with proofs

from the fathers, especially from Augustine, in favor of his view on the

Lord's Supper.

§ 52. ZwiNGLi's Distinctive Doctrines.

Zwingli's doctrines are laid down chiefly iu his two Confessions to Charles V. and Francis I. (5 51),

his Conivientarius de vera et falsa religione (1525), and his sermon De Providentia Dei (1530).

Of secondary doctrinal importance are the Explanation of his Articles and Conclusions (1523); his

Shepherd (a sort of pastoral theology); several tracts and letters on the Lord's Supper, on Baptism and

re-Baptism ; and his Commentaries on Genesis, Exodus, the Gospels, the Romans, and Coriuthi£iis

(edited, from his lectures and sermons, by Leo Judii, Megander, and others).

Zwingli's theological system contains, in germ, the main features of

the Reformed Creed, as distinct from the Lutheran, and must be here

briefly considered.

1. Zwingli begins with the objective (or formal) principle of Protest-

' Zwingli retained this term, but with a restriction to the human nature united to the

I...KOS.
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autism, uaiuely, tlie exclusive and absolute authority of the Bible in all

matters of Christian faith and practice. The Kefonned Confessions

do the same ; while the Lutheran Confessions start with the subjective

(or material) principle of justification by faith alone, and make this

' the article of the standing and falling Church.' This difference, how-

ever, is more a matter of logical order and relative importance. Word
and faith are inseparable, and proceed from the same Holy Spirit.

In both denominations a living faith in Christ is the first and last

principle. Without this faith the Bible may be esteemed as the best

book, but not as the inspii'ed word of God and rule of faith.

2. Zwingli teaches the doctrine of unconditional election or predes-

tination to salvation {constitutio de beandls, as he defines it), and finds

in it the ultimate ground of our justification and salvation; faith be-

ing only the organ of appropriation. God is the infinite being of be-

ings, in whom and through whom all other beings exist; the supreme

cause, including as dependent organs the finite or middle causes; the

infinite and only good (Luke xviii. 18), and ever.y thing else is good

(Gen. i. 31) only through and in him. It is a fundamental canon that

God by his providence, or perpetual and unchangeable rule and admin-

istration,^ controls and disposes all events, the will and the action ; oth-

erwise he would not be omnipotent and omnipresent. There can be

no accident. The fall, with its consequences, likewise comes under his

foreknowledge and fore-ordination, which can be as little separated as

intellect and will. But God's agency in respect to sin is fi-ee from sin,

since he is not l)ound by law, and has no bad motive or affection ; so

the magistrate may take a man's life without committing murder.^

But only those who hear the Gospel and reject it in unbelief are fore-

ordained to eternal punishment. Of those without the reach of Chris-

tian doctrine we can not judge, as we know not their relation to elec-

tion. There nuiy l)e and are elect persons among the heathen ; and the

fate of Socrates and Seneca is no doubt better than that of many popes.

Zwingli, however, dwells mainly on the positive aspect of God's

' Zwingli defines pvorideniia to be perpetuum et immutahile rerum universariim regmnn et

administratio.

' This illustration is used by Myconius in defending the Zwingliiin view of Providence.

See Schweizer. Centra/dor/viPn, Vol. I. p. 1?>;^. Tiie illustration of Zwingli, 0pp. IV. p. II'-',

concerning the adulterium Davidis and the taiirv.s, is less happy.
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providence—the election to salvation. Election is free and independ-

ent. It embraces also infants before they have any faith. It does

not follow faith, but precedes it. Faith is itself the work of free grace

and the sign and fruit of election (Rom. viii. 29, 30 ; Acts xiii.48). We
are elected in order that we may believe in Christ and bring forth the

fruits of holiness. Faith is trust and confidence in Christ, the union of

the soul with him, and full of good works. Hence it is preposterous to

charge this doctrine with dangerous tendency to carnal security and

immorality,^

This is substantially Zwingli's doctrine, as lie preached it during the

Conferencie in Marburg (1529), and taught it in his book on Providence?

' As a matter of history, it is an undeniable foot that the strongest predestinarians (wheth-

er Augustinians or Calvinists or Puritans) have been the most earnest, energetic, and per-

severing Christians. Edward Zeller (a cool philosopher and critic of the Tiibingen school)

clearly explains this connection in his book on the Theological System ofZwinyli, pp. 17-11):

^Gerade die Lehre von der Erwdhlung, der man so oft vorgeworfen hat, dass sie die sittliche

Kraft Idhme, dass sie zu Trdgheit und Sorglosigheit hinfiihre, gerade diese Lehre ist es, aus

welcher der Reformirte jene rilcksichts- und zweifellose, bis zur Hdrte und Leidenschaftlichkeit

durchgreifende praktische Energie schopft, wie wir sie an den Helden dieses Glaubens, einem

Zwingli, einem Calvin, einern Farel, einem Knox, einem Cromwell, bewundern, welche ihn vor

den Zweifeln zmd Anfechtungen bewahrt, die dem weicheren, tiefer mit sick selbst beschaft-

igten Gemiith so viel zu schaffen machen, von denen selbst der grosse deutsche Glaubensheld

Luther noch in spdten Jahren heimgesucht wurde. Die wesentliche religiose Bedeutung dieser

Lehre, ihre Bedeutung fur das innere Leben der Gldubigen, liegt nicht in der Ueberzeuzung

von der Unbedinglheit des gottlichen Wirkens als solcken, sondern in dem Glauben an seine

Unhedingtheit in seiner Richtung adf dieses bestimmte Subjekt, in jener person-
lichen Gewissheit der Erwdhlung, welche den Unterschied der reformirten Erwdhlungs-

lehre von der augustinischen ausmacht, und eben darauf beruht es auch, dass die theoretisch

ganz richtigen Konsequenzen des Prddestinatianismus in Beziehung auf die Nutzlosigkeit und
Gleichgilltigkeit des eigenen Thuns den Reformirten nicht bios nicht storen, sondern gar nicht

fur ihn vorhanden sind. Was er in den Sdtzen von der ewigen Vorherbestimmung aller Dinge,

von dem unwandelbaren Rathschluss der Erwdhlung und derVerwerfung,fiir sich selbst Jindet,

das ist nur die unzweifelhafte Gewissheit, personlich zum Dienst Gottes berufen zu sein, und

vermoge dieser Berufung in alien seinen Angelegenheiten unter dem unmittelbarsten Schutz

Gottes zu stehen, als Werkzeug Gottes zu handeln, der Seligkeit gewiss zu sein. Die Heils-

gewissheit ist hier von der sittlich religiosen Anforderung nicht getrennt, der Einzelne hat das

Bewusstsein seiner Berufung nur in seinem Glauben, und den Glauben nur in der Krdftigkeit

seines gottbeseelten Willens, er ist sich nicht seiner Ericdhlung zur Seligkeit ohne alle weitere

Bestimmung, sondern wesentlich nur seiner Erwdhlung zu der Seligkeit des christlichen Le-

bens bewiisst; die Erwdhlung ist hier nur die Unterlage fur das praktische Verhalten des From-
men, der Mensch verzichtet nur desshalb ini Dogma auf die Kraft und Freiheit seines Willens,

um sie fur das wirkliche Leben und Handeln von der Gottheit, an die er sich ihrer entdus-

sert hat, als eine absolute, als die Kraft des gottlichen Geistes, als die unerschiitterliche Selbst-

gewissheit des Erwdhlten zurilckzuerhalten.^

' Zwingli, being requested by Philip of Hesse (Jan. 25, 1530) to send him a copy of his

sermon, which he had preached without manuscript, reproduced the substance of it, and sent

it to him, Aufi:- 20. 1530. under the title, Ad illustrissimum Cattorum principem Philijipum
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It was afterwards more fully and clearly developed by the powerful

intellect of Cal\ in,' who made it the prominent pillar of his theology

and impressed it upon the majority of the Reformed Confessions, al-

though several of them simply teach a free election to salvation, with-

out saying a word of the decree of reprobation.

On this subject, howevei-, as previously stated, there was no contro-

versy among the early Reformers. They were all Augustinians. Luther

heard Zwingli's sermon on Providence in Marburg, and made no objec-

tion to it, except that he quoted Greek and Hebrew in the pulpit. He
had expressed himself much more strongly on the subject in his famous

book against Erasmus (1525). There was, however, this diffei-ence, that

Luther, like Augnstine, from his denial of the freedom of the human

will, was driven to the doctrine of absolute predestination, as a logical

consequence ; while Zwingli, and still more Calvin, started from the

absolute sovereignty of God, and inferred from it the dependence of

the human will; yet all of them were controlled by their strong sense

of sin and free grace much more than by speculative principles. The

Lutheran Church afterwards dropped the theological inference in part

—

namely, the decree of reprobation—and taught instead the universality

of the offer of saving grace ; but she retained the anthropological pi'e-

mise of total depravity and inability, and also the doctrine of a free

election of the saints, or predestination to salvation ; and this after all

is the chief point in the Calvinistic system, and the only one which is

made the subject of popular instruction. In the Lutheran Church,

morever, the election theory is moderated by the sacramental princi-

ple of baptismal regeneration (as was the case with Augustine), while

in the Reformed Church the doctrine of election controls and modifies

the sacramental principle, so that the efficacy of baptism is made to

depend upon the preceding election.

3. The most original and prominent doctrine of Zwingli is that of the

sacraments, and especially of the Lord''s Sujpper.

He adopts the general definition that the sacrament is the visible

sign of an invisible grace, but draws a sharp distinction between the

sermonis de Providentia Dei annmnemn. Opera IV. pp. 79-144. See a full extract in

Schweizer's Centraldoffmen,Yo\. I. pp. 102 sqq. Ebrard makes too little account of this tract.

' In the later editions of his Institutes ; for in the first edition he confines himself to a very

brief and indefinite statement of this doctrine.
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sacramental sign {signum) and the thing signified {res sacramentl),

and allows no necessary and internal connection between them. The

baptism by water may take place without the baptism of the Spirit (as

in the case of Ananias and Simon Magus), and the baptism by the

Spirit, or regeneration, without the baptism by water (for the apostles

received only John's baptism ; the penitent thief was not baptized at

all, and Cornelius was baptized after regeneration). Communion with

Christ is not confined to the Lord's Supper, neither do all who partake

of this ordinance really commune with Christ. The Spirit of God is

free and independent of all outward ceremonies and observances.

As to the effect of the sacraments, Zwingli rejecis the whole scholas-

tic theory of the opus operatiim, and makes faith the necessary medium

of sacramental efiicacy. He differs here not only from the Romish, but

also from the Lutheran theory. He regards the sacraments only a^

signs and seals, and not strictly as means or instrnmentalities of grace,

except in so far as they strengthen it. They do not originate and

confer grace, but presuppose it, and set it forth to our senses, and

confirm it to our faith. As circumcision sealed the righteousness

of the faith of Abraham, which he had before in a state of uncir-

cumcision (Rom. iv. 11), so baptism seals the remission of sin by the

cleansing blood of Christ, and our incorporation in Christ by faith,

which is produced by the Holy Spirit. In infant baptism (which he

strongly defended against the Anabaptists, not indeed as necessary to

salvation, but as proper and expedient), we have the divine promise

which extends to the offspring, and the profession of the faith of the

parents with their pledge to bring up their children in the same.

The Lord's Supper signifies and seals the fact that Christ died for

us and shed his blood for our sins, that he is ours and we are his, ana

that we are partakers of all his benefits. Zwingli compares the sacra-

ment also to a weddino'-rinsr which seals the marriao:e union.

He fully admits, however, that the sacraments are divinely insti-

tuted and necessary for our twofold constitution ; that they are sig-

nificant and efficacious, not empty, signs ; that they aid and strengthen

our faith {"auxilium 0]pe7nque adferunt fideV)^ and so far confer spir-

itual blessing through the medium of appropriating faith. In this wider

sense they may be called means of grace. He also gives them tlic

character of public testimonies, by which we openly profess our faith
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before God and the world, pledge our obedience to him, and express

our gratitude for mercies received. Hence the name euchari.^t^ or

gratiaraiii actio.

Concerning the Lord's Supper, Zwingli teaches, in opposition to the

Romish mass, that it is a coinmemoration^ not a repetition, of the aton-

ing sacrifice of Christ, who offered himself once for all time, and can

not be offered by any other; that bread and wine signify or represent,

but are not really, the broken body and shud blood of our Lord; that

he is present only according to liis di\ine nature and by his Spirit to

the eye of faith {fidei contentj)!at lone).^ but not according to his human

nature, which is in heaven at the right hand of Clod, and (-an not be

present every where or in many places at the same time ; that to eat his

flesh and to drink his blood is a spiritual manducation, or the same as to

believe in him (John vi.), and no physical manducation by mouth and

teeth, which, even if it were possible, would be useless and unworthy

and would establish two ways of salvation—one by faith, the other by

literal eating in the sacrament; Anally, that the blessing of the ordi-

nance consists in a renewed application of the benefits of the atone-

ment by the worthy or believing communicants, while the unworthy

receive only the outward signs to their own judgment.

He therefore i-ejects every form of a local or corporeal presence,

whether by transubstantiation, impanation, or consubstantiation, as con-

trary to the Bible, to the nature of faith, and to sound reason. He

supports the figurative interpretation of the woi'ds of institution' l)y a

large number of passages, where Christ is said to he the door, tlie

lamb, the rock, the vine, etc. ; also by such passages as Gen. xli, 26, 2*^

(the seven good kine are seven years), Matt. xiii. 31-37 (the field h the

world ; tlie tares are the children of the wicked one ; the reapers are

the angels), and especially Luke xxii. 20 ; 1 Cor. xi. 25 (the cup is tlie

New Testament in my blood). He proves the local absence of Christ's

body by the fact of his ascension to heaven, his future visible return to

' That is, of the verbal copula t(TTi,est=significat, not of rorro (Carlstadt), nor auna —Ji(/ura

corporis (CEcolampadius, on the ground that Christ probably did not >ise the verb at all in the

original Aramaic). Zwingli was always inclined to a troj)ical inter])retation, and averse to

the notion of a carnal presence, but was led to his exegesis in \'>2'2 by a tract of Honius

fllneu), a lawyer of Holland, ZVe eticharistia, wliich taught liim i?i qua voce frn/>us Intcrct.

See Ebrard, Vol. II. p. 07. His controversy with Luther began when he wrote a letter to

Matth. Alber, at Reiitlingen, Nov. 16, \i>2\.
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judgment, and by such passages as, ' I go to prepai-e a place for you
;'

'The poor you have always with you, but me you have not always;' '1

go to my Father ;' ' The heaven must receive him until the times of

restitution of all things.' He also points out the inconsistency of Luther

in maintaining the literal presence of Christ in the sacrament, and yet

refusing the adoration ; for wherever Christ is he must be adored.

I add his last words on the subject from the Confession sent to King

Francis I. shortly before his death :
' We believe that Christ is truly

present in the Lord's Supper; yea, we believe that there is no com-

munion without the presence of Christ.' This is the proof: "Where
two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst

of them" (Matt, xviii. 20). How much more is he present where the

whole congregation is assembled to his honor ! But that his body is liter-

ally eaten is far from the truth and the nature of faith. It is contrarj- to

the truth, because he himself says :
" I am no more in the world" (John

xvii. 11), and " The flesh pi'oflteth nothing" (John vi. 63), that is to eat,

as the Jews then belie\ed and the Papists still believe. It is contrary

to the nature of faith (I mean the holy and true faith), because faith

embi-aces love, fear of God, and re\erence, which abhor such carnal

and gross eating, as much as any one would shrink from eating his be-

loved son. . . . We believe that the true body of Christ is eaten in the

communion in a sacramental and spiritual manner by the religious, be-

lieving, and pious heart (as also St. Chrysostom taught). And this is in

brief the substance of what we maintain in this controversy, and what

not we, but the truth itself teaches.' To this he adds the communion

service, which he introduced in Zurich, that his Majesty may see how

devoutly the sacrament is celebrated there in accordance with the in-

stitution of Christ. This service is much more liturgical than the later

Calvinistic formulas, and includes the 'Gloria in Excelsis,' the Apos-

tles' Creed, and responses.

Closely connected with the eucharistic controversy are certain christo-

logical differences concerning ubiquity and the communicatio idioma-

tum^ which we have already discussed in the section on the Formula of

Concord.

Zwingli's doctrine of the Eucharist is unquestionably the simplest,

' ^Christum credimus vere esse in cana, imvio non credimus esse Domini coenam nisi Chri-

utus adsit.'' Niemeyer, p. 71.

Vol. I.—B b
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clearest, and most intelligible theory. It removes the supernatnra^

mj-stery from the ordinance, and presents no obstacles to the under-

standing. Exegetically, it is admissible, and advocated even by some

of the ablest Lutheran scholars, who freely concede that the literal in-

ter})retation of the words of institution, to which Lntlier appealed first

and last against the arguments of Zwingli, is impussible, oi", if consist-

ently carried out, must lead to the Komish dogma.^ Philosophically

and dogmatically, it labors nnder none of the diflicnlties of ti-ansub-

stantiation and consubstantiation, both of which imply the simultaneous

multipresence of a corporeal substance, and a physical mandncation of

Christ's crucified body and blood—in direct contradiction to the essen-

tial properties of a body, and the testimony of four of our senses. It

has been adopted by the Arminians, and it extensively prevails at pres-

ent exeu among orthodox Protestants of all denominations, especially

in Eno-land and America.^

Zwingli is no doubt right in his protest against e\'ery form, however

refined and subtle, of the old Capernaitic conception of a carnal pres-

ence and carnal appropriation (John vi. 63). lie is also i-ight in his

positive assertion that the holy communion is a commemoration of the

all-sufiicient sacrifice of Christ on the cross, and a spiritual feeding on

Christ by faith. But he falls short of the vhole truth ; lie does not do

justice to the strong language of our Lord, especially in Julni vi. 53-58,

concerning the eating of the flesh of tlie Son of Man (whether this

be referred directly or indirectly to the Lord's Supper, or not). After

all deduction of carnal misconcej^tions, there i-emains the mystery of a

vital union of the believer with the whole Christ, including his human-

ity^ viewed not, indeed, as material substance, but as a ])rinciple of life

and power.

This Calvin felt. Hence he endeavored to find a via media between

Zwingli and Luther, and assumed, besides the admitted real presence

' See above, p. 327.

' Dr. Hodge, e. g., does not rise above the Zwinglian view. He denies that Christ is pres-

ent in any other way than spiritually, and that believers receive any other benefit than 'the

sacrificial virtue and effects of the death of Christ on the cross,' which he maintains was re-

ceived already by the saints of the ( )ld Testament and the disciples at the first Supper, before

the glorified body of Christ had any existence. 'The efficacy of this sacrament, as a means

of grace, is not in the signs, nor in the service, nor in the minister, nor in the word, but in the

attending influence of the Holy Spirit.'

—

Systevi. Tlieol. Vol. III. i)p. G4G, 647, ()")0.
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of the Divine Lord, a dynamic presence and influence of his glorified

and ever-living humanity, and an actual communication of its life-

giving power (not the matter of the body and blood) by the Holy Ghost

to the worthy conununicant through the medium of faith—as the

sun is in the heavens, and yet with his liglit and heat present on earth.

This theory passed substantially into the most authoritative confessions

of the sixteenth century, and must therefore be regarded as the ortho-

dox doctrine of the Reformed Church.

On three other points—namely, original sin, the salvation of infants,

and the salvation of the heathen—Zwingli had peculiar views, which

were in advance of his age, and gave great offense to some of his

friends as well as to Luther, but were afterwards adopted by the Ar-

minians.

4. The Reformation was born of an intense con\iction of the sinful-

ness of man and the absolute need of a radical reoreneration. Zwino-li

makes no exception, and describes the corruption and slavei-y of the

natural man almost as stronglj' as Luther, altliough he never passed

through such terrors of conscience as the monk in Erfurt, nor had he

such hand-to-hand fights with the devil.' He derives sin from the fall

of Adam, brought about by the instigation of the devil, and finds its es-

sence in selfishness as opposed to the love of God. lie goes bej^ond

the Augustinian infralapsarianism, whicli seems to condition the eter-

nal counsel of God by the first self-determination of man, and he boldly

takes the supralapsarian position that God not only foresaw, but foreor-

dained the fall, together with the redemption, that is, as a means to an

end, or as the negative condition for the revelation of the plan of sal-

vation. He fully admits the distinction between original or hereditary

sin and actual transgression, but he describes the former as a moral

disease, or natural defect, rather than punishable sin and guilt.^ It is

a miserable condition {conditio inisera). He compares it to the mis-

' Dorner (in his History of German Theology, p. 287) says that Zwingli retained from his

humanistic culture a certain disposition to 'an aasthetic consideration of sin,' i. e., to see in it

something disgraceful, unworthy, hestial rather than diabolical.

^ Defectus naturalis, or, as he often calls it in his Swiss-German, a Brest, i. e. Gehrechen.

''iJie Erbsiind,' he says in his book on Baptism,' ist niits (nichts) anders weder (a/s) der Brest

von Adam her. . . . Wir iwrsiond (versteheri) durch das Wort Brest einen Mangel, den einer

ohn sin Schuld von der Geburt her hat oder sust (sonst) von Zufalien.'' He distinguishes it

from Luster and Frevel, vice and crime. He explains his view more fully in his tract De
peccato originali ad Urbanum Regium, 1526, and also in his Confession to Charles V., 1530.
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fortune of one born in slavery.' But if not sin in the ])roper sense of

tlie term, it is an inclination or propensity to sin {jn'ojjensio ad pea-

ca7iduvi), and the fruitful germ of sin, which will surely develop itself

in actual transgression. Thus the young wolf is a rapacious animal

before he actually tears the sheep.

5. Zwingli was the iirst to emancipate the salvation of children dy-

ing in infancy from the supposed indispensable condition of water-

baptism, and to extend it beyond the boundaries of the visible Churcli.

This is a matter of very great interest, since the unbaptized children

far outnumber the baptized, and constitute nearly one half of the race.

He teaches repeatedly that all elect children are saved whether bap-

tized or not, whether of Christian or heathen parentage, not on the

ground of their innocence (which would be Pelagian), but on tlie

ground of Christ's atonement. He is inclined to the belief that all

children dying in infancy belong to the elect ; their early death being

a token of God's mercy, and hence of their election. A part of the

elect are led to salvation by a holy life, another part by an early death.

The children of Christian parents belong to the Churcli, and it would

be 'impious' to condemn them. But from the parallel between the

first and the second Adam, he infers that all children are saved from

the ruin of sin, else what Paul says would not be true, that ' as in

Adam all die, even so in Christ shall all be made alive' (1 Cor. xv. 22).

At all events, it is wrong to condemn the children of the heathen, both

on account of the restoration of Christ and of the eternal election of

God, which precedes faith, and produces faith in due time; hence the

absence of faith in children is no ground for their condemnation.^ As

' ^ Peccatum originale non proprie peccatum est, non enhn est facinns contra legem. Mor-

bus igitur est proprie et conditio.' Fidei Ratio ad Carol. V. Cap. IV. (Niemeyer, p. 20).

" Fidei Ratio, Cap. V. (Niemeyer, p. 21): '' Hinc constat, si in Christo secundo Adam vitce

restituimur, quemadmodum in primo Adam sumus morti traditi, quod temere damnamus Chri-

stianis parentibus natos pueros, imo gentium quoque jnieros. Adam enim si perderere vniver-

sum genus peccando poiuit, et Christus moriendo non vivijicavit et redemit universum genus a

clade per istutn data, jam non est par salus reddita per Christum, et perinde {quod absit!) nee

verum, ^^ Sicut in Adam omnes moriuntur, ita in Christo omnes vitce restituuntur." Verum quo-

modocunque de gentilium infantibus stntuendum sit, hoc certe adsereramus, propter virtutem

salutis per Christum prcestitoe, prceter rem pronuncinre qui eos ceternre maledictioni addicunt,

cum propter dictam reparatioms causam, turn projiler electionem Dei liberam, quce non sequitur

Jidem, sed fides electionem sequitur.' In another passage against the Catabaptists he says:

' Elerti eligebantur antequam in utero concijierentur : mox igitur vt sn)it,filii Dei sunt, etiainst

moriantur (inteqnam credant aut ad Jidem vocentur. Comp. Zeller, 1. c. p. 1G2.
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he believed in the salvation of many adult heathen, he had the less

difficulty in believing that heathen children are saved ; for they have

not yet committed actual transgression, and of hereditary sin they have

been redeemed by Christ. We have therefore nuich greater certainty

of the salvation of departed infants than of any adults.

This view was a bold step beyond the traditional orthodoxy. The

Roman Catholic Church, in keeping with her doctrine of original sin

and guilt, and the necessity of water-baptism for salvation (based upon

Mark xvi. 16 and John iii. 5), teaches the salvation of all baptized, and

the condemnation of all unhaptized children ; assigning the latter to

the li'rnhus infantum on the border of hell, where they suffer the mild-

est kind of punishment, namely, the negative penalty of loss {pmna

damni or carentia beatijicw visionis), but not the positive pain of feel-

ing {poena sensus).^ St. Augustine first clearly introduced this whole-

sale exclusion of all unbaptized infants from heaven— though Christ

expressly says that to children emphatically belongs the kingdom of

heaven. He ought consistently to have made the salvation of infants,

like that of adults, depend upon their election ; but the churchly and

sacramental principle checked and moderated his predestination theory,

and his Christian heart induced him to soften the frightful dogma as

much as possible.^ As he did not extend election beyond the bound-

aries of the Catholic Church (although he could not help seeing the

significance of such holy outsiders as Melchizedek and Job under the

old dispensation), he secured at least, by his high view of the regener-

ative efficacy of water-baptism, the salvation of all baptized mfants

dying in infancy. To harmonize this view with his system, he must

have counted them all among the elect.

The Lutheran Creed retains substantially the Catholic view of bap-

' The limhus infantum is, so to speak, the nursery of hell, on the top floor and away from

the fire, as Rellarmin says, in loco inferni altiori, ita ut ad eum ignis non perveniat. In a

still higher region was the limhus patrum, the temporary abode of the saints of the Old Testa-

ment, but this was vacated at the descent of Christ into Hades, when those saints were

freed from prison and translated into Paradise.

*
^ ParvuJos non baptizatos in damnatione omnium lenissima Jufuros' (Contra Jul. lib. V.

c. n); 'Infantes non hajitiznti lenissimk quidem, sed tamen danmantur. Potest proinde

rede dici,parvuIos sine haptismo de corpore exeuntes in damnatione omnium uiTissniA fufu-

ros' (De peer. vier. et rem. cap. Ul). Pelagius was more liberal, and assumed a middle state

of half-blessedness for unbaptized infants between the heaven of the baptized and the hell of

the ungodly. See particulars in my Church History,\o\. III. pp. 835 sqq.
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tismal regeneration, and hence limits infant salvation to tliose who en

joy this means of grace ;^ allowing, however, some exceptions witliin

the sphere of the Christian Church, and making the danmation of un-

baptized infants as mild as the case will permit.^ At present, however,

there is scarcely a Lutheran divine of weight who would be willing to

confine salvation to baptized infants.

The Reformed Church teaches the salvation of all elect infants dying

in infancy, whether baptized or 7iut, and assumes that they ai-e regen-

erated before their death, which, according to Calvinistic principles, is

possible without water-baptism.^ The second Scotch Confession, of

15S0, expressly rejects, among other errors of popery, ' the cruel judg-

ment against infants departing without the sacrament.'* Beyond this

the Confessions do not go, and leave the mysterious subject to private

opinion. Some of the older and more rigid Calvinistic divines of the

supralapsarian type carried tlie distinction between the elect and the

reprobate into the infant world, though always securing salvation to

the offspring of Christian parents, on the ground of inherited Church

membership before and independent of the baptismal ratification
;

while others more wisely and charitably kept silence, or left the non-

elect infants—if there are such, which nobody knows—to the uncov-

enanted mercies of God. But we may still go a step further, within

the strict limits of the Reformed Creed, and maintain, as a pious

opinion, that all departed infants belong to the number of the elect.

Their early removal from a world of sin and temptation may be taken

' Conf. August. Art. IX. :
'' Dainnant Anabaptistas qui . . . affirmant pueros sine bajdismo

salvos fieri.' In the German edition the last clause is omitted.

* Calovins (in the consensus repetitus fidei vere LutherarKv. l^)^).^), in the name of the strict

Lutherans, rejected the milder view of a merely privative punishment of unbaptized infants, as

held by Calixtus (see Henke, Georg CaHxtus, Vol. II. Pt. II. p. 295), but it was defended by

others. Fr. Buddasus, one of the most liberal among the orthodox Lutherans, describes the con-

dition of heathen infants as admodum tolerabilis, though they are exclusi a beatitudine {Instit.

Theol. dogm. Lips. 1723, p. 631). Otiiers leave the children to the mercy of God. See "V.

E. Loscher's Auserlesene Sammlung der besten neueren Srhriften vom Zustand der Seek nach

dem Tode, 173."); republished by Hubert Becker, 183.'>.

' Westminster Conf. chap. x. § 3 :
' Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and

saved by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when and where and how he pleaseth.

So also are all other elect persons who are incapable of being outwardly called by the minis-

try of the word.' The last sentence may be fairly interpreted as teaching the election and

salvation of a portion of heathen adults.

* ' Abhorremus et detestnmur . . . crudele judicium contra in/antes sine baptismo morientes,

baptismi absolutam quam asserit necessitatem.' Niemeyer, pp. 357,358.
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as an iiulicatit)!) of God's spe(.'ial favor. From this it would follow

that the majority of the human race will be saved. The very docti-iue

of election, which is unlimitable and fj'ee of all ordinary means, at all

events widens the possibility and strengthens the probability of general

infant salvation ; while those Churches which hold to the necessity of

baptismal regeneration must either consistently exclude from heaven

all unbaptized infants (even those of Chi-istian Baptists and Quakers),

or, yielding to the instinct of Christian charit}', they must make excep^

tions so innumerable that these would become, in fact, the rule, and

overthrow the principle altogether.

In the seventeenth century the Arminians resumed the position of

Zwingli, and with their mild theory of original sin (which they do not

regard as responsible and punishable before and independent of actual

transgression), they could consistent!}- teach the general salvation of

infants. The Methodists and Baptists adopted the same view. Even

in the strictly Calvinistic churches it made steady progi-ess, and is now

silently or openly held by nearly all Reformed divines.^

Whether consistent or not, the doctrine of infant damnation is cer-

tainly cruel and revolting to every nobler and bettei* feeling of our

nature. It can not be charged upon the Bible except by logical in-

ference from a few passages (John iii. 5 ; Mark xvi. 16 ; Rom. v. 12),

which admit of a different interpretation. On the other hand, the gen-

eral salvation of infants, though not expressly taught, is far more con-

sistent with the love of God, the genius of Christianity, and the spirit

and conduct of him who shed his precious blood for all ages of man-

kind, who held up little children to his own disciples as models of sim-

plicity and trustfulness, and took them to his bosom, blessing them,

and saying (unconditionally and before Christian baptism did exist),

'Of such is the kingdom of heaven,' and 'Whosoever shall not re-

ceive the kingdom of God as a little child, he shall in nowise enter

therein.'

' Dr. Hodge, the most orthodox Calvinistic divine of the age, very positively teaches (Sj/st.

Theol. Vol. I. p. 26) the salvation of all infants dying in infancy, and represents this as the

'common doctrine of evangelical Protestants.' This may be true of the present generation,

and we hope it is, though it is evidently inapplicable to the period of scholastic orthodoxy,

both Lutheran and Calvinistic. He supports his view by three arguments: 1. The analogy

between Adam and Christ (Rom. v. 18, U), where we have no right to restrict the free gift of

Christ upon all more than the Bible itself restricts it); 2. Christ's conduct towards children;

3. The general nature of God to bless and to save, rather than to curse and destroy.
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6. Salvation of adult heathen. This is a still darker problem

Before Zwiiigli it was the univei-sal opinion that there can be no sal-

vation outside of the visible Church {extra ecdesiain nulla sal us).

Dante, the poet of niedii^eval Catholicism, assigns even Homer, Aris-

totle, Yirgil, to hell, which bears the terrible inscription

—

'Let those wlio enter in dismiss all hope.'

But the Swiss Beformer repeatedly expressed his conviction, to which

he adhered to the last, that God had his elect among the Gentiles as

well as the Jews, and that, together with the saints of the Old Testa-

ment from the redeemed Adam down to John the Baptist, we may

expect to find in heaven also such sages as Socrates, Blato, Aristides,

Pindar, Numa, Cato, Scipio, Seiie(;a; in short, every good and holy man

and faithful soul from the beginning of the world to the end.'

For this liberality he was severely censured. The great and good

Luther was horrified at the idea that even ' the godless Numa' (!) should

be saved, and thought that it falsified the whole gospel, without which

there can be no salvation.^

Zwingli, notwithstanding his abhorrence of heathen idolatry and every

relic of paganism in worship, retained, from his classical training in the

* His last and fullest utterance on this subject occurs towards the close of liis Expositio

Chr. Fidei, where, speaking of eternal life, he thus addresses the French king :
' Deinde

sperandum est tibi visurum esse sanctorum, prudentium,Jidelium, canstantium,fortmin, virtu-

osoruvi omnium, quicunque a condito mundo fuerunt, soda/itaiem, coctujn el c.ontubernmm. Hie

duos Adam, rede?/ij)tum ac Redemptorem: hie Ahelum, Enochum, Noam, Abrahnmum, Isaacum,

Jacobum, Judam, Mosen, Josuam, Gedeonem, Samuelem, Pinheii, Heliam, Heliseum, Isaiam,

ac deiparam Virginem de qua ille prcecinuit, Davidem, Ezekiam, Josiam, Baptistam, Petruin,

Paulwn: hie Herculem, Theseum, Socratem, x^ristidem, Antigonum, Ndmam, Camil-

LTJM, Catones, Scipiones : hie Ludovichum pium antecessoresque tuos Ludovicos, Philipjioa,

Pipinnos, et quotquot in fide hinc migrarunt maiores tuos videbis. Et suminatim, nonfuit vir

bonus, non erit mens sancta, non est fidelis anii/ia, ab ipso mundi exordia usque ad eius con-

summationem, quem non sis isthic cum Deo vistirus. Quo sjiectarulo quid Uvtius, quid amcenius,

quid denique honorificentius vel cogitari poterit? Aut quo iustlus omnes animi vires intendimus

quam ad huiuscemodi vitce lucruin ?' See Niemeyer, p. fil. Similar passages occur in his Epis-

tles, Commentaries, and tract on Providence. Comp. Zeller, p. 1(53.

' '•Hoc si i-erum est, totuni evangelium falsum est.' Luther denied the possibility of salva-

tion outside of the Christian Church. In his Catech. Major, Pars II. Art. III. (ed. Rechenb.

p. .503, ed. Mliller, p. 4G0), he says :
' Quicunque extra Christinnitatem (ausser der Christen-

heit) sunt, sive Gentiles sive Turcce sive Judcei aut falsi etiam Christiani et hypocritte, quan-

quam unum tantum et veruvi JJemn esse credant et invocent (ob sie gleirh nur Einen iimhrhafti-

gen Gott glauben und anbeteii), neque tamen certum habent, quo erga eos animatus sit animo,

mque quidquam J'avoris aut graticc de Deo sibi polliceri aiident et possunt, quamohrem in per.*

PETUA manent IRA ET DAMNATIONE (durutn sie ivi ewigen Zorn und Verdammiiiss bleiben").^
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school of Erasimis, a great admiration for the wisdom and the manly

virtues of the ancient Greeks and Romans, and was somewhat un-

guarded in his mode of expression. But he had no idea of sendhig

any one to heaven without the atonement, although he does not state

when and how it was applied to those who died before the incarnation.

In his mind the eternal election was inseparably connected with the

plan of the Christian redemption. lie probably assumed an uncon-

scious Christianity among the better heathen, and a seci"et work of

grace in their hearts, which enabled them to exercise a general faith

in God and to strive after good works (comp. Rom. ii, 7, 10, 14, 15).

All truth, he says, proceeds from the Spirit of God. He might have

appealed to Justin Martyr and other ancient fathers, who traced all

that was true and good among the Greek philosophers and poets to

the working of the Logos before his incarnation (John i. 5, 10).*

' Dr. Domer, with his usual fairness and fine discrimination, vindicates Zwingli against

misrepresentations (Gesch. d. Prot. TAeo/. p. 284) :
^ Man hat daraus eine Gleichgiiltigkeit

gagen den historischen Christus und sein Werk erschliessen wollen, dass er [^Zwingli] auch von

Heiden sagt : sie seien selig geworden ; was die Heiden Weisheit nennen, das nennen die Chri-

sten Gluuben. Allein er siekt in allem Wahren vor Christo mit manchen Kirchenvdtern eine

Wirkung und Offenharung des Logos, ohne jedoch so weit zu gehen, mit Justin die Weisen des

Alterthums, welche nach dem Logos gelebt hahen, Christen zu nennen. Er saqt nur, sie seien

nach dem Tode selig geworden, dknlich wie auch die Kirche dasselbe von den Vatern des Alien

Testaments annimmt. Er konnte dahei wohl diese Seligkeit als durch Christus geicirkt una

erworhen denken und hat dieselbe jedeiifalls nur als in der Gemeinschaft mit Christus bestehenc

gedacht. 1st ihm doch durch den ewigen Rathschluss der Versohnung Christus nicht bloss ewig

gewiss, sondern auch geyemcartig fur alle Zeiten. So sind ihm jene Heiden doch selig nur

durch Christus. Freilich das sagt er nicht, dass sie erst im Jenseits sich bekehren ; auch er

schneidet mit dem Diesseits die Bekehrung ab. Er Idsst ihre im Diesseits hewahrte Treut

gegen das ihnen vom Logos anvertraute Pfund wahrer Erkentniss die Stelle des Glaubensi ver^

treten. Aber es ist wohl kein Zweifel, dass er sie im Jenseits zur Erkentniss und Gemn'isthaft

Christi gelangend denkt. Bei den Frommen Alien Testamentsfordert auch die Kirche zh, i.'irem

Hell nicht eine hestimmtere Erkenntniss Christi im Diesseits, die sie hochstens den Pro/ihetdn' zu-

schreiben konnte.'' Ebrard (in his History of the Dogma of the Lord's Su/)/ier.\ol. ii. p. 77)

fully adopts Zwingli's view: ^Jetzt wird ihm loohl Niemnnd mehr daraus ein Verbrecncn machen.

Wir wissen, dass Rom. ii. 7 :
' ''Denen, die in Beharrlickkeit des Gutesthuns nach nv oergitnglichem

Wesen trachten," ewiges Leben verheissen ist, wir wissen dass nur der positive Unglauhe an

das angebotene Heil weder hier noch dort vergeben wird, dass nur aufihn die Styafe des eivigen

Todes gesetzt ist; wir wissen, dass auf die erste Auferstehung der in Christo Entschlafenen

noch eine zweite der ganzeniibrigen Menschheit folgen soil, die alsdann gerichtet werden sotlen

nach ihren Werken, und dass im neuen Jerusalem selber die Blatter des L,ebenshaumes dienen

sollen zur Genesung der Heiden (Apok. xxii. 2). Zwingli hat also an der Hand der heiligen

Schrift das Heidenthum ebenso wie das Judenthum als zu den aroixHoiQ roii k6(j/iou gehorig

(Gal. iv. l-i^) angesehen, und mit vollem Rechte einen Socrates neben einen Abraham gestellt,

Ihm besteht die Seligkeit darin, dass das ganze Wunderiverk der pOtilichen WeiIpadagogik in

seinen Friichten klar und herrlich vor den Blicken der erstaunten Seligtn da l.iegt.'
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During the period of rigorous scholastic ortliodoxy which followed

the Reformation in the Reformed and Lutheran Churches, Zwiugli'd

view could not be appreciated, and appeared as a dangerous lieresy.

In the seventeenth century tlie Romanists excluded the Protestants,

the Lutherans the Calvinists, the Calvinists the Anniniuus, fmni the

kingdom of heaven ; how much more all those who ne\ er heara of

Christ. This wholesale damnation of the \ast majority of the human

race should have stirred up a burning zeal for their conversion ; and

yet during that whole period of intense confessionalism and exclusive

orthodoxism there was not a single Protestant missionary in the field

except among the Indians in the wilderness of North America.'

But in modern times Zwingli's view has been revived and applauded

as a noble testimony of his liberality, especially among evangelical di-

vines in Germany, and partly in connection with a new theuj-y of

Hades and the middle state.

This is not the place to discuss a point which, in the absence of

clear Scripture authority, does not admit of symbolical statement. The

future fate of the heathen is wisely iu\ulved in n)}stery, and it is un

safe and useless to speculate without the light of revelation about mat-

ters which lie beyond the reach of our observation and experience.

But the Bible consigns no one to final damnation except for rejecting

Christ in unbelief,^ and gives us at least a ray of hope by significant

examples of faith from Melchizedek and Job down to the wise men

from the East, and by a number of passages concerning the working

of the Logos among the Gentiles (John i. 5, 10 ; Rom. i. 19 ; ii. li, 15,

18, 19 ; Acts xvii. 23, 28 ; 1 Pet. iii. 19 ; iv. 6). We certainly have no

right to confine God's election and saving grace to the limits of the

visible Church. We are indeed bound to his ordinances and must

submit to his terms of salvation ; but God himself is free, and can save

whomsoever and howsoever he pleases, and he is infinitely more anx-

ious and ready to save than we can conceive.

' John Eliot, the 'Apostle of the Indians,' labored among the Indians in that j>oleraical

age. He died 1690, eighty-six years of age, at Roxbury, Massachusetts. David Brainerd

fd. at Northampton, Mass., 1747) likewise labored among the Indians before any missionary

zeal was kindled in the Protestant churches of Europe.
=" John iii. 18, 36 ; xii. 48 ; Mark xvi. 16.
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Basle, in the Swiss dialect, with the Scripture proofs on the margin, is given by Hagenbach at the close
of his biography of (Ekolampad und Myconius, pp. 4C5-470.

The First and Second Confessions of Basle belong to the ZwinHian

family, and preceded the age of Calvin, but are a little nearer the Ger-

man Lutheran type of Protestantism.

The rich and venerable city of Basle, on the frontier of Switzerland,

France, and South Germany, since 1501 a member of the Swiss Con-

federacy, renowned for the reformatory Qi^cumenical Council of 143^'.

and the University founded by Pius II., became a centre of liberal

learning before the Reformation. Thomas Wyttenbach, the teacher

of Zwingli, attacked the indulgences as early as 1502. In 1516 Eras-

mus of Rotterdam, at that time esteemed as the greatest scholar of

Europe, took up his permanent residence in Basle, and published the

first edition of the Greek Testament and other important works,

though, after the peasant war and Luther's violent attack on him, he

became disgusted with the Reformation, which he did not understand.

He desired merely a quiet literary illumination within the Catholic

Church, and formed a bridge between two ages. He died, like Moses,

in the land of Moab (1536).^ Wolfgang Capito (Kopfli), an Alsacian,

labored in Basle as preacher and professor from 1512 to 1520, in

friendly intercourse with Erasmus, and was followed by Caspar Hedio

(Heid), who continued in the same spirit, and corresponded with Lu-

ther. Another preacher in Basle, Wilhelm Rdublin, carried on the

' Erasmus turned his keen wit first against the obscurantism of the monks, but afterwards

against the light of the Reformation. He said to Frederick the Wise at Cologne, before the

Diet of Worms (within the hearing of Spalatin) :
' Luthern.s peccnvit in duohvs, nempe quod

tetigit coronam pontificis et ventrex monachorum.^ But when Luther, Zwingli, CEcolampadius

took wives, he called the Reformation a comedy which ended always in a marriage.
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Corpus Christi festival a large Bible through the citj, with the inscrip-

tion, ' This is the true sanctuary ; tlie rest are dead men's bones.'

The principal Reformer of Basle is John CEcolanipadius (Ilausschein,

b. 1482, d. 1531), who stood to Zwingli in a similar relation as Melanch-

thon to Luther: inferior to him in originality, boldness, and energy, but

superior in learning, modesty, and gentleness of spirit. He was his

chief support in the defense of his doctrine on the eucharist, and took a

prominent part in the Conference with Luther at Marburg. Born at

Weinsberg, he studied philology, scholastic philosophy, law, and the-

ology with unusual success at Heilbronn, Bologna, Heidelberg, and

Tiibingen. When twelve years old he wrote Latin poems, and at

fourteen he graduated as bachelor of arts. He ex(;elled especially as

a Greek and Hebrew scholar, and published afterwards learned com-

mentaries on the prophets and other books of the Bible. He aided

Erasmus in the edition of his Greek Testament, 1516. He was well-

read in the fathers, and promoted a critical study of their writings.

After having labored as preacher for some time in different places, and

taken some part in the reformatory movements of Germany, he settled

permanently at Basle, in 1522, as pastor of St. Martin and as professor

of theology. Here he introduced, with the consent of the citizens, the

German service, the comnnniion under both kinds, and other changes.

But it was only after the transition of Berne that Basle came out de-

cidedly for the Reformation. It was formally introduced Feb. 9, 1529,

according to the model of Zurich, but in a rather violent style, by the

breaking of images and the dissolution of convents, yet without shed-

ding of blood. In other respects the Reformed Church of Basle is

conservative, and occupies a middle position between Zwinglianism

and Lutheranism. Q^colampadius died Nov, 24, 1531, a few weeks

after his friend Zwingli. He communed with his family, and took an

affecting farewell of his wife, his three children (Eusebius, Irene, and

Aletheia), and the ministers of Basle. His last words were :
' Shortly

I shall be with the Lord Christ. . . . Lui'd Jesus save me !' ^

' See the particulars in Herzog's (Ekolamp. Vol. II. pp. 248 sqq. He was buried with all

the honors of the city in the Minster. But the mouth of slander spread the lie that he had

committed suicide, to wliich even I.tither, blinded by dogmatic prejudice, was not asliamed to

give ear. Melanditbon Iiad great respect for (Ec()]ami)adius, stood in friendly correspond-

ence with him, and derived from him a better knowledge of the patristic doctrine of the

eucharist.
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The First Confession of Basle {Corvfessio Fidei Basileensis jprior)

was prepared in its first draft by Qi^colanipadiiis, 1531,' brought into

its present shape by his successor, Oswald Myconius,^ 1532, and first

publislied by the magistrate with a preface of Adelberg Meyer, burgo-

master of Basle, Jan. 21,1534.^ Two or three years afterwards it was

adopted and issued by the confederated city of Miihlhausen, in the Al-

sace; hence it is also called the Co)ifet<6io Milhlhusana {or Mylhusiana).

It is vei-y simple and moderate. It briefly expresses, in twelve arti-

cles, the orthodox evangelical doctrines of God, the fall of man, the

divine providence, the person of Christ, the Church and the sacraments,

the Lord's Supper (Clu-ist the food of the soul to everlasting life),

Church discipline, the civil magistrate, faith and works, the judgment,

(ceremonies and celibacy, and against the views of the Anabaptists, who

were then generally regarded as dangerous radicals, not only by Lu-

ther, but also by the Swiss and English Reformers. This is the only

Reformed Confession which does not begin with the assertion of the

Bible principle, but it concludes with this noteworthy sentence: 'We
submit this our Confession to the judgment of the divine Scriptures,

and liold ourselves ready always thankfully to obey God and his Word

if we should be corrected out of said holy Scriptures,' *

' v'^ee Herzog, 1. c. Vol. II. pp. 217-221, and Hagenbach, Joh. CEkol. und Oswald Myron.

pp. 350 sqq. CEcolampadius, in his last address to the Synod of Basle, Sept. 26, 1.531,

added a brief, terse confession of faith, and a paraphrase of the Apostles' Creed. But

the assertion that he composed the Confession of Basle in its present shape, and sent it to the

Augsburg Diet, 1 530, rests on a mistake, and has no foundation in any contemporary report.

^ His proper name was Geisshtlssler. He was born at Luzerne, 1488 ; taught and preached

at Zurich; after Zwingli's death he moved to Basle, was elected Antistes or first preacher,

died 1552, and was buried in the Minster. He must not be confounded with Friedrich Myco-

nius, or Mecum, the Lutheran reformer of Thuringia, and court chaplain at Gotha (d. 154fi).

^ Under the X\X\q. '' Bekanntnuss unseres heilirjen Christlichen Glaubens wie es die. Kylch

(Kirche) zu Basel halt.'' It is signed by ^ Heinrirh Rhyner, Rathschreiber der Statt Basel.'

See the German text, with the marginal notes, at the close of Hagenbach's biography of CEco-

lampadius and Myconius. A Latin edition appeared 1561 and 1581, which was reproduced

in the Corpus et Syntagma Confess.., under the title ' Basiliensis vel Mylhusiana Confessia

Fidei, anno M.D.XXXII. Scripta Germanire. Latine excusa 1561 et 1581.' Here the date

of composition (15oL') is given instead of the date of publication (1534). The more usuiil

spelling is Bnsileensis and Miihlbusnnn. A better Latin edition was issued, 1647, by the Basle

Professors— Theod. Zwinger, Sebastian Beck, and John Buxtorf—for the use of academic

disputations ; and this Niemeyer has reprinted, pp. 85 sqq.

* 'Postremo, hanc nostram Confessionevi judirio S.\ck^ Biblice Scripture siibjicirnus

:

eoque pollicemur, si ex prcedictis Scripturis in melioribus instituamur {ettvas besseren heric.litet),

nos omni tempore Deo et sacrosancto ipsius verbo, maxima cum gratiarum actione, obse-

cuturos esse.'
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' This Confession,' says the late Professor Ilagenbach of Basle,^ ' has

remained the public Confession of the Church of Basle to this day. It

is, indeed, no longer annually read before the congregation as formerly

(on Maundy-Thursday at the ante-communion service), but ministers at

theii- ordination are still required to promise "to teach accoi'dhig to the

direction of God's Word and the Basle Confession derived therefrom."

A motion was made in the city government in 1826 to change it, but the

Church Council declared such change inexpedient. Another motion in

1859 to abolish it altogether was set aside. But the political significance

of the Confession can no longer be sustained, in view of the change of

public sentiment in regard to the liberty of faith and conscience.'

§ 54. The First Helvetic Confession, A.D. 1536.

See Literature in § 53. Comp. also Pestalozzi : Heinrich BulUnger, pp. 183 sqq.

The First Helvetic Confession {CoDfessio Helvetica j)i'ior), so called

to distinguish it from the Second Helvetic Confession of 1 566, is the same

with the Second Confession of Basle {Basileensls posterior), in dis-

tinction from the First of 1534.2 It owes its origin partly to the renewed

efforts of the Strasburg Keformers, Bucer and Capito, to bring about a

union between the Lutherans and the Swiss, and partly to the papal

promise of convening a General Council. A number of Swiss divines

were delegated by the magistrates of Zurich, Berne, Basle, SchafP-

hausen, St. Gall, Miihlhausen, and Biel, to a Conference in the Augus-

tinian convent at Basle, January 30, 1536, Bucer and Capito also ap-

peared. Bullinger, Myconius, Grynseus, Leo Judse, and Megander were

selected to draw up a Confession of the faith of the Helvetic Clnn-ches,

which might be used before the proposed General Council. It was exam-

ined and signed by all the clerical and lay delegates, February, 1536, and

first published in Latin.^ Leo Judse prepared the German translation,

which is fuller than the Latin text, and of equal authority,

' Joh. (Ekolampad und Oswald Myconius, p. 353 ; comp. his History of the Covf. pp. 190 sqq.

* Hagenbach, 1. c. p. 357 : 'Basler Confession heisst diese Confession nur wcil sie in, nicht

well sie fur Basel verfasst ist (ahnlich wie die Aur/sbttrr/er Confession run dem Ort der Ueber-

(jnbe den Namen hat). Bezeirhnender ist dnher der Nmne erste Hei.vktischk Confession, weil

sie das Gesnmmtheken7itniss der reformirlen Schweizerklrchen ist.^

^ Sub titiilo :
' Erclesianim jier Helvetiam Confessio Fidci siiminarid et peneralis,^ etc. The

German is inscribed, '' Eine kurze und tjemeine Bekenntniss des lieiligen, irahren und vralten

christUrhen Glaubens der Kirchen, etc. , Ziirirh, Bern, Basel, Strassburff, Constunz, St.Gallen,

Schaffhausen, Miihlhausen., Biel, etc., 1536, Februariy.^
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Luther, to wlioin a copy was sent through Bucer, expressed unex-

pectedly, in two remarkable letters, his satisfaction with the earnest

Christian character of this document, and promised to do all he could

to promote union and harmony with the Swiss,' He was then under

the hopeful impressions of the ' Wittenbei'g Concordia,' which Bucer

had brought about by his elastic diplomacy, May, 1536, but which

proved after all a hollow peace, and could not be honestly signed by

the Swiss.

The Helvetic Confession is the first Keformed Creed of national

authority. It consists of twenty-seven articles, is fuller than the first

Confession of Basle, but not so full as the second Helvetic Confession,

by which it was afterwaids superseded. The doctrine of the saci-a-

ments and of the Lord's Supper is essentially Zwinglian, yet empha-

sizes the significance of the sacramental signs and the real spiritual

presence of Christ, who gives his body and blood—tiiat is, himself—to

believers, so that he more and more lives in them and they in him.

It seems that Bullinger and Leo Judse wished to add a caution

against the binding authority of this or any other confession that

might interfere with the supreme authority of the Word of God and

with Christian liberty.^

» See his letter to Jacob Meyer, burgomaster of Basle, Feb. 17, 1535, and his response to

the Keformed Cantons, Dec. 1, 1537 (in J)e Wette, Vol. V. pp. 54 and 83). Luther kept the

peace with the Swiss churches only for a few years. In his book against the Turks, 1541,

he calumniated without provocation the memory of Zwingli ; in August, 1543, he acknowl-

edged the present of the Zurich translation of the Bible sent to him by Froschauer, the pub-

lisher, but scornfully declined to accept any further works from preachers 'with whom neither

he nor the Church of God could have any communion, and who were driving people to hell'

(see his letter in De Wette, Vol. V. p. 587); in 1544 he violently renewed, to the great grief

of Melanchthon, the sacramental war in his ^ S/iort Confession of the Sacrament;' and shortly

before his death he was not ashamed to travesty the first Psalm thus :
' Beatus vir, qui non

uhiit in consilio Sarramentariorum : nee stetit in via Cinglianorum, nee sedet in cathedra Ti-

gurinorum.' (See his letter to Jac. Probst of Bremen, Jan. 17, 1546, in De Wette, Vol. V.

p. 778. Comp. also on this whole subject Hagenbach, 1. c. p. 358, and Pestalozzi, 1. c. pp. 216

sqq.). Myconius was not disturbed by these outbursts of passion, and continued to respect

Luther without departing from the doctrine of his friend Zwingli. He judged, not without

some reason, that the two Reformers never understood each other; that Luther stubbornly

believed that Zwingli taught the sacrament to be an empty sign, and Zwingli that Luther taught

a gross Capernaitic eating, ^'ee his letter of Sept. 7, 1538, to Bibliander, in Simtu/er's Col-

lection, Vol. XLV. , and Hagenbach, p. 350.

'' This addition, which is not found in any copy, is thus stated by Hagenbach and Niemeyer

(Proleg.\). XK.xvi.): '' Durch diese Artikel wollen wir keineswefjs alien Kirchen erne einziye

Giauhetisreriel vorschreiben . iJenn wir erkennen keine a/idere Chmheiixregel an alx die heilige

S~hrift. Wer also mil dieser ubereinstimmt, mit deui sind wir eiiistiiimiig, obyleich er anderi
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§ 55. The Second Helvetic Confession. A.D. 1566.

Literature.

CoNFFSSio Helvetica Posterior. The Latin text, Zurich, 1560, 156S, 160S, 10.^1, etc. ; recent editions

hy J. P. KiiHller, wilh Preface of Winer. Sulzbach, IS'2,^ : by i-'/)7;.sr/,c, Tiirici. ISSO; and by Ed. Biihl,

Vienna, 1S<36 : also iu the Collections otCurpiui et Syntag. Co()/tvs«., Oxford Sylloge, Amjimti, and yicviei/er.

The German text appeared frequently—Zurich, 15G6; Basle, 1654 ; Berne, 1676, etc., and in the CollectionB of

Beck, .Vi'.ss and B'Ckel. French ed. Geneva, 1566, etc. Enirlish translations in Hall's Harmony of Protest-

ant Confessions (not complete); another by Ovve.n Jo.nes: 'J'he Churcli of the Licinti God; also the Sioiss

and Belgian Confessionjt and Expositions of the Faith, translated into the English language in 1S62. London
(C;iryl Book Society), 1S65 (complete, but inaccurate), and a third by Prof. Jeiiem. H. Gooi>(of Titlin,0.) iu

Bi)mberger's Reformed Church Monthlij (Ursiuus College, Pa.), for Sept. 1S72, to Dec. 1373 (f^ood, but made
from the German translation).

Jon. Jak. Hottinger: Helvetische Kirchengeschichte, Zurich, 170S, Part III. pp. S94 sqq.

Haoenhacu: Kritische Geschichte der Entstehung und Hchicksale dcr ersten Baslcr Confession. Basel,

1827 (1828), pp. 85 sqq.

Niemeyeb: Collect., Prolegomena, pp. Ixiii.-lxviii.

L. Tho.mab: La Confession Helvetiqne, etudes historico-dogmatigiies siir le xvi^. siicle. Geneve, 1853.

K. ScnuoFF: Art. Helvetische Confession, in Herzog's Theol. Encgklop. 2d ed. Vol. V. pp. 74'.i-7.'>5.

Cai:i. Pestalozzi : Heinrich Bullinger. Leben imd aiisgewiihlte Schriften. Xach handschriftlichen und
gleichzeitigen Quellen. Elberfeld, 1S5S (5th Part of Vuter und Begriinder der reform. Kirche), pp. 413-421.

Before we proceed to the Calviiiistic ConfessioHS, we anticipate the

Second Helvetic Confession, the last and the best of the Zwinglian

family.

bullinger.

It is the work of Henry Bullinger (1504-1575), the pnpil, friend,

and successor of Zwingli, to whom he stands related as Beza does

to Calvin. He was a learned, pious, wise, and faithful man, and the

central figure in the second period of the Reformation in German

Switzerland. Born at Bremgarten, in Aargau,' educated in Holland

and Cologne, where he studied patristic and scholastic theology, and

read with great interest the writings of Luther and the Loci of Me-

lanchthon, he became on his return intimately acquainted with Zwin-

gli, accompanied him to the Conference at Berne (1528), and after

laboring for some years at Cappel and Bremgarten, he was chosen

his successor as chief pastor (Antistes) at Zurich, Dec. 9, 1531. This

von unserer Confession verschiedene Redensarten brauchte. Denn auf die Sarhe .<ielb.it und

die Wahrheit, nicht auf die Worte soil wan sehen. Wir stellen also jedeni fret, diejenigen

Redensarten zu gehrauchen, rrelche er fur seine Kirche am passendsten ghiuht, and verden uns

auch dergleichen Freiheit bedienen, f/egen Verdrehung des wahren Sinnes dieser Confession uns

uber zu vertheidigen wissen. Dieser Ansdriicke haben wir unsjetzt bedient, uni unsere Ueher-

zeugnng darzustellen.' Pestalozzi. p. 1S(;, gives the same declaration more fully.

' He was one of five sons of Dean Bullinger. who, like many priests of those days, in open

violation of the laws of celibacy, lived in regular wedlock, hut was much respected and be-

loved even by his bishop of Constance. He opposed Samson's traffic in indulgences, and

became afterwatds a Protestant throttgh the influence of his son.
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was slioitly after the catastrophe at Cappel, in the darkest period ol

the Swiss Reformation.

Bui linger proved to be the right man in the right place. He
raised the desponding spirits, preserved and completed the work of

his predecessor, and exerted, by his example and writings, a com-

manding influence thronghout the Reformed Church inferior only

to that of Calvin. He was in friendly correspondence with Calvin,

Bncer, Melanchthon, Laski, Beza, Cranmer, Hooper,' Lady Jane Grey,^

and the leading Protestant divines and dignitaries of England. Some
of them had found an hospitable refuge in his house and with his

friends during the bloody reign of Mary (1553-58), and after their

return, when raised to bishoprics and other positions of influence

under Queen Elizabeth, they asked his counsel, and kept him informed

about the progress of reform in their country. This correspondence

is an intei-esting testimony not only to his personal worth, but also to

the fraternal communion which tlien existed between the Anarlican

and the Swiss Reformed Churches.^ Episcopacy was then not yet

' Bishop Hooper wrote from prison shortly before his martyrdom. May and December,

1554, to Bullinger, as 'his revered father and guide,' and the best friend he had ever found, and
commended to him his wife and two children (Pestalozzi, 1. c. p. 445).

^ Three letters of this singularly accomplished and pious lady, the great-granddaughter of

Henry VII., to Bullinger, full of affection and gratitude, are still preserved as jewels in the

City Library of Zurich, but his letters to her are lost. She translated a part of liis book on
Christian marriage into Greek, and asked his advice about learning Hebrew. Edward VI.,

against the will of Henry VIII., bequeathed his crown to Lady Jane Grey to save the Prot-

estant religion, and this led to her execution at the Tower of London, Feb. 12, 1554, by order

of Queen Maiy. She met her fate with the spirit of a martyr, and sent, as a last token of

friendship, her gloves to Bullinger, which were long preserved in bis family (Pestalozzi,!. c.

p. 445).

' See the Zurich Letters, published by 'The Parker Society,' Cambridge, second edition

(chronologically arranged in one series), 1846. They contain, mostly from the archives of

Zurich (the Simmler Collection), Geneva, and Berne, letters of Bishops John Jewel, John
Parkhurst, Edmund Grindal, Ednin Sandys, Horn, John Foxe, Sir A. Cook, and others to

Bullinger, as also to Gualter (Zwingli's son-in-law), Peter Martyr, Simmler, Lavater, Calvin, and

Beza, The news of BuUinger's death was recei"ed in England with great grief. W. Barlow

wrote to J. Simmler (BuUinger's son-in-law), March 13, 1576 (p. 494) : 'How great a loss your

Church has sustained by the death of the elder Bullinger, of most happy memory, yea, and

our Church also, towards which I have heard that he always entertained a truly fraternal and

affectionate regard, and indeed all the Churches of Christ throughout Europe.' Bishop Cox
wrote to Gualter in the same year (p. 490) :

'My sorrow was excessive for the death of Henry
Bullinger, whom, by his letters and learned and pious writings, I had . . . known intimately for

many years, although he was never known personally to me. Who would not be made sor-

rowful by the loss of such and so great a man, and so excellent a friend ? not to mention that

the whole Christian Church is disquieted with exceeding regret that so bright a star is for-

bidden any longer to shine upon earth.'

Vol! I.—C 0-
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aeemed tie only valid form of the Christian ministry. He opened

his house also to Italian Protestants, and treated even the elder Sozino,

who died at Zurich, with great kindness and liberality, endeavoring to

restrain his heretical tendency. In the latter years of his life he was

severely tried by the death of his best friends (Bibliander, Froschauer,

Peter Martyr, Pellican, Gessner, Blaarer, Calvin, Hyperius), and by a

fearful pestilence which deprived him of his beloved wife and three

daughters, and brought him to the brink of the grave. lie bore all

with Christian resignation, recovered from disease, and continued

faithfully to labor for several years lotiger, until he was called to his

reward, after taking affectionate farewell of all the pastors and pro-

fessors of Zurich, thanking them for their devotion, assuring them of

his love, and giving each one of them the hand with his blessing. He
assumed the care of the Church of Zurich when it was in a dangerous

crisis; he left it firmly and safely established.

COMPOSITION.

Bullinger was one of the principal authors of the First Helvetic

Confession, and the sole author of the Second. In the intervening

thirty years Calvin had developed his amazing enei-gy, while Roman-

ism had formularized its dogmas in the Council of Trent.

Bullinger composed the Second Helvetic Confession in 1562, in

Latin, for his own use, as an abiding testimony of tlie faith in which

he had lived and in which he wished to die. He showed it to Peter

Martyr, who fully consented to it, shortly before his death (Xov. 12,

1562). Two years afterwards he elaborated it more fully during the

raging of the pestilence, and added it to his will, whi'^-h was to be

delivered to the magistrate of Zurich after his death, which he then

expected every day.*

PUBLICATION.

But events in Germany gave it a public character. The pious

Elector of the Palatinate, Frederick III., being threatened by the Lu-

* See Bullinger's notes to the list of his writings ; J. H. Hettinger, Schoht Tic/urina, p. 76;

J. J. Simmler, Oratio de historic Confessionis Helretirce, in Simmler's Collection, as quoted

by Pestalozzi, 1. c. jip. 41(5 sij. iind 041. Also J. J. Hottinger, Helvet. Kircliengesih Pt. HI.

p. 894.
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tlieraiis with exclusion from the treaty of peace on account of his

secession to the Reformed Church and publication of the Heidelberg

Catechism (1563), requested BuUinger (1565) to prepare a clear and

full exposition of the Keformed faith, that he might answer the charges

of heresy and dissension so constantly brought against the same. Bul-

linger sent him a manuscript copy of his Confession. The Elector M^as

so much pleased with it that he desired to have it translated and published

in Latin and German before the meeting of the Imperial Diet, which was

to assemble at Augsburg in 1566, to act on his alleged apostasy.

In the mean time the Swiss felt the need of such a Confession as a

closer bond of nnion. The First Helvetic Confession was deemed too

short, and the Zurich Confession of 1545, the Zurich Consensus of

1549, and the Geneva Consensus of 1552 touched only the articles of

the Lord's Supper and predestination. Conferences were held, and

Beza came in person to Zurich to take part in the work. Bullinger

fi'eely consented to a few changes, and prepared also the German ver-

sion. Geneva, Berne, Schaffhausen, Biel, the Grisons, St. Gall, and

Muhlhausen expressed their agreement. Basle alone, which had its

own Confession, declined for a long time, but ultimately acceded.

The new Confession appeared at Zurich, March 12, 1566, in both

languages, at public expense, and was forw^arded to the Elector and to

Philip of Hesse.' A French translation appeared soon afterwards in

Geneva under the care of Beza.

In the same month the Elector Frederick made such a manly and

noble defense of his faith before the Diet at Augsburg, that even his

Lutheran opponents wei'e filled with admiration for his piety, and

thought no longer of impeaching him for heresy.

* The full title is :
' Confessio et Expositio simplex Orthodoxce Fidei, et Dogmatum Catho-

licorum syncerce Religionis Chrisiiance. Concorditer ab Ecdesice Christi Ministris, qui sunt

in Helvetia, Tiguri, Sernce \^Gluron<e, Basile<x\, Scaphusii [Abbatiscellie], Sangalli, Curire

Rhetorum, et apud Confaderatus, Hfy//iusii item, et EienuK : q^iibus ndjunxerunt se et Generetisis

[et Neocomensisi Ecdesice Ministri [iina cum aliis Evangelii Prceconihus in Polonia, Hunguriu,

et Scotia] ; edita in hoc, ut universis testentur Jidelibus, quod in unitate verce et antiqiue

Christi Ecdesice perstent, neque ulla nova, aut erronea dogmata spargant, atque ideo etiuin

nihil consortii cum ullis Sectis aut Hceresibus haheant. Ad Rout. cap. X. vers. 10. Cordc

creditur ad justitiam, ore autem confessio Jit ad salutem. Tiguri: Excudebat Christophorus

Froschoverus, Mense Martio, MDLX. VI. ' Glarus, Basle, Appenzell, Neufchatel, Poland, Hun-

gary, and Scotland, which we have included in brackets, approved the Confession at a later

period, and hence are not mentioned in the first edition, but partly in the second edition of

1568, and more fully in those of 1644 and 1651.
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AUTHORITY.

Tlie Belvetic Coiifossioii is the most widely adopted, and lienee the

most autlioritative of all the Cuntiiu'iital Refoi'iiied svtiiliuls, with the

exception of the Heidelberg Cateciiisni. Besides the Swiss Caiitonc

and the Palatinate, in whose name it was first issued, the Refoi-nied

Churches of Neufchatel (156S), Basle, France (at the Synod of La

Rochelle, 1571), Hungary (at the Synod of Debreczin, 15f)7), Poland

(1571 and 1578), and Scotland (1566)' gave it their sanction. It was

well received al-o in Holland and England.^

It was translated not only into (Tcrnian, French, and English, but

also into Dutch, Magyar, Polish, Italian, Arabic, and Turkish.^

CHARACTER AND VALUE.

Like most of the Coiifessions of the sixteenth century, the Hehetic

Confession is expanded beyond the limits of a popular creed into a

lengthy theological ti'eatise. It is the matured fruit of the preceding

symbolical lab(ji-s of Bullinger and the Swiss Churches. It is in sub-

stance a restatement of the First Helvetic Confession, in the same

order of topics, but with great improvements in matter and form. It

is scriptural and catholic, wise and judicious, full and elaborate, yet

simple and clear, unconipronn'sing towai'ds the errors of Rome, moder-

ate in its dissent from tiie Lutheran dogmas. It })roceeds on the con-

' The ministers of Scotland wrote to Beza, September, L'SGO: ^ Suhs'Tijisimiis omnes, qui in

hoc ccctn. interj'tii lints, rt /tujiis Ai-ndeiiiiw siijillo /lublicu olisigiiavimiis.' This is stated afer

tlie Preface in tiie edition of the Cor/ius et Si/nfag7nn, and in Niemeyer, p. 4(1;"), hut without

naming the cwtu.t and Ai-ddeinin.

' I find no evidence of a formal sanction l)y the Anglican ("hurch ; hut that the Confession

was well received thei-e may be inferred from the high esteem in which Bullinger was held

(see p. 3i)l), and still more from the fact that his Dpnitles (a jxjpular com])end of theology in

five series of sermons, each containing ten sermons) were, next to Calvin's Institutes^ the high-

est theological authority in England, and were recommendeil, as late as I.")SO, to the study of

young curates along with the Bilile. See Ch. Ilardwick : A Histoii/ of the C/iristidn Church

during the Rcforinalion (third edition, London, 187:?, p. 241), where the following order of the

Southern Convocation is quoted from Wilkins, IV. ;321 : 'Every minister having cure, and

being under the degrees of master of arts and bachelor of law, and not licensed to be a jniblic

preacher, shall, before the second day of February next, provide a Bible, and Bullinger's De-

cides in Ldtin and English, and a paj)er book,' etc. On Bullinger's Decades, and his abridg-

ment of the same in the Handbook of the Christian Religion (ir).")<i), see Pestalozzi, pp. 386,

46'.), r»Or> sqq.

' See Niemeyei , Proleg. p. Ixvii. sq.
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viction that the Reformed faith is in liannoiiy with the true Catliolie

faith of all ages, especially the ancient Greek and Latin Church.

Hence it is preceded by the Imperial edict of 380 (from the

recognized Justinian code), which draws the line between orthodoxy

and heresy, and excludes as heresies only the departures from the

Apostolic and Nicene faith. It inserts also the brief Trinitarian creed

ascribed to the Roman Pope Damasus (from the writings of Jerome),

and referred to in said decree as a standard of orthodoxy.^ Harmony

in the fundamental doctrines of the ancient Church is declared suffi-

cient, and brotherly union consistent with variety in unessentials, such

as in fact always has existed in the Christian Church. As in former

Confessions, so also in this, BuUinger distinctly recognizes, in the spirit

of Christian liberty and progress, the constant growth in the knowl-

edge of the Word of God, and the consequent right of improvement

in symbolical statements of the Christian faith.

Upon the whole, the Second Helvetic Confession, as to theological

merit, occupies the first rank among the Reformed Confessions, while

in practical usefulness it is surpassed by the Heidelberg and Westmin-

ster Shorter Catechisms, and in logical clearness and precision by the

Westminster Confession, which is the product of a later age, and of the

combined learning and wisdom of English and Scotch Calvinism.^

' Several creeds bear the name of Damasus, and are given by Hahn, Bibliothek der Sym-
60/e, pp. 179-190. The form inserted in the Confession is from a letter to Jerome {Opera,

ed. Vallarsi, Tom. XI. p. 145), and is thus referred to in the Imperial edict :
' Cunctos populos

. . . in ea volumus religione versari quam divinum Petrum Apostolum tradidisse Romanis . . .

quamque Pontificem Damasdm sequi claret, et Petrum Alexandrice Episcopum, virum Apo-

stolicce sanctitatis.^

* I add some testimonies on the Second Helvetic Confession. Hagenbach (1. c. p. 86) : '/n

ihrer ganzen Anlage und in der Durchfuhrung einzelner Punkte, namentlich in praktischer

Beziehung (in der Scheidung des Geistlichen und Weltlichen, u. s. w.) ist sie ein wahres dogma-

tischesKunstwerk zu nennen. ' Pestalozzi (BuUinger, p. 422) : ^Diese Concession, zu der Bul/inger

zweimal Angesichts des Todes sich bekannte, erscheint als das reife Ergehniss seines Glaubens-

kbens, seiner reicken inneren und dusseren Erfahrung, als der Inbegriff seiner theologischen

Ueberzeugung wie seiner kirchlichen Grundsdtze, als die achte, wahrhafte Entwicklung und

Fortbildung seinerfrilheren Bekenntnisse, zumal der ersten helvetischen Confession (von 1 .536).

Sie ist ein Muster von Klarheit und Einfachheit, wie selbst hervorragende Gegner anarkennen,

ausgezeich.net durch den Ueberblick, der das Ganze der christlichen Lehre umfasst, der vollige

Ausdruck von Bullingers Gesinnung , scharf ausgepragt gegenUber den Verirrungen des romisch-

katholischen Kirchenthums, viilde in Bezug auf die lutherischen Besonderheiten, ohne dock der

eigenen Ueberzeugung irgend Eintrag zu thun- Was aber vornehmlich beachtenswerth, sie ist

durchaus getragen von dem vollen, klaren und ruhigen Bewusstsein, das ?nit so durehgreifender

Kraftigkeit BuUinger beseelte, der dchten apostoUschen und katholischen Kirche anzugelioren, aer

wahrhaft berechtigten und rechtgldubigen Kirche Christi, Sie ist fern davon, bloss mit der
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CONTENTS.

In view of the importance of this Confession, I give here a con-

densed translation of tlie original.^ It consists of thirty chapters,

which cover in natural urdei* all the articles of faith and discipline

which then challenged the attention of the Church.

Chap. I. The Holy Scriptures.—This chapter lays down the evan-

gelical rule of faith, or the objective principle of Protestantism.

We believe and confess that the Canonical Scriptures of the Old

and New Testaments are the true Word of God, and have sufKcient

authority in and of themselves, and not from men ; since God himself

through them still speaks to us, as he did to the Fathers, the Prophets,

and Apostles. They contain all that is necessary to a saving faith and

a holy life ; and hence nothing should be added to or taken from them

(Deut. iv. 2; Rev. xxii. 18, 19).

From the Scriptures must be derived all true wisdom and piety, and

also the reformation and government of the Churches, the proof of

doctrines, and the refutation of errors (2 Tim. iii. 16, 17; 1 Tim. iii. 15;

1 Thess. ii. 13; Matt. x. 20). God may illuminate men directly by

the Holy Spirit, without the external ministry
;
yet he has chosen the

Scriptures and the preaching of the Word as the usual method of in-

struction.

The apocryphal books of the Old Testament, though they may be read

for edification, are not to be used as an authority in matters of faith.^

Bibel in der Hand alles das zu veriverfen, was nicht ausdriicklich in der heiligen Schrift

gelehrt und gehoten ist, wiewohl ihr diese von hochster Geltung ist, als oberste Richtschmir der

christlichen Wahrheit. Sie bricht nicht mit dem geschichtlich Gewordenen {der Ueberliefe-

rung), ausser sqfern dieses der Schrift nicht gerndss ist. Die game Entwicklung der christ-

lichen Kirche seit den Tagen der Apostel bis auf die Gegenwart ist ihr von hohein Werthe und

Jindet ihre ernste Berucksichtigung , nur dass sie sich nach der obersten Norm muss richten

lassen. Insofern stelit sie mit ihrer evangelisrhen Schwesterkirche lutherisrhen Bekenntnisses

ganz avf demselben Boden und kann ihr stets die Hand reichen zur Anndherung, mdglic.her

Weise auch zu einer £inigung, wenn gleich die Auffassung der christlichen Wahrheit nach

gewissen Richtungen hin sich unterscheiden und deshalb die Entscheidung iiber diese oder jene

einzelnen Lehrpunkte und Gebrdiirhe verschieden ausfallen mag J' Dr. Hodge {Syst. Theol.

Vol. III. p. 634) : 'The Second Helvetic Confession is, on some accounts, to be regarded as

the most authoritative symbol of the Reformed Church, as it was more generally received than

any other, and was sanctioned by difterent parties.'

' The full Latin text will be found in Vol. III.

* This is the first symholiciil ('X( lusion of the Apocrj'pha from the Canon. The Lutheran

symbols leave this question open.
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We condemn the doctrines of the Gnostics and Manichseans, and all

others who reject the Scriptures in whole or in part.

Chap. II. The Interpretation of the Scriptures ; the Fathers,

Councils, and Traditions.—We acknowledge only that interpretation

as true and correct which is fairly derived from the spirit and lan-

guage of the Scriptures themselves, in accordance with the circum-

stances, and in harmony with other and plainer passages (2 Pet. i.

20, 21).

We do not despise the interpretation of the Greek and Latin fathers

and the teaching of Councils, but subordinate them to the Scriptures*,

honoring them as far as they agree with the Scriptures, and modestly

dissenting from them when they go beyond or against the Scriptures.

In matters of faith we can not admit any other judge than God him-

self, who through his Word tells us what is true and what is false,

what is to be followed, and what is to be avoided.

We reject traditions which contradict the Scriptures, though they

may claim to be apostolical. For the Apostles and their disciples

could not teach one thing by writing, and another by word of mouth.

St. Paul preached the same doctrine to all the churches (1 Cor. iv. 17

;

2 Cor. i. 13 ; xii. 18). The Jews likewise had their traditions of the

elders, but they were refuted by our Lord as ' making void the Word

of God' (Matt. XV. 8, 9 ; Mark vii. 6, 7).

Chap. Ill, Of God, his Unity and Trinity,—We believe and teach

that God is one in essence (Deut. vi. 4; Exod. xx. 2, 3, etc.), and three

in persons—Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. The Father hath begotten

the Son from eternity ; the Son is begotten in an unspeakable man-

ner ; the Holy Ghost eternally proceeds from both, and is to be wor-

shiped with both as one God. There are not three Gods, but three

persons—consubstantial, coeternal, distinct as to person and order, yet

without any inequality. The divine essence or nature is the same in

the Father, the Son, and the Spirit (Luke i. 35 ; Matt. iii. 17; xxviii.

19 ; John i. 32 ; xiv. 26 ; xv, 26).

In short, we accept the Apostles' Creed, which delivers to us the

true faith.

We therefore condemn the Jews and Mohammedans, and all who

blaspheme this holy and adorable Ti-iiiity. We also condemn all here-

tics, who deny the Deity of Christ and tlie Holy Ghost.
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Chap. IV. Of Idols, Images of God and of Saints.—As God is a

spirit, he can not be represented by any image (John iv, 24; Isa. xl.

18 ; xliv. 9, 10 ; Jer. xvi. 19 ; Acts xvii. 29, etc.).

And although Christ assumed man's nature, yet he did so not in

order to afford a model for sculptors and painters, lie instituted for

the instruction of the people the preaching of the Gospel, and the

sacraments, but not images. Epij)hanius tore down an image of Christ

and some saint iu a church, because he regarded it contrary to the

Scriptures.

Chap. Y. The Adoration and Invocation of God through the

ONLY Mediator Jesus Christ.—God is the only object of worship

(Matt. iv. 10). And he is to be worshiped 'in spirit and in truth'

(John iv. 24), and through our only and sufficient Mediator and Advo-

cate Jesus Christ (1 Tim. ii. 5 ; 1 John ii. 1),

Hence we neither adore nor invoke the departed saints, and give

no one else the glory that belongs to God alone (Isa. xlii. 8 ; Acts

iv. 12).

Nevertheless, we neither despise nor undervalue the saints, but honor

them as the members of Christ and the friends of God, who have glo-

riously overcome the flesh and the world ; we love them as brethren,

and hold them up as examples of faith and virtue, desiring to dwell

with them eternally in heaven, and to rejoice with them in Christ.

Much less do we believe that the relics of saints should be worshiped.

Nor do we swear by saints, since it is forbidden to swear by the name

of strange gods (Exod. xxiii. 13 ; Deut. x. 20).

Chap. YI. The Providence of God.—We believe that the wise,

eternal, and almighty God by his providence preserves and rules all

things in heaven and earth (Psa. cxiii. 4-6 ; cxxxix. 3-4 ; Acts xvii.

28 ; Kom. xi. 36).

We therefore condemn the Epicureans, who blasphemously affirm

that God neither sees nor cares for men (Psa, xciv. 3-9).

We do not despise as unnecessary the means whei"eby divine Provi-

dence works, but make use of them as far as they are commended to

us in the Word of God. We disapprove of the rash words of those

who say that our efforts and endeavors are vain.

St. Paul well knew that he M-as sailing under the providence of God,

who had assured him that he must bear witness at Kome (Acts xxiii,
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11), and that not a soul should perisli (xxvii, 21, 34) ; nevertheless, when

the sailors were seeking flight, he said to the centurion and the soldiers:

'Unless these abide in the ship, ye can not be saved' (ver. 31). For

God has appointed the means by which we attain to the end.*

Chap. VII. Of the Creation of all Things ; of Angels, the

Devil, and Man.—This good and almighty God created all things,

visible and invisible, by his eternal Word, and preserves them by his

coeternal Spirit (Psa. xxxiii. 6 ; John i. 3). He made all things very

good and for the use of man (Gen. i. 31).

We condemn the Manichseans who impiously imagine two coeternal

principles, the one good, the other evil, and two antagonistic gods.

Angels and men stand at the head of all creatures. Angels are

ministers of God (Psa. civ. 4), and ministering spirits sent for them who

shall be heirs of salvation (Heb. i. 14).

The devil was a murderer and liar from the beginning (John viii. 44).

Some angels persevered in obedience, and aie ordained unto the

faithful service of God and men ; but others fell of their own accord

and ran into destruction, and have become enemies of God and men.

Man was made in the image and likeness of God, and placed by

God in paradise as ruler over the earth (Gen. i. 27, 28 ; ii. 8). This is

celebrated by David in the 8th Psalm. Moieover, God gave him a

wife and blessed them (Gen. ii. 22 sqq.).

Man consists of two diverse substances in one person—of an immortal

soul, which, when separated from the body neither sleeps nor dies, and

of a mortal body, which at the last judgment shall be raised again from

the dead.

We condemn those who deny the immortality, or affirm the sleep of

the soul, or teach that it is a part of God.

Chap. VIII. Of Man's Fall, Sin, and the Cause or Sin.—Man
was created according to the image of God, in true righteousness and

holiness, good and upi-ight. But by the instigation of the serpent, and

' Here we have a clear recognition of secondary causes in (i]i]i(isitioii to fatalism and de-

terminism which has sometimes been charged upon Calvinism. The Westminster Confession

(Chap. III.) is still more explicit: 'God from all eternity did by the most wise and holy

counsel of his own will freely and unchangeably ordain whatsoever comes to pass
;
yet so ax

thereby neither is God the author of sin ; nor is rid/enre offered to the will of the creatures,

nor is the liherty or contingency of second causes taken away, but rather established (Acts ii

23 ; iv. 27, 28 ; xvii. 23, 24, comp. with 36 ; Matt. xvii. 12 ; John xjx. 11 ; Prov. xvi. 33),
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through his own guilt, he fell from goodness and rectitude, and became^

with all his offspi-ing, subject to sin, death, and various calamities.

Sin is that inborn corruption of man, derived and propagated from

our lirst parents, whereby we are immersed in depraved lusts, avei'se to

goodness and prone to all evil, and unable of oursehes to do or think

any thing that is good. And as years roll on, we bring forth e\il

thoughts, words, and deeds, as corrupt trees bring forth corrupt fruits

(Matt. xii. 33). Therefore we are all by nature under the wrath of

God, and subject to just punishment.

By death we understand not only the dissolution of the body, but

also the eternal punishments of sin (Eph. ii. 1, 5; Rom. v. 12).

We therefore acknowledge that there is original sin in all men, and

that all other sins, whether mortal or venial, also the unpardonable sin

against the Holy Ghost, spring from this same source. We acknowl-

edge also that sins are not equal, but some are more grievous than

others (Matt. x. 14, 15 ; xi. 24 ; 1 John v. 16, 17).

We condemn the Pelagians, who deny original sin ; the Jovinianists,

who with the Stoics declare all sins to be equal ; and those who make
God the author of sin against the express teaching of Scriptures (Psa.

V. 5-7 ; John viii. 44).

When God is said to blind or harden men, or to give them over to a

reprobate mind (Exod, vii. 13 ; John xii. 40), it is to be understood as a

righteous judgment. Moreover, God overrules the wickedness of men
for good, as he did in the case of the brethren of Joseph.

Chap. IX. Of Free Will and Man's Ability.— The will and

moral ability of man must be viewed under a threefold state.

First, before the fall, he had freedom to continue in goodness, or to

yield to temptation.

Secondly, after the fall, his understanding was darkened and his

will became a slave to sin (1 Cor. ii. 14; 2 Cor. iii. 5; John viii. 34;

Rom. viii. 7). But he has not been turned into ' a stone or stock ; ' nor

is his will {voluntas) a non-will {noluntas)} He serves sin willingly,

not unwillingly {servit jpeccato non nolens, sed volens). In external

' Expressions used by Luther, Flacius, and the Formula of Concord. The Helvetic and

other Reformed Confessions are much more guarded on this point, and teach that man,

though totally depraved, remains a moral and responsible being in the act of sinning. Me-

lanchthon, in his later period, came to the same view, but went beyond it into svnergism.

Comp. above, pp. 262, 270.
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and worldly matters man retains his freedom even after the fall, under

the general providence of God.

Thirdly, in the regenerate state, man is free in the true and proper

sense of the term. His intellect is enlightened by the Holy Spirit to

understand the mystei'ies and the will of God ; and the will is changed

by the Spirit and endowed with the power fi-eely to will and to do

what is good (Rom. viii. 5, 6 ; Jer. xxxi. 33 ; Ezek. xxxvi. 26 ; John viii.

36 ; Phil. i. 6, 29 ; ii. 13).

In regeneration and conversion men are not merely passive, but also

active. They are moved by the Spirit of God to do of themselves

what they do. But even in the i-egenerate there remains some infirm-

ity. The flesh strives against the spirit to the end of life (Rom. vii,

14; Gal V. 17).

We condemn the Manichseans, who den}' that evil originated in the

free will of man, and the Pelagians, who teach that fallen man has

suflicient freedom to keep God's commandments. The former are re-

futed by Gen. i. 27 ; Eccles. vii. 29 ; the latter by John viii. 36.

Chap. X. The Predestination of God and the Election of

Saints.—God has from eternity predestinated or freely chosen, of his

mere grace, without any respect of men, the saints whom he will save

in Christ (Eph. i. 4 ; 2 Tim. i. 9, 10).

God elected us in Chi-ist and for Christ's sake, so that those who are

already implanted in Christ by faith are chosen, but those out of Christ

are rejected (2 Cor. xiii. 5).^

Although God knows who are his, and a ' small number of the

elect' is spoken of, yet we ought to hope well of all, and not rashly

count any one among the reprobate (2 Tim. ii. 19 ; Matt. xx. 16 ; Phil

i. 3 sqq.).

We reject those who seek out of Christ wdiether they are chosen, and

what God has decreed concerning them from eternity. We are to

hear the gospel and believe it, and be sure that if we believe and are

in Christ, we are chosen. We must listen to the Lord's invitation,

'Come unto me' (Matt. xi. 28), and believe in the unbounded love of

God, who gave his own Son for the salvation of the world, and will

'
'' Erqo non sine medio, licet non propter uUum meritum nostrum, sed in Christo et propter

Christum nos elegit JJeus, v1 qui jam sunt in Christo insiti per Jidem, illi ipsi etiain sint ele^H,

reprobi vtru, gui sunt extra Clivislutn.^
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not that ' one of tlicse little ones should perish' (John iii. 16 ; Matt,

xviii. 14;.'

Let, therefore, Christ be the mirror in which we behold our predes-

tination. We shall have a sufficiently evident and sui-e testimony of

beintj; written in the book of life if we live in communion with him,

and if in true faith he is ours and we his.

And if we are tempted concerning our predestination, let this be our

comfort—that God's promises are general to believers, as he himself

says: 'Seek, and ye shall tind, and whosoever asketh shall receive'

(Matt. vii. 8 sq.). We pray with the whole Church, ' Our Father which

art in heaven ;' by baptism we are ingrafted into the body of Christ,

and we are often fed in the Church by his j&esh and blood unto life

everlasting. Thus strengthened, let ns ' work out our own salvation

with fear and trembling, for it is God who worketh in us both to will

and to do according to his good pleasure' (Phil. ii. 12. 13).^

Chap. XL Jesus Christ true God and Man, and the only Sav-

iour OF the World.—We believe and teach that tlie Son of God, our

Lord Jesus Christ, was from eternity predestinated by the Father to be

the Saviour of the world ; that he was begotten of the Father from all

eternity in an ineffable manner (Isa. liii. 8 ; Micah v, 2 ; John i. 1).

Therefore the Son, according to his Divinity, is coequal and consub-

stantial with the Father; true God, not merely by name or adoption or

by conferring of a dignity, but in essence and nature (1 John v. 20

;

Phil. ii. 6 ; Heb. i. 2, 3 ; John v. 18 ; xvii. 5).

We abhor the blasphemous doctrine of Arius and Servetus in op-

position to the Son of God. .'.

We also believe and teach that the same eternal Son of God became

the Son of Man, of the seed of Abraham and David, not through the

will of man (Ebionites), but he was conceived by the Holy Ghost and

born of the ever -Virgin Mary {ex Maria seinper virgine)^ as taught in

the gospel history and the Epistles (Matt. i. 18 ; Luke i. 34, 35 ; 1 John

iv. 3; Heb. ii. 16). The body of Christ was therefore neither a mere

appearance, nor brought down from heaven (the Gnostics, Valentinus

* Comp. ver. 10 and 11. A very strong passage for the doctrine of infant salvation, and

so understood by Zwingli and Bullinger.

^ This Tenth Article is moderately Calvinistic or Augustinian, and neither Arminian nor

Melanchthonian (synergistic), as has sometimes been claimed. Comp. Schweizer, Central-

dogiuen, Vol. I. p. 476 ; also Sudhof's art. in Herzog.
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and Marcioii). Moreover his soul was not without reason (Apollinaris),

nor his flesli without a soul (Eunomius) ; but he had a rational soul,

and a flesh with senses capable of true suffering (Matt. xxvi. 36 ; John

xii. 27).

Hence we acknowledge in one and the same Lord Jesus Christ two

natures, a divine and a human, which are conjoined and united in one

person without absorption or confusion and mixture.

We worship one Lord Christ, not tw^o ; one true God-Man, coequal

(or of one substance, co7isubstantialis, ofioovainq) with the Father as

regards his divine natui-e, and coequal with us men, sin only excepted

(Heb. iv. 15), as regards his human natui-e.

We therefore abominate N"estorianism, which dissolves the unity of

person, and Eutjchianism, Monothelitism, and Monophjsitism, which

destroy the proper character of the human nature.

We do not teach that the divine nature of Christ did suffer, nor that

the human nature of Christ is every where present. The true body of

Christ was not deified so as to put off its properties and to be absorbed

into the divine substance. But we believe that our Lord Jesus Christ

did truly suffer for us in the flesh (1 Pet. iii. 18 ; iv. 1), and that the

Lord of glory was crucified for us (1 Cor. ii. 8). For we accept be-

lievingly and reverently the ' communication of properties,' which is

deduced from the Scriptures and employed by the ancient Church in

explaining and harmonizing seemingly contradictory passages.^

We believe and teach that Christ, in the same flesh in which he

died, rose from the dead (Luke xxiv. 30), and ascended to the right

hand of God in the highest heaven (Eph. iv. 10), which signifies his

elevation to the divine majesty and power, but also a definite place

(John xiv. 2 ; Acts iii. 21).

The same Christ will come again to judgment, when the wickedness

* ''Nam covimunirationem idiomatum ex Scripturis petitam et ab universa vetustate in ex-

plicandis componendisque Scripitirarum locis in speriem pugnantihus usurpatarn, religiose et

reverenter recipimus et usurpamus. ' It is an error, therefore, to charge the Reformed Church

with rejecting the communicatio idiomatum. It admits the communication of the properties

of one nature to the whole person, but denies the communication of the properties of one

nature to the other, viz., the genus majestaticum, so called, whereby the infinite attributes of

the divine nature (as omnipresence and omnipotence) are ascribed to the human nature, and
the genus tapeinoticon, whereby the finite attributes of the human nature are ascribed to the

divine. Either of these forms leads necessarily to a Eutychian confusion of natures. The
Lutheran Church teaches the genus mnjestaticum, as a support to its doctrine of the Eucharist,

but rejects the genus tapeinoticon.
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of the world shall have reached the higliest point, and Antichrist cor-

rupted the true religion. He will destroy Antichrist, and judge the

quick and the dead (2 Thess. ii. S; Acts xvii. 51,52; 1 Thess. iv. 17).

The believers will enter into the mansions of the blessed ; the unbe-

lievers, with tlie devil and his angels, will be cast into everlasting

torment (Matt. xxv. 41 ; 2 Tim. ii. 11 ; 2 Pet. iii. 7).

We reject all who deny the real resurrection ; who teach the ulti-

mate salvation of all the godless, and even the devil. We also reject

the Jewish dream of a millennium, or golden age on earth, before the

last judgment.

We believe and teach that Christ is the only Redeemer of the whole

world, in whom all are saved that were saved befoi-e the law, und;'r

the law, and under the gospel, or will yet be saved to the end of tlie

world (John x. 1, 7 ; Acts iv. 12 ; xv. 11 ; 1 Cor. x. 1, 4 ; Rev. xiii. 8).

We therefore confess and teach with a loud voice : Jesus Christ is

the only Saviour of the world, the King and High-priest, the true

Messiah, whom all the shadows and types of the Law and the Prophets

did prefigure and promise. God did send him to us, and we need not

look for another. There remains nothing but that we should give all

glory to him, believe in him, and rest in him alone.

And, to say much in a few words, we sincerely believe and loudly

confess all that has been determined out of the Holy Scriptures con-

cerning the mystery of the incarnation of our Lord Jesus Chi-ist, and

is contained in the creeds and decrees of the first four oecumenical

Councils held in Nicese, Constantinople, Ephesus, and Chalcedon, in

the Creed of St. Athanasius, and all similar creeds; and we reje(;t all

"ontrary to the same. In this manner we retain, unchanged and entire,

the Christian, orthodox, and catholic faith ; knowing that notliing is

contained in the aforesaid creeds which does not correspond with the

Word of God and aid in setting forth the true faith.'

' An express and emphatic indorsement of the oecumenical Creeds, on the ground of their

agreement with the Scriptures: '' Et ut paucis multa hujus caus<e dicawus, qun-cunque de in-

carnationis Domini nostri Jexu Christi inysterio definita sunt ex Scripturis Sanctis, et compre-

hensa symholis ac sententiis quatuor primarum et prcestantissimarum Si/nodorum relehrataruin

Nicete, Constantinopoli, Epftesi, et Chalredone, vna cum beati Athannsii Si/viholo, et omnihus

his similihus si/viholis, rredimus corde sijncero, et ore lihero ingenue jirojitemur, coridpiniinnfes

omnia his contraria. Atqtie ad hunc modmn retinemvs inviolatam sive integrmn tidein Chri-

stianam, orthodoxam atque catholicavi : scientes, sj/m/iolis prcrdictis nihil contiiieri, quod non

sit conforme Verio Dei, et prorsus faciat ad synceravi Jidei exp/icationem.'
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Chap. XII. Tup: Law of God.—The law of God explains the will of

God and the difference between what ib good and bad, just and unjust.

It is therefore good and holy. It is twofold : the law of nature in-

scribed on the hearts of men (Kom, ii. 15), and the written law of

Moses. The latter we divide for perspicuity's sake into the moral law,

comprehended in the two tables of the Decalogue (Exod. xx. ; Deut.

v.); the ceremonial law, concerning worship and sacred rites; and the

judicial, concerning polity and economy.

The law of God is complete, and allows no addition nor subtraction

(Deut. iv. 2 ; Isa. xxx. 21). It is given to us, not that by keeping it we
might be justified, but that we may be led to a knowledge of sin and

guilt, and, despairing of our own strength, turn by faith to Christ

(Kom. iv. 15 ; iii. 20 ; viii. 3 ; Gal. iii. 21-24). Christ is the end of the

law, and redeemed us from the curse of the law (Rom. x. 4; Gal. iii.

13). He enables us to fulfill the law, and his righteousness and obe-

dience are imputed to us through faith.

The law is abolished inasmuch as it no more condemns and works

wrath in them that believe, who are under grace, and not under the

law. Besides, Christ has fulfilled all the types of the law, and put the

substance in the place of the shadows ; in him we have all fullness.

Nevertheless, the law is useful in showing us all virtues and vices, and

in regulating the life of new obedience. Christ did not come to de-

stroy, but to fulfill the law (Matt. v. 17).

We therefore condemn old and modern Antinomianisra.

Chap. XIII. The Gospel of Jesus Christ.—The law works wrath

and announces the curse (Rom. iv. 15 ; Deut. xxvii. 26) ; the gospel

announces grace and blessing (John i. 17). Nevertheless, those who

lived before and under the law were not deprived altogether of the

gospel, but had great promises (Gen. iii. 15 ; xxii. 18 ; xlix. 10). The

promises were partly temporal, partly spiritual and eternal. By the

gospel promises the fathers obtained salvation in Christ.

In the strict sense of the term the gospel is the glad tidings of sal-

vation by Christ, in whom we have forgiveness, redemption, and ever-

lasting life. Hence the history of Christ recorded by the four Evan-

gelists is justly called the gospel.

Coinpared with the legalism of the Pharisees the gospel appeared to

be a new doctrine, as it is even now called new by the Papists ; but in
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fact it is the oldest doctrine, for God foreordained from eternity to

save the world through Christ, and has revealed this plan in the gospel

(2 Tim. i. 9, 10). It is therefore a grave error to call our evangelical

faith a recent innovation.

Chap. XIV. Of Repentance and Conversion.—Repentance (jLitra-

voia) is a change of heart produced in a sinner hy the word of the gos-

pel and the Holy Spirit, and includes a knowledge of native and actual

depravity, a godly sori"ow and hatred of sin, and a determination to

live hereafter in virtue and holiness. True repentance is turning to

God and all good, and turning away from the devil and all evil. It is

the free gift of God, and not the result of our own strength (2 Tim.

ii. 25).

We have examples of true repentance in the w^oraan that was a sin-

ner (Luke vii. 38), in Peter after his fall (xxii. 62), in the prodigal son

(xv. 18), and the publican in the temple (xviii. 13).

It is sufficient to confess our sins to God in pi'ivate and in the pub-

lic service ; it is not necessary to confess to a priest, for this is nowhere

commanded in the Scriptures ; although we may seek counsel and

comfort from a minister of the gospel in time of distress and trial

(comp. James v. 16).

The keys of the kingdom of heaven, out of which the Papists forge

sw^ords, sceptres, and crowns, are given to all legitimate ministers of

the Church in the preaching of the gospel and the maintenance of dis-

cipline (Matt. xvi. 19 ; John xx. 23 ; Mark xvi. 15 ; 2 Cor. v. 18, 19).

We condemn the prolitable popish doctrine of penance and of indul-

gences, and apply to them Peter's word to Simon Magus :
' Thy money

perish with thee' (Acts viii. 20).

Chap. XV. Of Tkce Justification of Believers.— 'To justify'

means, with the Apostle when treating of this subject, to remit sins,

to absolve from guilt and punishment, to receive into grace, and to

pronounce just (Rom. viii. 33 ; Acts xiii. 38 ; Deut. xxv. 1 ; Isa. v. 23).

By nature we are all simiers and guilty of death before the tribunal

of God, and we can be justified only b}^ the merits of Christ crucified

and risen again. For his sake God is reconciled, and imputes to us not

our sins, but the righteousness of Christ as our own, so that we are

purged and absolved from sin, death and damnation, and heirs of

eternal life. Properly speaking, God alone justifies and justifies only
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for Christ's sake, not imputing to us our sins, but the righteousness of

Christ.

We therefore teach and believe, with the Apostle, that the sinner is

justified by faith alone in Christ {sola fide in Christwm)^ not b}^ the law,

nor by any works (Rom. iii. 28 ; iv. 2 sqq. ; Eph. ii. 8, 9). Righteous-

ness is imputed to faith because it receives Christ as our righteousness

and ascribes all to the grace of God, but not because it is our work : it

is the gift of God. As we receive food by eating, so faith appropri-

ates Christ.

We do not divide justification by ascribing it partly to the grace of

God or to Christ, and partly to our works or merits, but solely and

exclusively to the grace of God in Christ through faith. We must first

be justified before we can do good works. Lo\e is derived from faith

(1 Tim. i. 5 ; Gal. v. 6).

Therefore we speak here not of a false, dead faith, but of a living

and vivifying faith which lives in Christ, our life, and proves its life by

living works. Even James (chap, ii.) does not contradict our doctrine,

for he speaks of a dead faith which even demons have, and he shows

that Abraham proved his living and justifying faith by works.

Chap. XYI. Faith and Good Works, theie Reward and the

Merit of Man.—Christian faith is not a human opinion and persua-

sion, but a most firm confidence and clear and steady assent of the

mind, a most certain apprehension of the truth of God as laid down in

the Scriptures and the Apostles' Creed, and therefore of God himself

as the highest good, and especially of the divine promise and of Christ,

who is the crown of all promises. Such a faith is a free gift of God,

who of his grace grants it to his elect through his Holy Spirit by means

of the preaching of the gospel and believing prayer when and in what

measure he pleases. This faith has degrees and is subject to growth

;

hence the prayer of the Apostles :
' Lord, increase our faith ' (Luke

xvii. 5). [Then follow a number of Scripture proofs : Heb. xi. 1 ; 2

Cor. i. 20; Phil. i. 29; Rom. xii. 3; 2 Thess. ii. 3; Rom. x. 16; Acts

xiii. 48 ; Gal. v. 6, etc.]

We teach that good works proceed from a living faith, through the

Holy Spirit, and are done by believers according to the will and rule

of the Word of God (2 Pet. i. 5 sqq. ; 1 Thess. iv. 3, 6, 23).

Good works must be done, not to merit thereby eternal life, which is

Vol. L—D d
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a free gift of God (Rom. vi. 23), nor for ostentation or from selfishnesa

which the Lord rejects (Matt. vi. 2 ; xxiii. 5), but for the glory of God,

to adorn our calHng and to show our gratitude to God, and for the

good of our neighbor (Matt. v. 16 ; Eph. iv. 1 ; Coh iii. 17 ; Phil. ii. 4;

Tit. iii. 14). Although we teach that man is justified by faith of

Christ and not by any works, we do not condenni good works. Man is

created and regenerated by faith in order to work unceasingly what is

good and useful. 'Every good tree bringeth forth good fruit' (Matt,

vii. 17). 'He that abideth in me, the same bringeth forth much fruit'

(John XV. 5). 'We are God's workmanship, created in Christ Jesus

unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we should walk

in them' (Eph. ii. 10).

We condemn, therefore, all who despise good works or declare them

useless; at the same time \ve do not deem them necessary to salva-

tion, in the sense that without them no one was ever saved ; for we are

saved by Christ alone ; but good works are necessarily born of faith,

and improperly salvation may be ascribed to them which properly is

ascribed to grace (Rom. xi. 6).

God is well pleased and approves of works which are done by us

through faith (Acts x. 35 ; Col. i. 9, 10). He also richly rewards them

(Jer. xxxi. 16 ; Matt. v. 12 ; x. 42). But we ascribe this reward not to

the merits of man who receives it, but to the goodness and faithfulness

of God who promises and grants it, although he owes nothing to his

creatures. Even if we have done all, we are unprofitable servants

(Luke xvii. 10). We say with Augustine, that God crowns and rewards

in us, not our merits, but the gifts of his grace. It is a reward of

grace, not of merit. We have nothing but what we have received

(corap. 1 Cor. iv. 7).

We therefore condemn those who so defend the merits of men as to

set at naught the grace of God.

Chap. XVII. Of the Catholic and Holy Chukch of God, and of

THE only Head of the Church.—Since God willed from tlie begin-

ning that men should be saved and come to the knowledge of truth, it

follows of necessity that there always was, and now is, and shall be to

the end of time, a Church or an assembly of believers and a communion

of saints, called and gathered from the world, who know and worship

the true God in Christ our Saviour, and partake by faith of all the
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benefits freely offered through Christ. They are fellow-citizens of the

same household of God (Eph. ii. 19). To this refers tlie article in the

Creed: 'I believe the holy catholic Church, the communion of saints.'

And as tliere is but one God, one Mediator between God and man,

Jesus the Messiah, one pastor of the whole flock, one head of this body,

one Spirit, one salvation, one faith, one testament or covenant, there

must needs be but one Church, which we call catholic, that is, universal,

spread throughout all parts of the world and all ages.

We therefore condemn the Donatists, who confined the Church to

some corners of Africa, and also the Roman exclusiveness, which pre-

tends that the Ruuian Church alone is the catholic Church.

The Chui'ch is divided, not in itself, but on account of the diversity

of its meuibers. There is a Church militant on earth struggling

against the flesh, the world, and the devil, and a Church triumphant

in heaven rejoicing in the presence of the Lord ; nevertheless there is

a communion between the two. The Church militant is again divided

into particular Churches. It was differently constituted among the

Patriarchs, then under Moses, then under Christ in the gospel dispen-

sation ; but there is only one salvation in the one Messiah, in whom

all are united as members of one body, partaking of the same spiritual

food and drink. We enjoy a greater degree of light and more perfect

liberty.

This Church is called the house of the living God (1 Tim. iii. 15),

built of lively and spiritual stones (1 Pet. ii. 5), resting on an immova-

ble rock, the only foundation (1 Cor. iii. 11), the ground and pillar of

the truth (1 Tim. iii. 15). It can not err as long as it rests on the rock

Christ, on the foundation of the Prophets and Apostles ; but it errs

as often as it departs from him who is the truth.* The Church is also

called a virgin, the bride of Christ, the only and beloved (2 Cor. xi. 2),

and the body of Christ, because the believers are living members of

Christ under him the head (Eph. i. 23, etc.).

The Church can have no other head than Christ. He is the one

universal pastor of his flock, and has promised his presence to the end

of the world. He needs, therefore, no vicar; for this would imply

• 'Non errat ilia, quamdiu innititur petrcE Christo et fimdamento Prophetarum et Aposto-

lorum. Nee mirum, si erret, quoties deserit ilium, qui solus est Veritas.
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his absence. [Those who introduce a double headship and govern-

ment in the Church plainly belong to the en-orists condemned by the

Apostles (2 Pet. ii. ; Acts xx. ; 2 Cor. xi. ; 2 Thess. ii.).]

'

But by rejecting the Roman head we do not introduce disorder

and confusion into the Church of Christ, since we adhere to the gov-

ernment delivered by the Apostles before there was any Pope. The

Roman head preserves the tyranny and corruption in the Church, and

opposes and destroys all just reformation.

They object that since our separation from Rome all sorts of con-

troversies and divisions have arisen. As if there had never been any

sects and dissensions in the Roman Church, in the pulpits, and among

the people ! God is indeed a God of order and peace (1 Coi-. xiv. 33)

;

nevertheless there were parties and divisions even in the Apostles'

Church (Acts xv. ; 1 Cor. iii. ; Gal. ii.). God overrules these divisions

for his glory and for the illustration of truth.

Communion with the true Church of Christ we highly esteem, and

deny that those who separate from it can live before God. As there

was no salvation out of the ark of Noah, so there is no certain sal-

vation out of Christ, who exhibits himself to the elect in the Church

for their nourishment.^

But we do not so restrict the Church as to exclude those who from

unavoidable necessity and unwillingly do not partake of the sacra-

ments, or who are weak in faith, or still have defects and errors. God

' The passage in brackets, according to the Zurich MS., was substituted by Bullinger on

the margin for the following sentence, which he wished to have canceled (see note in Nie-

meyer, p. 501) : 'We reject the Romish fiction concerning an official head and title of the

servant of the servants of Christ; for experience proves that this is an empty boast, and that

the Pope makes himself an enemy of Christ, and exalts himself above God, sitting in the

temple of God, and showing himself that he is God' (2 Thess. ii. 4).

'
'' Ut extra arcam No'i non erat ulla salus, pereunte mundo in diluvio, ita credimus, extra

Christum, qui se electis in Ecclesia fruendum praebet, nullam esse snlutem rertam : et p7-oinde

docemus, vivere volentes non oportere se/iarari a vera Christi Ecc.lesia.' This high estimate

of the Church reminds one of Cyprian's ''Extra ecclesiani nulla salus,' of Tertullian's ^Qui

ecrlesiam non habet matrem, Deum non hnbet patrem,' and of Augustine's '' E<jo evangelio non

crederem, nisi me conimoveret ecclesice auctoritas.' Calvin, in his Institutes (lib. IV. c. 1),

uses similar language. But we must remember that the Calvinistic system does not bind

election to the visible means of grace, and admits the possibility of salvation without baptism

Bullinger denies only the certainti/ of salvation (salute?n certain) outside of the Church (comp.

above what follows) ; and so must be understood the Westminster Confession of Faith,

Ch. XXV. 2, when it asserts that out of the visible catholic or universal Chinch 'iliere is no

ordinary possibility of salvation.'
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had frieTids even outside of the Jewisli people. We know what hap-

pened to Peter, and to chosen believers from day to day, and we know

that the Apostle censured the Christians in Galatia and Corinth for

grave offenses, and yet calls them holy churches of Christ. Yea, God

may at times by a righteous judgment allow the Church to be so ob-

scured and shaken as to appear almost annihilated, as in the days of

Elijah (1 Kings xix. 18; comp. Rev. vii. 4, 9); but even then he has

his true worshipers, even seven thousand and more ; for ' the founda-

tion of God starjdeth sure, having this seal, the Lord knoweth them that

are his' (2 Tim, ii. 19). Hence the Church may be called invisible,

not that the men composing it are invisible, but because they are

known only to God, while we are often mistaken in our judgment.

There ai'e also many hypocrites in the Church, who outwardly conform

to all the ordinances, but will ultimately be revealed in their true char-

acter and be cut off (1 John ii. 19 ; Matt. xiii. 24, 47).

The true unity of the Church is not to be sought in ceremonies and

rites, but in the truth and in the catholic faith, as laid down in the

Scriptures and summed up in the Apostles' Creed. Among the an-

cients there was a great diversity of rites without dissolving the unity

of the Church.

Chap. XVIII. On the Ministers of the Church, their Institution

AND Offices.—God always used ministers for gathering and govern-

ing the Church (Rom. x. 14, 17 ; John xiii. 20 ; Acts xvi. 9 ; 1 Cor.

iii. 9, etc.).

God employed the Patriarchs, Moses, and the Prophets as teachers

of their age. At last he sent his only-begotten Son, filled with infinite

wisdom, to be our infallible guide. Christ chose the Apostles, and

these ordained pastors in all the Churches (Acts xiv. 23), whose suc-

cessors have taught and governed the Church to this day.

The ministers of the New Testament are called Apostles, prophets,

evangelists, bishops, presbyters, pastors, and teachers (1 Cor. xii. 28

;

Eph. iv. 11). In subsequent times other names were introduced, as

patriarchs, archbishops, metropolitans, archpresbyters, deacons, and sub-

deacons, etc. But we are satisfied with the offices instituted by the

Apostles for the teaching and governing of the Church.

A mhiister should be lawfully called and chosen by the Church, and

gKcel in sacred learning, pious eloquence, prudence, and unblemislied
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character (1 Tim. iii. 2 ; Tit. i. 5). When elected, a minister should be

oidained of the elders by public prayer and the laying on of hands.

We reject arbitrary intruders and incompetent pastors. But we ac-

knowledge that innocent simplicity may be more useful than haughty

learning.

A minister of the New Testament is not a priest, as in the Jewish

dispensation, offering sacrifices for the living and the dead. Christ is

our eternal Iligh-priest, who fulfilled and abolished typical sacrifices

by his one perfect sacrifice on the cross ; and all believers are priests

offering spiritual sacrifices—namely, thanksgiving and praise to God

continually.

All ministers are equal in power and commission. Bishops and

presbyters were originally the same in ofiice, and governed the Church

by their united services, mindful of the words of the Lord :
' He who

will be chief among you, let him be your servant' (Luke xxii. 26).

Jerome {Com. on Titus) says :
' Before, by the instigation of the devil,

party spirit and sectarianism arose, the churches were governed by the

common counsel of the presbyters ; but afterwards, when every one

thought that those whom he had baptized belonged to him, not to Christ,

it was decreed that one of the presbyters should by election be placed

over the rest, and be intrusted with the care of the whole Church, and

thus the seed of schisms be destroyed,' But Jerome does not present

this decree as divine, for he soon adds that presbyters and bishops

know that this distinction is based on ecclesiastical custom, and not on

divine command. Therefore no one can be lawfully forbidden to re-

turn from human custom to the ancient constitution of the Church of

Christ.

The chief duties of ministers are the preaching of the gospel, the ad-

ministration of the sacraments, the care of souls, and the maintenance

of discipline. To do this effectually they must live in the fear of God,

pray constantly, study the Scriptures diligently, be always watchful,

and shine before all by purity of life. In the exercise of discipline,

they should remember that the power was given to them for edifica-

tion and not for destruction (2 Cor. x. 8 ; coinp. Matt. xiii. 29).

We reject the error of the Donatists, who make the efficacy of the

preaching and the sacraments to depend on the moral character of the

minister. The voice of Christ must be heaid and obeyed even out of
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the mouth of an unworthy servant (Matt, xxiii. 3) ; and tlie sacraments

are efficacious to the worthy recipient by virtue of their divine appoint-

ment and the Word of Christ. On these things St. Augustine has

much disputed from the Scriptures against the Donatists.

Nevertheless, proper control and discipline should be exercised over

the doctrine and conduct of ministers in synods. False or immoral

teachers should not be tolerated, but warned or deposed. We do not

disapprove general or oecumenical councils if they are conducted, ac-

cording to the apostolic example (Acts xv.), for the welfare, and not

for the corruption of the Church.

As the laborer is worthy of reward, the minister is entitled to the

maintenance of himself and family from the congregation he serves

(1 Cor. ix. 9 sqq. ; 1 Tim. v. 18, etc.). Against the Anabaptists, who

denounce ministers living off their ministry.

Chap. XIX. The Sackaments of the Church of Christ.—With

the preaching of the Word are joined sacraments or sacred rites insti-

tuted by God as signs and seals of his promises for the strengthening

of our faith, and as pledges on our part for our consecration to him.

The sacraments of the Jewish dispensation were circumcision and

the paschal lamb; the sacraments of the Christian dispensation are

baptism and the Lord's Supper.

The Papists count seven sacraments. Of these we acknowledge re-

pentance, ordination of ministers, and marriage as useful institutions

of God, but not as sacraments. Coniirmation and extreme unction are

inventions of men, which may be abolished without any loss. We ab-

hor all merchandise carried on with the sacraments by Romish priests.

The supreme benefit of the sacraments is Christ the Sa\iour, that

Lamb of God slain for our sins from the foundation of the world, and

that Rock of which all our fathers drank. So far the sacraments of

the Old and New Testaments are the same. But we have the abidinor

substance.

Sacraments consist of the Word, the sign, and the thing signified.

By the Word of God and institution of Christ they become sacraments

and are sanctified. The sign in baptism is water, the thing signified is

regeneration or the washing from sins. The sign in the Lord's Sup-

per is bread and wine, the thing signified is the veritable body and

blood of Christ sacrificed for us. The signs are not changed into the
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things signified ; for then thej would cease to be sacramental signs,

representing the things signified ; but they are sacred and efticacious

signs and seals. For he who instituted baptism and the Supper intend-

ed that we should receive not the outward form only, but the inward

blessing, that we should be truly washed from all our sins through

faith, and be made partakers of Christ.

The truth and power of the sacraments depend neither on the wor-

thiness of the minister nor that of the receiver, but on the faithfulness

of God. Unbelievers do not receive the things offered ; but the fault is

in men, whose unbelief duth not annul the faith of God (Rom. iii. 3).

Chap. XX. Of Holy Baptism.— Baptism is instituted by Christ

(Matt, xxviii. 19; Mark xvi. 15). There is only one baptism in the

Church ; it lasts for life, and is a perpetual seal of our adoption. To

be baptized in the name of Christ is to be enrolled, initiated, and re-

ceived into the covenant, into the family and the inheritance of the

sons of God, that, cleansed from our sins by the blood of Christ, we

may lead a new and innocent life. We are internally regenerated

by the Holy Ghost, but we receive publicly the seal of these blessings

by baptism. Water washes away filth, and refreshes and comforts the

body; the grace of God inwardl}' and invisibly cleanses the soul.

By baptism we are separated from the world and consecrated to

God. In baptism we confess our faith and pledge obedience to God.

We are enrolled into the holy army of Christ to fight against the

world, the fiesh, and the devil.

Later human additions to the primitive form of baptism, such as ex-

orcism, the use of burning light, oil, salt, spittle, we judge to be un-

necessary.

Baptism is not to be administered by women or by midwives, but by

the ministers of the Church.

We condemn those who deny that children of believers should be

baptized. For to children belongs the kingdom of God, and they are

in covenant with God—why then should not the sign of the covenant

be given to them ? We are therefore no Anabaptists, and have no

communion with them.

Chap. XXI. Of the Holy Supper of our Lord.—The Lord's Sup-

per, or Eucharist, is a grateful commemoration of the benefits of re-

demption, and a spiritual feast of believers instituted by Christ, wherein
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he nourishes ns with his own flesli and blood h\ true faith unto eternal

life. It signilies and seals to us the greatest beneiit and blessing ever

confei-red on the i-ace of mortals, that he truly delivered his body and

shed his blood for the remission of our sins. In it we eat his flesh

which is meat indeed, and drink his blood which is drink indeed (Matt.

xxvi. 20 sqq. ; Luke xxii. 19 ; 1 Cor. xi. 21 sqq. ; John vi. 51 sqq.).

This eating is not corporeal and Capernaitic, by the mouth and the

stomach, but spiritual, i. e., by the Holy Ghost through faith. ' The

flesh,' corporeally eaten, ' proflteth nothing ; it is the spirit that quick-

eneth ' (John vi. 63). ' I am the bread of life ; he that cometh unto

me shall never hunger; and he that believeth on me shall never thirst'

(John vi. 51). So that eating and drinking here means to come unto

Christ and to believe in him. As Augustine says: 'Why preparest

thou the tooth and the stomach? Believe, and thou hast eaten.'

Besides the spiritual eating, in the daily communion of the soul with

Christ, there is also a sacramental eating, whereby the believer not only

inwardly partakes of Christ, but also receives the visible signs and

seals of his body and blood at the Lord's table.^ And with the signs

he receives the thing itself.^ He is nourished and strengthened by

spiritual food. The signs are also sure pledges that Christ died not

only for men in general, but also individually for every believing com-

municant. Besides, in partaking of this ordinance we obey the com-

mand of our Lord, celebrate his atoning death, give thanks for the

great redemption, and openly profess our faith before the congi-egation.

But those who commune unworthily and without faith receive only

the visible signs to their own condemnation or judgment (1 Cor. xi.

27 sqq.).

We therefore do not so conjoin the body and blood of Christ with

' ' Prcefer sujieriorem viandvcationem spiritualem est et sacramentalis manducatio corporis

Domini, qua Jidelis non tantum sjtiritualiter et interne participat vero corpore et sanguine

Domini, sed /oris etiam accedendo ad mensam Domini accipit visibile corporis et sangui-

nis Domini sacramentum.^ This is strangely mistranslated by Owen Jones (1. c. p. 173):

'Moreover, also, the sacramental eating of the body of the Lord is a superior spiritual eat-

ing,' etc. Bullinger riglnly distinguishes between the purely spiritual communion with

Christ's flesh and blood (i. e., his real humanity), spoken of in the sixth chapter of John, and

the sacramental communion in the Eucharist, which includes all the benefit of the former

with the additional blessing of the visible signs and seals of Christ's body broken for us, and

Christ's blood shed for us.

* ' Qui /oris vera fide sacramentum percipit, idem ille non signum duntaxat percipit, sed re

ipsa quoque, ut diximus,/ruitur.'
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bread and wine as to say that the bread itself is the body (except

sacranientally), or that the body of Christ is coi-poreally liid under the

bread, and should be adored under the form of bread, or that whosoever

receives the signs receives also necessarily the thing itself. [Against

the Lutheran theory.] The body of Christ is in heaven at tlie right

hand of the Father (Mark xvi. 19 ; lleb. viii. 1 ; xii. 2) ; and hence we

must raise our hearts to heaven.

And yet he is not absent from his people when they celebrate his

communion. For as the sun in heaven is efficaciously present with us, so

much more is Christ the sun of righteousness with us, not, indeed, cor-

poreally, but spiritually by his enlivening and vivifying operation, even

as he in the Last Supper explained that he himself would be })resent

with us (John xiv.-xvi,). Hence we have not a Supper without Christ,

but an unbloody and mystical Supper, as universal antiquity called it.

Moreover, the Lord's Supper reminds us that we are members of his

body, and should live peaceably with all our brethren, and grow and

persevere in holiness of life.

Therefore it is very proper that we should duly prepare ourselves by

self-examination in regard to our repentance and faith in Christ (1 Cor.

xi. 28).

As to the external celebration, we adhere to the original form, con-

sisting in the annunciation of the Word of God, devout prayers, the

Lord's action, and its repetition in breaking bread, and distri])nting it

together with the wine, in eating the body and drinking the blood of

our Lord, in grateful remembrance of his death, in thanksgiving, and

in holy reunion of the brethren as one body.

We disapprove of the withdrawal of the cup contrary to the express

command of our Lord :
' Drink ye all of it' (Matt. xxvi. 27).

The mass—whatever it may have been in ancient times—has been

turned from a salutary institution into a vain show, and surrounded

with various abuses, which justify its abolition.

Chap. XXII. Of Sacked and Ecclesiastical Assemblies.— It is

lawful and right for all men privately to read the Scriptures for editi-

cation. At the same time the maintenance of relio-ion demands reiru-

lar public services. These should be conducted decently, ni order, and

for edification, in the language understood by the people.

Chap. XXIII. Of Church Prayers. Singing, and Canonical Hours.
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—Public prayerti in sacred assemblies should be made in the \ ul«:;ar

tongue iindersttjud by all. Every prayer is to be offered to God alone,

thi-ough the sole mediation of Chiist, not to saints or through them.

Churches are at liberty to vai-y from the usual forms. Prayers are not

superstitiously to be confined to particular places or hours. Long and

tedious prayers in public asseml)lies should be avoided. Singing is not

indispensable, but lawful and desirable. Canonical hours are not pre-

scribed in the Scriptures, and are unknown to antiquity.

Chap. XXIV. Of Feasts, Fasts, and the Choice of Meats.—The

Lord's day is consecrated, from the times of the Apostles, to the wor-

ship of God and to sacred rest. But we observe it in Christian free-

dom, not with Jewish superstition, neither do we believe that one day

is in itself holier than another.

If congregations in addition commemorate the Lord's nativity, cir.

cumcision, crucifixion, resurrection, and ascension, and the outpouring

of the Holy Ghost, we greatly appi'ove of it. But feasts instituted by

men in honor of saints we reject, tliough the memory of the saints is

profitable, and should be commended to the people with exhortations

to follow their virtues.

True Christian fasting consists in temperance, abstinence, watchful-

ness, self-government, and chastisement of our flesh, that we may the

easier obey the Spirit. Such fasting is a help to prayer and all virtues.

There are also public fasts appointed in times of affliction and ca-

lamity, when people abstain fi'om food altogether till evening, and

spend all time in prayer and repentance. Such fasts are mentioned

by the Prophets (Joel ii. 12 sq.), and should be observed when the

Church is afflicted and oppressed. Private fasts are observed by each

of us as we may judge it profitable to our souls.

All fasts ought to proceed fi-om a free and willing mind, and be ob-

served in a spirit of true humility, in order to vanquish the flesh and

to serve God more fervently, but not in order to gain the favor of

men or the merit of righteousness.

The fast of forty days (Lent) has the testimony of antiquity, but is

not enjoined in the Scriptures, and ought not to be imposed upon the

conscience of the faithful. There was great diversity and freedom in

the early Church as to the time of fasting, as we learn from Irenaeus,

and Socrates the historian.
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As to the choice of meats, we hold that in fasts we should abstain

from all such food or drink as stimulates the carnal desires. But oth-

erwise we know that all the creatures of God are good (Gen, i. 31), and

may be used without distinction, but with moderation and thanksgiving

(1 Cor. X. 25 ; Tit. i. 15). Paul calls the jjrohibition of meats a doctrine

of the demons (1 Tim. iv. 1 sqq.), and reproves tliose who by excessive

abstinence wish to acquire the fame of sanctity.

Chap. XXY. Of Catechizing, and of the Visitation and Conso-

lation OF THE Sick.—The greatest care is to be bestowed on the re-

ligious instruction of the youth, especially in the Ten Commandments,

the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer, and the nature of the sacra-

ments. Churches should see to it that children receive catechetical

instruction.

It is one of the chief duties of Christian pastors to visit, comfort, and

strengthen the sick, and pray for them in private and in public. But

the extreme unction of the Papists we disapprove.

Chap. XXVI. Of the Burial of the Faithful, the Cake of the

Dead, of Purgatory, and the Apparition of Spirits.—The bodies

of believers, which are the temples of the Holy Ghost, and will rise

again in the last day, should be honorably committed to the earth,

without superstition, and their relatives, widows, and orphans should

be tenderly cared for.

We believe that the faithful after death go directly to Christ, and

need not the prayers of the living. Unbelievers are cast into hell,

from which there is no escape.

The doctrine of purgatory is opposed to the Scriptures, and to the

plenary expiation and cleansing through Christ (comp. John v. 24;

xiii. 10).

The tales about the souls of the departed appearing to the living and

requesting their services for deliverance we judge to be mockeries or

deceptions of the devil. The Lord forbids necromancy (Deut. xviii.

10) ; and the rich man was told that if his brethren on earth hear not

Moses and the Prophets, neither will they be persuaded though one

rose from the dead (Luke xvi. 30).

Chap. XXVII. Of Rights and Ceremonies.—Tlie ceremonial law

of the Jews was a schoolmaster and guai'dian to lead them to Christ,

the true Liberator, who abrogated it so that believers are no moi'e un-
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der tlie law, but under tlie gospel freedom. The Apostles would nut

lay the burden of Jewish ceremonies on the new con\erts (Acts xv. 28).

The more of human rites are accumulated in the Church, the more it

is drawn away from Christian liberty and from Christ himself, while

the ignorant seek in ceremonies what they should seek in Christ

through faith. A few pure and moderate rites consistent with the

Word of God are sufficient.

Difference in ceremonies, such as existed in the ancient Church, and

exists now among us, need not to interfere with union and harmony

in doctrine and faith. In things indifferent, which are neither good

nor evil, the Church has always used liberty (1 Cor. viii. 10 ; x. 27 sqq.).

Chap. XXYIII. Of Church Peopeett.—The wealth of the Church

should be used for the maintenance of public worship and schools, the

support of ministers and teachers, and especially also for the benefit

of the poor.

Misapplication and abuse of Church property through ignorance or

avarice is a sacrilege, and calls for reformation.

Chap. XXIX. Of Celibacy, Maeeiage, and Economy.—Those who
have the gift of celibacy from heaven, so as to be pure and continent

from their whole heart, may serve the Lord in that vocation in simplic-

ity and humility, without exalting themselves above others. If not,

they should remember the apostolic word :
' It is better to marry than

to burn' (1 Cor. vii. 9).

Marriage (the remedy for incontinence, and continence itself) was

instituted by God, who blessed it richly, and inseparably joined man
and woman to live together in intimate love and harmony (Matt. xix.

5). Marriage is honorable in all, and the bed is undefiled (Heb. xiii.

4; 1 Cor. vii. 28).

We condemn polygamy, and those who reject second marriages.

Marriage should be contracted in the fear of the Lord, with the con-

sent of parents or their representatives, and for the end for which it

was instituted.

Children should be brought up in the fear of the Lord, properly sup-

ported by their parents (1 Tim. v. 8), and be taught honest arts or

trades.

We condemn the doctrine which forbids marriage, or indirectly

slights it as unholy and unclean (1 Tim. iv. 1). We execrate unclean
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celibacy, secret and open fornications, and the pretended continency of

hypocrites.

Chap. XXX. Of the Magistrate.— The civil magistrate is ap-

pointed by God himself (Rom. xiii.) for the peace and tranquillity of

the human race. If opposed to the Church, he can do nmch harm ;
if

fliendly, he can do the Church most useful service.

The duty of the magistrate is to preserve peace and public order-

to promote and protect religion and good morals; to govei-n the people

by righteous laws ; to punish the offenders against society, such as

thieves, murderers, oppressors, blasphemers, and incorrigible heretics

(if they are really heretics).^

Wars are justifiable only in self-defense, and after all efforts at peace

have been exhausted.

We condemn the Anabaptists, who maintain that a Christian should

not hold a civil office, that the magistrate has no right to punish any

one by death, or to make war, or to demand an oath.

All citizens (jwe reverence and obedience to the magistrate as the

minister of God in all righteous commands, and even their li\ es when

the public safety and welfare require it. Therefore we condemn

the despisers of the magistrate, rebels and enemies of the common-

wealth, and all who openly or artfully refuse to perform their duties

as citizens.

We pray to God, our merciful heavenly Father, to bestow his bless-

ing upon princes and rulers, upon us, and upon all his people, through

Jesus Christ our only Lord and Saviour : to whom be praise, and glory,

and thanksgiving, forever and ever. Amen.

* ' Coerceat et haretlcos (qui rere hfrretici sunt) incorrigihiles, Dei majestatem hiasphemare

et Ecclesiam JJn coiilurhare, adaique jierdere non desinentes/ The same view of the right

and duty of the civil government to punish heretics is expressed in other Confessions. The
Reformers differed from the lioman Catholics, not so much in the princijjle of jjersecution as

in the definition of heresy and the degree of punishment. Nevertheless, the Reformation in-

augurated the era of religious toleration and freedom.
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§ 56. John Calvin. His Life and Character.
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CALVIN S LIFE.

After the death of Zwingli and the treaty of Cappel (1531), the

progress of the Reformation was cliecked in German Switzerland, but

only to make a more important conquest in French Switzerland, and

from thence with the course of empire to move westward to France,

Holland, beyond the Channel, and beyond the seas.

The supremacy passed from Zurich to Geneva. Providence had

silently prepared the person and the place. The 'little corner' on the

borders of Switzerland and France, known since the days of Julius

Cajsar, was predestinated, by its location and preceding history, for a

great international mission, and has nobly fulfilled it, not only in the

period of the Reformation of the Church, but also in the nineteenth

century on the held of international law and peaceful arbitration.

After varying fortunes, Geneva became an independent asylum of

civil and religious freedom, and furnished the best base of operation
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for John Calvin, who, though a Frenchman by birth and a Swiss by adop-

tion,was a cosmopolitan in spirit, and acted as the connecting link between

the Germanic and Latin races in the work of reform. Farel, Viret, and

Froment had destroyed the power of Popery, but to Calvin was left the

more difficult task of reconstruction and permanent organization.

John Calvin,' the greatest theologian and disciplinarian of the giant

race of the Reformers, and for commanding intellect, lofty charac-

ter, and far-reaching influence one of the foremost leaders in the

history of Christianity, was born at Noyon, in Picardy, July 10, 1509.

His father, Gerard Chauvin, a man of severe morals, was secretary to

the Bishop of Xoyon ; his mother, a beautiful and devout, but otherwise

not remarkable woman. He received his first training with the chil-

dren of a noble family (de Mommor), to which he was gratefully at-

tached. His ambitious father destined him for the clerical profession,

and secured him even in his twelfth year the benefice of a chaplaincy

of the cathedral—an abuse not infrequent in those days of decay of

ecclesiastical discipline. He received the tonsure, but not the ordina-

tion for the priesthood ; while Zwingli and Knox were once priests, and

Luther both priest and doctor, in the Church they were called to re-

form. His elder brother, Charles, became a priest at Noyon, and died

a libertine and an infidel in the same year in which John proclaimed

his faith to the world (1536)—as if to repeat the staitling contrast of

Esau and Jacob, reprobation and election, from the same womb.^

Another remarkable coincidence is the fact that the Reformer studied

scholastic philosophy under the same Spanish instructor of the College

de Montaigu at Paris in which a few years afterwards Ignatius Loyola,

' The Latinized form of the French Chauvin or Cauvin. He snnk, even in name, his nation-

ality in his catholicity.

^ Guizot (pp. 1.53, lo.")) :
' Evidently Charles Calvin lived and died a dissolute man and an

nnbeliever, and at the same time remained chaplain of the Catholic church of his native town.

The sixteenth century abounds in similar instances. . . . Tlie same thing was going on every

where; unbelievers and fervent Christians, libertines and men of the most austere lives, were

springing up and living side by side. Two contrary winds were blowing over Europe at that

period, one carrying with it skepticism and licentiousness, while the other breathed only Chris-

tian faith and the severest morality. One of these arose chiefly from the revival of the ancient

literature and philosophy of Greece and Rome ; the other sprang from the struggles made in

the Church itself, and in its councils, to arrive at a reform which was at the same time greatly

desired and fiercely opposed. ... It was, in short, the age which produced Erasmus and Lu-

ther in Germany, and Montaigne and Calvin in France.' Merle d'Aubigne' (Vol. V. p. 4.5.5)

conjectures that (.Charles Calvin became a convert to Protestantism on his death-bed, for

which the infuriated priests had him buried by night between the four pillars of a gibbet.

Vol. I.—E e
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the famous founder of Jesuitism—the very opposite pole of Calvinism

— laid the foundation of his counter-reformation.'

Calvin received the best education which France could afford, in the

Universities of Orleans, Bourges, and Paris, first for the priesthood,

then, at the request of his father, for the law.^ He early distinguished

himself by excessive industi-y, which undermined his constitution, se-

vere self-discipline, and a certain censoriousness, for which he was called

by his fellow-students ' the Accusative Case.' ^ He made rapid prog-

i-ess. E\en as a student of nineteen he was often called to the chair

of an absent professor, so that (as Beza says) he was considered a doc-

tor rather than an auditor. When he left the university he was the

most promising literary man of the age. He might have attained the

highest position in France, had not his religious convictions undergone

a radical change.

Protestant ideas were then pervading the atmosphere and agitating

the educated classes of France even at the court, which was divided

on the question of religion. Two of Calvin's teachers, Cordier (or

Corderius, who afterwards followed him to Geneva) and Wolraar,

were friendly to refoi-ni, and one of his relatives, Oliv^tan, became

soon afterwards (1534) the first Protestant translator of the Bible into

French. He seems, however, to have exerted as much influence on

them as they exerted on him.*

His first work was a commentary on Seneca's book on Mercy ^ which

he published at his own expense, April, 1532.^ It moves in the circle

« Kampschulte, Vol. I. p. 223.

* It seems (according to Jacques Le Vasseur, 1. c. 1153 sqq., as quoted by Kampschulte,

Vol. I. p. 226) that Gerard Chauvin became involved in difficulty with his ecclesiastical su-

periors, and was even excommunicated. Kampschulte conjectures that this was probably the

reason why he ordered his son to exchange the study of theology for that of law. But Cal-

vin himself (in his Commentary on tlie Psalms) assigns a differcTit motive :
'' Mon pere tnavoit

destine a la Thcoloijie ; jiiais puis a]>ris, (Vautant quil ronsideroit que la science des Loix

comviuneinent enrichit ceux qui la sui/vent, cesfe esperanre luxf fait incontinent changer d'avis.'

The study of the law was of great use to Calvin in the organization and control of Church

and State in Geneva.

' A notice of Jacques Le Vasseur, which agrees with Beza's statement that lie was ^ tenera

cetate inirum in uiodum reliffiosus' and ^ severus omnium in suis sodalibus ritioruvi. censor.

* According to Beza and Stahelin (Vol. I. p. 8S), Calvin took part even in the first edition

of Olivetan's French New Testament (l.")34). But this seems to be an error; see Reuss,

Revue de Theoloi/ie, 18(iG, No. III. p. 318, and Kampschulte, p. 247. He revised, however, the

second edition, which included the Old Testament (lo.'jr)), and wrote the preface (see Stiihelin,

PP-89sq.).
* 'Zi. Annei Se-

\
necce, Romani Senate-

\
ris, ac pidlosophi clarissi-

\
Jui, libri duo de Cle-
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of classical philology and moral philosophy, and reveals a character-

istic love for the nobler type of Stoicism, great familiarity with Greek

and Roman literature, masterly Latinity, rare exegetical skill, clear

and sound judgment, and a keen insight into the evils of despotism

and the defects of the courts of justice, but makes no allusion to

Christianity. Hence it is quite improbable that it was an indirect

plea for toleration and clemency intended to operate on the King of

France in dealing with his Protestant subjects.' Ilis earliest letters,

from 1530 to 1532, are likewise silent on religious subjects, and re-

fer to humanistic studies, and matters of friendship and business.^

His conversion to the cause of the Reformation seems to have taken

place in the latter part of 1532, about one year after the death of

Zwingli.^ The precise date and circumstances are unknown. It was-

y/ientia, ad Ne-
\
ronem Ca'sarem:

|
Joannis Calvini Novioduncei conunentariis illustrati.\

Parisiis . . . ir)32.' Reprinted from the ed. princeps in the new edition of the Opera, Vol. V.
(186i>). pp. 0-162. The commentary is preceded by a dedicatory epistle, and a sketch of the

life of .Seneca.

' As is asserted by Henry, Herzog, Dorner (p. 875), and also by Guizot (p. 162), but justly

denied by ytahelin (Vol. I. pp. 14 sqq.) and Kampschulte (p. 238). The work is not dedi-

cated to Francis I., but to Claude de Hangest, the Abbot of St. Eloy (Eligius), afterwards

Bishop of Noyon, his former schoolmate ; and the implied comparison of the French king

with Nero, and the incidental mention of the Neronian persecution ('quum Nero dirts suppli-

ciis impotenter sieviret in Christianos,' Opera, Vol. V. p. 10), would have been fatal to such an

apologetic aim. Calvin sent a copy to Erasmus, and called him 'the honor and the chief

delight of the world of letters '—/«7erarM7n alterum decus ac prim<B delicice (see his letter to

Claude de Hangest, April 4, 1532, in Herminjard, Tom. II. p. 411).

^ They were recently brought to light by Jules Bonnet and Herminjard. They are chiefly

addressed to his fellow-student, Francis Daniel, an advocate of Orleans, who acknowledged

the necessity of the Reformation, but remained in the Church of Rome. See the Edinburgh

edition of Calvin's Letters, by Bonnet, Vol. I. p. 3 ; Herminjard, Vol. II. pp. 278 sqq. ; and

Opera, Vol. X. Pt. II. pp. 8 sqq. His first letter to Daniel is dated ^ Melliani (i. e. Meillant,

south of Bourges, not Meaux, as the Edinburgh edition misunderstands it), 8 Idus Septembr.,^

and is put by Herminjard and the Strasburg editors in the year 1530 (not 1529).

^ Stahelin puts his conversion in the year 1533 (Vol. I. p. 21). But we have a familiar let-

ter from Calvin to Martin Bucer, dated Noyon, 'pridie nonas Septembres,^ probably of the

year 1 532, in which he recommends a French refugee, falsely accused of holding the opinions

of the Anabaptists, and says : 'I entreat of you. Master Bucer, if my prayers, if my tears are

of any avail, that you would compassionate and help him in his wretchedness. The poor is

left in a special manner to your care—you are the helper of the orphan. . . . Most learned

Sir, farewell; Thine from my heart (Tuus ex animo): Calvin' (J. Bonnet's Letters,Yo\. I.

pp. 9-11 ; the Latin in Opera,Yo\. X. Pt. II. p. 24). Kampschulte (Vol. I. p. 231) infers even

an earlier acquaintance of Calvin with Bucer, from a letter of Bucer to Farel, May 1, 1528,

in which he mentions a juvenis Noviodunensis studying Greek and Hebrew in Strasburg

(Herminjard, Vol. II. p. 131, and Opera, Yo\. X. Pt. II. p. O ; but this youth was probably

his relative Olive'tan, who was likewise a native of Noyon (Herminjard, Vol. II. p. 451). Be-

sides, there were several places in France of the name Noviodunum. In a letter of Oct.,
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as lie himself characterises it, a sudden change {,<mbita conversio)

fi-c)in Papal superstition to the e\angelical faith, yet not witliout pre-

vious struggles. He tenaciously adhered to the Catholic Church until

he was able to disconnect the true idea and invisible essence of the

Ohurch from its outward organization. Like Luther, he strove in vain

to attain peace of conscience by the methods of Romanism, and was

driven to a deeper sense of sin and guilt. ' Only one haven of salva-

tion is left for our souls,' he says, ' and that is the mercy of God in

Christ. We are saved by grace—not by our merits, not by our works.'

After deep and earnest study of the Scriptures, the knowledge of the

truth, like a bright light from heaven, burst upon his mind with such

force that there was nothing left for him but to abjure his sins and

errors, and to obey the will of God. He consulted not with flesh and

blood, and burned the bridge after him.*

There never was a change of conviction purer in motive, more rad-

ical in character, more fruitful and permanent in result. It bears a

striking resemblance to that still greater event near Damascus, which

transformed a fanatical Pharisee into an apostle of Jesus Christ. And
indeed Calvin was not unlike St. Paul in his intellectual and moral

constitution ; and the apostle of sovereign grace and evangelical free-

dom never had a more sympathetic expounder than the Reformer of

Geneva.

With this step Calvin renounced all prospects of a brilliant career,

upon which he had already entered, and exposed himself to the danger

of persecution and death.^ Though naturally bashful and retiring,

and seeking one quiet hiding-place after another, he was forced to

come forward. He exhorted and strengthened the timid believers,

usually closing with the words of St. Paul :
'H God be for us, who can

1533, to Francis Daniel (Bonnet, Vol. I. p. 12, and Opera, Vol. X. Ft. II. p. 27), Calvin first

speaks openly of the Reformation in Paris, the rage of the Sorbonne, and the satirical comedy

against the Queen of Navarre.

' He alludes to his conversion only twice, and briefly, namely, in the remarkable Preface to

his Commentary on the Psalms, and in his answer to Cardinal Sadolet (Opera,Yo\.Y.

pp. 389-411 sq.). In the latter he describes his mental conflicts and terrors of conscience.

' lie says (^Ad Sadoleti Epistolam, Opera, Vol. V. p. 389) that if he had consulted his per-

sonal interest he would never have left the Roman Church, where the way to honor would

have been very easy to him. Audin, in tracing Calvin's conversion to wounded ambition,

exposes (as Kampsehulte justly observes, p. 212) his utter ignorance of Calvin's character,

ivLose only nmhilion was to serve God most faithfollv.
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be against us?' There is no evidence that lie ever was ordained by

human liands to the ministry of tlie gospel; but he had an extraor-

dinary call, like that of the prophets of old, and the Apostle of the

Gentiles. This was felt by his brethren, and about a year after his

conversion he was the acknowledged leader of the Protestant party

in France.

For a while matters seemed to take a favorable turn at the court.

His friend, Nicholas Cop, a learned physician, was even elected Rector

of the University of Paris.^ At his request Calvin prepared for him

an inaugural address on Christian philosophy, w^hich Cop delivered on

All-Saints' Day, in 1533, in the Church of the Mathurins, before a

large assembly. He embraced this public occasion to advocate the

reform of the Church on the basis of the pure gospel.^ Such a prov-

ocation Catholic France had never before received. The Sorbonne

ordered the address to be burned. Cop was warned, and fled to

Basle ; Calvin—as tradition says—escaped in a basket from a win-

dow, and left Paris in the garb of a vine-dresser, scarcely know^ing

whither he was going. A few months afterwards the king himself

took a decided stand against the Reformation, and betw^een Nov. 10,

1534, and May 3, 1535, twenty-four Protestants w^ere burned alive in

Paris, while many more were condemned to less cruel sufferings.^

For more than two years Calvin wandered a fugitive evangelist,

under assumed names, from place to place. We find him at Angou

leme with his learned friend, the young canon Louis du Tillet, using

his excellent library, and probably preparing his ' Institutes ;' then at

the court of Queen Margaret of Navarre, the sister of Francis I.,

where he met Le F^vre d'Estaples (Faber Stapulensis), the aged patri-

arch of French Protestantism, and Gerard Roussel, her chaplain, who

Bultens, Historia universitatis Parisiensis,Yo\.Yl. p. 238; Kampschulte, Vol. I. p. 243.
^ The incomplete draft of this address has recently been discovered by J. Bonnet among

the manuscripts of the Geneva library. In it Calvin explains the great difference between

tlie law and the gospel, and charged the Sophists, as he called the scholastic theologians,

Nihil de fide, nihil de amore Dei, nihil de remissione peccatorum, nihil de gratia, nihil de

justificatione, nihil de veris operibus disserunt ; aut si certe disserunt, omnia caluiiiniantur,

omnia labefactant, omnia svis legibus, hoc est sophisticis coercent. Vos rogo, quotquot hie

adestis, ztt has hcereses, has in Deum contumelias numquam cequo animo fieratis.' See Kamp-
schulte, p. 244.

' This is recorded with some satisfaction by a Catholic writer in the Journal du Bourgeois

de Paris, quoted by Guizot, p. 168. That Francis I. was present at these horrible execu-

tions is denied by Michelet, Martin, and Guizot.
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advised him 'to purify the house of God, but not to destroy it;' at

Noyon (May, 1534:), where he parted with his ecclesiastical benetices

;

at Poictiers, where he celebrated, with a few friends, for the first time,

the Lord's Supper according to tlu evangelical rite, in a cave near the

town, called to this day 'Calvin's Cave ;' at Orleans, where he published

his first theological work, a tra(tt against the Anabaptist doctrine of

the sleep of the soul between death and the resurrection, using exclu-

si\ely Scriptural arguments with rare exegetical and polemical skill;'

again (towards the close of 1534) at Paris, where he met for the first

time the unfortunate Michael Servetus, and challenged him to a dis-

putation on the Trinity. But the persecution then breaking out against

the Protestants forced him to forsake the soil of France. With his

friend Du Tillet he fled to Strasburg, where he arrived utterly desti-

tute, having been robbed by an unfaithful servant, and formed an in-

timate friendship watli Bucer. Thence he went to Basle, where he

quietly studied Hebrew with Capito and Grynseus, and published the

first edition of his 'Institutes' (1536). In the spring of 1536 he spent

a short time at the court of the Duchess Renee of Ferrara, the daughter

of Louis XII., a little, deformed, but highly intelligent, noble, and pious

lady, who gathered around her a circle of friends of the Reformation,

and continued to correspond with him as her guide of conscience.^

Returning from Italy, where he was threatened by the Inquisition,^ he

paid a flying visit to Noyon, and had the pleasure to gain his only

remaining younger brother Anthony and his sister Mary to the Re-

' Psychopannychia, in Opera,Yo\.Y. pp. 165-232. The Preface is dated 'Aureliaj, ir)34.'

The second edition appeared in Basle. 1535. This work forms a contrast to his commentary

on Seneca as great as exists between the classics and the Bible. In matters relating to the

future world, Calvin allows no weight to reason and philf^ophy, but only to the Word of God.

On the merits of this book, see Stahelin, Vol. I. pp. 36 sqq.

' Guizot, speaking at some length of this correspondence, makes the remark (p. 207): ' I

do not hesitate to affirm that the great Catholic bishops, who in the seventeenth century di-

rected the consciences of the mightiest men in France, did not fulfill the difficult task with

more Christian firmness, intelligent justice, and knowledge of the world than Calvin displayed

in his intercourse with the Duchess of Ferrara. And the Duchess was not the only person

towards whom he fulfilled this duty of a Christian pastor. His correspondence shows that

he exercised a similar influence, in a spirit equally lofty and judicious, over the consciences

of many Protestants.'

^ He took the route of Aosta and the Great St. Bernard. His short labors and persecu-

tion in Aosta were, five years later (1541), commemorated by a monumental cross and in-

scription— ^ Calvini fuga'—which was restored in 1741, and again in 1841, and stands to this

day. See Gaberel, Vol. I. p. 100; Stahelin, Vol. I. p. 110; Guizot, p. 209: and Merle d'Au-

bigne, Vol. V. p. 454,
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formed faith. With them he proceeded to Switzerland, intending to

settle at Basle or Strasburg, and to lead the quiet life of a scholar and

an author, without the slightest inclination to a public career. But God
had decreed otherwise.

Passing through Geneva in August, 1536, where he expected to

spend only a night, Calvin was held fast by William Farel, the fear-

less evangelist, who threatened him with the curse of God if he pre-

ferred his studies to the work of the Lord. 'These words,' says

Calvin (in the Preface to his Commentary on the Psalms), 'terrified

and shook me, as if God from on high had stretched out his hand to

stop me, so that I renounced the journey which I had undertaken,'

^

Farel, a French nobleman, twenty years older than Calvin, and like

him driven by persecution to Switzerland, where he destroyed the

strongholds of idolatry with the zeal of a prophet, did a great work

when 'he gave Geneva to the Reformation,' but a still greater one

when 'he gave Calvin to Geneva.'

This w^as the turning-point in Calvin's life. Once resolved to obey

the voice from heaven, the timid and delicate youth shrunk from no

danger. Geneva was then a city of only twelve or fifteen thousand

inhabitants, but within its narrow limits it was to become ' the scene

of every crisis and every problem, great or small, which can agitate

human society.'^ It then represented 'a tottering republic, a wavering

faith, a nascent Church.' Calvin felt that a negative state of free-

dom from the tyranny of Savoy and Popery was far worse than Popery

itself, and that positive faith and order alone could save the city from

political and religious anarchy. He insisted on the abolition of im-

moral habits, the adoption of an evangelical confession of faith and

catechism, the introduction of a strict discipline. Psalm singing, and

monthly celebration of the Lord's Supper, with the right of excluding

unworthy communicants.^

' According to Beza ( Fi'to), Farel used these words : ^At ego tibi studia pratexenti denun-

tio, omnipotentis Dei nomine, futurum, ut, nisi in opus istud Domini nobiscum incumbas, tibi

non tain Christum quam te ipsum qucerenti Dominus jnaledicat.' Beza adds that Calvin was

'' territus hac terribili denuntiatione.' Merle d'Aubigne gives a very dramatic account of this

scene, Vol. V. pp. 456 sqq.

' Guizot, p. 210.

' M^moire de Calvin et Farel sur Vorqanisation de Veglise de Geneve, recently brought to

light by Gaberel {Hist, de reglise de Geneve, 1858, Tom. I. p. 102), and in the Strasburg
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The magistrate refused to comply, and forbade Calvin and Fare!

the pulpit ; but they, preferring to obey God rather than men,

preached at Easter, 1538, to an armed crowd, and declared their de-

termination not to administer the holy communion, lest it be dese-

crated. On the following day they were deposed and expelled from

the city by the great Council of the Two Hundred.

Calvin, again an exile, though now for the principle of authority

and discipline rather than doctrine, spent three quiet and fruitful

years (1538-41) with Bucer at Strasburg, as teacher of theology and

preacher to a congregation of several hundred French refugees.^ Here

he became acquainted with the German Reformation, for Strasburg

was the connecting link between Germany and France, as also be-

tween Lutheranism and Zvvinglianism. But he was disagreeably im-

pressed with the want of Church discipline, and the slavish dependence

of the German clei'gy on the secular rulers. His French congregation

was admired for its activity and order. In Strasburg he wrote his tract

on the Lord's Supper, his Commentary on the Romans, his masterly

answer to Cardinal Sadolet's letter to the Genevese, and his revision

of Olivetan's French translation of the Bible. Some of these books

attracted the favorable notice of Luther, whom he never met in this

world, but always esteemed, with a full knowledge of his faults, as one

of the greatest servants of Christ.^

In September, 1540, he married Idelette de Bure (a little town

in Gueldres), a grave, pious, modest, amiable, and cultivated widow,

with three children, whose first husband he had converted from

edition of the Opera, Vol. X. Pt. I. pp. 5-1 4. See a summary in Kampschulte, Vol. I,

pp. 287 sqq.

' Guizot says fifteen hundred. On Calvin's life and labors in Strasburg, see especially the

full accounts of Stahelin, Vol. I. pp. 1G8-318, and Kampschulte, Vol. I. pp. 320-368.

=" Luther wrote to Bucer: 'Greet Calvin, whose little works I have read with remarkable

pleasure;' and Melanchthon wrote: ' Calvin is in high favor here (inagnam gratinm iniit).' See

Calvin to Farel, Dec. 12, l.'")39 ; Stahelin, Vol. I. p. 220 ; and De Wette's edition of Luther's

Letters, Vol. V. p. 210. Calvin wrote to Bullinger, when the latter was provoked by the last

rude assault of Luther upon the Zwinglians (ir)44): ' I implore you never to forget how great

a man Luther is, and by what extraordinary gifts he excels. Tiiink with what courage, what

constancy, what power and success he has devoted himself to this day to the overthrow of the

reign of Antichrist and the spreading of the doctrine of salvation far and near. As for me,

I have often said, and I say it again, though he should call me a devi/, I would still give him

due honor, and recognize him, in spite of the great faults which obscure his extraordinary vir-

tues, as a mighty servant of the Lord.' See Henry, Vol. II. p. 351 ; Stiihelin, Vol. I. p. 204
;

Guizot, p. 243 ; Opera, Vol. XI. n. 774.
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Anabaptism to the orthodox faith. She was in delicate health, hul

very devoted to him, and satisfied all his desires. He lived with

her in perfect harmony nine years, and she bore him one cliild, a

son who died in infancy. He seldom alludes to her in his corre-

spondence, but always in terms of respect and love ; and in inform-

ing his friend Viret of her departure, he calls her ' the best compau'

ion, who would cheerfully have shared with me exile and poverty,

and followed me unto death; during her life she was to me a faith-

ful assistant in all my labors; she never dissented from my wishes

even in the smallest things.' Seven years afterwards, in a letter of

consolation to a friend (Kev. Richard de Valeville, of Frankfort), he

says: 'I know from my own experience how painful and burning

is the wound which the death of thy wife must have inflicted upon

you. How difficult it was for me to become master of my grief.

. . . Onr chief comfort, after all, is the wonderful providence of

God, which overrules our affliction for our spiritual benefit, and sep-

arates us from our beloved only to reunite us in his heavenly king-

dom.' His grief at her death, and at the death of his child, reveals

a hidden spring of domestic affection which is rare in men of his aus-

terity of character and absorption in public duty. He i-eniained a

widower the rest of his life.^

From the Strasburg period dates also his intimate friendship with

Melanchthon, which was not broken by death, and is the more remark-

able in view of their difference of opinion on the subject of predesti-

nation and free-will. He met him at religious conferences with Ro-

manists, at Frankfort (1539), at Worms (1540), and at Regensburg

(Ratisbon, 1541), which he attended as delegate from Strasburg.

Their correspondence is a noble testimony to the mind and heart of

these great men, so widely different in nationality, constitution, and

temper—the one as firm as a rock, the other as timid as a child—and

yet one in their deepest relations to Christ and his salvation. They

represent the higher union of the Lutheran and Reformed, the Teu-

tonic and the Romanic types of Protestantism. This truly Christian

friendship was touchingly expressed by Calvin a year after the death

' Comp. the beautiful tribute to Idelette de Bnren, by Jules Bonnet, in the fourth volume
of the Bulletin pour thistoire du protestantisvie fran^ais (18G0), and iStahelin, Vol. I. pp. 274-

283.
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of the Preceptor of Gennany (1501): 'O ]*liilip Melanclithoii ! for it

is upon thee that I call, upon thee, who now livest with Christ in God,

and art there waiting for ns, nntil we shall also be gathered with thee

to that blessed rest! A hundred times, worn out with fatigue and

overwhelmed with care, thou didst lay thy head upon my breast, and

say, " Would to God that I might die here, on thy breast !" And I,

a thousand times since then, have earnestly desired that it had been

granted us to be together. Certainly thou wouldst have been more

valiant to face danger, and stronger to despise hatred, and bolder to

disregard false accusations. Thus the wickedness of many would

have been restrained, whose audacity of insult was increased by what

they called thy weakness.'^

' It would be difficult,' says Guizot, ' to reconcile truth, piety, and

friendship more tenderly.'

In the mean time the Genevese had been brought by sad experience

to repent of the expulsion of the faithful pastors, and to feel that the

Reformed faith and discipline alone could put their commonwealth

on a firm and enduring foundation. The magistrate and people united

in an urgent and repeated recall of Calvin. He reluctantly yielded at

last, and in September, 1541, after passing a few days with Farel at

Keufchatel, he made a triumphant entry into the beautiful city on

Lake Leman.^ The nuigistnicy provided for him a house and garden

near the Cathedia! of St. Pierre, broadcloth for a coat, and, in con-

gidei-atiou of his generous hospitality to strangers and refugees, an an-

nual salary of five hundred florins,^ twelve measures of wheat, and two

• This passage occurs on the first page of his book against the fanatical Lutheran,

Heshusius (Oy^era, Vol. IX. p. 4G1): '0 Philipjie Melanchthon! Te enim ajipello, qui apud

Deum cum Christo vivis, nosque illic expecta.s, donee tecum in beatain quietem coUigamur.

Dixisti centies, quum fessus luboribus et molestiis oppressus caput famUiariter in sinum meum

deponeres : Utiitam, ulinam moriar in hoc sinu. E<jo vera millies postea optavi nobis con-

tingere. ut simul essemus. Certe aniviosior fuisses ad obeunda certamina, et ad sjiernen-

dam invidiam, falsasque criminaiione.s j>ro nihilo ducendas fortior. Hoc quoque modo co-

hibita Juisset multorum improbitas, quibus ex tua iiioliitie, quam vocabant, crevit insultandi

audacia.' Comp. on the relation of Calvin to Melanchthon, the full discussion of iStahelin,

Vol. I. pp. 230-254 ; also Guizot, p. 24G.

' The date is variously given—Sept. 10 by Roget, Sept. 12 by Guizot, Sept. 13 by Kamp-

schulte (following Beza).

' 'Worth about 3G00 francs, or £150 at the present time.'—Guizot, p. 2.57. A syndic re-

ceived onlv one fifth of this sum; but Calvin's house wa.'i a home for poor refugees of faith

from France and other hinds, the widows and orphans of martyrs, so that he had often not

a penny left. See Stalielin, Vol. II. p. 391 , and Hagenhacli, Kirc/iengesch, Vol. III. p. 581.
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tubs of wine. The rulers of Strasbnrg, says Beza, stipulated that he

should always remain a burgess of their city, and requested him to

retain the revenues of a prebend which had been assigned as the sal-

ary of his professorship in theology, but they could not persuade

him to accept so much as a single farthing.

This second settlement was final. Geneva was now wedded to

Calvin, and had to sink or swim with his principles.^ He continued

to labor there, without interruption, for twenty-three years, till his

death. May 27, 1564 : fighting a fierce e^iritual war against Eoman-

ism and superstition, but still more against infidelity and immorality;

establishing a model theocracy on the basis of Moses and Christ;

preaching and teaching from day to day; writing commentaries, the-

ological and polemical treatises ; founding an academy, which in the

first year attracted more than eight hundred students, and fiourishes

to this day ; attending the sessions of the consistory and the senate

;

entertaining and counselling strangers from all parts of the world

;

and corresponding in every direction. He was, in fact, the spiritual

head of the Church and the republic of Geneva, and the leader of the

Reformed movement throughout Europe. And yet he lived all the

time in the utmost simplicity. It is reported that Cardinal Sadolet,

when passing through Geneva incognito, and calling on Calvin, was

surprised to find him residing, not in an episcopal palace, with a reti-

nue of servants, as he expected, but in a little house, himself opening

the door. The story may not be sufficiently authenticated, but it cor-

responds fully with all we know about his ascetic habits.^ For years

' Well says Kampschulte (Vol. I. pp. 385 sq.) :
' Genf war im Herhst 1541 den geistlichen

Tendenzen Calvins dienstbar geworden, es war an den Siegeswagen des Reformators gefesselt

und niusste ihvi folgen trotz alles Straubens, trotz alter Auflehnungsversuche, die spdler nicht

ausgeblieben sind. Nicht andersfasste Calvin selbst seine Sfellung von vorne herein auf. Fiir

ihn ergab sich sein Herrscherreckt uber Genf aus dem wtmderbaren Gauge der letzten Ereig-

nisse viit der Zweifellosigkeit eines von Gott selbst erkldrten Glaubenssatzes. Schiin})Jlich

I'or drei Jahren vertrieben, sah er sich mit den grossten Ehren auf den Schauplatz zuriickge-

fiihrt, den ihm Farel einst in ernster Stunde ^''im Namen des allmdchtigen Gottes" angewie-

sen : mit Jubel ivurde er von demselben Volke begriisst, das ihm unversohnlichen Hass geschwo-

ren ! . . . Calvin Juhlte sichfast nur nock als Werkzeug in der Hand Gottes, durch den ewigen

gottlichen Ratkschluss, ohnejedes personliche Zuthun, fiir Genf bestimmt, um des Herrn Willen,

wie er ihn erkannt, aif diesem wichtigen Fleck der Erde ohne Furcht und Scheu zu verkundi-

gen, jenes Programm, welches er in der christlichen Institution niedergelegt, hier zur Ausfilh-

rung zu bringen, dem Herrn hier ein christliches Geschlecht zu samrneln, das der iibrigen Welt

als Leuchte diene/

' This fact is related by Drelincourt in his Defense de Calvin (16G7), and Bungener (p.
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he took but one meal a day.^ lie refused an increase of salary and

presents of evei-y description, except for the poor and the refugees,

whom he was always ready to aid. He left, besides his library, only

about two hundred dollars, which he bequeathed to his younger brother

Anthony and his children.^ When Pope Pius IV. heard of his death,

he paid hini this high compliment: 'The strength of that heretic con-

sisted in this, that money never had the slightest charm for him. If I

had such servants, my dominions would extend from sea to sea.'*

His immense labors and midnight studies,* the care of all the

churches, and bodily infirmities—such as headaches, asthma, fever,

gravel—gradually wore out his delicate body. He died, in full pos-

session of his mental powers, in the prime of manhood and useful-

ness, not quite lifty-five years of age, leaving his Church in the best

order and in the hands of an able and faithful successor, Theodore

Beza. Like a patriarch, he assembled iirst the syndics of Geneva,

and afterwards the ministers, around his dying bed, thanked them

for their kindness and devotion, asked humbly their pardon for occa-

sional outbursts of violence and wrath, and affected them to tears by

words of wisdom and counsel to persevere in the pure doctrine and

discipline of Christ. It was a sublime scene, worthily described by

Beza,^ and well represented by a painter's skill.^

The Reformer died with the setting sun. 'Thus,' says Beza, 'God

withdrew into heaven that most brilliant light, which was a lamp of

the Church. In the following night and day there was immense grief

and lamentation in the whole city ; for the republic had lost its wisest

citizen, the Church its faithful shepherd, the academy an incompara-

ble teacher—all lamented the departure of their common father and

503), and is believed in Geneva, but doubted by Guizot, p. 237, for chronological reasons

which are not conclusive (Sadolet died 1549). 'Sc non e vero, e hen trovato.'

' Beza :
' Pei- decern minimum annos prandio ahstinuit, ut mdlum omntno cibum extra sta-

tam ceenfp hornm sumeret. ' Sometimes he abstained for thirty-six hours from all food.

' See his testament in Beza's Vita.

^ Quoted by Guizot, p. 361.

*
^ Somni pene nullitis,^ says Beza in his closing remarks.

* With Beza's account of his parting addresses (in the French and Latin edition of the

Vita) should be compared the official copy, wliich Bonnet published in the Aj)])endix to the

French Letters, Tom. II. p. 573, and the Strasburg editors at the close of the IHh vol. of the

Opera (Discours d^adieu aux iiipmhres du Petit Conseil, pp. 8(S7-8!K), and Jjiscours d^adieu aux

ninistres, pp. 891-894). Comp. also StJihelin, Vol. II. pp. 4(52-108.

' Homung's picture of Calvin on his death-bed.
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best comforter next to God. A multitude of citizens streamed to

the death-chamber, and could scarcely be separated from the corpse.

Amono^ them also were several foreigners, as the distinguished Ens-lish

embassador to France, who had come to Geneva to make the ac-

quaintance of the celebrated man. On the Lord's day, in the after-

noon, the remains were carried to the common graveyard on Plain-

pain is, followed by all the patricians, pastors, professors, and teachers,

and nearly the whole city, in sincere mourning.'

Calvin expressly forbade the erection of any monument over his

grave.' The stranger asks in vain even for the spot which covers his

mortal remains in the cemetery of Geneva. Like Moses, he was buried

out of the reach of idolatry. The Reformed Churches of both hemi-

spheres are his monument, more enduring than marble. On the third

centenary of his death (1864), his friends in Geneva, aided by gifts

from foreign lands, erected to his memory the Salle de la Beforma-

tion—a noble building, founded on the principles of the Evangelical

Alliance, and dedicated to the preaching of the pure gospel and the

advocacy of every good cause.

calvin's personal chaeacteb.

Calvin was of middle, or rather small stature (like David and Paul),

of feeble health, courteous, kind, grave and dignified in deportment.

He had a meagre and emaciated frame, a thin, pale, finely chiseled

face, a well-formed mouth, a long, pointed beard, black hair, a promi-

nent nose, a lofty forehead, and flaming eyes. He was modest, plain,

and scrupulously neat in dress, orderly and methodical in all his hab-

its, temperate and even abstemious, allowing himself scarcely nourish-

ment and sleep enough for vigorous work. His physical tent barely

covered the mighty spirit within. Conscience and logic, a command-

ing mind and will, shone through the thin veil of mortality.^

' Beza, however, wrote a suitable poem, in Latin and French, which might have been in-

scribed on the tomb. See his Vita, at the close, and Opera, Vol. V. pp. xxvi. sqq. (with

three other French sonnets); a German translation in Stahelin, Vol. IL p. 470.

" See different portraits of Calvin—in Henry (small biography), in first volume of the Opera,

in Stahelin, in first volume of Merle d'Aubigne; also Hornung's Calvin on his death-bed,

and the medallion portrait made at the festival of the Geneva Reformation.

[In technical disregard of Calvin's wish the large mural monument was erected in

Geneva, 1917, commemorating the Reformation and containing figures of Calvin, Luther,

etc.

—

Ed.]
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How different Luther and Zwingli, with their strong animal foundation,

and their abundance of flesli and blood ! Calvin seemed to be all bone and

nerve. Beza says he looked in death ahnost the same as alive in sleep.*

His intellectual endowments were of the highest order and thor-

oughly disciplined. He had more constructive, systematizing, and

oi-ganizing genius than any other Reformer, and was better adapted

to found a solid, compact, and permanent school of theology. He
was not a speculative or intuitive philosopher, but a consummate lo-

gician and dialectician. Luther and Zwiny-li cut the stones from the

(piarry ; Calvin gave them shape and polish, and erected a magnifi-

cent cathedral of ideas with the skill of a master architect. His

precocity and consistency were marvelous. He did not grow before

the public, like Luther and Melanchthon, and pass through contra-

dictions and retractations, but when a mere youth of twenty-six he

appeared fully armed, like Minei-va from the head of Jupiter, and never

changed his views on doctrine or discipline. He had an exti-aordiiuiry

and well-stored memory, a profound, acute, and peneti-ating intellect,

a clear, sound, and almost uneiTing judgment, a perfect mastery over

the Latin and French tongues. His Latin is as easy and elegant, and

certainly as nervous and forcible, as Cicero's, yet free fiom the pe

dantic and affected purism of a Bembo and Castalio.^ He is one of

the fathers of modei-n French, as Luther is the father of modern Ger-

man. His eloquence is logic set on fire by intense conviction. His

Preface to the 'Institutes,' addressed to the King of Fi-anc^e, is i-eck-

oned as one of the three immortal prefaces in literature (to which

«->idy that of President De Thou to his Fi-ench History and that of

' Beza thus tersely descnbes him (at the close of the Vita) :
^ Sta(ura/u!t mcdiorr!, colore

subpallido et nigricante, oculis ad mortem usque liiu/tidis, quique ingenii sagacitate.m iestaren-

tur : c.ultu corporis neque culto neque sordido. sed qui singularem modestiam deceret : virtu sic

teinperato, ut a sordibus et ah omni luxu Jongissime ahesset : cibi parcissimi, ut qui muttos

annos semel quotidie cihum sumpserit, vintriculi imhecillitateni rausatus: somni pome nullivs:

metnor'uE iucredihilis, ut quos semel asjiexisset multis post annis stntim ngnosreref, et inter dlc-

tandum, sccpe aliquot horas interturbatus statim ad dirtiita nullo coinmonefhciente rediret, et

eorum, qme ipsum nosse muneris sui causa interesset, quantumvis multiplicilnis et injinitis ne-

gotiis oppressus, nunquam tamen oblivisceretur. Judicii, quibiiscunque de rebus consuleretur,

tarn puri et exacti, ut jxene vaticinari siejie sit visus, nee aberasse meminerim, qui consiliiirn

ipsius esset sequutus. Faiuudue coniein/ttor et verborimi parcus, sed iiiinime ineptus scriptor,

et quo nullus ad hunc diem theohgus (absit verba invidia) jnirius, gravius, judiciosius deniqui

scri/isit, quum tamen tain multa srripserit, quavi nemo vel nostra vel j>atruin viemoria/

* Who would substitute i-espublica for ecclesia, genius for angelus, lotto for buptismus, etc.
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Casaubon to Polybius can be compared); and his 'Institutes' them^

selves, as has been well said, are ' in truth a continuous oration, in

which the stream of discussion rolls onward witli an impetuous cur-

rent, yet always keeps within its defined cliannel.'^

He surpassed all other Reformers (except Beza) in classical culture

and social refinement. He was a patrician by education and taste,

and felt more at ease among scholars and men of high rank than

among the common people. Yet he was quite free from aristocratic

pride, despised all ostentation and display, and esteemed e\ery man ac-

cording to his real worth.

History furnishes, perhaps, no example of a man w^ho with so little

personal popularity had such influence upon the people, and who

with such natural timidity and bashfulness combined such strength

and control over his age and future generations. Constitutionally

a retiring scholar and a man of thought, he became providentially a

mighty man of action and an organizer of churches.

His moral and religious character is impressed with a certain maj-

esty which keeps the admirer at a respectful distance.^ He has often

been compared to an old Roman Censor or Stoic; but he resembles

much more a Hebrew Prophet. Severe against others, he was far

more severe against himself, and was always guided by a sense of duty.

Fear of God, purity of motive, spotless integrity, single devotion to

truth and duty, unswerving fidelity, sincere humility are the promi-

nent traits of his character. Soaring high above the earth, he was

absorbed in God—who alone is great—and looked down upon man as

a fleeting shadow. The glory of the Lord and the reformation of the

Church constituted the single passion of his life. His appropriate

symbol was a hand offering the sacrifice of a bleeding heart to God.^

It must be admitted that this kind of greatness, while it commands

our admiration and respect, does not of itself secure our affection and

love. There is a censoriousness and austerity about Calvin and his

creed which repelled many good men, even among his contemporaries.*

* Fisher, The Reformation, p. 198.

* This was the judgment of the magistrate of Geneva, expressed in these words (June 8,

1564) : ^ Dieu lui avait imprime un charactere (Tune si grande niajeste.'

' ' Cor meum velv.t mactaturn Domino in sacrijicium offero. ' Subscribed below his auto-

graph in the frontispiece of Henry's smaller biography.

* His ungrateful enemy, Balduin, started the saying among the Genevese, ' Rather with Beza in
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lie looked more to the holiness than to the love of God. His piety

hears more the stamp of the Old Testament than that of tlie Xew.

He represents tlie majesty and severity of the law ratlier than the

sweetness and loveliness of the gospel, the obedience of a servant of

Jeliovah rather than the joyfnlness of a child of onr heavenly Father.

Yet e\en this nmst be qualified. He sympathized with the spirit

of David and Paul as much as with the spirit of Moses and Elijah,

and had the strongest sense of the freedom of the gospel salvation.

Moreover, behind his cold marble frame there was beating a noble,

loving, and faithful heart, which atti-acted and retained to the last

the friendship of such eminent servants of God as Farel, Yiret, Beza,

Bucer, Bullinger, Knox, and Melanchthon. 'He obtained,' says Gni-

zot, 'the devoted affection of the best men and the esteem of all, with-

out ever seeking to please them.'^ John Knox, his senior in years, sat

at his feet as a humble pupil, and esteemed him the greatest mari

after the Apostles. Farel, in his old age, hastened on foot from Xeuf-

chatel to Geneva to take leave of his sick friend, and desired to die

in his place. Beza, who lived sixteen years on terms of personal in-

timacy with him, revered and loved him as a father. And even

Melanchthon wished to repose and to die on his bosom. His familiar

correspondence shows him in the most favorable light, and is a suffi-

cient refutation of all the calumnies and slanders of his enemies.

He lacked the good-nature, the genial humor, the German Gem'uih-

lichJceit, the overflo\ving humanity of Luther, who for this reason will

always be more popular with the masses ; but he surpassed him in cult-

ure, refinement, consistency, and moral self-control. Both were equally

unselfish and unworldly. Both were headstrong and will-strong ; but

Calvin was more open to argument and less obstinate. Both had,

like St. Paul, a fiery and violent temper, which was the propelling

force in their hard work, and in fierce battles with the pope and the

hell than with Calvin in heaven.' And yet they obeyed and revered him. Beza. it should

be remembered, was the perfection of a French gentleman
;
yet his theological system was

even more severe than that of Calvin, and he carried the dogma of predestination to the ex-

treme of supralapsarianism. I have met with not a few French, Scotch, and American Chris-

tians who. in the combination of severity and purity, gravity and kindliness of character,

reminded me strongly of Cahin and Beza. I may mention Gaussen, Malan, Merle d'Aubigne,

Pio ie Adnlph Monod, and Guiaot.

» Page ;;62.
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devil. Hegel says somewhere that 'nothing great can be done with-

out passion.' ' It is only men of intense convictions and fearless cour-

age that make deep and lasting impressions upon others. But temper

is a force of nature, which must be controlled by reason and regulated

by justice and charity. Luther came down like a thunder-storm upon

his opponents, and used the crusliing sledge-hammer indiscriminately

against Eck, Cochl^eus, Henry VIII., Erasmus, the Sacramentarians,

and Zwinglians ; while Calvin wielded the sharp sword of irony, wit,

scorn, and contempt in defense of truth, but never from personal

hatred and revenge. ' Even a dog barks,' he says, ' when his master

is attacked ; how could I be silent when the honor of my Lord is

assailed V^ He confessed, however, in a letter to Bucer, and on his

death-bed, that he found it difficult to tame 'the wild beast' of his

wrath, and humbly asked forgiveness for his weakness. He had no

children to write to, and to play with around the Christmas-tree, like

Luther, but he appears to better advantage in his relations with men
and women. He treated them, even the much younger Beza, as

equals, overlooked minor differences, and in correcting their faults ex-

pected the same manly frankness from them in return ; while Luther,

growing more irritable and overbearing with advancing years, made

even Melanchthon tremble and fear. But we should charitably re-

member that the faults of these truly great and good men were only

the long shadows of their extraordinary virtues.^

It may be found strange that Calvin never alludes to the paradise

of nature by which he was surrounded on the lovely shores of Lake

' ^Nichts Grosses geschieht ohne Leidenschaft.'

' The strongest terms of Calvin against ferocious enemies are canes, porci. bestict, nebulones

(with reference, no doubt, to Scripture usage—Isa. hi. 10 ; Matt. vii. 6 ; Phil. iii. 2 ; Rev.

xxii. 15) ; but they are mild compared to the coarse and vulgar epithets with which Luther

overwhelmed his opponents, without expressing any regret afterwards, except in the case of

Henry VIII., where it was least needed, and made the matter worse.

^ Calvin, though fully aware of the defects of Luther, often expressed his admiration for

him (see p. 430). and in January, lo45 (a year before Luther's death), he sent him a letter

(which Melanchthon was afraid to hand to the old lion on account of hi.* excited state of

feeling against the Swiss), closing with these touching words: 'If I could only fly to you

and enjov your society, even for a few hours ! . . . But since this privilege is not granted to

me on earth, I hope I may soon enjoy it in the kingdom above. Farewell, most illustrious

man, most excellent minister of Christ and father lpater,a.l./rater^, forever venerable to me.

Mav the Lord continue to guide you by his Spirit to the end for the common good of his

Church. ' Opera, Vol. XII. p. 8.

YOL. I.—F ?
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Letnan, in sight of tlie lofty Alps that pierce the skies in silent adorp-

tion of their Maker. But we look in vain for descriptions of natural

scenery in tlie whole literature of the sixteenth century ; and the

proper appreciation of tlie beauties of Switzerland, as well as of other

countries, is of more recent date. Calvin had no special organ nor

time for the enjoyment of the beautiful either in nature or in art, but

he appreciated poetry and music.^ He insisted on the introduction of

congregational singing in Gene\a, and wrote himself a few poetic

versions of the Psalms, and a hymn of praise to Christ, which are

worthy of Clement Marot and reveal an unexpected vein of poetic

fervor and tenderness.^ The following specimen must suffice:

'1 greet thee, who my sure Redeemer art,

My only trust, and Saviour of my heart!

Who so much toil and woe
And pain didst undergo,

For my poor, worthless sake:

We ]jray thee, from our hearts,

All idle griefs and smarts

And foolish cares to take.

*Thou art the true and perfect gentleness,

No harshness hast thou, and no bitterness:

Make us to taste and prove,

Mnke us adore and love.

The sweet grace found in thee;
With Ionising to abide
Ever at thy dear side,

In thy sweet unity.

' Gnizot snys (p. 164): 'Although Calvin was devoted to the severe simplicity of evangel-

ical worship, he did not overlook the inherent love of mankind for poetry and art. He
himself had a taste for music, and knew its power. He feared that, in a religious service

limited to preaching and prayer only, the congregation, having nothing else to do than to play

the part of audience, would remain cold and inattentive. For this reason he attached great

importance to the introduction and ])romotion of the practice of Psalm-singing in public wor-

ship. "If the singing," he said,"is such as befits the reverence which we ought to feel when

we sing before God and the angels, it is an ornament which bestows grace and dignity upon

our worship ; and it is an excellent method of kindling the heart, and making it burn with

great ardor in prayer. But we must at all times take heed lest the ear should be more

attentive to tiie harmony of the sound than the soul to the hidden meaning of the words"

(Iiistit. Ch. XX.). With this pious warning, he strongly urged the study of singing, and its

adaptation to public worship.' Comp. Gaberel, Vol. I. p. oaS.

' The-e poetic pieces were recently discovered, and published in the sixth volume of the

new edition of his O/tern (I8<)7), pp. 212-224. His Salutation a Jesus-Christ was trans-

lated into (iermiin by Stahelin,and into English by Mrs. Smith, of XewYork, for Schaff's Christ

in S(m(;, London edition, p. .")49. His Epinicion Christo cantntuvi is a polemic poem in Latin

hexameters and pentamerers, composed during the Conference at Worms, ir)41,in which he

describes the Romish ])oleniics Kck, ("ochla'us, Nausea, and Pelargus as dragged after tht

chariot of the victorious Redeemer. Opera. Vol. V. pp. 417-428.
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'Poor, banished exiles, wretched sons of Eve,
Full of all sorrows, unto thee we gi'ieve;

To thee we bring our sighs,

Our groanings, and our cries

:

Thy pity. Lord, we crave

;

We t^ke the sinner's place,

And pray thee, of thy grace,

To pardon and to save.'

TRIBUTES TO CALVIN.

I add some estimates of Calvin's character, which represent very

different stand-points.^

Beza, who knew Calvin best and watched at his death-bed, concludes

his biography with these words

:

' Having been an observer of Calvin's life for sixteen years, I may with perfect right testify

that we have in this man a most beautiful example of a truly Christian life and death, which
it is easy to calumniate but difficult to imitate.'^

Bungener, a pastor of the national Church of Geneva, and author of

several historical works, says :^

' Let us not give him praise which he would not have accepted. God alone creates ; a
man is great only because God thinks fit to accomplish great things by his instrumentality.

Never did any great man understand this better than Calvin. It cost him no efi'ort to refer

all the glory to God ; nothing indicates that he was ever tempted to appropriate to himself

the smallest portion of it. Luther, in many a passage, comjjlacently dwells on the thought

that a petty monk, as he says, has so well made the Pope to tremble, and so well stiried

the whole world. Calvin will never say any such thing ; he never even seems to sny it, even

in the deepest recesses of his heart : every where you perceive the man, who aiijilies to all things

—to the smallest as to the greatest—the itiea that it is God who does all and is all. Read again,

from this point of view, the very pages in which he appeared to you the haughtiest and most
despotic, and see if, even there, he is any thing other than the workman referring all, and in

all sincerity, to his Master. . . . But the man, in spite of all his faults, has not the less re-

mained one of the fairest types of faith, of earnest piety, of devotedness, and of courage.

Amid modern laxity, there is no character of whom the contemplation is more instructive

;

for there is no man of whom it has been said with greater justice, in the words of an apostle,

"Ae endured as seeing him who is invisible.'^
'

Jules Michelet, the French historian, remarks:*

'Among the martyrs, with whom Calvin constantly conversed in spirit, he became a martyr

himself; he felt and lived like a man before whom the whole earth disappears, and who tunes

his last Psalm, his whole eye fixed upon tlie eye of God, because he knows that on the follow-

ing morning he may have to ascend the stake.

'

* We omit Henry and Stahelin, from whom it would be difficult to select passages in

praise of Calvin. See especially the entire Seventh Book of Stahelin, Vol. II., pp. 365-393 :

Calvin als Mensch und als Christ.

^ ^ Ego historiam vitce et obitus ipsivs, cujus spectator sedecim annos fui, bona Jide persequ^

utus testari mihi optimo jure posse videor, longe pulcherrimuvi vere Christiana turn vitce turn

mortis exemplwn in hoc homine cunciis propositumjuisse, quod tarn facile sit caluinniari, quan

difficile fuerit (emulari.^

= Calvin, etc. English translation, pp. 338, 349.

* In his Histoire de France au seizieme siecle, quoted by Stahelin, Vol. I. p. 276.
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Ernest Renan, once educated for the Romish priesthood, then a

skeptic, with all his abhorrence of Calvin's creed, pays the following

striking tribute to his character :
i

' Calvin was one of those absolute men, cast complete in one mould, who is taken in wholly

at a single glance : one letter, one action suffices for a judgment of him. There were no

folds in that inflexible soul, which never knew doubt or hesitation. . . . Careless of wealth,

of titles, of honors, indifferent to pump, modest in his life, apparently humble, sacrificing

every thing to the desire of making others like himself, I hardly know of a man, save Ignatius

Loyola, who could match him in these terrible transports. ... It is surprising that a man
who appears to us in his life and writings so unsympathetic should have been the centre of

an immense movement in his generation, and that this harsh and severe tone shoidd have

exerted so great an influence on the minds of his contemporaries. How was it, for example,

that one of the most distinguished women of her time, Kene'e of France, in her court at Fer-

rara, surrounded by the flower of European wits, was captivated by that stern master, and by

him drawn into a course that must have been so thickly strewn with thorns ? This kind of

austere seduction is exercised by those only who work with real conviction. Lacking that

vivid, deep, sympathetic ardor which was one of the secrets of Luther's success, lacking the

charm, the perilous, languishing tenderness of Francis of Sales, Calvin succeeded, in an age

and in a country which called for a reaction towards Christianity, simply because he was the
MOST CHRISTIAN MAN OF HIS GENERATION.'

Guizot, a very competent judge of historical and moral greatness,

thus concludes his biography '.^

' Calvin is great by reason of his marvelous powers, his lasting labors, and the moral height

and purity of his character. . . . Earnest in faith, pure in motive, austere in his life, and mighty

in his works, Calvin is one of those who deserve their great fame. Three centuries separate

us from him, but it is impossible to examine his character and history without feeling, if not

affection and sympathy, at least profound respect and admiration for one of the great Re-

formers of Europe and of the great Christians of France.

'

Prof. Kahnis, of Leipzig, whose personal and theological sympathies

are with Luther, nevertheless asserts the moral superiority of Calvin

above the other Reformers:^

' The fear of God was the soul of his piety, the rock-like certainty of his election before the

foundation of the world was his power, and the doing of the will of God his single aim, which

he pursued with trembling and fear. . . . No other Reformer has so well demonstrated the

truth of Christ's word that, in the kingdom of God, dominion is service. No other had such

an energy of self-sacrifice, such an irrefragable conscientiousness in the greatest as well as the

smallest "things, such a disciplined power. This man, whose dying body was only held to-

gether by the will flaming from his eyes, had a majesty of character which commanded the

veneration of his contemporaries.'

Prof. Dorner, of Berlin, the first among the theologians of the age,

distinguished by profound learning, penetrating thought, rare catho-

licity of spirit, and nice sense of justice and discrimination, says:

' Calvin was equally great in intellect and character, lovely in social life, full of tender sym-

pathy and faithfulness to friends, yielding and forgiving towards personal ottenses, but in-

exorably severe when he saw tlie honor of God obstinately and malignantly attacked. He
combined French fire and practical good sense with (ierman depth and soberness. He moved

' In his article on Jean Calvin, above quoted, pp. 286, etc. The translation is by O. B.

Frotiiingham, a radical Unitarian in New York.

^ St. Louis and Calvin, pp. 30 1 and .302.

= Die Lutherische Dogmatik. Vol. II. pp. 490, 491-
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as freely in the world of ideas as in the business of Church government. He was an archi-

tectonic genius in science and practical life, always with an eye to the holiness and maj-

esty of God.''

Prof. G. T. Fisher, of Yale College, New Haven, gives the following

fair and impartial estimate of Calvin :
^

' When we look at his extraordinary intellect, at his culture—which opponents, like Bos-
suet, have been forced to commend— at the invincible energy which made him endure with

more than stoical fortitude infirmities of body under which most men would have sunk, and
to perform, in the midst of them, an incredible amount of mental labor; when we see him. a
scholar naturally fond of seclusion, physically timid, and recoiling from notoriety and strife,

abjuring the career that was most to his taste, and plunging, with a single-hearted, disinter-

ested zeal and an indomitable will, into a hard, protracted contest ; and when we follow his

steps, and see what things he effected, we can not deny him the attributes of greatness. . . .

His last days were of a piece with his life. His whole course has been compared by Vinet
to the growth of one rind of a tree from another, or to a chain of logical sequences. He was
endued with a marvelous power of understanding, although the imagination and sentiments

were less roundly developed. His systematic spirit fitted him to be the founder of an en-

during school of thouglit. In this characteristic he may be compared with Aquinas. He
has been appropriately styled the Aristotle of the Keformation. He was a perfectly honest

man. He subjected his will to the eternal rule of right, as far as he could discover it. His
motives were pure. He felt that God was near him, and sacrificed every thing to obey the

direction of Providence. The fear of God ruled in his soul ; not a sla\'ish fear, but a prin-

ciple such as animated the prophets of the Old Covenant. The combination of his qualities

was such that he could not fail to attract profound admiration and reverence from one class

of minds, and excite intense antipathy in another. There is no one of the Reformers who is

spoken of, at this late day, with so much personal feeling, either of regard or aversion. But
whoever studies his life and writings, especially the few passages in which he lets us into his

confidence and appears to invite our sympathy, will acquire a growing sense of his intellectual

and moral greatness, and a tender consideration for his errors.'

' Geschichte der Protest. Theologie, pp. 374 and 376. I add his considerate judgment of

Calvin in full: ''Die nach ZwinglVs mid (Ecolampad's Tode verwaiste reformirte Kirche

erhielt an Johann Calvin, gleich gross an Geist und Charakter, einen festen Mittelpunkt

und eine ordnende Seele fur Lehre und Kirchenverfassung. Durch ihn wurde Genf statt

Zilrichs die neue reformirte Metropole ; und dieses Gemeinwesen beivies eine wunderbare,

weithin erohernde Kraft. . . . Calvin's personllche Erscheinung war die eines altromischen

Censors; er war von feinem Wuchs, Mass, hager, mit dem Ausdruck tiefen Ernstes und ein-

sckneidender Scharfe. Der Senat von Genf sagte nach seinem Tode, er sei ein majestatischer

Charakter gewesen. Liehenswiirdig im socialen Leben, voll zarter Theilnahme und Freundes-

treue, nachsichtig und versohnlich bei personlichen Beleidigungen, war er unerbittlich streng,

wo er Gottes Ehre in Hartnarkigkeit oder Bosheit angegriffen sah. Unter seinen Collegen

hatte er keine Neider, aber viele begeisterte Verehrer. Franzosisches Feuer und praktischer

Verstand schienen mit deutscher Tiefe und Besonnenheit einen Bund geschlossen zu haben.

War er auch nicht s}>ehilativen oder intuitiven Geistes, so war dagegen sein Verstand und sein

Urtheil urn so eindringender und schdrfer, sein Geddchtniss wnfassend ; und er bewegte sich

ebenso leicht in der Welt der Ideen und der Wissenschaft, vne in den Geschdften des Kirchen-

regiments. Zwar ist er nicht ein Mann des Volkes, ivie Luther, sondern in seiner Sprache

mehr der Gelehrte, und seine Wirksamkeit als Prediger und Seelsorger kann daher mit der

Luthers nicht verglic.hen iverden. Dagegen ist er mehr ein architektonischer Geist und zwar

sowohl im Gebiete der Wissenschaft als des Lebens. Beide sind ihm in ihrer Wurzel eins, und

seine dogmatischen Constructionen, so kiihn sie in der Folgerichtigkeit ihrer Gedanken sind, be-

halten ihm doch imiiier zugleich erbaulichen Charnkter. Auch wo er verwegen in die gottlichen

Geheimnisse der Prddestination einzudringen sucht, immer leitet ihn der praktische Trieb, der

Heiligkeit und Majestdt Gottes zu dienen, fiir das Gemilth aber den ewigen Ankergrund zu fin-

den, darin es im Bewusstsein der Erwdhlung durchfreie Gnade sicher ruhen konne.'

' The Reformation, pp. 206 and 238.
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§ 57. Calvin's "Wokk.

Of Calvin it may be said, without exaggeration, that he ' labored

more' than all the other Reformers,

He raised the little town of Geneva to the dignity and importance

of the Protestant Home.'

From this radiating centre he controlled, directly or indirectly,

through his writings and his living disciples, the Keformed, yea, we

may say, the whole Protestant movement ; for, wherever it had not

already taken root, as in Germany and Scandinavia, Protestantism as-

sumed a Calvinistic or semi-Calvinistic character.'"^

His heart continued, indeed, to beat warmly for his native land,

which he reluctantly left to share the fortunes of truth exiled, and he

raised the cry which is to this day the motto of his faithful disciples

:

'France must be evangelized to be saved.' But his true home was the

Church of God. He broke through all national limitations. There

was scarcely a monarch or statesman or scholar of his age with whom

he did not come in contact. Every people of Europe was represented

among his disciples. He helped to shape the religious character of

churches and nations yet unborn. The Huguenots of France, the

• The eminent French historian, H. Martin (in his Histoire de France dejmis les temps les

plus reruk's jtisqu'en 178!*, Tom. VIII. p. 325 of the fourth edition, Par. 1860), thus speal^s

of what Calvin did for the city of Geneva :
' Gdvin ne la sauve j>ns seulement, mais conquiert a

cette jietite ville une grandeur, une puissance morale immense, II en fait la capitale de la Re-

forme, autunt que la Reforine pent avoir une capitale, pour In moiti^ du monde jirofpstante,

avec une vaste influence, acceptee ou subie, sur ['autre nioitie. Geneve nest rien par la popu-

lation, par les amies, par le territoire: elle est tout par /'esprit. Un seul avantage materiel

lui garuntit tous ses auantages inoraux : son admirable position, qui fait d'elle une petite

France rejiublicaine et jirotestante, independante de la monarchie cathoJique de France et a

Fabri de fubsorption monarchique et catholique; la Suisse }>rotestante, alliee necessuire de la

royaute fratifaise contre I'emjiereur, couvre Geneve par la politique vis-ii-vis du rot et par

r^pee contre la maison d'Autriche et de Savoie.'

" Kampschulte, Vol. I. p. xii. :
^ Der romanische Reforviator zahlte seine Anhanger in der

romaniscken, germanischen und slavischen Welt und zeigte sich ilbcrall, wo nicht das Lut/ier-

thum in dem deutschen Character eine Stiltze fand, diesem iiberlegen.' He quotes tiie fact

that in Bohemia, which borders on Germany, the Slavonian P>'otestants nearly all profess

Calvinism, wliile Lutheranism is confined to the Germans. The same is still more the case

with the Anglo-Saxon race in England, America, and Australia, and in the mission fields

among the heathen. In Italy and S])aiii, too, the Waldenses and the evangelical Churches

are, both in doctrine and discipline, mucii more Calvinistic than Lutheran ; but so far Prot-

estantism has a very feeble hold on the Latin races, which are more apt to swing from ])0])eiy

to infidelity, and from infidelity to popery, than to adopt tha via media either of Lutheranism

or Calvinism or Anglicanism.
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Protestants of Holland and Belgium, tlie Puritans and Independents

of England and New England, the Piesbvterians of Scotland and

throughout the world, yea, we may say, the whole Anglo-Saxon race,

in its prevailing religious character and institutions, bear the impress

of his genius, and show the power and tenacity of his doctrines and

principles of government.'

From him proceeded the first Protestant missionary colony in the

newly discovered American Continent.'"^

He conceived the idea of a general Evangelical Alliance which,

though impracticable in his age, found an echo in Melanchthon and

' 'In Iris vast correspondence we find him conversing familiarly with the Reformers—Farel,

Viret, Beza, Bnllinger, Bucer, Grynjeus, Knox, Melanchthon—on the most important religious

and theological questions of his age ; counseling and exhorting Prince Conde, Jeanne D'Al-

bret, mother of Henry IV., Admiral Culigny, the Duchess of Ferrara, King Sigismund of

Poland, Edward VI. of England, and the Duke of Somerset ; respectfully reproving Queen

Marguerite of Navarre ; withstanding libertines and the pseudo-Protestants ; strengthening the

martyrs, and directing the Reformation in Switzerland, France, Poland, England, and Scot-

land. He belongs to the small number of men who have exerted a moulding influence, not

only upon their own age and country, but also upon future generations in various parts of

the world ; and not only upon the Church, but indirectly also upon the political, moral, and

social life. The history of Switzerland, Germany, France, the Netherlands, Great Britain,

and the United States for the last three hundred years bears upon a thousand pages the im-

press of his mind and character. He raised the small republic of Geneva to the reputation

of a Protestant Rome. He gave the deepest impulse to the Reform movement, which involved

France, his native land, in a series of bloody civil wars, which furnished a host of martyrs to

the evangelical faith, and which continues to live in that powerful nation in spite of the horiid

massacre of St. Bartholomew and the revocation of the Edict of Nantes, the dragoonades and

exile of hosts of Huguenots, who, driven from their native soil, carried their piety, virtue, and

industry to all parts of Western Europe and North America. He kindled the religious fire

which roused the moral and intellectual strength of Holland, and consumed the dungeons of

the Inquisition and the fetters of the political despotism of Spain. His genius left a stronger

mark on the national character of the Anglo-Saxon race and the Churches of Great Britain

than their native Reformers. His theology and piety raised Scotland from a semi-barbarous

condition, and made it the classical soil of Presbyterian Christianity, and one of the most en-

lightened, energetic, and virtuous countries on the face of the globe. His spirit stirred up

the Puritan revolution of the seventeenth century, and his blood ran in the veins of Hampden
and Cromwell, as well as Baxter and Owen. He may be called, in some sense, the spiritual

father of New England and the American republic. Calvinism, in its various modifications

and applications, was the controlling agent in the early history of our leading colonies (as

Bancroft has shown); and Calvinism is, to this day, the most powerful element in the re-

ligious and ecclesiastical life of the Western world. '—From the author's Essay on Calvin, in

the Bibl. Sacra for 1857.

' On the interesting French colony in Brazil, 1556, consisting of two clergymen and about

two hundred members of the Church of Geneva, see Stahelin, Vol. II. pp. 234 sqq. The col-

ony was broken up by the interference of the French government and by Papal intrigues. But

it was a harbinger of the later emigrations of persecuted Huguenots in several parts of North

America, who enriched the Presbyterian, Dutch, and German Reformed and other Churches.
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Cranmer, and was revived in the nineteenth century (1S4G) to be real-

ized at no distant future.^

Ilia work and influence were twofold, theological and ecclesiastical.

With him theoiT and practice, theology and piety, were inseparably

united. Even when, soaring beyond the limits of time, he dared to lift

the veil of the eternal decrees of the onniiscient Jehovah, he aimed at

a strong motive for holiness, and a firm foundation of hope and com-

fort. On the other hand, his moral reforms are all based upon princi-

ples and ideas. He was thoroughly consistent in his views and actions.

HIS THEOLOGY.

As a scientific theologian, Calvin stands foremost among the Re-

formers, and is the peer of Augustine and Thomas Aquinas. He
has been styled the Aristotle of Protestantism. Melanchthon, 'the

Teacher of Germany,' first called him ' the Theologian,' in the em-

phatic sense in which this title was given to Gregory of Nazianzen

in the ISTicene age, and to the inspired Apostle John. The verdict of

history has confirmed this judgment. Even Rationalists and Roman
Catholics must admit his pre-eminence among the systematic divines

and exeo-etes of all acres.^

• Comp. Stahelin, Vol. II. pp. 198, 241.

' The Strasburg editors of Calvin's Works, though belonging to the modern liberal school

of theology, thus characterize him as a theologian (Cj/wera, Vol. I. p. ix.): '<S'j Jjutherum

virum maximum, si ZicingJinm civem Christianum nulli secundum, si Melanthonem prcecepto-

rem doctissimum merito appellciris, Calvinu7n jure vocaris theologcirum principem et antb-

81GNANUM. In hoc enim quis linguarum et iiterarum prcesidia, quis disciplinarum fere omnium

nan miretur orhem ? Jje cujus copia doctrince, rerumque disjiositione aptissime concinnata, et

argumentorum vi ac validitate in doginaticis ; de ingenii acumine et subtilitate, atque nunc/es-

tiva nunc mordaci salsedine in polemicis, de felicissima persjncuitute, sobrietate ac sagacitate

in exegeticis, de nervosa eloquentia et libertate in par(eneticis ; de prudentia sapientiaque legis-

lutoria in ecclesiis constituendis, ordinandis ac regendis incoinparabili, inter omnes viros doctos

et de rebus evangelicis libere sentientes jam abunde constat. Imo iriter ijisos adversarios ro-

nianos nullus hodie est, vel medioci'i harum rerum cognitione iinbutus vel tantilla judicii prceditus

aquitate, qui argumentorum et sententiarum ubertatem, proprietatem verborum sermonemque

castigatum, still denique, tarn latini quam gallici, gravitatem et luciditatem non adiniretur.

Qu(B cuncta quum in singulis fere scriptis, tum prcecipue relurent in immortali ilia Institu-

iione religionis Christiana', qu(e omnes ejusdem generis expositiones inde ab apostolorv,m tem-

poribus consrriptas, adeoque ipsos Melanthonis Locos theologicos, absque omni controversia

longe antecellit atque eruditum et ingenuum lectorem, etiarnsi alicubi seciis senserit, hodieque

quasi vinetum Irahit et vel invitum ra/tit in admirationern.^ To this we add a remarkable

tribute of a liberal Roman Catholic historian who abhors Calvin's doctrine of absolute pre-

destination, and yet becomes eloquent when he speaks of the literary merits of his ' Institutes.'

''Sain Lehrbuch der christlichen Religion,' says Kampscbulte (Vol. I. p. xi v.), 'irin^i die
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The appearance of his Institutes of the Christian Religion'^ (first

in Latin, then in French) marks an epoch in the history of theology,

and lias all the signiticance of an event. This book belongs to those

few uninspired compositions which never lose their interest and power.

It lias not only a literary, but an institutional character. Considering

the youth of the author, it is a marvel of intellectual precocity. The

first edition even contained, in brief outline, all the essential elements

of his system; and the subsequent enlargements to five times the

kirchliche Revolution in ein System, das (lurch loc/ische Schdrfe, Klarheit des Gedankens, riick-

sichtslose Consequenz, die vor nichts zuriickbebt, noch heute unser Staunen und unsere Bewun-

derung erreyt.' Ibid. p. 274: * Calvin s Lehrbuch der christlichen Religion ist ohne Frage

das hervorragendste und bedeutendste Erzeugniss, welches die rej'ormatorische Literatur des

sechszehnten Jahrhunderts auf devi Gebiete der Jjogviatik aufzuweisen hat. Schon ein ober-

Jidchlicher Veryleich Idsat uns den gewaltigen Fortschritt erkennen, den es gegeniiber den bis-

kerigen Leistungen auf diesem Gebiete bezcichnet. Statt der unvollkommenen, nach der einen

oder andern Seite unzulaiiglichen Versuche Melanchthon^s, ZwinglVs, FareFs erhalten wir aus

Calvin's Hand das Kunstwerk eines, rvenn auch nicht harmonisch in sich abgeschlossenen, so

doch wohlgegliederten, durchyebildeten Systems^ das in alien seinen Theilen die leitenden

Grundgedanken widerspiegelt und von vollstdndiger Beherrschung des Stoffes zeugt. Es hatte

eine uiiverkennbare Berechtigung, wenn man den Verfasser der Institution als den Aristoteles

der Reformation bezeichnete. JJie ausserordentliche Belesenheit in der biblischen und patris-

tischen Literatur, ivie sie schon in den friiheren Ausgaben des Werkes hervortritt, setzt in Er-

staunen. Die Methode ist lichtvoll und klar, der Gedankengang streng logisch, iiberall durch-

sicktig, die Eintheilung und Ordnung des Stoffes dem leitenden Grundgedanken entsprechend

;

die Darstellung schreitet ernst und gemessen vor und nimmt, obschon in den spdteren Ausgaben

mehr gelehrt als anziehend, mehr auf den Verstand als auf das Gemiith berechnet, doch zuweilen

einen hoheren Schwung an. Calvin's Institution enthdlt Abschnitte, die dem Schonsten, was

von Pascal und Bossuet geschrieben worden ist, an die Seite gestellt warden konnen : Stellen,

wie jene Uber die Erhabenheit der heiligen Schrift, uber das Elend des gefallenen Menschen,

iiber die Bedeutung des Gebetes, werden nie verfehlen, auf den Leser einen tiefen Eindruck zu

machen. Auch von den katholischen Gegnern Calvin s siiid diese Vorziige anerkannt und

manche Abschnitte seines Werkes sogar henutzt worden. Man begreift es vollkommen, wenn

er selbst mit dem Gef'dhl der Befriedigung unci des Stolzes auf sein Werk blickt und in seinen

iibrigen Schriften gem enf das ^^ Lehrbuch" zuriickverweist,'

' The full title of the first edition is 'Christia-
|
n^ Religionis Insti-

|
tutio totamfere

pietatis summam et quic
|
quid est in doctrina salutis cognitu ne-

\
cessarium, complectens

:

omnibus pie-
\
talis studiosis lectu dignissi- |

mum opus, ac re-
|
cens edi-

\
turn.

\
Frjefatio

AD Chri-
I

STiANissiMUM Regem Francis, gwa
|
hie ei liber pro confessione fidei \ offertur.\

Joanne Calvino
|
Noinodunensi authore.

\
Basiled,

|
M.D.XXXVI. ' The dedicatory

Preface is dated 'X. Calendas Septembres' (i. e. August 23), without the year ; but at the close

of the book the month of March, 1536, is given as the date of publication. The first two

French editions (Mil and 1545) supplement the date of the Preface correctly: ' I)e Basle

le vingt-troysiesnie d'A oust mil cinq cent trente cinq.' The manuscript, then, was completed in

Aug. 1 535, but it tot)k nearly a year to print it. The eighth and last improved edition from

the pen of the author bears the title: 'Institutio Chri-
|
stian^e Religionis, in libros

qua-
I

tuor nunc primum digesta, certisque distincta capitibus, ad ajttissimam
\
methodum

:

aucta etiam tarn magna accessione ut propemodum opus
|
novum haberi possit.

| Joannb

Calving authore. J Oliva Roberti Stephani. |
Genevce. | M.D.LIX.'
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oi'igiiial size were not inechanical additions to a building or changes

of conviction/ but the natural growth of a living organism from

within.^

The 'Institutes' are by far the clearest and ablest systematic and

scientific exposition and vindication of the ideas of the Reformation in

their vernal fi-eshness and peutecostal fire. The book is inspired by a

heroic faith ready for the stake, and a glowing enthusiasm for the

saving truth of the gospel, raised to a new life from beneath the rub-

bish of human additions. Though freely using reason and the fathers,

especially Augustine, it always appeals to the supreme tribunal of the

Word of God, to which all human wisdom must bow in reverent obe-

dience. It abounds in Scripture-learning thoroughly digested, and

wrought up into a consecutive chain of exposition and argument. It

is severely logical, but perfectly free from the dryness and pedantry

of a scholastic treatise, and flows on, like a Swiss river, through green

' '/n doctrina,^ says Beza, towards the close of his Vita Calv., ^quam initio tradidit ad

extremum constans nihil /trorsus iiumutavit, quod paucis nostra memoria theologis contigit.'

Bretschneider was quite mistaken when he missed in the first edition the doctrine of predes-

tination, which is clearly though briefly indicated, pp. 91 and 188. See Kampschulte, p. 2.")().

* The Strasburg editors devote the first four volumes to the different editions of the /n-

stitutes in both languages. Vol. I. contains the editio princeps Latina of Basle, ir)36 (pp.

10-247J, and the variations of si.x editions intervening between the first and the last, viz.,

the Strasburg editions of ir)89, ir)48, 154.5, and the Geneva editions of l.^no, 1.").53, 1054

(pp. 253-1152;; Vol. II. the editio postrema of 1559 (pp. 1-1118); Vol. III. and IV. the

last edition of the French translation, or free reproduction rather (I5G()), with the varia-

tions of former editions. The question of the priority of the Latin or French text is now

settled in favor of the former. See Jules Bonnet, in the Bulletin de la Soriete de rhis-

toire du ])rotest(intisvie frangais for 1858, Vol. VI. pp. 137 sqq., Staheiin, Vol. I. p. 55, and

the Strasburg editors of the 0]>era, in the ample Prolegomena to Vols. I. and III. Calvin

himself says expressly (in the Preface to his P'rench ed. 1541) that he first wrote the Insti-

tutes in Latin (^ />reinierement Vaif mis en Litin) for readers of all nations, and that he trans-

lated tliem afterwards for the special benefit of Frenchmen. In a letter to iiis fi ieiul, Francis

Daniel, dated Lausanne, Oct. 13, 1536, he writes that he began the French translation soon

after the publication of the Latin {Letters, ed. Bonnet, Vol. I. p. 21), but it did not appear

till 1541, bearing the title ^Institution de la leligion Chrestienne coimpcjSEk kn i>atin, /;ar

Jean Calvin, et translate'e en frangais par hiymesme.' The erroneous assertion of a French

original, so often repeated (by Bayle, Maimbourg, Basnage, and more recently by Henry, Vol.

I. p. 104 ; III. p. 177 ; Dorner, Gesch. der protest. Theol. p. 375 ; H. B. Smith, 1. c. p. 283

;

and Guizot, p. 17G, who assumes that the first French ed was published anonymously), arose

from confounding the date of the Preface in the French editions (23 Aug. 1535) with the later

date of publication (153(;). It is quite possible, however, that the dedication to Francis I.

was first written in French, and this would most naturally account for the earlier date in the

French editions. On the difference of the several editions, comp. also J. Th(imas, Histoire

de Vinstit. chre'tienne de J. Calv.. Strasb. 1859, and Kostun, Calvin's Institutio nach Form

und Inlinlt. in the Studien und Kritiken for 18G8.
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meadows and sublime mountain scenery. It overshadowed all pre-

vious attempts at a systematic treatment of Protestant doctrines, not

only those of Zwingli and Fai-el, but even Melanchthon's Loci theo-

logici, although Calvin generously edited them twice in a French

translation with a complimentary preface (1546).^

No wonder that the ' Institutes' were greeted with enthusiastic praises

by Protestants, w^hicli are not exhausted to this day.^ They created

dismay among Komanists, were burned at Paris by order of the Sor-

bonne, and hated and feared as the very 'Talmud' and 'Koran of

heresy.'^ In spite of severe prohibition, they were translated into all

the languages of Europe, and passed through innumerable editions.

Among the Protestants of France they acquired almost as much au-

thority as Luther's Bible in Germany, and comforted the martyrs in

* See the Preface in Opera, Vol. IX. pp. 847-850. It is written in excellent taste, and
with profound respect and affection for Melanchthon, whose work, he concludes, ' conduit a

la pure verite de Dieu, a laquelle it nous convient tenir, nous servant des hommes pour nous

aider a y parrenir.^

* See the eulogies of Bucer, Beza, Sainte-Marthe, Thurius, Blunt, Salmasius, John von Miill-

er, and others, quoted by Henry and Stahelin (Vol. I. pp. 59 sqq.). To these may be added

some more recent testimonies. Guizot says (1. c. p. 1 73) :
' The Institutes were and are still

the noblest monument of the greatness of mind and originality of idea which distinguished

Calvin in his own century. More than that, I believe this book to be the most valuable and

enduring of all his labors ; for those churches which are specially known as the Reformed

Churches of France, Switzerland, Holland, Scotland, and the United States of America re-

ceived from Calvin's Institutes the doctrine, organization, and discipline which, in spite of

sharp trials, grave mistakes, and claims which are incompatible with the progress of liberty,

have still, for more than three centuries, been the source of all their strength and vitality.'

Hase (in his Kirchengeschichte) calls the Institutes ' die grossartigste wissenschaftliche

Rechtfertigung des Augustinisinus voll religiosen Tiefsinns in unerbittlicher Folgerichtigkeit

der Gedanken.' G. Frank {Gesch. der Protest. Theol. Vol. I. p. 74) :
' Wie Melanchthon hat

auch Calvin seinen Glauben zusammengefasst in einem besonderen Werke, der Inst. rel. chr.,

nur methodischer, Jhlgerichtiger, iiberlegner, die grosste Glauhenslehre des 16 Jahrh. ist sie

wie ein hochgewolbter, dunkler Dam, darin der Ernst der Religion in andachtigem Schauer

sich iiber die Seele legt.' H. B. Smith (1. c. p. 288): 'It is the most complete system [of

theology] which the 16th century produced, nor has it been supplanted by any single work.'

Baur (Dogmengeschichte, Vol. III. p. 27) calls it ' in every respect a truly classical work,

distinguished in a high degree by originality and acuteness of conception, systematic con-

sistency, and clear, luminous method.' To many editions of the Institutes the well-known

distich of the Hungarian Paul Thurius is aflBxed :

' Prceter apostolicas post Christi tempora chartas,

Huie peperere libra scecula nulla parem.'

^ Florimond de Raemond, Histoire de la naissance, progrez et decadence de Vher^sie de ce

siecle, pp. 838, 883, quoted by Kampschulte (p. 278), who adds : ^Keine Schrift des Refor-

niationszeitalters ist von den Katholiken mehr gefUrchtet, eifriger bekampft und verfolgt war-

den, als Calvin's Christliche Institution.' See his own judgment quoted on pp. 446 sq., note.
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prison. In England, after the accession of Elizabeth, they were long

used as the text-book of theology; and even the moderate and 'ju-

dicious' Hooker prized them highly, and pronounced Calvin 'incom-

parably the wisest man that ever the French Church did enjoy.'

This remarkable work was originally a defense of the evangelical

doctrines against ignorant or willful misrepresentation, and a plea for

toleration in behalf of his scattered fellow-Protestants in France, who

were then violently persecuted as a set of revolutionary fanatics and

heretics. Hence the dedicatory Preface to Francis I. As the early

Apologists addressed the Roman emperors to convince them that the

Christians were innocent of the foul charges of atheism, innnorality,

and hostility to Caesar, so Calvin appealed to the French monarch in

defense of his equally innocent countrymen, with a manly dignity,

frankness, force, and pathos never surpassed before or since. It is a

sad reflection that such a voice of warning should have had so little

effect, and that the noble French nation even this day would rather

listen to the revolutionary ' Marseillaise' of Voltaire and Rousseau than

to the reformatory trumpet of Calvin.

The ' Institutes,' to which this dedication to the French monarch forms

the magnificent portal, consist of four books (each divided into a num-

ber of chapters), and treat, after the natural and historical order of the

Apostles' Creed, first of the knowledge of God the Creator (theology)

;

secondly, of the knowledge of God the Redeemer (christology) ; thirdly,

of the Holy Spirit and the application of the saving work of Christ

(soteriology) ; fourthly, of the external means of salvation, viz., the

Church and the Sacraments.*

The most prominent and original features of Calvin's theological

system, which have left their impress upon the Reformed Creed, are the

doctrine of Predestination and the doctrine of the Lord's Supper. By
the first he widened the breach between tlie Reformed and the Lu-

theran Church; by the second he furnished a basis for reconciliation.

' The first edition of thf Institutes contains only six chapters: 1. De lege, with an ex-

planation of the Decalogue ; 2. De Jide, with an exposition of the Apostles' Creed ; 3. De
oratione, with an exposition of the Lord's Prayer ; 4. Of the Sacraments of BajJtisra and the

Lord's Supper ; 5. Of the other so-called Sacraments ; G. Of Christian liberty, Church-

gOTernment, and discipline.
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THE DOCTRINE OF PEEDESTINATION.

All the Reformers of the sixteenth century, including even the

gentle Melauchthon and the compromising Bucer, under a controlling

sense of huuian depravity and saving grace, in extreme antagonism to

Pelagianism and self-righteonsness, and, as they sincerely believed, in

full harmony not only with the greatest of the father's, but also with

the inspired St. Paul, came to the same doctrine of a double predesti-

nation wliicli decides the eternal destiny of all men. Nor is it possible

to evade this conclusion on the two acknowledged premises of Prot-

estant oithodoxy—namely, the wholesale condemnation of men in

Adam, and the limitation of saving grace to the present world. If the

Lutheran theology, after the Formula of Concord (1577), rejected

Synergism and Calvinism alike, and yet continued to teach the total

depra^ ity of all men and the unconditional election of some, it could

only be done at the expense of logical consistency.^

Yet there were some cliaracteristic differences among the Reformers.

Luther started from the servum arhitrium, Zwingli from the idea of

' Schleiermacher, the greatest divine of the nineteenth century, has defended Calvinism

as the only consistent system on the basis of the orthodox anthropology and eschatology

(though he runs it out into a final, unscriptural universalism) ; and his pupil, Alexander

Schvveizer, of Zurich (in his Glaubenslehre der evang. reform. Kirche, Vol. I. pp. 79 and 81),

thus clearly and sharply states the logical aspect of the case: ''Der reformirte Lehrbegriff,

consequent gegrilndet auf das Materialjirinci]) scidechthiniger Ahliangigkeit von Gott und von

da aus das menschliche Thun beleucktend, ohne dessen wiUensindssige Natw zu verkleinern, ist

weniger durch seinen Determinismus anstossig geworden, als durch das dualistisch Particu-

laristische der auf die Pradestlnation angewandten Weltansicht. Gerade dieses aher gehort

der Weltansicht aller damaligen Confessionen gleich sehr an und folgt wirklich aus der Vor-

steUung, dass unser ewiges Loos beivi irdischen Sterben entschieden set, nur hienieden Erloste

selig werden, alle Andern aver verdammt bleiben. . . . Das Harte am reformirten Lehrbe-

griff ist der dualistische Particularismus, der aber alien Confessionen gemein durch die re-

formirte Consequenz nur heller ins Licht gestellt wird, wodurch allein, falls er irrig ware, die

Forderung zur TVahrheit angebahnt ist. 1. Dualistischer Particularismus ist die Idee, dass

in der Meitschen- und Engelwelt die einen selig werden, die andern ewig verdammt. Diess

war die Ansicht aller kirchlichen Confessionen, indem der Universalismus, die Beseligung

aller rationalen Kreaturen in alien drei Confessionen, als hceretische Irrlehre abgewiesen

wurde. 2. Liegt im Particularismus Hartes, die Giite Gottes Beschrankendes, so ist es un-

gerecht, dariiber nur die reformirte Coifcssi' n unziigehen, die weiter nichts gethan, als gelehrt

hat : Das Weltergebniss miisse dem Weltplan entsprechen, somit habe Gott eivig grade diese

Welt init diesem Ergebniss gewollt tind eine particularistische Pradestlnation bei sich be-

schlossen, wovon nun alle Weltentwicklung einfach die Ansfiihrung sei ; denn dass alles

anders herauskomme, als Gott es gewollt, heisse Gott von den Kreaturen abhdngig viachen,

die Kreaturen zu Gottern machen, Gott aber zum Ungott.' Comp. also Baur, Dogmen-
geschichte. Vol. III. (1867), pp. 144 st^q.
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an al\-vu\u\(rj)rovi(le?itia, Calvin frt)m the timeless or eternal decretmn

absolatum. Calvin elaborated the doctrine of predestination with

greater care and precision, and avoided 'the paradoxes' of his prede-

cessors. He made it, moreovei-, the corner-stone of his system, and

gave it undue proportion. He set the absolute sovereignty of God over

against the mock sovereignty of the Pope. It was for him the ' article

of the standing or falling Church ;' while Luther always assigned

this position to the doctrine of justification by faith alone. In this

estimate, both were mistaken, for the central place in the Christian

system belongs only to the pereon and work of Christ—the incarna-

tion and the atonement. Finally, the Augustinian and Lutheran pre-

destinarianism is moderated by the sacramentarian principle of bap-

tismal regeneration ; while the Calvinistic predestinarianism confines

the sacramental efiicacy to the elect, and turns the baptism of the

non-elect into an empty form.

Predestination, according to Calvin, is the eternal and unchangeable

decree of God by which he foreoi'dained, for his own glory and the

display of his attributes of mercy and justice, a part of the human race,

without any merit of their own, to eternal salvation, and another part,

in just punishment of their sin, to eternal damnation. The decree is,

therefore, twofold—a decree of election to holiness and salvation, and

a decree of reprobation on account of sin and guilt.^ The latter is

the negative counterpart, which strict logic seems to demand, but

against which our better feelings revolt, especially if it is made to

include multitudes of innocent children, for their unconscious con-

nection wath Adam's fall. Calvin himself felt this, and characteristic-

ally called the decree of reprobation a ' decree horrible, though never

theless true.'^ All he could say was tliat God's will is inscrutable,

' ' Pr^SCIENTIAm quum trihuimus Deo, significanms omnia semper fuisse ac perjietuo ma-

nere sub ejus oculi.s ; ut ejus notitice nihil J'ufurum aut prceteritum, set! omnia sint prwsentia,

et si(' quidem prcesentia, ut non ex ideis tantuvi imnginetur (qualiter nobis ohversantur ea

quorum memoriain mens nostra retinet), sed tanquam ante se posita vere irilueatur ac cernat.

Atque hcec prcescientia ad universum mundi ambitum et adomnes creatttras extenditur. Prjedes-

TINATIONEM vocavius (eternum Dei decretmn, quo apud se coiistitutum habuit, quid de unoquuque

hominefieri vellet. Non enim pari conditione creantur omnes ; sed aliis vita wterna, aliis dumna-

tio (eterna prceordinatur. Itaque, prout in alterutrumfinem quisque conditus est, ita velad vitam,

vel ad mortem prcedestinatum dicimtts.' Instit. Lib. III. c. 21, § '>(0/>era,yo\. II. pp. CSl', (183).

Comp. his Articuli de prcedest., first published from an autograph of Calvin, Vol. IX. p. 713.

" ' Iterum qucero, unde factum est ut tot gentes una cum liberis eorum infantibus (vterna

morti involveret lajtsus Ada absque remedio, nisi quia Deo ita visum est '/ llic obmutescere
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but always holy and imblamable. It is the ultimate ground of all

things, and the highest rule of justice. Foreordination and fore-

knowledge are inseparable, and the former is not conditioned by the

latter, but God foresees what he foreordains. If election were de-

pendent on man's faith and good works, grace would not be free,

and in fact would cease to be grace. Man's holiness is not the cause

or condition, but the effect of God's election. The unequal distribu-

tion of gospel privileges can be traced only to the secret will of God.

All men are alike corrupt and lost in Adam ; some are saved by free

grace, others, who are no worse by nature, reject the gospel. These

are undeniable every-day facts, and admit of no other explanation

within the limits of the present life ; and as to the future world, we

know nothing but what God has revealed to us in the Scriptures.

Calvin carried the doctrine of the divine decrees beyond the Au-

gustinian infralapsarianism, which makes the fall of Adam the object

of a permissive or passive decree, and teaches the pretention rather

than the reprobation of the wicked, to the very verge of supralap-

sarianism, which traces even the first sin to an efficient or positive

decree, analogous to that of election. But while his inexorable logic

pointed to this abyss, his moral and religious sense shrunk from the

last inference of making God the author of sin, which would be blas-

phemous, and involve the absurdity that God abhors and justly pun-

ishes what he himself decreed. Hence his phrase, which vacillates

between infralapsarianism and supralapsarianism : 'Adam fell, God'

^

providence having so ordained it
;
yet he fell by his own guilt.' ^

oportet tarn dicaces alioqui linguas. Decretum quidem horribile, fateor; injitiari tamen

nemo poterit quin prcesciverit Deus, quern exitum esset habiturus homo, antequam ipsum con-

deret, et idea prcesciverit, quia decreto sua sic ordinarat. In prcEscientiam Dei si quis hie in-

vehatur, temere et inconsulte impingit. Quid enim, qucpso, est cur reus agatur ccelestis judex

quia non ignoraverit quodfuturum erat? In proedestinationem competit, si quid est vel justce

iiel speciosce querimonice. Nee aisurdum videri debet quod dice, Deum non modo primi hominis

casum, et in eo posterorum ruinam prcevidisse, sed arbitrio quoque sua dispensasse. Ut enim

ad ejus sapientiam pertinet, omnium quce futura sunt esse prcescium, sic ad potentiam, omnia

manu sun regere ac moderari.^ Instit. Lib. IIL c. 23, § 7 (Vol. II. p. 704).

' ^Lapsus est enim jirimus homo, quia Dominus ita e.rpedire censuerat ; cur censuerit, nos

Intet, Certum iamen est non alifer censuisse, nisi quia I'idebat, nominis sui gloriam inde merito

//ustrori. Unde mentionem q/orire Dei andis, illic justitiavi cogita. Justum enim esse oportet

quod Inudem mereftir. Cadit iqitur homo, Dei providentia sic ordinante, sed suo ritio cudit. . . .

Propria ergo malitia, quam accejiernt a Domino puram naturam corrupit ; sua ruina totam

posteritatem in exitium serum attraxit.^ Instit. Lib. III. c. 2.S, § 8 (Vol. II. p. 70.')). The
difference between the supriilapsarians and infralapsarians was not agitated at the time of
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Calvin defended this doctrine against all objections with consuni-

niate skill, and may be said to have exhausted the subject on his side

of the question. His arguments were chictiy drawn from the Script-

ures, especially the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans; but

he unduly stretched passages M'hich refer to the historii-ul destiny of

individuals and nations in this world, into declarations of their eter-

nal fate in the other world; and he escaped the proper force of oppo-

site passages (such as John i. 29 ; iii. 10 ; 1 John ii. 2 ; iv. li; 1 Tim.

ii.4; 2 Pet. iii. 9) by a distinction between the secret and revealed or

declared will of God {voluntas arcani and voluntas heneplaciti)^ which

carries an intolerable dualism into the divine will.

The motive and aim of this doctrine was not speculati\e, but prac-

tical. It served as a Inilwark of free grace, an antidote to Pelagianism

and human pride, a stimulus to humility and gratitude, a source of

comfort and peace in trial and despondency. The charge of favoring

license and carnal security was always indignantly re}>elled by the

Pauline ' God forbid !' It is moreover refuted by history, which con-

nects the strictest Calvinism with the strictest morality.

The doctrine of predestination, in its milder, infralapsarian form,

was incorporated into the Geneva Consensus, the Second Helvetic, the

French, Belgic, and Scotch Confessions, the Lambeth Articles, the Irish

Articles, the Canons of Dort, and the Westminster Standards ; while

the Thirty-nine Articles,' the Heidelberg Catechism, and otlier German

Reformed Confessions, indorse merely the positive part of the free

election of believers, and are wisely silent concerning the decree of

reprobation, leaving it to theological science and private opinion.

Supralapsarianism, which makes unfallen man, or man before his

creation (^. e., a non ens, a mere abstraction of thought), the object of

Calvin, but afterwards during the Arminian controversy in Holland. Both schools appealed

to him. The difference is more sjjeculative than moral and practical. In creating man free,

God created him necessarily temptable and liable to fall, but the foil itself is man's own act

and abuse of freedom. God decreed sin not efficiently but permissively, not as an actual fact

but as a mere possibility, not for its own sake but for the sake of the good or as a negative

condition of redemption. Besides, sin has no positive character, is no created substance,

but it is privative and negative, and consists simply in the abuse of faculties ami gifts es.sen-

tially good.

' There is a dispute about the precise meaning of Art. XVII. ; but, as Prof Fisher says

{T/ifi Reform, p. .Sli")), 'the article can not fairly be interjjreted in any other sense than that

of imconditional election
; and the cautions whicti are appended, instead of being opposed to

this interpretation, demonstrate the coiTectness of it.'
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God's double foreordination for the manifestation of his mercy in the

elect, and his justice in the reprobate, was ably advocated by Beza in

Geneva, Guniarus in Holland, Twisse (the Prolocutor of the Westmin-

ster Assembly) in England, Nathaniel Emmons (1745-1840) in New
England, but it never received symbolical authority, and was virtually

or expressly excluded (though not exactly condemned) by the Synod

of Dort, the Westminster Assembly, and even the ' Formula Consensus

Helvetica' (1675).' All Calviuistic Confessions, without exception,

trace tlie fall to a jjermissive decree, make man responsible and justly

punishable for sin, and reject, as a blasphemous slander, the charge

that God is the author of sin. And this is the case with all the Cal-

viuistic divines of the present day.^

Calvin's doctrine or the lord's supper.

Calvin's doctrine of the Lord's Supper, on which he spent much deep

and earnest thought, is an ingenious compromise between the realism

and mysticism of the Lutheran, and the idealism and spiritualism of

the Zwinglian theory. It aims to satisfy both the heart and the reason.

He retained the figurative interpretation of the words of institution,

and rejected all carnal and materialistic conceptions of the eucharistic

mystery ; but he very strongl}' asserted, at the same time, a spiritual

real presence and fruition of Christ's body and blood for the nourish-

ment of the soul. He taught that believers, while they receive with

their mouths the visible elements, receive also by faith the spiritual

realities signified and sealed thereby, namely, the benefit of the atoning

sacrifice on the cross, and the life-giving virtue of Christ's glorified

' Can. IV. :
' Ita Deus gloriam suam illustrare constituit, ut decreverit, prijiio quidem

hominem integrum creare, tdm ejusdem lapsum permittere, ac demum ex lajisis quorundam

misereri, adeoque eosdem eligere, alios vero in corrupta niassa relinquere, aternoque tan-

dem exitio devovere.' This does not go beyond the limits of Augustinianism. Van Oosterzee

errs when he says (^Christian Dogmatics, Vol. I. p. 452) that the Form. Cons. Hel. asserts the

supralapsarian view ; while Hodge errs on the other side when he says (Syst. Theol. Vol. II.

p. 317) that this document contains 'a formal repudiation of the supralapsarian view.'

" Dr. Hodge, who best represents the Old School Calvinism in America, rejects supralap-

sarianism and defends infralapsarianism, which he defines thus (Syst. Theol. Vol. II. pp.

319 and 320) : 'According to the infralapsarian doctrine, God, with the design to reveal his

own glory—that is, the perfections of his own nature—determined to create the world ; sec-

ondly, to permit the fall of man ; thirdly, to elect from the mass of fallen men a multitude

whom no man could number as "vessels of mercy;" fourthly, to send his Son for their re-

demption ; and, fifthly, to leave the residue of mankind, as he left the fallen angels, to suffer

the just punishment of their sins.'

Vol. L—G q
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humauity in heaven, wliich the Holy Ghost conveys to the soul in a

supernatural manner; while unbelieving or unworthy communicants,

having no inward connection with Christ, receive only bread and

wine to their own judgment. He thus sought to avoid alike the posi-

tive error of Luther and the negative error of Zwingli (whose view

of the Eucharist he even characterized as 'profane'), and to unite the

elements of truth advocated by both in a one-sided and antagonistic

way. Luther and Zwingli always had in mind a corporeal or dimen-

sional presence of the material substance of body and blood, and an

oral manducation of the same by all communicants—which the one

affirmed, the other denied ; Calvin substituted for this the idea of a

virtual or dynamic presence of the psychic life-power and efficacy of

Christ's humanity, and a spiritual reception and assimilation of the

same by the organ of faith, and therefore on the part of believing com-

municants only, through the secret mediation of the Holy Spirit.'

Calvin's doctrine of the Eucharist was substantially approved by

Melanchthon in his later period, although from fear of Luther and the

ultra-Lutherans he never fully committed himself. It passed into all

the leading Reformed Confessions of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, and must be regarded as the orthodox Reformed doctrine.

Zwingli's theory, which is more simple and intelligible, has considera-

ble popular currency, but no symbolical authority.^

' Calvin taught his view of the Eucharist in the first edition of his Institutes (cap. 4, De
Sacramentis, pp. 236 sqq., in the new ed. of the Opera, Yol. I. pp. 118 sqq. ; comp. Ebrard,

Dns Dogma v. heil. Abendmahl, Yol. II. p. 412), and in the Confessio Jidei de euc.haristia

(1587); then more fully in the later editions of the Institutes, 1. c. Lib. IV. cap. 17, 18; in

his two Catechisms (1538 and 1542) ; in his admirable tract De Cwna Domini (first in French,

1541, then in Latin, 1545; see Opera,Yo\.Y. pp. 429-4(!0); in the Consensus Tiyurinus Q 549)

i

and he defended it in several polemical treatises against Westphal (1555-1557) and Ileshusius

(1.-.61).

' See, on this whole subject, the very elaborate exposition of Ebrard, Das Dogma v. heil.

Abendmahl, Vol. II. pp. 402-525 ; Baur, Geschichte der christl. Kirche,Yo\. IV. pp. 398-402;

and Kevin's article on the Reformed. Doctrine of the Lord's Supper, in the Mercersburg Re-

view for Sept. 1850, pp. 421-548 (in defense of his 'Mystical Presence')- Dr. Ne\'in has

clearly and correctly stated Calvin's doctrine of the Eucharist and al)undantly fortified it

with quotations from all the symbolical standards, in entire harmony with Ebrard (who
indorsed him in the Studien und Kritiken). After rejecting both the dogma of transub-

staiitiation and consubstantiation, he says (p. 421») :
' In op[)Osition to this view, the Re-

formed Church taught that the participation of Christ's flesh and blood in the Lord's vSup-

per is spiritual only, and in no sense corporal. The idea of a local presence in the i-ase was

utterly rejected. 'I'lie elements can not be said to comprehend or include the body of the

Saviour in any sense. It is not there, but remains constantly in heaven, according to the
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Cal\ in thus combined his high predestinarianism with a high view of

the Church and the Sacraments. Augustine and Luther did the same

to a still greater extent, with more prominence given to the sacramental

idea. It is the prerogative of great minds to maintain apparently op-

posite truths and principles which hold each other in check ; while with

minda less strong and comprehensi\e, the one principle is apt to rule

out the other. In the Catholic and Lutheran Churches the sacramental

principle gradually overruled the doctrine of absolute predestination

;

m the more rigid Calvinistic school, the sacramental principle yielded

to the doctrine of predestination. But the authoritative standards are

committed to both.

CALVIN AS AN EXEGETE.

Among the works which have more or less influenced the Reformed

Confessions we can not ignore Calvin's commentaries. To expound

the Scriptures in books, from the chair, and from the pulpit, was his

Scriptures. It is not handled by the minister and taken into the mouth of the communicant.

The manducation of it is not oral, but only by faith. It is present in fruition accordingly to

believers only in the exercise of faith : the impenitent and unbelieving receive only the naked

symbols, bread and wine, without any spiritual advantage to their own souls. Thus we have

the doctrine defined and circumscribed on both sides ; with proper distinction from all that

may be considered a tendency to Rationalism in one direction, and from all that may be

counted a tendency to Romanism in the other. It allows the presence of Christ's person in

the sacrament, including even his flesh and blood, so far as the actual participation of the

believer is concerned. Even the term real presence Calvin tells us he was willing to employ,

if it were to be understood as synonymous with true presence; by which he means a presence

that brings Christ truly into communion with the believer in his human nature as well as in

his divine nature. The word real, however, was understood ordinarily to denote a local, cor-

poral presence, and on this account was not approved. To guard against this, it may be quali-

fied by the word spiritual; and the expression will then be quite suitable to the nature of tlie

doctrine as it has been now explained. A real presence, in opposition to the notion that

Christ's flesh and blood are not made present to the communicant in any way. A spiritual

real presence, in opposition to the idea that Christ's body is in the elements in a local or cor-

poral manner. Not real simply, and not spiritual simply, but real and yet spiritual at the

same time. The body of Christ is in heaven, the believer on earth ; but by the power of the

Holy Ghost, nevertheless, the obstacle of such vast local distance is fully overcome, so that in

the sacramental act, while the outward symbols are received in an outward way, the very

body and blood of Christ are at the same time inwardly and supernaturally communicated to

the wortliy receiver, for the real nourishment of his new life. Not that the material particles

of Christ's body are supposed to be carried over, by this supernatural process, into the be-

liever's person. The communion is spiritual, not material. It is a participation of the Sav-

iour's life ; of his life, however, as human, subsisting in a true bodily form. The living

energy, the vivific virtue, as Calvin styles it, of Christ's flesh, is made to flow over into the

communicant, making him more and more one with Christ himself, and thus more and more

mn heir of the same immortality that is brought to light in his person.'
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favorite occupation. His whole theology is scriptural rather than scho-

lastic, and disting-iished for the skillful and conipreliensive working

up of the teaching of the Bible, as the only pure fountain of revealed

truth and the infallible rule of the Christian faith. As it is system-

atically comprehended in his ' Institutes,' and defended in his various

polemical tracts against Sadolet, Pighius, the Council of Trent, Caroli,

Bolsec, Castallio, Westphal, Ileshusiiis, so it is scattered through his

Commentaries on the Gospels, Acts, and Epistles, and the principal

books of the Old Testament, especially the Psalms and the Prophets.

He opened this important series of works, during his sojourn at Stras-

burg, by an exposition of the Epistle to the Romans (1539), on which

his theological system is chiefly based.

He could assert with truth on his death-bed that he never knowingly

twisted or misinterpreted a single passage of the Scriptures, that he

always aimed at simplicity, and resti'ained the temptation to show

acuteness and ingenuity. He regarded it as the chief object of a

commentator to adhere closely to the text, and to bring out clearly and

briefly the meaning of the writer. He detested irrelevant talk and

diffuseness, and avoided allegorical fancies, which substitute pious im-

position for honest exposition. He combined in a very rare degree all

the necessary hermeneutical qualifications, a fair knowledge of Greek

and Hebrew, sound grammatical tact, thorough sympathy with the

spirit and aim of the Bible, and aptitude for fruitful practical applica-

tion. He could easily enter into the peculiar situation of the Prophets

and Apostles, as though he had been with them in their trials, and

shared their varied experience. He is free from pedantry, and his

exposition is an easy, continuous flow of reproduction. He never

evades difficulties, but frankly meets and tries to solve them.

With all his profound reverence for the Word of God, to which his

reason bows in cheerful obedience, he is not swayed by a peculiar

theory of inspiration or dogmatic prejudice, but shows often remarka-

ble freedom and sagacity in discovering the direct historical import

of prophecies, in distinction from their ulterior Messianic bearing.' He

' In his exposition of Gen. iii. 1.5, he understands the 'woman's seed' collectively of the

human family in its perpetual struggle with Satan, which at last culminates in the victory of

( hrist, the head of the race. Comp. also his remarks on Isa. iv. 2; vi. 3; Fsa. xxxiii. G;

Man. ii. 15; Heb. ii. 6-8.
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notices the difference of style and argument in the Second Epistle of

Peter as compared with the tirst, and in the Epistle to the Hebrews

as compared with the nndisputed Pauline Epistles. He never ventured

to explain the mysteries of the Apocalypse. Luther, with an equally

profound reverence and enthusiasm for the Word of God, was even

muci- bolder, and passed sweeping judgments on whole books of the

canon (as the Epistle of James, the book of Esther, and the book of

Re\-elation), because he could not find enough of Christ in them. Cal-

vin and his followers retained the Canon in full, but excluded more

rigidly the Apoci-ypha of the Old Testament.

The scholastic Calvinism and Lutheranism of the seventeenth cent-

ni-y departed from the more liberal view of the Reformers on the

mode and degi-ee of inspiration, and substituted for it a rigid mechan-

ical theory which ignored the human and historical aspect of the

Scriptures, and i-educed the sacred writers to mere penmen of the

Holy Ghost. This theory found symbolical expression in the ' Formula

Consensus Helvetica' (1675), which advocates even the inspiration of

the Hebrew vowel points, and cuts off all textual ci'iticism.

Upon the whole, Calvin is ' beyond all question the greatest exegete

of the sixteenth century,'^ which of all centuries was the most fruitful

in this department of sacred learning. Luther was the prince of trans-

lators ; Calvin, the prince of commentators. Augustine and Luther

had occasionally a deeper intuition into the meaning of difficult pas-

sages, and seized on the main idea with the instinct of genius; but

Calvin was more accurate and precise, and more uniformly excellent.

Modern commentators have made great progress in textual criticism

and grammatical and historical exegesis, but do not attain to his re-

ligious depth and fervor. His commentaries have stood the test of

time, and will always be consulted with profit. Scaliger, who was dis-

pleased with all men, said that no scholar had penetrated so deeply into

the meaning of the Prophets as Calvin; the Roman Catholic critic

Richard Simon admitted that his commentaries would be ' useful to

the whole world,' if they were free from declamations against popery

;

and of all older expounders none is more frequently quoted by the

best modern critical scholars than John Calvin.^

' Eeuss: Geschichte der H. Schriften des N. T., 4th edition, p. 564.
* See the frequent references to him in the Commentaries of Tholuck, ilensstenbers,
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Calvin's church polity.

The practical and ecclesiastical part of Calvin's work is in some

respects even more important than his theology, and must be briefly

considered in those features which liave affected the Calvinistic Con-

fessions, These are the duty of discipline, the principle of lay-repre-

sentation, and the autonomy of the Church in its relation to the State.

In these points Calvinism differs from Lutheranism, and also from

Zwinglianism and AngHcanism. Calvin aimed at a moral and social

as well as a doctrinal and religious reformation, and succeeded in es-

tablishing a model Cliurch, which excited the admiration not only of

sympathizing contemporaries, like Farel and Knox,* but even of vis-

itors of otlier creeds long after his death.^ During the eighteenth

LUcke, Bleek, De Wette, Meyer, Alford; also the Essay of Tholuck, 'Die Verdienste Calvin's

alsAuslegerder heil. Schrift,' 1 831 (reprintedin his Verrnischte Schriften,Yo\. II. pp. 330-360);

Ed. Reuss, Calvin considere comme exeyete (^Revue, Vol. VI. p. 223) ; and iStalieliii, Joh. Calvin,

Vol. I. pp. 182 sqq. Stahelin says (p. IftS): ^ Der alttestainentliche wie der neutestamentliche

Bibeler/cldrer, der Lutheraner, wie der Unirte und Reformirte, der wissensrhaftlirhe Exeget, wie

der populdre Schriftaiisleyer alle schop/ten und scho/ifen imnier noch aus der Arbeit Calvins bei

weitem das Meiste vnd Beste, was sie von Schrifterkldrung aus devi Reforviationszeitalter bei-

bringen.' Comp. also Kahnis, Dogmatik,YoL II. p. 492, and Herzog, Encykl. Vol. II. p. 528.

' John Knox, the Reformer of Scotland, who studied at the feet of Calvin, though four

years his senior, in a letter to his friend Locke, in 1556, called the Church of Geneva 'the

most perfect school of Christ that ever wns in the earth since the days of the Apostles. In

other places I confess Christ to be truly preached ; but manners and religion to be so sincerely

reformed. I have not yet seen in any other place besides.' Farel wrote, in 1557, that he

never saw Geneva in such excellent condition before, and that he would rather be the last

there than the first any where else. Tliere, it was said, the pure gospel is preached in all

temples and houses (Calvin himself preached daily, every other week) ; there the music of

psalms never ceases ; there hands are folded and hearts lifted up to heaven from morning till

night and from night until morning. The Italian refugee, Bernardino Ochino, gives a most

favorable description of the moral condition ofGeneva. See his Life by Eenrath (1875), p. 169.

' Dr. Valentine Andrese of Wiirtemberg (a grandson of Jacob Andrea;, the chief author of

the Formula of Concord), a great and shining light of the Lutheran Church in Germany

during the desolations of the Thirty-Years' War (d. 1654), visited Geneva in the early part of

the !<eventeenth century, and held it up as a model of moral purity well worthy of imitation.

^Als ich in (reiifwar,^ he says in his Respublica Christianopolitana, 1619, ''bemerkte ich etwas

Grosses, woran die Erinnerung, ja vielmehr, ivonnch die Sehnsucht nur niit meinern Leben ab-

tterben wird. Nicht nurjindet sich hier das vollkonmiene Institut einer vollkoimiienen Re/mblik,

tandem als eine besondere Zierde und Mittel der Disciplin eine Sittenzucht, nach welcher iiber

die Sitten und selbst die geringsten Ueberschreitungen der Burger worhentlich Untersurhung

angestellt ivird, zuerst durch die Vierte/sinsj)ectoren, dann durch die Senioren, end/ich durch den

Magistral, je nachdem der Frevel der Sadie oder die Verhdrtung und Verstockung der Schul-

digen es erfordern. In Folge dessen sind denn alle Fluchworte, alles Wilrfel- und Kartenspiel,

Uej>pigkeit, Uebermut/i, Zank, Hass, Bef.rug, Luxus, u. s. w., geschweige denn grossere Verge-

hungen, die fast unerhort sind, untersagt. Welche herrliche ZierdeJur die christliche Religion

solche Sittenreinheit, vor der wir viit alien Thrdnen beweinen tnitssen, dass sie uns fehlt und
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century his severe system of tlieology and discipline gave way to the

prevaiHiig spirit of Sociiiianisiii and the revohitionary spirit of Jean

Jacques Iloussean—the counterpart of Calvin ; but revived in the nine-

teenth century, thougl". in a modified form, so that Geneva has become

a second time the centre of evangelistic labors in the French-speaking

world.'

1. Discipline.—Calvin's zeal for discipline, especially for the honor of

the Lord's table, in excluding unworthy communicants, was the cause

of his expulsion from Geneva, the cause of his recall from Strasburg,

the condition of his acceptance, the struggle and triumph of his life.

He had a long and fierce conflict with the ferocious politico-religious

party of the Libertines, or ' Spirituals,' as they called themselves, who

combined a pantheistic creed with licentiousness and free-lovism, and

anticipated the worst forms of modern infidelity to the extent of de-

claring the gospel a tissue of lies of less value than ^sop's Fables.^

lie regarded them as worse enemies of God and the truth than the

Pope. They resorted to personal indignities and every device of in-

timidation ; they named the very dogs of the street after him ; they

one night fired fifty shots before his bedchamber ; they threatened him

in the pulpit ; they approached the communion table as if to seize the

sacred elements, when he cried out, 'You may break these limbs and

shed my blood, I would rather die than dishonor the table of my
God,' whereupon they left the church. On another occasion he

walked into the midst of an excited mob and offered his breast to

fast gam vernachlassigt wird, und alle Gutgesinnten sich anstrengen, dass sie ill's Leben genijen

werde! Mich, wofern mich die Verschiedenheit der Religion nicht abgehalten, hatte die sitt-

liche Uehereinstimmung hier auf ewig gefesselt, und mit allem Eifer habe ich von da an ge-

trachtet, dass etwas Aehnliches auch unserer Kirche zu Theil icUrde. Nicht geringer als die

offentliche Zucht war auch die hdusliche meines Hausherrn Scarron ausgezeichnet durch ste-

tige Gebetsiibungen, LectUre der heiligen Schrift, Gottesfurcht in Worten und Thaten, Mass-

halten in Speise und Kleidung, dass ich eine grossere Sittenreinheit selbst im vaterlichen

Hawse nicht gesehen.'

' The Haldanes repaid the debt of Scotland to Geneva, and, in connection with Cesar

Malan, gave the first impulse to a revival which resulted in the establishment of a Free

Church, and a school of theology distinguished by the labors of Gaussen, Merle d'Aubigne,

Pronier, La Ilarpe. The old National Church which Calvin founded has likewise undergone a

salutaiy change, though the old rigor can never be restored. In point of literary culture and

social refinement, Geneva always retained the first rank among French cities next to Paris.

* See Calvin's Instructio adv. fanaticavi et furiosam sectam Liber tinorum, qui se Spir-

ituales vacant, written first in French, 1544, Opera, Vol. VII. pp. 14.")-252. Comp.Trechsel'g

«,rt. Libertiner in Herzog's Real-EncykL, and StJihehn, Vol. I. pp. 383 sqq.
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their daggers. It seems incredible that a man constitutionally ' un-

warlike and timorous' should have completely overcome at last such

a powerful and determined opposition, which reached its height in

1553.

The system of discipline which he established saved Geneva from

anarchy, into which the Libertines would have plunged it, and was a

training-school of self-government for other Reformed Churches ; but

it was carried to unwarrantable excesses in the punishment of religious

and civil offenses, and even innocent amusements, and entered too

much into details of private and domestic life.

2. Pkesbytekian and Synodical Church Polity.—It rests on the

principle of ministerial equality, and the principle of lay-representation

by elders or seniors in the government of the Church. This polity,

founded by Calvin, was consistently carried out in the Presbyterian

Churches of France, Holland, Scotland, England, and the United States;

but in German Switzerland and Germany it succeeded only partially,

while the Church of England retained the Episcopal hierarchy. Calvin

himself, however, was not an exclusive Presbyterian. He allowed

modilications of the form of government in different countries. He
did not object to Episcopacy or the liturgical worship in England ; he

only protested against the ecclesiastical supremacy of Henry VIII. and

a number of abuses.

3. The Autonomy of the Church.—The German Reformers, in-

cluding Zwingli, yielded too much authority to the civil rulers in mat-

ters of religion. Calvin theoretically made the Church independent

in her own sphere, and claimed for her the right of self-government.

This leads consistently to a separation of Church and State, where the

latter is hostile to the former, as was the case in France and to some

extent in Scotland. In recent times the Calvinistic Churches, with-

out changing their creed, tend naturally towards complete freedom

from State control. Yet in practice he had no idea of such a separa-

tion. He regarded the civil and the spiritual power as the two arms of

God's government in the world, which should co-operate together for

the same end— the glory of God and the good of society : the Church

b}' infusing a religious spirit into the State, the State by protecting and

promoting the interests of the Church. He estal)lislied, after the

model of the Old Testament, a theocracy at Geneva, and governed it
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bv tacit consent as long as he lived, presiding over the 'Venerable

Company' of Pastors, and exerting a molding influence upon the civil

legislation of the little republic of about 20,000 inhabitants.'

Bossuet, Mohler, and other Roman Catholic divines saw in this a

return to the hierarchy, with Calvin as its pope. He has sometimes

been compared to Hildebrand ; and Kanipschulte remarks that the

dominion of the spiritual sovereignty w^as more thoroughly carried

out in Geneva than by the Gregories and Innocenses in the Middle

Ages. But Calvin's theocracy differed essentially from the Roman
Catholic by its popular (though by no means democratic) basis : it was

not priestcraft ruling over statecraft, but a self-governing Christian

commonwealth. Geneva was an aristocratic republic, ruled by the

clergy and the people in orderly representation and friendly co-opera-

tion. The highest civil and executive power was lodged in the 'Little

Council' of twenty-four syndics, the highest ecclesiastical power in

the ' Consistory,' composed (at first) of six pastors and double that

number of lay-elders.^

EELIGIOUS PERSECUTION AND EELIGIOUS FREEDOM.

Unfortunately Calvin inherited from the Theodosian Code and the

Catholic Church the worst feature of the theocratic system, name-

ly, the principle of appeal to the secular arm for the temporal, and,

if necessary, capital punishment of spiritual offenses, as being offenses

against the order and peace of society. This principle is inconsistent

with liberty of conscience (which Beza called a diabolical dogma), and

justifies all manner of persecution, as duty or policy may suggest.

With his intense antagonism to the papal tyranny, he might have

thrown off this relic of the Middle Ages, if it had not been for his

' Kampschulte, Vol. I. p. 471 : 'Z)er Grundgedanhe, von dem der Gesetzgeher Genfs aus-

geht, ist die Theokratie. Calvin will in Genf den Gottesstaat hersteUen. Nur Einer ist ihm

Konig und Herr in Staat und Kii-cke : Gott im Himmel. In seinem Namen herrscht jede ir-

disrhe Gewalt. Gottes HerrscheiTuhm zu verkUndigen, seine Majestdt zu verherrlichen, seinen

heiligen WiUen zur Ausfiihrung zu Iringen und seine Bekenner zu heiligen, ist die gemeinsame

Aufgiihe von Staat und Kirche.' Comp. Stahelin, Vol. I. pp. 319 sqq.

^ Guiznt says of this ecclesiastical organization (p. 205) : 'In its origin it was a profoniidly

Christian and evangelical system; it was republican in many of its fundamental principles

and practices, and at the same time it recognized the necessity of authority and order, and

originated general and permanent rules of discipline.' Michelet calls the Geneva of Calvin

'the city of the spirit, founded by Stoicism on t'ne rock of predestination;' and Kampschulte

(p. 430), ' the metropolis of a grand, sublime, and terrible idea.'
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conviction of the perpetnal validity of tlie Mosaic civil code and Iue

theocratic; tlieon-. He thought that the burninji; of innocent people

by Romanists was no good reason why Pi'otestants should spare the

guilty.

It was the misfortune of Calvin that this false theory, which con-

founds two distinct spheres and ignores the spiritual nature of Christ's

kingdom, was brought to its severest test and explosion under his own

eye, and to the perpetual injnry of his fair fame. We mean, of course,

the terrible theological tragedy of the Spanish physician Michael

Servetus, a restless fanatic, a pantheistic pseudo-reformer, and the most

audacious and even blasphemous heretic of the sixteenth century, who

attacked the doctrine of the Holy Trinity as tritheistic and atheistic,

as the greatest monstrosity, and the source of all corruption in the

Church. After being condemned to death, and burned in efiigy by the

Roman Catholic authorities in France,' he tied to Geneva, was ari'ested,

tried, and executed at the stake, for heresy and blasphemy, by the civil

government, with the full consent of Calvin, except that he made an

ineffectual plea for a mitigation of the punishment (by a substitution

of the sword for the fagot).^

Severely as we mnst condemn the great Reformer, from the stand-

point of our modern civilization, for this the saddest mistake of his

life, it is evident that even here he acted consistently and conscien-

tiously, and that the blame attaches not to his personal character (for

towards sincere and earnest heretics, like Ljielius Socinus, he showed

' See the acts of the process of Servetus at Vienne and Lyons (first puhlished by the Abb^
d'Artigny, Paris, 1 741)), in Calvin's Opera, Vol. VIII. pp. 833 sqq.

* For full discussion of the trial and execution of Servetus and Calvin's part in them,

see Schaff : Ch. Hist., VII., 680-793. A large boulder has been placed by Swiss and French

Protestants at the spot where the Spaniard suffered, to serve as an expiatory monument,

expressing regret for the tragedy and at the same time respect for Calvin. On the one

side is the record that Michael Servetus of Villeneuve, Aragon, b., Sept. 29, 1511, was

executed there, Oct. 26, 1553, and on the other the inscription: Fils respectueux et recon-

naissants de Calvin, notre grand Reformateur, mais condamnaiU une erreur qui fut celle de

son si^cle et fermement attaches h la liberie de conscience selon les vrais principes de la Refor-

mation et de I'Evangile nous avons Sieve ce monument expiatoire, le 27 Oriobre, 1903. (We,

respectful children of Calvin, our great Reformer, but condemning an error which was

the error of his age and firmly attached to liberty of conscience according to the true

principles of the Reformation and the Gospel, have erected this expiatory monument,

Oct. 27, 1903). Calvin was called by Renan "the most Christian man of his age."

—

Ed.
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marked courtesy and leniency), but to his system, and not to his system

alone, but to the inherited system of his age, which had not yet

emerged from the traditions of the Romish pseudo-theocracy. The

bui-ning of Servetus was fully approved by all the Reformers—Beza,

Farel, Bucer, Bullinger, even the mild and gentle Melanchthon.^ If

Romanists condemned Calvin, they did it from hatred of the man, and

condemned him for following their own example even in this particu-

lar case. The public opinion of Christendom at that time and dowii to

the eighteenth century justified the right and duty of civil government

not only to protect but to support orthodoxy, and to punish heresy by

imprisonment, exile, and death ; and this right was exercised, with more

or less severity, in all countries of Europe, and even in Puritan New
England during the colonial period. Protestants differed from Ro-

manists only in their definition of heresy, and by greater moderation

in its punishment. Protestants complained of being innocently per-

secuted in France, Spain, Holland, and under the bloody Mary in

England ; and Catholics raised the same complaint against the sys-

tematic cruelty of the penal code of Queen Elizabeth, which looked

to the utter extermination of Romanism and Puritanism alike.

A protest against the principle of persecution, first raised by Jus-

tin Martyr and Tertullian in the early Church, but foi-gotten as soon

as the Church ascended the throne of the Csesars, was revived by

heretical Anabaptists and Socinians, who themselves suffered from it,

without having a chance to persecute their persecutors, and who thus

became martyrs of religious freedom. All honor to them, even to Ser-

vetus, for the service they rendered under this view to future genera-

tions. Liberty is the sweet fruit of bitter persecution. During the

seventeenth century this feeble and isolated protest was considei-ably

strengthened by Arminians, Baptists, and Quakers for tlie same reason
;

and during the eighteenth century Christian liberality and philanthro-

py on the one hand, and religious indifferentism and infidelity on the

other, made such progress that the doctrinal foundations of persecu-

tion were gradually undermined, and toleration (as it was first pat-

' It may be questioned whether Zwingli and Luther, had they lived, would hare sanctioned

the execution : their impulses at least were more liberal. With all his polemic violence

in argument. Luther disapproved of the shocking cruelties against the Anabaptists in Ger-

many, and said that "on this plan, the hangman would b« the best theologian.'
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roiiizinglj and condescendingly called, and is still called in despotic

conntries) became the professed policy of civilized governments, I3u*

this is not enough: all Christian governments should legally recognize

and protect liberty of conscience, as an inherent and inalienable right

of every innnortal soul; and this requires for its full realization a

peaceful separation of Church and State, or an equality of all de-

nominations before the law.

In view of this radical revolution of public opinion on the subject

of persecution, it becomes a practical question whether those sections

of the Protestant confessions of faith which treat of the relation of

Church and State should not be reconstructed and adapted to the

principle of religious freedom, all the more since the Papal Syllabus

has consistently condemned it, as being one of the errors of modern

times. Such a change, at all events, is necessary in the United States,

and has actually been made in the American revision of the Thirty-

Nine Articles, and of the Westminster Confession.

The principle of religious liberty does not necessarily, as was for-

merly supposed, imply indifference to truth or a weakening of intensity

of conviction. It follows legitimately from a sharper discrimination

between the secular and spiritual sphere, between the Old and the

New Testaments, between the law of Moses and the gospel of Christ,

and from the spirit and example of Him who said, 'My kingdom is

not of this world,' and who commanded the carnal-minded Peter to

' put up his sword into the sheath.' God alone is Lord of the con-

science, and allows no one with impunity to interfere with his sov-

ereign right. Religion flourishes best in the atmosphere of freedom,

and need not fear error as long as truth is left free to combat it.

It is nevertheless true that Calvinism, by developing the power of

self-government and a manly spirit of independence which fears no

man, though seated on a throne, because it fears God, the only sover-

eign, has been one of the chief agencies in bringing about this prog-

ress, and that civil and religious liberty triumphed first and most

com])letely in Calvinistic countries. 'Calvin,' says Guizot, ' is un-

doubtedly one of those who did most U)vvards the establishment of

religious liberty.'
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§ 58. The Catechism of Geneva. A.D. 1536 and 1541.

Literature.

Cat.vini Opera, ed. Baum, Cunitz, and Reiiss, Vol. V. (1S66), pp. 313-362 (the first draft, or Catechismus
prior, 1538) ; Vol. VI. (1867), pp. 1-160 (the second catechism. In French and Latin).

NiEMEYEE, pp. 123-19U (the Latin text of the Larger Catechism, together with the prayers and litur-

gical forms) ; comp. his Proleg. pp. xxxvii.-xli.

The German text of the Larger Catechism in Beok (VoL I. pp. 208-292), and BiioKKi. (pp. 127-172).

An English translation, probably by the same Marian exiles who prepared the 'Geneva Bible,' ap-
peared first at Geneva, 1556 ; then in Edinburgh, 1564 ; and is reprinted in Dcnlop's ConfessionH, Vol. II.

pp. 139-272
; also in Hokatids Bonab: Catechisms of the Scotch Reformation (Loud. 1866), pp. 4-88. It is

divided into fifty-five Sundays.
ST.iHEi,iN : Joh. Calvin,\o\. I. pp. 124 eqq.

The commanding influence of Calvin's theology and Church polity

is manifest in all the leading confessions of the Reformed Churches,

especially the Frencli, Dutch, and Scotch, also in the Lambeth Arti-

cles, the Irish Articles, and the Westminster Standards. But the con-

fessions which he himself prepared were intended, like those of Zwin-

gli, for local and temporary rather than general purposes, and possess

only a secondary authority. These are the Geneva Catechism, the

Zurich Consensus, and the Geneva Consensus.^

Calvin, like Luther and other Reformers, did not consider it beneath

his dignity, but rather a duty and a privilege, to utilize his profound

learning for the benefit of children by adapting it to their simplicity.

He made general education and catechetical instruction the basis of

the republic.^

During his first residence at Geneva (1536), he prepared a cate-

chism, in the French language, together with a form of discipline, as

a basis of instruction for the newly reformed Church of that cit3\^ It

is a brief summary of the Christian religion, a popular extract from

his ' Institutes.' It treats, in fifty-eight sections (but not in the form

of question and answer), of the religious constitution of man, the dis-

tinction between false and true religion, the knowledge of God, the

' They were not included in the Corpus et Syntagma Confessionum, which appeared in

Geneva.
' George Bancroft calls Calvin 'the father of popular education, the inventor of the system

of free schools.'

—

Liter, and Histor. Miscellanies, p. 406.

^ The Latin translation has been recently republished by the Strasburg editors from a Basle

edition : 'CatecMsimis^sive Christians Religionis institutio, communibus renatcB nuper in Evan-

gelio Genevensis Ecclesice suffragiis recepta et vulgari quidem prius idiomate, nunc vero Latine

etiam . . . in luceni edita. Joanne Calvino autore. Basilece, A. M.D.XXXVIII.'' See

the Prolegomena to Opera, Vol. V. pp. xli. sqq. The French original, which was probably

printed at Geneva. 1537, seems to have been lost.
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original state of man, free-will, sin and death, the way of salvation, the

law of God, the Ten Coniinanduients, the sum of the law (Matt. xxii.

37), the aim of the law, faith in Christ, election and predestination, the

nature of faith, justification and sanctitication, repentance and regener-

ation, faith and good works, an exposition of the articles of the Apos-

tles' Creed, and the petitions of the Lord's Prayer, the sacraments of

Baptism and the Lord's Supper, the Church, human traditions, excotn-

mnnication, and the civil magistrate. Then follows a short confession

of faith, in twenty-one articles, extracted from the Catechism, which

was to be binding upon all the citizens of Geneva—probably the first

instance of a formal pledge to a symbolical book in the history of the

Keformcd Church.^

After his return from Strasburg Calvin rewrote the Catechism on

a larger scale, and arranged in questions and answers : the catechist

drawing out the information, and the pupil or child seeming to teach

the master. It was prepared in great haste, for the printer demand-

ed copy without giving him time to revise it. He often desired to

perfect the book, but found no time.^ It appeared in French, 1541

or 1542,^ in Latin, 1545,^ and very often. It was also translated into

Italian (1551 and 1556), Spanish (1550), English (1556), German, Dutch,

Hungarian, even into Greek and Hebrew.® It was used for a long

^ ' Confessio Fidei, in quam jurare cives omnes Genevenses et qui sub civitatis ejus ditione

agtmt, jtissi sunt: excerpta e Catechismo quo utitur Ecclesia Genevensis.^ It begins with the

Word of God and ends with the magistrate. It seems to have been drawn up before the

Catechism, immediately after the disputation at Lausanne, for Beza says :
' Tunc edita est a

Calviuo Cbristianie doctrime quceduni veluti formula, vixdum emergenti e papatus sordibus

Ginevensi Ecrleshe arroniinoduta. Addidit etiam Catechismum,' etc.

* So he said himself on his death-bed ; see Stahelin, Vol. II. p. 407.

^ '//« Catechisiiie de VEylise de Geneve, c'est a dire le Formulaire d'instruire les enjans en

la Clirestiente fail en maniere de dialogue on le viinistre interrogue et Tenfant respond.'' The

oldest copy extant was found in the ducal library at Gotha, printed 1545. On other editions,

see the Prolegomena to Opera, Vol. VI.

* 'Catechismus Eccj.ksi.e Genevensis, hoc est, Formula erudiendi pueros in doctrina

Christi. Autore Joanne Calviuo.' Tlie Preface to the Latin edition is dated ' Genevte,

4 Calendas Derenihris, 15t5.' The Strasburg editors give the French and Latin texts of 1545

in parallel columns, Vol. VI. ])p. 8-159. In many editions Calvin's Liturgy is added.

* Beza, in Vita, ad ann. 1541 :
^ Scrijisit Cateclnsmum Gullice et Latine, ab illo priore tiii-

nime discrepantem, sed inulto auctiorem, et in quipstiones uc respojisiones distributuin : qtieni

vierito nobis liceat admiranduvi quoddam opus vocare, tantopere plurimis etiam exleris popnlis

probatum,ut non tnodo rernuculis plurimis Unguis, utpote Gerinanira, Anglica, Scotica, Belgica,

Hispanica, sed etiam Hebraice ab Immanuele Tremellio Judivo Christiano, et Greece ab Henrico

Stephana legatur elegantissime conversus.' The title of the Greek translation is, Sroixft'wffic

TrJQ XpaJTiavaiv Triffrtwg, r) KarTjxiffpoc, Kara rr)v TraXaidp ovopaaiav. Grace et Latine, 1563.
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time in Reformed Cliurclies and schools, especially in France and

Scotland, and served a good purpose in promoting an intelligent piety

and virtue on the solid basis of systematic Biblical instruction. Edu-

cational religion, which grows with our growth, is the most substantial,

and must ever be the main reliance of the Church.

The object of this work, as explained in the preface, w'as to restore

the catechetical instruction of the ancient Church, so sadly neglected

by the Papists, who substituted for it the ceremony of confirmation,

and to secure greater unity of faith and doctrine in the scattered Re-

formed congregations. Calvin showed his churchly tact in making the

Apostles' Creed, the Ten Commandments, and the Lord's Prayer the

basis. The leading idea is man's relation to God, and his heavenly

destination. The whole is divided into five parts, as follows: 1, Of

Faith—an exposition of the Creed (which hei-e, as in the Heidelberg

Catechism, precedes the Ten Commandments, while in the earlier

Catechism of Calvin the opposite order was observed) ;^ 2. Of the Law,

or the Ten Commandments ; 3. Of Prayer ; 4. Of the Word of God

;

5. Of the Sacraments. In the French edition the Catechism is divided

into fifty-five lessons, for the fifty-two Sundays of the year and the

three great festivals—a method followed in tlie later editions of the

Heidelberg Catechism.^

Calvin's Catechism is fuller than Luther's, but less popular and

childlike. It prepared the way and furnished material for a num-

ber of similar works, which have gradually superseded it, especially

the Anglican (Nowell's), the Heidelberg, and the Westminster Cate-

chisms. The Anglican Catechism is much shorter and more church-

ly in taking its starting-point from Baptism. The first question of

the Westminster Catechism makes the glory of God ' the chief end

of man,' and is a happy condensation of the first three questions of

' He made the Apostles' Creed the basis of his 'Catechism' and 'Institutes,' not because he

believed it to be literally the product of the Apostles, but because it is a faithful summary
of their teaching ('ex eorum scriptis fideliter collecta,^ ''tire de la pure doctrine ajiostoliqne'),

and a formula which best expresses the common Christian faith {^formula con/essionis,quam

inter se conimunem hahent Christiani oinnes).

* The distribution into Sundays appears first in the French edition of 1548, which has a
' Table pour trourer le lieu du Catecfiisme que le Ministre explique un chascun Dimanche.^ See

0/>era, Vol. VI. Proleg. p. x. The FirstBookof Discipline of Scotland (15H0), ch.l I, directs the

ministers to teach the children Calvin's Catechism— "the most perfect that ever yet was used

in the Kirk'—every Sunday afternoon in the presence of the peojile. See Bonar, 1. c. pp. 3, 4.
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Calvin.* The Heidelberg Catechism begins more subjectively with

'the only comfort of man in life and in death,' herein betraying its

German origin ; but this also was suggested by the next questions of

Calvin concerning the highest good or felicity of man and the firm

foundation of our salvation. Otherwise the Heidelberg Catechism ad-

heres to the order of the Genevan more closely than the Westminster,

by retaining, as a basis of the dogmatic section, the Apostles' Creed

(which the Westminster Catechism merely adds as an appendix).^

Guizot gives the prefei'ence to Calvin's Catechism over those modern

ones which begin with speculative questions on the nature and exist-

ence of God. ' Calvin,' he says,^ ' proceeds in a very different manner

;

he does not seek God—he knows him, possesses him, and takes God as

his starting-point. God the Creator, man his creature, and the relation

of man to God—these form the fundamental facts and natural basis of

the history, doctrines, and laws of Christianity. Calvin's Catechism

commences thus :
" What is the chief end of human life ? " '' To know

God." And this first assertion is the mainspring of all the principles

and religious duties which are afterwards presented, not as the dis-

coveries of the human mind, but as communications made by God in

order to meet man's aspirations, and enable him to regulate his life.

It is neither a scientific method, nor is the Catechism a philosophical

work; it contains the assertion of a real, immemorial, universal, and

historical fact, and explains the consequences of that fact. It is the

Westminster Shorter Catechism.

Is; iiufx. What is the chief end of man?
A ns. Mans chief end is to glorify God, and

to enjoy him forever.

' Calvin's Catechism.

Min. Quis humana vitce pra'cipmis estfinis ?

Puer. Ut Deum, a quo conditi sunt ho-

mines, IPSI noverint.

Min. Quid causce habes, cur hoc diras ?

Puer. Quoniam nos ideo creavit et col-

locavit in hoc mundo, quo glorificetur

IN NOBIS. Et sane vitam nostram, cujus

IPSE EST INITIUM, ^QUUM EST IN EJUS OLO-

RIAM REFERRI.

Min. Quod vero est summuin bonutn hominisf

Puer. Illud ipsum.

' Comp. Karl Sudhof: Olevinnus und Ursinns (1857), pp. 88 sqq. Calvin is also respon-

sible for the unhistorical interj)retation of Christ's descent into Hades, by which he under-

stood the anticipation of the sufferings of hell in Gethseniane and on the Cross. This is

quite inconsistent with the position of this article between the burial and the resurrection.

The Westminster Catechism falls into another error by making it mean simply, 'He continued

in the state of the dead and under the power of death till the third day.'

' St. Louis and Calvin, p. 348
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iiatui-al and legitimate method of imparting religious instruction, in-

herent in the very first principle of all religion ; it is especially in har-

mony with the origin and history of Christianity, and no one has ever

recognized its power or proved its efficacy more fully than Calvin.'

§ 59. The Consensus of Zueich. A.D. 1549.

Literature.

I. CoNSENBio MuTiTA IN BE 8ACRAMENTARIA viinistrorwm TiGTjRiNJE EccLEBiiB et J. Colvini ministri

GENEVEN818 EocLEBi* jam 7111710 ub ipsis autoribus edita. Tigiiri, 1549. lu Opera, Vol. VII. pp. 689-748.

Comp. Proleg. pp. xliv. sqq. Defensio sa7ice et orthodoxce de sacramentis eorumque vi, fine, et usu, et

fructu quam pastores et ministri Tigurince ecclesice et Geneve7isis a7itehac brevi Co7ise7isio7iis m,ut7ice

formula complexi bimt JotMnne Calvi7io autore, Tigmi, 1555, in Ojiera, Vol. IX. pp. 1-40. The same
volume contains the later eucharistic tracts of Calvin against the attacks of Joachim Westphal (1556

and 1557) and Tilemauu Heshusius (1561).

The Consensus Tigurinus with Calvin's Exposition is also reprinted in Niemeyer's Collect, pp. 191-217

;

a German translation (in part) in Beck and Bockel.

II. On the History of the Zurich Consensus, see Calvin's correspondence withBullinger, 154S and 1549,

Opera, Vols. XII. and XIII. Hundkbhagen: Conflictc des Zwi7iglianismus,etc.\ Henry: Cnfom, Vol. II.

pp. 128 sqq.; Ebrard: Das Dogma vom heil. Abe7idmahl, Yol. II. j>p. 4S4r-524; Pestalozzi: Bullinger,

pp. 373-387 ; Stahelin : Calvin, Vol. II. pp. 112-124.

In the sacramental controversy—the most violent, distracting, and

unprofitable in the history of the Reformation— Calvin stood midway

between Luther and Zwingli, and endeavored to unite the elements of

truth on both sides, in his theory of a spiritual real presence and frui-

tion of Christ by faith.' This satisfied neither the rigid Lutherans nor

the riffid Zwinglians. The former conld see no material difference

between Calvin and Zwingli, since both denied the literal interpreta-

tion of ' this is my body,' and a corporeal presence and manducation.

The latter suspected Calvin of leaning towards Lutheran consubstan-

tiation and working into the hands of Bucer, who had made himself

obnoxious by his facile compromises and ill-concealed concessions to

the Lutheran view in the Wittenberg Concordia (1536),

The wound was reopened by Luther's fierce attack on the Z^-in-

glians (1545), and their sharp reply. Calvin w^as displeased with both

parties, and counselled moderation. It was very desirable to harmo-

nize the teaching of the Swiss Churches. Bullinger, who first ad-

vanced beyond the original Zwinglian ground, and appreciated the

deeper theology of Calvin, sent him his book on the Sacraments, ir

manuscript (1546), with the request to express his opinion. Calvin

did this with great frankness, and a degree of censure which at first

' See § 57, pp. 455 sqq.

YOL. I.—H H
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irritated BuUinger. Then followed a correspondence and personal

confei'ence at Zurich, which resulted in a complete unictn of the Cal-

vinistic and Zwinglian sections of the Swiss Churches on this vexed

subject. The negotiations reflect great credit on both parties, and

reveal an admirable spirit of frankness, moderation, forbearance, and

patience, w^hicli triumphed over all personal sensibilities and irrita-

tions.'

The first draft of the Consensus Tigurinus, from November, 1548,

consists of twenty-four brief propositions drawn up by Calvin, with

annotations by Bullinger, to which Calvin responded in January, 1549.

They assert that the Sacraments are not in and of themselves effective

and conferring grace, but that God, through the Holy Spirit, acts

through them as means ; that the internal effect appears only in the

elect; that the good of the Sacraments consists in leading us to Christ,

and being instruments of the grace of God, which is sincerely offei'ed

to all ; that in baptism we receive the remission of sins, although this

proceeds primarily not from baptism, but from the blood of Christ

;

that in the Lord's Supper we eat and drink the body and blood of

Christ, not, however, by means of a carnal presence of Christ's hu-

man nature, which is in heaven, but by the power of the Holy Spirit

and the devout elevation of our soul to heaven.^

In the month of March Calvin sent twenty Articles to the Synod

of Berne,^ but in this canton there was strong opposition to Calvin's

rigorism, which subsided only after his death.*

In May, 1549, he had, in company with Farel, a personal interview

with Bullinger in Zurich at his cordial invitation, and drew up the

Consensus as it now stands, in Twenty-six Articles. It was published

in 1551 at Zurich and at Geneva.^ It contains the Calvinistic doc-

trine, adjusted as nearly as possible to the Zwinglian in its advanced

form, but with a disturbing predestinarian restriction of the sacra-

' See the details in Ebrard, Pestalozzi, and Stahelin, who speak in the highest terms of the

truly Christian s])irit which characterized the two leaders of the Swiss Reformation.

=
'Opera, Vol. VII. pp. 693 sqq.

' Ibid. pp. 717 sqq.

* See Hundeshagen, and Stahelin, Vol. TI. pp. 12.5 sqq. Calvin complained on his death-

bed of the ill-treatment he had repeatedly received from the government of Berne.

^ Oyjerrt, Vol. VII. pp. 733 sqq. These Twenty-six Articles alone are given, with Calvin'i

Exposition of 1554, in Niemeyer's Collectio, pp. 191-217.
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mental grace to the elect.' The truth of the Zvviiiglian view is fully

acknowledged in opposition to transubstantiation and consubstantia-

tion, but the real life union with Christ in the sacrament is as clearly

asserted, and made still more plain in the 'Exposition' of the Consen-

sus wliich Calvin wrote four years afterwards (1554). ' The Sacra-

ments,' he declares, 'are helps and media {adniinicula et media), hy

which we are either inserted into the body of Christ, or being so in-

serted coalesce with it more and more, till he unites us with himself

in full in the heavenly life. . . . The Sacraments are neither empty

figures, nor outward badges merely of piety, but seals of the promises

of God, attestations of spiritual grace for cherishing and confirming

faith, organs also by whicli God efiicaciously works in his elect.'

^

The Consensus was adopted by the Churches of Zurich, Geneva,

St. Gall, Schaffliausen, the Grisons, Neuchatel, and, after some hesita-

tion, by Basle, and was favorably received in France, England, and parts

of Germany. Melanchthon declared to Lavater (Bullinger's son-in-law)

that he then for the first time understood the Swiss, and would never

again write against them ; but he erased those passages of the Con-

sensus which made the efficacy of the sacrament depend on election.

While the Consensus brought peace and liarmony to the Swiss

Churches, it was violently assailed by Joachim Westphal, of Hamburg

(1552), in the interest of the ultra-Lutheran party in Germany, and

became the innocent occasion of the second sacramental war, M'hich

has been noticed in the section on the Formula Concoidi£e.^

' Art. XVI. ^Prceterea sedulo docemus, Deum non promiscue vim suavi exserere in omnibus

qui sacramenta reri/nunt : sed tantum in electis. Nam queinadmodum non alios injidevi illu-

minnt, quatn quos prceordinavit ad ciiam, ita arcana Sjiiritus sui virtute efficit, ut jiercipiant

electi quod offerunt sarramenta.' Yet this is qualified in Art. XVIII. 'Certum quidein est,

offeri coinmuniter omnibus Chrishim cum suis donis, nee hominum injidelitate labefacturi Dei

veritatem, quin semper vim suam retinennt sacramenta : sed non omnes Christi et donorum ejus

sunt capaces. Itaque ex Dei parte nihil mutntur : quantum vera ad homines spectat, quisque

projidei sua mensura accipit.' See the lengthy discussion of Ebrard, 1. c. pp. 503 sqq. He
full}- adopts the doctrine of the Consensus with the exception of the predestinarian restriction,

which, however, is inseparable from the Calvinistic system, as formerly held by Ebrard him-

self.

^ ^Sacramenta neqne inanes essejiguras neque externa tantum pietatis insignia, sed promis-

sionum Dei sigilla, testimonia spirit"aUs gratice ad fidem fove.ndam et confirmandam, item

organa esse quibus efficaciter agit Deus in suis electis, ideoque, licet a rebus signatis distincta

sint signa, non tamen disjungi ac separari,^ etc. Niemeyer, p. 204.

' See pp. 279 sqq. A full account of the controversy of Calvin with Westphal is given by

Ebrai-d, Vol. II. pp. 525 sqq., and by Nevin in the Mercersburg Review for 1850, pp. 486 sqq.
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§ 60. The Consensus of Geneva. A.D. 1552.

Literahire.

I. De ^tkrna Dei pr.edkbtinatione qxia in salutem alios ex hominibus elegit, alio.i suo exitio reliquit:

item de pruvidentia quu ren hinnanas gubernat, Conbknbis jja.iturum Genevensis Ecclesine a Jo. Calvint

expositiis. Genevae, 1552. Repriuted iu the Ojieia, Vol. Vlll. (1870), pp. 249-300. Also iu Niemevrb.
pp. 21S-310. The Germau text iu BOokei. {Die Genfer Uebereinkuuft), pp.lS2-2S0.

II. Ai.F.x. SciiwEizEu: Die Pnitest. Centraldogmen der Rc/unn. A')'/ c/«', Vol. I. (lS54),pi). 1S0-23S; Henk't
Vol. II. p. 285 ; Vol. III. pp. 40 sqq. ; Stahelin, Vol. II. (1S03), pp. 2T1-30S, aud Vol. I. pp. 411 sqq.

Calvin's doctrine of predestination' met with strong opposition, wliich

drew from him some able defenses.

The first assault came from an eminent Roman Catholic divine,

Albertiis Pighius, 1542, who taught the freedom of will almost to the

extent of Pelagianism, and conditioned predestination by foreknowl-

edge.^ Calvin wrote a reply to the first part (1543), and dedicated

it to Melanchthon, who in the second article of the xVugsburg Con-

fession had expressed the Augustinian doctrine of total depravity.^

A more troublesome opponent was Jerome Bolsec, formerly a Car-

melite monk from Paris, then a fugiti\e Protestant and physician at

Geneva and Lausanne, a restless and turbulent spirit. He denounced

Calvin's doctrine of predestination as godless and blasphemous, and

tried to break down his influence, but was publicly refuted and ad-

monished, and at last expelled from Geneva (1551) and from Berne

(1555). lie returned to France and to the Roman Church (1563), and

thirteen years after Calvin's death he took cruel revenge by a shame-

less and malignant libel (1577 and 1588), long since refuted.*

These attacks were the occasion of the Consensus Genevensis, which

' See § .")7, pp. 4.50 sqq.

* Pighius of Campen (d. at Utrecht, Dec. 2(), 1542) wrote against Luther and Calvin De
lihero hoininis arhitrio et divina gratia, Colon. l.")42, dedicated to Cardinal Sadolet. This

book was first greatly lauded by the Romanists, but after the Council of Trent had fixed its

more cautious doctrine of free-will and condemned semi-Pelagianism, it was put by the Span-

ish Inquisition on the Index of forhidden hooks.

' Defensio same et orthudox<e ddctrina de servitute et liheratione humnni arhitrii adv.

calumnias A. Pighii Cainpnisis, Genevaj, 1513. 0}>era,Yo\. VI. pp. 225-404.

* On Bolsec, see Bayle. Diet. ; Henry, Calv. Vol. III. pp. 48 sqq. ; Trechsel, Antitrini-

tarier, Vol. I. pp. 185 sqq. ; Baum, Besa. Vol. I. pp. IGO sqq. ; and es])eciaily Schweizer, 1. c.

pp. 205-238. It is a sad fact that the blind zeal of modern Romanism has repeatedly re-

published the libel of Bolsec. with its wicked and absurd charges of tlieft, adultery, unnat-

ural crimes, blasphemy, insanity, and invocations of the devil. See Audin"s biograi)hy of

Calvin, which has gone through six editions in French (also translated into German and

Englisli). and several popular jiolemic tracts, published by the Society of St. Francis of Sale.%

of which Stiihelin gives some specimens, Vol. I. p. 414.
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first appeared at Geneva, 1552, in the name of the pastors of that city.

Calvin contemptuously alludes in the preface to Bolsec, but without

naming him, and directs his attack mainly against Pighius (whose

doctrine of predestination he had not noticed in the previous work),

and a certain Georgius of Sicily (whom he calls an ignorant monk,

more deserving of contempt than persecution). The Consensus is, in

fact, the second part of his controversial treatise against Pighius (the

iirst beiug devoted to free-will). It is an elaborate theological argument

for the doctrine of absolute predestination, as the only solid ground of

comfort to the believer, but is disfigured by polemical violence, and

hence unsuited for a public confession. It received the signatures of

the pastors of Geneva on account of the disturbances created hy Bolsec,

but was not intended to be binding for future generations. Beyond

Geneva it acquired no symbolical authority. The attempt to enlist the

civil government in favor of this dogma created dissatisfaction and op-

position in Berne, Basle, and Zurich. Several of Calvin's old friends

withdrew ; Bullinger counseled peace and moderation ; Fabri, of Neu-

chatel, declared the decree of reprobation untenable ; Melanchthon,

who in the mean time had changed his view on free-will and predes-

tination, wrote to Peucer that Geneva attempted to restore Stoic fa-

talism, and imprisoned men for not agreeing with Zeno.^

The dissatisfaction was increased and the matter complicated by the

trial and execution of Servet which soon followed (1553), and by the

controversy with Castellio, which involved likewise the doctrine of

predestination, together with the question of inspiration and the canon.

Sebastian Castellio^ (1515-1563), a convert from Komanism, a classical

philologist of unusual ability and learning, an advocate of toleration,

' Bullinger prepared, March, 1 553, for an English friend (Barthol. Traheron), a tract, whose

title indicates his partial dissent from Calvin : '/)e providentia Dei ejusque prosdestinatione, et

quodDeus non sit auctor peccati, . . . in quo qua; in Calviniformulis loquendi circa hac improbet,

candide et co/iiose satis exponit, 3 Mart. 1 553.' (Appended by mistake to Peter Martyr's Loci

covimunes. Gen. 1626. See the extracts of Schweizer from a MS. copy in Zurich, Central-

dogmen,\o\. I. pp. 266 sqq.). Bullinger disapproved of the supralapsarian assertion, ' Denvi

non tiiodo ruinam {lapsum) prmvidisse sed etinm arhitrio suo dispensasse.' Nevertheless, he

called Peter Martyr, who was a strict jiredestinarian, to Zurich, took sides with Zanchi in the

Strasbnrg controversy, and expressed the infralapsarian view in the Second Helvetic Confes-

sion, Art. X. See J. H. Hottinger, Histor. eccles. Vol. VIII. p. 723 ; Schweizer, pp. 237 and

255 sqq.

" Also written Castallio (by Calvin) ; in French, Chateillon and Chatillon, probably from

his birth-place in Savoy
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and a forerunner of Socinianism and Rationalism, was received by Cal-

vin into his house at Strasburg (1540), and called by him to the head

of tlie college at Geneva (Sept., 1541), but was refused admission to

the clergy on account of his 'profane view' of the Canticles, which he

regarded as a sensual love-song.^ These and other theological differ-

ences caused his resignation or dismissal from the school, though

with an honorable letter of reconunendation from Calvin (Feb, 17,

1545). lie removed with his family to Basle, and spent there the

remainder of his life—for eight years in great poverty, supporting

himself by literary and manual labor, then as professor of Greek in

the University (since 1553), His principal work is a Latin transla-

tion of the Bible (1551), which was much praised and censured for its

pedantic Ciceronian elegance. He attacked Calvin and the Church

of Geneva very bitterly in anonymous and pseudonymous books, to

which Calvin and Beza replied with equal bitterness. In his ' Dia-

logue on Predestination,' he charges Calvin with making God the

author of sin, and dividing the will of God into two contradictory

wills. His own view is that all men are alike created in God's image

and for salvation, and are by nature the sous and heirs of God ;
but

that final salvation depends upon faith and perseverance, God loves

even his enemies, else he could not command us to love them, and

would be worse than the wild beast, which loves its own offspring,

God's foreknowledge involves no necessity of human actions: things

happen, not because God foreknew them, but God foreknew them be-

cause they were to happen. God wills a thing because it is right, and

not vice versa. He reasons as if there were an established moral

order outside and independent of God, He compares God to a mu-

sician wlio unites two tunes because they harmonize, Christ came as

a physician to heal all the sick, and if some remain sick it is because

they refuse the medicine. The famous passage about Jacob and Esau

(Rom. ix,) does not refer to these individuals (for Jacob never served

Esau), but to the nations which proceeded from them ; and ' to hate'

means only 'to love less;' moreover, Esau was not foreordained to sell

his birthright, but he did this by his own guilt, Paul himself says

' ''Carmen Insrivum et. obsrrcnuin, quo SaJnnin impudirnx suns nmores desrripsfrit.' CastelliO

doubted the verbal inspiration, and called the Greek of the New Testament impure.
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that God will lia\e all men to be saved, and that 'he concluded all in

unbelief, that he might have mercy upon all.' Castellio died a few

months before Calvin, without leaving a school behind him
; but hib

ideas wei-e afterwards more fully developed by the Socinians and

Anninians.'

Notwithstanding these difficulties, tlie doctrine of predestination

made headway in the Reformed Church. It was strongly advo-

cated in Zurich by Peter Martyr. His opponent, Theodor Biblian-

der (Buchmann), a distinguished Orientalist, ' the father of exegetical

theology in Switzerland,' and a forerunner of Arminianism, was re-

moved from his professorship of Hebrew on account of his advo-

cacy of free-will (1560), though his salary was continued to his death

(1564).^ The dogma of predestination consolidated the Calvinistic

creed, as the dogma of consubstantiation consolidated the Lutheran

creed. Both these distinctive dogmas maintained their hold on the

two Churches until the theological revolution towards the close of the

eighteenth century began to undermine the whole fabric of Protest-

ant orthodoxy and to clear the way for new creations.

§ 61. The Helvetic Consensus Formula. A.D. 1675.

Literature.

I. FoBMTn.A Consensus Ecclesiaeum Helvetioarum Reformatarttm, circa Doctrinam de Gratia uni-

versali et connexa, aliaque nonnulla capita (Einhellige Foiviul der reform, eidg. Kirchen, betreffetid die Lehre

von der allgemeinen Gnad und was derselben anhanget, sodami aiich etliche andere Religionspxmkten).

Composed A.D. 1675 : first printed at Zurich, 1T14, as an appendix to the Second Helvetic Confession
;
then

1T18, 1722, etc., in Latin and German. The official copy, iu both languages, is in the archives of Zurich.

The Latin text has a place in Niemeyer's Collectio, pp. 729-739 ; the German text in Bockel, pp. 348-360.

The writings of Amtraut, Cappei., and La Place; their friends, Paul Testari>, Jean Daill^, and

Davib Blondel; their opponents, Pierre dc Moulin, Fr. Spanueim, and Andre Rivet; and the de-

cisions of the Synods of Alen^on, Cuarenton, and Loudon (1637-1659). See below.

II. J. Jao. Hottinger (d. 1735) : Succincta et solida ac genuina Formulce Consensus . . . historia, Latin

and German, 1723. By the same: Helvetische Kirchengeschichte, Zurich, Theil III. pp.1086 sqq.
;
IV.

pp. 2.58, 268 sqq.

Bayle: Diet. art. Amyraut.

Cii. M. Pfaff: Dissertatio histwr. theologica de Formula Consensus Helv. Tiibingen, 1723.

J. RuD. Salohli : Stricturce et observatimies in Pfaffii dissertationem de F. C. Bern, 1723.

(Barnaud) : Memoires pour servir d I'histoire des troubles arrivees en Suisse d Voccasion du Consensus.

.\m8terd. 1726.

Walob : Religionsstreitigkeiten ausserhalb der luth. Kirche, Jena, 1733, Vol. L pp. 454 sqq.
;
III. pp. 736

sqq.

Hagenbach : Kritische Gesch. der ersten Easier Confession. Basle, 1827, pp. 173 sqq.

Alex. Sohweizee: Die Protest. Centraldogmen in ihrer Entwiekliing innerhalb der Reformirten Kirche.

Zweite Hdlfte (Zurich, 1856), pp. 439-563. By the same : Die Enstehung der helvetischen Consensus-Formel,

' On Castellio, see Schweizer, Centraldogmen, Vol. I. pp. 31 0-373, and his essay, S. Castellio

ah Bestreiter der calvinischen Prddestinationslehre, in the Theol. Jahrbiicher of Baur and

Zeller, 18.51.

* See Schweizer, pp. 276 sqq.
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aus Zurich't Specialgeschichte ndher bfleitchtet, in Niedner's Zeitschri/t fur hittor. Theologie loi 1860,

pp. 122-148 (gives an extract from the MS. of J. H. Heidegger's Orundliche uiid wahrhaflige Histoiie).

Comp. also Schweizer's art. Aynyraut, in Herzog's Real-Encykl 2d ed. Vol. I. pp. 356-361 ; aud on the

Li/e and Writings of Aniyraut, in the TUbinger Theol JahrbCicher for 1852.

F. Treohsel : Uelvetische Consensus-Formel, iu Herzog's Real-Encyklop. 2d ed. Vol. V. pp. 755-764 (partly

based on MS. sources).

GoBT. Frank : Geschichte der Protestant. Theologif, Leipz. 1865, Vol. II. pp. 35 sqq.

Aro. EiiRAKi): Kirchen- und Dogmengeschichte, Vol. III. (18C6), pp. 538 sqq. and 552 sqq. Also his art.

on AmyraUlism (against Schweizer), iu the Reform. Kirchenzeituug for 1853, No. 27 sqq.

The Helvetic Consensus Formula {Forviula Consensus Helvetioa)

is the last doctrinal Confession of" the Reformed Church of Switzer-

land, and closes the period of Calvinistic creeds. It has been called

a 'symbolical after-birth.' It was composed in 1675, one hundred

and eleven 3^ears after Cahin's death, by Professor John Henry Hei-

degger, of Zurich (1633-1698),' at the request and with the co-opera-

tion of the Rev. Lucas Gernler, of Basle (d. 1675), and Professor

P'rancis Tdrretin, of Geneva (1623-1687).^ It never extended its

authority beyond Switzerland, but it is nevertheless a document of

considerable importance and interest in the history of Protestant the-

ology. It is a defense of the scliolastic Calvinism of the Synod of

Dort against the theology of Saumur {Salmmnum), especially against

the universalism of Amyraldus. Hence it may be called a Formula

anti-SalTnui'iensis, or anti-Amyraldensis.

THE SYNOD OF DORT AND THE THEOLOGY OF SAUMUR.

The Twenty-third National Synod of the Reformed Church in

France, held at Alais, Oct. 1, 1620, adopted the Canons of Dort

(1619), as being in full harmony with the Word of God and the

French Confession of 1559, and bound all ministers and elders by a

solemn oath to defend them to the last breath. The Twenty-fourth

National Synod at Charenton, September, 1623, reaffirmed this adop-

tion.^

But in the theological academy at Saumur, founded by the cele-

' Author of Conrtlu Tridentini Anntome historiro-theologica ; Enchiridion Bihlicum; His-

toria sacra patriarrharum; and Hisloire du Papisvie.

' Author of the Institufio theohc/irir p.lenrhthicfp (1079-8")), which still keeps its place among

the best systems of Calvinistic theology. New edition, Edinburgh and New York, 18+7, in

four volumes. His son, John Alphonsus (IG7I-17:>7), Professor of Church History in (Jeneva,

was inclined to Arminianism, and advocated tolei'ation. See Schweizer, Centraldogmen, Vol.

II. pp. 784 sqq.

^ Aymon Tons les Si/node.t nationaux des ^glises riform€es de France. A la Ilaye, 1710,

Vol. II. pp. 1 83, 2:)8
; Schweizer, 1. c. pp. 229 sqq.
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brated Reformed statesman Da Plessis Mornay (1604), tliere arose

a more liberal school, headed by three contemporary professors

—

JOSL'E DE LA Place (Placeus, 1596-1655), Louis Cappel (Capellus,

1585-1658), and Moyse Amyraut (Moses Amyraldus, 1596-1664)

—

which, without sympathizing with Arminianism, departed from the

rigid orthodoxy then prevailing in the Lutheran and Reformed

Churches on three points—the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures,

the particular predestination, and the imputation of Adam's sin.

Saumur acquired under these leaders great celebrity, and attracted

many students from Switzerland. It became for the Reformed Church

of France what Helmstiidt, under the lead of Calixtus, was for the

Lutheran Church in Germany ; and the Helvetic Consensus Formula

of Heidegger may be compared to the ' Consensus repetitus'' of Calo-

vius (1664), which was intended to be a still more rigorous symbolical

protest against Syncretism, although it failed to receive any public

recognition.

^

The further development of the Saumur theology was arrested by

the political oppression which culminated in the cruel revocation of

the Edict of Nantes by Louis XIY. (1685), and aimed at the utter

annihilation of the Reformed Church in France. But its ideas have

silently made progress, and were independently revived in more recent

times.

verbal inspiration.

Louis Cappel, the most distinguished of an eminent Huguenot fam-

ily, and one of the first Biblical scholars of the seventeenth century,

made the history of the text of the Hebrew Scriptures his special

study, and arrived at conclusions which differed from the orthodox

theory of a literal inspiration. He discovered and proved that the

Hebrew system of vocalization did not date from Adam, nor from

Moses, nor from Ezra and the Great Synagogue, but from the Jewish

grammarians after the completion of the Babylonian Talmud.^ This

' See p. 3.ol, and Schweizer's comparison of the two documents, Vol. IL pp. .532 sqq.

* 'Arcanum jmnrtationis revelatum,^ added to his Commentarii et notce criticce in Vetus

Testnmentum, Amst. 1()8!>. Cappel wrote this tract in 1622, and sent the MS. to the elder

Buxtorf. of Basle (d. 1629), who returned it with the advice to keep back his view. It was

first published anonymously by Erpenius at Leyden, 1624. Twenty years afterwards Bux-

torf the younger (d. 1664) attacked it in his Tractatus de punctorum originf, antiquitate et

autoritate, Basil. 1648. Against this Cappel wrote his Vindicioe Arcani punctat. revel., but
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view is confirmed by the absence of vowels on Jewish coins, on the

Pha3nician and Punic nionunients, on the inscription of the Moabite

stone (discovei-ed 1868), and by the analogy of the other Semitic lan-

guages. Cappel unsettled also the traditional view of the literal in-

tegrity and sacredness of the Masoi'etic text, and showed that the

diffei-ent readings {Keri and Ktib), while they had no bearing on

faith and morals, and therefore could not undermine the authority of

the Scriptures, are not to be traced to willful corruption, but must be

consulted, together with the ancient translations, in ascertaining the

true text'

These views, which are now generally accepted among Biblical schol-

ars, met with violent opposition. Even the Buxtorfs, father and son,

at Basle, who immortalized themselves by their rabbinical learning,

advocated the divine inspiration of the Hebrew vowels. The Prot-

estant orthodoxy of the seventeenth century, both Calvinistic and Lu-

theran, was very sensitive on this point, because it substituted an in-

fallible Bil)le for an infallible papacy ; while the Roman orthodoxy

cared much more for the divine authority of the Church than for that

of the Scriptures.

UNIVERSAL AND PARTICULAK PREDESTINATION.

Moses Amyraut, originally a lawyer, but converted to the study of

theology by the reading of Calvin's ' Institutes,' an able divine and

voluminous writer, developed the doctrine of hypothetical or con-

ditional universalism, for which his teacher, John Cameron (1580-

1625), a Scotchman, and for two years Professor at Saumur, had

prepared the way. His object was not to set aside, but to moderate

and libei'alize Calvinism by ingrafting this doctrine upon the par-

ticularism of election, and thereby to fortify it against the objections

of Romanists, by whom the French Protestants were surrounded and

threatened. Being employed by the Reformed Synod in important

they were not published till 1089, by his son, Jacques C, in an Appendix to his Commen-
tary. His views on the late origin of the Hebrew vowels were anticipated by rabbinical

scholars, Abn-Ezra (d. 1174) and Elias Levita (d. 1549).

' Critica sacra, etc., Paris, 1G50, folio; another edition, by Vogel, in three volumes, Halle,

177r)-86. The work was finished October, 1634, but the printing was delayed by the oj>

position of the Protestants until his son, Jean Cappel, who seceded to the Roman Church,

procured a royal privilege for its publication in Paris.
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diplomatic negotiations with the government, lie came in frequent

contact with bishops, and witli Cardinal Richelieu, who esteemed him

highly. Ilis system is an approach, not so much to Arminianism,

which he decidedly rejected, as to Lutheranism, which likewise teaches

a universal atonement and a limited election.'

Amyraut maintained the Calvinistic premises of an eternal fore-

ordination and foreknowledge of God, whereby he caused all things

inevitably to pass—the good efficiently, the bad permissively.^ He
also admitted the double decree of election and reprobation. But in

addition to this he taught that God foreordained a universal salvation

through the universal sacrifice of Christ offered to all alike {egalement

jpour to us), on condition qI faith, so that on the part of God's will

and desire {voluntas, velleitas, affectns) the grace is universal, but as

regards the condition it is particular, or only for those who do not

reject it and thereby make it ineffective. The universal redemption

scheme precedes the particular election scheme, and not vice versa.

He reasons from the benevolence of God towards his creatures; Cal-

vinism reasons from the result, and makes actual facts interpret the

decrees. Amyraut distinguished between objective grace which is

offered to all, and subjective gi-ace in the heart which is given only

to the elect. He also makes a distinction between natural ability

and moral ability, or the power to believe and the willingness to

believe ; man possesses the former, but not the latter, in conse-

quence of inherent depravity.^ He was disposed, like Zwingli, to

extend the grace of God beyond the limits of the visible Church, in-

asmuch as God by his general providence operates upon the heathen,

and may produce in them a sort of unconscious Christianity, a faith

without knowledge ; while within the Church he operates more fully

' Amyraut's writings on this subject are: Traiti de la Predestination (also in Latin), Sau-

mur, 1634; Echantillon de la doctrine de Calvin sur la Predestination, 1637; /)e la justi-

fication, 1638 ; De providentin Dei in malo, 1638 ; Defensio doctrince Calvini de absoluto

reprobationis decreto,]Qil; Disaertationes theol. quatuor, 1645; Exercitatio de gratia uni-

versali, 1646; Disputntio de libera hominis arbitrio, 1647; Sermons sur divers textes de la

Ste. Ecriture, 1(553 ; Irenicum sive de ratione pads in religionis neqotio inter Evangelicos,

1662. Amyraut wrote besides a system of Christian Ethics (in six volumes), and a number

of exegetical and practical works. See a list in Herzog, Vol. I. pp. 296 sq.

' '' Ou de perniettre tellement les mauvaises, que revenement soit entierement undubitahle.''

^ The same distinction was a century later made by New England Calvinists under the leaJ

of Jonathan Edwards, who knew of the Saumur theology through the works of Stapfer.
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and clearly through the means of grace. Those who never heard of

Christ are condemned if they reject the general grace of providence;

but the same persons would also reject Christ if he were offered to

them. As regards the result, Amyraut agreed with the particularists.

His ideal univei'salism is unavailable, except for those in whom God

previously works the condition of faith, that is, for those who are

included in the particular decree of election.^

Amyraut's doctrine created a great commotion in the Reformed

Churches of France, Holland, and Switzerland. Jean Daille (1594:-

1670),2 David Blondel (1591-1655),^ and others considered it innocent

and consistent with the decrees of the Synod of Dort, where German

Reformed and Anglican delegates professed similar views against the

supralapsarianism of Gomarus. But Peter du Moulin (Molina^us, since

1621 Professor of the rival theological school of Sedan), Fredei-ick

Spanheim (1600-1649, Professor in Leyden), Andrew Rivet (1572-

1651, Professor in Leyden), and the theologians of Geneva opposed it

as a departure from the orthodox faith and a compromise between

Calvinism and Arminianism.*

The friends of Anjyraut urged the love, benevolence, and impartial

justice of God, and the numerous passages in Scripture which teach that

God loves ' the whole world,' that he will have ' all men to be saved,'

*
'^ Notre salut ^ternel depend de cette condition, que nous appellons la foy; cettefoy depend

de la grace de Dieu et de la puissance de son Esprit ; cette grace, cette puissance de l'Esprit

depend du conseil de ['election de Dieu, et ce conseil riayant autre fondement que sa volont€ est

constant et irrevocable, levenement sursuit necessairement. Ce conseil depend de la libre volontd

de Dieu.' Schweizer, pp. 296 sq.

' Joh. Dalloei : Apologia pro duabus synodis nationalibus, altera Alensone 1637, altera Ca-

rentone 1645 habitis adv. Fr. Spanhemii Exercitationes de gratia universali. Amst. 1655

(1227 pages), and Vindiciee Aj>ologi(E pro duabus synodis. Amst. 165f. See extracts in

Schweizer, pp. 390 sqq. Daille' is best known by his work Sur I'usage des Peres (De Usu

Patruiii).

^ Actes authentiques touchant la paix et charite fraternelle uvea le.i Protestantcs, etc.

Amst. 1655. Blondel is best known by his De la primaut^ en e'glise (1641), and other his-

torical works. He was Secretary of the Fiench Synod, which made him honorary professor,

with a salaiy sufficient to enable him lo devote himself without pastoral care to iiis studies.

He had an enormous memory, and when blind in his old age he dictated two folios on diffi-

cult points in chronology.

* See especially Pierre du Moui-IN : Examen de la doctrine des Afessieurs Amyraut et

Tetnrd touchant la predestination et les jwins, qui en dejiendent, Amsterd. 1638 ; and Eclair-

cisseinent des controverses Salmuriennes, ou defense de la doctrine des e'gllses refortn^es sur

I'iiniiiutaJiilite des decrets de Dieu, etc. Leyden, 1648. Spanheim (the elder): Disputatio de

gratia universali, J^ugd. Bat. 1644; and Exercitationes de gratia uiiirersali, Lugd. Bat. 1646

(1856 pages). Andre Rivet: Opera omnia, Lugd. Bat. 1651-60, Vol. IlL pp. 828-878.
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that Christ died ' not for onr sins only, but also for the sins of the

whule world,' that 'he slmt up all in unbelief that he might have

mercy upon all.'' On the other hand, it was objected that God could

not really will and intend what is never accomplished ; that he could

not purpose an end without providing adequate means ; tliat, in point

of fact, God did not actually offer salvation to all ; and that a univer-

salism based on an impossible condition is an unfruitful abstraction.'

The national Synods at Alengon, 1637 ; at Charenton, 1645 ; and at

Loudun, 1659 (the last synod permitted by the French Government),

decided wisely and moderately, saving the orthodoxy of Amyraut,

and guarding only against misconceptions. He gave the assurance

that lie did not change the doctrine, but only the method of instruc-

tion. And his opponents were forced at last to admit that the idea

of a universal grace, by which no one was actually saved unless in-

cluded in the particular, effective decree of election, was quite harm-

less. In this way universalism and particularism were equally sanc-

tioned, and a schism in the French Church was avoided.^ The literary

controversy continued for several years longer, and developed a large

amount of learning and ability, until it was brought to an abrupt close

by the political oppressions of the Reformed Church in France.^

' The orthodox Lutherans, as far as they took notice of this controversy, saw in Amyrald-

ism a concealment of Calvinism, a mockery on the part of God, a bridge to Syncretism, and

characterized the gratia Amyraldina as a gratia Calvina, non divina. So Reheboldus, De
natura et gratia Mosi Amyrahlo opposita, Gissze, 1651 (quoted by G. Frank, Vol. I. p. 43).

Among American divines, Dr. Hodge notices this controversy (Syst. Theology, Vol. 11.

p. 322), and says that hypothetical redemption is liable to the objections against both Au-

gustinianism and Arminianism. ' It does not remove the peculiar difficulties of Augustin-

ianism, as it asserts the sovereignty of God in election. Besides, it leaves the case of the

heathen out of view. They, having no knowledge of Christ, could not avail themselves of

this decretum hypotheticum, and must therefore be considered as passed over by a decretum

absolutum.^ But Amyraut does notice the case of the heathen ; see above.

° Schweizer, pp. 307 sqq. ; Ebrard, p. 555.

' Schweizer gives a very full account of the writings on both sides, pp. 320-439. In mod-

em times the great Schleiermacher has revived Amyraldism on German soil, but in a much

bolder form, and at the expense of the Scripture doctrine of eternal punishment. He widens

Calvinism (which he very acutely defends against Lutheranism and Arminianism) into a real

and effective universalism of salvation, and makes the particularism of election and reprobation

merely a temporary means to this end. Schweizer, one of his ablest pupils, adopts this solu-

tion of the problem in his Christliche Glauhenshhre, Leipzig. 1872, Vol. II. Part II. pp. 78 sqq.

and 444 sqq. But this solution is subject to all the objections of what in America is popu-

larly called the system of Universalism : it turns conversion into a process of nature or ne-

cessity ; it dulls the edge of warning; freedom implies the continued power of resistance-

repentance becomes more and more difficult, and at last impossible, especially in hell and ir

the case of the devil and diabolized men.
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MEDIATE AND IMMEDIATE IMl'lTATION.*

All Augustiniaiis and Calvin ists agree in the doctrine of total de-

pravity and original sin in consequence of Adam's fall ; but differ-

ences arose among them concerning the imputation of Adam's sin

and guilt to his posterit_y. The majority advocated the realistic the-

ory of an actual, though impersonal and unconscious, participation cf

the whole human race in the fall of Adam as their natural organic

head, who by his individual transgression vitiated the generic human

nature, and transmitted it in this corrupt state by physical generation

to his descendants. This, the old Augustinian view, was renew^ed by

the Reformers. Others, since the seventeenth century, adopted the

federal theory of a vicarious legal representation of mankind by Adam,

in virtue of an assumed covenant of works made with him by the

Sovereign Creator, to the effect that Adam should stand a moral j ro

bation in behalf of all his descendants (acting like a guardian for

children yet unborn, or like a representative for future constituents),

and that his act of obedience or disobedience, with all its consequences,

should be judicially imputed to them, or accounted theirs in law.^

Still others combined the two theories so as to make imputation rest

both on the moral ground of participation and on the legal ground

of representation.

In connection with this doctrine of hereditary sin there arose among

the Calvinists of the seventeenth century a controversy about imme-

diate or antecedent, and mediate or consequent imputation.^ The

* Syntagma thesium theologicarum in academia Salmuriensi dispufntrirum. Ed. II. Sal-

mur. 1664. Placeus : Ue statu hominis lapsi ante ffratiatn, IGiO ; his defense, De imputa-

tione primi peccati Adami, 16")'), in his Opera omnia, 1691) and 170;?, two vols. Against him,

A. Rivkt: Decretum Synodi natiomilis Ec.rlesinrum Reformatarum Gallice, A.D. 1645 de im-

putatione jiriini peccati omnihus Adnvd posteris, cum Ecrlpsiaruin et dortorum profestanfium

consensu, ex srriptis eorum collecto. in the Opera Theol. of Rivet, Rotterd. 1660, Tom. III.

pp. 708-827, translated in part in the Princeton Review for 1839, pp. 5."):?-;>79. (^omp. also

Schweizer's art. Placeus, in Herzog, Vol. XI. pp. 755-.")7, and several American treatises on

the imputation controveisy by Hodge, Baird, Landis, G. P. Fisher, quoted in my annotations

to Lange's Com. on Rom. v. 12 (pp. 101 sqq.), where the exegetical aspects are fully discussed

in connection with the classical passage 'fp' i^t Travrtc ijpapTov.

^ Fcedus operum, orfiedus natunv, as dis'inct from. f(edus gratia.. The only Scripture pas-

sage which the Federalists alleged in favor of this primal covenant is Hos. vi. 7 :
' For they, like

Adam [anXD], have broken the covenant;' but others translate with the ^e\)i. :
' They [are]

like men [who] break a covenant' (ioq av^pojiroQ irapafiaiviuv Sia^i]Ki]v).

' Turretin {Instit. Pars I. pp. ;)")(), Loc. ix. de peccato, Qu. X.") charces Dp. la Place with
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theory of iniinediate iniputation makes all descendants of Adam re-

sponsible for his disobedience as participants in actu^ and condemns

theiu independently of, and prior to, native depravity and personal

transgression, so that hereditary guilt precedes hereditary sin. The

theory of mediate imputation makes inherent depravity derived from

Adam, and this alone, the ground of imputation and condemnation

{vitiositas pi'OBcedit imputatioiiem). The school of Montauban, Rivet

of Leyden, the elder Turretin of Geneva, Heidegger of Zurich, Garis-

sol, Maresius, and the supralapsarians and federalists advocated the

former, some exclusively, some in connection with mediate imputa-

tion. La Place (Placeus) of Saumur denied immediate imputation of

a foreign sin as arbitrary and unjust, and allowed only a mediate im-

putation, but claimed to be nevertheless in full harmony with Calvin's

teaching on this subject.

The Reformed national Synod at Charenton, near Paris, in 1645, re-

jected the theory of La Place (yet without calling him to an account or

naming him), at least so far as it restricts the nature of original sin to

the mere hereditary corruption of Adam's posterity. In vindication

of the decree of the Synod, Rivet prepared a collection of passages on

imputation (many of them very general and inconclusive) from Re-

formed and Lutheran confessions and the writings of Calvin, Beza,

Bullinger, Melanchthon, Chemnitz, and others.

THE CONSENSUS FOEMULA.

Several years after the leaders of the Saumur theology had passed

from the stage of history it was thought desirable by some of the

prominent divines of Switzerland to protect their Churches against

possible danger from the new doctrines of Saumur, which were im-

ported through writings and students, and met with considerable sym-

pathy, especially in Geneva. It was feared—and not without reason

—

that, however innocent in themselves, they might lead, by legitimate

logical development, to an ultimate abandonment of the system of

Calvinism.

Hence the new Formula of orthodoxy which forms the subject of

this section, was agreed upon by the ecclesiastical and civil authorities

inventing this distinction to evade the force of the synodical decision of Charenton, 1645,

Augustine and the Reformers did not use the terms, and hence are quoted on both sides.
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of Zurich, Basle, and Geneva, and adopted in other Eeforined cantons

as a binding rule of public teaching for ministers and professors. Its

authority was coniined to Switzerland, and even there it could not

maintain itself longer than about half a century. French ministers,

who fled to Lausanne after the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

refused to sign it ; the great Elector Frederick William of Branden-

burg (1686), and afterwards the Kings of Prussia and England, and

the Corpus Evangelicorum at Ratisbon (1722), urged the Reformed

cantons, in the interest of peace and union, to abandon the Formula.

It gradually lost its hold upon the Swiss churches, and was allowed to

die and be buried without mourners. Nevertheless the theology which

it represents continues to be advocated by a respectable school of strict

Calvinists in Europe, and especially in America.

The Helvetic Consensus Formula was not so much intended to

be a new confession of faith, as an explanatory appendix to the

former Confessions (resembling in this respect the Saxon Visitation

Articles, which were an appendix to the Lutheran Formula of Con-

cord, to guard the churches of Saxony against the dangers of crypto-

Calvinism). The document does not breathe the fresh and bracing

air of faith and religious experience which characterize the Confes-

sions of the Reformation period. It is the product of scholasticism,

which formularized the faith of Calvin into a stiff doctrinal system,

and anxiously surrounded it with high walls to keep out the light of

freedom and progress. Nevertheless it is more liberal than is generally

represented and than might be expected from the bigotry and polem-

ical violence of the seventeenth century. Heidegger was personally

mild and modest ; he spoke the truth in love, and resisted the pressure

of extremists in Switzerland and Holland, who suspected even him of

unsoundness, and desired a formal condemnation of the schools not

only of Saumur but also of Cocceius and Cartesius. Instead of this,

he speaks in the preface of the Formula, respectfully and kindly, of

the Saumur theologians, and calls them venerable brethren in Christ,

who built on the same foundation si faith, and whose peculiar doc-

trines are not condemned as heresies, but simply disapproved.^

• '• Salvum 6711711 utrtnque per Dei gratiam stat fu7ida7nentuin Jidei. . . . SaJva unitas cor-

pons mystici et Soiritus. . . . Salvum denique apud 7ios semver tenerrimte caritatis viticuIuth,'
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The Formula consists of a preface and twenty-six canons or articles,

which clearly state the points of difference between strict Calvinism

and Salmnrianism. They teach the following points

:

1. The literal inspiration of the Scriptures and the integrity of the

traditional Hebrew text of the Old Testament, including the vowels aa

well as consonants ; so that we need not resort to manuscripts, transla-

tions, and conjectures.^ Art. 1-3. Against Cappel.

This attempt to canonize the Hebrew vowels gave great offense to

Claude, Daille, and other French Calvinists ; and Heidegger explained

to Tnrretin that the object of the Formula was only to guard the

authority and integrity of the original text, and not to decide gram-

matical and critical questions. But in its natural effect such a me-

chanical theory of inspiration, which, to be of any practical use, re-

quires a perpetual literarj' miracle in the preservation of the text, would

supersede all textual criticism, and make the Targums, the Septuagint,

the Vulgate, and other ancient versions, worse than useless.

2. God decreed from eternity, first, to create man innocent ; second,

to permit {pertnittere) the fall ; third, to elect some to salvation, and

thus to reveal in them his mercy, but to leave the rest in the corrupt

mass {alios vero in corrupta massa reliiiquere), and to devote them

to eternal |)erdition. (This is clearly the Augustinian infralapsarian-

ism.) In tlie gracious decree of election Christ himself is included, as

etc. The original draft of the Formula was even milder and much shorter. Schweizer has,

in a purely historical interest, vindicated the memory of Heidegger and the comparatively

moderate character of the Consensus Formula. See his extracts from the MS. of Heidegger'i

Report, in Niedner's Zeitschrift, above quoted, and his art. Heidegger, in Herzog's ReaL

Encykl,
' ' In specie autem Hehraicus Veteris Testamenti Codex, quern ex traditione Ecclesia Ju^

daicce, cui olim Oracula Dei coiiiiinssa sunt, nccejiiiiius hodieque rednemus, turn quoad CONSO-

NAS, turn quoad vocx\.ix, sive puncta i/isa, sive punctoruiu saltein potestatem,et turn quoad res,

turn QUOAD VERBA ^toTTVivoTOQ, ut jidei et vita nostrce, una cum Codice Novi Testamenti sit

CANON unicus et illibatus, ad cuius norinam, ceu Lydium lapidein, universce, qua. extant, Ver-

siones, sive orientales, sive occidentales exigendce, et sicuhi deflectunt, revocanda sunt.'' The

same theory of plenary inspiration of words and thoughts, which dates from Rabbinical ortho-

doxy, but was not held by the Reformers, prevailed in the Lutheran Church since John Ger-

hard, and is even now extensively held, especially in England and America, by those whose

faith in the Word of God is not affected by modern criticism. It was most ably defended

by the venerable Dr. Louis Gaussen (1790-1863), Professor in the Free Church Theological

School of Geneva, in his works on Theopneusty (1840; second edition, 1842), and on the

Canon (1862, two vols.). Dissent from him led to the resignation of his colleague, Scherer.

Gaussen admitted, however, the individiinliries of the sacred writers, and compares them to

the keys of an immense organ, on which the Holy Spirit placed.

Vol. I.—I :
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the Mediator and our first-born Brother. The doctrine of an antece-

dent hjpothetical will or intention of God^ to save all men on con-

dition of faith is rejected as unscriptural and as involving God in im-

perfection and contradiction. Art. 4-6. Against Amyraut.

3. The covenant of works made by God with Adam before the fall,

promising to him eternal life (symbolized by the tree of life in Para-

dise), on condition of perfect obedience. x\rt. 7-9. Against Amyrant.

4. Lnmediate imputation of Adam's sin to all his posterity who fell

in him, their representative head {in i/pso ut capite et stirpe), and for-

feited the i)roinised blessing of the covenant of works. Man is thus

doubly condemned, for his participation in the sin of Adam and for

his hereditary depravity ; to deny the former makes the latter doubt-

ful.^ Art. 10-12. Against La Place, not because he asserted mediate

or consequent imputation (which the Formula likewise teaches), but

because he excluded the other.

5. Limited atonement. Christ died only for the elect, and not indis-

criminately for all men.^ The infinite value and inherent sufficiency

of Christ's satisfaction is not denied, but the divine intention and the

practical efficiency are limited, and adjusted to the particularism of

the decree of election. Art. 13-16. Against Amyraut.

6. The actual vocation to salvation never was absolutely general

{numquam absolute U7iiversalis), but was confined to Israel in the old

dispensation and to Christians in the new (Matt. xi. 25 ; Eph. i. 9).

God's revelation in nature and providence (Rom. i. 19, 20) is insuffi-

cient for purposes of salvation, though it leaves the heathen without

excuse for rejecting even this remnant of the knowledge of God. The

1 Called voluntas conditionata, velleitas, misericordia prima, desiderium inefficnx.

° Art. X. ' Censemus iyitur peccatum Adami omnibus ejus posteris judicio Dei arcana et

justo imputarV (Rom. v. 12, 19; 1 Cor. xv. 21,22). Art. XI. ' Dupliri igitur nomine post

peccatum homo natura, indeqiie ah ortu szto, untequaiii ullum actuate peccatum in se admittat,

ircB ac maledictioni divime ohnoxius est ; primnm quidem oh Trapcnrrujpa et inobedientiam,

quam in Adami lumbis commisit ; delude ab consequente.m in ipso conceptu Iiereditariam cor-

rnptionem insitam, qua tota ejus natura depravata et spiritualiter mortun est, adeo quidem, ut

rexte peccatum originate statuatur duplex . . . impittnlum ridfliret, et heredltarium inharens.'

^ Art. XIII. ^ Pro solis electis ex decretorio Patris cousilio propriaque iiitentione dirnm

mortem oppetiit [ CArj.s/«is], solos illos in sinum pnternir grati(fi restiluit, solos Deo Patri offenso

reconciliavit et a maledictione legis libernvit.' Art. XVI. '' Ilaud probare possninus oppo-

sitam doctrinam illorum qui statuunt, Christum jiropria intenlione et cousilio turn suo turn

Patris ipsum mittentis, mortuum esse pro omnibus et singulis, addita c.onditione hnpossibili, si

idelicet credant. ' The ablest modern advocate of this limited atonement theory is Dr. Hodge,

Si/st. Theol. Vol. II. pp. r>44 sqq.
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external call of God tliroiigli his Word is always serious, and so far ef-

fective that it works salvation in the elect, and makes the unbelief of

the reprobate inexcusable.' Art. 17-20. Against Aniyraut, who ex-

tended the vocation beyond the limits of the visible Church and the

ordinary means of grace.

7. The natural as well as moral inability of man to believe the gos-

pel of himself.^ This twofold inability has its ground in the depravity

of our nature, from which only the omnipotent power of the Holy

Spirit can deliver us (1 Cor. ii. 14; 2 Cor. iv. 6). Art. 21, 22. Against

Amyraut.

8. A twofold covenant of God with man—the covenant of iror^s

made with Adam and through him with all men, but set aside by the

fall, and the covenant of grace made only with the elect in Christ,

which is forever valid, and exists under two economies, the Jewish

and the Christian. The saints of the Old Testament were saved by

the same faith in the Lamb of God as we are (Apoc. xiii. 8; Ileb. xiii.

8 ; John xiv. 1) ; for out of Christ there is no salvation. The doctrine

of the Holy Trinity is revealed in the Old Testament in words, figures,

and types, sufficiently for salvation, though not as clearly as in the

New. For no one can believe in Christ without the Holy Spirit, the

third person in the Trinity. Amyraut's doctrine of three essentially

different covenants—natural, legal, and evangelical, with different de-

grees of knowledge and piety—is disapproved. Art. 23-25.

The concluding article (the 26th) prohibits the teaching of new

or doubtful and unauthorized doctrines which are contrary to the

Word of God, the Second Helvetic Confession, the Canons of the

Synod of Dort, and other Reformed symbols.

' Art. XIX. ' Vocatio externa quce per prceconium Evangelicum fit, etiaiii vocantis Dei re-

spectu, seria et sinrera est. . . . Neque voluntas ilia respectu eorwn, qui vocationi non parent,

inefficax est, quia semper Deus id, quod volens intendit, assequitur,^ etc.

* Art. XXI. 'MORALIS ea impotentia did possit, quatenus scilicet circa subjectum et ohjec-

tum morale versatur : naturalis tamen esse siiiml et diet debet, quatenus homo (pvau,natura,

adeoque nascendi lege, inde ah ortu est filius irce' (Eph. ii. 2). Dr. Hodge likewise defends

this doctrine against the New School Calvinists, who, with Amyraut, claim for man the nat-

ural ability, but admit his moral inability.
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II. THE REFORMED CONFESSIONS OF FRANCE AND THE
NETHERLANDS.

§ 62. The Gat.t.tcan Confession. A.D. 1559.

Literature.

I. Editions of the Gallican Confession.

The original French text in Theod. de Beza : Histoire ecclesiastiqtte cles ealiscx re/ormees au royauma

de France, Antw. 15S0, Tom. II. pp. 173-190 ; in Niemkykk's CoUeetio Conf. in cedes, reformatis publie. pp.

311-326 ; and in the Zeitschri/t fur die histor. Theologie for 1875, pp. 506-.^4, with an introduction by Dr.

Heppk. The shorter recension in the new edition of Culviu's Opera, Vol. IX. pp. 739 sqq. The text, as

revised by the Synod of Rochelle (1571), was often printed in French Bililes, and separately. Comp. the

Toulouse edition of 1864, entitled Confession de Foi et Discipline ecclesiantique des eglises re/ormees de

France (Societe des livres religieux, pp. 9-35).

The Latin translation : Gallicarum ecclesiarum Confes-tio Christiani.<isivw Carolo IX. regi anno MDLXI.
exhibita. Xunc vera in Latinum conversa, tit o^nnino cons'et eas ab omnibus hceresibus sive seHis esse

prorsns aliena. Anno Domini 1566—and often reprinted ; also in Corpus et Sgntagma Conf. 1654, jip. 77-

88, and in Nik.mever's CoUeetio, pp. 327-.^-^i>

A German translation appeared first at Heidelberg, 1562 (see Niemeyer, Prcefat. p. 1.) ; also in BOckei.'s

Dekenntniss-Schriften der evang. reform. Kirche, pp. 461^74,

An English translation in Joun Qciok's Synodicon in Gallia Reformata, Lond. 1692, Vol. I. pp. vi.-xvi.

II. History or the Reformation and the Reformed Churcu in France.

See partly the Literature on Calvin, quoted p. 421.

Theod. Beza : Histoire eecles. des eglises r^forwAes au royaume de France (1521-63), Antw. 15S0, 3 vols.

Jean Crespin (d. 1572) : Livre des martyrs (Acta Martyrum), depuis Jean UtiS j.csqu'en 1554. Geneva,

1560 ; enlarged edition, Geneve, 1617, and Amsterd. 1684.

Sekeanus (Jean de Seereb, historiographer of France, 1&40-9S) : Commentarius de statu religionis et

reipublicce in regno Gallice, 1571-73 (five parts).

Theod. Agrippa d'Acbign^ (Ai.binjsub, a Hngnenot in the service of Henry IV. ; d. at Geneva, 1630):

Histoire universelle de mon temps, 1616-20, 3 vols.

DtJ Pr-ESSiB Morn ay: Minioires et corrcspondance. Paris, 1824-25.

John Qdiok (a learned Non-conformist, d. 1706) : Synodicon in Gallia Reformata; or, the Acts, Decisions,

Decrees, and Canons of the Xational Cotmcils of the Reformed Churches in Fra'>ice. London, 1692, 2 vols,

fol. (with a history of the Church till 1685). Much more accurate than Ayraon.

Aymon : Tons les synodes iiationaux des eglises reformees de France. La Haye, 1710, 2 vols. 4to.

E. A. Laval : Compendious History of the Reformation in FraiKe . , . to the Repealing of the Edict of

Nantes. London, 1737^1, 7 vols.

Smedt.ey: History of the Reformed Religion in France. London, 1832, 3 vols.

G. DE Felice: Histaire des Protestants en France. Toulouse, 1851 ; Engl, translation, by Lobdel, 1851.

By the same : HUtoire des synodes nationaux des eglises reformees de France. Paris.

W. G. SoLDAN : Geschichte des Protestantismus in Frankreich bis zum Tode Karl's IX. Leipzig, 1855,

2 vols.

G. VON PoT.ENZ : Geschichte des franzosischen Calvinismus bis zur Nationalvcrsammlung i. J. 1789, zum
Theil aus hand'-chriftl. Qnellen. Gotha, 1857-64, 4 vols.

E. Stahelin: Der Uebertritt Heinrich's IV. Basle, 1850.

Ath. C<)Qi:erf.l: Histoire des eglises du desert. Palis, 1857, 2 vols.

W. Haaq : La France protesfante. Paris, 1858 (biographies).

Weiss: Histoire des tefugies prote.<itants de France depuis la revocation de Vedit de Nantes jusqu'd nos

jours. Paris, 1853; English translation, Loudon, 1854, 2 vols.

Much valuiible information on the early history of Calvinism and French Protestantism generally is

contained in Herminjard's Correspondance des reformateurs dans lea pags de langue framais, Geuiive

and Paris, 1S66 sqq. (so far 4 vols.), and in the Bulletin de la Societe de Vhistoire dtt Protestantisme franfais.

Documents historiques inedits et originaux XVI', XVII', et XVIII' sieclea. Paris (3, rue Lafltte), 1854-

S; so far 22 vols.

HI. General Histories of France ToucniNo upon the Reformation Period.

TuuANUS (Jacques Auguste de Tuou—born, 1.553 ; died, 1617) : Historiarum sui temporis libri 138, from
J546-1607 (several editions in five, seven, and sixteen volumes). The author was a moderate Catholic.

witnessed the massacre of St. Bartholomew, and helped to prepare the Edict of Mantes. His history was
pnt in the Ind«x Expurg. 1609.
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.^ACSF.TBi.LE : Tlistoire de Fiance pendant les giterres de la relifjfnn. Paris, 1S22, 4 vols.

SiSMONDi : Histoirc des Fian<.aix, Par. 1821-44, 31 vols, (from vol. 16th).

Jules Miouki.kt (born, 179S) : Histaire de Fiance, 1833-62, 14 vols. (vols. 8 and 9).

Sir Ja.mks Stkpukn : Lectures on the History of Fraiu-e, 1857, third editiou, 2 vols.

Leop. Ka.ske : Frammische Gcschichte namcatlich hii 16. und IT. Jahrh. 1852-68, 6 vols. (English trail*

Jation in part, Loudon, 1852, 2 vols.)

Hknri Martin : Histuire de Fiance depxds les temps les plus recules jusqu'en 1T89, fourth edition, Parifi,

1865-60, 16 Tom. (Vols. VII. to:S.).

FRENCH PROTESTANTISM.

In France tlie Keforraation seemed to be better prepared than even

in Gerinanj, if we look only at the surface of the situation. The French

Church had always maintained a certain independence of Rome, under

the name of Galliean rights or liberties, Paris was, it is true, the

chief seat of orthodo.x scholasticism, and the Sorbonne took an early

opportunity to condemn Luther and his writings (1521) ; but it nursed

also the spirit of mysticism and disciplinary reform, which led to the

Councils of Pisa, Constance, and Basle. In the South a lemnant of

the Waldeuses had survived the bloody persecutions. Tiie humanistic

studies flourished greatly at Paris, Orleans, Bourges, and found favor

at the court of Francis I. (1494-1547), who invited classical scholars

from Italy, thought of calling Erasmus and even Melanchthon to hia

capital, and aided, for political reasons, the Protestants in Germanj'^,

while yet he inflicted imprisonment and death upon them in France.

For half a century, and amid bloody civil wars, three conflicting

tendencies, represented by Calvin, Rabelais, and Loyola—who hap-

pened to be in Paris at about the same period—struggled for the

mastery : Calvinism, with its high intelligence and uncompromising

virtue ; the Renaissance, with its elegant culture and frivolous skep-

ticism ; and Jesuitism, with its reactionary and unscrupulous fanati-

cism. Francis I. wavered between the Renaissance, which suited his

natural taste, and Romanism, which was the religion of the masses of

Frenchmen ; his gifted sister, Queen Margaret, of Navarre (grandmother

of Henry lY.), protected the Reformation and the Renaissance, and

harbored at one time Calvin, and at another the Libertines. Romanism

triumphed first over Protestantism, and afterwards over semi-evangel-

ical Jansenism, and France reaped infidelity and the Revolution.

Calvinism, always in the minority, and too stern and exacting for

the national character, after a period of heroic martyrdom, gained for

a time a limited legal existence under Henry lY. in the Edict of

Nantes (1598), but was expelled under Louis XIY. to fertilize other
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countries, and reduced to a proscribed sect of the desert at home,

where nevertheless, like the burning bush, it could not be consumed,

and was providentially preserved for better days.'

The father of Frencli Protestantism in its unorganized form is

Jacques Lefevre d'Etaples (Faber Stapulensis, 1455-1537), Professor

of the Sorbonne and tutor of the royal princes. lie translated the

Bible from the Vulgate (completed 1530) ; he taught, even before

Luther and Zwingli,^ the doctrine of justification by faith without

human works or merit, and the supremacy of the Bible as a rule of

faith, and predicted a reformation, saying to his pupil, Farel, ' God

will renovate the world, and you will be a witness of it;' but he had

to flee to Sti-asburg, and afterwards to the court of Queen Mai-garet.

In the same spirit labored his friends and pupils—Brigonnet, Bishop

of Meaux, who fostered evangelical doctrines and practices in his

diocese, but afterwards timidly joined in the condenmation of Lu-

ther; Melchior Wolmar, a native of Germany, Professor of Greek

in Bourges and teacher of Calvin ; Louis de Berquin (1489-15'i9),

a royal counselor, who was burned at the stake ; Clement Marot

(1495-1544), the favorite poet of his age and translator of the Psalms

in verse; Peter Robert Olivetan (d. 1538), a relative of Calvin and

translator of the Bible into French (printed at Neuchatel, 1535)

;

William Farel (1489-1565), Peter Yiret, Anton Froment, Calvin, and

Beza—who were driven to French Switzerland. The radical extrav-

agances of Anabaptists and anti-Trinitarians also spread in France,

and were confounded by the government with the sound evangelical

doctrines, and made a pretext for persecution.

But it was only after Calvin, himself the greatest Protestant of

France, had taken up his permanent abode in Geneva, that the Ref-

' 'On an old seal, the device of which has been preserved, the French [Reformed] Church

mav be seen represented under the image of the burning bush of Motes, with this motto:
'' Flagror, sed non comburor." These words sum up the tragical history of oin- Churcli. This

Church has been essentially militant ; she has known better, perhaps, than any other what it

is to fight for life. . . . Most yotmg Frenchmen are brought up in a holy horror of Protestant-

ism ; and traces of this early impression are even found clinging to the minds of men of inde-

pendent thought—nay, of those whose boast it is that they are free-thinkers.'— A. Decoppet,

in his report on the Reformed Church in France, at the General Conference of the Evangel-

ical Alliance in New York, 1873. See Pvorpeilinr/s. p. 72. The synodical seal, with the

above motto and the date I'jaO, is reproduced on the title-page of the first volume of Ber-

sier's Jli'^tolre du Synode G^n^ral de l'v(iVniP rt'form. de. France 1872 (Paris, 1872).

" Ui' Ccnmentaiy on the Pauline Epistles appeared in 1512.
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ormation movement was organized into a separate Church, and ac-

quired a national importance. He therefore, and his friend and suc-

cessor Beza, may be regarded as the fathers of the Reformed Church

of France. Geneva became an asylum for their persecuted country-

men, and the nursery of evangelists. Henceforward French Protest-

antism assumed a Calvinistic type in doctrine and discipline, but, ow-

ing to the hostile attitude of the government, it was kept separate and

distinct from the state. Altliough cruelly persecuted, and numbering

its martyrs by thousands, it spread rapidly among the middle and higher

classes, and in 1558 it embraced four hundred thousand followers.

The lirst national Synod was held in Paris, May 25-28, 1559, under

the moderatorship of Fran9ois de Morel, then pastor of Paris, a friend

and pupil of Calvin.^ It gave the Reformed Church a compact or-

ganization by the adoption of the Gallican Confession of Faith, in

connection with a Presbyterian form of government and discipline,

which remained the firm basis of the Church as long as she was al-

lowed to exist and to hold national Synods, twenty-nine in all, the

last being that at Loudun, 1659.

ANTOINE DE CHANDIEU.

The Gallican Confession is the work of John Calvin, who prepared the

first draft, and of his pupil, Antoine de la Roche Chandieu, who, with

the Synod of Paris in 1559, brought it into its present enlarged shape.*

Chandieu, or, as he is also called, Sadeel,^ was born 1534, of a wealthy

noble family, in the castle Chabot, in Burgundy, studied law in the Uni-

versity of Toulouse, was converted to Protestantism in Paris, renounced

a splendid career, studied theology at Geneva, was ordained 1554, and

' An account of this Synod in Polenz, Vol. I. pp. 43.5 sqq. Owing to the troubles of the

times there were only eleven congregations represented—Dieppe, Paris, Angers, Orleans,

Tours, etc.

=* Quick, in the Synod. Gall. Ref. (London, 1692, Vol. I. p. xv.), says : 'Calvin first drew up

the Confession itself.' But Beza, in his History, connects Chandieu prominently with the

origin of the Confession, without expressly naming him as the author. It is based, in part at

least, on a shorter Confession to the King (Au Roj/), which Calvin probably prepared, 1557,

for the congregation of Paris, in vindication against false charges. See Bonnet, Lettres de

Calvin, Tom. II. p. 131, and Opera,'Vo\. IX. p. 715 (comp. Prokg. p. lix.). Calvin also

wrote another French Confession of Faith, in the name of the French Churches, during the

war. to be presented to the Emperor Maximilian and the German Diet at Frankfort, 1562.

Reprinted in Opera. Vol. IX. pj). 75:!-772.

" The Hebrew name for Chandieu, i. e. Champ de Dieu, Field of God.
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elected pastor of the small Reformed congregation in Paris. lie was

imprisoned 1557, escaped under the name Sadeel, was again imprison-

ed, but delivered by the hand of Anton de Bourbon (the father of

Henry lY.), engaged in mission work near Poitiers, and returned to

his congregation in Paris, 1559. He presided over the third National

Reformed Synod at Orleans, 1562, attended as delegate the seventh

National Synod at La Rochelle, 1571, bare!}' escaped the massacre of

St. Bartholomew (Aug. 24), fled with his family to Geneva, and tauglit

theology at Lausanne. He recei\ed a commission in 1578 to attend a

Protestant Union meeting at Frankfort, suggested by the Elector John

Casimir, but never carried out. He was called back to France as chap-

lain of King Henry of Navarre (afterwai-ds Henry IV.), returned to

Geneva, 1589, and labored there as pastor and Professor of Hebrew

till his death, Feb. 23, 1591. Beza esteemed him very highly. De
Thou recommends him for ' noble birth, fine appeai-ance, elegant man-

ners, learning, eloquence, and rare modesty." Sadeel wrote twenty-

three books and tracts, mostly in Latin, some in French, relating to

Christian doctrines (especially the Word of God ; the priesthood and

sacrifice of Christ; the human nature of Christ; the spiritual mandu-

catiou of his body). Church discipline, and the history of martyrs.^

THE GALLICAN CONFESSION.

On a visit to the mission church of Poitiers, after the holy commu'

nion, Chandieu was requested by the brethren to suggest to the church

fn Paris the importance of preparing a common confession of faith and

order of discipline.^ Calvin was consulted, azid sent three delegates with

a draft of a confession to Paris. This was enlarged and adopted by the

Synod at Paris, 1559; presented, with a Preface, to King Francis II. at

Amboise, 1560, and afterwards by Beza to Charles IX. at the religious

* Histor. Lib. XXIX. (on occasion of his election as president of the National Synod of

Orleans, l.'JG2): '' Ecclesicv Parisiensis pastor, adokscens, in quo prater gentis nobilitatem,

oris venusta fades, eruditio, eloquentia rum singulari mndestin rertahant.^

' Ant. Sadeelis Opera theologia, edited after his death by his son John, and dedicated to

Henry of Navarre, Genev. 1.592 ; fiftli edition, 1620. He also wrote three sonnets on Calvin's

death, and Octonaires sur la vanite du monde. See France prof»etante, s. v. Chandieu, Voi.

III. pp. .320-332 ; Bulletin de la sociit^ de Vhistoire du protestnnfisme /raiifais, 1853, p. 279
;

G. von Polenz, Gesch. des franz. Calv., Vol. I. p. 48.') ; Rorrel (pastor in Nismes), art. Chan-

dieu in Herzog, Renl-Envykl. Vol. XIX. p. 318. On Sadeel's Christology, see Dorner, Ent-

wicklungsgesch. der Lehre von der Person Christi, Vol. II. pp. 72.5, 733 sq., etc.

' Beza, Histoire, etc., Tom. I. pp. 172 sq., quoted in Calv. Opera, Vol. IX. p. Ivii.
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conference in Poissy, 1561. It was revised and ratified at the seventh

National Synod held at La Rochelle, 1571, with Beza as moderator, in

the presence of the Queen of Kavarre and her son (Henry IV.), and

Admiral Coligny. Hence it is also called the ' Confession ofRochelleJ

Three copies were written on parchment—one for La Rochelle, one for

Geneva, one for Beam—and signed by the ministers and elders present.^

As to the text, the French is the original, but it exists in two recen-

sions : the shorter contains thirty-five articles, the larger forty articles.

The latter was sanctioned by the Synod of La Rochelle.^ It was often

printed in different languages, and attached to many French Bibles.

CONTENTS.

The Gallican Confession is a faithful summary of the doctrines of

Calvin. It begins with God (art. 1), his revelation (2), and the Script-

ures as the Word of God and certain rule of our faith, w^liich is above

all customs, edicts, decrees, and councils (3-5). The three oecumenical

Symbols are adopted (5), because they agree with the Word of God.

The Holy Scripture teaches the unity of essence and tripersonality of

God—the Father, who is the first cause, principle, and origin of all

things ; the Son, his eternal Word and Wisdom, eternally begotten by

the Father ; the Holy Spirit, his virtue and power eternally proceed-

ing from both (6). God in three co-working persons created all

things, visible and invisible (7); and governs all things, even sin and

evil, yet without being the author of sin, but so making use of devils

and sinners as to turn to good the evil which they do, and of which

they alone are guilty (8). Man was created pure and perfect, but

fell by his own guilt, and became totally corrupt and a slave of sin,

although he can still discern good and evil (9). All posterity of

Adam is in bondage to original sin, which is an inherited evil (not an

* The Geneva copy has been reproduced in fac-simile by Ed. Delessert. See Heppe, p. 513.

^ '•Uautant que nostre confession de foy est iinpriviee de differentes manieres, le Synode

declare que celle-la est la veritable confession de nos Eglises reformees de France qui com-

mence par ces paroles: " Nous crayons quily a un seul Dieu," etc., laquelle a este dresse'e au

premier Synode national tenu a Paris, le 25 mat de Z'an 1559.' Quoted in Calv. Opera,Yo\. IX.

p. lix., from Aymon. The shorter edition is printed in Opera, Vol. IX. p. 739, under the title

Confession de Foy faite d'un commun accord par les Eglises qui sont dispersees en France et

jf\ibstienent des idolatries pnpales. The larger edition is incorporated in the third volume

Oi this work. It substitutes in the title for 'qui sont,' etc., the words 'qui de'sirent vivre selon

la purete' de le'vangile de nostre Seigneur Jesus-Christ.'' Comp. Ileppe. pp. 509 sqq.
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imitation inei-ely), and sufficient for condemnation ; even after bap-

tism it is still sin, but the condemnation of it is abolished out of free

grace (10, 11). God, according to his eternal and immutable purpose,

calls out of this cori-upt mass those whom he has chosen in the Lord

Jesus Christ, without regard to their merit, to the praise of his glori-

ous grace, leaving the rest in their corruption and condemnation, to

the praise of his eternal justice (12).'

Jesus Christ is our all-sufficient Saviour, and 'made unto us wisdom,

and righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption' (13), He as-

sumed our human nature, being God and man in one person, like unto

us in body and soul, yet without sin. We detest all ancient and mod-

ern heresies on the person of Christ, especially that of Servetus (14),

The two natures in the one person of Christ are inseparably united,

and yet remain distinct, so that the divine nature retains its attri-

butes, being uncreated, infinite, and omnipresent, and the human nat-

ure continues finite and circumscribed (15). By the one sacrifice of

Christ on the cross we are reconciled to God, and have the forgiveness

of all our sins (16,17). Our justification is founded on the remission

of sins by the atoning death of Christ, without any merit of our own,

and is apprehended and appropriated by faith alone (18-20). By this

faith we are regenerated, and receive grace to lead a holy life, ac-

cording to the Holy Spirit dwelling in us. Faith, then, of necessity

produces good works, but these works are not accounted to us for

righteousness, which must rest exclusively on the satisfaction of Christ;

otherwise we would never have peace (21, 22), Christ is our only

Advocate before the Father, We therefore reject the intercession

of saints, and all other devices which detract from the all-sufficient

sacrifice of Christ, as purgatory, monastic vows, pilgrimages, auricu-

lar confession, indulgences. We reject them not only on account of

the false idea of merit attached to them, but also because they impose

a yoke upon the conscience (23, 24),

The Church, with the ministry and preaching of the Word of God,

is a divine institution, and must be respected and obeyed. The true

Church is the company of believers who agree to live according to the

Word of God, and to advance in holiness. Nevertheless tliere n)ay be

' ' Tjiixsrtnt les oulrcs en rette iiieine comiptinn e.t rnnddinndlinn^ jinur deinontrer en eiLX cn

justice, roiiaiie mix premiers ilfait Itiire les richesses de sa mise'ricorde'
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fijpocrites and reprobates in it, who can not destroy its cliaracter and

title. "We reject tlie papacy for its many superstitions, idolatries,

and corruptions of the Word and Sacraments. But as some trace of

the true Church is left in the papacy, together with the virtue and

efficacy of baptism, and as the efficacy of baptism does not depend

upon the personal character of the minister, we teach that those wlio

received baptism in the Romish Chm-ch do not need a second baptism.

The true Church should be governed by pastors, elders, and deacons.

All true pastors have the same authority and power under one head,

the only sovereign and universal bishop, Jesus Christ; and consequent-

ly no Church shall claim any authority or dominion over the other

(25-33).' The Sacraments are added to the "Word as pledges and seals

of the grace of God to aid and comfort our faith. They are external

signs through which God operates by the power of his Spirit. Their

substance and truth is in Christ ; separated from him they are empty

shadows. There are but two Sacraments : Baptism and the Lord's

Supper. Baptism is the permanent pledge and signature of our adop-

tion ; by it we are grafted into the body of Christ, so as to be cleansed

by his blood and renewed by the Holy Ghost. The Lord's Supper is

the witness of our union with Christ, who truly nourishes us with his

broken body and shed blood through the secret and incomprehensible

power of his Spirit. We hold that this is done spiritually and by

faith, not because we substitute imagination or thought for reality and

truth, but because this great mystery surpasses our senses and the order

of nature. In Baptism and the Lord's Supper God really gives us what

they represent. Those who approach the Lord's table with true faith,

as a vessel, receive the body and blood of Christ, which nourish the

soul no less than bread and wine nourish the body (34-38).

God has instituted kingdoms, republics, and other forms of govern-

ment, whether hereditary or elective, for the order and peace of society.

He has given the sword to the magistrate for the punishment of sin

and crime, and the transgressions of the first as well as the second

table of the Decalogue.^ We must therefore obey the magistrate,

' The National Synod of Gap, 1603, inserted an article (31) declaring the pope to be 'the

Antichrist and man of sin,' but the Synod of La Rochelle (1607) struck it out on account of

tne protest of the king. Heppe, p. 537.

" '// n mis le (jiaive en la main des magistrats pour reprimer les pech^s cmnmis non seule-

vient centre la secnnde table den commandements de Dieu, mais aussi contre la premiere.' This

clause justifies civil punishment of heresy. It is one of the chief causes why even orthodox
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pay tribute and taxes with a good and free will, even if the rulers are

unbelievers. We therefore detest those who would resist authority,

establish community of goods, and overthrow the order of justice

(39, 40).

§ 63. The Declabation of Faith of the Reformed Church in

France. A.D. 1872.

Literature.

XrX« Sijnode general de VEglise Re/ormee de Fraiice, Premiere session tenne d Paris du 6 Jnin ait

10 Juillet, 1872. Prods veibaux et actes publies par I'ordre du Synode. Paris, 1S73. (Comp. also the

Cornpte Rendu of the secretaries, and the discourses of Laurens, Pocaut, Ath. Coquerel, Foutaues, Colani,

ind Clamagerau, which appeared during tlie session.)

Do. Second session tenne a Paris du '2(1 Novembre au 3 Decembre, 1873. Paris, 1873.

Edgkne Beesiek : Histoire du Synode general de VEglise Reformee de France, Paris, 6 Juin au 10 Juillet,

1872. Paris, 1872, 2 vols. E. B. attended the Synod of 1872, as a delegate of the Free Church of France,

and gave an account of it in the Journal de Geneve. He has since joined the National Church.

The thirtieth meeting of the General Synod of the Reformed Church

in France forms an epoch in its history. It resumed the series of

twenty-nine National Synods after an interruption of two hundred and

twelve years.^ The last was held at Loudun (Anjou), and was brought

to a close in Jan., 1660, by an order of Louis XIV. prohibiting such

synods in future, on the pretext that they were too expensive and

troublesoma, and that their business could be transacted in provincial

synods. Daille, the moderator, protested in vain. This act of injus-

tice aimed to destroy the force of the Reformed communion by break-

ing it up into incoherent sections, and was crowned by the sweeping

Revocation of the Edict of Nantes (Oct. 22, 1685), which deprived

France of a million of her best citizens, and reduced the remnant of

Protestants to a forbidden sect. The history of this dark period is

full of touching and dramatic interest. 'The Reformed Church of

the Desert,' under ' the most Christian' King of France, like the primi-

tive Church under the sway of heathen Rome, had to hold its synodical

meetings in the open fields, in mountain-passes, and caverns of the

earth.^ In those meetings the Gallican Confession was read, and

prayer offered for the persecuting king. The spread of infidelity,

which followed as a reaction against the tyranny of superstition and

members of the National Synod of 1872 were opposed to the re-adoj)tion of this Confeseion

in full.

' See a list of the French National Synods in Bersier.Vul. II. pp. 429 sqq.

' Eight cf these forbidden Synods were held between 1726 and 1763.
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bigotry, brought first an edict of universal toleration under Louis XVI.

(1787), and soon afterwards a total overthrow of (Christianity and

social order, until Napoleon, in 1802, restored the Roman Church as

the religion of the majority of Frenchmen, and the Reformed Church

as the religion of a small though respectable minority, but both under

the pay and control of the State, and without the right of synodical

self-government and discipline.^

This right, denied by the Bourbon, the Napoleon, and the Orleanist

dynasties, was at last restored to the Reformed Church by the Repub-

lican government under Thiers, who, by an edict of Nov. 29, 1871, au-

thorized the Consistories in France and Algiers to elect delegates to a

General Synod. Under these auspices the General Synod convened

in the Temple du Saint-Esprit, at Paris, from June 6th to July 10th,

1872. It consisted of one hundred and eight delegates (forty-nine

ministers and fifty-nine laymen), the legitimate descendants of those

few humble but enthusiastic and heroic pastors and elders who met in

the same city, in 1559, with torture and death staring them in the face.

It was opened by a sermon of pastor Charles Babut of Niraes on John

viii. 14. Charles Edouard Bastie, pastor of Bergerac (Dordogne), was

elected moderator. The object of the Synod was to again effect a

complete organization on the basis of a confession of faith and a sys'

tern of discipline.

But the preparation and adoption of a confession of faith is a more

diflBcult task in the nineteenth century than it was in the sixteenth.

For, like all other Protestant denominations, the French Church had

during the eighteenth century undergone a theological revolution, and

is still in a process of transition. The doctrinal system of the Gallican

Confession had lost its hold upon a large portion of the clergy and

laity ; and even the most orthodox Protestants could not subscribe that

article which, in harmony with the general sentiment of the sixteenth

' Napoleon's motive was chiefly of a political character. He needed religion as a basis of

society, and Protestantism as a check upon the ambition of popery
;
yet he professed to a

number of Protestant pastors to be a friend of the liberty of conscience, whose 'indefinite

empire begins where the empire of law ends,' and he authorized them to brand with the

name of Nero any one of his successors who should violate this liberty. Napoleon III. pro-

fessed the same policy, but threw the weight of his power into the scale of Romanism, and

made a distinction between the private liberty of conscience, which nobody can touch, and

the public liberty of worship, which requires a recognition by the State.
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century, conceded to the civil government (hostile as it then was to

the Huguenots) the power to punish heresy by the sword.' On tlie

other liand, that venerable document, which embodied the faith of the

fathers and martyrs of the French Church, could not be ignored with-

out ingratitude and want of self-respect. Under these circumstances

the General Synod, at its thirteenth session, June 20, 1872, adopted a

middle course in the following declaration of faith, proposed by Charles

Bois, Professor of Church History at Montauban :

'The Reformed Church of France, on re-
|

^Au moment oh elle rej>rend la suite de ses

Sliming her sytiodical action, which for so Si/nodes, interrotnims de/mis tant d^nnn^es,

many years had been interrupted, desires, be-
1
VEgiise re/onnee de France ^prouve, avnnt

fore all things, to offer her thanks to God, toutes cJioses, le besoin de rendre (/races a JJieu,

and to testify her love to Jesus C'hrist, her ' et de temoic/ner son amour a Je'sus-Christ, son

Divine Head, who has sustained and comfort- i divin CheJ] qui Va soutenue et consolee durant

ed her during her successive trials. le cours de ses epreuves.
' She declares, through the organ of her rep- ' Elle declare par I'orc/ane de ses represen-

resentatives, that she remains faithful to her

principles of faith and freedom on which she

was founded.

'With her fathers and her martyrs in the

Confession of Rdchellk,^ and with all the

Churches of the Reformation in their respec-

tants quelle reste Jidele aux primifivs de J'ui

et de liberie sur lesqvels elle a Mfondle.

^Avec ses jieres et ses martyrs dans la Con-
fession DE LA RocHELLE, avec toutes les

Eglises de la Reformation dans leurs symboles.

live creeds, she proclaims the sovekeign ' elle proclame l'autokite souvekaine des
AUTHORITY OF THE HoLY SCRIPTURES IN SaINTES ^RITURES EN MATIEHE DE FOI,

MATTERS OF FAITH, AND SALVATION BY FAITH
\
ET LE SALUT PAR LA FOI EN JeSUS-ChRIST,

IN Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son • Fils unique de Dieu, mort pour nos of-
OF God, who died for our sins, and was fenses et ressuscite pour notre justifi-

raised again for our justification. cation.
' she preserves and maintains, as the basis ' £lle conserve done et elle maintlent, a la

of her teaching, of her worsiiip and her dis- ' base de son enseir/nenient, de son culte et de sa

cipline, the grand Christian facts represented discipline, les grands f'aits rhr^tiens represen-

in her religious solemnities, and set forth in tes dans ses solennite's religieuses et exprim^s

her liturgies, especially in the Confession of \ dans ses liturgies, notamment dans la Confession

sins, the Apostles' Creed, and in the order . des p^che's, dans le Symbole des Apotres,
for the administration of the Lord's Supper.' | et dans la liturgie de la saint Cene.'

This moderate Confession was adopted by 01 votes against 45, or a

majority of only 16 members.^ Among the affirmative votes are those

of Babut, Bois, Breyton, Dhombres, Juillerat, and the venerable octo-

genarian Guizot, whose last public act was a testimony of faith on the

floor of this General Synod of the Church of his fatliers, declaring be-

fore his retirement that the Church must affirm its faith in the super-

> Art. 39 :
' God has put the sword into the hands of magistrates to suppress crimes against

the^rs^ as well as against the second table of his Commandments.' It was on that ground

that Servet's execution in Geneva for blasphemy was justified.

' That is, the Galilean Confession as revised and adopted by the National Synod of La

Rochelle, ir)71. See § 62.

' Two members were absent. The official report says: ' f.e noiubre des votants est de 106.

Majorite absolue 54. Le d^j)ouillement du scrutin donne 61 bulletins blancs, 45 bulletins bleus.'
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natural incarnation, the miracles, the resurrection of Christ, or cease to

be a Church. The rationalistic niinorit}", including Colani, Coquerel

(Atlianase and Etienne), Pucaut, Rivet, protested against the adoption

of any creed, and asserted the right of each pastor, elder, and private

member of the Church to adhere to whatever creed he may think

proper. Xeveitheless, they expressed their determination to hold on

to the National Reformed Church.

The French CTO\ernment ratified the decision of the Synod (1873).

Subscription to its Confession may be hereafter a qualification of elec-

tors. The liberal party abstained from participation in the second

session of the General Synod held in Nov. and Dec, 1873, and sent in

a request to agree to a peaceful separation ; but this request was re-

fused.'

Hence the Rationalists, if they have sufficient interest in positive

Christianity, will be obliged to secede and organize a new society sim-

ilar to the Unitarian body in England and the United States.

A separation is preferable to an unnatural alliance at the expense

of truth and charity. And it would be all the more honorable if it be

done with an equitable division of Church property.

The acts of the General Synod of the National Church had the

double effect of virtually excluding the rationalistic part}'^, and of at-

tracting to a closer fellowship the Free Church, which, like the Free

Churches in French Switzerland, represents modern evangelical Cal-

vinism, independent of state support and state control.^

' The following action was taken by the Synod in reference to the petition of the minority:

'The Assembly, considering that the General Synod is the high court of the Church, and so

acknowledged by the State ; considering that the decisions arrived at in reference to the

Confession of Faith reproduce the doctrines on which the Reformed Church of France was

founded, and that, therefore, all who reject them are ipso facto without the pale of the

Church ; considering that none can be constrained to remain in a Church the creed of which

he rejects, and from which he wishes to retire—every man having entire liberty to remain or

separate himself, according to the dictation of his conscience; considering that the Synod has

taken no resolutions to restrict the liberty of any, especially none to prevent the retirement

of any pastors and members in order to found another Church, and none to prevent such per-

sons from obtaining the I'ecognition of the State, the advantages of the concordat, and an

equitable share of ecclesiastical temporalities ; considering, lastly, that it is not the business

of the General Synod itself to inaugurate the formation of a new Church, its mission being to

construct, and not to rend asunder, passes to the order of the day.'

' The Free Church, or ' Union of the Evangelical Churches in France' (l' Union des eglises

euangdiques de France), to which Pressense, Fish, and Bersier belong, owes its existence to

the rationalism in the National Church which, at the synodical meeting held after the Febru-
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§ 64. The Belgic Confession. A.D. 1561.

Literature.

I. EniTTONB OF THE CONFK88ION.

La CoNFF,88iON DE Foi DF.8 ^Qi.iSEs R^FouM^KS Wai.lon.nf.s kt Fi.AMANr>K8 {Apoc. ii.lO , 1 Picrre iii. 15).

Rpimprimee par decisio7i de la Snciete Svamielique Bibje. linixelles, 1S50 (Libriiiiie Chretienne fivanire-

lique, Rue de I'lraperatrire, 33). The authentic French text, as revised by the Synod of Dort, with a brief

historical and critical introduction.

The L:itin text is found in different recensions, iu the Corpus et Syntacima (1612 and 1654) : in the Actt

of the Synod of Dort ; the Oxford S[/Uoge ; Augusti'8 Collert. (the text of Dort) ; Nienieyer's Collect, (the

translation of Honiniiiis, 151S, with various readings).

English translations, likewise differing iu minor details, in the Harmony of Prat. Conf. ; in the Consti-

tution of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America (very good) ; and a new one made in 1862 by Owen
Joues: Church of the Living God, London, 1S65, pp. 203-237 (incomplete and inaccurate).

German translation in Becli (Vol. I. pp. 293 sqq.), and Bockel (pp. 480 sqq.).

A Greek translation by Jac. Revius (Pastor of the Church at Deventer) : 'EiiKXtjatHv rn? BeX^ixijr ffo/io-

\6yn<Tii, Ultrajecti, 1660 ; earlier eds. in 1623 and 1653.

Comp. Hf.kzog: art. Belgiscke Confession, in his Real-Encyklop. 2d ed. Vol. II. p. 238; M. Qoebbi.: art

Guido de Bres, ibid. Vol. V. p. 465.
n. HlSTORIOAL.

H. Geotifs : Aniialec et Hist, de rebu.s Belgian (1556-1609). Amstel. 1C5S.

H. Venema : Institutiones historice ecclesice V. ct S'. T. Tom. VH. p. '252 (ad ann. 1563).

J. LE Long : Kort historisch Verhaal van den oorxprong der Sederlandscheii Gerefonneerden Kerkenondert

Kruys, heneffens alle derselver Leeren Dienst-Boeken. Amst. 1741.

Gerh. Brandt (Arminian) : Historie de)- Reformatie in en omtrent de Xederlatiden. Amst. 1671-74, 4 vols.

(Also in French: Histoire de la Reformation des Pays-Ba^,\'26, and in English by Chamberlayue, Lon-

don, 1720-2.S, 4 vols.).

Yi'EY EN Deemout: Geschiedenissen der Xederlandsche Flervormde Kerk. Breda, 1819-27, 4 vols

Van der Kemp: De Eere der Nederlandfsche Hervormde Kerk. Rotterd. 1830.

Gaohard : Correxpnndance de Guillavme le Taciturne, Prince d'Orange, 1847-58, 6 vols.

Groen van Prinsteeer: Archives ou Correspondance inedite de la maison d'Orange-Nassau (1552-84),

1857-01, 10 vols. ; second series (1584-1688), 6 vols. 1857-61.

Wm. H. Peebcott : History of the Reign of Philip II., King of Spain. New York, 1855-58, 3 vols.

A. Henne : Hvit. du regne de Charles V. en Belgiqxie. Brux. 1858 sqq. 10 Tom.
J. L. MoTt.EY : The Rise of the Dutch Republic, London and New York, 1856, 3 vols. By the same : His-

tory of the United yetherlands. New York, 1861, 4 vols.

M. Koch : Untersurh. iiber die Eviprung der Kiederlande. Leipz. 1860.

F. HoLZWAETH : Abfall der yiederlande. SchaflThausen, 1865-72, 3 vols.

THE KEFOKMATION IN THE NETHERLANDS.

The Low Countries, conquered from the sea by indomitable energy

—

the land of Erasmus, of free cities, of inventions, and flourishing com-

ary Revolution of 1 848 (without government sanction, and hence without legislative effect), re-

fused to acknowledge the divinity of Christ. This induced Frederick Monod to secede, while

his more distinguished and equally conscientious brother Adolph remained, to the benefit of the

National body, which since that time has become more orthodox. The Union manifests a good

deal of missionary zeal and literary activity, and reacts favorable on the Established Church.

Bersier, in his History of the General Synod, expresses himself satisfied with its results (close

of Introduction to Vol. I. p. Ivii.): ^ Nos sympathies personnelles sont avec la droite dans lea

trois grandes questions que le Synode a eu a r^soudre : celle de Vautorit^ du Synode. relle de

la declaration de foi, relle enjin des conditions de foi et de doctrine auxquelles les pasteurs et

les dec.teurs devront d€sormais sovscrire. Nous esthnons que par res trois votes la majority a

accompli des actes n&essaires, et que si, par un ubus de pouvoir que nous ne rotihns pas pr^-

voir, le gouvernement refusait de rntijier son a:urre [the ratification has since been granted],

elle auraif n(ffinrnoins pos6 les fondations futures sur iesquelles, avec ou sans aj>j>ui de iEtui,

^'Eglise r^foimee devra desormuis s clever.''
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merce—was flooded, through merchants, soldiers, and books, with Prot-

estant ideas from Germany and France, as with waters from the Rhine

and the Mense. Already in 1521 Charles V.. who afterwards i-egret-

ted that he had not burned Luther at Worms, issued from that city an

edict for the suppression of heresy in this the most valuable of his in-

herited dominions. To Belgium belongs the honor of having furnished

the first martyrs of evangelical Protestanism in Henry Voes and John

Esch, two Augustinian monks, who were burned at the stake in Brus-

sels, July 1, 1523, reciting the Apostles' Creed and singing the Te Deum,

and who were celebrated by Luther in a stirring liyinn,^ This was

the fiery signal of a fearful persecution, which reached its height under

Philip II. of Spain, and the executor of his bloody designs, the Duke
of Alva, but resulted at last in the establishment of national independ-

dence and of the Reformed Church in a large part of the Nether-

lands. The number of her martyrs exceeds that of any other Protest-

ant Church during the sixteenth century, and perhaps that of the whole

primitive Church under the Roman empire.^ During the ever-memor-

able conflict under William of Orange, who was assassinated by a fa-

natical papist in 1584, and his second son Maurice—an able military

commander and strict Calvinist (d. 1625)—the Bible, with the Belgic

Confession and Heidelberg Catechism, was the spiritual guide and com

forter of the Protestants, and fortified them against the assaults of the

enemy. Calvinism, which fears God and no body else, inspired that

heroic courage which triumphed over the political and religious des-

potism of Spain, and raised Holland to an extraordinary degree of

commercial and literary eminence.^

* See a part of it, in English and German, quoted by Gieseler, "Vol. IV. p. 311 (Am. ed.).

^ Grotius estimates the number of Protestant martyrs in Holland, under one reign, at one

hundred thousand. Gibbon {History of the Decline, etc., at the close of Ch. XVI.) confi-

dently asserts that ' the number of Protestants who were executed by the Spaniards in a sin-

gle province and a single reign, fer exceeded that of the primitive martyrs in the space of

three centuries, and of the Roman empire.' And Motley {History of the Rise of the Dutch

Republic, Vol. II. p. 504) says of the terrible reign of Alva :
' The barbarities committed amid

the sack and ruin of those blazing and starving cities are almost beyond belief; unborn infants

were torn from the living bodies of their mothers ; women and children were violated by

the thousands, and whole populations burned and hacked to pieces by soldiers in every mode

which cruelty in its wanton ingenuity could devise.'

' It is strange that Motley, in his great works on the Rise, and the History of the Dutch

Republic, ignores the Belgic Confession, and barely mentions the name of Guido de Bris,

YOL. I.—K K
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GUTDO DE BRES.

The chief author of the Belgic Confession is Guroo (or Gny,Wido)

DE I3res, a noble evangelist and martyr of the Reformed Church of

the Netherlands. He was boi-n about 1523 at Mons, in Ilennegau,

educated in the Roman Church, and by diligent reading of the Script-

ures converted to the evangelical faitli. Expelled from his country,

lie sought refuge in London under Edward VI., where lie joined the

Belgic fugitives, and prepared liimself for the ministry. Afterwards

he studied at Lausanne, and became a traveling evangelist in South-

western Belgium and Northern France—from Dieppe to Sedan, from

Valenciennes to x\ntwei-p. After the conquest of French Flanders he

was, together with a younger missionar\' from Geneva, Peregrin de la

Grange, taken prisoner, put in chains, and hanged on the last day of

May, 1567, for disobedience to the commands of tlie court at Brussels,

and especially for the distribution of the holy communion in the Re-

formed congregations. From prison the youthful martyr wrote letters

of comfort to his brethren, his old mother, his wife, and his children,

and met his death as if it were a marriage-feast.' In his proper liome

Protestantism was completely suppressed, but in the neighboring coun-

tries of Holland and the Lower Rhine it spread and flourished.

THE BELGIC CONFESSION.

The Belgic Confession was prepared in 1561 by Guido de Br^s,

with the aid of Adrien de Saravia (professor of theology in Leyden,

aftervvards at Cambridge, where he died, 1613), II. Modetns (for some

time c'^aplain of William of Orange), and G. Wingen, in the French

language, to prove the Reformed faith from the Word of God.^ It

was revised by Francis Junius, of Bourges (15-15-1602}—a student of

' See, on Guy de Bres, the enlarged edition of Crespin's Histoire des Martyrs, Geneve, 161 7,

pp. 731-750, and the Brussels edition of the Coiif. dcfoi, p. 1!).

' Saravia, in a letter to Uytenbogardus (Apr. 18, lOl'i), quoted Iiy Niemeyer (Prolog, p. lii.)

and Gieseler {Ch. Hist. Vol. IV. p. 314, Am. ed.), says: ' /v/o me il/las ron/essionis ex pri-

mis uniMii /tiisse ductorihus jirqfiteor, sirtit et Ilermanniis Model us: nesrio an phtres sint su-

perslites. Ilia primafuit consrripla (iallico sermone a Christi semi ct marli/ri' Ci'iiidone de Bres,

$ed anterptam ederetur ministris rerlii Dei, qnos potuit nancisci, ilhim rominunicdi'il : et emeri'

daiiduin si rpiid dis/direret, addeniluni, detrahendum jiroposuit, ut unius opus renseri non de.

beat. Sed nemo eonun, qui manum a/i/iosuerunt, umquam coyitavit Jidei cunonem edere, veruH

ex canonicis scriptis Jidein suam proOare.^
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Calvin, pastor of a "Walloon congregation at Antwerp, and afterwards

professor of theology at Leyden—who abridged the sixteenth article,

and sent a copy to Geneva and other churches for approval. It was

probably printed in 1562, or at all events in 1566, and afterwards trans-

lated into Dutch, German, and Latin. It was pi'esented to the bigoted

Philip II., 1562, in the vain hope of securing toleration, and with an

address which breathes the genuine spirit of martyrdom. The peti-

tioners protest against the charge of being rebels, and declare that not-

withstanding they number more than a hundred thousand, and are ex-

posed to the most cruel oppression, they obey the Government in all

lawful things ; but that rather than deny Christ before men they would

'offer their backs to stripes, their tongues to knives, their mouths to

gags, and their whole bodies to the fire, well knowing that those who

follow Christ must take his cross and deny themselves.'^

The Confession was publicly adopted by a Synod at Antwerp (1566),

then at Wesel (1568), more formally by a Synod at Emden (1571)^, by

a national Synod at Dort (1574), another at Middelburg (1581), and

again by the great Synod of Dort, April 29, 1619. But inasmuch as the

Arminians had demanded partial changes, and the text had become

confused, the Synod of Dort submitted the French, Latin, and Dutch

texts to a careful revision. Since that time the Belgic Confession, to-

gether with the Heidelberg Catechism, has been the recognized symbol

of the Reformed Churches in Holland and Belgium.^ It is also the

doctrinal standard of the Reformed (Dutch) Church in America,

which holds to it even more tenaciously than the mother Church in

the Netherlands."

' The address is given in full by Bockel, 1. c. pp. 480-484.

^ The Brussels ed. (p. viii.) says :
' Le '> Ocfohre, en 1571 , ilfut statue par le premier synode

national des Eglises wallonnes et flamandes te'nu a Embden, que cette Confession serait signee

par tons les membres presents au dit synode et par tous ceux qui seraient adviis au saint ministere.
'

= The Societe enangelique or Eglise Chre'tienne missionnaire beige requires from its ministers

a qualified subscription to the Belgic Confession with ' une reserve prealable en repoussant ce

qui dans la Confession beige regarde Fexercise du pouvoir civil en matiere defoi.'

* The following formula of subscription is required from ministers of the Dutch Reformed

Church in America: ' We, the underwritten, Ministers of the Word of God, residing within the

bounds of the Classis of N. N. , do hereby sincerely, and in good conscience before the Lord, de-

clare by this our subscription, that we heartily believe, and are persuaded, that all the articles

and points of doctrine contained in the [Belgic] Confession and [Heidelberg] Catechism of the

Reformed [Dutch] Church, together with the explanation of some points of the aforesaid doc-

trine made in the National Synod held at Dordrecht in the year 1(519, do fully agree with the

Word of God. We promise, therefore, diligently to teach, and faithfully to defend the afore-
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CONTENTS.

The Belgic Confession contains thirty-seven Articles, and follows

the order of the Gallican Confession, but is less polemical and more

full and elaborate, especially on the Trinity, the Incarnation, the Church,

and the Sacraments.' It is, upon the whole, the best symbolical state-

ment of the Calvinistic system of doctrine, with the exception of the

Westminster Confession.

THE TEXT.

The text has undergone several modifications as regards the wording

and length, but not as regards the doctrine.

The French text must be considered as the original.' Of the first

edition of 1561 or 1562 no copies are known. The Synod of Antwerp,

in Sept., 1580, ordered a precise parchment copy of the revised text (of

Junius) to be made for its archives, which copy had to be signed by

every new minister. This manuscript has always been regarded in

the Belgic churches as the authentic document.^ The Synod of Dort

ordered a new revision, with a view to bring the Latin, French, and

Dutch texts into harmony on the basis of the manuscript copy of 1580.

The Leyden edition of 1669 gives in two parallel columns the original

said doctrine, without either directh' or indirectly contradicting the same by our public preach-

ing or writings. We declare, moreover, that we not only reject all errors that militate against

this doctrine, and particularly those which are condemned in the above-mentioned S}Tiod, but

that we are disposed to refute and contradict them, and to exert ourselves in keej)ing the

Church pure from such errors. And if hereafter any difficulties or different sentiments re-

specting the aforesaid doctrine should arise in our minds, we promise that we will neither

publicly nor privately propose, teach, or defend the same, either by preaching or by writing,

until we have first revealed such sentiment to the Consistory, Classis, or Synod, that the same

may be there examined,' etc.

' Ebrard {Handburh der Kirchen- und Dof/meriffesch. Vol. III. p. 310) says that besides the

Gallican Confession as the basis, use was made also of the Friesian Confession of Utenhoven,

which the EugUsh exiles brought with them to Emden, and of the Catechism of Laski.

* It is entitled, ^Confession de Foy /aide dun comviun accord pour les fideles qui cotiver-

sent es Pays-Bas, lesquels d^sirent vivre selon la puretd de VEvanfjile de nostre Seigneur

J^sus-Christ.' This title is followed by two mottoes—the one from Apoc. ii. 10: ^ Sois Jidele

jusques a la viort et je te donneray la couronne de vie;' the other from 1 Pet. iii. 1.^: ^ Soyez

tousjours appareillez a respnndre a chacun qui vous demande mison de I'esp^rance qui est et

vous.' On the second leaf there is over the head of the first article the brief title, ' Confession

vrayement Chr^tienne r.ontenant le sommaire de la doctrine de Dieu et salut Sterne/ de I'ume.'

' The Brussels ed. says (p. 39): ''C'est prohahlement d'apres la co/ne de Junius que cette

Confession a €te imprim^e dans le livre des Martyrs de Crespin. Le text de Crespin ne differe

pas de celui du manuscrit authentique.^
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text and the revised text of Dort. A Rotterdam edition of the Psalter,

1787, carefully reprints the original text in the old spelling from the man-

uscript,witli the cliauges of Dort in notes. The Brussels edition of 1850

presents the ancient text of 1580, as revised at Dort, in modern French.^

Next in authority is the Latin text, but of this there are likewise

several recensions, a shorter and a larger. The first Latin translation

was made from the revised French copy of Francis Junius, probably

by Beza, or under his direction, for the Ilarmonia Confessionum^

Geneva, 1581 (distributed under different heads, with the other Con-

fessions).^ The same passed into the first edition of the Corj>us et

Syntagma Confessionum, Geneva, 1612. Another translation was pre-

pared, 1618, for the use of the Synod of Dort, by Festus Hommius,

pastor in Leyden, and one of the scribes of that Synod.^ This text

was revised in the following year by that Synod, and thus approved

and incorporated with its acts in the 146th session.* The revision of

Dort was reproduced in the second edition of the Corpus et Syntagma

Conf., 1654.* The excellent English version in use in the Reformed

' This careful edition, issued by the Evangelical Society of Belgium, is reproduced in the

third volume of this work, together with the English version now used by the Dutch Reformed

Church in America. Both agree, sentence for sentence.

' See Note critique at the close of the Brussels edition, p. 39 : ^Junius envoya une copie de

tette revision a Geneve. Theodore de Beza la Jit imprimer \in French .^]. C^est lui, sans

doute, qui la traduisit en latin, comme elle se trouve dans '^ rHarmonia Confessionum,^'

Genevce, 1581.' That this was the first Latin translation is stated in the IIar?nonia, p. 3:

^ Belgica, Gallice omnium Belqicarum Ecclesiarum nojnine anno 1566 edita, ac demum anno

J579 [1571?] in publica Belgii Synodo repetita et conjirmata, Belgiceque versa. Nunc

denique a nobis etiam Latine expressa.^

' ''Confessio ecclesiarum reformatarum in Belgio. . . . in usum futurce synodi nationalis

latine edidit et collegit Festus Hommius.' Ludg. Batav. 1618. Niemeyer (pp. 360 sqq.) gives

this translation, which more nearly agrees with the older version, and he adds some read-

ings from the first edition of the Corpus et Syntagma.
^ See the extracts from the Acts of the 144th Session, April 29, 1619, in Niemeyer, p. Iv.

* Under the title Fcclesiarum Belgicarum Christiana atque Orthodoxa Confessio, summam
doctrince de Deo et ceterna animarum salute complectens, prout in Synodo Dortrechtana fuit re-

cognita et approhata. The articles are numbered, but have no titles. The difference between

this and the first Latin translation may be judged from the following specimen :

Hakmonia Confessionum, 1581 (p. 36). Corpus et Syntagma Confessionum, ed. IL,
1654 (p. 129).

Art. I. Corde credimus, et ore confitemur

OMNES, unicam esse et sim/>licem essentiam

spiritualem, quani Deum vocamus, eumquB
(eternum. incomprehensibilem, invisibilem, in

Jinitum, OMNIPOTENTEM, SUMME SAPIENTEM,
JUSTUM ET BONUM, omniumque honorurnfonten

1
uberrivium.

Art. I. Corde credimus, et ore confitemur,

unicam esse et siinj)licem essentiam spiritualem,

quam Deum vocamus, aternum, incomprehen-

sibilem, inconspicuum, imniutabllem, infinitum,

qui totus est sapiens, fonsque omnium bonorum
uberrimus.
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Dutch Church of America is made from the Latin text of the Synod

of Dort.

§ 65. The Akminian Controversy. AJ). 1604-1619.

Literature.

I. Akminian Souboes.

Scri'pta adversaria Collationib Hagiensis. In Dutch, Gravenhage, 1612 ; in Latin, by Petrus Bertins,

Leyden, 1616. This contains the authentic text of the Remonstrance.

Remonstrantia, or the Five Ai'ticlea of 1610. A German translation in Buckel's Evang. Reform.

Bekenntniss-Schriften. Leipzig, 1S47, pp. 545-553.

Simon Episcopius (Prof, at Leyden, 1612 ; expelled by the Synod of Dort, 1618 ; Prof, at the Remonstrant

Seminary, 1634 ; d. 1643) : Con/essio sen Dcclaratio Pastorum qui Remonstrantes vocaniur, etc.. Harderw.

1621 in Dutch, 1622 in Latin (German transl. in Bockel, 1. c. pp. 572-640). Also his Apologia pro C'on/es-

sione Remonstr., 1629. Both are included in the works of Episcopius, 2d ed. London, 1678, Vol. II. Part

II. pp. 69 sqq. ; 95 sqq.

Acta et Scbipta Synodalia Dordbacena ministroruvi Remonstrantium in fcederato Belgio. 2 Cor.

xiii. 8. Harderwiici, 1620. This volume (a copy of which is in the LTnion Theol. Seminary Library) con-

tains the official acts and dogmatic writings of the Remonstrants in explanation and defense of their

five articles against the decisions of the Synod of Dort, including a lengthy exposition of the ninth

chapter of Romans and other Scripture passages quoted against them.

Jao. Arminids (l.'idii-liluO) : Disputatiimi's publico et privates. Ludg. Bat. 1614, 2d ed. (with the Oratio

Petri Bertii de vita et obitu A rinini''.). Armin. Opera, Lugd. Bat. 1629, and other editions. English trans-

lation of Tlie tyiirkx of James Abminius, by James Nichols and William Nichols. London, 1825, 1828, and

1875. 3 vols.

Also the writings of Episoopids (d. 1643) ; Grotius (d. 1646); Limboroh (d. 1714); Clebious (d. 1736);

Wetstein (d. 1754), and other distiuiruished Arminian scholars. Comp. A. van Cattenbubgii: Bibli-

otheca Scriptorum Reiaonstrantiiim. Amst. 1728.

II. A.nti-.\r,\iini.\n or Cai.vinistio Sources.

The Acts and Proceedings of the National Synod or Dobt : Acta Synodi Nationalis, in nomine Domini
Ziostri Jesu Christi, axitoritate ordinum generaliuni Foederati Belgii provinciarum, Dortrechti habitce anno
1818 et 1619. Accedunt plenissima de quinqiie articulis theologorum judicia. Dord. 1620, 4to. {The jridicia

theologorum are omitted in the Elzevir folio ed. of the same date.)

The Suffrage of the Divines of Great Britain concerning the Articles of the Synod of Dort, signed by them
in 1619 [? Lond. 1624].

Reports of Bbeitinqee, the Hessian, and other foreign delegates.

III. HiSTOBIOAL AND CONTBOVERBIAL.

P. Moi.iN^FS (Calvinist): Anatome Arnmiianismi. Leyden, 1619, etc
N. Vedel (Calv.) : Arcana Armitiianismi. Leyden, 1632-34, 4 Parts, 4to.

Pei.ticb: Harmonia Remonstrantiurn et Socinianorum,. Ludg. 1633.

BvssEN : De prtfdestinations contra Remonstrantes et Jesuitas. Gorchum, 1660.

Sam. Rhetorfort: Examen Arminianismi. Utrecht, 1668.

Janus UyxENiiOGAKHT (Arminian) : Kerckelijcke Historie, etc. Rotterdam, 1647.

Jao. Tkiglandius (Calvinist) : Kerckelijcke Oeschiedenissen van de vereen. Nedcrlanden. Leyden, 1650.

Jo. Halebii Historia Concilii Dordraceni; J. L. Moshemitis vertit, variis observatimiibus et vita Halesii

auxit. Hamburg, 17'24. John Hales (1584-1656), Canon of Windsor—called 'the Ever-memorable'—at-

tended the Synod of Dort, by which he became a convert to Arminianism, and wrote Golden Remains;
Letters from the Synod of Dort; Acta Synodi Dordr. ; Sententia Arminii; see Works, 1765, 3 vols.

Peter Hevlin (a friend of Laud and Arminian, d. 1662) : Historia Quinquarticularis ; or, a Declara-

tion of the Judgment of the Western Churches, and more particularly of the Church of England, in the Five

Controverted Points, reproached in these last times by the name of Arminianism. London, KJfiO, in 3 Parts.

Gerhabu Bbandt (Remonstrant preacher at Amsterdam, d. 168.5) : HiMorie der Reformntie (History of
the Reformation in and about the Low Countries, from, the Eighth Centu.ry down to the Synod of Vort), Amst.

1677-1704, 4 vols. Very full on the Remonstrant controversy. An English translation, by Chamberlniine,

London, 1720-23, 4 vols. fol. (The last volume gives the history from 1600 to 1623.) Also in French, 1726.

Zeltner (d. 1738): Breviarium controversiarum, cum Remonstrantibus agitatarum. Norimb. and
Altdorf, 1719.

Jag. Regenbooq: Bist. der Remonstranten, in Dutch, Amsterd. 1774 sqq., 3 vols.; in German, Lemgo,
1741-84.

G. S. Fbanke: Historia dogmatum Arminianorum. Kiel, 1814.

Thomas Scott : The Articles of the Synod of Dort; with a History of Events which made way for that

Synod, etc. London, 1818. (Calvinistic.^
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Jamrs Nicnoi.B (Arminian) : Calvinimi and Arminianism comiMred in their Principles and Tendency.

Lond. 1S24, 2 vols. (An ill-digested mass of materials.)

M. Graf: Beitrage ziir (iexchichte der Sijnode von Dordrecht. Basle, 1825.

D. VK Bray : L'histoire de V £ijlise Arminienrte. Strasburg, 1835.

JoANNKS Tii>KMAN (Reinousiraiit preacher at Rotterdam) : Dc Remonstrantie en het Remonstrantisme.

HixtmiKih onderzuek. Te Haarlem, 1851 (pp. 131).

H. Hki'I'e (Meliiuchthouiau) : Uinturia Synodi Xat. Dordr. iu Niedner's Zeitxchrift fur hist. Theol., 1853,

pp. 22T-;!27. Contains the Report of the Hessian deputies to Landgrave Moritz, with Introduction and
Notes. The same : Art. Dortrecht iu Herzog's Real-Kncykl. Vol. III. p. 486.

Ai.EX. ScuWEizF.n: Centraldoyjuen. Zurich, Vol. II. (185C) pp. 31-201.

G. Frank : Geschichte der ProteM. Theol. Leipz. 1862, Vol. I. pp. 403 sqq.

M. Scu.NKOKENHuRGEB (independent, d. 1S48) : Vorlesuwjen iiber die Lehrhegriffe der kleineren protest.

Kirchenparteien, ed. by Ilundeshagen. Franlcf. a. M. 18d3, pp. 5-26.

William Cdnningham (Calvlnist) : Historical Theology. Ediub. 1864, Vol. II. eh. xxv. pp. 371-513.

E. BiiHL (Calvinist) : BUUfer der Erinnerung an die Dordrechter Synode, 250 Jahre nach ihrem Zw
aammentritt alien Freunden der reform. Lehre gewidmet. Detmold, 1868 (41 pp.).

John L. Motley: The Life and Death of John of Barneveld, Advocate of Holland. N. Y. 1874, 2 vols,

chs. viii. and xiv. Motley gives the political history of the period, but barely touches on the Synod of

Dort, and with strong antipathy to Calvinism.

Comp. also Wuedon (Methodist), art. Arminianifim, an& A. A. Houoe (Presbyterian), Calvinism, both

in Johnson's Cyclop. Yo\. I. (1S74), representing both sides. Also art. Arminianism, in M'Clintock and

Strong's Cyclop. Vol. I. p. 412 (Methodist).

Tlie Arminian controversj' is the most important which took place

within the Reformed Church. It corresponcis to the Pelagian and the

Jansenist controversies in the Catholic Church. It involves the prob-

lem of ages, which again and again has baffled the ken of theolo-

gians and philosophers, and will do so to the end of time: the re-

lation of divine sovereignty and human responsibility. It started

wdtli the doctrine of predestination, and turned round five articles or

'knotty points' of Calvinism; hence the term ' quinquarticular' con-

troversy. Calvinism represented the consistent, logical, conservative

orthodoxy; Arminianism an elastic, progressive, changing liberalism.

Calvinism triumphed in the Synod of Dort, and excluded Arminian-

ism. So, in the preceding generation, strict Lutheranism had tri-

umphed over Melanchthonianism in the Formula of Concord. But

in both Churches the spirit of the conquered party rose again from

time to time within the ranks of orthodoxy, to exert its moderating

and liberalizing influence or to open new issues in the progressive

march of theological science.

ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF ARMINIANISM TILL 1618.

The Arminian controversy arose in Holland towards the close of

the heroic conflict wdth foreign political and ecclesiastical despotism.

This very contest of forty-five years' duration, so full of trials and

afflictions, stimulated tlie intellectual and moi-al energies of an honest,

earnest, freedom-loving, and tenacious peoy-ile, and made the Protest-
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ant part of tlie Netherlands the first country in Christendom for m
dustry, commerce, education, and culture. The Univei*sities of Ley-

den, founded in 1575, as the city's reward for its heroic resistance

to Spain, Franecker (1585), Groningen (1612), Utrecht (1636), and

Harderwyk (1648) soon excelled older schools of learning. The gen-

eral prosperity of the United Provinces excited the admiration of the

foreign delegates to the Synod of Dort, where they found clean and

stately mansions, generous hospitality, and every comfort and luxury

which commerce could bring from all parts of the earth. This was

the soil on which the Calvinistic system was brought to its severest test.

The controversy v.-as purely theological in its nature, but owing to the

intimate connection of Church and State it became inevital)ly entan-

gled in political issues, and sliook the whole country. The Reformed

Churches in France, Switzerland, Germany, England, and Scotland

took a deep interest in it, and sided, upon the whole, with the Cal-

vinistic party ; while the Lutheran Church sympathized to some ex-

tent with the Arminian.

The founder of Arminianism, from whom it derives its name, is

James Arminius (1560-1609).' He studied under Beza at Geneva,

was elected minister at Amsterdam (1588), and then professor of theol-

ogy at Leyden (1603), as successor of Francis Junius, who had taken

part in the revision of the Belgic Confession. He was at first a strict

Calvinist, but while engaged in investigating and defending the Calvin-

istic doctrines against the writings of Dirik Volckaerts zoon Koorn-

heert,^ at the request of the magistrate of Amsterdam, he found the

arguments of the opponent stronger than his own convictions, and be-

came a convert to the doctrine of universal grace and of tlie freedom

of will. He saw in the seventh chapter of Romans the description of

a legalistic conflict of the awakened but unregenerate man, while Au-

* His Dutch name is Jacob van Hermanns or Hermanson, Harmensen.

^ Kooriiheert was Secretarius at Haarlem, and a forerunner of the Remonstrants (d. 1590).

He attacked the doctrine of Calvin and Beza on predestination and the punishment of heretics

(ir)78), wrote against the Heidelberg Catechism (15.s:5), and advocated toleration and a re-

duction of the number of articles of faith. His works were published at Amsterdam, lO.'lO.

See BayXe, slH. Koornheert, and Schweizer, Vol. II. p. 40. Another forerunner of Arminian-

ism was Caspar Koolhaas, preacher in Leyden, who was protected by the civil maKi-^trate,

but excommunicated by a provincial Synod at Haarlem, 158:^. It should be remembered

also that Erasmus, the advocate of free-will, against Luther, was held in high esteem in his

native country, and that the views of Castellio, Bolsec, and Huber had made some impression.
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gustine and tlie Refonners referred it to the regenerate. lie denied

the decree of reproliation, and moderated the doctrine of original sin.

He advocated a revision of the Belgic Confession and Heidelberg

Catechism. He came into 0})en conflict with his siipralapsarian col-

league, Fi-ancis Gomar (1563-1645), who had conferred on him the

degree of doctor of divinity, but now became his chief antagonist.

Hence the strict Calvinists were called ' Gomarists.' The controversy

soon spread over all Holland. Arminius applied to the Government

to convoke a synod (appealing, like the Donatists, to the very power

which afterwards condemned him), but died of a painful disorder be-

fore it convened.^ He was a learned and able divine; and during

the controversy which embittered his life he showed a meek. Christian

spirit. 'Condemned by others,' said Grotius, 'he condemned none.'

His views on anthropology and soteriology approached those of the

Melanchthonian school in the Lutheran Church, but the tendency of

his theology was towards a latitudinarian liberalism, which developed

itself in his followers.^

After his death the learned Simon Episcopius (Bisschop, 1583-1644),

his successor in the chair of theology at Leyden, afterwards profess-

or in the Arminian College at Amsterdam,^ and the eloquent Janus

Uytenbogaert (1557-1644), preacher at the Hague, and for some time

chaplain of Prince Maurice, became the theological leaders of the

Arminian party. The great statesman, John van Olden Barneveldt

(1549-1619), Advocate-General of Holland and Friesland, and Hugo

Grotius (1583-1645), the most comprehensive scholar of his age, equally

distinguished as statesman, jurist, theologian, and exegete, sympathized

with the Arminians, gave them the weight of their powerful influence,

' In the same year (IGOD) the Pilgrim Fathers of New England arrived in Leyden, where

they enjoyed religions freedom till their departure for America (1620). Arminius was born

in the same year in which Melanchthon died (ir)60).

^ Caspar Brandt : Historia vitce J. Arminii. ed. by Gerhard Brandt (son of the author),

with additions by Mosheim, 1725 ; Engl, transl. by Guthrie, Lond. 1854. Bangs's Life of
Arminius, N. York, 1843. Mosheim calls him 'a man whom even his enemies commend for

his ingenuity, acuteness, and piety.' His motto was, 'A good conscience is a paradise.' In

his testament Tsee extract in Gieseler, Vol. IV. p. 508, note 7), he affirms that he diligently

labored to teach nothing but what he could prove from the Scriptures, and what tended to

edification and peace among Christians, excepting poperj', 'with which,' he says, 'there can

be no unity of faith, no bond of piety and peace. ' Grotius was much milder towards the

Catholics.

' Limborch : Vita Episcopii. Amst. 170'
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and advocated peace and toleration ; but they favored a republican

confederacy of States rather than a federal State tending to monarchy,

against the ambitious designs of Maurice, the Stadtholder and military

leader of the Republic, who wished to consolidate his power, and by

concluding a truce with Spain (1609) they incurred the suspicion of dis-

loyalty.^ The Calvin ists were the national and popular party, and em-

braced the great majority of the clei'gy. They stood on the solid basis

of the recognized standards of doctrine. At the same time they ad-

vocated the independent action of the Church against the latitudinarian

Erastianism of their opponents.

The Arminians fornmlarized their creed in Five Articles (drawn up

by Uytenbogaert), and laid them before the representatives of Holland

and West Friesland in 1610 under the name of Remonstrance, signed

by forty-six ministers. The Calvinists issued a Couiiter-Reinonstrance.

Hence the party names Remonstrants (Protestants against Calvinism),

and Counter-Remonstrants (Calvinists, or Gomarists). A Conference

was held between the two parties at the Hague {Collatio Hagiensis) in

1611, but without leading to an agreement. A discussion at Delft, 1613,

and the edict of tlie States of Holland in favor of peace, 1614, pre-

pared by Grotius, had no better result.

THE SYNOD OF DOKT.

At last, after a great deal of controversy and complicated prepara-

tions, the National Synod of Dort^ was convened by the States-General,

Nov. 13, 1618, and lasted till May 9, 1619. It consisted of eighty-four

members and eighteen secular commissioners. Of these Hfty-eiglit were

Dutchmen, the rest foreigners. The foreign Reformed Churches were

invited to send at least three or four divines each, with the right to

vote.

James I. of EnglaTid sent Drs. George Carleton, Bishop of Llan-

daff (afterwards of Chichester) ; John Davenant, Bishop of Salisbury

;

Samuel Ward, Professor of Cambridge ; the celebrated Josepli Hall,

afterwards Bishop of Exeter and Norwich (who, however, had to leave

' On Baineveldt, see the work of Motley ; on Hugo (irotitis, the monograph of Luden,

Berlin, ISOd.

' In Dntch. Dordrecht or Dordtrecht ; in Latin, Dordracnm—an old fortified town in which

the indepen'.lence of the United I'rovintes was declared in 1572.
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before the close, and was replaced by Thomas Goad), and Walter Bal-

canquall, a Scotchman, and chaplain of the King. The Palatinate

was represented by Drs. Abraham Scultetus, Henry Alting, Professors

at Heidelberg, and Paulus Tossanus ; Hesse, by Drs. George Cruciger,

Paul Stein, Daniel Angelocrator, and Rudolph Goclenius ; Switzeiland,

by Di-. John Jacob Breitinger, Antistes of Zurich, Sebastian Peck and

Wolfgang Meyer of Basle, Marcus Rutimeyer of Berne, John Conrad

Koch of Schaffhausen, John Deodatus and Theodor Ti-onchin of Geneva;

Bremen, by Matthias Martinius, Henry Isselburg, and Ludwig Crocius.

The Elector of Brandenburg chose delegates, but excused their absence

on account of age. The national Synod of France elected four dele-

gates—among them the celebrated theologians Chamier and Du Moulin

—but the King forbade them to leave the country. King James in-

structed the English delegates to ' mitigate the heat on both sides,' and

to advise the Dutch ministers 'not to deliver in the pulpit to the peo-

ple those things for ordinary doctrines which are the highest points of

schools and not fit for vulgar capacity, but disputable on both sides.'

The Synod was opened and closed with great solemnity, and held

one hundred and fifty-four formal sessions, besides a larger nuinber of

conferences.^ The expenses were borne by the States-General on a very

liberal scale, and exceeded 100,000 guilders.^ The sessions w^ere public,

and crowded by spectators. John Bogerman, pastor at Leuwarden,

was elected President; Festus Hommius, pastor in Leyden, first Sec-

retary— both strict Calvinists. The former had translated Beza's tract

on the punishment of heretics into Dutch; the latter prepared a new

Latin version of the Belgic Confession. The whole Dutch delegation

was orthodox. Only three delegates from the provincial Synod of

Utrecht were Remonstrants, but these had to yield their seats to the

three orthodox members elected by the minority in that province.

Gomarus represented supralapsarian Calvinism, but the great majority

were infralapsarians or sublapsarians.

Thus the fate of the Arminians was decided beforehand. Episcopius

and his friends—thirteen in all—w^ere summoned before the Synod

simply as defendaiits, and protested against unconditional submission.

* See the nine instrnctions ofJames to the delegates, in Fuller, CA. H. of Brit. Vol.V. p. 462.

' The Dutch delegates held twenty-two additional sessions on Church government.

3 The five English delegates were allowed the largest sum, viz., ten pounds sterling per

<]ay—more than any other foieign divines.—Fuller, 1. c. p. 465.
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Orthodox Calvinism achieved a complete triumph. The Five Ar-

ticles of the Remonstrance were unanimously rejected, and five Cal-

vinistic canons adopted, together with the Belgic Confession and the

Heidelberg Catecliism. A thorough and most excellent revision of the

Dutch Bible from the Hebrew and Greek was also ordered, besides

other decisions which lie beyond our purpose.

The victory of orthodoxy was obscured by the succeeding deposition

of about two hundred Arminian clergymen, and by the preceding

though independent arrest of the political leaders of the Remonstrants,

at the instigation of Maurice. Grotius was condemned by the States-

General to perpetual imprisonment, but escaped through the ingenuity

of his wife (1621). Van Olden Barneveldt was unjustly condemned

to death for alleged high - treason, and beheaded at the Hague (May

14, 1619). His sous took revenge in a fruitless attempt against the

life of Prince Maurice.

The canons of Dort were fully indorsed by the Reformed Church

in France, and made binding upon the ministers at the Twenty-third

Kational Synod at Alais, Oct. 1, 1620, and again at the Twenty-fourth

Synod at Charenton, Sept., 1623. In other Reformed Churches they

were received with respect, but not clothed with proper symbolical

authority. In England thei'e arose considerable opposition.^ The only

Church outside of Holland where they are still recognized as a public

standard of doctrine is the Reformed Dutch Church in America.

The Synod of Dort is the only Synod of a quasi-ascumenical char-

acter in the history of the Reformed Churches. In this respect it is

even more important than the Westminster Assembly of Divines,

which was confined to England and Scotland, although it produced

superior doctrinal standai'ds. The judgments of the Synod of Dort

differ according to the doctrinal stand-point. It was undoubtedly an

imposing assembly; and, for learning and piety, as respectable as any

over held since the days of the Apostles. Breitinger, a great ligiit of

the Swiss Churches, was astonished at the amount of knowledge and

talent displayed by the Dutch delegates, and says that if ever the Holy

Spirit were present in a Council, he was present at Dort. Scultetus, of

the Palatinate, thanked God that he was a member of that Synod, and

' See Hardwick's History of the Thirty-nine Articles, ch. ix. , and Heylin's Historia Quiif

quarticuhiris.
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placed it liigli above similar assemblies. Meyer, a delegate of Basle,

ivhenever afterwards he spoke of this Synod, uncovered his head and

exclaimed *" Sacrosancia Synudas!'' Even Paolo Sarpi, the liberal

Catholic historian, in a letter to Ileinsias, spoke very highly of it. A
century later, the celebrated Dutch divine, Campegius Vitringa, said

:

' So much learning was never before assembled in one place, not even

at Trent.'"

On the other hand, the Remonstrants, who had no fair hearing, ab-

horred the Synod of Dort on account of its Calvinism and intolerance.

The Lutherans were averse to it under the false impression that the

condemnation of Arminianism was aimed at their own creed. Some

secular historians denounce it as a Calvinistic tribunal of inquisition.^

The Canons of Dort have for Calvinism the same significance which

the Forniula of Concord has for Lutheranism. Both betray a very high

order of theological ability and care. Both are consistent and neces-

sary de\elopments. Both exerted a powerful conservative influence on

these Churches. Both prepared the way for a dry scholasticism which

runs into subtle abstractions, and resolves the living soul of divinity into

a skeleton of formulas and distinctions. Both consolidated orthodoxy

at the expense of freedom, sanctioned a narrow confessionalism, and

widened the breach between the two branches of the Reformation.

ARMINIANISM AFTER THE SYNOD OF DORT.

The banishment of the Arminians was of short duration. After the

death of Prince Maurice of Nassau (1625), and under the reign of his

milder brother and successor, Frederick Henry, they were allowed to

return and to establish churches and schools in every town of Holland,

which became more and more a land of religious toleration and liberty.

In this respect their principles triumphed over their opponents.^ They

* Sch\veizer,Vol. II. pp. 26, 143 sq.; also, Graf, and Bohl, 1. c.

= Motley {Life and Death ofJohn of Barneveld, Vol. II. p. .S09) caricatures the Synod of Dort

in a manner unworthy of an impartial historian. ' It was settled,' he said, ' that one portion

of the Xetherhinds and of the rest of ihe human race had been expressly createdhy the Deity

to be forever damned, and another portion to be eternally blessed. ... On the 30th April

and 1 St May the Netherland Confession and the Heidelberg Catechism were declared infallible.
'

= Hugo Grotius carried the princijjle of toleration so far that it was said Socinus, Luther,

Calvin, Arminius, tlie Pope, and Arius contended for his religion as seven cities for the birth

of the divine Homer. See the verse of Menage, quoted by G. Frank, Geschichte der Protest.

Theologie,Yol I. p. 410.
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founded a famous Theological College at Amsterdam (1630), which

exists to this day, and has recently been removed to Leyden.

Peace was not so favorable to their growth as controversy. They

gradually diminished in number, and are now a \evy small sect in

Holland, almost confined to Rotterdam and Amsterdam.

But their literary and religious influence has gone far beyotid their

organization. Their eminent scholars, Hugo Grotius, Episcopius, Lim-

borcli, Curcellajus, Clericus (Le Clerc), and Wetstein, have enriched

exegetical and critical learning, and libeialized theological opinions,

especially on religious toleration and the salvation of unbaptized in-

fants. Arminianism, in some of its advocates, had a leaning towards

Socinianism, and prepared the way for Rationalism, which prevailed to

a great extent in the Established Churches of Holland, Geneva, and

Germany fi-om the end of the last century till the recent reaction in

favor of orthodox Calvinism and Lutheranism. But many Arminians

adhered to the original position of a moderated serai-Pelagianism.

The distinctive Arminian doctrines of sin and grace, free-will and

predestination, have been extensively adopted in the Episcopal Church

since the reign of Charles I., and in the last century by the Methodists

of Great Britain and America, and thereby have attained a lai-ger

territory and influence than they ever had in the land of their birth.^

Methodism holds to the essential doctrines of the Reformation, but also

to the five points of Arminianism, with some important evangelical

modifications.

§ Q6. The Remonstrance.

The Arminian or quinquarticular controvers}' started with opposition

to the docti'ine of absolute decrees, and moved in the sphere of an-

thropology and soteriology. The peculiar tenets are contained in the

five ])oints or articles which the Arminians in their 'Remonstrance' laid

before the estates of Holland in 1610. They relate to predestination,

the extent of the atonement, the nature of faith, the resistibility of

grace, and the perse veran(;e of saints.

The Remonstrance is first negative, and then positive. It rejects

' Tlie Wesleys were Arminians, while Whitefield was a Calvinist. They separated on the

questicn of predestination.
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five Calvinistic propositions, and then asserts tlie five Arniiniau propo-

sitions. The doctrines rejected are thus stated

:

1. That God has, before the fall, and even before the creation of

man, by an unchangeable decree, foreordained some to eternal life and

others to eternal damnation, witliout -di\y regard to righteousness or sin,

to obedience or disobedience, and simply because it so pleased him, in

order to show tlie glory of his righteousness to the one class and his

mercy to the other. (This is the supralapsarian view.)

2. That God, in view of the fall, and in just condemnation of our

first parents and their posterity, ordained to exempt a part of mankind

from the consequences of the fall, and to save them by his free grace,

but to leave the rest, without regard to age or moral condition, to their

condemnation, for the glory of his righteousness. (The sublapsariau

view.)

3. That Christ died, not for all men, but only for the elect.

4. That the Holy Spirit works in the elect by irresistible grace, so

that they 7n'usi be converted and be saved ; while the grace necessary

and sufficient for conversion, faith, and salvation is withheld from the

rest, although they are externally called and invited by the revealed

will of God.

5. That those who have received this irresistible grace can never

totally and finally lose it, but are guided and preserved by the same

grace to the end.

These doctrines, the Remonstrants declare, are not contained in the

Word of God nor in the Heidelberg Catechism, and are uuedifying,

yea dangerous, and should not be preached to Christian people.

Then the Remonstrance sets forth the five positive articles as fol-

lows:
ARTICLE FIRST.

Conditional Predestination.—God has immutably decreed, from

eternity, to save those men who, by the grace of the Holy Spirit, be-

lieve in Jesus Christ, and by the same grace persevere in the obedience

of faith to the end ; and, on the other hand, to condemn the unbelievers

and unconverted (John iii. 36).

Election and condemnation are thus conditioned by foreknowledge,

and made dependent on the foreseen faith or unbelief of men.
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SECOND ARTICLE.

Universal Atonement.—Christ, the Saviour ol the world, died foi

all men and for every man, and his grace is extended to all. His

atoning sacrilice is in and of itself sufiicient for the redemption of the

whole world, and is intended for all by God the Father. But its in-

herent sufficiency does not necessarily imply its actual efficiency. The

grace of God may be resisted, and only those who accept it by faith

are actually saved. He who is lost, is lost by his own guilt (John iii.

16; IJohnii. 2).

The Arminians agree with the orthodox in holding the doctrine of

a vicarious or expiatory atonement, in opposition to the Socinians; but

they soften it down, and represent its direct effect to be to enable God,

consistently with his justice and veracity, to enter into a new covenant

with men, under which pardon is conveyed to all men on condition of

repentance and faith. The immediate effect of Christ's death was not

the salvation, but only the salvability of sinnei's by the removal of the

legal obstacles, and opening the door for pardon and reconciliation.

They reject the doctrine of a limited atonement, which is connected

with the supralapsarian \iew of predestination, but is disowned by

moderate Calvinists, who differ from the Arminians in all other points.

Calvin himself says that Christ died sufficienter pro omnibus, efficaciter

pro electis.

THIRD ARTICLE.

Saving Faith.—Man in his fallen state is unable to accomplish any

thing really and truly good, and therefore also unable to attain to

saving faith, unless he be regenerated and renewed by God in Christ

through the Holy Spirit (John xv. 5).

FOURTH ARTICLE.

liesistihle Grace.—Grace is the beginning, continuation, and end of

our spiritual life, so that man can neither think nor do any good or

resist sin without prevening, co-operating, and assisting grace. But as

for the manner of co-operation, this grace is not irresistible, for many

Tesist the Holy Ghost (Acts vii,).
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FFFTII ARTICLE.

The Uncertainty of Perseverance.—Although grace is suflEicient and

abundant to preserve the faithful through all trials and temptations for

life everlasting, it has not jet been pi'oved from the Scriptures that

grace, once given, can never be lost.

On this point the disciples of Arminius went further, and taught

the possibility of a total and final fall of believers from grace. They

appealed to such passages where believers are waiuied against this very

dangei', and to such examples as Solomon and Judas. They moreover

denied, with the Roman Catholics, that any body can have a certainty

of salvation except by special revelation.

These five points the Remonstrants declare to be in harmony with

the Word of God, edifying and, as far as they go, sufficient for salva-

tion. They protest against the charge of changing the Christian Re-

formed religion, and claim toleration and legal protection for their

doctrine.

§ 67. The Canons of Dort.

The Canons of Dort are likewise confined to five points or ' Heads

of Doctrine,' and exhibit what is technically called the Calvinistic

system—first positively, then negatively, in the rejection of the Ar-

minian errors.^ Each Head of Doctrine (subdivided into Articles) is

subscribed by the Dutch and foreign delegates.

FIRST HEAD OF DOCTRINE.

Of Divine Predestination.—Since all men sinned in Adam and

lie under the curse [according to the Augustinian system held by all

the Reformers], God would have done no injustice if he had left them

to their merited punishment; but in his infinite mercy he provided a

salvation through the gospel of Christ, that those who believe in him

may not perish, but have eternal life. That some receive the gift of

faith from God and others not, proceeds from God's eternal decree of

election and reprobation.

* The term ^ rejectio erroru7n,^ instead ot uid condemnation and anathemas of the Greek

and Roman Churches in dealing with heresies, indicates that Protestant orthodoxy is more

liberal and charitable than the Catholic

Vol. I.—L l
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Election is the unchangeable purpose of God whereby, before the

foundation of the world, he has, out of mere grace, according to the

sovereign good pleasure of his own will, chosen from the whole human
race, which has fallen through their own fault irom their primitive

state of rectitude into sin and destruction, a certain number of per-

sons to redemption in Christ, whom he from eternity appointed the

Mediator and Head of the elect, and the foundation of salvation.

These elect, though neither better nor more deserving than others,

God has decreed to give to Christ to be saved by him, and bestow

upon them true faith, conversion, justification and sanctification, per-

severance to the end, and final glory (Eph. i. 4, 5, 6; Rom. viii. 30).

Election is absolute and unconditional. It is not founded upon fore-

seen faith and holiness, as the prerequisite condition on which it de-

pended
;
on the contrary, it is the fountain of faith, holiness, and eter-

nal life itself. God has chosen us, not because we are holy, but to the

e7id that we should be holy (Eph. i. 4; Rom. ix. 11-13 ; Acts xiii. 38).

As God is unchangeable, so his election is unchangeable, and the elect

can neither be cast aw^ay nor their number be diminished. The sense

and certainty of election is a constant stimulus to humility and grati-

tude.

The non-elect are simply left to the just condemnation of their own

sins. This is the decree of reprobation, which by no means makes

God the author of sin (the very thought of which is blasphemy), but

declares him to be an awful, irreprehensible, and righteous judge and

avenger {Cat. Ch. I. Art. 15).

SECOND HEAD OF DOCTRINE.

Of the Death of Christ. [Limited Atonement.]—According to the

sovereign counsel of God, the saving eflticacy of the atoning death of

Christ extends to all the elect [and to them only], so as to bring them

infallibly to salvation. But, intrinsically, the sacrifice and satisfaction

of Christ is of infinite worth and value, abundantly sufticient to ex-

piate the sins of the w'hole world. This death derives its infinite

value and dignity from these considerations; because the person who

submitted to it was not only really man and perfectly holy, but also

the only-begotten Son of God, of the parae eternal and infinite essence

vith the Father and Holy Spirit, which qualifications wore necessary
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to constitute him a Saviour for us; and because it was attended with

a sense of the wrath and curse of God due to us for sin.

Moreo\er the promise of tlie gospel is, that whosoever believeth in

Christ crucified shall not perish, but have everlasting life. This prom-

ise, together with the command to repent and believe, ought to be

declared and published to all nations, and to all persons promiscuously

and without distinction, to whom God out of his good pleasure sends

the gospel.

And, whereas many who are called by the gospel do not repent nor

believe in Christ, but perish in unbelief; this is not owing to any de-

fect or insufficiency in the sacrifice offered by Christ upon the cross,

but is wholly to be imputed to themselves.^

THIRD AND FOUKTH HEADS OF DOCTKINE.

Of the Corruption ofMan, his Conversion to God, and the Manner

thereof—Man was originally formed after the image of God. His

understanding was adorned with a true and saving knowledge of his

Creator, and of spiritual things ; his heart and will were upright, all

his affections pure, and the whole Man was holy ; but revolting from

God by the instigation of the devil, and abusing the freedom of his

own will, he forfeited these excellent gifts, and on the contrary en-

* The advocates of a limited atonement reason from the effect to the cause, and make the

divine intention co-extensive with the actual application ; but they can give no satisfactory

explanation of such passages as John iii. 16 (' God so loved the world,' which never means

the elect only, but all mankind); 1 John ii. 2 ('Christ is the propitiation for our sins, and

not for ours only, hut also for the sins of the whole world') ; 1 Tim. ii. 4 ; 2 Pet. iii. 9. All

aimit, however, with the Articles of Dort. that the intrinsic value of the atonement, being

the act of the God-man, is infinite and sufficient to cover the sins of all men. Dr. W. Cun-

ningham says :
' The value or worth of Christ's sacrifice of himself depends upon, and is

measured by, the dignity of his person, and is therefore infinite. Though many fewer of the

human race had been to be pardoned and saved, an atonement of infinite value would have

been necessary, in order to procure for them these blessings ; and though manj' more, yea,

all men, had been to be pardoned and saved, the death of Christ, being an atonement of in-

finite value, would have been amply sufficient, as the ground or basis of their forgiveness or

salvation' {Historical Theol. Vol. II. p. 331). Similarly, Dr. Hodge, Vol. II. pp. 544 sqq.

After such admissions the difference of the two theories is of little practical account. Full

logical consistency would require us to measure the value of Christ's atonement by the ex-

tent of its actual benefit or availability, and either to expand or to contract it according to

the number of the elect ; but such an opinion is derogatory to the dignity of Christ, and is

held by very few extreme Calvinists of little or no influence. Cunningham says (p. 331)

:

' There is no doubt that all the most eminent Calvinistic divines hold the infinite worth or

value of Christ's atonement—its full sufficiency for expiating all the sins of all men.'
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tailed on himself blindness of mind, horrible darkness, vanity, and per-

verseness of judgment ; became wicked, rebellious, and obdurate in

heart and will, and impure in [all] his affections.

Man after the fall begat children in his own likeness. A corrupt

stock produced a cori-upt offspring. Hence all the })osterity of Adam,

Christ only excepted, have derived corruption from their original pa-

rent, not by imitation, as the Pelagians of old asserted, but by the prop-

agation of a vicious nature in consequence of a just judgment of God.

Therefore all men are conceived in sin, and are by nature children

of wrath, incapable of any saving good, prone to evil, dead in sin, and

in bondage thereto ; and, witliont the regenerating grace of the Holy

Spirit, they are neither able nor willing to return to God, to reform

the depravity of their nature, nor to dispose themselves to reformation.

What, therefore, neither the light of nature nor the law could do,

that God performs by the operation of his Holy Spirit through the

word or ministry of reconciliation : which is the glad tidings concern-

ing the Messiah, by means whereof it hath pleased God to save such

as believe, as well under the Old as under the New Testament.

As many as are called by the gospel are unfeigned ly called ; for

God hath most earnestly and truly declared in his Word what will be

acceptable to him, namely, that all who are called should comply with

the invitation. He, moreover, seriously promises eternal life and rest

to as many as shall come to him, and believe on him.

It is not the fault of the gospel, nor of Christ offered therein, nor

of God, who calls men by the gospel, and confers upon them various

gifts, that those who are called by the ministry of the Word refuse to

come and be converted. The fault lies in themselves.

But that others who are called by tlie gospel obey the call must be

wholly ascribed to God, who, as he hatli chosen his own from eternity

in Christ, so he calls them effectually in time, confers u])on them faitli

and repentance, rescues them from the power of darkness, and trans-

lates them into the kingdom of his own Son, that they may show forth

the praises of him who hath called them out of darkness into his mar-

velous light ; and may glory not in themselves but in the Lord, accord-

ing to the testimony of the Apostles in various places.

Faith is therefore the gift of God, not on account of its being offer-

ed by God to man, to be accepted or rejected at his pleasure, but be-
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cause it is in reality coiiferrcd, breathed, and infused into him ; nor

even oecaiise Gud bestows the power or ability to believe, and then ex-

pects that man should, by the exercise of his own free will, consent to

the terms of salvation, and actually believe in Christ; but because he

who works in man both to will and to do, and indeed all things in all,

produces both the will to belioN e and the act of believing also.

FIFTH HEAD OF DOCTRINE.

Of the Perseverance of the Saints.—Whom God calls, according to

his purpose, to the communion of his Son our Lord Jesus Christ, and

regenerates by the Holy Spirit, he delivers also from the dominion and

slavery of sin in this life ; though not altogether from the body of sin and

from the infiiniities of the flesh, so long as they continue in this world.

By reason of these remains of indw^elling sin, and the temptations

of sin and of the world, those who are converted could not persevere

in a state of grace if left to their own strength. But God is faithful,

who having conferred grace, mei-cifully confirms and pow^erfully pre-

serves them therein, even to the end.

Of this preservation of the elect to salvation, and of their persever-

ance in the faith, true believers for themselves may and do obtain

assurance according to the measure of their faith, whereby they arrive

at the certain persuasion that they ever will continue true and living

members of the Church; and that they experience forgiveness of sins,

and will at last inherit eternal life.

This certainty of perseverance, however, is so far from exciting in

believers a spirit of pride, or of rendering them carnally secure, that,

on the contrary, it is the real soui-ce of humility, filial reverence, true

piety, patience in every tribulation, fervent prayers, constancy in suf-

fering and in confessing the truth, and of solid rejoicing in God ; so

that the consideration of this benefit should serve as an incentive to

the serious and constant practice of gratitude and good works, as ap-

pears from the testimonies of Scripture and the examples of the saints.

In opposition to the Canons of Dort, Episcopius prepared a lengthy

defense of the Arminian Articles and a confession of faith in Dutch,

1621, and in Latin, 1622. It claims no binding symbolical authority,

and advocates liberty and toleration.^

' A German translation in Bockel's BekenntnissSchriften, pp. 545-640.
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III. THE REFORMED CONFESSIONS OF GERMANY.

§ 6S. The Tetrapolitan Confession. A.D. 1530.

Literature.

I. Editions of the Confkssio Teteapolitana.

The Latin text was first printed at Strasburg (Argeutorati), A.D. 1531, Sept. (21 leaves); then in tha

Corpus et Syntagma (1612 aud 1654); in Augubti's Corpus libr. symb. (1827), pp. 327 sqq. ; and in Ni&
meyeu'b Collect. Confess. (1840), pp. 740-770; comp. Proleg. p. Ixxxiii.

The German text appeared tirst at Strasburg, Aug. 1531 (together with the Apology, 72 leaves) ; then

again 1579, ed. by John Sturm, but suppressed by the magistrate, 1580 ; at Zweibriicken, 1604 ; in Beck'a

Symbol. Biicher, Vol. L pp. 401 sqq. ; in Bockel's Bekenntniss-Schri/ten, pp. 863 sqq.

II. HiSTOEY.

GoTTL. Weensdokff: Historia Confessionis Tetrapolitance. Wittenb. 1694, ed. iv. 1721.

J. H. Felb : Dissert, de varia Confess. Tetrapolitance fortuna proesertim in civitate Lindaviensi. Getting

1755.

Planok : Gexchichte des Protest. Lehrbegriffs, Vol. III. Part I. (second ed. 1796), pp. GS-94.

J. W. RouEicH : Geschichte der evangel. Kirche des Elsasses. Strassbnrg, 1855, 3 vols.

J. W. Baum : Capita uiid Butzer (Elberf. 1860), pp. 466 sqq. and 595.

H. Mallet, in Herzog's Encykl. Vol. XV. pp. 574-676.

Comp. also the literature on the Augsburg Diet and the Augsburg Confession, especially Salig and

Forstemann, quoted in § 41, p. 225.

THE REFORMED CHURCH IN GERMANY.

The mighty genius of Luther, aided bj' the learning of Melanch-

thon, controlled the German Reformation at first to the exclusion of

every other influence ; and if Lutheranism had not assumed a hostile

and uncompromising attitude towards Zwinglianism, Calvinism, and

the later theology of Melanchthon, it would probably lia\'e prevailed

throughout the German empire, as the Reformed creed prevailed in

all the Protestant cantons of Switzerland. But the bitter eucharistic

controversies and the triumph of rigid Lutheranism in the Formula

of Concord over Melanchthonianism drove some of the fairest por-

tions of Germany, especially the Palatinate and Brandenburg, into

the Reformed communion.

The German branch of the Reformed family grew up under the

combined influences of Zwingli, Calvin, and Melanchthon. Zwingli's

reformation extended to the southern portions of Germany bordering

on Switzerland, especially the free imperial cities of Strasburg, Con-

stance, Lindau, Memmingen, and Ulm. It is stated that the majority

of the Protestant citizens of Augsburg during the Diet of 1530 sym-

pathized with him rather than ^-ith Luther. Calvin spent nearly three

years at Strasburg (1538-41), and exerted a great influence on scholars
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tlirough his writings. Melanchthon (wlio was a native of the Palatinate),

in his hiter period, emancipated himself gradually from the authority of

Luther, and sympathized with Calvin in the sacramental question, while

in the doctrines of divine sovereignty and human freedom he pursued

an independent course. He trained the principal author of the Heidel-

berg Catechism (Ursinus), reorganized the University of Heidelberg

(1557), which became the Wittenberg of the Reformed Church in Ger-

many, and threw on sevei-al occasions the weight of his influence against

the exclusive type of Lutheranism advocated by such men as Flacius,

Heshusius, and Westphal. He impressed upon the German Reformed

Church his mild, conciliatory spirit and tendency towards union, which,

at a later period, prevailed also in a large part of the Lutheran Church.

The German Reformed Church, then, occupies a mediating position

between Calvinism and Lutheranism. It adopts substantially the Cal-

vinistic creed, but without the doctrine of reprobation (which is left

to private opinion), and without its strict discipline ; while it shares

with the Lutheran Church the German language, nationality, hymnol-

ogy, and mystic type of piety.^ The great majority of German Re-

formed congregations have, since 1817, under the lead of the royal

house of Prussia, been absorbed in what is called the Evangelical

or United Evangelical Church. The aim of this union w^as originally

to substitute one Church for two, but the result has been to add a

third Church to the Lutheran and Reformed, since these still continue

their separate existence in Germany and among the German emigrants

in other countries.^

BUCEB.

Among the framers of the character of the Reformed Church in

Germany, Martin Bucer (Butzer),^ Wolfgang Fabricius Capito, and Cas-

* Dr. Heppe, in his numerous and learned works on the history and theology of the Ger-

man Reformation period, endeavors to identify the German Reformed Church with Melanch-

thonianism (which was only an element in it), and Melanchthonianism with original German

Protestantism (which was prevailingly Lutheran in the strict sense of the term), thus over-

estimating the influence of Melanchthon and underrating the influence of Zwingli and Calvin.

His books are very valuable, but one-sided, and must be supplemented by the writings of

Alex. Schweizer {Die Centraldogmen) and others on the same subject.

' The large German Protestant population of the United States is divided among Lutherans

(the most numerous), German Reformed, and Evangelicals (or Unionists). A considerable

number is connected with English denominations, especially the Methodists and Presbyterians.

' He wrote his name in German Butter (i. e., Cleanser, from putzen, to cleanse), in Latin

Bucerus, in Greek BovKripoQ. See Baum, 1. c. p. 88.
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par Hedio occupy the next place after Zwingli, Calvin, and Melanch-

thon. Bucer (1491-1511), the learned and devoted reformer of Stras-

bnrg, and a facile diplomatist, was a personal friend of Zwingli, La-

ther, and Calvin, and a mediator between the Swiss and the German

Reformation, as also between Continental and Anglican Protestantism.

He labored with indefatigable zeal for an evangelical union, and

hoped to attain it by elastic compromise formulas (like theAVittenberg

Concordia of 1536), which concealed the real difference, and in the end

satisfied neither party. He drew up with Melanchthon the plan of a

reformation in Cologne at the request of the archbishop. During the

Interim troubles he accepted a call to England, aided Cranmer in his

reforms, and died as Pj-ofessor of Theology at Cambridge, univei-sally

lamented. In the reign of Bloody Mary he was formally condemned

as a heretic, his bones were dug up and publicly burned (Feb. 6, 1556)

;

but Elizabeth solemnly restored the 'blessed' memory of 'the dear

martyrs Martin Bucer and Panl Fagius.' In attainments and fertility

as a writer he was not surpassed in his age.^

THE CONFESSION OF THE FOUR CITIES.

The oldest Confession of the Reformed Church in Germany is the

Tetkapolitan Confession, also called the Stkasbueg and the Swabian

Confession.'^

It was prepared in great haste, during the sessions of the Diet of

Augsburg in 1530, by Bucer, with the aid of Capito and Hedio, in the

' See a chronological list of his very numerous printed works in Baum, pp. 586 sqq. Baura

says :
^ An Frtichtbarkeit kotuvit ihm [Bucer] kauvi Luther (/leich, trotz clem dass er bei wei-

tem viehr als Luther, ja in seiner letzten Lebensperiode beinahe bestdndig, atif Reisen, Con-

venten, Reichstagen und Colloquien, in befreundeten Stadten und Orten als Oryanisalor der

Kirchenreformation abwesend und in Ans],ruch genommen tvar. Mit einer beispiellosen Elas-

ticitdt des (ieistes angethan, mit etnem Jieberhaftigen Thdtigkeitstriebe behaftet, schrieb er,

vermoge des ungemeinen Reichthums seiner Kenntnisse mit soleherfabelhnften Leichtigkeit und
Unleserlichkeit, dass nicht ullein zu dem Meisten was von Anderen gelesen werden sollte, ein

mit seiner die Worte bios andeutenden Srhrift genau vertrauter Amanvensis nothioendig war,

sondern dass er auch neben seinen Amtsgesclidften nock bei weitem mehr forderte als zwei der

geiibtesten Schreiber in's Reine bringen konnten. Er hat umfangreirhe Biirher auf seinen

Reisen geschrieben.^ His best nmanuensis, Conrad Iluber, began a complete edition of his

works, of which the first volume only appeared at Basle, 1577 (n5i) pages, folio). It is called

Tomus Ang/icanus. because it contains mostly the books which Bucer wrote in England.

Many of his MSS. are preserved in Strasburg and in England.
' Confessio Tetrapolilana, C. Quatuor Civittituni, C. Argentinensis {Argentorati), C. Sue-

vica, die Confession der vier Stddte, das Viersiddte-Bekenntniss.
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name of the four imperial cities (hence the name) of Strasburg, Con-

stance, Memmingen, and Lindau which, on account of their sympathy

with ZwinglianisnijWere exchided by the Lutherans from their political

and theological conferences, and from the Protestant League. They

would greatly have preferred to unite with the Lutherans in a com-

mon confession ; but at that time even Melanchthon was more anx-

ious to conciliate the Papists than the Zwinglians and Anabaptists;

and of the Lutheran princes the Landgrave Philip of Hesse was the

only one who, from a broad, statesman-like view of the critical situa-

tion, favored a solid union of the Protestants against the common foe,

but in vain. Hence after the Lutherans had presented their Confes-

sion, June 25, and Zwingli his own, July 8, the Four Cities handed

theirs, July 11, to the Emperor, in German and Latin. It was not

read before tlie Diet, but a Confutation full of misrepresentations was

prepared by Faber and Cochlaus, and read October 24 (or 17). Tlie

Strasburg divines were not even favored with a copy of this Confuta-

tion, but procured one secretly, and answered it by a 'Vindication and

Defense' (as Melanchthon wrote his Apology of the Augsburg Con-

fession during the Diet). The Confession and Apology, after being

withheld for a year from print for tlie sake of peace, were ofhcially

published in both languages at Strasburg in the autumn of 1531.^

The Tetrapolitan Confession consists of twenty -three chapters, be-

sides Preface and Conclusion. It is in doctrine and arrangement

closely conformed to the Lutheran Confession of Augsburg, and

breathes the same spirit of moderation. The Reformed element, how-

ever, appears in the first chapter (On the Matter of Preaching), in the

' Under the title, ' Sefanbtnug ber loter gre^ unb 9teid)ftatt, ©tra^burg, Sonftanlj, 9)km==

mingen unb Sinbaw, in beren fie fe^f*a)iaje[tat, nff bem 3ietc^«tag ju Sluge^uvg im jjy. 3ar

gebalten, ireS glaubenS unb fittfjabenS, ber 3fleIigion f)alb, red?enfd)att get^on ^ben.—Sdjrift^

Itc^c SBefc^irmung unb bertbebigung berjelbigen Sefanbtnu^, gegen ber Sonfutation unb SBiber^

legung, fo ben gefanbten ber t-ier ©tcitteu, nff bemelbtem 9teid)Stage, offentUd; fiirgelejen, unb ^ie

getretrtidj eingebrac^t ift.' At the end, ' @etru(ft ju Strasburg burc^ Sobann ©dnvein^er, uff

ben Jfti. 3luguftt, MDXXXI.' Shortly after the appearance of tlie German original there

appeared a Latin translation, which, however, did not contain the Apology. The title is as

follows: ' Confessio Reliyionis Christiance Sacratissiino Imperatori Carolo V. Augusto, in

Comitiis Auyustanis Anrw MDXXX. per legates Civitatum Argentorati, ConstantiiB, Mem-

mmga;, et Lindavire exhibita. Si quis voluerit voluntati ejus ohteviperare, is cognoscet de doc-

trina utrum ex Deo sit an ego a me ipso loquar Joh. VII.' At the end, ^Argentorati Georgio

Ulrichero Andlano Impressore Anno MDXXXI., mense Septeinb.'—Tliese titles are copied

from Baum, 1. c. p. SO.'). Comp. Niemeyer, Proleg. pp. Ixxxiv. sq. A new German translation

from the Latin is given in Walch's edition of Luther's Works, Vol. XX. pp. 1966-2008.
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declaration that nothing should be tauglit in the pnlj>it but what was

either expressly contained in the Holy Scriptures or fairly deduced

therefrom.' (The Lutheran Confession, probably from prudential and

irenical considerations, is silent on the supreme authority of the Script-

ures.) The evangelical doctrine of justification is stated in the third

and fourth chapters more clearly than by Melanchthon, namely, that

we are justified not by works of our own, but solely by the grace

of God and the merits of Christ through a living faith, which is act-

ive in love and productive of good works. Images are rejected in

Ch. XXII. The doctrine of the Lord's Supper (Ch. XYIII.) is couched

in dubious language, which was intended to comprehend in substance

the Lutheran and the Zwinglian theories, and contains the germ of

the view afterwards more clearly and fully developed by Calvin, In

this ordinance, it is said, Christ offers to his followers, as truly now

as at tlie institution, his very body and blood as spii'itual food and

drink, whereby their souls are nourished to everlasting life.^ Nothing

' ^ Mandavimus lis, qui concionandi apud nos vmnerefungehantur, ut nihil aliud quean quae

sacris Uteris aut continentur, aut certe nituntur, e suggestu docerent. Videbatur namque nobis

haud indignum, eo in illo tanto discrimine confugere, quo confugerunt olini et semper, non solutn

sanctissimi Patres, Episcopi, et Principes, sed quilibet etiatn priimti, nempe ad authoritntem

Scripturcf arcancp. Ad quam nobiliores Thessalonicensium auditum Christi Evangelium ex-

plorasse, divus Lucas cum laude illorum memorat, in qua Paulus summo studio versari suum

Timotheum voluit, sine cuius authoritate, nulli Pontijir.es suis decretis ohedientiam, nidli patres

stns scriptis Jidem, nulli denique Principes suis legibus authoritatem unquam postularunt, ex

qua demum ducendas sacras condones, et magnum Sacri Imperii concilium Nurembergcn, anno

Christi M.D. XXIII. celebratum sancivit. Si enim veruni divus Paulus testatus est, per

divinam Scripturam hominem Dei penitus absolvi, atqiie ad omne opus bonum instrui, nihil po-

terit is veritatis Christiance, nihil doctrince salutaris desiderare, Scripturam qui consulere re-

ligiose studeat.'

* 'Z>e hoc venerando corporis et sanguinis Christi sacramento omnia, quce de illo JSvange-

listcE, Paulus et sancti Patres scripta reliquerunt, nostri fide optima decent, commandant,

inculcant. Indeque singulari studio hanc Christi in suos bonitatem, semper depredicant, qua

is non minus hodie, quam in novissima ilia c.oena, omnibus qui inter illius discipulos ex animo

nomen dederunt, cum hanc ccenam, ut ipse instituit repetunt, vei-uin suum corpus, verumque

suum sanguinem, vere edendum et bibendum, in cibum potumque animarum, quo ilia: in ceter-

nam vitani alantur, dare per sacramenta dignatur, ut jam ipse in illis, et illi in ipso vivant et

perinaneant, in die novissimo, in novam et iinmortalem vitain per ipsuni resuscitandi, juxta sua

ilia (Bternce veritatis verba: ''' Accipite et manducate, hoc est corpus meujn," etc. " Bibite ex eo

onines, hie calix est sanguis meus,^' etc. Prcecipua vera diligentia popxdi animos, nostri eccle-

siastcB ah omni tum contentione, tum supervacanea et curiosa disquisitione, ad illud revocant,

quod solum prodest, solumque a Christo servatore nostra spectatum est, nempe ut ipso pasti, in

ijtso et per ipsum vivamus, vitam Deo placitam, sanctam, et ideo perennem quoque et beatam,

siinusque inter nos omnes unus panis, unum corpus, qui de uno pane in sacra cwna participamus.

Quo sane Jactnm est, ut divina sacramenta, sacrosancta Christi cwna, quam religiosissime,

'•everentiaque nngulari apud nos et administrentur^ et sumantur.^ Ebrard (Kirchen- und
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is said of the oral manducation and the fruition of unbelievers, which

are the distinctive features of the Lutheran view, Bucer, who had

attended the Conference at Marburg in 1529, labored with great zeal

afterwards to bring about a doctrinal compromise between the con-

tending theories, but without effect.

We may regard the Strasburg Confession as the first attempt at an

evangelical union symbol. But Bucer's love for union was an obstacle

to the success of his confession, which never took deep root ; for in

the Reformed Churches it was soon superseded by the clearer and more

logical confessions of the Calvinistic type, and the four cities after-

wards signed the Lutheran Confession to join the Smalcald League.

Bucer himself remained true to his creed, and reconfessed it in his last

will and testament (1548), and on his death-bed.*

§ 69. The Heipelberct Catechism. A.D. 1563.

Literature.

I. Standakb Editions of thk Catechism.

Official GermaD editions of 1563 (three), 1585, 1595, 16S4, 1724, 1863 (American). The original title is

' Cateciiismus
I
Dbcr | Etvifilt^er Unbern^t,

\
tttcbcr in ^ir*cn unb i£*u-

|
Icn bcr SburfuvftUcfien

1

9)fal^ getvteben
|
mirbt.

|
©ebructt in ber E^urfur|lli=

|
d)en <Stab |)e»beli)erg, burc^

|
So^annem 5Ka9er.

|

1563.' With the Electoral arms. 95 pages.

There is but one copy of the first edition known to exist, and this did not come into public notice till

1864. It belonged to Prof. Hermann Wilken, of Heidelberg, whose name it bears, with the date 1563; was
bought by Dr. Treviranus, of Bremen, in 1823, given by him to Dr. Menken, bought back after Menken's
death, 1832, and is now in the University Library at Utrecht. I examined it in October and Novem-
ber, 1865, at Bremen. It has the remark, ' Diefses ist die allererste Edition, in welchrr Par/. 55 die 80ste

Frag und Antwort nicht fjefunden ivirdt. Auff Churfiirntlichen Befehl eingezogen. Liber rarissimits.'

The Scripture texts are quoted in the margin, but only the chapters, since the versicular division (which

first appeared in Stephens's Greek Testament of 1551) had not yet come into general use. A quasi fac-

pimile of this copy was issued by the Rev. Ai-breoht Woi.ters, then at Bonn (now at Halle), under the

title, 'Der Hridelberger Katechisnuis in seiner umprtinglichen Gentalt, herauttgeoeben 7iebst der Geachichte

seines Textes iin Jahre 1563.' Bonn, 1864. Comp. his art. in the Studien nnd Kritiken for 1S6T, pp. 1, 2.

NiEMETER, in his collection of Reformed Confessions, pp. 390 sqq., gives, besides the Latin text, a

faithful reprint of the third German edition, with the eightieth question in full.

Philipp Sciiafp: Der Heidelberger Katechismus. Nach der ersten Aufsgabe von 1563 revidirt und mit

kritischen Anmerkrmgen, soivie einer Ge/tchiehte und Charakteristik des Katechismus versehen. Philadel-

phia (J. Kohler), 1863; second edition, revised and enlarged, 1S66. This edition was prepared for the

tercentenary celebration of the Heidelberg Catechism, and gives the received text of the third edition

with the readings of the first and second editions, and the Scripture proofs in full.

The Latin translation was published in 1563, and again in 1566, under the title, 'Gate- |
ohesis Relxgio-

|

NTS Christian.e,
|

qxicB traditur in Ecclesiis
\
et Scholis Pala-

\
tinatwi.

|
Heijiielbergce.

\

ExcummL anno post

Christum \
natum M.D.LXVL' I saw a copy of this ed. Latina in the library of the late Dr. Treviranus,

Dogmengeschichte, Vol. III. p. 93) says of Bucer, that he had the theological elements for a

true doctrinal union of the Lutheran and Reformed views of the encharist. 'In der richtigen

exegetischen Grundlage vollig mit Zwingli einig, brachte er das Element, welches auch in

Zwingli keimartig vorhanden gewesen, aber in der Hitze des Streites ganz zuriickgetreten

war—die Lehensgenieinschaft oder unio mystica init der Person Christi—im Sinne der Te-

trnpolitana (d. i. im Sinne der nackherigen calvinisch-melanchthonischen Lehre) zur Entwick-

lung."

' Baum, pp. .t60, .t72.
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iu Bremen (1S65). On the title-page the words are written, 'Editio rara et originalis;^ also the name
of G. Meukeu, the former owner. The Scripture references are niarlved on the margin, including the

verses. The eightieth question is complete (with ^execranda idulolatria '), pp. C2 and 63, and supported

by many Scripture texts and the Can. Missce. The questions are divided into flfty-lwo Sundays. ' Pre-

ccUionts aliquut privates et publicce,' a ' Precatio scholastica,' and some versilied prayers of Joachim

Camerarius (the friend and biographer of Melanchthon), are added.

The best Knglish, or rather American, edition of the Catechism is the stately triglot tercentenary

edition prepared at the direction of the German Reformed Church in the United States, by a committee

consisting of E. V. Geihart, D.D., John W. Nevin, D.D., Henry Harbaugh, D.D., John S. Kessler, D.D.,

Daniel Zacharias, D.D., and three laymen, and issued under the title, ' The Heidelberg Cat^chi^niy in Ger-

vian, Latin, and English; with an Uifiturical Introdtiction (by Dr. Nevin), New York (Charles Scribner),

1863.' 4to. The German text is a reprint of the third edition after Niemeyer, with the German in mod-

ern spelling added ; the English translation is made directly from the German original, and is far belter

than the one in popular use, which was made from the Latin. It is the most elegant and complete

edition of the Catechism ever published, but it appeared before the discovery of the editio princeps, and

repeats the error concerning the eightieth question (see Introd. p. 38).

II. CO.MMENTABIEB.

The commentaries and sermons on the Heidelberg Catechism are exceedingly numerous, especially

in the German and Dutch languages. The first and most valuable is from the chief author, Zaoh. Ursi-

NCS.* Corpiut Doctrincf. orthudoxoe, or Commentary on the Heidelberg Catechism, ed. by his pupil, David

Parkus, and repeatedly published at Heidelberg and elsewheie— 1.')91, 161S, etc.—iu Latin, German, Dutch,

and English. An American edition, on the basis of the English ti anslation of Bishop Dr. H. Parry, was

issued by Dr. Willi ART) (I're^ideiit of Heidelbe'g College, Tiffin, O.). Columbus, 0. 1S50. Other standard

commentaries are by Coookjus (1671), i>"Outbf,in (1719), Lampe (17'21), Staiiklin (1724), and van Alpkn

(1800). See a fuller list bv Harbaugh in 'Mercersb. Rev.' for 1860, pp. 601-625, and in Bethune's Lectures.

Of more recent works we name

—

Karl Suduoff : Theolugiachea Handbnch zur A uslegv.ng de^ Heidelbc.rger Catechimnxis. Francf. a. M. 1862.

Geo. W. Bethune (D.D., and minister of the Uef. Dutch Ch., N.Y. ; d. 1SC2) : Expository Lectures on the

Heidelb. Calech. N. York, 1804, 2 vols., with an alphabet, list of works by V.vn Nkst at close of Vol. II,

Hermann Dalton (Ger. Ref. minister at St. Petersb.) : Immanvcl. Dcr Hcidelhcrger Katcchismus aU Be-

kenntniss- U7id Erbauungsbuch der evangel. Kirche erkldrt und an's Hcrz gelgt. Wiesbaden, 1870 (pp. 539).

III. Historical Works on the Cateouis.m.

H. Alting (Prof, of Theology at Heidelberg and Griiningeu, d. 1644): Historia Ecclesice Palatince.

Frankf. a. M. 1701.

B. G. Struve: Pfalzische Kircheuhistsrie. Frankf. 1721, Ch. V. sqq.

i). L. Wundt: Oruiidrins der pfdlzischen Kirchengenchichte bis zum Jahr 1742. Heidelb. 1798.

Jaques Lenfant : L'innocence du Caterhisme de Heidelberg. Heidelb. 16SS (1723).

J. Chb. Kooueb: Katechetische Geschichte der Reformirten Kirche, sonderlich der Schicksale des HeicMr

berger Katechismi. Jena, 1756, pp. 237^i44.

G. J. Plakok : Geschichte derprotestantinchen Theologievo7i Luther's Tode, etc. Vol. II. Part II. pp. 475-491.

(This is Vol. V. of his great work on the Geschichte der Entstehnng, etc., imseres protestant. Lehrbegr~ffs.)

Heinr. Simon van Alpen : Geschichte u. Literatur des Heidelb. Katechisimis. Frankf. a. M. ISOO. Vol.

III. Part II. (The first two volumes and the first part of the third volume of this catechetical work con-

tain explanations and observations on the Catechism, which are, however, semi-rationalistic.)

JoH. CiiB. W. AuGCSTi: Versuch einer hist.-kritischen Einleitiing in die beiden Haupt-Katechismen (the

Lnth. and Heidelb.) der evangelischen Kirche. Elberfeld, 1824, pp. 96 sqq.

Rienaoker: Article on the Heidelb. Catechism in Ersch wid Gruber, Allgem. Encyklop. Sect. II. Part

IV. pp. 386 sqq.

LxTDwiQ lii.vssF,K: Geschichte der Rhei7i-P/alz. Heidelb. 1845. Vol.11.

D. Seiben : Geschichte der Reformation zu Heidelberg, von ihren ersten Anfiingen bis zur Ab/assung des

Heidelb. Katechismus. Eine Denkschrift zur dreihundertjdhrigen Jubelfeier daselbst am 3. Jan. 1846.

Heidelb. 1846.

Aug. Ebrabd : Das Dogma vom heil. A bendmahl und seine Oeschiehte. F. a. M. 1846. Vol. II. pp. 576 eqq.

K. Fr. ViERORDT : Geschichte der Reformation i'm Orossherzogthum Baden. Sach grossentheils hand-

schriftlichen Qnellen. Karlsruhe, 1847.

John W. Nevin : History and Genius of the Heidelberg Catechism. Chambersburg, Pennsylvania, 1847.

(The best work on the Catechism in English.) Comp. Dr. Nevin'b able Introduction to the triglot ter-

centenary edition of the U. C. New York, 1863, pp. 11-127.

Karl Scduoff: C. Olcvianusund Z. Ursinus. Leben und ausgexodhlte Schriften. Elberfeld, 1857.

G. D. J. Sohotel: History of the Origin, Introdtiction, and Fortunes of the Heidelberg Catechism (in

Dutch). Amsterdam, 1S6:1.

Several valuable essays on the Heidelberg Catechi.«m, by Plitt, Saok, and Ui.lmann, in the Studien

und Kritiken for 1863, and by Woltk.rs and Treousel, ibid, for 1867.

Teroentenaby Monument, hi Commeinoratio)) of the Tliree Uiimlredth .Anniversary of the Heidelberg

Catechism. Published by the German Reformed Church of the United States of North America, in
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English and German. The German ed. hy Dr. Sohaff, with an historical introduction. Chambersburg
and Philiulelphia, Fa. 1863. Tliis work contiiius about twenty essayfi, by European and American theo-

logians, (in tlie history and theology of the Heidelberg Catechism.

J. I. D(Ki)K8 (Prof, at Utrecht) : De Ileidelbcrgsche Catecliismus in zijne eerste Levensjaren 1563-1567.

Historische en Bihliofirafitiche Xaleziiuj met 26 Facsimiles. Utrecht, 1867 (pp. 154). Very valuable for the

early literary history of the H. C, with fac-similes of the first German, Latin, and Dutch editions.

THE REFORMATION IN THE PALATINATE.

The Palatinate, one of the finest provinces of Germany, on both sides

of the upper Rliine, was one of the seven electorates {Kxirfursten-

thilvie?'), wLose rulers, in the name of the German people, elected the

Emperor of Germany. After the dissolution of the old empire (1806)

it ceased to be a politico-geographical name, and its territory is now

divided between Baden, Bavaria, Hesse Darmstadt, Nassau, and Prus-

sia. Its capital was Pleidelberg (from 1231 till 1720), famous for its

charming situation at the foot of the Konigsstuhl, on the banks of

the Swabian river Neckar, for its picturesque castle, and for its uni-

versity (founded in 1346).

Luther made a short visit to Heidelberg in 1518, and defended cer-

tain evangelical theses. In 1546, the year of Luther's death, the Ref-

ormation was introduced under the Elector Frederick II. Melanch-

thon, who was a native of the Palatinate, and twice received a call to a

professorship of theology at Heidelberg (1546 and 1557), but declined,

acted as the chief counselor in the work, and aided, on a personal visit

in 1557, in reorganizing the university on an evangelical basis under

Otto Henry (1556-59). He may therefore be called the Reformer of

the Palatinate. He impressed upon it the character of a moderate

Lutheranism friendly to Calvinism. The Augsburg Confession was

adopted as the doctrinal basis, and the cultus was remodeled (as also

in the neighboring Duchy of Wiirtemberg) after Zwinglian simplicity.

Heidelberg now began to attract Protestant scholars fi-om different

countries, and became a battle-ground of Lutheran, Philippist, Cal-

vinist, and Zwinglian views. The conflict was enkindled as usual by

the zeal for the real presence. Tilemann Heshusius, whom Melanch-

thon, without knowing his true character, had recommended to a theo-

logical chair (1558), introduced, as General Superintendent, exclusive

Lutheranism, excommunicated Deacon Klebitz for holding the Zwin-

glian view, and even fought with him at the altar about the commu-

nion cup. This public scandal was the immediate occasion of the

Heidelberg Catechism.
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FREDERICK III.

During this controversy Frederick III., surnamed the Pious (1515-

1576), became Elector of the Palatinate, 1559. lie made it the chief

object of his reign to carry out the reformation begun by his prede-

cessors. He tried at first to conciliate the parties, and asked the advice

of Melanchthon, who, a few months before his death, counseled peace,

moderation, and Biblical simplicity, and warned against extreme and

scholastic subtleties in the doctrine of the Lord's Supper.' He deposed

both Ileshusius and Klebitz, arranged a public disputation (June, 1560)

on the eucharist, decided in favor of the Melanchthon ian or Calvinistic

view, called distinguished foreign divines to the university, and in-

trusted two of them with the composition of the Heidelberg Catechism,

wdiich was to secure harmony of teaching and to lay a solid founda-

tion for the religious instruction of the rising generation.

Frederick was one of the purest and noblest characters among the

princes of Germany. He was to the Palatinate what King Alfred and

Edward VI. were to England, what the Electors Frederick the Wise

and John the Constant were to Saxony, and Duke Christopher to WUr-

tembero'. He did more for educational and charitable institutions than

all his predecessors. He devoted to them the entire proceeds of the

oppressed convents. He lived in great simplicity that he might con-

tribute liberally from his private income to the cause of learning and

religion. He was the first German prince who professed the Re-

formed Creed, as distinct from the Lutheran. For this he suffered

much reproach, and was threatened with exclusion from the benefits

of the Augsburg Treaty of Peace (concluded in 1555), since Zwin-

glianism and Calvinism were not yet tolerated on German soil. But

at the Diet of Augsburg, in 1566, he made before the Emperor a

manly confession of his faith, and declared himself ready to lose his

crown rather than violate his conscience. Even his opponents could

not but admire his courage, and the Lutheran Elector Augustus of

Saxony applauded him, saying, ' Fritz, thou art more pious than all of

' Responsio Ph. Afel. nd qurrstinnem de ronfrovfrsia He.ulelhergensi (Nov. 1, l/)50), in Corp.

Rffiirm. Vol. IX. i)p.
0(')0 sqq. It is the last public utterance of Melanchthon on the eu-

charistic question, and agrees substantially with the doctrine of Calvin, as it was afterwards

expressed in the Heidelberg Catechism.
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US.' He praised God on his death-bed that he had been permitted to

see such a reformation in Church and school that men were led away

from human traditions to Christ and his divine Word, lie left in

writing a full confession of his faith, which may be regarded as an

authentic explanation of the Heidelberg Catechism ; it was published

after his death by his son, John Casimir (1577).

UKSINUS AND OLEVIANUS.

Frederick showed his wisdom by calling two young divines, Ursinus

and Olevianus, to Heidelberg to aid in the Reformation and to prepare

an evangelical catechism. They belong to the reformers of the second

generation. Theirs it was to nurture and to mature rather than to

plant. Both were Germans, but well acquainted with the Reformed

Churches in Switzerland and France. Both suffered deposition and

exile for the Reformed faith.

Zachakias Ursinus (Bar), the chief author of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism, was born at Breslau, July 18, 1534, and studied seven years (1550-

1557) at Wittenberg under Melanchthon, who esteemed him as one of

his best pupils and friends. He accompanied his teacher to the relig-

ious conference at Worms, 1557, and to Heidelberg, and then proceeded

on a literary journey to Switzerland and France. He made the person-

al acquaintance of Bullinger and Peter Martyr at Zurich, of Calvin and

Beza at Geneva, and was thoroughly initiated into the Reformed Creed.

Calvin presented him with his works, and wrote in them the best wishes

for his young friend. On his return to Wittenberg he received a call

to the rectorship of the Elizabeth College at Breslau. After the death

of Melanchthon he went a second time to Zurich (Oct., 1560), intending

to remain there. In the following year he was called to a theological

chair at Heidelberg. Here he labored with untiring zeal and success

till the death of Frederick III., 1576, when, together with six hundred

steadfast Reformed ministers and teachers, he was deposed and exiled

by Louis YL, who introduced the Lutheran Creed. Ursinus found a

refuge at Neustadt an der Ilardt, and established there, with other

deposed professors, a flourisliing theological school under the protec-

tion of John Casimir, the second son of Frederick III. He died in

the prime of his life and usefulness, March 6, 1583, leaving a widow

and one son. In the same year Casimir succeeded his Lutheran brother
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in the Electorate, recalled the exiled preachers, and re-established the

Reformed Church in the Palatinate.

Ursinus was a man of profonnd classical, philosophical, and theo-

logical learning, poetic taste, rare gift of teaching, and fervent piety.

His devotion to Christ is beautifully reflected in the first question of

the Pleidelberg Catecliism, and in his saying that he would not take a

thousand worlds for the blessed assui-ance of being owned by Jesus

Christ. He was no orator, and no man of action, but a retired, mod-

est, and industrious student.^ His principal works, besides the Cate-

chism, are a Commentary on the Catechism {Corpus doctrince ortho-

doxoe) and a defense of the Reformed Creed against the attacks of

the Lutheran Formula of Concord.

Caspar Olevianus (Olewig), born at Treves Aug. 10, 1536, studied

the ancient languages at Paris, Bourges, and Orleans, and theology at

Geneva and Zurich. He enjoyed, like Ursinus, the personal instruc-

tion and friendship of the surviving reformers of Switzerland. He

began to preach the evangelical doctrines at Treves, was thrown into

prison, but soon released, and called to Heidelberg, 1560, by Frederick

III., who felt under personal obligation to him for saving one of his

sons from drowning at the risk of his own life. He taught theology

and preached at the court. He was the chief counselor of the Elect-

or in all affairs of the Church. In 1576 he was banished on account

of his faith, and accepted a call to Ilerborn, 1584, where he died, Feb.

27, 1585. His last word was a triumphant ^ certissimus,^ in reply to a

friend who asked him whether he were certain of his salvation. Theo-

dore Beza lamented his death in a Latin poem, beginning

* £!heu, quihus suspiriis,

Eheu, quibuft te lacrymis

Oleviane, planxero?^

Olevianus was inferior to Ursinus in learning, but his superior in the

pulpit and in church government. He wrote an important catechet-

ical work on the covenant of grace, and is regarded as the forerunner

of the federal theology of Coccejus and Lampe. He labored earnestly,

but only with moderate success, for the introduction of the Presbyte-

rian form of government and a strict discipline, after the model of

' C)n the door of his study he inscribed the warning, ^ Amice, quisquis hue vents, aut agita

paucis, aut ahi, aut me laborantem adjuva.^
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Geiie\a. Thomas Erastus (Lieber), Professor of Medicine at Heidel

berg, and afterwards of Ethics at Basle (died 1583), opposed excom-

munication, and defended the supremacy of the state in matters of

religion; hence the term ' Erastianism' (equivalent to Csesaropapisra).

PREPARATION AND PUBLICATION OF THE CATECHISM.

The Heidelberg Catechism, as it is called after the city of its birth,

or the Palatinate (also Palatine) Catechism, as it is named after the

country for which it was intended, was prepared on the basis of two

Latin drafts of Ursinus and a German draft of Olevianus. The pecul-

iar gifts of both, the didactic clearness and precision of the one, and

the pathetic warmth and unction of the other, were blended in beauti-

ful harmony, and produced a joint work which is far superior to all

the separate productions of either. In the Catechism they surpassed

themselves. They were in a measure inspired for it. At the same

time, they made free and independent use of the Catechisms of Cal-

vin, Lasky, and Bullinger. The Elector took the liveliest interest in

the preparation, and even made some corrections.

In December, 1562, Frederick submitted the work to a general synod

of the chief ministers and teachei's assembled at Heidelberg, for revis-

ion and approval. It was published early in 1563, in German, under the

title ' Catechismus, or Christian Instruction, as conducted in the Church-

es and Schools of the Electoral Palatinate.' ' It is preceded by a short

Preface of the Elector, dated Tuesday, January 19, 1563, in which he

informs the superintendents, clergymen, and schoolmasters of the Pala-

tinate that, with the counsel and co-operation of the theological faculty

and leading ministers of the Church, he had caused to be made and

set forth a summary instruction or Catechism of our Christian religion

from the Word of God, to be used hereafter in churches and schools

for the benefit of the rising generation.

THE third edition AND THE EIGHTIETH QUESTION.

There appeared, in the year 1563, three official editions of the Cate-

chism with an important variation in the eightieth question, which de-

nounces the Romish mass as ' a denial of the one sacrifice of Christ,

' See the original title in ^^' "'"•' -^ above..

YoL. I.—M M
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and as an accursed idolatry.' In the first edition this question was

wanting altogether; the second edition has it in part; the tliird in

full, as it now stands.^ This question was inseited by the express

command of the Elector, perhaps by his own hand, as a Protestant

counter-blast to the Itumish anathemas of the Council of Trent, which

closed its sessions Dec. 4, 1563. Hence tlie remark at the end of the

second and third editions :
' What has been overlooked in the fii-st

print, as especially on folio 55 [which contains the eightieth question],

has now been added by command of his electoral grace. 1563.'

The same view of the Romish doctrine of transubstantiation and the

sacrifice of the mass was generally entertained by the Reformers, and

is set forth as strongly in the Articles of Smalcald and other symbol-

ical books, both Lutheran and Reformed. It must be allowed to re-

main as a solemn protest against idolatry. But the wisdom of inserting

controversial matter into a catechism for the instruction of the youth

has been justly doubted. The eightietli question disturbs the peace-

ful harmony of the book, it rewards evil for evil, it countenances in-

tolerance, which is un-Protestant and unevangelicah It provoked much

umiecessary hostility, and led even, under the Romish rule of the Elect-

or Charles Philip, in 1719, to the prohibition of the Catechism ;
but

the loud remonstrance of England, Prussia, Holland, and other Prot-

estant states forced the Elector to withdi-aw the tyrannical decree

within a year, under certain conditions, to save appearances.

TRANSLATIONS.

The Heidelberg Catechism was translated into all the European and

many Asiatic languages. It has the pentecostal gift of tongues in

a rare degree. It is stated that, next to the Bible, the 'Imitation

of Christ,' by Thomas a, Kempis, and Bunyan's 'Pilgrim's Progress,'

no book has been more frequently translated, more widely circulated

and used. Whole libraries of para})hrases, commentaries, sermons,

attacks, and tlefenses were written about it. In many Reformed

clinrches, especially in Holland (and also in the United States), it was

and is to some extent even now obligatory or customary to explain the

• By the discovery of the copy of the first ed., 1864, the origin of the eightieth question

was satisfactorily decided. A second copy of the original ed. is in the Imperial Library

of Vienna. The Brit. Museum contains a copy of the Engl, trans, by "William Turner,

Doctor of Physick, Imprinted at London, by Richard Jones, 1572."

—

Ed.
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Catecliism froin the pulpit every Sunday afternoon. Hence the di

vision of the questions into iifty-two Sundays, in imitation of the ex-

ample set by Calvin's Catechism.^

A Latin translation, for tlie use of colleges, was made by order of

the Elector, by Joshua Lagus and Lambert Ludolph Pithop(eus, and

appeared soon after the German, since Olevianus sent a copy of each

to Bullinger, in Zurich, as early as April, 1563.^ It is, however, much

inferior to the German in force and unction. The Latin text was

often edited separately as well as in the works of Ursinus, in connec-

tion with his commentary and other Latin commentaries, and in col-

lections of Reformed symbols.^

There are three Dutch translations : the first appeared at Emden,

1563 ; the second, by Peter Dathenus, in connection with a Dutch

version of the Psalter, in 1566, and very often separately.*

A Greek translation was prepared by a distinguished classical schol-

ar, D. Frid, Sylburg, 1597.^

Besides these there are editions in modern Greek, in Hebrew, Ara-

bic, etc.^

Three or four English translations were made from the Latin, and

obtained a wide circulation in Scotland, England, and America.'' A

* This division was first introduced in the Latin edition of 1566. perhaps earlier. Van Al-

pen, Niemeyer, and others are wrong in dating it from the German edition of I'uS or 1.575.

^ Dcedes gives a fac-simile of the title-page of tlie Latin edition of I o()3, from a copy in

the University Library at Utrecht. It is nearly the same as the title of tlie edition of 1566,

given in the literature above.

^ Niemeyer (pp. 428 sqq.) reproduces the edition of 1584, which agrees with the ed. princeps

of 1563 (as far as I can judge from the few fac-simile pages given by Dcedes), and with the

text in the Oxford Sylloc/e, while that in the Grseco-Latin edition of Sylburg slightly differs.

Dr. Louis H. Steiner, of Frederick City, Md., published an elegant and accurate edition under

the title ' Catechesis Religionis Christiancp. sen Caterhismus Heidelbergensis. Baltimore, 186'i.'

He gives the variations of three Latin editions : of Cambridge, 1585 ; of Geneva, 1609 (for-

merly in the possession of Chevalier Bunsen) ; and the Oxford Sylloge, 1804.

* On the Dutch translations, see es])ecially the learned work of Professor Dcedes, of Utrecht,

pp. 74-128, with fac-similes at the end of the volume.

* I have before me a Graeco-Latin edition of the Catechism (KaTi]x>miQ "rnQ xpiairaviKri^

^pr)aK(iag), by Sylburg, and of the Belgic Confession by Jac. Revius, printed at Utrecht,

1660. Earlier editions I see noticed in catalogues.

* Niemeyer {Proleg. p. Ixii.) mentions a Polish translation by Prasmovius, a Hungarian by

Scarasius, an Arabic by Chelius, a Singalese by Konyer, besides French, Italian, Spanish,

English, Bohemian, modern Greek, and Hebrew versions. Doedes (p. 41) adds a Persian and

a Malayan translation. There are no doubt many other versions.

' An English edition, without the name of the translator, appeared A.D. 1591 at Edin-

burgh, ' by publick Authority, for the Use of Scotland,' and also repeatedly in connection with
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more correct one from the German original was prepared for the ter-

centenary celebration of the Catechism, by a learned and able com-

mittee appointed by the German liefornied Synod in Pennsylvania,

but has not yet come into public use.'

The merits of the Latin and English translations, and their relation

to the German original, may be seen from the following specimens

:

The German Original, 1563.

55rage 1. SBoiJ tfl bcin etniger Srojl tm Seben unb

im ©tcrben ?

2)a6 id) mtt Seib imb @eele, beibeS im Seben

unb im eterben, ntd^t metn, fonbcrn meiues

getreuen ^eilanbeg 3efn Sbvifti eigen bin, bcr

mit feinem t^euren ?3lute fiiv aUe meine eilii'

ben l^oUtomme^ bejablet, unb niidj au§ alter

®e»alt be8 Sen^elg erlcfet l?at ; unb alfo be^

\v)al;vet, fca^ obne ben SBiUen nietne§ i\iter8

im §immel fein §aar ten mcineni §an^)te

faun fallen, \a and) mir aQeS ju meiner eelig=

leit bienen mufe- 2)arum er inid) auc^ burd;

feinen ^eiligen (Seift beg enngen ?eben8 Ver^

fid)ert, unb' ibm fovtf^in ju leben »on §erjen

tfillig unb bereit mad;t.

%xaiii 2. 2Bte »tcle ©tiicfe ftnb btr nijt^ig ju

tctffcn, bag bu in btefcm SLroflc fcliglic^ leben unb
(Icrben mogefi?

2)rei ^tiicfe : (SrftUc^, vok groi meine igilnbe

unb (Slenb fei. 3"'" '-Jlnbern, trie id^ toon alien

meinen ©ilnben unb (glenb erli5fet werbe. Unb
ium ®vitten, trie ic^ @ott \\ix fold^e (Srlojung

foil bantbar jein.

The Latin Version, 1563.

Qu. 1. Quce est unica tua consolatio in vita

et in jnorttf

Quod aniino paiiter et corpore, sive vivam,

sive moriar, iiou mens, sed fidissimi Domini
et Servatoris inei Jesus Christi sum proprius,

qui pietioso sauguiue suo pro omnibus pec-

catis meis pleiiissime satisfacieiis,''me ab omni
potestatediaboli iiberavit, meque ita couservat,

ut sine voluntate Patris mei coelestis. ue pilus

quidem de meo capite i)Ossit cadere : inio vero

etiam omnia saluti meaj servire oporteat. Quo-
circa me quoque suo Spiiitu de vita lEterna

certum facit, utque ipsi deiiiceps vivam piomp-
tum ac paratum reddit.

Qu. 2. Quot sunt tihi scitu necessaria, ut

ista^ conso/atione Jruens, beate vivas et moria-

ris ?

Tria. Primum, quanta sit peccati mei et

miserite meaj magnitudo. Secundum,^ quo
pacto ab omui peccato et miseria liberer. Ter-
tium, quam giatiam Deo pro ea liberatione

debeam.

the 'Psalm-Book and the Book of Common Order.' It is embodied in Dunlop's Collection

of Confessions of Faith, etc., ofpublick authority in the Church q/'5co//«7!rf (Edinburgh, 1719-

1722), Vol. II. pp. 273-361, and reproduced by Dr. Iloratius Bonar in his Catechisms of the

Scottish Reformation (London, 1866), pp. 112-170. Dr. Ronar says (p. 171): 'There are

several translations of the Heidelberg or Palatine Catechism ; and our Church [the Church

of Scotland] seems not to have kept to one. In the edition of the Book of Common Order

before us (1615), the Catechism is given alone; in that which Dunlop lias followed, it has

the * Arguments" and "Uses "of Bastingius.' Another translation by Bishop Henry Parry,

of Worcester (d. 1616), appeared (together with the commentary of Ursinus) at Oxford, 1509

and 1601. It was often republished—at Edinburgh, 1615 (with sundry variations, see Bonar,

p. 172). again in London, 1633, 1615, 1728, 18.'<1. and quite recently (fiom the Oxford edition

of 1601 , with the variations of the edition of 1728) by Dr. Gerliart and Dr. Louis Steiner in the

'Mercersburg Review' for 1861, pp. 74 sqq. The one now in use in the Dutch and German
Reformed Churches in America, is traced (by the late Dr. De Witt of New York) to Dr. Laid-

LiE, originally from Scotland, minister at Flushing, Long Island, and was adopted, 1771, by

the Synod of the Reformed Dutch Church. These three English translations seem to be only

different recensions of one translation compared with the Latin text.

' See the tercentenary triglot edition of 1863, noticed in the literature above.

' So also the Oxford Sylloge. The ed. Groeco-Latina of Sylburg reads instead : plenissima

solutione facta.

^ Al. edd- Wa.
* Al. B-iiernm.
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Scotch Edition of 1591.

From Dunlops Collection (1722).

Ques. 1. What is thy only comfort in life

and in death y

That in soul and body, whether I live or

die, I am not mine own, but I belong unto my
most faitlifiil I-ord and Saviour, Jesus Christ:

who by his i)recious blood, most fully satisfy-

ing for all my sins, hath delivered me from the

whole power of the Devil ; and doth so pre-

serve me, that without the will of my heav-

enly Father, not so mucli as a hair can fall

from my head : yea. all things are made to

serve for my salvation. Wherefore by his

Spirit also, he assureth me of everlasting life,

and maketh me ready and prepared, that

henceforth I may live unto him.

Ques. 2. Huw many things are needful for
thee to know, to the end \_that^ thou, enjoying

this comfort, mayest lire and die an hap/iy man ?

Three things. Eiist,What is the greatness

of my sin, and of my misery. Secondly, By
what means 1 may be delivered from all my
sin and misery. Thirdly, What thankfulness

1 owe to God for that deliverance.

The Received American Version, 1771.

Ques. 1. What is thy only comfort in life

and death ?

That I with body and soul, both in life and
death, am not my own, but belong unto my
faithful Saviour Jesus Christ, who, with his

precious blood, hath fully satisfied for all my
sins, and delivered me from all the power of

the devil ; and so preserves me that without

the will of my heavenly Father, not a hair can

fi\ll from my head
;
yea, that all things must

be subservient to my salvation ; and therefore,

by his Holy Spirit, he also assures me of eter-

nal life, and makes me sincerely willing and
/eady henceforth, to live unto him.

Ques. 2. How many things are necessaryfor
thee to know, that thou, enjoying this comfort,

mayest lire and die haj)/nly ?

Three ; the first, how great my sins and
miseries are ; the second, how I may be de-

livered from all my sins and miseries ; the

third, how I shall express my gratitude to

God for such deliverance.

Bishop Parry's Translation (1591).

Oxford Edition o/ 1601.

Qttes. 1. What is thy only comfort in life

and death f

That both in soul and body, whether I live

or die, 1 am not mine own, but belong wholly'

unto my most faithful Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, who by his precious blood most fully

satisfying for all my sins, hath delivered me
from all the power of the devil, and so pre-

serveth me, that without the will of my heav-

enly F^itlier not so much as a hair may fall

from my head, yea all things must serve for

my safety. Wherefore by his Spirit also he
assureth me of everlasting life, and maketh
me ready, and prepared, that henceforth I may
live to him.

Ques. 2. How many things are necessaryfor
thee to know, that thou enjoying this comfort

mayest live and die happily 1

Three. The first, what is the greatness of

my sin and miseiy. The second, how I am de-

livered from all sin and misery. The third,

what thanks I owe unto God for this deliv-

ery.

The New American Version, 1863.

Ques. 1. What is thy only comfort in life

and in death ?

That I, with body and soul, both in life and
in death, am not my own, but belong to my
faithful Saviour Jesus Christ, who with His

precious blood has fully satisfied for all my
sins, and redeemed me from all the power of

the devil ; and so preserves me, that without

the will of my Father in heaven not a hair

can fall from my head
;
yea, that all things

must work together for my salvation. Where-
fore, by His Holy Spirit, He also assures me of

eternal life, and makes me heartily willing and

I

ready henceforth to live unto Him.
! Ques. 2. How many things are necessaryfor
' thee to knoiv, that thou in this comfort mayest

live and die hap/nly ?

Three things : First, the greatness of my
sin and misery. Second, how I am redeemed

from all my sins and misery. Third, how I

am to be thankful to God for such redemp-

tion.

Note.—All the English versions, except the last, follow the Latin in its departures from

the German, as 'most faithful Lord' (Jidelissimi Domini) for 'faithful' {getreuen), 'heavenly

Father' (Patris ccelestis) for 'Feather in heaven' {Voter ini Himviel). The dependence on

the Latin may be seen also in the words 'most fully satisfying' {plenissime satisfacien.s),

'delivered' {liheravit) for 'redeemed' (erloset), 'delivery' (liberatio) for 'redemption' {£r-

' The redundant 'wholly' occurs also in the Edinburgh edition of 1615, which, to judge

from the specimens given by Horatius Bonar (in Catechisms of the Scottish Reformation,

p. 172), is a reprint of Parry's translation with a few variations.
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/osuiii/). and in the omission of "heartily' {vo)i Herzen), for which, however, the comncoA

Americnn version (which seems to have made use also of tlie Dutch version) substitutes

'sincerely.'

CHARACTEK AND AIM.

The Heidelberg Catechism answers the double purpose of a guide

for the reb'gious instructiou of the youth and a confession of faith for

the Church.

As a catechism it is an acknowledged masterpiece, with few to equal

and none to surpass it. Its only defect is that its answers are mostly

too long for the capacity and memory of children. It is intended for

a riper age. Hence an abridgment was made as early as 1585, but no

attempts to simplify and popularize it have been able to supersede it.

As a standard of public doctrine the Heidelberg Catechism is the

most catholic and popular of all the Reformed symbols. The German

Reformed Church acknowledges no other. The Calvinistic system is

herein set forth with wise moderation, and without its sharp, angular

points. This may be a defect in logic, but it is an advantage in re-

ligion, which is broader and deeper than logic. Children and the

mass of the people are unable to appreciate metaphysical distinctions

and the transcendent mysteries of eternal decrees. The doctrine of

slection to holiness and salvation in Christ (or the positive and edify-

ing part of the dogma of predestination) is indeed incidentally set

forth as a source of humility, gratitude, and comfort (Ques. 1, 31,

53, 54), but nothing is said of a double predestination, or of an eter-

nal decree of reprobatioii, or of a limited atonement (comp. Ques. 37).

These dilRcult questions are left to private opinion and theological

science. This reserve is the more remarkable since the authors (as

well as all other Reformers, except Melanchthon in his later period)

were strict predestinarians.

PLAN AND ARRANGEMENT.

The Heidelberg Catechism follows the order of the Epistle to the

Romans, and is divided into three parts. The first two questions are

introductory. The first part treats of the sin and misery of man

(Ques. 3-11; comp.Rom. i. 18-iii. 20) ; the second of the redemption

by Christ (Ques. 12-85; comp. Rom. iii. 21-xi. 36); the third of the

thankfulness of the redeemed, or the Christian life (Ques. 86-129

;

comp. Rom. xii.-xvi.). The second part is the largest, and contains
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an explanation of all the articles of the Apostles' Creed under the

three heads of God the Father, God the Son, and God the Holy

Ghost The doctrine of the sacraments is rightly incorporated in

this part, instead of being treated in separate sections, as in the Ro-

man and Lutheran Catechisms. The third part gives an exposition

of the Decalogue (as a rule of obedience, viewed in the light of re-

demption) and of the Lord's Prayer.

This order corresponds to the development of religious life and to

the three leading ideas o:^ repentance, faith, and love. The conception

of Christian life, as an expression of gratitude for redeeming grace, is

truly evangelical. In older catechisms the five or six parts of a cate-

chism— namely, the Creed, the Decalogue, the Lord's Prayer, Bap-

tism, the Lord's Supper—are mechanically co-ordinated ; here they are

worked up into an organic system.

The execution is admirable throughout. Se\eral answers are ac-

knowledged gems in the history of catechetical literature— e. g., the

definition of faith (Ques. 21), on providence (Ques. 27 and 28), on the

significance of the Christian name (Ques. 31 and 32), on the benefit

of the ascension (Ques. 49), and on justification by faith (Ques. 60).

THE SPmiT OF THE CATECHISM.

The genius of the Catechism is brought out at once in the first

question, which contains the central idea, and strikes the key-note.

It is unsurpassed for depth, comfort, and beauty, and, once committed

to memory, can never be foi'gotten. It represents Christianity in its

evangelical, practical, cheering aspect, not as a commanding law, not

as an intellectual scheme, not as a system of outward observances, but

as the best gift of God to man, as a source of peace and comfort in

life and in death. What can be more comforting, what at the same

time more honoring and stimulating to a holy life than the assurance

of being owned wholly by Christ our blessed Lord and Saviour, who

sacrificed his own spotless life for us on the cross ? The first question

and answer of the Heidelberg Catechism is the whole gospel in a

nutshell ; blessed is he who can repeat it from the heart and hold

it fast to the end.^

^ Dr. Nevin {Tercentenary Edition, Introd. p. 95) says: 'No question in the whole Cate-

chism has been more admired than this, and none surely is more worthy of admiration.
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It would be difficult to find a more evangelical definition of faith

tliau in Ques. 21 :
' Faith is not only a certain knowledge, whereby I

hold for truth all that God has revealed to us in his Word ; but also

a hearty trust, which the Holy Spirit works in nie by the gospel, that

not only to others, but to me also, forgiveness of sins, everlasting

righteousness, and salvation are freely given by God, merely of grace,

only for the sake of Christ's merits.' IIow rich and consoling is the

lesson derived from God's all-ruling Providence in Ques. 28 !
' That

we may be patient in adversity, thankful in prosperity, and for what

is future have good confidence in our faithful God and Father, that

no creature shall separate us from his love, since all creatures are so

in his hand that without his will they can not so much as move.'

The Catechism is a work of religious enthusiasm, based on solid

theological learning, and directed by excellent judgment. It is bap-

tized with the Pentecostal fire of the great Keformation, yet remark-

ably free from the polemic zeal and intolerance which characterized

that wonderfully excited period— by far the richest and deepest in

Church history next to the age of Christ and his inspired apostles.

It is the product of the heart as well as the head, full of faith and

unction from above. It is fresh, lively, glowing, yet clear, sober, self-

sustained. The ideas are Biblical and orthodox, and well fortified by

apt Scripture proofs.' The language is dignified, terse, nervous, popu-

lar, and often truly eloquent. It is the language of devotion as well as

instruction. Altogether the Heidelberg Catechism is more than a book,

it is an institution, and will live as long as the Reformed Church.

Where shall we find, in the same compass, a more beautifully graphic, or a more impres-

sively full and pregnant representation of all that is comprehended fur us in the grace of our

Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ? For thousands and tens of thousands, during the past three

hundred years, it has been as a wliole system of theology in the best sense of the term, their

pole-star over the sea of life, and tlie sheet-anchor of their hope amid the waves of death.

But what we quote it for now is simjjly to show the mind that actuates and rules the Cate-

chism throughout. We have here at once its fundamental conception and the reigning law

of its construction ; the key-note, we may say, which governs its universal sense, and whose

grandly solemn tones continue to make themselves heard through all its utterances from be-

ginning to end.'

' Que.s. 44 is hardly an exception ; for the idea therein ex.pressed is no error per se, but

only a false interpretation of the article on Christ's descent into hell (Hades) in the ApoS'

ties' Creed, which places it, as an actual fact, between death and the resurrection, in accord-

ance with the Scriptures (Luke xxiii. 43 ; Acts ii. 27, 31 ; 1 Pet. iii. 1!> ; iv. fi ; Eph. iv. 9, 10)

;

while the Catechism, following Calvin and Lasky, understands it figuratively of Christ's suf-

fering on the cross.
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COMPAKISON WITH THE LUTHERAN AND WESTMINSTER CATECHISMS.

The Heidelberg Catechism stands mediating between Lnther's Small

Catechism, which appeared thirty-four years earlier (1529), and the

Shorter Westminster Catechism, which was prepared eighty-four years

later (1647).

These are the three most popular and useful catechisms that Prot

estantism has produced, and have still the strongest hold upon the

churches they represent. They have the twofold character of cate-

chisms and symbolical books. They are alike evangelical in spirit

and aim ; they lead directly to Christ as the one and all-sufficient

Saviour, and to the Word of God as the only infallible rule of the

Christian's faith and life.

Luther's Catechism is the most churchly of the three, and adheres

to the Catholic tradition in its order and arrangement. It assigns a

very prominent place to the Sacraments, treating them in separate

chapters, co-ordinate with the Decalogue, the Creed, and the Lord's

Prayer; while the others incorporate them in the general exposition

of the articles of faith, Luther teaches baptismal regeneration and

the corporeal presence, and even retains private confession and abso-

hition as a quasi-sacrament. Heidelberg and Westminster are free

from all remnants of sacerdotalism and sacramentalism, and teach

the Calvinistic theory of the sacraments, which rises, however, much

higher than the Zwinglian.

On the other hand, the Lutheran and the Heidelberg Catechisms

differ from the Westminster in the following points : 1. They retain

the Apostles' Creed as the basis of doctrinal exposition ; while the West-

minster Catechism puts it in an appendix, and substitutes a new log

ical scheme of doctrine for the old historical order of the Creed.

2. They are subjective, and address the catechumen as a Church mem-

ber, who answers from his real or prospective personal experience;

while the Westminster Catechism is objective and impersonal, and

states the answer in an abstract proposition. 3. They use the warm

and direct language of life, the Westminster the scholastic language of

dogma ; hence the former two are less definite but more expansive and

suggestive than the Presbyterian formulary, which, on the other hand,

far surpasses them in brevity, terseness, and accuracy of definition.
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Upon the whole we prefer the catechetical style and method of the

creative Reformation period, because it is more Biblical and fresh,

to that of the seventeenth century—the age of scholastic orthodoxy—

although we freely concede the relative progress and peculiar excel-

lences of the Westminster standard.'

The Ileidelbei-g Catechism differs from that of Luther— 1. By its

fullness and thoroughness, and hence it is better adapted to a niaturer

age; while that of Luther has the advantage of brevity and cliildlike

simplicity, and adaptation to early youth. The one has one hundred

and twenty-nine, the other only foity questions and answers, and of

these only three are devoted to the exposition of the Apostles' Creed,

while the Sacraments receive disproportionate attention. 2. The Hei-

delberg Catechism gives the words of the Decalogue in full, accord-

ing to the twentieth chapter of Exodus, and follows the old Jewish

and Greek division, which is adopted by the best commentators; while

Luther presents merely an abridgment,^ and follows the Roman di-

vision by omitting the second commandment and splitting the tenth

into two.^ 3, The former gives a summary of the law, through which

comes the knowledge of sin, in the first part (Ques. 3 and 4), but ex-

plains the Decalogue in the third division, viewing it in its Christian

aspect as a permanent rule of life; while Luther regards the law

in its Jewish or pedagogic aspect, as a schoolmaster leading men to

Christ, and hence he puts it as the first head before the Creed. Ur-

sinus cojTcctly says: 'The Decalogue belongs to the first part so far

as it is a min-or of our sin and misery, but also to the third part as

' 'It miiy he questioned,' says Dr. Bonar, of the Free Church of Scotland, 'whether the

(Church gained any thing by the exchange of the Reformation standards for those of the

seventeenth centiuy. The scholastic mold in which the latter are cast has somewhat

trenched upon the ease and breadth which mark the former ; and the skillfid metaphysics

em])loyed at Westminster in giving lawyer-like jirecision to each statement have imparted a

local and temporary aspect to the new which did not belong to the more antient standards.

Or, enlarging the remark, we may say that there is something about the theology of the

Reformation which renders it less likely to become obsolete than the theology of the cove-

nant. The simjjler formulas of the older age are quite as explicit as those of tlie later ; while

by the adoption of the Biblical in preference to the scholastic mode of expression they

have secured for themselves a buoyancy which will bear them up when the others go down.

The old age of that generation is likely to be greener than that of their posterity.' {Caie-

,:hisms of the Scottish Reformation, Prefiice, p. viii.)

" ¥oY example, the fourth (third) commandment is thus condensed :
' Dti sollst den FeieV'

tiiff heiligen ' (Thou shalt keep holy the rest-day).

^ Comp. p. 251, note 2.
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being the rule of our new obedience and Christian life.'^ 4. In the

rendering of the Creed, besides niiuor verbal differences, the Heidel-

berg Catechism retains ' the lioly catholic Church,' with the addition of

*Christian' {eine heilige aUgemeine ch/'istUche Kirche); while Luther's

omits 'catholic,' and substitutes for it ' Christian.' ^ 5. In the Lord's

Prayer the Beidelbei'g Catechism uses the modern form ' Our Father'

[Uiii^er Vate7'),vA\\\e. Luther in his Catechism (though not in his trans-

lation of Matt. vi. 9 and Luke xi. 2) adheres to the Latin and old Ger-

man form of ' Father our' {Vater unser), a difference tenaciously main-

lined by German Lutherans. The former divides the Prayer into six

petitions (with the Greek commentators), and renders tic irovripov ' from

the evil one' {votn Bosen, i. e., from the devil) ; while Luther (with

Augustine) numbers seven petitions, and translates (herein agreeing

with the English version) ' from evil' {votr Uebel).

The diiference between the Heidelberg and Westminster Catechisms

is chiefly one of nationality. Where the choice is between the two, the

former will be used in prefei-ence by Germans, the other by Scotch and

English Presbyterians. The Westminster Shorter Catechism has the

advantage of greater condensation and precision. It is not impossible

to make a better one than either by blending the excellences of both.

They represent also two types of piety : the one is more emotional and

hearty, the other more scholastic and intellectual. This appears at

once in the first question. The Heidelberg Catechism asks: 'What is

thy only comfort in life and in death?' The Westminster: 'What is

the chief end of man ?' The one goes at once into the heart of evan-

gelical piety—the mystical union of the believer with Christ; the other

goes back to the creation and the glory of God ; but both teach the

same God and Christ, and the same way of salvation, whereby God is

glorified, and man is raised to everlasting felicity in his enjoyment.

' The Germans express the different aspects of the law by calling it a Silndenspiegel, Siin-

denriegel, and Lehensregel, a mirror of sin. a bar of sin, and a rule of life.

^ Hence in Germany the term ' Catholic ' and ' Romanist ' are used synonymously, and the

proverb 'Das ist urn katholisrh zu werden' expresses a desperate condition of things. The

English Churches have properly retained the term ' catholic ' in its good old sense, instead of

allowing Romanists to monopolize it.
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HISTORY OF THE CATECHISM.

1. The Heidelberg Catechism was greeted with great joy, and was at

once introduced into the churches and schools of the Lower Palatinate
;

while the Upper Palatinate, under the governorship of Louis (the eld-

est son of Frederick III.), remained strictly Lutheran.

But, like every good book, it had to pass througli a trial of proba-

tion and a fire of martyrdom. E\en before it was printed an anon-

ymous writer attacked the Heidelberg Synod which, in December,

1562, had adopted the Catechism in manuscript, together with sundry

measures of reform.^ After its publication it was violently assailed

by strict Lutherans for its alleged Zwinglian and Calvinistic heresies,

and by Jesuits on account of the condemnation of the idolatry of the

mass in the eightieth question. The first opponents were Lutheran

princes (Margrave Charles II. of Baden, Duke Christopher of Wiir-

temberg, the Palatine of Zweibriicken), and Lutheran divines, such as

Heshusius, Flacius, Brentius, and Andrese.^ Ursinus wrote an able

apology of his Catechism, which is embodied in several older editions

since 1584. A theological colloquy was held at Maulbronn in April,

1564, where the theological leaders of the Lutheran Duchy of Wilr-

temberg and the Reformed Palatinate, in the presence of their princes,

debated for six days in vain on the eucharist and the ubiquity of

Christ's body. Both parties were confirmed in their opinions, though

the Reformed had the best of the argument.^

Frederick III., notwithstanding his appeal to Melanchthon and the

Altered Augsburg Confession, was openly charged with apostasy from

the Lutheran faith, and seriously threatened with exclusion from the

peace of the empire. Even the liberal Emperor Maximilian II. wrote

* This curious document, which throws light upon that Synod liitherto little known, has

been ret'ently recovered and published by Wolters in the Studien und Kritihcn for 18G7, No. 1,

pp. 1") sqq. The Lutheran author, periuips a dissenting member of the Synod, gives a list

of the measures for the introduction of the Catechism and the abolition of various abuses,

and accompanies them with bitter marginal comments, such as: 'This is a lie and against

God's Word ;' 'This is the Anabaptist heresy ;' ' To spread Zwinglianism ;' ' Friss Vogel oder

stirb;' ^ Ad sparyendam zizaniam ;' ^ Ut cititis imbibant venenum ;'
^ Evangelii abrogatio;'

'Hisjiarnca iiiquisitio.

'

" t^ee on this Lutheran opposition Wolters, 1. c, and in his earlier book, Der Ifcidelb. Kate-

ehisiiiiis in sciiipr Urgpstnlt (18Gi), pp. 141-li)(j; Nevin, lutrod. to the Tercent. Ed. pp. 42

sqq. ; and especially Sudhoff, Olevianus und Ursinus, pp. 140 sqq.

'' See above, pp. 288 sqq.
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him a letter of remoiisti-aiice. Ilis fate was to be decided at the Diet

of Augsburg, 1566. At this critical juncture the pious Elector boldly

defended his Catechism, which, he said, was all taken from the Bible,

and so well fortified with marginal proof-texts that it could not be

overthrown. He declared himself willing to yield to God's truth, if

any one could show him any thing better from the Scripture, which

was at hand for the purpose. Altogether he made, at the risk of his

crown and his life, such a noble and heroic confession as reminds us

of Luther's stand at the Diet of Worms. Even his Lutheran oppo-

nents were filled with admiration and praise, and left him thereafter

in quiet possession of his faith. 'Why do ye persecute this man?'

said the Margrave of Baden ;
' he has more piety than the whole of

us.' The Elector Augustus of Saxony gave similar testimony on this

memorable occasion.^

Thus the Catechism had gained a sort of legal existence in the Ger-

man empire, although it was not till after the Thirty-Years' War, in

the Treaty of Westphalia, that the Reformed Church, as distinct from

the Lutheran, was formally recognized in Germany.

After the death of Frederick it had to pass through another perse-

cution in the home of its birth. His successor, Louis YI. (1576-1583),

exiled its authors, and replaced it by Luther's Catechism and the Form-

ula of Concord. But under the regency of Frederick's second son,

Prince John Casimir, the Heidelberg Catechism and the Reformed

Church were restored to their former honor, and continued to flourish

till the outbreak of the Thirty-Years' War.

This war brought terrible devastation and untold misery upon Hei-

delberg and the Palatinate, which were laid waste by the merciless

Tilly (1622). Then followed the repeated invasions of Turenne,

Melac, and Marshal de Lorges, under Louis XIY. The Palatinate

fell even into the hands of Roman Catholic rulers (1685), and never

again rose to its former glory. Thousands of Protestants emigrated

to America, and planted the Catechism in Pennsylvania, so that what

it lost in the old world it gained in the new. The indifferentism and

' Hundeshagen says of Frederick III. :
' He is acknowledged to be the greatest ruler

which the evangelical Palatinate ever had, and as to personal piety and loyalty to his faith

the shining model of an evangelical prince.' See his art. on the City and University of

Heidelb«rg, in the Gedenkbuch der 'dOOjdhr. Jubelfeier des Heidelb. Kat. pp. 58, 59.
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rationalism of the eighteenth century allowed all creeds to go into

disuse and neglect. In the nineteenth century faith revived, and

with it respect for the Heidelberg Catechism ; but, owing to the intro-

duction of the union of the Lutheran and Keformed Churches in the

Grand Duchy of Baden, to which Heidelberg now belongs, it was

merged into a new catechism compiled from it and from that of

Luther.^

2. The history of the Palatinate Catechism extends far beyond the

land of its birth. It took deeper root and acquired greater influence in

other countries. Soon after its appearance it commended itself by its

intrinsic excellences to all Eeformed Churches of the German tongue.

It was introduced in East Friesland, Jiilich (Juliers), Cleve (Cleves),

Berg, the Wupperthal, Bremen, Hesse Cassel, Anhalt, Brandenburg,

East and West Prussia, the free imperial cities, in Hungary, Poland,

and in several cantons of Switzerland, as St. Gall, Schaflhausen, and

Berne.^ In the royal house of Prussia it is still used in the instruc-

tion of the princes, even after the introduction of the union of the

two confessions.^

It was surrounded with a large number of learned works which fill

an important place in the history of Reformed theology. Eminent

professors made it the basis of lectures in the University.

In no country was the Catechism more honored than in Holland

and her distant colonies in Asia and Africa. It soon replaced the

catechisms of Calvin and Lasky. The synods of Wesel, 1568, of

Emden, 1571, and of Dort, 1574, recommended and enjoined its use;

and ministers were required to explain it to the people in fifty-two

lessons throughout the year in the afternoon service of the Lord's day.

In the beginning of the sixteenth century the Arminians called for a

' On the symbolical status of the Evangelical Church in Baden, see two essays of Dr. Hun-

deshagen, Die Bekenntnissgrnndlage cler vereiniqten erangelisrhen Kirrhe im (rrnssherzog-

thum Baden (1851), and an address delivered before a Pastoral Conference at Durlach, on

the same subject, 1851, republished in his Schriften und Abhandlungen, ed. by Dr. Christlieb,

Gotha, 1875, Vol. II. pp. 1 1'J sqq.

' The editions used in the Canton Berne have an anti-supralapsarian addition to Question 27:

' Und ohwohl die Siinden durch Gottes Fiirsehung werden regiert, so ist dock Gott keme Ur-

siiche der SUnde; denn das Ziel untersrheidet die Werke. Siehe Exeiiipel an Joseph und

seinen Briidern, an David und Simei, an Christo und den Juden.' This addition is found as

early as 1(507. Noticed by Trechsel in Studien und Kriliken for 1807, p. 574.

' So I was informed by the late rourt chaplain. Dr. Snethlage, of Berlin, who was orig-

inally Reformed, and who confirmed several members of the royal family.
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revision of it, to remove certain features to which they objected. But

the famous General Synod of Dort, after a careful examination, op-

posed any change, and, in its 148th Session, May 1, 1619, it unani-

mously delivered the judgment that the Heidelberg Catechism 'formed

altogether a most accurate compend of the orthodox Christian faith;

being, with singular skill, not only adapted to the understanding of

the young, but suited also for the advantageous instruction of older

persons; so that it could continue to be taught with great edification

in the Belgic churches, and ought by all means to be retained.' This

judgment was agreed to by all the foreign delegates from Germany,

Switzerland, and England, and has thus an oecumenical significance

for the Reformed communion.

The Heidelberg Catechism was also clothed with symbolical author-

ity in Scotland, and was repeatedly printed ' by public authority,' even

after the Westminster standards had come into use. It seems to have

there practically superseded Calvin's Catechism, but it was in turn su-

perseded by Craig's Catechism, and Craig's by that of the Westmin-

ster Assembly.

3, From Holland the Heidelberg Catechism crossed the Atlantic to

Manhattan Island (1609), with the discoverer of the Hudson River, and

was the first Protestant catechism planted on American soil. A hun-

dred years later, German emigrants, driven from the Palatinate by

Romish persecution and tyranny, carried it to Pennsylvania and other

colonies. It has remained ever since the honored symbol of the Dutch

and German Reformed Churches in America, and will continue to be

used as long as they retain their separate denominational existence, or

even if they should unite with the larger Presbyterian body.

One of the first acts of the reunited Presbyterian Church in the

United States, at the session of the General Assembly in Philadelphia,

May, 1870, was the formal sanction of the use of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism in any congregation which may desire it.^

' A special committee, appointed by the Old School Assembly of 1 869, reported to the first

reunited Assembly of 1870, after a laudatory description of the Heidelberg Catechism, the

following resolutions, which were unanimously adopted

:

1. Resolved, That this General Assembly recognizes in the Heidelberg Catechism a valua-
ble Scriptural compendium of Christian doctrine and duty.

2. Resolved, That if any churches desire to employ the Heidelberg Catechism in the in-

struction of their children, they may do so with the appi-obation of this Assembly.

See the Minutes of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the United States cf
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4. In the year 1863, three centuries after its first publication, the

Heidelberg Catechism witnessed its greatest triumph, not only in

Germany and Holland, but still more in a land which the authors

never saw, and in a language the sound of which they probably

never heard. The Reformation was similarly honored in 1817, and

the Augsburg Confession in 1830, but no other catechism.

In Germany the tercentenary celebration of the Heidelberg Cate-

chism was left to individual pastors and congregations, and called

forth some valuable publications.'

The German Reformed Church in the United States took it up as

a body, and gave it a wider scope. She made the three-hundredth

anniversary of her confession the occasion for a general revival of

theological and religious life, the publication of a triglot edition of

the Catechism, the endowment of a tercentenary professorship in her

seminary, and the collection of hirge sums of money for churches,

missions, and other benevolent objects. All these ends were accom-

plished. The celebration culminated in a general convention of min-

isters and laymen in Philadelphia, which lasted a whole week, Janu-

ary 17-23, 1863, in the midst of the raging storm of the civil war.

About twenty interesting and instructive essays on the Catechism and

connected topics, which had been specially prepared for the occasion

by eminent German, Dutch, and American divines, were read in two

churches before crowded and attentive assemblies. Luther, Calvin,

Zwingli, Melanchthon, Frederick III., Ursinus, and Olevianus were

called from their graves to reproduce before an American audience

the ideas, trials, and triumphs of the creative and heroic age of the

Reformation. Altogether the year 1863 marks an epoch in the history

of the Heidelberg Catechism and of the German Reformed Church

in America.^

America for 1870, p. 120, and the Memoriul volume on Presbyterian Reunion (New York,

1870), p. 454.

' Among these we mention the articles on the Heidelberg Catechism by llilmanii. Sack,

Plitt, Hundeshagen, Wolters, and Trechsel. in the Stvdien und Kritiken for 18(!.3, 1804, and

1867, the discovery and reprint of the ed. jirinreps by Wolters (1804), and a collection of

excellent sermons by distinguished Reformed pulpit orators, under the title, 'Z)er einzige

Trost im Lehen und Sterhen,' ILlhevfeld, l.^*!;?.

' See the Terrentenary Momanent (r>74 pages), and the Gedenkhwh. der dreihinidert jdhrigen

Jubelfeier des Heidelberger Katechismus (449 pagesj, both published at PhiladelDliia. 1 8(53. The
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OPINIONS ON THE CATECHISM.

We close this chapter with a selection from the many warm com-

mendations which the Heidelberg Catechism has received from dis-

tinguished divines of different countries.

Henry Bullinger, tlie friend and successor of Zwingli, himself the

author of a catechism (1559) and of the Second Helvetic Confession

(1566), wrote to a friend

:

'The order of the book is clear; the matter true, good, and beautiful; the whole is lumi-

nous, fruitful, and godly ; it comprehends many and great truths in a small compass. I

believe that no better catechism has ever been issued.''

The Hessian divines quoted by David Parens

:

' There is no catechism more thorough, more perfect, and better adapted to the capacity

of adults as well as the young.

'

The English delegates to the Synod of Dort, George Carleton (Bishop

of Llandaff), John Davenant (afterwards Bishop of Salisbury), Arch-

deacon Samuel Ward, Dr. Thomas Goade, and Walter Balcanqual, said.*

'That neither their own nor the French Church had a catechism so suitable and excellent;

that those who had compiled it were therein remarkably endowed and assisted by the Spirit

of God ; that in several of their works they had excelled other theologians, but that in the

composition of this Catechism they had outdone themselves."*

The fa\orable judgment of the Synod of Dort itself has already

been quoted.

Dr. Ullmann (d. 1865), formerly Professor at Heidelberg, and one

of the best Church historians of the nineteenth century:'

'The Heidelberg Catechism, more systematically executed than Luther's, unfolds upon the

fundamental thoughts of sin, redemption, and thankfulness, the Reformed doctrine, yet with-

out touching upon predestination, with rare pithiness and clearness, and obtained through

these excellences not only speedy and most extended recognition in the Reformed Churches,

but is to-day still regarded by all parties as one of the most masterly productions in this de-

partment.'

German edition gives the correspondence and essays of Drs. Herzog, Ebrard, Ullmann, Hun-

deshagen, Lange, and Schotel, in the original German, together with a history of the Cate-

chism by the editor. The Anglo-American essays and addresses of Drs. Nevin, Schaff, Ger-

hart, Harbaugh, Wolff, Bomberger, Porter, De Witt, Kieffer, Theodor and Thomas Appel,

Schneck, Russell, Gans, and Bausmann, are found in full in the English edition.

' 'Arbitror meliorem Catechismum non edihan esse. Deo sit gloria qui largiatur successum'

(1.563). See Ursinus, Apol. Catech. in the Prxfatio.
'•' This judgment is quoted on the title-page of the later editions of Bishop Parry's transla-

tion, London ed. 1728 ; reprinted, London, ISol.

= In Piper's Evany. Ka/ender for ISC^, p. 191. Comp. also his art. in the Studien und

Kritiken for 1 8G.3, and in the Gedenkbuch, etc.

Vol. I.—N n
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Dr. Aug. Ebrakd, one of the ablest and most prolific German Re-

formed diviues :

'

'For wonderful union of dogmatic precision and genial heartiness,' of lucid perspicuity

and mysterious depth, tlie Heidelberg Catechism stands alone in its kind. It is at once a

system of theology and a book of devotion ; every child can understand it at the first read-

ing, and yet the cateciiist finds in it the richest material for profound investigation.'

Max Gobel, the author of an excellent history of Christian life in

the Reformed Church :

^

'The Heidelberg Catechism may be properly regarded as the flower and fruit of the entire

German and French Reformation ; it lias Lutheran fervor, Melanchthonian clearness, Zwin-

glian simplicity, and Calvinistic fire blended in one, and therefore—notwithstanding many de-

fects and angles— it has been (together witli tlie Altered Augsburg Confession of 1540), and
remains to this day, the only common confession and doctrinal standard of the entire German
Reformed Church from the Falatinate to the Netherlands, and to Brandenburg and Prussia.'

Karl Sudhoff, formerly a Roman Catholic priest, then pastor of

the German Reformed Church at Frankfort-on-the-Main :
*

'A peculiar power and unction pervades the whole work, which can not easily be mistakeii

by any one. The book, therefore, speaks with peculiar freshness and animation directly to

the soul, because it api)ears as a confident, joyous confession of the Christian heart assured

of salvation. It is addressed to the heart and will as much as to the head. Keen and pop-

ular unfolding of ideas is liere most beautifully united with the deep feeling of piety, as well

as with the earnest s])irit of revival and joyous believing confidence. And who that have
read this t'aiechism but once can mistake how indissolubly united with these great excellences

is the powerful, dignified, and yet so simple style ! What a true-hearted, intelligible, simple,

and yet lofty eloquence speaks to us even from the smallest questions
!'

Dr. K. B. HuNDEsiiAGEN, Professor of Theology at Heidelberg, after-

wards in Bonn (d. 1873), calls the Heidelberg Catechism a ' witness

of Reformed loyalty to the Word of God, of Reformed purity and

lirmness of faith, of Reformed moderation and sobriety,' and a work

'of eternal youth and never-ceasing value.'

^

Dr. Plfit, formerly Pastor in Heidelberg, then Professor of Theol-

ogy in Bonn :

^

'The Heidelberg Catechism still lives ; it has not died in three hundred years. It lives in

the hearts of Christians. How many catechisms have since then disappeared, how many in

the last thirty or forty years, and have been so long sunk in the "sea of oblivion," that one

scarcely knows their titles. The Heidelberg Catechism has survived its tercentenary jubi-

lee, and will, God willing, see several such jubilees. It will not die ; it will live as long as

there is an Evatigelical Church.'

* Das Do(]ina v. he'd. Ahendmahl, Vol. II. p. 004.

' Or, fullness of soul {gemutldlche Innigkeit).

^ Geschichte des christl. Lebens, Vol. I. p. 392.

* Theol. Handhurh zur Auslegung des Ileid. Knt. p. 493.

° ISee his instructive review of SudhoflF's Handhurh, in the Studien und Kritiken for 18G4,

pp. I.'j3-180. It is gratifying to me that this distinguished divine fully indorses, on p. 169, the

view which I had previously given of the theology of the Heidelberg Catechism and its rela-

tion to Calvinism in opposition to Sudhoff on the one hand and Heppe on the other.

' In the Studien und Kritiken for I8G3, p. 25.
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Dr. Henky Haebaugii, lato Professor of Theology at Mercersburg

(d. 1867), a gifted poet aud the author of several popular religious

works :

'

' It is worthy of profound consideration, that the Heidelberg Catechism, which has always
ruled tlie heart, sjiiiit, and body of the Keformed side of the Reformation, has no prototype
in any of the Reformers. Zwingli and Calvin can say. It is not of me; it has the suavity but

not tlie compromising spirit of Melanchthon. It has nothing of the dashing terror of Luther.
What is stranger than all, it is farthest possible removed from the mechanical scholasticism

and rigid logic of Ursinus, its principal author. Though it has the warm, practical, sacred,

poetical fervor of Olevianus, it has none of his fire and flame. It is greater than Reformeis
;

it is purer and sounder than theologians.

'

Dr. J.W. Nevin, successively Professor of Theology in the Presbyterian

Seminary at Alleghany, in the German Reformed Seminary at Mercers-

burg, and President of Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pa. :

^

' In every view, we may say, the Catechism of the Palatinate, now three hundred years old,

is a book entitled, in no common degree, to admiration and praise. It comes before us as the

ripe product of the j^roper confessional life of the Reformed Church, in the full bloom of its

historical development, as this was reached at the time when the work made its appearance.

Its wide-spiead and long-continued popularity proclaims its universal significance and worth.

It must have been admirably adapted to the wants of the Church at large, as well as admira-
bly true to the inmost sense of its general life, to come in this way into such vast credit.

Among mII Protestant symbols, whether of earlier or later date, there is no other in which we
find the like union of excellent qualities combined and wrought together in the same happy
manner. It is at once a creed, a catechism, and a confession ; and all this in such a manner,

at the same time, as to be often a very liturgy also, instinct with the full spirit of worship and
devotion. It is both simple and profound ; a fit manual of instruction for the young, and yet

a whole system of divinity for the old; a text-book, suited alike for the use of the pulpit and
the family, the theological seminary, and the common school. It is pervaded by a scientific

spirit, beyond what is common in formularies of this sort; but its science is always earnestly

and solemnly practical. In its whole constitution, as we have seen, it is more a great deal

than doctrine merely, or a form of sound words for the understanding. It is doctrine appre-

hended and represented continually in the form of life. It is for the heart every where full

as much as for the head. Among its characteristic perfections deserves to be noted always,

with particular praise, its catholic spirit, and the rich mystical element that pervades so large-

ly its whole composition. . . . Simple, beautiful, and clear in its logical construction, the sym-
bol moves throughout also in the element of fresh religious feeling. It is full of sensibility

and faith and joyous childlike trust. Its utterances rise at times to a sort of heavenly pathos,

and breathe forth almost lyrical strains of devotion.'

Dr. Hagenbach, the well-known historian (d. at Basle, 1874) :^

'The Heidelberg Catechism was greeted not only in the Palatinate but in all Reformed
churches as the correct expression of the Reformed faith, and attained the authority of a

genuine symbolical standard. It was translated into nearly all languages, and has continued

to be the basis of religious instruction to this day. . . . Its tone, notwithstanding the scholastic

and dogmatizing or (as Ullmann says) constructive tendency, is truly popular and childlike.'

Then he quotes several questions as models of the catechetical style.

Dr. Dalton, of St. Petersburg:^

'The Heidelberg Catechism exhibits the harmonious union of the Calvinistic and the

Melanchthonian spirit. It is the ripe fruit of the whole Reformation and the true heir oj.

' In the Mercersburg Revieiv for 1S.")7, p. 102.

* Tercentenary Edition, Introd. pp. 1:20-122.

' Kirchengeschichte. Leipz. 1S70 (8d edition). Vol. IV. p. 312.

* Imnianuel. Der Heidelb. Kat., etc., 1870, p. 15.
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the treasures gathered, not in ten years, but during that entire period. It is thoroughly Rib»

licMl.and represents its particular denominational type with great wisdom and moderation.

W'e feel from begiiming to end in the clear and expressive word the warm and sound pulse

of a heart that was bnptizeil by the fire and Sjiirit from above, and knows what it believes.'

It is gratifying that the Lutheran liostility of former days lias given

way to a sincere appreciation. Drs. Guericke and Kuktz, two prom-

inent champions of Lutheran orthodoxy in the nineteenth century,

in almost the same words praise the Heidelberg Catechism for ' its

signal wisdom in teaching, its Christian fervor, theological ability,

and mediating moderation." Dr. Julius Stahl, an eminent jurist

and the ablest apologist of modern Lutheranism within the Prussian

Union, derived the religious revival of the Lutheran Church in his

native Bavaria and his own conversion chiefly from the late venera-

ble Reformed pastor and professor, Dr. J. Chr. G. L. Ivrafft, in Er-

langen (died 1845). ' The man,' he said, before the General Synod

at Berlin, 1846, ' who built up the Church in my fatherland, the most

apostolic man I ever tnet in my life, Pastor Krafft, was a strict ad-

herent of the Reformed creed. Whether he carried the Heidelberg

Catechism in his pocket I know not, but this I know, that he caused

throughout the whole land a spring to bloom whose fruits will ripen

for eternity.' ^

§ 70. The Bkandenbukg Confessions.

{Confessiones MarchiccB.)

Literature.

Haktknoou: Preussische Kirchenhistorie. Fraukf. 1686.

ZoEN : Historia derer zwischen den Lutherischen und Reforniirten Thcolngis gehaltcncn Colloquiorum.

Hamburg, 1705.

D. H. IIering: Historische Sachricht von dem emten Anfang der evang.-reformirten Kirche in Brarw

denburij und /'reussen iinter don gott eligcn Chitrfi'irsten Johann Sigismtind, iwbst den drei Bekenntniss-

Schriften dieser Kirche. Halle, 1778. The game : Xeue Beitrdge zur Gcxcliichte der evamjcL-rcforyu. Kirche

in den Preuss. liraiulenburg. Li'indcrn. Berlin, 1787.

C. W. IIerinq : Geschichte der kirchlichcn Unionsversuche seit der Ite/ormatimi. Leipzig, 1836, 1837.

Beck : Symbol. Biicher der ev.-reform. Kirche, Vol. I. i)p. 472 sqq. ; Vol. II. pp. 110 sqq., 130 sqq.

Niemeyek: CoUectio, Proleg. pp. Ixxiv. sqq. and 642-6S'J.

Bockel: Die Bekenntniss-Schriften, etc., pp. 425 sqq.

M61.1.KE : Joh. SigismunxPs Uebertritt zum reform. Bekenntniss, in the Deutsche Zeitschrift. Berlin, 1858,

pp. 189 sqq.

Alex. Sciiweizek: Die Protext. Centraldognien, Vol. II. pp. C sqq., R25 sqq., 531 sqq.

Comp. Herzog's Eneyklop. articles : Leipzigcr Colloquium, Vol. VIII. p. 286 ; Joh. Sigismund, Vol. XIV.

p. 364 ; and Thor7i (by Ueuke), Vol. XVI. p. 101.

Brandenburg, the central province of Prussia, with Berlin as its

capital, ruled since 1415 by princes of the house of Ilohenzollern, at

' Guericke, Kirchengeschichte,Yol. III. p. 610 (7th edition), and his Symbolik, Kurtz,

Lehrhurh d>r Kirchengesrhichte, p. .'iOS (.">th edition).

* See art. Krufft, by Goebel, in Herzog's Encykl. Vol. VIII. p. 37.
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first embraced the Lutheran Reformation, but at the beginning of the

seventeenth century the Elector became Calvinistic, drawing with

him a few influential ministers and congregations. This Reformed

diaspora received an accession of about twenty thousand exiled Hu-

guenots under the liberal policy of the great Elector Frederick Will-

iam (1620-1688), the proper founder of the Prussian monarchy, who
secured the legal recognition of the Reformed Church in the Treaty

of Westphalia (1648).

There are three Reformed Confessions of Brandenburg—namely,

the Confession of the Elector Sigismund (1614), the Leipzig Colloquy

(1631), and the Declaration of Thorn (1645). They bear a moderate-

ly Calvinistic, we may say a Unionistic, type, and had a certain sym-

bolical authority in Brandenburg till the introduction of the union of

the Lutheran and Reformed Churches in 1817. The great Elector

mentions them together in 1664. The Canons of Dort were respect-

fully received but never adopted by the Brandenburg divines.

THE CONFESSION OF SIGISMUND. A.D. 1614.

See the original German text in the collections of Beck, Niemeyer, Bockel, and also in Heppe's Be-
kenntniss-Schri/ten der reform. Eirchen Deutschlands, pp. 284-294.

John Sigismund (or Siegmund), Elector of Brandenburg (b. 1572,

d. 1619) and ancestor of the royal line of Prussia, was brought up in

the rigorous orthodoxy of the Lutheran Formula of Concord, and in

his twenty-first year a solemn pledge was exacted from him by his

father that he would always adhere to this creed (1593). But re-

ligious compulsion had on him an effect directly contrary to that con-

templated (as is often the case with independent minds). His social re-

lations with Holland, Cleves, and the Palatinate gave him a favorable

impression of the doctrines and discipline of the Calvinistic Churches.

In 1608 he succeeded to the throne. At Christmas, 1613, he publicly

professed the Reformed faith by receiving the holy communion, ac-

cording to the Reformed rite, in the Dome of Berlin, together with

fifty-four others, including his brother John George, the Count of Nas-

sau, Ernst Casimir, and the English embassador.

This act was the result of conscientious conviction.^ It was meant

* Some writers, including Voltaire, trace the change to political motives

—

\iz., that Sigis-

mund wished to secure the friendship of Holland and England—but without proof. On the
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to be not so much a cliange of creed as a further pi-ogress in Protest-

antism, but it created a great sensation, and called forth violent pi-o-

tests from Lutheran princes and pulpits.^ An edict forbidding public

denunciations had little effect. A fanatical mob arose in rebellion

against the Reformed preachers, and [)lundered their houses (1615).

The great majority of the Elector's subjects and his own wife re-

mained Lutherans.^

Nevertheless, his transition was of great prospective importance,

for the house of Brandenburg was destined to become, by extraordi-

nary talents and achievements, one of the leading dynasties of Europe,

and to take the helm of the new Protestant German empire.

In May, 1614, Sigismund issued a personal confession of faith,

which is called after him and also after his country. It was drawn

up by himself, with the aid of Dr. Pelargus, General Superintendent

at Frankfort-on-the-Oder. It is brief, moderate, conciliatory, and in-

tended to be merely supplementary concerning the controverted arti-

cles. The Elector professes faith in the ' true, infallible, and saving

Word of God, as the only rule of the pious which is perfect, sufficient

for salvation, and abides forever.' Then he accepts, as agreeing with

the Bible, the cecumenical creeds (namely, the Apostles', the Nicene,

the Athanasian, also the doctrinal decisions of Ephesus, 431, and of

Chalcedon, 451), and the Augsburg Confession of 1530, with the later

improvements of Melanchthon.

In regard to the controverted articles, Sigismund rejects the Luther-

an doctrine of the ubiquity of Christ's body, and exorcism in baptism

as a superstitious ceremony, and the use of the wafer instead of the

breaking of bi'ead in the communion. He adopts the Reformed doc-

trine of the sacraments, and of an eternal and unconditional election

of grace, yet with the declaration that God sincerely wished the salva-

tion of all men, and was not the author of sin and damnation.

contrary, it was bad policy, and in its immediate effect rendered the Elector very unpopular

among his German fellow-sovereigns and his own people. '' Kein Wort^^ says Bockel, p. 4'J7,

''keine Hnndlung des Kurjursfen Johnnn Siyismund ver7-dth, dass ihn irgend eine unreine Ne~

benafisicht geleitet habe.' See also Moller and HoUenberg, 1. c,

' See Ilutter's Calvinista auUro-politirus.

' Dr. Tlioluck (Geist der hither. Theologen Wittenbergs, p. 118, referring to Hartknoch's

Prrvax. KircfifiJiistorie, p. .544) mentions the fact that Anna, the wife of Sigismund, in her

will and testament ordered her cliaplain in the funeral sermon to disown the Calvinistic (?^

heresy that Christ's blood and death are merely a jnans blood and death.
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In conclusion the Elector expresses his wish and prayer that God

may enlighten his faithful subjects with his truth, but disclaims all

intention to coerce their conscience, since faith was the free gift of

God (John vi. 29 ; 2 Thess. iii. 2 ; Phil. i. 29 ; Eph. iii. 8), and no one

should presume to exercise dominion over men's religion (2 Cor. i. 24).

He thus freely waived, in relation to his Lutheran subjects, the right

of reformation, which was claimed and exercised by other Protestant

princes, and established a basis for religious liberty and union.

This wise toleration was in advance of the age, and contrasts fa-

vorably with the opposite policy of the Elector Augustus of Saxony,

who forced the Formula of Concord upon his people, and answered

the Emperor Maximilian II., when he interceded for the release from

prison of Peucer (Melanchthon's son-in-law) :
' I want only such serv-

ants as believe and confess in religion neither more nor less than I

myself believe and confess.'^ These times of terrorism over men's

consciences are happily passed, and Sigismund's toleration has become

the settled policy of his successors to this day.

The conduct of Luther and Zwingli at Marburg gave tone and char-

acter to all subsequent union conferences of the two confessions they

represent. The Reformed, with a larger charity, were always willing

to commune with Lutherans notwithstanding minor doctrinal differ-

ences ; while the Lutherans, with a narrower conscience and a more

compact system of theology, refused the hand of fellowship to the Re-

formed, and abhorred as a syncretistic heresy all union that was not

based upon perfect agreement in dogma; yea, during the seventeenth

century they would rather make common cause with Romanists than

Calvinists, and went so far as to exclude the Calvinists from heaven.^

' The Emperor replied: 'Das wage ich von nieinen Dienern nicht zu fordern.'' The same

Elector Augustus said that 'if he had only one Calvinistic vein in his body, he wished the

devil (sic !) would pull it out.'

= Dr. Hulsemann of Wittenberg traced the charitable hope of Calixtus that he would meet

many Reformed in heaven to the inspiration of the devil {'spes dubio procul a diaholo inspi-

rata'). Calixtus asked. Who inspired this opinion of Hiilsemann ? Leyser wrote a book to

show that communion with Papists was preferable to communion with Calvinists. Another

book of that age professed to prove that 'the damned Calvinistic heretics have six hundred

and sixty-six theses in common with the Turks.' The French Reformed Synod of Charenton

in 1631 sanctioned the admission of Lutheran sponsors in baptism on the ground of essential

agreement of the Augsburg Confession with the Reformed doctrine. This resolution was

pronounced 'atheistic' by Lutherans as well as Romanists. The spirit of Lutheran bigotry

in that classical period of polemic confessionalism and exclusivism is well characterized and
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Fortunately Calixtns and his school, who had the Melanchthonian

spirit, formed an honorable exception, and the exception, after much

misrepresentation and pereecution, has become the rule in the Lutheran

Church.

THE COLLOQUY AT LEIPZIG. A.D. 1631.

See the German text of the Colloquium Lipsieme in Niemeyer, pp. 653-668, and in Bockel, pp. 443^66.

In the midst of the tierce polemics between the Churches and the

horrors of the Thirty-Years' Wai- grt)wing out of it, there arose from

time to time a desire for union and peace, which was strengthened by

the common danger. In 1629, Ferdinand II., a pupil of the Jesuits,

issued an edict aiming at the destruction of Protestantism, which might

have been accomplished had not Gustavus Adolphus soon afterwards

appeared on German soil. It was during this period that the classical

union sentence (often erroneously attributed to Augustine), 'In neces-

sary things unity, in doubtful things liberty, in all things charity,' was

first uttered as a prophetic voice in the wilderness by a Lutheran di-

vine of the school of Calixtus, and re-echoed in England by Richard

Baxter.^

Under the operation of this feeling and the threatening pressure

of Romanism, the Elector Christian William of Brandenburg, accom-

panied by his chaplain, John Bergids, and the Landgrave William

of Hesse, with the theological Professor Crocius and Chaplain The-

oPHiLrs Neuberger, met at Leipzig with the Elector George of Saxony

and the Lutheran divines Matthias Hoe of Hoenegg, Polycarp Leyser,

and Henry Hopfner, to confer in a private way about a friendly un-

derstanding between the two confessions, hoping to set a good exam-

ple to other divines of Germany. The conference lasted from March

3 to 23, 1631, and each session continued three hours.

illustrated by Dr. Tholuck, in his Geist der luther. Theologen Wittenbergs im 17ten Jahrh.

(1852), pp. 115, 169, 211, etc. Comp. also above, p. 346 ; Gieseler, Kirchenf/eschic/tte,Yo\. III.

Pt. II. (1853), p. 456 ; Ilase, Kirchengesch. 9th ed. p. 510.

' See Lucke's treatise, Ueher das Alter^ den Verfasser, etc., <les kirchlichen Friedensspruches,

etc., Gottingen, 1850. He traces it to Riipertus Meldenius, tlie obscure author oi Pamnests
votiva pro pace ecclesice ad theologos Augustnmn Confessionis (before 1635), directed against

the (piXoSoKia and <pi\oveiKia of the theologians, and commending humility and love of peace.

Ileie the sentence occurs, ^ Si nos servaremus in necessariis Unitatem, in non necessa-

itiis lyiiiERTATEM, IN UTRiSQtiB Caritatem, o/;^iwio certe loco essent res nostrce.' A copy

of the first edition of this book, though without date, is preserved in the City Library of Ham-
burg.
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The Augsburg Confession of 1530, with Melanchthon's subsequent

explanations, was made the basis of the proceedings, and was discussed

article by article. They agreed essentially on all the doctrines except

the omnipresence of Christ's human nature, the oral manducation of

his body in the eucharist by worthy and unworthy communicants.

The Keformed divines were willing, notwithstanding these differences,

to treat the Lutherans as brethren, and to make common cause with

them against the Papists. But the Lutherans were not prepared to

do more than to take this proposal into serious consideration.

The question of election was then also taken up, although it is not

expressly mentioned in the Augsburg Confession. They agreed that

only a portion of the race was actually saved. The Reformed traced

election to the absolute will of God, and reprobation to the unbelief

of men; the Lutherans (adhering to the happy inconsistency of the

Formula of Concord) brought in God's foreknowledge of the faith of

the elect, but they derived faith itself entirely from God's free elect-

ing grace. The difference was therefore very immaterial, and simply

a matter of logic.

In conclusion, the theologians declared that the conference was in-

tended not to compromise the Churches and sovereigns, but only to

find out whether and to what extent both parties agreed in the

Twenty-eight Articles of the Augsburg Confession, and whether

there was reason to hope for some nearer approach in the future,

whereby the true Church might be strengthened against the Papists.

In the mean time the proceedings of the conference were to be re-

garded as strictly private, and not to be published by either party with-

out the consent of the other. The theologians of the two Churches

were to show each other Christian love, praying that 'the God of

truth and peace grant that we may be one in him, as he is one with

the Son (John xvii. 21). Amen, Amen in the name of Jesus Christ,

Amen.'

The document is not signed by the princes who arranged the con-

ference, but only by the theologians— namely, Drs. von Hoenegg,

Leyser, Hdpfner (Lutherans), and Bergius, Crocius, Neuberger (Re-

formed).^

' The proceedings were published by Hoe of Hoenegg, and by Bergius, 1635. See literature

in Niemeyer, Proleg. p. Ixxix.
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The proceedings were characterized by great theological ability and

an excellent Christian temper, and showed a much closer harmony

than was expected. They excited considerable sympathy among the

Reformed at home and abroad. But the Lutheran members were

severely taken to task for favoring syncretism, and in vindicating

themselves they became more uncompromising against Calvinism than

before. The conference was in advance of the spirit of the age, and

left no permanent effect.

THE COLLOQUY OF THORN. A.D. 1645.

The official edition of the Acts: Acta Conventns Thorttniensis celehrati a. 1645, etc., Warsaw, 1646 (very

incorrect). The Acts, with the two Protestant Confessious (which were excluded from the official Acts),

iu Calovius, Historia Syncretistica (16SJ),1CS5, pp. 199-560. The Reformed Declaratio Thoruniensis, Latin,

in Niemeyer (pp. 669-6S9) ; German, iu Buckel (pp. 865-884).

The Colloquy of Thorn, in West Prussia {OoUoquium Thoruniense),

was likewise a well-meant but fruitless union conference in a time of

sectarian intolerance and the suicidal folly of the Thirty-Years' War.

In this case the movement proceeded from the Homan Catholic

king, Wladislaus IV., of Poland (1632-1648). In this country moder-

ate Lutherans, Calvinists, and Moravians had formed a conservative

union in the Consensus of Sendomir (1570), and a treaty of peace

secured equal civil rights to Protestants and Romanists {Pax Dissi-

dentium in 1573). But this peace M^as denounced by the Pope as a

league of Christ with Belial, and undermined by the Jesuits, who ob-

tained the control of the education of the Polish nobility, and are

to a large extent responsible for the ultimate dismemberment and

ruin of that unfortunate kingdom.

Wladislaus made a patriotic effort to heal the religious discords of

his subjects, and invited Romanists and Dissenters (Protestants) to a

charitable colloquy {colloquium caritativum, fraterna collatio) in the

city of Thorn, which was then under the protection of the King of

Poland (since 1454), and had embraced the Lutheran faith (1557). It

began April 18, 1645, in the town-hall. There were three parties.

The twenty-eight Roman deputies, including eight Jesuits, were deter-

mined to defeat the object of peace, and to prevent any concessions

to Protestants. The Reformed had twenty-four delegates, chief among

them the electoral chaplains John Bergius and Fr. Reichel, of Bran-

denburg, and the Moravian bishop Amos Comenius. The Lutheran
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deputation consisted of lifteeu, afterwards of twenty-eight members;

the most prominent were Calovius of Dantzic and Iliilsemann of Wit-

ienberg, the champions of the strictest orthodoxy, and George Calix-

tus of Helmstadt, the leader of a mild and comprehensive union theol-

ogy.' The sessions were private (^plehs i^eiiitus armnda'). The king's

chancellor, Pj-iuce George Ossolinski, presided.

The first business, called Hiquidatio^ was to be the preparation of

a correct statement of the doctrinal system of each party. The Ro-

man Catholic Confession, with a list of rejected misrepresentations, was

ready early in September, and read in the second public session, Sept.

16. It was received among the official acts. On the same day the

Reformed Confession was read, under the title Declaratio doctrince

ecclesiarum Reformatarum catholicm. But the Romanists objected to

the word ''catholic^ which they claimed as their monopoly, and to the

antithetical part as being offensive to them, and excluded the docu-

ment from the official acts. The Lutheran Confession was ready the

20th of September, but was even refused a public reading.^

The Protestants sent a deputation to the king, who received them

and their confessions with courtesy and kindness ; but the Romanists

demanded more alterations than the Protestants were willing to make,

and used every effort to prevent the official publication of heresies.

Unfortunately the dissensions among the Lutherans, and between

them and the Reformed, strengthened the Romish party. The Col-

loquy closed Nov. 21, ' inutua valedictione et in fraterna caritate^

but without accomplishing its end. Calixtus says :
' The Colloquy was

no colloquy at all, certainly no colloquium cwritativum, but irritor

tivuin^ It left the three confessions where they were before, and

added new fuel to the syncretistic controversy in Germany.^ Calo-

vius and Iliilsemann charged Calixtus with aiding the Calvinists in

their confession. The city of Thorn, which spent 50,000 guilders for

' It took Calixtus nearly three weeks to travel from Helmstadt to Thorn.
* The Latin text in Calovius's Hist, syncret. pp. 403-421 ; the German and Latin texts

were separately issued at Leipzig, 1(555, and at Dantzic, 1735. See also Scripta facientia ad

Colloquium Thoruniense ; accessit G. Calixti consideratio et iiri-Kpiatq, Helmstadt, 1645, and

Calixti Annotationes et animadversiones in Confessionem /2e/brma<07-M?«, Wolfenbiittel, 1655.

' Hence the distich on the Synod of Thorn

:

' Qtiid synodus? nodus: Patrwm chorus integer t ceger:

Conventust ventus: Gloria f stramen. Amen,''
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the c(^nfei'ence, suffered much from the Thirty-Years' War, also by a

plague, and became the scene of a dreadful massacre of Protestants,

Dec. 7, 1724, stirred up by the Jesuits in revenge for an attack on their

college.

The Declaration of Thorn ' is one of the most careful statements of

the Reformed Creed, and the only one among the three confessions of

this Colloquy which acquired a practical importance by its adoption

among the three Brandenburg Confessions. It is divided into a gen-

eral part {generalis professio) and a special declaration {specialis de-

claratld). The former acknowledges the canonical Scriptures of the

Old and New Testaments in the original Hebrew and Greek, as the

only perfect rule of faith, containing all that is necessary for our sal-

vation. It adopts, also, in a subordinate sense, as explanatory sum-

maries of Scripture doctrine, the oecumenical Creeds, and doctrinal de-

cisions of the ancient undivided Church in opposition to the trinitarian,

christological, and Pelagian heresies.^ Finally, as regards the contro-

versy with Home, it accepts the Altered Augsburg Confession and the

Consensus of Sendomir (1570) as correct statements of the Scripture

doctrines, differing in form, but agreeing in essence.

The 'Special Declaration' states the several articles of the Reformed

* The full title is ' Professio Doctrince Ecclesiarum Reformatarum in Regno Polonice, Magna
Ducatu Lithuania, annexisque Regjii Provinciis, in Conventu Thoruniensi, Anni 1645, ad liqui-

dationem Controversiarimi maturandam, exhibita d. 1 Septeinhris.' First published at Berlin,

1646, under the title * Scripta partis Reformatce in CoUoquio Thoruniensi,^ etc.

' In the expression of agreement with the ancient Church the Declaration of Thorn is more
explicit than any other Protestant confession, Lutheran or Calvinistic or Anglican. After

saying that the summary of Scripture doctrine is contained in the Apostles' Creed, the Ten
Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, and the Words of Institution of Baptism and the Lord's

Supper, the Declaration proceeds

:

^ Si quid vern^ in hisce Doctrince Christiana, capitibus, dubitationis aut controversice de genu-
ino eortiin sensu exoriatur, projitemur porro, nos amplecti ceu interpretationem Scripturarum
certain et indubitatam, Syynboluvi Niccenum et Constantinopolitanum, iisdem plane verbis, qui-

bus in Synodi Tridentime Sessione tertia, tanquam Princi/nurn il/nd, in quo omnes, qui Jidem
C/iristi projitentur, necessario conveniunt, et Fundamentuvi firmum et unicum, contra quod
port(K inferoruni nunquam prcevalebunt, proponitur.

" Cui etiam consonare Symbolum, quod dicitur Athanasianum, agnoscimus : nee non Ephe-
sin<E prima, et Chalredonensis Synodi Confessiones : quinetiam, qua', Quinta et Sexta Synodi,
JVestoriunorum et Eutyrhianorum reliquiis opposuere : qiurque adversus Pelagianos o/iiii

Milevitana Synodus et Arausirana secunda ex Scrij>turis docuere. Quinimo, quirqiiid primi-
tiva Ecclesia ab ipsis usque Apostolorum teinjwribus, unanimi deincpj>s et notorio consensu, tan-

quam Articulum fidei necessarium, credidit, docuit, idem nos quoque ex Scripturis credere et

docere projitemur.

'' Hac igitur Fidei nostras professione, tanquam Christinni i-ere Catholici, ab omnibus vete-

ribus et rerentihus Hoiresibits, quns prisca universalis Ecclesia unanimi consensu ex Scripturii

rejecit atque damnavit, nos nostrasque Ecclesias segreganms.'
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system, botli in its agreement with, and in its departure from, the creeds

of Romanists and Lutherans.

The document is signed by a number of noblemen and clergymen

from Poland, Lithuania, and Brandenburg.

§ 7L MiNOK German Reformed Confessions.

Heineich Heppe: Die Bekenntniss-Schriften der reformirten Kirehen Deutschlands. Elberfeld, 1860.

(Contains nine confessions of secondary importance, most of which are not found in other collections.)

The remaining Confessions of the Reformed Churches in Germany

have only a local importance, and may be briefly disposed of.

1. The Confession of Elector Frederick III. of the Palatinate,

1577.—It was his last will and testament, and was published after his

death by his son, John Casimir. It may be regarded as an explanatory

appendix to the Heidelberg Catechism. It is a clear and strong testi-

mony of his catholic and evangelical faith, and contains some whole-

some warnings against the unchristian intolerance of the princes and

theologians of his age.'

2. The Confession of Anhalt, or Repetitio Anhaltina (i. e., a Repe-

tition of the Augsburg Confession), 1581.^—It was prepared chiefly by

Wolfgang Amling, Superintendent of Anhalt, and laid before a con-

ference with Hessian divines held at Cassel, March, 1579.

The duchy of Anhalt, on the banks of the Elbe and Saale (formerly

divided into four duchies, called after the principal towns, Anhalt-

Dessau, Anhalt -Zerbst, Anhalt -Bernburg, Anhalt -Cothen, in 1853

united into two, 1863 into one) embraced the Lutheran reformation

in 1534, but during the controversies which led to the Formula Con-

eordise it adhered to Melanchthon, and finally passed over to the

Reformed faith in 1596. Prince John George married a daughter

of Prince Casimir of the Palatinate, and introduced the Heidelberg

Catechism and a simpler form of worship. At a later period (1644)

Lutheranism was partly re-established, but Dessau, Bernburg, and Co-

then remained Reformed.

The 'Anhalt Repetition' can scarcely be numbered among the Re-

' The German text is given by Heppe, pp. 1 -1 8 ; a Latin translation in the Corpus et Syn-

tagma Confessionum, with a Preface by John Casimir.

^ The German text in Heppe, pp. 10-67, the Latin in Niomeyer, pp. 612-641. Bockel ex-

cludes it from his collection because it is not strictly Keformed,
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formed Confessions. It belongs to the Melanchthonian transition pe-

riod, and represents simplj a milder type of Lutheranism in opposi-

tion to the Flacian party. It recognizes, along with the Altered Angs-

burg Confession and the Corpus Doctrhu^ of Melanchthon, the Smal-

cald Articles and Luther's Catechisms, and professes even the man-

ducatio oralis and the manducatio indignorum} This is clearly in-

compatible with the Reformed system of doctrine.

3. The Confession of Nassau, 1578, prepared, at the request of

Count John of Nassau-Dillenburg, by the Rev. Christopher Pezel, who

had been expelled from Saxony for Crypto-Calvinism. It was adopted

by a general synod of that country, and first printed in 1593. It is

Melanchthonian in the sense of the Altered Augsburg Confession and

the Confession of Saxony, and rejects the doctrine of ubiquity as an

unscriptural innovation and fiction.^

4. The Bremen Confession {Consensus Ministerii jBreme?isis),\>re-

pared, 1598, by the same Pezel, who in the mean time had removed to

Bremen, and signed by the pastors of that city. It is more decidedl}'

Reformed, and adopts the Calvinistic view of predestination. Among,

the books herein approved and recommended to the study of the pas-

tors are also the Geneva Harmonia Confessionum, the Heidelberg

Catechism, the Decades of Bullinger, and the Institutes of Calvin, as

well as the works of Melanchthon,^

5. The Hessian Confession, adopted by a General Synod at Cassel,

A.D. 1607, and published 1608.* It treats only of five articles : the Ten

Commandments, the abolition of popish picture idolatry, the Person of

Christ (against ubiquity), the eternal election, and the Lord's Supper

(against the mandiccatio indigno7'uni). The Heidelberg Catechism

and a modification of Luther's Small Catechism wei-e both used in

Electoral Ilesse.^

' Ebrard {Kirchen- und Dogmengeschichtc, Vol. III. p. nl't) is certainly wrong when he says

that the Repetitio Anhaltina proves that the Anhalt clergy ^ srhon damals (janz und gar re-

formirt iiber die Person Christi und das h. Aijeni):\iahl duchte.'' It expressly asserts in

Art. vii. that even ' indigne viscentes non qiddem nudum aut comimmem panein ca/icemque vian-

ducant et bibunt, sed ipsum corptis et sanguinevi Domini in Sun-iunenfo Cwtkc mandur.antes et

bibentes . , . reijiunt corporis et sanguinis Domini.' See Niemeyer, p. 628, and Heppe, p. 46.

" Heppe, pp. 68-146.

= Ibid. pp. 147-24.3,

* Ibid, pp, 244-249.

* Comp. Heppe, Geschicfite der Hessischen Generalsynoden von 1568-1582, Kassel, 1847,
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6. The Confession of the Heidelberg Theologians, of 1607, is an

exposition of what the Reformed Churches of Germany believe, and

what they reject.*

7. The Catechism of Emden, 1554, prepared, after the model of

Calvin's Catechism, by John a Lasko, or Laski (1499-1560), a con-

verted nobleman and reformer of Poland. It was used in the Re-

formed Church of East Friesland, where he labored several years. It

was afterwards superseded by the Heidelberg Catechism, which is

partly based upon it.^

IV. THE CONFESSIONS OF BOHEMIA, POLAND, AND
HUNGARY.

§ 72. The Bohemian Bketheen and the Waldenses.

Literature.

Feanz Palaoky (Historiographer of the Kingdom of Bohemia) : Geschichte von Bohmen grosstentheilt

nach Urkunden unci Handschriften. Prag. (1836 sqq.), 3d ed. 1864 sqq. 5 vols, (the 5th vol. comes down to

1526). The same : Documenta Mag. Joannis Hrts, vitavi, doctrinam, causam in ConstaiitieiMi Concilia actam
. . . illustrantia. Prag. 1869 (mostly from unpublished sources). The same: Die Vorldvfer des Hussi-

tenthunis in B'<hmen. Prag. 1869 (new ed.). The same : Urkundliche Beitrdge zur Geschichte des Hussiten-

kriegen. 1873, 2 vols. Palacky was a descendant of the Bohemian Brethren, and is the beet authority

on Bohemian history. He died May 27, 1876.

Jos. Ai.EX. VON Helfert: Uiui und Hieronymus. Prag. 1853.

Anton Ginhely : Biihmen und Mdhren im Zeitalter der Reformation. Prag. 1857, 1858, 2 vols, (contain-

ing the History of the Bohemian Brethren from 1450-1609). The same : Quellen zur Geschichte der Bi'ihm.

BrOder, in Pontes Rerum Aufitriacartim, Vol. XIX. Wieu, 1859. Gindely is a Roman Catholic, but kindly

disposed to the Bohemian Brethren, and thoroughly at home in their literature.

Chr. ad. Pesohkok : Geschichte der Geffenreformation in Bohnien. Leipzig, 1850, 2d ed. 2 vols.

E. H. Gillett (d. 1875, in New York) : Life aiid Times of John Huss; or, The Bohemian Reformation

of the \Uh Centurij. Boston, 1864, '2d ed. 2 vols., 3d ed. 1871.

W. Berger : Joh. Bus und Kaiser Sigm,und. Augsb. 1871.

L. Kkummel : Utraquisten und Taboriten. Gotha, 1871.

Fr. VON Bezot.d: Konig Sigmumi und die Reichskriege gegen die Husiten. 1872. By the same: Zur
Geschichte des Husitenthunis. Miinchen, 1874.

Jaeoblav Goll : Quellen und Vntersuchungen zur Geschichte der Bobmischen Bruder. Prag, 1878 (I.).

HUS^ AND THE HUSSITES.

The reformation in the Kingdom of Bohemia (now a political di-

2 vols. The vexed question whether Hessia is Lutheran or Calvinistic has called forth a
large controversial literature, in which the numerous works of this indefatigable investigator

of the early history of German Protestantism are very prominent.
' Heppe, pp. 250 sqq.

' Ibid. pp. 294-310. Comp. Bartels, Johannes a Lasco, in the ninth volume of the valuable

series of Vdter und B^rilnder der reformirten Kirche (1861), pp. 53 sq.

' Hus (i. G.., Goose) and Hussites (from the Bohemian genitive Husses) is the correct spelling,

followed by Palacky and Gindely, instead of Huss and Husites.
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vision of the Austro-Hungarian Empire), began with John Hus and

Jerome of Prague, wlio were influenced by tlie doctrines of Wycliffe,

and who carried with them the greater part of the population, the

Slavic Czechs. They were condemned by the oecumenical Council of

Constance as heretics, and burned at the stake, the former July 6, 1415,

the latter May 30, 14:16. But their martyrdom provoked the Husite

wars which would have resulted in the triumph of the Husites, had

not internal divisions broken their strength.

The followers of Hus were, from 1420, divided into two parties, the

conservative Calixtines, so called from their zeal for the chalice (calix)

of the laity, or Utraquists {co7mnunio sub utraque specie)^ and the

radical Taborites, so named from a steep mountain which their blind

but brave and victorious leader, Ziska (d. 1424), fortified and called

Mount Tabor. The Calixtines accepted the compromise of commun-

ion in both kinds, which the Council of Basle offered to them (1433),

and mostly returned to the Roman Church. The Taborites rejected

all compromise with the hated papal Antichrist, and demanded a

thorough reformation, but they were defeated by the allied Romanists

and Calixtines near Prague, 1434, and subdued by George Podiebrad,

1453.

the BOHEMIAN BRETHREN.

From this time the Taborites disappeared as a party, but from their

remnants arose, about 1457, a new and a more important sect, the

Unitas Fratrcm (Jednota hratrsJici)^ as they called themselves, or the

Bohemian Brethren.^ They adhered to the rigid discipline of the Ta-

borites, but were free from their fanaticism and violence. They en-

deavored to reproduce, in peaceful retirement from the world, the

simplicity and spirituality of the Apostolic Church as they understood

it. Tliey held to the Bohemian version of the Bible revised by IIus*

as their only standard of faith and conduct. They rejected worldly

amusements, oaths, military service, and capital punishment ; they op-

' This name applies also to the members who emigrated to Moravia, Saxony, and Poland
;

but the name Moravian Brethren does not occur until the 18th century, when Zinzendorf

incorporated into his own society (the Moravians, properly so called) the last survivors of the

Bohemian brotherhood, who had come from Moravia to Saxony. See Gindely, Vol. I. p. 3G.

They were also called Waldenses. and in derision Pirards {]irol)nbly the same as Beghards)

and (Irnhenlieimcr, Pit-dwellers (because they held divine ser\'ice in pits and caves).

^ Annihcv Boliemian version or revision of the New Testament was made from tlie Greek by

Blahoslav. a member of the Unitas Fratrum and the author of a iJoheinian grammar (d. 1571).
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posed the secular power of the clergy, and denounced the Pope of

Rome as Antichrist. At tirst they received the sacraments from Ca-

lixtine and Romish priests who joined them.

In 1467 they effected an independent organization at a synodical

meeting held in the village of Lhota, wliich was attended by about fifty

members, priests and laymen, scholars and peasants, under the lead

of Michael, formerly a Catholic priest. After praying and fasting,

they elected by lot (Acts i. 26) three priests out of their number, and

laid hands on them. Then they were all solemnly rebaptized. But not

satisfied with this independent reconstruction of the Church, they

sought regular ordination from a Waldensian bishop, Stephen of Aus-

tria, who was reported to have been ordained by a Roman bishop in

1434, and who atterwards suffered martyrdom in Vienna. Stephen or-

dained Michael ; Michael ordained Matthias of Kunwald, and then, lay-

ing down his dignity, asked to be ordained afresh by Matthias, who was

the first of the three elected by lot, and significantly bore the name of

the supplementary apostle. This shows the vacillation of the Brethren

between Presbyterianism and Episcopacy, as well as between radical

independency and historical conservatism.^ But they retained, or

meant to retain, an unbroken succession of the episcopate, and trans-

mitted it afterwards to the Moravian Church.^

The Brethren were cruelly persecuted ; many were tortured and

burned ; others fied to neighboring Mora\ia, where for a short season

they were unmolested. In the beginning of the sixteenth century

they numbered in Bohemia about 200,000 members with 400 par-

* Gindely reports this from the scanty and conflicting sources, and adds the remark (Vol.

I. p. 37) :
' Es zeigt das Schwanken des Gemiiths und den Zweifel an die Berechtigung der

gethanen Schritte, dnss die Brilder in ihren Schriften gJeich nach der Wahl jede Differenz

zwischen priesterlicher und bischqflicher Wurde verwarfen, mit dngstlicher Gewissenhaftigkeit

aber bei sich die letztere einftihrten.'

^ The last bishop of the old Unitas Fratrum was John Amos Comenius (or Komensky, a

Czech, born in MoraA-ia, 1592, died at Amsterdam, 1671), who acquired great celebrity by his

new method of instruction by pictures and illustrations, and by his Janua Linguaritm reser-

rata and his Orbis pictus. His nephew, D. E. Jablonsky, was elected and ordained bishop

by a Synod of Bohemian Bretliren in Poland, 1698, and he ordained David Nitschmann, the

first bishop of the Moravians, 1735. See E. von Schweinitz, The Moravian Episcopate

(Bethlehem, Pa., 1865 ; comp. his art. Moravian Church, in Johnson's Univ. Cyclop. Yo\.

III.), and Benham, Origin and Episcopate of the Bohemian Brethren (Lond. 1867). The

Moravian episcopate depends on the Bohemian, and the Bohemian on the Waldensian episco-

pate, which in the thirteenth century did not claim to rest on apostolic succession. Comp.

the quotations in Gieseler, Kirchengesh. Vol. II. Pt. II. pp. 640, 641.

Vol. I.—O o
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islies. They had tliree printing establishments in 1519, while the "Ro

nianists had only one, and the Utraquists two. They made valuable con-

tributions to evangelical hymnology. Their most fruitful author was

Lucas of Prague (d. 1528), who did more for the organi/.ation of the

society than its founder Gregor, and wrote over eighty books.'

THE WALDENSES.

Literature.

I. The Waldensian MSS., mostly in the libraries of Geneva, Cambridge, Dublin, and Strasburg. The
older prints are not reliable. See a description of these MSS. in Herzog, Die romanischen Waldenser,

pp. 46 sqq. The Morlaud MSS. of Cambridge were brought to light again by Henry Bradshaw, 1S62.

II. The accounts of medigeval Catholic writers : Beunard Ahuas Fontis Calidi (Foute Claude, d. 1193)

;

Alands dk Insulis (d. 1202) : Stephanus de Boehonk (Etienne de Bourbon, d. 1225) ; Yvonet (1275);

Rainekius (1250) ; Psecdo-Raineeics; Moneta of Cremona; Gualtke Mapj;s, of Oxford.

Roman Catholic historians are apt to confound the Waldenses with the heretical Albigenses and Ca-

thari, and include them in the same condemnation ; while some of the older Protestant historians re-

verse the process to clear the Albigenses of the charge of Manicheism.

ni. Historical works, mostly in the interest of the Waldenses

:

J. P. Peerin : Histoire des Vmidois. Geneva, 1619. English translation with additions by R. iJairu

and S. Miller. Philadelphia, 1847.

PiEKEE GiLLEB : Histoire eccUsiastique des iglises refc/rmees^-autrefois appelWs egliscs Vaudoises. Ge-

neva, 1055.

Jean Legee (pastor and moderator of the Waldensian churches, afterwards of a Walloon church at

Leyden) : Histoire gemrale des egliscs emngeliqiies des valUes de Pievwnt ou V^audoises. Leydeu, 1609,

2 vols. fol. A German translation by Von Schweinitz. Breslau, 1750.

S. MoELANu: Hiatunj of the Kvangelical Churches of the Valle, s of Piedmont. Loudon, 1058. Morland

was sent by Cromwell to Piedmont; he brought back a number of Waldensian MSS., and deposited

them in Cambridge.
Jacquib Buez (Waldensian): Histoire des Vmulois. Paris, Lausanne, and Utrecht, 1796.

S. R. Maitlam) : Tracts and Donunents illustrative of tlie History of the Doctrines and Rites of the An
cient Albigenses and Waldenses, London, 1832.

Ant. Monastiee : Histoire de Veglise Vaudoise. Paris and Toulouse, 1847, 2 vols.

Alexis MusTON (Waldensian) : Histoire des Vaudois. Paris, 1834. The same: VIsrael des Alpes, pre-

miere histoire complete des Vaiidoi<i. Pari.s, 1851, 4 vols.

CHE.U. Hahn: Gemhichte der Waldenser. Stuttgart, 1847. (The second volume of his learned Gf'.sc/iicAte

der Ketzer im Mittelalter.) Contains many valuable documents.

A. W. Dibckuoff: Die Waldenser iin Mittelalter. Gottingeu, 1851. Marks an epoch in the critical sift-

ing of the documents, but is too negative, and unjust to the Waldenses.

Heezoq: Die romanischen Waldenser. Halle, 1853. Also his valuable art. Waldenser in his Real-Ency-

klop.'Vol. XVII. pp. 502 sqq. Based upon a careful examination of the Waldensian MSS.
C. A. G. VON Zezsouwitz: Die Katechismen der Waldenser und B<>hmischen Bruder als Documente ihres

viechselseitigen Lehranstausches. Kritische Textausgabe, etc. Erlangen, 1S63. Compare his System, der

ehristl. kirchl. Katechetik, Leipz. 1863, Vol. I. pp. 548 sqq.

Palaoky : Verhdltniss der Waldenser zu den bohmischen Secten. Prag, 1869. (38 pp.)

Edmund de Sohwetnitz : The Catechism of the Bohemian Brethren. Translated from, the Old German.

Bethlehem, Pa., 1869.

G. Lechlee: Johann von Wiclif und die Vorgeschichte der Reformation. Leipz. 1873, Vol. I. pp. 46-63.

F. Waoenmann : Waldenser, in Schmidt's Encyklop. des gesammten Erziehungs- und Unterrichtsivesens,

Vol. X. (1875), pp. 259-274.

Soon after their organization the Brethren came into friendly con-

tact with the older and like-minded Waldenses (Yaudois), so called

from their founder, Peter Waldo, or Waldus, a lay evangelist of Lyons

(about 1170), who gave his rich possessions to the poor. They called

' Gindely. Vol. I. p. 200, ani Von Zezschwitz, Lukas von Prarj, in Herzng's EnriikJop.,

Supplem. Vol. XX. p|. '1?^ s.jf;., :^i. Oindc'v. however, places no high estimate on the writ.

Ulgs of Lucas, and chaiges him »?ith f^rcat ul)Sfurity. They are mostly e.xtynt in manuscript.
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themselves originally the Poor ofLyons, who by voluntary poverty and

celibacy aimed at evangelical perfection.' The early confessional and

catechetical books of the two sects are closely connected. The Breth-

ren derived, as already noted, their episcopate from tlie Waldenses,

and in 1497 they sent two delegates, Lucas of Prague and Thomas

of Landskron (Germanus), to France and Italy, who reported that the

Waldenses in those countries were far advanced in the knowledofe of

Scripture truth, while elsewhere they found nothing but false doctrine,

superstition, loose discipline, and corrupt morals.^ On the other hand,

many of the exiled Waldenses, who spread in every dii-ection,^ emi-

grated to Bohemia, attracted by the religious commotions of that

country, and coalesced with the Brethren into one community.

The Bohemian Brethren and the Waldenses made a near approach to

evangelical Protestantism, and are the only mediaeval sects which have

maintained their existence to this day. But we must distinguish be-

tween their position before and their position after the Reformation,

which marks an important epoch in their creed. Much confusion (as

Gieseler observes) has been introduced into their history both by friend

and foe.

The Waldenses formed at first no separate church, but an ecclesiola

in ecdesia, a pious lay community of Bible-readers. They were well-

versed in Scripture, and maintained its supremacy over the traditions

of men ; they preached the gospel to the poor, allowing women also to

preach ; and gradually rejected the papal hierarchy, purgatory, prayers

for the dead, the worship of saints and relics, the mass, transubstantia-

tion, the oath, and capital punishment. Being excommunicated by

Lucius III. (1184) and other popes as schismatics and heretics, they

seceded and became a persecuted church. They had a clergy of their

own with bishops, priests, and deacons. The origin and succession of

' The Dominican Stephen of Borbone says :
' Incepit h(ec secta circa annum ah incarna-

tione Domini 1170 . . . Waldenses dicti sunt a privio huius haresis auctore. qui nojninatus

fuit Wa/densis, Dicuntiir etiam Pauperes de Lugduno quia ibi inceperunt in professione

paupertatis.' They were also called Leoni.ifcp, from Leona, Lyons ; Sahatati, from their

wooden sandals (sabot) ; and Humiliaii, from their humility.

' Joachim Camerarius, in his Historica narratio de Fratrum orthod. ecclesiis in Bohemia

(ed. by his grandson, Heidelb. 160o), gives a full account of two deputations of the Brethren

to the Waldenses, one in 1467, and the other in 1497. See Herzog, pp. 290 sqq. , and Gin-

dely. Vol. I. pp. 88 sq.

^ Pseudo-Rainerius : ^fere nulla est terra, in qtia hcec secta nan sit/
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their orders are involved in obscurity. They survived the fierce perse-

cutions in France and the valleys of Piedmont, and extended their in-

fluence through emigrants to other countries, kindling a zeal for the

study of the Scriptures in the vernacular, and strengthening the op-

position to the papal Church. When they heard the glad tidings of

the Reformation, they sent a deputation—Morel and Masson—to (Eco-

lampadius, Bucer, and other reformers, in 1530, and derived from them

clearer views of the distinction between canonical and apocryphal

books, justification by faith, election and free-will, the mai-riage of

the clergy, and the nature and number of sacraments. At a synod

in the valley of Angrogne, Sept. 12-18, 1532, which was attended also

by Farel and two other Reformed preachers of French Switzerland,

the Reformation was adopted by a large majority, and subsequently

carried out. Since that time the Waldenses became and remained a

regular branch of the Reformed Church.'

In the course of time the consciousness of this change was obscured,

and in their polemic zeal against Romanism they traced the Reformed

doctrines to their fathers, who certainly prepared the way for them.

Their manuscripts were interpolated and assigned to a much earlier

date.^ Some of their historians even constructed an imaginary Wal-

densian succession of pure evangelical catholicity up to the apostolic

age, in opposition to the papal succession of an apostate pseudo-catho-

licity, which they dated from the fictitious donation of Constantine

to Pope Sylvester and the consequent secularization of the Church.

This is the Protestant counterpart of the Romish caricatures of the

Reformation, and deserves equal condemnation in the name of com-

mon honesty and historical truth.

A critical examination and comparison of the Waldensian manu-

scripts and the reports of the conferences with the Reformers have

exposed these literary frauds, and produced at first a reaction against

the Waldenses and in favor of the Bohemian Brethren, from whom
some of their books were supposed to be derived. But on still further

examination it appears that there was a mutual exchange of views and

writings between the two, and that the assertions of some later Bo-

' Herzog, pp. 378 sqq.

* Leger dates, without any proof, the Nobla Leyczon and the Waldensian Catechism from
the year 1100; the Confession of i'ailli, the tracts ou I'urgatory and the Invocation of

Saints, from 1120 ; the book on Antichrist from 112G.
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hemiau Brethren concerning their independence are as little to be

trusted and as clearly unfounded as the claims of the Waldenses.

Their oldest writings, from the twelfth to the fourteenth century, were

popular translations of the Scriptures and extracts from the fathers,

followed by more extended works, such as La Nohla Leyczon"' (i.e.,

lectio^ a didactic poem on Bible history and an exhortation to repent-

ance), the Cantica, an allegorical exposition, or application rather, of

the Song of Songs, and several poems and ascetic tracts. The sec-

ond class embraces the writings of the fifteenth century (on Purga-

tory, the Invocation of Saints, and the Sacraments), which are more

or less dependent on the Confessio Taboritaruin (1433), and other

Hussite documents.^ The third class was not composed or put into its

present shape till after tlie adoption of the Reformation in 1532. Their

chief confession is based upon the Galilean (1559), and was issued dur-

ing the fearful massacre of 1655.^

The indebtedness o-i \ne \Valdenses to the Reformation for a purer

creed does not deprive them of a claim to the deep sympathy of all

Protestant Christians, which in the period of their fiercest persecu-

tion in Piedmont (1655) provoked the threat of Cromwell to make

the thunder of English cannon resound in the castle of St. Angelo,

and inspired the sublime sonnet of Milton

—

' Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered saints, whose bonQS

Lie scattered on the Alpine mountains cold;

Even them who kept thy truth so pure of old.

When all our fathers worshiped stocks and stones.

Forget not : in thy book record their groans,

Who were thy sheep, and in their ancient fold

Slain by the bloody Piedmontese, that rolled

Mother with infant down the rocks. Their moans

The vales redoubled to the hills, and they

To heaven. Their martyred blood and ashes sow

O'er all the Italian fields, where still doth sway

The triple tyrant ; that from these may grow

A hundredfold, who having learnt thy way

Early may fly the Babylonian woe.'

• Given in the original by Herzog, pp. 444-457, from the Geneva MS., with the variations

of the DubUn text. Herzog assigns it to the year 1400. Ebrard, Ueher das Alter der

Nobla Leyczon, in the Zeitschrift fur histor. Theologie, 1864, and in his Kirchengesch. Vol.

II. p. 193, traces it to the beginning of the thirteenth century, and defends the date of the

Geneva MS., that the work was written fully eleven hundred years after St. John wrote, 'It

is the last time' (1 John ii. 18), i. e., about 1200.

* See the comparison in Dieckhoff, pp. 377 sqq, ' See Vol. III. pp. 757 sqq.
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The last lines sound like a prophecy ; for since the day of liberty

dawned on Italy (in 184S), that venerable martyr church has, from its

mountain retreats in Piedmont, with youthful vigor established mis-

sions in nearly all the cities of the peninsula.

THE AVALDENSIAN CATECHISM (U89) AND THE BOHEMIAN CATECHISM (1.321).

The doctrinal affinity of the Waldenses and the Bohemian Brethren

appears especially in their Catechisms, which are the most important

of all their writings before the Reformation, and which prove their

zeal for Christian education on tlie basis of the Scriptures. They bear

such a striking resemblance to each other that the one nnist be in part

a copy from the other. The Waldensian Catechism has a better claim

to originality, and, although not nearly as old as was formerly sup-

posed,^ must have been written before 1500 ; while the Bohemian, in

the form in which it was presented to Luthei', fii'st appeared in print

in 1521 or 1522, and was probably the work of Lucas of Prague

(d. 1528), who had visited the Waldenses in Italy and France (1489).

But both rest probably ou older sources. Palacky brought to light

(1869) a similar Catechism, which he derives from IIus before 1414.^

The Waldensian Catechism, called ' The Smaller Questions,' ^ in-

tended for children, is a remarkable production for an age of prevail-

ing popular superstition and ignorance. It consists of fifty-seven ques-

' Leger, Monastier, and Hahn trace it to the beginning ot the twelfth century.

= Dieckhoff (pp. 98 115), from an imperfect knowledge of the Waldensian Catechism (as

given by Ferrin and Leger), maintained the priority of the Bohemian Catechism, and charged

the Waldenses with gross plagiarism. Dr. Herzog (pp. 'S2^ sq.) inclined to the same opinion,

but with some qualification, and first edited the original text of tlie Waldensian Catechism

from the Dublin MSS. in the Romance language (pp. 438-444). Since then Prof. Von Zez-

schwitz, of Krlangen, has published (18G3) both Catechisms in their authentic form, with an

elaborate argument for the priority of the Waldensian from internal evidence and from its

affinity with other undoubted Waldensian documents. Ebrard (Vol. II. p. 4'.»1) assents to

this view, and says: 'The Waldensian Catechism is thoroughly and ciiaracteiistically Wal-

densian.' But Palacky traces both to a Boliemian Catechism (of about 4 pages) whicli he

found in the imperial library of Vienna, and published, with a Latin version, in liis Documenta

relating to Hus (pp. 703, 708). The authorship of Hus, however, is a mere conjecture ('cuius

autor Hus esse videtur^). The resemblance extends oidy to a few questions, and does not

settle the point of priority ; for Palacky himself admits that the Waldenses were in Pragus

as early as 1408, and known to Hus. 'The Hussites,' he says {Das Verlidltniss der Wa Idenser,

etc., p. 20), were both disciples and teachers of the Waldenses, but more the latter than the

former.

'

'•' Las interrogacions menors. The more extensive work on Antichrist was likewise arranged

in questions and answers.
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tioii? by the toucher {lo harha, i. e., u?ic/e), and as many answers by the

pupil {reii/ant). It embodies the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer,

and the Ten Commandments, and is divided into three divisions

—

Faith (Ques. 6), noi)e (Ques. 32), and Love (Ques. 47). This division

was suggested by St. Paul (1 Cor. xiii. 13) and Augustine {Enchi-

ridion), and is followed also in the Greek Catechism of Mogila and the

Russian Catechism of Philaret. Under the head of Faith we have a

practical exposition of the Apostles' Creed and the Ten Command-
ments, showing their subjective bearing on a living faith. In the

Second Part (Ques. 32), Love is defined to be a gift of the Holy

Spirit and an intimate union of the human will with the divine will.

In the Third Part (Ques. 48), Hope is defined to be a certain expecta-

tion of grace and future glory. The Catechism is directed against the

idolatry and superstition of the anti-Christian Church, but the oppo-

sition is indirect and moderate. The characteristic Waldensian feat-

ures are the distinction between a living and a dead faith (Ques. 8)

;

the six evangelical commandments (Ques. 21) ; the seven gifts of the

Holy Spirit (Ques. 23) ; the distinction between the true or essential

(invisible) Church {la gleisa de la jyart de la suhstancia), which con-

sists of all the elect of God in Christ, known only to him, and the out-

ward or institutional (visible) church {de la part de li menister'i), i. e.,

the ministers and the people subject to them (Ques. 35) ; and the rigid

exposition of the second commandment against all forms of idolatry

(Ques. 29). Of the sacraments it is said (Ques. 46) :
' Two are abso-

lutely necessary for all ; the rest are less necessary.' This clearly in-

dicates that the Catechism was written before the Reformation period,

when the Waldenses rejected all but two sacraments.

The Bohemian Catechism is longer, having seventy-five questions

and answers. It follows the Waldensian in the general arrangement

and first part, and introduces also (like the Greek catechisms) the

Beatitudes from the Sermon on the Mount (Ques. 31) ; it has more

to say of idolatry, the worship of Mary, the saints and martyrs, and

especially on the Lord's Supper ; but these additions lack perspicuity,

and are too long for the use of children.

The following specimen will give an idea of these Catechisms, and

the relation they sustain to each other and to the Catechism ascribed

to Hus

:
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The Waldensian Cate-

chism.

Las interrogacions menors.

1. Si tu fosses demanda
qui sies-tu ? Respont

:

Di.^ To soy creatura de

Dio racional e mortal.

2. Dio perque te ha crea ?

Di. Afin que yo conoissa

lui meseyme e cola e havent

la soa gracia meseyme sia

salvd.

3. En que ista la toa

salu ?

Di. En tres vertils sicb-

stantials de necessity perte-

nent a salil.

4. Quals son aquellas ?

Di. Fe, sperancza e ca-

rita.

5. Per que cosa provarfes

aiczo ?

Di. Hapostol scriv. 1

Cor. xiii. : aquestas cosas

permanon, /e, sperancza e

caritd.

6. [Qual es la prumiera

vertil siibstancial ?

Di. Ln. fe. Car Vapostol

di : non possibla cosa es

placzer a Dio senza la fe.

Mas a Va2)2)ropiant a Dio

convert creyre, car el es e

sere reguiardonador de li

cresent en si.]

7. Qual cosa es la ffe ?

Di. Segond Vapostol Heb.

xi. es subsistencia de las co-

rns de sperar e argument de

las non appareissent.*

The Waldensian Cate-

chism

Translated.

1. If thou art asked., 'Who

art thou? Answer:

I am a creature of God.

rational and mortal.

2. Foi' what end has God
made you ?

That I may know and
serve him, and be saved

by his grace.

3. On what rests thy sal-

vation ?

On three fundamental

virtues, which are neces-

sary to salvation.

4. Which are they?

Faith, Hope, and Love.

5. How do you prove this?

The Apostle writes, 1

Cor. xiii., ' Now abideth

faith, hope, love, these

three ; but the greatest of

these is love.'

6. Which is the first fun-
damental virtue?

Faith ; for the Apostle

says, ' It is impossible to

please God without faith :

for he that cometh to God
must believe that he is, and
that he is a rewarder of

them that diligently seek

him [Heb. xi. 6].

7. What is faith?

According to the Apos-

tle, Heb. xi., faith is the

substance of things hoped

for, the evidence of things

not seen.'

The Bohemian Cate-

chism.

{Von Zezschwitz., p. 41.)

1. Was bistu ? Ant
wort :

A. Ein vernunfftige

schopfung Gottes vnd ein

totliche.

% Warumh heschiiff dich

Gottf

A. Das ich in solt ken-

nen und liephaben vnd

habende die liebe gottes

das ich selig wurdt.

3. Waravff steht dein se-

lighiyt ?

A. AiiflF dreyen gottlich-

en tugenden.

4. Welche seints?

A. Der glaub, die lieb,

die hofnung.

5. Bewer das.

A. S. Paul' spricht, ytz-

undt bleyben vns disze drey

tugendt, der glaub, die lieb

vnd die hofnung, vnd das

grost ausz den ist die lieb.

6. Welches ist die erst

grundtfest deiner selighayt?

A. Der glaub.

7. Bewer das.

A. S. Paul' sagt zu den

Juden, es ist vnmiiglich

Gott zugefallen on den glau-

ben, dann d'ziinhenen' will

zu Gott, der musz gelauben

das Gott sey, auch das er

ein beloner sey der die in

suchen.'

' That is, Discipulus. In other copies, Uenfant. ' That is, hinzunahen.

11 us begins witli Ques. 7 {Quid estjides f Respondct S. Paulus in Ep. ad Ilclir., etc.), and

giv's the subsfaiice of Ques. (J, but omits Ques. 1-5, and has no trace of a tlireetukl division.
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8. De quanta maniera es

la ffe?'

Di. De doas manieras, czo

a viva e morta.

[Hiis (third Qnes.): Duplex est

fiiU's, altn-a i^iva. altera viorUia.']

9. Qual cosa es ffe viva ?

Di. Lo es aquella, la-

qual obra per caritd, testi-

Jicant Vapostol Gal. v.
;

[czo

es Vobservancza de li co-

mandament de Dio. Fe
viva es creyre en Dio, czo es

amar luy meseyme e gar-

dar li seo comandament.]

10. Qual cosa es ffe morta ?

Di. Segond Sanct Jaques,

la fk,, sHlh non ha obras, es

morta en si meseyme ; e de-

reco, la fe es ociosa sencza

las obras. fe morta es

creire esser Dio, creyre a

Dio, creyre de Dio, e non

creire en Dio.^

11. De laqual ffe sifes-tu?

Di. De la vera fe catho-

lica e apostolica.^

12. Qual es aquella ?

Di. Lo es aquella, la qual

al conselh de li apostol es

departid en docze articles.

13. Qual es aquella?

Di. To creo en Dio lo

payre tot poissent.

[Now follows the Apostles' Creed
in full.]

8. How many Jcinds of

faith are there ?
'

Two kinds, a living faith

and a dead faith.

9. What is living faith ?

It is faith active in love

(as the Apostle testifies,

Gal. V. 6), that is, by keep-

ing God's commandments.
Living faith is to believe

in God, that is, to love him
and to keep his command-
ments.

10. What is dead faith?

According to St. James,

faith which has no works
is dead in itself; faith is

idle without works. Or
dead faith is to believe that

God is, to believe about

God, of God, but not to be-

lieve in God.^

11. What is your faith?

The true catholic and
apostolic faith.

^

12. Which is that ?

It is the one which at

the Council of the Ajjostles

was divided into twelve

articles.*

IS. Which is it?

I believe in God the Fa-

ther Almighty, etc.

8. Was ist der glaub?

A. S. Paulus sagt, der

glaub ist ein grundfcst der

ding welcher man hat zu-

versicht, vnd ein bewerung
der vnsichtigen.

9. Welches glauhens bistu?

A. Des gemainen christ-

enlichen.

10. Welches ist der ?

A. Ich gelaub in Gott

vatter almechtigen, etc.

[The Apostles' Creed m full.]

11. Welcher vnterschaid

ist diser glaiibe?

A. Das ein glaub ist le-

bendig, der auder tod.

12. Was ist der tod glau-

hen?

A. Es ist zu glauben Gott

den herrn zu sein, Gott dem
herren, vnd von Gott dem
herrn, aber nicht in Gott

den herrn.''

13. Was ist der lebendig

glauben ?

A. Es ist zu glaubn in

Gott den vater, den sun,

den heylig geyst.

" The Waldensian Catechism begins with the subjective faith, the Bohemian Catechism

(Ques. 10) with the objective faith, as laid down in the Creed. Hns agrees with the former.

* The distinction between credere Deuin, credere Deo. and credere in Deiim often occurs in

the writings of Hus and in the Catechism ascribed to him (Palacky, p. 710).

' This is fuller than 'the common Christian faith' in the Bohemian Catechism (Ques. 9).

* According to the mediaeval tradition. Hus puts the names of the apostles before each

article, and adds the damnatory clause of the Athanasian Creed.
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§ 73. The Bohemian Confessions after the Reformation. A.D. 1535

AND 1575.

the reformation and counter-reformation in BOHEMIA.

Comp. the work of Pkscheck, quoted p. 565 ; aud Reuss : La Destruction du Prote-stantisme en Boheme.

Strasburg, 1S67.

The Reformation rekindled the fire of the Hiisite movement, and

made rapid progress within and without the Catholic Church. The

Bohemian Brethren sent, from 1520, several delegations to Wittenberg

to confer with Luther. They received new light in doctrine, but })ain-

fully missed discipline in the churches of Germany. Luther was at

first displeased with their figurative theory of the Lord's Supper, their

views of justification, and the celibacy of the clergy, and induced

them to conform them to his teaching, but afterwards lie treated them

with a degree of indulgence and foi'bearancc that contrasts favora-

bly with his uncompromising antagonism to the Zwinglians. Never-

theless, the Bohemian Brethren, like the Waldenses, ultimately passed

in a body to the Reformed communion, with which they had more

sympathy in matters of doctrine and discipline.' Besides them we find

in Bohemia, after the Reformation, three Protestant parties, Utraqiiists,

Lutherans, and Calvinists.

There was at one time, during the reign of Maximilian II., a fair

prospect of the conversion of the whole Bohemian nation, as also of

the German provinces of Austria, to Protestantism ; but before the work

was consolidated, the Jesuits, backed by the whole power of the Haps-

burg dynasty, inaugurated a counter-reformation and a series of cruel

persecutions which crushed the evangelical faith, and turned that king-

dom into a second Spain. The bloody drama of the Tliirty-Years' War
began at Prague (1618). Emperor Ferdinand II. (1619-1637), a fanat-

ical pupil of the Jesuits, fulfilled his terrible vow to exterminate heresy

by all possible means, though he should have to reign over a desert.

The execution of twenty-seven of the most distinguished Protestants,

in June, 1621, was the signal for this war of extermination. The rich-

Bst families were deprived of their property. Protestant worship was

' 'I'liev wrote afterwards to Beza (Dec. 3, 157a): ^ Lut/ierus nostra sir. fuit iuterpretdtus,

qudxi ipsiiis sciifi'n/id' sint conscntuned, sua q^iidem ille cnl/x'. non nos/rn.^ Zezsctiwitz, p. ]r>ii;

Kbrard, Vol. III. |). 400. Tliey iiad sent a ileputation to liiicer and t'alvin at Strasburg in

1540, who were well received.
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forhiddon. Protestant clmrches, schools, and hospitals were razed to

the ground, or turned into Jesuit churches and colleges. All Protest-

ant preachers, professors, and school-teachers were ordered, in 1624, to

leave the country within a week, under pain of death. Bohemian and

German Bibles and all Bohemian works published after 1414, being

suspected of heresy, were destroyed in immense quantities on market-

places and beneath the gallows. One Jesuit, Anton Koniasch (1637)

boasted that he had burned over 60,000 books. Thus the whole Czech

literature and civilization was overwhelmed with ruin, and ignorance

as dark as midnight spread over the land.' Protestants were foi-bidden

the rights of citizens ; they could not carry on a trade, nor contract

marriage, nor make a will. Even light and air were denied them.

' More than thirty thousand Bohemian families, and among them five

hundred belonging to the aristocracy, went into banishment. Exiled

Bohemians were to be found in every country of Europe, and were not

wanting in any of the armies that fought against Austria. Those who
could or would not emigrate held to their faith in secret. Against

them di-agonades were employed. Detachments of soldiers were sent

into the various districts to torment the heretics till they were con-

verted. The "Converters" {Seligmache7') went thus throughout all

Bohemia, plundering and murdering. ... A desert was created ; the

land was crushed for a generation. Before the war Bohemia had

4,000,000 inhabitants, and in 1648 there were but 700,000 or 800,000.

These figures appear preposterous, but they are certified by Bohemian

historians.' ^

' See, on this wholesale destruction of books, Pescheck's Geschichte der Gegenreformation

in Bohmeii,Vo\. II. pp. 93 sqq. Boiiemian works published from 1414 to 1635 are exceed-

ingly rare, or are to be found only outside of Bohemia in the libraries at Herrnhut, Dresden,

and Leipzig.

' Heiisser, The Period of the Reformation, English translation, New York, 1874, p. 426.

Dr. DoUinger, in his concluding address at the Bonn Union Conference in August, 1875,

speakin;^ of the suppression of the Reformation in Austria, made the following remarks

:

'iVncA romischer Lehre ist eiiie katholisrhe Regierung verpjiirhtet, die Andersglauhiqen zu

unterdriirken. Die Pdpste hnben die Hahslmrger durrh die Jesuiten stets zur Befolgiing dieser

Lehre angehalten. In der zweiten Hdlfte des serhszehnten Jahrhunderts war die Bevolkerung

in einigen Uherwiegend deutschen Erbstaaten fast zu neun ZehnteJ protestantisch. Durch das

System der Zwangshekehrung und der Austreibung der Protestanten wurde am Ende des 16.

Jahrhunderts und im 17. der roinische Kntholicismus wieder herrschend. Die wenigen Srhrift-

steller, welche Oesterreich irii I7ten Jakrhundert hatte, klagen einmilthig iiber den Schaden,

den die Protestanten-Austreibung dcm Wohlstand Oesterreirhs gebrnrht. Man darf sagen,

es macht sick noch lieute fuhlbar, dass dnmals der beste T/ieil der siddtischen Bevolkerung ver-'
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The exiled Bohemian Brethren became the nucleus of the Moravian

Brotherhood (1722), and in this noble little Church, so distinguished foi

its missionary zeal, they continue to this day. Their last and worthy

Bishop, Amos Comenius, died an exile in Holland, 1671, with the hope

of the future revival of his persecuted Church, which was fulfilled

through the labors of Count Zinzendorf. But even in Bohemia Prot-

estantism could not be utterly annihilated. It began again to raise

its feeble head when Emperor Joseph II. issued the Edict of Tolera-

tion (1781). The recent revival of Czech patriotism and literature

came to its aid. The fifth centenary of the birth of Hus was cele-

brated at Prague, 1869, and his works and letters were published.

In 1875 there were forty-six Reformed congregations in Bohemia and

twenty-two in Moravia. The number of Lutheran congregations is

smaller, and they belong almost entirely to the German part of the

population.

THE BOHEMIAN CONFESSION OF 1535.

The Latin text in the Corpus et Syntagma Con/., and in Niemkyee, pp. 7T1-813 ; the German text in

BooKEL, pp. 780-830.

The Bohemian Brethren surpass all Churches in the number of

tlieir confessions of faith, which amount to no less than thirt3'-four

from 1467 to 1671, in the Bohemian, Latin, and German languages.'

But they were all superseded by two, respectively called the First and

the Second Bohemian Confessions.

The first of these confessions was prepared, after the example of

the Lutherans at the Diet of Augsburg, in proof of their orthodoxy,

signed by the noblemen belonging to the Unitas, and laid by a dep-

utation before King Ferdinand at Vienna, Nov. 14, 1535, who prom-

triehen wurde. Eine grosse geistige Versumpfung ist die Folge der engen Verhindung der

Habsburger Dynastie mit der Curie gewesen. Ich sage : der Habsburgisrhen Dynastie ; die

jetziqe Dynastie ist die lothringische, aus welcher ganz andere Regenten hervorgegangen sind.

Ihr gehort Joseph II. an, aber auch die andern Kniser dieser Dynastie haben nicht ihre Unter-

thanen um der Religion willen unterdrUrkt. Oesterreich leidet nock jetzt an den schlinwien

Fohjen frilherer Missregierungen, nber es ist ein Stant, der noch eine Zukunfi hat, und sein

neues Emporbluhen ist von grosser Wichtlgkeit fiiv Euro/>a. Wenn wir den Satz des Herrn:

an ihren Frurhten sollt ihr sie erkennen, auf das Papa/system anwenden, so konnen wir mir

ein kartes Urtheil iiber dasselbe fallen. Das jetzige Verhalten des romischen Stuhles zeigl

aber, dass er aus der Weltgeschichte nichts gelernt hat, dass sie ihin ein mit sieben Siegeln ver-

schlossenes Buck ist.'

' Gindely enumerates them in Fontes, etc., pp. 453 sqq. Comp. Zezschwitz, in Herzog's

Real-Encyklop. Vol. XX. p. 31,
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ised to take it into consideration.' It was written in Latin by an

unknown author, probably by John Augusta, Senior of the Brethren,

and, after the death of Lucas of Prague, their most influential leader

(d. 1572), and with his aid it was translated into German.^

The confession consists of a long apologetic preface against the

charges of heresy and immorality, and of twenty articles. It closely

resetnbles in form and contents the Augsburg Confession. In Art.

XIL, on Baptism, it is stated that the Brethren had formerly rebap-

tized converts, but that they had given up this practice as useless.

Infant baptism is acknowledged (Matt. xix. 14). The doctrine of the

Lord's Supper (Art. XIII.) is accommodated to the Lutheran theory,

tliough framed somewhat vaguely.^

The Bohemians sent the confession with a deputation to the Re-

formers at Wittenberg (1536). Luther disapproved the articles on cel-

ibacy and justification, but after the Bretliren had made some correc-

tions he published the document, at their i-equest and expense, in 1538,

with a favorable preface. In later editions the Bohemians made many

changes.*

THE SECOND BOHEMIAN CONFESSION. A.D. 1575.

The Latin text in Niemetee, pp. 819-851 ; the German text in Bockel, pp. 827-849.

The historical notices I have chiefly derived from Pesoheok's Geschiehte der Gcgenre/ormation in

B!'ihmen, 2d ed. Vol. I. pp. 103 sqq., and from Gindelt's Geschiehte der Bohmischen Bruder, Vol. II.

pp. 141 sqq.

The mild and liberal Emperor Maximilian II. (1564-1576) was

kindly disposed towards his Protestant subjects, and had a certain

degree of sympathy with their creed. While holding a diet at Prague

he allowed the non-Catholic Bohemians to compose a united confes-

sion of their faith. The Utraquists, Lutherans, Calvinists, and Bo-

hemian Brethren laid aside their disputes and agreed upon a mod-

erate doctrinal statement, which is more particularly called the Bo-

' Confessio Fidei ac Religionis, Baronum ac NohiUuvi Regni Bofiemire, serenissivio ac in-

victissimo Romanorum, Bohemia, etc., Regi, Viennee Austrice, sub anno Domini 1535 oblata.'

= So Gindely, Vol. I. p. 233, 238. Niemever (Proleg. p. Ixxxvi.) asserts :
' Prodiit primum

lingua Bohemica, deinde Latine reddita VitemhergcB publici juris facta est.' But Gindely is

a much better authority in Bohemian matters.

^ 'Decent etiam, quod his Christi verbis, quibus ipse panem corpus suum, et vinum speciatim

sanguinem suum esse pronunciat, nemo de suo quidquam affingat, admisreat aut detrahat, sea

sij/ipliciter his Christi verbis, neque ad dexteram neque ad sinistram declinando credaU'

* See Niemeyer, Proleg. p. Ixxxvii.
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HEMiAN Confession.^ It was prepared in the Bohemian language by-

two divines—Dr. Paul Pressius and ]M. Krispin^—and adopted with

some changes by the Diet of Prague. It was presented to Maximilian,

May 17, 1575. He gave the delegates the verbal promise of protection

in their faith and worship. It was afterwards presented to Maxi-

milian's son and successor, Rudolph II., 1608, who, under the polit-

ical pressure of the tmies, in an imperial letter, or charter, granted

the Protestant Bohemians equal rights with the Roman Catholics, a

separate consistory at Prague, and the control of the university (1609).

But these concessions were of short duration. Emperor Matthias vio-

lated the compact, and Ferdinand II. annulled it by his Edict of Res-

titution (1629), which gave the Romanists full power to suppress Prot-

estantism.

The Second Bohemian Confession consists of an address to Maxi-

milian II. and twenty-five articles on the holy Scriptures, on God, the

Holy Trinity, the fall and original sin, free-will, the law, justification,

faith and good works, the Church, the sacraments, etc. It is in essen-

tial agreement with the Augsburg Confession and the older Bohemian

Confession. The doctrine of the Lord's Supper is conformed to the

later Melanchthonian view. A German translation was transmitted to

the divines at Wittenberg, and approved by them Nov. 3, 1575. A
Latin translation appeared in 1619.

* ' Confcssio Bohcmica, hoc est, Confessio sanctw ct ChristiancF fidei, omnium trium, Ordinum

Regni Bohemice, Corpus et Sanguinem Dornini nostri Jesu Christi in Coena sub utraque specie

accipientimn,' etc.

2 A new chapter in the history of Bohemia—now called Czechoslovakia—and of the

followers of Huss was opened with the war, 1914. After nearly 400 years of subjection

to Austria, the country gained its freedom and was made a republic, with T. G. Masaryk,

who had spent some time in the U. S., as president, 1918. Religious liberty was estab-

lished, the statue of Mary, erected on the central square of Prag, pulled down, and a

massive monument dedicated to Huss with an address by Masaryk. The ' Czechoslovak

National Reformed Catholic Church,' now constituting 4 per cent, of the population, was

organized, 1920, and occupies a position midway between Romanism and Protestantism,

leaning to the Greek Church. Its first bishop received consecration from a Serbian

bishop. It uses the national tongue in worship and practises clerical marriage and the

elective principle in the choice of its bishops. The Hussites, adopting the name 'The

Evangelical Union of Bohemian Brethren,' have doubled in numbers and carry on a theo-

logical seminary in Prag with a full faculty, partly supported by the state and occupying

quarters in the university buildings. In 1925 the papal nuncio, as a protest at the part

taken by Masaryk and the government at a Huss celebration, left Prag. Papal relations

were re-established, 1927. Masaryk holds the degree of doctor of theology from the

theological seminary in Prag for a thesis on Huss.

—

Ed.
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§ 74. Thi: Reformation in Poland and the Consensus of Sendomik.

A.D. 1570.
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Valerian Keasinski (an exiled Polish Count) : Historical Sketch of the Rise, Progress, and Decline of
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G. W. Th. Fischee: Versiich einer Geschichte der Reformation in Polen. Griitz, 1855-56, 2 vols.

P. Bartels : Johannes a Lasco. Elberfeld, ISGO. In Vol. IX. of Leben der Vdter der reform. Kirche.

Dr. Erbkam : Art. Sendomir, in Herzog's Real-Eiicykl. Vol. XXI. pp. 24-45. Dr. Eeumann : Art. Polen,

ibid. Vol. XII. pp. 1 sqq.

The history of the Reformation in Poland is as sad as tliat in Bo-

hemia. It started with fair prospects of success, but was suppressed

by the counter-reformation under the energetic and unscrupulous lead-

ership of the Jesuits, who took advantage of the dissensions among

Protestants, the weakness of the court, and the fickleness of the no-

bility, obtained the control of the education of the aristocracy and

clergy, and ultimately brought that unfortunate kingdom to the brink

of internal ruin before its political dismemberment by the surround-

ing powers.

POLAND IN THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY.

Poland became a mighty kingdom by the union with Lithuania.

(1386) and the successful wars with the Teutonic order in Prussia-

In the middle of the sixteenth century it extended from the shore?

of the Baltic to the Black Sea, and embraced Great Poland (Posen),

Little Poland (Warsaw), Lithuania, Samogitia (Wilna), Courland, Li-

vonia, Esthland, Podlesia, Volhynia, Podolia, Ukraine, and the Prus-

sian territories of Dantzic, Culm, and Ermeland. The population was

Slavonic, with a large number of Germans and Jews. It originally

received Christianity from the Greek Church, through Bohemia, but,

owing to its close connection with the German empire, it became, like

Bohemia, Roman Catholic during the tenth century. The government
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was in the hands of the nobihty, wliich controlled the Vi'mg. The

power of the Church was restricted to spiritual affairs, and weakened

by the immorality of the clergy.

THE EEFOKMATION.

Poland never showed special devotion to the Roman See, and dur-

ing the Council of Constance manifested some sympathy with the

reform of Hus. "Waldenses, Bohemians, and all classes of Protest-

ants, even Socinians and Anabaptists, found hospitable shelter.

The Lutheran Reformation was introduced by Polish students re-

turning from Wittenberg, and by Lutheran tutors employed in the

families of the nobles. It triumphed in the German cities of Dant-

zic (1525) and Thorn (1530).

Among the Slavonic population and the higher nobility, and in

the University of Cracow, Calvinism made rapid progress. It was

patronized by Prince Nicholas Radziwill, the Chancellor of Poland

under King Sigismund Augustus II. (1548-1572). The king himself

corresponded with Calvin, and read his ' Institutes' with great zeal.

Calvin dedicated to him his Commentary on the Epistle to the He-

brews, and in some remarkable letters solemnly urged him to use the

favorable opportunity for the introduction of the pure doctrine and

worship of Christ before the door might be forever closed. In a

large kingdom with strongly feudal institutions he would allow, for

the sake of unity and order, and after the model of the ancient

Church, the episcopal organization, with an archbishop and a regular

succession ; but he thought that under the circumstances the Refor-

mation could not be introduced without some irregularity, since the

papal bishops had become the open enemies of the gospel. He became

at last discouraged by the indecision of the king, and lost confidence

in the sincerity of the nobles. His fears were only too well realized.^

Another powerful element were the Bohemian Brethren, who, driven

from their native land in 1548, emigrated in large numbers and or-

ganized forty congregations in Great Poland.^ They were well re-

* On Calvin's relation to Poland, see Stahelin, Joh. Calvin, Vol. II. pp. 22 sqq.

' Vergerius wrote, 1557, to Stanislaus Osti'orog :
' £^sse jam in Polonia circiter XL ad

eorum normam institutas ecclesias, qua, sane Jiorent, inulto autem plures propediem instittien-

das:
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ceived, and, by the affinity of race and language, their purity, sim-

phcitj, and strict discipline, they made a deep impression on the Sla-

vonic Poles. The Brethren united with the Calvinists at the first

general Protestant Synod held at Kosminek, 1555. The latter adopt-

ed the confession, liturgy, and episcopal government of the former.

This step was highly approved by Calvin, who wrote to a Polish

nobleman, Stanislaus Krasinski :
' From a union with the Waldenses

[as the Brethren were sometimes called] I hope the best, not only

because God blesses every act of a holy union of the members of

Christ, but also because at the present crisis the experience of the

Waldenses, who are so well drilled in the service of the Lord, will

be of no small benefit to you,' He also advocated union with the

adherents of the Augsburg Confession as this was understood and ex-

plained by its author. He was invited by the nobility to Poland, but

could not leave Geneva.

JOHN A LASCO.

In Calvin's place appeared, by his advice and probably at the invi-

tation of the king, John a Lasco, or Laski, a Polish nobleman, dis--

tinguished among the Reformers of the second rank. Born at War-

saw, 1499, and educated for the priesthood by his uncle, the Archbishop

of Gnesen and Primas of Poland, he made a literary journey to Hol-

land and Switzerland, and became personally acquainted with Zwingli

at Zurich (1524) and with Erasmus at Basle (1525), who shook his

faith in the Roman Church.^ On his return to Poland he endeavored

to introduce a moderate reformation, but the country was not pre-

pared for it. He declined an offer to a bishopric, and sacrificed

bright prospects to his conviction, preferring to be in a foreign land

'a poor servant of Christ crucified for him.' He labored several

years as Reformed pastor in Emden, East Friesland, until the Interim

troubles drove him and his friends to England. He organized in Lon-

don three congregations of Dutch, German, French, and Italian emi-

grants {ecclesice peregrinorum) on a Presbyterian and voluntary basis,

under the protection of Archbishop Cranmer and Edward VI. The

persecution of Queen Mary forced him again to wander in exile.

' Erasmus spoke of Laski in the highest terms, and sold him his library for three hundred

crowns, with the privilege of retaining it till his death. Krasinski, 1. c. p. 98 (German ed.).

YOL. I.—P -
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When be landed with a hundred and seventy-five members of bis

flock in Denmark, 1553, he was refused shelter in cold winter because

he could not subscribe to the Lutheran doctrine of the real pres-

ence. He fully experienced the force of his motto, 'The pious have

no home on earth, for thej seek heaven.' After laboring a short time

in a congregation of English and other pilgrims in Frankfort-on-the

Main, he accepted the invitation to his native country in 1556, and

was made General Superintendent of Little Poland. Here he pre-

pared, with the aid of other scholars, an admirable Polish transla

tion of the Scriptures, published after his death, organized Reformed

Churches (which increased in his time to the number of one hundred

and twenty-two), and confirmed the union of the Calvinists with the

Bohemian Brethren, although he himself preferred the Presbyterian

polity with lay representation to the Bohemian episcopacy, and dif-

fered from their view of the Lord's Supper and other articles of their

confession. He died Jan. 7, 1560, in the midst of work and care.^

PETEK PAUL VEEGERIO.^

During the same period Poland was twice visited (1557 and 1559)

by another remarkable man among the secondary reformers

—

Pkter

Paul Vekgeeio (1498-1565), formerly papal nuncio to Germany and

Bishop of Capo d'lstria.^ In the attempt to refute the Lutheran

writings he had become a Protestant, introduced the Reformation in

the Italian parts of the Grisons (Valtellina, Poschiavo, and Bregaglia),

and then took up his residence in Tiibingen under the protection of

Duke Christopher of Wiirtemberg, writing many books and making

important missionary journeys. He was well received in Poland by

Prince Radziwill and the king. He associated mainly w^ith Luther-

ans and the Bohemian Brethren, but labored for the cause of union,

like Laski.^

' He wrote to Calvin, Feb. 19, 1557 (Opem, Vol. II. p. 74fi) : ^Ita nunc ohnior curis ac

negotiis, mi Calrine! ut nihil jiossim scribere. Hinc hosfe.s, iUinr. falsi fratres nos adoriun-

tur, uL non sit quies ulla, sed et pios inultos habernus, sit Deo gratia! qui nobis sunt et adiu-

viento et consolationi.'

* See Chr. II. Sixt : Petrus Paulus Vergerius, . . . eine reformationsgesrhirlitlirhf Monogra-

phie (Braunschweig, 1855), pp. 391 sqq, and 437 sqq. Comp. also Heizog's art. Vergerius, in

his Real-Encykl. Vol. XVII. pp. B5 sqq.

^ He thought at one time of joining the Unitas Fratrum, being disgusted witli the renewal

of Uie sacraineiitrti war. Even Melaiichthon once expressed a similar desire, '«« Va/densium
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He aided the Eeformation by his able pen, and the Roman histo-

rian Kaynaldus savs that 'this wretched heretic led many weak Cath-

olics into the camp of Satan.' But his stay in Poland was too short

to leave permanent results.

THE PAPAL REACTION AND TEIUMPH.

In the mean time the Roman Catholic party, under the leadership

of Cardinal Stanislaus Hosius, Bishop of Ermeland (d. 1579), was very

active. Pope Paul IV. sent a nuncio, Lipomani, to Poland, and urged

the king to banish Laski and Vergerio from the country, and to sup-

press, with every power at his command, the rising heresy, if he would

save his honor, his crown, and his soul. The weak king vacillated

between the advice of Calvin and the threats of the Pope, and did

nothing. He allowed the glorious opportunity to pass, and died in

1572, the last of the House of Jagellon. The nobles were likewise

undecided, and many of them were carried away by the Unitarian

heresy which began to spread in Poland in 1558.

During the interregnum which followed the death of Sigmund Au-

gustus, the nobles, before electing a new king, concluded in 1573 a pat-

riotic treaty of peace for the protection of religious freedom, under the

name of Pax Dissidentium—that is, of the Roman Catholic and the

three evangelical Churches.^ They required Duke Henry of Anjou, the

brother of the King of France and a violent enemy of the Huguenots,

to accept the treaty as a condition of the crown, hoping to break it

afterwards. On being peremptorily told by the Great Marshal, in

the midst of the act of coronation, ' Si non jurahls non regnahis^ he,

took the oath in spite of the remonstrance of the Romish part}' ; bur

he left Poland in 1574, being called to the throne of France after the

death of his brother, Charles IX. His Protestant successor, Stephen

Bathori of Transylvania (1575-86), took the same oath, but aftei--

wards joined the Roman Church and opened the door to the Jesuits

This was the turning-point.

Under Sigmund III.—a Swedish prince, who had been educated

ecclesiis me inserere et in illis mori; placent enim mihi sutnmopere.' See his letter to V. Die-

trich, quoted by Herzog, p. 71.

' The Roman Catholics objected to being called Dissidentes, and were opposed to the whole
treaty.
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and converted by Jesuits, and was elected king in 1587—there began

a series of vexations and oppressions of the Protestants which grad-

ually reduced them to a poor remnant, except in the Prussian part

of Poland where the German element prevailed. Even Laski's rela-

tions and the four sons of Radziwill returned to the Roman Church;

one of these sons became a cardinal ; another made a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem, and spent five thousand ducats for the purchase and de-

struction of Polish Bibles which his father had published (1563) at his

expense.^ Hence the great scarcity of this work. It was an essential

part of the Jesuit counter-reformation to burn the whole Protestant

literature, and thus to suppress all independent thought. In this it

succeeded only too well. The Polish nation, after the light of the

gospel was extinguished, hastened step by step to its internal and ex-

ternal ruin.

THE CONSENSUS OF SENDOMIR.

After the death of Laski (1560) and Prince Eadziwill (1567) the

Protestants had no commanding leader, and felt the more the neces-

sity of some union for their own safety. An organic union would

have been the best, and would perhaps have made them strong enough

to carry the king and the nobles with them. But for such a step they

were not prepared. Instead of this the Lutherans (inllnenced by the

liberal advice of the Melanchthonian divines of Wittenberg), the Cal-

vinists, and the Bohemian Brethren effected a confederate union at

the Synod of Sendomir,^ April 14, 1570, and expressed it in the Con-

sensus Sendo7niriensis, the only important confessional document of

the evangelical Churches in Poland. It was published by authority,

in Latin and Polish, in 1586, with a preface signed by Erasmus Glicz-

ner, Lutheran Superintendent of Great Poland, in the name of the

ministers of the Augsburg Confession, by John Laurentitis, Superin-

tendent of the Bohemian Brethren in Great Poland, and by Pauliis

Gilovius, Superintendent of the Reformed Churches in Little Poland.^

' Krasinf5ki, p. 297.

' A town on the Vistula in Little Poland. Krasinski and Gindely call it Sandomir.

^ The full title is ' Consensus in fide et religione Christiana inter Ecrlesids Evam/elicas

Majoris et Minoris Poloni(e, Mrn/rdqve Ducatus Lithuania: et cfrAerarwn ejus regni provin-

ciarum, prima Sendmniricn Anno MDLXX. in Synodo generaK sanritus, et deinreps in aliis,

ac demum in Wlodishtviensi generali Synodo Anno MDLXXXJII. confirviatns, et Serenis-

simis Polunicc Regibus, Augusta, Henrico ac Stephana oblatus, nunc autem ex decreto Synodic«
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The Consensus sets forth that the three orthodox evangelical Church-

es are agreed in the doctrines of God, the Holy Trinity, the Incar-

nation, the person of Christ, justification by faith, and other funda-

mental articles, as taught in the Augsburg, the Bohemian, and Hel-

vetic Confessions, against papists, sectarians, and all enemies of the

gospel ; that in the unfortunate sacramentarian controversy they adopt

that explanation of the words of institution which distinguishes (with

Irenseus) between the earthly form and the heavenly substance in the

Lord's Supper, and regards the visible elements not as mere signs,

but as conveying to the believer truly through faith that which they

represent.^

Then follows a long extract on the sacraments from the Repetition

of the Augsburg Confession, or Saxon Confession, which Melanchthon

prepared in 1551 for the Council of Trent.

The Consensus thus adopts the later Melanchthonian or Calvinistic

theory ; it avoids the characteristic Lutheran terms {manducatio oralis,

etc.), and demands faith as the medium of receiving the matter rep-

resented by the elements. The doctrine of predestination was not

touched, as there seems to have been no controversy about it.

in publicum typis editus. Anno Christi MDLXXXVI/ This edition contains the supple-

mentary resolutions of the Synods of Posen (1570), Cracow (lo73), Petricow (1578), and
Vladislav (1583). It was reprinted at Thorn, 1592 and 1596 (with the Acta et conclusiones

synodi generalis Thoruniensis anni 1595); at Heidelberg, 1605; at Geneva, in the Corpus et

Syntagma Conf., 1612 and 1654 (from the Heidelberg edition); at Frankfort-on-the-Oder,

1704 (with a Prefoce and German translation of Dr. Sara. Strimesius) ; and at Berlin, 1731,

in Jablonski's Historia cons. Send. Niemeyer (1840) gives the Latin text from the edition of

Thorn, with all the supplements (pp. 551-591). Bockel excludes the Consensus (as not being

strictly Reformed) from his collection. Beck gives the German text, but without the additions

;

and so also Dr. Nitzsch, in his Urkundenbuch der Evangelischen Union (Bonn, 1 853), pp. 72 sqq.

' Niemeyer, p. 554: ^ Conveni7nus in sententia verborum Domini nostri Jesu Christi, ut ilia

orthodoxe intellecta sunt a patribus, ac inprimis Irenceo, qui duabus rebus, scilicet terrena et

coelesti, hoc mysterium constare dixit ; neque elementa signave nuda et vacua ilia esse asseri-

mus, sed simul reipsa credentibds exhibere et pro'stare fide, quod significant. iJenique ut

expressius clariusque loquamur, convenimus, ut credamus et confiteamur, SUBSTAntialem pr.e-

SENTiAM Christi [not corporis et sangdinis Christi], non significari duntaxat, sed vere in

ccena eo [sc. Christo] vescentibus reprcesentari, distribui, et exhiberi corpus et sanguinem
Domini symbolis adjectis ipsi rei minime nudis, secundum Sacrainenturum naturam.' The
Lutheran members demanded the phrase '' prcesentiam corporis Christi^ for '' prcesentiam

Christi,' and the insertion of the entire article of the Saxon Confession on the Lord's Sup-

per. The first request was denied by the Calvinists and Bohemian Brethren; the second

was granted, because the Saxon Confession uses the words ' in hac communione vere et sub-

stantialiter adesse Christum' (not corpus Christi). See Gindely, Gesch. der Bohm, Briider.^

Vol. II. p. 86.
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lu conclusion the Consensus acknowledges the orthodoxy and Chris,

tian character of the tliree parties, and pledges them to cultivate peace

and charity, and to avoid strife and dissension, which greatly hinder

the progress of the gospel. They should seal this compact by ex-

change of pulpits and of delegates to general synods, and by frequent

sacramental intercommunion ; each denomination retaining its peculiar-

ities in worship and discipline which (according to the Augsburg and

the Saxon Confessions) are consistent with the unity of the Church.

Then follow the signatures of noblemen and ministers.

Great joy was felt at this happy result, and was expressed by mutual

congratulations and united praise of God.

A few weeks afterwards. May 20, 1570, a synodical meeting was

held at Posen in the same spirit of union, and twenty brief supple-

mentary articles were adopted for the purpose of confirming and pre-

serving the Consensus.^ One of the articles forbids polemics in the

pulpit. When the people, who stood outside of the house where the

meeting was held, heard the happy conclusion, they joined in the

singing of the Te Deum, with tears of joy and gratitude to God.

The union was sealed on the following Sunday by two united serv-

ices in the Lutheran church and in the Bohemian chapel.

The Consensus was again confirmed by the general synods at Cra-

cow, 1573 ; Petricow, 1578 ; Vladislav, 1583 ; and Thorn, 1595. The

last was the largest synod ever held in Poland.^

The Lutherans who adhered to the Formula of Concord (1580)

withdrew from the Consensus. But the spirit of union which pro-

duced it passed into the three Brandenburg Confessions of the seven-

teenth century, and revived in the Evangelical Union of Prussia.^

' Consif/natio ohservationum neressariarum ad confirniandum et conservandum rnutuum Con-

sensum Sendomirice Anno DN. MDLXX. die 14 April, in vera relif/ione Christiana ini-

turn inter Ministros Augtistaiup Confessionis et Fratrum Bohemorum, Posarii(B eodem anno,

Mali 20 facta, et a Ministris utriusque cretus approbata ac recepta. Printed in the Corput

et Syntayma Conf., and in Niemeyer, pp. 561 -odS.

^ See the Acts of these synods relating to the Consensus and to matters of discipline, in

Niemeyer, pp. o(;5-r)!)l.

' See above, pp. 545 sqq. Comp. also Nitzsch, Urkundenbuch der Evangelischen Union,

pp. 80 sqq.
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§ 75. The Reformation in Hungary and the Confession of Czenger.

Literature.

I. The Latin text of the Coiifessio Czengerina, or Uuiigarica, iu the Corpus et Syntagma Con/., and in

NiEMEYEE, pp. 539-560 ; the Geriuau text in Bookel, pp. S51-Sl)3.

II. P. Embku (Reform.): Historia ecdcsice reform, in Hungaria et Transjlvaiiia {ed.L&m'pe). Utrecht,

1728.

RiBiNi (Luth.): Memorabilia Aug. Cotif, in regno Hungarice. 1787, 2 vols.

Geschichte der evang. Kirche in Ungarn vom Anfang der Reformation bis 1850 [by Bauhofeb, not named].
Mit einer Einleitimg von Merle d'Aubigiie. Berlin, 1854.

Gikseler: Church History, Vol. IV. pp. 25S sqq. <Am. ed.).

Baue : Geschichte der christl. Kirche, Vol. IV. (1863), pp. 214 sqq., 552 eqq.

Ebsard : Kirchen- und Dogmengeschichte,Wo\. III. (1866), pp. 415-432.

E. L. Th. Henke (d. 1S72) : Xeiiere Kirchengeachichte (ed. by W. Gass). Halle, 1874, Vol. I. pp. 352 sqq.

BcEUOVSZKY : Art. Ungarn, iu Herzog's Real-Encykl. Vol. XVI. pp. 636 sqq.

Hungary, an extensive and fertile country on the banks of the

lower Danube, once an independent kingdom, then united with the

empire of Austria, and containing a mixed population of Magyars,

Germans, Slowaks, Ruthenians, Croats, Serbs, etc., received the first

seeds of the Christian religion from Constantinople; but the real

apostle of the Hungarians was Stephen I. (979-1038), a king and a

saint, who by persuasion and violence overthrew heathenism and bar-

barism, gave rich endowments to the churches and clergy, and brought

his country into close contact with the Roman Church and the Ger-

man Empire.
THE REFORMATION.

The way for the Reformation was prepared by Waldenses and Bohe-

mian Brethren who sought refuge in Hungary from persecution. The

writings of Luther found ready access among the German population,

and were read with avidity, especially the one on the Babylonian Cap-

tivity of the Church. Many young Hungarians, among them Matthias

Devay (De Yay), called 'the Hungarian Luther,' ^ and Leonard Stockel,

studied at "Wittenberg ; others, as John Honter, at Basle ; and on their

return they introduced the new doctrines at Ofen, Cronstadt, and other

cities, without any compulsion or aid from the government. It was a

spontaneous movement of the people. Even some bishops and other

dignitaries of the Roman Church became Protestants from con\iction.

* Devay lived in the home of Luther, who calls him ' vir honestus, gravis et eruditus.' He

sympathized, however, with Melanchthon in the eucharistic controversy, and inclined to the

Calvinistic view, so as to cause complaint on the part of the strict Lutherans in Hungary

(1544). See Luther's Letters, Vol. V. p. 644 (ed. De Wette), and Henke, p. 355.
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In 1545 a meeting of twenty-nine ministers at Erdod adopted a

creed of twelve articles in essential agreement with the Augsburg

Confession. Another Lutheran synod at Medwisch (Medias), in 1548,

drew up the Confessio PentapoUtana, which represented five free

cities in Upper Hungary, and was declared legal in 1555. The Saxon

or German population of Hungary and Transylvania remained mostly

Lutheran.

On the other hand, the majority of the Magyars or Hungarians

proper (the ruling race in that country) were more influenced by the

Latin writings of Melanchthon and Calvin than by the German of

Luther, and during the violent eucharistic controversies in Germany

embraced the Calvin istic creed, which they formally adopted at the

Synod of Czenger, 1557, and which they nominally profess to this

day.^ A large number of Magyar pastors left the Lutheran Confes-

sion and embraced Calvinism in 1563. The Presbyterian polity and

discipline were introduced by the Synods of Tarczal, Gontz, and De-

breczin. Thus the separation of the two evangelical Churches was

completed.

Protestantism made rapid progress under Maximilian II. At the

close of the sixteenth century the larger part of the people and the

whole nobility, with the exception of three magnates, had accepted

the Reformation. It gave a vigorous impulse to national life and

literary activity. ' It is astonishing to see the amount of religious

information which was then spread among the citizens and the lower

classes, and the fertility of the press in places where now not even

an almanac is printed.'^

But under the reign of Rudolph II., King of Hungary from 1572

to 1608, began the counter-reformation of the Jesuits (among whom
Peter Pazmany, a nobleman of Calvinistic parents, was the most suc-

cessful in making converts), and a series of cruel persecutions by the

Hapsburg rulers, urged on by the Popes, which continued for nearly

two centuries, amid reactions, rebellions, civil wars, and wars with

the Turks. A Jesuitical formula for the conversion of Hungarian

' We say nominally, for both the Reformed and Lutheran Churches of Hungary have been

much affected by rationalism. Tiiis applies, however, to nearly all the State Churches of th«

Continent.

" Eurgovszky, 1. c. p. 643.
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Protestants pronounces awful curses on the evangelical faith, with

the promise to persecute it by the sword. Whether genuine or not,

it shows the intense bitterness of the conflict.' General Caraffa, a

cruel papist, erected in the market-place at Eperjes a bloody scaf-

fold, or ' slaughter-bank,' where for several months daily tortures and
executions by fire and sword took place (1657).^

Protestantism survived these trials. Joseph II., by his famous Edict

of Toleration, Oct. 29, 1781, secured to the followers of the Augsburg

and Helvetic Confessions liberty of conscience and public worship.

His brother and successor, Leopold, confii-med it in 1791. The re-

maining restrictions were removed in 1848. The present number of

Protestants in Hungary is about three millions, or one fifth of the

whole population (which in 1869 amounted to fifteen millions and a

half). The Lutheran Confession prevails among the German popula-

tion ; the followers of the Reformed or Helvetic Confession are twice

as numerous, and are mostly Magyars.

THE HUNGARIAN CONFESSION.

The Hungarian Confession, or Confessio Czengerina, was prepared

and adopted at a Reformed Synod held at Czenger in 1557 or 1558,^

and printed in 1570 at Debreczin.'*

It treats, in brief articles or propositions, of the Triune God, of Jesus

Christ, the Holy S[)irit, the Scripture designations of the Holy Spirit,

the rules for explaining the phrases concerning God, the law and the

gospel, the rights and sacraments of the Church, Christian liberty, elec-

tion, the cause of sin, and the only mediator Jesus Christ. It is pre-

ceded by a strong Biblical argument against the anti - Trinitarians

and Socinians, who had spread in Transylvania. It vehemently rejects

the Romish transubstantiation and the Lutheran ^ sarcojpJiagia^ ^ but

* See above, p. 92, note 2.

' Sismondi and Merle d'Aubigne (1. c. p. ix.) state that the persecutions of the Hungarian

Protestants surpassed in cruelty the persecutions of the Huguenots under Louis XIV.
^ The date is uncertain.

* Debreczin is a royal free city in the northeastern part of the Hungarian Lowland, with

about fifty thousand inhabitants, and contains the principal Calvinistic college of the king-

dom. In 1849 it was the seat of the revolutionary government of Kossuth, and the inde-

pendence of Hungary was there declared in the Reformed Church.

* 'Damnamus Papisticum delirium . . . primo panem transsubstantiari, et offc-ri in missa:

deinde sola accidentia panis manere. . . . Jta et eorum insaniam damnavius, 4 asserunt
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also the ' sacraraentarian ' view of a purely symbolical presence, and

teaches that Christ is truly though spiritually present, and communi-

cates himself in the Lord's Supper as the living bread and the celes-

tial drink, with all his gifts, to the believer,^ It defends infant bap-

tism against the Anabaptists. It teaches a fi'ee election, but is silent

about reprobation, and denies that God is the author of sin. Later

synods professed more clearly the doctrine of predestination and the

perseverance of saints.

This Confession presents some original and vigorous features, but

has only a secondary historical importance. It was practically super-

seded by the Second Helvetic Confession of 1566, which is far supe-

rior, and was subscribed l)y the entire Eeformed clergy of Hungary

convened at Debreczin in 1567. The Heidelberg Catechism was also

introduced.

V. THE ANGLICAN ARTICLES OF RELIGION.

§ 76. The English Reformation.

Literature.

I. Works on the Thirty-nine Articles.

(a) Historical.

CuARLKS Haedwiok (B.D., Archdeacon of Ely, and Christian Advocate in the University of Cam-
bridge, d. 1859) : A History of the Articles of Religion; to ivhich is added a Series of Docuvients from A.D.

1536 to A.D. I(il5, together loith llhmtrations from Contemporary Sources. Cambridge, 1851 (reprinted in

Philadelphia, 1852) ; second edition, thoroughly revised, Cambridge, 1S59 (pp. 399).

(6) Commentaries.

Thomas R. Jones : An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles by the Reformers; being Extractsfrom the

Works if Latimer, Ridley, Cranmer, Hooper, Jewell, Philpot, Pilkington, Coverdale, Becon, Bradford, Samiys,

Grinded, Whitgift, etc. London, 1849.

TuDMAS Rogers (Chaplain to Archbishop Bancroft): The Catholic Doctrine of the Church of England,

ati Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articles. London, 1579, 1585, 1C07, and other editions (under various

titles). Newly edited by J. J. S. Peroiene, for ' The Parker Society,' Cambridge, 1854. This is the oldest

commentary, and was countenanced by Bancroft, to whom it was dedicated.

Sarcophayiam, id est., ore corporali sumi corpus Christi naturale, sanguinolentum, sine ulla

mutatione et transsubstantiatione.''— Niemeyer, pp. 544 sq. The severe judgment of the

Lutheran doctrine was a retaliation for the condemnation of Zwingli and Calvin as sacra-

mentarians by a Lutheran Synod of Hermanstadt. Ebrard, Vol. IIL p. 424.

' ' Rejicimus et eorum delirium, qui Cienam Domini VACUUSI SIGNUM, vel Christi ahsentis

tantum mkmoriam his signis reioli docent. Nam sicut Christus est Amen, testis fidelis,

VERAX, VERITAS ET VITA . . . itci Ccena Domini est prcesentis et infiniti ceternique Filii Dei

uniyeniti a Patre inemoria : qui se et sua bona, carnem suam et sanguinem suum, id est, panem

vivum et potum ealestem, Spiritus Sanrti ope per verbum promissionis gratice, offert et exhibet

electis Jide vera evangelium Christi apprehendentibus.^—Page 545.
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GiLuERT BuBNET (Bishop ol Siilij^bury ; b. 1643, d. 1715) : An Exposition of the Thirty-nine Articlex of

the Church of England. Oxford, 1S14 (Clarendon Press), aud oiher editions. Revised, with notes, by
James R. Page.

RiouARu Laubence, LL.D. (formerly Reg. Prof, of Hebrew in Oxford) : An Attempt to illustrate thog*

Articles of the Church of England tvhich the Calvinitts improperly consider as Calvinistical. In eight ser-

mons (Bamptou Lectures for 1S34). Oxford, third edition, 1S38.

Edward Harold Browne (b. 1811, Bishop of Winchester since 1873, formerly of Ely;: An Exposition

of the Thirty-nine Articles, Historical and Doctrinal. London, 1850-53, in two vols.; since often repub-

lished in one vol. (ninth edition, 1871) ; Amer. edition, with notes by Bishop Williams of Connecticut,

New York, 1865.

A. P. Forbes (Bishop of Brechin) : An Explanation of the Thirty-nine Articles, with an Epistle dedica-

tory to the Rev. E. B. Pusey, D.D. Oxford and London, 1867. (High Church.)
R. W. Jelf (Canon of Christ Church, Oxford) : The Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England eZ'

plained in a Series of Lectures. Edited by J. R. King. London, 1873.

n. HiSTOET OF THE REFORMATION IN ENGLAND.

(a) Documents and Contemporary Sources.

Works of the English Reformers, published by 'The Parker Society,' Cambridge, 1841-54, fifty-fonr

vols. Contains the writings of Craumer, Ridley, Latimer, Hooper, Sandys, Coverdale, Jewell, Grindal,

Whitgift, the Zurich Letters, etc.

The State Calendars, now being published under the direction of the Master of the Rolls.

John Foxe (one of the Marian exiles, d. 15S7): Acts and Monuments of the Church, or Book of Martyrs.

London, 1563, and often in three or more volumes. Not accurate, but full of facts told in a forcible style.

WiLKiNs: Concilia Magtue Brittanice et Hibernice (446-1717). Four vols, folio. 1736 sq.

E. Cabdwell: Documentary Annals of the Church of England (1546-1716), Oxford, 1844, 2 vols. ; Syno-

dalia (1547-1717), Oxford, 1842, 2 vols. ; The Reformation of the Laws in the Reigns of Henry VIII., Edward
VI., and Elizabeth, Oxford, 1850.

(6) Historical Works.

John Strtpe (a most laborious and valuable contributor to the Church history and biography of the

English Reformation period ; b. 1643, d. 1737) : Ecclesiastical Memorials . . . of the Church of England

under King Henry VIII., Edward VI., and Queen Mary (London, 1725-37 ; Oxford, 1822, 3 vols.) ; Annals

of the Reformation . . . in the Church of England during Qiieen Elizabeth's Happy Reign (London, 1738

;

Oxford, 1824, 4 vols. ; Memorials of Archbishops Cranmer (2 vols.), Parto- (3 vols.), Grindal (1 vol.), Whit-

gift (3 vols.). See his Complete Works, Oxford, 1822-40, in twenty-seven vols.

Gilbert Boenet : TJie History of the Reformation of the Church of England. London, 1679 sqq., 7 vols.,

and other editions. New edition by Pocock.

C. Haedwick : History of the Christian Church during the Reforynation, third edition (by W. Stubbs).

London, 1873, pp. 165-249.

Feed. Seeboum : The Oxford Reformers, Colet, Erasmus, and More. London, 1869. The same : The Era

of the Protestant Revolution. 1874.

The Church Histories of England and of the English Reformation by J. Collier (non-Juror), Dodd
(Rom. Cath.), Thos. Fuller (Royalist ; Church History of Great Britain until 1658 and The Worthies

of England), Neal {History of the Puritans), Heylin, Soames, Massingbeard, Short, Blunt, Wadding-

ton, Weber, Merle d'Aubigne, Fisher.

Also the secular Histories of England by Hume, Maoauxay (the introductory chapter), Hallam
(Constitut. Hist.), Lingaed (Rom. Cath.), Knight, Fboude, Ranke, Green, in the sections on the Ref-

ormation period.

The last and, in its final results, the most important chapter in the

history of the Eeformation was acted in that remarkable island which

has become the chief stronghold of Protestantism in Europe, the ruler

of the waves, and the pioneer of modern Christian civilization and

constitutional liberty. The Anglo-Saxon race is intrusted by Provi-

dence with the sceptre of empire in its eastward and westward course.

The defeat of the Armada was that turning-point in history when the

dominion in which the sun never sets passed from Roman Catholic

Spain to Protestant England.

Tlie Eeformation in Britain, favored by insular independence, was
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a national political as well as ecclesiastical movement, and carried with

it Church and State, rulers and subjects ; while on the Continent it en-

countered a powerful opposition and Jesuitical reaction. It began with

outward clianges, and was controlled by princes, bishops, and states-

men rather than by scholars and divines; while in other countries the

reform proceeded from the inner life of religion and the profound

study of the Scriptures. Good and bad men, from pure and low mo-

tives, took part in the work, but were overruled by a higher power

for a noble end.' England produced no reformers of such towering ge-

nius, learning, and heroism as Luther and Calvin, but a large number of

learned and able prelates and statesmen, and a noble army of martyrs

worthily led by Craiimer, Latimer, Ridley, Hooper, and Rogers. It dis-

played less theological depth and originality than Germany and Swit-

zerland, where the ideas and principles of the Reformation were

wrought out, but a greater power of practical organization. It gave

the new ideas a larger field of action and application to all the rami-

fications of society and all departments of literature, which entered

upon its golden age in the reign of Elizabeth, and which, in wealth of

genius and in veneration for the truths of Christianity, far suii^assed

that of any other nation.^ Although at first despotic and intoler-

ant, English Protestantism by its subsequent development became the

guardian of civil and religious liberty. The fierce struggle betwe»Ji

*the old and new learning' lasted for more than a century, and pp^sed

through a baptism of blood which purified and fertilized the soil of

England and became the seed of new colonies and empires beyond

the sea.

The British Reformation is full of romantic interest, and devel-

oped a great variety of strongly marked characters, who still excite

• Robert Southey {Life of Wesley, Vol. I. p. 266, Harpers' edition) says: ' In England the

best people and the worst combined in bringing about the Reformation, and in its progress

it bore evident marks of both.'

' Fisher {The Reformation, ip. 533): 'The boldness and independence of the Elizabethan

writers, their fearless and earnest pursuit of truth, and their solemn sense of religion, apart

from all asceticism and superstition, are among the effects of the Keformation. This is equal-

ly true of them as it is of Milton and of the greatest of their successors. Nothing save the

impulse which Protestantism gave to the English mind, and the intellectual ferment which

was engendered by it, will account for the literary phenomena of the Elizabethan times.

'

Even that brilliant and racy French critic, Taine, must acknowledge the constant influence

of 'the grave and grand idea of religion, of faith and prayer,' upon such writers as Bacon,

Raleigh. Burton, and Sir Thomas Browne.
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the passions, prejudices, and contradictory judgments of writers and

readers. It is a succession of tragedies ; it abounds in actions and

leactions, in crimes and punishments, in changes of fortune, in men

and women elevated to the pinnacle of power and happiness and

hurled to the abyss of disgrace and misfortune. It furnishes a striking

illustration of the truth that the history of the Chui-ch, as well as of

the world, is a judgment of the Church. This idea of righteous retri-

bution imparts a thrilling moral eifect to the tragedies of Shakspere,

who li\ed at the close of these shifting scenes, and gathered from

them his marvelous knowledge of human nature, in all its phases and

conditions, such as no poet ancient or modern ever possessed.

The richest fruit of the British Reformation is the translation of the

Bible— the work of three generations, the best ever made, and to

this day the chief nursery of piety among the Protestant denomina-

tions of the English-speaking race ; and next to it that noble respon-

sive liturgy which animates and regulates the devotions of the Epis-

copal communion on land and sea. These two works are truly na-

tional institutions, and command a veneration and affection above all

other books, not only by their sacred contents, but also by their clas-

sical diction, which sounds in the ear like solemn music from a higher

and better world.

EPOCHS OF THE ENGLISH KEFOEMATION.

The history of the English Reformation naturally divides itself into

four periods

:

1. From 1627 to 1547. The abolition of the authority of the Ro-

man See over England and the dissolution of the monasteries by

Henry YIII. This was chiefly a destructive process and a political

change of the supreme governing power of the Church, prompted by

unworthy personal motives, but it prepared the way for the religious

reformation under the following reign. The despotic and licentious

monarch, whom Leo X. rewarded for his book against Luther with the

title ' Defender of the Faith,' remained a Catholic in belief and senti-

ment till his death; he merely substituted king- worship for pope-

worship, a domestic tyranny for a foreign one, by cutting off the papal

tiara from the episcopal hierarchy and placing his own crown on the

bleeding neck; but he could not have effected so great a revolution
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without the sanction of Parliament and a strong clerical and populai

current towards ecclesiastical independence and reform, which showed

itself even before his breach with Rome, and became dominant under

his successor.

2. From 1547 to 1553. The introduction of the Reformation in

doctrine and w^orship under Edward YI., Henry's only son, and the

commencing conflict between the semi-Catholic and the Puritan tend-

encies. The ruling genius of this period was Archbishop Cranmer, the

Melanchthon of England, who by cautious trimming and facile sub-

servience to Henry had saved the cause of the Reformation through

the trials of a despotic reign for better times.

3. From 1553 to 1558. The papal reaction under Henry's oldest

daughter, Mary Tudor, that ' unhappiest of queens and wives and

women.' ^ She had more Spanish than English blood in her veins,

and revenged the injustice done to her mother, Catharine of Ara-

gon. Her short but bloody reign was the period of Protestant mar-

tyrdom, which fertilized the soil of England, and of the exile of

about eight hundred Englishmen, who were received with open arms

on the Continent, and who brought back clearer and stronger views

of the Reformation. The violent restoration of the old system inten-

sified the hatred of Popery, and forever connected it in the English

mind with persecution and bloodshed, with national humiliation and

disgrace. ' The tale of Protestant sufferings was told with wonderful

pathos and picturesqueness by John Foxe, an exile during the perse-

cution, and his " Book of Martyrs," which was (under the following

reign) set up by royal order in the churches for public reading, passed

from the churches to the shelves of every English household.'

4. From 1558 to 1603. The permanent establishment of the Re-

formed Church of England in opposition both to Roman Catholic and

to Puritan dissent during the long, brilliant, and successful reign of

Queen Elizabeth.

This masculine woman, the last and the greatest of the Tudors, in-

herited the virtues and vices of her Catholic father (Henry VIII.) and

her Protestant mother (Anne Boleyn).^ She was endowed with rare

' Tennyson, in Queen Marji^ act v. scene 2.

' Her character is admiral)ly drawn by Fronde, and by the latest historian of England,

J. R. Green, A Short History of the English People (London, 187r»), pp. 3G2-370.
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gifts by nature, and favored with the best education; she was brave

and bold, yet ])rudont and cautious; fond of show, jeweh-y and dress,

yet pai't^iinonioiis and mean; coldly intellectual, high-tempered, capri-

cious, haughty, selfish, and vain, and well versed in the low arts of

intri<i:ue and dissinudation. She trusted moi-e in time and her good

fortune than in Almighty God. She was destitute of religious en-

thusiasm, and managed the Church question from a purely political

point of view. She dropped the blasphemous title ' Head of the

Church of Eugland,' and was content to be the supreme 'Governor'

of the same.i But with this limitation the royal supremacy was the

chief article in her creed, and she made her bishops feel her power.

' Proud prelate,' she wrote to the Bishop of Ely, when he resisted the

spoliation of his see in favor of one of her favorites, 'you know

what you were before I made you what you are ! If you do not im-

mediately comply with my request, by God ! I will unfrock you.' As

a matter of taste she liked crucifixes, images, and the gorgeous dis-

play of the Eoman hierarchy and ritual ; and, being proud of her own

virginity, she disliked the marriage of the clergy ; she insulted the

worthy wife of Archbishop Parker by refusing to call her ' Madam,' the

usual address to married ladies. But she had the sagacity to perceive

that her true interests were identified with the cause of Protestant-

ism, and she maintained it with a strong arm, aided by the ablest

council and the national sentiment, against the excommunication of

the Pope, the assaults of Spain, and the intrigues of the Jesuits at

home. This is the basis of the popularity which she enjoyed as a

ruler with all classes of her subjects except the Romanists.

Her ecclesiastical policy at home was a system of compromise in the

interest of outward uniformity. It was fortified by a penal code which

may be explained though not justified by the political necessities and

' Parliament, in the act of supremacy (1534), declared King Henry, his heirs and successors,

to be 'the only supreme head, on earth, of the Church of England, called the Anglicana Ec-

clesia.' For denying this royal supremacy in spiritual matters, More and Fisher suffered

martyrdom. The thirty-seventh of the Elizabethan Articles modifies it considerably, but still

claims for ' the Queen's Majesty the chief power in this Realm of England, . . . unto whom the

chief government of all estates, whether they be ecclesiastical or civil, in all causes doth apper-

tain,' etc. Elizabeth disclaimed the sacerdotal character which her father had assumed, but

retained and exercised the vast power of appointing her prelates, summoning and dissolving

convocations, sanctioning creeds and canons, and punishing heresies and all manner of abuses

with the civil sword.
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the general intolerance of the times, but which was nevertheless crue.

and abominable, and has been gradually swept away by the progress

of a nobler and more enlightened policy of religious liberty.

As in the case of her predecessors, we should remember that the

polic}' of Elizabeth was merely the outward frame which surrounds

the true inward history of the religious movement of her age. The

doctrinal reformation with which we are concerned was began in the

second and completed in the fourth period.

With the reign of Elizabetli ended the great conflict with Rome. It

was followed by the internal conflict between Puritanism and Epis-

copacy, which, after a temporary triumph of the former under Crom-

well, resulted in the re-establishment of tlie Episcopal Church and the

expulsion of Puritanism (1662), until another revolution (1688) brought

on the tinal downfall of the treacherous Stuarts and the toleration of

the Dissenters, who thereafter represented, in separate organizations,

the left or radical wing of English Protestantism.

§ 77. The Docteinal Position of the Anglican Chuech and her

Relation to other Churches.

The Reformed Church of England occupies an independent posi-

tion between Romanism on the one hand, and Lutheranism and Cal-

vinism on the other, with strong afllnities and antagonisms in both

directions. She nursed at her breasts Calvinistic Puritans, Arminian

Methodists, liberal Latitiidinarians, and Romanizing Tractarians and

Ritualists. This comprehensiveness of the Church as a whole is quite

consistent with the narrowness and exclusiveness of particular parties.

It repels and attracts; it caused the large secessions which occurred

at critical junctures in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth

centuries, but it also explains the individual accessions which she con-

tinually though quietly receives from other Churches.

The English mind is not theorizing and speculative, but eminently

practical and conservative; it follows more the power of habit than

the logic of thought ; it takes things as they are, makes haste slowly,

mends abuses cautiously, and aims at the attainable rather than the

ideal. The Reformation in England was less controlled by theology

than on the Continent, and more complicated with ecclesiastical and

political issues. Anglican theology is as much embodied in the episco-
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pal polity and the liturgical worship as in the doctrinal standards. The

Book of Common Prayer is catholic, though purged of superstitious ele-

ments ; the Articles of Rijligion are evangelical and modei-ately Calvin-

istic.^ The hierarchical, sacerdotal, and sacramental systems of relig-

ion are congenial and logically inseparable ; they moderate and check

the Protestant tendency, and if unduly pressed they become Roman-

izing. In great minds we often find great antagonisms or opposite

truths dwelling together unreconciled ; while partisans look only at one

side. Augustine, Luther, and even the more logical Calvin, believed

in divine sovereignty and human responsibility, free election and sac-

ramental grace, and combined reverence for Church authority with

independence of private judgment. The English Church leaves room

for catholic and evangelical, mediaeval and modern ideas, without an

attempt to harmonize them ; but her parties are one-sided, and differ

as widely as separate denominations, though subject to the same bishop

and worshiping at the same altar. She is composite and eclectic in

her character, like the English language ; she has more outward uni-

formity than inward unity ; she is fixed in her organic structure, but

elastic in doctrinal opinion, and has successively allowed opposite

schools of theology to grow up which claim to be equally loyal to

her genius and institutions. She has lost in England by those peri-

odical separations which followed her great religious movements (the

Puritan, the Methodist, the Anglo-Catholic) nearly one half of the na-

tion she once exclusively controlled
;
yet she remains to this day the

richest and strongest national Church in Protestant Christendom, and

exercises more power over England than Lutheranism does over Ger-

many or Calvinism over Switzerland and Holland. In the United

States the Protestant Episcopal Church is numerically much smaller

' The ingemous and sophistical attempt of Dr. John Henry Newman, in his famous Tract

Number Ninety (Oxford, 1841), to un-Protestantize the Thirty-nine Articles, has been best

refuted by his own subsequent transition to Rome. As a specimen of this non-natural inter-

pretation we mention what he says on Art. XI., which teaches as 'a most wholesome doctrine'

'that we ai-e justified by faith only.' This means that faith is the sole internal instrument of

justification, while baptism is the sole outward means and instrument ; it does not interfere with

the doctrine that good works are also a means of justification (pp. 21 sqq.). That is, the Prot-

estant doctrine of justification by faith nlone, which the Council of Trent condemned, is iden-

tical with the Romish doctrine of justification by faith and works, which the same Council

taught. A more learned and elaborate work, which minimizes the Protestantism of the Ar-

ticles and makes them bear a catholic sense, is the Explanation by the late Bishop Forbes of

Brechin, above quoted.

Vol. I.—Q q
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than most of the denominations which in England were cast out or

vohnitarily went out from the established Church as Non-conformists

and Dissenters; but she will always occupy a commanding position

among the higher classes and in large cities, because she represents

the noble institutions and literature of the aristocratic, conservative,

and venerable Church of England.

THE MELANCHTHONIAN rNTLUENCE.

Germany received Koman Catholic Christianity from England

through Winfrid or Boniface, and in turn gave to England the first

impulse of the evangelical Eeformation. The writings of Luther were

read with avidity by students in Oxford and Cambridge as early as

'.527. Cranmer spent some time in Germany, and was connected

jrith it by domestic ties.^ Henry YIII. never overcame his intense

dislike of Luther, kindled by their unfortunate controversy on the

seven sacraments, and strengthened by Luther's breach with Eras-

mus; but he respected Melanchthon for his learning and wisdom,

and invited him to assist in reforming the English Church.^ He en-

tered into negotiations with the Wittenberg divines and the Lutheran

princes of the Smalcald League, but chiefly from political motives

and without eifect.

Under Edward VI. the influence of the Melanchthonian theology, as

embodied in the Augsburg Confession (1530) and the Snabian Confession

(1552), became more apparent, and can be cleai-ly traced in Crannier's

earlier writings, in some of the Articles of Religion, and in those parts

of the Book of Common Prayer which were borrowed from the ' Con-

sultation' of Archbishop Hermann of Cologne, compiled by Bucer and

Melanchthon (1543). Hence the English Church has been called some-

times by Lutheran divines an Ecclesia Lutheranizans.

' His second wife, whom he secretly married in 1532, before his elevation to the primacy

(March, 1 533), was a niece of the Lutheran divine Osiander at NUrnberg, who subsequently

excited a violent controversy about the doctrine of justification.

^ Melanchthon was twice called to England in 1 034 {^ Ego jam nlteris Uteris in Anglinm

vocor). In 1535 he dedicated an edition of his Loci to Henry, at the request of Barnes, who

thought it would promote the jjrogress of the Keformation. Henry renewed the invitation in

1538, and requested theElectorof Saxony to send ' Dominuvi PhiUjipuin Melancthonem, in cuius

ezcellenti eruditione et sanojudicio a bonis omnibiis multa spes reposita est,' together with some

other learned men, to England. Under Edward VI. Melanchthon was called again, and in 1 553

he was appointed Professor of Divinity in Cambridge, but he never saw England. SeeLaurence,

. c. pp. 198 sqq. ; Ilardwick, Hist, of the Art. pp. 52 sqq. ; C. Schmidt, Phil. Mel. pp. 283-289.
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But the peculiar views of Luther on the real presence and the ubiq

uity of Christ's body found no congenial soil in England. Cranmer

himself abandoned them as early as Dec. 14, 1548, when a public dis-

cussion was held in London on the eucharist; and he adopted, to-

gether with Ridley, the Calvinistic doctrine of a virtual presence and

communication of Christ's glorified humanity. He held that 'Christ is

figuratively in the bread and wine, and spiritually in them that wor-

thily eat the bread and drink the wine ; but, on the other hand, con-

tended that our blessed Lord is really, carnally, and corporally in

heaven alone, fiorn w4ience he shall come to judge the quick and the

dead.'^ This doctrinal change was embodied (1552) in the revision

of the first Prayer-Book of Edward VI. ; the prayer of oblation was

converted into a thanksgiving, and the old formula of distribution,

which was compatible even with a belief in transubstantiation ('The

Body of our Lord Jesus Christ,' etc.), was replaced by another w^hich

a Zwinglian may approve ('Take and eat this in remembrance that

Christ died for tliue,' etc.). In the Elizabethan Service-Book the two

formulas w-ere combined (the second being an explanation of the first),

ftnd have ever since continued in use.

In the violent controversies which agitated Germany after Luther's

death, and which led to the Formula of Concord, England sided with

the milder Melanchthonian school. Queen Elizabeth made an effort

to prevent the adoption of the Formula and the condenmation of the

Reformed doctrines.^

> So his ultimate doctrine is correctly stated by Hardwick, History of the. Reformation,

p. 209. Cranmer wrote very extensively on the eucharist, and especially against the Romish

mass. See the first volume of the Parker Society's edition of his Works. His change of

view is due to the influence of the book of Ratramnus (Bertram) against transubstantia-

tion, the tract of Bullinger on the eucharist, and the personal influence of Ridley. Peter

Martyr, and Bucer. Bisliop Browne says (on Art. XXVI II. Sect. I. p. 711 of the Am. ed.):

'Both Cranmer and Ridley, to whom we are chiefly indebted for our formularies, maintained

the doctrine nearly identical with that maint;\ined by Calvin, and before him by Bertram. . . .

These sentiments of our Reformers were undoubtedly embodied in cur Liturgy and Articles.

... In the main, Calvin, Melanchthon in his later views, and the Anglican divines were at

one.' John Knox entirely agreed with Cranmer in the Reformed doctiine of the eucharist,

and he objected only to the kneeling posture, whicli hd to the insertion of a special rubric iu

the Praver-Book. See Lorimer, John Kuux in England, pp. 4U and i45.

^ See above, p. 333.
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THE ZWINGLIAN AND CALVINISTIC INFLTJENCE.

The doctrines of Zuricli and Geneva began to spread in England

under tlie reign of Edward VI. Calvin, whose books were prohibited

by Henry VIII. (in 15-i2), corresponded freely with the Duke of Som-

erset (Oct. 22, 1548), Edward VI., and Cranmer, and urged a more

thorough reformation of doctrine and discipline, and a better educa-

tion of the clergy; but left episcopacy untouched, which he was will-

ing to tolerate in England as well as in the kingdom of Poland.'

His controversy with Pighius about predestination excited considera-

ble sympathy in England (1552), and his doctrine of the eucharist

gained ground more rapidly. Cranmer called to his aid prominent

Reformed and Unionistic divines, such as Peter Martyr, Ochino, Laski,

Bucer, and Fagius, and gave them high positions in Oxford, Cam-

bridge, and London. It is characteristic of his catholicity of spirit

that in 1548 he conceived the plan of inviting Melanchthon of Wit-

tenberg, Bullinger of Zurich, Calvin of Geneva, Bucer of Strasburg,

Peter Martyr, Laski, and others to Lambeth for the purpose of draw-

ing up a union creed for all evangelical Churches.^ John Hooper,

who had resided two years at Zurich, was made Bishop of Gloucester

(1551), although he went even beyond Bullinger and Calvin in mat-

ters of clerical vestments and ceremonies, and may be called a fore-

runner of Puritanism. He died heroically for his faith under Mary

(1555). John Knox was elected one of the chaplains of Edward VL,

and was offered the bishopric of Rochester, which he declined. He
exerted considerable influence, and would no doubt have retained it

under Elizabeth, had he not (together with his teacher and fi'iend,

' Stahelin, Vol. II. pp. 51 sqq., discusses at length Calvin's correspondence with England.

Ilardwick speaks of 'the obtrusive letters of Calvin ;' but his counsel was solicited from every

direction. In the controversy of the English exiles at Frankfort both parties (Cox and Knox)

appealed to the Genevan Reformer for advice. Cranmer requested him to write often to King

Edward. See Calvin to Farel, June IH, 1551 (0/;erf;, Vol. XIV. fol. 13;!): ' Cantunriensis

nihil me utilius farturum admonuit, quain si ad Re(jem sccpius scriherem. Hoc inihi lomje

(/ratius, quam si ingenti pecuniw suinma ditatus /oreiii/ Viret informed Farel in the same

year and month (ibid. fol. 131), that the king sent to Calvin ^coronatos centum et lihellum a

se coiisrri/ituin gallice in papntuiii, cuius censuram a Calvino exigit. . . . Acrepit Calvinus a

viultis Anf/li(e proceriOus multas litems plenas liumanitatis. Omnes testantur se ejus ingenio

et Idhovihus valde oblectari. Hortantur ut swpe scribat. Protector scri/isit nominntim.^

" Strype's Memorials of Cranmer, Vol. I. p. 584 ; Hardwick, History of the /{(formation,

p. 212.'
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Calvin) incurred her personal dislike by his trumpet-blast ' against

the monstrous regimen of women,' which was provoked by the fatal

misgovernment of her sister.'

Under the reign of Mary the English exiles formed the closest ties

of personal and theological friendship with the Reformers of Switzer-

land, and on their return under Queen Elizabeth they took the lead in

the restoration and reconstruction of the Reformed Church of England.

Bishop Jewel, the linal reviser of the Thirty-nine Articles, wrote to

Peter Martyr at Zurich (Feb. 7, 1562); 'As to matters of doctrine, we
have pared every thing away to the very quick, and do not differ from

you by a nail's breadth ; for as to the ubiquitarian [i. e., the Luther-

an] theory there is no danger in this country. Opinions of that kind

can only gain admittance where the stones have sense.'

^

Bullinger's 'Decades' were for some time the manual of the clergy.

Afterwards Calvin's 'Institutes' became the text-book of theolo^v in

Oxford and Cambridge.^ Even liis Catechism was ordered to be used

by statute in the universities (1587). Next to him his friend and suc-

cessor, Beza, was for many years the highest theological authority. The

University of Cambridge, in thanking him for the valuable gift of

Codex D of the New Testament, in 1581, acknowledges its preference

for him and John Calvin above any men that ever lived since the days

of the Apostles.* Beza's editions of the Greek Testament, his elegant

' The influence of Knox upon the English Reformation has been more fully brought to

light from the Knox Papers in Dr. Williams's library at London by Dr. Peter Lorimer, in

John Knox and the Church of England (London, 1875), pp. 98 sqq.

^ Zurich Letters, second series, I. 100. Prof. Fisher, in quoting this passage, adds the

just remark {The Reformation, p. S-tl): 'Tliere is no need in bringing further evidence on
this point, since the Articles themselves explicitly assert the Calvinistic view [on the Lord's

Supper]. In speaking of the English Reformers as Calvinists, it is not implied that they

derived their opinions from Calvin exclusively, or received them on his authority. They were

able and learned men, and explored the Scriptures and the patristic writers for themselves.

Yet no name was held in higher honor among them than that of the Genevan Refoimer.'
^ When Robert Sanderson (Professor of Theology in Oxford, 16-12, afterwards Bishop of

Lincoln, d. 1663) began to study theology in Oxford about 1606, he was recommended, as

was usual at that time, to read Calvin's Institutes, 'as the best and perfectest system of di-

vinity, and the fittest to be laid as the ground-work in the study of this profession.' Blunt,

Dictionary of Sects, etc., p. 97. Comp. Hooker's judgment below, p. 607.

* ' Na7n hoc scito, post unicoe scripturce sacratissimam cognitioneni, nullos unquam ex omni

memoria temporum scriptores extitisse, quos memorabili viro Joanni Calvino tibique prceferamus.''

See Scrivener's Codex Bezce, Introd. p. vi., and his Introd. to the Critic, of the New Testament,

second edition, 187-1, p. 112. Scrivener regards this veneration as an ill omen 'for the peace

of the English Church.'
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Latin translation, and exegetical notes were in general nse in England

during the reigns of Elizabeth and James, and were nuuk- the chief

basis not only of the Geneva Bible (1560), but also of the revision of

the Bisliops' Bible under King James (161iy

It is not too much to say that the ruling theology of the Church of

England in the latter half of the sixteenth and the beginning of the

seventeenth century was Calvinistic.^ The best proof of this is fur-

nished by the 'Zurich Letters,'^ extending over the whole period of

the Reformation, the Elizabethan Articles, the Second Book of Hom-
ilies (chiefly composed by Bishop Jewel), the Lambeth Articles, the

Irish Articles, and the report of the delegation of King James to the

Calvinistic Synod of Dort.*

EPISCOPACY.

This theological sympathy between the English and the Continental

Churches extended also to the principles of Church government, which

was regarded as a matter of secondary importance, and subject to

change, like rites and ceremonies, * according to the diversities of

countries, times, and men's manners, so that nothing be ordained

against God's Word' (Art. XXXIY.). The difference was simply

* See my tract on the Revision o/ the English Version of the New Testament, pp. 28, 29,

and Westcott's History of the English Bible, pp. 294 sq. A number of errors in the English

Version, as well as excellences, can be traced to Beza.

* Macaulay (in his introductory chapter, p. 39, Boston edition) says! 'The English Reform-

ers were eager to go as far as their brethren on the Continent. They unanimously condemned
as anti-Christian numerous dogmas and practices to which Henry had stubbornly adhered,

and which Elizabeth reluctantly abandoned. INlany felt a strong repugnance even to things

indifferent, which had formed part of the polity or ritual of the mystical Babylon.'

^ So called because they are mostly derived from the extensive Simler Collection of Zurich,

where the Marian exiles, as Bishop Burnet says, ' were entertained both by the magistrates

and the ministers—Bullinger, Quaker, Weidner. Simler, Lavater, Gesner, and all the rest

of that body—with a tenderness and affection that engaged them to the end of their lives

to make the greatest acknowledgments possible for it.' The correspondence was published

b the Parker Society (Cambridge, 1842-47, in four vols.), in two series, the first of which

covers the reigns of Henry VIII., Edward VI., and Mary; the second and more important

the reign of Elizabeth (1.").">8-1G02). They include letters of most of the English Reformers

and leading bishops and divines to the Swiss Reformers, with their answers, and are noble

monuments of Christian and theological friendship.

* The Suffrage of the Divines of Great Britain concerning the Articles of the Synod of
Dort signed by them in the Year 1619. London, 1()24. There is, however, at the close of

this document (p. 170) a wholesome warning 'concerning the mystery of reprobation,'' that

it be 'handled sparingly and prudently,' and that 'those fearful opinions, and such as have na

ground in the Scriptures, be carefully avoided, which tend rather unto desperation than edi-

fication, and do bring upon some of the Reformed Churches a grievous scandal.'
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tins: the English Reformers, being themselves bishops, retained epis-

copacy as an ancient institution of the Church catholic, but fully ad-

mitted (with the most learned fathers and schoolmen, sustained by

modern commentators and historiaus) the original identity of the

offices of bishop and presbyter; while the German aud Swiss Re-

formers, being only presbyters or laymen, and opposed by their bish-

ops, fell back from necessity rutlier than choice upon the paiity of

ministers, without thereby denying the human right and relative im-

portance or expediency of episcopacy as a superintendency over equals

in rank. The more rigid among the Puritans departed from both by

attacliing primary importance to matters of discipline and ritual, and

denouncing every form of government and public worship that was

not expressly sanctioned in the New Testament.

The most learned English divines before the period of the Restora-

tion, such as Cranmer, Jewel, Hooker, Field, Ussher, Hall, and Stilling

fleet, did not hold the theory of an exclusive jure divino episcopacy,

and fully recognized the validity of presbyterian ordination. They

preferred and defended episcopacy as the most ancient and general

form of government, best adapted for the maintenance of order and

unity ; in one word, as necessary for the well-being, but not for the

being of the Church. Cranmer invited the co-operation of Lutherans

and Calvinists even in the most important work of framing the Articles

of Religion and revising the Liturgy, without questioning their ordina-

tion ; his own views of episcopacy were so low that he declared ' elec-

tion or appomtment thereto sufficient' without consecration, and he way

so thoroughly Erastian that after the death of Henry he and his suf

fragans took out fresh commissions from the new king.' His three

successors in the primacy (Parker, Grindal, and Whitgift) did not

differ from him in principle. * Archbishop Grindal,' says Macaulay,

*long hesitated about accepting a mitre, from dislike of what he re-

garded as the mummery of consecration. Bishop Parkhurst uttered

a fervent prayer that the Church of England would propose to her-

self the Church of Zurich as the absolute pattern of a Christian com-

* In accordance with an act of the thirty-seventh year of Henry VIII., which declares that

'Archbishops and the other ecclesiastical persons had no manner ofjurisdiction ecclesiastical

but by, under, and from his Royal Majesty; and that his Royal Majesty was the only supreme

bead of the Church of England and Ireland, to whom, by holy Scripture, all authority and

power was whoUy given,' etc.
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raunity. Bishop Ponet was of opinion that the word bishop should

be abandoned to the Papists, and that the chief officers of the puri-

fied Cliurch should be called SHperinteiidents.'' The nineteenth of the

Elizabethan Articles, which treats of the visible Chnrcli, says nothing

of episcopacy as a mark of the Church. The statute of the thirteenth

year of Elizabeth, cap. 12, permits ministers of the Scotch and other for-

eign Churches to exercise their ministry in England without re-ordina-

tion. After the union with Scotland the English sovereign represented

in his official character the national Churches of the two countries, and

when in Scotland, Queen Victoria takes the communion from the hands

of a Presbyterian parson. Prominent clergymen of the Church of En-

gland, siicli asTravers (Provost of Trinity Cullege, Diil)liii),Whittinghara

(Dean of Durham), Cartwright (Professor of Diviinty in Cambridge,

afterwards Master of Warwick Hospital), and John Morrison (from

Scotland), had received only Presbyterian ordination in foreign Church-

es. Similar instances of Scotch, French, and Dutch Reformed ministers

who were received simply on subscribing the Articles occurred down

to the civil war. The English delegates to the Synod of Dort, which

was presided over by a presbyter, were high dignitaries and doctors

of divinity, one of them (Carleton) a bishop, and two others (Dav-

enant and Hall) were afterwards raised to bishoprics. Archbishop

Ussher, the greatest English divine of his age, who in eighteen years

had mastered the whole mass of patristic literature, defended episco-

pacy only as a presidency of one presbyter over his peers, and de-

clared that when abroad he would take the holy communion from a

Dutch Reformed or French minister as readily as from an Episcopa-

lian clergyman at home.

But the reigns of James and Charles I. form the transition. In the

heat of the Puritan controversy both parties took extreme ground,

Presbyterians and Independents as well as Episcopalians, and claimed

exclusive Scripture authority and divine right for their form of gov-

ernment. Truth and error were mixed on both sides; for the primi-

tive government was neither Episcopalian nor Presbyterian nor Inde-

pendent, but apostolic; and the Aj)ostlcs, as inspired and infallible

teachers and rulers of the whole Church of all ages, have and can

have no successors, as Christ himself can have none.

The doctrine of the divine and exclusive right of episcopacy was
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first intimated, in self-defense, by Bishop Bancroft, of London (in a

sermon, 1589), then taught and rigidly enforced by Archbishop Laud
(16o3-lG-i5), the most un-Protestant of English prelates,' and was

apparently sanctioned in 1662 by the Act of Uniformity, which for-

bade any person to hold a benefice or to administer the sacraments

before he be ordained a priest by Episcopal ordination. By this cruel

Act two thousand ministers, including some of the ablest and most

worthy men in England, were expelled from ofiice and driven into

ncn-conformity.

Notwithstanding this change, the Church of England has never offi-

cially and expressly pronounced on the validity or invalidity of non-

episcopal orders in other Churches; she only maintains that no one

siiall ofliciate in her pulpits and at her altars who has not received

episcopal ordination according to the direction of the Prayer-book.'''

BICHAKD HOOKER.

The truest representative of the conservative and comprehensive

genius of Anglicanism in doctrine and polity, towards the close of

the Elizabethan period, is the 'judicious Hooker' (1553-1600), who to

this day retains the respect of all parties. In his great work on the

' Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity' he went to the root of the rising contro-

versy between Episcopacy and Puritanism, by representing the Church

as a legislative body which had the power to make and unmake insti-

tutions and rites not aifecting the doctrines of salvation laid down in

the Scriptures and oecumenical creeds.

' Laud made such a near approach to Rome that he was offered a cardinal's hat (Aug.

1633). Wlien he first maintained, in his exercise for Bachelor of Divinity, in 1G04, the doc-

trine that there could be no true Church without a bishop, he was rei)roved by the authorities

at ( )xford, because he ' cast a bone of contention between the Church of England and the

Reformed on the Continent.' But when he was in power he spared no effort to force his

theory upon reluctant Puritans in England and Presbyterians in Scotland.

^ The facts above stated are acknowledged by the best authorities of the Church of England

of all parties, such as Strype, Burnet, Lathbury, Keble, and by secular historians such as Hal-

km and Macaulay. See a calm and thorough argument of Prof. G. P. Fisher, The Relation

of the Church of Enghtnd to the other Protestant Churches, in the ' New-Englander ' for Jan-

uary, 187+, pp. 121-172. This article grew out of a newspaper controversy in the New York

Tribune, occasioned by the secession of Bishop Cummins after the General C'onference of the

Evangelical Alliance at New York, October, 1873. This inter-denominational Conference had

the express sanction of the Archbishop ofCanterbury in a letter addressed to the Dean of Canter-

bury, one of the prominent delegates. See Pmceedinc/s (published N. Y., 1874), p. 720. Comp.

also Dr. Wasiiburn, Rilation of the Episcojiul Church to other Christian Bodies, N. Y., 1874.
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He defends episcopacy, but without invalidating other forms of

government, or unchurching other Churclies. He higlily commends

Calvin's ' Institutes' and 'Commentaries,' and calls him 'incomparably

the wisest man that ever the French Church did enjoy,' ^ He gener-

ally agrees with his theology, at least as far as it is Augustinian, and

he clearly adopts his view of the eucharist—namely, as he expresses it,

that ' Christ iq personally present, albeit a part of Christ be coiyorally

absent,' and ' that the real presence is not to be sought for in the sac-

rament (i. e., in the elements), but in the worthy receiver of the sacra-

ment.' But he keeps clear of the logical sharpness and rigor of Cal-

vinism, and subjects it to the higher test of the fathers and the early

Church.^

His respect for antiquity and his churchly conservatism gained

ground after his death in the conflict with Puritanism; and when

the Synod of Dort narrowed the Calvinism of the Reformation to a

five-angular scholastic scheme, Arminian doctrines, in connection with

High-Church principles, spread rapidly in the Church of England.

She became, as a body, more and more exclusive, and broke off the

theological interchange and fraternal fellowship with non-episcopal

* He also says :
' Of what account the Master of Sentences [Peter Lombard] was in the

Church of Rome, the same and more amongst the preachers of Reformed Churches Calvin had

purchased; so that the perfectest divines were judged they which were skillfulest in Calvin's

writings; his books almost the very canon to judge both doctrine and discipline by.' See

Hooker's lengthy account of Calvin's life and labors in the Preface to his work on the Lmcs

of ErcleKhtsiiciil t^olUy, Vol. I. pp. 158-174, edition of Dr. John Keble.

" Dr. Keble, who wiis a High Anglican or Anglo-Catholic of the Oxford school, says in the

Preface to liis edition (p. xcix.): 'With regard to the points usually called Calvinistic, Hooker

undoubtedly favored the tone and language, which has since come to be characteristic of that

school, commonly ailojited by those theologians to whom his education led him as guides and

models on occasions where no part of Calvinism comes expressly into debate. It is possible

that this may cause him to appear, to less profound readers, a more decided partisan of Cal-

vin than he really was. At least it is certain that on the following subjects he was himself

decidedly in favor of very considerable modifications of the Genevan theology.' Keble then

contrasts the strict Calvinism of the Lambeth Articles with the cautious predestinarianism of

Hooker as expressed in a fragment which teaches eternal election and the final perseverance

of the foreknown elect, without mentioning reprobation, and makes condemnation depend on

'the foresight of sin as the cause.' Judas went to his place, which was 'of his own proper

procurement. Devils were not ordained of God for hell-fire, but hell-fire for them ; and for

men so far as it was foreseen that men would be like them. ' There are, however, as Keble

himself admits, passages in Hooker which are more strongly Calvinistic, especially on the doc-

trine of the perseverance of saints, which he considers hardly consistent with his doctrine of

universal baptismal grace. But both these doctrines were held by Augustine likewise, fiom

whom Hooker borrowed them.
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Churches. But we hope the time is coming when the Christian com-

munion which characterized her formative period will be revived

under a higher and more permanent form.

Note.—My friend, the Rev. Dr. E. A. Washburn, of New York, an Episcopalian divine of

rare culture and liberality of spirit, has kindly furnished the following contribution to this

chapter, which will give the reader a broad inside view of Anglicanism under the various

phases of its historic development:

'The doctrinal system of the English Church, in its relation to other Reformed commu-
nions, especially needs a historic treatment ; and the want of this has led to grave mistakes,

alike by Protestant critics and Anglo-Catholic defenders. It was one in its positive prin-

ciples, as opposed to the dogmatic falsehoods of Rome, with the great bodies of the Conti-

nental Reformation
;
yet it grew as a national Church, while those were more fully shaped

by the theology of their leaders—Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli. This fact is the key of its

history. England felt the same influences, religious and social, that awakened Europe, but

its ideas were not borrowed from abroad ; it only completed the growth begun in the day of

Wyclif. Its earliest step was thus a national one. Nor was this, as has been proved by its

latest historians from the record, the act of Henry VIII. ; for before his quarrel the Parlia-

ment annulled forever, by its own decree, the supremacy of Rome. It could not be expected

that during his reign the standard of doctrine should be greatly changed ; and it should be
remembered that Luther himself renounced only by degrees the idea of Papal authority. The
"Articles devised to establish Christian Quietness," probably the original of the later Cot-

ton MSS., and the "Institution of a Christian Man" following it in 1537, show that the dog-

ma of the mass, the seven sacraments, intercessory prayers for the dead, and reverence of the

Virgin and saints as mediators, remained. It is worth noting, however, that the "Erudition"

in 1543 gives signs of change, as the "corporal" presence is there only the "very body,"and
the idea of special intercession is modified to prayer "for the universal congregation of Chris-

tian people, quick and dead." But the next reign proves that the act of national freedom held

in solution the whole result. Ultramontanism meant then, as now, not only the feudal head-

ship of Rome, but its scholastic and priestly system. The Reformation, ripened in the minds

of Cranmer, Latimer, Ridley, and other devout thinkers, bore its fruit in the revised Liturgy

and Articles ; nor can any thing be clearer than the doctrinal standard of the Church, if we
trace it with just historic criticism to the time when these were fixed.

' The Articles ask our first study. It is plain that the foundation-truths of the Reformation

—

justification by faith, the supremacy and sufficiency of written Scripture, the fallibility of even

general councils—are its basis. Yet it is just as plain that in regard of the specific points of

theology, which were the root of discord in the Continental Churches, as election, predestina-

tion, reprobation, perseverance, and the rest, these Articles speak in a much more moderate

tone. It is from a narrow study of that age that they have been called articles of compromise

between a Calvinistic and Arminian party. There were some of extreme views, as the Lam-
beth Articles prove, but they did not represent the body. The English Reformers had been

bred, like the great Genevan, in the school of the greater Augustine ; and his richer, more
ethical spirit appears in not only the Articles, but in the writings of well-nigh all from Hooper
or Whitgift to Hooker. There was the friendliest intercourse between them and the divines

of the Continent. Melanchthon, Calvin, Bucer were consulted in their common work. But
the unity of the national Church, not the system of a school, was uppermost ; and we may
write the character of them all in the words of the biographer of Field, that "in points of ex-

treme difficulty he did not think fit to be so positive in defining as to turn matters of opinion

into matters of faith.

"

' We may thus learn the structure of the liturgical system. The English Reformers aimed

not to create a new, but to reform the historic Church ; and therefore they kept the ritual with

the episcopate, because they were institutions rooted in the soil. They did not unchurch the

bodies of the Continent, which grew under quite other conditions. No theory of an exclusive

Anglicanism, as based on the episcopate and general councils, was held by them. Such a view

is wholly contradictory to their own Articles. But the historic character of the Church gave it

a positive relation to the past ; and they sought to adhere to primitive usage as the basis of his-

toric unity. In this revision, therefore, they weeded out all Romish errors, the mass, the five

added sacraments, the legends of saints, and superstitious rites ; but they kept the ancient Apos-

tles' Creed and the Nicene in the forefront of the service, the sacramental offices, the festivals

and fasts relating to Christ or Apostles with whatever they thought pure. Such a work could
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not be perfect, and it is fiilse either to think it so or to judge it save by its time. There are
archaic forms in these offices which retain some ideas of a schohistic theology. The view of
regeneration in the baptismal service, decried to-day as Romish, can be found by any scholar
in Melanchthon or in Biilliiiger's Decades. We may see in some of tlie ])hrases of the commun-
ion office the idea of more than a purely spiritual participation, yet the view is almost identical

with that of Calvin. The dogma of the mass luid been renounced, but the Aristotelian notions
of spirit and body were still embodied in the jjliilosophy of the time. The absolution in the
office for the sick, and like features, have been magnified into "Romanizing germs "on one
side and Catholic verities on another. The Athanasian Creed, revered by all the Reformers,
was retained, yet not as that of Nice in the body of the worship ; and it was wisely excluded
by the American revisers, as the English Church will by-and-by displace it, because a better

criticism shows it to be the metaphysical deposit of a later time, un catholic in descent or

structure. Such is the rule by which we are to know the unity of the English system. The
satire, so often repeated since Chatham, that the Church has a " Popish Liturgy and Calvin-
istic Articles," is as ignorant as it is unjust. All liturgical formularies need revision ; but such
a task must be judged by the standard of the Articles, the whole tenor of the Prayer-book, and
the known principles of the men. In the same way we learn their view of the Episcopate.

Not one leading divine from Hooper to Hooker claimed any ground beyond the fact of prim-
itive and historic usage ; and Whitgift, the typical High-Churchman of the F^lizabethan time,

in reply to the charge of Cartwright against prelacy as unscriptural, took the ground that to

hold it "of necessity to have the same kind of government as in the Apostles' time, and ex-
pressed in Scripture," is a "rotten pillar." The Puritan of that day was as narrow as the

naiTow Churchman of our own.
' This historic sketch of the English Reformation explains its whole character. It had

in it varied elements, but by no means contradictory. Had not other influences dwarfed
its design, it would have done much to harmonize the communions of Protestantism, to

blend the new life with a sober reverence for the historic past. Lutheranism and Calvin-

ism did each its part in the development of a profound theology. The English Church
had a more comprehensive doctrine and a more conservative order. It placed the simple

Apostles' Creed above all theological confessions as its basis, and a practical system above the

subtleties of controversy. But its defect lay in the policy which sought uniformity instead

of a large unity; and the loss of the conscientious men who left the national Church gave its

ecclesiastical element an undue growth. Yet it has retained throughout much of its compre-
hensiveness. It has had many schools of thought, but none has ruled it. Calvinism, al-

though shorn of its early strength, has had always adlierents, from the saintly Leighton to

Toplady and Venn. The Arminian doctrine entered early from Holland, and in the visit of

the divines sent by James to the Synod of Dort, among whom were Hall and Davenant, we have
the early traces of the change. Davenant was nominally against the Remonstrants, but the

"Suffrages "prove already tlie milder tone of the English theology. It is with Laud that the sys-

tem gained strong ground, yet it never led to such quarrels as in the land of Grotius ; it repre-

sented the growing dislike of a harsh supralapsarianism and the mild spirit of scholars like

Jeremy Taylor. The criticism has often been made that Arminianism is more akin to a
High-Church system, because it teaches that divine grace is conditioned by works ; but if so,

perhaps it shows, as in the case of Jansenism, that a metaphysical creed, in losing sight of the

moral side of its own truth, will always drive men to its opposite. The English theology

of the next period has the like variety. It had its divines of rich learning— Bramhall,

Cosin, and others—inclined to a stricter view of the sacraments and ministry than the Re-
formers

;
yet it is mere exaggeration to call them the Anglo-Catholic fathers, as if they were

the exponents of the whole C'hurch. They belong to one school of their time. Nor is it a
less mistake to judge from their opposition, as members of the national Church, to the Dis-

senters, that they unchurched the Continental Protestants. Bramhall held an ejnscopate to

be of the Erclesia Integra, not vera; and Morton, while bitter towards the Presbyterians, is

"not so uncharitable" towards foreign Reformed bodies "as to censure them for no Chiu'ches,

for that which is their infelicity, not their fault." (.Miillingworth and Hales are leaders in this

period of a more liberal thought. The Cambridge school, which a modern critic calls the

herald of broad Churchmanship, begins here with Smith and Whichcote. Tlie theology of

England passed into a still more comprehensive growth. Its larger conflict with Deism took

it out of the guerrilla war of tlie past into the field of Biblical criticism. Christian evidence, and
history. No party wholly represents it. Such different minds as Tillotson and Waterland,

("udworth and Paley, Arnold and Keble have been of the same communion. Its successive

movements have stirred, yet not rent it. The Methodist revival came from the Arminian
Wesley, and the wave of spiritual life left its true influence, although a cold establishment pol-

icy ignored it. The evangelical movement was Calvinistic, yet it was mainly the protest of
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devout tiieii like Wilbeiforce against formalism, and did little for theological growth. Our time
has been busy with the Oxford divinity, which has sought to build a theory of Anglo-C'athol-
iiisiii on the i)asis of an exclusive episcopal succession, a Nicene authority concurrent with
Scripture, and a priesthood dispensing grace through the sacraments. It will end as the the-
ory of a passing school. Our sketcii will show on what grounds we judge it a contradiction
to the standards of the body, the consensus of its fathers down to Hooker, and an utter misstate-
ment of the historic position of the Church of England. It may be hoped that the long strife

will lead to a better understanding of its relation to other Reformed communions, and to its

place in the common work for the unity of Christendom.'

§ 78. The Doctrinal Foemulas of Henky VIII.

THE TEN AETICLE8.

The first doctrinal deliverance of the Church of England after the

rupture with Rome is contained in the Ten Articles of 1536, devised

by Henry YIII. (who styles himself in the preface ' by the grace of

God king of England and of France, defender of the faith, lord of

Ireland, and in earth supreme head of the Church of England'), and

approved by convocation.^ They are essentially Romish, with the Pope

left out in the cold. They can not even be called a compromise be-

tween the advocates of the 'old learning,' headed by Gardiner (Bishop

of Winchester from 1531), and of the ' new learning,' headed by Cran-

mer (Archbishop of Canterbury from March, 1533). Their chief ob-

ject, according to the preface, was to secure by royal authority unity

and concord in religious opinions, and to 'repress' and 'utterly extin-

guish' all dissent and discord touching the same. They were, in the

language of Foxe, intended for ' weaklings newly weaned from their

mother's milk of Rome.' They assert (1) the binding authority of the

Bible, the three oecumenical creeds, and the first four oecumenical

councils
; (2) the necessity of baptism for salvation, even in the case

of infants;^ (3) the sacrament of penance, with confession and abso-

lution, which are declared ' expedient and necessary ;' (4) the substan-

' First printed by Thomas Berthelet, under the title 'Articles
1
devised by the Kinges

Highnes Majestic,
|
to stablyshe Christen quietnes and unitie

|
amonge us,

|
and

|
to avoyde

contentious opinions,
|
which articles be also approved

|
by the consent and determination

of the hole
|
clergie of this realme.

|
Anno M.D.XXXVI. ' They are given by Fuller, Burnet,

(Addenda), Collier, and Hardwick (Appendi.x I). In the Cotton MS. the title is, ' Articles

about Religion, set out by the Convocation, and published by the King's authority.' It is im-

possible to determine how far the Articles are the product of the king (who in his own con-

ceit was fully equal to any task in theology as well as Church government), and how far the

product of his bishops and other clergy. See Hardwick, pp. 40 sqq.

^ Art. II. says that 'infants ought to be baptized;' that, dying in infancy, they 'shall un-

doubtedly be saved thereby, and else not;' that the opinions of Anabaptists and Pelagians are

' detestable heresies, and utterly to be condemned.

'
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tial, 1-eal, corporal presence of Christ's body and blood under the

form of bread and wine in the eucharist; (5) justification by faitli,

joined with charity and obedience
; (6) the use of images in church-

es
; (7) the honoring of saints and the Virgin Mary; (8) the invoca-

tion of saints; (9) the observance of various rites and ceremonies as

good and laudable, such as clerical vestments, sprinkling of lioly water,

bearing of candles on Candlemas-day, giving of ashes on Ash-Wednes-

day
; (10) the doctrine of purgatory, and prayers for the dead in pur-

gatory.

THE bishops' book AND THE KINg's BOOK.^

These Articles were virtually, though not legally, superseded b}'^ the

' Bishops' Book,' or the ' Institution of a Christian Man,' drawn up

by a Committee of Prelates, 1537, but never sanctioned by the king.

It contains an Exposition of the Creed, the Seven Sacraments, the Ten

Commandments, the Lord's Prayer, the Ave Maria, and a discussion of

the disputed doctrines of justification and purgatory, and the human

origin of the papacy. It marks a little progress, which must be traced

to the influence of Cranmer and Ridley, but it was superseded by a

reactionary revision called the ' King's Book,' or the ' Kecessary Doc-

trine and Erudition for any Christian Man,' sanctioned by Convoca-

tion, and set forth by royal mandate in 1543, when Gardiner and the

Romish party were in the ascendant.

THE THIRTEEN ARTICLES.

During the negotiations with the Lutheran divines (1535-1538),

held partly at Wittenberg, partly at Lambeth, an agreement con-

sisting of Thirteen Articles was drawn up in Latin, at London, in

the summer of 1538, wliich did not receive the sanction of the king,

but was made use of in the following reign as a basis of several of

the Forty-two Articles. They have been recently discovered in their

collected form, by Dr. Jenkyns, among the manuscripts of Archbishop

Cranmer in the State Paper Office.^ They treat of the Divine Unity

' Printed in Formularies of Faith put forth by Authority during the Reign of Henry VIII.

Oxford , 1 825.

^ They are printed in Jenkyns's Remains ofCranmer (1 833),Vol. IV. pp. 273 sqq. ; in Cox'a

(Parker Soc.) edition uf Cranmer s Works (1846), Vol. II. pp. 472-480; and in Ilardvvick s

History of the Articles, Append. U. pp. 201-273. Six of these thirteen Articles were previ-

ously piibli-lied by Strype and Burnet, but witli a false date (1540) and considerable variations.
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and Trinity, Original Sin, the Two Natures of Christ, Justification, the

Church, Baptism, the Eucharist, Penitence, the Use of the Sacraments,

the Ministers of the Church, Ecclesiastical Kites, Civil Affairs, the Res-

urrection and Final Judgment. They are based upon the Augsburg

Confession, some passages being almost literally copied from the same.^

THE SIX ARTICLES.

The Thirteen Articles remained a dead letter in the reign of Henry.

He broke off all connection with the Lutherans, and issued in 1539,

under the influence of Gardiner and the Romish party, and in spite

of the protest of Cranmer, the monstrous statute of the Six Articles,

' for the abolishing of Diversity of Opinions.' They are justly called

the 'bloody' Articles, and a 'whip with six strings.' They bore se-

verely not only upon the views of the Anabaptists and all radical

Protestants, who in derision were called ' Gospellers,' but also upon

the previous negotiations with the Lutherans. After the burning of

some Dissenters the Articles were somewhat checked in their opera-

tion, but remained legally in force till the death of the king, who

grew more and more despotic, and prohibited (in 1542) Tyudale's

'false translation' of the Bible, and even the reading of the Xew
Testament in English to all women, artificers, laborers, and husband-

men.

The Six Articles imposed upon all Englishmen a belief (1) in tran-

substantiation, (2) the Heedlessness of communion in both kinds, (3) in

clerical celibacy, (4) the obligation of vows of chastity or widowhood,

(5) the necessity of private masses, (6) auricular confession. Here we

have some of the most obnoxious features of Romanism. Whoever

denied transubstantiation was to be burned at the stake ; dissent from

any of the other Articles was to be punished by imprisonment, con-

fiscation of goods, or death, according to the degree of guilt.

§ 79. The Edwardine Articles. A.D. 1553.

With the accession of Edward VI. (Jan. 28, 1547) Cranmer and the

reform party gained the controlling influence. The Six Articles were

abolished. The First Prayer-Book of Edward VI. was prepared and

* See the comparison in Hardwick, pp. 62 sqq.
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set forth (1549), and a few years afterwards the Second, with sundry

changes (1552).

The reformation of worship was followed by that of doctrine. j.'or

some time Cranmer entertained the noble but premature idea of fram-

ing, with the aid of the German and Swiss Reformers, an evangelical

catholic creed, which should embrace ' all the heads of ecclesiastical

doctrine,' especially an adjustment of the controversy on the eucharist^

and ser\e as a protest to the Council of Trent, and as a bond of union

among the Protestant Churches.^

This project was reluctantly abandoned in favor of a purely En-

glish formula of public doctrine, the Foety-two Articles of Religion.

They were begun by Cranmer in 1549, subjected to several revisions,

completed in November, 1552, and published in 1553, together with

a short Catechism, by 'royal authority,' and with the approval of 'a

Synod (Convocation) at London.' ^ It is, however, a matter of dispute

whether they received the formal sanction of Convocation, or were

circulated on the sole authority of the royal council during the brief

reign of Edward (who died July 6, 1553).^ The chief title to the

authorship of the Articles, as well as of the revised Liturgy, belongs

to Cranmer; it is impossible to determine how much is due to his

fellow-Reformers—' bishops and other learned men'—and the foreign

divines then residing in England, to whom the drafts were submitted,

or whose advice was solicited.*

The Edwardine Articles are essentially the same as the Thirty-

^ See Cranmer's letters of invitation to Calvin, BuUinger, and Melanchthon, in Cox's edition

of Cranmer's Works, Vol. II. pp. 431-433.
*

'' Articuli de quibus in Synodo Londinensi, A.D. M.D.LII. ad tollendam opinionum dis-

sensionem et cousensum verce relvjionis Jirmandum. inter Episcopos et alios Erudites Vires con-

venerat.' 'Articles agreed on by the Bishopes, and other learned menne in the Synode at

London, in the yere of our Lorde Godde, M.D.LII., for the auoiding of controiiersie in opin-

ions, and the establishment of a godiie concorde, in certeine matters of Religion.' They are

printed in Hardwick, Append. III. pp. 277-333, in Latin and English, and in parallel col-

umns witli the l^lizabethan Articles. The Latin text is also given by Niemeyer, pp. 592-000.

On minor points concerning their origin, comp. Hardwick, pp. 73 sqq.

^ Palmer, Burnet, and others maintain the latter; Hardwick (p. 107). the former.

* John Knox and the other royal chaplains were also consulted ; see Lorimer, 1. c. pp. 126

sqq. Knox did not object to the doctrines of the Articles, but to the rubric on kneeling in

the eucharistic service of the Liturgy, and his opposition led to tlie ' Declaration on Kneel-

kig,' which is a strong protest against ubiquitarianism and any idolatrous veneration of the

eacramental elements. It was inserted as a rubric by order of Council in 1552, was omitted

in 1559, and restored in 1662.
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nine, with the exception of a few (three of them borrowed from the

Augsburg Confession), which were omitted in the Ehzabethan revis-

ion—namely, one on the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost (Art.

XVI.); one on the obligation of keeping the moral commandments

—against antinomianism— (XIX.); one on the resurrection of the

dead (XXXIX.) ; one on the state of the soul after death—against the

Anabaptist notion of the psychopannychia— (XL.); one against the

millenarians (XLI.);' and one against the doctrine of universal sal-

vation (XLII.).^ A clause in the article on Christ's descent into

Hades (Art. IH.),^ and a strong protest against the ubiquity of Christ's

body, and ' the real and bodily presence of Christ's flesh and blood in

the sacrament of the Lord's Supper' (in Art. XXIX.), were likewise

omitted.

§ 80. The Elizabethan Aeticles. A.D. 1563 and 1571.

After the temporary suppression of Protestantism under Queen

Mary, the Reformed hierarchy, Liturgy, and Articles of Religion were

permanently restored, with a number of changes, by Queen Elizabeth.

In 1559, Archbishop Parker, with the other prelates, set forth, as a

provisional test of orthodoxy, Eleven Articles, taken in part from

those of 1553, but differing in form and avoiding controverted topics.*

They were superseded by the Thirty-nine Articles.

THE LATIN EDITION, 1563.

At the first meeting of the two Convocations, which were summoned

by Elizabeth in January, 1563, Parker submitted a revision of the

Latin Articles of 1553, prepared by him with the aid of Bishop Cox

' ' Qui Millenariorum fabulam revocare conaniur, sacris Uteris adversantur, et in Judaica

deliramenta sese prcecipitant (cast themselves headlong into a Juishe dotage).' Comp. the

Augsburg Confession, Art. XVII., where the Anabaptists and others are condemned for

teaching the final salvation of condemned men and devils, and the Jewish opinions of the

millennium.

^ ' Hi quoque damnatione digni sunt, qui conantur hodie perniciosam opinionem instaurare,

quod omnes, quantumvis impii, servandi sunt tandem, cum dejinito tempore a justitia divina

pcenas de admissisflagitiis luerunt.^

^ ^Nam corpus \_Christi'\ usque ad restirrectionein in sepulchrojacuit, Spintus ab illo emissus

(his ghost departing from him) cum spiritibus qui in carcere sive in inferno detinebantur, fuit,

illisque prcedicavit, quemadmodum testatur Petri locus. {At suo ad inferos descensu nullos a

carceribus aut tormenfis liheravit Chrisfiis Dominus.y
* They are printed by Hardwick in Append. IV. pp. 387-339.

Vol. L—R e
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of Ely, Bishop Guest of Rochester, and others, who had already taken

an active part in the revision of the Prayer-book.' After an examina-

tion by both houses, the Articles, reduced to the number of thirty-

nine, were ratified and signed by the Bishops and the members of the

lower house, and published by the royal press, 1563,

It is stated that Elizabeth 'diligently read and sifted' the document

before giving her assent. To her influence must probably be traced

two characteristic changes of the printed copy as compared with the

Parker MS.—namely, the insertion of the famous clause in Ai't, XX,,

affirming the authority of the Church in matters of faith—and the

omission of Art. XXIX,, which denies that the unworthy communi-

cants partake of the body and blood of Christ.^ The latter Article.

howe\er, was restored by the Bishops, May 11, 1571, and appears in

all the printed copies since that time, both English and Latin.

THE ENGLISH EDITION, 1571.

The authorized English text was adopted by Convocation in 1571,

and issued under the editorial care of Bishop Jewel of Salesbury. It

presents sundry variations from the Latin edition of 1563. Both edi-

tions are considered equally authoritative and mutually explanatory.^

^ A manuscript copy of this revision, with numerous corrections and autograph signatures

of Matthajus Cantuar.' (Parker), and other prelates (including some of the northern produce),

is preserved among the Parker MSS. in Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, and was published

bv Dr. Lamb in 1829. The handwriting (as Mr. Lewis, the librarian, informed me when
Kiere on a visit in July, 187.")) is probably Jocelin's, the secretary of Parker. The copy

' ontains also the older Articles Nos. 40-42, but marked by a red line as to be omitted. This

copy is probably the same which Parker submitted to Convocation, but it presents several

variations (especially in Art. XX.) from the copy of the Convocation records. Comp.
Hardwick, pp. 1 2.5 and 1 3;» sqq.

' Hardwick, pp. 143 sqq.

' This is the view of Burnet and Waterland, adopted by Hardwick, p. 1 58. Watjrland says

(Works, Vol. II. pp. 31fi, 31 7) :
' As to the Articles, English and Latin, I may just observe for

the sake of such readers as are less acquainted with these things : Jirst, that the Articles were

passed, recorded, and ratified in the year 1562 [l.")6:5], and in Latin only. Secondly, th&t

those Latin Articles were revised and corrected by the convocation of 1571. Thirdly, that an

authentic English translation was then made of the Latin Articles by the same convocation,

and the Latin and English adjusted as nearly as possible. Fourthly, that the Articles thus

perfected in both Inngttages were published the same year, and by the royal authority. Fifthly,

subscription was required tlie same year to the English Articles, called the Articles of 1562,

by the fimous act of tlie 13tii of Elizabeth.—These things considered, 1 might justly say

with Bishop Burnet, that the Latin and Englisli are both equally authenticnl. Thus much,

however, I may certainly infer, that if in any places the English version be ambiguous, where

the I>atin original is clear and determinate, the Latin ought to fix the more doubtful sense
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THE ROYAL DECLARATION OF 1628.

After the Synod of Dort, to which James I. sent a strong delega-

tion, the Arininian controversy spread in England, and caused such

an agitation that the king, who, according to his own estimate and

that of his flatterers, was equal to Solomon in wisdom, ordered Arch-

bishop Abbot (Aug. 4, 1622) to prohibit the lower clergy from preach-

ing on the five points.^ Charles I., in concert with Archbishop Laud

(who sympathized with Arminianism), issued a Proclamation (1626)

of similar import, deploring the prevalence of theological dissension,

and threatening to visit with severe penalties those clergymen who

should raise, publish, or maintain opinions not clearly warranted by

the formularies of the Church.

As this proclamation did not silence the controversy, Charles was

advised by Laud to order the republication of the Thirty-nine Articles

with a Preface regulating the interpretation of the same. This Pref-

ace, called ' His Majesty's Declaration,' was issued in 1628, and has

ever since accompanied the English editions of the Articles.^ Its

object was to check Calvinism (although it is not named), and the quin-

quarticular contro\ersy ('all further curious search' on 'those curious

points in which the present differences lie '), and to restrict theological

opinions to the 'literal and grammatical sense' of the Articles.^ It

of the other (as also vice versa), it being evident that the Convocation, Queen, and Parlia-

ment intended the same sense in both.'

' One of the directions reads: ' That no preacher ofwhat title soever, under the degree of a

Bishop, or Dean at least, do from henceforth presume to preach in any popular auditory the

deep points of predestination, election, reprobation, or the universality, efficacy, resistibility or

irresistibility of divine grace ; but leave those themes to be iiandled by learned men, and that

moderately and modestly, by way of use and application, rather than by way of positive doc-

trine, as being fitter for the schools and Universities than for simple auditories.'—Wilkins,

Vol. IV. p. 466 ; Hardwick, p. 202.

" It disappeared, of course, in the American editions. It is printed in Vol. III. p. 486.

' 'No man shall either print or preach or draw the Article' [the previous sentence speaks

of the Articles generally, perhaps Art. XVII. on predestination is meant particularlyj ' aside

any way, but shall submit to it in the plain and full meaning thereof; and shall not put his

own sense or comment to be the meaning of the Article, but shall take it in the literal and

grammatical sense.' In a ' Declaration' of Charles on the dissolution of Parliament (March

10, 1628), he says, concerning his intention in issuing the Declaration before the Articles:

'We did tie and restrain all opinions to the sense of these Articles that nothing might be left

to fancies and invocations' [probably an error for ' innovations '].
' For we call God to record,

before whom we stand, that it is, and always hath been, our chief heart's desire, to be found

worthy of that title, which we account the most glorious in all our crown, Defender of the

FatfA.'—Hardwick, p. 206.
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was greeted by Arrainians and High-Churchmen, who praise its mod>

eration/ but was resisted by Calvinists and the Puritan party then

prevailing in the House of Commons, which declared its determina-

tion to suppress both ' Popery and Arminianism,'^ The subsequent

history of England has shown how little royal and parliamentary

proclamations and prohibitions avail against the irresistible force of

ideas and the progress of theology.

SUBSCRIPTION.

Queen Elizabeth was at first opposed to any action of Parliament

jn questions of religious doctrine, which she regarded as the highest

department of her own royal supremacy ; but in May, 1571, she was

forced by her council, in view of popish agitations, to give her assent

to a bill of Parliament which required all priests and teachers of re

ligion to subscribe the Thirty-nine Articles.^

Subscription was first rigidly enforced by Archbishop Whitgift (ii)

1584, which is noted as ' the woful year of subscription'), and by Ban

croft (1604).

This test of orthodoxy was even applied to academical students. At

Oxford a decree of Convocation, in 1573, required students to sub*

' Hardwick says (p. 20")) :
' A docnmeiit more sober and conciliatory could not well have

been devised.' Bishop Forbes goes further, and tiiinks that it was 'the enunciation of the

Catholic sense of the Articles,' and that Newman's Tract XC. and Pusey's Irenicon arc

'legitimate outcomes of the King's Declaration' (1. c. Vol. I. p. xi.).

^ The House passed tlie following vote and manifesto on the royal Declaration: 'We, the

Commons in Parliament assembled, do claim, protest, and avow for truth, the sense of the

Articles of Religion which were established by Parlinment in the thirteenth year of our late

Queen Elizabeth, which by the public act of the CInirch of England, and by the general and
current expositions of the writers of our Church, have been delivered unto us. And we reject

the sense of the Jesuits and Arminians, and all othei-s, wherein they differ from us.'—Hard-
wick, p. 206.

^ Stat. 13 Eliz. c. 12. It enacts 'by the authority of the present Parliament, that every

peison under the degree of a bishop, which doth or shall pretend to be a priest or minister of

God's holy Word and Sacraments, by reason of any other form of institution, consecration, or

ordering, than the form set forth by Parliament in the time of the late King of most worthy

memory. King Edward the Sixth, or now used, . . . shall . . . declare his assent, and sub-

scribe to all the Articles of Religion, which only concern the confession of the true Christian

fiiith and the doctrine of the sacraments comprised in a book entitled Articles, . . . put

forth by the Queen's authority.' The subscription to the Articles was urged by the Puri-

tanic party in Parliament in opposition to Romanism. See Hardwick, pp. 1 r>0 sq. The word-

ing of the statute was made use of to confine assent to the doctrinal Articles ('which onli/

concern,' etc.), and to relieve the conscience of the Puritans who objected to the royal

supremacy, the surplice, and other 'defiled robes of AntichrisT
'
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scribe before taking their degrees, and in 1576 this requirement waa

extended to students above sixteen years of age on their admission.

At Cambridge the law was less rigid.

The Act of Uniformity under Charles II. imposed with more strin-

gency than ever subscription on tlie clergy and every head of a col-

lege. But the Toleration Act of William and Mary gave some relief

by exempting dissenting ministers from subscribing to Arts. XXXIY-
XXXYI. and a portion of XXYII. Subsequent attempts to relax or

abolish subscription resulted at last in the University Tests Act of

1871, by which 'no one, at Oxford, Cambridge, or Durham, in order

to take a degree, except in divinity^ or to exercise any right of grad-

uates, can be required to make any profession of faith.'*

RELATION TO THE EDWARDINE ARTICLES.

The Elizabethan Articles differ from the Edwardine Articles, be-

sides minor verbal alterations

—

(1.) In the omission of seven Articles (Edwardine X., XVI., XIX.,

XXXIX. to XLII.). The last four of them reject certain Anabaptist

doctrines, which had in the mean time disappeared or lost their

importance.^ Art. XIX, of the old series, touching the obligation

of the moral law, was transferred in substance to Art. YII. of the

new series.

(2.) In the addition of four Articles, viz. : On the Holy Ghost (Eliz.

Y.) ; on good works (XII.) ; on the participation of the wicked in the

eucharist (XXIX.) ; on communion in both kinds (XXX.).

(3.) In the partial curtailment or amplification of seventeen Articles.

Among tlie amplifications are to be noticed the list of Canonical and

Apocryphal Books (YI.), and of the Homilies (XXXY.) ; the restric-

tion of the numbei of sacraments to two (XXY.); the condemnation

of transubstantiation, and the declaration of the spiritual nature of

Christ's presence (XXYIII.) ; the disapproval of worship in a foreign

tongue (XXIY.) ; the more complete approval of infant baptism

(XXYII.), and clerical marriage (XXXII.).

' The various acts enforcing and relaxing subscription are conveniently collected in the

Prayer-Book Interleaved, London, 7th ed. 1873, pp. 360 sqq. See also chap. xi. of Hard-

wick's History of the Articles.

» See p. 616.
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The difference of the two series, and their relation to the Thirteen

Articles, will be more readily seen from the following table:

Thirteen Articles.

1538.

1. De Unitate Dei et Tri-

nitate Personarum.

2. De Peccato Originali.

3. De duabus Cbristi Na-

turis.

4. De Justificatioue.

5. De Ecclesia.

6. De Baptismo.

7. De Eucharistia.

8. De Poenitentia.

9. De Sacramentorum
Usu.

10. De Ministris Eccle-

sise.

11. De Ritibus Ecclesias-

ticis.

13. De Rebus Civilibus.

13. De Corporum Resur-

rectione et Judicio Extre-

mo.

[This order follows, as

far as it goes, the order of

the doctrinal articles of

the Augsburg Confession.]

FoRTy-TWO Articles.

1553.

I. Of faith in the holie

Trinitie.

3. That the worde, or

Sonne of God, was made a

very man.

3. Of the goying doune

of Christe into Helle.

4. The ResurrectioE ci'

Christe.

5. The doctrine of holie

Scripture is sufficient to

Saluation.

6. The olde Testamente

is iiot to be refused.

7. 'I'^e three Credes.

8. Oi originali or birthe

sinne.

9. Of free wille.

10. Of Grace.

II. Of the Justification

of manne.

13. Workes before Justi-

fication.

13. Workes of Superero-

gation.

14. No man is without

sinne, but Christe alone.

15. Of sinne against the

holie Ghoste.

16. Blasphemie against

the holie Ghoste.

17. Ofpredestination and
election.

18. We must trusteto ob-

teine eternal salvation onely

by the name of Christ.

19. All men are bound to

kepe the moral commaund-
ementes of the Lawe.

20. Of the Church.

21. Of the aucthoritie of

the Churche.

22. Of the aucthoritie of

General Counsailes.

Thirty-nine Articles.

1571.

1. Of Faith in the Holy

Trinity.

2. Of Christ the Son of

God, which was made very

man.

3. Of the Going down of

Christ into Hell.

4. Of the Resurrection of

Christ.

5. Of the Holy Ghost.

6. Of the Sufficiency of

the Holy Scripture for Sal-

vation.

7. Of the Old Testament.

8. Ofthe Three Creeds.

9. Of Original or Birth

Sin.

10. Of Free Will.

11. Of the Justification

of man.

12. Of Good Works.

13. OfWorks before Jus-

tification.

14. Of Works of Super-

erogation.

15. Of Christ alone with-

out sin.

16. Of Sin after Baptism.

17. OfPredestination and
Election.

18. Of obtaining Salva-

tion by the name of Christ.

19. Ofthe Church.

20. Of the Authority of

the Church.

21. Of the Authority of

General Councils.
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23. Of Purgatorie.

24. No manne maie min-

ister in the Congregation

except he be called.

25. Menne must speake

in the Congregation in

soche touug as the people

understandcth.

26. Of the Sacramentes.

27. The wickednesse of

the Ministres dooeth not

take awaie the effectuall

operation of Goddes ordi-

nances.

28. Of Baptisme.

29. Ofthe Lordes Supper.

30. Of the perfeicte obla-

cion of Christe made upon
the crosse.

31. The state of single

life is commaunded to no
man by the worde of God.

32. Excommunicate per-

sones are to bee auoided.

33. Tradicions of the

Churche.

34. Homelies.

35. Of the booke of

Praiers and Ceremonies of

the Churche of England.

36. Of Ciuile Magistrates.

37. Cliistien mennes
gooddes are not commune.

38. Cliristien menne maie
take an oath.

39. The Resurrection of

the dead is not yeat brought

to passe.

40. The soulles of them
that departe this life doe
neither die with the bodies

nor sleep idlie.

41. Heretickes called Mil-

lenarii.

42. All men shall not bee

saued at the length.

22. Of Purgatory.

23. Of Ministering in the

Congregation.

24. Of Speaking in the

Congregation in such a

tongue as the people un-

derstandeth.

25. Of the Sacraments.

26. Of the Unworthiness
of Ministers which hinder

not the eflfect of the Sacra-

ments,

27. Of Baptism.

28. Of the^Lord's Supper.

29. Ofthe Wicked which
eat not the Body ofChrist in

the use ofthe Lord's Supper.

30. Of Both Kinds.

31. Of the one Oblation

of Christ finished upon the

cross.

32. Gf the Marriage o^

Priests,

33. t*f Excommunicate
Persont, how they are to

be avoided.

34. Of the Traditions of

^.he Church.

35. Of Homilies.

36. Of Consecrating of

Bishops and Ministers.

37. Of Civil Magistrates.

38. Of Christian men';,

goods, which are not com-

mon.

39. Of a Christian mau's

oath.

The Ratification,
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§ 81. The Interpretation of the Articles.

The theological interpretation of the Articles by English writei-s

has been mostly conducted in a controversial rather than an histoiical

spirit, and accommodated to a particular scliool or party. Moderate

ITigh-Churchmon and Arminians, who dislike Calvinism, represent

them as purely Lutheran ;^ Anglo-Catholics and Tractarians, who abhor

both Lutheranism and Calvinism, endeavor to conform them as much

as possible to the contemporary decrees of the Council of Trent ;2 Cal-

vinistic and evangelical Low-Churchmen find in them substantially

their own creed.^ Continental historians, both Protestant and Catholic,

rank the Cluirch of England among the Reformed Churches as dis-

tinct from the Lutheran, and her Articles are found in every collec-

tion of Reformed Confessions.'*

The Articles must be understood in their natural grammatical and

historical sense, from the stand-point and genius of the Reformation,

the public and private writings of their compilers and earliest ex-

pounders. In doubtful cases we may consult the Homilies, the Cate-

chism, tlie several revisions of the Prayer-book, the Canons, and other

contemporary documents bearing on the reformation of doctrine and

discipline in the Church of England.

In a preceding section we have endeavored to give the historical key

for the understanding of the doctrinal character of the English Arti-

cles. A closer exatnination will lead us to the following conclusions:

1. The Articles are Catholic in the oecumenical doctrines of the

Holy Trinity and the Incarnation, like all the Protestant Confessio'<J8

of the Reformation period ; and they state those doctrines partly i^

the vei-y words of two Lutheran documents, viz., the Augsburg Con-

fession and the Wiirtemberg Confession.

' So Archbishop Laurence, of Cashel, and Hardwick, in their learned works on the Articles.

" Newman, Pusey, Forbes. Archbishop Laud had prepared the way for this Romanizing
interpretation.

' Even the Puritans accepted tne doctrinal Articles, and the Westminster Assembly first

made them the basis of its Calvinistic Confession.

* From the Corpus et Syntagma down to the collections of Niemeyer and Bockel. The
Roman Catholic Mohler likewise numbers the Articles among the Reformed (Calvinistic)

Confessions, Symbolik, p. 22. On the other hand, the Articles have no place in any collec-

tion of Lutheran symbols; still less, of course, could they be included among Greek or Latin

svnibols.
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3. They are Augustinian in the anthropological and soteriological

doctrines of free-will, sin, and grace: herein likewise agreeing with

the Continental Reformers, especially the Lutheran.

3. They are Protestant and evangelical in rejecting the peculiar

errors and abuses of Rome, and in teacliing those doctrines of Script-

ure and tradition, justification by faith, faith and good works, the

Church, and the number of sacraments, which Luther, Zwingli, and

Calvin held in common.

4. They are Reformed or moderately Calvhiistic in the two doc-

trines of Predestination and the Lord's Supper, in which the Lutheran

and Reformed Churches differed ; although the chief Reformed Con-

fessions w^ere framed after the Articles.

5. They are Erastian in the political sections, teaching the closest

union of Church and State, and the royal supremacy in matters eccle-

siastical as well as civil ; with the difference, however, that the Eliza-

bethan revision dropped the title of the king as ' supreme head in

earth,' and excluded the ministry of the Word and Sacraments from

the 'chief government' of the English Church claimed by the crown.'

All the Reformation Churches were more or less intolerant, and en-

forced uniformity of belief as far as they had the power ; but the

Calvinists and Puritans were more careful of the rights of the Church

over against the State than the Lutherans.

6. Art. XXXy., referring to the Prayer-book and the consecration

of archbishops, bishops, priests, and deacons, is purely Anglican and

Episcopalian, and excited the opposition of the Puritans.

"We have now to furnish the proof as far as the doctrinal articles

are concerned.

THE ARTICLES AND THE ArGSBUKG- CONFESSION.

The Edwardine Articles were based in part, as already observed,

upon a previous draft of Thirteen Articles, which was the joint prod-

uct of German and English divines, and based upon the doctrinal

' The modification of the royal supremacy in Art. XXXVII., as compared with Art,

XXXVI. of Edward, was intended to meet the scruples of Romanists and Calvinists. Never-

theless this article, and the two acts of supremacy and uniformity, form the basis of that re

strictive code of laws which pressed so heavily for more than two centuries upon the con

sciences of Roman Catholic and Protestant dissenters. Comp. the third chapter of Hallam'^

Constitutional History of England (Harper's ed. pp. 71 sqq.).
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Articles of the Augsburg Cunf'e8siun. Some passages were trans,

ferred veibatim from the Lutheran document to the Thirteen Arti-

cles, and from these to the Fortj-two (155o), and were retained in the

EHzabethan revision (1563 and 1571). Tliis \7ill appear from the

following comparison. The corresponding words are printed in

italics.

Augsburg Confession.

1530.

Art. I. De Deo.

Ecclesige raagno consensu

apud nos decent, Decretiim

Nicaenaj Synodi, de imitate

essentise divinse et de tribus

personis, varum et sine ulla

dubitatione credendum
esse. Videlicet, quod sit

una essentia divina, quae et

appellatur et estDeus, ceter-

nus, incorporeus impartiiilis,

iinmensa potentia, sapientia,

honitate, creator et conserva-

tor omnium rerum, msibi-

lium et invisibUium ; et ta-

meu tres sint person^B, ejus-

dem esxentm et potentice, et

coaeternse, Pater, Filius et

Spiritus Sanctiis. Et no-

mine personre utuntur ea

significatione, qua usi sunt

in hac causa scriptores

ecclesiastici, ut significet

non partem aut qualitatem

in alio, sed quod proprie

subsistit.

Damnant omnes hsereses,

contra hunc articulum ex-

ortas, ut Manichaeos, qui

duo principia ponebant,

Bonum et Malum; item

Valentinianos, Arianos,

Eunomiauos, Mahometis-

TmnTEEN Articles.

1538.

Art. I. De Unitate Dei et

Trinitate Personarum.

De Unitate Essentise Di-

vinse et de Tribus Personis,

censemus decretum Nicense

Synodi verum, et sine ulla

dubitatione credendum
esse, videlicet, quod sit una

Essentia Divina, qua3 et ap-

pellatur et est Deus, ceter-

nus, incorporeus, bnpjarti-

hilis, immensa potentia, sa-

jnentia, lonitate, creator et

conservator omnium rerum

visihilium et invisibUium, et

tamen tres sint j)ersonce ejits-

dem essenticB et potent im, et

coseternoe. Pater, Filius, et

Spiritus Sanctus ; et no-

mine personse utimur ea

significatione qua usi sunt

in hac causa scriptores

ecclesiastici, ut significet

non partem aut qualitatem

in alio, sed quod proprie

subsistit.

Damnamus omnes hiere-

ses contra hunc articulum

exortas, ut Manichaeos, qui

duo principia ponebant,

Bonum et Jdalum : item

Valentinianos, Arianos,

Eunomianos, Mahometis-

TmRTY-NiNE Articles.

1563.

Art. I. De Fide in Sacro-

sanctum Trinitatem.

Unus est vivus et vsnis

Deus ceterntcs, incorporeus.

impartibilis, impassibilis,

immenscB potentice, sapieroticB

ac honitatis : creatoi' et con-

servator omnium tum visihi-

lium turn invisibUium. Et
in unitate huius divinae na-

turae t/res sunt Personm ejus-

dem essentuB, potentice, ac

seternitatis, Pater, Filitis, et

Spiritus Sanctus.^

' The same ])assage occurs in the Reformatio Legum ecclesiasticdrum (De Siimma Trini-

tate, c. 2), a work prepared by a committee consisting of Cvaiimer, Peter Martyr, and six

others. 1.551. It was edited by raidweli, Oxford, 18.50, and serves as a commentary on the

Articles. See llardwick, pp. 82 and 37 \.
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Augsburg Confession.

1530.

tas, et omnes horum simi-

les. Damnant et Samosa-
tenos, veteres et neotericos,

qui, cum tantum unam per-

sonam esse contendant, de

Verbo et de Spiritu Sancto

astute et impie rhetorican-

tur, quod non sint personas

distinctse, sed quodVerbum
significet verbum vocale, et

Spiritus motum in rebus

creatum.

Abt. III. De Filio Dei.

Item docent, quod Ver-

bum, hoc est, Filius Dei,

assumjjserit humanam natu-

ram in utero beatcB Marise

vii'ginis, ut sint duce naturce,

dimna et Jiiimana, in unitate

personm insepardbiliter con-

jxmctce, unus Christus, vei'e

Deus et vere homo, natus ex

virgine Maria, mre pasms,

crucijixus, mortuus, et sepul-

tus, ut reconciliaret nobis

Patrem, et hostia esset non

tantum pro culpa originis,

sed etiam pro omnibus actu-

alibus hominum peccatis.

Idem descendit ad infe-

ros, et vere resurrexit tertia

die, deinde ascendit ad
coelos, ut sedeat ad dexte-

ram Patris, et perpetuo reg-

net et dominetur omnibus
creaturis, sanctificet cre-

dentes in ipsum, misso in

corda eorum Spiritu Sanc-

to, qui regat, consoletur ac

vivificet eos, ac defendat

adversus diabolum et vim
peccati.

Idem Christus palam est

rediturns, ut judicet vivos

et mortuos, etc., juxta Sym
Dolum Apostolorum.

Thirteen Articles.

1538.

tas, et omnes horum simi-

les. Damnamus et Samosa-

tenos, veteres et neotericos,

qui cum tantum unam per-

sonam esse contendant, de

Verbo et Spiritu Sancto

astute et impie rhetorican-

tur, quod non sint personse

distinctae, sed quodVerbum
significet verbum vocale, et

Spiritus motum in rebus

creatum.

Art. in, De Duabus Christi

Naturis,

Item docemus, quod Ver-

bum, hoc est Filius Dei, as-

sumpserit humanam natu-

ram in utero beatce Mariae

virginis, ut sint duce natures,

divina et humana, in unitate

personas inseparabiliter con-

junctcB, unus Christus, vere

Deus, et vere homo, natus ex

virgine Maria, vere jmssus,

crudfixus, mortuus, et sepul-

tus, ut reconciliaret nobis

Patrem, et hostia esset non

tantum pro culpa origiriis,

sed etiam pro omnibus actu-

alibus hominum peccatis.

Item descendit ad infe-

ros, et vere resurrexit tertia

die, deinde ascendit ad

coelos, ut sedeat ad dexte-

ram Patris et perpetuo reg-

net et dominetur omnibus

creaturis, sanctificet cre-

dentes in ipsum, misso in

corde eorum Spiritu Sanc-

to, qui regat, consoletur, ac

vivificet eos, ac defendat

adversus diabolum et vim
peccati.

Idem Christus palam est

rediturus ut judicet vivos

et mortuos, etc., juxta Sym-

bolum Apostolorum.

Thirty-nine Articles.

1563.

Art. n. Verbum Dei verum
hominem esse factum,

Filius, qui est Ve7-bum Pa-

tris ab seterno a Patre geni-

tus verus et aeternus Deus,

ac Patri consubstantialis,

in utero Beatce virginis ex

illius substantia nnturam
humanam assumpsit: ita ut

ducB naturcB, divina et hu-

mana integre atque per-

fecte in unitate personoB,

fuerint inseparabiliter con-'

iunctcB: ex quibus est unus

Christies, verus Deus et verus

homo: qui vere p)assus est,

crucijixus, mortuus, et sepul-

tus, ut Patrem ^wbis recon-

ciliaret, essetqu.e, hostia non

tantum fro culpa originis,

verum etiam pro omnibus

actualibus hominum peccatis.
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AuGSBUKG Confession.

1530.

Art. IV. De Justifica-

tioue.

Item decent, quod homi-

nes non possint justificari

coram Deo propriis viiibus,

meritis aut operibus, sed

gratis justificentur propter

Christum per Jidem^ cum
credunt se in gratiam reci-

pi, et peccata remitti prop-

ter Christum, qui sua morte

pro nostris peccatis satisfe-

cit. Hanc fidem imputat

Deus pro justitia coram
ipso. Rom. III. et IV.

Art. VII. De Ecclesia,

Item docent, quod una
Sancta Ecclesia pepetuo

mansura sit. Est autem
Ecclesia congregatio Sanc-

torum [Versammlung aller

Gldubigen\^m qua Evange-
lium recte [rein] docetur, et

recte [laut des Evangelii]

administrantur Sacramenta.

Et ad veram unitatem

Ecclesise satis est cousen-

tire de doctrina Evangelii

et administratione Sacra-

mentorum. Nee necesse

est ubique esse similes tra-

ditiones humanas, sen ritus

aut ceremonias, ab homini-

bus institutas. Sicut in-

quit Paulus (Eph. iv. 5, 6) :

Una fides, unum Baptisma,

unus Deus et Pater om-
nium, etc.

Art. XIII. De Usu Sacra-

mentorum.

De usu Sacraraentorum

docent, quod Sacramenta

instituta sint, non modo ut

Thirteen Articles.

1538.

Art. IV. De Justifica-

tione.

[Art. IV. ofthe Augsburg
Confession is enlarged, and

Art. V. added. In this

case the English Articles

do not give the language,

but the sense of the Lu-

theran symbols, with the

uumistakeable ' sola fide,'

which was Luther's watch-

word.]

Art. V. De Ecclesia.

[This Article is much en-

larged, and makes an im-

portant distinction between

the Church as the ' congre-

gatio omnium sanctorum

et fidelium'' (the invisible

Church), which is the mys-

tical body of Christ, and
the Church as the ' congre-

gatio omnium hominum
qui baptizati sunt' (the

visible Church),]

Art, IX. De Sacramento-

rum Usu.

Docemus, quod Sacra-

menta quae per verbum Dei

instituta sunt, non tantum

Thirty-nine Articles,

1563.

Art. XI. De Hominis lusti-

ficatione.

Tantum propter meritum
Domini ac Servatoris no-

stri lesu Christi, per Jidem,

non propter opera et merita

nostra, iusti coram Deo re-

putamur. Quare sola fide

nos iv^tificari, doctrina est

saluberrima, ac consola-

tionis plenissima: ut in

Homilia de lustificatione

hominis fusius explicatur.

Art, XIX, De Ecclesia,

Ecclesia Christi visibilis.

est ccetus fidelium^ in quo

verbum Dei purum praedi-

catur, et sacramenta, quoad
ea qu8e necessario exigun-

tur, iuxta Christi institu-

tum recte administrantur.^

Sicut erravit Ecclesia

Hierosolymitana, Alexan-

drina et Antiochena : ita et

erravit Ecclesia Romana,
non solum quoad agenda
et caeremoniarum ritus, va-

rum in his etiam quae cre-

denda sunt.

[Compare Art. XXXIIL,
which treats of ecclesias-

tical traditions, and corre-

sponds in sentiment to the

second clause in Art. VII.

of the Augsburg Confes-

sion.]

Art. XXV. De Sacra-

mentis.

Sacramenta a Christo in-

stituta non tcmtum sunt notce

jrrofessionis Christianorum,

' The silence of this Article concerning the episcopal succession was observed by Joliffe,

prebendary at Worcester, who added among the marks of the Cliuich, 'legitivia et continua suc^

t:essio vicariorum Christi,'
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AuQSBUKG Confession.

1530.

sint notce professionis inter

homines, »ed magis ut sint

signa et testimonia volunta-

ti» JJei erga tws, ad exckan-

dam et confirmaiuhun Jidem

in his, qui utuntur, propo-

sita. Itaque utendum est

Sacramentis ita, ut fides ac-

cedat, quae credat promis-

sionibus, quae per Sacra-

menta exhibentur et osten-

duntur.

Damnant igitur illos, qui

docent, quod Sacramenta

ex opere operato justificent,

nee docent fidem requiri in

usu Sacramentorum, quae

credat remitti peccata.

Thirty-nine Articles.

15G3.

sed certa quoBdam potius tes-

timonia, et efficacia signa

graticB atque boiice in nos vo-

luntatis Dei, per qim invisi-

biliter ipse in nobis operatur,

nostramque^tZem in se, non

solum excitat, verum etiam

conjirmat.

Thirteen Articles.

1538.

sint notm professionis inter

Christianos, sed magis certa

qiuedam testimonia et effica-

cia signa gratioB, et bonce vol-

untatis Dei erga 7ios,2->er quae

Deus invisibiliter oijeratur

in nobis, et suam gratiam in

nos invisibiliter diflfundit,

siquidem ea rite susceperi-

mus
;
quodque per ea exci-

tatur et confirmaturfides in

his qui eis utuntur. Porro

docemus, quod ita utendum
sit sacramentis, ut in adul-

tis, praeter veram contri-

tionem, necessario etiam

debeat accedere fides, quae

credat praesentibus promis-

sionibus, quae per sacra-

menta ostenduntur, exhi-

bentur, et praestantur. Ne-
que, etc.

Besides these passages, there is a close resemblance in thought,

though not in language, in the statements of the doctrine of original

sin,^ and of the possibility of falling after justification.^ Several of

the Edwardine Articles, also, which were omitted in the Elizabethan

revision, were suggested by Art. XVII. of the Augsburg Confession,

which is directed against the Anabaptists.

THE AETICLES AND THE WtJETEMBEKG COKFESSION.

In the Elizabethan revision of the Articles another Lutheran Con-

fession was used (in Arts. II., V., VI., X., XI., and XX.)—namely, the

Confessio Wurteonbergica, drawn up by the Suabian Reformer, Bren-

tius (at a time when he was still in full harmony with Melanchthon),

in the name of Duke Christopher of Wiirtemberg (1551), and pre-

sented by his delegates to the Council of Trent (Jan. 24, 1552).^ Soon

' Conf. Aug. Art. II. , English Art. IX. , from Augustine.

^ Conf. Aug. Art. XII. {' Damnant Anabaptistas qui negant semeljustificatos posse amittere

Spiritum Sanctum,' etc.), English Art. XVI.
' Printed in the Corpus et Syntagma Conf., and in Dr. Heppe's Bekenntniss-Schriften der

altprotestantischen Kirche Deutsrhlands, Cassel, 185."), pp. 491-.5.t4. See above, § 47, pp. 343

sg. Archbishop Laurence {Bampton Lectures, pp. 40 and 233 sqq.) first discorerf>d an^
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after the accession of Elizabeth the negotiations with the German

Lutherans (which had been broken off in 1538) were resumed, with a

view to join the Smalcaldian League, but led to no definite result. It

^va3 probably during these negotiations that the Wiirteinberg Confes-

fjion became known in England ; and as it had acquired a public noto-

riety by its presentation at Trent, and was a restatement of the Augs-

burg Confession adapted to the new condition of things, it was very

natural that it should be compared in the revision of the Articles.

Melanchthon's 'Saxon Repetition of the Augsburg Confession' would

indeed have answered the same purpose equally well, but perhaps it

was not known in time.

COKPESSIO WiJRTEMBERGICA, 1552.

Art. II. De Filio Dei (Heppe, p. 492).

Creclimus et confitemur Filium Dei,

Dominum nostrum Jesum Christum, ab

seterno a Patre suo genitum, verum et

aeternum Deum, Patri suo consubstantia-

lem, et in plenitudine temporis factum

hominem, etc.

Art. III. De Spiritu Sancto (Heppe,

p. 493).

Credimus et confitemur Spiritum Sanc-

tum ab aeterno procedere a Deo Patre et

Filio, et esse ejusdem cum Patre et Filio

essentise, majestatis, et glorise, verum ac

aeternum Deum.

Art. XXX. De Sacra Scriptura (Heppe,

p. 540).

Sacram Scripturam vocamus eos Cano-

nicos libros veteris et novi Testamenti, de

quorum authoritate in Ecclesia nunquam
dubitatum est.

Thirty-nine Articles, 1563.

Art. II. Verbum Dei verum hominem
esse factum.

Ab aeterno a Patre genitus, verus et

seternus Deus, ac Patri consubstantialis.

Art. V. De Spiritu Sancto.

Spiritus Sanctus, a Patre et Filio pro-

cedens, ejusdem est cum Patre et Filio

essentiae, majestatis, et gloriae, verus ac

seternus Deus.

Art. VI. Divinae Scripturse doctrina

sufficit ad salutem.

. . . Sacrae Scripturae nomine eos Cano-

nicos libros veteris et novi Testamenti in-

telligimus, de quorum auctoritate in Ec-

clesia nunquam dubitatum est.

pointed out this resemblance. Hardwick (pp. 126 sqq.) and the ' Interleaved Prayer-Book'

speak of the Confession of Brentius alternately as the 'Saxon' Cnnfession, and the 'Wui*-

temberg' (or Wirtemburg !) Confession, as if the Saxon city of Wittenberg and the Duchy

(now Kingdom) of Wilrtemberg were one and the same. The 'Saxon Confession,' so called,

or the 'Repetition of the Augsburg Confession,' is a different document, written about the

same time and for the same purpose by Melanchthon, in behalf of the Wittenberg and other

Saxon divines. See above, p. 310, and the Oxford Syllooc, which incorporates the Saxon but

not the Wilrtemberg Confession.
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CONFESSIO WiJRTEMBERGICA, 1552.

Art. IV. De Peccato (Heppe, p.493).

Quod autem nonnulli affirmant honiini

post lapsum tantaiu animi integritatem

relictam, ut possit sese, naturalibus suis

viribus et bonis oijeribus, ad fidem et in-

vocationem Dei convertere ac praeparare,

haud obscure puguat cum Apostolica

doctrina, et cum vero Ecclesiae Catholicae

consensu.

Art. V. De Justificatione (Heppe,

p. 495).

Homo enim fit Deo acceptus, et repu-

tatur coram eo Justus, propter solum

Filium Dei, Dominum nostrum Jesum
Christum, per fidem.

Art. VHI. De Evangelio Christi (Heppe,

p. 500).

Nee veteris nee novi Testamenti ho-

minibus contingat geterna salus propter

meritum operum Legis, sed tantum proj)-

ter meritum Domini nostri Jesu Christi,

per fidem.

Art. VII. De Bonis Operibus (Heppe,

p. 499).

Non est autem sentiendum, quod iis

bonis operibus, quae per nos facimus, in

./'idicio Dei, ubi agitur de expiatione pec-

•atorum, et placatione divinae irae, ac

'a^.rito seternae salutis, confidendem sit.

Omnia enim bona opera, quae nos faci-

nus, sunt imperfecta, nee possunt severi-

.;atem divini judicii ferre.

Art. XXXH. De Ecclesia (Heppe,

p. 544).

Credimus et confitemur, quod una sit

Bancta Catholica et Apostolica Ecclesia,

juxta symbolum Apostolorum et Nicae-

lum. . . .

Quod haec Ecclesia habeat jus judi-

candi de omnibus doctrinis, juxta illud,

Probate spiritus, num ex Deo sint.

Quod haec Ecclesia habeat jus interpre-

andae Scripturae.

Thirty-nine Articles, 1563.

Art. X. De Libero Arbitrio.

Ea est hominis post lapsum Adae coft

ditio, ut sese, naturalibus suis viribus et

bonis operibus, ad fidem et invocationenj

Dei convertere ac praeparare non possit,

[The next clause, ' Quare absque gratia

Dei,' etc., is taken almost verbatim from

Augustine, De gratia et lib. arbitrio, c. 17

(al. 33).]

Art. XI. De Hominis Justificatione.

Tantum propter meritum Domini ac

Servatoris nostri Jesu Christi, per fidem,

non propter opera et merita nostra, justi

coram Deo reputamur.

Art. XII. De Bonis Operibus.

Bona opera, quae sunt fructus fidei, et

justificatos sequuntur, quanquam peccata

nostra expiare, et divini judicii severita-

tem ferre non possunt, Deo tamen grata

sunt et accepta in Christo. . .

.

Art. XX. De Ecclesiae Autoritate.

Habet Ecclesia ritus sive ceremonias

statuendi jus, et in fidei controversiis auc-

toritatem, quamvis Ecclesiae non licet

quicquam instituere, quod verbo Dei

scripto adversetur nee unum Scripturae

locum sic exponeie potest ut alteri con-

tradicat.
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THE ARTICLES AND THE EEFOPT.TT: CONFESSIONS.

We now proceed to those doctrines in which he Lutheran and the

Keformed Churches differed and finally separated—namely, the doc-

trines of predestination and the euchai'istic presence. Here we find

the English Articles on the Reformed side. The authors and revisers

formed their views on these subjects partly from an independent study

of the Scriptures and Augustine, partly from contact with the Swiss

divines.

The principal Reformed Confessions were indeed published at a

later date—the Gallican Confession in 1559; the Belgic in 1561; the

Heidelberg Catechism in 1563; the Second Helvetic Confession in

1566. But Zwingli's and Bullinger's works, Calvin's Institutes (1536),

and his Tract on the Lord's Supper (1541), the Zurich Consensus (1549),

and the Geneva Consensus (1552), must have been more or less known

in England. Bishop Hooper had become a thorough disciple of Bull-

inger by a long residence in Zurich before the accession of Edward

VI., and was consulted on the Articles. Cranmer (as previously men-

tioned) embraced, with Ridley, the Reformed doctrine of the Lord's

Supper as early as 1548 ; he corre'^ponded with the Swiss Reformers,

as well as with Melanchthon, antf invited them (March 1552) to En-

gland to frame a general creed ; and he was in intimate personal con-

nection with Bucer, Peter Martyr, John Laski, and Knox at the time

he framed the Articles.^ From the same period we have a remarkable

witness to the influence of Calvin's tracts in defense of the doctrine of

predestination.^ Bartholomew Traheron, then Dean of Chichester, and

Librarian to King Edward, wTote to Bullinger from London, Sept. 10,

1552, as follows:^ 'I am exceedingly desirous to know what you and

the other very learned men who live at Zurich think respecting the

predestination and providence of God. If you ask the reason, there

are certain individuals here who lived among you some time, and who

assert that you lean too much to Melanchthon's views.* But the greater

' One of the last letters of Cranmer was written from his prison, looa, to Peter Martyr,

irh . was a decided Calvinist. See Zurich Letters, First Series, Vol. I. p. 29.

' See above, p. 474.

' Zurich Letters, First Series, Vol. I. p. 32.5.

* From this we miglit infer that Melanchthon's influence, in consequence of his abandon-

ment of absolute predestinarianisra, was declining in England, while Calvin's was increasing.
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number among ?m, of whom I own myself to be one, embrace the

opinion of J(>hn Calvin as being perspicuous, and most agreeable to

holy Scripture. And we truly thank God that that excellent treatise

of tlie very learned and excellent John Calvin against Pighius and one

Georgius Siculus should have come forth at the very time when the

question beg'^n to be agitated among us.' For we confess that he has

thrown much light upon the subject, or rather so handled it as tliat we

have never before seen any thing more learned or more plain. We are

Pvaxious, however, to know what are your opinions, to which we justly

allow much weight. We certainly hope that you differ in no respect

ifom his excellent and most learned opinion. At least you will please

to point out what you approve in that treatise, or think defective, or

reject alto'^ether, if indeed you do reject any part of it, which w^e shall

Eot easily believe.' To this letter Bullinger replied at length, but not

to the satisfaction of the Dean, who wrote to him again, June 3, 1553,

as follows: 2 'You do not approve of Calvin, when he states that God

not only foresaw the fall of the first man, and in him the ruin of his

posterity, but that lie also at his own pleasure arranged it. But un-

less we allow this, w^e shall certainly take away both the providence

and the wisdom of God altogether. I do not indeed perceive how

this sentence of Solomon contains any thing less than this: "The

Lord hath made all things for himself
;
yea, even the wicked for the

day of evil" (Prov. xvi. 4). And that of Paul: "Of him and through

him, and to him are all things" (Rom. xi. 36). I pass over otlier ex-

pressions which the most learned Calvin employs, because they occur

everywhere in the holy Scriptures.'

The Elizabethan revision was the work of the Marian exiles, who

felt themselves in complete theological harmony with the Swiss

divines, especially with Bullinger of Zurich, who represented an im-

proved type of Zwinglianism, and agreed with Calvin on the subject

' He mear.s the Consensus Genevensis de ceterna Dei prcedestinatione, which appeared in

1552, and acquired semi-symbolical authority in Geneva. Calvin had also previously (154H)

written a tract against Pighius on the doctrine of free-will, and dedicated it to Melanchthon,

who g(atefully acknowledged the compliment, but modestly intimated his dissent and his in-

ability to harmonize the all-ruling providence of God with the action of the human will. See

Stahfclin, Cah. Vol. I. p. 241.

= Zurlrk Letters, First Series, Vol. I. p. 327. BuUirger's tract De providentia, which waT

occasioned by Tiaheron, is still extant in MS. in ZuricH. and is fully noticed by Schweieef

See above, , 47a.

Vol. I.—S s
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of the Lord's Supper (as expressed in the Consensus Tigurinus, 1549),

but was more moderate and guarded on the subject of predestination.'

His writings seem to liave been better known and exerted more in-

fluence in the earlier part of Elizabeth's reign than tliose of Calvin,

which W'ere more congenial to the Scotch mind ; but they became aU-

powei-ful even in England towards the close of the sixteenth century^

On this point we have the explicit testimonies of the very men who

were the chief assistants of Archbishop Parker in the revision of the

Articles. Bishop Horn, of Winchester, wrote to Henry Bullinger,

Dec. 13, 1563, soon after the adoption of the Latin revision : 'We have

throughout England the same ecclesiastical doctrine as yourselves. . . .

The people of England entertain on these points' [the sacraments, and

'against the ubiquitarianism of Brentius'] 'the same opinions as you

do at Zurich.' 2 Bishop Grindal, of London, afterwards (1575) the

successor of Parker in the primacy, wrote to Bullinger, Aug. 27, 1566

;

'We, who are now bishops, most fully agree in the pure doctrines of

the gospel with your churches, and with the Confession you have

lately set forth' [i.e., the Second Helvetic Confession, wliich appeared

in the same year]. ' And we do not regret our resolution ; for in the

mean time, the Lord giving the increase, our churches are enlarged

and established, which under other circumstances would have become

a prey to the Ecebolians, Lutherans, and semi-papists.'^ In a letter to

Calvin, dated June 19, 1563, Grindal says :
' As you and Bullinger are

almost the only chief pillars remaining, we desire to enjoy you both

(if it please God) as long as possible. I purposely omit mention of

Brentius, who having undertaken the advocacy of the very worst of

causes' [ubiquitarianism], 'seems no longer to acknowledge us as

brethren.''* The letters of Bishop Cox, of Ely, to Bullinger and Peter

Martyr, though not so explicit, breathe the same spirit of grateful re-

' On Bullinger's intimate personal relations with English divines, which began before the

reign of Edward and continued till his death (loT.')), compare Pestalozzi's Ileinrich Bullingtir^

pp. 441 sqq.

* Zurich Letters, Second Series, Vol. I. (A.D. 1558-1579), p. 135.

^ Ibid. p. 169. Ecebolus was a sophist of Constantinople in the fourth century, who foi

lowed the Emperor Julian in his apostasy.

* Ibid. Vol. II. p. 97. Brentius advocated the absolute ubiquity of Christ's body, and

fiercely attacked the Reformed in several tracts, from 15G0 to 1504 (ten years after lie wrote

the Wiirtemberg Confession). He was answered by Bullinger and I'eter Martyr. See abovCi

V. 290.
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Rpect and affection. The strong testimony of Bishop) Jewel of Sales-

bury, the final reviser of the English text and cliief author of the

Second Book of Homilies, we have already quoted.^

PREDESTINATION AND ELECTION.

On the premundane mystery of predestination, which no system of

philosopliy or theology can satisfactorily solve in this world, and which

ought to be approached with profound reverence and humility, all the

Reformers, in their private writings, followed originally the teaching

of the great Augustine and the greater St. Paul ; meaning thereby to

cut human merit and pride at the roots, and to give all the glory of

our salvation to God alone. But the Lutheran symbols (with the ex-

ception of the later Formula of Concord) are silent on the subject,

while most of the Reformed standards, under the influence of Calvin,

give it a prominent place. The English Articles handle it with much

wisdom and moderation, dwelling exclusively on the election of saints

or predestination to life. We give the XVIItli Article in its original

form with the later amendments ; the clauses which were omitted in

the Elizabethan revision are printed in italics, the words which were

inserted or substituted are inclosed in brackets.

Art. XVII.

OF PREDESTINATION AND ELECTION.

Predestination to Life is the everlasting purpose of God, whereby (before the foundations

of the world were laid) he hath constantly decreed by his counsel secret to us, to deliver from
curse and damnation those whom he hath chosen [in Christ] ^ out of mankind, and to bring

tlieni by Christ to everlasting salvation, as vessels made to honor. "Wherefore, such as have

[they which be endued with] so excellent a benefit of God given vnto them, be called accord-

ing to God's purpose by his Spirit working in due season : they through grace obey the call-

ing : they be justified freely : they be made sons [of God] by adoption : they be made like

the image of GolVs [his] only begotten Son Jesus Christ: they walk religiously in good works,

and at length, by God's mercy, they attain to everlasting felicity.

As the godly consideration of Predestination, and our P^lection in Christ, is full of sweet,

pleasant, and unspeakable comfort to godly persons, and such as feel in themselves the wcvi-
ing of the Spirit of Christ, mortifying the works of the flesh, and their earthly members, ana
drawing up their mind to high and heavenly things, as well because it doth greatly establish

and confirm their faith of eternal salvation to be enjoyed through Christ, as because it doth

' See his letter to his revered teacher, Peter Martyr, p. 603. Grindal called him after his

death (Sept. 22,1571), 'the jewel and singular ornament of the Church, as his name implies.'

—Zurich Letters, Second Series, Vol. I. p. 200. An adversary, Moren, said of him : 'I should

love thee. Jewel, if thou wert not a Zwinglian ; in thy faith I hold thee an heretic, but surely

in thy life thou art an angel.' Queen Elizabeth ordered a copy of Jewel's 'Apology of the

Church of England' (I.5()2) to be chained in every parish church.

^ The insertion 'in Christ' is Scriptural and in accordance with all the Reformed Con-

fessions. There is no election out of Christ or apart from Christ.
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fervently kindle their love towards God : so, for curious and tamai persons, facRing the Spirit

of Clirist, to have continually before their eyes the sentence of God's Predestination, is a most

dangerous downfall, whereby the Devil may [doth] thrust tliem either into desperation, or

into wretchlessness of most unclean living, no less ))erilous than desperation.

Furthermore, although tlie Decrees of Predestination are unknown unto us, yet we must re-

ceive God's promises in sucii wise, as they be generally set forth to us in holy Scripture;

and, in our doings, that Will of God is to be ft)llowed, which we have expressly declared unto

us in the Word of God.

This Article cau not be derived from the Augsburg Confession, nor

from the Thirteen Articles, nor from the Wiirtemberg Confession—for

they omit the subject of predestination altogether' —nor from Melanch-

thon's private writings, for he abandoned his former views, and sug-

gested the synergistic theory as early as 1535, and more fully in 1548.^

It can not be naturally understood in any other than an Augustinian

or moderately Calvinistic sense. It does not, indeed, go as far as the

Lambeth Articles (1595), which the stronger Calvinism of the rising

generation thought necessary to add as an explanation. It omits the

knotty points ; it is cautiously framed and guarded against abuse.^ But

it very clearly teaches a free eternal election in Christ, which carries

with it, by way of execution in time, the certainty of the call, j ustifica-

tion, adoption, sanctiiication, and final glorification (Rom. viii, 29, 30).

' With the exception of an incidental allusion to the absolute freedom of divine grace in

the Augsburg Confession, Art. V., De Ministerio: 'Per verbum et sacramenta tamquam per

instruinenia donatur Spiritus Sanctus, qui Jidem efficit, UBI et quando visum est Deo, in lis

qui audiunt evamjeliuin.'' Compare with this the expression of the Form. Concordia^ (Sol. decl.

Art. II. de Hb. arbitr. p. 673) :
' Trahit Deus hominejn, quem convertere decrevit.' It is

significant that in the altered edition of 1.540 Melanchthon omitted the words ^ubi et quando

visum est Deo,'' as also the words ' non adjuvante Deo'' in Art. XIX. The brevity of allusion

shows that even in 1 .530, although still holding to the Augustinian scheme, he laid less stress

on it than in the first edition of his Loci. This appears also from a letter to Brentius, Sept.

30, 1531 {Corp. Ref.\o\. II. p. 547), where Melanchthon says: ' *Sec? ego in tota Apologia

fugi illam longam et inexplicabilem disputationem de prcedestinatione. Ubique sic loquor,

quasi prcedestinatio sequatur nostrum Jidem et opera.^

' See above, pp. 262 sqq. , and Schweizer, Centraldogmen, Vol. I. p. 384. There is not a

trace ofsynergism in the XVIIth Art., and Art. X. expressly denies tiie freedom of will, while

Melanchthon asserts it in the later editions of his Loci {' Liberum arbitrium esse in hoinine

facultatem applicandi se ad gratiam'). Laurence (p. 179) and Hardwick (p. 383) derive the

last clause about the 'general' promises and the 'revealed will' from Melanchthon, but the

same sentiments are found in Calvin, Bulliiiger. and the Reformed Confessions. See below.

' This element of caution and modesty is well expressed by Bishop Ridley :
' In these mat-

ters [of God's election] I am so fearful that 1 dare not speak further, yea, almost none other-

wise than the very text doth, as it were, lead me by the hand.' Kidley's Works (Parker ed.),

p. 368. He thus wrote in a letter of sympathy to his friend and chaplain, Bradford, who in

prison, at London, had a dispute with a certain ' free-wilier,' Henry Hart, and wrote an ex-

cellent ' Defense of Election.' This treatise was ajtprovcd by his fellow-prisoners, and shows

what an unspeakable comfort they derived from this doctrine. See The Writings of' John

Bradford, Martyr, 1555 (Parker Soc. ed.), pp. 307 sqq.
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This is all that is essential, and a matter of dogma in the Reformed

Churches ; the rest of what is technically called Calvinism, in distinc-

tion from Arminianism, is logical inference, and belongs to the the-

ology of the school. It should be remembered that all the Reformed

Confessions (even the Canons of Dort, the Westminster Confession, and

the Helvetic Consensus Formula) keep within the limits of infralapsa-

rianisni, which puts the fall under a j9eym^'ss^•ye decree, and makes man

alone responsible for sin and condemnation ; the most authoritative, as

the Helvetic Confession of Bullinger, the Heidelberg Catechism, and

the Brandenburg Confessions (also the Scotch Confession of 1560) teach

only the positive and comforting part of predestination, and ignore or

deny a separate decree of reprobation ; thus taking the ground prac-

tically that all that are saved are saved by the free grace of God, while

all that are lost are lost by their own guilt. They also teach that God's

promises and Christ's redemption are general, and that we must abide

by the revealed will of God, which sincerely offers the gospel salvation

to all who repent and believe.^

The remarks of the Article about the ' sweet, pleasant, and unspeak-

able comfort' of our election in Christ, and the caution against abuse

by carnal persons, are consistent only with the Calvinistic interpretation,

and wholly inapplicable to Arminian views, which are neither comfort-

able nor dangerous, and have never thrust any man ' into desperation,

or into wretchlessness of most unclean living."^

The view here taken is confirmed by the contemporary testimonies

* Conf. Helv. post., cap. X. :
' Bene sperandum est de omnibus. Vestrum non est de his ctu

riosius inquirere. . . . Audienda est prcedicatio evangelii, eique credendum est, et pro indubi-

tato hahendum, si credis ac sis in Christo, electum te esse. ..." Venite ad me omnes" etc. . . .

" Sic Deus dilexit mundum" etc. . . .
'^ Non est voluntas Patris, ut quisque de his pusillis

pereat.'^ . . . Promissiones Dei sunt universales Jide/ibus' (not electis), etc. Heidelb. Cat.,

Qu. 37: ' Christ bore the wrath of God against the sin of the whole human race (1 Pet. ii. 24

;

1 John ii. 2, etc.).' Conf. Belg., Art. XIII. :
' Sufficit nobis ea duntaxat discere quae ipse

verba suo nos docet, neque has Jines transilire fas esse ducimus.^ Calvin himself often warns

against idle curiosity and speculation on the secret will of God, and exhorts men to abide by

the revealed will of God. See the passages quoted by Stahelin, Vol. II. p. 279. Comp. the

remarks of Dr. Julius Miiller on ths Reformed Confessions concerning predestination, in his

work. Die evang. Union (1854), p. 214, and his Dogmat. Abhandlungen (1870), p. 194.

= Dr. Cunningham {The Reformers and the Theology of the Reformation, p. 194), says : 'It

is only the Calvinistic, and not the Arminian doctrine that suggests or requires such guards

or caveats ; and it is plainly impossible that such a statement could ever have occurred to the

compilers of the Articles as proper and necessary, unless they had been distinctly aware that

they had just laid down a statement which at least included the Calvinistic doctrine.'
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already quoted, and by the first learned commentator of the Articles,

Thomas Kogei'S, wlio was chaplain to Archbishop Bancroft, and did

not sympathize with the Puritan party. He draws the following prop-

ositions from the XVIIth Article, and fortifies them with abundant

Scripture passages :

^

' 1. Tliere is a predestination of men unto everlasting life.

' 2. Predestination hath been from everlasting.

' 3. They who are predestinate unto salvation can not perish.

' 4. Not all men, but certain, are predestinate to be saved.

' 5. In Christ Jesus, of the mere will and purpose of God, some are

elected, and not others, unto salvation.

' 6. They who are elected unto salvation, if they come unto years of

discretion, are called both outwardly by the Word and inwardly by

the Spirit of God.

' 7. The predestinate are both justified by faith, sanctified by the

Holy Ghost, and shall be glorified in the life to come.

' 8, The consideration of predestination is to the godly-wise most

comfortable, but to curious and carnal persons very dangerous.

' 9. The general promises of God, set forth in the holy Scriptures,

are to be embraced of us.

' 10. In our actions, the Word of God, which is his revealed will,

must be our direction.'

To this theological comment I add the judgment of an impartial

and well-informed secular historian. Henry Hallam^ declares that the

Articles on predestination, original sin, and total depravity, ' after

making every allowance for want of precision, are totally irreconcil-

able with the scheme usually denominated Arminian.' He justly

appeals in confirmation of this judgment to contemporary and other

early authorities, and adds :
' Whatever doubts may be raised as to the

Calvinism of Cranmer and Pidley, there can surely be no room for

any as to the chiefs of the Anglican Church under Elizabeth. We find

explicit proofs that Jewel, Kowell, Sandys, and Cox professed to concur

with the Reformers of Zurich and Geneva in every point of doctrine.

' The Catholic Doctrine of the Church of England, etc., first published, London, ir)8(!,

Parker Society ed. (by J. J. S. Perowne), 18r)4, p. 148. This important work has not been

even alluded to by any writer I have consulted on the subject.

Constit. History of England, ch. vii. p. 230 (Amer. ed.).
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The works of Calvin and Bullinger became the text-books in the En-

glish universities. Those who did not hold the predestinarian theory

were branded with reproach by the name of Free-willers and Pela-

gians; and when the opposite tenets came to be advanced, as they

were at Cambridge about 1590, a clamor was raised as if some unusual

heresy had been broached.'

The Armiuian interpretation of the Article under consideration is

•an anachronism and a failure. The Lutheran interpretation is more

plausible, but true only so far as the Lutheran system is itself Angus-

tinian. The Tractarian interpretation, which identifies eternal elec-

tion with ecclesiastical calling, and the elect with the baptized, is con-

trai-y both to the spirit and letter of the Article. It must in all fair-

ness be admitted that Art. XVIL, in connection with Arts. X. and

XI II., implies the infralapsarian scheme, and that the Lambeth Arti-

cles are not a reaction, but a legitimate though one-sided development.

Note.—The anti-Calvinistic interpretation began after the Synod of Dort with Archbishop

Laud, or his biographer, Peter Heylin (in his Historia Quinqu-Articularis, London, 16G0,

which was answered and refuted by Henry Hickman, in his Historia Quinqu-ArticuJaris Ex-

artirulata, 1673). It was maintained, with hesitation, by Waterland (1721), more decidedly

by Dr. Winchester, d. 1780 {Dissertation on the XVIItli Article, new ed. London, 1808); by

Dean KipHng {The Articles of the Church of Enghind proved not to he Culfinistic, Cam-

bridge, 1802) ; by Bishop Tomline, d. 1827 (^ Refufntion of Cahnnism,'Lor\^on,^S'['^), and,

With considerable learning, by Archbishop Laurence, d. 183!) {Bampt. Lect.,Lect. VII. and

VIII., Oxford, 183-t, 3d ed. 1838), and by Hardwick {Hist, of the Articles).

Laurence and Hardwick, as already remarked, trace Article XVII to Lutheran sources,

but they overlook the difference between the Lutheran system (which admits the Augus-

tinian premises, and even tlie doctrine of unconditional election of grace—see the Formula

of Concord, ch. xi.) and the Arminian system (which denies the Augustinian anthropology,

and makes both election and reprobation conditional), and show more dislike than real knowl-

edge of Calvin. It is little less than a caricature when Laurence says of Calvin that his

' love of hypothesis ' was superior to his great talent and piety (p. 43) ; that his ' vanity in-

duced him to frame a peculiar system of his own ' (pp. 262, 263), and that ' no man, perhaps,

was ever less scrupulous in the adoption of general expressions, and no man adopted them

with more mental reservations' (p. 375). Principal Cunningham has exposed this unfairness

{The Reformers and the Theology of the Reformers, 1866, pp. 179 sqq.).

Bishop Burnet (who was an Arminian and Latitudinarian) and Bishop Browne (a moderate

High-Churchman) hesitate between the Augustinian and the Arminian interpretation. Bur-

net, after calmly reviewing the diffeient theories of predestination, says (p. 236, Oxford ed.)

:

' It is not to be denied, but that the Article seems to be framed according to St. Austin^s

doctrine : it supposes men to be under a curse and damnation, aL.ecedently to predestination,

from which they are delivered by it ; so it is directly against the supralapsarian doctrine ; nor

does the Article make any mention of reprobation—no, not in a hint; no definition is made

concerning it. The Article does also seem to assert the efficacy of grace—that in which the

knot of the whole difficulty lies is not defined ; that is, whether God's eternal purpose or de-

cree was made according to what he foresaw his creatures would do, or purely upon an abso-

We wm, in order to his own glory. It 4s very probable that those who penned it meant tha(
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the decree was absolute ; but yet since they have not said it, those who subscribe tuc Articles

do not seem to be bound to any thing that is not expressed in them ; and, therefore, since the

Remonstrants do not deny but that God having foreseen what all mankind would, according

to all the dift'erent circumstances in which they should be put, do or not do, he upon that did

by a firm and eternal decree lay that whole design in all its branches, which he executes in

time; they may subscribe this Article without renouncing their opinion as to this matter. On
the other hand, the Calvinists have less occasion for scruj)le, since the Article does seem more

plainly to favor them. The three cautions that are added to it do likewise intimate that St.

Austin's doctrine was designed to be settled by the Articl . for the danger of men's having

the sentence of Gods predestination always before their eyes, luuich may occasion either desper-

ation on the one hand, or the wretche ess of most unclean living on the other, belongs only to

that side ; since these mischiefs dc ' t arise out of the other hypothesis. The other two, of

taking the promises of God in the seise in which they are set forth to us in holy Scriptures, and

offollowing that i ill of God
'

' at is expressly declared to us in the Word of God, relate veiy

visibly to the same o inion.

Bishop Browne, after a lo. ,
discussion, co*r>es to the conclusion p. 425) that ' the Article

was designedl drawn up in giiard^d and geneial terms, on pui-pose to comprehend all persona

of tolerably soi er views. ... I am strongly jsposed to believe that C'ranmer's own opinions

were certainly neither Arminian lor Calvinistic, nor probably even Augustinian
;
yet I can

hardly think that he would have worded this Article had he intended to declare very deci-

dedly against euher explanation of the doctrine of election.'

Bishop Forbes, a Tractarian, admits the Article to be 'Augustinian, but not Calvinistic'

(p. 252), and identifies the baptized with the elect, saying (p. 254r), ' God's predestination iv

bestowed on every baptized Christian. . . . The fact of God bringing men to baptism \s

synonymous with his choosing them in Christ out of mankind.'

John Wesley, unable to reconcile Art. XVII. with his Arminianism, omitted it altogether

from his revision of the Articles.

BAPTISMAL KEGENEEATION AND FALL FROM GRACE.

The Articles teach also the possibility of falling away from graos

(XVI.) and the doctrine of general baptismal regeneration (XXVII.).

This seems to exclude an absolute decree of election ' to everlasting

life,' which involves final perseverance as a necessary means to a cer-

tain end. Hence the attempts to explain away either the one or the

other in order to save the logical consistency of the formulary.'

In Article XVI. there is no real difficulty. It is directed against

* Dr. Goode, in his learned work, The Doctrine of the Church of England as to the Effects

of Bajitism in the case of Infants (1849), labors to show that inasmuch as the founders of the

Church of England were Calvinists, they can not have held the Tractarian doctrine of baptis-

mal regeneration, which is incompatible with Calvinism. Archdeacon Wilberforce, who after-

wards seceded to Rome, showed, in his Doctrine of Holy Baptism (London, 184'j), in opposi-

tion to Goode, that the formularies of the (Church of England do clearly teach bajitismaJ

^generation. J. B. Mozley, B.D., Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, in his able work on

The Primitive Doctrine of Baptismal Regeneration {London, IHHC)), takes a middle ground,

viz., that the Church of England imposes the doctrine 'that God gives regenerating grace to

the whole body of the baptized,' and tolerates the doctrine ' tluit God gives grace sufficient

for salvation only to some of this bod^ 'and ' that these two positions can not really be in col-

lision with each other, though apparently they are.' Mozley grapples with the diflScplties of

the problem, but has after all not succeeded .n making it clear.
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the Anabaptists, who ' say they can no more sin,' and the nioderti No-

vatians, who ' deny the place of forgiveness to such as truly repent,' and

accords with a similar article in the Angsbnrg Confession.* It simply

teaches the possibility of a tempoi-ary fall of the baptized and regen-

erated, but not a total aud Jinal fall of the elect, as is clear from the

addition, 'and by the grace of God we may arise again and amend our

lives.' This is quite consistent with Augustinianism, and even with

the most rigorous form of Calvinism,^

On the subject of baptism the Anglican Church agrees much more

with the Lutheran than with the Calvinistic creed. She retained the

Catholic doctrine of baptismal regeneration, but i-ejected the op2is

qperatum theory, and the doctrine that baptism destroys the nature of

original sin as well as its guilt. Baptismal regeneration is taught

indefinitely in Article XXVII. ,^ more plainly in the Catechism,* and

in the baptismal service of the Liturgy, which pronounces every child

after baptism to be regenerated.^

' Comp. Augs. Conf., Art. XII. :
'' Damnunt Anabaptistas, qui negant semel justijicatos

posse amittere Spiritiim Sanctum. . . , Dumnaniur et Novatiani qui nolehant absolvere lapsos

post baptisjimm redeuntes ad j>cenitentiam.' Also Bulliiiger's Confes. Helv. , cap. XIV.

:

'' Uamnamus et veteres et novos Novatianos, atque Catharos.'

' See the defense of this Article by Dean Bridges, of Sarum, quoted by Hardwick, p. 211.

^ 'Baptism is ... a sign of regeneration or new birth, whereby, as by an instrument, they

that receive baptism rightly, are grafted into the Church.' The language of this Article bears

a Reformed or Calvinistic interpretation. Bishop Hooper and several of the Marian exiles

were Zwinglians, but the views of Cranmer and Ridley, in their private writings, on the effects

of baptism and baptismal grace, agree substantially with those of Luther. See Browne on

Art. XX VIJ. pp. (J68 sq. ; the passages collected by Jones, £xjws. ofthe Art, pp. 157 sqq.

;

also Hardwick, pp. 393-395.

* The second question: 'Who gave you this name? Ans. My godfather and godmother

in baptism, wherein I was made a member of Christ, the child of God, and an inheritor of the

kingdom of heaven.'

* After the public baptism of infants, the priest shall say :
' Seeing now, dearly beloved

brethren, that this child is regenerate, and gnifted into the body of Christ's Church, let us

give thanks to Almighty God for these benefits,' etc. And in the prayer which follows : 'We
yield thee hearty thanks, most merciful Father, that it hath pleased thee to regenerate this

infant with thy Holy Spirit, to receive him fur tliine own child by adoption, and to incorpo-

rate him into thy holy Church.' The same prayer is prescribed for the ofKce of private bap-

tism of infants. The baptismal service is derived from the Sarum Manual and from the

'Consultation' of Archbishop Hermann of Cologne, which was borrowed from Luther's

Taufbuc.hlein. See Daniel, Cod. Liturg. Ec.d. Luth. j). 185, and Procter, History of the Book

of Common Prayer., 'p.?)^, \\t\\ ed. (1874). Among the eight particulars in the Prayer-

Book, which Baxter and his Nonconformist bi'ethren objected to as sinful, the fourth was

'that ministers be forced to pronounce all baptized infants to be regenerate by the Holy

Ghost, whether they be the children of Christians or not' (Procter, p. 183). The last clause

intimates that baptized children of Christian parents were regarded by them as regenerate.
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This doctrine seems to be contradicted by the undeniable fact that

multitudes of baptized persons in all churches, especially in those where

infant baptism is indiscriminately practiced, show no signs of a holy

Hfe or real change of heart, and belie their baptismal engagements.

To remove this difficulty, some Anglicans take the language of the

baptismal service, not in a real and literal, but in a hypothetical or

chpritably presumptive meaning.^ Others make a distinction between

baptismal or ecclesiastical regeneration {i. e., incorporation into the visi-

ble Church) and moral or spiritual regeneration (which includes reno-

vation and conversion). Still others distinguish between the regen-

erate and the elect, and thus harmonize Art. XXYII. with Art. XVII.

Augustine regards the elect as an inner circle of the baptized ; and

holds that, in addition to the baptismal grace of regeneration, the elect

receive from God the gift of perseverance to the end, which puts into

execution the eternal and unchangeable decree of election. The rea-

son why God grants this grace to some and withholds it from others

is unknown to us, and must be traced to his inscrutable wisdom.

'Both the grace of the beginning,' he says, 'and the grace of persever-

ing to the end is not given according to our merits, but according to a

most secret, just, wise, and beneficent will.' 'Wonderful indeed, very

wonderful, that to some of his own sons, whom he has regenerated, and

to whom he has given faith, hope, and charity, God does not give per-

severance.'2

' So Mozley, who endeavors to fasten this meaning upon the fathers, and the standard

Anglican writers, including Hooker. But the strong language of the Greek and Latin

fathers, who almost identify baptism with regeneration, and seem to know no other regenera-

tion but that by baptism (wliich they call dvayivvtjffii;, TraXiyytvKJta, .^loyivecnQ, (prnTiafioc,

reqeneratio, secunda luttivitas, rena.sceiitia, illuiitinatio), must be understood chiefly of adult

baptism, which in the first four centuries of the Church was the rule, while infent baptism

was the exception, and which was administered to such only as had passed through a course

of catechetical instruction, and professed repentance and faith in Christ. The same is true

of the passages of the New Testament on baptism.

* See his tract De dono persereranti(v, and Mozley 's Treatise on the Augustinian Doctrine

oj" Predestination (Lond. 1855), pp. 191 sqq.,and the Primitive Doctrine of Baptismal Re-

generation, fp.WS sqq. Mozley thinks that Augustine means by baptismal regeneration

only capacity for goodness and holiness. Browne (on Art. XXV'II.) presents a somewhat

different view, viz., that Augustine uses the term regeneration sometimes in a wider, some-

times in a stricter and deeper sense. ' At one time he speaks of all the baptized as regen-

erate in Ctirist, and made children of God by virtue of that sacrament; at another time he

speaks of baptismal grace as rather enabling them to become, than as actually constituting

them God's children ; and says that, in the higher and stricter sense, jjcrsons are not to be

called sons of God unless they have the grace of perseverance, and walk in the love of God'
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Here is a point where Calvin differs from Augustine, at least in

logic, altliough they agree in the result—namely, the non-salvation of

the non-elect, whether baptized or not. Calvin likewise brings baptism

into close connection with regeneration,^ but he draws a sharper dis-

tinction between the outward visible sign and seal (Kom. iv. 11) and the

inner invisible grace; he takes moreover a higher view of regenera-

tion as a tiiorough moral renovation, and identifies the truly regenerate

with the elect. He consequently restricts the regenerating efficacy of

the Spirit to the elect, and makes it so far independent of the sacra-

mental act that it need not always coincide with it, but may precede

or follow the same. Thus the Westminster Confession calls baptism

' a sign and a seal of the covenant of grace, of liis [the baptized per-

son's] ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of remission of sins, and

of his giving up unto God through Jesus Christ, to walk in newness of

life.' But it adds that 'grace and salvation are not so inseparably an-

nexed unto it [baptism], as that no person can be regenerated or saved

without it (Rom. iv. 11 ; Acts x. 2, 4, 22, 31, 45, 47) ; or, that all that are

baptized are undoubtedly regenerated (Acts viii. 13, 23). The efficacy

of baptism is not tied to that moment of time wherein it is adminis-

tered (John iii. 8) : yet, notwithstanding by the right use of this ordi-

nance, the grace promised is not only offered, but really exhibited and

conferred by the Holy Ghost to such (whether of age, or infants) as

that grace belongeth unto, according to the counsel of God's own will,

in his appointed time (Gal. iii. 27; Tit. iii. 5 ; Eph. v. 25, 26; Acts ii.

38, 41).'

2

The objection to the Calvinistic view is that it resolves the baptism

of the non-elect into an empty ceremony (not to say solemn mockery)

;

while the Augustinian view turns the baptismal regeneration of the

non-elect into a failure. The former sacrifices the universality of bap-

tismal grace to the particularism of election, the latter sacrifices the

higher view of regeneration to the claims of baptism. The real diffi-

(p. 660). There is no doubt that Augustine wished to adhere to the traditional orthodox

view of baptism, and yet he could not help seeing that his new doctrine of predestination

required a modification, which, however, he did not fully and clearly carry out.

' This is undoubtedly the case in the New Testament wherever Christian baptism is men-
tioned: John iii. 5 ; Acts ii. 38 ; Rom. vi. 3, 4; Gal. iii. 27 ; Col. ii. 12; Eph. v. 26; Tit. iii.

.5; 1 Pet. iii. 21. Calvin's exposition of some of these passages in his commentarias should

be compared with his teaching in the ' Institutes.'

^ Chap, xxviii. 1, 5, 6.
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culty n-f both theories lies in the logical incompatibility or a limited

election and a imivet'sal baptismal grace. The predestinarian system

and the sacramental system ai'e two distinct lines of thought, which

neither Augustine nor Calvin have been able satisfactorily to adjust

and to harmonize.
NECESSITY OF BAPTISM.

As to the necessity of baptism for salvation, the Anglican Church at

first followed, but afterwards softened the rigor of the Augustim'an

and Roman Catholic doctrine, which excludes even unbaptized infants

dying in infancy from heaven, and assigns them to the limhus infan-

tum, on the borders of hell. In the second of the Ten Articles of Henry

VIII. (1536), it is asserted that ' infants and children dying in infancy

shall undoubtedly be saved thereby [by baptism], and else not^ In the

first revision of the Liturgy, the introductory prayer that the child may

be received by baptism into the ark of Christ's Church contains the ex-

clusive clause 'and so saved from perishing.'^ But in the revision of

1552 this clause was omitted; for Cranmer, who framed the Liturgy,

had in the mean time changed his opinion, as we may infer from the

treatise upon the ' Reformation of Ecclesiastical Laws,' composed under

his superintendency, where the 'scrupulous superstition' of the necessity

of infant baptism for infant salvation is rejected.^ This change must

be traced to the influence of Zwingli and Bullinger, who first boldly

asserted that all infants dying before committing actual sin, whether

baptized or not, whether of Christian or heathen parents, are saved in

consequence of the universal merit of Christ i^jprojpter remediunri j)er

Christum exhihiturn''), which holds good until rejected by unbelief.^

' Borrowed from the Lutheran service composed by Melanchthon and Bucer for Cologne

:

' That being separated from the number of the ungodly, he may be kept safe in the holy ark

of thy Church (in sancta Ecclesicr. ture Area tuins servari possit).'' See Laurence, p. 7 1 ;

Procter, p. 374. The Augsburg Confession (Art. IX., Latin ed.) teaches quod haptismus sit

necessartus ad saluteni, and condemns the Anabaptists for teaching that infants may be saved

without baptism.

' Refvrmat. Leg., De Baptismo : ' Illorum etinrii videri debet scriijmlosn superstitio, qui Dei

gratiam et Spiritum Sanctum tantopere ru7ii sarrnnientorum elementis roUignnt, ut plane ojjir-

vient, nullum C'hrisfianorwn infanteni salutfui esse consecuturmn, qui prius morte fuerit occ.upa-

tus, quam itd Baptiamum ndduci potuerit ; quod longe secus hnhere jndiramua.'

^ See above, p. 37S. Zwingli was not quite so jiositive about the salvation of heathen chil-

dren, but he declared it at least '' />rohal>ilitis ut gentium liheri jier Chriatum salventur quam ut

dainnentur.'' Bullinger lield the same view, thougli not so clearlv expressed. See the pas-

sages quoted by Laurence, pp. 2G(), 267, who agrees on this subject with the Zurich Reformers.
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Calvin likewise taught the possibility of salvation without baptism,

but confined it to the elect. Thomas Becon (chaplain to Cranmer,

and one of the six preachers of Canterbury Cathedral, died 1567)

is very explicit on this subject. As many Jewish children, he says,

were saved without circumcision, so many Christian children, and

even Turks and heathens, may be spiritually baptized and saved with-

out water baptism. ' Besides all these things, what shall we say of

God's election ? Can the lack of outward baptism destroy and make

of none effect the election of God; so that when God hath chosen

to everlasting salvation, the want of an external sign shall cast down

into everlasting damnation ? ... As many people are saved which

never received the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ, so like-

wise are many saved though they were never outwardly baptized with

water ; forasmuch as the regeneration of the Christian consisteth rather

in the spirit than in the flesh. This text, therefore, of Christ, " Except

a man be born of water," etc., is to be understood of such as may con-

veniently be baptized, and yet, notwithstanding, contemptuously refuse

baptism, and despise the ordinance of Christ.' ^ Bishop Jewel says

:

' The grace of God is not tied to any sacraments. He is able to work

salvation both with them and without them.' ^ Hooker is much more

cautious and churchly. ' Predestination,' he says, ' bringeth not to life,

without the grace of external vocation, wherein our baptism is implied,

. . . which both declareth and maketh us Christians, In which respect

we justly hold it to be the door of our actual entrance into God's house;

the first apparent beginning of life ; a seal, perhaps, to the grace of

election, before received (Calvin, Tnstit. iv. 15, 22), but to our sanctifi-

cation here a step that hath not any before it, ... If Christ himself

which giveth salvation do require baptism (Mark xvi. 16), it is not for

us that look for salvation to sound and examine him, whether unbap-

tized men may be saved, but seriously to do that which is required, and

religiously to fear the danger which may grow by want thereof.' Yet,

touching infants who die unbaptized, he inclines, at least in regard to

the offspring of Christian parents, to a cliaritable presumption of 'the

great likelihood of their salvation,' for the reasons that ' grace is not

absolutely tied unto saei-aments;' that 'God bindeth no man unto

' Quoted by Jones, 1. c. pp. 167 sq. ' Ibid. p. 171,
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things altogether impossible;' that 'there is in their Christian parents,

and in the Church of God, a presumed desire that the sacrament of

baptism miglit be given them;' and that 'the seed of faithful parent-

age is holy from the very birth (1 Cor. vii. 14).' i

The Anglican Church, then, as far as we may infer from her author-

itative declarations, makes certain the salvation of all baptized infants

dying in infancy, and leaves the possibility of salvation without bap-

tism an open question, with a strong leaning towards the liberal view.

The Eoman Church makes infant salvation without baptism impossi-

ble ; the Lutheran Church makes it at least improbable ; the Calvin-

istic Churclies make it certain in the case of all the elect, without

regard to age, and decidedly incline to the charitable belief that all

children dying in infancy belong to the number of the elect.

The doctrine of the absolute necessity of baptism for salvation has

always been based upon two declarations of our Lord, Mark xvi. 16,

and John iii. 5 (on the assumption that 'water' refers to baptism).

But in the first passage our Lord, after declaring that faith followed

by baptism saves, states the negative without adding, and is not bap-

tized ; intimating by this omission, that only the want of faith or the

refusal of the gospel, not the want of baptism, condemns. In the dis-

course with Nicodemus he does not say that water baptism is regener-

ation, nor that every one that is born of water is also born of the

Spirit (which was certainly not the case with Simon Magus, who, not-

withstanding liis baptism, remained 'in the gall of bitterness and the

bond of iniquity'); he simply lays down two conditions for entering

into the kingdom of God, and puts the emphasis on being born of

the Spirit. This is evident from the fact that in that discourse 'water'

is mentioned but once, but the Spirit four times. The most that can

be inferred from the two passages is the ordinary necessity of baptism

where it can be had—that is, within the limits of the Christian Church.

We are bound to God's ordinances, but God's Spirit is fi'ee and ' blow-

eth where it listeth.' We should never forget that the same Lord was

the special friend of children, and declared them to belong to the king-

dom of heaven, without any reference to baptism or circumcision, add-

ing these significant words, 'It is not the will of your Father who is in

heaven that one of these little ones should perish' (Matt. xviii.l4).

' Eccles. Polity, Book V. ch. 60 (Vol. II. pp. 341, 342, 346, 347, Keble's ed.:).
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THE LORD S SUPPER.

If the Articles on Predestination and Baptism leave room for differ-

ent interpretations^ there can be no reasonable doubt about the nieauv

ing of Art. XXVIII. on the Lord's Supper. It clearly teaches tlia

Reformed doctrine of the spiritual presence and sjnritual eating by

faith only, in opposition both to transnbstantiation and consubstantia-

tion, which imply a corporal presence and an oral manducation by all

communicants, both good and bad, although with opposite effects.

The wide departure from the Lutheran formularies, otherwise so

freely consulted, may be seen from the following comparison

:

AuGSBUKG Confession.

1530.

Akt. X.

De ccma Domini docent^

quod corpus et sanguis Chris-

ti VERE ADSiNT, et distH-

huantur vescentibus in

ccena Domini; et improbant

secus docentes.

Thirteen Articles.

1538.

Art. VII.

De Eucharistia constanter

credimus et dacemus, quod in

Sacramento corpoi'is et san-

guinis Domini vere, sub-

stantialiter,' et reali-

TER ADSINT corpus et sauguis

Christ i SIJB SPECIEBUS PA-

Nis ET viNi.'' £Jt quod sub

ejusdem speciebus vei'e et re-

aliter exhibentur et distri-

BUTJNTUR illis qui sacramen-

tum accipiunt, sive bonis

SITE MALIS.

Thirty-nine Articles.

1563 AND 1571.

Art. XXVIII.

Corpus Christi datur, ac-

cipitur, et manducatur tan-

TUM CCELESTI et SPIRITU-

AL! ratione (only after an

heavenly and spiritual man-
ner). Medium autem quo

Corpus Christi accipitur et

manducatur in ccsna, fides

est (and the mean whereby

the body of Christ is re-

ceived and eaten in the

Supper, is faith).

The clause here quoted from the Elizabethan revision was wanting

in the Edwardine Articles, and was inserted on motion of Bishop

Guest of Rochester.^ Both series contain the assertion that the bread

which we break is a communion of the body of Christ 'to such as

rightly, worthily^ and with faith receive the same,' which was meant

to exclude the oral manducation. Both strongly condemn transnbstan-

tiation. The Edwardine Articles protest also against the Lutheran

' The term substantialiter is borrowed from the Apology of the Augsburg Conf, Art. X.
^ Suh speciebus pants et vini, from the German edition of the Augsburg Conf. {unter Gestalt

des Brotes und Weines).

^ This is inferred from a letter to Cecil, Dec. 22, l.'fiG, where Guest justifies the use of the

word 'only' by saying that lie did not intend to exclude ' the presence of Christ's body from

the sacrament, but only the grossness and sensibleness in the receiving thereof.' Hard wick,

p. 130.
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hypothesis of tlie nbiqnity of Christ's body.' Tli'.a same i)rote6t against

ubiquity is found substantially in the Parker MS. of the Latin revision

of 1563, but it was struck out in the Convocation.^ Instead of it a

new Article was added in the English revision of 1571, denying that

the unworthy partake of Christ in the communion.^

The Catechism likewise limits the reception of Christ's body and

blood to the 'faithful,' and declares the benefit of the Lord's Supper

to be ' the strengthening and refreshing of our soids.'' The communion

service does not rise above this view, and the distribution formula, in-

serted in the revision of 1552, expresses the commemorative theory.

The rubric on kneeling, at the close of the service, which was inserted

in the second Prayer-Book of Edward VI. (1552) by Cranmer, through

the influence of Hooper and Knox (one of the royal chaplains),* then

omitted in Elizabeth's reign from regard to the Catholics, but which

was again restored in the reign of Charles II. (1662) to conciliate the

Puritans, explains the kneeling at the communion not to mean an

adoration of the sacramental bread and wine, or any corporal presence

of Christ's natural flesh and blood. ' For the natural body and blood

of Christ are in heaven, and not here ; it being against the truth

of Christ's natural body to be at one time in more places than one.'

This is a plain declaration against consubstantiation and ubiquity.

Before the Articles were framed a public disputation on the eucha-

' Forasmuch as the truth of man's nature requireth that the body of one and the self-same

man can not be at one time in diverse places, but must needs be in some one certain place

:

therefore the body of Christ can not be present at one time in many and diverse places. And
because (as holy Scripture doth teach) Christ was taken up into heaven, and there shall con-

tinue unto the end of the world, a faithful man ought not either to believe or openly to con-

fess the real and bodily presence (as they term it) of Christ's flesh and blood, in the sacra-

ment of the Lord's Supper.'

' Hardwick regards this omission as a protest against Zwinglianism. But the leading

Elizabethan bishops, especially Horn, Jewel, and Grindal, assure Bullinger and Peter Martyr

of their full agreement with them against the ubiquitarian hypothesis, which was at that time

defended by Brentius and Andreae, and opposed by the Swiss. See pp. 603 and 632.

^ Art. XXIX. ' Of the wicked which do not eat the body of Christ in the use of the Lord's

Supper. The wicked, and such as be void of a lively faith, although they do carnally and

visibly press with their teeth (as St. Augustine saith) the sacrament [i.e., the sacramental

siyn] of the body and blood of Christ : yet in no way are they partakers of Christ, but rather

to their condemnation do eat and drink the sign or sacrament of so great a thing.' This

Article is wanting in the Latin edition of 1563, having probably been withdrawn from the

Convocation records in compliance with the desiie of the Queen and her council to deal

gently with the adherents of the 'old learning' (whether Romish or Lutheran); but it was

inserted in the Latin editions after the year 1571. See Hardwick, pp. 144 and 315.

* See the lengthy discussion of this subject in Lorimer's John Knox, pp. 100-136.
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nstic presence was held before the royal commissioners at the Unuer-

sity of Oxford, May, 1549, in which Peter Martyr, then professor of

theology, defended the figurative interpretation of the words, ' This is

my body,' and the commemorative character of the ordinance. The

acts of the disputation were published by Cranmer, with a preface and

discourse of Peter Martyr.' In June of the same year a disputation on

the same subject, in which Bucer took part, was held in the University

of Cambridge.^

Cranmer, after holding first to transubstautiation, then to consub-

Btantiation, adopted at last the Calvinistic theory of a spiritual real

presence and a spiritual reception by faith only, and embodied it in the

Articles and the second revision of the Liturgy.^ He openly confessed

this change at a public disputation held in London, Dec. 14, 1548, in

the Parliament house, ' in the presence of almost all the nobility of

England.'* He wrote an elaborate exposition and defense of his final

* Tractatio de Sacramento JEucharistioe habita in celeberrima Universitate Oxoniensi. Ad
hcp,c: Disputatio de eodem sacramento in eadem Universitate habita. London, 1549 ; also in

Zurich, 1552, and an English translation, 1583. See an account in Dr. C. Schmidt, Peter

Martyr Vermigli, Leben und ausgewahlte Schriften (Elberfeld, 1858), pp. 91-100, 105.

' Schmidt, p. 106. Ridley's Works, pp. 171 sqq.

' See above, p. 601. Cranmer admits the charge of his opponents, Bishop Gardiner and

Dr. Smith, that he was upon this point first a Papist, then a Lutheran, and at last a Zwin-

ghan. ' After it hath pleased God, ' he says, ' to show unto me, by his holy Word, a more per-

fect knowledge of his Son Jesus Christ, from time to time as I grew in knowledge of him, by

little and little I put away my former ignorance. And as God of his mercy gave me Hght, so

through his grace I opened mine eyes to receive it, and did not willfully repugn unto God and

remain in darkness. And I trust in God's mercy and pardon for my former errors, because

I erred but of frailness and ignorance.' Answer to Smith's Preface, Works,Yo\. I. p. 374.
* Of this recantation Bartholomew Traheron wrote to Bullinger from London, Dec. 31,

1548, as follows: 'I can not refrain, my excellent Bullinger, from acquainting you with cir-

cumstances that have lately given us the greatest pleasure, that you and your fellow-ministers

/nay participate in our enjoyment. On the 14th of December, if I mistake not, a disputation

was held at London concerning the eucharist, in the presence of almost all the nobility of

i<]ngland. The argument was sharply contested by the Bishops. The Archbishop of Canter-

bury, contrary to general expectation, most openly, firmly, and learnedly maintained your

opinion upon this subject. His arguments were as follows : The body of Christ was taken

up from us into heaven. Christ has left the world. "Ye have the poor always with you, but

ine ye have not always," etc. Next followed the Bishop of Rochester [Ridley], who handled

the subject with so much eloquence, perspicuity, erudition, and power, as to stop the mouth
jf that most zealous papist, the Bishop of Worcester [Heath]. The truth never obtained a

inore brilliant victory among us. I perceive that it is all over with Lutheranism, now that

those who were considered its principal and almost only supporters have altogether come
over to our side. We are much indebted to the Lord who provides for us also in this particu-

lar. ' In a postscript to this letter, John of Ulmis adds :
' The foolish Bishops have made a

marvelous recantation.' The same 'notable disputation of the sacrament' is mentioned in

Vol. I.—T t
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View against the attacks of Gardiner.^ He does not allude to Cal-

vin's writings on the eucharist, although he can hardly have been igno

rant of them, but quotes largely from Augustine, Tertullian, Origen,

Theodoret, and other fathers who seem to favor a figurative inter-

pretation, and approvingly mentions Bertram, Berengarius, and Wycliff

among mediaeval divines, and Bucer, Peter Martyr, Zwingli, (Ecolarapa-

dius among the Reformers, as teaching substantially the same doc-

trine.^ He also expressed his unqualified approbation of Bullinger\

' Tract on the Sacraments,' which was by his desire republished in Eii-

gland (1551) by John a Lasco, to whom he remarked that ' nothing of

Bullinger's required to be read and examined previously.'^ But he

traced his change directly to Bishop Ridley,^ and Ridley derived his

view" not so much from Swiss sources as from Bertram (Ratramnus),

who, in the middle of the ninth century, wrote with great ability

against the magical transubstantiation theory of Paschasius Radbertus,

and in favor of a spiritual and dynamic presence.* Cranmer's last ut-

terances on this subject, sliortly before his condemnation and martyr-

dom, were made in the Oxford disputations with the Romanists to

which he, with Ridley and Latimer, was summoned from prison, April

(and again in September), 1555. He declared there that Christ's ' true

body is truly present to them that truly receive him, but spiritually.

And so it is taken after a spiritual sort. ... If ye understand by this

word '"' really^'' re ijpsa^ i. e., in very deed and effectually^ so Christ, by

King Edward's Journal as having taken place in the Parliament house. S«e Ztirich Letters,

ir)o7-lJ58, pp. '3T2, 823.

' An Answer unto a Cniffi/ and Sophistical Carillntion, devised hy Stephen Gardiner,

Doctor of Law, late Bishop of Winchester, ayainst the True and Godly Doctrine of the most

holy Sacrament of the Body and Blood of our Saviour Jesus Christ (1.").")(*). The sacramental

writings of Oanmer fill the first volume of the Parker [Society's edition of his works (Cam-

bridge, 1844).

= Works, Vol. I. pp. 14, 173, 196, 22.-., 374.

' yee a letter of John a Lasco to Bullinger, dated London, April 10. ir>.')l ; Cardwell's Lit'

urgies of Edivard VI. (Preface), and Jjorimer's John Knox. p. 49.

* Bishop Browne correctly says (p. 710): 'Ridley, indeed, refused to take the credit of

converting Cranmer, but Cranmer himself always acknowledged h's obligations to Ridley.'

In his last examination at Oxford, before Bishop Brooks of Gloucester (Sept., ]5r>.">), Cranmer

said that ' Doctor Ridley, by sundry jiersuasions and authorities drew me quite from my
opinion' (on the real presence). Works, Yo\. II. p. 218. Brookr on the siime occasion re-

marked :
' Latimer leaneth to Cranmer, Cranmer to Ridley, and Ridley to fhe singularity of

his own wit;' to which Ridley replied, that this was 'most untruf, in that he was but a youDg

scholar in comparison of Master Cranmer.' Ridley's Works, xii-, 283, 284.
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tlie £^ra(;e and efficacy of his passion, is in deed and truly present tc

all his true and holy members. But if ye understand by this word
" re'illy^'' corporaUtei'^ i. e., corjyorally, so that by the body of Christ is

understanded a natural body and organical, so the first proposition

doth ^ary. not only from usual speech and phrase of Scripture, but

also is clean contrary to the holy Word of God and Christian profes-

sion : when as both the Scripture doth testify by these words, and also

the Catholic Church hath professed from the beginning, Christ to have

left the world, and to sit at the right hand of the Father till he come

unto judgment.'

'

We add the last confessions of the other two English Reformers at

their examination in Oxford.

Bishop Latimer declared ' that there is none other presence of Chri

required than a spiritual presence; and this presence is sufficient for v

Christian man, as the presence by the which we both abide in Christ,

and Christ in us to the obtaining of eternal life, if we persevere in his

true gospel.' ^

Bishop Ridley said: 'I worship Christ in the sacrament, but not be-

cause he is included in the sacrament : like as I worship Christ also

in the Scriptures, not because he is i-eally included in them. . . . The

body of Christ is present in the sacrament, but yet sacramentally and

spiritually (according to his 8:racp^ giving life, and in that respect

really, that is, according to his benediction, giving life. . . . The true

Church of Christ doth acknowledge a presence of Christ's body in the

Lord's Supper to be communicated to the godly by grace, and spiiitu-

ally, as I have often showed, and by a sacramental signification, but

not by the corporal presence of the body of his flesh.^

REVISION OF THE AETICLES.

The Thirty-nine Articles have remained unchanged in England since

the reign of Elizabeth. The objections of Nonconformists to some of

' Works,Yo\. I. pp. 3!U, 395.

* Jones, 1. c. p. 176, where also the passages of the leading divines and bishops of the Eliza-

bethan age on the subject of the Lord's Supper are collected.

' Ridley's Works, pp. 235 sq. Jewel expresses the same views very fully in his contro-

versy with Harding, Works, Vol. I. pp. 4-t8 sqq. (Parker Soc. ed. 1845). Bishop Browii.^

(p. 715) says that all the great luminaries of the Church of England (naming Mede, Andrewes

Hooker, Taylor, Hammond, Cosin, Bramhall, Ussher, Pearson, Patrick, Bull, Beveiidga

Wake, Waterland) agree with the doctrine of the formularies in denyiner a coruoraL uud -w

knowledging a spiritual feeding in the Supper of tb« Lord.
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the Articles (XXIV., XXY., the affirmative clause of XX., and a por-

tion of XXVII) have been removed since 1688 by relaxation and ex-

emption ; and the difficulties arising from the development of theo-

logical schools with widely divergent tendencies, within the bosom of

the Church of England itself, have been met by libei-al decisions al-

lowing a great latitude of interpretation.

During the reign of William III., in 1689, a thorough revision of the

Book of Common Prayer was undertaken and actually made in the in-

terest of an agreement with Protestant Dissenters, by an able royal

commission of ten bishops and twenty divines, including the well-known

names of Stillingfleet, Patrick, Tillotson, Sharp, Hall, Beveridge, and

Tenison. But the revision has never been acted upon, and was super-

seded by the toleration granted to Dissenters. The altei'ations did not

extend to the Articles directly, but embraced some doctrinal features in

the liturgical services—namely, the change of the word Priest to 'Pres-

byter'' or 'Minister;' Sunday to 'Lord's Day;' the omission of the

Apocryphal Lessons in the calendar of Saints' days, for which chap-

ters from Proverbs and Ecclesiastes were substituted, a concession

to conscientious scruples against kneeling in receiving the sacrament,

and an addition to the rubric before the Athanasian Creed, stating

iliat ' the condernning clauses are to be understood as relating only to

those who obstinately deny the substance of the Christian faith.' ^

§ 82. American Revision of the Thirty-nine Articles, A.D. 1801.

William White, D.D. (first Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the diocese of Pennsyl-

vania; d. 1836): Memoirs of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of America. New
York, 1820; 3d ed. by De Costa, 1880.

William Stevens Perry, D.D. (Secretary of the House of Clerical and Lay Deputies of the General

Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the L nited States) : -1 Hand-book of the General

Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church, giving its History and Constitution, 17S5-1874. New
York, 1874. The same: Journals of the General Convention, etc., 1785-1835. Claremont, N. H., 1874.

Also Samuel Wilberforce (late Bishop of Oxford): A History of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

America (1844); Caswall: History of the American Church (2d ed. 1851); and Procter: A History of

the Book of Common Prayer, pp. 1G2 sqq. (11th ed. 1874).

For the colonial history, conip. the Historical Collections relating to the American Colonial Church,

ed. by Dr. Perry. Hartford, 1871 sqq. 3 vols. 4to.

The members of the Chvn-ch of England in the American Colonies,

from the first settlement of Virginia (1607) till after the War of the

• A revision of the Book of Common Prayer was adopted by the National Church

Assembly, July, 1927, the vote Iseing 34 to 4 bishops, 255 to 37 clergymen, 230 to 92 lay-

men, but rejected by the House of Commons, Doc, 1927, by a vote of 238 to 205. A
second revision was rejected by the Commons, June 14, 1928, by an increased majority,

266 to 220. The revision seemed to permit the reservation of the sacrament and intro-

duced after tlie consecration of the elements the eviclesis of the Greek Church, stating

the change of the bread and wine. The Revised Book is issued by the S. P. C. K.

—

Ed.
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Revolution, belonged to the diocese of the Bishop of London, who
never visited the country, and could exercise but an imperfect super-

vision. Several attempts were made, by the friends of the Gimrch, to

establish colonial bishoprics, but failed.

The separation from the crown of England necessitated an inde-

pendent organization, which assumed the title of The Protestant Epis-

copal Chdkch in the United States of America. The first steps

towards such an organization were taken by a meeting of clergy aud

laity in New Brunswick, New Jersey, May 11, 1784, and by another and

larger one, held in New York, Oct. 6 and 7, of the same year. The first

General Comention, consisting of sixteen clerical and twenty-six lay

deputies, assembled in Philadelphia, Sept. 27 and 28, 1785, Dr. White

presiding, adopted a constitution and such changes in the Book of Com-

mon Prayer as wei-e deemed necessary to conform it ' to the American

Revolution and the Constitutions of the respective States,' and peti-

tioned the English hierarchy to consecrate such bishops for the inde-

pendent Church as may be elected by the separate dioceses.^ The re-

vised provisional Liturgy was rather hastily prepared and published,

1786. It is called the ' Proposed Book.' ^ It contains, besides many

necessary ritual changes and improvements. Twenty Articles of Re-

ligion, based upon the Thirty-nine Articles, but differing widely from

them, being a mutilation rather than an improvement.^ The altera-

tions and omissions were made in the interest of an unchurchly latitu-

dinarianism which then prevailed. The Nicene Creed and the Athana-

sian Creed, which Art. VIII. of the English series acknowledges, were

entirely omitted in Art. TV. of the new series ; the Apostles' Creed was

retained, but without the clause ' He descended into hell.'

* Shortly before the Convention, Bishop Seabury, of Connecticut, had received consecration

at Aberdeen from three Bishops of ^^cotland (Nov. 14, 1784), but he did not attend the Con-

vention, and was opposed from High-Church principles to the introduction of lay representa-

tion and the limitation of the power of the episcopate.

^ It is sometimes also called ' Bishop White's Prarer-Book,' who was the chairman of the

committee of revision, Dr. William Smith, of Maryland, and Dr. Wharton, of Delaware, be-

ing the other members. Smith is made chiefly responsible for the changes by Perry, p. 23.

The book was printed in Philadelphia, 1786, in London, 1789, and again (with omission of

the amended Articles of Religion) in New York, Dec, 1873, for provisional use in the new
Reformed Episcopal Church,' which has since adopted a new revision.

^ Given by Perry, Hand-book, pp. 34-39, from the original MSS. in the Convention ar-

chives. He calls the Proposed Book a 'hasty, crude, and unsatisfactory compilation, which
failed utterly to establish itself in the American Church' (p. 42).
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The book failed to give general satisfaction at home or abroad. The

English Archbishops demanded the restoration of the three Ecumenical

Creeds in their integrity.^

The General Convention held at Wilmington, Del., Oct. 11, 1786,

complied with this request so far as the Nicene Creed and the discre-

tionary use of the clause of the descent in the Apostles' Creed were

concerned.^ The omission of the Athanasian Creed was adhered to,'

and subsequently acquiesced in by the English Bishops. The obstack

of the oath of allegiance required in England having been removed by

act of Pai-liament, the Rev. Drs. White, of Pennsylvania, and Provoost,

of New York, received the long-sought ' Apostolical succession,' in the

chapel of Lambeth Palace, Feb. 4, 1787. At one time this result

seemed so doubtful that steps were taken to secure ordination, with a

broken succession, from the Lutheran bishops of Denmark, and the

consent of the Danish government had actually been obtained, when

the difficulties in England were removed.

In the Special Convention of Philadelphia, June, 1799 (the General

Convention having been prevented in the pi'eceding year by an epi-

demic), a new revision of the Articles of Religion, reduced to seventeen,

was considered, but not finally acted upon by the House of Deputies,

and was printed as an Appendix to the Journal of that House.* But

it gave no satisfaction, and shared the same fate with the previous

draft of twenty Articles.

Finally, the General Convention held at Trenton, New Jersey, Sept.

S-12, 1801, settled the question by adopting the Thirty-nine Articles

in the form which they have since retained in the American Episcopal

Church, and are incorporated in its editions of the Prayer-Book.^ The

i^nly doctrinal difference is the omission of the Athanasian Creed from

' See their letter in Perry, pp. r)0-55.

^ In the first edition of the new Prayer-Book, 1790, the objectionable clause was printed in

Italics, and put in parentheses. But the General Convention of 171)2 left it discretionary to

use it, or to omit it, or to substitute for it the words, ' He went into the place of departed

s/>irits,' as being equivalent to the wore, /n the Creed.

^ Bishop Seabury was very zealous for the Athanasian Creed ; and in the Convention of

1 7Si) the House of Bishops agreed to its pemnissory use, but the House of Deputies 'would

not allow of the Creed in any shape.' Bishop White favored a compromise—viz., to leave it

in the Prayer-Book as a doctrinal document, but not to read it in public worship. See his

Mi-iniiirs, pp. 149, 1.50, and a letter of White, quoted by Perry, p. 76.

* Perry, pp. 90-9.").

^ See Vol. III. pp. 477 sqq., where they are given in full.
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Art. VIII. ; the remaiuing changes are political, and adapted to the

sej)aration of Church and State. Otherwise even ' the obsolete diction'

is retained. The following is the action of this Convention :^

' Resolutions of the Bishops, the Clergy, and the Laity of the Protestant Episcopal Cliurch

in tlie United States of America, in Convention, in the city of Trenton, the 1 2th day of Sep-

tember, in the year of our Lord 1801, respecting the Articles of Keligion.

'The Articles of Religion are hereby ordered to be set forth with the following directions,

to be observed in all future editions of the same ; that is to say

—

' The following to be the title, viz.

:

' "Articles of Religion, as established by the Bishops, the Clergy, and the Laity of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in the United States of America, in Convention, on the 12th day of

September, in the year of our Lord 1801."

' The Articles to stand as in the Book of Common Prayer of the Church of England, with

the following alterations and omissions, viz. :

'In the 8th Article, the word "three" in the title, and the words "three—Athanasius'

creed " in the Article, to be omitted, and the Article to read thus

:

'"Art. VIII. Of the Crkeds.

' "The Nicene Creed, and that which is commonly called the Apostles' Creed, ought thor-

oughly to be received and believed, for they may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy-

Scripture.
"

' Under the title " Article 21," the following note to be inserted, namely,
' "The 21st of the former Articles is omitted, because it is partly of a local and civil nat-

ure, and is provided for, as to the remaining parts of it, in other Articles."

' The 35th Article to be inserted with the following note, namely,

' "This Article is received in this Church, so far as it declares the Books of Homilies to be

an explication of Christian doctrine, and instructive in piety and morals. But all lefeiences

to the constitution and laws of England are considered as inapplicable to the circumstance?

of this Church: which also suspends the order for the reading of said homihes in churches

until a revision of them may conveniently be made, for the clearing of them, as well from ob-

solete words and phrases, as from the local references."

'The ."6th Article, entitled "Of Consecration of Bishops and Ministers," to read thus:

' " The Book of Consecration of Bishops, and ordering of Priests and Deacons, as set forth

by the General Convention of this Church in 17i)2, doth contain all things necessary to such

consecration and ordering: neither hath it any thing that, of itself, is superstitious and un-

godly. And, therefore, whosoever are consecrated or ordeied according to said form, we de-

cree all such to be rightly, orderly, and lawfully consecrated and ordered."

'The 37th Article to be omitted, and the following sntistitiited in its place:

'"Art. XXXVII. Of the Power of the Civil Magistrate.

' "The power of the civil magistrate exfendcth to all men, as well Clergy as Laity, in all

things temi)oral ; but hath no authority in things puiely spiritual. And we hold it to be the

duty of all men who are professors of the gospel, to pay respectful obedience to the civil au-

thority, regularly and legitimately constituted."^

'Adopted by thk House of Bishops.

WILLIAM WHITE, D.D., Presiding Bishop.

'Adopted by the House of Clerical and Lay' Deputies.

ABRAHAM BEACH, D.D., President.^

> Perry, pp. 09-101.

^ This Art. appears as the last in the XVII. Articles of 1799.
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On the nature and aim of this action, Bishop White remarks :
^

* The object kept in view, in all the consultations held, and the determinations formed, was

Jhe perpetuating of the Episcopal Church, on the ground of the general principles which she

had inherited from the Church of England ; and of not departing from them, except so far as

either local circumstances required, or some very important cause rendered proper. To those

acquainted with the system of the Church of England, it must be evident that the object here

stated was accomplished on the ratification of the Articles.

'

The only change in the Prayer-Book which has a doctrinal bearing,

besides tlie omission of the Athanasian Creed, is the insertion of the

Prayer of Oblation and Invocation from the Scotch (and the First Ed-

wardine) Prayer-Book, through the influence of Bishop Seabury, who

had been consecrated in the Scotch Episcopal Church.

§ 83. The Catechisms of the Church of England. A.D. 1549 and

1662.

Literature.

The Church Catechism is contained in all the English and American editions of the Book of Common
Prayer, between the baptismal and the confirmation services, and is printed in this work with the

American emendations, Vol. III. pp. 517 sqq. The authentic text of the final revision of 1662 is in the

corrected copy of the Black-Letter Prayer-Book, which was attached to the Act of Uniformity, and has

been republished in fac-simile, Lond. 1871. (It was supposed to be lost, when in 1867 it was discovered

in the Library of the House of Lords.)

Arouibald John Stephens : The Book of Common Prayer, with notes legal and historical Lond. 1854

Pol. III. pp. 1449-1477.

Fbanois Pkooter : A History of the Book of Common Prayer. 11th ed. Lond. 1874, ch. v. sect, i (pp. 397

sqq.).

See other works on the Anglican Liturgy, noticed by Procter, p. viii.

eaelier catechisms.

The English Church followed the example of the Lutheran and Re-

formed Churches on the Continent in providing for regular catechet-

ical instruction. English versions and expositions of the Lord's Prayer,

the Creed, and the Ten Commandments, with some prayers, were

known before the Reformation, and constituted the ' Prymer,' which is

commonly mentioned in the fifteenth century as a well-known book

of private devotion.^ In 1545 Henry VIII. set forth a Primer which

was ' to be taught, learned, and read, and none other to be used

' Memoirs, p. 33.

* The earliest known copy, belonging to the latter part of the 14th century, has been pub-

lished by Maskel in Monuinenta ritualia Ecc/esice An(]Hc.anct>, Vol. II. It contains Matins

and Hours of our Lady; Evensong and Compline; the seven Penitential Psalms; the Psalmi

graduates (Psa. CXX.-CXXXIV.) ; the Litany; Placebo (Vespers); Dirge (the office for

the departed) ; the Psalms of Commendation ; Pater noster ; Ave Maria ; Creed ; Ten
Commandments

; the seven deadly sins. See Procter, p. 15.
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throughout all his doininious." During his reign the curates were

frequently enjoined to teach the people the Lord's Prayer, the Creed,

and the Ten Connnandnients, sentence by sentence, on Sundays and

Holydays, and to make all persons recite them when they came to

confession.

cranmer's catechism.

' Cranmer's Catechism,' which appeared with his sanction in 1548,

was for the most part a translation of the Latin Catechism of Justus

Jonas, and retains the Catholic and Lutheran consolidation of the first

and second commandments, and the sacrament of penance or absolu-

tion ; but it was soon superseded.^ Cranmer changed about that time

his view of the real presence.

THE CATECHISM OF THE PRATER-BOOK.

When the Reformation was positively introduced under Edward

YL, and the Book of Public Worship was prepared, a Catechism was

embodied in it, to insure general instruction in the elements of the

* It contained, besides the contents of the older Primers, the Salutation of the Angel, the

Passion of our Lord, and several prayers. See Procter, p. 15, and Burton, Three Primers, pp.

437 sqq.

" So Hardwick (Hist, of the Reform, p. 194) and other Episcopal writers. This matter

needs further investigation. The very existence of a Catechism of Jonas is doubted by

Langemack and Monckeberg, who have written with authority on Luther's Catechism. But

it is a fact that Luther, before he prepared his own Catechisms (1529), charged with this task

his colleagues and friends Justus Jonas and Agricola of Eisleben (who afterwards became

the leader of Antinomian views in opposition to Luther), for he wrote to Hausmann, Feb. 2,

1525 :
' JbncB et Eislebio mandatus est catechismus puerorum parandus' (De Wette, Vol. II. p.

621). This is probably the Catechism which appeared in the same year in a Latin transla-

tion anonymously under the title 'Qmo pacto statim a primis annis, pueri deheant in Christi-

anisvio institui. Libellus perutilis.' At the close :
' Impressum Wittemhergce per Georgium

Rhaiv. An. 1525.' The original German edition has not been traced, but Dr. Schneider has

discovered a copy of an improved German edition, under the title * Ein Buchlein fur die

kinder gebessert und gemehret. Der Leyen Biblia. Wittemberg, 1528,' and has reproduced it

in the appendix to his critical edition of Luther's Small Catechism, 1853. He leaves it, how-

ever, uncertain whether it was composed by Jonas. Comp. his Introduction, pp. xx sqq.

It consists of a brief exposition of the Ten Commandments, the Creed, the Lord's Prayer, the

Sacrament of Baptism, and the Lord's Supper, with an addition on Confession ; and so fai.

it anticipates the order of Luther's Catechism. This must be the basis of Cranmer's Cate-

chism ; but as the Parker Soc. edition of his works gives only his dedicatory Preface to King

Edward (Vol. II. p. 418), I can not verify the identity. It seems strange that Cranmer did

not translate rather the far more perfect Catechism of Luther. The reason was, no doubt,

his personal acquaintance with the author's son, Justus Jonas, jun., who was recommended

to him by Melanchthon, was very kindly treated bv him, and seems to have been the chief

medium of his communication with the German Lv-.therans. See Strype's Memoir of Cran-

mer, Vol. II. p. 581 ; Laurence, p. 17 ; and Cranmer's Works, Vol. 11, p. 425.
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Christian religion. In the Prajer-Books of Edward YI. (1549, 1552|

and Elizabeth (1559) this Catechism bears the title 'Confirmation,

wherein is contained a Catechism for Children.'

This work has undergone, with other parts of the Prayer-Book,

sundr}' alterations. The commandments were given, first very briefly

(as in King Henry's Primer), then in full with a Preface in the edition

of 1552. The explanation of the sacraments was added in 1604 by

royal authority, in compliance with the wish of the Puritans expressed

at the Hampton Court Conference,' and is attributed to Bishop Overall,

then Dean of St. Paul's. In the last revision of the Prayer-Book, in

1661, the title was changed into 'A Catechism,' and two emendations

were introduced in the answer on Baptism, as follows

:

Earlier Editions.

What is the outward visible sign or form in

Baptism ?

Water; wherein the person baptized is dip-

ped or sprinkled with it, in the name, etc.

Why then are infants baptized when by

reason of their tender age they can not per-

form them [repentance and faith] ?

Yes ; they do perforin them by their Sure-

ties, who promise and vow them both in their

names: which when they come to age them-
selves are bound to perform.

Edition of 1661 (1662).

What is the outward visible sign or form in

Baptism ?

Water ; wherein the person is baptized, in

the name, etc.

Why then are infants baptized, when by

reason of their tender age they can not per-

form them?
Because they promise thern both by thei?

Sureties ; which promise, when they come tc

age, themselves are bound to perform.

In the explanation of the Commandments the words ' the King an(](

his Ministers'' were so changed as to read 'the King and all that are

put in authority under him.''

This Catechism is a considerable improvement on the mediaeval

orimers, but very meagre if we compare it with the Catechisms of

Luther, Calvin, and other Continental Reformers.

The Nonconformist ministers at the Savoy Conference (April, 1661),

in reviewing the whole Liturgy, objected to the first three questions of

the Catechism, and desired a full exposition of the Lord's Prayer, the

Creed, and the Commandments, and additional questions on the nature

' Dr. Reynolds said at that Conference: 'The Catechism in the Common Prayer-Book is

too brief, and that of Mr. Nowell (late Dean of St. Paul's) too long for novices to learn by

heart. I request, therefore, that one uniform Catechism may be made, and none other gen-

erally received.' To this King James replied :
' I think the doctor's request very reasonable,

yet so that the Catechism may be made in the fewest and plainest affirmative terms that may

be,—not like the many ignorant Catechisms in Scotland, set out by every one who was the

ton of a good mun.^—Fuller's Church History of Britain, Vol. V. p. 284.
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of faith, repentance, the tvvo covenants, justification, adoption, regenera-

tion, and sanctification. These censures were not heeded.^

The American Episcopal Church adopted, with the body of the

Book of Connnon Prayer, the Catechism also, substituting 'the civil

authority' for ' the King,' and omitting several directions in the ap-

pended rubrics.

Outside of the Anglican coramunic ^he Catechism is used only by

thfc Trvingi' es 'vv'ho more nearly approach that Church, especially in

their liturgy, tlk.n any other.

LABGEB CATECHISMS.

The need of a f i: jr Catechism for a more advanced age was felt in

the Church of England. Such a one was prepared by Poynet, Bishop

of Winchester , and published, together with the Forty-two Articles, in

Latin and Engli'^h, in 1553,^ apparently with the approval of Cranmer

and the Conv^^ cation.^ On the basis of this. Dean Nowell, of St.

Paul's, preparvjd another in 1562, which was amended, but not formally

approved by Convocation (Xov. 11, 1562), and published (1570) in

several forms—larger, middle, and smaller. The smaller differs but

slightly from that in the Prayer-Book.*

Besides these English productions, the Catechisms of (Ecolampadius,

Leo Judae, and especially those of Calvin and Bullinger were exten-

sively used, even in the Universities, during the reign of Elizabeth.*

' Dr. Shields, iv his edition of the Book of Common Prayer as amended by the Savoy Con-

ference (Phila. 18G7), has inserted the Shorter Westminster Catechism in the place of the

Anglican Catechism. But it does not harmonize with the genius of the Prayer-Book.

' Both editions are reprinted by the Parker Society in Liturgies, etc., of Edward VI.

^ ' Catechismus hrevis Christiance disciplince summam continens .•

' ''A short Catechism, or

plain instruction, containing the sum of Christian learning, set forth by the King^s Majesty's

authority,for all schoolmasters to teach.' The authv^ritr of this Catechism was afterwards

disputed. See Hardwick, Hist, of the Articles, p. 109.

* The larger Catechism appeared first in Latin under the title ' Catechismus, siveprima insti-

tutio disciplinaque pietatis Christiame, latine explicata. Reprinted in Bishop Randolph's

Enchirid. Theolog. See Churton's Life of Nowell, pp. 183 sq.,and Lathbury, /^/s^or^/ of

Convoc. pp. 167 sq.

* Procter says (p. 400): ' Even in 1578, when the exclusive use of Nowell's Catechism had

beeu enjoined in the canons of 1 ")71, those of Calvin, Bullinger, and o^,..ers were still oixiered

by statute to be used in the University of Oxford.'
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§ 84. The Lambeth Aeticles, A.D. 1595.

Literature.

Articuli Lambethani. London, 1651. Appended to Ellis's Artie. XXXIX. Eccl. Angl. De/ensio ; r*

printed 1720.

Pkter Heymn (Aiminian): Historia Q;idnqu-Articulari8. Loudon, 1660. Chaps, xx.-xxii. Alst
his History of the Presbi/terians.

Strype : Life and Acts of John Whitgift, Vols. II. and III. (Oxford ed. 1S22).

Thomas Fuller : Church History of Britain, Vol. V. pp. 219-227 (Oxford ed. of 1845).

E. Hooker's Works, ed. Keble, Vol. I. p. cii. ; Vol. II. p. 752.

Collier : An Ecclesiastical History of Great Britain, Vol. VII. pp. 184-195.

Nkale: History of the Puritans, Vol. I. pp. 208 sqq. (Harper's ed.).

Haedwiok : History of the Articles of Religion, chap. vii. pp. 162-180, 343-347.

The Lambeth Articles are printed in Vol. III. p. 523, and also iu Strype, Fuller, Collier, and Hard*
wick, L c.

The Lambeth Aeticles have never had full symbolical authority in

the Church of England, but they are of historical interest as showing

the ascendency of the predestinarian system of Calvin in the last

decade of the sixteenth century.^

As Calvin became more fully known in England, he acquired an

authority over the leading divines and the Universities almost as great

IS that of St. Augustine during the reign of Edward VI., or, in the

language of Hooker, as that of the ' Master of Sentences' in the palmy

days of scholasticism, 'so that the perfectest divines were judged they

which were skillfullest in Calvin's writings.' Hardwick, speaking of

the latter part of the Elizabethan period, admits that ' during an in-

terval of nearly thirty years the extreme opinions of the school of Cal-

vin, not excluding his tlieory of irrespective reprobation, were predomi-

nant in almost every town and parish,' The stern, bold, uncompromis-

ing predestinarianism of the Geneva Reformer seemed to furnish the

best antidote to the twin errors of Pelagianism and Popery. The

Puritan party without an exception, and the great majority of the con-

forming clergy, understood the Articles of Religion as teaching his

doctrines of free-will, election, and perseverance ; but some of them

thought them not strong enough.

' Fuller says (Vol. V. p. 227) :
' All that I will say of the credit of these Articles is this

:

that as medals of gold and silver, though they will not pass in payment for current coin, be-

uuse not stamped with the King's inscription, yet they will go with goldsmiths for as much
'•' they are in weight; so, though these Articles want authentic reputation to pass for pro-

vincial acts, as lacking snfBcient authority, yet will tliey be readily received of orthodox

Onristians for as far as their own purity bears conformity to God's Word. . . . Their testi-

mony is an infallible evidence what was the general and received doctri«e of England in that

ige about the forenamed controversies.'
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The University of Cambridge was a stronghold of the Calvinistic

system. It was taught there by Thomas Cartwright, the Margaret

Professor of Divinity (wlio, however, was deposed in 1571 for Puritanic

sentiments—d. 1608) ; William Perkins, Fellow and Tutor of Christ's

College (d. 1602);! and especially by Dr. William Whitaker (Whitta-

ker), the Kegius Professor of Divinity (d. 1595).2

But in the same University there arose an opposition which created

great stir. It began with Baro (Baron), a French refugee, who, by the

fa\or of Burghley, was promoted to the Margaret Professorship of

Divinity (1574). He inferred from the history of the Ninevites that

God predestinated all men to eternal life, but on condition of their

faith and perseverance.^ For this opinion, which he more fully ex-

plained in a sermon, he was cited before Dr. Goade, the Vice-Chancel-

lor of the University; and although the proceedings were stopped by

the interposition of Burghley, he retired to London (1596), where he

died a few years afterwards. The same cause was taken up more

vigorously by William Barrett, a fellow of Caius College, who, in a

' concio ad clerum,' preached in Great St. Mary's Church, April 29,

1595, indulged in a virulent attack on the honored names of Calvin,

Beza, Peter Martyr, and Zanchius, and their doctrine of irrespective

predestination.

The academic controversy was carried by both parties first to the

Vice-Chaiicellor and heads of Colleges, and then to Archbishop Whit-

gift, of Canterbury. Whitgift, a High-Churchman and an enemy of

Puritanism, seemed at first inclined to take part with Barrett, but

yielded to the pressure of the University. Barrett was obliged to

admit his ignorance and mistake, and to modify his dogmatic state-

ments. Fie left England and joined the Church of Rome.

To settle this controversy, and to prevent future trouble, the heads

of the University sent Dr. Whitaker and Dr. Tyndal (Dean of Ely) to

* He wrote the Golden Chain, or Armilla aurea (1592), which contains a very clear, logical

exposition of the predestinarian order of the causes of salvation and damnation. His works

were published in 3 vols. London, 1616-18.

' He wrote the best defense of the Protestant doctrine of the Scriptures against Bellarmine

and Stai)leton. His works were published in Latin at Geneva (1610), 2 vols., and in part re-

published by the Parker Society, Cambridge, 1849.

* Prcelect. in lonam Prophetam, London, 1579, and Concio ad Clerum, preached in 1595.

See the Letter of the heads of Cambridge, March 8, 1595, t& Secretary Lord Burghley (Ce,rl),

Chancellor of the University, in Collier, Vol. VII. p. 193.
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London, to confer with the Archbishop and other learned divines.

The result was the adoption of Nine Articles, at Lambeth, ^ov. 20,

1595.1 Thej contain a clear and strong enunciation of the predes-

tinarian system, by teaching

—

1. The eternal election of some to life, and the reprobation of others

to death.

2. The moving cause of predestination to life is not the foreknowl-

edge of faith and good works, but only the good pleasure of God.

3. The number of the elect is unalterably fixed.

4. Those who are not predestinated to life shall necessarily be

Jamned for their sins.

5. The true faith of the elect never fails finally nor totally.

6. A true believer, or one furnished with justifying faith, has a full

assurance and certainty of remission and everlasting salvation in

Christ.

7. Saving grace is not communicated to all men.

8. No man can come to the Son unless the Father shall draw him,

but all men are not drawn by the Father.

*^. It is not in every one's will and power to be saved.

The Articles were drawn up by Whitaker (who died soon after-

wards), and somewhat modified by the Bishops to make them less ob-

jectionable to anti-Calvinists. Thus the fifth Article originally stated

rliat true faith could not totally and finally fail ' in those who had once

been partakers of it;' while in the revision the words 'in the elect'

(i.e., a special class of the regenerated) were substituted.^ The Arti-

cles thus atnended were signed by Archbishop Whitgift, Dr. Richard

Fletcher,^ Bishop of London, Dr. Richard Vaughan, Bishop elect of

' This is the correct date, given by Strype from the authentic MS. copy which is headed,

^ Articuli aj>/)rol>ati a reverendissivtis dominis 1). D. loanne archiepiscopo Cantuarienxi, et Hi

chardo episco/io Londuiensi, et aliis Theoloyis, Lavibethtf, Novembris 20, anno 159/).' Heylin

and Collier give the 1 0th of November.
° See the original draft and the comments thereon, in Hardwick, p. 34.'>, where we find the

remark: ' /« autograjiho Whitakeri verba erant, ^^ in lis qui seniel ejus particiftes Juerunt
;"

vro quilms a Lambethanis substituta sunt " in electis," sensu plane alio, et ad mentem Augusfi-

ai; cu7n in autograj)ho sint nd mentem Calvini. Augustinus enim opinatus est, ''''veramfidevt qure

fter dilectionem operatur, per qxtam rontingit adoptio, justijicatio et sanctijicatio, posse et inter-

cidi et amitti : Jidein vera esse commune donum electis et rejirobis, sed perseverantiam elect ispro-

/>riam:" Cnlvinus autem, ^^verarn etjustificantevijidem so/is salvnndis et electis contingere."
'

'•' Not Richard Bancroft, as Fuller states ; for Bancroft was not made Bishop of London

till ir,97.
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BaDgor, and otners. They were also sent to Dr. Button, Archbishop of

York, and P^'. Young, Bishop of Rocliester. Hutton indorsed the first

Article with ' veri)<mnum,^ and approved the rest with the remark that

they could all be plainly collected or fairly deduced from the Script-

ures and tb^ writings of St. Augustine.

Whitgift sent the Lambeth Articles to the University of Cambridge

(Xov. 24), not as new laws and decrees, but as an explanation of certain

points already established by the laws of the land. But inasmuch as

they had not the Queen's sanction (though he states that the Queen was

fully persuaded of the truth of them, which is inconsistent with her

conduct), they should be used privately and with discretion.^

Queen Elizabeth, who had no special liking for Calvinism and dog-

matic controversies, was displeased with the calling of a Synod without

her authority, which subjected the Lambeth divines to prosecution.^

She commanded the Archbishop to recall and suppress those Articles

without delay. At the Hampton Court Conference of King James

and several prelates with the leaders of the Puritans (Jan., 1604), Dr.

Reynolds made the request that ' the nine orthodoxal assertions con-

cluded on at Lambeth might be inserted into the Book of Articles.'^

It is stated that they were exhibited at the Synod of Dort by the En-

glish deputies, as the judgment of their Church on the Arminian con-

troversy. But the anti-Calvinistic reaction under the Stuarts grad-

ually deprived them of their force in England, while in Ireland they

obtained for some time a semi-symbolical authority.

It is interesting to compare with the Lambeth Articles a brief pre-

destinarian document of Calvin, recently discovered by the Strasburg

editors of his works,* and a fragment of Hooker on free-will, predesti-

nation, and perseverance. The former is stronger, the latter is milder,

and presents the following slight modification of those Articles:^

' Heylin endeavors to relieve Whitgift from the odium of signing the Lambeth Articles by

casting doubt on his honesty. Whitgift sided with Hooker against Travers, and entertained

Dr. Harsnet in his family, who derided the doctrine of unconditional reprobation in a sermon

at St. Paul's Cross (1584). See Collier, pp. 186, 189. But while he may have been opposed

to strict Calvinism, as he certainly was to Puritanism, he seems to have been in full accord

with the Augustinian infralapsarianism.

^ Fuller (Vol. V. p. 222) relates that the Queen, in her laconic style, reminded the Primate,

half in jest, that by his unauthorized call of a council he had ' incurred the j^uilt ofprcEmunire.'

* See Fuller, who gives a minute account of this famous Conference, V jl. V. p. 275.

* It is printed in Vol. III. pp. 524 sq. of this work.

* Hooker's Wo7-ks, ed. Keble, Vol. II. pp. 752 sq.
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'It folloAveth therefore [says Hooker, at the close of his fragment]

—

' 1. That God hath predestinated certain men, not all men.

' 2. That the cause moving him hereunto was not the foresight oi

any virtue in ns at all.

' 3. That to him the number of his elect is definitely known.

'4. That it can not be but their sins must condemn them to whom

the purpose of his saving mercy doth not extend.

' 5. That to God's foreknown elect final continuance of grace is given.

[Art. 6 of the Lambeth series is omitted by Hooker.]

' 6. [7.] That inward grace whereby to be saved is deservedly not

given unto all men.

' 7. [8.] That no man cometh unto Christ whom God by the inward

grace of his Spirit draweth not.

' 8. [9.] And that it is not in every, no, not in any man's own mere

ability, freedom, and power, to be saved, no man's salvation being

possible without grace. Howbeit, God is no favorer of sloth ; and

therefore there can be no such absolute decree touching man's salva-

tion as on our part includeth no necessity of care and travail, but shall

certainly take effect, whether we ourselves do wake or sleep.'

§ 85. The Irish Articles. A.D. 1615.

LiteraUtre.

Works of the Most Rev. James Ussiier, D.D., Lord Archbishop of Armagh, and Primate of all Ireland.

With a Life of the Aiithor, and an Account of his Writingn. By Charles Riohael) Eluington, D.D.

Dublin, 1847, 16 vols. See Vol. I. pp. 38 sqq. and Appendix IV.

C'u. Hahhwiok : .1 Hisfurii of the Articleit <f Religion, pp. 181 sqq., S.*)! pqq.

Jameb Shaton Rkih, D.D. : History of the Presbiiterian Church in Ireland. Belfii.st, 1834, 3 vols.

W. D. KiLLEN, D.D. (Presb. Prof, of Eccles. Hist, at Belfast) : The Ecclesiastical History of Ireland from
the Earliest Period to the Present Time. London, 187.5, 2 vols. (Vol. I. pp. 492 sqq. ; Vol. II. pp. 17 sqq.)

The Irish Articles are printed in Vol. III. pp. 520 sqq. of this work, in Dr. Elrington's Life of Ussher

(Vol. I. Append. IV.), in Hardwick (Append. VI.), and in Killen (Vol. I. Append. III.).

The Protestant clergy in Ireland accepted the English Prayer-Book

ill 1560. Whetlier the Elizabethan Articles of Religion were also

adopted is uncertain. ^ At all events, they did not fully satisfy the

' Archbishop Ussher, in a sermon preached before the English House of Commons, IG21,

dechired : 'We all agree that the Sciiptiires of (iod are the perfect rule of our ftvith : we all

consent in the main grounds of religion drawn from thence; ire all subscribe to the Articles

(if Doctrine agreed ui)ou in the Synod of tiie year ir)f)2.' But he must have understood this

in the general sense of assent, as he was addressing laymen who never subscribed the Arti-

cles. Elrington, p. 48, and Hardwick, p. 1S2. The Irish Church adopted, in 1.")(>(! (l.">(17). a

'Brief Declaration' in XH. Articles of Religion ; but these are substantially the same as the

XI. Articles prepared by Archbishop I'aiker, I.').")!) or 1 ")(!0, and provisionally used in I'liigland

till l.")()3. In Ireland tliey continued in force till IGlo. See Elrington, Ajjpend. ; Hardwick,

pp. 122, 337 ; and Killen, Vol. I. pp. 395, 515-520.
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rigorous Calvinism which came to prevail there for a period even nioie

extensively than in England, and which found an advocate in an Irish

scholar and prelate of commanding character and leai'ning.

The first Convocation of the Irish Protestant clergy, which took

place after the model of the English Convocation, adopted a doctrinal

formula of its own, under the title 'Articles of Religion, agreed upon

by the Archbishops and Bishops, and the rest of the clergy of Ireland,

in the Convocation holden at Dublin in the year of our Lord God

1615, for the avoiding of diversities of opinions, and the establishing

of consent touching true religion.'

They were drawn up by James Ussher,^ head of the theological

faculty and Vice-Chancellor of Trinity College, Dublin, afterwards

Archbishop of Armagh, and Primate of all Ireland. He was born

in 15S0, died 1656, and was buried in AVestminstei- Abbey by or-

der of Cromwell. He was the greatest theological and antiquarian

scholar of the Episcopal Church of his age, and was highly esteemed

by Churchmen and Puritans, being a connecting link between the

contending parties. He was elected into the Westminster Assembly

of Divines, but the King's prohibition and his loyalty to the cause of

the crown and episcopacy forbade him to attend. He had an extraor-

dinary familiarity with Biblical and patristic literature, and, together

with his friend Vossius of Holland, he laid the foundation for a criti-

cal investigation of the oecumenical creeds. Whether formally com-

missioned by the Convocation or not, he must, from his position, have

had the principal share in the preparation of those Articles. They are

' in strict conformity with the opinions he entertained at that period of

his life.'

2

By a decree of the Synod appended to the Dublin Articles, they

were to be a rule of public doctrine, and any minister w^ho should

publicly teach any doctrine contrary to them, and after due admonition

should refuse to conform, was to be ' silenced and deprived of all spirit-

ual promotions.' The Viceroy of Ireland, in the name of King James,

gave his approval. James, with all his high notions of episcopac}' and

' He and his family spell the name with double s (Latin, Usserius), but it is often spelled

Usher.

Dr. Elrington. Life of J. Ussher, pp. 43, 44. Comp. also the 'Body of Divinity,' which

was published in Ussher's name during tlie sessions of the Westminster Assembly, and which

he admitted to have compiled, in early life, from the writings of others.

Vol. I.-Uu
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hatred of Puritanism, was a Calviiiist in theology, and countenanced

the Synod of Dort. It is stated that the adoption of tins Confession

induced Cahinistic ministers of Scotland to settle in Ireland.'

But in the i-eign of Charles I. and his adviser. Archbishop Laud, a

reaction set in against Calvinism. An Irish Convocation in 1635,

under the lead of the Earl of Strafford, Lord-Lieutenant of L-eland,

and his chaplain, John Pramhall (one of the ablest Iligh-Church Epis-

copalians, who was made Bishop of Londonderry, 1634, and Arch-

bishop of Armagh, 1661—died, 1663), adopted the Thirty-nine Articles

' for the manifestation of agreement with the Church of England in

the confession of the same Christian faith and the doctrine of the sac-

raments.' This act was intended quietly to set aside the Irish Articles

;

and hence they were ignored in the canons adopted by that convoca-

tion.^ Ussher, however, who continued to adhere to Calvinism, though

on terms of friendship with Land, required subscription to both series,

and in a contemporary letter to Dr. Ward he says :
' The Articles of

Religion agreed upon in our former Synod, anno 1615, we let stand as

we did before. But for the manifestation of our agreement with the

Church of England, we have received and approved your Articles also,

concluded in the year 1562, as you may see in the first of our Canons.'^

After the Restoration the Dublin Articles seem to have been lost sight

of, and no mention was made of them when, in the beginning of the

nineteenth century, the English and Irish establishments were con-

solidated into 'the United Church of England and Ireland.'*

The Irish Articles are one hundred and four in number, arranged

under nineteen heads. They are a clear and succinct system of di-

vinity, in full harmony with Calvinism, excepting the doctrine of the

ecclesiastical supremacy of the crown (which is retained from the

English Articles). They incorporate the substance of the Thirty-nine

Articles and the Lambeth Articles, but are more systematic and com-

plete. They teach absolute predestination and perse\ ei-ance, denounce

the Pope as Antichrist, inculcate the Puritan view of Sabbath observ-

' Killei), Vol. I. p. 49o.

' Killen, Vol. II. p. 23 :
' The silence of the canons in respect to the Cahinistic formulan-,

now nearly twenty years in use, was fatal to its claims, and tlius it was quietly superseded

Heylin errs in stating {Life of Laud) that the Dublin Articles were actually 'called in.'

' Elrington, Life, p. 176.

Hardwick, p. 190.
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ance, and make no mention of three orders in the ministry, nor of the

necessity of episcopal ordination. In all these particulars they pre-

pared the way for the doctrinal standards of the Westminster Assem-

bly. They were the chief basis of the Westminster Confession, as is

evident from the general order, the headings of chapters and sub-

divisions, and the almost literal agreement of language in the state-

ment of several of the most important doctrines.*

§ 86. The Articles of the Refoemed Episcopal Chuech. A.D. 1875.

Literature.

I. AKT»or,E8 OF Religion op the Refoemed Episcopal Chukch, as adopted by the General Council o/tJie

Reformed Episcopal Church, on the 18th day of May, in the year of our Lord 1875. New York (38 Bible
House), 1870. They are printed in the last section of the third volume of this work.

II. The Book of Common Pkayer of the Refoemed Episcopal Chitkch. Adopted and set forth for use
by the Second General Council of the said Church, held in the City of New York, May, 1874. Philadeli)hia
(James A. Moore), 1874. (This took the place of the 'Proposed Book' of 1785, republished for pro-
visional use in Dec, 1873.)

III. Journal of the First General Council of the Reformed Episcopal Church, held in New York, Dec. 2
1873. New York, 1873.

Journal of the Proceedings of the Second General Council of the Ref. Epis. Church, held in New York.
Philadelphia, 1874.

Journal of the Proceedinps of the Third General Council of the Ref. Epis. Church, held in Chicago,

Illinois, May 12 to May 18, 1875. Philadelphia, 1875.

IV. Bishop George David Cummins: Primitive Episcopacy: A Return to the Old Paths of Scripture

and the Early Church. A Sermon preached in Chicago, Dec. 14, 1873, at the Consecration of the Rev. Charles

Edward Cheney, D.D., as a Bishop in the Ref. Epis. Church. New York, 1874.—By the same: T/te Lord's

Table, and not the A Itar. New York, 1875.

Bishop Chas. Edw. Cheney: TJie Evangelical Ideal of a Visible Church (a sermon). Philadelphia, 1874.

Jameb a. Latane : Letter of Resignation to Bishop Johns of Virginia. Wheeling, Va., 1874.

Bishop VV. K Ni(iik>i-bon: R'-asons why I became a Reformed Episcopalian. Philadelphia, 1875.

Bknj. Ayobigo : Memoirs of the Ref. Ep.s. Church,and of the Prot Epis. Church. N.Y.,1875; 2ded.,18S'*.

Before closing this section we must notice a recent American re-

construction of the English Articles of Religion, which goes much

farther than the revision of the Protestant Episcopal Church, and is

disowned bj' it, but must still be considered as an offshoot from the

same root. We mean the 'Articles of Religion' set forth in 1875 by

the Reformed Episcopal Church.

ORIGIN.

This body seceded from the Protestant Episcopal Church in the

United States under the lead of the Rev. Dr. George David Cummins,

Assistant Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky (d. 1876). The reason of

' This agreement has been proved by Professor Mitchell, D.D., of St. Andrews, in his

tract The Westminster Confession of Faith, 3d ed., Edinburgh, 18G7. and in the Introduction

to his edition of the Minutes of the Westminster Assembly, 1874, pp. xlvi. sqq. We shall

return to the subject more fully in the section on the Westminster Confession.
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his sudden and unexpected resignation was his dissatisfaction witJti

High-Church ritualism and exclusiveness, and liis despair of clieckiiig

their progress within the regular Episcopal Church. The occasion was

the manifestation of this exclusiveness in a public protest of the Bishop

of the diocese of New York against the General Conference of the

Evangelical Alliance in Oct., 1873, and against the interdenominational

communion services, in which Bishop Cummins, together with the Dean

of Canterbmy (with the full approval of the Archbishop of Canter-

bury), had taken a prominent part.' He compared his conduct with

the Old Catholic reaction against modern Romanism.^ He desired

simply to organize the theology and polity of the Low-Church party

on the historic basis of the American Episcopal Church itself in its

initial stage, as represented by Bishop White and the first bishops of

Virginia and New York. Hence his return to the ' Proposed Book' of

1785, and to the labors of the Royal Commission in 1689.

The resignation of Bishop Cummins was followed by his canonical

deposition. The majority of his brethren preferred to fight the battle

within the old Church, or quietly to wait for a favorable reaction, and

strongly disapproved of his course.^ Others deprecated from principle

the multiplication of denominations, and feared that the new sect

might become narrower than the old. Still others, though unwilling

to share the risk and responsibility, wished it well, in the hope that it

might administer a wholesome rebuke to the hierarchical spirit. A
small number of Low-Church clergymen and laymen followed his ex-

ample. A new ecclesiastical organization, under the name of the Re-

formed Episcopal Chuecn, was effected at a council held in the

* In his letter of resignation to Bishop B. B. Smith, of Kentucky, dated Nov. 10, 1873,

Cummins alludes to those solemn services, and adds: ' As I can not surrender the right and
privilege thus to meet my fellow-Christians of other Churches around the table of our dear

Lord, I must take my place where I can do so without alienating those of my own household

of faith. I therefore leave the communion in which I have labored in the sacred ministry for

over twenty-eight years, and transfer my work and office to another sphere of labor.'
'' There is, however, this material difference, that the Episcopal Church as a body has not

altered her creed, nor added new dogmas, as the Roman Church has done in the Vatican

Council.

' Though a gentleman of unblemished moral character, he was publicly charged by one of

his evangelical fellow-bishops with the threefold crime of breaking his ordination vows,

creating a schism, and consecrating, single-handed, a deposed clergyman (Dr. Cheney, oi

Chicago) to the episcopate. The last act was considered the crowning offense ; for thereby

he destroyed the monopoly of the a])Ostolic succession, which, in the estiuuition of many
modern Episcopalians, is the article of a standing or falling Church.
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Young Men's Christian Association building, at New York, Dec. 2,

1873.' It set forth the following

DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES !

I. The Reformed Episcopal Church, holding ' the faith once delivered unto the saints,' de-

clares its belief in the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments as the Word of God,

and the sole Rule of Faith and Practice ; in the Creed ' commordy called the Apostles'

Creed ;' in the divine institution of the Sacraments of Baptism and the Lord's Supper; and

in the doctrines of grace substantially as they are set forth in the Thirty-nine Articles of Re-

ligion.

II. This Church recognizes and adheres to Episcopacy, not as of divine right, but as a

very ancient and desirable form of church polity.

III. This Church, retaining a Liturgy which shall not be imperative or repressive of free-

dom in prayer, accepts the Book of Common Prayer, as it was revised, proposed, and recom-

mended for use by the General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal Church, A.D. 1785,

reserving full liberty to alter, abridge, enlarge, and amend the same, as may seem most con-

ducive to the edification of the people, 'provided that the substance of the faith be kept entire.'

IV. This Church condemns and rejects the following erroneous and strange doctrines as

contrary to God's Word :

First, That the Church of Chiist exists only in one order or form of ecclesiastical polity.

Second, That Christian ministers are 'priests' in another sense than that in which all be-

lievers are ' a royal priesthood.

'

Third, That the Lord's Table is an altar on which the oblation of the Body and Blood of

Christ is offered anew to the Father.

Fourth, That the Presence of Christ in the Lord's Supper is a presence in the elements of

Bread and Wine.

Fifth, That Regeneration is inseparably connected with Baptism.

The next work was the revision of the Liturgy on the basis of the

'Proposed Book' of 1785, by the Second Council, held at Kow York,

1874. The Apostles' Creed and the Nicene Creed were i-etained, but

the clause 'He descended into hell' was stricken out from the former.

In the baptismal service, thanksgiving for the regeneration of the child

M'as omitted. Throughout the book the words 'minister' and 'Lord's

table' were substituted for 'priest' and 'altar'—a change which had

been proposed long before by the English commission of 1689.

THE ARTICLES OF RELIGION.

A considerable number of the Western members of this new de-

nomination were in favor of adopting simply the Apostles' Creed and

the Nine Articles of tlie Evangelical Alliance. But the majority in-

sisted on retaining the Thirty-nine Articles with a few changes. The

' It has since grown steadily, though by no means rapidly. It numbers now (1 884) ten bisa-

ops, ninety-eight presbyters, and about as many congregations in the United States, Canada,

British Columbia, Bermuda Islands, and England. The number of communicants is about

1000. See art. Episcopal Church, Reformed, by Rev. W. T. Sabine, in SchafF-Herzog Encyck
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revision was intrusted to a Committee of Doctrine and Worship, con-

sisting of Rev. W.R. Nicholson, D.D. (since consecrated Bishop, March,

1876), Rev. B. B. Leacock, D.D., Rev. Joseph D. Wilson, and some

laymen. The report of the committee was amended and adopted at

the Third General Council, held in Chicago, May 12-18, 1875.

The Articles of Religion are thirty-five in number. They follow

the order of the Thirty-nine Articles, and adhere to them in language

and sentiment much more closely than the Twenty Articles of the

'Proposed Book' of 1785 and the Seventeen Articles of the Episcopal

Convention of 1799. Articles 1 and 2, of the Trinity and Incarnation,

are retained with slight verbal alterations. Art. 3, of the descent of

Christ into Hades, is omitted. Art. 3, of the Resurrection ' and the

Second Coming' of Christ, Art. 4, of the Holy Ghost, and Art. 5, of the

Holy Scriptures, are enlarged. Art. 8, of the old series, concerning the

three creeds, is omitted; but in Art. 22 the Nicene Creed and the

Apostles' Creed are acknowledged. The Articles of free-will, justifica-

tion, and good works are retained, with some enlargements on justifica-

tion by faith alone (which Bishop Cummins regards with Luther as

the article of a standing or falling Church). Art. 18 is an abridgment

of Art. 17, but aflSrms, together with predestination and election, also

the doctrine of human freedom and responsibility, without attempting

a reconciliation. The Articles of the Church and Church Authority

are enlarged, but not altered in sense. Art. 24 wholly rejects the doc-

trine of 'Apostolic Succession' as ' unscriptural and productive of

great mischief;' adding, ' This Church values its historic ministry, but

recognizes and honors as equally valid the ministry of other Churches^

even as God the Holy Ghost has accompanied their work with demon-

stration and power.' Baptism is declared to be only ' a sign of regen-

eration ' (not an instrument). Art. 27 rejects consubstantiation as well

as transubstantiation, as ' equally productive of idolatrous errors and

practices,' but otherwise agrees with Art. 28 of the old series. Arts. 31

and 32 reject purgatory, the worship of saints and images, confession

^r absolution, and other Romish practices. Art. 34, of the power of

the civil authority, is the same as Art. 37 of the Protestant Episcopal

Church (retained from the draft of 1799), except that the words 'as

well clergy as laity'' are exchanged for 'as well ministers 2i% jpeopleJ
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VI. THE PRESBYTERIAN CONFESSIONS OF SCOTLAND.

§ 67. The Reformation in Scotland.

Literature.

I. Confessions.

[Wm. Dunlop] : A Collection of Confessions of Faith, Catechisms, Directories, Books of Discipline, etc., of
publick Authority in the Church of Scotland. Edinburgh, 1T19-22, 2 vols.

HoEATius Bonab: Catechisms of the Scottixh Refurniatiuii. With Preface and Notes. London, 1866.

Alkxander Tavlob Inneb (Solicitor before the Supreme Court of Scotland): The Law of Creeds in

Scotland. A Treatise on the Legal Helation of Churclies in Scotland, established and not eataVished, to their

Doctrirml Standards. Edinburgh, 1807 (pp. 495).

II. History of the Refoemation and Church in Scotland.

WopRow Society's Publications: 24 vols. 8vo. Loud. 1842 sqq. Comprising Knox's Works, Calder-
wood's Uistonj of the Kirk of Scotland, Autobiography of Robert Blair (1593-1636), Scott's Apologetical

Narration (1560-1633), Twedie's Select Biographies, The Wodroiu Correspondence, and other works. (The
Wodrow Society was founded in 1841, in honor of Robert Wodrow, an indefatigable Scotch Presbyterian
historian, b. 16T9, d. 1734, for the publication of the early standard writings of the Reformed (-hurch of
Scotland.)

Spottiswoode Society's Publications. 16 vols. 8vo. Edinburgh, 1S44 sqq. Comprising Keith's His-

tory (to 1568), the Spottiswoode's History and Miscellany, etc.

John Knox (1505-1572): Historie of the Reformation of Religioun in Scotland (till 1567). Edinburgh,
15S4 ; London, 1664 ; better ed. by McGavin, Glasgow, 1831. Best ed. in complete Works, edited by
David Laing, Edinburgh, 1846-64. 6 vols. (The first two vols, contain the History of the Reformation,
including the Scotch Conf. of Faith and the Book of Discipline.)

George Buchanan (1506-1582): Rerum Scoticarum Hintoria. Edinburgh, 1582 ; Aberdeen, 1762 ; in

English, 1690.

John Spottiswoode : History of the Church and State of Scotland (from 203 to the death of James VI.).

London, 1668 ; 4th ed. 1677 : ed. by the Spottiswoode Society, Edinburgh, 1847-51, in 3 vols. (John
Spotswood, or Spottiswoode, was b. 1565; Archbishop of Glasgow, 1603, and then of St. Andrew's, 1615,

and Chancellor of Scotland, 1635 ; the first in the succession of the modified Scotch episcopacy introduced

by James; was obliged to retire to England, and died in London, 1639.)

David Caldeewood (a learned and zealous defender of the Piesbyterian Church of Scotland, d. 1650)

:

The History of the Kirk of Scotland. (London, 1678.) New ed. by Thomas Thomson. Edinburgh,

1842-49, 8 vols. (Wodrow Soc.)

Sir James Balfour (King-at-arms to Charles I. and II.) : Historical Works published from the Original

MSS. Edinburgh, 1824, 4 vols. (Contains the Annals and Memorials of Church and State in Scotland,

from 1057 to 1652.)

Robt. Keith (Primus Bishop of the Scotch Episcopal Church, Bishop of Fife, d. 1757) : History of the

Affairs of Church and State in Scotland, from the Beginning of the Reformation to the Retreat of Queen

Mary into England, 1568. Edinburgh, 1734, fol. (reprinted by the Spottiswoode Soc. in 2 vols. 8vo). By
the same : An HMtorical Catalog%ie of the Scottish Bishops down to the year 1688. New ed. by M. Russell.

Edinburgh, 1824.

Gilbert Stuart (d. 1786) : History of the Reformation of Religion in Scotland (1517-1561). London, 1780

and 1796. By the same: History of Scotland from the Establishment of the Reformation till the Death of

Queen Mary. London, 1783, 1784, 2 vols. (In vindication of Queen Mary.)

George Cook : History of the Reformation in Scotland. Edinburgh, 2d ed. 1819, 2 vols. By the same

:

History of the Church of Scotland, from the Reformation to the Revolution. Edinburgh, 1815, 2d ed. 1819, 8

vols.

TuoMAS M'Ceie (d. 183!5) : Life of John Knox. Edinburgh, ISll, 2 vols. 5th ed. 1831, and often ; Phila-

delphia, 1845 ; Works of M'Crie, 1858. By the same : Life of A ndrew Melville. London, 1819 ; 1847, 2 vols.

Thomas M'Crie, Jnn. : Sketches of Scottish Church History. 2d ed. 1843.

Prince Alex. Labanoff: Lettres, Instructions, et Memoirs de Marie Stuart. London, 1844, 7 vols.

Thomas Stephen: History of the Church of Scotland from tits Reformation to the Present Time. Lon-

don, 1843^5, 4 vols.

W. M. Hethep.ington (Free Church) : History of the Church of Scotland till 1843. 4th ed. Edinburgh,

1853 (also New York, IS^-i), 2 vols.

Gen. VoN Rudi.off: Gesrhichte der Reformation in Schotfland. Berlin, 1847^9, 2 vols. 2d ed. 1854.

G. Weher: Gesrh. der akatholisc.hen Kirchen u. Secten in Grossbritannien. Leipzig, 1845 and 1353 (Vol.

I. pp. 607-652 ; Vol. II. pp. 461-660).
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John Cunningham (Presbyt.) : Church History of Scotland to the Present Time. 1S59. 2 vols.

John Lkk: Lectures on the History of the Chnrch of Scotland. Edinburgh, 18G0, 2 vols.

Gkokge Gkuij (Liberal Episcopaliau) : Ecclesiastical History of Scotland. London, ISGl, 4 vols.

A. Teulet : Relation politiqiws de la France et de VEspagne avec I'Ecosse, en IQiue sitclc. Paris, 1862, S

Vols.

Fr. Beandes : John Knox, der Reformator Schottlands. Elberfeld, 1SC2. (The 10th vol. of Fathers and
Founders of the Reformed Church.)

Meri.k n'AcBiGNE (d. 18T2): History of the Reformation in Europe, in the Time of Calvin. Vol. VL
(1876), chaps, i.-xv. (to 1546). Comp. also his Three Centuries of Struggle (18.W).

Deau Stanley (Broad-Church Episcopaliau): Lectures on the History of the Chnrch of Scotland, de-

livered in Edinburgh in 1ST2 (with a seiniou on the Eleventh Commaudnieut, preached in Greyfriars'

Church). Londou aud New York, 1872.

Prof. R. Raint (Free-Church Presbyterian): Three Lectures on the Church of Scotland (against Stan-

ley's praise of Moderatism). Ediuburgh, 1S72.

Geo. p. Fishek : History of the Reformation, pp. 351 sqq. (New York, 1873).

Petek Louimer, D.D. (Prof, in the English Presbyterian College, Loudon) : Patrick Hamilton (Londou,

1857) ; The Scottish Reformation (1860) ; John Knox and the Church of England (London, 1875).

Compare also the general and secular Histories of Scotland by Robertson (1759 aud ofteu, 2 vols.);

PiNKKRTON (1814, 2 vols.) ; P. F. Tytleb (1828-43, 9 voli?., new ed. 1866, 10 vols.) ; Join Hill Buuton
(from Agricola's Invasion to the Revolution of 1688. London, 1867-70, 7 vols.—From 1689 to 1748. 1870,

2 vols.) ; the chapters relating to Scotland in the Histories of England by Home, Lingaeu (Rom. Caih.),

Knight, Ranke, Froude.

The Reformation in Scotland was far more consistent and radical

than in England, and resulted in the establishment of Calvinistic Pres-

bjterianism under the sole headship of Christ. While in England

politics controlled religion, in Scotland religion controlled politics. The

leading ligiire was a plain presbyter, a man as bold, fearless, and un-

compromising as Cranmer was timid, cautious, and conservative. In

England the crown and the bishops favored the Reformation, in Scot-

land they opposed it; but Scotch royalty was a mere shadow com-

pared with the English, and was, during that crisis, represented by a

woman as blundering and unfortunate as Elizabeth was sagacious

and successful. George Buchanan, the Erasmus of Scotland, the

classical tutor of Mary and her son James, maintained, as the Scotch

doctrine, that governments existed for the sake of the governed, which

in England was regarded at that time as the sum of all heresy and

rebellion.^ When James became king of England, he blessed God's

gracious goodness for bringing him 'into the promised land, where

religion is purely professed, where he could sit amongst grave, learned,

and reverend men ; not as before, elsewhere, a king without state,

without honor, without order, where beardless boys would brave liim

to the face.'^

' His book, De jure regni apud Scotos (1,")G9), was burned at Oxford in 1683, together witli

the works of Milton.

* So he addressed the English prelates at the Hampton Court Conference. Fidler, Church

History of Britain., Vol. V. pp. 2U7 sq.
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The Scotch Reformation was carried on, agreeably to the character

of the people of that age and country, with strong passion and violence,

and in close connection with a political revolution ; but it elevated

Scotland at last to a very high degree of religious, moral, and intel-

lectual eminence, which contrasts most favorably with its own me-

diaeval condition, as well as with the present aspect of Southern Ro-

man Catholic countries, once far superior to it in point of civilization

and religion.'^

In the middle of the sixteenth century the Scotch were still a semi-

barbarous though brave and energetic race. Their character and

previous history are as wild and romantic as their lochs, mountains,

and rapids, and show an exuberance of animal life, full of blazing

passions and violent commotions, but without ideas and progress. The

kings of the house of Stuart were in constant conflict with a restless

and rebellious nobility and the true interests of the common people.

The history of that ill-fated dynasty, from its fabulous patriarch

Banquo, in 'he eleventh century, down to the execution of Queen Mary

(1587), and tne final expulsion of her descendants from England (1688),

is a series of tragedies foreshadowed in Shakspere's 'Macbeth,' where

crimes and retributions come whirling along like the rushing of a furi-

ous tempest. The powerful and fierce nobility were given to the chase

and the practice of arms, to rapine and murder. Their dress was that

of the camp or stable ; they lived in narrow towers, built for defense,

without regard to comfort or beauty. They regarded each other as

rivals, the king as but the highest of their own order, and the people

as mere serfs, who lived scattered under the shadow of castles and con-

vents. The patriarchal or clan system which prevailed in the High-

lands, and the feudal system which the IS^orman barons superinduced

^ Thomas Carlyle calls the Scotch Reformation ' a resurrection from death to life. It was

not a smooth business ; but it was welcome surely, and cheap at that price ; had it been far

rougher, on the whole, cheap at any price, as life is. The people began to lire ; they needed

first of all to do that, at what cost and costs soever. Scotch literature and thought, Scotch

industry ; James Watt, David Hume, Walter Scott, Robert Burns : I find Knox and the

Reformation acting in the heart's core of every one of these persons and phenomena ; I find

that without the Reformation they would not have been. Or what of Scotland ? The Pur-

itanism of Scotland became that of Eiigland, of New England. A tumult in the High Church

of Edinburgh spread into a universal battle and struggle over all these realms ; then came

out, after fifty years' struggling, what we call the glorious Revolution, a Habeas-Corpus Act.

Free Parliaments, and much else
!'

—

Heroes, Lect, IV.
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in the south, kept the nation divided into a number of jealous and

conflicting sections, and made the land a scene of chi-onic strife and

anarchy.

In this unsettled state of society morals and religion could not flour-

ish. The Church kept alive the faith in the verities of the super-

natural world, restrained passion and crimej distributed the consolations

of religion from the cradle to the grave, and built such monuments as

the Cathedral of Glasgow and the Abbey of Melrose ; but it left the

people in ignorance and superstition. It owned the full half of all the

wealth of the nation from times when land was poor and cheap, and

it had the controlling influence in the privy council, the parliament,

and over the people. But this very wealth and political power be-

came a source of corruption, which rose to a fearful height before the

Reformation. The law of celibacy was practically annulled, and the

clergy were shamefully dissolute and disgracefully ignorant. Some

priests are said to have regarded Luther as the author of the New
Testament. The bishops and abbots, by frequently assisting the king

against the nobles, and rivaling with them in secular pomp and in-

fluence, excited their envy and hatred, which hastened their ruin.

Owing to its remoteness, poverty, ar.d inhospitable climate, Scotland

was more free than England from the interference of the pope and his

Italian creatures. But this independence was rather a disadvantage,

for without preventing the progress of the native corruptions, it kept

off the civilizing influences of the Continent, and removed the check

upon the despotism of the king. James III. usurped the right of fill-

ing the episcopal vacancies without the previous election of the cliap-

ters and the papal sanction, and consulted his temporal interest more

than that of religion. Simony of the most shameful kind became the

order of the day. James V. (1528-42) provided for his illegitimate

children by making them abbots and priors of Holyrood House, Kelso,

Melrose, Coldinghara, and St. Andrew's. Most of the higher dignities

of the Church were in the hands of the rojal favorites and younger

sons of the nobility, who were sometimes not ordained, nor even of age,

but who drew, nevertheless, the income of the catliedrals and abbeys.

and disgraced the holy oflBce. ' By this fraudulent and sacrilegious

dealing'—says an impartial old authority—' tlie rents and benefices of

the Church became the patrimony of private families, and persons in
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no ecclesiastical orders, and even boys too, were, by the presentation of

our kings and the provision of the popes, set u\er the episcopal sees

themselves. The natural I'esult of this was that by far too many of

these prelates, being neither bred up in letters, nor having in tliem any

virtuous dispositions, did not only live irregularly themselves, but

through neglect of their chajg-e did likewise introduce by degrees such

a deluge of ignorance and vice among the clergy and all ranks of men
that the state of the Church seemed to call loudly for a reformation

of both.'

The first impulse to the Reformation in Scotland came from Lu-

theran writings and from copies of Tyndale's Kew Testament. The fii-st

preachers and martyrs of Protestantism were Patrick Hamilton, who

had studied in Wittenberg and Marburg, and was buined (1528), George

Wishart, who shared the same fate (1546), and the aged Walter Mill,

who predicted from the flames (Aug. 28, 1558), ' A hundred better men

shall rise out of the ashes of my bones, and I shall be the last to suffer

death in Scotland for this cause.'

In the mean time God had prepared the right man for this ci'isis.

§ 88. John Knox.

Literature.

Besides the works of Knox, the excellent biography of M'Orie. and Lokimkr's monograph quoted in

the preceding section, conip. Fkoddk's Lecture on The Injluence of the Re.forinatiun on the Scottiah Char-

ac^e»', 1SC5 (in Short Studies on Great Sribjects,\o]. I. pp. I'iS sqq.), and an exceedingly characterititic es-

say of Thomas Cari.yi.e on the Portraits of John Knox, which tirst appeared in Fraser'n Magazine for

April, 1875, and then as an appendix to his Early Kingti of A'orway. London, 1875 (pp. 209-307), and

New York (Harper's ed. pp. 173-'257). Brandes foHows M'Crie very closely. Laing, in the first vol. of

his edition of Knox's History of the RcfornMtion (pp. xiii.-xliv.), gives a conveuieut chronological sum-

mary of the chief events of his life.

John Knox (1505-1572), the Luther of Scotland, was educated in

the University of Glasgow, and ordained to the E-omish priesthood

(1530), but became a convert to Protestantism (1545, the year of

Wishart's martyrdom ^ ) through the study of the Bible and the writ-

ings of Augustine and Jerome. He went at once to the extreme of

opposition, as is often the case with strong and determined characters

of the Pauline type. He abhorred the mass as an 'abominable idolatry

and profanation of the Lord's Supper,' and popery as the great anti-

Christian apostasy and Babylonish harlot predicted in the Bible.'-

' This is the date given by Laing, while M'Crie assigns Knox's conversion to the year \'A2.
"^ His first Protestant sermon in the parish church at St. Andrew's was on Dan. vii., to
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After preaching awhile to the Protestant soldiers in the garrison of

St. Andrew's, he was taken prisoner by the French fleet (1547), and

made a gallej-slave for nineteen months, 'going in irons, miserably

entreated and sore troubled by coi-poral infirmity.' Regardless of

danger, he remained true to his faith. When called upon to kiss an

image of the Holy Virgin, he declared that it was ' no mother of God,

but a painted piece of wood, fit for swimming rather than being wor-

shiped;' and he flung the picture into the river Loire.

On obtaining his liberty, he labored five years (1549-1554) in En-

gland as a pioneer of English Puritanism. He preached in Berwick,

on the borders of Scotland, in Newcastle, and in London. He was

elected one of the six chaplains of Edward VI. (1551), was consulted

about the Articles of Religion and the revision of the Liturgy, and was

offered the bishopric of Rochester, which he declined from opposition

to the large extent of dioceses, the secular business, vestments, and

' other popish fooleries remaining.'

'

After the accession of Bloody Mary he fled among the last, at the

urgent request of friends, to the Continent, and spent five yeai's (from

January, 1554, to January, 1559, interrupted by a journey to Scot-

land, November, 1555, to July, 1556), at Frankfort-on-the-Main, and

especially at Geneva. Here he found ' the most perfect school of

Christ that e\er was since the days of the Apostles.' Though four

years older, he sat an admiring pupil at the feet of John Calvin, and

became more Calvinistic than the great Reformer. He preached to a

flock of English exiles, took part in the Geneva version of the Bible,

and aided by his pen the cause of evangelical religion in England and

Scotland.

The accession of Queen Elizabeth opened the way for his final re-

turn and crowning work, although she refused him passage thi-ough

her dominion, and never forgave him his ^ blast ^ at the dignity and

ruling capacity of her sex.^

prove that the pope was the last beast, the man of sin. the Antichrist. Some of the hearers;

said :
' Others hewed at the branches of pa])istry. but he struck at the root to destroy the

whole.' Calderwood, Vol. I. p. 2?,0 : Knox's Works, Vol. I. p. 192.

' His labors in England, and the reasons for his 710I0 e/>isropari, are fully described by Dr.

Loiimer, in part from unpublished sources.

' Before his return, while the fires of Smithfield were still burning, be bnd jiublisbed

anonymously his 'First Blast of the Trumpet against the Monstrous Regiment [i. e., regimen
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The remaining twelve years of his Hfe were devoted to the fierce

struggle and triumph of the Keformation in his native land, which he

has himself so vividly, truthfully, and unselfishly described in his His-

tory.^ Shortly before his death he heard the news of the terrible

massacre of tlie Huguenots on St. Bartholomew's night, and summoning

up the remainder of his broken strength, he thundered from the pul-

pit in Edinburgh his indignation and the vengeance of God against

'that cruel murderer and false traitor, the King of France' (Charles

IX.). His last sermons were on our Lord's crucifixion, a theme on

which he wished to close his ministry. He presided at the installation

of Lawson as his colleague and successor, and made an impressive ad-

dress and prayer. As he left the church a crowd of people lined the

street and followed him to his house to take farewell of their pastor.

He found his last comfort in the sacerdotal prayer, the fifty-third

chapter of Isaiah, and some psalms, 'hearing' what was read, and ' under-

standing far better.' He died, weary of life and longing for heaven, in

the sixty-seventh year of his age, in peace, without a struggle, lamented

by the clergy, the nobles, and the people (Nov. 24, 1572). He could

conscientiously say on his death-bed, before God and his holy angels,

that he never made merchandise of religion, never studied to please

or government] of Women,' 1558, which was aimed at the misgovernment of Mary Tudor
and Mary of Guise. This singular and characteristic but unfortunate book begins with the

sentence, ' To promote a woman to bear rule, superiority, dominion, or empire, above any

realm, nation, or city, is repugnant to nature, contumely to God, a thing most contrarious to

his revealed will and approved ordinance, and, finally, it is a subversion of all equity and jus-

tice. ' He appealed to the creation, to the Jews, to St. Paul, to ancient philosophers and

legislators, to the fathers, to the Salic and French law. His error was that from some

bad examples he drew sweeping conclusions, which were soon confinned by Mary Stuart,

but disproved by Elizabeth (as they are in our day by the reign of Victoria). No wonder

that Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth were incensed at what they regarded a personal Insult.

Knox himself foresaw the bad consequences, and expected to be called ' a sower of sedition,

and one day perchance to be attainted for treason,' but he was too manly to retract, and re-

tained his opinion to the last, but, not wishing to obstruct the path of Elizabeth, he never

pubHshed the intended Second and Third Blast. See M'Crie's J. Knox, pp. 141-147 (Phila-

delphia ed.), and Carlyle, 1. c. pp. 2.S0 sqq.

* Knox wrote four Books of his History of the Reformation, down to 1564, at the request

of his friends. The Fifth Bonk is not found in any MS. copy, and was first published by

David Buchanan in 1644; it relates the affairs of the most controverted period in Scottish

history, from Sept., 1.")64, to Aug., 1567, when Queen Mary abdicated. Laing thinks that it

is mostly derived from Knox's papers by some unknown hand (FFbr^-s, Vol. II. p. 468).

Carlyle regrets that this ' hasty and strangely interesting, impressive, and peculiar History

has not been rendered far more extensively legible to serious mankind at large.' Laing has

added a vocabulary.
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men, never indulged his private passions, but faithfully used his talents

for the edification of the Church over which he was called to watch.

He was buried in the graveyard of St. Giles's; no monument was

erected; a plain stone with his name marks the spot.

Knox was the greatest of Scotchmen, as Luther the greatest of Ger-

mans. He was the incarnation of all the noble and rugged eneigies

of his nation and age, and devoted them to the single aim of a thorough

reformation in doctrine, worship, and discipline, on the basis of the

Word of God.* In genius, learning, wealth of ideas, and extent of

influence, he was inferior to Luther and Calvin, but in boldness,

strength, and purity of character, fully their equal.^ He was the most

heroic man of a heroic race. His fear of God made him fearless

of man. Endowed with a vigorous and original intellect, he was

eminently a man of action, with the pulpit for his throne and the

* Thomas Carlyle, himself a typical Scotchman, calls Knox ' the most Scottish of Scots,

and to this day typical of all the qualities which belong nationally to the very choicest Scots-

men we have known, or had clear record of: utmost sharpness of discernment and discrimi-

nation, courage enough, and, what is still better, no particular consciousness of courage, but

a readiness in all simplicity to do and dare whatsoever is commanded by the inward voice of

native manhood ; on the whole, a beautiful and simple but complete incomjiatibility with

whatsoever is false in word or conduct ; inexorable contempt and detestation of what in

modem speech is called humbug, ... a most clear-cut, hardy, distinct, and effective man

;

fearing God, and without any other fear.' He severely characterizes the patriarchal, long-

bearded, but stolid picture of Knox in Beza's Icones (Geneva, 1580), and in Laing's edition,

and represents the ' Somerville portrait,' with a sharp, stern face, high forehead, pointed

beard, and large white collar, as the only probable likeness of the great Reformer.

° M'Crie (p. 355) well compares him with the three leading Reformers: 'Knox bore a

striking resemblance to Luther in personal intrepidity and in popular eloquence. He ap-

proached nearest to Calvin in his religious sentiments, in the severity of his manners, and in

a certain impressive air of melancholy which pervaded his character. And he resembled

Zwinglius in his ardent attaciiment to the princi])Ies of civil liberty, and in combining his ex-

ertions for the reformation of tlie Church with uniform endeavors to improve tlie political

state of the people. Not that I would jjlace our Refcjrmer on a level with this illustrious tri-

umvirate. There is a splendor which surrounds the great German Reformer, partly arising

from the intrinsic heroism of his character, and partly reflected from the interesting situation

in which his long and doubtful struggle with the Court of Rome placed him in the eyes of

Europe, which removes him at a distance from all who started in the same glorious career.

The Genevese Reformer surpassed Knox in the extent of his theological learning, and in

the unrivaled solidity and clearness of his judgment. And tlie Reformer of Switzerland,

though inferior to him in masculine elocution and in daring courage, excelled him in self-

command, in prudence, and in that species of eloquence which, steals into the heart, convinces

witiiout irritating, and governs without assuming the tone of authority. But although "he
attained not to the first three," I know not, among all the eminent men who appeared at that

period, any name which is so well entitled tf> be placed next to theirs as that of Knox, whether

we consider the talents with which he was endowed, or the important services which he per-

formed.'
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word for his sword. A statesman as well as a theologian, he possessed

rare political sagacity and intuitive knowledge of men. Next to Cal-

vin, he is the chief founder of the Presbyterian polity, which has

proved its vitality and efficiency for more than three centuries. Like

St. Paul and Calvin, he was small in person and feeble in body, but

irresistible in moral force.^ ' He put more life into his hearers from

the pulpit in an hour than six hundred trumpets.' ^ When old and

decrepit, leaning on his staff and the arm of his faithful servant, he

had to be lifted to the pulpit; but before the close he became so

animated and vigorous that he seemed ' likely to ding the pulpit in

blads [to beat it in pieces] and flie out of it.'^ Well did the Earl of

Morton, the newly elected regent, characterize him over his open grave

in that sentence which has since been accepted as the best motto of his

life: 'Here lies he who never feared the face of man.'* And in a

different spirit, James VI. paid the same tribute to his fearless char-

acter, when with uplifted hands he thanked God that the three sur-

viving bairns of Knox were all lasses ;
' for if they had been three lads,'

he said to Mrs. Welch, ' I could never have bruiked [enjoyed] my three

kingdoms in peace.' ^

' ^ Haud scio an unquam majus ingeniuvi in fragili et imbecillo corpusculo collocarit.''

Principal Smeton, as quoted by M'Crie, p. 355.

" So the English embassador, Sir Nicholas Throckmorton, wrote to Cecil.

^ Thus his eloquence was described, in 1571, by James Melville, then a student and con-

stant hearer of Knox. A lively Frenchman, in the Journal des Debats, gave the follow-

ing amusing version of this account :
' A Presbyterian fanatic namea Knox, . . . old and

broken down, . . . began his sermon in a feeble voice and slow action ; but soon heating

himself by the force of his passion and hatred, he bestirred himself like a madman ; he broke

his pulpit, and jumped into the midst of his hearers {sautoit au milien des auditeurs).'

M'Crie, p. 325.

* Or, in the less graceful but more expressive original phrase, as given by James Melville

(the only authority for it), ' He neither feared nor flattered any flesh.'

* Mrs. Welch was a daughter of Knox, and gained admission to the King, in London, 1 (122,

to ask his permission for the return of her sick husband (a woithy Presbyterian minister, who
had been exiled for his resistance to the re-establishment of episcopacy) to his native Scot-

land. James at last yielded on condition that she should persuade him to submit to the

bishops; but the lady, lifting up her apron and holding it towards the King, replied, in the

genuine spirit of her father, 'Please your Majesty, I'd rather kep [receive] his head there.'

Mr. Welch died in London soon after this singular conversation ; his widow returned to Ayr,

and survived him three years, ' a spouse and daughter worthy of such a husband and such a

father.' M'Crie, p. 362. Knox was twice married and had two sons by his first wife, Mar-

jory Bowes, of London, and three daughters by his second wife, Margaret Stewart, of a high

noble family in Scotland. The sons were educated at Cambridge, but died young, without

issue.
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Kuox had the stem and uncompromising spirit of a Ilebrow prophet,

lie confronted Queen Mary as Elijah confronted Jezebel, unmoved by

her beauty, her smiles, or her tears. He himself relates the four or

five interviews he had \v;th that gi'aceful, accomplished, fascinating,

but ill-fated lady, whose charms and misfortunes still excite fresh

feelings of sympathy in every human heart. It is diflicult to imagine

a more striking contrast : Knox the right man in the right place, Mary

the wrong woman in the wrong place ; he intensely Scotch in character

and aim, she thoroughly French by education and taste ; he in the

vigor of manhood, she in the bloom of youth and beauty ; he terribly

in earnest, she gay and frivolous ; he a believer in God's sovereignty

and the people's right and duty to disobey and depose treacherous

princes, she a believer in her own absolute right to rule and the sub-

ject's duty of passive obedience ; he abhorring her religion as idolatry

and her policy as ruin to Scotland, she fearing him as a rude fanatic,

an impertinent rebel and sorcerer in league with Beelzebub.' We
must not judge from his conversations with the Queen that he was a

woman-hater : he respected right women in their proper sphere, as he

was respected by them, and his correspondence reveals a vain of ten-

derness and kindly genial humor beneath his severity.^ But in this

case he sacrificed all personal considerations to what he believed to be

his paramount duty to God and his Church.

' Carlyle thus speaks of this remarkable chapter in the Scotch Reformation :
' The inter-

views of Knox with the Queen are what one would most Hke to produce to readers ; but un-

fortunately they are of a tone which, explain as we might, not one reader in a thousand could

be made to sympathize with or do justice to in behalf of Knox. The treatment which that

young, beautiful, and high chief personage in Scotland receives from the rigorous Knox,

would to most modern men seem irreverent, cruel, almost barbarous. Here more than else-

where Knox proves himself,—here more than any where bound to do it,—the Hebrew Prophet

in complete perfection ; refuses to soften any expression or to call any thing by its milder

name, or in short for one moment to forget that the Eternal God and His Word are great,

and that all else is little, or is nothing; nay, if it set itself against the Most High and His

Word, is the one frightful thing that this world exhibits. He is never in tlie least ill-tem-

pered with her Majesty; but she can not move him from that fixed centre i f all his thoughts

and actions: Do the will of God, and tremble at nothing; do against the will of (Jod, and

know that, in the Immensity and the Eternity aionnd you, there is nothing but matter of

terror. Nothing can move Knox here or elsewhere from that standing-ground ; no consider-

ation of Queen's sceptres and armies and authorities of men is of any eth;'acy or dignity

whatever in comparison ; and becomes not beautiful, but horrible, when it sots itself against

the Most High.'

' See his letters of comfort to Mrs. Bowes, his mother-in-law, who siirt'ered Tnucli from re-

ligious melancholy, in Works by Laing, Vol. III. pp. 337-343, and Vol, VI. p r,\:]; also in

Lorimer, pp. 3'J sqq.
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The pulpit proved mightier than the throne. The suicidal blunders

of the Queen, who had more trouble from her three husbands—two of

tliein handsome but heartless and worthless ruffians and murderers

—

than her grand-uncle Henry VIII. had from his six wives, are the best

vindication of the national policy, if not the personal conduct, of the Re-

former. Had Mary's popish policy triumphed, there would have been

an end to Protestantism and liberty in Scotland, and probably in En-

gland too ; while Knox, fighting intolerance with intolerance, laid the

solid foundation for future liberty. He felt at that turning-point of

histoiy that, what is comparatively harmless now, 'one mass was more

dangerous to Scotland than an army of ten thousand enemies.'^

If Knox lacked the sweet and lovely traits of Christian character, it

should be remembered that God wisely distributes his gifts, Neither

the polished culture of Erasmus, nor tlie gentle spirit of Melanchthon,

nor the cautious measures of Cranmer could have accomplished the

mighty change in Scotland. Knox was, beyond a doubt, the providential

man for his country. Scotland alone could produce a Knox, and Knox

alone could reform Scotland. If any man ever lived to some purpose,

and left the indelible impress of his character upon posterity, it was

John Knox. His is to this day the best known and the most popular

name in Scotland. Such fearless and faithful heroes are among the

best gifts of God to the world.

We need not wonder that Knox, like the other Reformers, was pur-

sued by malignant calumny during his life, and even charged with un-

natural crimes, which would make him ridiculous as well as hideous.

But those M^ho knew him best esteemed him most. Bannatyne, his

faithful clerk, calls him, in his journal, ' the light of Scotland, the com-

fort of the Church, the mirror of godliness, the pattern of all true

ministers in purity of life, soundness of doctrine, and boldness in re-

proving wickedness.' James Melville, who heard his last sermons,

speaks of him as 'that most notable prophet and apostle' of Scotland.''

' Froude says: 'Toleration is a good thing in its place; but you can not tolerate what

will not tolerate you. and is trying to cut your tliroat. . . . The Covenanters fought the fight

and won the victory, and then, and not till then, came the David Humes with their essays on

miracles, and the Adam Smiths with their pohtical economies, and steam-engines, and rail-

-oads, and philosophical institutions, and all the other blessed or unblessed fruits of liberty

I. c. pp. 148, 149).

* Beza also calls him ' Scotorum apostolum.
'

Vol. L—X y
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Posterity has judged differently, according to the reh'gious stand-point.

To some lie still appears as a semi-barbarous fanatic, a dangerous

heretic, or at best as a 'holy savage;' while Fi'oude regards him as

' the grandest figure in the entire history of the British Reformation,'

and Carlyle as ' niore than a man of genius—a heaven-inspired prophet

and heroic leader of men.'

§ 89. The Scotch Confession of Faith. A.D. 1560.

Literature.

The Scotch Confession in the original Scotch dialect, together with the authorized Latin version of
Patrick Adamson (15T2), is printed in Vol. III. pp. 42T^70, from Dunlop's Collection, Vol. II. i)p. 13 sqq. It

appeared at Edinburgh, 15G1 (Robert Lekprevik), without the marginal Scripture references, in the

Minutes of Parliament, in Knox's History of the Reformation (Vol. II. pp. 93 sqq. ; Laing's ed.), in Cal-

derwood's HiJitory of the Kirk of Scotland (Vol. II. pp. 16 sqq. ; Thomson's ed. for the Wodrow Soc), in

Edward Irving's reprint of the Conf. and the Book of Discipline (1S31), and (abridged) in Innes, Law of
Creeds (pp. 39 sqq.). In the Writings of John Knoz,hy the Presbyterian Board of Publication, Phila.,

1842, pp. 237 sqq., it is given in modern English.

A Latin version (less correct and elegant than that of Adarason) appeared in the Cnrpm et Syntagma
Conf., 1612 and 1654, and is reproduced in Nieraej'er's Collectio, pp. 340 sqq. Nienieyer's critical notice in

the Proleg., p. li., is very brief and meagre. For a German translation, see Biickel, pp. 645 sqq.

The supplementary Scotch Confession of 15S0 is printed in Vol. III. pp. 470^75.

OEIGIN OF THE SCOTCH CONFESSION.

' The Creed of Scotland and the Church of Scotland emerge into

history so nearly at the same moment that it is difficult to say which

lias the precedence even in order of time. It is at least equally diffi-

cult to say which is first in respect of authority ; and, indeed, the ques-

tion whether the Church is founded upon the creed or the creed upon

the Church appears to be at the root of most of the legal difficulties

that lie before us.'

'

The Reformed Church of Scotland was not legally recognized and

established by Parliament till 1567, seven years after the Scotch Con-

fession was adopted and the first General Assembly was held ; but

it existed in fact, under royal protest, as a voluntary body from De-

cember 3, 1557, when a number of Protestant nobles and gentlemen

signed, at Edinburgh, a 'Covenant' to maintain, nourish, and defend

to the death 'the whole Congregation o^f Christ, and every member
thereof.' This was one of those religious bonds or mutual agree-

ments by which the confederation of Protestants of Scotland was so

often ratified to secure common privileges. The term Cojigregation

{tKKXr)(Tia, ecdesia), which afterwards was exchanged for ICirk (KVfHw

' Innes, The Law of Creeds in Sroildnd, p. 4.
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Kov), tlien signified the true Church of Christ in opposition to the apos-

tate Papal Church, and the leaders were called the ' Lords of the Con-

o-reaation.' For a few years the Lituro;v of Edward VI. and the

'Order of Geneva' seem to have been used, but there is no record ot

any formal approval of a doctrinal standard before 1560.^

On the first of August, 1560, after the death of the Queen Regent,

Mary of Guise, and the expulsion of the French troops, but before the

arrival of Queen Mary, the Scotch Parliament convened at Edinburgh

to settle the new state of things in this transition period. It proved to

be the most important meeting in the history of that kingdom. The

Church question came up on a petition to abolish popery, to restore the

purity of Avorship and discipline, and to devote the ecclesiastical reve-

nues to the support of a pious clergy, the promotion of learning, and

the relief of the poor. In answer to the first request, the Parliament

directed the Protestant ministers to draw up a Confession of Faith.

This was done hastily, though not without mature preparation, in four

days, by John Knox and his compeers.'^ The document was read twice,

article by aiticle, and ratified by the three estates, August 17, 1560,

'as a doctrine grounded upon the infallible Word of God.' Every

member was requested to vote. The papal bishops were charged to

object and refute, but they kept silence. The temporal lords all voted

for the Confession except three, the Earl of Athole, Lord Somerville,

and Lord Borthwick, who declared as their only reason of dissent, 'We
will beleve as our fathers belevet.' •

Pandolph, the English envoy, wrote to Cecil two days afterwards: ' I

' 'The Confession of Faith of the English Congregation at Geneva,' 1558, consists only of

four articles: 1, of God the Father; 2, of Jesus Christ; 3, of the Holy Ghost; 4, of the

Church and tlie Communion of Saints. It was probably drawn up by Knox. Chaps. 1 and 4

have some resemblance to the corresponding articles of the Scotch Confession. It is re-

printed in Dunlop's Co/lection, Vol. II. pp. 3-12. The editor says that it was 'received and

approved by the Church of Scotland in the beginning of the Reformation.'

" Knox reports (Vol. II. p. 128): 'Commission and charge was given to Mr. John Win-

ram, sub-prior of St. Andrew's, Mr. John Spottiswoode, John Hillock, Mr. John Douglas,

rector of St. Andrew's, Mr. John Kowe, and John Knox, to draw in a volume the policy and

discipline of the Kirk, as well as they had done the doctrine.' Thns six Johns composed both

the Confession of Faith and the Book of Discipline, which breathe the spirit of the Church

militant, and are Pauline rather than Johannean. Knox was no doubt the chief authoi' of

both. He had experience in the preparation of such documents, as he was consulted about

the Edwardine Articles of Religion, prepared the Confession for the English congregations

in Geneva, and must have been familiar vvith the Swiss Confession!.

- Knox, Hist. Vol. II. p. 121 ; Calderwood,Vol. II. p. 37.
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never heard matters of so great importance neither sooner dispatclieo,

nor with better will agreed unto. . . . The rest of the Lords, with com-

mon consent and as glad a will as ever I heard men speak, allowed the

same. , . . Many offered to shed their blood in defense of the same.

The old Lo]d Lindsay, as grave and godly a man as ever I saw, said,

" I have lived many years ; I am the oldest in this company of my sort

;

now that it hath pleased God to let me see this day, where so many

nobles and others have allowed so worthy a work, I will say with

Simeon, JS'nnc dimittisP '

'

The adoption of the Confession was followed (Aug. 24, 1560) by

acts abolishing the mass, the jurisdiction of the pope, and rescinding

all the laws formerly made in support of the Roman Catholic Church

and against the Reformed religion. A messenger was dispatched

with the Confession to Queen Mary, in Paris, to secure her ratifica-

tion, but was not graciously received. Her heart's design was to re-

store in due time her own religion.

In December of the same year the first General Assembly convened,

and approved the Book of Discipline, prepared by the same authors.

It was submitted to the state authority, but this refused to ratify it.^

Seven years afterwards (1567), the Parliament formally established

the Reformed Church, by declaring the ministers of the blessed Evan-

gel and the people of the realm professing Christ according to the

Confession of Faith 'to be the only true and holy Kirk of Jesus

Christ within this realm.' Subscription was lequired from all minis-

ters first in 1572.^ From that time till the Revolution of 168*8 this

native Confession was the only legally recognized doctrinal standard

of both the Presbyterian and Episcopal Churches in Scotland. The

Covenanters, however, during the Commonwealth, adopted the West-

minster standards, which have thrown the older Confession into the

shade. Besides, the General Assemblj^ approved and recommended

also the Second Helvetic Confession, which Beza transmitted to

Scotland (1566), Calvin's Catechism, and the Heidelberg Catechism,

but no subscription to these foreign confessions was ever exacted.

' Knox, Works, Vol. VI. pp. 116-118: Innes, p. 1 1

.

* See 'The Booke of the Univeisall Kirk of Scotland,' containing the earliest records of

jhe Minutes of the Assembly, published in one volume, 1839; Calderwood, Vol. II. pp. 4-1

jfjq. ; Innes, pp. 21 sqq.

' Innes, pp. 30 and 49.
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CONTENTS.

The Scotch Confession consists of twenty-five Articles, and a short

Preface, which breathes the spirit of true confessors ready for martyr-

dom. It begins: 'Long have we thirsted, dear brethren, to have noti-

lied unto the world the sum of that doctrine which we profess, and for

the which we have sustained infamy and danger;' and it ends with

the words : 'We hrmly purpose to abide to the end in the confession of

this our faith.' But the authors are far fi'om claiming infallibility for

their own statements of the truth, and subject them to improvement

and correction from the Holy Scriptures.' In harmony with this, the

20th Article denies the infallibility of general councils, 'some of which

have manifestly erred, and that in matters of great weight and im-

portance.'

The Confession covers the oecumenical and evangelical doctrines, be-

giiming with God and ending with the Church, the Sacraments, and

the Civil Magistrate. It exhibits a clear, flesh, and forcible summary of

the orthodox Reformed faith, as then held in common by the Protest-

ants of England, Switzerland, France, and Holland. Though decidedly

Calvinistic, it is yet free from the scholastic technicalities and angular

statements of the Calvinism of a later generation. The doctrine of the

Sacraments is similar to and rather stronger than that of the Thirty-

nine Articles.2 The Church is declared to be uninterruptedly one

' 'We protest that if any one will note in tliis our Confession any article or sentence re-

pugnant to God's Holy Word, that it would please him of his gentleness and for Christian

charity's sake, to admonish us of the same in writing; and we, upon our honor and fidelity,

by God's grace, do promise unto him satisfaction from the mouth of God (that is, from his

Holy Scriptures), or else reformation of that which he shallprove to he amiss.' Dean Stanley,

in quoting this passage from the Preface (Lectures, etc. p. 113), says that it is the only

Protestant Confession which, far in advance of its age, acknowledges its own fallibility.

But the First Confession of Basle (1584) does the same in express words in the closing arti-

cle (see Niemeyer, Collect, pp. 84 and 104); and the changes of the Augsburg Confession

(Art. X.), and of the English Articles, imply the recognition of their imperfection on the part

of the authors. The 19th Article, in declaring that all Churches have erred in matters of

faith, could certainly not intend to exempt the Church of England and her formularies.

* Tytler {History of Scotland, Yo\. III. p. 129, ed. of 1872) observes : 'It is worthy of re-

mark that in these holy mysteries of our faith this Confession, drawn up by the primitive

Scotch Eeformers, keeps in some points at a gi-eater distance from the rationalizing of ultra-

Protestantism than the Articles of Edward.' On Knox's view of the eucharist, see Lorimer,

1. c. pp. 129 and LSI. He held the Calvinistic view before he came to Geneva, and while

still a disciple of Wishart, who learned it from his intercourse with the Swiss Churches in

1540, and translated the First Helvetic Confession of 1536 into English.
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from the beginning to the end of the world, ' one company and nnilti-

tilde of men chosen of God, who rightly worship and embrace him by

true faith in Christ Jesus, who is the only Head of the same Church,

which also is the body and spouse of Christ Jesus; which (Jhurch is

catholic, that is, universal, because it containetli the elect of all ages,

all realms, nations, and tongues, who have communion with God the

Father, and with his Son, through the sanctilication of the Holy S})irit.'

But this Church is put in strong contrast with the false and apostate

Church of the Papacy, and distinguished from it by three marks

—

namely, the pure preaching of the gospel, the right administration of

the sacraments, and the exercise of ecclesiastical discipline. The first

two are mentioned in the Augsburg Confession and the English Arti-

cles ; the third is peculiarly Calvinistic and Presbyterian.

But no particular form of Church government or worship is laid

down in tiiis Confession as binding, and fi-eedom is allowed in cere-

monies.' Knox himself prepared, after the Geneva model, a liturgy,

or Book of Common Order, which was indorsed by the General Assem-

bly (Dec. 26, 15G4), and used in Scotland for a long time.''"' The ex*

elusive theory of a jure diviiio Presbyterian ism dates not so much

from Knox as from Andrew Melville, and the aversion to forms of

prayer was a reaction against the attempt of Land to force a foreign

episcopacy and liturgy upon the reluctant Scotch.

Edward Irving, himself one of the purest and noblest sons of Scot-

land, who for several 3'ears thrilled the English metropolis with his

Pentecostal gift of tongues, and to whom Thomas Carlyle, the friend of

his youth, paid such a touching tribute, was in the habit of reading the

Scotch Confession twice in the year to his congregation, and bestowed

this encomium upon it:^ 'This document is the })illar of the Pefor-

' Art. XX. :
' In the Church, as in the house of God. it hecometh all things to he done

decently and in order : not that we think that one policy, and one order of ceremonies can he

appointed for all ages, times, and places ; for as ceremonies, such as men have devised, are

but temporal, so may and ought tliey to be changed, when they rather foster superstition

than edify the Church using the same.'

' It has been repui)lished by the Hev. John Cumming, London, 1840. Cnnimiiig savs

(p. v.): 'The Scotch Ciiurch never objected to a written liturgy in her pn})lic worship, pro-

vided there was room left in the service for extemporaneous service.' John Knox's Liturgv

was never formally abolished, but, like the Scotch Confession, it was silently superseded by

the Westminster standards.

, ' Collt<led Writings ofEdward Irving, London, 1864, Vol. I. p. GOl, quoted by Innes, p. 55.
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mation Church of Scotland, which hath derived little help from the

Westminster Confession of Faith : whereas these twenty-five articles,

i-atitied in the Parliament of Scotland in the year 1560, not only at

that time united the states of the kingdom in one firm band against

the Papacy, but also lallied the people at sundrj' times of trouble

and distress for a whole century thereafter, and it may be said even

until the Revolution, wlien the Church came into that haven of rest

which has proved far more pernicious to her than all the storms she

ever passed through ; for, though the Westminster Confession was

adopted as a platform of communion with the English Presbyterians in

the year 1647, it exerted little or no influence upon our Church, and was

hardly felt as an operative principle either of good or evil, until the

Eevolntion of 1688; so that the Scottish Confession was the banner

of the Church in all her wrestlings and conflicts, the Westminster Con-

fession but as the camp colors which she hath used during her days of

peace—the one for battle, the other for fair appearance and good

order. This document consisteth of twenty-five articles, and is written

in a most honest, straightforward, manly style, without compliment or

flattery, without affectation of logical precision and learned accuracj^,

as if it came fresh from the heart of laborious workmen, all the day

long busy with the preaching of the truth, and sitting down at night to

embody the heads of what was continually taught. There is a fresh-

ness of life about it which no frequency of reading wears off.'

§ 90. The Scotch Covenants and the Scotch Kiek.

Literature.

The Covenants are added to some Scotch editions of the Westminster Standards. The Solemn
League and Covenant was often separately printed.

Jamks Aikman: An Historical Account of Covenanting in Scotland, from the First Band in Mearns,

1556, to the Signature of the Grand National Covenant, 1638. Edinburgh, 1848 (82 pp.).

National Covenants or politico-religious agreements for the mainte-

nance and defense of certain principles and privileges are a peculiar

and prominent feature in the history of the Kirk of Scotland. They

were copied from Jewish precedents.^ They originated in critical

' Josh. xxiv. 25 : 'So Joshua made a covenant with the people that day, and set them a

statute and an ordinance at Shechem;' 2 Kings xi. 17: 'And Jehoiada made a covenant

between the Lord and the king and the people, that they should be the Lord's people ,' also

Isa. xliv. 5.
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periods, when the sacred rights and convictions of the people were in

imminent danger, and when the religious and national sentiments were

inseparably blended. They are not properly confessions of faith, but

closely connected with them, and must therefore be noticed here.

They are solemn pledges to defend the doctrines and polity of the Re-

formed Kirk against all hostile attempts from within or from without,

and to die j'ather than surrender.^

The earlier Covenants were safeguards against popery, the later

against episcopacy. In the ecclesiastical history of Scotland since the

Reformation we may distinguish three main periods : the period of

anti-popery (1560 to 1590), the period of anti-prelacy (until 1690), and

the period of anti-pati-onage (until 1S75).

The first Co\enants were made for mutual protection against the

Romanists by a number of Protestant nobles and gentlemen, at Mearns,

1556, at Edinburgh, Dec. 3, 1557, at Perth, Dec. 31, 1559, before the

Reformed Kirk was properly organized.

THE NATIONAL COVENANT, 1581 AND 1038.

Far more important is the ' National Covenant,' or the ' Second

Scotch Confession,' also called the ' King's Confession,' and the ' Nega-

tive Confession.' It was drawn up in English and Latin by the Rev.

John Craig, a noble, well-educated, and devoted man, a colleague of

' Dr. M'Crie says of the Scotch Covenants (p. 120): 'Although they have been con-

demned as nnwainiiited in a religious point of view, and dangerous in a political, yet are they

conijiletely defensible upon the ]jrinci])les both of conscience and policy. A mutual agree-

ment, compact, or covenant, is virtually implied in the constitution of every society, civil or

religious : and the dictates of natural law conspire with the declarations of revelation in

sanctioning the warrantableness and propriety of explicit engagements, about any lawful and

important mattei\ and of ratifying these, if circumstances shall require it, by formal subscrip-

tion, and by a solemn apjieal to tlie searcher of hearts. By strengthening the motives to

fidelity and constancy, and thus producing mutual confidence among those who are embarked

in the same cause, they have proved eminently beneficial in the reformation of chiu'ches and

nations, and in securing the religious and ])olitical privileges of men. The misap]ilicatioti of

them, when employed in a bad cause and for mischievous ends, can be no argument against

their use in a legitimate way, and for laudable purposes. And the reasoning employed to

prove that such covenants should not be entered into without the permission of rulers would

lead to the conclusion that subjects ought never to profess a religion to which their superiors

are hostile, nor make any attempts to obtain tlie reform of abuses, or the redress of griev-

ances, without the consent and aj)probation of those who are interested in their support.'

Fvnm Scotland the custom of covenanting passed to the Puritans in England and New En-

gland, and remains to-day in the shape of solemn engagements assumed by individual (Chris-

tians when they enter into full communion with a church. Such covenants take the place

of confirmation vows customary in the Lutheran and Anglican ('hurches.
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Knox and author of two Catechisms, who, after an eventful and ro-

mantic career, died in 1600, in the eighty-eight j-ear of his life. It is

a solenm indorsement of the Confession of Faith of 1560, with the

strongest possible protest against ' all kind of papistry in general and

particular heads,' especially against the 'usurped tyranny of the Ro-

man Antichrist upon the Scriptures of God, upon the Kirk, the civil

magistrate, and consciences of men ; all his tyrannous laws made upon

indifferent things, against our Christian liberty ; • . . his five bastard

sacraments, with all his rites, ceremonies, and false doctrine added to

the ministration of the true sacraments without the Word of God ; his

cruel judgment against infants departing without the sacrament;'

his absolute necessity of baptism ; his blasphemous opinion of transub-

stantiation ; his devilish mass ; his blasphemous priesthood ; his pro-

fane sacrifice for sins of the dead and the quick; ... his worldly

monarchy and wicked hierarchy ; his three solemn vows ; his erroneous

and bloody decrees made at Trent, with all the subscribers and ap-

provers of that cruel and bloody band conjured against the Kirk of

God.' No other Protestant Confession is so fiercely anti-popish.

This Covenant was subscribed by King James VI., his household, and

a number of nobles and ministers, at Edinburgh, Jan. 28, 1581 (or 1580,

old style^) ; then by the Assembly and by persons of all ranks in March,

1581 ; again in 1590, together with a ' General Band for Maintenance of

the True Religion and the King's Person or Estate ;' it was solemnly re-

newed, with additions, in 1638 and 1639; ratified by an Act of Parlia-

ment in 1640, and signed by King Charles II., in exile, at Spey, June 23,

1650, and again when he was crowned at Scone, in Scotland, Jan. 1, 1651.^

Tlie renewal of the Covenant in 1638, which is more particularly

called the National Covenant, marks the Second Reformation. It in-

cludes the old Covenant of 1581, the Acts of Parliament condemning

popery, and a protest against the government of the Kirk by bishops,

and all those measures of King Charles I. which ' do sensibly tend to

' This is the first confessional declaration against the damnation, and, by implication, in

favor of the salvation, of unbaptized infants ; and agrees with the private opinion previously

expressed by Zwingli and Bullinger.

' 'They did not begin the year in Scotland, at that time, till the 25th of March.'—Dun-
lop's Collection, Vol II. p. 101.

' See the text in Vol. III. p. 480 ; and in Calderwood, Vol. III. p. .502. Calderwood
thinks (p. .505) that this confession, under the name of 'wicked hierarchy,' condemns epis-

copal government ; but it is evident fi-om the context that the papal hierarchy is meant.
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the re-establishraent of the Popish religion and tyranny, and to the sub-

version and ruin of the true Reformed religion, and of our liberties,

laws, and estates.' The additions were prepared by Alexander Hen-

derson and Johnston of Warriston, to meet a gi-eat crisis.^

The introduction of the semi-presbyterian mongrel episcopacy of

James was comparatively harmless. But when his son Charles and his

spiritual adviser, Archbishop Laud, in criminal ignorance or contempt

of public feeling, attempted to force upon the Scots the royal su-

premacy, with a Komanizing hierarchy and liturgy, it produced a revo-

lution and civil w^ar which extended to England, and culminated in the

temporary triumph of Puritanism. Macaulay traces the freedom of

England to this 'act of insane bigotry.' In 1633 Laud displayed the

most elaborate pomp of ceremonial worship in Holyrood Chapel to

impress the descendants of John Knox ! His new service-book differ-

ed from the English in a marked tendency to popery. When it was

first introduced, July 23, 1637, in the cathedral church of St. Giles, in

the presence of the privy council, the two archbishops of Scotland,

several bishops, and the city magistrates, a poor old woman, named

Jenny Geddes, confounding 'colic' and ' collect,' indignantly exclaimed,

'Villain, dost thou say mass at my lug,' and hurled hei- famous stool at

the head of the unfortunate dean, who read ' the black, popisli, and

superstitious book.' Instantly all was uproar and confusion all over

the city. The people shouted through the streets, ' A pope, a pope !

Antichrist ! The sword of the Lord and Gideon !
' The unpremeditated

riot extended into a popular revolution. The result was the overthrow

of the artificial scheme which bigotry and tyrannj' had concocted.^

Tlie renewal of the Covenant took place in Greyfriars' Church, in

Edinburgh, the 2Sth of February, 1638, and was a most solemn and ex-

ti-aoi'diiiary scene. No less than sixty thousand people flocked to the

city from all jjarts of the kingdom. The dense crowd which filled the

church and adjoining graveyard listened with breathless attention to

' See the additions in Dunlop's Collection, Vol. II. pp. 125-137, also the Acts of the Assem-
blies of Glasgow, 1638, and Edinburgh, 1G39, pp. 114 sqq.

^ 'Never,' says Dean Stanley (p. 82), 'except in the days of the French Revolution, did a
popular tumult lead to such important results. The stool which was on that occasion flung

at the head of the Dean of Edinburgh extinguished the English Liturgy entirely in Scotland

fur the seventeenth century, to a great extent even till the nineteenth, and gave to the civil

war of England an impulse which only ended in the overthrow of tlie Chuich and monarchy.'
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the prayers, the addresses, and the reading of the Covenant. The aged

Earl of Suthei-land lirst signed his name with trembling hand npon

tlie parchment roll. Name followed name in swift succession. ' Some

wept aloud ; some burst into a shout of exultation ; some, after their

names, added the w^ords, till death; and some, opening a vein, sub-

scribed with their own warm blood. As the space became filled, they

wrote their names in a contra(;ted form, limiting them at last to the

initial letters, till not a spot remained on which another letter could be

inscribed. . . . Never, except among God's peculiar people, the Jews,

did any national transaction equal in moral and religious sublimity

that which was displayed by Scotland on the great day of her sacred

National Covenant'

'

Similar scenes were repeated throughout the Northern Kingdom.

Noblemen and gentlemen carried copies of the Co\enant in their

pockets and portmanteaus, soliciting subscriptions. Women sat in

church day and night, from Friday till Sunday, to receive the com-

munion with it. To refuse signature seemed to some denial of Chris-

tianity itself.2

THE SOLEMN LEAGUE AND COVENANT, 1643.

' The Solemn League and Covenant for Reformation and Defense

of Religion, the Honor and Happiness of the King, and the Peace and

Safety of the Three Kingdoms of Scotland, England, and Ireland,' is

the last and the most important of these national compacts which grew

out of the Reformation. It has neither the doctrinal import nor the

ring and fervor of the National Covenant of 1580 and 1638, but it had

a wider scope and greater effect. It is anti-episcopal as well as anti-

papal. It is the connecting link between Scotch Presbyterianism and

English Puritanism, between the General Assembly and the Westmin-

ster Assembly, between the Scotch Parliament and the Long Parlia-

ment. It aimed to secure uniformity of religion in the united lealms,

while the National Covenant, like the Confession of 1560, was purely

Scotch, and never exceeded its original boundary.^

* Heiherrngton, History of the Church oj" Scotland, p. 91 (3d ed.).

'For fuller particulars, see Baillie's Ze«ers, Vol. I., Rothes's Relation, Akon's Life of

Henderson, Burton (Vol. VI. p. 4-12). Afcounts from the episcopal side, in Thomas Ste-

phen's History of the Church of Scotland, Vol. I. pp. .552 sqq. ; Stanley, 1. c. pp. 80 sqq.

^ It is surprising that these two Covenants should be confounded by such a scholar as
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We 2>i'esent first tlie text in full :

'

' We Noblemen, Barons, Knights, Gentlemen, Citizens, Burgesses, Ministers of the Gospel,

and Commons of all sorts, in tiie kingdoms of Scotland, England, and Ireland, by the provi-

dence of God, living under one King, and being of one reformed religion, having before our

eyes the glory of God and the advancement of the kingdom of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, the honor and happiness of the King's Majesty and liis posterity, and the true public

liberty, safety, and peace of the kingdoms, wherein every one's private condition is included

:

And calling to mind the treacherous and bloody plots, conspiracies, attempts, and practices

of the enemies of God, against the true religion and professors thereof in all places, especially

in these three kingdoms, ever since the reformation of religion ; and how much their rage,

power, and presumption are of late and at this time increased and exercised, whereof the de-

plorable state of the Church and kingdom of Ireland, the distressed estate of the Church and
kingdom of England, and the dangerous estate of the Church and kingdom of Scotland are

present and public testimonies ; we have now at last (after other means of supplication, re-

monstrance, protestation, and sufferings, for the preservation of ourselves and our religion

from utter ruin and destruction, according to the commendable practice of these kingdoms
in former times, and the example of God's people in other nations), after mature delibera-

tion, resolved and determined to enter into a mutual and Solemn League and Covenant,

wherein we all subscribe, and each one of us for himself, with our hands lifted up to the most
High God, do swear,

' I. That we shall sincerely, really, and constantly, through the grace of God, endeavor, in

our several places and callings, the preservation of the reformed religion in the Church of

Scotland, in doctrine, worship, discipline, and government, against our common enemies ; the

reformation of religion in the kingdoms of England and Ireland, in doctrine, worship, dis-

cipline, and government, according to the ^Yord of God and the example of the best Re-

formed C^hurches ; and shall endeavor to bring the Churches of God in the three kingdoms

to the nearest conjunction and uniformity in religion, confession of liiith, form of Churcli gov-

ernment, directory for worship and catechising ; that we, and our posterity after us, may, as

brethren, live in fliith and love, and the Lord may delight to dwell in the midst of us.

' II. That we shall, in like manner, without respect of persons, endeavor the extirpation of

Popery, Prelacy (that is. Church government by Archbishops, Bishops, their Chancellors and

Commissaries, Deans, Deans and Chapters, Archdeacons, and all other ecclesiastical Officers

depending on that hierarchy), superstition, heresy, schism, profaneness, and whatsoever shall

be found to be contrary to sound doctrine and the power of godliness ; lest we partake in

other men's sins, and thereby be in danger to receive of their plagues ; and that the Lord

may be one, and his name one, in the three kingdoms.
' III. We shall, with the same sincerity, reality, and constancy, in our several vocations,

endeavor, with our estates and lives, mutually to preserve the rights and privileges of the

Parliaments, and the liberties of the kingdoms ; and to preserve and defend the King's Maj-

esty's person and authority, in the preservation and defense of the true religion and lil)erties

of the kingdoms; that the world may bear witness with our consciences of our loyalty, and

that we have no thoughts or intentions to diminish his Majesty's just power and greatness.

' IV. We shall also, with all faithfulness, endeavor the discovery of all such as liave been

or shall be incendiaries, malignants, or evil instruments, by hindering the reformation of re-

Dean Stanley, in his eloquent description of it, in Lectures on the Church of Scotland, pp.

83-86 (Am. ed.). Dean Ilook makes the same mistake

—

Life of Laud, p. 2G7.

' From ' The [Westminster] Confession of Faith, the Larger and Shorter Catechisms, to-

gether with the Sum of Saving Knowledge, Covenants, National, and Solemn League,' etc.

Edinburgh, 1788, pp. .Wl sqq. Masson, in his Life of Mllton,Yo\. III. p. K^, gives the

essential parts of the National Covenant. Fuller inserts it in full. Vol. VI. p. 25r>, and

compares it (p. 2r>9) to ' the superstitious and cruel Six Articles enacted by King Henry VIII.'

Comp. Baillie's Letters,\o\. II. pp. 81-90; the Acts of the General Assembly for 1643;

Stoughton, The Church of the Civil Wars, pp. 293 and 320 ; Masson, 1. c.Vol. III. pp. 6-15;

Hetherington, I. c. pp. 110 sua.
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ligioii, dividing the King from his people, or one of the kingdoms from another, or making
any faction or parties amongst the people, contrary to this League and Covenant; that they

may be brought to public trial, and receive condign punishment, as the degree of their of-

fenses shall require or deserve, or the supreme judicatories of both kingdoms respectively, or

others having power from them for that effect, shall judge convenient.

' V. And whereas the happiness of a blessed peace between these kingdoms, denied in

former times to our progenitors, is, by the good providence of God, granted unto us, and hath

been lately concluded and settled by both Parliaments ; we shall each one of us, according to

our place and interest, endeavor that they may remain conjoined in a firm peace and union

to all posterity, and that justice may be done upon the willful opposers thereof, in manner
expressed in the precedent article.

' VI. We shall also, according to our places and callings, in this common cause of religion,

liberty, and peace of the kingdoms, assist and defend all those that enter into this League
and Covenant in the maintaining atid pursuing thereof; and shall not suffer ourselves, directly

or indirectly, by whatsoever combination, persuasion, or terror, to be divided and withdrawn

from this blessed union and conjunction, whether to make defection to the contrary part, or

to give ourselves to a detestable indilferency or neutrality in this cause which so much con-

cerneth the glory of God, the good of the kingdom, and honor of the king ; but shall, all the

days of our lives, zealously and constantly continue therein against all opposition, and pro-

mote the same according to our power against all lets and impediments whatsoever ; and

what we are not able ourselves to suppress or overcome we shall reveal and make known,

that it may be timely prevented or removed : all which we shall do as in the sight of God.

'And, because these kingdoms are guilty of many sins and provocations against God and

his Son Jesus Christ, as is too manifest by our present distresses and dangers, the fruits

thereof, we profess and declare, before God and the world, our unfeigned desire to be hum-

bled for our own sins, and for the sins of these kingdoms ; especially, that we have not as we
ought valued the inestimable benefit of the gospel ; that we have not labored for the purity and

power thereof; and that we have not endea^ored to receive Christ in our hearts, nor to walk

worthy of him in our lives ; which are the causes of other sins and transgressions so much

abounding amongst us ; and our true and unfeigned purpose, desire, and endeavor for our-

selves, and all others under our power and charge, both in public and in private, in all duties

we owe to God and man, to amend our lives, and each one to go before another in the ex-

ample of a real reformation ; that the Lord may turn away his wrath and heavy indignation,

and establish these Churches and kingdoms in truth and peace.

' And this Covenant we make in the presence of Almighty God, the searcher of all hearts,

with a true intention to perform the same, as we shall answer at that great day when the

secrets of all hearts shall be disclosed ; most humbly beseeching the Lord to strengthen us by

his Holy Spirit for this end, and to bless our desires and proceedings with such success as

may be deliverance and safety to his people and encouragement to other Christian Churches,

groaning under, or in danger of, the yoke of anti-Christian tyranny, to join in the same or

like association and covenant, to the glory of God, the enlargement of the kingdom of Jesus

Christ, and the peace and tranquillity of Christian kingdoms and commonwealths.'

The immediate origin of this international politico-religious Covenant

was the combined application of the English Parliament, then at war

with King Charles I., and the Westminster Assembly of Divines, then

sitting under its authority, for the effectual aid of the Scots, who occu-

pied a position of neutrality. Six commissioners—four from the Par-

liament (Sir William Armyn, Sir Harry Yane the younger, Mr. Hatcher,

and Mr. Darley) and two from the Westminster Assembly (Stephen
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Marshall and Philip Xje)—appeared with official and private letters

hefore the Scotch Convention of Estates and the General Assembly at

Edinburgh, in August, 1643. The English desired a civil league; the

Scotch were for a religious covenant, and made the latter a condition

uf the former. x\lexander Henderson, a highly esteemed minister at

Edinburgh, Rector of the University (since 1640), and then for the third

time Moderator of the General Assembly, was intrusted with the

preparation of the document. He had drawn up a part of the Na-

tional Covenant five years before. The English suggested some modi-

lications which gave greater prominence to the political feature. The

draft was unanimously and enthusiastically adopted by the General

Assembly and the Scottish Convention, Aug. 17, 1643. The people,

who had not forgotten the Covenant of 1638, manifested their most

hearty approval, and went into the new engagement with the 'perfer-

vidum ingenium Scotorum.'

The Solemn League and Covenant became a signal of war and vic-

tory in the history of Puritanism. It was followed by the appointment

of Scotch commissioners to the Westminster Assembly, who took a

leading part in the preparation of the Westminstei* standai'ds of doc-

trine, worship, and discipline. It was debated for three or four days

in that Assembly, and approved, with a few verbal alterations, by all

the members except the Episcopalians. On the 21st of September

Parliament ordered it to be published and subscribed throughout En-

gland. On the 25th of September the members of the House of Com-

mons (two hundred and twenty-eight) and the divines of the Assembly

set the example in St. Margaret's Church,' beneath the shadow of

Westminster Abbey. It was one of the strangest and most solemn

events in the history of England. It reminds one of the formation of

the Swiss Confederacy on the gi-een meadow at Griitli. After prayer

and addresses by White of Doi'chester, Philip Nye, and Henderson, the

Covenant was read, article by ai-ticle, from the pulpit, and every mem-

ber, standing up and lifting his right hand to heaven, took the pledge,

and then signed his name on the rolls of parclnnent. The House of

Lords followed a few weeks afterwards (Oct. 15). The same solemn

scene was re-enacted in almost every English town and parish where

the authority of Parliament prevailed. Cromwell among the Com-

' It is still used as a place of worship on special occasions by the Houses of Parliament.
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inoiis, and probably, also, Milton as a householder, signed the docuineiit,

though Cromwell afterwards made war on the Scots, and Milttju came

to the conclusion that ' new Presbyter is but old Priest writ large.' In

\ain did the King, from his head-quarters in Oxford, forbid the League

(Oct. 9), as ' a traitorous and seditious combination against himself

and the established religion of his kingdom.' It became the shib-

boleth of Puritan religion and patriotism. There were, however,

some exceptions. England, after all, was not so zealous for Presby-

terianism as Scotland, and not used to covenanting. Kichard Baxter

raised his voice against the indiscriminate enforcement of the Cove-

nant, and prevented its being taken in Kidderminster and the neigh-

borhood.'

From England the tide flowed back to Scotland, and Scotland,

stimulated by the example, outran the neighboring country in zeal for

the League. On the 13th of October, 1643, most of the nobles, in-

cluding eighteen members of the Privy Council, solemnly signed it in

Edinburgh, and from that day on for months there was 'a general

swearing to the Covenant' by the people of Scotland, as by the Parlia-

mentarians in England, from district to district, from city to city, from

village to village, fi'om parish to parish.^

'O'er hill and dale the summons flew,

Nor rest nor pause the herald knew.

Each valley, each sequester'd glen,

Mustered its little horde of men,

That met, as torrents from the height,

In Highland dales, when streams unite,

Still gathering as they pour along,

A voice more loud, a tide more strong.'

On the 29th of November, 1643, the two countries entered into a

treaty, by which the Scots promised to furnish an army for the war,

the expenses to be refunded after the conclusion of peace. The Scots

felt that they were playing the part of the good Samaritan towards

the neighbor who had fallen among thieves. ' Surely,' says Baillie, ' it

was a great act of faith in God, and huge courage and unheard-of com-

passion' on the part of the Scotch nation, ' to hazard their own peace

' Marsden {History of the Later Puritans, p. 77) : ' Such is the weight of character: one

country clergyman prevailed against the rulers of two kingdoms.'

' Stoughton, Vol. I. p. 294 ; Masson, Vol. III. pp. 12, 13.
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and venture tlieir lives and all, for to save a people so irrecoverably

ruined, both in tlieir own and in all the world's eyes.'

The united army fought under the banner of the Anglo-Scotch

Covenant against royal and episcopal tyranny, and for tlie establish-

ment of presbyterian uniformity. The negative end was gained, the

positive failed. 'Trusting in God and keeping their powder dry,' the

Puritans overthrew both monarchy and prelacy, but only to be over-

thrown in turn by the Nemesis of history. No human power could

bring the two kingdoms under one creed and one form of government

and worship. Presbyterian uniformity in England was as preposterous

as Episcopal uniformity in Scotland.

The Solemn League and Covenant was weakened by the quarrel be-

tween the Presbyterians and Independents, and was virtually broken

with the destruction of the monarchy and the execution of Charles I.

(1648).' The English army put down the Covenant which the Scotch

army had set up. After the Restoration it became an object of in-

tense hatred, and was publicly burned by the common hangman in

Westminster Hall by order of Parliament (1661). Charles II., who

had twice sworn both to the Solemn League and to the National Cove-

nant as a part of his coronation oath in Scotland (June 23, 1650, and

Jan. 1, 1651), broke his oath as soon as he ascended the English throne,

and established the royal Supremacy and Episcopacy even in Presby-

terian Scotland (1662). But the Covenanters fought for the institu-

tions of their fathers with the heroic spirit of martyrdom through all

those troubled times,

'Whose memory rings through Scotland to this hour.*

THE SCOTCH KIEK.

After severe struggles Prelacy was again overthrown and Presby-

terianism j)ermanently re-established in Scotland by Parliament in

1690, though with a degree of dependence on the state which kept up a

constant irritation, and which led from time to time to new secessions.

' The Westminster Assembly, or what was left of it, sympathized with Presbyterian

Scotland in loyalty to the monarchy, and unanimously signified its desire for the King's re-

lease. Forty-seven ministers, meeting at Sion College, signed a document addressed to

Fairfax, in which they protested most earnestly in the name of religion and the Solemn League

and Coveuiint against tlie military usurj)ation and the violence intended to the Kings person.

Masson, Vol. III. p. 716 ; Stoughton, Vol. I. p. 529.
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These secessions from the Established Kirk, down to the great exodus

of the Free Church in 1843, were no new departures, but, like the sects

in Russia, returns to the old landmarks. The system of Calvinistic

Presbyterianism which the great Reformer had established in Geneva

found in Scotland a larger and more congenial field of action, and

became there more free and independent of the civil power. It

was wrought into the bone and sinew of the nation w^iich seems to be

predestinated for such a manly, sturdy, God-fearing, solid, persevering

type of Christianity, Romanism in the Highlands is only an unsub-

dued remnant of the Middle Ages, lately reinforced by Irish emi-

grants to the large cities. Episcopacy is an English exotic for Scotch-

men educated in England and associated with the English aristocracy.

The body of the people are Presbyterian to the back-bone. The dif-

ferences between the Established Kirk, the United Presbyterians, the

Free Church, and the smaller secession bodies seem insignificant to an

outside observer, and turn on questions of psalmody, patronage, and re-

lation to the civil government. The vital doctrines and principles are

held in common by all. Differences of opinion, which in other coun-

tries constitute merely theological schools or parties in one and the

same denomination, give rise in Scotland to separate ecclesiastical

organizations. The scrupulous conscientiousness and stubbornness

which clothe minor questions with the dignity and grandeur of funda-

mental principles, and are made to justify separation and schism, are the

shadow of a virtue. Scotland is an unconquerable fort of orthodox

Protestantism. In no other country and Church do we find such fidelity

and tenacity ; such unswerving devotion to the genius of the Reforma-

tion ; such union of metaphysical subtlety with religious fervor and

impetuosity ; such general interest in ecclesiastical councils and enter-

prizes ; such jealousy for the rights and self-government of the Church

;

such loyalty to a particular denomination combined with a generous

interest in Christ's kingdom at large ; such reverence for God's holy

Word and holy day, that after the hard and honest toil of the week

lights up the poorest man's cottage on ' Saturday night.'

The history of Christianity, since the days of the apostles, furnishes

no brighter chapter of heroic and successful sacrifices for the idea of

the sole headship of Christ, and the honor and independence of his

Church, fhau the Free-Church movement, whose leaders—Chalmers,

Vol. I.—Y y
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Welsh, Candlish, Cnniiiiigliam, Duncan, Fairbairn, Guthrie, Buchanan,

Ariiot—have now one by one taken tlieir place among the great and

good men of the past, but will continue to live in the memory of a

grateful people. Dr. Norman Macleod, himself one of the noblest of

Scotchmen, who was a member of the disruption Assembly of 1843,

and found it harder to stay in the Established Church as ' a restorer of

the breach' than to go out of it amid the huzzas of popular enthusiasm,

honored himself as much as Dr. Chalmers, his teacher, when he spoke

of him after his death as a man ' whose noble character, lofty enthu-

siasm, and patriotic views will rear themselves before the eyes of pos-

terity like Alpine peaks, long after the naiTow valleys which have for

a brief period divided us are lost in the far distance of past history.'

'

In securing liberty for itself, the Free Church conferred a blessing

upon the mother Church by rousing it to greater activity, and setting

in motion an acjitation which resulted in the total abolition of the Law

of Patronage by Act of Parliament (1875).

§ 91. The Scotch Catechisms.

Catechetical instruction became soon after the Reformation, and re-

mains to this day, one of the fundamental institutions of Presbyterian

Scotland, and accounts largely for the general diffusion of religious

info'-mation among the people.

The First Book of Discipline, adopted in 1560, prescribes public

catechising of the children before the people on Sunday afternoon.

The General Assembly of 1570 ordered ministers and elders to give to

all the children within tlieir parishes three courses of religious instruc-

tion— when they were nine, tw^elve, and fourteen years of age. Later

assemblies enacted similar laws, and enjoined it also upon the heads

of families to catechise their children and servants. The Assembly of

1649 renewed the act of the Assembly of 1639 'for a day of weeklie

catechising, to be constantly observed in e\ery kirk.'^

The older Catechisms, both domestic and foreign, contain the same

system of doctrine in a fresher though less logical form than the

Westminster standards, by which they were supei-seded after the middle

' Memoir of Norman Maclroi/, hy his Brother, 187G,Vol. I. p. 268 (N. Y. ed.).

' Booh of Discip/iric, ch. xi. sect, 'i ; Buifc of Universal Kirk; p. I'-'l (rcterkin's edition):

Horatius liomir, Caterhis7iis of the Scottish Rr/or/nation (I^ondon, 1 800), I'leface, p. xxxvii.
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of tlie seventeenth century. ' Our Scottish Catechisms,' says Dr. Bonar,

the hyninist, 'tliough gray with the antiquity of three centuries, are not

yet out of date. They still read well, both as to style and substance;

it would be hard to amend them, or to substitute something better in

their place. Like some of our old church-bells, they have letained for

centuries their sweetness and amplitude of tone uninipaired. It may be

questioned whether the Church has gained any thing by the exchange

of the Refoi'mation standards for those of the seventeenth century. . . .

In the Reformation we find doctrine, life, action nobly blended. Be-

tween these there was harmony, not antagonism ; for antagonism in

such cases can only arise when the parts are disproportionately min-

gled. Subsequently the balance was not preserved: the purely dog-

matical preponderated. This was an evil, yet an evil not so easily

avoided as some think ; for, as the amount of error flung upon society

increased, the necessity for encountering it increased also ; controversy

spread, dialectics rose into repute, and the dogmatical threatened to

stifle or dispossess the vital.''

FOREIGN CATECHISMS.

The Catechism of Calvin and the Palatinate or Heidelberg Cate-

chism were appi'oved by the Church of Scotland, and much used in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.^

An English edition of the former by the translators of the Geneva

Bible appeared first at Geneva, 1556, for the use of the congregation

of exiles, of which Knox was pastor, and then at Edinburgh, 1564,

The latter was printed in Edinburgh, 1591, 1615, and 1621.

NATIVE CATECHISMS.

The number of these must have been very large. King James

remarked at the Hampton Court Conference that in Scotland

every son of a good woman thought himself competent to write

a Catechism. We mention only those which had ecclesiastical sanc-

tion :

1. Two Catechisms of John Ceaig (1512-1600), an eminent minister

' L. c. p. \nii.

' See both in Dunlop's and Bonar's Collections. Comp. above, pp. 467 and 537 sq.
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at Abeideen, and then at Edinburgh.^ He was the author of the Second

Scotch Confession.^

The Larger Catechism of Craig was first printed in Edinburgh, by

Henrie Charteris, in 1581, and in London, 1589. The General Assem-

bly of 1590 indorsed it, and ordered an abridgment by tlie autlior,

which was approved and pubHshed in 1591. In this shorter form it

was generally used till superseded by the Westminster Catechism. The

author says in the Preface (dated July 20, 1581) :
' First, I have ab-

stained from all curious and hard questions ; and, next, I have brought

the questions and the answers to as few words as I could, and that for

the ease of children and common people, who can not understand nor

gather the substance of a long question or a long answer confirmed

with many reasons.' The work begins with some historical questions,

and then explains the Apostles' Creed, the Ten Commandments, and

the Lord's Prayer, and ends with the means of grace and the way of

salvation. The questions and answers are short, and of almost equal

length. We give some specimens from the larger work, which is little

known

:

First Questions,

Ques. Who made man and woman ?

Arts. The eternal God of his goodness.

Qiies. Whereof made he them ?

Ans. Of an earthly body and an heavenly spirit.

Ques. To whose image made he them ?

Ans. To his own image.

Ques. What is the image of God ?

Ans. Perfect uprightness in body and soul.

Ques. To what end were they made ?

Ans. To acknowledge and serve their Maker.

Ques. How should they have served him ?

Ans. According to his holy will.

Ques. How did they know his will ?

A71S. By his Works, Word, and Sacraments.

Ques. What liberty had they to obey his will ?

Ana. They had free will to obey and disobey.

Of the Sacraments.

Ques. What is a Sacrament?

Ans. A sensible sign and seal of God's favor offered and given to us.

' Both in Ronar, pp. 1 87-285. The Shorter Catechism is also printed in Duniop's Collec-

tion,Yo\. II. pp. 8(jr.-377.

» See p. 686 ; Calderwood, Vol. III. p. 3r>4 ; M'Crie, J. Knox, pp. 236 sqq.
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Ques. To what end are the Sacraments given ?

Ans. To nourish our faith in the promise of God.

Ques. How can sensible signs do this ?

Ans. They have this office of God, not of themselves.

Ques. How do the Sacraments differ from the Word?
Ans. They speak to the eye, and the Word to the ear.

Ques. Speak they other things than the Word ?

Ans. No, but tlie same diversely.

Ques. But the word doth teach us sufficiently ?

Ans. Yet the Sacraments with the Word do it more effectuallj.

Ques. What, then, are the Sacraments to the Word ?

Ans. They are sure and authentic seals given by God.

Ques. May the Sacraments be without the Word ?

Ans. No, for the Word is their life.

Ques. May the Word be fruitful without the Sacraments?

Ans. Yes, no doubt, but it worketh more plenteously with them.

Ques. What is the cause of that?

Ans. Because more senses are moved to the comfort of our faith.

Baptism.

Ques. What is the signification of baptism ?

Ans. Remission of our sins and regeneration.

Ques. What similitude hath baptism with remission of sins ?

Ans. As washing cleanseth the body, so Christ's blood our souls.

Ques. Wherein doth this cleansing stand?

Ans. In putting away of sin, and imputation of justice.

Ques. Wherein standeth our regeneration ?

Ans. In mortification and newness of life.

Ques. How are these things sealed up in baptism?

Ans. By laying on of water.

Ques. What doth the laying on of the water signify?

Ans. Our dying to sin and rising to righteousness.

Ques. Doth the external washing work these things ?

Ans. No, it is the work of God's Holy Spirit only.

Ques. Then the sacrament is a bare figure ?

.4ns. No, but it hath the verity joined with it.

Ques. Do all men receive these graces with the Sacraments?

.4 ns. No, but only the faithful.

The Zord^s Supper.

Ques. What signifieth the Lord's Supper to us ?

.4ns. That our souls are fed with the body and blood of Christ.

Ques. Why is this represented by bread and wine ?

.4ns. Because what the one doth to the body, the same doth the other to the soul spirituallj.

Ques. But our bodies are joined corporally with the elements, or outward signs?

Ans. Even so our souls be joined spiritually with Christ his body.

Ques. What need is there of this union with him ?

.4ns. Otherwise we can not enjoy his benefits.

Ques. Declare that in the Sacrament ?

Atis. As we see the elements given to feed our bodies, even so we see by faith Christ gave

his bodv to us to feed our souis.
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Ques. Did he not give it upon the Cross for us ?

Ans. Yes, and here he giveth the same body to be our spiritual food, which we receive and
feed on by faith.

Ques. How receive we his body and blood ?

Ans. By our own lively faith only.

Ques. What followeth ui)on this receiving by faith?

Ans. That Christ dwelleth in us, and we in him.

Ques. Then we receive only the tokens, and not his body ?

Ans. We receive his very substantial body and blood by faith.

Ques. How can that be proved ?

Ans. By the truth of his Word, and nature of a Sacrament.

Ques. But his natural body is in heaven ?

Ans. I no doubt, but yet we receive it in earth by faith.

Ques. How can that be ?

Ans. By the wonderful working of the Holy Spirit.

Caufte and Progress of Salvation.

Ques. Out of what fountain doth this our stability flow ?

Ans. Out of God's eternal and constant [unchanging] election in Christ.

Ques. By what way cometh this election to us ?

Ans. By his ettectual calling in due time.

Ques. What worketh this effectual calling in us?

Ans. The obedience of faith.

Ques. What thing doth faith work ?

Ans. Our perpetual and inseparable union with Christ.

Ques. What worketh this union with Christ?

Ans. A mutual communion with him and his graces.

Ques. What worketh tiiis communion?

Ans. Remission of sins and imputation of justice.

Ques. What worketh remission of sins and imputation of justice?

Ans. Feace of conscience and continual sanctification.

Ques. What worketh sanctification ?

A ns. The hatred of sin and love of godliness.

2. A Latin Catechism, entitled Rndimenta Pietatis and Surnfnula

CatecJiisrni, for the use of grammar schools.* It is ascribed to An-

drew Simpson, m'Iio was master of the grammar school at Perth, and

the first Protestant minister at Dnnbar. It was used in the high-

school at Edinburgh down to 1710.

Besides this, the Latin editions of the Heidelberg Catechism and

Calvin's Catechism (translated by Patrick Adamson) wei-e also in use.

3. Tlie Catechism of John Davidson, minister at Salt-Preston, ap-

proved by the Provincial Assembly of Lowthiane and Tweddale, 1599.'''

4. A metrical Catechism by the "Weddeebukns in the time of Knox.^

' In Dunlop's Collection, Vol. II. pp. 378-382, and in Bonar, pp. 289-293.

" Bonar, p. 324.

' Bonar, ft.
.'01.
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The sentiment is better than the poetry. The Reformation in Scotland,

as well as in France and Holland, called forth metrical vemons of the

Psalms, while in Germany it produced original hymns. The gospel

was sung as well as preached into the hearts of the common peoj)le.

But a Catechism is for instruction, and requires plain, clear, precise

statements for common comprehension.

VIL THE WESTMINSTER STANDARDS.

§ 92, The Puritan Conflict.
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PROTESTANTISM AND CIVIL WARS.

The Reformation has often been charged by Roman Catholic writers

with being the mother of the bloody civil wars which grew out of the

close miion of Church and State, and which devastated Europe for

more than a century. But the fault is primarily on the side of Rome.

Exclusiveness and intolerauce are fundamental principles of her creed,

and persecution her consistent practice wherever she has the power.

In Italy and Spain Protestantism was strangled in its cradle. In

Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland it was reduced to a struggling minority

by the civil sword and the Jesuit intrigues. In France it barely es-

caped annihilation in the massacre of the night of St. Bartholomew,

which the pope hailed with a Te Deum ; and after fighting its way

to the throne, and acquiring the limited toleration of the Edict of

Nantes, it was again persecuted almost to extermination by the most

Cathohc King Louis XIV. In Switzerland the war between the Cath-

olic and Reformed Cantons, in which Zwingli fell, fixed the boundaries

of the two religions on a basis of equality. Germany had to pass

through the fearful ordeal of the Thirty-Years' War, which destroyed

nearly one half of its population, but ended, in spite of the protest of

the pope, with the legal recognition of the Lutheran and Reformed

Confessions by the Treaty of Westphalia in 1648. The United Prov-

inces of Holland came out victorious from the long and bloody struggle

with the tyranny and bigotry of Spain. Scotland fought persistently

and successfully against popery and prelacy. England, after the per-

manent establishment of the Reformation under Elizabeth, was shaken

to the base by an internal conflict, not between Protestants and foreign

Romanists, but between Protestants and native Romanizers, ultra-

Protestant Puritans and semi-Catholic Churchmen.

This conflict marks the most important period in the Church history

of that island ; it called forth on both sides its deepest moral and re-

ligious forces ; it made England at last the stronghold of constitutional

liberty in Europe, and laid the foundations for a Protestant republic
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in America. The Puritans were the pioneers in this struggle in Old

England, and the fathers of New England beyond the sea. As the

blood of martyrs is the seed of the Church, so freedom is the sweet

fruit of bitter persecution.

CHAKACTEK OF PURITANISM.

Puritanism— an honorable name, etymologically and historically,

though originally given in reproach,^ like Pietism and Methodism

—

aimed at a radical purification and reconstruction of Church and State

on the sole basis of the Word of God, without regard to the traditions

of men. It was a second Reformation, as bold and earnest as the first,

but less profound and comprehensive, and more radical in its antag-

onism to the mediaeval Church. It was a revolution, and ran into the

excesses of a revolution, which called forth, by the natural law of reac-

tion, the opposite excesses of a reactionary restoration ; but it differs

from more recent revolutions by the predominance of the religious

motive and aim. The English Puritans, the Scotch Covenanters, and

the French Huguenots were alike spiritual descendants of Calvin, and

represent, with different national characteristics, the same heroic faith

and severe discipline. They were alike animated by the fear of God,

which made them strong and free. They bowed reverently before his

holy Word, but before no human authority. In their eyes God alone

was great.

The Puritans were no separate organization or sect, but the advanced

wing of the national Church of England, and at one time they became

the national Church itself, treating their opponents as Nonconformists,

as they had been treated by them before, and as they wei-e treated after-

wards in turn. Conformity and Nonconformity were relative terms,

which each party construed in its own way and for its own advantage.

The Puritan ministers were educated at Oxford and Cambridge, and

' The name Puritans (from pure^ as Catharists from Ko^apoq), or Precisians, occurs first

about 1.564 or 15(56, and was employed to brand tliose who were opposed to the use of

priestly vestments, as the cap, surplice, and the tijipet (hut not the gown, which the Puritans

and Presbyterians retained, as well as the Continental Protestant ministers). Shakspere

uses the term half a dozen times, and always reproachfully (see Clarke's Shaksp. Concordance

and Schmidt's Shaksp. Lexicon, s. v.). In the good sense, it denotes those who went back to

the purity and simplicity of apostolic Christianity in faith and morals. Keal defines a Puritan

to be ' a man of severe morals, a Calvinist in doctrine, and a Nonconformist to the ceremo-

nies and disci])line of the Church, though not totally separated from it.'
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hud bishops, deans, and professors of theology among their leaders and

syni[)athizers. Their intention was not to secede, but simply to reform

still fuither the national Church in the interest of primitive purity and

simplicity by legislative and executive sovereignty. The tyrannical

measures of the ruling party drove them to greater opposition, and a

large portion of them into complete independency and the advocacy

of toleration and freedom. But originally they were as intolerant and

exclusive as their opponents. The common eiTor of both was that they

held to a close union of Church ^and State, and aimed at one national

Church, to which all citizens must conform.

ORIGIN AND PROGRESS OF THE CONTROVERSY.

'Nonconformity,' says Thomas Fuller in his quaint and pithy way,

' was conceived in the days of King Edward, born in the reign of

Queen Mary (but beyond the sea, at Fi-ankfort-on-the-Main), nursed

and weaned in the reign of Elizabeth, grew up a youth or tall stri}>ling

under King James, and shot up under Charles I. to the full strength

and stature of a man able not only to cope with, but to conquer the

hiei'archy, its adversary.'

The open conflict between Puritanism and lligh-Churchism dates

from the closing years of the sixteenth century, but its roots may be

traced to the beginning of the Reformation, which embraced two dis-

tinct tendencies—one semi-Catholic, conservative and aristocratic; the

other anti-Catholic, radical and democratic.

The aristocratic politico - ecclesiastical movement, headed by the

monarch and the bishops, grew out of the mediaeval conflict of the

English crown and Parliament w^ith the foreign papacy, and effected

under Henry YIII. the national independence of the English Church,

and under Edward VI. a positive though limited reformation in doc-

trine and ritual.

The democratic religious movement, which sprang from the desire

of the people after salvation and unobstructed comnmnion with God

and the Bible, had its forerunners in Wycliffe and the Lollards, and

was nurtured by Tyndale's English Testament, the writings of the Con-

tinental Peformers, and the personal contact of the Marian exiles with

Bullinger and Calvin. At first it was nearly crushed under Ilemy

VIII., who would not even tolerate the circulation of the EnMish
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Bible ; but it gained considerable influence under Edward VI., passed

through a baptism of blood under Mary, and became a strong party

under Elizabeth. It included a number of bishops, pervaded the uni-

versities, and was backed by the sympathies of the common people as

they were gradually weaned from the traditions of popery.

Under Edward VI. the martyr-bishop Hooper, of Gloucester, a friend

of Bullingei-, and one of the fathers of Puritanism, opened the ritual-

istic controversy by refusing to be consecrated in the sacerdotal gar-

ments, and to take the customary episcopal oath, which included an

appeal to the saints. He was quieted by the representations of the

young king, of Bucer, and Peter Martyr, who regarded those externals

as things indifferent; but he continued to strive after 'an entire purifi-

cation of the Church from the very foundation.'

Under Queen Mary the conflict continued in the prisons and around

the fires of Smithfield, and was transferred to the Continent with the

English exiles, such as Jewel, Grindal, Sandys, Pilkington, Parkhurst,

Humphrey, Sampson,'\Vhittingham,Coverd ale, Cox.Xowel, Foxe, Horn,

and Knox. It produced an actual split in the congregation at Frank-

fort-on-the-Main. There it turned on the question of the Prayer-Book

of Edward VI., whether it should be adhered to, or reformed still fur-

ther after the model of the simpler worship of Zurich and Geneva. The

episcopal and liturgical party was led by Dr. Cox (afterwards bishop

of Ely), and formed the majority ; the Puritan party was headed by

John Knox, who was lequired to leave, and organized another congre-

gation of exiles at Geneva.

After the accession of Elizabeth both parties flocked back to their

native land, and forgot the controversy for a while in the common

zeal for the re-establishment of Protestantism. As long as the ruling

powers favored the Reformation the Puritans were satisfied, and heart-

ily co-operated in every step. Though badly treated by the proud

queen, they were to the last among her most loyal subjects, and prayed

even in their dungeons for her welfare. They overlooked her faults

for her virtues. The}' were the strongest supporters of the government

and the crown against popish plots and foreign aggression, and helped

to defeat the Spanish Armada, whose 'proud shipwrecks' were scat-

tered over ' the Korthern Ocean even to the frozen Thule.' But when

the anti-Romish current stopped, and the Church of England seemed
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to settle down in a system of compromise between Rome and Geneva,

fortified and hedged in by a cruel penal code against every dissent,

the radicals assumed an antagonistic attitude of nonconformity against

the rigorous enforcement of conformity, and stood up for tlie rights of

conscience and the progress of ecclesiastical reform.

The controversy was renewed in different ways, between Cartwright

and Whitgift, and between Travers and Hooker. In both cases the

combatants were unequally matched : Cartwright, the father of Pres-

byterianism, was a much abler man than Archbishop Whitgift, the

father of High-Church episcopacy ; while Hooker, the Master of the

Temple, far excelled Travers, the Lecturer at the Temple, in learning

and depth. Here the question was chiefly whether the Scriptures as

interpreted by private judgment, or the Scriptures as interpreted by the

fathers of the primitive Church, should be the rule of faith and dis-

cipline. With this was connected another question—whether the Ro-

man Church had lost the character of a Christian Church, and was

therefore to be wholly disowned, or whether she was still a true though

corrupt Church, with valid ordinances, coming down through an un-

broken historical succession. The Puritans advocated Scripture Chris-

tianity versus historical Christianity, Hooker historical Chi'istianity as

consistent with Scripture Christianity. But in substance of doctrine

both parties were Augustinians and Calvinists, with tliis difference, that

the Puritans were high Calvinists, the Churchmen low Calvinists.

Whitgift advocated even the Lambeth Articles, and Hooker adopted

them with some modifications. Arminianism did not make its appear-

ance in England till the close of the reign of James.

THE HAMPTON COURT CONFERENCE.

The accession of James I. (1603-1625) marks a new epoch. He was

no ordinary man. Llis learning ranged from the mystei'ies of predes-

tination to witchcraft and tobacco ; he had considerable shrewdness,

mother-wit, ready repartee, and uncommon sense, but little common-

sense, and no personal dignity nor moral courage ; he was given to

profanity, intemperance, and dissimulation. His courtiers and bishops

lauded him as the Solomon of his age, but Henry IV. of France char-

acterized him better as ' the wisest fool in Christendom.' He was

brought up in the school of Scotch Presbyteria?\ir\n, subscribed the
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Scutcli Confession, and once said of the Anglican liturgy that ' it is an

ill-said niass in English.' But the Stuart blood was in him, and when

he arrived in England he felt relieved of his tormentors, who ' pulled

his sleeve as they administered their blunt rebukes to him,' and was

delighted by the adulation of prelates who had much higher notions

of royalty than Scotch presbyters.

He lost no time in showing his true character. He answered the

famous Millenary (or Millemanus) petition, signed by nearly a thousand

Puritan ministers, and asking for the reform of certain abuses and

offenses in worship and discipline,^ by the imprisonment of ten peti-

tioners on the ground that their act tended to sedition and treason,

although it contained no demand inconsistent with the established

Church. Thus the opportunity for effecting a compromise was lost.

He agreed, however, to a Conference, which suited his ambition for the

display of his learning and wit in debate.

The Conference was held January 14, 16, and 18, 1604 (old style,

1603), at Hampton Court. The persons summoned were nine bishops,

headed by Archbishop Whitgift of Canterbury and Bishop Bancroft

of London, and eight deans, on the part of the Conformists, and four

of the most learned and moderate Puritan divines, under the lead of

Dr. John Reynolds, President of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.^ The

King himself acted both as moderator and judge, and took the leading

part in the discussion. He laid down his famous pet-principle (which

' Fuller, Vol. V. pp. 305-309. The petition was dated January 14, 1603 (old style), but

was presented April 4. The real number of isigners was only 825.
'' Fuller (Vol. V. pp. 378, 379) speaks in very high terms of Reynolds, who was so uncere-

moniously snubbed by Bishop Bancroft. He praises his memory, which was 'little less than
mitrvelous,' and 'a faithful index,' as his reason was 'a solid judex of what he read,' and his

liumility, which ' set a lustre on all ; communicative of what he knew to any that desired in-

formation herein, like a tree loaded with fruit, bowing down its branches to all that desired

to ease it of the burden thereof, deseiwing this epitaph,
'' Incertum est utrum doctior an melior.'

He associates him with Bishop Jewel and Richard Hooker, all born in Devonshire, and edu-
cated at Clorpus Christi College, and says, ' No one county in England have three such men
(contemporary at large), in what college soever they were bred : no college in England bred
such three men, in what county soever they were born.' John Reynolds was at first a zeal-

ous papist and turned an eminent protestant ; while his brother William was as earnest a
protestant, and became by their mutual disputation an inveterate papist, which gave occasioB
to the distich

:

' Quod genus hoc pugnce est ? nbi victus gaudet uterque,

Et simid alteruter se superasse dolet.'

' What war is this? wV-en conquer'd both are glad,

And hiiti"- <- 'uave conquer'd other sad.'
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he called his ' aphorism'), ' Ko bishop, no king ;' ^ and, after browbeating

the Puritans, used as his tinal argument, ' I will make them conform

themselves, or else I will harry them out of the land, or else do worse.'

Archbishop Whitgift was so profoundly impressed with the King's

theological wisdom tliat he said, 'Undoubtedly your Majesty speaks

by the special assistance of God's Spirit ;' and Bishop Bancroft, of Lon-

don (who hrst proclaimed the doctrine of a jure divino episcopacy),

thanked God on his knees that of his singular mercy he had given to

them ' such a king, as since Christ's time the like hath not been.' The

same haughty prelate rudely interrupted Dr. Reynolds, one of the most

learned men in England, saying, ' May your Majesty be pleased that the

ancient canon be remembered

—

Schismatici contra episcojpos non sunt

audiendi ; and there is another decree of a very ancient council, that

no man should be admitted to speak against that whereunto he hath

formerly subscribed. And as for you. Doctor Reynolds, and your asso-

ciates, how much are ye bound to his Majesty's clemency, permitting

you, contrai-y to the statute primo EUzahethtv, so freely to speak

against the liturgy or discipline established.'

Fuller remarks ' that the King in this famous Conference went be-

yond himself, that the Bishop of London (when not in a passion) ap-

peared even with himself, and that Dr. Reynolds fell much beneath

himself.' The Nonconformists justly complained that the King in-

vited their divines, not to have their scruples satisfied, but his pleasure

propounded—not to hear what they had to say, but to inform them

what he wonld do. Ilallam, viewing the Conference calmly from his

stand-point of constitutional history, says :
' In the accounts that we

read of this Tueeting we are alternately struck with wonder at the in-

decent and partial behavior of the King and at the baseness of the

bishops, mixed, according to the custom of servile natures, with inso-

lence toward their opponents. It was easy for a monarch and eighteen

churchmen to claim the victory, be the merits of their dispute what

they might, over four abashed and intimidated adversaries.'^

' He also said to Dr. Reynolds :
' If you aim at a .Scotch ])resbytery, it agreeth as well with

monarchy as God and the devil. Then .Jack, and Tom. and Will, and Dick shall meet and

censure me and my council. Therefore I reitei-ate my former speech, f.e roy sav'i'^era.''

' The accounts of the Hampton Court Conference are mostly derived from the jMirlial re-

port of Dr. William Barlow, Dean of Chester, who was present. It appeared in l()()4, and

again in lO.'iH. See Fuller, Vol. V. pp. 2G6-303 ; Cardwell, Hist, of Conferences, p. 121
;

Procter Hist. i,f the Book of Comvion Prayer, y. f-'8 ;
Marsden, Earbj Puritans, p. 2.">5.
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The Conference, however, had one good and most important result

—

the revision of our Enghsh Bible. The revision was suggested and

urged by Dr. Reynolds, who was subsequently appointed one of the

revisers,^ and it was ordered to be executed by King James, from

wliora it has its name.^

With all his high notions about royalty, James had not the moral

courage to carry them into full practice, and with all his high notions

about episcopacy, he had no sympathy with Arminianism, but actually

countenanced the Calvinistic Presbyterian Synod of Dort, and sent five

delegates to it, among them a bishop. In both these respects Charles

went as far beyond James as Laud went beyond Whitgift and Ban-

croft.

KING CFIARI-ES AND ARCHBISHOP LAUD.

The antagonism was intensified and brought to a bloody issue under

Charles I. (1625-1649) and William Laud. They belong to the most

lauded and the most abused persons in history, and have been set down

by opposite partisans among the saints and among the monsters. They

were neither. They were good men in private life, but bad men in

public. They might have been as respected and useful in a humble

station, or in another age or country, as they were hateful and hurtful

* He was assigned to the company which was charged with the translation of the writings

of the greater and lesser Prophets. But he died in 1607, before the completion of the work.

' The discussion bearing upon this subject is likewise characteristic of the King, the Bishop,

and the Puritan, and may be added here (from Fuller, Vol. V. pp. 284, 285)

:

'•Dr. Reynolds. "May your Majesty be pleased that the Bible be new translated, such as

are extant not answering the original." And he instanced in three particulars

:

In the Original. Ill Translated.

' Gal. iv. 25. oro-Toixe''- Bordeieth.
Psalm cv. 28. They were not disobedient. They were not obedient.
Psalm cvi. 30. Phinehas executed judgment. Phinehas prayed.

' Bishop of London. '
' If every man's humor might be followed, there would be no end of

translating."

'His Majesty. "I profess I could never yet see a Bible well translated in English ; but I

think that of all, that of Geneva is the worst. I wish some special pains were taken for an
uniform translation ; which should be done by the best learned in both universities, then re-

vie«ed by the bishops, presented to the privy council, lastly ratified by royal authority to be
read in the whole Church, and no other."

' Bishop of London. " But it is fit that no marginal notes should be added thereunto."
'//is Majesty. "That caveat is well put in ; for in the Geneva translation some notes are

partial, untrue, seditious, and savoring of traitorous conceits : as when, from Exodus i. 19,

disobedience to kings is allowed in a marginal note; and, 2 Chron. xv. 16, King Asa taxed
in tiie note for only deposing his mother for idolatry, and not killing her. To conclude this

point, let errors in matters of faith be amended, and indifferent things be interpreted, and a
gloss added unto them ; for, as Bartolus de Regno saith. ' Better a king with some weakness
than still a change;' so rather a Church with some faults than an innovation. And surely,

if these were the greatest matters that grieved you, I need not have been troubled with such
importunaie complaints.

"

'
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at the lielm of government in Protestant England. It was their mis-

fortune rather than tlieir crime that they were utterly at war with the

progressive spirit of their age. Both were learned, cultuied, devout

gentlemen and churchmen, but narrow, pedantic, reactionary, haughty

aristocrats. The one was constitutionally a tyrant, the other constitu-

tionally a pope or an inquisitor-general. They fairly represented in

congenial alliance the principle and practice of political and ecclesi-

astical absolutism, and the sovereign contempt for the rights of the

people, whose sole duty in their opinion was passive obedience. King-

craft and priestcraft based upon divine right was their common shib-

boleth. By their suicidal follies they destroyed the very system \\ hich

they so long defended with a rod of iron, and thus they became the

benefactors of Protestantism, which they labored to destroy. Both

died as martyrs of despotism, and their last days were their best.

' Nothing in life became them as the leaving it.'

Charles wanted to rule without a Parliament ; he did so, in fact, for

moi'e than eleven years, and the four Parliaments which he was com-

pelled to convoke he soon arbitrarily dissolved (1625, 1626, 1629, and

1640). He preferred ship-money to legal taxation. He made himself

intolerable by his duplicity and treachery. 'Faithlessness was the

chief cause of his disasters, and is the chief stain on his memory. He
was in truth impelled by an incurable propensity to dark and crooked

ways. It may seem strange that his conscience, which on occasions of

little moment was sufficiently sensitive, should never have I'eproached

him with this great vice. But there is reason to believe that he was

perfidious, not only from constitution and from habit, but also on prin-

ciple. He seems to have learned from theologians whom he most es-

teemed that between him and his subjects there could be nothing of

the nature of mutual contract; and that he could not, even if he would,

divest himself of his despotic authoiity ,' and that in every promise

which he made there was an implied reser\ation that such promise

might be broken in case of necessity, and that of the necessity he was

the sole judge.''

* Macaulay, chap. i. p. 65 (Boston ed.). I add tlie admirable descriinion of Charles by

Mrs. Lucy Hutchinson, in the Memoirs of her husband (Bolin's ed. )). SI): * King Charles

was temperate, chaste, and serious ; so that the fools and bawds, mimics and cntnniites, of the

former court, grew out of fashion ; and tiie nobility and courtiers, who did not (|uite abandon

their debaucheries, yet so reverenced the king as to retire into corners to practice them.
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William Laud ^ rose, like Cardinal Wolsey, by his abilities and the

royal favor from humble origin to the higliest positions in Church and

State. He began his career of innovation early at Oxford, and asserted

in his exercise for the degree of Bachelor of Divinity (1604) the abso-

lute necessity of baptism for salvation, and the necessity of diocesan

episcopacy, not only for the well-being, but for the very existence of

the Church. This position exposed him to the charge of heresy, and

jio one would speak to him in the street. Under James he was kept

back,2 but under Charles he rose rapidly, and after the death of Abbot,

Men of learning and ingenuity in all arts were in esteem, and received encouragement from the

king, who was a most excellent judge and a great lover of paintings, carvings, gravings, and

many other ingenuities, less offensive than the bawdry and profane abusive wit which was the

only exercise of the other court. But, as in the primitive times, it is observed that the best

emperors were some of them stirred up by Satan to be the bitterest persecutors of the Church,

so this king was a worse encroacher upon the civil and spiritual liberties of his people by far

than his father. He married a Papist, a French lady, of a haughty spirit, and a great wit

and beauty, to whom he became a most uxorious husband. By this means the court was

replenished with Papists, and many who hoped to advance themselves by the change turned

to that religion. All the Papists in the kingdom were favored, and, by the king's example,

matched into the best families ; the Puritans were more than ever discountenanced and per-

secuted, insomuch that many of them chose to abandon their native country, and leave their

dearest relations, to retire into any foreign soil or plantation where they might, amidst alJ

outward inconveniences, enjoy the free e.xercise of God's worship. Such as could not flee

were tormented in the bishops' courts, fined, whipped, pilloried, imprisoned, and suffered to

enjoy no rest, so that death was better than life to them ; and notwithstanding their patient

sufferance of all these things, yet was not the king satisfied till the whole land was reduced

to perfect slavery. The example of the French king was propounded to him, and he thought

himself no monarch so long as his will was confined to the bounds of any law ; but knowing

that the people of England were not pliable to an arbitrary rule, he plotted to subdue them to

his yoke by a foreign force, and till he could effect it, made no conscience of granting any

thing to the people, which he resolved should not oblige him longer than it served his turn

;

for he was a prince that had nothing of faith or truth, justice or generosity, in him. He was

the most obstinate person in his self-will that ever was, and so bent upon being an absolute,

uncontrollable sovereign that he was resolved either to be such a king or none. His firm

adherence to prelacy was not for conscience of one religion more than another, for it was his

principle that an honest man might be saved in any profession ; but he had a mistaken prin-

ciple that kingly government in the State could not stand without episcopal government in

the I 'hurch ; and, therefore, as the bishops flattered him with preaching up his sovereign pre-

rogative, and inveighing against the Puritans as factious and disloyal, so he protected them in

their pomp and pride, and insolent practices against all the godly and sober people of the land.'

' Born at Heading, Oct. 7, 1573; ordained 1601 ; Bishop of St. David's, 1621 ; of Bath

and Wells, 1626 ; of London, 1628 ; Chancellor of Oxford University, 1630 ; Archbishop of

Canterbury, 1633; impeached of high-treason, 1641 ; beheaded Jan. 10, 1645.

' 'Because,' as King James said, in keen discernment of his character, 'he hath a restless

spirit, and can not see when matters are well, but loves to toss and change, and to bring

things to a pitch of reformation, floating in his own brain, which may endanger the steadfast-

ness of that which is in a good pass.' He restrained his early plans ' to make that stubborn

[Scotch] Kirk stoop to the English pattern,' for ' he knows nut the sf^mach of that people.'

Vol. 1.—Z l
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who was a Puritan, he succeeded him in the primacy of the English

Church. When he ci'ossed tlie Thames to take possession of Lambeth,

he met with an ominous accident, which lie relates in his Diary (Sept.

18, 1633). The overloaded ferry-boat upset, and his toach sank to the

bottom of the river, but he was saved as s^ water, and 'lost neither

man nor horse.'

Laud was of small stature' and narrow mind, but strong will and

working-power, hot and iiascible in temper, ungracious and unpopular

in manner, ignorant of human nature, a zealous ritualist, a pedantic

disciplinarian, and an overbearing priest. He was indefatigable and

punctilious in the discharge of his innumerable duties as archbishop

and prime minister, member of the courts of Star-Cliamber and High-

Commission, of the committee of trade, the foreign committee, and as

lord of the treasury. He was for a number of years almost omnip-

otent and omnipresent in three kingdoms, looking after every ap-

pointment and every executive detail in Church and State,'

His chief zeal was directed to the establishment of absolute outward

uniformity in religion as he understood it, without regard to the rights

of conscience and private judgment. His religion consisted of High-

Church Episcopalianism aiid Arminianism in the nearest possible ap-

proach to Rome, which he admired and loved, and the furthest possi-

ble distance from Geneva, which he hated and abhorred.^ But while

Arminianism in Holland was a protestant growth, and identified with

the cause of liberal progress, Laud made it sul)servient to his in-

tolerant High-Churchism, and liked it for its affinity with the Semi-

pelagianism of the Greek fathers. To enforce this Senu'pelagian

High-Churchism, and to secure absolute unifoiniity in the outward

service of God in the three kingdoms, was the highest aim of his ad

ministration, to which he bent every energy. He could not conceive

spiritual unity without external uniformity. This was his fundamental

erroi'. In a charactei'istic sermon which lie preached at AVestminster

before Parliament, March 17, 1628, on unity in Church and State (Eph.

' He was called ' the little Arelibishop.'

' ' His influence extended every where, over ever\' body, and every thing, small as well as

^reat— like the trunk of an elejiliant, as well suited to pick up a pin as to tear down a tree.'

—Srougliton, Vol. I. p. ?>.\.

' I must add, however, that in liis book against Fisher the Jesuit there are a few favorable

illusions to Calvin as a theologian, especially to his docuine of the spiritual real presence.
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iv. 3), he says: 'Unity of any kind will do much good ; but the best

is t-afest, and that is unity of the Spirit. . . . The way to keep unity

both in Church and State is for the governors to carry a watchful eye

o\er all such as are discovered or feared to have private ends. . . .

Provide for the keeping of unity, and . . . God will bless you with

the success of thi*D day. For this day, the seventeenth of March, Ju-

lius Caesar overthrew Sextus Pompeius. . . . And this very day, too,

Frederick II. entered Jerusalem, and recovered whatsoever Saladin

had taken from the Cliristians. But I must tell you, these emperors

and their forces were great keepers of unity.' ^

In the same year he caused the Royal Declaration to be added to

the Thirty-nine Articles to check their Calvinistic interpretation.^

From the same moti\e he displaced, through the agency of Wentwortli

and Bramhall, the Calvinistic Irish Articles, and neutralized the influ-

ence of Archbishop Ussher in Ireland. But the height of his folly,

and the beginning of his fall, was the enforcement of his episcopal and

ritualistic scheme upon Presbyterian Scotland in criminal defiance of

the will of the people and the law of the land. This brought on the

Scotch Covenant and hastened the Civil War.

In England he filled all vacancies with Churchmen and Arminians

of his own stamp. He kept (as he himself informs us in his Diary) a

ledger for the guidance of his royal master in the distribution of pat-

ronage : those marked by the letter O (Orthodox) were recommended

to all favors, those marked P (Puritans) were excluded from all favors.

Bishop Morely, on being asked what the Arminians held, wittily and

truthfully replied, ' The best bishoprics and deaneries in England.' He
expelled or silenced the Puritans, and shut up every unauthorized

meeting-house. ' Even the devotions of private families could not es-

cape the vigilance of his spies.' In his eyes the Puritans were but a

miserable ' fraction ' of fanatics and rebels, a public nuisance which

must be crushed at any price. He made the congregations of Fren(;h

and Dutch refugees conform or leave the land, and forbade the En-

glish ambassador in Paris to attend the service of the Huguenots.

He restrained the press and the importation of foreign books, especially

WovH ;OxT. 1847), Vok. i. pp. 161, 167, 180, 181.

* That Laud is the author of this Declaration was charged by Prynne, and is proved by

the Ojcfard editor of his Works, Vol. L pp. 153 sq. Comp. above, p. 617.
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the favorite Geneva translation of the Bible prepared by the Marian

exiles. He stopped several ships in the Thames which were to carry

persecuted and disheartened Puritans to New England, and thus tried

to prevent Providence from writing the American chapter in history.

In this way Oliver Cromwell is said to have been kept at home, that

in due time he might overthrow the monarchy.

With equal rigor Land enforced his ritualism, which was to him not

only a desirable matter of taste and propriety, but also an essential ele-

ment of reverence and piety. He took special care and showed great

liberality for the restoration of cathedrals and the full cathedral service

with the most pompous ceremonial ; he made it a point of vital im-

portance that the communion-tables be removed from the centi-e of the

church to the east end of the chancel, elevated above the level of the

pavement, placed altar-ways, railed in, and approached always with the

prescribed bows and genuflexions.' He called the altar ' the greatest

place of God's residence on earth,' and magnified it above the pulpit,

because on the altar was Christ's body, which was more than his Woid
;

but he denied the charge of transubstantiation. He introduced pict-

ures, images, crucifixes, candles, and brought out every worn-out relic

from the ecclesiastical wardrobe of the Middle Ages. Being himself

unmarried, he preferred celibates in the priesthood. In the University

of Oxford, to wdiich he was a munificent benefactor, he was addressed

as His Holiness, and Most Holy Father.

No wonder that he w^as charged with the intention to reintroduce

popery into England. The popular mind, especially in times of ex-

citement, takes no notice of minor shades of distinction, and knoM's only

friend and foe. Laud, no doubt, did the pope's work effectually, but

he did it unintentionally. He loved the Roman Church much better

than the Protestant sects, but he loved the Anglican Church nioie.

He once dreamed, as he tells us, ' that he was reconciled to the Church

• lie informed the king of ' a very ill accident which happened at Taplow, by reason of not

having the communion-tahle railed in, that it might be kept from profanations. For in the

sermon time a dog came to the table and took the loaf of bread prepared for the Holy Sacra-

ment in his mouth, and ran away with it. Some of the parishioners took the same fiom the

dog and set it again on the table. After sermon the minister could not think fit to conse-

crate this bread, and other fit for the Sacrament was not to be had in that town, so there was

no Communion.'— IFoj'Z-.s, Vol. V. ]> ?,C,7. This brings to mind the grave and curious dis-

putes of the mediaeval schoolmen on the question what effect the consecrated wafer would

have upon a mouse or a rat.
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of Rome,' but was much troubled by it.^ He was twice offered, by

6unie unnamed agent, a cardinal's hat, but promptly declined it.^ He
preferred to be an independent pope in England, and aped the Roman
original as well as he could, with more or less sliow of real or imaginary

opposition that springs from rivalry and affinity. Neal says that he was

not ' an absolute papist,' but ' ambitious of being the sovereign patriarch

of three kingdoms.'^ From his 'Conference' with Fisher the Jesuit,

which is by far his ablest and most learned performance, it is very evi-

dent that he differed from Rome on several points of doctrine and

practice, such as the invocation of Mary and the saints, the worship of

images, ti-ansubstantiation, the sacrifice of the mass, works of superei'o-

gation, the temporal power of the pope, and the infallibility of coun-

cils; and that his mind, though clear and acute, was not svifficiently

logical to admit the ultimate conclusions of some of his own premises.*

He regarded the Reformation merely as an incident in the history of

the English Church, and rejected only such doctrines of Romanism

as he was unable to find in the Bible and the early fathers. In

his long and manly defense before the House of Lords he claimed to

» Diary, March 8, 1626 {Works,Yo\. III. p. 201).

' He relates, in his Diary, Aug. 4, 1633 (on the day of Archbishop Abbot's death), that

'there came one to me, seriously, . . . and offered me to be a Cardinal. I went presently

to the King and acquainted him both with the thing and the person.' On the 17th of August,

having in the mean time (Aug. 6) been appointed Archbishop of Canterbury, he had a second

offer of a red hat, and again answered ' tliat something dwelt within him which would

not suffer that till Rome were other than it is' {Works,Yo\. III. p. 219). In his Marginal

Notes on Prynne's Breviate (p. 266), he adds tliat his 'conscience' also went against this.

But it is by no means certain or even probable that the pope himself (as Fuller states without

proof) authorized such an off'er. It maj' have been a trap laid for Laud on the eve of his

elevation to the primacy. Lingard, the Roman Catholic historian of England, says that

Laud was 'in bad repute in Rome' (Vol. X. p. 139), and Dean Hook, his Anglo-Catholic

biographer, asserts that lie was ' dreaded and hated at Rome,' and that his death was greeted

there with joy {Life of L. p. 2153). Lingard adds, however, that ' in the solitude of his cell,

and with the prospect of the block before his eyes, Laud began to think more favorably of the

Catholic [Roman] Church,' and he shows that Rosetti inquired of Cardinal Barberini whether,

if Laud should escape from the Tower, the pope would afford him an asylum in Rome with a

pension of 1000 crowns. But this is inconsistent with Laud's last defense. He was then

over seventy, and anxious to die.

=* Hist, of the Puritans, Vol. I. p. 280.

* The Conference with Fisher (w hose real name was Piersey or Percy) took place, by com-

mand and in the presence of King James, May 24, 1 622, and was edited, with final corrections

and additions, by Laud himself in 1689. It was republished 1673 and 1686, and by the Ox-

ford University Press 1839, with an Introduction by Edward Cardwell. It is also included

in Vol. II. of the Oxf. ed. of his Works. Laud thought that his way of defense was the only

one by which the Church of England could justify her separation from the Church of Rome.

He bequeathed £100 for a Latin translation of this book.
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have converted several persons (Chillingwortli among them) from

popery, but frankly admitted that ' the Roman Church never erred in

fundamentals, for fundamentals are in the Creed, and she denies it not.

Were she not a true Church, it were hard with the Church of England,

since from her the English bishops deri\e their apostolic succession.

She is, therefoi'e, a true but not an orthodox Church. Salvation may

be found in her communion; and her religion and ours are one in the

great essentials. I am not bound to belie\e each detached phrase in

the Homilies, and I do not think they assert the pope to be Antichrist;

yet it can not be proved that I ever denied him to be so. As to the

charge of unchurching foreign Protestants, I certainly said generally,

according to St. Jerome, " No bishop, no Church;" and the preface of

the book of ordination sets forth that the three orders came from the

apostles.' In his last will and testament he says :
' For my faith, I die

as I have lived, in the true orthodox profession of the Catholic faith of

Christ, foreshadowed by the prophets and preached to the world by

Christ himself, his blessed apostles, and their successors; and a true

member of his Catholic Church within the communion of a living part

thereof, the present Church of England, as it stands established by law.'

In one word. Laud was a typical Anglo-Catholic, who unchurched

all non-episcopal Churches, and regarded the Anglican Church as an

independent sister of the Latin and Greek communions, and as the

guardian of the whole truth as against the ' sects,' and of nothing but

the truth as against Rome. The Anglo-Catholicism of the nineteenth

century is simply a revival of Laud's system divested of its hateful

tyranny and political ambition and entanglements. Dr. Pusey, the

father of modern Anglo-Catholicism, is superior to Archbishop Laud

in learning, spirituality and charity, but in their theology and logic

there is no difference.

' The Works of Laud embrace five volumes in the Oxford 'Library of Anglo-Catholic The-

ology.' His seven sermons preached on great state occasions abound with his high notions

of royalty, episcopacy, and uniformity, but do not rise above mediocrity. His Diary— the

chief source of his autobiography—though not 'contemptible' ("s Hallam characterizes it),

is drv and j)edantic, and notices trifling incidents as important occurrences, e. 9., the bad state

of the weather, his numerous drenms, the marriage of K. C. with a minister's widow, the par-

ticular posture of the Elector of the Palatinate at communion 'uiion a stool by the wall befoie

the traverse, and with another and a cushion before him to kneel at' (Dec. 2"), KJSf)), and his

unfortunate affairs with ' E. B.' (of which he deeply repented ; see his JJevnt. Vol. IIL p. .SI ).

His Devotions are mnde up mostly of passages of the Psalms and the fjithers, and reveal the

best side of his private character. His last prayer, as he kneeled by the block to receive the
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THE STAR-CHAMBER AND THE HIGH-COMMISSION COURT.

The two chief instruineiits of this rojal episcopal tyranny were the

Star-Cliainber and the High-Commission Court—two kinds of inquisi-

tion—the first pohtical, the second ecclesiastical, with an unlimited

jurisdiction over all sorts of misdemeanors, and with the power to in-

flict the penalties of deprivation, imprisonment, fines, whi})ping, brand-

iiio:, cutting ears, and slittinij; noses.

Freedom of speech and the press, which is now among the funda-

mental and inalienable rights of every Anglo-Saxon citizen, was pun-

ished as a crime against society. Prynne, a graduate of Oxford, and a

learned barrister of Lincoln's Inn, who published an unreadable book

{Histrio-Mastix, the Players' Scoui'ge, or Aeturs' Tragedie, divided

into Two Parts) against theatres, masquerades, dancing, and women

actors, with reflections upon the frivolities of the queen, was condemned

by the Star-Chamber to be expelled from Oxford and Lincoln's Inn,

to be fined £5000, to stand in the pillory at Westminster and Cheap-

side, to have his ears cut off, his cheeks and forehead branded with

hot irons, and to be imprisoned for life. His huge quarto volume of

1006 pages, with quotations from as many authors, was burned under

his nose, so that he was nearly sufl^ocated with the smoke. Leighton,

a Scotchman (father of the saintly archbishop), Bastwick, a learned

fatal stroke, is the crown of his prayers, and worth quoting :
' Lord, I am coming as fast as I

can. I know I must pass through the shadow of death before I can come to see Thee. But
it is but umbra mortis, a mere shadow of death, a little darkness upon nature; but Thou, by

Thy merits and passion, hast broken through the jaws of death. So, Lord, receive my soul,

and have mercy upon me ; and bless this kingdom with peace and plenty, and with brotherly

love and charity, that there may not be this effusion of Christian blood amongst them, for

Jesus Christ His sake, if it be Thy will.' The opinions on Laud are mostly tinctured by

party spirit. His friend Clarendon says, ' His learning, piety, and virtue have been attained

by very few, and the greatest of his infiimities are common to all, even the best of men.'

Prynne, who lost his two ears by Laud's influence, calls him the most execrable traitor and

apostate that the English soil ever bred ('Canterbury's Doome'). His biographers, Peter

Heylin {Cy/irianus Anglicdnus, Lond. 1671), John Parker Lawson {The Life and Times of
William Laud, Lond. 1829, 2 vols.), and Dr. Hook (in the Lives of the Archbishops of Can-

terbury, Vol. XI. Lond. 187.")), are vindicators of his character and policy. May, Hallam,

Macaulay, Lingard, Green, Hausser, and Stoughton (Vol. I. pp. 402 sq.) condemn his public

acts, but give him credit for his private virtues. May {History of Parliament, approvingly

quoted by Hallam, chap. viii. Cliarles I.) says: 'Laud was of an active, or, rather, of a rest-

'.ess mind : more ambitious to undertake than politic to carry on ; of a disposition too fierce

and cruel for his coat. He had few vulgar and private vices, as being neither taxed of cov-

etousness, intemperance, nor incontinence ; and, in a word, a man not altogether so bad in his

personal character as unfit for the state of England.'
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physician, and Henry Burton, a B.D. of Oxford, and rector of a (church

in London, wei-e treated with similar cruelty for abusing in printed

pamphlets the established hierarchy. No doubt their language was

violent and coarse,' but torture and mutilation are barbarous and re-

volting. And yet Laud not only thanked the lords of the Star-Chara-

ber for their 'just and honorable sentence upon these men,' but re-

gretted, in a letter to Sti-afford, that he could not resort to more

'thorough' measures.

THE CIVIL WAR AND THE COMMONWEALTH.

The excesses of despotism, sacerdotalism, ceremonialism, intolerance,

and cruelty exhausted at last the patience of a noble, freedom-loving

pe()})U', and kindled the blazing war-torch which burned to the ground

the throne and the temple. The indignant nation rose in its majesty,

and asserted its inherent and constitutional rights.

The storm burst forth from the North. The Scots compelled the

King to abandon his schemes of innovation, and to admit that prelacy

was contrary to Scripture. In England the memorable Long Parlia-

ment organized the opposition, and assumed the defense of constitu-

tional liberty against royal absolutism. It met Nov. 3, 1640, and con-

tinued till April 20, 1653, when it was dissolved by Cromwell to give

way to military despotism. The war between the Parliament and

the King broke out in August, 1642. For several months the Cav-

aliers fought more bravely and successfully than the undisciplined

forces of the Roundheads; but the fortunes of war changed when

01i\er Cromwell, a country gentleman, bred to peaceful pursuits, ap-

peared at the head of his Ironsides, whom he selected from the ranks

of the Pui-itans. It was an army such as England never saw before

or since—an army which feared God and hated the pope ; which be-

lieved in the divine decrees and practiced perseverance of saints; which

fought for religion; which allowed no oath, no drunkenness, no gam-

' Burton called the bishops stpp-f-Mhers, ca/er-ijillivrs, limhs of the beast, blind watchmen,
dumb (logs, new Babel-builders, aiiticliristiaii mnshriiin|)S, etc. I'rvnuc called them 'silk

and satin divines,' and said that 'Christ himself was a Puritan, aiul that, therefore, all men
should become Puritans. ' But their opponents could be equally abusive. Lord Cottington,

one of Prynne's judj,'es, said that, in writing tlie Ilis/rio-Mastir, 'either the devil had as-

sisted I'rynne or I'rynne the devil.' Another judge, the Earl of Dorset, called him omnium
'naloruin Tuquisshiiujii.
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bliiii; ill the camp; wliich sacredly respected private property and the

hoiiui- of woman ; wliich went praying and psalm-singing into the field

of battle, and never returned fi-oin it without the laui'els of victory.

And when these warriuis were disbanded at the Restoration, the}' as-

tonished the I'oyalists by quietly taking their place among the most

industrious, thrifty, and useful citizens.^

During the reign of the Long Parliament the Star-Chamber and

the High -Commission Court were ignominiously and forever swept

out of existence amid the execrations of the people. The episcopal

hierarchy and the Liturgy were overthrown (Sept. 10, 1642) ; about

two thousand royalist ministers, many of them noted for incapacity,

idleness, and immorality, others highly distinguished for scholarship

and piety— as Hammond, Sanderson, Pocock, Byron Walton, Hall,

Prideaux, Pearson—were ejected as royalists from their benefices and

given over to poverty and misery, though one fifth of the revenues

of the sequestered livings was reserved for the sufPerers,^ This sum-

mary and cruel act provoked retaliation, which in due time came wath

increased severity. The leaders of despotism—the Earl of Strafford

(May 12, 1641), Archbishop Laud (Jan. 10, 1645), and at last the King

himself (Jan. 30, 1649)—were condemned to death on the block, and

thus surrounded by the halo of martyrdom. Their blood was the

seed of the Restoration. The execution of Charles especially was in

the eyes of the great majority of the English and Scotch people a

crime and a blunder, and set in motion the reaction in favor of mon-

archy and episcopacy.

At first, however, Cromwell's genius and resolution crushed every

opposition in England, Ireland, and Scotland. On the ruins of the

monarchy and of Parliament itself he raised a military government

which inspired respect and fear at home and abroad, and raised En-

gland to the front rank of Protestant powers, but which created no

affection and love except among his invincible army. The man of

blood and iron, the ablest ruler that England ever had, died at the

» One of the noblest specimens of a Puritan officer was Col. Hutchinson, M'hose char-

acter and life have been so admirably described by his widow (pp. 24 sqq. Bohn's ed.).

=* Comp. Marsden, The Later Puritans, pp. 40 sqq. Baxter himself allows that ' some able,

godly preachers were cast out for the war alone.' Among these was also the excellent Thomas

Fuller, the author of the incomparable books on Church History and the Worthies of Ew
glavd, although in the days of Laud he had been stigmatized as a Puritan in doctrine.
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hoight of liis power, on the anniversary of his victories at Dunbar an^

Wontester (Sept. 3), and was buried with great pomp among the le-

gitimate kings of England iu Westminster Abbey (Nov. 23, 1658).'

THE KESTORATION.

The Puritan Commonwealth was but a brilliant military episode,

and died with its founder. Ilis son Richard, amiable, good-natured,

weak and incompetent, succeeded him without opposition, but resigned

a few months after (April 22, 1659). The army, which under its great

commander had ruled the divided nation, was now divided, while the

national sentiment in the three kingdoms became united, and demand-

ed the restoration of the old dynasty as the safest way to escape the

dangers of military despotism. Puritanism represented only a minor-

ity of the English people, and the majority of this minority were

royalists. The Presbyterians, who were in the saddle during the in-

terregnum, were specially active for the unconditional recall of the

treacherous Stuarts. The event was brought al)Out by the cautious

' On his last days and utterances, see the Mercurius Politirus for Sept. 2-9, 1C58, and Stough-

ton. The Church of the Commnmcedllh, y 7^ I. MiicniiLiy ]i:iys the following tribute to Crom-

well's foi'eign policy :
' The Protector's foreign policy ;it i he Mtme time extorted the ungracious

approbation of those who most detested him. The Cavaliers could scarcely refrain from

wishing that one who had done so much to raise the fame of the nation had been a legitimate

king; and the Republicans were foiced to own that tlie tyrant suffered none but himself to

wrong his country, and that, if he had robbed her of liberty, he had at least given her glory

in exchange. After half a century, during which England had been of scarcely more weight

in European politics than Venice or Saxony, she at once became the most formidable power

in the world, dictated terms of peace to the United Provinces, avenged the common injuries

of Christendom on the pirates of Barbary, vanquished the Sj)aniards by land and sea, seized

one of the finest West India islands, and acquired (jn the Flemish coast a fortress which con-

soled the national pride for the loss of Calais. She was su)>reme on the ocean. She was the

head of the Protestant interest. All the Reformed Churches scattered over Roman Catholic

kingdoms acknowledged Cromwell as their guardian. The Huguenots of Languedoc the

shepherds who, in the hamlets of the Alps, professed a Protestantism older than that of Migs-

burg. were secured from oppression by the mere terror of that great name. The pope him-

self was forced to jn-each humanity and moderittion to popish princes. For a voice which

seldom threatened in vain had declared that, unless favor weie shown to the people of God,

the English guns sliould be heard in the Castle of Saint Angelo. In truth, there was nothing

which (-romwell had, for his own sake and that of his family, so much reason to desire as a

general religious war in Eurof)e. In such a war he must have been the captain of the Prot-

estant armies. The heart of England would have been with him. His victories would have

been hailed with a unanimous enthusiasm unknown in the country since the rout of the Ar-

mada, and would have effaced the stain which one act, condemned by the general voice of the

nation, has left on his splendid fame. Unhappily for him. he had no opportunity of display-

ing his admiral)le military talents except against the inhabitants of the British Isles.'

—

His-

tory of England, ch. i. Carlyle says that Cromwell was the best thing that England eve>- did-
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and dexterous management of General Monk, a man of expediency,

who had successively served under Charles I. and Cromwell, and wor-

shiped with Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Independents, and at last

returned to the Episcopal Church. Charles II., ' who never said a fool-

ish thing, and never did a wise one,' was received with such general en-

thusiasm on his triumphal march from Dover to London that he won-

dered where his enemies were, or whether he e\er had any. The revo-

lution of national sentiment was complete. The people seemed as happy

as a set of unruly children released from the discipline of the school.'

rhe restoration of the monarchy was followed by the restoration of

Episcopacy and the Liturgy wuth an exclnsiveness that did not belong

to it before. The Savoy Conference between twenty-one Episcopalians

and an eqnal number of Presbyterians (April 15 till July 25, 1661)

utterly failed, and left both parties more exasperated and irrecon-

cilable than before. The Churchmen, once more masters of the situa-

tion, refused to make any concessions and changes.^ Thus another op-

portunity of comprehension was lost. In the revision of the Liturgy,

which was completed by Convocation at the close of the same year

(Dec, 1661), approved by the King, and ratified by Act of Parliament

(April, 1662), not the shghtest regard was paid to Presbyterian objec-

tions, reasonal.'le or unreasonable, although about six hundred altera-

tions were made; on the contrary, all the ritualistic and sacerdotal

features complained of were retained and even increased.^ The Act

1 ' Almost all the gentry of all parts went—some to fetch him over, some to meet him at

the sea-side, some to fetch him into London, into which he entered on the 29tii day of May,

with a universal joy and triumi»h, even to his own amazement; who, when he saw all the

nobility and gentry of the land flowing in to him, asked where were his enemies. For he saw

nothing but prostrates, expressing all the love that could make a ])rince happy. Indeed, it

was a wonder in that day to see the mutability of some, and the hypocrisy of others, and the

servile flattery of all. Monk, like his better genius, conducted him and was adored like one

that had brought all the glory and felicity of mankind home with tliis prince.'

—

Memoirs of

the Life of Col. Hutchinson., p. 402.

' The fullest account of the conference held in the Savoy Hospital, London, is given by

Baxter, who was a member, in his Autobiography. Comp. Neal, Cardwell, Stoughton

{Restor. VoL I. p. 157), Hallam (t'h. XL Charles II.), and Procter {U,story of the Book of

Common Prayer, p. 113). Hallam casts the chief blame on the Churchmen, who had it in

their power to heal the division and to retain or to ex[)el a vast number of worthy clergy-

men. But both parties lacked the right temjier, and smarted under the fresh recollection of

past grievances. Baxter embodied the changes desired by the Puritans in his Liturgy, the

hasty work of a fortnight, which was never used, but repiiblislied iiy I'.uf. -Shields of Piince-

ton, Philadelphia, 1 ^iM

.

^ Procter (^p. Ill): •^L,me changes were made, in order to avoid the apj^earance of favoring
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of Uiiifoniiity, which received the royal assent May 19, 1662, and too>

effect on the ominous St. Bartholomew's Day, Aug. 24, 1662 (involun-

tarily calHng to mind the massacre of the Huguenots), required not

only from ministers, but also from all schoolmasters, absolute con-

formity to the revised Liturgy and episcopal ordination, or reordina-

tion. By this cruel act more than two thousand Puritan rectors and

vicars—that is, about one fifth of the English clergy, including such men

as Baxter, Howe, Poole, Owen, Goodwin, Bates, Man ton, Caryl—were

ejected and exposed to poverty, public insult, lines, and imprisonment

for no other crime than obeying God rather than men. A proposition

in the House of Commons to allow these heroes of conscience one fifth

of their income, as the Long Parliament had done in the removal of

royalist clergymen, was lost by a vote of ninety-four to eighty-seven.'

Even the dead were not spared by the spirit of ' mean revenge.'

The magnates of the Commonwealth, twenty-one in number (includ-

ing Dr. Twisse, the Prolocutor of the Westminster Assembly), who had

been buried in Westminster Abbey since 1641, were exhumed and

reinterred in a pit (Sept. 12, 1661). Seven only were exempt; among

them Archbishop Ussher, who had been buried there at Cromwell's

express desire, and at a cost of £200 paid by him. Cromwell him-

the Presbyterian form of Church government ; thus, church, or people, was substituted for

congregation, and ministers in for of the congregation; priests and deacons were especially

named instead of pastors and ministers.'' The Apocryphal lessons were retained, and the

legend of Bel and the Dragon (omitted in 1604) was again introduced in the Calendar of

Daily Lessons, to show contempt for the Puritan scruples. In the Litany the words ' rebell-

ion' and 'schism' were added to the petition against 'sedition.'

' Dr. Stoughton, a well-informed and impartial historian, gives it as the result of his care-

ful inquiry that the persecution and suiFerings of the Kpiscopnlians under the Long Parlia-

ment and the Commonwealth are not to be compared with the persecution of the Noncon-

formists under Charles L and Charles II. {Ch. of the Commonwenlth, p. 34G). Hallam is of

the same opinion. Richard Baxter, one of the ejected ministers, gives a sad account of their

sufferings :
' Many hundreds of these, with their wives and children, had neither house nor

bread. . . . Their congregations had enough to do, besides a small maintenance, to help them

out of prisons, or to maintain them there. Though they were as frugal as possible, they

could hardly live ; some lived on little more than brown bread and water ; many had but

eight or ten pounds a year to maintain a family, so that a piece of flesh has not come to one

of their tables in six weeks' time ; their allowance coidd scarce afford them bread and cheese.

( )ne went to plow six days and preached on the Lord's day. Another was forced to cut

tobacco for a livelihood. . . . Many of the ministers, being afraid to lay down their ministry

after they had been ordained to it, preached to such as would hear them in fields and private

houses, till they were apj)rehended and cast into gaols, where many of them perished ' (quoted

by Green, p. 012). Baxter himself was repeatedly imprisoned, although he was a royalist

and opeidy opposed Cromwell's rule. For many details of suffering, see Orme's Life of Bax-
ter (Lond. 1830), pp. 22'.) sqq.
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self, Iretoii, and Bradsliaw were dug up Jan. 29, 1661, next day

dragged to Tyburn, hanged (with their faces turned to Whitehall),

decapitated, and buried under the gallows. Cromwell's head was

planted on the top of Westminster Hall.'

The Puritans were now a target of hatred and ridicule as well as

persecution. They were assailed from the pulpit, the stage, and the

press by cavaliers, prelatists, and libertines as a set of hypocritical

Pharisees and crazy fanatics, noted for their love of Jewish names, their

lank hair, their sour faces, their deep groans, their long prayers and ser-

mons, their bigotry and cant.^ And yet the same Puritanism, blind, de-

spised, forsaken, or languishing in prison, produced some of the noblest

works, which can ne\ ei- die. It was not dead—it was merely musing and

dreaming, and waiting for a resurrection in a nobler form. Milton's

'Paradise Lost' (1667) and Bunyan's ' Pilgrim's Progress' (1678) are the

shining lights which illuminate the darkness of that disgraceful period.^

' Stanley's Hist. Memorials of Westminster Abbei/, pp.19] sq., 247, 320 (3ded. Lond. 1869).

" Butler's Hudibras fairly reflects the prevailing sentiment of the Restoration period about

the Puritans. He caricatures them in his mock-heroic style (Part I. Canto I. vers. 1 92 sqq.) as

' That stubborn crew

Of errant saints, whom all men grant

To be the true Church militniu ;

Such as do build their faith 11)101]

The holy text of pike and 5:1111 ;

Decide all controversy by
Infallible artillery

;

And prove their doctrine urtli- (! x

By apostolic blows and knocks

;

Call Are, and sword, and desolai'' n

A godly thorough Reformation,

Which always must be carried mi.

And still be doing, never done,

As if religion were intended

For nothing else but to be mended.'

^ 'Puritanism,' says an Oxford historian, 'ceased from the long attempt to build up a

kingdom of God by force and violence, and fell back on its truer work of building up a king-

dom of righteousness in the hearts and consciences of men. It was from the moment of its

seeming fall that its real victory began. As soon as the wild orgy of the Restoration was

over, men began to see that nothing that was really worthy in the work of Puritanism had

been undone. The revels of Whitehall, the skepticism and debauchery of courtiers, the cor-

ruption of statesmen, left the mass of Englishmen what Puritanism had made them—serious,

earnest, sober in life and conduct, firm in their love of Protestantism and of freedom. In

the Revolution of 1688 Puritanism did the work of civil liberty, which it had failed to do in

that of 1642. It wrought out through Wesley and the revival of the eighteenth century the

work of religious reform which its earlier efforts had only thrown back for a hundred years.

Slowly, but steadily, it introduced its own seriousness and purity into English society, En-

glish literature, English politics. The whole history of English progress, since the Restora-

tion, on its moral and spiritual sides, has been the history of Puritanism.'—J. R. Green's

Short History of the English People, p. 586
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A\'ilh the Restoi'atiuu ruslied in a flood of frivolity and iaimorality,

the King himself setting the example by his shameless adulteries,

which he blazoned to the world by raising his numerous mistresses

and bastards to the rank and wealth of the nobility of proud old

Englaiid. ' The violent return to the senses,' says a French writer

who has not the slightest sympathy with Puritanism, 'drowned moral-

ity. Virtue had the semblance of Puritanism. Duty and fanaticism

became mingled in a common reproach. In this great reaction, devo-

tion and honesty, swept away together, left to mankind but the wreck

and the mire. The more excellent parts of human nature disappeared
;

there remained but the animal, without bridle or guide, urged by his

desires beyond justice and shame."

THE REVOLUTION.

Bad as was Charles II. (1660-1685), his brother, James II. (1685-

1688), was worse. He seemed to combine the vices of the Stuarts

without their redeeming traits. Charles, indiffei-ent to religion and

defiant to virtue during his life, sent on his death-bed for a Romish

priest to give him absolution for his debaucheries. James openly pro-

fessed his conversion to Romanism, filled in defiance of law the highest

posts in tlie army and the cabinet with Romanists, and opened negotia-

tions with Pope Innocent XL At the same time he persecuted with

heartless cruelty the Protestant Dissenters, and outraged justice b}^ a

series of judicial murders which have made the name of Chief Justice

Jeffreys as infamous as Nero's.

At last the patience of the English people was again exhausted, the

incurable race of the Stuarts, unwilling to learn and to forget any

thing, was forever hurled fi-om the throne, and the Prince of Orange,

who had married Mary, the eldest daughter of James, was invited to

rule England as William III.

TTIE RESULT.

The Revolution of ir.s^ wa^ a political triumph of Puritanism, and

secured to the nation constitutional Hberty and the Protestant religion.

The Episcopal Church remained the established national Churcli, but

' Taine's nislonj of Eiiylish Lilira/nrc, \ol. i. p. 4C1 (Am. ed.).
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the Act of Toleration of 1689 guaranteed liberty and legal protec-

tion to snch Nonconformists as could subscribe thirty-five and a half

of the Thirty-nine Articles of Religion, omitting tliose to which the

Puritans had conscientious scruples. Though very limited, this Act

marked a great progress. It broke up the reign of intolerance, and

virtually destroyed the principle of uniformity. The Act of Uniform-

ity of 1662 was intended for the whole kingdou), and proceeded on the

theory of an ecclesiastical incorporation of all Englishmen ; now it was

confined to the patronized State Church. It recognized none but the

Episcopal form of worship, and treated non-Episcopalians as disloyal

subjects, as culprits and felons ; now other Protestant Christians

—

Presbyterians, Independents, Baptists, and even Quakers—w^ere placed

under the protection of the law, and permitted to build chapels and to

maintain pastors at their own expense. The fact was recognized that

a man may be a good citizen and a Christian without conforming to the

State religion. Uniformity had proved an intolerable tyranny, and had

failed. Comprehension of different denominations under one national

Church, though favored by William, seemed impracticable. Limited

toleration opened the way for full liberty and equality of Christian

denominations before the law ; and from the soil of liberty there will

spring up a truer and deeper union than can be secured hj any com-

pulsion in the domain of conscience, which belongs to God alone.

Puritanism did not struggle in vain. Though it failed as a national

movement, owing to its one-sidedness and want of catholicity, it ac-

complished much. It produced statesmen like Hampden, soldiers like

Cromwell, poets like Milton, preachers like Howe, theologians like Owen,

dreamers like Bunyan, hymnists like Watts, commentators like Henry,

and saints like Baxter, who though dead yet speak. It lives on as a pow-

erful moral element in the English nation, in the English Church, in

English society, in English literature. It has won the esteem of the

descendants of its enemies. In our day the Duke of Bedford erected a

statue to Bunyan (1874) in the place where he had suffered in prison for

twelve years; and Episcopalians, Presbyterians, and Independents united

in a similar tribute of justice and gratitude to the memoi-y of Baxter at

Kidderminster (J 875), where he is again pointing his uplifted arm to the

saints' everlasting rest. The liberal-minded and large-hearted dean of

Westminster represented the nobler part of the English peo])le when he
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canonized those great and good men in his memorial discourses at the

unveiling of their statues. Puritanism lives moreover in New England,

which was born of the persecutions and trials of its fathers and founders

in old England, and gave birth to a republic truer, mightier, and more

enduring than the ephemeral military commonwealth of Cromwell. It

will continue to preserve and spread all over the Saxon world the love

of purity, simplicity, spirituality, practical energy, liberty, and progress

in the Christian Church.

On the other hand, it is for the children of the Puritans to honor the

shining lights of the Church of England who stood by her in the days

of her trial and persecution. That man is to be pitied indeed who

would allow the theological passions of an intolerant age to blind his

mind to the learning, the genius, and the piety of Ussher, Andre wes,

Hall, Pearson, Prideaux, Jeremy Taylor, Barrow, and Leighton, whom
God has enriched with his gifts for the benefit of all denominations.

It is good for the Church of England—it is good for the whole

Christian world—that she survived the fierce conflict of the seventeenth

century and the indifferentism of the eighteenth to take care of vener-

able cathedrals, deaneries, cloisters, universities, and libraries, to culti-

vate the study of the fathers and schoolmen, to maintain the impor-

tance of historical continuity and connection with Christian antiquity,

to satisfy the taste for stability, dignity, and propriety in the house of

God, and to administer to the spiritual wants of the aristocracy and

peasantry, and all those who can worship God most acceptably in the

solemn prayers of her liturgy, which, with all its defects, must be pro-

nounced the best ever used in divine service.

While the fierce conflict about religion was raging, tliere were pro-

phetic men of moderation and comprehension on both sides

—

' Whose dying pens did write of ( 'hristian union,

How Church with Church might safely keep communion

;

Who finding discords daily to increase,

Because they could not live, would die, in peace.'

In a sermon before the House of Commons, under the arched roof

of Westminster Abbey, Richard Baxter uttered this sentence: 'Men
that differ about bishops, ceremonies, and forms of prayer, may be all

true Christians, and dear to one another and to Christ, if they be prac-

tically agreed in the life of godliness, and join in a holy, licavenly con-

versation. But if you agree in all your o{)inions and formalities, and
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yet were never sanctified by the truth, you do but agree to delude your

souls, and neither of 3'ou will be saved for all your agreement.'^

This is a noble Christian sentiment, echoing the words of a greater

man than Baxter: ' In Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any

thing, nor uncircumcision,'—we may add, neither surplice nor gown,

neither kneeling nor standing, neither episcopacy nor presbytery nor

independency— ' but a new creature.' ^

§ 93. The Westminster Assembly.

Literature.

I. Original Soukoeb.

The Wkstminstek STANnABns—see § 94.

MiNUTKB OK TUE SESSIONS OF THE WESTMINSTER ASSEMBLY OF DiviNES (from Nov. 1644 to March, 1649).

From Transcripts of the Originals procvred by a Coviviittee of the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland, ed. by the Rev. Alex. F. Mitchell, D.D., and the Rev. John Steuthers, LL.D. Edinb. and Lond.
18T4. (The MS. Mimites of the Westm. Assembly from 1643 to 1652, formerly supposed to have been lost

in the London tire of 1606, were recently discovered in Dr. Williams's library, Grafton St., Loudon, and
form 3 vols, of foolscap fol. They are mostly in the handwriting of Aponiram Btfield, one of the

scribes of the Assembly. A complete copy was made for the General Assembly of the Church of Scot-

land, and is preserved in Edinburgh. They are, upon the whole, rather meagre, and give only the re-

sults, with brief extracts from the speeches, without the arguments.)

RoiiEur Baillie (Principal of the University of Glasgow, and one of the Scotch delegates to the As-
sembly of Westminster, b. 1599, d. 1662) : Letters and Journals ed.from the author's MSS. by David Laing,

Esq. Edinb. 1841^2, 3 vols. (These Letters and Journals extend from Jan. 1637 to May, 1662, and ex-

hibit in a lively and graphic manner ' the stirring scenes of a great national drama,' with the hopes and
fears of the time. Vol. IL and part of Vol. IIL bear upon the Westm. Assembly.)

John Ligiitfoot, D.D. (Master of Catharine Hall and Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, one of the mem-
bers of the Westm. Assembly, b. 1602, d. 1675): Journal of the Proceedings of the Assembly of Divine*

from Jan. 1, 1643 to Dec. 31, 1644. In Vol. XIII. pp. 1-344 of his Whole Works, ed. by John Rogers Pitman
(Lond. 1825, in 13 vols.).

Gi-.oRGE Gillespie (the youngest of the Scotch Commissioners to the Assembly, d. 1648): Notes of De-

bates and Proceedings of the Westminster Assembly, ed. from the MSS. by David Meek, Edinb. 1846.

Comp. also Gillespie's Aaron's Rod Blossoming (a very able defense of Presbyterianism against Inde-

pendency and Erastianism), Lond. 1646, republ. with his other works and a memoir of his life by Heth-
ERiNGTON, Edinb. lS44r-16, 2 vols.

Journals of the House or Lords and the House of Commons from 1643 to 1649.

John Rushworth (assistant clerk and messenger of the Long Parliament, and afterwards a member
of the House of Commons, d. 1690) : Historical Collections of remarkable Proceedings in Parliavient.

Lond. 1721, 7 vols.

(The 'fourteen or fifteen octavo vols.' of daily proceedings which Dr. Thomas Goodwin, the eminent
Independent member of the Assembly, is reported by his son to have written 'with his own hand,'

have never been published or identified. They must not be confounded with the three folio vols, of

official minutes in Dr. Williams's library.)

HiSTORIOAL.

The respective sections in Fuller (Vol. VT. pp. 247 sqq.), Neal (Part III. chaps. 2, 4, 6, 8, 10), Stough-
TON (Vol. I. pp. 271, 327, 448 sqq.), Masson {Life of Milton, Vols. II. and III.), and other works mentioned
in § 92.

W. M. Hetherington : History of the Westminster Assembly of Divines. Edinb. 1843 ; New York, 1844.

James Reid: Memoirs of the Lives and Writings of those eminent Divines who convened in the famous
Assembly at Westminster. Paisley, 1811 and 1815, 2 vols.

Gen. VON Rudloff: Die Westmitister Sj/node, 1643-1649. In Niedner's Zeitschrift fi'ir die histor. Theo'

logic for 1S50, pp. 238-296. (The best account of the Assembly in the German language.)

' Vain Relif/ion of the Formal Hypocrite. Baxter's Works, Vol. XVII. p. 80. Quoted

by Stoughton, p. 195. The sermon was preached Apr. 30, 1660, just before the recall of

Charles II. See Orme, Life oj" Baxter, p. 160.

» Gal. vi. 15.

YOL. I.—A X -.
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P. Schaff: Art. Westminster Synnde, etc., in Ilerzog's Real-Enrijkl.\o\. XVIII. pp. 52 sqq., aucl Art.
on the .same subject in his Relig Knci/cl. N. Y. 1884, Vol. III. pp. '24'.»9 sqq.

Tiio.-. M'Crie: Annals of English Presbytery from the Earliest to the Present Tivif. Lond. 1872.

J. B. Bittinoer: The Formation of our Standards, in the 'Presbyterian Quarterly and Princeton Re-
view ' for July, 1876, pp. 387 sqq.

C. A. Briggs : Art. Documentary History of the Westminster Assembly, in Pres. Rev. for 1889, pp. 12T-164.

Alexami)::k F. Mitohbix, D.D. (Prof, of Ch. Hist, at St. Andrews, and ed. of the Miuutea of the A6i>«ni-

bly): The Westminster Assembly : its History and Standards. Loudon, 18S3. (519 pages.)

IMPORTANCE OF THE ASSEMBLY.

It was after such antecedents, and in such surroundings, that the

Westminster Assembly of Divines was called to legislate for Christian

doctrine, worship, and discipline in three kingdoms. It forms the most

important chapter in the ecclesiastical history of England during the

seventeenth century. Whether we look at the extent or ability of its

labors, or its influence upon future generations, it stands first among

Protestant Councils. The Synod of Dort was indeed fully equal to it

in learning and moral weight, and was more general in its composi-

tion, since it embraced delegates from nearly all Reformed Churches

;

while the Westminster Assembly was purely English and Scotch, and its

standards even to-day are little known on the Continent of Europe.'

But the doctrinal legislation of the Synod of Dort was confined to the

five points at issue between Calvinism and Arminianism ; the Assem-

bly of Westminster embraced the whole field of theology, from the

(Sternal decrees of God to the final judgment. The Canons of Dort

have lost their hold upon the mother country ; the Confession and

Shorter Catecliism of Westminster are as much used now in Anglo-

Presbyterian Churches as ever, and have more vitality and influence

than any other Calvinistic Confession.

It is not surprising that an intense partisan like Clarendon should

disparage this Assembly .^ Milton's censure is neutralized by his praise,

' It is characteristic that Dr. Niemeyer published his collection of Reformed Confessions,

the most complete we have, at first without the Westminster Standards, being unable to find

a copy, and issued them afterwards in a supplement. Dr. Winer barely mentions the

Westminster Confession in his SijmhoUk, and never quotes from it. If German Church his-

torians (including Gieseler) were to be judged by their knowledge of English and American
affairs, they would lose much of the esteem in which they are justly held. What lies west-

ward is a terra incognita to most of them. They are much more at home in the by-ways

of the remote past than in the living Church of the present, outside of Germany.
' Clarendon, who hated Presbyterianism as a plebeian religion unfit for a gentleman, dis-

poses of the Westminster Assembly in a few summary and contemptuous sentences :
' Of

about one hundred and twenty members,' he says, ' of which the Assembly was to consist,

a few very reverend and worthy persons were inserted
;
yet of the whole number there were

Bot above twenty who were not declared and avowed enemies of the doctrine or discipline
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fur, ultliougli he hated presbytery only less than episcopacy, he called

the Assembly a ' select assembly,' ' a learned and memorable synod,' in

whicli 'piety, learning, and prudence were honsed.' This was two years

after tlie Assembly had met, when its character was fully shown. He
afterwards changed his mind, chiefly for a personal reason—in con-

sequence of the deservedly bad reception of his unfortunate book on

' Divorce,' which he had dedicated in complimentary terms to this very

Assembly and to the Long Parliament.^

Kicliard Baxter, who was not a member of the Assembly, but knew

it well, and was a better judge of its theological and religious charac-

ter than either Clarendon or Milton, pays it this just tribute :
' The

divines there congregated were men of eminent learning, godliness,

ministerial abilities, and fidelity ; and being not worthy to be one of

them myself, I may the more freely speak the truth, even in the face

of malice and envy, that, as far as I am able to judge by the infor-

mation of all history of that kind, and by any other evidences left us,

the Christian world, since the days of tlie apostles, had never a synod

of more excellent divines (taking one thing with another) than this

and the Synod of Dort.' He adds, however, ' Yet, highly as I honor

the men, I am not of theii* mind in every part of the government which

they have set up. Some words in theii' Catechism I wish had been

more clear; and, above all, I wish that the Parliament, and their more

skillful hand, had done more than was done to heal our breaches, and

had hit upon the right way, eithei- to unite with the Episcopalians and

Independents, or, at least, had pitched on the terms that ai-e fit for uni-

versal concord, and left all to come in upon those terms that would.' ^

of the Church of England ; some were infamous in their lives and conversations, and most

of them of very mean parts in learning, if not of scandalous ignorance ; and of no other

reputation but of malice to the Church of England.' These charges are utterly without

foundation, and belong to the many misrepresentations and falsehoods which disfigure his

otherwise classical History of the Rebellion. The number of members was 151.

> In his Fragments of a History of England {\%10), Milton speaks both of the Long Par-

liament and the Assembly in vindictive scorn, and calls the latter 'a certain number of divines

neither chosen by any rule or custom ecclesiastical, nor eminent for either piety or knowledge

above others left out; only as each member of Parliament, in his private fancy, thought fit,

so elected one by one. ' He charges them with inconsistency in becoming pluralists and non-

residents, and with intolerance, as if ' the spiritual power of their ministry were less available

than bodily compulsion,' and the authority of the magistrate ' a stronger means to subdue and

bring in conscience than evangelical persuasion.' On his unhappy marriage and his tracts on

Divorce growing out of it, see Masson. Vol. HI. pp. 42 sqq.

' Life and Times, Pt. I. p. 73. Comp. Ormes Life of Baxter, p. 69.
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Hallain censures the Assembly for its intolerant principles, but ad

niits that it was 'perhaps equal in learuini;:, good sense, and other

merits to any Lower House of Convocatit)n that ever made a figure in

England.' One of the best-informed German historians says of the

Assembly :
' A more zealous, intelligent, and learned body of divines

seldom ever met in Christendom.' *

The chief fault of the Assembly was that it clung to the idea of a

national State Church, with a uniform system of doctrine, worship, and

discipline, to which every man, woman, and child in three kingdoms

should conform. But this was the error of the age ; and it was only

after a series of failures and persecutions that the idea of religious

freedom took root in English soil.

APPOINTMENT OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Soon after the opening of the Long Parliament the convening of a con-

ference of divines for the settlement of the theological and ecclesiastical

part of the great conflict suggested itself to the minds of leading men.

The first bill of Parliament to that effect was conceived in a spirit hostile

to the Episcopal hierarchy, but rather friendly to the ancient liturgy,

and was passed Oct. 15, 1642, but failed for the want of royal assent.

As the king's concurrence became hopeless. Parliament issued on its

own responsibility an ordinance, June 12, 1643, commanding that an

assembly of divines should be convened at Westminster, in London, on

the first day of July following, to effect a more perfect reformation of

the Church of England in its liturgj", discipline, and govennnent on the

basis of the Word of God, and thus to bring it into nearer agreement

with the Church of Scotland and the Reformed Churches on the Con-

tinent. Presbyterianism was not mentioned, l)ut pretty plainly pointed

at. The Assembly was to consist of one hundi-ed and fiftj^-one mem-

bers in all, viz., thirty lay assessors (ten Lords and twenty Commoners),

who were named first,^ and included such eminent scholars, lawyers,

and statesmen as John Selden, John Pym, Boulstrode Whitelocke,

Oliver St. John, Sir Benjamin Rudyard, and Sir Henry Vane, and of

' General Rndloff, in his article above quoted, p. 263.

' ' There must be some laymen in the Synod to overlook the clergy, lest they spoil the

civil work
;
just as when the good woman j)nts a cat into the milk-house to kill a mouse, she

sends her maid to look after the cat, lest the cat eat up the cream.'—Selden, 'Juhle-Talk,

p. ](>'.). (Quoted by Stoughton and Stanley.)
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one himdi'ed and twciity-ono divines, -who were selected from tlie dif-

ferent counties, chiefly from among the Presbyterians, with a few of

the most influential Episcopalians and Independents. Forty members

constituted a quorum.

The Assembly was thus created by State authority. In like manner,

the ancient oecumenical councils were called by emperors, and the

Synod of Dort by the government of the United Provinces. The

English Convocations also can not meet, nor make canons, nor discuss

topics without royal license. The twenty-first of the Thirty-nine

Articles forbids the calling of General Councils except 'by the com-

mand and will of princes.' Parliament now exercised the privilege

of the crown, and usurped the ecclesiastical supremacy. It nominated

all the members, with the exception of the Scotch commissioners, who

were appointed by the General Assembly, and were admitted by Parlia-

ment. It fixed the time and place of meeting, it prescribed the work,

and it paid the expenses (allowing to each member four shillings a day)

;

it even chose the prolocutor and scribes, filled the vacancies, and re-

served to its own authority all final decision ; reducing thus the As-

sembly to an advisory council. Hence even the Westminster Con-

fession was presented to Parliament simply as a 'humble Advice.'

But with all its horror of ecclesiastical despotism, engendered by the

raisgovernment of Laud, the Long Parliament was the most religious

political assembly that ever met in or out of England, and was thor-

oughly controlled by the stern spirit of Puritanism. Once constituted,

the Assembly was not interfered with, and enjoyed the fullest freedom

of debate. Its standards were wholly the work of competent divines,

and received the full and independent assent of ecclesiastical bodies.

The king by proclamation prohibited the meeting of the Assembly,

and threatened those who disobeyed his order with the loss of all their

ecclesiastical livings and promotions. This unfortunately prevented

the attendance of loyal Episcopalians.

COMPOSITION AND PARTIES.

It was the intention of Parliament to comprehend within the As-

sembly representatives of all the leading parties of the English Church

with the exception of that of Archbishop Laud, whose exclusive High-

Churchism and despotism had been the chief cause of the troubles in
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Church and State, and made co-operation impossible.' The selection

was upon the whole judicious, though some of the ablest atid sounaest

Puritan divines, as Ricliard Baxter and John Owen, were omitted, Scot-

land came in afterwards, but in time to be of essential ser\ ice and to

give the Assembly a strong Presbyterian pi-eponderance. The Colonial

Churches of New England were invited by a letter from members of

Parliament (Sept., 1G42) to send the Rev. John Cotton, Thomas Hooker,

and John Davenport as delegates; but they declined, because compli-

ance would subject them to all the laws that might be made, and might

prove prejudicial to them. Hooker, of Hartford, 'liked not the busi-

ness,' and deemed it his duty rather to stay in quiet and obscurity with

his people in Connecticut than to go three thousand miles to plead for

Independency with Presbyterians in England. Davenport could not

obtain leave from his congregation at New Haven. Cotton, of Boston,

would not go alone.^

The Assembly itself, by direction of Parliament, addressed fraternal

letters to the Belgic, French, Helvetic, and other Reformed Churches

(Nov. 30, 1643), and received favorable replies, especially from Holland,

Switzerland, and the Huguenot congregation in Paris.^ Hesse Cassel

ad\ ised against meddling with the bishops. The king issued a counter

manifesto from Oxford, May 14, 1644, in Latin and English, to all for-

eign Protestants, and denied the charge of designing to introduce

popery.*

As to doctrine, there was no serious difference among the members.

They all held the Calvinistic system with more or less rigor. There

were no Arminians, Pelagians, or Antinomians among them.

But in regard to Church go\ernment and discijAine the Assembly

was by no means a unit, although the Scotch Presbyterian ]>olity

ultimately prevailed, and became for a brief season, by act of Parlia-

ment, even the established form of govei'iiment in England. The most

frequent and earnest debates wei'e on this point rather than on doctrine

' Laud says of the Assembly :
' The greatest part of them were Brownists, or Independ-

ents, or New England ministers, if not worse ; or at best enemies to the doctrine and dis-

cipline of the ("hurch of P'.ngland,' The facts are, that the Independents were a small mi-

nority, and that New Enghind was not rej)resented at all.

' Masson, Life ofMilton, Vol. 1 1, p. GO.") ; Bancroft, Hislory of the United States of A vierira

(Centennial ed. 187<;), Vol. I. pp. .SP.1. 8;?L'.

^ See the correspfindence in Neal, Vol. I. pp. 470 sqq. (Harper's ed.).

Neal, Vol. I. p. 472.
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and worship. This conflict prevented the Assembly, says Neal (an In-

de})endent), from 'laying the top stone of the building, so that it fell to

pieces before it was perfected.' Hereafter the coiumon name of Pur-

itans gave way to the party names of Presbyterians and Independents.

We may arrange the members of the Assembly under four sections :'

1. The Episcopalians. Parliament elected four prelates, viz. : James

UssHER (Archbishop of Armagh and Bishop of Carlisle), Bkownrigg

(Bishop of Exeter), Westfield (Bishop of Bristol), Pkideaux (Bishop

of Worcester);^ and five doctors of divinity, viz. : Drs. Featley (Prov-

ost of Chelsea College), Hammond (Canon of Christ's Church, Oxford),

HoLDSwoRTH (Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge), Sanderson

(afterwards Bishop of Lincoln), and Morley (afterwai-ds Bishop of

Winchester). An excellent selection. But with one or two exceptions

they never attended, and could not do so without disloyalty and disobe-

dience to the king; besides, they objected to the company wdth an

overwhelming number of Puritans, and a council not elected by the

clergy and mixed with laymen. Ussher is said to have attended once,

but on no good authority ; he was present, however, in spirit, and

great respect was paid to his theology by the Assembly.^ Brownrigg

sent in an excuse for non-attendance. AYestfield was present, at least,

at the first meeting. Dr. Featley, a learned Calvinist in doctrine, and

a violent polemic against the Baptists, was the only Episcopalian

who attended regularly and took a prominent part in the proceedings

until, after the adoption of the Scotch Covenant, he was expelled by

Parliament for revealing, contrary to pledge, the secrets of the Assem-

bly in a letter to Ussher, then in the king's headquarters at Oxford,

and was committed to prison (Sept. 30, 1643). This act of severity is

strongly condemned by Baxter. Here ends the connection of Episco-

pacy with the Assembly.

Before this time Parliament had been seriously agitated by the

Episcopal question. As early as Nov. 13, 1640, the ' Root and Branch'

party sent in a petition signed by 15,000 Londoners for the total over-

' Comp. the full accounts in Neal, Part III. ch. iv. (Vol. I. pp. 488 sqq.), Hetherington,

Stoughton, and Masson.

' Prideaux's name seems to have been omitted in the final ordinance of June, 1 643.

^ Ussher was a second time appointed by the House of Commons a member of the Assem-
bly when he came to London in 1047, and on his petition received permission to preach in

Lincoln's Inn.

—

Journals of the House of Commons, Vol. V. p. 423 (quoted by Dr. Mitchell).
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throw of the Episcopal hierarchy, while 700 clerical petitioners prayed

merely for a reduction and modification of the same. Radicalism tri-

umphed at last under the pressure of political necessity and the popular

iudignati(jn created by Laud's heartless tyranny. First the bishops

were excluded from the Uouse of Lords (Feb. 5, 1642), with the re-

luctant assent of the king ; and then the hierarchy itself was decreed

out of existence (Sept. 10, 1642), the bill to take effect Nov. 5, 1643,'

but the ordinances to carry this measure into full effect were not passed

till Oct. 9 and Nov. 16, 1646.^ The old building was destroyed before

a new building was agreed upon. This was the very question to be

decided by the Assembly ; lience the iuterval between the law and its

execution. For nearly twenty years the Episcopal Church, though not

legally abolished, from want of royal assent, was an ecclesia jpressa et

illicita on her own soil.

Among the scores or hundreds of pamphlets which appeared in this

war upon the bishops, the five anti-Episcopal treatises of John Milton

were the most violent and effective. He attacked the English hierarchy,

especially as it had developed itself under the Stuarts, with a force and

majesty of prose which is unsurpassed even by his poetry. He went so

far as to call Lucifer ' the first pi-elate-angel,' and treats Usslier with

lofty contempt as a mere antiquarian or dryasdust. ' He rolls,' says

his biographer, ' and thunders charge after charge ; he tasks all his

genius for epithets and expressions of scorn ; he says things of bishops,

archbishops, the English Liturgy, and some of the dearest forms of the

English Church, the like of which could hardly be uttered now in any

assembly of Englishmen without hissing and execration.'^

2. The Presbyterians formed the great majority and gained strength

as the Assembly advanced. Their Church polity is based upon the two

principles of ministerial parity, as to ordination and rank (or the orig-

inal identity of presbyters and bishops), and the self-government of the

' ' An act for the utter abolishing and taking away of all archbishops, bishops, their chan-

cellors and commissaries,' etc. Clarendon saj's that marvelous art was used, and that the

majority of the Commons were really against the bill ; but the writer of the ' Parliamentary

Chronicle' says that it passed unanimously, and was celebrated by bonfires and the ringing

of bells all over London.—Neal, Vol. I. p. 421. Hallam also follows the latter account.
= Xeal, Vol. II. pp. 3r, sq.

^ Masson, Vol. II. p. 24.5. Comp. pp. 35G sqq., and the just estimate of Stoughton, The

Ch. of the Ciril Wars. p. 129.
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Church by representative judicatories composed of clerical and lay

members. It was essentially the scheme of Calvin as it prevailed

in the Eefornied Churches on the Continent, and was established in

Scotland.

The Scots seemed to be predestinated for Calvinistic Presbyterianism

by an effective decree of Providence. The hostility of their bishops

to the Reformation, and the repeated attempts of the Stuarts to force

English institutions upon them, tilled the nation with an intense aversion

to Episcopacy and liturgical worship. Bishop Bancroft, of London, the

first real High-Church Episcopalian, called English Presbyterianism an

' English Scottizing for discipline.'

In England, on the contrary. Episcopacy and the Prayer-Book were

identified with the Reformation and Protestant martyrdom, and hence

were rooted in the affections of the people. Besides, the early bishops

were in fraternal correspondence with the Swiss Churches. But in the

latter part of Elizabeth's reign, when Episcopacy took exclusive ground

and rigorously enforced uniformity against all dissent, Presbyterian-

ism began to raise its head under the lead of two eminent Calvinists,

Thomas Cartwright (1535-1 603), Professor of Theology in Cambridge,

and Walter Travers (d. 1624), Preacher in the Temple, London, after-

wards Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. The former was in con-

flict "with the High-Churchism of Archbishop Whitgift ;
^ the latter with

the moderate Churchism of Richard Hooker, w^ho was far his superior

in ability, and whom he himself esteemed as ' a holy man.' The first

English presbytery within the prelatic Church, as an ecclesiola in ec-

clesia, was formed at Wandsworth, in Surrey, in 1572, and Cartwright

drew up for it a ' Directory of Church-Government,' or ' Book of Dis-

cipline,' in 1583, which is said to have been subscribed by as many as

five hundred clergymen, and which was printed by authority of Parlia-

ment in 1644.2

' Even Whitgift, however, did not go to the extreme o^ jure divino Episcopacy, but admitted

that the Scripture has not set down ' any one certain form of Church government to be per-

petual.' Cartwright. on the other hand, was an able and earnest, but radical Presbyterian,

and with Calvin and Beza advocated the death penalty for heretics.

* A fac-simile of this Directory was reproduced in London, 1872 (James Nesbit & Co.), for

the tercentenary celebration of the Presbytery at Wandsworth, with an introduction by Prof

Lorimer. On Cartwright and the Elizabethan Presbyterianism, comp. Masson, Life of Mil-

ton, Vol. II. pp. 581 sqq., and M'Crie, Annals of English Presbytery, pp. 87-131.
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This anomalous organization was stamped out by aiitlioiity, l)iit the

recollection of it continued througli the reigns of James and Charles,

and irathered strength with the rising' conflict.

The Westminster divines, with the exception of the Scotch Com-

missioners and two French Keformed pastors of London,' were in

Episcopal orders, and graduates of Oxford and Cambridge, and there-

fore as a body not opposed to Episcopacy as such. A goodly immber

inclined to Ussher's scheme of a 'reduced' or limited Episcopacy, ^.e.,

a common government of the Church by presbyters under the super-

vision of the bishop a.s primus inter pares}

Had tlie moderate Episcopalians attended, the result would probably

have been a compromise between Episcopacy and Presbytery. But

the logic of events which involved Parliament in open war with the

stubborn king, and necessitated the calling in of the aid of Presbyterian

Scotland, changed the aspect of affairs. The subscription of the ' Sol-

emn League an(" Covenant ' (Sept., 1643) bound both the Parliament

and the Assembly to the presei'vation of the docti'ine, worship, and dis-

cipline of the Church of Scotland and the extirpation of popery and

prelacy (/.e.,the government of the Church by archbishops and bishops).

There were, however, two classes of Presbytei-ians, cc»ri-es})onding to

the Low and High Church Episcopalians. The libei-al party nuiintained

tiiat the Presbyterian form of government was based on human riglit,

and 'lawful and agreeable to the Word of God,' but subject to change

according to the wants of the Church, The high and exclusive Pres-

byterians of the school of Andrew Melville maintained that it wa&

based on di ine right, and 'expressly instituted or commanded' in the

New Testament as the only normal and unchangeable form of Chuivh

polity. TwissE, Gataker, Reynolds, Palmer, and many others ad-

vocated the jii.s humanum of Presbytery, all the Scotch Commission-

ers and the Ave ' Smectymnuans,'^ so called from their famous tract

' Sanmel de la Place and Jean de la March.
' The Reduction of Efiisropary unto the Form of Synodical Government received in the An-

vient Church, written in 1641, but not fully published till 16.T8, and brought forward again after

the Restoration
; in I'ssher's Works by Elrington, Vol. XII. Comp. Massnn.Vol. II. p. _'."().

^ The Smectymnuans were Stephen Marshall, Edmund Calamy, Thomas Young (tiie chief

author), Matthew Newcomen, and William Spurslow. The oddity and ugliness of the title, com-

losed of the initials of each author, helped the circulation and provoked witty rhymes, such at

'The Saddticees would raise the question,

Who must be Smec at the resurrection.'
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Smedymtiuus^m reply to Bishop Hall's defense of I']})isc(ipacy (March,

1641), advocated ihejus divinuin. The latter triiiiii])he(l, hut (or the

sake of union they had to forego some details of their theory.'

The sequel, however, proved that Preshyterianisni, so congenial to

Scottish soil, was an artificial plant in England. Milton's prophetic

words were fulfilled :
' Woe he to you, Presbyterians especially, if ever

any of Charles's race recovei-s the English sceptre ! Believe me, you

shall pay all the reckoning.' Independency has ultimately far out-

grown Bi'csbytery, and is preferred by the English mind because it

comes nearer to Episcopacy in making each pastor a bishop in his

own congregation. Baxter says that Ussher agreed with the Inde-

pendents in this, ' that every bishop was independent, and that synods

and councils were not so much for government as concord.'^ If

Presbyterian ism has recently taken a new start and made great prog-

ress in London and other cities of England, it is owing mostly to the

immigration of energetic and liberal Scotchmen and the high character

of its leading ministers.

3. The Independents, called ' the five dissenting brethren ' by the

Presbyterians. They wei-e led by Dr. Thomas Goodwin and Rev.

Philip Nye.^ Though small in number (twelve at the most), they were

strong in ability, learning, and weight of character, and possessed the

confidence of the rising Cromwell and the army, as well as the distant

colonies in New England. Some of them had been driven to Holland

' One of the dividing questions was that of ruling elders. 'Sundry of the ablest,' says

Baillie(Vol.II.pp. 110 sq.). 'were flat against the institution of any such officer by divine right,

such as Dr. Smith, Dr. Temple, Mr. Gataker, Mr. Vines, Mr. Price, Mr. Hall, and many

more, besides the Independents, who truly spake much and exceedingly well. The most of

the Synod was in our opinion, and reasoned bravely for it; such as Mr. Seaman, Mr. Walker,

Mr. Marshall, Mr. Newcomen, Mr. Young, Mr. Calaniy. Sundry times Mr. Henderson,

Mr. Kutherford, Mr. Gillespie, all three spoke exceedingly well. When all were tired, it

came to the question. There was no doubt but we would have carried it by far most voices

;

yet because the opposites were men very considerable, above all gracious little Palmer, we

agreed upon a committee to satisfy, if it were possible, the dissenters.' He afterwards ex-

presses the hope that the advance of the Scotch army 'will much assist our arguments.'

= Quoted by Neal, Vol. I. p. 493.

^ The others were Jeremiah Bdreocghs, William Bridge, and Stdrach Simpson.

These five were the signers of the 'Apologetic Narration.' Afterwards William Carter, Will-

iam Greenhill, John Bond (perhaps also Anthony Burgess), joined them. Baillie (Vol. II.

p. 110) counts ten or eleven, including Carter, Caryl, Philips, and Sterry. Among its lay-

assessors Lord Viscount Say and Seale and Sir Harry Vane sympathized with the Independ-

ents. Neal says :
' Their numbers were small at first, though they increased prodigiously and

grew to a considerable figure under the protectorship of Oliver Cromwell.'
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by the persecution of Laud and Wren, and had administered to con-

gregations of their expatriated countrymen, which occupied a middle

ground between Brownism and Presbytery, after the model of John

Robinson's pilgrims in Leyden. They were allowed the use of the

Reformed churches, with liberty to ring the bell for service. After

their return they advocated congregational independency and tolera-

tion, which the Presbyterians abhorred.^ The Independents maintained

that a Christian congregation should consist of converted believers, and

govern itself according to Christ's law, without being subject to the

jurisdiction of presbyteries and synods, and that such a congregation

had even a right to ordain its own minister. They fought the Presby-

terians at every step on the questions of ruling elders, ordination,

jurisdiction of presbyteries and synods, toleration, and threatened at

times to break up the harmony of the meeting.

The longest debate, called ' the Grand Debate,' which lasted thirty

days, was on the divine right of presbytery. And yet the two parties

had great respect for each other. ' I wish,' said Gillespie, in the heat

of the controversy, ' the dissenting brethren prove to be as unwilling

to divide from us as we have been unwilling to divide from them. I

wish that, instead of toleration, there may be a mutual endeavor for a

happy accommodation.'

2

The Independents appealed, rather inconsistently, to Caesar, and ad-

dressed ' An Apologetic Narration to Parliament' (Dec, 1643). Under

the Protectorate of Cromwell they became the ruling party, and had

great political influence ; but after the Restoration they resohed to

seek for toleration outside of the National Church rather than for com-

prehension within it. New England was their Eldorado.^

4. The Erastians* maintained the ecclesiastical supremacy of the

civil government in all matters of discipline, and made the Church a

department of the State. They held that clergymen were merely

* Baillie declares 'liberty of conscience and toleration of all or any religion' (as advocated

by Roger Williams against John Cotton) to be ' so prodigious an impiety that this religions

Parliament can not but abhor the very naming of it.'

—

Tracts on Liberty of Conscience

(published by the Hansard Knollys Society), p. 270, note. But Baillie was opposed to the

employment of ' secular violence' in dealing with heretics. See M'Crie, p. 191.

' Minutes, p. 28.

^ On the Independent controversy, see Baillie, Gillespie, and Masson (Vol. III. pp. 18 sqq.).

* So called fiom the Swiss jirofessor and physician, Ekastus, properly Liebleh, or Lieber,

who wrote against Bullinger and Beza, and died at Basle, 1583.
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teachers, not rulers, and that the power of the keys belonged to the

secular magistrate. They hoped in this way to secure national unity

and to prevent an imperium in imperio and all priestly tyranny over

conscience ; but in fact they simpl}' substituted a political for an ec-

clesiastical despotism, a csesaropapacy for a hierarchical papacy.

They were willing to submit to a jure humano Presbyterianism, but

they denied that any particular form of Church government was pre-

scribed in the New Testament, and claimed for the State the right to

establish such a form as might be most expedient.

The advocates of Erastianisra in the Assembly were Selden, Light-

foot, and Coleman, all distinguished for Hebrew learning, which they

used to good advantage. They appealed to the example of Moses and

the kings of Israel, and the institutions of the Synagogue. They were

backed by the lawyers among the laj^-assessors and by the House of

Commons, most of whom were (according to Baillie) ' downright

Erastians.' The Assembly itself owed its existence to an act of Eras-

tianism.

In strong opposition to them the Presbyterians maintained that the

Lord Jesus, as sole King and Head of his Church, has appointed a spir-

itual government with distinct officers.

The controversy was ably conducted on both sides, and, we may say,

exhausted.*

The Independents and Erastians withdrew before the final adoption

of the Book of Discipline, and left the field to the Presbyterians. The

Presbyterian Church polity was at length established by the English

Parliament, which ordained, June 29, 1647, that 'all parishes within

England and Wales be brought under the government of congrega-

tional, classical, provincial, and national churches, according to the

form of Presbyterial government agreed upon by the Assembly of

Divines at Westminster.' Provinces were to take the place of dioceses,

and were again divided into classes or presbyteries, and these were to

' The chief books on the Erastian side are Selden 's De Synedriis and Lightfoot's Journal;

on the Presbyterian side, Gillespie's Aaroris Rod B/nssowing, or, the Divine Ordinance nf

Church-Government Vindicated (dedicated to the Westminster Assembly; a very learned

book of 590 pages), and Rutherford's Divine Right of Church Government (both published

in London, 1646). The Erastian controversy was afterwards transferred to Scotland, and

led to several secessions. Comp. Principal Cunningham's Essay on the Erastian controversy

in his Historical Theology, Vol. IL pp. 5.57-588.
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elect representatives to a national assembly. But Parliament retained

an Erastiau power in its own hand, and would not })ermit even exclu-

sion from the Lord's table without allowing to the offender recourse to

the civil courts. Presbyterianism was nominally the established re-

ligion, but only in two provinces, London and Lancashire, was it fairly

established, until its overthrow by the Restoration.^

THE LEADING MEMBERS.

Among the 121 divines of the Assembly there was a goodly por-

tion of worthy and distinguished men who had suffered privation and

exile under the misgovernment of Laud, who jeopardized their livings

by accepting the appointment, notwithstanding the threats of the king,

and who had the courage, after the Restoi'ation, to sacrifice all earthly

comforts to their conscientious convictions. Not a few of them com-

bined rare learning, eloquence, and piety in beautiful harmony. ' The

Westminster divines,' says Dr. Stoughton, 'had learning—Scriptural,

patristic, scholastic, and modern—enough and to spare: all solid, sub-

stantial, and ready for use. Moreover, in the perception and advocacy

of what is most characteristic and fundamental in the gospel of Jesus

Christ they were as a body considerably in advance of some who

could put in a claim to equal and perhaps higher scholarship.'

^

It is sufficient for our purpose to mention the most eminent of the

Westminster divines.^

William Twisse, D.D. (Oxon.), Rector of Newbury, Prolocutor or

Moderator by appointment of Parliament till his death (July, 1646).

lie was of German descent, about sixty-nine years of age, noted as a

high Calvinist of the supralapsarian school, full of learning and subtle

s})eculative genius, but ' merely bookish,' as Baillie says, and poorly

' See M'(h-ie. pp. 189 sqq.

* Church of the Civil Wars. p. 4r)3.

' For a full list of members, with biograpliical notices, the reader is referred to D. Masson,

Life of John Mi//on,'Vo\. II. jip. r>]V,-r>'2i, where they are arranged in alphahetical order;

and to Dr. Mitchell, in liis Introduction to the Minutes, pp. Ixxxi.-lxxxiv., whei'e they are

given in the order of the ordinance of Parliament calling the Assembly (dated June 12, 1(543),

with some twenty members subsequently added to fill vacancies. Meek gives various lists

in his edition of Gillespie's Notes. Neal's list has several errors. Much information on the

Iciuling members may be gathered from Raillie's Journals, Fuller's Church History and

W'lirihies of Kwfland, Anthony Wood's Atheva>, et Fasti Oxonienses, Neal's Histori/ of the

Puritans, Stoughton's histoiical works, and Masson's Mi/ton. Reid gives biographical sketches

of tlie VN'esiminster divines in al|ibabetical order, with lists of their works.
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fitted to guide a delicate assembly. Bishop Hall calls him ' a man so

eminent in school-divinity that the Jesuits shrunk under his strength.'

Thomas Fuller says:' 'His plain preaching was good, solid disputing

better, pious living best of all good.'

Chakles IIekle (d. 1G59), an Oxford scholar, and Rector of Winwick

in Lancashire, succeeded Twisse as Prolocutor. lie was a moderate

Presbyterian, and, in the language of Fuller, ' so much Christian,

scholar, and gentleman that he could unite in affection with those who

were disjoined in judgment from him.' He wrote against independ-

ency, but remarked in the Preface :
' The difference between us is not

so great ; at most it does but ruffle a little the fringe, not any way rend

the garment of Christ.' ^

John White (Oxon., d. 1648) and Dr. Coenelies Bukgess (Oxon., d.

1665), the two Assessors, enjoyed general esteem. White was sur-

named ' the patriarch of Dorchester,' but he ' would willingly contribute

his shot of facetiousness on any just occasion' (Fuller). He was the

great-grandfather of the Wesleys on the maternal side. Burgess was

' very active and sharp,' bold and fearless, an eminent debater and

valiant defender of Presbyterianism and royalty.

Dr. Akrowsmith, head of St. John's College, Cambridge, ' a man

with a glass eye,' having lost one by an arrow-shot, a ' learned divine

'

and ' elegant Latin ist,' and long remembered in Cambridge for his

'sweet and admirable temper,' and Dr. Tucknet (d. 1670), Vice-Chan-

cellor of the University, an inspiring teacher and bountiful friend of

the poor, must be mentioned together as the chief composers of the

Larger and Shorter Catechisms. They were both friends of the broad-

minded Whichcote, who calls Arrowsmith ' the companion of his special

thought.'^ Dr. Tuckney, when requested by some members of Parlia-

ment to pay special regard to piety in his elections in Cambridge, made

1 Worthies of England, Vol. I. p. 93. Dr. Owen, though he wrote against him, called hia.

' the veteran leader, so well trained in the scholastic field ; this great man ;
the very learned

and illustrious Twisse.' M'Crie describes him as 'a venerable man. verging on seventy

years of age, with a long, pale countenance, an imposing beard, lofty brow, and meditative

eye; the whole contour indicating a life spent in severe and painful study' (Annals of the

English Presbyteri/, p. 145). The last words of Twisse were, ' Now at length I shall have

leisure to follow my studies to all eternity.'

' 'The presence of such a man in the chair is sufficient to redeem the Assembly from the

charge of illiberality or vulgar fanaticism.'—M'Crie, p. I.")l.

' Tulloch, Rut. Theo'. in England, Vol. 11. (the Cambridge Platonists), pp. o6 sq.
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the sensible reply :
' No man has a greater respect than I have for the

truly godly ; but I am determined to choose none but scholars. They

may deceive me in their godliness—they can not in their scholarship.'

lie is said to be the author of the exposition of the Ten Command-

ments in the Larger Catechism.

Edmund Calamy, B.D. (Cantab.), one of the four representatives of

the London clergy, was a very popular preacher and a leader in the

Presbyterian party. ' He was the first openly to avow and defend the

Presbyterian government before a committee of Parliament ; and

though tempted afterwards with a bishopric, he continued stanch to his

principles to his dying day.' ' He died soon after the great fire in Lon-

don (1666). His grandson, of the same name, was still more celebrated.

Joseph Caryl, M.A. (Oxon., 1602-1673), was a moderate Independ-

ent, a distinguished preacher, and ' a man of great learning, piety, and

modesty ' (Neal). He became afterwards one of Cromwell's Triers,

was ejected in 1662, and lived privately, preaching to his congregation

as the times would permit. He is chiefly known as the indefatigable

author of a commentary on Job, in twelve volumes, 4to (Lond. 1648-

1666), which is an excellent school of its chief topic, the virtue of

patience.^

Thomas Coleman (Oxon.) was called ' Rabbi Coleman ' for his pro-

found Hebrew learning. Baillie describes him as half-scholar and

half-fool, and of small estimation. He died during the heat of the

Erastian debate (1647).

Thomas Gatakee, B.D. (Cantab., d. 1654, aet. eighty), a devourer of

books, and equally esteemed for learning, piety, and sound doctrine. He
refused various offers of preferment.

Thomas Goodwin, D.D. (Cantab., d. 1680, aet. eighty), one of the two

' patriarchs of English Independency,' Philip Nye being the other.

He was Vicar of Trinity Church, Cambridge, relinquished his prefer-

ments in 1634, was pastor of a congregation of English exiles at Arn-

heim, Holland, then in London,^ and afterwards President of Magdalen

' M'Crie, p. 155.

" Another edition in two large folio vols, was published in IGTG sq. Darling calls this ex-

position 'a most elaborate, learned, judicious, and pious work.'

'He founded a Congregational church in London in l(i4<), which continues to this day,

and has recently (under the pastorate of Dr. Joseph ParkerJ erected the City Temple, with

a memorial tablet to Goodwin in the vestibule.
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College, in Oxford, till the Restoration, when he resigned. lie was tlie

favorite minister of Cromwell, eloquent in the pulpit, orthodox in doc-

trine, and exemplary in life, but ' tinctured with a shade of gloom and

austerity ' (M'Crie). ' Though less celebrated than Owen, his great at-

tainments in scholarship and the range and variety of his thoughts as-

tonish us when we read his writings, showing how familiar he was with

all forms of theological speculation, ancient and modern ' (Stoughton).'

Dr. Joshua IIoyle (Oxon., d. 1654), Divinity Professor in Dublin,

afterw^ards Master of University College, Oxford, was the only Irish

divine of the Assembly, ' a master of the Greek and Latin fathers,'

who ' reigned both in the chair and in the pulpit'

John Lightfoot, D.D. (Cantab,), the greatest rabbinical scholar of

his age, whose IIorcB Hehraicce et TalniudiccB are still familiarly

quoted in illustration of the New Testament. His Journal is one of

the chief sources for the history of the Assembly, especially for ex-

egetical and antiquarian aspects of the Erastian controversy. In 1649

he became Master of Catharine Hall, Cambridge, and retained his post

till he died, 1675, aged seventy-three.

Stephen Marshall, B.D. (Cantab.), Lecturer at St. Margaret's, West-

minster, was ' the best preacher in England' (Baillie), a fearless leader

in the political strife, a great favorite in the Assembly, ' their trumpet,

by whom they sounded their solemn fasts' (Fuller). One of his roy-

alist enemies called him ' the Geneva bull, a factious and rebellious

divine.' He was buried in Westminster Abbey, 1655, but disinterred

with the other Puritans after the Restoration.

Phh^ip Nye (Oxon., d. 1672), minister of Kimbolton, who had been

in exile with his friend Goodwin, took a leading part, as a Commissioner

of Parliament, in soliciting the assistance of the Scots, and securing

subscription to the Covenant ; but he conceived a dislike to their

Church polity and gave them a world of trouble. He kept them for

three weeks debating on the superior propriety, as he contended, of

having the elements handed to the communicants in their own seats

instead of calling them out to the table. He was a stanch Lidepend-

' His austerity gave rise to the story related by Addison, in the Spectator, that Dr.

Goodwin, ' with half-a-dozen night-caps on his head and religious horror in his countenance,'

overawed and terrified an applicant for examination in Oxford by asking him in a sepulchral

voice, 'Are you prepared for death?' His works were published in London, 1681-1704, in

5 vols.

Vol. I.—B b b
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ent, a keen debater, and a ' great politician, of unconnnon depth, and

seldom if ever outreaclied' (Neal). lie was one of the Triers under

Cromwell, and the leader of the Congregational Savoy Conference.

After the llestoiaticm he declined tempting offers, and preached pri-

vately to a congregation of Dissenters till he died, seventy-six years of

age.

Herbert Palmer, B.D. (Cantab.),Vicar of Ashwell, afterwards Mas-

ter of Queen's College, Cambridge, was a little man with a childlike

look, but very graceful and accomplished, a fluent orator in French as

well as English, and a model pastor. He spent his fortune in works of

charity, and his delicate frame in the cure of souls. lie had scruples

about the divine right of ruling elders, but became a convert to Pres-

byterianism. He is the real author of the ' Christian Paradoxes,' which

ha\e so long been attributed to Lord Bacon.'

Dr. Edward Reynolds (Oxon., d. 1676), ' the pride and gloi'y of the

Presbyterian party ' (AVood), was very learned, eloquent, cautious, but

lacking backbone. He accepted from Charles II. the bishopric of

Norwich (Jan., 1660), owing, it was said, to the influence of 'a covet-

ous and politic consort ' (Wood) ; but ' he carried the wounds of the

Church in his lieart and in his bowels to the grave with him.'

Sir Francis Rous (or Rowse, b. 1579, d. 1659), ' an old, most honest'

member of Parliament, afterwards a member of Cromwell's Privy

Council, was one of the twenty Commoners who were deputed to the

Assembly. He innocently acquired an immortal fame by his literal

versification of the Psalms, which was first printed in 1643, then re-

vised, and is used to this day in Scotland and in many Presbyterian con-

gregations in America in preference to all other versions and hymns.^

Lazarus Seaman, B.D. (Cantab., 1667), one of the four representa-

tives of the London clergy, a very active member and rejiuted as an

Orientalist, who always carried with him a small Hebrew Bible wuthont

points. He is des(tribed as 'an invincible disputant* and 'a person of

most deep, piercing, and eagle-eyed judgment in all points of contro-

versial divinity, in which he had few equals, if any superiors.' He

' This fact has recently been discovered by Rev. A. B. Grosart (18G4). See Masson,

Vol. II. p. r.20.

' See liaillie. Vol. II. j>. 1 20 ; Vol. III. pp. 532 sqq. ; and the Minutes of the Westminster

Assembly, np. i:^l, 16ij, 418.
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became Master of Peterliouse, Cambridge, but was ejected after tlie

Restoration.

John Selden (1584-1654), one of the lay assessors, and a scholar and

wit of European reputation.^ Ilis scholarsiiip was almost univei'sal,

but lay chiefly in languages, law, and antiquities (hence ^ antiquariorurn

coryphcKus''). For a long time he took an active part in the debates,

and often perplexed the divines by raising scruples. He liked to cor-

rect their 'little English pocket Bibles' from the Greek and Hebrew.

Not especially fond of the flesh of the Scriptures, he cast the ' bones

'

at them ' to break their teeth therewith ' (Fuller). He was an Erastian

and a clergy-hater, but on his death-bed he declared that ' out of the

numberless volumes he had read, nothing stuck so close to his heart, or

gave him such solid satisfaction, as the single passage of Paul, 'The

grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared unto all men.'

Richard Vi^'es, Master of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge (d. 1656), 'an

excellent preacher and very powerful in debate, and much respected

on all accounts' (Masson).

Thomas Young, Master of Jesus College, Cambridge, a Scotchman

by birth, Milton's preceptor, and the chief of the five ' Smectymnuans.'

THE SCOTCH COMMISSIONEKS.

After the adoption of the international League and Covenant, Scot-

land sent five clerical and three lay commissioners who admirably

represented their Church and country. They formed a group by them-

selves at the right hand of the Prolocutor. They were the only dele-

gates who were elected by proper ecclesiastical authority, viz., the

General Assembly of their Church (Aug. 19, 1643), at the express re-

quest of the English Parliament; they declined being considered

members in the ordinary sense, but the}' were allowed by warrant of

Parliament to be pi-esent and to debate, and practically they exerted

an influence disproportionate to their number. They arrived in Lon-

don in September, fresh from the battle 'with lordly bishops, popish

ceremonies, and royal mand;ites,' and full of the 'j^er/^ry/c^wm ingeni-

uin Scotorxun^

Alexander Henderson, Rector of the Universitv of Edinburgh since

* Ofiera omnia, ed. Dav. Wilkins, London, 1726, 3 vols, in folio.
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1640, sixty j-ears of age, ranks next to John Knox and Andrew Melville

in the history of Scotcli Presbyterianism, and was the author of the

' Solemn League and Covenant,' which linked the Scottish and English

nations in a civil and religions alliance for the Reformed religion and

civil liberty. Being unmarried, he gave himself entii-ely to the Assem-

bly from Aug., 1643, to Aug., 1646. lie has heretofore been too much

ignored. ' My researches,' says Masson,' ' have more and more con-

vinced me that he was, all in all, one of the ablest and best men of his

age in Britain, and the greatest, the wisest, and most liberal of the

Scottish Presbyterians. They all had to consult him ; in every strait

and conflict he had to be appealed to, and came in at the last as the

man of supereminent composure, comprehensiveness, and breadth of

brow. Although the Scottish Presbyterian rule was that no church-

man should have authority in State affairs, it had to be practically

waived in his case; he was a cabinet minister without ofhce.'

Robert Baillie (b. 1599, d. 1662), Professor of Divinity and Prin-

cipal of the University of Glasgow, did not speak much, but was a

regular attendant for fully three years, a shrewd obser\er, and has

been called the Boswell of the Assembly and ' the pleasantest of letter

gossips.' His 'Letters and Journals' (not pr()[)erly edited until 1842) are

' among the most gi-apliic books of contemporary memoir to be found

in any language. His faculty of narration in his pithy native Scotch

is nothing short of genius. AVhenever we have an account from Baillie

of any thing he saw or was present at, it is worth all accounts put to-

gether for accuracy and vividness; so in his accounts of Strafford's

trial, and so in his account of his first impi'cssions of the Westminster

Assembly' (Masson).

George Gillespip:, minister of Edinburgh (d. 164S), was only thirty-

one years of age when he entered the Assembly, the youngest, and yet

one of the brightest stars, ' the pi-ince of disputants, who with the Are

of youth had the wisdt)m of age.' He first attracted public attention

in his twenty-fourth year by ' A Dispute against the English-Popish

Ceremonies obti-uded upon the Church of Scotland' (1637), which

helped the revolt against Land's innovations. He took a leading part

in the debates of the Assembly against Erastianism and Independency.

'Vol. III. p. 16.
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According to Scotch tradition he once made even Selden reel and say,

' That young man, by his single speech, has swept away the labors of

ten years of my life.' This is probably a patriotic exaggeration. The

excessive ardor and activity of his mind wore out his frame, and he re-

turned from the Assembly to die in his native land.

Samuel Rutherford (1600-1661), Professor of Divinity and Princi-

pal of St. Mary's College in St. Andrews, was one of the most fervid and

popular preachers in Scotland, and highl}' esteemed for his learning and

piety. ' The characteristics of his mind were clearness of intellect,warmth

and earnestness of affection, and loftiness and spirituality of devotion-

al feeling.' His book, ' Lex Rex,' is considered one of the best exposi-

tions of the principles of civil and religious liberty ; and his glowing

letters of comfort from his prison in Aberdeen (which he called ' Christ's

Palace') show him to be ' the true saint and martyr of the Covenant.'

Rev. Robert Douglas never sat. Among the lay commissioners, John

Lord Maitland (afterwards Earl of Lauderdale) distinguished himself

first by his zeal for the Scotch Covenanters, and afterwards by his

apostasy and cruelty against them. Sir Archibald Johnstone, of War-

ristone, was from 1637 a leader among the Scotch Covenanters, a great

lawyer, and a devout Christian, who, as Bishop Burnet, his nephew, nar-

rates, often prayed in his family two hours at a time with unexhausted

copiousness. The Marquis of Argyle also, who afterwards suffered

death for his loyalty to the Scotch Kirk, sat for some time as an elder

in the Assembly.

OPENING OF THE ASSEMBLY.

The Assembly was opened on Saturday, July 1, 1643, in the grand

national Abbey of Westminster, in the presence of both Houses ol

Parliament and & large congregation, by a sermon of Dr. Twisse on

John xiv. 18 :
' I will not leave you comfortless ; I will come unto

you '—a text which was deemed ' pertinent to these times of sorrow,

anguish, and misery, to raise up the drooping spirits of the people of

God who lie under the pressure of Popish wars and combustions."

After service the members of the Assembly, ' three score and nine'^

' From the Parliamentarian newspaper No. 25, for July 8-10, 1643, quoted by Mitchel,

p. xi. Lightfoot reports in his Journal (p. o) that ' a great congregation ' was present be-

sides the members of the Assembly and of Parliament.

' 'J'his is about the average attendance of the Lower House of the Couvocation of Canter

bury.—Stanley, Met/ioj-ials of Westminster Abbey, p. 507.
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(twenty-nine more than the iequired e[uonnnj, repaired for orgauiza-

tion to the Chapel of Henry VII., that ' most gorgeous of sepulchres,'

where the Upper House of Convocation used to meet. The medioival

architecture formed a striking contrast to the Puritan simplicity of

worship and dress. The divines appeared in black coats or cloaks,

skull-caps, and Geneva bands in imitation of the foreign Protestants,*

with the exception of a few Royalists and Episcopalians, who in their

canonical gowns seemed ' the only non-Conformists.' ^ Add to this ap-

parel their solemn looks, the peaked beards and mustaches, and the

broad double ruff around the neck, and we have a spectacle of a synod

differing as much from a modern Pi'esbyterian Assembly as from an

E[)iscopal Convocation or a Roman Catholic Coimcil.^

Every member had to take the following vow (which was read in

the Assembly every Monday morning) :

' I do seriousl}^ promise and vow, in the presence of almighty God,

that in this Assembly, whei'eof I am a member, I will maintain nothing

in point of doctrine but what I believe to be most agreeable to the

Word of God ; nor in point of discipline, but what may make most

for God's glory and the peace and good of his Church.'

THE ASSEMBLY IN THE JERUSALEM CHAMBER.

For several weeks the meetings were held in the Chapel of Henry

VII. But when extreme cold weather set in at the close of Sep-

tember, the xVssembly repaired to the 'Jerusalem Chamber,' in the

Deanery of Westminster.* ' What place more proper for the building

of Sion,' asks Fuller, ' than the Chamber of Jerusalem, the fairest of

the Dean's lodgings, where King Henry IV. died, and where these

divines did daily meet together?'^

This large and venerable hall, furnished with a long table and

chairs, and ornamented with tapestry (pictures of the Circumcision, the

• Neal and Stoughton. ' Fuller.

' M'Ciie and Mitchell compare it to a synod of Huguenots as pictured on the title-page of

the first volume of Quick's Syuodicon. But there the Frenchmen wear broad-brimmed hats.

* The oiigin of the name is uncertain. Some derive it from the tapestries or pictures of

Jerusalem on the wall. Dr. Stoughton, who is well informed in English history and archaeology,

informs me (by letter of May 4, 1876) that it probably arose 'from the fact of its ndjoining

the sanctuary, the place of peace;' and he quotes a passage from the account of King John's

death :
' Nee providet quod est Romce ecclesia Jerusalem dicta, id est, visio pads ; quia qui-

cunqui- illiii- confutjerit, riiiuscicnque criminis obno-'ns. suhsidimn invenit^ (Willir.m of Malmes-

buiy, Li^ ye^iis Anyl. Lib. IL p. G7). ' Church Hist. Vol. VL p. 253.
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Adoration of tlie Magi, and tlie Passage through the Wilderness), \vas

originally the withdrawing-room of the abbot, and has become famous

in romance and history as the cradle of many memorable schemes and

events from the Reformation down to the present time.

There, before the fire of the hearth—then a lare luxury in England

—King Henry IV., who intended to make a pilgrmiage to Jerusalem,

died of a hideous leprosy (March 20, 1413). When informed of the

name of the chamber, he exclaimed,

' Laud be to God ! even there my life must end.

It hath been prophesied to me many years

I would not die but in Jerusalem

;

Which vainly I supposed the Holy Land.

But bear me to that chamber ; there I'll lie

:

In that Jerusalem shall Harry die.'*

There Sir Thomas Moi-e was confined (1534), and urged by the

abbot to acknowledge the king's ecclesiastical supremacy ; and there

probably he wrote his appeal to a general council which never met,

but may yet meet at some future day.

There, under the genial warmth of the fire which had attracted the

dying king, the grave Puritan Assembly prepared its standards of doc-

trine, worship, and discipline, to be disowned by England, but honored

by Scotland and America.

There the most distinguished Biblical scholars of the Church of Eng-

land, in fraternal co-operation with scholars of Dissenting denomina-

tions, both nobly forgetting old feuds and jealousies, are now engaged

in the truly catholic and peaceful work of revising the common version

of the Bible for the general benefit of English-speaking Christendom.^

1 Shakspere, Second Part of King Henry IV., act iv. sc. 4.

' For a fuller description of the Jerusalem ('hamber, see Dean Stanley's Memorials of

Westminster Ahhey, pp. 417 sqq. I may be permitted to add from personal experience an

interesting recent incident in the history of that chamber. At the kind invitation of the

Dean of Westminster, the delegates to the International Council of Presbyterian Churches,

then meeting in London for the formation of a Presbyterian Alliance, repaired to the

Jerusalem Chamber on Thursday afternoon, July 22, 1875, and, standing around the long

table, were instructed and entertained bv the Dean, who, modestly taking ' the Moderator s

chair. 'gave them a graphic historical description of the chamber, interspersed with humor-

ous remarks and extracts from Baillie. He dwelt mainly on the Westminster Assembly,

promising, in his broad-Church liberality, at some future time to honor that Assembly by a

picture on the northern wall. Dr. McCosh, as Moderator of the Presbyterian Council, pro-

posed a vote nf thanks for the courtesy and kindness of the Dean, which was, of course, unam-

mously and heartily given. The writer of this expressed the hope that the Jerusalem Chamber

may yet serve a still nobler purpose than any in the past, namely, the reunion of Christen-
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baillie's description of the assembly.

The Assembly in actual session in this famous locality, and its order

of business, can not be better described than in the graphic language

of one of the Scotch Commissioners:

'The like of that Assembly,' says Professor Baillie,' 'I did never see, and, as we hear

say, the like was never in England, nor any where is shortly like to be. 'i'hey did sit in

Henry the Seventh's Chapel, in the place of the Convocation ; but since the weather grew

cold, they did go to Jerusalem Chamber, a fair room in the Abbey of Westminster, about the

bounds of the College forehall, but wider. At the one end nearest the door and on both sides

are stages of seats as in the new Assembly-House at Edinburgh, but not so high, for there

will be room but for five or six score. At the upmost end there is one chair set on a frame, a

foot from the earth, for the Mr. Prolocutor Dr. Twisse. Before it, on the ground, stand two

chairs for the two Mr. Assessois, Dr. Burgess and Mr. White. Before these two chairs, through

the length of the room, stands a table, at which sit the two scribes, Mr. Byfield and Dr.

Roborough. The house is all well hung and has a good fire, which are some dainties at

London. Foranent [in front of] the table, upon the Prolocutor's right hand, there are three

or four ranks of forms. On the lowest we five do sit. Upon the other, at our backs, the

members of Parliament deputed to the Assembly. On the forms foranent us, on the Pro-

locutor's left hand, going from the upper end of the house to the chimney, and at the other

end of the house, and backside of the table, till it comes about to our seats, are four or five

stages of forms, whereupon their divines sit as they please, albeit commonly they keep

the same place. From the chimney to the door there are no seats, but a void for passage.

The Lords of Parliament use to sit on chairs in that void, about the fire. We meet every

«lay of the week but Saturday. We sit commonly from nine to one or two [in the] after-

noon. The Prolocutor at the beginning and end has a short prayer. The man, as the world

knows, is very learned in the questions he has studied, and very good, beloved by all, and
highly esteemed ; but merely bookish, and not much, as it seems, acquainted with conceived

prayer, [and] among the unfittest of all the comjiany for any action; so after the prayer

he sits mute. It was the canny convoyance of those who guide most matters for their own
interest to plant such a man of purpose in the chair. One of the Assessors, our good friend

Mr. White, has keeped in of the gout since our coming; the other. Dr. Burgess, a very active

and sharp man, supplies, so far as is decent, the Prolocutor's place.

'Ordinarily there will be present above threescore of their divines. These are divided

into three committees, in one whereof every man is a member ; no man is eNcluded who
pleases to come to any of the tiiree. Every committee, as the Parliament gives order in

writing to take any purpose into consideration, takes a portion, and in their afternoon meet-

ing prepares matters for the Assembly, sets down their mind in distinct propositions, [and]

backs their propositions with texts of Scripture. After the prayer, Mr. Byfield, the scribe,

reads the proposition and Scriptures, whereupon the Assembly debates in a most grave and
orderly way. No man is called up to speak; but who stands up of his own accord, he speaks

so long as he will without interruption. If two or three stand up at once, then the divines

dom on the basis of God's revealed truth in the Bible ; and he alluded to the fact that the

Dean had recently (in the ' Contemporary Review,' and in an address at Saint Andrews) paid

a high compliment to the Westminster Confession by declaring its first chapter, on the Holy
Scriptures, to be one of the best, if not the very best symbolical statement ever made.

' III a letter to his cousin, William Spang, dated London, Dec. 7. 1043. See Letters and
Jonrtinls^ViA. II. pp. 107-1(19. I have retained the Scotch words, but modernized the spelling.

Extracts from this letter are quoted by Neal, lletherington, Stanley, Stoughton, Mitchell.
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confusedly call on his name whom they desire to hear first: on whom the loudest and maniest

[most] voices call, he speaks. No man speaks to any but to the Prolocutor. They harangue

long and very learnedly. They study the questions well beforehand, and prepare their speech-

es; but withal the men are exceeding promj)! and well-s])oken. I do marvel at the very accu-

rate and extempnral replies that many of them usually do make. When, upon every propo-

sition by itself, and on every text of Scripture that is brought to confirm it, every man who
will has said his whole mind, and the replies, and duplies, and triplies are heard, then the

most part calls "To the question." Byfield, the scribe, rises from the table and comes to the

Piolocutor's chair, who, from the scribe's book, reads the proposition, and says, "As many as

are of oi)inion that the question is well stated in the proposition, let them say I;" when I

is lieaid. he says, " As many as think otherwise, say No." If the diff"erence of I's and No's be

cleai', as usually it is. then the question is ordered by the scribes, and they go on to debate

the first Scripture alleged for proof of the proposition. If the sound of I and No be near

equal, then says the Prolocutor, "As many as say I, stand up ;" while they stand, the scribe

and others number them in their mind; when they sit down the No's are bidden to stand, and

they likewise are numbered. This way is clear enough, and saves a great deal of time, which

we spend in reading our catalogue. When a question is once ordered, there is no more

debate of that matter; but if a man will vaige, ' he is quickly taken up by Mr. Assessor, or

many others, confusedly crying, "Speak to order, to order." No man contradicts another

expressly by name, but most discreetly speaks to the I'rolocutor, and at most holds on the

general—The leverend brother, who lately or last spoke, on this hand, on that side, above,

or below.

' I thought meet once for all to give you a taste of the outward form of their Assembly.

They follow the way of their Parliament. Much of their way is good, and worthy of our

imitation : only their longsomeness is woeful at this time, when their Church and Kingdom
lies under a most lamentable anarchy and confusion. They see the hurt of their length, but

can not get it helped ; for being to establish a new Platform of worship and discipline to

their nation for all time to come, they think they can not be answerable if solidly and at

leisure they do not examine every point thereof.'

DEVOTIONAL EXERCISES.

With theological discussion the Assembly combined devotional ex-

ercises, and observed with Parliament regular and occasional fasts

which are characteristic of the Puritan piety of that age. At the joint

meeting of the Parliament and the Assembly in St. Margaret's Church,

for the signing of the Covenant (Monday, Sept. 25, 1643), Mr. White

' prayed near upon an hour,' Mr. Nye ' made an exhortation of another

hour long,' Mr. Henderson ' did the like ;' then there was the reading

of the Covenant, a praj^er by Dr. Yonge, ' another psalm by Mr. Wil-

son,' and a concluding prayer, when they 'adjourned till Thursday

morning, because of the fast.'^

Baillie desci-ibes the fast observed May 17, 1644, at the request of

General Essex before his march into the field, as ' the sweetest day ' he

saw in England, altliough it lasted eight hours, from nine to five, without

' Probably 'wander' (from 'vague'). ' Lightfoot, Journal, p. 15.
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interruption. ' After Dr. Twisse,' he writes, ' had begun with a brief

prayer, Mr. Marshall prayed large two hours, most divinely, confessing

the sins of the members of the Assembly in a wonderfully pathetic and

pi-ndent way. After, Mr. Arrowsmith preached one hour; then a psalm

;

thereafter, Mr. Vines prayed near two hours, and Mr. Palmer preached

one hour, and Mr. Seaman prayed near two houi-s; then a psalm. After,

Mr. Henderson brought them to a short, sweet conference of the heart

confessed in the Assembly, and other seen faults' to be remedied, and

the convenience to preach against sects, especially Anabaptists and

Antinomians. Dr. Twisse closed with a short prayer and blessing.

God was so evidently in all this exercise that we expect certainly a

blessing both in our matter of the Assembly and whole kingdom.'

^

We can not read such accounts without amazement at the devotional

fervor and endurance of the Puritan divines. And yet, if we consider

the length of their prayers and sermons, their austerity in society, dress

and manner, their peculiar phraseology and cant, their aversion to the

fine arts and public amusements, however innocent, we need not be

surprised at the popular rebound to the opposite extreme under the

frivolous and licentious Charles II. 'All that was beautiful in Church

music, architecture, or ornament, and in personal elegance and refine-

ment, was rigidly proscribed. Even poetry was at a discount; Milton

himself, in his lifetime, in more senses than one, "sung darkling;" and

the literary style of the day, unlike either that of the foregoing or the

subsequent age, was harsh, stiff, and void of elegance. Even the typog-

raphy of the period is peculiarly grim and unseemly.'^

It should not be forgotten, however, that there are times when

a3sthetics must give way to more important matters, and that radical

extremes are unavoidable in critical periods. The Catholic Church

itself, in the tii-st thi-ee centuries, passed through the gloom of the cata-

combs, and, in its ascetic abhorrence of heathen art and beauty, strange-

ly misconceived even our blessed Lord's personal appearance as homely

and repulsive in the days of his humiliation. Tertullian, in his way,

went farther than the Puritans.

' Probiibly a misprint for 'heart-confessed and other seen faults in the Assembly.'

* Letters and Journals, Vol. II. pp. 184 sq.

" M'Crie, A)intih of luicffis/i Presh. p. 173. The last remark npplies also to the earJy

e«litioiis of the Westminster standards and controversial pamphlets.
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DURATION AND CLOSE.

The Assembly occupied about fi\e years and six mouths for the

completion of its proper work—the standards of doctrine, woiship, and

discipline—and held no less than 1163 regular sessions from Julv 1,

1643, till February 22, 1649, when it ought to liave adjourned sine die.

It met every day, except Saturday and Sunday, from nine o'clock till

one or two—the afternoons being left to committees. After Kov. 9,

1647, we find no mention of the Scotch Commissioners. But the As-

sembly continued to drag out a shadowy existence, with scanty and

irregular attendance, as a standing committee for the examination and

oi-dination of candidates for the ministry, meeting every Thursdav,' till

March 25, 1652, when it informally broke up before the dissolution of

the 'Kump' Parliament by Oliver Cromwell (April 19, 1653). 'It

dwindled away by degrees, though never legally dissolved,' says Fuller.

It vanished with the Long Parliament wliich gave it birth.

§ 94. The Westminster Confession.

1. Standari) Editionb.

1. English.

The edltio princeps, without Scripture texts, was printed, but not published, Dec. 7, 1646, at Loidon,
under the title, 'The Humble

|
Advice

| 0/ the
\
Assembly

| of\ Divines,
|
Xow by authority of Parlia-

ment
I

sitting at Westminster,
\
concerning

\
a Confession of Faith,

|
presented by thetii lately to both Houses

I
of Parliament. | . . . London. Printed for the Company of Stationers.' 1647.

A second edition (of 600 copies) was printed in London, under the same title, 'with the Quotations
and Texts of Sciipture annexed,' by order of Parliament, dated April 29, 1647.

The first Edinburgh ed. is a reprint of the second London ed. in somewhat different type. Only 300

copies were printed, Aug. 9, 1647, for the use of the General Assembly. See fac-simile in Vol. III. p. 598.

The typography and paper of these early editions are very poor. After the adoption, innumerable

editions appeared under the proper title, 'Confession of Faith.' The earliest small ed. of Edinb. ap-

peared 1650 ; the earliest small ed. in Loud., 1648 or 1649. See Minutes, p. 418, note 4
The edition which was adopted by the English Parliament, with some changes (similar to those

afterwards made in the Savoy Declaration), bears a different title, viz. : Artiolks
| of \

Christian Re-
ligion,

I
Approved and Paxsed by both Houses I of Paki.tamknt, |

After Advice had with the Assembly
\

of
I
Divines

|
by

|
Authority of Parliament sitting at

|
Westminster. |

London :
|

. . . June '27, 1648.

Copies of the earliest and other rare editions I found and compared in the British Museum, in the

Libraries of Edinburgh, the Free Church College and the Advocates' Libraries, and that of Union Theol.

Seminary in New York. The texts vary but slightly. I nsed also a London ed. of 1658 ([)p. 108), which
is a little superior in typography, and still bears the title Humble Advice, etc. It has the Scripture

proofs printed out in full.

Prof. Mitchell proposes to publish, with other documents, 'a careful collation of the earlier editions

of the Confession ' {Mimites, p. 546).

A very good edition of the Westminster Confession of Faith and Catechisms, together with the Cov-
enants (National and Solemn League), the acts of Parliament and the General Assembly relative to and
approving of the same, was printed by authority at Edinburgh (University Press), 1855 (pp. 561).

The American editions differ from the English and Scotch in Chaps. XXIIl. and XXXI., and in the

close of XX. The changes are given in Vol. III. pp. 600 sqq.

' The se.'ssinns held after Feb. 22, 1640 CI 648), are not nnmbered. The la.st regular meet-

ings were likewise devoted merely to executive business. See Minutes, p. i')39.
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2. Latin.

Con/essio Fidei in Conventu theologorum authoiitate Parliamenti Anglicani indicto elaborata; eidem

Parliaviento postuioduin exhibila ; (jiiiii et ab euilmn, ilcinqnc ab b'rcUnia Scoticana co<jnita et apprtthata;

Htui c}cm Catechixmo diipliiri, majuri. minuriqiif ; e siriiiuiw AiKjlicano stnnma cum fide in Jjatinutn vcrna.

Ciintiibrii;i;p, U;,56 and UW.), small Svo ('."iy pp.). Other eds., Ediub. 1C70, 16'J4, 170S, ITU; Glasgow, 1660;

in the appeudix to Nieineyei's Cullectio Con/. 1S40. See Vol. III. pp. 6(K) i^qq. The triii)i<lation is good,

but the ti aus-latiir is not named, nor could 1 ascertain his name from the librarians in Kdiubur^'h and

London, not even from the learned Mr. David Laing and Dr. Mitchell. The initials below the preface

are 'G. D.' (perhaps G. Dillingham, D.D., of Emanuel College, Cambridge ; others surmised G. Duport,

of Cambridge).
3. German.

A German translation appeared as early as 164S. A new one in Bookkl's Bekenntniss-Schriften der

evang. reform. Kirche, pp. 6S3 sqq. (under the title Das puritanische Glaubensbekemitnisa). Another

version is published by the Presbyterian Board in Philadelphia.

niSTOKlOAU

See Literature on Westminster Assembly, § 93.

Dr. Alkx. F. Mitohei.l (Prof, of Ch. Hist, in St. Andrews): The Westminster Confession of Faith: a

Contrilnition to the Study of its Historical Relations and to the Defence of its Teaching. Edinb. 3d ed. 186T.

Comp. his valuable Introduction to the Mimttes, 1874.

Ai.Ex. Taylok Innes : The Law of Creeds in Scotland. Edinburgh, 1867.

Explanatory and Apologetic.

Truth^s Victory over Error ; or, an Abridgment of the chief Controversies in Religion, etc. [By David
DioKSciN.] Eilinb. (1649), 10S4; Glasgow, 1725. A catechetical exposition of the Westm. Conf.

A Brief Sum of Christian Doctrine contained in Uoly Scripture, and holden forth in the Confession of

Faith and Catechisms of the Wi'stntinster Afisembly,elc. [Drawn up by David Dickson.] Edinb. lG9,'i.

RouKiiT Shaw (Minister of the Free Church at Whitburn) : An Exposition of the Confession of Faith

of the Westminster Assemblii of Divines. With an Introduction by W. M. Ilelheriugton. Edinb. 1845.

Arohikai.d Alkxandii: IIodgk, D.D. (Prof, of Theol. in Alleghe'iy Seminary): A Commetitary on the

Confession of Faith. Phihid. 1809 (Presbyt. Board).

Ckitical and Polemical.

W. Parker: The late Assevibly of Divines' Conf. of Faith Examined, wherein many of their Exr^site*

and Defects, if their Confiision-' and Disorders, of their Errors and Contradictions, are presented. Lond.lfiSl.

Ja.mkb Stark: The Wi-.-itniiuster Confession of Faith critically Compared with the Holy Scripture and

found vanting. Lond. 18(i3. A candid bnt captious critique of all the chapters.

JosKi'H Taviok G(.'>i sir: The Westminster Confession of Faith Examined on the Dnsis of the other

Protestant Confessions. Lond. 1S6«5. Directed chiefly against Ch. XL, on Justification by Faith.

A. M. Faiuhaibn : The Wesfn)in.-<ter Confession of Faith and Scot/-h Theology. An article in the 'C.Mitem-

Dorary Review,' answered by Prof. Mitchell in the Introduction to Minutes of the Westminster Assembly.

William Maebuall : The Principles of the Westminster Standards Persecuting. Edinb. 1373.

REVISION OF THE ENGLISH ARTICLES.

The Assembly was at first employed for ten weeks on a revision of

the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England, being directed by

an order of Parliament (July 5, 1643) ' to free and vindicate the doc-

trine of them from all aspersions and false intei-pretations.' Tlie Pur-

itans regarded the doctrinal Articles as sound and orthodox in substance

and spirit, but capable of improvement in the line marked out by the

Lambeth Articles and the Irish Articles ; in other words, they desired

to make them more explicitly Calvinistic.

Fifteen of these Articles, including the most important doctrines,

were thus revised, and provided with Scripture proofs.' Very few

' The revised Fifteen Articles have been reprinted from the copy as approved by Parliament,

in U&Ws Harmony of Protestant Confessions; in Appendi.x No. VII. to 'NeuVs Histori/ <>/ the

Puritans; in Stoughton, Church of the Comwonwealtk, Append, pp. L'l.'8 sqq.
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changes were made. Art. I., on the Trinity, was left untouched. In

Art. II., on the Son of God, the word ' all ' before ' actual sins of men'

is missing, which, if not an oversight, was a misimprovement in the

interest of Culvinistic particularism.' In Art. III. the unhistorical in-

terpretation of Christ's descent into Hades, which makes it a mere

repetition of tlie preceding clause in the Creed, is put in. In Art. VI.

the allusion to the Apocrypha is omitted. The remaining Articles are

retained with some verbal improvements, except Art. VIII. of the three

Creeds, which is omitted in almost all the printed copies. But in the

original copy which the Assembly sent to Parliament, Art. VIII. was

retained with a slight verbal cliange,^ and omitted in the copy which

Parliament sent to the King at the Isle of Wight. The Assembly cer-

tainly had no objection to the doctrine of the oecumenical creeds, and

teaches it in its own standards. And yet the omission of all allusion

to them in the Confession of Faith is so far characteristic as it reveals

a difference of stand -point. The Puritan Assembly was unwilling to

adopt any rule of faith except the Scripture explained by itself; while

the Episcopal Church was reformed on the basis of the Scripture as

interpreted by the ancient Church, or at all events with respectful

reference to primitive creeds and canons.

The work of revision was suspended by an order of Parliament, Oct.

12, 1643, requiring the Assembly to enter upon the work of Church

government, and then given up in consequence of an order ' to fi-ame

a Confession of Faith for the tliree kingdoms, according to the Solemn

League and Covenant.' The framing of the Westminster Confession

is therefore due to Scotch influence and the adoption of the Solemn

League and Covenant.^

• The 'air was in the original edition of 1563 and the edition of lfi28, but is missing in

the edition of 1630 and other English editions, and also in the American Episcopal revision

;

see Vol. III. p. 478.

' 'The three creeds that go under the name of the Nicene Creed, Athanasius' Creed,' etc.,

instead of 'The three Creeds, Nicene Creed, Athanasian Creed,' etc. Ussher and Vossius

had proved the post-Athanasian origin of the creed which bears his name. Lightfoot (Journal^

p. 10) notices, probably from an earlier stage of the debate, another change, viz. : 'for that

the matter of them [for they^ may be proved by most certain warrants of Holy Scripture.'

He adds that ' at last it was concluded that the Creeds should be printed at the end of the

Thirty-nine Articles.' Comp. Mitchell, in Minutes, p. 542.

' See this important document and its history above, pp. 689 sqq. Marsden says (Later

Puritans, p. 90) :
' The taking of the Covenant in Scotland was perhaps the most solemn

scene in the history of nations. The fuiced imposition of it in England was an insult and a
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This was a wise conclusion. The alteration or reconstruction of an

established creed (except in minor particulai's) is in itself a difticult

and uno-ratef 111 task, and nioi-e apt to produce confusion than harmony,

as is shown by the history of the jS^icene Creed and the Augsbui-g

Confession.

PREPAKATION OF THE CONFESSION.

The first appointment of a Committee to prepare matter for a joint

Confession of Faith was made Aug. 20, 1644, and embraced, besides

the Commissioners of the Church of Scotland, the following English-

men : Dr. Gouge, Mr. Gataker, Mr. Arrowsmith, Dr. Temple, Mr. liur-

roughs, Mr. Burgos, Mr. Vines, Dr. Goodwin, and Dr. Iloyle. The

chairman. Dr. William Gouge, a graduate of Cambridge, was Minister

of I31ackfriars, London (from 1608), and stood in high veneration among

the Puritans, there being 'scarce a lord or lady or citizen of (piality

in or about the city that were piously inclined but they sought his

acquaintance.'' He died Dec. 12, 1653, seventy-nine years of age.

The Connnittee was enlarged Sept. 4, 1644, by adding Messrs. Pal-

mer, Newcomen, Herle, Reynolds, Wilson, Tuckney, Smith, Young,

Ley, and Sedgwicke.^

This Committee, it seems, prepared the material aiid repoi-ted in the

434th session. May 12, 1645, when a smaller Committee was appointed

to dit>;est the material into a formal drauo'lit. The members were taken

from the old Connnittee, with Dr. Gouge as chairman. The Scotch

Commissioners were to be again consulted.^ On July 7th, 1645, Dr.

Temple made a report of a part of the Confession touching the Holy

Scripture, which was read and debated.* The following day, Reynolds,

Ilerle, and Newcomen, to whom were afterwards added Tuckney and

Whitaker, were appointed a Committee ' to take care of the wording

of the Confession, as it is voted in the Assembly from time to time, and

burlesque.' Fuller refutes it at length from his English and Episcopal stand-point (Church

Hist. V^ol. VI. pp. '2')9 sqq.). It certainly turned out to be a blunder in England, but it was

a sublime blunder for a noble end, and not without important results, among wliicli is the

one mentioned in the text.

Masson, Vol. II. p. .518. Gouge's Commentary on Hebrews was republished, 1806, at

Edinburgh, in 3 vols., with a memoir, in wliich he is called ' the father of the London min-

isters and the oracle of his time' (p. xii.).

' See excerpts from Vol. II. of the MS. Minutes, in Mitchell's ed. of Minutes (which begin

Nov. 18, lf.44), p. Ixxxvi.

' Minutes, p. 9L Knd. p. 110.
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report to the Assembly vvlieii tliey think fit there should be any altera-

tion in the words,' after first coiisultiiig ' with the Scotch Commissioners

or any one of them." In the 470th session, July 16, 1645, the heads of

the Confession were distributed among three large committees to be

elaborated and prepared for more formal discussion.''' The chapters

were re[)orted, read, and debated, section by section, and sometimes

word by word.

The sub-committees sat two days every week, and reported as they

progressed. On Sept. 25, 1646, the title was fixed (' The Phunble Ad-

vice,' etc.) and the first nineteen chapters were sent np to the House of

Commons at their request. A few^ days afterwards (Oct. 1) a duplicate

was sent to the House of Lords.^ The House of Lords passed these

chapters, after a third reading, unanimously (Nov. 6). The House of

Commons delayed definite action till the whole was presented. In the

752d Session,Dec. 4, 1646, the Confession was completed and presented

to both Houses of Parliament in a copy transcribed with great pains

by Di*. Burgess, for which he received a vote of thanks from the As-

sembly.*

The Confession was thus prepared in two years and three months,

amid many interruptions by discussions on the Catechism and on dis-

cipline. No other symbolical book cost so much time and labor, ex-

cept the Tridentine and Vatican Decrees, and perhaps the Lutheran

Formula of Concord. Besides the chairman, Drs. Tuckney, Arrow-

smith, Reynolds (afterwards bishop), Temple, Hoyle, Pahner, Herle,

and the Scotch divines seem to have been the chief authors of the

work.

The Confession was first printed Dec, 1646, or Jan., 1647, for the

exclusive use of Parliament and the Assembly, without the Scripture

proofs. The House of Commons, not satisfied, expressly requested the

Assembly to send them the Scripture texts (April 22, 1647), which was

promptly done (April 29).^ Whereupon the House of Commons ordei-ed

' Minutes, p. 1 10. = Ibid. p. 114.

^ Ifiid. pp. 290, 291 ; Journals of the H. of Commons, Vol. IV. p. 677; and the H. oj

Lords, Vol. VIII. pp. 505, 588.

* Minutes, p. 308 ; Journals of the H. of Commons. Vol. IV. p. 789 ; of the Zorrfs, Vol. VII I.

p. 597.

° Journals of the House of Comtnons, Vol. V. p. 151 ; Minutes, p. 352. Baillie (in a letter

to Spang, Jan. 2(>, 1G47, Vol. III. p. 2) ascribes this request of Parliament to the 'retarding
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' that six hundred copies, and no more, of the Advice of the Assembly

of Divines concei-ning the Confession of Faith, with the (flotations

and texts of Scripture annexed, presented to this House, and hkewise

six liundred copies of the Proceedings of the Assemhly of Divines

upon the Nineand-thirty Articles of the Church of England, be forth-

with printed for the service of botli Houses and of the Assembly of

Divines; and the printer is enjoined at his peril not to print more

tlian six hundred copies of each, or to divulge or publish any of them."

At the same time a vote of thanks to the Assembly was passed ' for

their great pains in these services.' This second edition appeared

May, 1647, and contains the received and ecclesiastically authorized

text. It must not be confounded with tlie revised text of Parliament.

THE ACTION OF PARLIAMENT.

The House of Commons began. May 19, 1647, the consideration of

the ' Humble Advice,' chapter by chapter, resumed it in October, and

completed it March 22, 1648. It made some alterations in the govern-

mental chapters, and gave the document the title, 'Articles of Chris-

tian Eeligion approved and passed by both Houses of Parliament, after

Advice had with the Assembly of Divines by authority of Parliament

sitting at Westminster.'^

The House of Lords agreed to all the alterations, excepting to that on

marriage, June 3, 1648. Whereupon tlie House of Commons, on the

20th of June, ordered 'that the Articles of Christian Religion sent

from the Lords with some alterations, the which were this day read,

and upon the question agreed unto, be forthwith printed and published.'

The next day it was resolved ' that the texts of Scripture be i)rinted

with the Articles of Faith.'

A copy of the authorized edition of these Articles is preserved in

the British Museum. It differs from the Assembly's Confession by

the omission of the entire Cli. XXX. (on Church Censures) and Ch.

party,' and as a change of tactics of the opponents, and remarks that the Assembly omitted

the Scripture proofs at first 'only to eschew the offense of the House, whose practice hitherto

has been to enact nothing of religion on divine right or Scriptural ground, but upon their own

authority alone.'

' Jonrnnls, Vol. V. p. l.'JG, and Minutes, p. 3.^+.

'The original title, 'A Confession of Faith,' was voted down by sixty-one to forty-one.

—Minutes, p. 415.
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XXXI. (on Synods and Councils), and parts of Ch. XX. (§ 4) and Ch.

XXIV. (§§ 5, 6, and part of 4).

When, after Cromwell's death, the Long Parliament was restored

in 1059, it adopted the Confession with the exception of Ch. XXX.
and Ch. XXXI., and requested Dr. Reynolds, Mr. Calamy, and Mr.

Mantun to superintend the publication (March 5, 1660).'

The English Parliament thus twice indorsed the Westminster Con-

fession as to its doctrinal articles, but retained an Erastian control

over matters of discipline. With the restoration of the monarchy the

Confession shared the fate of Presbyterianism in England.

THE ACTION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF SCOTLAND.

The Confession was at once brought to Scotland, and most favorably

received.^ The Genei-al Assembly at Edinburgh, Aug, 27, 1647, after

careful examination, adopted it in full as it came from the hands of

the Westminster divines, declarine; it 'to be most agreeable to the Word
of God, and in nothing contrary to the received doctrine, worship, dis-

cipline, and government of this Kirk,' and thankfully acknowledging

the great mercy of the Lord, ' in that so excellent a Confession of

Faith is prepared, and thus far agreed upon in both kingdoms.' The

Scotch Parliament indorsed this action, Feb. 7, 1649.

Thus the Confession, as well as the two Catechisms, received the full

sanction of the highest ecclesiastical and civil authorities of Scotland.

But the royal sanction was not obtained till 1690, under William and

Mary.3

It is a very remarkable fact that this Confession failed in its native

land, and succeeded in foreign lands. The product of English Pur-

itans became the highest standard of doctrine for Scotch and American

Presbyterians, and supplanted the older Confession of their own Re-

' Journals of the House of Commons, Vol. VII. p. 862 ; Mitchell, in Minutes, p. 417. Mitch-

ell gives no information of copies of this edition.

' BaiUie brought a copy of the first edition, without proofs, in January (Ze^ers, Vol. III.

p. 2); Gillespie probably a copy of the second ed., with proofs, in July, when he returned.

The Assembly ordered an edition of 300 copies to be printed at Edinburgh, for the use of

the members.

—

Minutes, p. 419.

' See the Acts of the Scotch Assembly and Parliament, and of the English Parliament, in

Minutes, pp. 419 sqq. ; in the Edinb. ed. of the Conf., 1855; and in Innes, The Law of

Creeds, pp. 95 sqq.

Vol. L -C Q
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funuers. The Shorter Catechism, however, was for a long time ex

teiisively used in England.

Another remarkable fact is that the English authors, with their sad

experience of the laws of uniformity, never intended to make their

Confession binding u[)on the conscience as a document for subscrip-

tion, while the Scots adopted it at once.' Dr. M'Crie accounts for this

difference partly ' by national idiosyncrasies, partly by the extreme

desire of the Scots to obtain that "covenanted uniformity" for which

England was not prepared, but which Scotland, with a Church fully

organized and a Parliament favorably disposed, regarded as the sheet-

anchor of her safety, and to which afterwards, as a sacred engagement,

she resolutely clung, in hope and against hope, in days of dai'kness and

storms. In England Presbytery had yet to be organized, and at every

step it encountered conflicting and neutralizing influences.'

§ 95. Analysis of the Westminster Confession.

SOURCES.

The Westminster Confession sets forth the Calvinistic system in its

scholastic maturity after it had passed through the sharp conflict with

Arminianism in Holland, and as it had shaped itself in the minds of

Scotch Presbyterians and English Puritans during their conflict with

High-Church prelacy. The leading ideas, with the exception of the

theory of the Christian Sabbath, were of Continental growth, but the

form was entirely English.

The framers of the Confession were no doubt (piite familiar with

Continental theology ; Latin was then still the theological language

;

the Arminian controvei'sy had excited the gi-eatest attention in England,

and agitated the pulpit and the press for years; the English Church

was well represented at the Synod of Dort; several divines of the

" Dr. Tuckney, one of the chief authors of the Confession and Catechisms, says: ' For the

matter of imposing upon I am not guilty. In the Assembly I gave my vote with others that

the Confession of Faith put out by authority should not be refpiired to be either sworn or

subscribed to—our having been burnt in the hand in that kind before; but [only] so as not

to be publicly preached or written against' (quoted by M'Crie, A nnals, p. '_"_'! ). Baxter, also,

while highly recommending the Westminster Standards, expressed the hope that 'the As-

sembly intended not all that long Confession and those Catechisms to be imposed as a test

of Christian communion, nor to disown all that scrupled every word iti it [them]. If they

did, I could not have commended it for any such use, though it be useful for the instruction

nf families ' (Sylvester's Life of Baxter, p. 1 22, quoted by M'Crie, p. 222).
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Assembly liad spent some time in Holland, where they found a lios-

pitable refuge from persecution under Charles I., and were treated

witli gi-eat respect by the Dutch ministers and divines.*

I)Ut while the Confession had the beuetit of the Continental theol-

ogy, and embodied the results of the Arminian controversy, it was not

framed on the model of any Continental Confession, nor of the earlier

Scottish Confessions, notwithstanding the presence and influence of

the Commissioners from the Church of Scotland. On the contrary, it

kept in the track of the English Articles of Keligion, which the Assem-

bly was at first directed to revise, and with which it was essentially

agreed. It wished to carry on that line of development which was

begun, several years before the Arminian controversy, by the fiamers

of the Lambeth Articles (1595), and which was continued by Arch-

bishop Ussher in the Irish Articles (1615).^ It is a Calvinistic comple-

tion and sharper logical statement of the doctrinal system of the Thirty-

nine Articles, which stopped with the less definite Augustinian scheme,

and left a consideiable margin for different interpretations. In point

of theological ability and fullness it is far superior to its predecessors.

The Westminster Confession agrees more particularly with the Arti-

cles which were adopted by the Protestant Church in Ireland, but after-

waids set aside by Archbishop Laud through the Earl of Strafford.

This is manifest in the order and arrangement, in the titles of chapters,

in phraseolog}', and especially in the most characteristic features of

Calvin's theology—the doctrine of Predestination and of the Sacra-

ments. The resemblance is so striking that it must have been in-

tended for the purpose of showing the essential agreement of the

Assembly with the doctrinal standards of the English and Irish Ref-

ormation. Ussher himself had pursued the same course and incor-

porated in his work the substance of the English Articles and the

full text of the Lambeth Articles. He was a doctrinal Puritan, and

although he declined the invitation to a seat in the Assembly, he

was highly esteemed by the members for his learning, orthodoxy, and

' Dr. MTrie (Annnh, p. 177) asserts without proof that the ' Westm. Conf. bears unmis-

takably the stamp of the Dutch theology in the sharp distinctions, logical forms, and judicial

terms into whicli the refurmed doctrine had gradually moulded itself under the red heat of

the Aiminian and Socinian controversies.' This is an error if we look to the direct source.

See below.

' See pp. 658 and G62
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piety. Ills friend, Dr. Iloyle, Professor of Divinity at Dublin, be

longed to the counnittee which framed the Confession.'

The following tables will illustrate the relation of the Westminster

Confession to the preceding standards of the English and Irish Church.

WESTMINSTER CONFESSION. 1G47.

Chapter I.

—

Of Holt Scripture.

VII. All things in Scripture are not alike

plain in themselves, nor alike clear unto all

;

yet tliose thinys which are necessary to be

known, believed, and observed for salvation

are so clearly propounded and opened in some
place of Scripture or other, that not only the

learned, but the unlearned, in a due use of the

ordinary means, may attain unto a sufficient

understanding of them.

Chapter II.

—

Of God and of the Holt
Trinitt.

I. There is but one only living and true God,
who is infinite in being and perfection, a most
pure spirit, invisible, without body, parts, or

passions, etc.

III. In the unity of the Godhead there be

three persons, of one substance, power, and eter-

nity—God the Father, God the Son, and God
the Holy Ghost.

Chapter III.

—

Of God's Eternal Decree.

I. God from all eternity did, by the most
wise and holy counsel of his own will, freely

and unchangeably ordain whatsoever conies to

pass ; yet so as thereby neither is God the au-

thor of sin, nor is violence offered to the will

of the creatures, nor is the liberty or contin-

gency of second causes taken away, but rather

established.

III. By the decree of God, for the manifes-

tation of his glory, .so?«e 7nen and angels are

predestinated unto everlasting life, and others

foreordained to everlasting death.

IV. These angels and men, thus predesti-

nated and foreordained, are particularly and
unchangeably designed ; and their nmnber is

so certain and definite that it can not be either

increased or diminished.

V. Those of mankind that are predestinated
unto life, God, before the foundation of the

world was laid, according to his eternal and
immutable jmrposp, and the secret counsel and
good pleasure of his will, hath chosen in Christ

unto everlasting glory, out of his mere free

grace and love, without any foresight offaith
or good works, or perseverance in either of
them, or any other thing in the creature, as

IRISH ARTICLES. 1G15.

Of Holt Scripture.

5. Although there be some hard tilings in

the Scripture, . . . yet all things necessary

to be known unto everlasting salvation are

clearly delivered therein ; and nothing of that

kind is spoken under dark mysteries in one
place which is not in other places spoken
more familiarly and plainly, to the capacity

both of learned and unlearned.

Of Faith in the Holt Trinitt.

8. There is but one living and true God,

everlasting, without body, parts, or j>assions,

of infinite power, wisdom, and goodness, etc.

And in unity of this Godhead, there be three

persons of one and the same substance, power,

and eternity—the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost. [English Art. I.]

Of God's Eternal Decree and Predes-
tination.

11. God, from all eternity, did, by his un-

changeable counsel, ordain whatsoever in time

should come to pass : yet so us thereby no vio-

lence is offered to the wills of the reasonable

creatures, and neither the liberty nor the con-

tingency of the second causes is taken away,
but established rather.

12. By the same eternal counsel God hath
predestinated some unto life, and rejirobated

some rmto death : of both which there is a
certain number known only to God, whioh ran

neither be increased nor diminished. [See

Lambeth Art. I. and III.]

13. Predestination to life is the everlasting

purpose of God, whereby, before the founda-
tions of the world were laid, he hath constant-

ly decreed in his secret counsel to deliver from
curse and damnation tliose whom lie hath

chosen in Christ out of mankind, and to bring

them by Christ unto everlasting salvation, as

vessels made to honor.

11. The cause moving God to predestinate

* This agreement "/as first brought to light and set forth in detail by Prof. Mitchell, of St.

Andrews, in the pamphlet above quoted, and also in the Intro<i»**'ion to the Minutes, p. xlviL
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Wkstminstkr Confession— Continued.

conditions, or causes moving him thereunto
;

aud all to the praise of his glorious grace.

VI. As God hath appointed the elect unto

glory, so hath he, by the eternal and most
free purpose of his will, foreordained all the

means thereunto. Wherefore thej' who are

elected, being fallen in Adam, are redeemed
by Christ ; are eftectually called to faith in

(^hrist by his Spirit ivorlcing in due season;

are justijied, adopted^ sanctified, and kept by
his power through faith unto salvation. Nei-

ther are any other redeemed by Christ, effec-

tually called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and
saved, but the elect only.

VII. The res/ of mankind God was pleased,

according to the unsearchable counsel of his

own will, whereby he extendeth or withhold-
eth mercy as he pleaseth, for the glory of his

sovereign power over his creatures, to pass by,

and to ordain them to dishonor and wrath for

their sin, to the praise of his glorious justice.

[Comp. Irish Art. § 14: ^leaving the rest to

be spectacles of his justice.'^

VIII. The doctrine of this high mystery of

predestination is to be handled with special

prudence and care, that men attending to the

will of God revealed in his Word, and yielding

obedience thereunto, may, from the certainty

of their effectual vocation, be assured of their

eternal election.

So shall this doctrine afford matter of praise,

reverence, and admiration of God, and of hu-
mility, diligence, and abundant consolation, to

all that sincerely obey the gospel.

Chapter V.

—

Of Providence.

IV. [His providence] extendeth itself even
to the first fall, and all other sins of angels and
men, and that not bi/ a bare permission, but

such as has joined with it a most wise and
powerful bounding, and otherwise orderiiig

and governing of them in a manifold dispensa-

tion to his own holy ends : yet so as the sin-

fulness thereof proceedeth only from the creat-

m-e and not from God, who, being most holy

and righteous, neither is nor can be the author

or approver of sin.

Chapter VI.^—Of thk Fall of Man, of
Sin, etc.

V. This corruption of nature, during this

life, doth remain in those that are regenerated

:

Irish Articles— Continued.

unto life is not the foreseeing offaith, or per-

severance, or good works, or ofany thing which
is in the person predestinated, but only the

good pleasure of God himself. For all things

being ordained for the manifestation of his

glory, and his glory being to appear both in

the works of his mercy and of his justice, it

seemed good to his heavenly wisdom to choose
out a certain number towards whom he would
extend his undeserved mercy, leaving the rest

to be spectacles of his justice.

15. Such as are predestinated unto life, be

called according unto God's purpose {his Spirit

working in due season) and through grace they

obey the calling, they he justified freely, they

be made sons of God by adojition, tliey be

made like the image of his only-begotten Son
Jesus Christ, they walk religiously in good
works, and at length, by God's mercy they

attain to everlasting felicity. But such as are

not predestinated to salvation shall finally be

condemned for their sins. [English Art.

XVII. ; Lambeth Art. II.]

32. None can come unto Christ unless it be

given unto him, and unless the leather draw
him. And all men are not so drawn by the

Father that they may come unto the Son.

Neither is there such a sufficient measure of

grace vouchsafed unto every man whereby he

is enabled to come unto everlasting life.

[Lambeth Art. VIL, VIIL, IX.]

17. W^e must receive God's promises in such

wise as they be generally set fortli unto us in

Holy Scripture ; and in our doings, that will

of God is to be followed which we have ex-

pressly declared unto us in the Word of God.
[Engfish Art. XVII.]

16. The godlike consideration of predestina-

tion and our election in Christ is full of sweet,

pleasant, and unspeakable comfort to godly

persons, etc. [English Art. XVII.]

Of the Fall of Man, etc.

28. God is not the author of sin ; howbeithe
doth not only permit, but also by his providence

govern and order the same, guiding it in such

sort by his infinite wisdom as it turneth to

the manifestation of his own glory, and to the

good of his elect.

Of Original Sin.

24. This corruption of nature doth remain
even in those that are regenerated ; . . . And
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Westmikster Confession— Continued.

and although it be through Cluist pardoned

and mortitied. yet both itself and all the mo-
tions thereof are truly and pruijei ly sin.

Chapter VIII.

—

Of Christ the Mediator.

n. The Son of God, the second person in

the Trinity, being very and ulernal (rod, of
one suhstani.e and equal tvith the Father, did,

when the fullness of time was come, take upon

him uiiins nnture, with ;ill the essential prop-

erties and common infirmities thereof, yet

without sin : being conceived by the power of

the Holy Ghost, in the wonih of the Virgin

Mary, of her substance. So that two whole,

perfect, and distinct natures, the (iodhead and
the manhood, were inseparably joined together

in one /lerson, without conversion, composi-

tion, or confusion. Which person is very God,
and very man, yet one Christ ; the only Media-
tor between God and man.

Chapter XVI.

—

Of Good Works.

I. Good works are only such as God hath

commanded in his holy Word, and not such

as, without the warrant thereof, are devised by

men, out of blind zeal, or upon any pretense of

good intention.

Chapter XVII.

—

Of the Perseverance
of the Saints.

I. They whom God hath accepted in his Be-
loved, effectually called, and sanctified by his

Spirit, can neither totally nor finally fall away
from the state of grace ; but shall certainly

persevere therein to the end, and be eternally

saved.

Chapter XXI.

—

Of Religious Worship
and the Sabbath Day.

II. Religious worship is to be given to God
the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and to him
alone.

VIII. This Sabbath is then kept holy unto
the Lord, when men ... do not only ob-
serve an holy rest all the day from their own
works, words, and thoughts about their world-

ly employments and recreations, but also are
taken up the whole time in the public and /iri-

vate exercises of his worship, and in the duties

of necessity and mercy.

Chapter XXIII.

—

Of the Civil Magis-
trate.

III. The Civil Magistrate may not assume
to himself /Ae administration of the Word and

Irish Articles— Continued.

howsoever for Christ's sake there be no con-

demnation to such as are regenerate and do
believe, yet doth the apostle acknowledge that

in itself this concupiscence hath the nature of

sin. [English Art. IX.]

Of Christ, the Mediator of the Second
Covenant.

29. The Son, which is the Word of the Fa-

ther, begotten from everlasting of the Father,

the true and eternal God, ofone substance with

the Father, took man's nature in the womb of
the blessed Virgin, of her substance : so that

two whole and perfect 7iatures, that is to say,

the Godhead and manhood, were inseparably

joined in one person, making one Christ very

God and very Man. [English Art. II.]

Of Sanctification and Good Works.

42. The works which God would have his

people to walk in are such as he hath com-

manded in his Holy Scripture, and not such

works as men have devised out of their own
brain, of a blind zeal and devotion, without

the warrant of the Word of God.

Of Justification and Faith.

38. A true, lively, justifying faith, and the

sanctifying Spirit of God, is not extinguished,

nor vanisheth away, in the regenerate, either

finally or totally. [Lambeth Art. V.]

Of the Service of God.

.54. All religious worship ought to be given

to God alone.

5G. The first day of the week, which is the

Lord's day, is wholly to be dedicated unto the

service of God ; and therefore we are bound
therein to rest from (Mir common and daily

business, and to bestow that leisure upon holy

exercises, both public and private.

Of the Civil Magistrate.

.^S. . . . Neither do we give unto him hereby

the administration of the Word and sacra-
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W i;sT.M I Ns r I: K C •i>N kkssion— Continued.

sao-diticiits, or the /tower of the keys of the

kingdom of heaven.

t'liAPTER XXV.

—

Of the Chukch.

I. The Catholic or Unirersnl Church, which
is invisible, consists of the whole number of

the elect t/i(it have heeti, are, or shall be (fath-

ered init) one. under Christ, the head thereof;

and is the spouse, the body, the fullness of

him who filleth all in all.

Chapter XXVIII.

—

Of Baptism.

I. Baptism is a sacrament of the New Test-

ament, ordained by Jesus Christ, not only for

tiie solemn admission of the party baptized

into the visible Church ; but also to be unto him
a sign and seal of the covenant of grace, of his

ingrafting into Christ, of regeneration, of re-

mission of sins, and of his giving up unto God,
through Jesus Christ to walk in newness of

life.

Chapter XXIX.

—

Of the Lord's Supper.

I. The sacrament of his body and blood

. . . for the perpetual remembrance of the

sacrifice of himself in his death, the sealing all

the benefits thereof unto true believers, their

spiritual nourishment and growth in him.

VII. Worthy receivers, outwardly partaking

of the visible elements in this sacrament, do
then also inwardly hy faith, reallij and indeed,

yet not carnally and corporally, but spiritually,

receive and feed upon Christ crucified, and all

benefits of his death : the body and blood of
Christ being then not corporally or carnally

in, with, or under the bread and wine, yet as

really, but spiritually, present to the faith of

believers in that ordinance, as the elements
themselves are to the outward senses.

VIII. Although ignorant and wicked men
receive the outward elements in this sacra-

ment, yet they receive not the thing signified

thereby ; but by their unworthy coming there-

unto are guilty of the body and blood of the

Lord, to their own tlamnation. Wherefore,
all ignorant and ungodly persons, as they are

unfit to enjoy communion with him. so are

they unworihy of the Lord's table, and can not,

without great sin against C'hrist, while they
remain such, partake of these holy mysteries,

or be admitted thereto.

Irish Articles— Continued.

merits, or the power of the keys, etc.

English Art. XXXVII.]
[See

Of the Church, etc.

68. There is but one Catholic Church, out

of which there is no salvation : containing the

universal company of all the saints that ever

were, are, or shall be gathered together in one

body, under one head, Christ Jesus.

Of Baptism.

89. Baptism is not only an outward sign of

our profession, . . . but much more a sacra-

ment of our admission into the Church, sealing

unto us our new birth (and consequently our
justification, adoption, and sanctification) by
the communion which we have with Jesus
Christ. [English Art. XXVII.]

Of the Lord's Supper.

92. The Lord's Supper is not only a sign,

but much more a sacrament of our preserva-

tion in the Church, sealing unto us our spiritual

nourishment and continual growth in Christ.

[English Art. XXVIII.]

9+. But in the inward and spiritual part

the same body and blood is really and sub-

stantially presented unto all those who have
grace to receive the Son of God, even to all

those that believe in his name. And unto such
as in this manner do worthily and with faith
rei)air unto the Lord's table, the body and blood

of Christ is not only signified and ofi'ered, but
also truly exhibited and communicated.

(K). The wicked, and such as want a lively

faith, although they do carnally and visibly (as

>t. Augustine speaketh) press with their teeth

the sacrament of the body and blood of Christ,

yet in no wise are they made partakers of

Christ ; but rather to their condemnation do
eat and drink the sign or sacrament of so great

a thing. [English Art. XXIX.]

CONTENTS.

Neal says :
' Though all the divines were in the anti-Arminian

scheme, jet some had a greater latitude than others. I find in my
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MS. the dissent of several menibei-fe against some expressions relating

to reprobation, to tiie imputation of the acti\e as well as passive obe-

dience of Christ, and to several passages in the chapter on liberty of

conscience and Church discipline ; but the Confession, as far as re-

lated to articles of faith, passed the Assembly and Parliament by a

very great majority.' * Neal does not specify the differences to which

he alludes. Since the publication of the Minutes we are enabled to

ascertain them, at least to some extent, from tlie meagre and broken

reports of debates on election and reprobation, on the fall of Adam,

on the Covenants, on providence, free-will, creation, justification, sanc-

tification, the sacraments, and other topics. In most cases the fact is

simply mentioned that there was a debate ; in others brief extracts of

speeches are given which reveal minor differences of views, though

not of parties, or even of schools. The debates on Church government

were much more serious and heated. The harmony of so many

scholars from all parts of England and Scotland, on a whole scheme

of divinity, is truly surprising, and accounts for their sanguine hopes

of securing a doctrinal uniformity in the three kingdoms.

The Confession consists of thirty-three chapters, which cover, in nat-

ural order, all the leading articles of the Christian faith from the cre-

ation to the final judgment. It exhibits the consensus of the Reformed

Churches on the Continent and in England and Scotland, which was

one of the objects of Parliament intrusted to the Assembly.

BIBLIOLOGY.

Following the precedent of most of the Continental Reformed

Confessions and the Irish Articles, the Westminster formulary prop-

erly begins with the Bible, on which all our theology must be based,

and sets forth its divine inspiration, authorit}', and sufHciency as an

infallible rule of faith and practice, in opposition both to Romanism,

which elevates ecclesiastical tradition to the dignity of a joint rule of

faith, and to Rationalism, which teaches the sufficiency of natural

reason. It excludes the Jewish Apocrypha entirely from the Canon,

while in the English and Irish Articles they are at least enumerated,

though distinguished from the canonical books.^ The Confession

* Vol. II. p. 41.

' The Lutheran symbols make no such distinction and give no list of the canonical books.
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gives to reason, or tlie light of nature, its proper place, clictiuguishes

between tlie original Scripture and the translations, maintains the true

exegetical principle of the self-interpretation of Scripture in the light

of the Spirit that inspired it, and carefully avoids committing itself to

any meclianical or magical or any other particular theory concerning

the mode and degrees of inspiration, or obstructing the investigation of

critical questions concerning the text and the authorship (as distinct

from the canonicity) of the several books.' It rests the authority of

the Bible on its own intrinsic excellence and the internal testimony

of the Spirit rather than the external testimony of the Church, how-

ever valuable this is as a continuous witness.^

No other Protestant symbol has such a clear, judicious, concise, and

exhaustive statement of this fundamental article of Protestantism

It has been pronounced equal in ability to the Tridentine decree

on justification.^ It may more aptly be compared to the Tri-

dentine decree on Scripture and tradition (Sess. lY.) and the re-

cent Vatican decree on the dogmatic constitution of the Catholic

faith (Sess. III.), as far as this relates to reason and revelation, and

may be regarded as the best Protestant countei-part of the Roman
Catholic doctrine of the rule of faith. The Confession plants itself

exclusively on the Bible platform, without in the least depreciating

the invaluable aid of human learning— patristic, scholastic, and mod-

They have no separate article on the Scriptures at all, beyond the important statement in

the introduction to the Formula of Concord.

' Thus we find that the Epistle to the Hebrews is named separately, and not included in

''fourteen Epistles of Paul,' as in the Belgic Confession. Canonicity is not necessarily de-

pendent on a traditional view of authorship or genuineness.

° Ch. I. 5 :
' We may be moved and induced by the testimony of the Church to an high

and reverent esteem of the Holy Scripture, and the lieavenliness of the matter, the efficacy

of the doctrine, the majesty of the style, the consent of all the parts, the scope of the whole
(which is to give all glory to God), the full discovei'v it makes of the only way of man's sal-

vation, the many other incomparable excellencies, and the entiie perfection thereof, are ar-

guments whereby it doth abundantly evidence itself to be the Word of God
; yet, notwith-

standing, our full persuasion and assurance of the infallible truth and divine authority thereof

is from the inward work of the Holy Spirit, bearing witness by and with the Word in our

liearts.'

^ While arguing against creeds and councils, Dean Stanley (in the Contemp. Rev. for Aug.
1 874, p. 499) writes :

' Is there any single theological question which any council or synod has

argued and decided with an ability equal to that of any of the great theologians, lay or cler-

ical? The nearest approaches to it are the chapters on Justification in the Decrees of Trent,

and on the Bible in the Westminster Confession.' Comp. also the remarks of Dr. Mitchell,

[ntrod. to Minutes, p. xlix.
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em— in its own proper place, as a means to an end and an aid in

ascertaining the true sense of the mind of the Holy Spir't, who

through his own inspired Word must alternately decide all questions

of the Christian faith and duty. It is clear that Protestantism must

sink or swim with this principle. Criticism, philosophy, and science

may sweep away human traditions, confessions, creeds, and other out-

works, but they can never destroy the fortress of God's Word, which

livetli and abideth forever.

THEOLOGY AND CHKISTOLOGY.

Ch. II., ' Of the Trinity,' and Ch. XVIIL, ' Of Christ the Media-

lor,' contain one of the best statements of the Nicene doctrine of the

Trinity and of the Chalcedonian Christology, as held by all orthodox

Churches. On these articles the evangelical Protestant Confessions

are entirely agreed.

PREDESTINATION.

Ch. III., ' Of God's Eternal Decree,' ' Ch. V., ' Of Providence,' Ch.

IX., ' Of Free Will,' and Ch. XVIIL, ' Of the Perseverance of the

Saints,' are closely connected. They present a logical chain of ideas

which make up what is technically called 'the Calvinistic system,' as

developed first by Calvin himself against Romanism, then in Holland

and England against Arininianism.

This system had at that time a powerful hold upon the serious re-

ligious minds in England and Scotland, including many leading Epis-

copal divines (not of the Laudian type) who otherwise had no sympa-

thy with Puritanism, and ridiculed it with bitter sarcasm, like Dr.

South. Even the authorized English version of the Bible (1611) has

been charged by Arminians with a Calvinistic bias, while Calvinists have

never complained of any defect in this respect.^ The only question in

* The English and Scotch editions use the singiihtr, some American editions the plural (as

in the Catechisms). There was a dispute in the Assembly about decree and decrees. Sev-

eral members were opposed to dividing the one, all-comprehending decree of God. Seaman
said : 'All the odious doctrine of the Arminians is from their distinguishing of the decrees,

but our divines say they are one and tlie same decree.' Reynolds differed. See Minutes,

p. 151. Rut both Catechisms in all editions have f/etree.? (comprehended under the one

purpose of (jod ; see Shorter Catechism, Quest. 7).

" The charge derives .some plausihility from the fact that the supralapsarian Beza, by his

Greek Testament and his Latin translatiDn and notes, exerted a marked influence on the trans-

lators. It is supported chiefly by three j>nssages. In Matt. xx. 2:'., the words ' /7 s/iid/ he

given' nrc aniiece.ssarily inserted (.ificr tlie piecedeut of tlie (jeiiev.i version*. In Acts ii.
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the Assembly was as to the logical extent to which they should carry

the doctrine of predestination in a confessional statement. The more

consistent and rigorous scheme of supralapsaiianism had its advocates

in Westminster as well as in Dort, and was favored by Dr. Twisse, the

Prolocutor, who followed Beza and Goraarus to the giddy abyss of in-

cluding the fall itself in the absolute eternal decree as a necessary

means for the manifestation of God's justice; but the infralapsarian

(or sublapsarian) scheme of Augustine decidedly triumphed. Supralap-

sarianism has always remained only a private speculation.

The Westminster Confession goes, indeed, beyond the two Helvetic

Confessions, the Heidelberg Catechism, the Scotch Confession, and the

Thirty-nine Articles ; but it goes not a whit further than the Canons of

Dort (which had the approval of the delegates of King James), the Lam-

beth Articles, and the Irish Articles.' It teaches really no more on pre-

destination than the great Catholic Augustine had taught in the fourth

century, as well as two archbishops of Canterbury—Anselm in the elev-

enth, and Bradwardine in the fourteenth century .^ It gives, however, a

clearer logical shape and greater prominence to the doctrine in the sys-

tem by placing it among the first articles. It puts the fall with its sinful

consequences only under 2i permissive (as distinct from a causal or ef-

fective) decree, and emphatically exempts God from all authorship of

sin.^ It does not teach the horrible and blasphemous doctrine (so ofteR

unjustly and unscrupulously charged upon Calvinism) that God from

47, we read. 'The Lord added to the Church such as should be saved,' instead of 'such as

were being saved, or in the way of salvation ' (tovq adiZo/Jttvovs, not rovg awBija-ofisvovg).

In Heb. x. 38— ' Now the just shall live by faith ; but if any man draw back, my soul shall

have no pleasure in him'

—

any inan is inserted, with Beza ('si quis se subduxerit'), to dis-

tinguish the subject of inroaTciXijTai from the SiKaioc of the first clause, and to evade an

argument against the perseverance of saints. But the case here is doubtful.

' See the comparative table, pp. 762, 763. Ussher adhered to his views on predestination,

which he had expressed in the Irish Articles. In his ' Method of the Christian Religion,'

written in his youth, but revised and republished shortly before his death, he has even a

stronger passage on reprobation than the Westminster Confession, viz., ' Did God, then, before

he made man, determine to save some and reject others? A. Yes, surely; before they had
done either good or evil. God in his eternal counsel set some apart upon whom he would in

time show the riches of his mercy, and determined to withhold the same from others, upon

whom he would show the severity of his justice.' See Vol. XI. of his Works; and Mitchell,

p. liv. note.

^ Bradwardine's treatise. Jje causa Dei adversus Pelaqiuin. which leads even to supralap-

sarianism, was republished in London in 1618 by Archbishop Abbot, the Calvinistic prede-

cessor of ttie anti Calvinistic Laud.
' Ch. V. 4 : 'God, being most holy and righteous, neither is nor can be the author or ap-

prover of sin.'
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eternity foreoi-dained men for sin and damnation ; but it does teach

that out of the fallen mass of corruption God elected a definite num-

ber of men to salvation and 'passed by' the rest, leaving them to the

just punishment of their sins.

This is se\ere and harsh enough, but very different from a decree of

eternal reprobation, which term nowhere occurs m the Confession.

The difference is made more clear from the debates in the ' Minutes.'

Several prominent members, as Calamy, Arrowsmith, Vines, Seaman,

who took part in the preparation of the doctrinal standards, sym-

pathized with the hypothetical universalism of the Sauniur school

(Cameron and Amyrauld) and with the moderate position of Daven-

ant and the English delegates to the Synod of Dort. They expressed

this sympathy on the floor of the Assembly, as well as on other occa-

sions. They believed in a special eff'ective election and final perse-

verance of the elect (as a necessary means to a certain end), but they

held at the same time that God sincerely intends to save all men;

that Christ intended to die. and actually died, for all men ; and that

the diffei'ence is not in the intention and offer on the part of God,

but in the acceptance and appropriation on the part of men.'

' Calamy said, in a sermon before the Ilonse of Commons :
' It is most certain that God ie

not the cause of any man's danuiation. He found us sinners in Adam, but made none sin-

ners.' In the debate on redemjiiion in the Assembly, he stated: 'I am fi\r from universal

redemption in the Arminian sense, hut I hold with our divines in the Synod of Uort that

Christ did pay a price for all, [with] absolute intention for the elect, [with] conditional in-

tention for tiie reprobate in case they do believe ; that all men should be salvahiles, non ob-

stante /<i/)!iu Adaiiti ; that Jesus Christ did not oidy die sufficiently for all, but God did intend^

in ji;iving of (-hrist, and C-'hrist in giving himself did intend, to put «//men in a state of salvation

in case they do obey.' . . . 'This universality of redemption does neither intrude upon either

doctrine of special election or special grace' {Miinites, p. \t^2). 'The difference is not in the

offer, but in the ap])lication. For the word world [in John iii. 16] signifies the whole world'

(p. laG). 'It can not be meant of the elect because of that ivhosoever believeth, and Mark
xvi., "Preach the Gospel to every creature'" (p. l.">4). 'In the point of election I am for

special election, and for reprobation I am for mn.isn rorruptn ; . . . there is ea administratio of

grace to the reprobate that they do willfully dnnin themselves' (p. IHH). Seaman said: 'All

in the first Adam were made liable to damnation, so all are liable to salvation in the second

Adam. Every man was dawna/iili.i, so is every man salrahilis' (p. ]i>i). Dr. Mitchell (pp.

hi. sqq.) shows that Arrowsmith, Gataker, and other members of the Assembly, in their pri-

vate writings, agreed with Calamy. His interpretation of Koanog, in John iii. 16, is indeed the

only tenable one, and seems to be favored by the exegetical tact of Calvin himself (in loc),

for Calvin the exegete is more fair and free than Calvin the theologian. Dr. Arrowsmith,

who was a member of the Committees on the Confession and on the Catechisms, in his

explanation of Kom. ix. 22, 23, justly presses the important ditt"erence between the passive

KaTi)<tTicr^'iva and the active TrporjTuifiatTn'. 'I desire,' he says, 'to have it [tunctually ob-

served that the vessels of wrath are only said to be fitted to destruction, without naming by
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Another important and modifying feature is that the Confession, far

from teaching fatalism or necessitarianism, expressly recognizes the

freedom of will, and embraces in the divine decrees ' the liberty or con-

tingency of second causes ' (Ch. III., 1).' Herein it agrees with Ussher,

Bullinger, and Calvin himself, and favorably differs from the Lutheran

Formula of Concord, which (following the strong expressions of Luther

and Flacius) un philosophically represents the human will before con-

version to be as passive as a dead log or stone. The Confession makes

no attempt to solve the apparent contradiction between divine sover-

eignty and human freedom, but it at least recognizes both sides of the

problem, and gives a basis for the assertion that God's absolute decrees

have no causal effect upon the sinful actions of men, for which they

alone are responsible.

With the Calvinistic particularism the limitation of redemption^ is

closely connected. The difference is chiefly one of logical consistency.

It refers to the efficiency of redemption or its actual application. All

whom—God, Satan, or themselves ; whereas, on the other side, God himself is expressly said

to have prepared his chosen vessels of mercy unto glory. Which was purposely done (as I

liumbly conceive) to intimate a remarkable difference between election and pretention, in that

election is a proper cause not only of salvation itself, but of all the graces which have any

causal tendency thereunto, and therefore God is said to prepare his elect to glory ; whereas

negative reprobation is no proper cause either of damnation itself or of the sin that bringeth

it, but an antecedent only ; wherefore the non-elect are indeed said to be fitted to that de-

struction which their sins in conclusion bring upon them, but not by God. I call it a remark-

able difference, because where it is once rightly apprehended and truly believed, it sufBceth to

stop the mouth of one of those greatest calumnies and odiums which are usually cast upon

our doctrine of predestination, viz., that God made sundry of his creatures on purpose to

damn them—a thing which the rhetoric of our adversaries is wont to blow up to the highest

pitch of aggravation. But it is soon blown away by such as can tell them, in the words of

the excellent Dr. Davenant, "It is true that the elect are severally created to the end and

intent that they may be glorified together with their head. Christ Jesus ; but for the non-

elect, we can not truly say that they are created to the end that they may be tormented with

the devil and his angels. No man is created by God with a nature and quality fitting him

to damnation. Yea, neither in the state of his innocency nor in the state of the fall and his

corruption doth he receive any thing from God which is a proper and fit means of bringing

him to his damnation." '

—

Chain of Principles, pp. 335, 336, etc., edition 1659 (quoted by

Mitchell, p. Ixi.).

' Comp. Ch. IX. 1 : 'God hath endued the will of man with that natural liberty that it

is neither forced, nor by any absolute necessity of nature determined, to good or evil (Matt,

xvii. 12; Deut. xxx. 19).

''The term atonement is not used in the Confession. Tlie English Bible exceptionally

renders Rom. v. 11. /caraXXay/; {reconciliation), by atonement, which in its old sense (=at-one-

ment) means reconciliation, but is now equixalent to expiation, snfi.tfaction (IXnff/iot). Re-

demption (cnroXvrpwaiQ) is a wider term. This distinction should be kept in view in the

explanation of the Confession.
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were agreed as to its absolute sufficiency or its infinite intrinsic value

All could subscribe the formula that Christ died sufficienter jji'o ovi-

nibifs, I'jfioteiler pro electis. Dr. Reynolds, who seems to have de-

fended the more rii^orous view, said in the debate :
' The Synod in-

tended no more than to declare the sufficiency of the death oi (,'hrist ; it

\& pi'tti inn hi se,oi sufficient value to all—nay, ten thousand worlds."

Nevertheless, behind the logical question is the far more important

theological and practical question concerning the extent of the divine

intention or jr??</y'C.S(?, viz., whether this is to be measured by God's love

and the intrinsic value of Christ's merits, or by the actual result. On

this question there was a difference of opinion among the divines, as

the ' Minutes ' sliow, and this difference seems to have been left open by

the framers of the Confession. On the one hand, the closing sentences

of Ch. III. 6 (' neither are any other redeemed by Christ, effectually

called, justified, adopted, sanctified, and saved, but the elect only'), and

Ch.VIII. 8 ('To all those for whom Christ hath pun^hased redemption^

he doth certainly and effectually apply and communicate the same'),

favor a limited redemjition, unless the word redeemed be understood in

» narrower sense, so as to be equivalent to saved, and to imply the subject-

ive application or actual execution.^ On the other hand, Ch. VII. 3

teaches that under the covenant of grace the Lord 'freely offereth

unto slnntnt life and salvation by Jesus Christ, requiring of them

faith in him, that they may be saved ; and promising to give unto all

those that are ordained unto life his Holy Spirit, to make them will-

ing and al)le to I)elieve.' This looks like a compromise between con-

ditional universalism taught in the first clause, and particular election

' Minutes, p. 1 53. The ablest modern defendants of a limited atonement, Drs. Cunning-

ham and Hodge (see his Theology, Vol. II. pp. r>44 sqq.). are as emphatic on the absolute

nijficiency as Heynolds. Their arguments are chiefly logical ; but logic depends on the

"jremises, and is a two-edged sword which may be turned against them as well. For if the

atonement be limited in desif/n, it must be limited in the offer ; or if unlimited in offer, the

offer made to the non-elect must be insincere and hypocritical, which is inconsistent with the

>.ruthfidiiess and goodness of God. Every Calvinist preaches on the assum])tion that the

offer of salvation is truly and sincerely extended to all his hearers, and that it is their oicn

*ault if they are not saved.

' Compare the remarks of Mitchell, p. Ivii., who considers the language of the Confession

in Ch. III. compatible with the liberal view, while the other passage, strictly construed, ex-

cludes it. unless ' redemption ' be there taken in the sense of Baxter, as meaning ' ihat special

redemption prf)per to the elect which was accompanied with an intention of ;ictnal application

of the saviny ln-neHfs in time." The difference of views came up again in the debate on the

b8th (piestion nfihe Larger Catechism. See Afinulc!, pji. ;$<!!), 3i)2, 393.
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taught in tlie second. This is in substance the theory of the school ot

Saiunur, which was tirst broached bj a Scotch divine, Cameron (d.l625),

and more fully developed by his pupil Amyrault, between A.D. 1630

and 1050, and which was afterwards condemned in the Helvetic Con-

sensus Formula (1675).'

ANTHROPOI-OGY.

Chaptei's VI. to IX. present the usual doctrines of the Evangelical

Reformed (Augustinian) anthropology, with the new feature of the

Covenants. The doctrine of covenants belongs to a different scheme

of theology from that of the di\ ine decrees. It is biblical and histori-

cal rather than scholastic and pi'edestinarian. It views man from the

start as a free responsible agent, not as a machine foi- the execution of

absolute divine decrees.

Ch. YII. distinguishes two covenants of God with man, the cov-

enant of works made with Adam and his posterity on condition of

perfect and personal obedience, and a covenant of grace made in

Christ with believers, offering free salvation on condition of faith in

him. The covenant of grace again is administered under two dispensa-

tions, the law and the gospel. In the Old Testament it w^as adminis-

tered by promises, sacrifices, circumcision, the paschal lamb, and other

types and ordinances which forshadowed the future Saviour. Under

the New Testament the covenant of grace is dispensed through the

preaching of the Word and the administration of the Sacraments.

There are therefore not two covenants of grace differing in substance,

but one and the same under various dispensations.

The exegetical arguments for the covenant of works are derived

chiefly from Gal. iii. 10, 12, 21 ; Eom. iii. 20 ; x. 5 ; but these passages

refer to the covenant of the law of Moses, not to a covenant in the

primitive state, and lead rather to a distinction between the covenant

of the law (which, however, was also a covenant of promise) and the

covenant of the gospel (the fulfillment of the law and promise).^

The doctrine of covenants is usually traced to Dutch origin ; but it

was inaugurated after the middle of the sixteenth century by Caspar

Olevianus (d. 1587). one of the authors of the Heidelbei-g Catechism,

in a work on ' the Nature of God's Covenant of Mercy with the Elect,'

' ^ee pp. 480 sqq.

° Later federalists based the primitive covenant of works on Hos. vi. 7. See p. 484.
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on the basis of Jer. xxxviii. 31-84; lleb. viii. S-12.' Dr. Mitcliell says

iliat the Confession teaches no more on this snbject than had beei

taniilit before by Uollock in Scotland and Cartwright in England. It

is not probable, though not impossible, that the more fully developed

theory of the covenants by John Coccejus was already known in Eng-

land at the time when the Confession was framed. Coccejus likewise

distinguishes t]ie fcedas opei'iuii or naturce in the state of innocence,

and afoedus gratiae, after the fall, but he views the latter under three

stages, the patriarchal or Abi'ahaniic {tiecunomia ante leyetn)^ the Mosaic

{ceconwuiia sub lege), and the Christian {oeconoiaia 2>ost legem).'^

SOTERIOLOGY.

Chapters X. to XVIII. contain the best confessional statement of

the evangelical doctrines of justification, adoption, sanctification, sav-

ing faith, good works, and assurance of salvation. The statement of

justification by faith is as guarded and discriminating on tlie Pi-otest-

ant side of the question as the Tridentine statement of justification by

faith and works is on the Roman Catholic side.

ECCLESIOLOGY.

Chapters XXV. and XXVI. In the doctrine of the Church the

Protestant distinction between the invisible and visible Church is first

clearly formulated, and the purest Churches under heaven are admit-

ted to be ' subject to mixture and error.' Christ is declared to be the

only head of the Church—a most important principle, for which the

Church of Scotland has contended faithfully against the encroach-

ments of the civil power through years of trial and persecution. On

the subject of the independence and self-government of the Church in

her own proper sphere, the Presbyterian Church of Scotland (as also

the Dissenting Churches in England, and all American Churches) are

De substantia fcederis gratuiti, etc. See a German version in Sudhoff's Olevianus und

Ursimis (Elberfeld, 1857), pp. 573 sqq.

" Coccejus, or Koch, was at first Professor in Rremen (his native i)lace), then at Franeker,

1(38(1, and last at Leyden, 1640, where lie died, KJGO. His chief work, Stinnnn doctrhiw de

fmlere et tpstninento Dei, appeared in I(!48 (a year after the Westminster Conf) and again

in U!5:^. It was the first atteni])t of a biblical and exegetical theology in distinction from tlie

scholastic orthodoxy which then prevailed in Holland. Coccejus was denounced liy the

orthodox as a Judaizing and I'elagianizing heretic. Coinp. the article Corcejus and his

Sc/iool, bv Dr. Ebrard. in Herzoc's Real-Encykl. Vol. II. pp. 742 sqq.
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immeasurably in advance of all the Protestant Churches on the Con-

tinent, and even of the Church of England, which is still dependent on

the crown and the will of a Parliament composed of professoi's of all

religions and no religion.

Ihit while the Confession claims full freedom for the Chui-cli in

the management of her own affairs, it claims no authority or su})ei"ior-

ity over the State like the hierarchical principle. It declares the Pope

of Rome, who pretends to be the supreme head of the Church on

eartli, to be 'that Antichrist, that man of sin and son of pei'dition that

exalteth himself in the Church against Christ and all that is called

God ' (2 Thess. ii. 3, 4, 8, 9).'

The chapter on the Communion of Saints urges the duty of cherish-

ing and promoting union and harmony with all Christians of what-

ever part of the visible Church.^

THE SACRAMENTS.

The doctrine of the Sacraments in general, and Baptism, and the

Lord's Supper in particular, in Chs. XXVII.-XXIX., is the Calvin-

istic theory which we have already discussed elsewhere.^ It is the

same which is taught in all the Reformed Confessions—Continental,

Anglican, and Scotch. This is admitted by candid scholars. ' On the

doctrine of the sacraments,' says Marsden, an English Episcopalian,

' we do not perceive a shade of difference from the teaching of the

Church of England.'* And Dr. Mitchell, a Scotch Presbyterian, says:

' The teaching of the Confession on the Lord's Supper is the teaching

of Cranmer, Latimer, and Ridley, of Hooker, Ussher, and many others,

... as well as of Knox, who from his long residence in England, and

with English exiles on the Continent, had thoroughly caught up their

' This statement, which is made also in other Protestant Confessions and in the Irish

Articles (No. 80 ; see Vol. III. p. 540), does not unchurch the Church of Rome, or declare

her ordinances invalid; for Antichrist sits in the temple of God, and there is a material differ-

ence between the papacy and the Roman Catholic Church, as there is between the Jewish

hierarchy and the people of Israel.

^ Presbyterians therefore act in perfect consistency with their Confession if they take a

leading part in all Bible Societies, Tract Societies, the Evangelical Alliance, and other cath-

olic societies. They are among the most liberal of orthodox denominations in the support

of these societies.

= See pp. 281, 376, 455. 601, 639, 641. 645.

* History of the Later Puritans, p. 84. He then quotes tlie questions of the Shorter Cate-

chism on the Sacraments.

Vol. L—D d d
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warm and catholic utterances. This teaching is as far removed from

the bare remembrance theory attributed to the early Swiss Reformers

as from tlie coiisubstantiation of Lntlier and the local or snpra-local

presence contended for by Roman Catholics and Anij;-U>-Catholics. It

is so spiritual, yet so really satisfying, that even some Iligh-Churchmen

have owned that it would be difficult to find a better director^' in the

study of questions relating to this sacrament than is supplied in the

Confession of Faith."

THE CHKISTIAN SABBATH,

Ch. XXL, 'Of Religious Worsiiip and the Sabbath Day,' must be

mentioned as (next to the Irish Articles) the first symbolical indorse-

ment of what may be called the Puritan theory of the Christian Sab-

bath which was not taught by the Reformers and the Continental Con-

fessions, but which has taken deep root in England, Scotland, and the

United States, and has become the basis of a far stricter observance of

the Lord's day than exists in any other counti-y. This observance is one

of the most prominent national and social features of Anglo-American

Christianity, and at once strikes the attention of every traveler.''''

The way was gradually prepared for it. Calvin's view of the au-

thority of the fourth connnandment was stricter than Luther's, Knox's

view stricter than Calvin's, and the Puritan view stricter than Knox's.^

* Introduction to Minutes, p. Ixviii.

"^ The most recent manifestation of the national American sentiment was the closing of the

Centennial Exhiintion in rhiladel|)hi:i (187f)) on the Lord's day.

^ There is a tradition that Knox once called on Calvin on Sunday, and found him enjoying

the recreation of bowling on a green. Knox himself on one occasion had one or two friends

taking supper with him on Sunday night, and no doubt considered this innocent (see Ran-

dolph's letter to Cecil, Nov. 30, lo(!2, cpioted by Hessey, Bampton Lertures on Sunday, Lond.

1860, p. 270). On the other hand, it is a fiict that the designation of 'Sabbath' for Sund.ay,

and the enumeration of 'the breaking of the Sabbath' among the grosser sins, originated

with Knox, or at all events in Scotland at his time. The First Book of Disrijillne, which

was drawn up by Knox and five other ministers, abolishes Christmas, Circumcision, and Epiph-

any, 'because they have no assurance in God's Word,' but enjoins the observance of Sun-

day in these words :
' The Sabbath must be kept strictly in all towns, both forenoon and aft-

ernoon, for hearing of the Word ; at afternoon ujxju the Sabbath, the (Catechism shall be

taught, the children examined, and the baptism ministered. Public prayers shall be used

upon the Sabbath, as well afternoon as before, when sermons can not be had.' The third

General Assembly resolved, July 4, \')V>2, to petition the queen for the punishing of Sabbath-

breaking and all the vices which are ' commanded to be punished by the law of God, and yet

not by the law of the realm.' Similar acts occur in the Assemblies of I.tT.'j, loQO, and 1.596.

See (jilfillan's work on the Sabbath, and Apj)endix D to Mitchell's tract on the Westmin-
ster Confession, pp. 7>Z sqq.
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Tlie Pi-avei'-Book of the Church of England, by incorporating the re-

sponsive reading of tlie Decakigue in the i-egular service, kept alive in

the n)inds of tlie people the perpetual obligation of the fourth- com-

niaiiduient. and helped to create a public sentiment within the Church

of England fa\ orahle to the Puiitan theory, although practically great

desecration prevailed during Elizabeth's reign. The 'judicious' Ilook-

ei', who was no Puritan, says :
' We ai'e bound to account the sanctiii-

cation of one day in seven a duty which God's immutable laiu doth

exact /li/vre/'.'
'

Towards the close of Elizabeth's reign the Sabbath question assumed

the importance and dignity of a national movement, and of a practical

reformation which ti'aveled fi'om England to Scotland and from both

countries to North America. The chief impulse to this movement was

given in 1595 by Dr. Nicolas Bownd (or Bound),^ a learned Puritan

clergyman of Norton in Suffolk. He is not the originator, but the sys-

tematizer or first clear expounder of the Puritan theory of the Chris-

tian Sabbath, namely, that the Sabbath or weekly day of holy rest is a

primitive institution of the benevolent Creator for the benefit of man,

and that the fourth commandment as to its substance (that is, the keep-

ing holy one day out of seven) is as perpetual in design and as binding

upon the Christians as any other of the Ten Commandments, of which

Christ said that not 'one jot or one tittle' shall pass away till all be

fulfilled.3

' Eccles. Polity, Bk. V. ch. 70, sec. 9. The fifth book came out in 1597, two years after

Bownd's book. Usslier, Leighton, Pearson, Beveridge, Cecil, and other leading divines of

the Church of Enghind take the same ground on the perpetuity of the fourth commandment,
and so fiir agree with the Puritan theory. But the Puritan pi'actice in Scotland and New
England often runs into Judaizing excesses.

' He was a graduate of Cambridge, was suspended with others in 1.^)83 for some act of

non-conformity, and died in 1607. Isaac Walton states (in his Life of Hooker) that he was

offered by Whitgift the mastership of the Tem])le, but this seems inconsistent Avith the Arch-

bishop's hostility to his book. Bownd wrote also The Holy Exercise of Fustivt) (1(50-1); A
Storehouse of Comfort for the Affiicted (1604); and a seiTnon on the Unbelief of Thomas for

the Comfort of all ivho desire to believe, whirh nrmelh us aqninst Despair in the Hour ofDeath

(1608). There is a biographical sketch of Bownd in Brook's Lives of the Puritans, Vol. II.

pp. 171-176.

^ The first edition of Bownd's book appeared in 1595, and was dedicated to the Earl of

Essex (see the title in Vol. V. p. 2] I of Fuller's Church History, Brewer's ed.). The second

and enlarged edition of 1606 was dedicated to the Bishop of Nonvich and the Dean of Ely,

and bears the following characteristic title (which somewhat differs from the title of the first):

^ Subbathuni Veteris et Not;i Testnmenti : or. The True Doctrine of the Sabbath, held and

practised of the Church of God, both before and under the Law, and in the time of the Gos-
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The work in which this theory was ably and earnestly vindicated

proved to be a tract for the times. Heylin, a Iligh-Church opponent,

says ' that in a very little time it grew the most bewitching error, the

most popular deceit that had ever been set on foot in the Church of

England.' ' Fuller dates from it ' the more solemn and strict observ-

ance of the Lord's day,' and gives the following description of the effect

produced by it

:

'It is almost incredible how taking this doctrine was, partly because of its own purity, and

partly for the eminent piety of such persons as maintained it, so that the Lord's day, especially

in corporations, began to be precisely kept, people becoming a law to themselves, forbearing

such sports as [were] yet by statute permitted
;

yea, many rejoicing at their own restraint

therein. On this day the stoutest fencer laid down the buckler, the most skilful archer un-

bent his bow, counting all shooting besides the mark ; May-games and Morris-dances grew

out of request, and good reason that bells should be silenced from gingling about men's legs,

if their very ringing in steeples were adjudged unlawful ; some of them were ashamed of their

former pleasures, like children which, grown bigger, blushing themselves out of their rattles

and whistles. Others forboi'e them for fear of their superiors, and many left them oft' out of

a ]iolitic compliance, lest otherwise they should be accounted licentious.

' Yet learned men were much divided in their judgments about these Sabbatarian doc-

trines. Some embraced them as ancient truths consonant to Scripture, long disused and

neglected, now seasonably revived for the increase of piety. Others conceived them ground-

ed on a wrong bottom, but because they tended to the manifest advance of religion it was

pity to oppose them, seeing none have just reason to complain being deceived into their own

good. But a third sort flatly fell out with these positions, as galling men's necks with a Jew-

pel: Plainly laid forth and soundly proved by testimonies both of Holy Scri/ifnre and also of

old and new Ecclesiastical Writers, Fathers and Councils, and Laws of all sorts, both civil,

canon, and common. Declaring first from what things God ivould have us straitly to rest

upon the Lord's day, and then by what ineans tee ought jmblicfy and privately to sanctify

(he same. Together with the sundry Abuses of men in both these kinds, and how they ought

to be reformed. Divided into two Books by Nicolas Bovvnd, Doctor of Divinity ; and mno

by him the second time jierused, and enlarged with an Interpretation of sundry points belong-

ing to the Sabbath, and a more ample proof of such thinqs as have been gainsaid or doubted

of by some divines of our time, and a more full Anstver unto certain objections made against

the saine : with some other things not impertinent to this argument.^ I^ondon, UJOG, 4to, pp.

47!>. Having been unable to obtain this rare work, I copied the title from Robert Cox, The

fJterature of the Sabbath Question (in 2 vols. Edinb. 180")), Vol. I. p. liH. There is a copy

in the Bodleian Library, and another in the library of the University of Edinburgh. Cox
himself is oi)posed to the Puritan theory, and holds the Church of England responsible for

originating it by requiring the fourth commandment to be read and responded to in the Lit-

urgy. Of Bownd's book he says: 'In the treatise bearing this long title the Sabbatarian

opinions of the Puritans, which afterwards found more precise expression in the Westminster

Confession and Catechisms, and are nf)w maintained by the Evangelical sects in this country,

were for the first time broadly and prominently asserted in Christendom.' Fuller gives a full

account of the contents, Vol. V. pp. LM 1 scjq. His editor. Brewer, says that Bownd's book ' is

written in a truly Christian spirit, and ought by no means to be considered as the fruit of Pu-

ritan principles.' The accounts of (Collier {Eccl. Hist. Vol. VII. pp. 182 sqq.), Neal (Vol.

I. pp. 208 sq.), and Hesse (Sunday, pp. 276 sqq.) are drawn from Fuller.

' Quoted by Hessey, p. 28 i.
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ish yoke, against the liberty of Christians : that Christ, as Lord of the Sabbath, had removed

the rigor thereof, and allowed men lawful recreations ; that this doctrine put an unequal

lustre on the Sunday, on set purpose to eclipse all other holy days, to the derogation of the

authority of the Church ; that the strict observance was set up out of faction to be ;i charac-

ter of ditference, to brand all for libertines who did not entertain it. '

'

The Fiiritaii Sabbath theory was denounced and assailed by the

risins^ school of High-Churchism as a Sabbatarian heresy and a cun-

ningly concealed attack on the authority of the Church of England, by

substituting the Jewish Sabbath for the Christian Sunday and all the

Church festivals.^ Attempts were made by Archbishop AVhitgift in

1599, and by Chief Justice Popham in 1600, to suppress Bownd's book

and to destroy all the copies, but ' the more it was called in the more

it was called on ;' its price was doubled, and ' though the book's wings

were clipped from flying abroad in print, it ran the faster from friend

to friend in transcribed copies, and the Lord's day, in most places, was

most strictly observed. The more liberty people were offered, the less

they used it. . , . It was sport for them to refrain from sports. . . . Scarce

any comment, catechism, or contro\ersy was set forth by the stricter

divines, wherein this doctrine (the diamond in this ring) was not largely

pressed and proved ; so that, as one saith, the Sabbath itself had no

rest.'
^

At last King James I. brought his royal authority to bear against

the Puritan Sabbatarianism so called, and issued the famous ' Book

of Sports,' May 24, 1618, which was afterwards republished, with an

additional order, by his son, Charles I., no doubt by advice of Arch-

bishop Laud, Oct. 18, 1633.* This curious production formally author-

» Vol.V. pp. 214 sqq.

= The chief writers against the Puritan theory were Thomas Rogers, Bancroft's chaplain

(in his Preface to the Articles) ; and afterwards Bishop Whitk of Ely (A Treatise of the

Sabbath-Day . . . against Sabbatarian Novelty, Jjond. 1635); Peter Heylin, Laud's chap-

lain {The History of the Sabbath, Lond. 2d ed. 1G36); and Dr. John Pocklington {Sun-

day no Sabbath, Lond. 163G). See extracts from their works by Cox, 1. c. Vol. I. pp. 166

sqq. White and Heylin wrote at tlie request of Laud. Bishop Pi-ideaux (1622), Bishop

Cosin (1635), and Dr. Young (1639) took a more moderate view. Richard Baxter (1671),

though strongly leaning to the Puritanic side, tried to mediate between the strict Sabbath

theory and the ecclesiastical Sunday theory, and maintained the joyous rather than the pen-

itential character of the Lord's day. See Hessey, pp. 288 sq.

' Fuller, pp. 218, 219.

* Of the first edition no copy is known to exist. The second edition, of which a copy is

preserved in the British Museum, bears the title :
' The Kings

|
Maiesties

\
Declaration to

\

His Subjects,
I

Concerning
|
lawfuU Sports to

\

bee vsed.
\

Imprinted at London by
\

Rob-

ert Barker, Printer to the Kings \ most Excellent Maiestie • And by
\
the Assignes of John
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izcs Hi id coinnieiids the dcsei-iiitioii of tlio e\enitig of the Lord's daj

hy dancing, leaping, fencing, and other ' lawful I'ecreations,' on condi-

tion of observing the earlier part hy sti'ict outward conformity to the

wor8lii[) of tlie CUinrch of England.' The professed object of this in-

dulgence to the (M)iiinioii people was to check the progress of the

Papists and Puritans (or ' Precisians'), and to make 'the bodies more

able for war' when his majesty should have 'occasion to use them.'

The court set the example of desecration by balls, uiascpierades, and

plays on Sunday evening ; and the rustics repaired from the house of

worship to the ale-house or the village green to dance around the May-

pole and to shoot at butts. To complete the folly. King James ordei'ed

the book to be read in every pai'ish churcli, and threatened clergy-

men who refused to do so with severe punishment. King Charles re-

peated the order. But in both cases it became the source of great

trouble and confusion.^ Several bishops disapproved of it. Arch-

bishop Abbot (the Puritan predecessor of Laud) Hatly forbade it to be

read at Croydon. The Lord Mayor of London commanded the king's

own carriages to be stopped as they were passing through the city on

Bill.
I

M.DC.XXXIII.' 4to, 24 pp. This edition has been reprinted on tinted paper, in

exact imitatii)ii of the original, at London (Bernaid Quaritch), ]r> Piccadilly, 1860. The

Long railiament, in 1G4H, ordered the book to be burned by the common hangman, in

(^heapside and other places.

' 'Our expresse pleasure therefore is, that ... no lawfull Recreation shall bee barred to

Our good People, wliich shall not tend to the breach of Our aforesnyd Lawes, and Canons

of Our Church : which to expresse more particularly. Our pleasure is, Tiiat the Bishop, and

all other inferiour Churchmen, and Churchwardens, shall for their parts bee carefnll and dili-

gent, both to instruct the ignorant, and conuince and reforme them that are mis-led in Re-

ligion, presenting them that will not cf)nforme themselues, but obstinately stand out to Onr

ludges and lustices: Whom We likewise command to put the Law in due execution against

them.

' Our pleasure likewise is. That the P>i<hop of that Diocesse take the like straight ordei'

with all the I'uritanes and Precisians within the same, either constraining them to conforme

themselues. or to leane the ('ountry according to the Lawes of Our Kingdome, and Canons

of Our ("hurch, and so to strike equally on botii hands, against the contemners of Our .Au-

thority, and iuluersaries of Our Church. And as for Our good peoples lawfull Recreation.

Our ))le:isure likewise is, That after the end of Dinine Peruice, Our good peo])le he not dis

turbed, letted, or discouraged from any lawfull recreation. Such as dnuncing. either men oi

women, /\rcliery for men, leaping, vaulting, or any other such harnielesse Recrention. tioi-

from hailing of May-Games. Whitson Ales, and Morris-dances, and the '^ettiiig vp of May-

])oles & otlier sports therewith vsed. so as the same be had in due & coiuienient time, with-

out impediment or neglect of Diuine Seruice.'

—

Book of Sporfs. pi>.
S sqq.

' Fullei- says (Vol. V. p. 4.")'J) : 'When this derlaration was brought abroad, it is not so

hard to believe as sad to recount what grief and distraction thereby was occasioned in many

honest men's hearts.'
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d Sunday, James raged and swore, and countermanded the prohibi-

tion. The Lord Mayor yielded, with this answer :
' Wliile I was in

my power I did my duty, but that being taken away, it is my dutv to

ol)ey.' Some clergymen, after reading the book from the pulpit, fol-

lowed it up by a sermon against it, or by reading the ftMirtli command-

ment—'Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy'— and added,

' This is the law of God, the other the injunction of man.' Those who
refused to read the royal Book of Sports were suspended from office

and benetice, or even excommunicated by Laud and his sympathizing

fellow-bishops.' Many left England, and joined

'The pilgrim bands, who crossed the sea to keep

Their Sabbaths in the eye of Ood alone,

In his wide temple of the wilderness.'

This persecution of conscientious ministers for obeying God rather

than men ga\e moral strength to the cause of Sabbath observance,

and rooted it deepei- in the affections of the people. It was one of

the potent causes which overwhelmed Chai'les and Laud in common
ruin. The sober and serious })art of the nation were struck with a

kind of horroi- that they should be invited by the highest authorities

in Church and State to destroy the effect of public woi-ship by a dese-

cration of a portion of the day consecrated to religion.

On the Sunday question Puritanism achieved at last a permanent

triumph, and left its trace u|)on the Church of England and Scotland,

which reappeared after the licentious period of the Restoi*ation. For,

although the Cliurch of England, as a body, never committed itself to

the Pni-itan Sabbath theory, it adopted at least the practice of a much

stricter observance than had previously obtained under Elizabeth and

the Stuaits, and would never exchange it for the Continental laxity,

M-ith its disastrous effects upon the attendance at public worship and

the morals of the people.

The Westminster Confession, without entering into details or sanc-

tioning the incidental excesses of the Puritan practice, represents the

Christian rest-day under its threefold aspect: (1) as a divine law of

' Prynne says :
' How many hundred Rodly ministers have been snspended from their min-

istry, sequestered, driven from their livings, expommnnicated, prosecnted in the High Com-

mission, and forced to leave the kingdom, for not publishing this declaration, is experiment

ally known to all men.' For particulars, see Neal, Vol. I. pp. 312 sqq.
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nature {jus divijimn naturale)^ rooted in tlie constitution of man, and

hence instituted (together with marriage) at the creation, in the state

of innocence, for the perpetual benefit of body and soul
; (2) as a pos-

itive moral law {jus divinum positivuin)^ given through Moses, with

reference to the primitive institution ('Remember') and to the typical

redemption of Israel from bondage; (3) as the commemoration of the

new creation and finished redemption by the resurrection of Christ;

hence the change from the last to the first day of the week, and its

designation 'the Lord's day' {dies Duminica). And it requires the

day to be wholly devoted to the exercises of public and private worship

and the duties of necessity and mercy.

To this doctrine and practice the Presbyterian, Congregational, and

other Cliurches in Scotland, England, and America have faithfully

adhered to this day. Yea, twenty-seven years before it was formu-

lated by the learned divines of Westminster, the Pilgrim Fathers of

America had transplanted both theory and practice first to Holland,

and, finding them unsafe there, to the wild soil of New England. Two
days after their landing from the Mayflower (Dec. 22, 1620), forgetting

tlie pressing necessities of physical food and shelter, the dreary cold of

winter, the danger threatening from wild beasts and roaming savages,

they celebrated their first Sunday in America on a barren rock and

under the stormy sky of heaven, and, in the exercise of the generaV

priesthood of believers, they offered the sacrifices of conti-ite hearts and

the praises of devout lips to their God and Saviour, on his own appoint-

ed day of holy rest ; not dreaming that they wei'e the bearers of the

hopes and destinies of a mighty future and the founders of a republic

stretching across a continent and embracino; millions of intellio-ent

Christian freemen.*

The political articles of the Confession touching the power of the

civil magistrate and the relation of Church and State will be discussed

hereafter (§ 97) in connection with the subject of religious toleration

and the changes which have been introduced in later editions.

" Comp. my essay on the AnrjJo-American Sabbath. New York, 1863.
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§ 96. The Westminster Catechisms.

Editions.

The Humble
\
Advice

| of the
\
Assembly

| of \
Divines,

] Now by Authority of Parliament
\ sitting at

Webtmi.nstku ; I

Coiicerning
\
A Larger Cateouism : |

Presented by them lately to both Houses
| of ParliO'

jnent.
|

Printed at London [Oct. 1647, without Scripture proofs], and reprinted at Edinburgh, by Evan
Tyler, Printer to the King's most Excellent Majestic, 164T [Dec.]. The Edinburgh reprint has lifty-six

pages, and no Scripture proofs. See fac-simile in Vol. III. p. 674. Of the London editio princeps, six

hundred copies were printed, but not published, by order of Parliament, for its own use. Of the Edin-

burgh editio princeps, eight hundred copies were ordered by the General Assembly, Dec. 23, 1647. The
second ed., which appeared in London [after April 14, 1648], contains the proofs from Scripture.

The Shorter Catechism appeared under the same title (except Shorter for Larger) a little later [after

Nov. 25, 16471, by order of Parliament. Mr. John Laing, the obliging librarian of the Free Church College

in Edinburgh, informs me that both Catechisms appeared in one vol. of seventy-nine pages, at Edin-
burgh, Dec. 23, 1647, with a general title and a separate title for each. A statement to the same effect I

Bee in the Advertisement to Dunlop's Collection of Confessions, Yo\. I. p. clviii., with the additional re-

mark that this edition was sent to the Presbyteries for examination.

The Larger and Shorter Catechisms often appeared in connection with the Westminster Confession,

and exist in innumerable English and American editions, especially the Shorter. The textual varia-

tions are iusiguiflcant, except that the American (General Assembly's) editions of the Larger Catechism
omit the words ' tolerating a false religion ' in the answer to Question 109.

I have made use of the first Edinb. ed., and a large London ed. of 1658, which contains the Conf.

and both C'ntechisms under their original (three separate) titles {The Humble Advice, etc.), with the

Scripture proofs in full. Opposite the special title of the Shorter Catechism is the order of Parliament,

dated 'Die Lnnre 15. Septenib., 1648,' directing that the Shorter Catechism 'be forthwith printed and
published, wherein Mr. Hf.nuy Rohorocgh and Mr. Adoniram Byfield, Scribes of the Assembly of

Divines, are requested to use all possible care and diligence.'

The Catechisms have been translated into many languages, especially the Shorter. A Latin version

appeared, together with the version of the Confession, in Cambridge, 1656, as has beeu noted above,

p. 753. The Latin text of the Shorter Catechism is printed in Vol. III. pp. 676 sqq. For a German
Tersion of both, see Bookel, pp. 716 sqq. A Greek version of the Shorter Catechism (with the Latin), by
John Harmar (Regius Professor of Greek in Oxford), was published at London, 1660; a new one by
RoBEiiT YotiNQ (n KaTr;xn<r<!- ffuvTOMWTfpa), Edinburgh, 1854. A Hebrew versicm by G. Seaman, M.D.
(London, 1689), and another by H. S. MoKee (Edinb. 1854; Dublin, 1864). Also Syriac, Arabic, modem
Greek, Portuguese, Welsh, and other versions.

The largest number of editions and tranelations are to be found, as far as I know, in the British

Museum.

Expositions.

Thomas Lye (Minister in London, d. 1684) : An Explaiiation of the Shorter Catechism. London, 1676.

Hugh Binning (d. 1653, Prof, of Moral Philos., Glasgow) : The Common Principles of the Christian Re
ligion. . . . A Practical Catechism. 1671.

Thomas Vincent (Minister in London, d. 1671) : An Explanation of the Assembhfs Shorter Catechiam.

London, 1708 ; Edinb. 1799 ; Presbyterian Board of Publication, Philadelphia.

Thomas Waison (Minister in London, d. 1690): A Body of Practical Divinity, consisting of above 176

Sermons on the Shorter Catechism. 5th ed. Glasgow, 1797 ; Lond. 1807 ; Glasgow, 1838 ; N. Y. 1836.

John Fi.avkt, (b. 1627, d. 1691) : Exiwsition of the Catechism. 1692. In his Whole Works, 2 vols. fol.

1701, 7th ed. Edinb. 1762 ; and in 6 vols. London, 1820.

Thomas Ridglky (b. 1667, d. 1734) : A Body of Divinity . . . Being the Substance of Lectures on the Asseyn-

bly's Larger Catechism. London, 1731-33, 2 vols. fol. ; an ed. in 4 vols. Svo, 1S14 : Edinb. 1845, 2 vols. Svo;

New York, 1S55.

Samuel Wii.lard (n. 1640, d. 1707): A Body of Divinity in 250 Lectures on the Assembly's Catechism.

1 vol. fol. Boston, 1726.

John Willison (Minister of Dundee from 1T18 to 1750) : An Example of Plain Catechising upon the

Assembly's Shorter Catechism. Edinb. 1737 ; 2d ed. Glasgow, 1764.

Fisher's Catechism : The Westminster Assembly's Shorter Catechism Explained, by way of question and
answer. By some Ministers of the Gospel. The authors are Ralph Ehskine (d. 1752), Ebenezer Erskink

(d. 1754), and James Fisher (d. Sept. 28, 1775, Secession Minister at Grey friars, Glasgow). Fisher prepared

the second part alone, and issued the third ed. Glasgow, 1753. Hence the whole work is called by his

name. 14th ed. Edinb. 1800 ; 17th ed. Glasgow, 1813 ; also by the Board of Publication, Philadelphia.

John Brown (Minister at Haddington from 1751 to 1787) : Easy Explication of the Assembly's Shorter

Catechism. 8th ed. Edinb. 1812 ; 9th ed. Montrose, 1822.

Henry Belpuage (d. 1835) : A Practical Exposition of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism, exhibiting a Sya-

ttm of Theology in a Popular Form. Edinb. 2d ed. 1834. 2 vols.

Alkx.Mair (d.l751): A BriefExplication of the Assembly's Shorter Catechism. New ed. Montrose, 1837.
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Ai.KX. Smith Pateusos: A CmiHse Stjstem nf Theolofjy : being the Shorter Catechism A^ialijzed and Ex-

plained. Etliub. IS-il ; -Jil ed. 1844.

AsHiiKi. GuKEN, D.D. (Piesiileiit of Princeton Collpsje from 1812 to 1822; d. 1848): Lecturen on the

Shorter Catechism. Phila. 1841, 2 vols., Presbyt. Board of Publ.

JoNATUAN Ckosb: 111 listlutiiina of the Shorter Catechism. Pmuf-tcxts, Exposition, and Anecdotes. 2 vols.

18ino. Presbyt. Board of Piibl.

Ei>\viN Halt., D.D. : The Shorter Catechism of the Westminster Assembly, with Analysis and Scripture

Proofs. Presbyt. BoMvd ot Publ.

Ja.mes R. Boyd, D.D. : The Westminster Shorter Catechism; with Analysis, Proofs, Explanations, and

Illiistrntice A)iecdotes. ISnio. Presbyt. Board of Publ.

The Bellefonte Series of Tracts on the Answers to the Shorter Catechism, written by numerous Presby-

•eriau iniuisters, and edited by the Rev. Wji. T. VVvi.ik. Beliefoute, Pa. 1875.

PREPARATION AND ADOPTION.

Simultaneously with the Confession, the Assembly prepared first

one, and afterwards two Catechisms: a larger one for public expo-

sition in the pulpit, according to the custom of the Reformed Church-

es on the Continent, and a smaller one for the instruction of children,

a clear and condensed summary of the former.^ Both are ain])ly pro-

vided with Scripture proofs. The questions of Church polity and

discipline are properly omitted.

The Catechisms were finished and presented to Parliament for ex-

amination and approval in the autumn of 1647.^ Parliament ordered

six hundred copies to be printed, mid then examined and approved the

Catechisms, with some slight exceptions (Sept. 15, 1648). The General

Assembly at Edinburgh adopted the Larger Catechism, July 20, 1618,

and the Shorter Catechism, July 28, declaring both to be 'agreeable to

the Word of God, and in nothing contrary to the received doctrine,

worship, discipline, and government of this Kirk.' These acts were

approved by the Scottish Parliament, Feb. 7, 1649, but repealed under

Charles II. in 1661. When the Scottish Parliament, in 1690, estab-

lished Presbyterian government in Scotland, and ratified the West-

minster Confession of Faith, no express mention was made of the

Catechisms, but both continned in ecclesiastical use, and the Shorter

* The first Catechism of the Assembly, according to Baillie, was nearly' agreed on at the

end of 1(U4, but was never published. Perliaps it was the same which is partially inserted in

the Minvtes ; or it may have been the MS. Catechism of Sam. Rutherford, which is pre-

served in the University library at Edinburgh. In the 774th session, Jan. 14, 1()47 (old style,

1046), the Assembly ordered ' that the Committee for the Catechism do prepare a draught of

two Catechisms, one more large and another more brief, in which they are to have an eye to

the Confession of Faith, and to the matter of the Catechism already begun' {Minutes, p. .321).

' Both Catechisms were first presented to Parliament without Scri/ilure proofs, the Larger

before Oct. 2.">, l(;47, the Shorter on Nov. 2r., 1047 {Minutps, pp. 48.''., 480, 492), and were

forthwith printed in London and Edinburgh. The Catechisms with Srrijitvre proofs were

oresented to I'arliament on or before April 14, 1048 (Minutes, p. oil).
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Catecliisin was often earnestly enjoined upon ministers, teachers, and

parents by the General Assembly.'

GENERAL CHAKACTER.

The two Catechisms are, in the language of a Scotch divine, ' inim-

itable as theological summaries; though, when it is considered that

to comprehend them would imply an acquaintance with the whole

circle of dogmatic and controversial divinity, it may be doubted wheth-

er either of them is adapted to the capacity of childhood. . . . Experi-

ence has shown that few who have been carefully instructed in our

Shorter Catechism have failed to discover the advantage of becoming

acquainted in early life, even as a task, with that admirable "form of

sound words.''
'^

Both Catechisms have the peculiarity that each answer embodies

the question, and thus forms a complete proposition or sentence in

itself.

Both depart from the catechetical tradition by omitting the Apos-

tles' Creed, which in other orthodox Catechisms is the common histor-

ical basis of the exposition of the Aiticles of Faith. It is, however,

annexed to the Shorter Catechism, ' not as though it were composed

by the Apostles or ought to be esteemed canonical Scripture, as the

Ten Commandments and the Lord's Prayer, but because it is a brief

sum of the Christian faith, agreeable to the Word of God, and ancient-

ly received in the Churches of Christ.' A note is attached to the arti-

cle on the descent into Hell (better. Hades or Sheol)^ to the effect that

it simply means Christ ' continned in the state of the dead and under

the power of death until the third day.' This explanati(»n (like that

of Calvin and the Heidelberg Catechism) misses the true sense of

the descent, and ignores its peculiar significance in the work of re-

demption for the world of the departed (conip. Luke xxiii. 43 ; Acts

ii. 31 ; Eph. iv. 8, 9 ; 1 Cor. xv. 55, 57 ; 1 Pet. iii. 18, 19 ;
iv. 6 ; Rev. i

' Mitchell, Minutes, p. .'^1">. note. Times (Lmr of Crepdx. p. r.».",) says: 'The Shorter

Catechism has been for many generations the real creed of Scotland, so far as the mass of

the people is concerned.'

= M 'Crie, A nnals, pp. 1 77 sq. Neal (Vol. II. p. 42) judges similarly. 'The Larger Cate-

chi.sm,' he says, 'is a comprehensive system of divinity, and the smaller a very accurate sum-

mary, though it has by some been thought a little too long, and in some particulars too alv

struse for 'Up ^ar..icities of children.' Baillie was of the same opinion (Letters, III. 59).
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18). The eschatology of the Reformation standards is silent or de

fective on the middle state, and most Protestant versions of the Bible

confound Hell and Hades, which represent separate and distinct though

cognate ideas.

THE LARGER CATECHISM.

The Larger Catechism occupied, as the Minutes show, a good deal

of the Assembly's attention during the year 164:7, and was discussed

question by question. It was prepared before the Shorter.' It is

chiefly the work of Dr. Anthony Tuckney, Professor of Divinity and

Vice-Chancellor at Cambridge.^ It is a masterpiece of catechetical

skill, superior to any similar work, and exhibits in popular form a

complete system of divinity, like the Roman Catechism and the Long-

er Russian Catechism of Philaret. It also serves in part as a valuable

commentary or supplement to the Confession, especially on the ethical

part of our religion. But it is over-minute in the specification of what

God has commanded and forbidden in the Ten Commandments, and

loses itself in a wilderness of details.'

THE SHORTER CATECHISM.

Dr. Tuckney was also the convener of the Committee which pre-

pared the Shorter Catechism, but its concise and severely logical an-

' This appears from the Minutes^ p. 410. The report on the Shorter Catechism was first

called for in the SKfJth session, Aug. 9, 1647. Mr. Palmer reported, and Messrs. Calamy

and Gower were added to the Committee. The opposite view is clearly wrong, though advo-

cated by Neal (Vol. II. p. 42), and even quite recently by Dr. M'C'rie, who says (Annals, p.

177): 'The Larger C-atecliism was not ])repared till some time after the Shoi'ter, oi' wWivh it

was evidently intended to form an amplification and exposition.'

" It is based in part on Ussher's catechetical Bodi/ of Diviniti/, perhaps also on the con-

eise theological compendium of John WoUeb, Antistes at Basle (1626).

^ Take tor example Question 118:

^What are the sins forbidden in the third commandment?
' The sins forbidden in the third commandment are, the not tising of God's name as is re-

quired; and the abuse of it in an ignorant, vain, irreverent, pi-ofane, superstitious, or wicked

mentioning, or otherwise using his titles, attributes, ordinances, or works, by blasphemy,

perjury ; all sinful cursings, oaths, vows, and lots ; violating our oaths and vows, if lawful

;

and fulfilling them, if of things unlawful ; murmuring and quarreling at. curious prying into,

and misapplying of God's decrees and providences; misinterpreting, misapplying, or any way

perverting the Word, or any part of it, to profane jests, curious or unprofitable questions, vain

janglings, or the maintaining of false doctrines ; abusing it. the creatures, or any thing con-

tained under the name of God, to charms or sinful lusts and practices: the maligning, scorn-

ing, reviling, or any wise opposing God's truth, grace, and ways ; making i)rofession of re-

ligion in hypocrisy or for sinister ends ; being ashamed of it. or a shame to it, by uncomform'

able, unwise, unfruitful, and offensive walking or backsliding from it.'
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swers are traced to the Rev. John Wallis, M.A., an eminent mathema-

tician, who as a young man fresh from Cambridge was appointed an

amanuensis of the Assembl}'.' He afterwards became Professor of

Geometry at Oxford and one of the founders of the Royal Society.

He was probably the last survivor of the Westminster divines, fur he

died 1703, aet. eighty-eight.^ Gillespie's name is traditionally con-

nected with the question ' What is God ?' He is said to have an-

swered it in prayer, apparently without meditation, when the Assem-

bly were in suspense for words to define the Being of beings. But

the Scotch Commissioners had little to do with the Shorter Catechism,

as most of them had left before it was discussed in the Assembly.^

The Shorter Catechism is one of the three typical Catechisms of

Protestantism which are likely to last to the end of time. It is fully

equal to Luther's and to the Heidelberg Catechism in ability and influ-

ence, it far surpasses them in clearness and careful wording, and is

better adapted to the Scotch and Anglo-American mind, but it lacks

their genial warmth, freshness, and childlike simplicity.* It substi-

tutes a logical scheme for the historical order of the Apostles' Creed.

It deals in dogmas rather than facts. It addresses the disciple as an

interested outsider rather than as a church-member growing up in the

nurture of the Lord. Its mathematical precision in definitions, some

of which are almost perfect,^ though above the capacity of the child,

is a good preparation for the study of theology. Its use among three

denominations (Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and Regular Bap-

tists) proves its solid worth. Baxter called it ' the best Catechism he

ever saw, a most excellent sum of the Christian faith and doctrine, and

a fit test to try the orthodoxy of teachers.' Thomas Carlyle, in speaking

against modern materialism, made this confession (1876): 'The older

I grow—and I now stand upon the brink of eternity ^—the more comes

back to me the first sentence in the Catechism which I learned when

a child, and the fuller and deeper its meaning becomes :
" What is the

chief end of man? To glorify God, and to enjoy him forever."'

' In the Minutes, p. 488, Wallis is mentioned in connection with the Shorter Catechism.

He published an exposition of it. ^ Masson's Mihon,Vo\. II. p. 515.

' The Scotch Commissioners took leave Dec. 25, 1646. The last mention of them is Nov. 9,

1647, when Rutherford took his leave.

—

Minutes, pp. 471, 487. Dr. Mitchell informs me that

the fom-th question is probably derived from ' A Compendious Catechism' (by J. F.), printed

at London in Ajjril, 1645: 'God is a Spirit, One, Almighty, Eternal, Infinite, Unchangeable

Being, Absolutely Holy, Wise, Just, and Good.'

* For a fuller comparison, see pp. 543-545. ' For example. Questions 4, 21, 92.
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§ 97. Criticism of the Westminster System of Doctrine.

The Westminster Confession, together with the Catechisms, is the

fullest and ripest symbolical statement of the Calvinistic system of

doctrine. In theological ability and merit it is equal to the best works

of the kind, and is not surpassed by the Lutheran Formula of Con-

cord or the Roman Decrees uf the Councils of Trent and the Vatican.

Its intrinsic worth alone can explain the fact that it has supplanted

the older Scottish standards of John Knox and John Craig in the land

of their birth, and that it was adopted by three distinct denominations :

by the Presbyterians in full, and by the Congregationalists and the

Regular Baptists with some slight modifications. Of these the Con-

gregationalists had but a small tlnjugh vei-y able representation in the

Westminster Assembly, the Baptists none at all. It has at this day as

much vitality as any of the Protestant symbols and more vitality than

most of them. It materially aids in shaping theological thought and

religious activity as far as the English tongue pre\ails. Altogether it

represents the most vigorous and yet moderate form of Calvinism,

which has found (like Christianity itself) a more congenial and per-

manent home in the Anglo-Saxon i-ace than in the land of its birth.

The doctrines of the Confession are stated with unusual care, log-

ical precision, clearness, caution, and circumspection, and with an eye

to all their various aspects and mutual relations. Where tliey seem to

conflict or can not be harmonized by our finite intelligence—as absolute

sovereignty and free agency, the fall of Adam and personal guilt, the

infinite divinity and the finite humanity of Christ—both truths are set

forth, and room is left for explanations and adjustments by scientific

theology within the general limits of the system. The important dif-

ference between a public confession of faith and a piixate system of

theology was at least distinctly recognized in princi[)le, although (as we

siiall see presently) not always consistently carried out.^

The style of the Confession and Catechisms is clear, strong, dignified,

and well adajited to the grave subject. The selection of Scripture

proofs is careful and judicious, and reveals a close familiarity with

the sacred writings.

' In the debate on predestination Dr. Reynolds wisely said, ' Let us not put disputes and

scholastic things into a confession of faith.'

—

Minutes, p. l.'il
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The merits of the Westminster standards have been admitted not

only by Presbyterians,' but also by liberal Episcopalians,^ and even by

Metliodists, who entirely dissent from its theology.^

' Frincipal Baillie wrote (Jan. 2G, 1()47, Letters, Vol. III. p. 2) : 'The Confession is much

cried iiji bv all, eren many of our yrtatest op/wsiies, as the best confession yet extant.' The

moderate and judicious Richard P>axter esteemed the Wesiminster Confession and Cate-

chisms the best books in his library next to the Bible, and says (in his Confession, ch. i. § .5):

'I have perused oft the Confession of the Assembly, and verily judge it the most excel-

lent, for fullnos and exactness, that I have ever read from any Church ; and though the

truths therein, being of several degrees of evidence and necessity, I do not hold them with

equal clearness, confidence, or certainty ; and though some few points in it are beyond my
reach, yet 1 have observed nothing in it contrary to my judgment, if I may be allowed those

expositions foUowing.' The saintly Archbishop Leighton, though he left the Church for

which his father had suffered such cruelties from Laud, taught the doctrine of the Confession

to the end of his life.

'
J. B. Marsden (The History of the Later Puritans, 1852, pp. 80, 81), while judging se-

verely of the Assembly on account of its treatment of Episcopacy, thinks the Westminster

Confession inferior to none of the Protestant Confessions except in originality, and adds:

' It does not, however, detract from the real merit of these later divines, that they availed

themselves of the labors of the Reformation ; or that BuUinger and Calvin, especially the lat-

ter, should have left them little to accomplish, except in the way of arrangement and com-

pression. The \^'eslminster Confession should be read by those who can not encounter the

more ponderous volumes of the great masters from wliich it is derived. It is in many re-

spects an admirable summary of Christian faith and practice. None can lay it down with a

mean opinion of the Westminster divines. The style is pure and good, the proofs are select-

ed with admirable skill, the arguments are always clear, the subjects well distributed, and

sufficiently comprehensive to form at least the outline of a perfect system of divinity.' It is

but just to add that Maisden goes on to censure what he calls its ' rigid ultra-Calvinism,

which has always repelled the great majority of English Christians.' Dean Stanley, who has

no theological sympathy with the Westminster Confession, says that of all Protestant Con-

fessions ' it far more nearly approaches the full proportions of a theological treatise, and ex-

hibitsyVtr 7nore depth of theoloy'wal insight, than any other. ^ He adds, however, that 'it re-

flects also far more than any other the minute hair-splitting and straw-dividing distinctions

which had reached their height in the Puritanical theology of that age, and which in sermons

ran into the sixteenthly, seventeenthly sections that so exercised the soul of Dugald Dalgetty

as he waited for the conclusion of the discourse in the chapel of Inverary Castle. It accord-

ingly furnished tlie food for which the somewhat hard and logical intellect of Scotland had a

special appetite' {Lectures on the History of the Church of Scotland, delivered in 1872,

Am. ed. p. 8H). In another place Stanley calls the Westminster formulary 'that famous

Confession of Faith which, alone within these islands, was imposed by law on the whole

kingdom ; and which, alone of all Protestant Confessions, still, in spite of its sternness and

narrowness, retains a liold on the minds of its adherents, to which its fervor and its logical

coherence in some measure entitle it ' {^femorials of Westminster Abbey, p. .51.3).

^ Dr. Currey, for many years editor of the ' Methodist Advocate,' of New York, in an ed-

itorial on Creeds (Aug. 6, 1874), calls ' the Westminster Confession of Faith the ablest, clear-

est, and most comprehensive system of Christian doctrine ever framed. That venerable in-

strument purposely embodies in its unity the dogma of absolute predestination, which neces-

sarily becomes the corner-stone of the edifice, so giving it shape and character. But, despite

that capital fault, it is not only a wonderful monument of the intellectual greatness of its

fi-amers, but a comprehensive embodiment of nearly all the precious truths of the gospel.

If set forth without ecclesiastical authority, for the edification of believers, it would, despite
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DEFECTS.

The Westminster standards, like all human productions, including

the translations of the Bible itself, have imperfections.

The great revival of the sixteenth century was followed in the Re-

formed and Lutheran Churches by a dry scholasticism which was more

biblical and evangelical than the mediaeval scholasticism, but shared

with it the defects of a one-sided intellectualism to the exclusion of

the mystic and emotional types of Christianity. Scholasticism in the

technical sense—whether Roman Catholic or Protestant—is the prod-

uct of the devout understanding rather than the glowing heart, and

approaches the deepest mysteries of faith, such as the Trinity, the In-

carnation, the eternal decrees of election and reprobation of men and

angels, with profound reverence indeed, yet with a boldness and assur-

ance as if they were mathematical problems or subjects of anatomical

dissection.' It shows usually a marvelous dexterity in analysis, division,

subdivision, distinction, and delinition, but it lacks the intuition into

the hidden depths and transcending heights where the antagonisms of

partial trutlis meet in unity.

The Westminster standards do not go so far in this direction as the

Canons of Dort or the Helvetic Consensus Formula, but certainly fur-

ther than the Reformation symbols, which are less logical and precise,

and more fresh and elastic. They reflect the hard severity of Puritan-

ism. They embody too much metaphysical divinity, and overstep the

limits which divide a public confession of faith from a scientific treatise

of theology. It would be impossible nowadays to pass such an elabo-

rate system through any Protestant ecclesiastical body with a view to

its faults, be a work of inestimable worth ; but enforced by such authority, and imposed

upon men's consciences, it is a yoke and a chain and a cage of iron. And yet this is the ac-

cepted turmula of faith of nearly all the Calvinistic Churches of America. Even the Con-

gregationalists in National Council, at Plymouth Rock, only a few years ago, reaffirmed

their acceptance of it.'

' Dr. Wallis, the mathematician, who is said to be the chief author of the sharp definitions

of the Shorter Catechism (see p. 780), wrote towards the close of the seventeenth century a

pamphlet in defense of the doctrine of the Trinity against rising Unitarianism, where he com-

pares the Almighty to a cube with its length, breadth, and height infinitely extended, longuin,

latum, f>ro/'unduni, which are the equal sides of one substance, and fairly resemble the Father,

Son, and Holy Ghost. He finds nothing niysteiious in this doctrine. 'It is,' he says, 'but

this, that there be three somew/uits, which are biat one God, and these soviewhats are called

Persons.' Quoted by Stonghton, The C'/mrch of the. lit volution, p. 213.
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impose it upon all teachers of religion. The Confession, however,

as already mentioned, was not intended as a yoke by the English

frainers, nor has subscription ever been required to all its details, but

only to the general scheme. The Bible is expressly declared by Cal-

vinists to be ' the only infallible rule of faith and pi-actice,' and the

Confession is adopted ' as containing the system of doctrine tanght in

the holy Scriptures.'
^

The chief characteristics of Calvinistic scholasticism as it prevailed

in the seventeenth century are that it starts from God's sovereignty

and justice rather than from God's love and mercy, and that it makes

the predestinarian scheme to control the historical and christological

scheme. This brings us to the most assailable point in the Westmin-

ster Confession and Larger Catechism, the abstract doctrine of eternal

decrees, which will always repel a large portion of evangelical Christen-

dom. We believe that the divine-human person and work of Christ

furnish the true key to the full understanding of the plan of salvation

and the solid platform for the ultimate agreement of all evangelical

creeds.

PRETERITION OF THE KEST OF MANKIND.

Absolute predestinarianism is the strength and the weakness of Cal-

vinism. The positive decree of eternal election is its impregnable

fort, the negative decree of eternal reprobation its Achilles' heel.

Predestination to holiness and happiness, being a gracious purpose of

God's love, is full of ' sweet, pleasant, and unspeakable comfort to god-

ly persons,' 2 and affords 'matter of praise, reverence, and admiration

of God, and of humility, diligence, and abundant consolation to all

that sincerely obey the gospel.' ^ Predestination to death and damna-

tion, being a judicial decree of God's wrath on account of Adam's fall,

is—whether true or false—a ^ decretum horribile^ (as Calvin himself

significantly calls it, in view of the apparent ruin of whole nations

with their offspring), and ought never to be put into a creed or con-

fession of the Church, but should be left to the theology of the school.

Hence it is wisely omitted by the Heidelberg Catechism, the Helvetic

' This is the American formula of subscription required from ministers. On the Scottish

subscription formulas, see Innes, pp. 6G, 81, 84, 103, 453.

^ Articles of the Church of England, Art. XVII.
' Westm. Conf. Ch. VIII. § 8. This last section is the best in the whole chapter.

Vol. I.—E e e
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Confessions, the Tliirty-nine Articles, and other Reformed symbols.

Even the old Scotcli Confession of John Knox does not mention it, and

the Second Scotch Confession expressly rejects, as an antichristian error,

the horrible popish doctrine of the damnation of unbaptized infants.

The Westminster Confession, it is true, carefully avoids the term

reprobation, and substitutes for it the milder idea of preterition. It

uses the \evh predestinate only with reference to eternal life, while the

lost are spoken of as being ordained or judicially condemned to death.

Yet it makes the dogmatic assertion that ' God was pleased, according

to the unsearchable counsel of his own will, whereby he extendeth or

withholdeth mercy as he pleaseth, for the glory of his sovereign power

over his creatures, to pass by the rest of mankind, and to ordain them

to dishonor and wrath for their sin, to the praise of his glorious jus-

tice.' ' Now there are indeed passages in the Old and New Testaments,

especially the ninth chapter of the Epistle to the Romans, which seem

to bear out this statement,^ but they must be interpreted in the light

of the biblical idea of a God of infinite love and mercy, and in con-

nection with other passages which in their obvious and natural sense

declare that God sincerely desires all men to repent and be saved, that

Christ is the Saviour of the world, that he is the propitiation not only

for our sins, ' but also for the sins of the whole world,' and that he

condemns no one absolutely and linally except for unbelief—that is,

for the willful rejection of the gospel salvation.^ This fundamental

doctrine of God's universal love and abundant provision for the salva-

tion of all mankind should be put into a confession of faith rather

' Ch. III. 7. This seventh section is the one dark spot in the Confession, and mars its

heauty and usefulness. Comp. Larger (^atechism, Quest. 13: ' God hath passed by and fore-

ordained the rest to dishonor and wrath to be for their own sin inflicted, to the praise of the

glory of his justice.' The Shorter Catechism (Quest. 7) wisely omits the negative part of

predestination.

= Matt. xi. 25 ('Thou hast hid these things,' etc.) ; Rom. ix. 17, 18, 21, 22; 2 Tim. ii. 20;

Jude 4 ; 1 Pet. ii. 8—all quoted in the Confession. The ninth chapter of Romans is the

exegetical bulwark of the doctrine of reprobation ; but it must be explained in connection

with the tenth chapter, which brings out the unbelief of tlie creature as the cause, and with

the eleventh chaj)ter, which opens the prospect of a glorious solution of the problem in the

conversion of the fullness of the Gentiles and the pectple of Israel, and ends with the grand

declaration that ' God hath shut up all unto disobedience, that he. might have mercy u/>oii (ill.'

We have no more right to limit the all in the second clause than in the first. Comp. the

parallelism in Rom. v. 12 sqq.

' John i. 29 ; iii. 16 ; iv. 24 ; 1 John ii. 2 ; iii. 8, IG ; iv. 14 ; 1 Tim. ii. 4 ; Titus ii. II ; 2

Pet. iii. i) ; Mark xvi. 16.
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than the doctrine of reprobation or preterition, which is, to say the

least, as objectionable in such a document as the damning clauses in

the Athanasian Creed.

The exegetical and theological adjustment of this whole subject of

predestination, and of the unequal distribution and partial withholding

of the favors of Providence and the means of grace in this world, is

involved in insurmountable difficulties, and the contemplation of it

should make us cautious and charitable. A few general remarks may

tend to set the problem in its true light, and to open the prospect of

at least a partial solution.*

It must in fairness be admitted that the Calvinistic system only

traces undeniable facts to their first ante-mundane cause in the in-

scrutable counsel of God. It draws the legitimate logical conclusions

from such anthropological and eschatological premises as ai'e acknowl-

edged by all other orthodox Churches, Greek, Roman, Lutheran, and

Reformed. They all teach the condemnation of the human race in con-

sequence of Adam's fall, and confine the opportunity and possibility

of salvation from sin and perdition to this pi-esent life.^ And yet every

body must admit that the vast majority of mankind, no Avorse by natuie

than the lest, and without personal guilt, are born and grow up in

heathen darkness, out of the reach of the means of grace, and are tlins,

as far as ^ve know, actually ' passed by ' in this world. No orthodox

system can logically reconcile this stubborn and awful fact with tlie

universal love and impartial justice of God.

The only solution seems to lie either in the Quaker doctrine of

universal light—that is, an uncovenanted oft'er of salvation to all men

in this earthly life—or in an extension of the period of saving grace

beyond death till the final judgment for those (and for those only)

who never had an opportunity in this world to accept or to reject the

gospel salvation. But the former view implies a depreciation of the

visible Church, the ministry of the gospel, and the sacraments ; the

latter would require a liberal reconstruction of the traditional doctrine

' Comp. our remarks, pp. 451 sqq.

^ The Roman Catholic doctrine of purgatory is no exception, for this is confined to

members of the Catholic Church who were converted in this life hut need further purifi-

cation before they can enter hea\en. The Roman creed is more pronounced than the

Greek and the Frotestant on tlie impossibility of salvation outside of the visible Church on

eartt
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of the middle state such as no orthodox Church, in the absence of

clear Scripture light on this mysterious subject, and in view of proba-

ble abuse, would be willing to admit in its confessional teaching, even

if theological exegesis should be able to pioduce a better agreement

than now exists on certain disputed passages of the New Testament

and the doctrine of Hades.

So far, then, the only difference is that, while the other orthodox

Confessions conceal the real difficulty, Calvinism reveals it, and thus

brings it nearer to a solution.

Moreover, the Calvinistic system, by detaching election from the ab-

solute necessity of water-baptism, has a positive advantage over the

Aiignstinian system, and is really more liberal. All the creeds which

teach baptismal regeneration as an indispensable prerequisite of salva-

tion virtually exclude the overwhelming majority of mankind—whole

nations, with untold millions of infants dying in infancy—from the

kingdom of heaven, whether they expressly say so or not. The

Christian heart of the great African father shrunk from this fearful

l)ut inevitable conclusion of his logical head, and tried to mitigate

it by making a distinction between positive damnation or actual suf-

fering, and negative damnation or absence of bliss, and by subjecting

un baptized infants to the latter only. And this is the doctrine of

Roman Catholic divines. The Calvinistic; theory affords a more sub-

stantial relief, and allows, after the precedent of Zwingli and Bullin-

gei", and in accordance with the analogy of Melchisedek, Job, and

other exceptional cases of true piety under the Jewish dispensation,

an indefinite extension of God's saving grace beyond the limits of the

visible Chui'ch and the ordinaiy means of grace. It leaves room for the

charitable hope of the salvation of all infants dying in infancy, and

of those adults who, without an historical knowledge of Christ, live up

to the light of nature and Providence, and die with a humble and pen-

itent longing after salvation—that is, in a frame of mind like that of

Cornelius when he sent for St. Peter.' This was, indeed, not the pro-

fessed Calvinism of Calvin and Beza, nor of the divines of Dort and

Westminster, nor of the older divines of New England ;' but it is con-

' See above, p. 378.

^ The Rev. Michael Wigglesworth, of Maiden. Mass., a graduate and tutor of Harvard

College (d. 170r>), published a popular poem, T/te Day of Doom (ICG2; (Uh ed. 1715; re-
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fiistent with the Calvinistic scheme, which never presumed to fix the

limits of divine election, and with a liberal interpretation of the West-

minster Confession, which expressly acknowledges that elect infants

and elect adults are regenerated and saved by Christ without being

outwardly called by the gospel."

Modern Calvinism, at least in America, has decidedly taken a lib-

eral view of this subject, and freely admits at least the probability of

the universal salvation of infants, and hence the salvation of the greater

part of the human race. Christianity can not be a failure in any sense

—it must be a triumphant success, which is guaranteed from eternity

by the infinite goodness and wisdom of God.^

But whatever may be the theoretical solution of this deep and dark

mystery, thei'e is a practical platfoi'm on which evangelical Christians

can agree, namely, that all men who are and will be saved are saved

by the free grace of God, without any merit of their own (faith itself

being a gift of grace) ; while all who are lost are lost by their own

guilt. It has often been said that pious Calvinists preach like Ar-

minians, and pious Arminians pray like Calvinists. In this both may

be inconsistent, but it is a happy and a useful inconsistency. The

printed as a curiosity by the Amer. News Company, New York, 1867), in which God reasons

on the judgment-day with reprobate infants, who ' from the womb unto the tom>) were

straightway carried,' about the justice of their eternal damnation; and in consideration of

their lesser guilt, assigns them (like St. Augustine) ' the easiest room in hell!'

' Ch. X. 3 :
' Elect infants dying in infancy are regenerated and saved by Christ through

the Spirit, who worketh when and where and how he plenseth. So are all other elect

persons who are incapable of being outwardly called by the ministry of the Word.' The

Confession nowhere speaks of reprobate infants, and the existence of such is not neces-

sarily implied by way of distinction, although it probably was in the minds of the frameis

as their private opinion, which they wisely withheld from the Confession. I think the in-

terpretation of Dr. A. A. Hodge, of Allegheny, in his Commentary on this section (p. 240),

is fairly admissible: 'The Confession affirms what is certainly revealed, and leaves that which

revelation has not decided to remain without the suggestion of a positive opinion upon one

side or the other.' He agrees, as to the salvation of a// infants dying in infancy, with his

father, who asserts that ' he never saw a Calvinistic theologian who held the doctrine of

infant damnation in any sense' {System. Theol.,Yo\. III. p. 605).

' Dr. Hodge, of Princeton, is of the opinion, which would be preposterous in the Augustin-

ian and Roman Catholic system, that the number of those who are ultimately lost is 'very

inconsiderable as compared with the whole number of the saved.' This is the closing sentence

of his System. Theol, Yo\. III. p. 879. That the number of the saved will far exceed the

number of the lost may be fairly inferred from the 7roXX(,7 fiaWov of Paul (Rom. v. l;i, 17);

but this inference can not well be harmonized with the declaration of our Lord, Matt. vii. 14,

that but few enter the strait gate, imless we assume the universal salvation of infants, and

look forward to great progress of the gospel in the future.
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Calviuistic WhitetielJ was as zealous and successful in coiivertiui]:;

souls as the Arininian Wesley, and Weslev was as fervent and pre-

vailing in prayer as Whitelield. The}' parted in this world, but thev

have long since been reconciled in heaven, where they see the whole

truth face to face. We must W(»rk as if all depended on our efforts,

and we must pray as if all depended on God. This is the holy paradox

of St. Paul, who exhorts the Philij)pians to work out their own salva-

tion with fear and trembling, foi- the veij reason that it is God who

worketh effecti\ely in them both to will and to work of his own good

pleasui'e. God's work in ns and for ns is the basis and encourage-

ment of our work in him and for him.

INTOLERANCE.'

The principle of intolerance has been charged upon Chaps. XXIII.

(Of the Civil Magistrate), XXX. (Of Church Censures), XXXI. (Of

Synods and Councils), and the last clause of Ch. XX. (Of Christian

Liberty, viz., the words 'and by the power of the civil magistrate').

The same chaige api)lies to a few words in the 109th question of the

Larger Catechism, where 'tolerating a false religion' is included

among the sins forbidden in the Second Commandment with refer-

ence to some passages of the Old Testament and of the Book of

Revelation (ii. 2, 16, 20; xvii. 16, 17).

There is no doubt that these passages assume a professedly Chris-

tian government, or the union of Church and State as it had come

to be established in all Christian countries since the days of Con-

stantine, and as it was acknowledged at that time by Protestants as

well as Roman Catholics.^ It is on this ground that the Confes-

sion claims for the civil magistrate (of whatever form of govern-

ment) the right and duty not only legally to protect, but also to sup-

' On the sul)ject of Toleration and Persecution, with special reference to England, the

reader may profitalily consult a series of Trarts on lAherhj of Conscience and Persecution,

lG14-lGGi, edited by Edward B. Underhill for the Hansard Knollys Society, London, 184G;

W. E. II. Lecky, History of Rdtionnlism in Ewope (4th edition, London, 1870; New York

edition, 187."), in "J vols.), ch. iv. : Masson. Life ,f Milton, Vol. II L pp. 87 sqq., .38.3 sqq.

;

Stougiiton. The Chvri-h if the llerolutioii ( Loiuloii. IS74), ch. iv. ])p. IH sqcj. ; and Mar-

shall's hook quoted on ]). 7")4.

' The first dissenting voices cnnie from Anabaptists and Socinians, and from Castellio,

who had nothing to gain and every thing to lose from the existing alliance of government

and religion.
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port the Christian Churcli, and to pruhiblt or punuh heresy, idola

try, and blasphemy.

The power t(^ coerce and punish imphes the principle of intol-

erance and the right of persecution in some form or other, though

this light may ne\er l)c e.xercited. For just as far as a civil govern-

ment is identified with a [)articular Church, an offense against that

Church becomes an oifense against the State, and subject to its pe-

nal code. All acts of uniformity in religion are necessarily exclusive,

and must prohibit the public nianifestations of dissent, whatever may
be the private thoughts and sentiments, which no human government

can reach.

It is a fact, moreover, that the Westminster Assembly was called

for the purpose of legislating for the faith, government, and w^orship

of three kingdoms, and that by adopting the Solemn League and

Covenant it was pledged for the extirpation of popery and prelacy

and all heresy.'

The few Independents demanded a limited toleration, and were

backed by Cromwell and his army, which was full of Independents,

Baptists, Antinomians, Socinians, New Lights, Familists, Millenarians,

and other 'proud, self-conceited, hot-headed sectaries' (as Baxter calls

them). All these sectaries, who sprung up during the great religious

excitement of the age, but mostly subsided soon afterwards, were of

course tolerationists in their own interest. But for this very reason the

prevailing sentiment in the Assembly was stoutly opposed to tolera-

tion, as the great Diana of the Independents and supposed mother

and nurse of all sorts of heresies and blasphemies threatening the

overthrow of religion and society.^ The Scottish delegation was a

' And yet, in the face of this fact and the whole history of the seventeenth century, Dr. Heth-

erington (in his Introduction to Shaw's Exposition of the Confession of Faith, pp. xxviii.)

broadly denies any taint of intolerance in the Confession.

^ Thomas Edwards, a zealous Presbyterian minister at London, published in \&\^ a treatise

of 60 pages, dedicated to Parliament, under the title. Guvrircvnn ; or, a Cutalogue and Dis-

covery of many of the. Errors, Heresies, RIas/ihemies, and Pernicious Practices of the Sectaries

of this Time, in which lie collects no less than one hundred and seventy-six miscellaneous

'errors, heresies, and blasphemies,' and enumerates sixteen heretical sects—namely : 1, Inde-

pendents; 2, Brownists; 3, Millenaries; 4, Antinomians; o. Anabaptists; fi, A rminians; 7. Lib-

ertines; 8, Familists; 9, Enthusiasts; 10, Seekers: 1 1, Perfecfists: 12, Socinians; 13, Arians;

14, Antitrinitarians; I.'). Antiscripturists; Ifi, Skeptics. 'The industrious writer,' says Neal,

'might have enlarged his catalogue with Papists, Prelatists. Deists, Ranters, Behemenists, etc.,

etc., or, if he had pleased, a less number might have served his turn, for very few of these
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unit on the subject, and Baillie wrote a Dissuasivefrom the Errors of

the Time (1645) against toleration, and attacked it in his Letters} In-

numerable pamphlets were published on both sides. The advocates ot

toleration were defeated, and could only exact from the Assembly the

important declaration that God alone is Lord of the conscience.

And yet, if we judge the Westminster standards from the stand

point of the seventeenth century, and compare them with similar doc-

uments, they must be pronounced moderate.

1. They go no further on the subject of intolerance than the Belgic

Confession,^ the Galilean Confession,^ the English Articles,* and the

Irish Articles.* They teach less than is implied in the Anglican doc-

trine of the royal supremacy, which puts the religion of a whole na-

tion in the hands of the temporal sovereign, and which was employed

for the severest measures against all dissenters, Roman Catholic and

Protestant.

2. The Presbyterians, during the fifteen years of their domination,^

used their power very moderately, with the exception of a wholesale

ejectment of a large number of prelatists from office (allowing thena,

however, one fifth of their income). This was a folly and a crime

(viewed from our standpoint), but not nearly as cruel as the hanging

and burning, the imprisonment, torture, and mutilation so freely exer-

cised against themselves and other non-conformists before 1640 and

after 1661. During the disgraceful period of the Restoration, which

they unwisely brought about without exacting any pledges from the

faithless Stuart, they suffered for their loyalty to the Westminster

sectaries were collected into societies ; but his business was to blacken the adversaries of

Presbyterian uniformity, that the Parliament might crush them by sanguinary methods.*

See an account of this book in Neal, Part III. ch. vii. (Vol. II. p. 37), and Masson, Vol. III.

pp. 143 sqq.

' Innes (Law of Creeds, Tpp. 243 and 244) says: 'Toleration was long unknown in the law,

as in the history, of Scotland. The intense sentiment of national unity was strongly against

it. The nation was one, and the Church became one. The Church claimed to be the Church

of Christ in the realm, exclusively and of divine right. . . . The Scottish coinmissioiiers went

to the Westminster Assembly to work out the "covenanted uniformity in religion," and the

new doctrine of the "toleration of sects" which met them there they most earnestly resisted.

' Art. ar,. See Vol. III. p. 432.

» Art. 39. See Vol. III. p. 372.

Art. .37. See Vol. III. p. .''.12.

»No. 70. See Vol. III. p. .'540.

* We exempt the tive years of Cromwell's Protectorate (16.')3-16r)8), during which the

Independents were in the ascendency.
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Standards as much hardship and displayed as much heroism, both in

Enghmd and Scotland, as any Church or sect in Christendom ever did.'

3. The Confession expresses for the first time among the confessions

of faith, whether consistently or not, the true jprincijple of religious

liberty, which was made the basis of the Act of Toleration, in the

noble sentiment of Ch, XX. 2 :
' God alone is Lord of the conscience

(James iv. 12; Rom. xiv. 4), and hath left it free from the doctrines

and eoviwandments of tne7\,w\\\ii\i are in any thing contrary to his

Word, or beside it, in matters of faith or worship (Acts iv. 19 ; v. 29

;

1 Cor. vii. 23 ; Matt, xxiii. 8-10 ; xxv. 9 ; 2 Cor. 1, 24). So that to

believe such doctrines or to obey such commandments out of con-

science is to betray true liberty of conscience; and the requiring of

an impHcit faitli, and an absolute and blind obedience, is to destroy

liberty of conscience, and reason also' (Isa. viii. 20; Acts xvii. 11).

4. The objectionable clauses in the Confession and Larger Cate-

chism have been mildly interpreted and so modified by the Pres-

byterian Churches in Europe as to disclaim persecuting sentiments.^

A recent able writer, who has no sympathy whatever with the faith of Presbyterians,

thus describes their persecutions under the Stuarts: 'In Scotland, during almost the whole

period that the Stuarts were on the throne of England, a persecution rivaling in atrocity al-

most any on record was directed by the English government, at the instigation of the Scotch

bishops, and with the approbation of the English Church, against all who repudiated episco-

pacy. If a conventicle was held in a house, the preacher was liable to be put to death. If it

was held in the open air, both minister and people incurred the same fate. Tlie Presbyte-

rians were hunted like criminals over the mountains; their ears were torn from the roots;

they were branded with hot irons; their fingers were wrenched asunder by the thumbkins;
the bones of tlieir legs were shattered in the boots ; women were scourged publicly thi-ough

the streets ; multitudes were transported to the Barbadoes ; an infuriated soldiery was let

loose upon them, and encouraged to exercise all their ingenuity in torturing them.' (Lecky,

1. c. Vol. II. p. 48, Amer. ed.)

" The Established Church of Scotland, the Original Secession Church, the English Pres-

byterian Church, and the Irish Presbyterian Church adhere to the 'whole doctrine' of the

Westminster Confession, with a slight qualification of Ch. XXXI. 2. The Reformed Pres-

byterian Church does the same, but declares in its Testimony that it is 'not pledged to defend

every sentiment or expression,' and asserts that 'to employ civil coercion of any kind for the

purpose of inducing men to renounce an erroneous creed, or to espouse and profess a sound

Scriptural one, is incompatible with the nature of true religion, and must ever prove ineffect-

ual in practice.' The United Presbyterian Church introduces into its Formula of subscription

this clause: ' It being understood that you are not required to approve of any thing in these

documents which teaches, or is supposed to teach, compulsory or persecuting and intoler-

ant principles in religion.' The Free Church of Scotland meets the difficulty by a question-

able exegesis, declaring (in an ' Act anent Questions and Formula, 'June 1, 1840): 'TheGenera\
Assembly, in passing this Act, think it right to declare that, while the Church firmly main-

tains the same Scriptural principles as to the duties of nations and their rulers in reference
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The Presbyterian Churches in the United States have taken the more

frank and effective course of an entire reconstruction of those chap-

ters, so as to make them expressly teach the })rinciple of religious fi'ce-

dom, and claim no favor fi-om the civil magistrate but that pi-otection

which it owes to the lives, liberties, and constitutional rights of all

its citizens.'

GENERAL REMARKS ON THE PROGRESS OF RELIGIOUS LIBERTY.

The question in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries was abont

toleration and persecution. But religious freedom requires much more,

and is now regarded as one of the fundamental and most })iecious

rights of men, which must be sacredly })rotected in its public exer-

cise by the civil government, within the limits of order, peace, and

pul)lic morals. This liberty is the tiiial result and gain of ages of

intolerance and persecution.

The history of religions persecution is the darkest chapter in Church

history—we may call it the devil's chapter—and the darkest part in

it is the persecution of Christians by Christians. It is, however,

relieved by the counter-manifestation of the heroic virtues of Chris-

tian martyrdom and the slow but steady progress of liberty through

streams of martyr blood.

All Christian Churches, except a few denominations of recent date

which never had a chance, have more or less persecuted wlien in

power, and must plead guilty. The difference is only one of degree.

The Episcopalians were less intolerant than the Roman Catholics, the

Presbyteiians less intolerant thaji the Episcopalians, the Independ-

ents less iiitolei-ant (in theoi-y) tlian the Presbyterians. But they

were all intolerant. Even the Independents of Old England, with

the great Cromwell and the great Milton as their leaders, excluded

Ilomanists, Prelatists (i. e., Episcopalians), and Unitarians from their

programme of tolei-ation,^ and, strange to say, when in power in

to true religion and tlie Church of Christ, for which she has hitherto contended, she disclaims

intolerant or persecuting principles, and does not regard her Confession of Faith, or any por-

tion thereof, when fairly interpreted, as favoring intolerance or ])ersecuti(in. or consider that

her office-bearers, by subscribing it, profess any jirinciples inconsistent with liberty of con-

science and the right of private judgment.' See Innes, Tin- Law of Creeds, pj). 4r>:?, 4GI, 4(>3.

' See next section.

Milton, the independent of Independents and the boldest as well as most ehxpient chara-
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New Eiii^land, they expelled Baptists and lianged Quakers on tlie vir-

gin soil ol' .Massaeluisetts before and after the Westminster Assem-

bly. On the other hand, however, there is not a Christian Church

or sect that has not complained of intolerance and injustice nnder

persecution, and that has not fui'nished some bold advocates of tol-

eration and freedom, from Tertnllian and Lactantius down to Roger

Williams and William Penn. This is the redeeming featnre in this

fearful picture, and must not be overlooked in making up a just esti-

mate.

It is therefore the greatest possible injustice to charge the perse-

cutions to Christianity, which breathes the very opposite spirit of for-

bearance, forgiveness, love, and liberality ; which teaches us to suffer

wi'ong rather than to inflict wrong; and which, by restoring the di-

vine image in man, and lifting him up to the sphere of spiritual free-

dom, is really the pure source of all that is truly valuable in our

modern ideas of civil and religious liberty. Whatever may be said

of the severity of the Mosaic legislation, which assumes the union of

the civil and ecclesiastical power, Christ and the Apostles, both by

precept and example, strictly prohibit the use of carnal means for the

promotion of the kingdom of heaven, which is sjDiritual in its origin,

character, and aim. The reminiscence of this s}>irit lingered in the

Church through the darkest ages in the maxim Ecclesia own sitit

sanguinem.

It is also wrong to derive intolerance from the strength and in-

tensity of religious conviction—although this undoubtedly may come

in as an additional stimulus—and to trace toleration to skepticism and

unbelief.' For who had stronger convictions than St. Paul ? His

Jewish conviction or pharisaical fanaticism made him a bitter perse-

cutor, but his Christian conviction inspired his seraphic description

of love (1 Cor. xiii.) and strengthened him for niartyrdom. On the

other hand, the Deist philosopher, Hobbes, by giving the civil power

an absolute right to determine the religion of a nation, taught the

pion of civil and religious liberty in the seventeenth century, was unwilling to tolerate Ro-

manists, because he regarded them as idolaters and as enemies of freedom. See his Areopa-

qiliai, of which Lecky (Vol. IT. p. SO) says that it is as glorious a monument of the genius

of Milton as his Priradise Lost, and that it 'probably represents the very highest point that

English eloquence has attained.'

' This is the theory of Lecky.
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extreme doctrine of persecution ; and tlie reign of terror in France

proves that inlidelity njay be as fanatical and intolerant as the strong-

est faith, and may instigate the most horrible of persecutions.

Intolerance is rooted in the sellishness and ambition of human nat-

ure and in tlie spirit of sectarian exclusiveness, which assumes that

we and the sect to which we belong ha\e the mono})oly of trutli and

orthodoxy, and that all who dissent from us must be in ei'i'or. Perse-

cution follows as a legitimate consequence of this sellishness and big-

otry wherever the intolerant party has the power to persecute.

The Roman Church, wherever she controls the civil government, can

not consistently tolerate, much less legally recognize, any form of wor-

ship besides her own, because she identifies herself with the infallible

Church of Christ, out of which there is no salvation, and regards all

who dissent from her as damnable schismatics and heretics.' Prot-

estants, who began with the assertion of private judgment against the

authority of Rome, and complained bitterly of her pei'secuting spirit,

are inconsistent and more inexcusable if tliey refuse the same right

to otliers and persecute them for its exercise. For a long time, how-

ever, Protestantism clung to the traditional idea of uniformity in re-

ligion, and this was the source of untold suffering, especially in Eng-

land, until it became manifest beyond a doubt that doctrinal and

ceremonial uniformity was an impossibility in a nation of intelligent

freemen. The Toleration Act of May 24, 1689, for the relief of Dis-

senters, marks the transition. Since that time religious persecution

by the civil power lias ceased in the Anglo-Saxon race, and the prin-

ciple of religious liberty has gradually become a settled conviction

of the most advanced sections of the Christian world.

For this change of public sentiment the chief merit is due to the

English Non-conformists, who in the school of pei'secution became

advocates of toleration, especially to the Baptists and Quakers, who

made religious liberty (within the limits of the golden rule) an arti-

cle of their creed, so that they could not consistently persecute even

' The limited toleration in some Roman Catholic countries exists in spite of Romanism,
and the lilieial opinions and Christian feelings of individual Catholics have no influence on
the system, which is the same as ever, as may be inferred from the pa{)al Syllabus of 18(54, and
from the recent papal protest against even the minimum of religious toleration in Spain (187(;).

In I'rotestaiit countries the Roman Church claims as much liberty as she can get, and advocates

toleration in her own interest, but would deny it to others as soon as she attained to power.
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if they should ever have a chance to do so,^ It was next promoted

by the eloquent advocacy of toleration in the writings of Chilling-

worth,^ Jeremy Taylor,^ and other Anglican divines of the latitudina-

rian school ; furthei", by the mingling of creeds and sects in the same

country where persecution failed of its aim ; and, lastly, by the skepti-

cal philosophy and the religious indifferentism of the eighteenth cen-

tury, which, however, has repeatedly sliown itself most intolerant of

all forms of positive belief, and can therefore be no more trusted than

the bigotry of superstition. Religious freedom is best guaranteed by

an enlightened Christian civilization, a liberal culture, a large-hearted

Christian charity, a comprehensive view of truth, a free social inter-

course of various denominations, and a wise separation of civil and

ecclesiastical government.

During tlie last stages of the age of persecution Providence began

to prepare in the colonies of North America the Mudest field and the

proper social basis for the full exercise of religious liberty and equal-

ity by bringing together under one government the persecuted of all

> See the ' Fourteenth Proposition ' of Barclay, adopted by the Quakers :
' Since God hath

assumed to himself the power and dominion of the conscience, who alone can rightly instruct

and govern it, therefore it is not lawful for any whatsoever, by virtue of any authority or

principality they bear in the government of this world, to force the consciences of others ; and

therefore all killing, banishing, fining, imprisoning, and other such things, which men are

afflicted with, for the alone exercise of their conscience, or diflerence in worship or opinion,

proceedeth from the spirit of Cain, the murderer, and is contrary to the truth
;
provided al-

ways that no man, under the pretense of conscience, prejudice his neighbor in his life or

estate, or do any thing destructive to, or inconsistent with, human society ; in which case the

law is for the transgressor, and justice to be administered upon all, without respect of per-

sons.' This was published in 1675. Bossuet, therefore, was imperfectly informed when at

the close of the seventeenth century (1688) he mentioned the Anabaptists and Socinians

as the only Christians who did not admit the power of the civil sword ' dans les matieres de

la religion et de la conscience' (Hist, des Variations, LIV, x. 56).

* TTie Religion of Protestants a Safe Way to Salvation, 1637 (or 1638; dedicated in a most

humble preface to King Charles I. ; 3d ed. 1664 ; 10th ed. 1742; reprinted in the first two

vols, of the Oxford ed. of Chillingworth's Works, 1838, in 3 vols.). This book is a vindication

of Protestantism and of the author's return to it, and proclaims that the Bible, the whole

Bible, and nothing but the Bible, is the religion of Protestants, and that no Church of one de-

nomination is infallible. At Chillingworth's burial, in Jan., 1644, Dr. Cheynell, who had

shown him great kindness during his sickness, flung this book into the grave, with the words,

' Get thee gone, thou cursed book; go rot with thy author.' Chillingworth, however, had no

idea of civil liberty, and wrote as an extreme royalist on the Unlawfulness of Resisting the

Lawful Prince, although most Impious, Tyrannical, and Idolatrous.

^ Liberty of Prophesying, written in exile (1647), and unfortunately retracted in part after

the Restoration by the author himself, who declared it to have been a ruse de guerre. Coleridge

regards this weakness as almost the only stain on Taylor's character.
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nations and ^eets, so that the enjoyment of the liberty of each de-

pends upon and is gnaranteed by the recognition and protection of the

liberty of all the rest.

§ 98. The Westminster Standards in America.

With the Puritan emigration from England and the Presbyterian

emigration frciK Scotland and the North of Ireland, the Westminstei

standards were planted on the virgin soil of America long befoie

the Declaration of Independence. The nmst popular is the Shorter

Catechism, which has nndei-gone no change except a very slight one

among the Cumberland Presbyterians.^

the congregational churches or NEW ENGLAND.

The Confession of Faith was first adopted ' for substance of doc-

trine,' but without the pi-iiiciples of Presbyterian discipline, by the

Congregational Synod of Cambridge, in the Colony of Massachusetts,

A.D. 1648, one year after its issue in England ; then, in the Savoy

recension, by the Synod of Boston, Mass., May 12, 1680 ; and again, in

the same form, by the Congregational churches of Connecticut at a

Synod of Saybrook, Sept. 9, 1708.

The Smaller Catechism was formerly used as a school-book in New
Eiigiand, bnt has been thrust into the background by the modei'n prej-

udice against catechisms and by a flood of more entertaining but less

solid Sunday-school literature.

THE PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES,

The various Presbyterian bodies of English and Scotch descent

used at fii-st all the Westminster standards without alteration. The

Presbytery of Philadelphia, the oldest in America, was organized in

1706, the Synod of Philadelphia in 1717, and the Synod of New York

in 1743. The Synod of Philadelphia, Sept. 19, 1729, adopted the

Confession with a lil>oral construction, in these words:

'Although the Synod do not claim or pretend to any authority of imposing our faith upon

other men's consciences, hut do profess our just dissatisfaction witli and abhorrence of such

impositions, and do utterly disclaim all legislative power and authoj-ity in the ChtuTh. being

willing to receive one another as Christ has received us to the glory of God, and admit to

' See next section.
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fellowshi]) ill sju'vcd ordiiiances all such as we have grounds to believe Christ will at hvst

admit to the kingdom of heaven : yet we are undoubtedly obliged to take care that the faith

once delivered to the saints be kept pure and uncorrupt among us, and so handed down to

our posterity.

^ And [wej Jo therefore agree that all the ministers of this Synod, or that shall hereafter

he admitted to this Synod, shall declare their agreement in and ap/u'obation of the Confession

of Faith, with the Larger and Shorter Catechisms of the Assemblij of Divines at Westminster,

as being, in all the essential and necessary articles, goodforms of sound words and systems of
Christian doctrine, and do also adoj>t the said Confession and Catechisms as the confession

of our faith.

'And we do also agree that all the Presbyteries within our bounds shall always take care

not to admit any candidate of the ministry into tiie exercise of the sacred function but what
declares his agieement in opinion with all the essential and necessary articles of said Con-
fession, either by subscribing the said Confession of P'aith and Catechisms, or by a verbal

declaration of his assent thereto, as such minister or candidate shall think best. And in

case any minister of this Synod, or any candidate for the ministry, shall have any scruple

w ith respect to any article or articles of said Confession or ("atechisms. he shall, at the time

of his making said declaration, declare his sentiments to the Presbytery or Synod, who shall,

notwithstanding, admit him to the exercise of the ministry within our bounds, and to minis-

terial communion, if the Synod or Presbytery shall judge his scruple or mistake to be only

about articles not essential and necessary in doctrine, worship, or government. But if the

Synod or Presbytery shall judge such ministers or candidates erroneous in essential and nec-

essary articles of faith, the Synod or Presbytery shall declare them incapable of communion
with them. And the Synod do solemnly agree that none of us will traduce or use any op-

probrious terms of those that differ from us in these extra-essential and not-necessary points

of doctrine, but treat them with the same friendship, kindness, and brotherly love as if they

had not differed from us in such sentiments.''

Ill tlie afternoon session the scruples about adopting these standards

were solved, and the Synod unanimously declared that they do not re-

ceive 'some clauses in the twentieth and twenty-third chapters in any

such sense as to suppose the civil magistrate hath a controlling power

over Synods with respect to the exercise of their ministerial authority,

or power to persecute anyfor their religion^ or in any sense contrary

to the Protestant succession to the throne of Great Britain.'

This supplementary action foreshadows the changes which were

afterwards made.

When the Synods of Philadelphia and New York united in one

body at Philadelpliia, May 29, 1758, they adopted, as the first article

of the plan of union, the following:

' Both Synods having always approved and received the Westminster Confession of Faith

' Minutes of the Synod of Philadelphia, as published in the Records of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States of America ^embracing the Minutes of the Presbytery of Phila-

delphia, and of the Synods of New York and Philadelphia, from 1706 to 1788). Philad.

Pre-^byt. Board of Public. 1841, p. 92. See also W. E. Moore's Presbyterian Digest: a

Compend of the Arts and Delirerrinces of the Generiil Assembh/ of the Presbyterian Church

in the United States of America (Philad. Presbyt. Board), second ed. 1873, pp. 4.5 sq.
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and Larger and Shorter Catechisms, as an orthodox and excellent system of Christian doc-

trine, founded on the Word of God. we do still receive the same as the confession of our

faith ; and also aiihere to tiie plan of worsliip, government, and discipline contained in the

Westminster Directory, strictly enjoining it on all our members and probationers for the

ministry, that they preacli and teach according to the form of sound words in said Confes-

sion and Catechisms, and avoid and oppose all errors contrary thereto."

THE AMERICAN REVISION.

After the Revolutionary War the united Synod of Philadelphia and

Xew York, which met at Philadelphia, May 28, 1787, appointed a

committee to prepare an alteration in the Confession of Faith, Ch

XX. (closing paragraph), Ch. XXllL, 3, and Ch. XXXI., 1, 2, in con-

sequence of the new relation of Church and State.^

The changes proposed were adopted by the joint Synod at a subse-

quent meeting in Philadelphia, May 28, 1788, in the following action :

' The Synod having fully considered the draught of the form of government and discipline,

did, on a review of the whole, and hereby do ratify and adopt the same, as now altered and

amended, as the Constitution of the Presbyterian Church in America, and order the same to

be considered and strictly observed as the rule of their proceedings by all the inferior judica-

tories belonging to the body. And they order that a correct copy be printed, and that the

Westminster Confession of Faith, as now altered, be printed in full along with it, as making

t part of the Constitution.

• Resolved, That the true intent and meaning of the above ratification by the Synod is,

that the Form of Government and Discipline, and the Confession of Faith, as now ratified, is

to continue to be our constitution and the confession of our faith and practice unalterable,

unless two thirds of the Presbyteries under the care of the General Assembly shall propose

alterations or amendments, and such alterations or amendments shall be agreed to and

enacted by the General Assembly.''

On the day following (May 29) the Synod ' took into consideration

the Westminster Larger and Shorter Catechisms, and having made a

' See Minutes of the Synod of 1758 as published in the Records of the Presbyterian Church,

p. 286. Also Moore's Diyest, p. 48 ; and Gillett, Hist, of the Presbyt. Ch. in the U. S. of
America, Vol. I. p. 188.

' See Retards of the Presbyterian Church, p. 539, where we find the following minute,

dated May 28, 1787 :
' The Synod took into consideration the last paragraph of the twenti-

eth chapter of tiie Westminster Confession of Faith, the third paragraph of the twenty-third

chapter, and the first paragraph of the thirty-first chapter ; and having made some altera-

tions, agreed that the said paragraphs, as now altered, be printed for consideration, together

with the draught of a plan of government and discipline. The Synod also appointed the

aliove- named committee to revise the Westminster Directory for public worship, and to

have it, when thus revised, printed, together with the draught, for consideration. And the

Synod agreed that w hen the above proposed alterations in the Confession of Faith shall have

been finally determined on by the body, and the Directory shall have been revised as above

directed, and adopted by the .Synod, the said Confession thus altered, and Directory thus re-

vised and adopted, shall be styled, "The Confession of Faith and Directoiy for Public Wor-
ship of the Presbyterian Church in the United .States of America."

'

' Records of the Presbyterian Church, p. 54G ; Moore's Diyest, p. 51.
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small amendment of the Larger, did approve, and do hereby approve

and ratify the said Catechisms, as now agreed on, as the Catechisms of

the Presbyterian Church in the said United States.' At the same time

it was ordered that all these standards, as altered and adapted to the

wants of the American chm-ches, be printed and bound up in one

volume.'

The changes consist in the omission of those sentences which imply

the union of Church and State, or the principle of ecclesiastical estab-

lishments, making it the duty of the civil magistrate not only to pro-

tect, but also to support religion, and giving to the magistrate power to

call and ratify ecclesiastical synods and councils, and to punish heretics.

Instead of this, the American revision confines the duty of the civil

magistrate to the legal protection of religion in its public exercise,

without distinction of Christian creeds or organizations. It thus pro-

fesses the principle of religious liberty and equality of all denomina-

tions before the law. This principle has been faithfully and consist-

ently adhered to by the large body of the Presbyterian Church in

America, and has become the common law of the land. To facilitate

the comparison we present the respective sections in parallel columns

:

Original Text. i Amekican Text.

Ch. XXIII. 3.—Of the Civil Magistrate. Ch. XXIII. 3.—Of the Ci\al Magistrate.

The civil magistrate may not assume to Civil magistrates may not assume to them-

himself the administration of the Word and selves the administration of the "Word and

Sacraments, or the power of the keys of the Sacraments:' or the power of the keys of the

kingdom of heaven ; ' yet he hath authority, kingdom of heaven i'' or, in the least, interfere

and it is his duty to take order, that unity and in matters of fiiith.^ Yet, as nursing fathers,

peace be preserved in the Church, that the it is the duty of cinl magistrates to protect

truth of God be kept pure and entire, that all the Church of our common Lord, without

blasphemies and heresies be suppressed, all giving the preference to any denomination of

conuptions and abuses in worship and dis- Christians above the rest, in such a manner

cipUne prevented or reformed ; and all the that all ecclesiastical persons whatever shall

ordinances of God duly settled, administered, enjoy the full, free, and unquestioned liberty

* 2 Chron. xxvi. 18 ; Matt, xviii. 17 ; xvi. ' 2 Chron. xxvi. 18.

19 ; 1 Cor. xii. 28, 29 ; Eph. iv. 7, 12 ; 1 Cor. = Matt. xvi. 19 ; 1 Cor. iv. 1, 2.

iv. 1,2; Rom. x. 15 ; Heb. v. 4.
i

^ John xviii. 36 ; Mai. ii. 7 ; Acts v. 29.

1 Records, p. 547 : Moore's Digest, p. 52. The first edition of the new book appeared

Philad. 1789, under the title; ' The Constitution of the Presbyterian Church in the United

States of America, containing the Confession of Faith, the Catechisms, the Government and

Discipline, and the Directory of the Worship of God, ratifed and adoj>ted by the Synod of

New York and Philadeljyhia, May 28. 1788. The Assembly of 1792 ordered a new edition

with the Scripture text-^ annexed, and appointed a committee for the purpose. This edition

was adopted by the Assembly in 1791 (Moore's Digest, p. 52).

Vol.. I.—F F F
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and observed. ' Fur the better effecting where-

of he hath power to call synods, to be present

at them, and to provide that whatsoever is

transacted in them be according to the mind
of God. =

Ch. XXXI.—Of Synods and Councils.

For the better government and further edi-

fication of the Church, there ought to be such

assemblies as are commonly called synods or

councils.^

II. As magistrates may lawfully call a synod
of ministers and other fit persons to consult

and advise with about matters of religion :*

so, if magistrates be open enemies to the

Church, the ministers of Christ, of them-
selves, by virtue of their office ; or they, with

other fit persons, upon delegation from their

churches, may meet together in such assem-
blies.^

' Isa. xlix. 23 ; Psa. cxxii. 9 ; Ezra vii. 23-

28; Lev. xxiv. 16; Deut. xiii. 5, 6, 12; 1

Kings xviii. 4; 1 Chron. xiii. 1-9; 2 Kings
xxiii. 1-2G; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 33; xv. 12, 13.

' 2 Chron. xv. 8-17
; xxix. 30 ; Matt. ii. 4,

5.

^ Acts XV. 2, 4, 6.

Msa. xlix. 23; 1 Tim. ii. 1, 2; 2 Chron.
xix. 8-12; xxix. and xxx. ; Matt. ii. 4, r>;

Prov. xi. 14.

* Acts XV. 2, 4, 22, 23, 2."..

.if (li-ch.irging every part of their sacred func-

tions without violence or danger.' And as

Jesus Christ hath appointed a regular govern-

ment and discipline in his Church, no law of

any commonwealth should interfere with, let,

or hinder the due exercise thereof among the

voluntary members of any denomination of

t^hristians, according to their own profession

and belief.'' It is the duty of civil magistrates

to protect the person and good name of all

their people, in such an effectual manner as

that no person be suffered, either upon pre-

tense of religion or infidelity, to offer any in-

dignity, violence, abuse, or injury to any other

person whatsoever; and to take order that all

religious and ecclesiastical asseml>lies be held

without molestation or disturbance.'

Ch. XXXI.—Of Synods and Councils.

For the better government and further edi-

fication of the Church, there ought to be such

assemblies as are commonly called synods or

councils.'' And it belongeth to the overseers

and other rulers of the particular churches, by

virtue of their office, and the power which Christ

hath given them for edification, and not for

destruction, to appoint such assemblies ; and

to convene together in them, as often as they

shall judge it exjiedient fur the gond of the

Church.

5

' Isa. xlix. 23.

' Psa. cv. IT) ; Acts xviii. 14, !.">,

' 2 Sam. xxiii. 13; 1 Tim. ii. I
;

* Acts xv. 2, 4, 6.

* Acts XV. 22, 23, 25.

10.

Rom. xiii.

In Ch. XX., § 4, the last sentence, ' and by the power of

magistrate,' was oniitted, so jis to i-ead, ' they [the offenders] i

tl/C civil

iiav law-
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fully be called to account, and proceeded against by the censures of

tl)e Church.'

The only change made in the Larger Catechism was the striking out

of the words 'tolerating a false religion,' among the sins forbidden in

the Second Commandment (Quest. 109).

The example set by the Presbyterian Church in the United States

was afterwards (1801) followed by the Protestant Episcopal Church

in the revision of the political sections of the Thirty-nine Articles of

Religion.

PRESBYTERIAN REUNION.*

The division of the Presbyterian Church into Old School and New
School, which took place at Philadelphia, June 8, 1837, arose chiefly

fi'om contentions in consequence of the Plan of Union formed in 1801

between the General Assembly and the Congregational Association of

Connecticut, and involved two different constructions of the doctrinal

standards—the one more strict and conservative, the other more liberal

and progressive—but did not aifect the organic law of the Church.^

The Old School, it is true, charged the New Sc^hool with sixteen Pe-

lagian and Arminian errors, which had their origin in recent develop-

ments of New England theology ; but the New School met the charge

with the ' Auburn Declaration ' (Aug. 1837), which denied those errors

and adopted sixteen ' true doctrines ' in essential harmony with the

Calvinistic anthropology and soteriology. This Declaration must be

regarded as expressing the belief of the New-School body at that

time, whatever the views of individual members may have been.^

In the preparatory steps towai'ds a reunion of these two bodies

' For the documentary history of this remarkable movement, see the Minutes of the two

General Assemblies for 1867-69, and of the reunited Assembly from 1870 to 1872 ; also the

new edition of !\Toore's Preshyierinn Digest (1873), pp. 57-106 ; and the Memorial Volume
on Presbyterian Reunion, New York, 1870.

' For the documentary history of the separation of the Presbyterian Church and the ' Ex-
scinding Acts' of the Old-School Assembly, see Baird's Collection (0. S.), pp. 710 sqq., and

the first edition of Moore's New Digest (N. S.), pp. 456 sqq. In the new edition of Moore's

Digest (1873), the chapter on the division is omitted, and the documents on the reunion

inserted instead.

^ The sixteen errors charged are found in Baird's Collection, pp. 711 and 745 sqq., together

with the reply of the New School, which was afterwards, in Aug. of the same year, adopted

by a convention of 98 commissioned ministers and "i8 laymen (besides 24 corresponding mem-
bers) at Auburn, N. Y., and is hence called the ' Auburn Declaration.' The latter is also

embodied in the third volume of this work, p. 771. On its history, comp. Dr. Morris, in ths

AiHer. Preshyt. Revieir, for January, 1876.
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after a separation of thirty-two years, the question of the doc^trinal

basis took a prominent part. It was proposed that ' in the United

Church the Westminster Confession of Faith shall be received and

adopted as containing the system of doctrine taught in the Holy

Scriptures.' It is characteristic of the excellent temper and spirit of

concession which prevailed on both sides, that at the ' Presbyterian

National Union Convention,' held in November, 1867, at Philadel-

phia, Dr. Henry B, Smith, of the Union Theological Seminary, New

York, a prominent leader of the New School, proposed a delining

clause, to satisfy the demands of Old School orthodoxy ;

' while the

Rev. Dr. Gurley, pastor of an Old-School church in Washington City,

proposed an additional clause to guarantee the New School liberty of

interpretation.^ The amendments were received unanimously, with

great joy and gratitude.

But after further consideration it was found best to drop both these

amendments, and when the reunion was consummated by the two

assemblies at Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. 10, 1869, the following article was

unanimously adopted

:

' Th« reunion shall be effected on the doctrinal and ecclesiastical basis of our common
Standards ; the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments shall be acknowledged to be the

inspired Word of God, and the only infallible rule of faith and practice ; the Confession of

Faith shall continue to be siiiceiely received and adopted, as containing the system of doc-

trine taught in the Huly Scriptures ; and tlie government and discijtline of the Presbyterian

Church in the United States sliall l)e ajiproved as containing the principles and rules of our

polity.

'

Thus the Presbyterian Church in the United States of America,

which had been unfortunately separated by a pennusive decree of

God, was happil}' and, we trust, forever reunited by an efficient and

gracious decree of God.^

OTHER PRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES IN THE UNITED STATES.

In addition to this large Presbyterian Church, there are in the

' The ' Smith amendment ' was in these words :
' It being understood that this Confession

is received in its proper liistoiical, that is, the C^alvinistic or Hetbrmed, sense.' This would

exclude, of course, Antinouiianism and Fatalism on the one hand, and Arminianism and

Pelngianism on the other.

" The ' Gurley amendment ' was in these words :
' It is also understood that various meth-

ods of viewing, stating, explaining, and illustrating the doctrines of the Confession, which do

not impair the integrity of the Reformed or Calvinistic system, are to be freely allowed in

the United Church, as they have hitherto been allowed in the separate Chm-ches.

'

' ."^ee the addiess of Dr. Musgrave at the meeting in Pittsburgh, Memorial Volume, p. 388.
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1

United States a iiuinber of smaller ones having distinctively a Scot-

tish orio-in. Of these and of their relation to the Westminster stand-

ards the Kev. G. D. Mathews, of New York, from his own familiar

acquaintance with the Presbyterian Churches in Scotland and the

United States, kindly furnishes for this work the following account:

'Among tlie emigrants into this country in the last century were many who had been

coimected with the Associate Church of Scotland. The fathei'S of that Church, the Er-

skines, objected not so much to the constitution of the Established Church as to its admin-

istration, especially in reference to patronage and to Church discipline. In 1753 the Ainer

ican Associate Church was organized as a Presbytery subordinate to the Antiburgher Synod

of Scotland, equalling if not surpassing the mother Church in its rigid adherence to the

doctrinal system of the Westminster standards. Its zeal for these, indeed, served to deepen

its opposition to the Scottish Establishment as a Church that had become unfaithful to its

religious profession.

'In 1774 a Re/oryned Presbyterian Presbytery was constituted in America by followers

of Cargill, Cameron, and Renwick. These held that the Church of Scotland had marred its

standing as a true Church of Christ by entering into union with an immoral government—

tiie government of Great Britain being of this character because not based on Scriptural

jirinciples. Of tliis latter position the proof was alleged to lie in its disregard, as shown by

the national acceptance of Episcopacy at the Restoration in 1 660, and again at the Revolution

in 1688, of that Solemn League and Covenant which had been sworn to in 1643, a Covenant

whose engagements were affirmed to be binding on the people of the British Empire until ful-

filled. An additional proof lay in the absence from its constitution of any acknowledgment

of God as the Author of its existence and the source of its authority, of Jesus Christ as its

Ruler, and of the Bible as the supreme law of its conduct.

' Notwithstanding some actual differences, the force of circumstances brought these Churches

together, so that in 1782 they became united under the name of the Associate Reformed

Church—minorities on both sides refusing to enter the union, and thus perpetuating their

respective Churches. In 1 799 the Associate Reformed Church issued an edition of the West-

minster Confession containing the following changes from the original documents

:

Chap. XX. 4.— . . . faith, worship, conversation, (insert) or the order which Christ hath

established in his Church, they may be lawfully called to account, and proceeded against by the

censiires of the Church ; and in proportion as their erroneous opinions or practices, either in

their own nature or in the manner ofpublishing or maintaining them, are destructive to the exter-

nal peace of the Church and of civil society, they may also be proceeded against by the power of

the civil magistrate.

Chap. XXII f. 3.— ... the keys of the kingdom of heaven. (Add) Yet, as the gospel

revelation lays indispensable obligations upon all classes of people who are favored with it,

magistrates, as such, are bound to execute their respective offices in a subserviency thereto, ad-

ministering government on Christian pHnciples, and ruling in the fear of God. according to the

directions of his Word; as those who shall give an account to the Lord Jesus, ivhom God hath

a]>pointed to be the Judge of the world.

Hence magistrates, as such, in a Chi-istian country are bound to promote the Christian religion.

IS the most valuable interest of their subjects, by all such means as are not inconsistent with civil

rights, and do not imply an interference with the policy of the Church, which is the free and inde-

pendent kingdom of the Redeemer, nor an assumption of dominion over conscience.

Chaf. XXXI. 2.—(Substitute.) The ministers of Christ themselves, and by virtue of their

office; or they with other fit persons, upon delegation from their churches, have the exclusive right

to appoint, adjourn, or dissolve such synods or councils ; though in extraordinary cases it may be

proper for magistrates to desire the calling of a synod of ministers and other Jit per.tons, to con-

sult and advise ivith about matters of religion ; and in such cases it is the duty of churches to

comply with their desire.

' In the Larger Catechism, under the things forbidden by the Second Commandment, the

word authorizing was substituted for ^^ tolerating a false religion."
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' In 1S.")8 the Associate Church, wliich had bv tliis time grown considerably, joined with

t!ie Assortnte Reformed Church, when the name United Presfii/teriun Church was assumed

and the Westminster Confession again altered. The edition used by this Church dirters from

liie oiiginal in the following i)assages :

Chvi'. XX. 4.— . . . hath established in the Chincli. they (add) ou/j/it to be called to

(iiToiiiit. and /iroceeded against b>/ the censures o/' the Church, ij" tlieij belong to her communion,

mid thus be amenable to her own spiritual authority. And as the civil magistrate is the minister

of' (I'o'l for f/ood to the virtuous and a revenger to execute wrath upon him that doeth evil, he is

thenJure bound to suppress individuals and combinations, whatever may be their avowed objects,

whether political or leligious. whose principles and practices, openly propagated and maintained,

are calculated to subvert the foundations ofproperly constituted society.

Chxi'. XXIII. 8.— . . . kingdom of heaven, (add) or in the least interfere to regulate matters

of faith and worship. As nursing fathers, magistrates are bound to administer their government

accordinq to the revealed principles of Christianity, and to improve the opportunities ichich their

high station and extensive injiuence afford in promoting the Christian religion as their own mo.st

valuable interest and the good of the people demand, by all such means as do not imply any in-

frinqement of the inherent rights of the Church, or any assumption ofdominion over the consi-iences

of men. They om/ht not to punish any as heretics or .'schismatics. No authoritative judgment con-

cerning matters of religion is competent to them, as their authority extends only to the externa/

works or jyractices of their subjects as citizens, and not as Christians. It is their duty to protect

the Church in sjich a manner that all ecclesiastical persons shall enjoy the free, full, and unques-

tioned liberty ofdischarging every part of their sacredfunctions without violence or danger. They
should enact no law which ivould in any way interfere with or hinder the due exercise of govern-
ment and discipline established by Jesus Christ in his Church. It is their duty also to protect the

person, qnod name, estate, natural and civil rights of all their subjects in such a way that no jter-

son be suffered, upon any pretense, to violate them ; and to take order that all religious and eccle-

siastical assemblies be held without molestation or disturbance. God alone being Lord if the con-

science, the civil magistrate may not compel any under his civil authority to ivorship Cod contrary

to the dictates of their own consciences ; yet it is competent in him to restrain such opinions and to

punish such practices as tend to subvert the foundations of civil society and violate the common
rights of men.

Chap. XXXI. 2.—(Substitute.) We declare that as the Church of Jesus Christ is a king-

dom distinct from and independent of the state, having a government, laws, office-hearers, and all

spiritual power peculiar to herself for her own edification; so it belongs exclusively to the minis-

ters of Christ, together ivith other jit persons, upon delegation from their churches, by virtue of
their office and the intrinsic power comnntted unto them, to appoint their own assemblies, and to

convene together in them us often as they should judge it expedient for the good of the Church.

'In the question of the Larger Catechism, changed in 179!>, the original word tolerating

was restored.

' At no period has the Associate Church, which still exists, altered the language of the

Confession. It has refrained from doing this, "judging it to be improper for one eccle-

siastical body to alter any deed of another, making it rather express their own views than

those of the body by whom it was originally framed, for hereby the sentiments of one body

may be unfairly palmed upon another." Any obscurity or error in the Confession should be

remedied by the emitting of a Testimony, in which there could be given a full and accurate

statement of the particular truth in question. In 1784, therefore, the Associate Chiu'ch issued

such a Testimony, in which (Articles 1.^-1!)), speaking of the civil magistrate, it affirmed that

the magistrate, as such, is no ruler in the Church ; that he sliould not grant any privileges to

those whom he judges professors of the true religion which may hurt others in their natural

rights ; that his whole duty, as a magistrate, respects men, not as Christians, but as members

of civil society ; that any deficto government governing orderly is that ordinance of God which

must be obeyed, and that with any such government Christians may lawfully co-operate.

' The Reformed Presbyterian Church has also retained the Westminster Confession unal-

tered. Adhering to its teaching on the Civil Magistrate, as this was received by tlie Church

of Scotland in the Adoj)ting Act of l(;i7, it issued in 180() a Testimony, in whicii it declared

that civil government is a n.'ittiral institution, hut that to be a lawful one, so that a Christian

man may lake part in it, God must be acknowledged in its constitution as the fountain of all
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power and authority, and that Christian rulers, appointed to office according to a righteous

civil coiistitiitioii, have authority from God to rule, in subserviency to tiie kingdom ofChrisr.

The absence from the American national constitution of any such acknowledgment renders

that covenant unscriptnral and immoral, and so precludes Christian men from becoming

identified with its administration. Another reason for this political dissent is the doctrine

of the binding obligation of the Scottish Covenants.

' A ditference of opinion tliat had gradiuUly risen witliin this Church as to the extent of

this precluding led to the formation, in 1833, of the Synod of the Reformed Presbyterian

Churc/t holding the extremest view of political dissent, and of the General Synod of the same

Church, permitting its nieuibers to exercise the political franchise.

' As regards the doctrinal articles of the Confession, all these Churches are Calvino Cal-

viniores.'

§ 99. The Westminstee Standards in the Cumbekland Pkesby-

TEEIAN ChUKCH.

Sources.

I. On the part of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church:
The Confession of Faith of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in the United States of America. Re-

vised and adopted by the General Assembly, at Princet/m, Ky., May, 1S29. Nashville, Tennessee (Boairt

of Publ. of the C. P. Ch.), 1875 (pp. 286). The same book contains also the Shorter Catechism, the

Form of Goverumeut and Discipline, the Directory of Worship, and Manual.
The history of the origin of the schism is contained in the Circular Letter of the late Cumberland

Presbytery ; the Reply to a Pastoral Letter of West Tennessee Presbytery.

II. On the part of the Presbyterian Church
Samuel Baird : Collection of the Acts, Deliverances, and Testimonies of the Presbyterian Church.

Philad. (Presbyt. Board), IBS."); second ed. 1859, pp. C4C sqq. Contains the official acts of the General

Assembly on the origin and disorders of the Cumberland Presbytery.

Wm. E. Moore: A Xew Digest of the Actt and Deliverances of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church in. the United States of America. Philadelphia, 1S61, p. 95 (on the validity of the Cumlierland

Presbyterian ordinances), and p. 448 (on terms of correspondence).

Robert 1)avit)son : History of the Presbyterian Church in the State of Kentucky, New York, 184T

(ch. ix. pp. 223 sqq., 'The Cumberland Presbyterian Schism').

Historical and Dootkinal.

James Smith : History of the Christian Church, including a History qf the Cumberland I'resbytci ia.b

Church. Nashville, 1835.

E. B. Cbisman: Origin and Doctrines of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. 1856, new ed. Nashi-

ville, Tenn. 187.5.

Richard Beard (D.D. and Prof, of Syst. Theol. in Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tennessee):

Why am I a Cumberland Presbyterian? Nashville, Tenn. 1872. By the same Lectures on Systematic

Theology, 3 vols. Nashville (Board of Publ.). Comp. his Art. in Johnson's Universal Cyclop. 1876, Vol. L
F. R. CossiTT : Life and Times of Rev. Finis Ewing. Louisville, 1853.

HISTORICAL.

The Cumberland Presbyterian Church in the United States of

America, so called from its birth-place, the 'Cumberland Country' in

Kentucky and Tennessee, took its rise in an extensive revival of re-

ligion which began in the southwestern part of Kentucky in 1797, and

reached its height in 1800 and 1801, among a population mostJy of

Scotch-Irish descent. Methodist ministers took part in it. This re-

vival called for a larger number of ministerial laborers than could

be supplied in the regular way by the few Presbyterian institutions

of learning then existing. Hence the Presbytery of Cumberland (' at
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the recommendation of the Rev. Mr. Rice, the oldest Presbyterian min-

ister then residing in Kentucky') licensed and ordained a nnmber of

pions men without a liberal education, and allowed them, in sub-

scribing the Westminster Confession, to express their dissent from

what they called the doctrine of 'fatality,' i.e., the doctrine of abso-

lute decrees. The Synod of Kentucky demanded a re-examination of

these ministers and candidates; tliis being refused, it dissolved tlie

Cumberhmd Presl)ytory in 1806. The General Assembly confirmed

tlie action, but ultimately recognized the Cumberland Presl)yterians

as an independent organization, and entered into terms of correspond-

ence with them as with other evangelical denominations.'

The dissenters organized an independent ' Cumberland Presbytery,'

February 4, 1810, consisting of four regularly ordained ministers, six

licentiates, and seven candidates. The presbytery grew into the Cum-

berland Synod in 1813, and this adopted a Confession, Catechism, and

Form of Church Government. The Confession was the work of a

committee of which the Rev. Finis Ewing was the leading spirit. The

Cumberland Synod was divided into three (1828), and a General As-

sembly was formed, wliicli held its first session in May, 1829. This

body subjected the Confession of Faith to a final revision. ' In so

doing, the Synod and General Assembly only exercised an undenial)le

right, allowed by the God of the Bible and secured by the civil consti-

tution ; and discharged what they conceived to be a duty to the Churcli

and the world. . . . Let the work be tried neither by tradition nor the

fathers, but by the holy Scriptures.' ^

' In 1825 the General Assembly declared that the ministrations of the Cumberland Pres-

byterians 'are to be viewed in the same light with those of other denominations' (IJaird's

Collection, p. f)46). In 1849 the General Assembly of the New Sfhool entered into cor-

respondence with them, and passed this resolution : 'The General Assembly of each Church

shall appoint and receive delegates from the General Assembly of the other Church, who

shall be possessed of all the powers and privileges of other members of such Assemblies, except

that of voting' {Minutes, p. 184; Moore, p. 448). The Rev. Dr. Alexander J. Baiid appeared

as a delegate of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church before the United General Assembly in

Baltimore, 1873, and was cordially received {Mhnites of the (Jenertil As/tevihJy of the Preshi/f.

Church for 187.S, p. 48")). In the following year the General Assembly at St. Lonis sent a

salutation to the Cumberland Presbyterian Assembly then in session at Springfield, Mo.,

with the words: 'Serving the same Lord, we are one in him. May he dwell in ns.' To

this the Cumberland Assembly responded in the same fraternal spirit (Minutes for 1874, jip.

18 and 20). A committee of conference on union was also appointed, but was discharged

by the General Assembly of 187r> {Minutes, p. 480).

° I'reface to the Confession.
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The Cuniberlaiid Church has since spread rapidly, and extends now

from Western Pennsylvania to Texas and California. It furnishes the

proof that people may be good Presbyterians without being Calvinists.

TnE CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN CONFESSION.

The Cumberland Presbyterians differ from the regular Presbyteri-

ans in two points—the education for the ministry and the doctrine

of predestination. They adopt and use the Westminster Confession

in full, with the American amendments in Chs. XXIII. and XXXI.,

and slight vei'bal clianges, but they depart from it in rejecting the un-

conditional election and reprobation as taught in Ch. III.' They re-

tain, however, substantially Ch. XVII. on perseverance, although per-

severance presupposes unconditional election, and is inconsistent with

conditional election. The Cumberland Confession teaches on the one

hand conditional election and unlimited atonement, and on the other

the final perseverance of the saints. It is an eclectic compromise

between Calvinism and Arminianism; it is half Calvinistic and half

Arniinian, and nmkes no attempt to harmonize these antagonistic

elements. ' Cumberland Presbyterians,' says one of their writers, ' be-

lieve as firmly as Arminians do that salvation, in all cases, is con-

ditional. But they believe that every genuine saint will comply with

the conditions ; and thus salvation becomes certain to saints. It is

uncertain to sinners because it is doubtful whether they will comply

with the conditions ; but certain to saints because it is certain that

they will comply with the conditions—" My sheep hear mv voice, and

they follow me."'^ The same writer answers the usual objections to

the doctrine of perseverance (the fall of Adam and the angels, of Sol-

omon and Peter, the warnings and exhortations of Scripture, the al-

leged inconsistency of the doctrine with free agency and the duty of

watchfulness), and urges nine reasons against the Arminian view of

falling from grace.^

Another departure connected with the former is the affirmation of

' See the changes in Vol. III. p. 771.

^ Crisman, 1. c. p. 158. Comp. art. of Prof. R. Beard, 1. c. : 'Its theology is Calvinistic,

with the exception of the offensive doctrine of predestination so expressed as to seem to em-

body the old jiagan dogma of neressif^i/ or futiili ft/.

^

^ The difficulties of this great problem uf predestination liave been discussed niuie fullv in

§ 97, pp. 791 sqq.
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the salvation of all infants dying in infancy. The old Confession says,

Ch. X. 3 :
^ Elect infants, dying in infancy, are regenerated and saved

by Christ through the Spirit, who worketh when and where and how

he pleaseth.' This seems naturally (^though not necessarily) to imply

the existence of reprobate infants who are not saved. To avoid this

interpretation, the Cumberland Confession substitutes all for elect, and

thus positively teaches universal infant salvation. In this point it has

anticipated what seems now to be the general sentiment among Ameri-

can Presbyterians, who harmonize it with the Westminster Confession

either by interpreting that all infants dying in infancy are elect, or

that it confines itself to state as an article of faith what is clearly

warranted in Scripture, and leaves the rest to private opinion.

The Shorter Catechism of the Assembly has been changed by the

Cumberland Presbyterians in Question 7 as follows:

Westminster Catechism. Cumberland Catechism.

What are the decrees of God? What are the decrees of God?
The decrees of God are his eternal purpose

|
The decrees of God are his purpose accord-

according to the counsel of his will, wherebv, ing to the counsel of his own will, whereby he

for liis own glory, he hath foreordained what- i hath foreordained to bring to pass what shall

soever comes to pass. be for his own glory : sin not being for Gods

I

glory, therefore he hath not decreed it.

In Question 20 the words 'God did provide salvation ^/b;* all man-

hind'' are substituted for ' God, having elected some to everlasting life,'

and the phraseology is otherwise changed. In Question 31, for the

phrase ' What is effectual calHng V is substituted ' What is the work

of the Spirit?'

[XoTE.—In 1906, the Ctimberland Presbyterian Church was "reunited" with the Pres-

byterian Church, U. S. A., accepting the Westminster Confession as rev-ised, 1902. A
dissenting element retained the old name and has perpetuated the organization with a

membership, 1929, of 64,081. At the time of the union, 1906, the Cumberland Church

reported 200,000 members in 114 presbyteries.

—

Ed.]
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EIGHTH CHAPTER.
MODERN PROTESTANT CREEDS.

§ 100. General Survey.

With the Westminster staudaids tlie creed-making period of the

Reformed Churches was brouglit to a close. Calvinism found in them

its clearest and fullest exposition. The Helvetic Consensus Formula

(1675) was only a weak symbolical after-birth, called forth by the Sau-

mur controversies on the extent of divine election and the inspiration

of Hebrew vowel-points. The creative power of Lutheran symbolism

had exhausted itself much earlier in the Formula of Concord (1577),

and was followed by a period of scholastic analysis and demonsti-ation

of the Lutheran system as embodied in its authoritative confessions.

The prevailing tendency in these Churches is to greater confessional

freedom and catholic expansion rather than sectarian contraction.

While the Roman Catholic Church in our age has narrowed its creed

by adding two new dogmas of wide range and import, and has doomed

to silence every dissent from the infallible decisions of the Vatican,

like a machine that is worked by a single motive force, and makes

resistance impossible, the Protestant Churches would simplify and

liberalize their elaborate standards of former days rather than increase

their bulk and tighten their authority. The spirit of the age refuses

to be bound by rigorous formulas, and demands greater latitude for

private opinion and theological science.

We might therefore close our history of creeds at this point. But

evangelical Protestantism extends far beyond the boundaries of Luther-

anism and Calvinism.

Since the middle of the seventeenth century there arose, mainly from

the fruitful soil of the Reformed Church in England, first amid much

persecution, then under the partial protection of the Toleration Act oi

1689, a number of distinct ecclesiastical organizations, which, while

holding fast to the articles of the oecumenical faith of orthodox Chris-

tendom, and the evangelical principles of the Protestant Reformation,

differ on minor points of doctrine, worship, and discipline. They have

passed through the bloody baptism of persecution as much as the old-

er Churches of the Reformation, and by their fruits they have fully
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earned a title to an honorable standing in the famil}- of Christian

Churches.

The most important among these modern denominations are the

CoNGREGATioNALisTs, Baptists, and QuAKERs, wlio rose in the seven-

teenth century, and the Methodists and Moravians, who date from

the middle of the eighteenth century. They originated in England,

with the exception of the Moi-avians (who are of Bohemian and Gei--

man descent), and found from the start a fruitful and congenial soil

in the American colonies, which offered an hospitable asylum to all

who suffered from religious persecution. The Congregationalists had

established flourishing colonies in Massachusetts and Connecticut be-

fore they were even tolerated in the mother country. Roger Williams,

the patriarch of the American Baptists, though of English birth and

training, made Rhode Island his permanent home. The fathers and

founders of tlie Society of Friends—Fox and Fenn ; of Methodism

—

Wesley and Wliitetield ; of the Moravian Chur(;h—Zinzendorf, Span-

genberg, Nitschmann— visited America repeatedly, and with such

success that tlie}^ gave to their denominations an Anglo-American

stamp. Two of these denominatic>ns, the Methodists and Baptists,

have in the United States during the nineteenth century numeric-

ally far outgrown the older Protestant Churches, and are full of

aggressive zeal and energy, both at home and in distant missionary

fields.'

On the Continent of Europe these Anglo-American denominations

till quite recently were little known, and were even persecuted as in-

truders and unchurchly sects. National State Churches will allow the

' Tlie following comparative table of ministers and churches in 1776 and 1876 gives at least

an approximate idea of the growth of churches in the United States during its first centennial

:

Statibtios of 17T6 (or 17S0-90). Statistics of 1876.

Denominations. MinisterB.

Baptists
Congregationalists
Episcopalians

! Friends (Qualiers). .

,

' Lutherans (1786)

j
Methodists
Moravians

I

Presbyterians (1788).
' Reformed, Dutch
Reformed, German..
Roman Catholics

722
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widest latitude of tlieological speculation within the limits of outward

conformity rather than grant freedom of public worship to dissenting

organizations, huwevei- orthodox.^

The nineteenth century lias given birth in England to the Irving-

iTKS and DAEBYn'ES, and in America to the Cumberland Presbyte-

KiANS, Keformed EPISCOPALIANS, and other organizations, which more

or less depart from the older Protestant confessions, but adhere to the

supernatural revelation in the Bible and the fundamental articles of

general orthodoxy.^

The creeds of these modern Protestant denominations (if we except

the Savoy Declaration of 1658 and the Baptist Confession of 1688,

which contain the body of the Westminster Confession) are thin,

meagre, and indefinite as compared with the older confessions,

which grew out of the profound theological controversies of the six-

teenth century. They contain much less theology ; they confine them-

selves to a popular statement of the chief articles of faith for practical

use, and leave a large margin for the exercise of private judgment.

In this respect they mark a return to the brevity and simplicity of the

primitive baptismal creeds and rules of faith. The authority of creeds,

moreover, is lowered, and the absolute supremacy and suflSciency of the

Scriptures is emphasized.

In the present age there is, especially in America, a growing tendency

towards a liberal recognition and a closer approach of the various

evangelical denominations in the form of a free union and co-opera-

tion in the common work of the Master, without interfering with the

inner organization and peculiar mission of each. This union tendency

manifests itself from different starting-points and in different direc-

' Under the disparaging name of sects the Methodists and Baptists, and other denomina-

tions figure usually in German works on Symbolics that recognize only three Churches or

Confessions—the Catholic (Greek and Roman), tlie Lutheran, and the Reformed (Calvinistic).

The late Professor Marheineke, one of the chief writers on Symbolics, after explaining to his

catechumens of Trinity Parish, in Berlin, that there are three Churches in Christendom,

asked a pupil, 'To what Church do you belong?' and received the answer, 'To Trinity

Church.' The science of Symbolics, or Comparative Theology, has thus far been almost ex-

clusively cultivated in Germany, but should be reconstructed on a much more liberal scale in

England and America, where all denominations meet in daily intercourse and on terms of

equal rights.

^ Some of these have already been considered, the Cumberland Presbyterians in connection

with the Westminster Confession, the Reformed Episcopalians in connection with the historv

of the Thirty-nine Articles.
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tions, now in the form of voluntary associations (such as Bible and

Tract Societies, Young Men's Christian Associations, the Evangelical

Alliance, the German C'hurch Diet), now in the form of ecclesiastical

confederations (Pan-Anglican Council, Presbyterian Alliance, Anglo-

Greek Committees, the Ponn Conferences), now in the form of organic

union (the evangelical Union of Lutherans and Reformed Churches in

Prussia and other Gei'man States, Presbyterian Reunion of Old and

Xew School). The same tendency calls forth efforts, feeble as yet, to

formulate the essential consensus of the creeds of congenial sections of

Christendom. The old motto, in necessariis U7iitas, in dubiis libertas,

in oninibua carita8,\& struggling to become a practical reality; the age

of separation and division is passing away, and the age of the reunion

of divided Christendom is beginning to dawn, and to gather the corj)s

of Christ's army, so long engaged in internal war, against the common
ioQ Antichrist.

§ 101. The Congkegationalists.

LiTEKATUBB.

I. English Congregationalism.

See the gources of the Westminster Assembly, and the historical works of Neal, Stoughton, and
others mentioned in §5 92, 93, and 94.

John Robinson (Pastor of the Pilgrim Fathers in Leydeii, d. 1625) : Works, with Metnoir by Robert
Axhton. London, 1851, 3 vols.

The Grand Debate concerning Prcsbiitery and Episcopacy in the Westminster Assembly (Lonil. 1652).

The works of Drs. GoonwiN, Owen, Howe, and other patriarchs of Independency.

Bbnjamin Bkook : The Lives of the Puritans from. Queen Elizabeth to 1602. London, 1S13, 3 vols.

Benjamin Hanhitry: Historical Memorials relating to the Independents or Cdngremtidvalisfs, from
their Rise to the Restoration of the Monarchy, A.D. 1660. Loudon (Congreg. Union of Eiighmd and

Wales), 1839-1844, 3 vols.

J<i8. Fi.KTcnKit: History of Independency in England since the Reformation. London, 1847-1S49, 4 vols.

George Punchard (of Boston) : History of Congregationalism from about A.D. 2.50 to the Present Time.

2d ed. rewritten and enlarged, New York and Boston (Hurd & Houghton), 1865-81, 5 vols. (The first

two viJs. are irrelevant.)

John Waddington : Congregational History, 1200-1567. London, 1869-78, 4 vols. Second volume from

1667 to 1700, Lond. 1874. (See a searching and damaging review of this work by Dr. Dexter in the " Con-

greg. Quarterly " for July, 1874, Vol. XVI. pp. 420 sqq.)

Hbkbsbt S. Sksatb : A History of the Frie Churches of Englandfrom 1688 to 1851. Loudon, 1867 ; 8d ed.

1869.

II. American Congregationalism.

(1) Sources.

The works of John Roiiinbon, above quoted, especially his Justification of Separation from the

Church of England (1610, printed in 1639).

John Cotton (of Boston, England, and then of Boston, Mas>i.) : The Wan of the Churches of Christ in

.Vt'io England. Or the Way of Churches Walking in Drothrrly Eiiualitii or Co-oidination, vulhoiit Subjection

iif onti Church to another. Measured by the Golden Reed of (he Saiirtiuiry. London, 1(')45. Hy the same:
'/'//« Way of Congregational Churches cleared (iigninst Baillie and Rii'lici ford). London, 1fi4'^.

Thomas Hooker (of Hartford, Conn.): A Survey of the Suntnie of Church Discipline. London, 164S.

Uobinson, Cotton, and Hooker are the connecting links betwoon Rnirlish Inrtepf-ndency and Ameri-

can Congregationali.«m. Their rare pamphlets (wretchedly printed, like most works during the period

of the civil wais, fmni want of good lyiur :iiid paper) aie mostly f uud in the Congreguiioijal Lihrary at

Boston, and oujihi lo be republiohed in collected form.
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Alexander Young: Chronicles of the Pilgrim Fathers of the Colony of Plymouth, fruin 16U2 tu 1G2S.

Boston, 1841.

Alexandkr Young : Chronicles of the First Planters of the Colony of Massachusetts Bay. From 1C28 to

1G36. Boston, 1S46.

Geobgk B. Cukever: The Joitrnal of the Pilgrims at Plymouth, in New England, in 1620; reprinUd
from the oriqinal volume, with illustrations. New York, 1848.

Nathan AEL Morton (Secretary to the Ccmrt for the Jurisdiction of New Plymouth): Xew Engla^uVH
Memorial. Boston, 1855 (6th ed. Congreg. Board of Publication). Kepriuts of Memorial of 166'.»,

Bradford's History of Plymouth Colony, etc.

(2) Histories.

Benjamin Trumbull, D.D. : A Compb-te History of Connecticut, Civil and Ecclesiastical, from the Emi-
gration ofitu First Planters, from England, in the year 1030, to the year 1764. New Haven, 1818, 2 vols
Leonard Bacon: Thirteen Historiccd Discourses, on the Completion of Tivo Himdred Years from tltc

Beginning of the First Church in New Haven. New Haven, 1839.

Joseph B. Fklt: The Ecclesiastical History of New England; comprising not only Religious, but also
Moral and other Relatio' s. Boston, Mass. (Congregational Library Association), 1855-1862, 2 vols.

JosKi-u S. Claek: A Historical Sketch of the Congregational Churches in Massachusetts from 1620 to

1858. Boston, 1858.

Memorial of the Semi- Centennial Celebration of the Founding of the Theological Seminary at Andover.
Andover, Mass. 1859.

Contributions to the } '<-clesiastical History of Connecticut ; prepared under the Direction of the General
Association to Commemorate the Completion of One HundreA and Fifty Years since its First Animal
Assembly. New Haven (publ. by Wm. L. Kingsley), 1801.

Daniel Api'leton White: New England Congregationalism in its Origin and Purity; Illustrated by
the Foundation and Early Records of the First Church in Salem [Mass.]. Salem, 1861. Comp. Reply to

the above, by Jusepu B. Felt. Salem, 1861.

The first vols, oi G. Bancroft's History of the United States (begun in 1834) ; last ed. 18T6, 6 vols.

John Gorham Palfrey : History of New England. Boston, 1859-1874, 4 vols.

Leonard Bacon : 7'he Genesis of the New England Churches. New York, 1874.

Henry Mautyn Dexter: As to Roger Williams and his ' Banishment' from the Massachusetts Planta-
tion; with a feiv further Words concerning the Baptists, the Quakers, and Religious Liberty. Boston, 1876
(Congregational Publishing Society). A vindication of the Massachusetts Colony against the charge
of intolerance.

Numerous essays and leviews relating to the Congregational polity and doctrine and the history of
Congregational Churches may be found in the volumes of the following periodicals:

American Quarterly Register. Boston, Mass. 1827-1843, 15 vols.

Th^ Christian Spectator. 1st series monthly : 2d series quarterly. New Haven, 1819-1838, 20 vols.

The New-Englander, quarterly (continued). New Haven, 1843-1870, 34 vols.

The Congregational Quarterly (continued). Boston, Mass. 1st series, 1859-1868, 10 vols.; 2d series,

1869-1876, 8 vols.

The Congregational Year-Book. New York, 1854-1859, 5 vols.

Other light is thrown on the Congregational history and polity by Results of Couticils, many of which,
in cases of peculiar interest, have been published in pamphlet form.

(3) Congregational Polity.

Congrerjational Order. ITie Ancient Platforms of the Congregational Churches of New England, with a
Digest of Rules and Usages in Connecticut. Publ. by direction of the General Association of Connecticut.

Middletown, Conn. 1843. [Edited by Leonard Baoon, David D. Field, Timothy P. Gillet.]

Thomas C. Upuam : Ratio Di,<iciplince ; or. The Constitution of the Congregational Chitrchns, Examined
and Deduced from Early Congregational Writers, and other Ecclesiastical Authorities, and from Usage.

2d edition. Portland, 1844.

Preston Cummings: A Dictionary of Congregational Usages and Principles according to Ancient and
Modern Authors; to ivhich are added brief Notices of .some of the Principal Writer,% A .sseynblies, and
Treatise.^ referred to in the Compilation. Boston, 1852.

George Punouard: A View of Con"reaatio7>alism, its Principles and Doctrines; the Testimony of
Ecclesiastical History in its Fnrtr, it.i Practice, and its Advantaqes. [1st edition, 1840.] Third edition,

revised and enlarged. Boston (Cont;reg. Board of Publication), 1856.

Henry Martyn Dextkr: Congregationalism: What it is; Whetice it is; How it Works; Why it is

Better than any other Form, of Church Government. Boston, 1865 ; Bth ed. revised, 1879.

Congregationalism has its name from the prominence it gives to the

particular congregation as distinct from the general Church.' It aims

* This term is pieferable to Independency. In England both terms are used synonymous-
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to establish a congregation of real believers or converts, and it declares

such a congregation to be independent of outward jurisdiction, whether

it be that of a king or a bishop or a presbytery. Under the first

aspect it has several precedents; under the latter aspect it forms a new

chapter in Church history, or at least it carries the protest against for-

eign jurisdiction a great deal farther than the Heforniers, who protest-

ed against the tyrannical authority of the papacy, but recognized some

governmental jurisdiction over local congregations.

CONGKEGATIONS IN THE APOSTOLIC AGE.

In the New Testament the word church or congregation^ denotes

sometimes the Church universal, the whole body of Christian believers

spread throughout the world ;''^ sometimes a particular congregation at

Jerusalem, Antioch, Corinth, Koine, or any other place.^ The congre-

gations are related to the Church as members to the body. The de-

nominational and sectarian use of the word is foreign to the Scriptures,

which know of no sect but the sect called Christians.* Denominations

or Confessions are the growth of history and adaptations of Christian-

ity to the differences of race, nationality, and psychological constitution

;

and after fulfilling their mission they will, as to their human imper-

fe(*tions and antagonisms, disappear in the one kingdom of Christ,

which, however, in the beauty of its living unity and harmony, will

include an endless variety.

An organized local congregation in the apostolic age was a company

of saints,* or a self-supporting and self-governing society of Christian

believers, with their offspring, voluntarily associated for purposes of

worship, growth in holiness, and the promotion of Christ's kingdom.

The Apostolic churches were not free from imperfection and cor-

ly. The American Congregationalists rather disclaim the designation Independents, except

for a small portion of their ancestors, namely, the ' Pilgrim Fathers' of IMymouth. See helow.

' l:Kic\i]aici, from tKKciXio), to call oztt, means (like ^np) any public assembly, but es])ecially

a religious assembly.

" Mutt. xvi. 18 ; Acts xx. 28 ; Gal. i. 1:5 ; Ei)h. i. 22, etc.

' Matt, xviii. 17; Acts v. 1
1

; viii. ',',; xv. 41 (in the plural, at tV/cXj/o-i'ni) ; Gal. i. 22; Rom.
xvi. 4, ."), etc.

* Comp. Acts xi. 2fi ; xxvi. 28; 1 I'et. iv. 10. There were pnrties or sects among the

Christians at Corintli which assumed ai)ost(»lic designations, but I'aul rebuked them (! (^or.

i. 1(1-18; iii. 3, 4). The tribes of Israel may be quoted as a Jewish precedent of the divisions

in Christendom, but they formed one nation.

* iKKXyjiriai tujv aylwv, 1 Cor. xiv. 33.
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ruption, but they were separated from tlie surrounding world of un-

believers, and constantly reminded of their high and holy calling.

THE ANTE-NICENE CHURCHES.

In the ante-Nicene age a distinction was made between the church

of helievers or communicant membei's and the church of catecJmviens

or hearers who were in course of preparation for membershi[), but not

allowed to partake of the comm union.' Public worship was accord-

ingly divided into the service of the faithful {missa fidelium) and the

service of the catechumens {/nlsfia catechume?iorum).

MIXTURE OF THE CHURCH WITH THE WORLD.

With the union of Church and State since Constantine the original

idea of a church of real believers was gradually lost, and became

identical with a parish which embraced all nominal Christians in a

particular place or district. Baptism, confirmation, and attendance at

communion were made obligatory upon all residents, whether converted

or not, and every citizen was supposed to be a Christian.^ The distinc-

tion between the Church and the world was well-nigh obliterated, and

the Church at large became a secular empire with an Italian sovereign

at its head. Hence the complaint of Dante (in Milton's rendering)

:

' Ah ! Constantine, of how much ill was cause,

Not th)' conversion, but those rich domains

That the first wealthy Pope received of thee!'

ATTESIPTS TO RESTORE THE PURITY OF THE CHURCH.

Monasticisra -was an attempt in the Catholic Church itself to save

the purity of the congregation by founding convents and nunneries

secluded not only from the M'orld, but also from all ties of domestic

and social life. It drained the Church of many of its best elements,

and left the mass more corrupt.

The Bohemian Brethren and the Waldenses introduced strict con-

gregational discipline in opposition to the ruling Church.

The Reformers of the sixteenth century deplored the want of truly

' Comp. the modern American distinction between church proper and congregation.

' The Jews—like the ' untaxed Indians ' in the United States—were excluded from the

rights of citizenship, and as unmercifully persecuted during the Middle Ages as the Christians

were persecuted by the Jews in the apostolic age.

Vol. 1.—G g g
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Cliristian congregations after the apostolic model, and wished to revive

them, but Luther and Zwingli gave it up in despair from the want of

material for congregational self-government (which can never be de-

veloped without an opportunity and actual experiment).

Calvin was more in earnest, and astonished the world by founding

in Geneva a floui-ishing Chiistian commonwealtli of the strictest dis-

cipline, such as had not been seen since the age of the Apostles. But

it was based on a close union of the civil and ecclesiastical power,

which destroyed the voluntary feature, and ended at last in the same

confusion of the Church and the world.

The Anabaptists and Mennonites emphasized the voluntary princi-

ple and the necessity of discipline, but they injui-ed their cause by

fanatical excesses.

The German Pietists of the school of Spener and Francke realized

their idea of ecclesiolce in ecdesia, or select congenial circles within

the outward organization of the promiscuous national Chni-ch, from

which they never separated. Wesley did originally the same thing,

but his movement resulted in a new denomination.

The Moravians went farther, and established separate Christian col-

onies, which in the period of rationalism and infidelity were like

beacon-lights in the surrounding darkness.

ENGLISH AND AMERICAN CONGREGATIONALISM,

English and American Congregationalism, or Congregationalism as

a distinct denomination, arose among the Puritans during the latter

part of the reign of Queen Elizabeth. It was at first identified with

the name of the Pev. Robert Browne, and called Brownism ; but, be-

ing an unworthy representative and an apostate from his princi{)les,

he was disowned.' It had other and more worthy pioneers, such as

Barrowe, Greenwood, Johnson, Ainsworth, Penry, and especiall}' John

Robinson.^ The Independents were, like ever}' new sect, persecuted

' Robert Browne, a clergyman of the Established Church and a restless agitator, urged a

reformation 'without tarrying for any,' a complete separation from the national Church as

an anti-Christian institution, and the formation of independent Christian societies. After

suffering persecution and exile (he was imprisoned about thirty times"), he returned to the

ministry of the national Church, where he led an idle and dissolute life till his death, in 1(;;5(),

at the age of eighty years.

' See on these early witnesses and martyrs of Independency, Hanbury (Vol. I. chaps.

u.-xxvi.). Brook (Vol. III.), and Punchard (Vol. III.).
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under the reigns of James and Charles I., and obliged to seek shelter

first in Holland and then in the wilderness of New England.

But with the opening of the Long Parliament, which promised to

inaugurate a jubilee to all tender consciences, they began to breathe

freely, and hastened to return from exile; 'for,' says Fuller, 'only

England is England indeed, though some parts of Holland may be

like unto it.' ^ They had a considerable share in the labors of the

Westminster Assembly of Divines, especially thi'ougli Dr. Goodwin

and Kev. Philip Nye, who are styled the 'patriarchs' of orthodox

Independency. They became the ruling political and religious power

in England during the short protectorate of Cromwell, and furnished

the majority to his ecclesiastical commission, called the Triers. After

the Restoration they were again persecuted, being held chiefly re-

sponsible for the execution of King Charles and the overthrow of

the monarchy. In 1689 they acquired toleration, and are now one

of the most intelligent, active, and influential among the Dissenting

bodies in England.

The classical soil of Congregationalism is New England, where it

established ' a Church without a bishop and a State without a king.'

From New England it spread into the far West, to the shores of the

Pacific Ocean, and exerted a powerful influence upon other Churches.

Puritan Congregationalism is the father of New England and one

of the grandfathers of the American Republic, and it need not be

ashamed of its children.^ It lacks a proper appreciation of histor-

' Vol. VI. p. 280.

* I beg leave to quote from an essay which I wrote and published in the midst of our civil

war (1863), when New England was most unpopular, the following tribute to its influence

upon American history :
' It seems superfluous, even in these days of sectional prejudice,

party animosity, and slander, to say one word in praise of New England. Facts and insti-

tutions always speak best for themselves. We inijrbt say with Daniel Webster, giving his

famous eulogy on Massachusetts a more general npijlication to her five sister States : "There

they stand : look at them, and judge for yourselves. There is their history—the world knows

it by heart : the past at least is secure." The rapid rise and progress of that rocky and bar-

ren country called New England is one of the marvels of modern history. In the short

period of two centuries and a half it has attained the height of modern civilization which it

required other countries more than a thousand years to reach. Naturally the poorest part

of the United States, it has become the intellectual garden, the busy workshop, and the think-

ing brain of this vast republic. In general wealth and pros])eriry, in energy and enterprise,

in love of freedom and respect for law, in the ditt'usion of intelligence and education, in letters

and arts, in virtue and religion, in every essential feature of national power and greatness, the

people of the six New England States, and more particularly of Massachusetts, need not fear

a comparison with the most favored nation on the globe. But the power and influence o*"
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ical Cliristiauity and its claims upon our i-egaid and obedience ; but

by bringing to light the manhood and freedoni of the Christian peo-

ple, and the rights and privileges of indi\idual congregations, it marks

a real progress in the development of Protestantism, and has leavened

other Protestant denominations in America; for here congregations

justly claim and exercise a much larger share, and have consequently

a much deeper interest in the management of their own affairs than

in the State Churches of Europe. The Congregational system implies,

of course, the power of self-government and a living faith in Christ,

without which it would be no government at all. It moreover requires

the cementing power of fellowship.

INDEPENDENCY AND FELLOWSHIP.

Anglo-American Congregationalism has two tap roots, independency

and fellowship, on the basis of the Puritan or Calvinistic faith. It suc-

ceeds in the measure of its ability to adjust and harmonize them. It

is a compromise between pure Independency and Presbyterianism. It

must die without freedom, and it can not live without authority. In-

dependency without fellowship is ecclesiastical atomism ; fellowship

without Independency leads to Presbyterianism or Episcopacy.'

It starts from the idea of an apostolic congregation as an organized

New England, owing to the enterprising and restless character of its popul«.t,ion, extends far

heyond its own limits, and is almost omnipresent in the United States. The twenty thousand

Puritans who emigrated from England within the course of twenty years, from 1020 to 1640,

and received but few accessions until the modern flood of mixed European immigration set

in, have grown into a race of several millions, diffused themselves more or less into every

State of the Union, and take a leading part in the organization and development of every

new State of the great West to the shores of the Pacific. Their principles have acted

like leaven upon American society ; their influence reaches into all the ramifications of oui

commerce, manufactures, politics, literature, and religion ; there is hardly a Protestant Church
or Sabbath-school in the land, from Boston to San Francisco, which does not feel, directly or

indirectly, positively or negatively, the intellectual and moral power that constantly ema-
nates from the classical soil of Puritan Christianity.'

Dr. Emmons, one of the leaders of New England Congregationalism, is credited with

this memorable dictum: ' Associationism leads to Consociationism ; Consociationism leads

to Presbyterianism ; Presbyterianism leads to Episcopacy ; Episcopacy leads to Roman
Catholicism; and Hom.nn Catholicism is an ultimate fact' (Prof. Park, in Memoir of Em-
mons, p. 16.3). But there would be equal force in the opposite reasoning from Independency
to anarchy, and from iinarchy to dissolution. Independents have a right to protest against

tyranny, whether exercised by bishojjs or presbyters ('priests writ large"); but there are Lord
Brethren as well as Lord Pjishops. and the tyranny of a congregation over a minister, or of a

majority over a minority, is as bad as any other kind of tyranny.
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brotherhood of converted believers in Christ. This was the coiniuon

ground of the Westminster divines.' But they parted on the question

of jurisdiction and the relation of the local congregation to the Church

general. The Independents denied the authority of presbyteries and

synods, and maintained that each congregation properly constituted is

directly dependent on Christ, and subject to his law, and his law only.

The whole power of the keys is vested in these individual churches.

At the same time, however, it is admitted and demanded that tliere

should be a free fraternal intercommunion between them, with the

rights and duties of advice, reproof, and co-operation in every Chris-

tian work.

This fellowship manifests itself in the forms of Councils, Associations

(in Massachusetts), Consociations (in Connecticut), on a larger scale in

' the Congregational Union of England and Wales,' and ' the National

Council of the Congregational Churches in the United States.' It is

this fellowship which gives Congregationalism the character of a de-

nomination among other denominations. But the principle of congre-

gational sovereignty is guarded by denying to those general meetings

any legislative authority, and reducing them simply to advisory bodies.^

There were from the start two tendencies among Congregationalists

—

the extreme Independents or Separatists, of whom the ' Pilgrim Fathers'

are the noblest representatives, and the more churchly Independents,

who remained in the English Church, and who established on a Cal-

vinistic theocratic basis the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. John

Robinson, the Moses of American Independency, who accompanied

his flock to the deck of the Speedwell, but never saw the promised

' ' The Form of Presbyterial Church Government agreed upon by the Assembly of Divines

at Westminster,' and adopted by the General Assembly of Scotland in 1645, thus defines a

local Church :
' Particular churches in the primitive times were made up of visible saints,

viz., such as, being of age, professed faith in Christ and obedience unto Christ, according to

the rules of faith and life taught by Christ and his apostles, and of their children. ' The

Form of Government ratified by the General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church in the

United States in May, 1821, gives this definition (Ch. II. 4): 'A particular church consists

of a number of professing Christians, with their oifspring, voluntarily associated together for

divine worship and godly living, agreeably to the Holy Scriptures, and submitting to a cer'

tain form of government.'
^ The most serious conflict between the principles of Independency and Fellowship in recent

times has grown out of the unhappy Beecher trial, which has shaken American (Congrega-

tionalism to the very base. See Proceedings of'the two Councils held in Brooklyn in 1 874

and 1876, which represent both sides of the question (Dr. Storrs's and Mr. Beecher's), though

presided over by the same Nestor of American Congregationalism (Dr. Leonard Bacon).
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land himself, was a separatist from the Church of England, though he

disowned Brownisni with its extravagances. His colony at Plymouth

were Separatists. The settlers of Boston, Salem, Hartford, and New

Haven, on the other hand, were simply Nonconfoi-mists within the

Church of England. Their ministers—John Cotton, Richard Mather,

Thomas Hooker, John Davenport, Samuel Stone, and others—were

trained in the English Universities, mostly in Cambridge,' and had

received Episcopal ordination. They rejected the term Independents,

and inconsistently relapsed into the old notion of uniformity in re-

ligion, with an outburst of the dark spirit of persecution. But this

was only temporary. American Congi'egationalism at present is a

compromise between the two tendencies, and \aci Hates between them,

leanins: sometimes to the one, sometimes to the othei' side.

CONGREGATIONALISM AND CREEDS.

The effect of the Congregational polity upon creeds is to weaken

the authority of general creeds and to strengthen the authority of par-

ticular cj'eeds. The principle of fellowship requires a general creed,

but it is reduced to a mere declaration of the common faith pre\ ailing

among Congregatiunalists at a given time, instead of a binding formula

of subscription. The principle of independency calls for as many par-

ticular creeds as there are congregations. Each congregation, being a

complete self-governing body, has the right to frame its own creed, to

change it ad lih'duia^ and to i-equire assent to it not only from the

minister, but from every applicant for membership. Hence there are

a great many creeds among American Congregationalists which have

purely local authority; but they must be in essential harmony with

the prevailing faith of the body, or the congregations professing

them forfeit the privileges of fellowship. They must flow from the

same system of doctrine, as many little streams flow from the same

fountain.

In this multiplication of local creeds Congregationalism far outstrips

the practice of the ante-Nicene age, where we And \arying yet essen

' Masson {JAfe of Milton, Vol. II. p. .563) says that of seventeen noted ministers who emi-

grated to New England, fourteen were bred in Cambridge, and only three (Davenport, Mather,

and Williams) at O.xford. K. Williams was ja-ohably likewise a Cambridge graduate. It was

therefore natural that the first college in New England should be called after Cambridge.
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tially concordant rules of faith in Jerusalem, Csesarea, Antioch, Aqui-

leja, Carthage, Rome.

With these local creeds are connected 'covenants' or pledges of

members to live conformably to the law of God and the faith and dis-

cipline of the Church. A covenant is the ethical application of the

dogmatic creed.

In the theory of creeds and covenants, as on the whole subject of

Church polity, the Regular or Calvinistic Baptists entirely agree with

the Congregationalists.

§ 102. English Congregational Creeds.

Literature.
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street, and Westminster Hall, 1659.

A Latin edition appeared in 1662 at Utrecht, under the title, Con/essio nuper edita Independentium seu

Congregationalium in Anglia.

The Preface, the Platform, and those doctrinal articles which differ from the Westminster Confession

are printed in Vol. III. pp. TOT sqq., from the first London edition. The Savoy Declaration, without the

Preface, is also given by Hanbdrt, Memorials, Vol. III. pp. 51T sqq. ; and by Dr. A. H. Qdint. in the ' Con-
gregational Quarterly' for July and October, 1S66 (Vol. VIII. pp. 241-26T and 341-344).

On the Savoy meeting, comp. HANiiCuy, Jfemorjak, Vol. III. pp. 515 sqq.

THE SAVOY DECLARATION. A.D. 1658.

We now proceed to the general creeds or declarations of faith

which have been approved by the Congregational Churches in Eng-

land and America. They agree substantially with the Westminster

Confession, or the Cahinistic system of docti'ine, but differ from

Presbyterianism by rejecting the legislative and judicial authority

of presbyteries and synods, and by maintaining the independence

of the local churches. In the course of time the rigor of old Cal-

vinism has relaxed, both in England and America. ' New England

theology,' as it is called, attempts to find a vf'a m,edia between Cal-

vinism and Arminianism in anthropology and soteriology. But the

old standards still remain unrepealed.

The first and fundamental Congregational confession of faith and

platform of polity is the Savoy Declaration, so called from the

place where it was composed and adopted.^

' The Savoy, in the Strand, London, is remarkable for its historical associations. The
palace, on the banks of the Tliames, was built by Peter, Earl of Savoy and Richmond, in

1245; enlarged and beautified by Henry, Duke of Lancaster, 1328. King John II., of
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The position of the Cougregationalists during the short period of

their ascendency under Cromwell's Protectorate (1653-165S) was

rather anomalous. They were by no means so strongly committed

to the voluntary principle and against a national Church as to re-

fuse appointments in the universities and [)arish churches, with the

tithes and other emoluments connected therewith. Dr. Goodwin was

President of Magdalen College, Cambridge ; Dr. Owen, Dean of

Christ Church and Vice-Chancellor at Oxford ; Philip Nye, Rector

of St. Bartholomew's, London ; Joseph Caryl, Rector of St. Mary

Magnus ; William Greenhill, incumbent of the village of Stepney

;

William Bridge, town lecturer at Yarmouth ; John Howe, })arish min-

ister at Torrington, and afterwards court chaplain to Cromwell until

his death.' Cromwell himself had no idea of disconnecting the gov-

ernment from religion. Christianity was fully recognized under his

rule as part and parcel of the law of the land. It accompanied with

its solemn worship the ordinary business of Parliament. Public fasts

were frequently appointed by the Protector (to which the Presby-

terians objected as an Erastian intrusion), and lasted usually from

nine in the morning until four in the afternoon. The rights of patron-

age were not disturbed ; the tithes and other provisions for the sup-

port of the clergy and the repair of churches were continued. A
connnission of Triers, or judicial examiners, one fourth of whom were

laymen, was appointed to test the fitness of clerical applicants and to

remove unworthy incumbents, and Church boards of gentry and clergy

were set up in every county for the supervision of ecclesiastical affairs.

The Triers took the place of the late Westminster Assembly in its

administrative work, but were less numerous, and included Independ-

ents, Presbyterians, and Baptists. Dr. Owen, Goodwin, and Manton

belonged to them, besides others of less wisdom and cliarity. They

were sul)ject to a certain Erastian control by the Protector and his

France, while a prisoner in England, resided there (1357-03). It was hurned in Wat Tvler's

instn-rection, i;'.81; rebuilt and endowed as a hospital by Henry VII., l-'JO"). It was the city

re>idence of the Bishop of London. The royal chapel was bnrned down in 1861, but beauti'

fully restored by Queen Victoria, and reojjened Nov. 2(5. 18G."i. The Congregational meeting

of lGri8 must not be confounded with tlie 'Savoy Conference" between Episcoi)alians and

Presbyterians which was held there from April 15 to July 'J't. Kifil.

' Comp. Stoughton, C7iur</i of the Coiinniinwi-iiUli, cb. ix. ])p. 1:07 s(|fi. A number of the

Baptists likewise accepted preferments under the I'rotectorate. See ib. p. 2-12, and Ivimey's

list of Baptists who were ejected at the Hestoration, History of Bajitists, Vol. 1. p. 328.
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Council of State, but left to decide each case according to their best

judgment, without imposing any creed or canou or statute. The plan

seems to have worked well, and furnished the country, as Baxter says,

who was no friend of Cromwell, with ' able, serious preachers, who

lived a godly life, of what tolerable opinion soever they were.' Crom-

well's Protectorate was too short to develop a full system of ecclesias-

tical polity. It w^as a government of experiments in accommodation

to existing circumstances. Upon the whole, it was more tolerant than

any previous reign, but only to Puritanism and such Protestant sects

as recognized the Scriptures and tlie fundamentals of the Christian

faith ; while it was intolerant to Eomanists, Socinians, and Episcopal

royalists, who endangered his government. In his foreign policy Crom-

well was the boldest protector of Protestantism and religious liberty

that England has ever produced.^

Under these favorable circumstances, and in view of the successful

establishment of an exclusively Congregational commonwealth by their

transatlantic brethren, the Independents might think of repeating in

a milder form the experiment of the Westminster Assembly to secure

at least a certain degree of religious uniformity in England, with a

limited amount of toleration to orthodox dissenters. Their great pro-

tector did not seem to favor such a scheme, but shortly befoi-e his death

he reluctantly gave his consent to 'the humble petition and advice' of

influential members of Parliament to issue a confession of faith for

the whole kingdom, yet ' without compelling the people thereto by

penalties,' and to extend liberty to all Christian professions, except

' popery or prelacy,' or such as ' publish horrid blasphemies or practice

or hold forth licentiousness or profaneness under the profession of

' Comp. Stoughton, 1. c. pp. 8 1 sqq. Green {History of the English People, p. .573) judges

upon the whole quite favorably of Cromwell's ecclesiastical polity :
' In England, Cromwell

dealt with the Royalists as irreconcilable enemies ; but in every other respect he carried out

fairly his pledge of '"healing and settling." . . . From the Church, which was thus reorgan-

ized, all power of interference with faiths differing fi-om its own was resolutely withheld.

Cromwell remained true to his great cause of religious liberty. Even the Quaker, rejected

by all other Christian bodies as an anarchist and blasphemer, found sympathy and protection

in Cromwell. The Jews had been excluded from England since the reign of Edward the First

;

and a prayer which they now presented for leave to return was refused by the commission of

merchants and divines to whom the Protector referred it for consideration. But the refusal

was quietly passed over, and the connivance of Cromwell in the settlement of a few Hebrews

in London and Oxford was so clearly understood that no one ventured to interfere with

them.*
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Christ.' A notice from the clerk of the Council of State summoned

the Congregational churches, in and near London, to a meeting in the

Savoy, but it was not held till twenty-six days after CromwelFs death.

About two hundred delegates from one hundred and twenty congre-

gations attended the Conference, which lasted from Se])t. 29 till Oct.

12, 1658. They agreed unanimously upon the Confession and Order

of Discipline. It was regarded by theni, in the language of the Pref-

ace, ' as a great and special work of the Holy Ghost that so numerous

a company of ministers and other principal brethren should so readily,

speedily, and jointly give up themselves unto such a whole body of

truths that are after godliness.'

The Savoy Declaration is the work of a committee, consisting of

Drs. Goodwin, Owen, Nye, Bridge, Caryl, and Greenhill, who had been

members of the Westminster Assembly, with the exception of Dr. Owen.

It contains a lengthy Preface (fourteen pages), the Westminster Con-

fession of Faith with sundry changes (twenty-two pages), and a Plat-

form of Church Polity (five pages).

1. The Preface is prolix and indifferently written, but deserves

notice for inaugurating a more liberal view of the authority of

creeds and the toleration of other creeds. The chief ideas are these

:

To confess our faith is an indispensable duty we owe to God as

much as prayer. Public confessions are a means of expressing the

common faith, but ought not to be enforced. ' Whatever is of force

or constraint in matters of this nature causes them to degenerate

from the name and nature of Confessions^ and turns them into

Exactions and Impositions of Faiths With this we should ac-

knowledge ' the great principle that among all Christian States and

Churches there ought to be vouchsafed a forbearance and mutual

indulgence unto saints of all persuasions that keep unto and hold

fast the necessary foundations of faith and holiness, in all other mat-

ters extra-fundamental, whether of faith or order.'

This was a considerable step beyond the prevailing notion of uni-

formity, although it falls far short of the modern theory of religious

liberty. The Preface goes on to guard itself against tlie chai-ge of

indifference or carelessness.

2. Tfie Dkci-akation of FArrn. This is a slight nioditicatioii of the

Westminster Confession. 'To this (jonfession,' the Pi-eface states, 'we
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fully assent, as do our brethren of New England and the churches

also of Scotland, as each in their general synods have testified. A
few things we have added for obviating some erroneous opinions, and

made otlier additions and alterations in method here and there, and

some clearer explanations as we found occasion.' The Declaration is

divided into thirty-two chapters, in the same order as the Westminster

Confession, which has thirty-three chapters. In the exceptions taken

the Savoy Council followed the example set by the Long Parliament

in its edition of the Westminster Confession. The only important

changes refer to matters of Church government and discipline. Chaps.

XXX., ' Of Church Censures,' and XXXI., ' Of Synods and Councils,'

are omitted altogether. Chaps. XXIII. (XXIV.), ' Of the Civil Magis-

trates,' XXIY. (XXV.), ' Of Marriage and Divorce,' and XXVL, ' Of

the Church,' are modified. Chap. XX., ' Of the Gospel,' in the Savoy

Declaration, is inserted, and hence the dilference in the numbering

of the remaining chapters. The change in Chap. XXIV. is a decided

improvement, if we judge it from the American theory of Church and

State. A similar and more thorough change was subsequently made

by the American Presbyterians in the Westminster Confession.

3. The Declaration of ' the Institution of Churches and the Order

appointed in them by Jesus Christ' contains the principles of the Con-

gregational Church polity which we have already explained. Similar

Platforms of Discipline, as they are called, have been issued from

time to time by the American Congregationalists— at Cambridge,

1648, at Saybrook, 1708, and at Boston, 1865.

THE DECLARATION OF 1833.

This is a popular abridgment of the older confessions, and presents

a milder form of Calvinism. It was prepared in 1833 by the liev. Dr.

Redford, of Worcester, and other members of a committee of the

'Congregational Union of England and Wales,' which was organized

in 1831. It is annually printed in the 'Congregational Year-Book,'

but it disclaims any authority as a standard of subscription.'

Note.— Tlie Rev. Dr. John Stoughton, of London, a leading divine and historian among
the English Independents, has kindly supplied me with the following statement concerning

the prevailing sentiment of that body on the authority of creeds, a statement which applies

largely to American Congregationalists in the present age

:

* See Vol. III. pp. 730 sqq.
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' Looking at the principles of Congregationalism, which involve the repudiation of all hu-

man authority in matters of religion, it is impossible to believe that j)ersons hoUling those

principles can consistently regard any ecclesiastical creed or symbol in the same way in

wnich Catholics, whether Roman or Anglican, regard the creeds of the ancient Church.

There is a strong feeling among English Congregationalists against the use of such docu-

ments for the purpose of defining the limits of religious communion, or for the purpose of

checking the exercise of sober, free inquiry; and there is also a widely spiead conviction that

it is impossible to reduce the expression of Christinn belief to a series of logical propositions,

so as to preserve and represent the full spirit of gospel truth. No doubt there may be ho:>'-

'

in some circles a great deal of loose conversation seeming to indicate such a repugnance to

the employment of creeds as would imply a dislike to any formal definition of Christian doc-

trine whatever; but I apprehend that the prevailing sentiment relative to this subject among

our ministers ond churches does not go beyond the point just indicated. Many consider that

while creeds are objectionable as tests and imperfect as confessions, yet they may have a cer-

tain value as manifestoes of conviction on the part of religious communities.

' The Westminster Assembly's Catechism never had the authority in Congregational church-

es which from the beginning it possessed in the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, and its use

in schools and families for educational purposes, once very common, has diminished of late

years to a very low degree. The Savoy Declaration, which perhaps never had much weight

with Congregationalists, is a document now little known, except by historical students. The

Declaration of 1 S'6'^ was prepared by a committee of the Congregational Union, of which the

Eev. Dr. Bedford, of Worcester, was a member. He, I believe, drew up the Articles, and it

was only in accordance with his well-known character as a zealous antagonist of human au-

thority in religion that he introduced the following passages in the preliminary notes

:

' " It is not designed, in the following summary, to do more than to state the leading doc-

trines of faith and order maintained by Congregational churches in general.
' " It is not intended that the following statement should be put forth with any authority,

or as a standaril to which assent should be vei[uired.

' " Disallowing the utility of creeds and articles of religion as a bond of union, and protest-

ing against subscription to any human formularies as a term of communion. Congrega-

tionalists are yet willing to declare, for general information, what is commonly believed

among them, reserving to every one the most perfect liberty of conscience."

' It would be well to insert a statement made to me by one who from his official position

has the best means of ascertaining the state of opinion in our churches

:

' "I do not believe that the Declaration of 1838 could now with success be submitted for

adoption to an Assembly of the Congregational Union ; in pait, because not a few would dis-

pute its position, and in jiart because many more— I believe the majority—without objecting

on strictly doctrinal grounds, would object on grounds of policy."

' I may add to this, in the words of the Dean of Westminster, who wrote them on the au-

thcu'ity of "a respected Congregational minister," that, beyond care in the matter of ordina-

tion, "no measures are adopted or felt to be either desirable or necessary for preserving

uniformity of doctrine, excepting only that the trust-deeds of most of their places of worship

contain a reference to leading points of doctrine to which tlie minister may be required to

express his assent. In practice this is merely a jirovision against any decided departure from

the faith as commonly received among us, the trustees of the property having it in their

power to refuse the use of the building to any minister whose teacliing may be contrary to

the doctrines contained in the deed. Such cases, however, are extremely rare."

'In some cases trust-deeds make reference to the Declaration of 1833, as containing the

doctrines to be taught in substance within the places of worship secured by such deeds

;

but in most cases a brief schedule of doctrines is em])loyed, of which the following is an

example

:

' " 1. The divine and sjiecial ins])iration of the holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ment, and their supreme authority in faith and practice.
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' " 2. The unity of God. The Deity of the Father, of the Son, and of the \hA\ Ghost.
'"3. The depravity of man, and the absolute necessity of the Holy Spirit's agency in

man's regeneration and sanctiiication.
' " 4. The incarnation of the Son of God, in the person of the Lord Jesus Christ : tlie uni-

versal sufficiency of the atonement by his death ; and the free justification of sinners by faith

alone in him.
' " "). Salvation by grace, and the duty of all who liear the gospel to believe in Christ.

'"(>. The resurrection of the dead and the final judgment, when the wicked 'sliall go

*way into everlasting punishment, but the righteous into life eternal.'
"

'The Secretary of our Chapel Building Society informs me that "one leason for the dis-

ise of the Declaration may be its length, and the circumstance tliat, to put it beyond question

Ivhat document is meant, it has been thought it would be needful to embody it in the deed,

which would add to the cost."

'It has been remarked, on the authority of one already cited, " that, notwithstanding the

absence of tests, there is among Independents a marked uniformity of opinion on all impor-

tant points." Perhaps this statement, still true on tlie whole, woidd require more qualifica-

tion than it did some years ago. There are among us a few men of mental vigor who have

departed very considerably from the published creeds of Congregationalism. There may
be a larger number whose opinions are of an Arminian cast ; but, again to use language

supplied by a friend, in whom I place confidence as to this subject: "It would still be fair,

I think, to describe our ministry as moderately Calvinistic. An immense majoiity of the

ministers are so. An impression to the contrary has, I am aware, become pi evalent ; but

that is owing, I believe, to the fact that the greater number of the men who have departed

from the Calvinistic type hold prominent positions, and have ' the habit of the pen.' " It is

a difficult and delicate task to report the state of large religious communities among whose

members there exist some diversities of opinion. One person biased by his own predilections

will give one account, and another person under an influence of the same kind will give

another.

'In what I have said I have endeavored to be as impartial as possible; and, to give the

more weight to my statements, I have sought the assistance of official brethren who have

wider means of information than I possess, and who may look at things from points of view

not exactly identical with my own.'

§ 103. American Congregational Creeds.

Literature.

Special essays relating to the creeds and Church order of American Congregationalists.

The Formation of Creeds. Article by the Rev. Joseph P.Thompson in the 'New-Englander,' Vol.IV.

pp. 265-274. 1846.

Congregationalism and Symbolism. Article by the Rev. Wm. G. T. Shedd in the ' Bibliotheca Sacra,'

Vol. XV. pp. 661-090. 1858. (An argument showing the need of a more positive creed for Congrega-

tionalism.)

Confessions of Faith. Article by the Rev. Edward W. Gii.man in the ' Congregational Quarterly,'

Vol. IV. pp. 179-191. 1862.

Declaration of Faith and the Confession. Article by the Rev. Epwakd A. Lawrence. lb. Vol. VIII.

pp. 173-190. 1866.

Ancient Confexsions of Faith and Family Covenants. By E. W. G. lb. Vol. XI. pp. 516-527. 1869.

The National Council (of 1871). Article by Dr. A. H. Quint iu the 'Cong. Quarterly,' Vol. XIV. pp. 61>

80. 1872.

Tlie American Congregationalists have from time to time a(3opted

the Westminster standards of doctrine, with the exception of the sec-

tions relating to svnodical Church government. Formerly the Assem-

bly's Shorter Catechism was taught in all the schools of New England
;
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but of late years those standards have gone much out of use, though

they have never been disowned.

THE SYNOD OF CAMBRIDGE, 1648.'

The ' Elders and Messengers of the churches assembled in the Synod

at Cambridge, in New England,' in June, 1048, adopted the West-

minster Confession one year after its publication, in these words

:

'This Synod having perused and considered with much gladness of

heart, and thankfulness to God, the Confession of Faith published of

late by the reverend Assembly in England, do judge it to be very

holy, orthodox, and judicious in all matters of faith; and do therefore

freely and fully consent thereunto, for the substance thereof. Only in

those things which have respect to Church government and discipline

[in some sections of Chaps. XXV., XXX., and XXXI. ] we refer our-

selves to the Platform of Church Discipline agreed upon by this present

assembly; and do therefore think it meet that this Confession of Faith

should be commended to the churches of Christ among ns, and to the

honored court, as worthy of their considei'ation and acceptance. IIow-

beit, we may not conceal, that the doctrine of vocation^ expressed in

Chap. X., § 1, and summarily repeated in Chap. XIII., § 1, passed wot

without some debate. Yet considering that the term of vocation and

others by which it is described are capable of a large or more strict

sense or use, and that it is not intended to bind apprehensions precisely

in point of order or method, there hath been a general condescendency

thereunto. Now by this our professed consent and free concurrence

with them in all the doctrinals of religion, we hope it may appear to

the world that as we are a remnant of the people of the same nation

with them, so we are professors of the same common faith, and fellow-

heirs of the same common salvation.'

The Cambridge Synod thus anticipated by ten years the work of

the Savoy Conference (1658).

The Cambridge Platform, which is said to be the work of the Rev.

Richard Mather, sets forth in substance the same principles of inde-

pendent Church government and discipline as the Savoy Declaration.

' ' The Congregational Order ' above quoted contains the Cambridge IMatform and the

Saybrook I'latform, together with the ' Saybrooli Confession of Faith,' i. e., tiie iSavoy Con-

fassion as previously adopted by the Synod of 13oston.
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THE SYNOD OF BOSTON, 1680.

The Synod of Elders and Messengers of the New England Congre-

gational churches, held in Boston, Mass., May 12, 16S0, adopted and

published the Savoy recension of the Westminster Confession, togethei'

with the Cambridge Platfoi-m. It says, in tlie preface to its Declara-

tion :

' That which was consented unto by the Elders and Messengers of the Congregational

churches in England, who met at the Savoy (being for the most part, some small variations

excepted, the same with that which was agreed upon first by the Assembly at Westminster,

and was approved of by the Synod at Cambridge, in New England, anno 1U4S, as also by a

General Assembly in Scotland), was twice publicly read, examined, and approved of: that

little variation which we have made from the one, in compliance with the other, may be seen

by those who please to compare them. Bnt we have (for the main) chosen to express our-

selves in the words of those reverend Asseniblie-^, that so we might not only with one iieart,

but with one mouth, glorify God and our Lord Jesus Christ.''

THE SYNOD OF SAYBROOK, 1708.

The Elders and Messengers of the churches in the Colony of Con-

necticut assembled at Saybrook, Sept. 9, 1708, agreed that the Bos-

ton Confession should ' be recommended to the honorable general

assembly of this Colony, at the next session, for their public testimony

thereunto, as the faith of the churches of the Colony,' They also ac-

cepted 'the Heads of Agreement assented to [in 1692] b}' the united

ministers [of England], formerly called Presbyterian and Congrega-

tional,' and so virtually gave indorsement to three creeds as essentially

teaching the same system—the doctrinal part of the Articles of tlie

Church of England, the Westminster Confession or Catechisms, and

the Confession agreed on at the Savoy.

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF BOSTON, 18G5.2

The National Council of Congregational churches of the United

States, held in the Old South Meeting-house of the city of Boston

after the close of the Civil War (which suggested this Council), in

' The changes are very slight, and in part restorations of the Westminster text. They are

noted by Dr. Quint in the ' Congregational Quarterly' for July, 1866, p. 266.

' Debates and Proceedings of the National Council, of the Congregational Churches, held at

Boston, Mass., June 14-24, 186.5. From the Phonographic Report by J. M. W. Yerrinton and

Henry M. Parkhurst. Boston, Amer. Cong. Association, 1 866 (ed. under the care of the Rev.

A. H. Quint and the Rev. Isaac P. Langwortht), pp. 95-98, 344-347, 361-363, 401-403.
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tlie year 18G5 (June 14-24), adopted a ' Decluratioii of Faitli.' This

Declaiatidii passed tlu'otigli three transformations:

The iii'st draft was [)repared I)y a ooniiiiittee consistiiiii; of tliree

divines (two progressive, one conservative), viz., Dr. Joseph P. Thomp-

son (then Pastor of the Church of the Tahenuicle, New York),

Dr. Edward A. Lawrence (Prof, in the TlieoL Seminary of East

"Windsor [now at Hartford], Conn.), and Dr. George P. Fisher (Prof,

of Ecclesiastical History in Yale College). The Committee declined

to give a formulated statement of doctrines, but characterized, in a

comprehensive way, the doctrines held in common by the Congrega-

tional churches, and referred to the ancient Confessions of West-

nn'nster and Savo}-, as sufiiciently answering the end of a substantial

unity in doctrine. This draft was read, discussed, and referred to a

larger committee.

The second draft was presented by the Pev. J. O. Fiske, of Bath,

Maine, and in conformity with the usage of the councils at Cam-

bridge, 1648, at Boston, 1680, and at Saybrook, 1708, expresses ad-

herence to the Westminster and Savoy Confessions for 'substance of

doctrine' and the system of truths connnonly known as ' Calvinism,'

and emphasizes in opposition to modern infidelity the doctrine of the

Trinity, the incarnation, the atonement, and other fundamental arti-

cles of the common Christian faith.

The third draft was read by the Rev. Alonzo H. Quint, by direction

of the business committee, at a meeting of the Council held June 22d,

on Burial Hill, Plymouth, on the spot where the first meeting-house of

the Pilgrims stood, and which Dr. Bacon declared to be to Congrega-

tionalists ' the holiest spot of all the earth.' This paper was substan-

tially approved and referred to a committee of revision to improve the

form. This committee reported, Friday, June 23, through the Rev. Dr.

Stearns, President of Amherst College, a number of slight verbal alter-

ations. In this improved form the Declaration was twice read 'in a

distinct and impressive manner,' and after prayer by the Rev. Dr. Ray
Palmer, of New York, imanimously ado})ted by rising. The singing of

Dr. Palmer's well-known hymn, 'My faith looks up to thee,' and the

old doxology, ' To God the Father, God the Son,' concluded the solem-

^'•^
_^

* The Boston Declaration is printed in Vol. III. p. 734.
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The same Council adopted a new Platforin of Discipline, called the

Boston Platform of 1865, and published by the Congregational Board.

This virtually supersedes the Cambridge and Saybrook Platforms.

THE OBERLIN NATIONAL COUNCIL, 1871.

The Oberlin Council of 1871 is the first of a regular triennial series

of National Councils of the Congregational churches in the United

States.' It adopted a constitution, one paragi'aph of which briefly re-

fers to the rule of faith in a very general way.'-*

Note.—Besides the creeds of General Councils, there are in use among American Congre-

gationalists a great number and variety of creeds, concerning which the Rev. Edwakd W.
GiLMAN, D.I). (Secretary of the American Bible Society) kindly furnishes the following in-

formation :

'1. State Associations and Conferences,
'The usage is various. The General Association of Massachusetts, founded in 1803, ac-

ce])ts as a basis of union "the doctrines of Christianity as they are generally expressed in

the Assembly's Shorter Catechism." So do the General Convention of Vermont, founded

1796, and the General Association of New Hampshire, founded 1747. The General Asso-

ciation of New York, founded 1834, has separate Articles of Faith. So has the General

Association of Illinois. The General Conferences of Maine and Connecticut have no ex-

press doctrinal basis.

' 2. County Consociations (of twenty or thirty churches).

'The Lincoln and Kennebec Consociation (Maine), 1808, recommended to its constituent

churches Articles of " Union, Faith, and Practice." The Northwestern Consociation (Ver-

mont), 1818, recommended to its churches a uniform Confession and Covenant. The Litch-

field South Consociation (Conn.), 1828, prepared a Confession and Covenant for the general

use of its churches. The New Haven West Consociation (Conn.) admits only churches

which accept the doctrinal part of the Saybrook Platform.

'3. Institutions of Learning.

'The HoUis Professor of Divinity in Harvard College must "declare it as his belief that

the Scriptures of the Old and New Testament are the only perfect rule of faith and practice,"

and the first incumbent (1722), being examined by the Corporation, declared his assent to the

Confession of Faith in the Assembly's Catechism and to the doctrinal Articles of the Church

of England. Assent to the Westminster Confession or the Saybrook Platform was required

of Professors in Yale College from 17.^3 to 1823. In the Theological Institution at Andover

both Visitors and Professors are required to subscribe a Declaration of Faith drawn up by

the founders in 1808, and to renew this declaration at intervals of five years.

'4. Local Churches.
' The types are various, and while each church is at liberty to construct and alter its own

formidas, certain tendencies towards uniformity of usage, at different periods, are noticeable.

' (a) Individual Professions. Such were those made by John Cotton, at Charlestown, in

1 630, and by John Davenport, at New Haven, in 1639. (See the latter in Ancient Waymarks,

published at New Haven in 1853, See also Cong. Quarterly, 1869, Vol. XI. p. 517.)

* Formerly General Councils or Synods were held only occasionally (1637, 1646, 1648,

1662, 1680, 1708, 1852, 1865), when some controversy or matter of special concern to all the

churches seemed to justify them.

» Printed in Vol. III. p. 737.

Vol. L—II H H
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* (b) Brief general references, either to the holy Scriptures as the only rule of belief and

duty, or to the Westminster Catechism or the Boston (i.«'.,Savoy)Confession, as agreeable to the

Scriittures. This usage came in at an early day, and was current at the beginning of tiiis century.

'(c) Articles of Faith, embracing in theological phraseology the outlines of a system of

divinity. After the year 1800 these came into general use as formulas for the reception of

members, and great leliance was placed upon them as helps in maintaining the purity of the

churches against the inroads of false doctrine. Candidates for admission to Church privileges

were required to give their assent to the several propositions, which thus in many cases were

made tests of worthiness. Dr. Samuel Worcester (Fitchburg, I7'J8) and Dr. E. D. Griffin,

the tirst pastor of the Park Street Church, Boston (1811), had much to do in shaping the prac-

tice of the churches from their day to tlie present time. Formulas of this class have, however,

been subjected to various modifications, by way of accommodation to individual opinions, or

for the sake of denying current error, or of emphasizing truths peculiar to the Calvinistic

system, but especially in order to secure brevity in the Church service. In this way it has

unfortunately sometimes hapjjcned that doctrines fundamental to Christianity have failed to

find a place in the formal Confession of Faitii.

'(d) Creeds divested of theological terms, and clothed in language so clear and simple and

general as to prevent no Christian from giving them his prompt and hearty assent. The
revisions of the last twenty years have been looking in this direction, and churches are be-

ginning to be formed with no other symbol of faith than the Apostles' Creed.

'

§ 104. The Anabaptists and Mennonites.

Literature.

I. On the Anabaptists.

The writings of Lnther, Melanchthon, Zwingli, Calvin, Bulllnger, and other Reformers and older di-

vines aj^ainst the Anabaptists are polemical.

H. W. Ekbkam : Geschichte der Protest. Sekten im Zeitalter der Reformation. Hamburg und Gotba, 1843,

pp. 479 sqq.

Cornelius: GeacMchte des Munsterischen Au/riihrs. Leipz. 1855 .nnd 1860, 2 vols.

Kaul Hase: Das Reich der Wiedertdvfer. Xeue Piopheten. 2d edition, Leipz. 1S60.

BonTERWECK : Znr Liter, und Ge.<ichichte der Wiedertdufer. Bonn, 1865.

Geeu. Uiilhoen : Die Wiedertciufer in Mihister, In his Vermischte Vortrdge. Stuttgart, 1875, pp. 193 sqq.

Comp. also Soureiheu's Biography of HVibvMier, in his Taschenbnch f. Geschichte und Alterthum in

Siiddeutschland, 1839 and 1840.

II. On the Mennonites.

Menno Simons: Fundamentum, 1,539, 1558, etc. ; Opera, Amst. 1646, 4to; Opera omnia theologica, Amst.
1681, in 1 vol. fol. (Both editions in Dutch.)

Herm. Sohyn: Hittoria Chrixtiaiwrvm qui in Belgio foederato Mennonitm appcUantur. Amst. 1723.

The same in Dutch, with additions by Geiardus Maatschoen, Amst. 1743-1746, in 3 vols. 12mo. By the
same: Ilistar. Mcniwnit. plenior Dcdvctio. 1729.

S. Bi.acpot Ten Gate : Grxchiedeiiis der Donpsgezinden. Amsterdam, 1839-47. 5 vols. Svo.

C'KAMEii : The Life nf Menno Sim. Amst. 1S37 (Dutch)
Harder: Leben Menno Simons. Kilnigsberg, 1846.

KoosEN : Menno Simons. Leipz. 1848.

Erkkam : Geschichte der Protest. Sekten, pp. 480, 571.

Gikseleb: Kirchengeschichtc,Wo\. IIL Part II. pp. 90 sqq.

Hbnke : Neuere Kirchengeschichte {herausgegeben von Dr. Gass). Halle, 1874, Vol. I. pp. 414 sqq.

The various branches of the Baptist familj^ of Christians' differ very

widely, and have little or no connection except that they agree in

rejecting infant baptism and in requiring a personal and voluntary

' Mennonites, Calvinistic Baptists, Arminian Baptists, Dunkers, River Brethren, Seventh-

Day Baptists, Six-Principle Baptists, Discijjles or Campbellites. The last are very numerous

in the West ; they reject all creeds on principle.
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profession of faith in Christ as a necessary condition of baptism.

Most of them agree also in opposition to sprinkling, or any other

mode of baptism but that by total immersion of the body in water.

The hxrgest and must respectable denomination of Baptists took its

rise in the great religious commotion of England during the seven-

teenth century, and differed from the Puritans only in the doctrine

of baptism and in the steadfast advocacy of religious freedom. But

the Baptist movement began a century earlier on the Continent, and

this first stage must at least be briefly noticed.

THE ANABAPTISTS.

The early history of the Anabaptists exhibits a strange chaos of

peaceful reforms and violent revolutions—separatism, mysticism, mil-

lenarianism, spiritualism, contempt of history, ascetic rigor, fanati-

cism, communism, and some novel speculations concerning the body

of Christ as being directly created by God, and different from the

flesh and blood of other men. An impartial history, with a careful

critical sifting of these incongruous elements, is still a desideratum.

The modern Anabaptists^ figure prominently in the history of the

Reformation, and meet us in Germany, Switzerland, Holland, and

England. They were Protestant radicals, who rejected infant baptism

as an invention of the Poman Antichrist, and aimed at a thorough

reconstruction of the Church. They spread mostly among the labor-

ing classes. Some of their preachers had no regular education, de-

spised human learning, and relied on direct inspiration ; but others

were learned and eloquent men, as Grebel, Manz, Iletzer, Hiib-

tnaier, Denk, Roublin, and Rothmann. They were regarded as a

set of dangerous fanatics, who could not be tolerated under a Chris-

tian go\ernment. Their supposed or real connection with the Peas-

ant War, against the tyranny of landholders (1524), and with the

bloody and disastrous excesses at Miinster (1534), increased the oppo-

sition. Their doctrines were condemned in the Lutheran and Re-

' Or Rebfiptizers, so called by their opponents because they rebaptized those baptized in

infancy, while they themselves denied the validity of infant baptism (some of them Catholic

baptism in general), and regarded voluntary baptism in years of discretion as the only true

ba})tism. The ancient Anabaptists or Rebaptizers, headed by Cyprian, denied the validity of

heretical baptism, and carried the principle of Catholic exclusivism to a logical extreme,

which the Roman Church has always rejected.
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formed Confessions. The Reformers, even the mildest among them

(Melanchthon, Bucer, Bill linger, and Cranmer, as well as Liitlier,

Zwingli, and Calvin), felt that their extermination was necessary for

the salvation of the cluirchl}' Keformation and social order. And

vet they must have known worthy men among them ; Calvin him-

self married the widow of an Anabaptist pastor. Protestant and

Roman Catholic magistrates vied with each other in cruelty against

them, and put them to death by drowning, hanging, and burning.

But it is the greatest injustice to make the Anabaptists as such le-

sj)onsible for the extravagances that led to the tragedy at Miinster.

Their original and iinal tendencies were orderly and peaceful. They

disowned the wild fanaticism of Thomas Miinzer, John Bockelsohn,

and Knipperdolling. They were opposed to war and violence. They

were the crude harbingers and martyrs of some truths which have ger-

minated in other ages. They upheld the necessity of discipline and

congregational organization on the basis of personal faith in Christ,

instead of carnal descent and parochial boundaries. They attacked

the doctrine of the eternal damnation of unbaptized infants, and the

equally horrible doctrine of persecution. Balthasar Iliibmaier (Iliib-

mor, or, as he was called by a Latin name, Pa(;imontanus), the ablest

and most learned among the Anabaptists, a pupil of Dr. Eck (Luther's

opponent), and for some time Professor of Catholic Theology at Li-

golstadt, then a zealous and eloquent Protestant preacher, was per-

haps the tirst who taught the principle of universal religious liberty,

on the ground that Christ came not to kill and to burn, but to save, and

condemned the employment of force in his kingdom. He held that

those only are heretics who willfully and wickedly oppose the holy

Scriptures; and even these ought to be treated by no other than moral

means of persuasion and instruction.^ He was burned at the stake in

Vienna, March 10, 1528, and died with pious joy ; his wife, who encour-

aged him in his martyr spirit, was three days afterwards drowned in

the Danube.
THE MENNONITES.

Menno Simons, a converted Roman Catholic priest, collected the

scattered remnant of the Anabaptists into a well-organized, peaceful,

' Von Ket.~e.rn und ihren Verhrennern. A very rare book.
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and industrious connnunity in Holland and on the borders of Germany

(1536). He gave them a strict system of discipline, and endeavored

to revive the idea of a })ure apostolic congregation consisting of true be-

lievers unmixed with the world. He labored in constant peril of life

with untiring patience till his death, Jan. 13, 1561. ' For eighteen years,'

he says, ' with ujy poor feeble wife and little children, has it behooved

me to bear great and various anxieties, sufferings, griefs, afflictions,

miseries, and persecutions, and in every place to find a bare existence,

in fear and danger of my life. While some preachers are reclining on

their soft beds and downy pillows, we oft are hidden in the caves of

the earth ; while they are celebrating the nuptial or natal days of their

children with feasts and pipes, and rejoicing with the timbrel and the

harp, we are looking anxiously about, fearing the barking of the dogs,

lest persecutors should be suddenly at the door; while they are saluted

by all around as doctors, masters, lords, we are compelled to hear our-

selves called Anabaptists, ale-house preachers, seducers, heretics, and

to be hailed in the devil's name. In a word, while they for their min-

istry are remunerated with annual stipends and prosperous days, our

wages are the fire, the sword, the death.' ^

His followers were called Mennonites after his death.^ They ac-

quired at last toleration, first in Holland from Prince William of

Orange, 1572, and full liberty in 1626. They spread to the Palati-

nate, Switzerland, Eastern Prussia, and by emigration to South Russia,

Pennsylvania, and other parts of North America. Quite recently sev-

eral hundred families left their Russian settlements for America be-

cause the privilege of exemption from military service was withdrawn.

They are a small, quiet, peaceful, industrious, and moral community,

like the Quakers. Their historian, Schyn, labors to show that they

have no connection whatever with the fanatical and revolutionary

Anabaptists of Miinster.

The Mennonites were divided during the lifetime of Menno into

two parties on questions of discipline : 1, the ' coarse ' Mennonites {die

Groheii)^ or Waterlanders, who were more numerous, and flourished in

' Schyn, Plenior Deduct, p. 133 (quoted in Introd. to Baptist Tracts on Liberty of Con-

science., p. Ixxxii.).

^ Or Doopsgezinden, i.e., Dippers. In Menno's writings they are called Gemeente Gods,

ellendige, weerloze Christenen, breeders, etc., but never Mennonites, See Gieseler, Vol. III.

Pt, II. p. 92.
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the Waterlaiid district of North Holland ; 2, the ' refined ' Mennonites

{die Feinen)^ who were chiefly Flemings, Frieslanders, and Germans.

The latter adhered to the strict discipline of the founder.

The Mennonites acknowledge ' the Confession of Waterland,' which

was drawn up by two of their preachers, John Ris (Hans de Rys) and

Lubbert Gerardi (Gerritsz), in the Dutch language.'

It consists of forty Articles, and teaches, besides the common doc-

trines of Protestant orthodoxy, the peculiar views of this community.

It rejects oaths (Art. XXXVIII., on the ground of Matt. v. 37 and

James v. 10), war (XVIII.), and secular office-holding, because it is not

commanded by Christ and is inconsistent with true Christian character;

but it enjoins obedience to the civil magistrate as a divine appointment

wherever it does not contradict the Word of God and interfere with

uie dictates of conscience (XXXVII.). The Church consists of the

faithful and regenerate men scattered over the eartli, under Christ the

Lord and King (XXIV.). Infant baptism is rejected as unscriptural

(XXXI.) ; but the Mennonites differ from other Baptists by sprink-

ling.2 On the Lord's Supper they agree with Zwingli. They admit

liereditary sin, but deny its guilt (Art. IV.). They hold to condition-

al election and universal redemption.^ But during the Arminian con-

troversy a portion sided with the strict Calvinists. They reject also

law-suits, revenge, every kind of violence, and worldly amusements.

In many respects they are the forerunners of tlie Quakers quite as

much as of the English and American Baptists.

' Schyn gives a Latin translation, in his Historiu Mennonitaruvi, pp. 172-2'20, under the

title, Pr(eci/iuo7-u7ii ChristiainB Jidei Artiinlorum hrevis Confessio adornata a Joanne Risio et

Lubberto Gerardi. He calls it also Mennonitdrinn Coitfessio, or Formula Consensus inter W ater-

Inndos. He says the confessions of the otiier brandies of tiie Mennonites agree with it in all

fundamental articles. Winer (Compar. Ddrstelliuu/, etc., pp. 24, 2r>), gives a list of .Mennon-

ite Confessions and Catechisms.

One branch of them, the Collegiants or Rhynsburgers, held, however, to the necessity of

immersion. They have but recently become extinct, having had among them some men of

distinction.

^ Art. VII. derives sin exclusively from the will of man. and teaches that God predestinated

and created all men for salvation (nnmes decrevit et creavit ad saluteui). tiiat he provided the

remedy for all, that Christ died for all, and saves all who believe and persevere.

[Note.—McGlothlin ^ivcs as the earliest Anabaptist articles of the sixteenth century

two brief Swiss statements of 1527 which bear solely on practical questions. Two of

the teachings inculcate communism and that the Lord's Supper be celebrated 'as often

as the brethren come together.' The articles of the Moravian Anabaptists forbade the

Lord's Supper to persons having property.

—

Ed.]
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§ 105. The Regular or Calyinistic Baptists.

Literature.

Coti/esKions of Faith and other Public Documents illtistrativc of the History of the Baptist Churches of

EnijUinu in tlic Hccentefiitli Ceiitiiri/. Edited for the Uanseid Knollijs Hneietij bij Kdwauu Beajs Undeuuill.
lAHidoii (lladduu Brutheis & Co.), 1S54. Coulaius lepiiiits of ?eveii Bai)li;<t Coiifeft-ions from ICll to

1688, the Bai)tist Calechisra of Collius, aud several letters and other docuiiieuts from the early history of

Baptists iu England.

Tuos. Crosuy: The History of the English Baptists, from the Reformation to the Beyinning of the Reign

of King George I. Loudon, 1741). 4 vols. Contains important documents, bnt also many inaccin'acies.

Joseph Ivimky : History of the English Baptists, including an Investigation of the History of Baptism, in

England. Loudon, 1811-23. In 3 vols. Svo.

IsAAi^ BAOKtTs (d. ISOG) : Histoiy of Sew England, with esjjecial Reference to the Bapti.st.'i. Iu 3 vols. A
new edition, by David Weston, was published by the Backus Historical Society, Newton Centre, Mass. 1871.

Davip Bknkdiot (Pastor of the Baptist Church in Pawtucket, R. I.) : A General History of the Baptist

Denomination in America and other Parts of the World. Boston, 1813, in 2 vols. ; new edition. New York,
1848, in 1 vol. (970 pp.). A chaos of facts.

Fkancis Wavlanu: Notfj^ on the Principles and Practices of the Baptist Churches. New York (Sheldon,

Blakeman, & Co.), 1857.

Sew ALL S. Cutting : Historical Vindications; . . . with Appendices containing Historical Notes and Con-

fessions of Faith. Boston (Gould & Lincoln), 1859.

J. M. Cramp: Baptist History, from the Foundation of the Christian Church to the Close of the Eighteenth

Century. Philadelphia (American Baptist Publication Society), 18G8. For popular use.

J. Jaokson Goapbv : Bye-I'aths in Baptist History: A Collection of Interesting, Instructive, and Curious

Information, not generally known, concerning the Baptist Denomination. London, 1874 (pp.375). Chap.
VL treats of Baptist Confessions of Faith.

The Baptists and the Xational Centennial: A Record of Christian Work, 1776-1876. Edited by Lemuel
Moss, D.D. Philadelphia (Baptist Publication Society), 1876 Contains a chapter on 'Doctrinal History

aud Position,' by Dr. Pepper, pp. 51 sqq.

William R. Williams : Lectures on Baptist History. Philadelphia, 1877.

The English and American Baptists have inherited some of the

principles without the eccentricities and excesses of the Continental

Anabaptists and Mennonites.^ They are radical but not revolutionary

in politics and religion, and as sober, orderly, peaceful, zealous, and

devoted as any other class of Christians. They rose simultaneously in

England and America during the Puritan conflict, and have become,

next to the Methodists, the strongest denomination in the United States.

The great body of Baptists are called Regular or Particular or

Calyinistic Baptists, in distinction fi-om the smaller body of Gen-

eral or Arminian or Free-Will Baptists. They are Calvinists in doc-

trine and Independents in Clinrch polity, but differ from both in their

views on the subjects and mode of liaptism. They teach that believers

only ought to be baptized, that is, dipped or immersed, on a voluntary

confession of their faith. They i-eject infant baptism as an unscript-

' Their older scholars claim an origin earlier than the Continental or the English Ref-

ormation, going back to the Waldenses and Albigenses, and to the Lollard movement follow-

ing, in Britain, the labors of Wvcliff. The tradition of the Holland Mennonites gave them
a Waldensian ancestry. But these points are disputed, and no historical connection can be

traced.
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iiral innovation and profanation of the sacrament, since an infant can

not hear the gospel, nor repent and make a profession of faith. They

believe, however, in the salvation of all children dying before the age

of responsibility. Baptism in their system has no regenerative and

saving efficacy : it is simply an outward sign of grace already be-

stowed, a public profession of faith in Christ to the world, and an

entrance into the privileges and duties of church membership.' They

also opposed from the start national church establishments, and the

union of Church and State, which one of their greatest writers (Robert

Hall) calls ' little more than a compact between the priest and the

magisti-ate to betray the liberties of mankind, both civil and relig-

ious.' They advocate voluntaryism, and make the doctrine of re-

ligious freedom, as an inherent and universal right of man, a part of

their creed.

THE BAFnSTS IN ENGLAND.

In England the Baptists were for a long time treated with extreme

severity on account of their supposed connection with the fanatical

fraction of the German and Dutch Anabaptists. A number of them

who had fled from Holland were condemned to death or exiled (1535

and 1539). Latimer speaks, in a sermon before Edward VI., of Ana-

baptists who were burned to death under Henry YIIL, in divers

towns, and met their fate ' cheerfully and without any fear.'

Under Edward VI. they became numerous in the south of England,

especially in Kent and Essex. Two were burned—a Dutchman, named

George van Pare, and an English woman, Joan Boucher, usually called

Joan of Kent. These were the only executions for heresy during his

reign. The young king reluctantly and with tears yielded to Cranmer,

who urged on him from the Mosaic law the duty of punishing blas-

phemy and fundamental heresy. Joan of Kent, besides rejecting in-

fant baptism, was charged with holding the doctrine of some German

and Dutch Anabaptists, that Christ's sinless humanity was not taken

' from the substance of the Vii-gin Mary,' who was a sinner, but was

immediately created by God. She resisted every effort of Cranmer to

change her views, and preferred martyrdom (May 2, 1550). Several of

the Forty-two Edw^ardine Articles were directed against the Anabaptists.

' The Campbellites, or Disciples, differ from the other Baptists by identifying baptismal

immersion with regeneration, or teaching a concurrence of both acts.
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Under Elizabeth a congregation of Dutch Anabaptists was discov-

ered in London ; twenty-seven members were imprisoned, some re-

canted, some were banished from the kingdom. The two most ob-

stinate, John Wiehnaker and Henry Terwoort, were committed to the

flames in Smithfield, July 22, 1575, notwithstanding the petition of

John Foxe, the martyrologist, who begged the queen to spare them,

not indeed from prison or exile (which he deemed a just punishment

for heresy), but from being ' roasted alive in fire and flame,' which

was 'a hard thing, and more agreeable to the practice of Romanists

than to the custom of Evangelicals.'^ These Dutch Anabaptists were

charged with 'most damnable and detestable heresies,' such as that

Christ took not flesh from the substance of Mary ; that infants ought

not to be baptized ; that it is not lawful for a Christian man to be a

magistrate or bear the sword or take an oath. These are evidently

doctrines of the Mennonites, afterwards adopted by the Quakers, and

DOW generally tolerated without any injury to society.

During the reigns of James and Charles the Baptists made common

cause with the Puritans, especially the Independents, against the pre-

latical Church, but withdrew more completely from the national wor-

ship, and secretly assembled in woods, stables, and barns for religious

worship. They began to organize separate congregations (1633), but

were punished whenever discovered. Many fled to Holland, and some

to America. Their earliest publications were pleas for liberty of con-

science.^

With the Long Parliament they acquired a little freedom, though

their views were opposed by Presb^'terians and Independents, as well

as by Episcopalians. They increased rapidly during the civil wars.

In 1644 they numbered seven congregations in London, and forty-

seven in the country. Cromwell left them unmolested. He had

many of them in his army, and some even held positions in his ex-

perimental Broad Church.^ Milton is claimed by them, on the ground

^ See Foxe's letter to Queen Elizabeth, in Latin, in Append. III. to Neal's History (Vol. II.

p. 439).

^ See the Tracts on Liberty of Conscience, republished for the Hanserd Knollys Society by

E. B. Underbill (London, 1840), which contains seven Baptist works on tliis subject from

1614 to 1G()1. On Roger Williams, see l)elow.

'^ Samuel Richardson, a Baptist, who knew him jiersonally, speaks very highly of Cromwell,

as a man who ' aimeth at the general good of the nation and just liberty of every man, who is
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of a passage unfavorable to infant baptism, but with no more justice

than Arians, Unitai'iaiis, and Quakers may claim him.'

After the Restoration they were again persecuted by tines, impris-

omnent, and torture. They suffered more severely than any other

Non- conformists, except the Quakers. Among their most distin-

guished confessors, who spent much time in prison, w^ere Vavasor

Powell (d. 1670), Ilanserd Knollys (d. 1690),^ Benjamin Keach, and

John Bunyan (d. 1688).

The Act of Toleration (1689) brought relief to the Baptists, and

enabled them to build chapels and spread throughout the country.

Since then they have become one of the leading branches of Dis-

fiiithful to the saints, who hath owned the poor despised people of God, and advanced many

to a better way and means of living.' See Tracts on Liberty of Conscience, p. 240.

' Milton, it seems, withdrew at last from all Church organizations, regarding them with

eqiiid respect and indifference, except the Romanists, whom he excludes from toleration as

idolaters and enemies of toleration. With his illustrious friend, the younger Sir Henry

Vane, whom, as understanding the true relations of Church and State, he praises in one of

his most beautiful sonnets, he joined the ' Seekers,' a body looking for a more perfect ("hurch

yet to come. Roger Williams, the friend of both poet and statesman, joined tliem in his hist

years in occupying the same ground. In 1073, the year before his death, Milton published a

treatise on ' True Religion, Heresy, Schism, Toleration, and the Best Means against the

Growth of Popery,' in which he defines heresy to be 'a religion taken up and believed from

tlie traditions of men and additions to the Word of God.' In this sense Po])ery is tlie only or

the greatest heresy; its very name, Roman Catholic, a contradiction; one of the Pope's bulls

as universal particular, or catholic schismatic ; wliile Protestants are free from heresy,

wliicli is in the will and choice jjrofessedly against the Scriptures. He represents four classes

of Protestants—Lutherans, Calvinists, Anabaptists, and Socinians—as agreed in the articles

essential to salvation, and says: 'Tlie Lutheran holds consubsfantiation ; an error, indeed,

but not mortal. The Calviiiist is taxed with predestination, and to make God the author of

sin, not witii any dishonorable thought of God, but it may be overzeaiously asserting his

absolute power, not without plea of Scripture. The Anabaptist is accused of denying infants

their right to ba])tism ; again, they say they deny nothing but what Scripture denies them.

The Arian and Socinian are charged to dispute against the Trinity ; they affirm to believe

the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost according to Scripture and the Apostolic Creed. As for

terms of trinity, trini-unity, co-essentiality, tri-jiersonality, and the like, they reject them as

scholastic notions, not to be found in Scripture, which, by a general Protestant maxim, is

plain and perspicuous abundantly to explain its own meaning in the properest words belong-

ing to so high a matter and so necessary to be known ; a mystery indeed in their sophistic

subtleties, but in Scripture a plain doctrine. Their other oiiinions are of less moment. They

dispute the satisfaction of Christ, or rather the word satisfaction, as not Scriptural, but they

acknowledge him both God and their Saviour. The Arminian, lastly, is condemned for setting

up free-will against free-grace ; but that imputation he disclaims in all his writings, and

grounds himself largely upon Scripture only.'

^ Knollys fled to Massachusetts (KkJS), and preached for some time in the extreme north-

ern part of tlie colony, but, being exposed to danger as a Bajitist and Separatist, he returned

to England in 1(;4I. The society for the republication of scarce old Baptist tracts is called

after him.
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senters in England. They have produced some of the most eminent

pivachers and authors in the English language, such as John Bunyan,

Andrew Fuller, Robert Hall, John Foster, Joseph Angus, C. H. Spur-

geon.

KOGER WILLIAMS.

Literature.

See Lives of Roger Williams by Knowles (1834), Gammell (1845, 1846, ISM), aud Elton (1852) ; also

Arnold's History of Rlwdfi Inland (1S6U), Vol. I. ; Palfkey's Hintory of \fw England, Vols. I. aud II. ; Ban-

ceokt'b Uistury of the U. H., Vol. I. ; Masson, Life of Milton,\o\. II. pp. 56U sqq., 573 sq. ; Allibonj!:, Diet, of

Brit, and Amer. Author-^Xa}. ITT. p. 2747: Dexter, Ah to Rnyer Williams and hi.t ' flrinishnient\from tht

Massachusetts Plantation (Boston, 1870) ; J. L. Diman, ilvnument to R. W. in Providence (Providence, 1877).

The works of Williams were republished by the Narragansett Club (First Series, Vol. I., Providence,

1860), aud by Uuderhill for the Uauserd Kuollys Society (Loudon, 1848).

In America the Baptists trace their origin chiefly but not exclu-

sively to Roger Williams (b. probably in Wales, 1599,- d. in Provi-

dence, R. I., 1683), the founder of Rhode Island. Originally a cler-

gyman in the Church of England, he became a rigid separatist, a

I'adical come-outer of all Church establishments, an 'arch-individual-

ist,' and an advocate of 'soul-liberty' in the widest acceptation of the

tei'm. He was a pious, zealous, unselfish, kind-hearted, but eccentric,

' conscientiously contentious,' and impracticable genius, a real troubler

in Israel, who could not get along with any body but himself; and

this accounts for his troubles, which, however, were overruled for

good. Cotton Mather compared him to a windmill, which, by its

rapid motion in consequence of a violent storm, became so intensely

heated that it took fire and endangered the whole town.

Pursued out of his land by Bishop Laud, as he says, he emigrated

with a heavy heart, in company with his wife Mary, to the colony of

Massachusetts, and arrived after a tedious and tempestuous voyage in

February, 1631.

He first exercised his ministerial gifts as an assistant to the pastor

of Plymouth Colony, and accpiired a knowledge of the Indian language.

In 1633 he removed to Salem as assistant of Mr. Skelton, and in 1635

he was ordained pastor of Salem Church. But he was even then

' The accounts of the year of his birth vary from 15fl8 to 1606. He was a protege' of the

celebrated judge, Sir Edward Coke. Historians differ as to whether he was Rodericus

WiHiams, from Wales, who entered Jesus College, Oxford, in 1624, or Rogerus Williams,

whose name appears in the subscription-book of Pembroke College, Cambridge, in 1626.

Elton and Masson take the former, Arnold and Dexter the latter view, which better agrees

with his Christian name.
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in open opposition to the prevailing views and customs of the colony,

and refused to take the oath of fidelity. Besides this, he was charged

with ad\ocating certain opinions supposed to be dangerous, viz., that

the magistrate ought not to })uiiish offenses against the first table;

that an oath ought not to be tendered to an unregenerate man
;
that a

regenerate man ought not to pray with the unregenerate, though it be

his wife or child ; that a man onght not to give thanks after the sacra-

ment nor after meat. He was unwilling to retract, and advised his

church to withdraw from connnunion with the other churches of the

colony, 'as fnll of anti-Christian pollution.' For tliese reasons the

court banished Williams (Oct., 1635). The question of toleration was

implied in the first charge; he denied the jurisdiction of the civil

magistrate over matters of conscience and religion, and defended

this principle afterwards in a book, ' The Bloudy Tenent of Persecu-

tion for Cause of Conscience,' against John Cotton (1644).' His views

on baptism were developed afterwards ; but they would only have

aggravated his case, and in fact his rebaptism brought upon him the

sentence of excommunication from the church of Salem, of which he

was still nominally a member.^

* This book was anonymously published in London, when Williams was there occupied in

obtaining a charter for Rhode Island, and is exceedingly rare, only six copies being known

to exist ; but it has been reprinted from the copy in the Bodleian Library by Edward Bean

Underbill, together with the Answer to Cotton's Letter and a Memoir of Williams (London,

1848, pp. 43'.) and xxxvi.). It is written in a kindly and moderate s])irit, free from the con-

troversial bitterness of the age, in the form of a conference between Truth and Peace. Will-

iams begins with this sentence: 'The blood of so many hundred thousand souls of Protest-

ants and Papists, spilt in the wars of present and former ages, for their respective consciences,

is not required nor accepted by Jesus Christ, the Prince of Peace. ' He maintains that civil

government has nothing whatever to do with spiritual matters, over which God alone rules,

and that religious liberty should be extended not only to all Christian denominations and

sects, but even to ' the most Paganish, Jewish, Turkish, or anti-(^hristian consciences and

worships' (p. 2). John Cotton, his chief opponent, wrote in reply 'The Bloudy Tenent

washed, and made white in the Blond of the Lambe : being discussed and discharged of

blood -guiltiness by just Defense' (London, 1G47). Williams defended his position in

' The Bloody Tenent yet more Bloody by Mr. Cotton's endeavom- to wash it white in the

Blood of the Lambe' (London, 1 052, 4to. pp. ;573). John Cotton ( 1 .''>8r)-l(;r)2), who emigrated

to America two years after Williams (IfiS^), was one of the ])atriarchs of New England, and,

together with Hooker and Stone, constituted the ' glorious triumvirate' that supplied the Puri-

tans in the wilderness with their three great necessities
—

' Cotton for their clothing, Hooker

for their fishing, and Stone for their building.'—C-otton Mather's Magnalia, Vol. III. p. 20.

^ Dr. Dexter's monograph is a learned and elaborate partisan defense of the action of the

young Colony, which, he says, ' was reluctantly compelled to choose between the expulsion of

Williams and the immediate risk of social, civil, and religious disorganization ' (p. 88). He
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The baiiishnieiit was the best thing that could liave li;n)peiied to Will-

iams : it led to the development of his heroic (jualiries, and gave him a

prominent position in American history. lie left tSalem with a few

friends, and made his way in dreary winter through ' a howling wilder-

ness' to the wigwams of his Indian friends, and was sorely tossed in frost

and snow among barbarians for fourteen weeks, 'not knowing what

bread or bed did mean.' In June, 1636, he founded with five families

who adhered to him the town of Providence, lie scrupulously bought

the land from the Indians, and acted as pastor of this democratic set-

tlement. In 1638 he became a Baptist; he was immei-sed by Ezekiel

Hollyman, and in turn immersed IJollyman and ten othei-s. This was

the first Baptist church on the American Continent. But a few months

aftei-wards he renounced his rebaptism on the ground that Hollyman

was unbaptized, and therefore unauthorized to administer the rite to

him. He remained for the rest of his life a ' Seeker,' cut loose from

all existing Church organizations and usages, longing for a true Church

of God, but unable to find one on the face of the whole earth. He
conceived ' that the apostasy of Antichrist hath so far corrupted all

that there can be no recovery out of that apostasy till Christ send

forth new apostles to plant churches anew.'

In 1643 he went to England, and obtained through the Commissioners

of Plantation a charter which allow^ed the planters to rule themselves

according to the laws of England, ' so far as the natui-e of the case

would admit.' In 1663 he accepted for the colony another and more

successful charter, a patent from the English crown similar to that

of Massachusetts, to which he had formerly objected. He kept up

friendly relations with the Indians, and twice saved the Massachusetts

colony from danger, thus returning good for evil. His fame rests

on his advocacy of the sacredness of conscience. Bancroft goes too

far when in his eloquent eulogy he calls him ' the first person in

modern Christendom who asserted in its plenitude the doctrine of the

liberty of conscience, the equality of opinions befoi'e the law.' The

Anabaptists and Mennonites had done the same a hundred years be-

fore. But Williams planted the first civil government on the prin-

ci'>le of universal 'soul-liberty,' and was followed by William Penn

takes the ground that Williams was banished, not on religious, hut on political grounds. But
religion and politics were inseparably interwoven in the New England theocracy.
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in his Quaker colony in Pennsylvania. Roger Williams has been

called 'that noble confessor of religious liberty, that extraordinary

man and most enlightened legislator, who, after suffering persecution

from his brethren, persevered, amidst incredible hardships and diffi-

culties, in seeking a place of refuge for tlie sacred ark of conscience.'

'

In the other colonies the Baptists were more or kiss persecuted till the

time of the Revolution, but after that they spread with great rapidity.

The American Baptists differ from their English brethren by a strict-

er disci})line and closer connnuiiiun practice. They are very zealous

in missions, education, and other departments of Christian activity.

In theology they cultivate especially biblical studies with great success.

BAPTIST CONFESSIONS.

The Baptists, like the Congregationalists, lower the authority of gen-

eral creeds to mere declarations of faith prevailing at the time in the

denomination, to wliich no one is bound to give assent beyond the

Pleasure of his conviction ; and they multi[)ly the number and ele\ate

the authoi'ity of local or congregational creeds and covenants, by which

the members of particular congregations voluntarily bind themselves

to a certain scheme of doctrine and duty. Notwithstanding the entii-e

absence of centralization in their government, and the unrestrained

freedom of private judgment, the Calvinistic Baptists have nuiintained

as gieat a degree of essential harmony of faith as they themsel\es

deem desirable.

'The Baptist creeds,' says Dr. Joseph Angus, in behalf of English

Baptists,^ ' were prepared in the first instance for apologetic and de-

fensive purposes. They merely describe the doctrines held by the

bodies fi-om which they emanated. They were never imposed on

ministers and members of the churches of either section of the Bap-

tists. Even when adopted, as they sometimes were, by any church, ns

an expression of its sentiments, all sister churches were left free, and

in the particular church a considerable latitude of judgment was al-

loM'ed in interpreting them. Tliey have never been accepted as tests,

and merely represent in a general way the sentiment of the body. In

' Mrs. P. S. Elton, in The Piednwntese Envoy ; or, The Men, Manners, and Religion of the

Commonwealth: A Tale (London, 1852), pnts this eulogy into the mouth of John Milton;

hence it is sometimes falsely quoted as Milton's (Allibone, Vol. III. p. 2747).

' In a iettei- to the author.
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trust deeds or in the rules of associations they never appear. Prop-

erty in trust is held for the use of evangelical Christians maintaining

the doctrines commonly held by Particular (or General) Baptists; some-

times these doctrines are enumerated in the briefest possible way—the

trinity, the atonement, etc.—and sometimes they are not enumerated

at all. Of course, in the event of an appeal to law, the creeds and

confessions would be evidence of the faith of the body. Substantially

the two sections of the Baptist body believe as of old. But their con-

fessions are not authoritative except as eNidence and in matters of

property ; while in the interpretation of them it is a principle to allow

as much freedom as is consistent with a substantial agreement in the

same general truth.'

' Confessions of faith,' says Dr. Osgood, with special reference to the

Baptists in the United States,' ' have never been held as tests of ortho-

doxy, as of any authoritative or binding force; they merely reflect the

existing harmony of views and the scriptural interpretations of the

churches assenting to them. "We believe," says Wayland, "in the full-

est sense, in the independence of every individual church of Christ. We
hold that each several church is a Christian society, on which is con-

ferred by Christ the entire power of self-government. ISo church has

any poM'er over any other church. No minister has any authority in

any church except that which has called him to be its pastor. Every

church, therefore, when it expresses its own belief, expresses the belief

of no other than its own members. If several churches understand the

Scriptures in the same way, and all unite in the same confession, then

this expresses the opinions and belief of those who profess it. It, how-

ever, expresses their belief because all of them, from the study of the

Scriptures, understand them in the same manner, and not because any

tribunal has imposed such interpretations upon them. We can not

acknowledge the authority of any such tribunal. We have no right

to delegate such an authority to any man or to any body of men. It

is our essential belief that the Scriptures are a revelation from God,

given ... to every individual man. They were given to every individ-

ual that he might understand them for himself, and the word that is

given him will judge him at the great day. It is hence evident that

* Letter to the author.
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we can have no standards which claim to be of any anthoi-ity ovei

us.""

I. The Confession of the Seven Chukches in London. Dr. Daniel

Featley, a prominent Episcopalian of the Puj-itan party and member of

the Westminster Assembly (from which, however, he \\ as expelled for

informing the king of its proceedings), had a public disputation with

the Baptists in 1644, and published it, with a dedication to the Parlia-

ment, under the title, ' The Dippers dipt; or, the Anabaptists Duck'd

and Plung'd over Head and Ears at a Disputation in Southwark.'^

This gave rise to a Confession of Faith, on the part of seven Lon-

don churches, with an Epistle Dedicatory to the two houses of Parlia-

ment. It appeared in 1644 (three years bcfoi-e the AVestminster Con-

fession), and again with some additions and changes in 1646, under

the title, ' A Confession of Faith of Seven Congregations or Churches

of Christ in London, which are commonly (but unjustly) called Ana-

baptists.'^ This document consists of lifty-two (51) Articles, and shows

that in all important doctrines and principles, except on the sacra-

ments and Church government, the Baptists agreed with the orthodox

Reformed Churches. The concluding paragraph aduiits the fallibil-

ity of human confessions, and the readiness of Baptists to receive

further light, but also their determination ' to die a thousand deaths

rather than do any thing against the least tittle of the truth of God,

or against the light of our own consciences.'

' F. Wayland, Principles and Practices of Baptist Churches, pp. 13, 14.

' London, 3d ed. 1645; 7th ed. 1600. The spirit of this book may be judged from the

titb and the following passage of the Epistle Dedicatori/: 'Of all heretics and schismatics,

the Anabaptists ought to be most carefully looked into, and severely punished, if not utterly

exterminated and banished out of the Church and Kingdom. . . . They preach and print

and practice their heretical impieties openly; they hold their conventicles weekly in our

chief cities and suburbs thereof, and there prophesy by turns; . . . they flock in great mul-

titudes to their Jordans, and both sexes enter into the river, and are dipt after their man-

ner with a kind of s])cll. containing the heads of their erroneous tenets. . . . And as they

defile our rivers with their impure washings, and our pulpits with their false prophecies

and fanatical enthusiasms, so the presses sweat and groan under the load of their blasphe-

mies.'

'Printed in I^nderliill's Collection, i)p.
11-48. The title-p.nges, which are all given by

Underhill. slightly differ in the three editions of 1644, '46, and 'r,\. I have before me a

copy of the fourth ed., London, 10r»L\ which has been for more than two hundred years in

the family of the I!ov. Dr. Holme, a Ba])tist clergyman of New York. It iias the same title

as the third ed.. but only fifty-one Articles; Art. XXX VIII., on the support of the miiiist.y

by the congregation, being omitted.
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II. The Confession of Somerset, 1656. It was signed by the dele-

gates of sixteen clinrclies of Somerset and the adjoining counties. It

consists of forty-six Articles.'

III. The Confession of 1688. This is by far the most impoitaiit

and authoritative. It has superseded the two earlier confessions, and

is to this day held in the highest esteem. It appeared first in 1677, at

London, under the title, 'A Confession of Faith put forth by the Elders

and Brethren of many congregations of Christians baptized npon pro-

fession of their faith.' It was reprinted in 1688, 1689, and approved

and recommended by the ministers and messengers of above a hun-

dred congregations met in London, July 3-11, 1689.^ It has been

often reprinted.^ ' It is still generally received by all those congrega-

tions that hold the doctrine of personal election and the certainty of

the saints' final perseverance.'* In America it was adopted by the

Baptist Association which met in Philadelphia, Sept. 25, 1712, and

hence is known also by the name of the Philadelphia Confession.

This Confession consists of thirty-two chapters, beginning with the

holy Scriptures and ending with the last judgment. It is simply

fhe Baptist recension of the Westminster Confession, as the Savo}^

Declaration is the Congregational recension of the same Westminster

Confession. It follows the Westminster Confession in sentiment and

language, with very few verbal alterations, except in the doctrine of

the Church and the Sacraments. The Preface sets forth that the

Confession of Westminster is retained in substance for the purpose

of showing the agreement of the Baptists with the Presbyterians and

Congregationalists ' in all the fundamental Articles of the Christian

religion,' and also to convince all that they have " no itch to clog

' Underbill, pp. 74-106.

^ The following certificate was prefixed :
' We, the ministers and messengers of, and con-

cerned for, upwards of one hundred congregations in England and Wales, denying Armhiian-

ism, being met together in London, from the third day of the seventh month to the eleventh

of the same, 1689, . . . have thought meet for the satisfaction of all other (yliristians that differ

from us in the point oi baptism, to recommend to their perusal the confession of our faith, . . .

which confession we own, as containing the doctrine of our faith and practice; and do desire

that the members of our churches respectively do furnish themselves therewitli.' Signed by

thirty-seven persons in the name of the wliole assembly.

^ Editions of 1G99, 171'.), 1720, etc. An American ed. was issued by Benj. Eranklin, and
one at Pittsburgh (S. Williams), 1831. It is also reprinted by Crosby, Vol. III. Append. II.

pp. 56-111 ; Underbill, pp. 169-2-1:6.

* Dr. Angus.

You I.—I I I
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religion with new words, but do readily acquiesce in tliat form of

oouud words whicli has been, in consent with the holy Scriptures,

used by others before us ; hereby declaring before God, angels, and

men our hearty agreement with them in that wholesome Protestant

doctrine which with so clear evidence of Scripture they have as-

serted.' The Appendix is a defense of the Baptist theory against

Psedobaptists.

The Confession differs from that of the Westminster in the cha])tei's on

the Church and on the sacraments. It omits the chapters ' Of Church

Censuses' (XXX.) and ' Of Synods and Councils.' The chapter ' Of the

Church' (XXV.) is adapted to the independent polity ; and the chapter

' Of Baptism ' is altered to suit the Baptist theory, limiting the right

of baptism to those ' who do actually profess repentance towards God,

faith in and obedience to our Lord Jesus,' and declaring ' immersion

or dipping of the person in water' to be 'necessary to the due admin-

istration of this ordinance ' (XXIX.). A chapter, ' Of the Gospel and

the Extent of Grace thereof,' is inserted from the Savoy Declaration as

Ch. XX. (which causes the change of the numbering of the chapters

which follow).^

IV. In 1693 a Catechism based on this Confession was drawn up

by William Collins, at the request of the General Assembly which met

at London in June of that year. It is taken chiefly from the West-

minster Shorter Catechism, and follows closely its order and method.

It is also called ' Reach's Catechism.' Benjamin Keacli was with Col-

lins among the signers of the Confession of 1688, and seems to have

had nnich to do with the work. It is the only Catechism which has

found general acceptance among Baptists in England and America.^

During the seventeenth century there were also some private confes-

' See Vol. III. pp. 738 sqq.

' Underhill says, p. xv. :
' It is the onlj' Catechism of value among Baptists.' He gives it

from the IGth Engl, ed., pp. 247-270, but says nothing of Reach's co-authorship, and ascribes

to him another Catechism ('The Child's Instructor: a New iind Easy Primer,' 24mo, lfiG4),

for which he was imprisoned under Charles II. The American Baptist Publication Society

publishes it under the title, 'The Baptist Catechism commoidy called Reach's Catechism;

or, A Brief Instruction in the Princijiies of the Christian Religion, agreeably to the Con-

fession of Faith put f(n-th by u])wards of a hundred congregations in Great Biitain, July ;i,

11181), and adojited by tlie I'biladelpliia Baptist Association, Sept. 22, 1742.' Here the name
of Collins is omitted. But the Catechism is literally the same as the one in UnderhiUs
Collection.
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sums written by John Buiiyan, Vavasor Powell, Beiijamiu Keach, and

Elias Keach.

y. The New Hampshire Confession was prepared about 1833 or

1834, by the Kev. J. Kewtoii Brown, of New Harapsliire (d. 1868), the

editor of a ' Universal C3 clopeedia of Religious Knowledge.' It is

shorter and simpler than the Confession of 1688, and presents the

Calvinistic system in a milder form. It has been accepted by the

Baptists of New Hampshire and other Northern and Western States^

and is now the most popular creed among American Baptists.*

§ 106. Akminian ok Free-will Baptists,

in england.

[See Literature on p. 845.]

The General or Arminian Baptists differ from the Particular or

Calvinistic Baptists in rejecting unconditional election and the per-

severance of saints, and in maintaining the freedom of will and the

possibility of falling from grace. So far they followed the Men-

nonites. They assign greater power to a general assembly of asso-

ciated churches, and hold three orders— bishops or messengers, pas-

tors or elders, and deacons ; while the Particular Baptists, like the

Congregationalists, recognize only two— bishops or pastors and dea-

cons (elders being a title applicable to the first or to both).

I. The first Confession of Arminian Baptists was published by Eng-

lish refugees in Holland, under the title, 'A Declaration of Faith of

English People remaining at Amsterdam in Holland,' Amsterdam,

1611.^ It was drawn up by Smyth and Helwisse. It consists of

twenty-seven (26) Articles. The first Article confesses the doctrine

of the Trinity in the spurious words of 1 John v, 7. Election is

conditioned by foreknown faith, reprobation by foreknown unbelief,

and the perseverance of saints is denied.^ The Church of Christ is

> It is printed in Vol. III. pp. 742 sqq.

' It is reprinted in Crosby's History, Vol. II. Appendix I. pp. 1-9, and in Underbill's Col-

lection, pp. I-IO. A mnniiseript copy exists in tbe arcbives of tbe Mennonite cburch at

Amsterdam, to wbicb tbe original subscriptions of forty-two names are appended, preceded by

tbe modest remark, ' We subscribe to tbe trutb of tbese Articles, desiring ftirtber instruction.'

^ Art. V. :
' God before tbe foundation of tbe world bath predestinated that all that believe

in him shall be saved, and all that believe not shall be damned ; all which he knew before.

And this is tbe election and reprobation spoken of in tbe Scriptures, . . . and not that God
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defined (Art. X.) to be ' a company of faithful people separated from

the world by the Word and Spirit of God, being knit unto the Lord,

and one unto another, by baptism, upon their own confession of the

faith.' Baptism is contined to adults, but nothing is said of immersion.

The duty of obedience to the magistrate is \ery earnestly enjoined

(Art. XXIV.).

II. The ' London Confession ' was approved by more than twenty

thousand Baptists, and was presented to Chai-les II., July 26, 1660.

It contains twenty-five Articles.'

III. The 'Orthodox Creed' was published in 1678, by the General

Baptists of Oxfordshire and the parts adjacent. It makes a near ap-

proach to Calviuism, with a view to unite the Pi-otestants in the funda-

mental articles against the errors of Ilome.^

IN AMERICA.

Literature.

I. D. Stewart: The History of the Free-will Baptistfi for Haifa Century. Dover, 1S62 sqq. (Vol. I. from
1780 to 1S30). Comp. also tfie Lives of Randall, Stiiichflekl, Colby, Thorutou, Marks, Bowles, Phiuuey,

iiud Elins Smith ; the Recorch of Yearly Meetings and Quarterly Meetings, and sundry articles in the re-

ligious periodicals and other publications of the Free-will Baptists issued from their Printing Establish-

ment at Dover, New Hampshire.

The American General Baptists are called Fkee-will Baptists or

Free Baptists. They trace their origin to Benjamin Randall (1749-

1808), wlio was converted by one of the last sermons of Whitefield at

Portsmouth, New Hampshire, Sept. 28, 1770. He was at first a Con-

gregationalist, but in 1776 he united himself with a regular Baptist

church in South Berwick, Maine, and entered the ministry. In 1780

he organized, in New Durham, New Hampshire, a Baptist church,

which became the nucleus of a new denomination, holding the doc-

trines of conditional election, free will, and open communion. In

government it is congregational.

In 1827 the Free-will Baptists organized a General Conference in

New England, and opened correspondence with the Arminian Bap-

tists in England and North Carolina.

hath predestinated men to be wicked, and so be damned, but that men being wicked shall ha

damned.' Art. VII. :
' Men may fall away from the grace of God, and from the truths which

tbey have received and acknowledged.'
* Underbill, ])p. 107-120,

•Ibid. pp. 121-1G8.
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Their Confession of Faith, together with a directory of discipline,

was prepared by order of the General Conference of 1832, approved

1834, revised by a committee in 1848, 1865, and 1868. It is the clear-

est and ablest exposition of the principles of the Free-will Baptists.'

§ 107. The Society of Friends, or Quakers.

Literature.

I. SODROES.

Geo. Fox (founder of the Society of Piieiuls, d. 16i>ii) : Works (contaiuing his Journal, Letters, and
Exhortations), Loudon, 1G94-1706, iu 3 vols, fol.; also Philadeli)hia, iu 8 vols. 8vo.

RoBKKT Bakolay (the standard divine of the Qiuiliers, d. 1690) : Works, edited by William Penn, Lon-
don, 169'i, under the title, ^ Truth Tri%miphant through the Spiritual Warfare, Christian Labors a7id

Writings of that Able aiid Faithful Servant of Jesus Christ, Robert Barclay,' etc. The principal of these
works are : Apologia Theologice vere ChrUtiance, first iu Latiu, Amst. 1675 ; then in English, by the author
himself; also in German, Dutch, French, and Spanish. The full title of the English edition is, ^ An
Apologijfor the True Christian Divinity, being an Explanation and Vindication of the Principles and Doc-
trines of the People called Quakers.' (I have a very elegant copy of the eighth edition, Birmingham, 1765.)

A Catechism and Confession of Faith, approved of and agreed unto by the General Assembly of the Patri-

archs, Prophets, and Apostles, Christ himself Chief Speaker in and among them. (The answers wholly
biblical.) 1673. The samt-, in Latiu {Catechesis et Fidei Covfessio, etc.). Rotterdam, 1676. Treatise on
Christian Discipline, etc.

William Penn (d. 1718) : A Summary of the History, Doctrine, and Discipline of Friends (London, 1692)

;

Brief Account of the Rise and Progress of the People called Friends (London, 1694) ; 'Quakerism a New
Nickname for Old Christianity ;' 'The Great Case of Liberty of Conscience Debated and Defended,' etc.

Some of Penn's tracts were translated into German by Seebohm (Pyrmout, 1792 and 1798).

II. HiSTOUICAL.

Gerard Croese : History of the Quakers, containing the Lives, TetKts, Sufferings, Trials, Speeches, and
Letters of all the most Eminent Quakern from the First Ri e of the Sect. London, 1696, 8vo.

William Sewel (d. 1725) : History of the Rise, Increase, and Progress of the Christian People called

Quakers. London, 1725, fol. ; 6th edition, 1834, in 2 vols.; also in Dutch and German. (Charles Lamb
pronounced this book ' far more edifying and affecting than any thing of \^esley and his colleagnes.')

JosicPH Besse : Collection of the Sufferings of the People called Quakers, for the Testimony of a Good Con-
science. London, 1753, 2 vols. fol.

John Gougii : The Histm-y of the Quakers. Dublin, 1789, 4 vols. 8vo.

Sam. M. Jannet : History (,f the Friends. Philadelphia, 1859-1867, 4 vols.

Biographies of G. Fox, by Jonah Maksu (1S4S), S. M. Jannev (1853), W. Tallack (18CS).

Biographies of W. Penn, by Maebiliao (1791), Clakkson (1S13), Ellis (1S52), Janney (1852), Hepworth
Dixon (1856).

III. Explanatouy and Apologetic.

Tnos. Clarkson (d. 1846) : A Portraiture of Quakerism. London, 1806 ; 2d ed. 1807, 3 vols.

Joseph John Gurney (d. 1847) : Observations on the Distinguishing Vieim and Practices of the Society of
Friends. 7th edition, London, 1S34 ; 2d American from the 7ch London edition, New York, 1860.

Tnos. Evans: An Exposition of the Faith of the Religious Society of Friends. Philadelphia, 1828.

Approved by the Qnakers at a meeting held in Philadelphia, Oct. 19, 1827, and often printed. (Man-
chester edition, 1867.)

The Ancient Testimony of the Religious Society of Friends, . . . revived and given forth by the Yearly Meet-

ing held in Philadelphia in the Fourth Month, 1843. Philadelphia, at Friends' book-store. A summary
of orthodox Quakerism, chiefly from the writings of Barclay.

W. I. Allinson: Art. Friends, in M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop., Vol. III. pp. 667 sqq. (New York,
1870).

Friends' Review, a Religious, Literary, and Miscellaneous Journal. Philadelphia, so far twenty-nine

vols, till 1876 (edited by Henry Hartshorne).

IV. Polemical and Critical.

For a full account of the literature against the Quakers, see Jos. Smith's Bibliotheca anti- Quakerlana

;

or, A Catalogue of Books adverse to the Society of Friends. Alphabetically arranged. With Biographical

' It is published at Dover. N. H., under the title. Treatise on the Faith and Practice of

the Free-vill Baptists, and foiins a little book of fifty pages. The doctrinal part is printed

in Vol. III. pp. 749 sqq.
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Notices of the Authors, together with the Anxwers which have been given to sovie of them by Friends and

others. London, 8vo, pp. 474.

Mmulek (K. C.) : Si/mbolik, x>p. 48S-552 \ Run. Hofmann : .S)/rH6oiiA;, pp. 514-520 ; S<uiKKOKENiiUROKR,

Lehrbeijrijfe der kleineren protest. Kirchenparteien, pp. 69-102.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The Religious Society of Friends, as they call themselves— or

Quakers, as they are usually called '— originated in the Puritan com-

uiotiou which I'oused all the religious eiieriries of England.
c? r^ c5

It was founded by George Fox (lG2-i IGDO), one of the oddest

saints in Christendom, a self-taught and lialf-ins})ired man of genins,

who was called by a higher power from the slujpherd's staff to the

evangelism of the baptism by lire and by the Spirit. In early youth

he felt inclined to ascetic retirement, like the hermits of old. lie

was a thorough mystic, and desired to get at the naked truth with-

out the obstruction of church, sacrament, ceremonies, theology, and

ordinary study, except the Scriptures spiritually understood. He loved

to commune with nature and nature's God, to walk in the inward

light, to enjoy the indwelling Christ, and to receive inspirations from

heaven. He spent much time in fasting and prayer, he wi-estled

with the devil, and passed through deep mental distress, doubt, and

despondency. His moral character was beyond reproach— pui-e, truth-

ful, unwoi'ldly, just, temperate, meek, and gentle, yet l)()ld and utterly

regardless of conventional usage and propriety. lie began his public

testimony in his twenty-third year, and ti-aveled through England, Hol-

land, and the American colonies, preaching and praying with [)ente-

costal fervor and powei-, revealing hidden truths, boldly attacking pride,

formality, and worldliness, and exhorting to repentance, humility, and

mercy. He sometimes interrupted the clergymen at public service,

' The name ' Friends' designates a democratic brotherhood in Christ. The name 'Quak-

ers' is sometimes wrongly derived from the warning of Fox to the magistrates ' to quake for

fear' and 'to tremble at the Word of the Lord' (Isa. Ixvi. 2). It comes rather from tiieir

own tremulous utterance of emotion in jirayer and exhortation. Barclay {Ajmlorpj. p. .310,

on Prop. XI.) speaks of the trembling motion of the body under the power of the truth, by

which (Quakers are exercised as iti tlie day of battle, and says :
' From this the name of

Quakers, i. e., Treinlders, was first re])roachful]y cast upon us ; which, though it l)e none of our

clioosing, yet in this respect we are not ashamed of it, but have rather reason to rejoice

therefore, even that we are sensible of this powei' that hath oftentimes laid hold of our ad-

versaries and made them yield unto us.' Allinson says (1. c. p. 608): 'The epithet Quakers

was given in derision, because they often trembled under an awful sense of the infinite

purity and majesty of God, and this name, rather submitted to than accepted by them, has

become general as a designation.'
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and the lawyers in court, and warned them against the wrath to come,

lie was a stern ascetic, clad in leather, and wearing long liair. He
addi-essed every body 'thou' or ' thee,' and sublimely ignored all world-

ly honors and dignities.' He was nine times thrown into prison for

breaches of the peace and blasphemy, and suffered mnch hardship

and indignity with imperturbable temper; but towards the close of

his meteoric career he enjoyed comparative rest. His ' Jonrnal' gives

an account of his labors, and is, in the language of Sir James Mackin-

tosh, ' one of the most extraordinary and instructive narratives in the

world.' Fox was providentially provided with the best aid in found-

ing his society,

Robert Barclay (1648-1690) was the apologist and theologian of

the Quakers, the only one known to fame. Descended from a noble

family in Scotland, and educated in Paris, he became a convert first

to Romanism, then to Quakerism (1667). He had therefore the ad-

vantage of an experimental as well as theoretical knowledge of the

Scotch Calvinistic and the Roman Catholic creeds. He made vari-

ous missionary journeys in company with William Penn ; he walked

through the streets of Aberdeen in sackcloth and ashes, and Avas sev-

eral times imprisoned, but spent his last years in peace on his estate

of Ury.

William Penn (1644-1718), the statesman and politician of the

Quakers, and the founder of Pennsylvania, was the son of an ad-

miral, and enjoyed the favor of James II. (his father's fi-iend), which

he used in the cause of justice and mercy.^ He himself was ex-

pelled for his religion from the University of Oxford and his father's

house, and was twice imprisoned, but ably defended the liberty of con-

science, and was acquitted. By his influence more than twelve hun-

dred Quakers were set at liberty. In 1680 he obtained from the

king, in payment of a claim of £16,000, an extensive tract of land

west of the Delaware River, and organized a colony on the basis of

perfect freedom of religion (1682). The city of Philadelphia, or

' 'The Lord forbade him,' says Sewel, 'to put off his hat to any man, high or low; he

was required to Thoti. and Thee every man and woman without distinction, and not to bid

people Good-morrow or Good-evening ; neither might he bow or scrape his leg to any one.'

' The charges of Lord Macaulay against Penn's integrity have been repelled by W. E. Fors-

tei '^William Penn and Thomas Bubington Macaulay, 185U) and J. Taget (Edinburgh, 1858).
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brotherly love, became the chief asylum of persecuted Quakers, a

century afterwards the cradle of American independence, and in

1876 the theatre of the most remarkable centennial ever celebrated

by any nation. Penn was twice in America, but died in England.

He made a treaty with the Indians, of which Voltaire said that it

was the only treaty never sworn to and never broken. The United

States government would have fared better with the aborigines of the

country if it had followed the humane example of Roger WiHiams

and William Penn.

The Quakers, during the first forty years of their history, were more

severely persecuted than any sect of Christians had ever been, with

the exception of the Waldenses, and bore it with unflinching heroism.

Their eccentricities and fanatical excesses, their utter disregard for the

courtesies and conventionalities of civilized life, their fierce abuse of

the national churches (or 'steeple-houses') and clergymen, their opposi-

tion to tithes, salary, the oath, and military service, provoked the com-

bined hostility of magistrates, ministers, and people. Their places of

worship were invaded by the populace armed with staves, cudgels, and

pitchforks ; the windows broken by stones and bullets ; their religious

services rudely interrupted by hallooing and railing; their property

destroyed or sold ; their persons ridiculed, buffeted, assailed with stones

and filth, dragged by the hair through the streets, or thrown into loath-

some prisons and punished as heretics and blasphemers.

Cromwell, who had a tender feeling for all ' godly ' radicals and

enthusiasts, was rather pleased with George Fox, with whom he had

an interview (1654) ; he allowed him to keep on his hat, and to speak

about the mysteries of spiritual experience ; and, although he disap-

proved his disorderly conduct, he pressed his hand and said, ' Come

again to my house ; if thou and I were together but an hoin- in every

day, we should be nearer one to the other.' But Cromwell could not

control the local magistrates and the rabble.

Under Charles II. the Quakers fared much woj-se, and notwith-

standing the influence of Penn upon James II., who favored them for

political reasons in the interest of the Roman Catholics, they contin-

ued to suffer until the Act of Toleration, in 1689, or rather until

1696, when by a special Act of Parliament their solemn affirmation

was recognized as equivalent to an oath.
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During the period from 1650 to 1689, according to the patient re-

searches of their historian, Joseph Besse, no less than 13,258 Quakers

suffered line, imprisonment, torture, and mutilation in England, Scot-

land, and Ireland, 219 were banished, and 360 perished in prisons,

some almost literally rotting in pestilential cells.

In New England they were not treated any better : 170 instances of

hard usage are enumerated, 47 were banished, and 4 hanged (three

men and one woman, Mary Dyer). In explanation, though not in

justilicatiun, of this severity of the Puritan colony towards them, we

should remember those offenses against public decency which led

some Quaker men and women to invade churches during divine serv-

ice, and to promenade the streets of Boston, Cambridge, and Salem

in sackcloth and ashes, even in jpuris naturalibus, for 'a sign and

wonder' (in imitation of Isa. xx. 2, 3), to symbolize the 'naked truth,'

and to utter a prophetic ' testimony ' against the ' hireling priests,' the

tyrannical magistrates, and the wicked and perverse generation, -warn-

ing them of the impending judgments of the Lord, who would come

with fire and sword.^ Even Eoger Williams, in his debate with the

Quakers at Newport (1672), with all his liberality, condemned such

conduct.^

Notwithstanding these persecutions, the Society of Friends spread

rapidly, and numbered about 70,000 members towards the close of

the seventeenth century. They afterwards diminished in England,

but increased in America, though not as much as other denomina-

tions. On the Continent they had only a few adherents in Holland

and Germany.

The fanatical heat of the martyr period of the Quakers cooled down

with the cessation of persecution. They became a sober, quiet, orderly,

and peaceful community. The oddities which they still retain are

perfectly harmless, and form an interesting chapter in the history of

' Palfrey, History of New England, Yol. II. pp. 461-485; Dexter, As to Roger Will

iams,' etc., pp. 124 sqq. One such case of Oriental teaching by signs occurred also in

England, and is mentioned by Fox himself in his Journal: ' The Lord made one to go naked

amongst you, a figure of thy nakedness, and as a sign, before your destruction cometh, that

you might see that you were naked and not covered with the truth.' See Stoughton, The

Cliurch of the Comvionwealth, p. 360.
"^ He wrote a curious book, George Fox digg'd out of his Burrowes, etc., which was repub^

lished by the Narragansett Club, 1872, with an introduction by Prof. Diman. Comp. Dex-

ter, 1. c. p. 138.
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morals. Quakerism is not so much a new theology as a new mode of

Christian life, representing the utmost simplicity in opposition to show,

ornament, and amusement.

QUAKER CONFESSIONS.

The Quakers are more radical than the Independents and the Bap-

tists. They utterly broke with historical Christianity, and reject its

visible ordinances, which the Independents and the Baptists retained.

They kept aloof from the Puritans, and would have nothing whatever

to do with the national English oi- any other Church or sect in Christen-

dom. They oppose all outward authority in religion, though it be the

letter of the Bible itself.

With such views they can not consistently recognize any binding

standards of doctrine which might obstruct the freedom of interpreta-

tion of the divine Word under the direct illumination of the Spirit.

Nevertheless, with all their radicalism, the Quakers retained the sub-

stance of the Christian faith, and, following the example of the early

C/hristians, they set forth their tenets in a number of apologies against

the misrepresentations of their enemies. The first ' Confession and

Profession of Faith in God' was published by Richard Farnsworth

in 1658, Similar apologetic documents followed in 1659 and 1661

by George Fox the Younger, in 1662 by John Crook, in 1664 by Will-

iam Smith, in 1668 by William Penn, in 1671 by Whitehead and

Penn, in 1698 by Penn and others, in 1671, 1675, and 1682 by George

Fox.^

The ablest and most authoritative exposition of the belief of the

Quakers is the 'Apology' of Robert Barclay, written in his quiet re-

treat in Ury, Scotland, 1675, and addressed to Charles II. It is his

most elaborate work, and is still held in the highest estimation by the

orthodox Friends. He pays the school-divinity the compliment that,

although it takes up almost a man's whole life-time to learn, it 'brings

not a whit nearer to God, neither makes any man less wicked or more

I'ighteous.' 'Therefore,' he continues, 'hath God laid aside the wise

and the learned and the disputers of this world, and hath chosen a few

despicable and unlearned instruments as he did fishermen of old, to

* On these earlier confessions, see Evans, pp. xii. sqq.
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publish his pure and naked truth, and to free it of those mists and

fogs wlierewith the clergy hath clouded it.' Nevertheless, Barclay

makes use of a considerable amount of learning—classical, patristic,

and modern— for the defense of his views.

The 'Catechism' of Barclay (written in 1673) treats in fourteen chap-

ters of the doctrines of the Christian faith, and answers the questions

in the language of the Bible, without addition or comment, evidently

foi- the purpose of showing the entire harmony of the Quakers with the

written Word of God. Their distinctive peculiarities are skillfully put

into the question, and the Scripture passages are so selected as to con-

firm them.^ To the Catechism is added a brief 'Confession of Faith,'

in twenty-three Articles, which is almost entirely composed of Scripture

passages.

' Comp. Ch. XL, concerning Baptism, and Bread and Wine. I will select, as a specimen,

the questions on the Lord's tSupper

:

' Ques. I perceive there was a baptism of water, which was John's baptism, and is there-

fore by John himself contradistingviished from Christ's : was there not likewise something

of the like nature appointed by Christ to his disciples, of eating bread, and drinking wine,

in remembiance of him?
'Ans. For I have received of the Lord, that which also 1 delivered unto you, That the

Lord Jesus, the same night in wiiich he was betrayed, took bread ; and when he had given

thanks, he brake it. and said. Take, eat ; this is my body which is broken for you; this do

in remembrance of me. After the same manner also he took the cup, when he had supped,

saying. This cup is tlie new testament in my blood ; this do ye, as oft as ye drink it, in re-

membrance of me. 1 Cor. xi. 23-2.").

' Ques. How long was this to continue?

'Ans. For as often as ye eat this bread, and drink this cup, ye do show the Lord's death

till he come. 1 Cor. xi. 28.

' Qiies. Did Christ promise to come again to his disciples?

^Ans. And I will not leave you comfortless; I will come to you. Jesus answered and

said nnto him. If a man love me, he will keep my words, and my Father will love him, and
we will come unto him, and make our abode with him. Jvhu xiv. 18, 23.

' Ques. Was this an inward coming ?

'Ans. At that day ye shall know that I am in my Father, and you in me, and I in you.

John xiv. 20.
' Ques. But it would seem this was even practiced by the church of Corinth, after Christ

was come inwardly : was it so, that there were certain appointments positively commanded,
yea, and zealously and conscientiously practiced by tlie saints of old, which were not of per-

petual continuance, nor yet now needful to be practiced in the Church ?

^Ans. If 1 then your Lord and Master have washed your feet, ye ought also to wash one

another's feet. For I have given you an example, that you should do as I have done to you.

John xiii. 14, 1.5.

'For it seemed good to the Holy Ghost and to us, to lay upon you no greater burthen

than these necessary things : that ye abstain from meats oifered to idols, and from blood,

and from things strangled, and from fornication ; from which if ye keep yourselves, ye shall

do well : Fare ye well. Acts xv. 28, 20.
' Is any man sick among you ? let him call for the elders of the church, and let them pray

over him, anointing him with oil in the name of the Lord. James v. 14.

' Ques. These commands are no less positive than the other
;

yea, some of them are

asserted as the very sense of the Holy Ghost, as no less necessary than abstaining fidm

fornication, and yet' the generality of Protestants have laid them aside, as not of perf)etual

continuance: but what other Scriptm-es are there, to show that it is not necessary for that

of bread .-ind wine to continue?
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THE DISTINCTIVE PKINCIPLES OF THE FRIENDS.

The Friends are few in number, but honorably distinguished for

their philantliropy, their consistent advocacy of religious freedom and

the universal rights of men, their zeal in behalf of prison reform, the

abolition of slavery and war. In private and social life they excel in

simplicity, honesty, neatness, temperance, self-control, industry, and

thrift. Their oddities in dress and habits are the shadows of virtues.

In theology and religion they are on the extreme border of Protest-

ant orthodoxy, and reject even a regular ministry and the visible sacra-

ments
;
yet they strongly believe in the supernatural and the constant

presence and power of the Holy Spirit. They hold the essentials of

the evangelical faith, the divine inspiration and infallibility of the

Scriptures (though they disparage the letter and the human means of

interpretation), the doctrine of the Trinity (in substance, though not in

name),' the incarnation, the divinity of Christ, the atonement by his

blood, the regeneration and sanctitication by the Spirit, everlasting life

and everlasting punishment. And while they deny the necessity of

water baptism and the Lord's Supper as a participation of the ele-

ments of bread and wine, and regard such rites as a relapse into the

religion of forms and shadows, they believe in the inward substance

or invisible grace of the saci'aments, viz., the baptism of tlie Spirit and

fire, and the vital communion with Christ by faith. They belong to

the supernaturalistic line of Protestant dissenters, while the Socinians

and Unitarians tend in the opposite rationalistic direction.

Several of the peculiar views and practices of the Quakers were

^Ans. For the kingdom of God is not meat and drink ; but righteousness and peace, and
joy in the Holy Ghost. Rotn. xiv. 17.

' Let no man therefore judge you in meat or drink, or in respect of an holy day, or of the

new moon, or of the Sabbatli days. Wherefore if ye be dead with Christ from the rudiments

of the world, why, as though living in the world, are ye subject to ordinances (touch not,

taste not, handle not : which all are to perish with the using), after the commandments and
doctrines of men? Col. ii. 16, 20-12.

' Ques. These Scrijjtures are very plain, and say as much for the abolishing of this, as to

any necessity, as angbt that can be alleged for the former: but what is the bread then, where-

with the saints are to be nourished?
' Ans. Then Jesus said unto them. Verily, verily, I say unto you. Moses gave you not that

bread from heaven, but my Father giveth you the true bread from heaven,' etc.

Then follows the whole section, .John vi. 32-3.'i, 48-.'">8.

' I can not find the term Trinity in Fox's Journal nor in Barclay's A/wlogy, but both

teach very clearly that Christ is God, and that the Holy S])irit is God, that all knowledge of

the Father comes through the Son, and all knowledge of the Son through the Holy Spirit.
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anticipated by Carlstadt, the Zwickau Prophets, the Mennonites, and es-

pecially by Caspar von Schwenkfeld, a pious and retiring nobleman of

Silesia (born 1490, banished 1548, d. 1561 at Uhn), Schwenkfeld em-

braced and preached the doctrines of the Lutheran Reformation with

zeal till 1524, when he adopted, as by a higher revelation, a peculiar

view of the Lord's Supper, explaining the words of institution to mean,

My body is this bread, i. e., spiritual nourishment for the soul.' He
also taught the deification of Christ's flesh, and opposed bibliolatry

and all outward ecclesiasticism. A small remnant of his sect that

was banished from Germany still survives in the eastern counties of

Pennsylvania.^ There is, however, no historical connection between

George Fox and these predecessors. His views were entirely his own.

The history of the Roman Catholic Church furnishes a parallel in the

quietism of Miguel de Molinos (1627-1698), who taught that Christian

perfection consists in the sweet repose of all the mental faculties in

God, and in indifference to all the actions of the body. He was con-

demned as a heretic by Pope Innocent XI. (1687), and shut up for

life in a monastic prison.

Quakerism is a system of mystic spiritualism. It is the only organ-

ized sect of mystics in England and America. The strong practical

common-sense of the English race is constitutionally averse to mystic

tendencies. Quakerism is an extreme reaction against ecclesiasticism,

sacerdotalism, and sacramentalism. It demonstrates the paramount

im_portance of the spirit in opposition to the worship of the letter; the

superiority and independence of the inward and invisible in opposition

to the overestimate of the external and visible; and the power of

silence against the excess of speech.

Christianity undoubtedly is spirit and life, and may exist under dif-

ferent forms, or if necessary without form, like the spirit in the disem-

bodied state. But the normal condition is a sound spirit in a sound

body, and while God is independent of his own ordinances, we are

bound to them. The Quakers make the exception the rule, but by the

' He understood (7u)/xa and aljia to be the subject, and tovto the predicate.

See Erbkam, Geschichte der protest. Sekten im Zeitalter der Reformation, pp. 357 sqq.^.

and Kadelbach, Geschichte K. v. Schwenkfeld's, etc. (Lauban, 1861). The German Catechism

of the Schwenkfeldians of Pennsylvania, by Christopher Schultz, Senior (translated by Daniel

Rupp, Skippackville, Pa. 1863), teaches Schwenkfeld's peculiar doctrine of the Lord's Supper,

but not the deification of Christ's flesh.
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law of reaction formalism takes revenge. Their antiformalism becomes

itself a stereotyped foi-iii, and their peculiar hats and coats ai-e as distinct-

ive as the clerical siwplice and gown. AVhen they leave their Society

they usually join the Episcopal Church, the most formal among the Prot-

estant denominations.
THE INNER LIGHT.

The ruling principle of Quakerism is the universal inner light.' It

is also called the seed, the Word of God, tlie gift of God, the inchve I-

ing Christ. This is not to be confounded with reason or conscience,

or any natural faculty of man.^ It is supernatural and divine in

its origin ; it is a direct illumination of the mind and heart by the

Spirit of God for the purpose of salvation. It is the light of the

Logos, which sliines 'in darkness' and 'lighteth every man that cometh

into the world.' ^ It is Christ himself dwelling in man as the fountain

of life, light, and salvation. It is the primary source of all religious

truth and knowledge. It opens the sense of spiritual mysteries; it

convinces and converts; it gives victory over sin, and brings joy and

peace. It is communicated to men without distinction of race or re-

ligion or education, not indeed in the same measure, but in a degree

sufficient to save them if they obey it, and to condemn them if they

reject it. ' The grace of God that bringeth salvation hath appeared

to all men.''* A day of merciful visitation comes to every human be-

' Penn (in the Preface to Fox's Journal, p. xiv.) calls it ' the fundamental principle which
is as the corner-stone of their fabric, and, to speak eminently and properly, their character-

istic or main distinguishing point or principle, viz., the light of Christ within, as God's gift

for man's salvation. This is as the root of the goodly tree of doctrines that grew and branched
out from it. ' Fox's Journnl is full of it ; see the list of passages in Vol. 1 1, pp. r>.">l sq. of the

6th ed. (Leeds, 183(]).

^ Barclay {Ajxd. p. 74) rejects the errors of Pelagians and Socinians, and teaches the cor-

ruption of human nature in consequence of the fall, but maintains, in opposition to Augus-
tine, Luther, and Calvin, that God does not impute sin to infants until they commit actual

transgression. Gurney says (I.e. p. 6): 'Never did they [the Quakers] dare to consider this

light as a part of fallen man's corrupt nature; never did they hesitate to ascribe it to the free

and universal grace (jf God through Christ Jesus our Lord.'
^ John i. 9. The difference in the construction of tpxofuvov n'c rov Koafiov does not affect

the universality, which is sufficiently sustained by Travra ih'^/jioTrov ; but the question is

whether John means the light of reason or the light of grace, and in the latter case whether
it is sufficient for salvation or merely preparatory to it. When Fox, on his second visit to

Cromwell (in lO.^C), quoted this passage, he was met with the objection that John meant
'tlie natural light;' but he 'showed him the contrary— that it was divine and spiritual, pro-

ceeding from Christ, the spiritual and heavenly ni;in" (Jonrtnil, Vol. L p. '^,S?>).

' Titus ii. II. Otiier passages quoted by Quakers for their favorite doctrine are. Gen. vi.
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lug at least once in his life, and marks a critical turning-point which

determines his character in this world and his eternal fate in the

world to come. To many the voice from heaven speaks often.

Cornelius was under the divine influence of that light before the

arri\al of Peter and the hearing of the gospel. Socrates traced his

better impulses to the divine monitor in his breast, who from child-

hood checked his evil passions without coercion.' The savage Indians

of North America followed the light when, after having been long en-

gaged in war, thev sacrificed a spotless white dog to the Great Spirit

and threw their tonjahawks into the lake.^

If Christ died for all men, his benefits must in s^me way be offered

to all. He is the personal Light of the whole world, which shines into

all parts of the human family backward to Adam and forward to

the end of time. As many are sinners without ever having heard of

Adam and the fall, so many are partakers of Christ without any ex-

ternal knowledge of him or the Scriptures. Else idiots, infants, and

the saints who died before Christ's advent could not be saved. His-

torical knowledge can not save without experimental knowledge, but

experimental knowledge may save without historical knowledge.

The inner light agrees with the teaching of the Bible, though not

confined to its letter. It is the true interpreter of the Bible, which

without it remains a sealed book. It holds in this respect the same

position which the Roman Catholic Church assigns to unwritten tradi-

tion, with this important difference, that tradition is an outward, ob-

jective authority, and confined to the visible Church, while the inner

light is subjective, and shines upon all men.

Quakerism thus boldly breaks through the confines of historical

3; Deut. xxx. 14; Rom. x. 3; Luke ii. 10; Rom. ii. 14, 15; Col. i. 23; Eph. v. 13; Acts

X. 3.^.

' A})ol. Soc. He calls his ^aifioi'ioj' (in Jowett's translation) 'a voice which comes to me
and alwiivs forbids me to do something which I am going to do, but never commands me to

do any thing, and which stands in the way of my being a politician.' He goes on to say that

in politics he would have perished long ago without doing any good either to the people or

to himself. The case of Socrates is not mentioned by Barclay, but by Gurney, p. 42: ' When
Socrates, as compared with his fellow-countrymen, attained to an eminent degree of disin-

terestedness, integiity, justice, and charity ; when he obeyed the counsels of that unknown
monitor who so frequently checked him in the hour of temptation ; when lie bore so clear a

testimony to virtue as to he persecuted to death for virtue's sake—on what scriptural grounds

can any man deny that he was made a partaker, to a certain degree, of a divine influence ?'

* Gurney, p. 42.
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world to come. To many the voice from heaven speaks often.

Cornelius was under the divine influence of that light before the

arrival of Peter and the hearing of the gospel. Socrates traced his

better impulses to the divine monitor in his breast, who from child-

hood checked his evil passions without coercion.' The savage Indians

of North America followed the light when, after having been long en-

gaged in war, they sacrificed a spotless white dog to the Great Spirit

and threw their tomahawks into the lake.^

If Christ died for all men, his benefits must in some way be offered

to all. He is the personal Light of the whole world, which shines into

all parts of the human family backwaid to Adam and forward to

the end of time. As manv are sinners without ever havinsr heard of

Adam and the fall, so many are partakers of Christ without any ex-

tei-nal knowledge of him or the Scriptures. Else idiots, infants, and
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torical knowledge can not save without experimental knowledge, but
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without it remains a sealed book. It holds in this respect the same
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Christianity and the means of grace, indefinitely expands the sphere of

revelation, and carries the saving power of Christ, even in this present

life, into the regions of heathen darkness. It mnst consistently regard

all virtuous and pious heathen as unconscions Christians, who, like the

Athenians of old, ' unknowingly ' worship an ' unknown God.' Justin

Martyr, the lirst Christian philosopher, advanced the idea that the

' Logos spermaticos,' i.e., the Eternal Word of God, before his incarna-

tion, scattered the divine seed of truth and righteousness among the

Greeks as well as the Jews. Zwingli taught the salvation of many

heathen and of all children dying in infancy. But these were isolated

private opinions ; the doctrinal standards of the orthodox Churches

—

Greek, Latin, and Protestant—know of no Christ and no salvation out-

side of Christendom and without the written or preached gospel. The

Quakers teach the absolute universality, not indeed of salvation, but of

the offer and the opportunity of salvation.

This doctrine is the corner-stone of their system.! It is the source

of their democracy, their philanthropy, their concern for the lowest and

most neglected classes of society, their opposition to slavery, war, and

violence, their meekness under suffering, their calmness and serenity

of temper. But the same doctrine explains also their comparative

disi-egard of the written Scriptures, the visible Church, the ministry,

the means of grace, the forms of worship, and their indifference to

heathen missions. There is, however, more recently among ortho-

dox Friends a growing disposition to aid in the circulation of the

Bible, the work of foreign missions, and to associate with evangel-

ical Christians of other Churches.

Barclay's theses.

Barclay reduces the doctrinal system of the Friends to fifteen prop-

ositions or theological theses, which are briefly as follows i^

1. The Foundation of Knowledge.—The height of happiness is in

the true knowledge of God and of Jesus Christ (John xvii. 3).

2. Immediate Revelation.—This comes from the Son of God (Matt,

xi. 27) through the testimony of the Spirit.

This is the inner light which has already been suflSciently explained.

' Hence their name, ' Professors of the Light,' ' Friends of Light,' ' Children of Light.'

' See thein in full. Vol. Ill, p. 749.
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3. The Holy Scriptures.—They contain the revelations of the Spirit

of God to the saints. They are a declaration of the fountain, but not

the fountain itself; they are the secondary rule of faith and morals,

subordinate to the Spirit from which they derive all their excellency

and certainty (John xvi. 13).

4. The Condition of Man after the Fall.—All men are by nature

fallen, degenerated, and spiritually dead, but hereditary sin is not im-

j)uted to infants until they make it their own by actual transgression.

Socinianism and Pelagianism are rejected, but also the doctrine of the

' Papists and most Protestants,' that a man without the grace of God
may be a true minister of the gospel.

5. Universal Redemption by Christ.—God wills all men to be saved;

Christ died for all men ; the light is sent to every man for salvation, if

not resisted.

On this point the Quakers side with Lutherans and Arminians

against Calvinists, but go far beyond them.

6. Objections to the universality of redemption refuted.

7. Justification.—Man is regenerated and justified when he receives

the inner light. It is not by our works that we are justified, but by

Christ who is both the gift and the giver, and the cause producing the

effects in us.

The Quakers closely connect justification with sanctification, and

approach the Roman view, with this difference, that they teach justifi-

cation in our works, not on account of our works. Penn distinguishes

between legal justification, that is, the forgiveness of past sins through

Christ, the alone propitiation, and moral justification or sanctification,

whereby man is made inwardly just through the cleansing and sancti-

fying power and Spirit of Christ.

8. Perfection.—Man may become free from actual sinning, and so

far perfect
;
yet perfection admits of growth, and there remains a pos-

sibility of sinning.'

The Methodists have substantially adopted this view, and call it

entire consecration or perfect love.

9. Perseverance.—Those who resist the light, or disobey it after re-

Penn (Preface to Fox's Journal, p. xiv.) says that the Friends 'never held a perfection

in wisdom and glory in this life, or from infirmities or death, as some have with a weak or

ill mind imagined and insinuated against them.'

Vol. I.—K k f
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ceiviiig it, fall away (Heb. vi. 4-6 ; Tim. i. 0) ; but it is possible in this

life to attain such a stabilit}' in the truth from which there can be no

total apostasy.

This is a compromise between Calvinism and Arminianism,

10. The Ministry.—Those and only those are qualified ministers of

the gospel who are illuminated and called by the Spirit, whether male

or female, whether learned or unlearned. These ought to preach with-

out hire or bargaining (Matt. x. 8), although they may recei\e a vol-

untary temporal support from the people to whom they administer

in spiritual things.

11. Worshi/p.—It consists ' in the inward and immediate moving and

drawi ug of the Spirit, which is neither limited to places or times or

persons.' All other worship which man appoints and can begin and

end at his pleasure is superstition, will-worship, and idolatry.

All forms and even sacred music are excluded from the naked spir-

itualism of Quaker worship. It is simply reverent communion of the

soul with God, uttered or silent. I once attended a Quaker meeting

in London whose solemn silence was more impressive than many a

sermon. I felt the force of the word, ' There was silence in heaven

for the space of half an hour.' At another meeting I heard one man

and several women exhort and pray in a tremulous voice and with

reverential awe, as if in the immediate presence of the great Je-

hovah. All depends upon the power of the Holy Spirit.

12. Baptism.—It is 'a pure and spiritual thing, a baptism of the

Spirit and of fire,' by which we are purged from sin (1 Pet. iii. 21

;

Kom. vi. 4 ; Col. ii. 12 ; Gal. iii. 27 ; John iii. 30). Of this the water-

baptism of John was a figure commanded for a time. The baptism of

infants is a human tradition, without Scripture precept or practice.

13. The Communion of the Body and Blood of Chi^ist is likewise

inward and spiritual, of which the breaking of bread at the last Supper

was a figure. It was used for a time, for the sake of the weak, even

by those who had received the substance, as the washing of feet and

the anointing of the sick with oil was practiced ; all which are only

the shadows of better things. (John vi. 32-35 ; 1 Cor. x. 16, 17.)

This docitrine of the sacraments is a serious departure from the

univei"sal consensus of Christendom and the obvious intention of our

Saviour. It can only be accounted for as a protest against the op-
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posite extreme, which substitutes the visible sign for the invisible

grace.

14. The Puioer of the Civil Magistrate.—It does not extend over

the conscience, which God alone can instruct and govern, provided

always that no man under pretense of conscience do any thing de-

structive to the rights of others and the peace of society. All civil

punishments for matters of conscience proceed from the spirit of Cain

the murderer.

Here the Quakers, like the Baptists, commit themselves most un-

equivocally to the doctrine of universal religious liberty as a part of

their creed.

15. Salutations and Recreations.—Under this head are forbidden

the taking off the hat to a man, the bowings and cringings of the body,

and 'all the foolish or superstitious formalities' which feed pride and

vanity and belong to the vain jjomp and glory of this world ; also all

unprofitable and frivolous plays and recreations which divert the mind

from the fear of God, from sobriety and gravity, Penn said of Fox

that he was 'civil beyond all forms of breeding.'

The Apology of Barclay is a commentary on these j)ropositions.

Note.—The Hicksites.—In the year 1827 a schism took place among the Friends in

Philadelphia, and extended to most of the yearly meetings in America, but had no influence

in England. Since then the Quakers are divided into 'orthodox' Quakers and 'Hicksites,'

although the latter refuse to be called by any other name but that of 'Friends ' or ' Quakers.'

The founder of this rupture was Eli as Hicks, born in Hempstead, Long Island, March 19,

1768 ; died in Jericho, N. Y., Feb. 27, 1830.

He took strong ground against slavery, and abstained from all participation in the fruits of

slave labor. He was for a long time an acceptable preacher, but early in the present century

he advocated radical Unitarian and other heterodox doctrines, which shocked the majority

of the Quakers and led to commotion, censure, and schism. The first separation took place

in the Yearly Meeting at Philadelphia, and then a similar one in New York, Baltimore, Ohio,

and Indiana. Many espoused the cause of Hicks, in the interest of religious liberty and

progress, without indorsing his heretical opinions on the articles of the Trinity, the divinity,

and the atonement of Christ.

The extreme left of the Hicksites broke off in 1853 in Chester County, Pa., and organized

a separate party under the name of Progressive Friends. They opened the door to all who

.recognize the equal brotherhood of the human family, without regard to sex, color, or condi-

tion, and engage in works of beneficence and charity. They disclaim all creeds and dis-

ciplinary authority, and are opposed to every form of ecclesiasticism.

The Hicksite movement drove the orthodox Quakers more closely to the Scriptures, and

called forth severul official counter-demonstrations.

On the ' Hicksite ' Quakers, see Elias Hicks, .Tournal of his Life and Labors, and his

Sermons, Phila. 1828 : and Janney (a Hicksite), History of the Society of Friends, Vol. IV.
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^ 108. The Moravians.

See the Literature on the Bohemian Brethren, § 75, p. 565, and the Waldensee, p. 568.

Doctrinal and Confebsional.

I. Zinzendoef: Bin und zwmizig Discourse iiber die AugshurQische Confession, 1747-1748 (never pub-

lished through the trade, and therefore rare). Also the other writings (if Ziuzeudorf, and especially

his hymns and spiritual poems, collected and publithed by Alukbt Knait, with a spirited sketch of

his life and character (Stuttg. 1S45).

Aug. Gottlieb Spanoenberg: Idea Fidei Fratrum oder Ktirzer Begriffder christliehen Lehre in den

evang. Briidcrgemeinen. Barby, 1T78, 1782 ; Gnadau, 1833 ; English ed. Lond. 1784. Accepted as author-

ity. By the same : Declaration iiber die zeither gegcn uns ausgcgangenen Beschiddigungen. Berlin, 1772.

Hermann Pi.itt (Pres. of the Morav. Theol. Seminary in Gnadenfeld): ?}vangelische Glaubenslehre

navh Schrift und Erfahrung. Gotha, 1864, 2 vols. Not authoritative. By the same: Zinzendor/'s

Thcologie. Gotha, 1869-1874, 3 vols.

The hymns and liturgies of the Moravian Church.

Ei)M. i>E Sciiweinitz (Morav. Bishop) : The Moravian Manual. Publ. by authority of the Synod. 2d

enlarged ed. Bethlehem, Pa. 1869.

II. Among the early opponents of the Moravians we mention Fkesenids, Faukioius, Georgils, and

the celebrated commentator, J. A. Bengel {Abriss der sogen. Briidergemeinde, in welchem die Lehre und

die gauze Sache gepriift, das Gute und B'>se dabei unterschieden, etc. Stuttg. 1751 ; republ. Berlin, 1859).

III. Modern representations by divines not of the Moravian Church.

Mohleb: Sgmbolik, pp. 533 gqq. ; Soh.neokeniuirgee: Vorlesungen uber die kleineren protest. Kirchen-

parteien, pp. 152-171 ; R. Hoemann : Symbolik, pp. 533 sqq.

Historical.
I. Biographies of Count Zinzendorf.

Spanqenbeeq: Lebeii des Gra/en Zinzendorf. Barby, 1772-1775, 8 vols. Thorough, reliable, and

prolix.

J. G. MiJLLER (brother of the Swiss historian, John von M.) : Bekenntnisse merkwiirdiger Manner von

sich selbst. 3 vols. 1775.

L. C. VON Sohbactenbaoh : Der Graf v. Zinz. u7ia die Briidergemeinde seiner Zeit, herausgeg. v. F. W.

Kblbing. Gnadau, 1851. Written in 1782, but not for publication, and kept as MS. in the Archives of

the Moravian Church till 1851. One of the most interesting works on Zinzendorf, setting forth the

philosophy of his religion.

Vaenuagen VON Ense: Leben Zinzendorf 's. Berlin, 1830 ; 2d ed. 1846. The view of an outsider, sim-

ilar to Southey's Life of Wesley.

J. W. Verbeok : Gr. Zinzendorf 's Leben und Charakter. Gnadau, 1845. An extract from Spangeuberg.

F. Bovet : Le Comte de Zinzendorf. Paris, 1860.

G. Bcrkuardt: Zinzendorf und die Briidergemeinde, in Herzog's Real-EncykLYol. XVIII. pp. 508-593

(Gotha, 1864), and published as a separate volume.

II. Histories of the Moravian Church.

Many MS. sources in the Archives of Herrnhut, Saxonj', especially the ' Lissa Folios,' relating to the

history of the Ancient Bohemian and Moravian Church; the 'Diarium der Gemeinde zu Ilerrnhnt'

down to 1736; the journals and letters of Zinzendorf; and the history both of the Ancient and Re-

newed Church, by John Plitt, from 1722 to 1836, in 9 vols.

The Biiding'sche Samvdung. Biidingen and Leipzig, 1742-1744, 3 vols. A collection of documents.

The Barby'sche Sammlumj. Barby, 1760, 2 vols. A continuation of the former.

Davii> Ceanz: Alte und neue Briiderhistorie (down to 1769). Barby, 1772; continued by Hkoner, in

3 parts, 1791-1816. Engl, transl. by La Trobe, London, 1780.

Die Gedenktage der erneiierten Bruderkirche {Memorial Days of the Reviewed Brethren's Church).

Gnadau, 1820.

Bp. Holmes: History of the United Brethren. Lond. 1825, 2 vols.

A. BosT : Ilistoire de VEglise des Frires de Bolu'me et Moravie. Paris, 1844, 2 vols. Abridged English

transl. publ. by the Relig. Tract Soc. of London, 1S4S.

Bp. E. W. Crooer: Geschichte der erneuerten Bruderkirche (down to 1822). Gnadau, 1852-1854, 3 vols.

(.The same wrote also a Geschichte der alien Bruderkirche. Gnadau, 1865 and 1866, 2 vols.)

Vebbeek : Geschichte der alien und neuen Briider-Unitdt. Gnadau, 1857.

H. Plitt: Die Gemeine Gottes in ihrem Geiste und ihren Fornien viit Beziehung aufdie Brudergemeine,

Gotha, 1859.

Dr. NiTzson : Kirchengeachichtliche Bedeutung der Briidergemeinde. Berlin, 1853.

Missionary.

The misRionnry literature of the Moi'nvinns is very lartre and important, and embraces the works

of Cbanz on Greenland (1767); OLDENDoKr (1777) on Dauiuh Missions; IlECKEHELnEB (1817) on Indian
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Missions ; L. Koluino, Uehersicht dcr Mixtion gexchichte der cvaiifi. Hi ftderkirche (1832 and 1833) ; Bp. von
SouwEiNiTz, /,?/(• o/i»ai'!i/i^e?s6er(7er(Phila. 1S70). Coiap.ih.e. Missionary Manual and Directory ofthe Uaita/

Fratrum, Bethlehem, Pa. 1S75.

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

We must distinguish between the old Bohemian and Moravian Breth-

ren who belonged to the Slavonic race, and the new Moravians who are

chiefly German or of German descent. The connecting link between

the two was the celebrated educator, John Amos Comenius (1592-1671),

the Jeremiah of the former, and the John the Baptist of the latter,

who, hoping against hope for the resurrection of the Bohemian Unitas

Fratrum, nearly crushed to death by persecution, left behind him their

order of discipline, and made provision for the ordination of two

bishops, that through them the succession might be preserved in a qui-

escent state, until, in 1735, it was transferred to the renewed Church.

The new Moravian Church' took its origin from the remnant (the

'Hidden Seed') of the Bohemian and Moravian Bi-ethren, to whom
Count ZiNZENDORF (1700-1760), under the guidance of a special provi-

dence, gave an hospitable refuge on his estates at Berthelsdorf , in Upper

Lusatia, Saxonj^ The asylum was called Herrnhut (the Lord's Pro-

tection), and became the mother church and the centre of the denomi-

nation.

The little colony of immigrants from Moravia soon increased, by the

accession of German families of the pietistic school of Spener, to the

number of three hundred souls. It was organized on the basis of the

Ratio Discij^lincB of Comenius. David Nitschmann was consecrated

the first bishop by Daniel Ernst Jablonsky (court chaplain in Berlin)

and Christian Sitkov, the surviving bishops of the old succession (March

13, 1735). This consecration was performed secretly in the presence

of only two members of the Bohemian congregation in Berlin, for the

sole purpose of sending ordained ministers to the distant missions and

colonies. It was not intended to establish an episcopal form of govern-

ment, separate and distinct from the national Lutheran Church, but

this separation was the natural consequence. The second bishop was

Count Zinzendorf himself, who gave up his office at the Saxon court

' Also called the Unitas Fratkdm, tlie United Brethken, the Moravian Brethren;
in German, Brudergemeine, or Herrnhuter. They must not be confounded with the

Methodist 'United Brethren in the United States,' founded by Kev. William Otterbein ia

1800.
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and his worldly prospects to devote liimself entf.'clj to the Church

of his own planting.' With all his eccentricities, he was one of the

j)iirest and most remarkable men in the history of Christianity, a relig-

ious and poetic genius, and a true nobleman by na^mre and divine grace

IS well as by rank. lie had bit one all-absorbing passion—Christ and

him crucified.'^ From his childhood, when he used to write letters to

his beloved Saviour, this sacred fire burned in him, and continued to

burn till he was called to see him face to face. lie early conceived

the idea, by planting in the spirit of Spener a t¥ue Church in the nom-

inal Church, to reform the Church at home, and to carry the gospel to

the heathen. We may call him the German Wesley ; he was an or-

ganizer like John Wesley, and a true hynmist like his brother Charles.

The Oxford Methodists started with a legalistic type of piety, but they

received a new inspiration from the childlike, cheerful, serene, and

sublime trust in God which characterized the Moravians with whom
they came in contact.

The patriarchs of Moravianism—Zinzendorf, Nitschmann, and Span

genberg—like the patriarchs of Methodism, labored in both hemispheres

at a time when the stagnant State Churches of Germany and England

cared little or nothing for their children in America. They founded

Bethlehem (1741) and Nazareth in Pennsylvania, and other colonies

which remain to this day. Zinzendorf endeavored to unite the other

German denominations and sects in Pennsylvania into one Church,

but in vain.^

The Moravian brotherhood is jy«/* excellence a missionary society at

home and abroad. It has but few regularly organized congregations

scattered in Christian lands, but in an age of indiiferentism and ration-

alism they were like cities of refuge and oases in the wilderness, with

fresh fountains and green pastures for multitudes who flocked to them

for refreshment.* They are still holding up the model of living con-

'It is an interesting fact that Frederic William I., king of Prussia, advised Zinzendorf to

get the old Moravian Kpiscopal ordination, and that Zinzendorf conferred on the suhject with

Bishop Jablonsky, and with his fi-iend, the Archbishop of Canterbury (John Potter).

" ' Ich Imbe nur etne Passion, unci die ist Er, nur Er.^

^ On the unionistic labors of Count Zinzendorf in Pennsylvania from 1742 to 1748, see an
interesting article of the Rev. L. Y. Reichel (mostly from unpublished MSS.) in iSchaff's

DeutsliP.r KirrJienfreinid foi' 1819, pp. !»;}-l()7.

* Hase C Kirchengenclnchte, p. G3G. 9th ed.): 'Die Froiiuniykeit ijt in Herrnhut eiiie Mw
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jregations of real Christians. Besides, they have mission stations, call-

id Diaspora (1 Pet. i. 1), for those who wish to derive spiritual benelit

from them without severing their connection with the established

Churches. These half-members may be compared to the Jewish prose-

lytes of the gate as distinguished from the proselytes of righteousness.

The Moravians, however, are free from the spirit of proselytism,

and endeavor to promote peace and union among the Cliristians at

home. But they are aggressive abioad, and concentrate their energies

on foreign missions. Their chief glory lies in the extraordinary zeal

and self-denial with which, since 1732, they have labored for the con-

version of the most ignorant and degi'aded heathen in Greenland, Lab

rador, among the American Indians, and the African negroes and Es-

quimaux, at a time when orthodox Protestant Christendom had not yet

awoke to a sense of its long-neglected duty. To the small band of

Moravians belongs the first place of honor in the work of foreign

missions.

DISCIPLINE AND WORSHIP.

The Moravian congregations in Germany are select communities of

converted Christians, ecoZmce in eccZma, separate and distinct from the

national Churches and the vanities of the surrounding world.' Tliey

have a strict discipline, but they are free from gloomy asceticism, and

cherish a cheerful and trustful piety with love for music and social re-

finement. Their educational institutions attract pupils from all direc-

tions.

The form of government is a kind of Episcopal Presbyterianism,

under the supreme legislative power of synods, and an executive ad-

ministration of an elective board of bishops and elders, called the ' Uni-

ty's Elders' Conference.' The bishops ordain deacons and presbyters:

they represent the whole Unitas Fratrum, are official membei-s of the

synods, and have usually a seat in the governing boards. They claim

an unbroken succession, but lay no stress on it, and fully recognize

the validity of Presbyterian oi'ders.

The home churches are divided into three provinces. Continental,

nier geworden, aber viele stille oder gebrochene Herzen flatten kier eine Heimath, und der alte

Christus in den Zeiten des Unglauhens ein He.iligthuw.

'

' The Moravian settlements in the United States were organized on the same exclusive

principle, but have recently been thrown open to othei- people.
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British, and American. In 1857 these were declared independent in

local and provincial affairs, but they continue to be united in doctrine

and the \vurk of foreign missions.

In worship, the Moravians combine liturgical and extemporaneous

prayer. At all the liturgical services music forms a prominent feature.

Their liturgy and hymn-book are of a superior order. They have great-

ly enriched tlie treasures of German hymnology, and produced also one

of the best English hymnists in James Montgomery (1771-lS5-i), 'the

Cowper of the nineteenth century.' Love-feasts are held preparatory

to the communion, in imitation of the ancient Agapse. Foot-washing

was formerly practiced, but has been discontinued since the beginning

of the present century. The former use of the lot in connection with

marriage has been practically abandoned ; and in connection with the

appointment of ministers it has been restricted or is left discretional.

DOCTKINES.

The Moravians acknowledge no exclusive and compulsory symbols.

They are essentially unionistic, and seek union in harmony of spirit,

life, and worship, rather than in a logical statement of doctrine.' Their

most authoritative creed is the Easter Litany^ which dates from 1749,

and is still used annually in all Moravian churches, but as an act of

worship, not as a formula for subscription.^ They have always laid

the chief stress on the atoning death of Christ, and the personal union

of the soul with him, but more in a devotional and practical than doc-

trinal way. Christ crucified and living in them is the all in all of

their religion, their only comfort in life and death ; but they have not

fornnilated any particular theory of the atonement or of the unio mys-

tica. They prefer the chiaroscuro of mystery and the personal attach-

ment to Christ to all scientific theology.

Historically and nationally, they are more nearly related to the

' Burkhardt (in ITerzog, Vol. XVIII. p. .'")80) sa3's :
' Die Brudergemeinde stellt nie ein dii.<!ser~

lich formuHrtes Dekenntnisa narh aussen liin auf, das sie von anderen evamjelischen Glauhens-

genossen trennen konnte. Sie wird es vnd kann es nie thun, denn nir.ht Abschluss vnd Schei-

dung, snndern Union ist ihr Princij). Aficr nur je.ne wahre und positive Union iiuf Grund

der heili(jen Srhrift und der lebendigen Herzens-Er/ahrung, die alle.in die Ilerzen vereinigt.

Bisliop Sfhweitiitz says (Mnnual, j). \)r>) :
' The Renewed Cluirch of the Brethren has no Con-

fession of Faitli as such, that is, no document bearing this name.'
' See the Moravian Litanv in Vol. III. o. 793.
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Lutheran denoniinatiou than to any other. They sustain to it a re-

lation similar to that wliich the Wesleyans sustain to the Church of

EngUiud. They professed from the start their agreement with the

Augsbui'g Confession. Spangenberg, tlie exponent of their doctrinal

system, begins the preface to his Idea Fidel Fratrum with the dec-

laration that his book is no new confession, but that the Confessio

Augustana of 1530 is and shall remain their confession.

But we should remember that this indorsement of the doctrinal ar-

ticles of the Augsburg Confession, though no doubt sincere, was partly

a matter of policy and necessity to secure toleration in Lutheran coun-

tries.' It had no force outside of Germany and Scandinavia, and even

thei'e no subscription to this document was ever required.^ The Mo-

ravians never adopted the other Lutheran symbols, least of all the For-

mula of Concord, which strict Lutherans regard as a legitimate devel-

opment of the Augustana. They never wished to be considered, nor

were they recognized as Lutherans, but were violently assailed by them

for their alleged doctrinal latitudinarianism and various excesses dur-

ing their early history. Even the Pietists for a period made common
cause with their orthodox enemies against the new sect, though less on

doctrinal grounds. The Moravians claim to be the legitimate descend-

ants and heirs of the Bohemian Brethren, who were closely connected

with the Waldenses, and had their own Confessions and Catechisms be-

fore and after the Reformation. They admitted to their communion

Lutherans, Pietists, Calvinists, Anglicans, without inquiring into their

creed, if only they were devout Christians. In England they were

recognized by Parliament, with the concurrence of the bench of bish-

ops, as 'an ancient Episcopal Church' (1749), and allowed to settle in

the American colonies. They also freely associated with Wesleyans.

They were the advocates of a conservative evangelical union of three

chief types of doctrine^—the old Moravian or Bohemian, the Lutheran,

'After ten years' banishment from Saxony, Zinzendorf secured in 1748 recognition of his

congregation as Augshurgische Religionsverwandte (Addicti Augustance Conf.')—a title under

which the Reformed, or Calvinists, were included in the Treaty of Westphalia.

^Manual, p. 95 : 'This acknowledgment, according to the declaration of the General Syn-

od, does not bind the conscience of any member, much less is it of any weight in those prov-

inces of the Unity where the Augsburg Confession has no other value than as being the creed

of one (the Lutheran) among many Churches enjoying equal rights' {Synod. Results of
1 8.07, p. 96).

' Lehrtropen {rpunoi iraiStlag), as Zinzendorf called them. He meant different educational
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and the Reformed—living in brotherly harmony as a true xmitas fro-

truin, and having their common centi-e in Christ. They rise above the

boundaries of nationality and sect, and represent a real catholicity or

universalism of creed with Christ as the only fundamental article. ' I

know of no other foundation,' says Zinzendorf, ' but Christ, and I can

associate with all who build on this foundation.' He was at one time

even open to a project of union with the Greek and Latin Churches

and all sorts of Christian sects, but he learned that the union here be-

low must be spiritual and inward.

It is a remarkable fact that the great German theologian, Schleier-

macher, was cradled in the Moravian community, and conceived there

his love for Christian union and personal devotion to Christ, which

guided him through the labyrinth of speculation and skepticism, and

triumphed on his death-bed. He shook almost e\ery dogma of ortho-

doxy, and was willing, if necessary, to sacrifice all, if he could only

retain a perfect and sinless Saviour.

Zinzendorf's theology and piety passed through a process of develop-

ment—first a sound evangelical stage (1723-1742), then a period of

sickly sentimentalism (1743-1750), and, last, a period of purification

and reconstruction (1750-1760).' These phases are reflected in the

history of his followers. Encouraged by his own unguarded language,

in poetry and prose, about the luxurious reveling in the wounds of the

Lamb,2 and tlie personal intimacy with the Saviour, they ran into wild

and dangerous excesses of an overheated imagination. As is often

the case in the history of religious enthusiasm, the spirit was about

to end in the flesh.^ But Zinzendorf himself, honestly confessing his

ways of God adapted to the varieties of national and individual character. The Lutheran

type prevailed among the Moravians in Saxony, the Reformed in Holland and England.

The Moravian type furnished the historical base and a peculiar element in discipline rather

than doctrine.

' See especially Plitt and Burkhardt.

"Or 'Lambkin,' Ldmmlein, as the favorite phrase was. The side-wound was made es-

pecially prominent.

^ Bishop Schweinitz thus describes this period (Moravian Manual, pp. 3.") sq.) :
' The rela-

tion between Christ and his Church was described in language more highly figurative, and
under images more sensuous, than any thing found even in the Song of Solomon. A mania
spread to spiritualize, especially the marriage relation, and to exjiress holy feelings in extrav-

agant terms. Hymns abounded, treating of the passion of Jesus, apostrophizing the wound
in his side, degrading sacred things to a level with the worst ])uerilities, and pouring forth

sentimental nonsense like a flood; while services, in themselves devotional and excellent.
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share of responsibility, recalled his followers from the abyss to the

purity and simplicity of the gospel.

The purified and matured system of the Moravians is best exhibited

in Spangenberg's Idea Fidel., which occupies a similar position among

them as Melanchthon's Loci in the Lutheran Church. It is also set

forth from time to time in the Syaodical Results. The Synod of 1869

issued the following summary of such doctrines as are deemed most

essential to salvation

:

' I. Tlie doctrine of the total depravity of human nature: that there is no health in muu

and that the fall absolutely deprived him of the divine image.

'2. The doctrine of the love of God the Father, who has "chosen us in Christ before the

foundation of the world," and "so loved the world that he gave his only-begotten Son, that

whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life."

'3. The doctrine of the real godhead and the real manhood of Jesus Christ : that God, the

Creator of all things, was manifested in the flesh, and has reconciled the world unto himself;

and that "he is before all things, and by him all things consist."

'4. The doctrine of the atonement and satisfaction of Jesus Christ for us: that he "was
delivered for our offenses, and was raised again for our justification ;" and that in his merits

alone we find forgiveness of sins and peace with God.

' 5. The doctrine of the Holy Ghost and the operations of his grace : that it is he who

works in us the knowledge of sin, faith in Jesus, and the witness that we are children of God.
' G. The doctrine of the fruits of faith : that faith must manifest itself as a living and ac-

tive principle, by a willing obedience to the commandments of God, prompted by love and

gratitude to him who died for us.

' In conformity with these fundamental articles of faith, the great theme of our preaching is

Jesus Christ, in whom we have the grace of the Lord, the love of the Father, and the com-

munion of the Holy Ghost. We regard it as the main calling of the Brethren's Church to

proclaim the Lord's death, and to point to him, "as made of God unto us wisdom, and

righteousness, and sanctification, and redemption.""

were changed into occasions for performances more in keeping with the stage of a common

theatre than with the sanctity of the house of God. In short, fanaticism rioted among min-

isters and people, and spread from Herrnhaag and Marienborn to other cliurches both on the

Continent of Europe and in England. Those in America escaped, or were but slightly af-

fected. This continued for about five years, reaching its climax in 1749. It is possible that

immoralities of life may have occurred in single instances, although there are no positive

proofs of this : the great majority of the Brethren, however, were preserved from such ex-

tremes.' Similar antinomian excesses occurred in the Moravian congregations in England

(17ol), and turned Wesley and Whitefield against their old friends, whom they charged with

neglecting to preach the law either as a schoolmaster or as a rule of life, with irreverent senti-

mentalism and superstitious fopperies. See Tyerman, Z?ye of John ^Fes/e^^, Vol. II. pp. 95

sqq. (Harper's ed.).

^ Bishop Schweinitz, in M'Clintock and Strong's Cyclop. Vol. VI. p. 587. Comp. his Com-

pend of Doctrine in XVII. Articles, compiled from the authorized publication in the Mora-

vian Manual., pp. 95-100. A popular statement is contained in the Catechism of Christian

Doctrine for the Instruction of Youth in the Church of the United Brethren, and the Ejnt-

ome of Christian Doctrine for the Instruction of Candidates for Confirmation (various

editions in German and English).
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§ 109. Methodism.
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CHARACTER OF METHODISM.

Methodism is the most successful of all the younger offshoots of the

Keformation. In one short century it has become one of the largest

denominations in England, and the largest in the United States, with

missionary stations encircling the globe.

The founders were admirably qualified for their work, and as w^ell

fitted together as the Keformers. John Wesley was one of the greatest

preachers and organizers, and in the abundance of his labors perhaps

the most apostolic man that England ever produced. As a revivalist

of practical religion he may be called the English Spener, as an or-

ganizer the Protestant Ignatius Loyola. His brother Charles occu-

pies, next to Watts, the first place in English hynmology, and sang

Methodism into the hearts of the people. Whitefield, the orator and

evangelist, kindled a sacred fire in two hemispheres which burns to

this day. Their common, single, and sole purpose was to convert sin-

ners from the service of Satan to the service of God, by means of

incessant preaching, praying, and working. For this end they were

willing to spend and be spent, to be ridiculed, reviled, pelted and hoot-

ed by mobs, maltreated by superiors, and driven from the church into

the street ; for this they would in another age have suffered tort-

ure, mutilation, and death itself as cheerfully as the Puritans did

before them. The practical activity of these great and good men was

equaled only by that of the Reformers in the theoretic sphere. Dur-

ing the fifty years of his itinerant ministry, John Wesley traveled

' a quarter of a million of miles, and preached more than forty thou-

sand sermons.' ' Charles Wesley composed over six thousand religious

poems,2 in the study, in the pulpit, on horseback, in bed, and in his dy-

> Tyerman, John Wesley. Vol. III. p. 658 (Harper's ed.). Dr. Eigg (The Living Wesley,

Hurst's ed. p. 208) remarks that Wesley rode ordinarily sixty miles a day, and not seldom

eighty and ninety miles, besides preaching twice or thrice.

- Osborn's edition contains 7600 poems of Wesley, including those of John, who com-

posed all the translations from the German.
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RELATION TO THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.

Metliodisiii is a daughtei- of the Church of England, and was nursed

in the same University of Oxford whieh, a century later, gave rise to

the Tractariaii school in the opposite direction towards Home. The

'Holy Club' of the fourteen Oxfoid students associated for prayer,

holy li\ing, and working, began, like Dr. Pusey and his friends, with a

revival of earnest, ascetic, and ritualistic lligh-Churchisui, and received

the name 'Methodists' for its punctual and methodical habits of de-

votion. Wesley was at first so exclusive an Episcopalian that he

shrank from street-preaching and lay-preaching, and, at least on one

occasion, even i-ebaptized Dissenters. But his contact with the sim-

ple-hearted, trustful, and happy German Moravians (Peter Buhler,

Nitschmann, and Spangenberg) whom he met on his voyage across

the Atlantic, in the Colony of Georgia, and after his return, led to his

second 'conversion,' which took place May 24, 1738, and imparted to

his piety a cheerfully evangelical and, we may say, a liberal Broad-

Church character.'

He now entered upon his independent evangelistic career, yet with

no idea of forming a separate denomination. His object was simply

to revive experimental piety within the limits of the Anglican Church,

as Spener and Francke had done before within the Lutheran Confes-

sion in Germany. Although badly treated by bishops and other clergy,

he had no quarrel with the authorities in Church or State, but only

with sin and Satan. His aim was to build the city of God and to save

souls within the establishment, if possible ; without it, if necessary. He

' 'At the first,' says Dr. Rigg ('Contemporary Review' for 1876, pp. 656 sq.), 'with

Wesley faith had meant the intellectual acceptance of the creeds, together with the submis-

sion of the will to the laws and services of the ( 'hurch. . . . Until he met with Biihler, he had

not embraced, scarcely, it wonld seem, had conceived the idea of faith as being, in its main

element, personal trust and self-sinrender, as having for its central object the atonement of

Jesus Christ, and as inspired ami sustained by the supernatural aid and concurrence of the

Holy Spirit. . . . Wesley confessed that Holder's teaching was true gospel teaching. . . . Here

ended his High-Church stage of life. Here began his work as an evangelist and Church re-

vivalist. All dates from his final acceptance of Bohler's teaching as to the nature of faith.'

Dr. Stevens ^ixya {CevUnary, p. 31 ) :
' Methodism is indebted to Moravianism for not only some

of the most important features of its moral discipline, but for the personal conversion of both

the Wesleys.' But Wesley was converted before as much so as Luther was when he entered

the convent of Erfurt several years before he experienced his second or evangelical conver-

sion to the doctrine of justification by faith alone. On the otiier hand, some of the Oxford

Tractarians were t'onverted over ;u:aiii. ur backward, when they joiued the Church of Rome.
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pei'foniu'd iiuloed some niicaiioiiicjil acts which led uUiinately to seces-

sion, but he did it from necessity, not from choice. He never made

common cause Avith Dissenters. He lived and died in the Ciiurch of

his fathers. His brother Charles ^vas e\'en more jonservative, and

took great offense at his violation of the canons.

Had tlie Church of England been as wise and politic as the Church

of Rome, she would have encouraged and utilized the great revival

of the eighteenth century for the spread of vital Christianity at home

and abroad, and might have made the Wesleyan society an advocate

of her owai interests as powerful as the order of the Jesuits is of the

Papacy. Now, after a century of marvelous success, the founder of

Methodism is better appreciated, and has been assigned (1876) a place

of honor among England's mighty dead in Westminster Abbey.

The English Wesleyans continue to hold a middle position between

the Established Chui-ch and the Dissenters proper, but tend latterly

more to Free-Churchism.

AMERICAN METHODISM.

In the United States the Methodists were made an independent

organization with an episcopal form of government by Wesley's own
act. As a Tory and a believer in political non-resistance, he at first

R^rote against the American ' rebellion,' but accepted the providential

result ; and, considering himself as a ' Scriptural Episcopos,' he or-

dained, on the second day of September, 1784, two presbyters (Richard

Whatcoat and Thomas Vasey) and one superintendent or bishop, viz.,

the Rev. Thomas Coke, LL.D. (a presbyter of the Church of England),

for his American mission, which then embraced 83 traveling preachers

and 14,988 members.' This was a bold and an irregular act, but a

master-stroke of policy, justified by necessity and abundant success.^

' The first Methodist society in America was formed in 1766, in the city of New York,

among a few Irish emigrants, by Philip Embury, a local preacher, and by his cousin, Mrs. Bar-

bara Heck, a true ' mother in Israel.' Hence Methodism celebrated its centenary in 1866 with

great festivities.

* He also ordained a few presbyters for Scotland and England to assist him in administer-

ing the sacraments, on the plea that the regular clergy often refused to admit his people to

the Lord's table. At the Conference of 1788 he consecrated (according to Samuel Bradburn's

statement) one of his preachers as a superintendent or bishop. He had long before been

convinced by Stillingfleet's ' Irenicon' and Lord King's 'Primitive Church' that bishops and

presbyters were originally one order, and that diocesan episcopacy was not founded on divine

Vol. I.—L l l
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Bishop Coke, assisted by the Rev. P, W. Otterbein, of the Germar.

Reformed Church, ordained, according to Wesley's direction, Fi-ancis

Asbnry to the office of joint superintendent, and twelve others to the

office of presbyters, at the first Geneial Conference held in Baltimore

(Dec. 27, 17S4). These were the first Protestant bishops in America,

witli the exception of Dr. Samuel Seabury, who was consecrated a few

weeks before (JSow 14, 1784), at Aberdeen, as bishop of the Protestant

Episcopal diocese in Connecticut.' In a sliort time the society, thus

fully organized, overtook older denominations, and kept pace with the

rapid progress of the young republic.

The separation from the mother Church of England was complete,

but her blood still flows in the veins of Methodism and shows itself

in a half-way assent to her doctrinal standards (as far as they admit

of an Arminian interpretation), to her liturgy (as far as it does not

encourage sacerdotalism and ritualism or interfere with the freedom

of worship), and to her ejiiscopacy (as based upon expediency, and

not on the divine right of succession).

BRANCHES OF METHODISM.

The Methodist Christians in England and America are divided into

a number of distinct ecclesiastical organizations— the 'Wesleyans,'

the ' Methodist Episcopal Church,' the ' Primitive Methodists,' the

' Primitive Wesleyans of Ireland,' the ' Bandroom Methodists,' the

' Methodist Protestant Church,' tlie ' Welsh Calvinistic Methodists,' the

' Free Methodist Church,' the ' African (Bethel and Zion) Methodist

Episcopal Church,' etc. To the Methodist family belong also the

' Evangelical Association ' (or ' Albright's Brethren,' so called from

Jacob Albright, a Pennsylvania German, who founded this society in

1800), and the 'United Brethren in Christ' (founded by Philip William

Otterbein, a German Reformed minister, d. in Baltimore, 1813).

The great parent body, however, are the Wesleyans in England

right. In a letter to his brother Charles (178.")) he calls the uninterrupted episcopal succes-

sion 'a fable which no man ever did or can prove.'—Rigg, 1. c p. 6G9. For a full discussion

of Wesley's ordination acts, see Stevens, Hintorij of Methodism, Vol. II. pp. 209 sqq., and

Tyerman, John Wesley. Vol. III. pp. 42G sqq.

' Bishop White, of Pennsylvania, was not consecrated by the Archbishop of Canterbury

until Feb. 4, 1 787, the consecration being delayed and nearly frustrated by certain impedi-

ments.
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and the Methodist Episcopal Church in the United States. Tliey

far outnumber all the other branches put together. The Methodist

Episcopal Chuj-ch was divided in 1844 on the question of slavery into

'the Methodist Episcopal Church' (North), and 'the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, South,' but nieasures ha\e been inaugurated (1876)

for reuniting them. Similar schisms fur the same cause rent other

Churches before the civil war, but have been healed or will be healed,

since the war has removed the difficulty. The Roman Catholic, and

next to it the Protestant Episcopal Church, owing to their conserva-

tism, were least affected by the disturbing question of slavery, and

remained intact.

The differences between the various branches of Methodism refer

to the episcopate, the relative powers of the bishops and the general

conference, lay representation, and other matters of government and

discipline which do not come w ithin the scope of this work. The doc-

trinal creed is the same in all, with the exception of the Whitefieldian

Methodists, who are Calvinists, while all the rest are Arminians.

Note.—The Cyclopcedia of M'Clintock and Strong, Vol. VI. p. 159, gives the following

list of Methodist denominations, with the date of their organization and estimate of their

ministers and church members in 1872:

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Denomination,
Date of

Organization. Mil

Number of
Church
Members.

Wesleyau Methodists
Welsh Calvinistic Methodists
New Connection Methodists
Primitive Methodists
Primitive (Ireland) Methodists
Bible Christians
United Methodist Free Churches

.

Wesleyan Reform Union

Totals

1739
(1745)
1797
1810
1S16
1815
1828^9
1S49

3,157
207
260
943
85

254
312
20

5,288

557,yi»5

58,577
35,706

161,229
14,247
26,241
68,062
9,393

931,450

AMERICA.

Denomination.
Date of

Organization.

Number of
Church

Members.

Methodist Episcopal Church (in 1S72)
Methodist Church (Non-Episcopal)
United Brethren
Evangelical Association (Albrio;hts)

African Methodist Episcopal
African Methodist Episcopal (Zion)
Canada Wesleyans
Eastern British American Wesleyan Methodists
Methodist Episcopal Church of Canada
Methodist Protestants, South
American Wesleyans (Connection)
Methodist Episcopal Church, South (in 1871)*..

Free Methodists
Primitive Methodists

Totals.

1784
1866
1800
1800
1816
1819
1828
1854 r

1828
1880
1843
1844
1860

10,742
624

632
600
694

"i47
228
423

about 250
2,858

about 90
about 20

17,308

1,458,441
T5,000

Tsjie
20,000

164,000
69,597
16,118
21,103
60,000
20,000

600,900
6,000
2,000

2,591,875

^ This does not include the colored membership now separately organized as the Coh/red Methodist Episcopal Church, South.
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§ 110. Mp:TnoDisT Creeds.

The American Methodists have three classes of doctrinal standards.

1. The Twenty-live Articles of Religion.' They were prepared by

Jolin Wesley, from the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England

(together with an abridgment of the Book of Common Prayer), for

the American Methodists, and were adopted by the Conference in Bal-

timore, 1784, with the exception of Article XXIII., which recognizes

the United States as ' a sovereign and independent nation,' and which

was adopted in 1804. These articles are now unalterably lixed, and

3an neither be revoked nor changed.^

2. John Wesley's Sermons and Notes on the New Testament. They

are legally binding only on the British Wesleyans, but they are in fact

as highly esteemed and as much used by American Methodists, and

constitute the life of the denomination. When eighty-one years of age

(Feb. 28, 1784), Wesley, in his famous Deed of Declaration, which is

called the Magna Charta of Methodism, bequeathed the property and

government of all his chapels in the United Kingdom (then 359 in

number) to the 'Legal Hundred,' i. e., a conference of one hundred

of his traveling preachers and their successors, on condition that they

should accept as their basis of doctrine his Notes on the New Testa-

ment and the four volumes of Sermons which had been published by

him or in his name in or before 1771.^ These sermons are fifty-eight

in number, and cover the common faith and duties of Christians,* but

contam at the same time the doctrines which constitute the distinctive

creed of Methodism.* The Notes on the New Testament are for the

most part a popular version of Bengel's Gnomon.

' See Vol. III. pp. 766 sqq. Comp. also Emory. History of the Discipline, ch. i. § 2

;

Comfort, Exposition of the Articles (New York, 1847) ; Jiraeson, Notes on the Twenty-five

Articles (Cincinnati, 18o3).

* ' The General Conference shall not revoke, alter, or change our Articles of Religion, nor

establish any new standards or rules of doctrine contrary to our present existing and estab-

lished standards of doctrine.' This article can not be amended {Discipline, p. .'51). The
General Conference is the highest of the five judicatories, and the only legislative body of

the Methodist Episcopal Church.
^ Tyerman, Vol. III. pp. 417 sqq.

* Thirteen discourses are on the Sermon on the Mount, chiefly ethical ; two are funeral

discourses (on the death of Wliitefield and Fletcher) ; one on the cause and cure of earth-

quakes ; one on the use of money.
' On Salvation by Faith; Scriptural Christianity; Original Siu ; Justification by Faith;
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3. The Book of Discipline and several Catechisms, one published in

1852, another in 1868 (by Dr. Nast), are at least secondary standards

for the American Methodists.

The distinctive features of the Methodist creed are not logically for-

mulated, like those of the Lutheran and Eeformed Churches. It allows

a liberal margin for further theological development. John Wesley,

though himself an able logician and dialectician, sought Christianity

moi'e in practical principles and sanctified affections than in orthodox

formulas, and laid greater stress on the ojcumenical consensus which

unites than on the sectarian dissensus which divides the Christians.

The General Rules, or recognized terms of membership, for the original

Methodist ' societies' (not churches), are etliical and practical, and con-

tain not a single article of doctrine. The}^ require 'a desire to flee

the wrath to come and be saved from sin,' and to avoid certain spe-

cific vices.

Nevertheless Methodists claim to have more doctrinal harmony

than many denominations which impose a minute creed. There is a

Methodist system of doctrine and a Methodist theology, however elas-

tic they may be. But there is a difference of opinion among their

standard writers as to the degree of originality and completeness

of this system and its relation to other confessions. We may dis-

tinguish an American and an English view on the subject.

An ingenious attempt has recently been made to raise the Methodist

creed to the importance and dignity of a fourth confession or symbolical

system alongside of the Roman Catholic, the Luthei'an, and the Cal-

vinistic, and far above them. According to Dr. Warren, Catholicism

makes salvation dependent upon a meritorious co-operation of man

with God, and is essentially pagan ; Calvinism makes sabation depend

exclusively on the eternal decree and free grace of God, and views

Christianity from the stand-point of the Old Testament; Lutheranism

derives salvation from the personal relation of man to the means of

grace (the Word and Sacraments), and views Christianity from the

stand-point of justification by faith alone ; Methodism makes salvation

exclusively dependent upon man's own free relation to the illuminating,

renewing, and sanctifying influences of the Holy Spirit, and represents

Free Grace : the Witness of the Spirit (thiee sermons) ; on Christian rerfection. It is singu-

lar there is not one sermon on the Freedom of the Will.
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the stand-point of Christian perfection. Calvin retains the Christians

under the dispensation of the Father, Luther under the dispensation

of the Son, Wesley leads them into the dispensation of the Spirit. The

first confines salvation to the favorite number of the elect ; the second

binds it to the baptismal font, the altar, and the pulpit ; the third offers

it freely to all. Calvin's ideal Christian is a servant of God, Luther's

a child of God, Wesley's a perfect man in the full stature of Christ.'

English Methodists claim for their system a humbler position, and

represent it, in accordance with the intention of the founders, as a lib-

eral evangelical modification of the Anglican creed, with some orig-

inal doctrines to which they attach great importance.^

^ Syst. Theol. Vol. I. pp. 90, 99, 119, 140, 149, ICO. Dr. Warren (who is now President

of the Methodist University in Boston) wrote this ahle book (which is as yet, 187G, unfinished;

while in Germany, and under the stimulus of the generalizing theories of some German

divines. Zinzendorf had made a somewhat similar distinction between the Lutheran, Re-

formed, and Moravian types of doctrine (Lehrtrojien), but comprehended them all in his

brotherhood. James Martineau, from the Unitarian point of view, represents Luther, Calvin,

and Wesley as the representatives of the orthodox gospel in three dialects {Studies of Chris-

tianity, London, 1873, pp. 399 sq.).

^ Professor William B. Pope, of Didsbury College, Manchester, one of the leading Wei
Jeran divines, makes the following statement concerning the creed of the English Metho^

dists (in the Introduction to his translation of Winer's Comparative View of the Doctrines

and Confessions of the various Communities of Christendom, Edinb. 1873, pp. Ixxvi.-lxxviii.):

'It may be said that English Methodism has no distinct articles of faith. At the same time

it is undoubtedly true that no community in Christendom is more effectually hedged about

by confessional obligations and restraints. Reference has been made to the distinction of

creeds, confessions, and standards. Methodism combines the three in its doctrinal consti-

tution after a manner on the whole peculiar to itself. Materially if not formally, virtually

if not actually, implicitly if not avowedly, its theology is bound by the ancient oecumenical

Creeds, by the Articles of the English Church, and by comprehensive standards of its own,

the peculiarity of its maintenance of these res])ectively having been determined by the specific

circumstances of its origin and consolidation—circumstances "\irl) which it is not our business

here to enter. In common with most Christian Churches it holds fast tiie Catholic Symbols ; the

Apostolical and Nicene are extensively used in the Liturgy, and the Athanasian, not so used,

is accepted so far as concerns its doctrinal type. The doctrine of the Articles of the Church

of England is the doctrine of Methodism. This assertion must, of course, be taken broadly,

as subject to many qualifications. For instance, the Connection has never avowed the Arti-

cles as its Confession of Faith ; some of those Articles have no meaning for it in its present

constitution ; others of them are tolerated in their vague and doubtful beanng, rather than

accepted as definitions; and, finally, many Methodists would prefer to disown any relation to

them of any kind. Still tiie verdict of the historical theologian, who takes a comprehensive

view of the estate of (Christendom, in regard to the history and development of Christian truth,

would locate the Methodist community under the Thirty-nine Articles. He would draw his

inference from the posture towards them of tlie early founders of the system ; and he would

not fail to mark that the American branch of tiie family, which has spread simultaneously

with its European branch, has retained the Articles of the Isnglish Clmrch, with some neces-

sary modifications, as th** basis of its Confession of Faith. Setting aside the Articles that have
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§ 111. Analysis of Akmtnian Methodism.

the semi-anglican doctrines.

The Twentj-five Articles represent the doctrines which Methodism

holds in common with other evangelical Churches, especially with the

Clun-ch of England. They are an abridgment of the Thirty-nine Ar-

ticles of Keligion, with a view to simplify and to liberalize them.

Wesley omitted the political articles, which apply only to England,

and those articles which are strongly Augustinian, especially Article

17, of Predestination (which teaches unconditional election to salvation

and the perseverance of the elect). Art. 13, of Works before Justifica-

tion (which are said to have the nature of sin), and Art. 8 (which

indorses the three Creeds). On the other hand, Art. 10, of Free Will,

to do with discipline rather than doctrine, the Methodists universally hold the remainder as

tenaciously as any of those who sign them, and with as much consistency as the great mass

of English divines who have given them an Arminian interpretation. That is to say, where

they diverge in doctrine from the Westminster Confession, Methodism holds to them ; while

this Confession rather expresses their views on Presbyterian Church government. It may
suffice to say generally on this subject, that so far as concerns the present volume [of Winer],

every quotation from the English Articles may stand, if justly interpreted, as a representative

of the Methodist Confession.

' Finally, we Jiave the Methodist Standards, belonging to it as a society within a Church,

which entirely regulate the faith of the community, but are binding only upon its ministers.

Those Standards are to be found in certain rather extensive theological wi-itings which have

none of the features of a Confession of Faith, and are never subscribed or accepted as such.

More particularly, they are some Sermons and Expository Notes of John Wesley ; more gen-

erally, these and other writings, catechisms, and early precedents of doc'trinal definition ; taken

as a whole, they indicate a standard of experimental and practical theology to which the

teaching and preaching of its ministers are universally conformed. What that standard

prescribes in detail it would be impossible to define here. . . . Suffice that the Methodist

doctrine is what is generally termed Arminian, as it regards the relation of the human race

to redemption ; that it lays great stress upon the personal assurance which seals the personal

religion of the believer; and that it includes a strong testimony to the office of 'he Holy

Spirit in the entire renewal of the soul in holiness, as one of the provisions of the covenant

of grace upon earth. It may be added, though only as an historical fact, that a rigorous

maintenance of this common standard of evangelical doctrine has been attended by the pres-

ervation of a remarkable unity of doctrine throughout this large communion.'

Dr. Whedon, the editor of the 'Methodist Quarterly Eeview, ' in a notice of Pope's Winer

(October No.. 1873, pp. 680 sqq.), enters 'his firm, fraternal protest against being recorded

before the eyes of the world as training under the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of

England,' and says. 'The entire body of Methodists of the United States no more hold the

Thirty-nine Articles, doctrinally, than they do the Westminster Confession. They reject a

large share of lioth for the same reason, namely, that they are, in their proper interpretation,

Calvinistic. Nor does this Confession express their views on Presbyterian Church govern-

ment : for the Confession affirms tlie divine obligation of Presbyterianism, and the large

budv of American Methodists believe in the right of a voluntary episcopacy.'
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which teaches (with Augustine, Luther, and Calvin) the natural inabil-

ity of man to do good works without the grace of God, is literally re-

tained (Meth. Art. 8).

Minor doctrinal changes were made in Art. 2 (Art. 2), where the

clauses ' begotten from everlasting of the Father,' and ' of her [the

Virgin's] substance,' are omitted (either as doubtful or lying outside

of a creed) ;
' in Art. 9 (7), where the last clauses, which affirm the con-

tinuance of original sin in the regenerate, are left out (as inconsistent

with Wesley's view of perfection) ; in Art. 16 (12), where ' sin after

justification' is substituted for 'sin after baptism' (to avoid the doc-

trine of baptismal regeneration); in Art. 25 (16), of the Sacraments,

where the words 'sure witnesses and effectual,' before 'signs of grace,'

are stricken out (which betrays a lowering of the doctrine of the Sacra-

ments) ; in Art. 31: (22), where ' traditions of the Church' are changed

into ' Rites and Ceremonies.'

These omissions and changes are significant, and entirely consistent

with Methodism, but they are negative rather than positive. Wesley

eliminated the latent Calvinism from the Tliirty-nine Articles, but did

not put in his Arminianism, nor his peculiar doctrines of the Witness

of the Spirit and Christian Perfection, leaving them to be derived

from other documents of his own composition.

THE ARMINIAN DOCTRINES.

The five points in which Arminius differed from the Calvinistic sys-

tem are clearly and prominently brought out in Wesley's writings,

though mostly in the form of popular and practical exposition and ex-

liortation. He put the name of Arminius on his periodical organ, and

struck the keynote to the Arminian tone of Methodist preaching. The

Arminian features of Methodism are, freedom of the will (taken in the

sense of liherwui arbitrium, or powei" of contrary choice) as necessary

to responsibility; self-limitation of divine sovereignty in its exercise

' Emory, in his History of the Disripfine, inserts the clause. ' hcKotten of evei lasting from

the Father,' as ad()))ted in 1784, but omitted in 1786 and in hiter editions, perhaps by typo-

graphical erroi-. A Methodist correspondent (Rev. D. A. Whedon) suggests to me that

Wesley may have made a distinction between the eternal Sonshi/) and the eternal (ienerntion,

and may have maintained the former, but questioned the latter as referring to the manner

rather than the fact. I'rof. Pope, the latest Methodist writer on Dogmatics, avoids this

question as belonging to the transcendental mysteries iChrist. Theol. p. 272).
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and dealings with free agents; foreknowledge as preceding and con-

ditioning foreurdiuatiou ; nniversality of redemption; resistibility of

divine grace; possibility of total and iinal apostasy from the state of

regeneration and sanctification.

Calvinism and Methodism agree in teaching man's salvation by God's

free grace, in opposition to Pelagianism and Semipelagianism. But

Calvinism traces salvation to the eteiiuil purpose of God, and confines

it to the elect ; Methodism makes it dependent on man's free accept-

ance of that grace which is offered alike to all and on the same terms.

Calvinism emphasizes the divine side, Methodism the human.' Herein

Methodism entirely agrees with Arniinianism, and is even more em-

phatically opposed to the doctrines of absolute predestination, limited

atonement, and the perseverance of saints than Arminius was, who left

the last point undecided.

Wesley began the thunder against the imaginary horrors and blasphe-

mies of Calvinism which has since resounded from innumerable Meth-

odist pulpits. He defines predestination to be ' an eternal, unchange-

able, irresistible decree of God, by virtue of which one part of man-

kind are infallibly saved, and the rest infallibly damned; it being

impossible that any of the former should be damned, or that any of

the latter should be saved ;' and then he goes on to show that this doc-

trine makes all preaching useless ; that it makes void the ordinance

of God ; that it tends directly to destroy holiness, meekness, and love,

the comfort and happiness of religion, zeal for good works, and the

whole Christian revelation; that it turns God into a hypocrite and de-

ceiver; that it overturns his justice, mercy, and truth, and represents

him ' as worse than the devil, more false, more cruel, and more unjust.'

' This,' he says, ' is the blasphemy clearly contained in the horrible de-

' Dr. Warren, 1. c. p. 140, states the difference in an extreme form, which would sub-

ject Methodism to the charge of downright Pelagianism :
' Nach der Methodixtischen Auf-

fassunq des Heihrerhaltnisses Gottes und des Menschen hangt das He'd oder Nicht-Heil eines

jeden Menschen lediglich von seinem eigenen freien Verhalten gegeniiber den erleuchtenden,

erneuernden und heiligenden Eimvirkungen des heiligen Geistes ab. Verhd/t man sich gegen-

iiber diesen Einwirkungen empfdnglich, so wird man hier, und einst dart, seh'g werden ; ver-

schliesst man sein Hers gegen dieselben, so wird man hier, und auf ewig im Tode verbleiben.

Mit dieser Grundansr.haunnq hangen alle sonstigen Eigenthilndichkeiten des Methodismus, wie

z. B. seine eigenthiimliche FreiheitsJehre. seine Betonung der Wirksamkeit des heiligen Geistes,

seine Lehre von der christlichen VoUkommenheit. vnd dergleicken, eng zusamvien. Seinem in-

nersten Geist und Wesen nach ist er eine Atiffassnng des Christenthums vom Standpunkte der

christlichen VoUkommenheit oder der voUigen Liebe.'
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cree of predestination, and for this I abhor it (however I love the per.

sons who assert it).' To this decree he sets over the other decree, ' I

will set before the sons of men life and death, blessing and cursing

;

and the soul that chuoseth life shall live, as the soul that chooseth

death shall die.' The elect are all those who 'suffer Christ to make

them ali\e."

The vehemence of this opposition to the doctrine of predestination

must be explained in part fi'om the subjective and emotional nature

of Methodist piety, which exposes it much more to an antinomian

abuse of this doctrine than is the case with the calm intellectual

tendency of Calvinism.

On the other hand, however, the ' evangelical' Arminianism of Wes-

ley, as it is called, differs from the Dutch Arminianism, as developed

by Episc(>pius and Limborch, and inclines as much towards Augustin-

ianism as Arminianism inclines towards Pelagianism. In this respect

it resembles somewhat the Lutheran anthropology of the Formula of

Concord, though it differs altogether from its christology and sacra-

mentalism.

* Sermon liv., on Free Grace (Rom. viii. 32), preached at Bristol. It follows immediately

nfter the eulogistic funeral discourse ou tlie C'aivinistic Whitetield. His brother Charles

wrote a polemical poem on 'The Horrible Decree,' in which his poetic genius left him, as

may be inferred from the following specimens

:

'O Horrible Decree,

Worthy of whence it came!
Forgive their hellish blasphemy,

Who charge it ou the Lamb.'

'To limit Thee they dare,

Blaspheme Thee to Thy face.

Deny their fellow-worms a share

In Thy redeeraiug grace.'

In another poem, on ' Predestination,' he i)rays :

'Increase (if thnt can be)

The perfect hate I feel

To Satan's noRRirii.E Deoeee,
That genuine child of hell

;

Which feigns thee to /)«.s.s hy

The most of Adam's race,

And leave them in their blood to die.

Shut out from saving grace.'

How infinitely superior to these polemical effusions is his genuine hymn

:

'Jesu<, lover of my ponl,'

which a Calvinisi may sing as heartily as a iiions Metliodist will jcjIii in his antagonist's (Top-

lady's)

:

' Hoc k of .'\gcs, clef fo; ine.'
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1. Methodism holds a luuch stronger view of original sin than Armin-

ianisni, and regards it not simply as a disease or weakness,' but as a total

de})ravity tliat iinlits man altogether for co-operation with the grace of

God tow ards conversion. Wesley, Fletcher, and Watson describe this

natural corruption in consequence of Adam's fall in the darkest col-

ors, almost surpassing the descriptions of Augustine, Luther, and Cal-

vin ; but they deny the personal responsibility of Adam's posterity for

his fall or the doctrine of original guilt; and herein they agree with

the Arminians and the Quakers.

2. Methodism teaches the freedom of will as a gift of prevenient

grace, which is given to every man as a check and antidote to original

sin ; while Arminianism, with its milder view of the fall, allows man

a certain freedom of will in a weakened state as an inherent and in-

herited power of nature.

3. Methodism lays greater stress on the subjective experience of

conversion and regeneration. Its preaching is essentially radical evan-

2;elistic revival preaching, which rouses the sinner to a sense of his

danger, and the paramount necessity of an immediate, sudden, and

radical change of heart and life.

THE ORIGINAL DOCTRINES OF METHODISM.

To these modifications of Arminianism must be added a few doc-

trines which Methodism claims as its own contributions to the better

understanding of the Christian system.

1. The doctrine of the universality of divine grace, not only in its

intention, but in its actual offer. Herein Methodism resembles the

Quaker doctrine of universal light. It is assumed—^on the ground of

Paul's parallel between the first and second Adam (Rom. v.)—that all

men are born into an order of saving grace, as well as into an order

of sin. Adam brought a universal seed of death, but Christ brought a

universal seed of life, which is available for all who do not reject it.^

' Episcopius calls the peccatuni originis an injirmitas or calamitas or malum, but not a

malum culpce and malum posnce. Limborch calls it malum naturale, not peccatum nostri re-

spectu. See Winer, Comp. Si/mb. pp. 60 sqq.

* 'No man living,' says Wesley, 'is without some preventing grace, and every degree of

grace is a degree of life. There is a measure of free will supernaturally restored to every

man, together with that supernatural light which enlightens every man that cometh into

this world.' 'That by the offense of one, judgment came upon all men (all born into the

world) unto condemnation, is an undoubted truth, and affects every infant as well as every
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For by virtue of the universal atonement, man, tliongh born in sin, is

held guiltless until he arrives at the point of personal responsibility.

While Romanism and Lutlieranism save those only who are brought

into contact with the Church and the Sacraments, Calvinism those only

who are elect from etei'nity, Methodism brings the opportunity of sal-

vation to all men in this present life, though in different forms and de-

grees, so that they are actually saved if they do not incur the guilt of

rejecting salvation by unbelief. Hence all children are saved if they die

before they commit actual sin. Though born in sin, they are not held

guilty before the age of responsible agency. They are saved by the

same power of the universal atonement which saves adults ; though

there is a difference of opinion as to the regeneration of infants before

death." On the same ground all heathen may be saved who do not

Meglect their opportunities. Ability and opportunity are the measure

adalt person. But it is equally true that by the righteousness of One, the free gift came upon

all men (all born into the world—infants and adults) unto justification.' D. D. Whedon
{Bibliuth. Sacra, 1862, p. 258): 'Under the redemptive system, the man is born into the

world, from Adam, a depraved being. It is as a depraved being that he becomes an Ego.

But instantly after, in the order of nature, he is met by the provisions of atonement.' ' Every

human being,' says Warren, ' has a measure of grace (unless he has cast it away), and those

who faithfully use this intrusted gift will be accepted of God in the day of judgment, whether

Jew or Greek, Christian or heathen. In virtue of Christ's mediation between God and the

fallen race, all men since the first promise. Gen iii. 1."), are under an economy of grace, and

the only difference between them as subjects of the moral government of God is that, while

all have grace and light enough to attain salvation, some, over and above this, have more and

others less' (Vol. I. pp. 14(5 sq.). Pope (pp. 239-248) distinguishes this doctrine from the

Augustiiiian, Pelagian, Semipelagian, Tridentine, Lutheran, Calvinistic, and Arminian, and

says that there is no doctrine which 'so irresistibly and universally api)eals for its confirma-

tion to the common conscience and judgment of mankind.'

' Dr. D. 1). Wiiedon (Bihiioth. Sacra, 18G2, p. 2r)8) remarks on this point :
' That the dying

infant is saved, and saved by the atonement, we all agree. But his precise condition, as

affected by the atonement, while a living infiint, seems to be a somewhat undecided matter.

Probably a large majority of the Methodist Episcopal Church have, for some time past, held,

without much discussion, that the living infiint was both unjustified and unregenerate, and

yet upon his death he obtained both blessings. This making death the condition of justifica-

tion and regeneration appears to many hardly logical, and not without danger. Mr. Wesley's

earlier expressions of opinion indicated a holding of the churchly doctrine of baptismal re-

generation in infancy. His later indications of o]>inion indicate that he held all infants to be

members of the kingdom of neaven ; and he also lield that regeneration is a condition to

membership in the kingdom of heaven ; but he does not expressly draw the inference that

nil infants are regenerate. Fletclier maintained the doctrine both of infant justification and

regeneration. Dr. Fisk held to infant justification. Our bajitismal service first declares, in

its Scrijjfure lesson of infants, that "of such is the kingdom of God, "and yet declares "tliat

none can enter into the kingdom of God unless he be regenerate." But neither here is the

inference expressly drawn. The subject is a matter of calm discussion, and jjcrhaps the

number of those holding the doctrine of infant regeneration has decidedly increased.'
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of responsibility, and God requires no more from man than he empow-

ers him to perform. Christ's atonement covers the deficiency of abil-

ity in the case of infants, and the deficiency of opportunity in the case

of the heathen.

Fletcher distinguishes three dispensations in this general economy of

grace: the dispensation of the Father, embracing the heathen and Mo-

hammedans, who know God only from his general revelation in nature,

providence, and the conscience ; the dispensation of the Son, for those

who live within the limits of Christendom and the reach of the gospel;

and the dispensation of the Holy Spirit, for those who have an experi-

mental knowledge of the regenerating and sanctifying Spirit. Wes-

ley, Watson, and Pope teach essentially the same view of the univer-

sality of grace.

2. The next distinctive doctrine of Methodism is the Witness of the

Sjpirit or the assurance of salvation (Rom. viii. 15, 16). It is a double

and concurrent witness of God's Spirit and of our spirit concerning

our justification. The former is objective and divine, and antecedes

;

the latter is subjective and human, and follows. The Holy Spirit

bears testimony to our spirit that by faith we are the children of God.

This testimony is immediate and direct, and follows the work of justifi-

cation and i-egeneration. On the ground of this testimony the believer

feels assured of h.\% jc)resent acceptance with God, and has a ho^e of his

final salvation, but he is at the same time guarded against carnal se-

curity by the fear of a total and final fall from grace. Hence there

are so many backsliders, who constitute a special class among Meth-

odists.'

' Comp. the three sennons of Wesley on the Witness of the Spirit (x.-xii.), Vol. I. pp. 85

sqq. He traced this doctrine to his contact with some Moravians on his voyage to Georgia

(1735), whose childlike trust and serene cheerfulness led him to exclaim :
' I, who went to

America to convert others, was never myself converted to God.' He meant conversion from

legal bondage to evangelical freedom and a sense of assurance of pardon. He subsequently

visited Count Zinzendorf and the Moravians in Germany to study their discipline (1739).

Watson (Vol. 11. p. 271) distinguishes four views on the testimony of the Spirit, and thus

states his own, which agrees with Wesley's: 'It is twofold; a direct testimony or "inward

impression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God witnesses to my spirit that I am a child

of God ; that Christ hath loved me, and given himself for me, that I, even I, am reconciled

to God " (Wesley's Servions) ; and an indirect testimony, arising from the woi'k of the ^^pirit

in the heart and life, which St. Paul calls the testimony of our own spirit; for this is inferred

from his expression, "And the Spirit benreth witness with our spirit, etc." This testimony

of our own spirit, or indirect testimony of the Holy Spirit by and through our own spirit, is
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Herein the Methodist doctrine differs from the Calvinistic doctrine

of assurance which is based, not on subjective feeling, but on the

divine promises and the uncliangeable decree of God's election, and

which covers not only the pi'esent state, but the whole process to its

final completion, conditioned by the perseverance of saints as the

final test of genuine conversion.'

3. Tlie last and crowning doctrine of Methodism, in which the

Quakers likewise preceded it, is Perfectionism. It is regarded as

a mighty stinuilns to progressive holiness, and forms the counterpart

of the doctrine of apostasy, which acts as a warning against backslid-

ing. It is derived from such passages as Matt. v. 48 ; Phil. iii. 15

;

Heb. VI. 1 ; X. 14 ; 1 John iii. 6 ; v. IS. Methodist perfection is not a

sinless perfection or faultlessness, which Wesley denied,'"* but a sort of

imperfect perfection, from which it is possible to fall again tempo-

rarily or forever.^ It is entire sanctification or perfect love (1 John ii.

5; iv. 12), which every Christian may and ought to attain in this ])resent

life. From this state all voluntary transgressions or sinful volitions

are excluded, though involuntary infirmities may and do remain ; in

this state all the normal qualities are possessed and enjoyed in their

fullness. As to the attainment of perfection, it comes according to the

prevailing view from gradual growth in grace, according to others by

a special act of faith.*

considered confirmatory of the first testimony.' Pope (p. 46."'.): 'Assurance is the fruit, not

the essence of f;iith. . . . Perfect faith must be assured of its object. . . . The internal assur-

ance of faith is a privilege that all may claim and expect: seasons of darkness and depression

and uncertainty are only the trial of that faith of assurance.

'

' The Westminster Confession, Ch. XVIII., says that true believers 'may in this life

be certain!}' assured that they are in a state of grace, and may rejoice in hope of the

glory of God, which hope shall never make them ashamed.' This assurance is 'founded

upon the divine truth of the promises of salvation, the testimony of the Spirit witnessing with

our spirit that we are the children of God.' It is not of 'the essence of faith,' and may be

'shaken, diminished, and intermitted,' yet revived again in due time and keep us from utter

despair.

' In his sermons on Temptation, Vol. II. p. 21.">, and on Perfection, Vol. I. p. .3.")(! ; Vol. II.

p. 168: 'The highest perfection,' he says, 'which man can attain while the soul dwells in the

body, does not exclude ignorance and error and a thousand infirmities.'

^ Meth. Catech. No. .3, p. 37 :
' It is the privilege of every believer to be wholly sanctified,

and to love God with all his heart in the present life ; but at everif stuije of Christian ex/ie-

rience there is danger of fallingfrom grace, which danger is to be guarded against by watch-

fulness, prayer, and a life of faith in the Son of God.'

* Wesley has two sermons on Christian Perfection, one on Phil. iii. 12 (Vol. I. p. 8.">r)), and

one on Heb. vi. 1 (Vol. II. p. 1G7). He distinguishes, (1) angelic, (2) Adamic, (i5) absolute
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§ 112, Calvinistic Methodism.

whitefield.

George Wliitefield labored with Wesley until 1741, when they parted

on the question of predestination and free will ; the former taking the

Calvinistic, the latter, wnth his brother and the majority of Methodists,

the Arminian side, and henceforth they pursued different paths, like Paul

and Barnabas. Personally they became cordial friends again, and their

friendship continued until death. This should not be forgotten when

we read the bitter predestinarian controvei-sy which their friends and

followei-s carried on and i-euewed from time to time. When Wliitefield

heard of the dangerous illness of Weslej', who had already written his

own epitaph, he sent him an affectionate letter (Dec. 3, 1753), saying, 'I

pity myself and the Church, but not you. A ladiant throne awaits you,

and ere long you will enter into your Master's joy.'' When Wliitefield

died in Newburyport (Sept. 30, 1770), Wesley preached his funeral ser-

mon (Nov. 18) at Whitefield's Chapel in Tottenbam Court Road and at

the Tabernacle, near Moorfields, on the text Numb, xxiii. 10, ' Let me die

the death of the righteous, and let my last end be like his !' Without

alluding to their temporary separation, he speaks of him in the highest

terms as an eminent instrument of God, who in the business of salvation

put Christ as high as possible, and man as low as possible, and who

brought a larger number of sinners from darkness to the light than any

other man. He praises his ' unparalleled zeal, his indefatigable activity,

his tenderness of heart towards the afflicted, and charitableness to the

perfection—all of which he denies to man in his present state—and (4) the relative perfec-

tion, which he claims for him under the gospel dispensation, namely, perfect love to God.

From 1 John iii. 6 and v. 18, he reasons, ' A Christian is so far perfect as not to commit

sin ' (Vol. I. p. 36.o). He affirms that several persons have enjoyed this blessing of fieedom

from sin without interruption for many years, and not a few unto their death, as they have

declared with their last breath (Vol. II. p. 17-1). Pope says (p. 527): 'The v^pirit is im-

parted in this fullness for the perfect consecration of the soul to the Triune God : this is

called the love of God perfected in us. The commandment requires from us in return the

perfect love of the soul to God and man ; and this perfection, promised to faith working by

love, is abundantly attested as the possible and attained experience of Christians.' Pojie

distinguishes the Methodist theorv' of perfection from the ascetic, the fanatical, the Pelagian,

the mystical, the Romanist, the imputationist (modern Calvinistic), and the Arminian (p. .53."));

and he mentions five characteristic marks of the Methodist doctrine, the chief of which is

entire consecration to God in perfect love (p. .")40).

' See the whole letter in 'I'yerman, J. Wesley, Vol. II. p. 1 75.
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poor, his deep gratitude, liis most generous and teuder friendship, his

modesty, frankness, patience, courage, and steadfastness to tlie end."

Whiteticld was free fi'oni sectarian spirit and cared little for organi-

zation. Ilis sole purpose was to convert sinners to Christ, and to re-

vive Churches to new zeal and energy.'-^ Ilis labors were crowned with

signal success. The day of judgment alone will reveal the number of

his converts, and the amount of good which he kindled by his llaming

sermons among Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, and

other denominations, as well as among the crowds of ungodly people

who were attracted by his eloquence.^

But although most of his converts fell in with existing denomina-

tions, a considerable number of them formed three separate organiza-

tions. One of them, called ' the Whitefield Methodists,' were lost

among the Independents. The other two still remain.

TUE COUNTESS OF UUNTINGDOn's CONNECTION.

Selina, Countess of Huntingdon (1707-1791), a lady of true nobility

of heart and intellect as well as rank, devoted, after the death of her

husband and four children, her time and fortune to the spread of vital

religion among the nobility and the court as well as the common peo-

ple. She purchased halls and theatres in London, Bristol, and Dublin,

built over sixty chapels, supported ministers, founded a college at

Trevecca, in Wales, and stirred up others to similar liberality. She

dispensed with her luxurious equipage and sold even her jewels for

the benefit of this work. She took Whitefield, with whose Calvin-

ism she sympathized, under her special patronage, and made him her

chaplain, and exercised a sort of leadership over his congregations.

' Sermon LIU. Vol. I. pp. 470 sqq.

' In this unselfish zeal he has a worthy successor in our day in Mr. Moody.
^ ' Whitefield's preaching was such as England never heard before—theatrical, extrava-

gant, often commotiplace. hut hushing all criticism by its intense reality, its earnestness of

belief, its deep, tremulous sympathy with the sin and sorrow of mankind. It was no common
enthusiast who could wring gold from tlie close-fisted Franklin and admiration from the

fastidious Horace \VaI]>ole, or who could look down from the top of a green knoll at Kings-

wood on twenty thousand colliers, grimy fi-om the Bristol coal-j)its, and see as he preached

the tears "making white channels down their blackened cheeks."'—Green, History nf the

English People, p. 718 (Engl. ed.). T)r. Abel Stevens, an Arminian Methodist, calls White-

field 'the most el(>(iuent, the most flaming preaclier that the Christian Church has known

since its apostolic age, whiise elcxpience sanctiiied, wakened the whole British empire' {Cen-

tenary of Amer. Methodism, p. 24).
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Hence they became known as the 'Countess of (or Lady) Hunting-

don's Connection.

Wliitelield bequeathed to the Countess his benevolent institutions

and lauds in Georgia, and this resulted in a mission to America.

The ministers of this connection are almost identical in doctrine and
Church polity with tlie Independents, hut in public worship they use to

some extent the Anglican Liturgy. Their principal institution is Ches-

uut College, in Herts.

THE WELSH CALVINISTIC METHODISTS.

Literature.

The History, Constitution, Rules of Discipline, and Confessiun <if Faith of the Calvinistic Methodists in
Wales. Drawn up b;/ their oivn Associated Ministers. Third ed. Mold, 1840.

John Huqbes : History of Welsh Methodism (in Welsh). Liverpool, 1S56, 3 vols.

William Williams: Welsh Calvinistic Methodism. An llUorical ske.t h (in English'). London, 18T2.

Whitefield's preaching through Wales, and the kindred labors of

Howell Harris, of Trevecca, Griffith Jones, Daniel Rowlands, Howell

Davies, and William Williams—most of them clergymen of the Estab-

lished Church who joined the Methodists—produced a powerful and

extensive revival, and resulted in a new connection in IT-iS, and more

fully in 1785, when the Rev. Thomas Charles, of Bala, one of the most

zealous and useful preachers of his day, joined it.*

For many years the Welsh Methodists existed without a settled

form of g(i\eri)inent or doctrinal confession.

In 1823 it was unanimously agreed at the Associations of Aberyst-

with and Bala to issue in the Welsh language such a document, to-

gether with a sketch of the origin and early history of the denomina-

tion. An English edition was published in 1827.

The Confession of Faith consists of forty-four chapters, and accords

substantially in spirit and arrangement with the Westminster Confes-

sion, though it is far inferior to it in ability and accuracy.

The articles in which it differs fro'-U the Wesleyan scheme are Arts.

v., XIL, and XXXIY., which are as follows

:

' Charles graduated at Oxford as A.B. in 1778, labored seven years as a clergyman of the

Established Church, united himself with the Calvinistic Metiiodists in 1785, and drew up in

1790 a series of Rules for conducting Associations or Quarterly Meetings. He was one of

the founders of the British and Foreign Bible Society.

Vol. I.—M m m
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v.— 0/ the Decree of God.

God. from eternity, according to the counsel of his own will, and for the manifestation

and exaltation of his glorious attributes, decreed all things which he should perform in time

and to eternity, in the creation and governing of his cre^vtures, and in the salvation of sinners

i)f the human race: yet in such a manner that he is neither the Author of sin, nor does he
force the will of liis creatures in the fultillmeiii of liis decree; and tliis decree of God is not

depended on any thing in a creature, nor yet on the f(irei<nowiedge of (iod: but rather God
knows that such and such circumstances will take phu;e, because he lias oidained that it

should he so. God's decree is intinitely wise, ])erfectly righteous, and existing from eternity;

it is a free, an ample, a secret, gracious, holy, good, an unciiangeable and etl'ectual decree.

XII.— Of the Election of Grace.

God from eternity elected and ordained Clirist to be a Coven-int Head, a Mediator, and a

Surety to his Chinch ; to redeem and to save it. God also elected in ( 'hrist a couiuless mul-
tituile out of every tribe, tongue, peojde, and naticni, to holiness and evvirlasting life; and
every means were empli)yed U) effect this purjiose most securely. This election is eternal,

righteous, sovereign, unconditional, peculiar or jjerstnuil, anil unchangeable. It wrongs
none, though God has ji stiy left some witJiout being elected, yet he has not wronged them

:

they are in the same condition as if there liad been no election; and had there been no elec-

tion, no Hesh had been saved.

XXXIV.— Of Perseverance in Grace.

Those whom God has made acceptable in the Beloved, whom he has effectually called, and
whom the Spirit sanctifies, can not completely and forever fall from a state of grace, but

they shall asstn-edly be supported unto the end, and they shall be saved. Their perseverance
depends not on their own will. Unt on the nnciiangeableness of tiie purpose of (iod, the elec-

tion of grace, the power of the Father's love, the sufficiency of the pni])itiation of ("hrist, the

success of his intercession, union with him, tlie indwelling of the Spirit wiiiiin them, the seed
of God imniaiited in their souls, the nature and strength of the covenant, and the promise
and oath of God. Founded on these things, jierseverance is certain and unfailing. Though
they may. thiough the tem))tations of Satan and the world, tlie great )>ower of tiieir indwell-

ing corruption, and the neglect of using the means for their support, fall into sins, and re-

main in them for some time, and thus displease God, grieve the Holy Spirit, injure their

grace, lose their comfort, harden their hearts, sting their consciences, draw a temjioral judg-
ment upon themselves, harm others, and disgrace the cause of (iod. yet they shall be kejjt

by the power of God through faith to salvation, though their falls will be felt most bitterly by
them.

Those who continue to live quietly in sin, and comfort themselves that they are in a gracious

state, show evident signs that they are self-ileceivers. For liy perseverance in grace is not

meant the continuing to enjoy and to inherit external Gos|)el jirivileges merely ; but a con-

tinuance in holiness, diligence, watchfulness, a holy temper and walk..and a scrupulous ob-

servance of every duty. There is nothing more o))posed to sin than a perseverance in grace
;

and whosoever shall thus continue in grace to the end shall be saved.
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§ 113. The Catholic Apostolic Church (called Irvingites).

Literature.

I. Sources.

Edward Irving: Workx, collected aud edited by his nephew, the Rev. G. Cailyle. London, 1864-65,

5 vol.«.

MicHAKL Houl: Bruchsti'icke mis derti Lebeii und den Schriften E. Irving's. St. Galleu, 1839; 2d ed.

1850.

Mrs. M. O.W. Olipuant: The Life of Edivard Irving, Minister of the Xational Scotch Church, London,

illuMrated by hin Journals and Correspondence. London and New York (Harpers), 1862.

A Testimony to the King of England, and another to the Bishops of England. London, 1836. (Anony-

mous. Prepared by the Apostles.)

A Testimony addressed to all Patriarchs, Archbishops, and Bishops, and the Reigning Sovereigiis of Chris-

tendom. 1837. (Anonymous.)
Liturgy and other Divine Offices of the Church. London, 1842. Drawn up by the 'Apostles,' and

enlarged from time to time.

C. M. Carre : The First and Last Days of the Church of Christ. Loudon, 1851.

Readings upon the Liturgy. (By one of the Apostles.) London, 1852.

The Catechism. (The English Episcopal Catechism enlarged.)

Thomas Caklyle (one of the Apostles) : The Door of Hope for Britain, an i The Door of Hope for Chris-

tendom. London, 1S53. By the same : Apostles Given, Lost, Restored : Pleadings with my Mother.

Rev. William Dow (one of the Apostles, originally a Scotch Presbyt.) : First Principles of the Doc-

trine of Christ. Edinb. 1856. By the same: A Series of Discourses on Practical and Doctrinal Subjects.

Ediub. 1853 ; 2d series, Edinb. 1860.

Rev. J. S. Davenport: Edward Irving and the Catholic Apostolic Church. New York, 1863. By the

same: Christian Unity and its Recovery. New York, 1866. By the same: Letter to Bishop Whitehouse:

The Church and the Epincopate. Montieal, 1873.

W.W.Andrews: The True Constitution of the Church and its Restoration. New York, 1854. By the

same: Review of Mrs. OliphanVs Life of E.Irving, in the 'New-Englander' for July and Oct. 1863. By
the same: The Catholic Apostolic Church, its History, Organization, Doctrine, and Worship, in the 'Bib-

liotheca Sacra' for Jan. and April, 1866. Andover, Mass. By the same: The True Marks of the Church.

Hartford, 1867.

Rev. Nicholas Armstrong (one of the Apostles): Sermons on Various Subjects. 2d ed. London, 1870.

By the same: Homilies on the Epistles and Gospels. Loudon, 1870.

Rev. T. Groser : Sermo?i.s, 1st aud 2d series. London, 1871 aud 1874.

Apostles' Doctrine and Fellowship. Anonymous. London, 1871.

The Purpose of God in Creation and Redemption. Anonymous. 4th ed. Edinburgh, 1874.

Readings for the Szmdays and Hoiydays of the Church's Year. Anonymous. London, 1875.

The Dispensation of the Parousia. Hartford, 1876.

Various writings of Henry Drcmmond (one of the Apostles), Ciias. Bohm, C. Rothe, A. Koppen,
Ernst Gaab, Rosstauscuer (author of an essay 'On the Gift of Tongues,' and a history of the move-
ment under the title Der Atifbau der Kirche Christi avf den urspri'mglichen Grundlagen), and especially

H. W. J. Thiersch (the Tertullian of this modern Montauism, and its most learned minister in Germany,
who wrote Lectures on Catholicism and Protestantism, 1848, on the Canon of the .V. T., 1845, on the Church

in the Apostolic Age, 1852, aud other excellent works).

II. Ckitioisms.

Dk Qcinoey, in Literary Reminiscences, Vol. II.

Thomas Carlyle, in 'Eraser's Magazine' for Jan. 1835.

Articles on Irving in 'Edinburgh Review' for Oct. 1862; 'North British Review' for Aug. 1862;

'Blackwood's Magazine' for Nov. 1858, and June, 1862; 'London Quarterly Review' for Oct. 1862;
' Methodist Quarterly Review,' Jan. 1849, 1863.

Philip Sohaff: Der Irvingismus und die Kirchenfrage, in his 'Deutscher Kirchenfreund,' Jahrg. III.

1850, pp. 49 sqq. 81 sqq. 161 sqq. 223 sqq. Mercersburg, Pa.

G. W. Lehmann- Ueber die Irvingianer. Hamburg, 1853.

Comp. J. L. Jaoobi: Die Lehre der Irvingiten oder der sogenannten apostolischen Gemeinde verglichen

mit der heiligen Schrift. Berlin, 1868.

EDWARD IRVING.

Edward Irving, the herald and pioneer of the ' Catholic Apostolic

Church,' was born at Annan, in Scotland, 1792, and died in the vigor
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of manhood at Glasgow, Dec. 8, 1834, where he lies buried in the

crjpt of the cathedral. He belonged to the Presbyterian Church,

and for several years (1819-1822) labored in Glasgow as the assist-

ant of the great and good Dr. Chalmers.

In 1822 he accepted a call to the Caledonian Chapel, Ilatton Gar-

den, London, and at once became the most powerful and popular

preacher of the metropolis. He was at that time overflowing with

bodily and spiritual life and energy. He excelled in the noblest

gifts of eloquence, cultivated on the models of Hooker and Jeremy

Taylor. Lofty thoughts clothed in gorgeous, semi-poetic language,

devotional fervor, a solemn manner, a sonorous voice, a quaint an-

tique style, a broad Scotch accent, an imposing flgure, bushy hair

flowing down in I'inglets, a beaming face (which reminded Sir Walter

Scott of that of the Saviour on Italian pictures), all combined to at-

tract large and intelligent audiences, and to secure their closest atten-

tion, as if they listened to a messenger from the presence of the great

Jehovah. De Quincey judged him to be, more than any man he ever

saw, 'a son of thunder, and unquestionably by many degrees the great-

est orator of our times.' He attracted people from all classes—noble-

men, statesmen, and authors. When on a visit to Edinburgh and

Glasgow, he roused the population at sunrise from their beds to hear

his discourses. He shook the kingdom with his eloquence.

While he ruled like a monarch from his pulpit, he was a docile pupil

of Coleridge, and received from the suggestive conversations of the

old sage seeds of truth which seriously modifled his Scotch Calvinistic

creed. He now made more account of the incarnation and the true

humanity of Christ, maintaining that he assumed oui- fallen^ i. e.,

temptable, mortal, corruptible nature, yet without sin itself, into com-

plete fellowship with his divine person. This exposed him to the

charge of denying the sinlessness of our Saviour, which was far fi'om

his thoughts. He also gave a large place to the hope of the glorious

return of Christ, and the revival of the miraculous gifts of the Spirit

in the Church.

In these views he was greatly strengthened by the sudden i-eap-

pearance of what he believed to be the supernatural gifts of tongues,

prophesying, and healing. These manifestations first occurred in the

spring of 1830 in the west of Scotland, on the shores of the Clyde,
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among some pious Presbyterian men and women, who believe'! that

their oi-gans of speech M-ere made nse of by the Spirit of God for the

ntteranee of liis thoughts and intentions. Sevei-al persons from Lon-

don, on hearing of these things, visited Scotland, and, on their return,

held prayer- meetings in private houses, attended by devout members

of different denominations. They united in supplications for the

restoration of spiritual gifts. In April, 1831, the same manifesta-

tions took place among members of the Church of England and

friends of Irving in London. The ' prophesyings ' were addressed to

the audience in intelligible English, and i-esembled the solemn exhoita-

tions of Quakers moved by the Spirit. The speaking in tongues con-

sisted of soliloquies of the speaker, or dialogues between him and God

which no one could understand. The burden of the prophetic utter-

ances was the judgments impending on the apostate Church, the speedy

coming of Christ, and the duty of preparing his way.'

Similar manifestations of ecstatic utterances in seasons of powerful

religious excitement appeared among the Montanists in the second

century, the persecuted Protestants in France, called the 'Prophets of

Cevennes,' and among the early Quakers.

These extraordinary proceedings naturally led to a rupture between

Irving and the Presbytery of London (1832). He was turned out of

the church built for him in Pegent Square, and ultimately deposed

from the ministry of the Church of Scotland by the Presbytery of

Annan (1833), from which he had received his first license to preach.

On being driven from Regent Square, he was followed by the larger

part of his congregation to Newman Street ; and the following year,

when his Presbyterian orders had been taken from him, he humbly

submitted to reordination by one whom he received as an apostle.

He never rose beyond the position of an ' angel,' or pastor, in the new

Church, and, after less than two years of great labors and sufferings,

passed from this world of trial into the regions of light.

' See A BriefAccount of a Visit to some of the Brethren in the West of Scot/and, London,

1831 (J. Nisbet); Robert Baxter (first a believer in the divine origin and then in the Sa-

tanic origin of these gifts): Narrative of Facts characteristic of the Supernatural Manifesta-

tions in Members of Mr.Irvinfs Congregation and other Individuals, in England and Scotland,

andformerly in the Writer himself Lond. (Nisbit), 1833 ; Hohl, 1. c. (quoted in my Hist, of
the Apost. Ch. § 55, p. 198). Comp. also Stanley, Comment, on the Epp. to the Corinthians,

4th ed. London, 1876, pp. 2.50 sqq.
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He is little mentioned in the writings of his followers, and is re

garded by them merely as a forerunner or John the Baptist, not as

the founder of their community. His brilliant meteoric career, lofty

character, and sad end created profound interest and sympathy. Dr.

Chalmers, on hearing of his death, said that ' he was one in whom the

graces of the humble Christian were joined to the virtues of the old

Roman.' Thomas Carlyle, his countryman and early friend, thus char-

acterizes Irving: 'He was appointed a Christian priest, and strove with

the whole force that was in him to be it. I call him, upon the whole,

the best man I have ever, after trial enough, found in this world, or

now hope to lind."

THE CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC CHURCH.

This remarkable man, whose purity and piety can be as little doubt-

ed as his genius and eloquence, whatever may be thought of his sound-

ness and judgment, gave the strongest if not the first impulse to the

religious movement which, since its organization, is usually called

after his name, but which calls itself ' The Catholic Apostolic

Church.' 2 It took full shape and form after his death, as it claims,

under supernatural direction. It is one of the unsolved enigmas of

Church history : it combines a high order of piety and humility of in-

dividual members with astounding assumptions, which, if well found-

ed, would require the submission of all Christendom to the authority

of its inspired apostles.

' When he adds, 'Oh foulest Circean draught, thou poison of popular applause! madness

is in thee, and death ; thy end is Bedlam and the grave,' he seems to cast a reflection on

Irving's character which is not justified by f\\cts; for Mrs. Olipiiant's Life shows him to have

willingly sacrificed popularity to his convictions.

' ' Thev do not lay claim to the name Calhclir Apostolic, as exclusively their own, but they

use it as a proper designation of the one body of Christ, of which they are an organic part,

and they refuse to be called by any other. They do this on the ground that it is wrong to

affix to the Church the name of an eminent leader, like Luther or Calvin or Wesley; or

one founded upon some feature of Church })olity, such as Episcopal, Presbyterian, or Con-

gregational ; or one derived from some peculiar doctrine or rite, as Baf)tist or Free-will

Baptist; or one exjjressing geograjjhical limitations, such as Roman, Greek, Anglican, or

Moravian. The essential characteristic of a thing should be ex|)ressed by its name, and the

Church has for its three chief features. Unit;/, as the only organism of which Christ is head;

Catholicity, as having a universal mission; and Apostolicity, as sent by Christ into the world,

even as he was sent by the Father. It is a significant fact that this name, adopted in the

Nicene Creed, has practically every where been changed, as into the Roman Catholic, the

^reek Orthodox, the Protestant Episcopal, or something still narrower and more sectarian."

^^W. W. Andrews, in Biblioth. Sacra, 1. c.
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The modern 'Apostolic' Church believes and teaches that the Lord,

M'lio will soon appear in glory, has graciously restored, or at least

begun to restore liis one true Church, by reviving the primitive super-

natural offices and gifts, which formed the bridal outfit of the apostolic

age, but were soon afterwards lost or marred by the ingratitude and

unbelief of Christendom. It claims to have apostles, prophets, and

evangelists for the general care of the Church, and angels (or bish-

ops), presbyters (or priests), and deacons for the care of particular con-

gregations. All officers are called by the Holy Ghost through the

voice of the prophets, except the deacons, who are chosen by the con-

gregation as its representatives. They form a more complete hierarchy

than that of the Episcopal or even the Greek and Roman Churches,

whose bishops never claimed to be inspired apostles, but only succes-

sors of the apostles.

If the twelve modern apostles were truly called by Christ and en-

dowed with all the powers and functions of that unique office, men

will naturally look for sufficient evidence of the fact. But nine of

these apostles died before 1876, and their vacancies have not been

filled, nor are they expected to be filled. The Church, then, is re-

lapsing into the same destitute condition which, according to their own

theory, preceded this movement.' Their only hope is in the speedy

return of our Lord.

To this apostolic hierarchy corresponds a liighly ritualistic worship,

with a solemn liturgy, based upon the Anglican and ancient Greek

liturgies, and with an elaborate symbolism, derived from a fanciful in-

terpretation of the Jewisli tabernacle as a type of the woi"ship of the

Christian Church in the wilderness.

In this hierarchical constitution and ritualistic worship consists the

chief peculiarity of this community. Its ministers and members

have accordingly a very high idea of the Church and of the Sacra-

ments. They are strict believers in baptismal regeneration and the

real presence, though neither in the Roman nor the Lutheran sense.

' From a conversation with a learned minister of that Church, to whom I mentioned this

difficulty, I infer that he at least—I do not know how many more—regards its testimony as

a partial failure, or merely as a temporary provision, to be superseded by a better one. An-

other writes to me in answer to the same question :
' We are quite ready to admit failure,

great failure, so far as to the present effects of the movement upon Christendom. But in-

trinsically, and in relation to God's plans, we do not think it a failure.'
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Tliey reject transubstaiitiation and consubstantiation as well as the

merely symbolical presence, and hold to the spiritual real presence of

Calvin, but combine with it the view of Irena3us and other early fa-

thers, that the elements, after being consecrated by the invocation of

the Holy Ghost, have a heavenly and spiritual, as well as a material

character, and ai-e antitypes of the body and blood of Christ. They

regard the encharist as the centre of Christian worship, and not only

as a sacrament, but also as a sacrifice in the patristic sense of a thank-

offering, and they connect with it a commemoration of the departed.

They are, upon the whole, the highest of High-Churchmen. They are

in this respect the very antipodes of the Plymouth Brethi-en, the low-

est of Low-Churchmen and the most independent of Independents,

although both agree in their antagonism to the historical Churches

and their expectation of the speedy coming of the Lord.

Yet, on the other hand, the L-vingites are unquestionably Protestant,

and accept the positive results of the Reformation. They reject the

Pope, not indeed as the Antichrist or ' the man of sin,' who will be re-

vealed in the last times as the outgrowth of unbelief and lawlessness,

but as an antichristian usurper of supreme authority in the Church,

In their general belief they are as orthodox as any other denomination.

They receive the whole Scriptures with devout reverence as their su-

preme guide. They lay stress on the oecumenical creeds, and embody

them in their liturgical services. In catechetical instruction they use the

Anglican Catechism, with an additional part inculcating their peculiar

views about the constitution and order of the Christian Church. They

manifest a catholic spirit, and sustain, as individuals, fraternal relations

with members of other denominations. Upon the whole, they have

most sympathy with the Episcopal Church, from which they received

the majority of their original members. Of their apostles, eight were

Anglicans (including two clergymen and two members of Parliament),

three Presbyterians, and one Independent. Their main strength is

in London, where they have seven churches, after the model of the

seven churches in Asia Minor. They have also congregations in many

of the principal cities in England and Scotland, and in some parts of

the Continent of Europe, especially North Germany; while in Roman

Catholic countries and in America they have made little or no progress.

The Irvingite movement has directed the attention of many serious
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minds to a deeper study of the supernatural order and outfit of the

Apostolic Church, the divisions and reunion of Cliristendoui, and the

eschatological questions connected with the second advent.

STATEMENT OF THE KEV. W. W. ANDREWS.

With these remarks we introduce a fuller inside account of the

Catholic Apostolic Church, which was kindly prepared for this work

by the Rev. W. W. Andrews, of Wetherslield, Conn. He has been

thoroughly acquainted w^th the movement from the beginning, and

is highly esteemed by all who know him as a Christian gentleman and

scholar

:

'The body of Christians who call themselves by the name of the Catholic Apostolic

Chukch, not as exclusively their own, but because it is the proper designation of the one

Catholic Church, is distinguished from all other Christian communions by the claim to the

possession of gifts and ministries which, after having been long lost or suspended in their

exercise, they believe to be now again restored to prepare the way for the coming and king-

dom of the Lord.

History.

'The history of this religious movement can be given in few words. About the beginning

of the second quarter of the present century, there Avas much prayer in many countries, but

especially in Great Britain, for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost; and early in the year

1830 supernatural manifestations occurred in several parts of Scotland, in devout members

of the Presbyterian Church, in the form of tongues, prophesyings, and healings. The fol-

lowing year similar manifestations took place in London, first in members of the Church of

England, and afterwards among other religious bodies.

'Towards the end of the year 1832, by which time the supernatural character and divine

origin of these spiritual phenomena had been abundantly attested, and a considerable number

of persons had become believers, another and most important step was taken in the restora-

tion of the apostolic office. The will of God that certain men should serve him as apostles

was made known through supernatural utterances of the Holy Ghost by prophets, as when,

at Antioch, he said, " Separate me Barnabas and Saul for the work whereunto I have called

them." The apostolate to the Gentiles, begun in the calling of Paul, but then left unfinished,

the Lord now, at the end of the dispensation, set his hand to restore ; and by the middle of

the year 1835 the full number was completed, and they entered as a twelvefold Apostolic

College on the work of caring for the whole Christian Church. As Great Britain had been

chosen of God to be the centre of this catholic movement, one of the first duties laid upon

the restored apostles was the preparing of a Testimony to the Bishops of the Church of Eng-
land and Ireland, and of another to the King's Privy Council, in which they pointed out the

sins and perils of those lands, and testified to the coming of tlie Lord as the only hope of

mankind, and to the work of the Holy Ghost as the necessary means of preparation.

' A year or two later, they addressed a more full and complete testimony, of the same gen-

eral character, to all the Rulers in Church and State throughout Christendom. They did

this, because it was their duty, from the nature of their office, to seek the blessing of the

whole flock of God. Apostles alone have universal jurisdiction, as they alone receive their

commission directly from the Lord ; and it belonged to them, when restored towards the close

of the long history of the Church, to take up those questions in respect to doctrine, organiza-

tion, and worship which had broken the unity of Christendom ; and having examined the
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creeds and rites and usages of every part, to separate the evil from the good, and to stamp

with their apostolic authority every fragment of divine truth and order which had been pre-

served. This tliey have been doing for moie than forty years, and the results to which they

have arrived may be thus briefly stated.

Doctrines.

' They hold the holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments (the Old Testament as re-

ceived from the Jews, without the Apocryplia) to contain the sum and substance of all divine

revelations, and therefore to be the supreme and infallible standard of doctrine.

'But they also believe that Christ s promise to be with his Cliurdi to the end of the world

has not been made void, and that the Holy Spirit has borne a living witness to the one faith

in all generations; and they have adopted the three great creeds commonly called the Ajios-

tles', the Nicene, and the Athanasian, as expressing more clearly than any others the belief

of the Universal Church. The great doctrines of the lioly Trinity, the incarnation, the atoning

death and bodily resurrection of the Lord, his ascension and high priestly work in heaven, the

descent of the Holy Ghost to draw men to Christ, and to regenerate, sanctify, and endow with

heavenly gifts them that believe, together with the second personal coming of the Lord to

judge the quick and the dead, and to administei' eternal letributions, they hold in their plain

and obvious import, in harmony with the whole Orthodox Church, Greek, Roman, and Prot-

estant.

' These creeds they have appointed to be used in divine worship: the Apostles', at the daily

morning and evening services ; the Nicene, in the ordinary celebrations of the eucharist on the

Lord's Day ; and the Athanasian, four times in the year, at the great festivals of Christmas,

Easter, Pentecost, and All-Saints. They use the Nicene Creed in the form in which the

Western Church receives it, retaining the Filiaqne, but not condemning the Eastern Church

for using it in the form in which it was left by the Council of Constantinople.

' In respect to the great central truth of the incarnation, the key to all the purposes and

works of God, they teach that the second Person in the adorable Godhead, the only and

eternally begotten Son, became man by assuming our entire humanity—body, soul, and spirit

—under the conditions of the fall, but without sin, through the overshadowing of the Holy

Ghost. They reject, therefore, the dogma of the immaculate conception of the mother of the

Lord as against the truth of holy Scripture, which declares the whole human race to have

been involved in the fall of the first Adam. They teach that by being born of a mother of the

fallen race, he took the common nature of man, with all its infirmities, bindens, and liabili-

ties, so that he could be tempted in all points like as we are, and be dealt with in all things

by the Father as the representative of mankind. But they also make prominent the work of

the Holy Ghost in eflfecting the incarnation, holding that it was through his presence and

power that the Son of God was conceived of the Virgin Mary, and afterwards anointed for

his public ministry ; so that while it was a divine person who became incarnate, he had no

advantage of his Godhead in his earthly life, but did every thing as man upheld, guided, and

energized by the Holy Ghost.

' They hold, with the Church of England, and all the great leaders of the Reformation, that

the death of the Lord Jesus Christ was " a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and

satisfaction for the sins of the whole world" (and not merely for those of the elect) ; and on

this ground they stand aloof both from the rationalism which denies its vicarious and expiatory

natin-e, and from the Roman doctrine of the mass, which teaches that the sacrifice of the

cross needs to be supplemented by the sacrifices of the eucharist, in which the Lamb of God
is continually immolated afresh.

' But they go beyond the theology of the Reformation in respect to the Church, which they

k)ok upon as the fruit of the death and resurrection of Christ, and of the descent of the Holy

Ghost which followed his ascension ; and as differing, therefore, fundamentally iti its spirit-

ual essence and prerogatives from all the companies of the faithful in the preceding dispensa-

tions. They believe that in rising from the dead he became the fountain of a new life, the

head of a redeemed humanity, of which those who believe in him are made partakers by the
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operations of the Holy Ghost working in and through the ordinances of his Church. The

Sacraments of Baptism and the LoriFs Supper are the divinely appointed means of conveying

and nourisiiing this new Hte of his lesurrectiou, by the implanting and energizing of which

the whole multitude of the faithful are made to be the One Body of Christ.

'As to the structure and endowments of the Church, they hold that its original constitu-

tion contains the abiding law for all generations. The fourfold ministry of ajiustles, proph-

ets, evangelists, and pastors, first fulfilled by the Lord himself when upon earth, was con-

tinued in his Church after he had gone into heaven, because it was the necessary instrumen-

tality of conveying his manifold giace and blessing, and of bringing his Body to the stature

of his fullness (Eph. iv. 11-16). The Holy Ghost was given to be the permanent possession

of his peojile ; and the apostles reject the common distinction between ordinary and extraor-

dinary gifts as wholly unscriptural, and as restraining the manifestations of the Spirit. They

lay great stress upon the connection of the descent of the Comforter with the glorifying of the

Lord Jesus (John vii. 39), and teach that the object of his mission was to reveal the glory and

manifest the energies of the iMan whom God had exalted from the weakness and dishonor of

the grave to his own right hand. Supernatural gifts and miraculous workings are therefore

in accordance witli the nature of the dispensation, which began with the resurrection of the

Lord, and is to end with the resurrection of his saints.

Worship.

' Its chief featui'es are the celebration of the Eucharist on every Lord's day; services at six

in the morning and five in the evening of every day in the year, requiring for their complete

fulfillment the three ministries of angel, priests, and deacons ; the observance of the great

feasts of the Church, excluding those in honor of particular saints; and a monthly service by

the seven churches in London gathered into one as a symbol of the Universal Church, which

is also observed in all the congregations throughout the world.

' The holy Eucharist is made to be the centre of worship, of which Christ, the great High-

Priest in the heaveiis, is the leader, and the Mosaic ritual the shadow and type. The show-

ing to the Father of that one sacrifice of the cross, which is the basis of all intercession, is

effected by the Lord himself, by his own bodily presence in heaven; and the Church is enabled

to do the same upon the earth by means of that sacrament in which he places in her hands

the symbols and spiritual reality of his body and blood. The eucharist is regarded as the

antitype of the priestly act of Melchizedek in bringing forth bread and wine to Abraham, the

father of the faithful, from whom he received the tenth of all ; and in the offertory, both the

tithes and the offerings of the people are brought up and presented to God as an act of wor-

ship.

'As the death of the cross was itself the fulfillment of all the bloody sacrifices of the Law,

the commemoration of it in the holy Supper becomes the distinguishing Christian rite, from

which all other acts of worship, especially the daily morning and evening services—the anti-

type of the daily services of the Tabernacle—derive their life and power. All the purest and

most catholic parts of all the rituals of Christendom have been gathered up and woven to-

gether, to form, with such additions as the present exigencies of the Church demand, a com-

prehensive and organic system of worship, at once purely Scriptural, and embodying the rich-

est liturgical treasures of the past. Among the errors and superstitions which have been

weeded out are transubstantiation, the worship of the Virgin Mary and of saints and angels,

the use of images and pictures, and prayers for deliverance from purgatorial fires. But in re-

jecting the corruption of the truth, the truth itself has not been cast away ; and the doctrine

of the real presence (as a spiritual mystery involving no physical change of the elements), the

thankful and reverential mention of the Mother of the Loid ("' And with the holy angels, and

with thy C/hurch in all generations, we call her blessed"), and continual supplications and in-

tercessions in behalf of the faithful departed, that they "may rest in the peace of God, and

awake to a joyful resurrection," all have place in the services appointed by the apostles.
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Organization and Unity of the Church.

'The unity of the Church is held as a fundamental fact, resulting from the acts and opera-

tions of God, and not from the agreements and confederacies of men. There is one Body
of Christ, embracing all who have been baptized in the name of the Father, and of the Son,

and of the Holy Ghost (though, like the unfruitful branches of the vine, many may at last

be cut out and cast away) ; and, in the absence of the Head, the harmonious intercommunion

of the members is secured by the inworking of the One Spirit, and by a ministry proceeding

immediately from the Head, and having jurisdiction over all the parts. The distinction be-

tween the Church Universal and the local or particular churches which compose it, is sharply

drawn in the organization which has been develojied under the rule of the apostles. The
apostles themselves are the great Catholic ministry, tiirough which guidance and blessing are

conveyed to the whole body, and they are assisted in their work by jirophets, evangelists, and

pastors.

' But each particular church, when fully organized, is under the rule of an angel, or chief

pastor or bishop, with presbyters and deacons helping him in their subordinate places. It is

his office to stand continually at his own altar at the head of his flock, carrying on the wor-

ship of God, cherishing and directing the gifts of the Holy Ghost, and exercising the pastoral

charge over all the souls committed to his care. The threefold ministry of Episcopacy (and,

in a lower form, of Presbyterianism) is here united with the cential authority which Home
has wrongfully sought to attain by exalting her bishop to the place of universal headship.

The Second Coming.

'In respect to eschatology, they hold, with the Church of the first three centuries, that the

second coming of the Lord precedes and introduces the millennium ; at the beginning of

which the first resurrection takes place, and at the close the general resui'iection, with the

final judgment and its eternal retributions to the righteous and the wicked. This perind of

a thousand years will be marked by the jjresence of the Lord and his risen and translated

saints upon or in near proximity to the earth, then freed, at least ])artially, from the curse ; by

the re-establishment of the tribes of Israel in their own land, in fulfillment of tiie promises to

their fathers, with Jerusalem rebuilt, to be the metropolitan centre of blessing to .-dl na-

tions ; and by the bringing of all the families of mankind into the obedience and order and

blessedness of the kingdom of God.
' The restoration of the primitive gifts and ministries, like the ministries of Noah and of John

the Baptist at the close of the antediluvian and Jewish dispensations, is to prepare for the usher-

ing in of this next stage of God's actings. The order of events is to be as follows : The im-

mediate and special work of the apostles is to gather and make ready a company of first-fruits,

described (Rev. vii. 1-8) as sealed with the seal of the living God—the gift of the Holy Ghost

bestowed by the hands of the apostles (Eph. i. 18; Acts xix. 1-5)—and as organized after a

twelvef<ild law, of which the type was given in the structure of the twelve tribes of Israel.

They are sealed while the angels are holding back the winds of judgment, before the great

tribulation (Rev. vii. 14) is let loose upon the earth, that in them the Lord's words may be ful-

filled, and they be counted worthy to escape all the things that are coming to pa.ss, and to

stand before ttie Son of Man (Luke xxi. .3G).

' But the taking away of the first-fruits is only the first stage of the mighty work to be done

in the biinging of this disjiensation to a close. It is to be followed by the revelation of the

Man of Sin. the infidel Antichrist, who will be successfully resisted for a time by the two

witnesses (Rev. xi. 3-12), but will at length prevail over them, and for a short time rule the

nations with the tyrannizing power and lurid splendors of the pit. In the midst of the terrors

of that great tribulation the harvest will be reMjied, and all the faithful gathered into the garner

of the great Husbandman ; and thereu[)on will be the vintage of wrath (Rev. xiv. 1.5-20), and

the Lord will come forth to tread the wine-))ress of his Father's indignation, and to cast the

beast and the false prophet into the lake of fire.
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Prospects.

' They regard tlie failure of their labors to gather the Churches of Christendom into their

communion as being after tlie analogy of the failures at the close of all preceding dispensa-

tions, and as furnishing no argument against the reality of their divine mission.

' The apostles do not, therefore, expect to have a large following at this stage of God's work.

As a sheaf of tirst-fruits to the harvest, such will be the relation of the few who receive their

testimony to the great multitude who will be saved out of the fiery trial of the time of the

Antichrist. Nor does their faith fail because many of their brethren have been taken away

by death, and it has pleased God to leave their places unfilled ; for they look upon this as an

indication that their present work is neaily finished, and that the Lord will soon take those

who shall be found ready, to stand with him upon Mount Zion, safe in his hiding-place,

while he pours out the vials of his wrath upon the earth. It would seem that the two apos-

tolates at the beginning and the end of the dispensation form the company of the four-and-

twenty elders who sit on thrones around the throne of the great King (Rev. iv. 4), partakers

of his dominion, and associated with him in his work ofjudgment and rule.

Relation to other Churches.

'This brief statement of the position and doctrines of the "Catholic Apostolic Church"

shows the grounds of their refusal to be called by any other name than belongs to the whole

community of the baptized. They are a part of the one Church, diftering from their bretliren

in being gathered under the proper ministries of the Church universal, and in being organized

according to the original law of the Church as defined by St. Paul when speaking of the Body
of Christ (1 Cor. xii.). They hold the one faith, the one hope, and the one baptism ; and,

without departing from the exact and literal teachings of the New Testament, they have added

to these the larger statements of truth which have been the fiuits of God's presence with his

Church through all her generations.

' Having its origin among the Protestant Churches, and retaining all the great truths pertain-

ing to the cross of Christ, for which the Reformation was a noble and successful struggle, this

Catholic work has laid under contribution the rich stores of the Greek and Roman commun-
ions, and is leading the Church on into still deeper knowledge of the purposes of God con-

tained in holy Scripture, by means of the living ministers of Christ and the revelations of the

Holy Ghost, to the end of preparing her as a bride for the marriage of the Lamb.'

§ 114. The Articles of the Evangelical Alliance.

Literature.

Report of the Proceedings of the Conference, held at Freemasons' Hall, London, from Atigust 'i'^th to

September 2d inclusive, 1S46. Published by Order of the Conference. London (Partridge & Oakey, Pater-

noster Row), 184T.

Comp. al^o the Proceedings of the Seven General Conferences of the Alliance, held at London, 1851, Paris,

355, Berlin, 185T, Geneva, 1S61, Anisterdain, 18CT, New York, 18T3, and Basle, 1879, all published in Eng-
lish, some also in the Germau, French, Dutch, and other languages.

The Genenil Conference of New York, the first held on American soil, was the most important,

and its proceedings (published by Harper & Brothers, N. Y. 1874) form au interesting panoramic view

of the intellectual and spiritual state of the Christian world at that time.

CHARACTER AND AIM OF THE ALLIANCE.

The ' Evangelical Alliance ' is not an ecclesiastical organization, and

has, therefore, no authority to issue and enforce an ecclesiastical creed

or confession of faith. It is a voluntary society for the manifestation

and promotion of Christian union, and for the protection of religions

liberty. Its object is not to bring about an organic union of Churches,
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nor a confederation of independent Churches, but to exhibit and to

strengthen union and co-operation among individual members of differ-

ent Protestant denominations without interfering with their respective

ijreeds and internal affairs. It aims to realize the idea of such a Chris-

tian union as is consistent with denominational distinctions and varieties

in doctrine, worship, and government. It may ultimately lead to a closer

approximation of the Churches themselves, but it may and does exist

without ecclesiastical union ; and ecclesiastical union would be worthless

without Christian union. It is remarkable tliat our Lord, in his sacer-

dotal prayer, which is the magna charta of Christian union, makes no

reference to the Church or to any outward organization. The com-

munion of saints has its source and centre in their union with Christ,

and this reflects his union with the Fatlier.

The Alliance extends to all nationalities and languages, but is con-

fined, so far, to Christians who hold what is understood to be the Scrip-

tural or evangelical system of faith as professed by the Churches of the

Reformation and their legitimate descendants. It thus embraces Epis-

copalians, Lutherans, Presbyterians, Congregationalists, Baptists, Meth-

odists, Moravians, and other orthodox Protestants, but it excludes Ro-

man and Greek Catholics on the one hand, and tlie antitrinitarian

Protestants on the other. The Quakers, though unwisely excluded

by Art. IX., are in full sympathy with one of the two chief objects of

the Alliance—the advocacy of religious liberty.

THE CONFERENCE OF 18i6.

The call to the London Conference of 1846 for the formation of an

Evangelical Alliance against infidelity was sufficiently liberal to encour-

age all orthodox Protestants to attend without doing any violence to

their confessional conscience. But the High-Church elements, from

aversion to miscellaneous ecclesiastical company, kept aloof, and left

the enterprise in the hands of the evangelical Low-Church and Broad-

Church ranks of Protestantism. The meeting was overwhelmingly

English, and controlled by Episcopalians, Scotch Presbyterians, and

English Dissenters. Next to them, America was best represented, and

exerted the most influence. The delegation from the Continent was

numerically small, but highly respectable. The whole number of at-

tendants was over eight hundred ministers and laymen, from about
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fifty distinct ecclesiastical organizations of Protestant Christendom,

among them many scholars and ministers of the highest Christian stand-

ing in their respective Churches and countries. Those who took the

most active part in the proceedings were Sir Culling Eardley Smith

(President), E. Bickersteth, B. W. Noel, W. M. Bunting, J. Angell James,

Dr. Steane, Wm. Arthur, T. Binney, O. Winslow, Andrew Beed, of Eng-

land ; Norman Macleod, W. Cunningham, W. Arnot, B. Buchanan,

James Begg, James Henderson, Ralph AVardlaw, of Scotland; Drs.

Samuel H. Cox, Lyman Beecher, W, Patton, Robert Baird, Thomas

Skinner, E. W. Kirk, S. S. Schmucker, of the United States ; Drs. Tho-

luck, W. Hoffmann, E. Kuntze, of Germany; Adolphe Monod, Georges

Fisch, La Harpe, of France and Switzerland. The meeting was one

of unusual enthusiasm and interest. One of its most eloquent speak-

ers. Dr. Samuel H. Cox, of New York, characterized it as an assembly

' Such as earth saw never.

Such as Heaven stoops down to see.'

The late Dr. Norman Macleod wrote during the meeting, in a private

letter recently brought to light:' 'I have just time to say that our

Alliance goes on nobly. There are one thousand members met from

all the world, and the prayers and praises would melt your hean.

Wardlaw, Bickersteth, and Tholuck say that in their whole experience

they never beheld any thing like it. . . . It is much more like heaven

than any thing I ever experienced on earth.'

THE DOCTEINAL BASIS.

The part of the proceedings with which we are concerned here is

the attempt made to set forth the doctrinal consensus of evangelical

Christendom as a basis for the promotion of Christian union and relig-

ious liberty.

The Rev. Edward Bickersteth, Rector of Walton, Herts, and one of

the leaders of the evangelical part}- in the Established Church of Eng-

land, moved the adoption of the doctrinal basis, and Dr. S. H. Cox, a

Presbyterian of New York, supported it in a stirring speech, on the

third day (Aug. 21). After considerable discussion and some unes-

sential modifications, the basis was adopted on the fifth day (Aug. 24:),

J Memoir, by his Brother, 1876, Vol. I. p. 260 (N. Y. ed.). The letter to his sister dated

Aug. 4, 1 846, should be dated Aug. 24.
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nemine contradicente ; tlie vast majority raising their hands in a]^

proval, the rest abstaining from voting. The chairman then gave out

the hymn,
' All hail the great Inimanuel's name,

Let angels prostrate fall.'

It ' was sung by the Conference with a depth of devotional feeling

which, even during the meetings of the Conference, had never been

surpassed.'

'

The doctrinal basis is expressly declared ' not to be a creed or con-

fession in any formal or ecclesiastical sense, but simply an indication

of the class of persons whom it is desirable to embrace within the Al-

liance.' It consists of nine articles : (1) the divine inspiration and su-

preme authority of the Holy Scriptures
; (2) the right and duty of private

judgment in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures
; (3) the unity

and trinity of the Godhead
; (4) the total depravity of man in conse-

quence of the fall
; (5) the incarnation of the Son of God, his atone-

ment, and his mediatorial intercession and reign
; (6) justification by

faith alone ; (7) the work of the Holy Spirit in conversion and sancti-

fication
; (8) the immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the body,

the judgment of the world by Jesus Christ, with the eternal blessed-

ness of the righteous and the eternal punishment of the wicked •

(9) the divine institution of the Christian ministry, and the perpetuity

of Baptism and the Lord's Supper.

The basis is merely a skeleton : it affirms ' what are usually under-

stood to be evangelical views' on the nine articles enumerated. To

give an explicit statement of these views would require a high order

of theological wisdom and circumspection. For the practical purpose

of the Alliance, the doctrinal basis has upon the whole proved suffi-

cient, though some would have it more strict, others more liberal, since

it excludes the orthodox Quakers. It has been variously modified

and liberalized by branch Alliances in calling General Conferences.

The American branch, at its organization in New York, Jan., 1867,

adopted it with a qualifying preamble, subordinating it to the more

general consensus of Christendom, and allowing consideral^le latitude

in its construction.^

' Proceedings, p. 193. =" See \'ol. III. p. 821.
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§ 115. The Consensus and Dissensus of Creeds.

Philii Sohafk: The Antaponisvis of Creedx, in the "Contemporary Review," London, Oct. ISt^ ( 1
'Al. pp. 836-S50) The Cu)isensiis of the Reformed Confessions, in the " Proceedings of the Firet Qen.
Pres. Council," Edinburgh, 1S77; separately issued. New York, 1S77.

The Creeds of orthodox Christendom have passed before us. A
condnding summary of the points of agreement and disagreement will

aid the reader in forming an intelligent judgment on the possibility,

nature, and extent of an ultimate adjustment of the doctrinal antago-

nisms which are embodied and perpetuated in the symbols of the his-

toric Churches. The argumentation from Scripture, tradition, and rea-

son belongs to the science of Symbolics.

A. The Catholic Consensus of Greek, Latin, and Evangelical

Christendom.

The Consensus is contained in the Scriptures, and in the oecumen-

ical Creeds which all orthodox Churches adopt. It may be more fully

and clearly specified as follows

:

I.—RULE OF faith AND PRACTICE.

The Divine Inspiration and Authority of the Canonical Scriptures

in matters of faith and morals. (Against Rationalism.)

II.—THEOLOGY.

1 The Unity of the Divine essence. (Against Atheism, Dualism,

Polytheism.)

2. The Trinity of the Divine Persons.

Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, the Maker, Redeemer, and Sanctifier.

(Against Arianism, Socinianism, Uiiitarianism.)

3. The Divine perfections.

Omnipotence, omnipresence, omniscience, wisdom, holiness, justice,

love, and mercy.

4. Creation of the world by the will of God out of nothing for his

glory and the happiness of his creatures. (Against Material-

ism, Pantheism, Atheism.)

5. Government of the world by Divine Providence.

Vol. I.—N N N.
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III. ANTHROPOLOGY.

1. Original innocence.

Man made in the image of God, with reason and freedom, pure

and holy
;
yet needing probation, and liable to fall.

2. Fall : sin and death.

Natural depravity and guilt; necessity and possibility of saiva-

tion. (Against Pelagianism and Manichseism.)

3. Redemption by Christ.

ly.—CHRISTOLOGY.

1. The Incarnation of the eternal Logos or second Person in the

Holy Trinity.

2. The Divine-human constitution of the Person of Christ.

3. The life of Christ.

His superhuman conception ; his sinless perfection ; his crucifix-

ion, death, and burial ; resurrection and ascension ; sitting at

the right hand of God; return to judgment.

4. Christ our Prophet, Priest, and King forever.

5. The mediatorial work of Christ, or the atonement.

'He died for our sins, and rose for our justification.'

y.—PNEUMATOLOGY.

1. The Divine Personality of the Holy Spirit.

2. His eternal Procession {tKiropivcTig, processio) from the Father,

and his historic Mission {-KifjLipK^, tnissio) by the Father ana the

Son.

3. His Divine work of regeneration and sanctification.

yi.—SOTERIOLOGY.

1. Eternal predestination or election of believers to salvation.

2. Call by the gospel.

3. Regeneration and conversion.

Necessity of repentance and faith.

4. Justification and sanctification.

Forgiveness of sins and necessity of a holy lite.

5. Glorification of believers.

J
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Vn. ECCLESIOLOGY AND SACRAMENTOLOGY.

1. Divine origin and constitution of the Catholic Church of Christ.

2. The essential attributes of the Church universal.

Unity, catholicity, holiness, and indestructibility of the Church.

Churcli militant and Church triumphant.

3. The ministry of the gospel.

4. Tlie preaching of the gospel.

5. Sacraments : visible signs, seals, and means of grace.

6. Baptism for the remission of sins.

7. The Lord's Supper for the commemoration of the atoning death

of Christ.

VIII.—ESCHATOLOGY.

1. Death in consequence of sin.

2. Immortality of the soul.

3. The final coming of Christ.

4. General resurrection.

5. Judgment of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ.

6. Heaven and Hell.

The eternal blessedness of saints, and the eternal punishment of

the wicked.

7. God all in all (1 Cor. xv. 28).

B. Consensus and Dissensus of the Greek and Roman Churches.

(a) consensus.

I. The articles of the oecumenical Creeds, excepting the Filioque

of the Latin recension of the Nicene Creed and the et filio of the

Athanasian Creed.

II. Most of the post-cecumenical doctrines, which are not contained

in the cecumenical Creeds, and from which Protestants dissent, viz.

:

1. The authority of ecclesiastical tradition, as a joint rule of faith

with the Scriptures.

2. The worship (r/jUTjrticj? TTjOOffKuvrjo-zc) of the Virgin Mary, the Saints,

their pictures (not statues), and relics.

3. The infallibility of the Church—that is, the teaching hierarchy

{ecclesia docens).

The Roman Church lodges infallibility in the papal monarch}',
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the Greek Chnrch in the (seven) oecumenical Councils, and the

patriarchal oligarcliy as a whole.'

4. Justitication by faith and works, as joint conditions.

5. The Seven Sacraments or Mysteries, with minor differences as to

conlirmation and unction.

6. Baptismal regeneration (in an unqualified sense), and tlie necessity

of water-baptism for salvation.

7. Priestly absolution by divine authority.

8. Transubstantiation (/xiroucrtwcr/c-), and the adoration of the conse-

crated elements.

9. The sacrifice of the Mass for the living and the dead.

This forms the centre of worship. Preaching is subordinate.

10. Prayers for the departed.

On tlie authority of the x\pocryphal books of the Old Testament,

transubstantiation, Purgatory, and a few other points, the Greek

doctrine is not so clearly developed and formulated ; but, upon

the whole, much nearer the Poman view than the Protestant.

As to the popular use of the Bible, there is this important differ-

ence, that the Greek Church has never prohibited it, like the Ro-

man, and that the Russian Church has recently favored it, and

thus opened the way for a wholesome progress and possible ref-

ormation

(b) DISSENSUS.

I. The eternal Procession of the Holy Ghost from the Son {Filioque)'.

denied by the Greek, taught by the Latin Church.

II. The papal supremacy and infallibility : rejected by the Greek

Church as an antichristian usurpation, asserted by the Latin Church

as its corner-stone.

III. The immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary: proclaimed as

a dogma by the Pope, 1854.^

• We say as a whole; for the Greek Church does not claim infallibility for any individual

patriarch, and has herself condemned, in oecumenical Synods, as heretics not only Tope Hono-

rius, of Home, but also several of her own jiatriarchs, e. g., Nestorius, of Constantinople; Dios-

curus, of Alexandria ; I'eter the Fuller, of Antioch ;
Sallustius, of Jerusalem ;

Cyril Lucar,

of Constantinople.
* The Greek Archbishop Lykurgos, of Syra and Tenos (d. 187G), declared, while in

England, in a conference with the Bishop of Fly, Feb. 4, 1870: 'The Orthodox Church

considers the immaculate conception to be blasphemous. It destroys the doctrine of the
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IV. The marriage of the lower clergy : allowed by the Greek, for-

bidden by the Latin Church.

V. Withdrawal of the eucharistic cup fi-oni the laity.

VI. A number of rites and ceremonies.

Greek rites : threefold baptismal immersion, instead of pouring

or sprinkling; use of leavened, instead of unleavened, bread

in the eucharist; the invocation of the Holy Ghost for the

benediction of the sacred elements ; infant communion

;

anointing baptized infants; the repetition of holy unction

{to ivxiXaiov) in sickness.

C. Consensus and Dissensus of the Greek Chukch and the

Evangelical Churches.

(a) consensus.

I. They believe the Scriptures and the doctrines of the oecumenical

Creeds. (See A.)

II. They reject

:

1. The supremacy and infallibility of the Pope.

2. The immaculate conception of the Virgin Mary.

3. The withdrawal of the cup from the laity.

4. Tlie enforced celibacy of priests and deacons.

(The Greek Church, however, prohibits the second marriage of the

lower clergy, and requires the celibacy of the bishops.)

(b) dissensus.

I. The double Procession of the Holy Spirit.'

II. In the post-cecumenical doctrines mentioned sub B. (a), II., the

Greek Church sides with Rome against Protestantism.

Incarnation.' But in practice the worship of the blessed Virgin is carried as far in the
Greek Church as in the Latin.

' In this doctrine the Protestant Confessions side with the Latin Church, or at least they
do not oppose it. The eternal procession of the Spirit was no topic of controversy in the
period of the Reformation, and may be regarded as an open question subject to further ex-
egetical and theological investigation. A number of Episcopalians in England and America
would be willing to expunge the FiJioque from the Nicene Creed, or to compromise with
the Orientals on the single procession of the Spirit from the Father through the Son. See
the Theses of the Bonn Conference of 1875, at the close of Vol. IL
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D. Consensus and Dissensus of the Koman Catholic aud the

Evangelical Protestant Chukches.

{a) consensus. (See sub A.)

{b) dissensus.

I. Scripture and Tradition, as a rule of faith.

Roman Catholic doctrine

:

The necessity of ecclesiastical tradition (culminating in the infal-

lible decisions of the papal see), as a joint rule of faith and as

the sole interpreter of Scripture.

Protestant doctrine

:

The absolute supremacy and sufficiency of the Scriptures as a

guide to salvation.

II. Other differences concerning the Scriptures.

1. Extent of the Canon :

The Apocrypha of the Old Testament are included in the Roman,

excluded from the Protestant Canon.

2. Authority of the Latin Vulgate

:

Put on a par with the Hebrew and Greek Scriptures by Rome

;

while Protestantism claims divine authority only for the origi-

nal Scriptures of the inspired authors.

3. Popular use and circulation of the Bible

:

Discouraged (and relatively forbidden) by Rome; encouraged by

Protestantism, which goes hand in hand with the Word of God,

and must stand or fall with it.

III. Objects of Worship.

Roman Catholic doctrine

:

1. God {latria)
;

2. The Virgin Mary ijiyperdulioi)
;

3. Angels and Saints {dulia)
;

4. Images and Relics of Saints.

Protestant doctrine

:

God alone. All other worship is gross or refined idolatry.

The Roman Catholic Christian approaches Christ through human

mediators, and virtually substitutes the worship of Mary for the

worship of Christ; the Protestant approaches Christ directly,
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and prays to him as his only and all-sufficient High-Priest and

Intercessor with the Father.

IV. Primitive State.

Difference (asserted by Roman Catholics, denied by Protestants) be-

tween the image of God {imago, hkivv, o^^), ^. e., the natural per-

fection of the first man as a rational and free being, and simili-

tude of God {similitudo, ofiotwrng, s^^^7), ?'. e., the supernatural en-

dowment of man with righteousness and holiness together with

the immortality of the body.

V. Original Sin.

Roman Catholic doctrine

:

Original sin is a negative defect {careiitia justitice o?'igi7ialis), or

the loss of the similitude—not of the image—of God, and is

entirely removed by baptism.

Protestant doctrine

:

Original sin is a positive corruption and total depravity, involving

the loss of (spiritual) freedom, and retains the character of sin

after baptism.

VI. Justification by faith and good works (Roman Catholic) ;—or by

faith alone (Protestant).

1. Different conceptions of justification {^iKaiuxrig, justijicatio): a

gradual process of making the sinner righteous (identical with

sanctification) ; — or a judicial and declaratory act of God (ac-

quittal of the penitent sinner on the ground of Christ's mer-

its and on condition of faith in Christ), followed by sanctifica-

tion.

2. Different conceptions of faith : intellectual assent and submission

to divine authority ;—or personal trust in Christ and living union

with him.

3. Different position assigned to works : condition of justification

;

—or evidence of justification.

4. Assurance of justification and salvation : denied (except on the

ground of a special revelation) by Roman Catholics ; asserted

by Protestants (though in different degrees).

Paul and James. Basis of reconciliation : faith operative in love.'

' Gal. V. 6, vitTTiQ ^i' dynirtiQ fvipyov/jivt), is to be explained as the dynamic middle, not

as the passive, ' completed in love ' (the Jide-tjorinata of Roman Catholic cojnmentators).
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VII. Good works of believers.

The meritoriousness of good works {meritum ex congruo and meri-

tuvi ex condigno) : Works of supererogation, not commanded,

but recommended {cofisilia evangelica), with corresponding extra

merits, whicli constitute a treasury at the disposal of the Pope

for the dispensation of indulgences.

Here is the root of the ascetic and monastic system {vota monastica :

voluntary obedience, poverty, and celibacy), and the chief differ-

ence between Roman Catholic and Evangelical ethics.

VIII. The Church.

1. Identification of the Church of Christ with the Church of Rome

—the fundamental error (the yrpioTov xptv^og) of the papacy.

2. Distinction of the invisible Church (one and universal under the

sole headship of Christ), and the visible Church (existing in many

organizations or denominations) : asserted by Protestants ; denied

by Roman Catholics.

3. Different conception and application of the attributes of the

Church ; unity, hoh'ness, catholicity, apostolicity, indefectibility,

infallibility, and exclnsiveness, especially the last {extra ecclesiam

nulla sal us, whicli is made to mean extra ecclesiam Bomajiam).

IX. The Pope.

The infallible head of the Universal Church, the Vicar of Christ on

earth, by virtue of Iiis office as the successor of Peter.

This is the cardinal doctrine of Romanism, but rejected by Greeks

and Protestants as an antichristian usurpation of the prerogative

of Christ.

X. Sacraments in general.

1. Definition : visible signs of invisible grace instituted by the ex-

press command of Christ in the New Testament (Protestant) ;

—

or simply by the authority of the Church (Roman Catholic).

2. Number: seven (Roman CathoHc);^— or two (Baptism and the

Lord's Supper).

3. Effect : ex ojyere operato {i. e., by virtue of the objective act) ;—or

through faith (as the subjective condition).

XL Baptism.

Its effect on original sin ; its relation to regeneration ; its necessity

for salvation ; and several ritual differences.
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XII. The Eucharist.

Romanism holds, Protestantism denies:

1. Transubstantiation and the adoration of tiie elements.

2. The withdrawal of the cup from tlic laity.

3. The Eucharist as a sacrifice, /. e., an actual though unbloody rep-

etition of Christ's sacrifice on the cross by the priest for the sins

of the living and the dead (the souls in purgatory).

The celebration of the Mass is the centre of Roman Catholic worship.

XIII. The other five Sacraments : Confirmation, Penance, Matrimony,

Ordination, Extreme Unction.

Maintained by Rome as sacraments proper; rejected by Protestants,

or admitted only as semi- or quasi-sacramental acts.

1. Confirmation.

Retained by the Lutheran, Anglican, and the German Reformed

Churches (as supplementary to infant baptism after a course

of catechetical instruction). Rejected by other Protestant

Churches, in which a voluntary union with the Church by a

public profession of faith takes the place of confirmation.

2. Penance {sacramentum jpcenitenticE).

Auricular confession and priestly absolution ; satisfaction fof

venial sins ; indulgences. The Lutheran (and Anglican) stand-

ards approve private confession to the oninisteri other Churches

leave it entirely optional ; all Protestants deny the efficacy of

priestly absolution except as an oflEicial declaration of God's

forgiving mercy to the penitent

3. Ordination.

A separate priesthood and clerical celibacy (Roman Catholic)

;

the general priesthood of the laity and the right of the laity

to participate in Church government (Protestant).

4. Matrimony,

Differences in matrimonial legislation, mixed marriages, and di-

vorce.

5. Extreme unction.

Rejected by Protestants, who in James v. 14 emphasize the pray-

ing rather than ' the anointing with oil ' (a physical remedy).

XIY. Purgatory.

A temporary middle place and state (until the final judgment) be-
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tween heaven and hell for tlie purification of imperfect Christians,

which may be advanced by prayers and masses in their behalf.

Protestantism holds that there are only two conditions in the other

world, but with various degrees of bliss or misery.

The indulgences closely connected with purgatory were the first oc-

casion, though not the cause, of the Reformation.

E. Doctrinal Differences among Evangelical Protestants.

I.—LUTHERANISM AND CALVINISM.

1. Baptismal Regeneration.

Baptism a means of regeneration (as concurrent witli the sacra-

mental act), and hence necessary for salvation ;—or only a sign

and seal of regeneration (whether concurrent or preceding or

succeeding, according to God's free pleasure).

2. The Eucharistic presence.

Corporeal real presence (in, with, and under the elements) for all

communicants;—or spiritual real (dynamic and effective) pres-

ence for believers only.

3. Christological.

The extent of the comrnunicatio idioinatum} The ubiquity of

Christ's body : asserted by the Lutheran Church (as a dogmatic

support to its doctrine of the eucharistic multipresence) ; denied

by the Reformed (as inconsistent with the limitations of human-

ity and the fact of Christ's ascension to heaven).

4. Predestination and the perseverance of saints.

No difference between Luther and Calvin, who were both Augus-

tinians, but between their followers. (Synergism of Melanch-

thon in his later period. Semi-Augustinianism of the Formula

of Concord. Extreme Calvinism of the Synod of Dort.)

IL—CALVINISM AND ARMINIANISM.

1. Election : unconditional ;—or conditional.

2. Extent of redemption : limited to the elect ;—or unlimited to all

men.

' That is, whether it includes also the genus majestaticum, or the communication of the

attributes of the divine nature to the human nature of Christ—affirmed by the Lutheran

symbols, denied by the Reformed. See pp. 319 sqq
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3 and 4. Nature of faith and grace: in-esistible ;—or resistible.

5. Perseverance of saints;—or the possibility of total and linal apos-

tasy.

III. CONGREGATIONALISM.

1. Conception of a Christian congregation or local church : a self-

governing body of converted believers voluntarily associated for

spiritual ends.

2. Independence of such a church of foreign jurisdiction.

3. Duty of voluntary fellowship with other churches.

TV.—BAPTIST DOCTRINES.

1. Congregationalism as sub III.

2. Baptism.

(a) Its subjects : only responsible converts on the ground of a

voluntary profession of their faith.

(b) Its mode : total immersion of the body.

3. Universal liberty of conscience as a sphere over which civil gov-

ernment has no control. (' Soul-liberty.')
*

Y. QUAKER DOCTRINES.

1. Universal diffusion of the inner light for the salvation of men.

2. Immediate revelation superior to, though concordant with, the out-

ward testimony of the Scriptures.

3. The ministry of the gospel depending on inspiration, and not con-

fined to a class or sex,

4. The sacraments are spiritual acts, not visible rites and ceremonies,

as under the old dispensation.

5. Worship is purely inward, and depends upon the immediate mov-

ing of the Holy Spirit.

6. Universal religious liberty.

' President Anderson, of Rochester University (article Bajitists in Johnson's Cyclopadia,

Vol. I. p. 383), enumerates four distinctive doctrinal principles of the Baptists: (1 ) immersion

;

(2) believers only to constitute a visible church
; (3) responsible converts only entitled to bap-

tism ; (4) separation of Church and State, and independence of each individual cliurch j»»i a

body of baptized believers of anj' other body, whether eccle.-iastical or political. But <he

second article is held also by the Congregatioiialists, and the fourth can not be called %n

article of faith.
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VI.—METHODIST DOCTRINES.

1. Universal offer of salvation in different dispensations.

2. Witness of the Spirit, or assiiranee of present ac-,ce})tanci' with God.

3. Christian perfeetion, or perfect sanctitication.

F. Orthodox Protestantism and Heterodox Protestantism.

I Socinianism (Unitarianism). Denies the following (Decumenical doc-

trines :

1. The Trinity.

2. The Incarnation and eternal Divinity of Christ.

3. Original sin and guilt.

4. The vicarious atonement.

(]. Universalism departs from the orthodox doctrines of the

—

1. Nature and extent of sin and its consequences.

2. Endless piinislnnent. (Diffei'ence between Restorationisni and

Universalism proper).

11 T. Swedenborgianism asserts:

1. A new i-e\"elation and a new Church (tlie New Jerusalem).

2. Intercourse with the spirit woi'ld.

3. It limits the number of the canonical Sci'iptures.

4. It claims to unlock the deeper inner sense of the Scriptures.

5. It dissents from the evangelical doct]-ines of the tripersonality of

the Godhead, the incarnation, the atonement, justification, the

Church, the sacraments, and the reeurrection.

§ 116. The Disciples of Christ.

Literature.

Richardson: Memoirs of A. Campbell, new ed., Cinti., 1888

—

A Debate between Rev. A. Campbell

and Rev. N. L. Rice on Christian Baptism and Eccks. Creeds as Terms of Communion, Nov. 15-Dec-. 2,

1843, Lexington, 1844, pp. 912.—I. Errett: Our Position, a tract, Cinti., 1901.—J. II. Gauiuson:

The Old Faith Restated, St. Louis, 1891.—B. B. Tyler: Hist, of the Disciples of Christ, Am. Ch. Hist.

Series, N. Y., 1894.—F. D. Powers: Art. in Schaff-Herzoo Enc., III., 443 sq.—J. S. Lamah: Life

of I. Errett, 2 vols., Cinti., 1894.—W. T. Moore: Compar. Hist, of the Disciples of Christ, N. Y., 1909,

pp. 830.

—

Summerbell: The Christians and the Disciples, Dayton, 1906.—Errett Gates: The Dis-

ciples of Christ, in "Story of the Chh.," Chaps. XI-XIV., N. Y., 1905.—P. Ainslib: The Message of

the Disciples for the Union of the Church, N. Y., 1913, pp. 210. Gives the "Declaration and Address"

in full. Also The Scandal of Christianity, N. Y., 1929.—J. K. Kellems: A. Campbell and the Disciples.

N. Y., 1930, pp. 409.

A large and influential Christian body whose historic position has
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been antagonism to all Church creeds containing articles formulated by

non-biblical writers is the group known as The Disciples of Christ. In

the number of its members, the fifth Protestant ecclesiastical body in

the United States, it arose early in the nineteenth century in Western

Pennsylvania under the leadership of Thomas Campbell, a Seceder min-

ister from North Ireland and his son, Alexander Campbell. Born in

Ireland, Sept. 12, 1788, Alexander came to America, 1809, settled in

the Western part of Pennsylvania and died March 4, 1866, in Bethany,

West Virginia, where he had established a college. Seeking relief from

the restraints of ecclesiastical formularies and a return to the so-called

implicity and ordinances of "original Christianity," Thomas, then a

Presbyterian minister, formed "the Christian Association of Washing-

ton," Pennsylvania, and issued, 1809, a "Declaration and Address" to

which the Disciples go back as the justification and basis of their exist-

ence as a distinct group. In 1811, he and his followers joined themselves

in an independent organization at Brush Run, Pa. Two years later,

the organization united with the Redstone Baptist Association. A divi-

sion arising in this body over the principles of the "Church Reforma-

tion," as the movement led by the Campbells was called, the followers

of the Campbells constituted themselves an independent body, 1827.

Four years later, this body was enlarged by the accession of a number

of churches which followed Rev. Barton W. Stone, once a member of

the Presbytery of Lexington, Kentucky. The members of the Ken-

tucky churches preferred to call themselves by the simple name " Chris-

tians" and for this reason the "Disciples" have often gone by that name.

Alexander Campbell, the real founder of the new movement, was

ordained 1812 and immersed a few months later. He was a man of

intellectual vigor and independence of thought, of positiveness of con-

viction and statement, and became abundant in labors. His views were

set forth not only in the pulpit but through the columns of two periodi-

cals, the Christian Baptist and the Millennial Harbinger, and in public

discussions on the platform. These discussions, which aroused wide

attention in Southern Ohio and the South West, were carried on with

Robert Owen, 1829, and Archbishop Purcell of the Roman Catholic

Church, 1837, both in Cincinnati, and with the noted Presbyterian

polemic theologian. Dr. Nathan L. Rice, in Lexington, Ky., 1843. The

last discussion, which lasted sixteen days, had Henry Clay as its chair-
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inan. Campbell was accused of being "contentious'" and "disputatious"

while his skill as a debater was generally recognized.

The distinctive tenets of the Disciples, as set forth in the Declaration

i.nd Address, are the "alone-sufficiency and all-sufficiency of the Bible"

- to use the language of Alexander Campbell—and the unadulterated

evil of Christian creeds and the denominational divisions in Christendom.

With other Christians, they hold to the doctrines of the trinity, original

sin, Christ's atonement and resurrection, the necessity of repentance

and regeneration, and the two future states. They reject—to follow

the Declaration and Address—human opinions and the inventions of

men as having any authority in the Church of God and profess "to

stand upon the ground on which the Church stood at the beginning . . .

:ind to take up things just as the Apostles left them." The Society,

so it was affirmed, "was formed for the sole purpose of promoting simple

evangelical Christianity and to promote only such measures as reduce

to practice the original form of Christianity expressly exhibited in the

sacred page. . . . Everything not taught and enjoined in the Bible is of

no authority and nothing is to be made a term of communion among

Christians which is not as old as the New Testament." Creeds of human

composition are a calamity and have been the cause of the historic

divisions in the Church and "divisions among Christians is a horrid

.'vil. Although the Church of Christ must necessarily exist in particular

r.nd distinctive societies, locally separate one from another, yet ought

there to be no schisms, no uncharitable divisions, among them." Fur-

ther, by the Declaration and Address, the society rejected the appli-

cation to itself of the name "Church" and its members desired to be

regarded "merely as voluntary advocates of Chui'ch reformation; and,

tired of the jarrings and janglings of a party spirit, to restore unity,

peace and purity to the whole Church of God,"—a large, if not ambi-

tious, and certainly most laudable purpose. In accordance with these

affirmations, whereby the Scriptures are not only treated as the sole

standard of Christian teaching but its language the sole organ through

which it is to be conveyed and all human formularies intended to state

and summarize those teachings are set aside as evil in their consequences,

the Disciples have been inclined to look upon themselves as pioneers

in the movement of Christian unity and Church union. For twenty

years the body has had within itself an Association for the Promotion
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of Christian Unity. In spite of their formal declarations and wishes,

the Disciples are a distinct ecclesiastical body, following the congrega-

tional scheme of chm-ch government and observing usages distinguishing

them from many Christian bodies such as the weekly observance of the

Lord's Supper and baptism by immersion, though denying baptismal

regeneration. Whether such usages, the doctrines explicitly held in

common with all Christians and their opposition to creeds, constitute

a confessional formulary or not, seems to admit of two answers. The

large volume of Kellems, 1930, ascribes to Alexander Campbell a doc-

trinal system no less positive than are the systems of other ecclesiastical

bodies. By their evangelical activity and warm manifestation of union

among themselves, the Disciples of Christ have not only reached large

bodies of people but won the fellowship of other Christian communions

and have shown that a Church's efficiency and solidarity does not neces-

sarily depend upon an explicit formulary of human composition. The

most prominent personage among the Disciples since Alexander Camp-

bell has been James A. Garfield, President of the United States.

§ 117. The Universalists.

The Universalist Churches of the United States, starting in New
England, have modified the orthodox Christian system as expressed in

the historic creeds but while differing among themselves, they retain

reverence for Christ as a divine teacher, the belief in the immortality

of the soul and suitable awards after death for conduct in this world.

A movement towards the union of Congregational and Universalist

churches has had advocates as in California, 1930. The New England

Convention of Universalist Churches, meeting in Winchester, New
Hampshire, 1803, adopted a Profession of Belief in three articles. Eddy,

in his Hist, of Universalism, says that "while the Profession was suffi-

ciently definite to exclude the possibility of mistaking its most promi-

nent thought, the reconciliation of all souls to God, it was sufficiently

liberal to be acceptable ahke to Trinitarians and to Unitarians, to the

believer in future punishment and to the believer that the consequences

of sin are confined to this life." In 1899 the General Convention,

meeting in Boston, added to the Winchester Profession, clauses giving

''The Conditions of Fellowship." At a meeting of the Convention in

Winchester, 1903, celebrating the adoption of the Profession, its three
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articles were spoken of "as the first explicit statement in a creed of

what is known as Uberal Christianity."

"The Profession of Belief and Conditions of Fellowship are

as follows"^:

Art. I. We believe that the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments contain

a revelation of the character of God and of the duty, interest and final destination of man-
kind. Art. II. We believe that there is one God, whose nature is Love revealed in one

Lord Jesus Christ, by one Holy Spirit of Grace, who will finally restore the whole family

of mankind to holiness and happiness. Art. III. We believe that holiness and true

happiness are inseparably connected, and that believers ought to be careful to maintain

order and practice good works; for these things are good and profitable unto men.

The Conditions of Fellowship shall be as follows: 1. The acceptance of the essential prin-

ciples of the Universalist Faith to wit: 1 The Universal Fatherhood of God; 2 The Spiritual

authority and leadership of His Son, Jesus Christ; 3 The trustworthiness of the Bible as

containing a revelation from God; 4 The certainty of just retribution for sin; 5 The final

harmony of all souls with God.

The Winchester Profession is commended as containing these principles but neither

this nor any other precise form of words is required as a condition of fellowship, provided

always that the principles above stated be professed.

2. The acknowledgment of the authority of the General Convention and assent to

its laws.

§ 118. The Unitarians.

The Unitarian Churches are a free association of societies which lay

stress upon practical aims and require no subscription to a doctrinal

formula. The nearest approach to such a formula is the declaration

written by James Freeman Clarke and published by the Unitarian

Sunday School Union, affirming "belief in the fatherhood of God, the

brotherhood of man, the leadership of Jesus, salvation by character,

the progress of mankind upward and onward forever." Founded in

1825, the American Unitarian Association announced its object to be

"to diffuse the knowledge and promote the interest of pure Christi-

anity." The older Unitarians, represented by Channing, while they

rejected binding creedal formulas, the doctrines of the Trinity and

total depravity and what was called the bleak Calvinism of New Eng-

land, held to the exaltation of Christ and the immortality of the soul.

Twenty of the original congregations of Massachusetts, including the

Plymouth church, allied themselves with the movement. Humanistic

efforts have been emphasized. In Boston, which became the home of

1 Minutes of the Winchester Convention, Washington, 1929. In 1878 the Univcrsalists

of Boston and vicinity put forth a statement of belief in 9 articles which was not adopted

by the convention. See R. Eddy: Hist, of Universalism. in Am. Church Hist, series,

X; 255-507.—Ed.
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literary culture, many of its representatives broke loose entirely from

the historic New England ecclesiastical system and abandoned Chris-

tianity as a supernatural revelation for the philosophy known as trans-

cendentalism. Bjvthe middle of the 19th century, Unitarianism had

become synonymous with religious liberalism, basing its conclusions in

part upon the results of German rationalistic criticism. Outside of

Massachusetts, its following has been small and its churches include

groups which join with the name Unitarian extreme tenets of religious

liberalism. President Eliot of Harvard pronounced "independent

thought the chief feature of Unitarianism."

In 1865, largely under the influence of Dr. Bellows of New York City,

"the National Conference of Unitarian and Other Christian Churches"

was organized and passed the following resolution:

"To secure the largest unity of the spirit and the widest practical co-operation of our

body, it is hereby understood that all the resolutions and declarations of this convention

are expressions only of its majority, committing in no degree those who object to them,

claiming no other than a moral authority over the members of the convention, or the

churches represented here, and are all dependent wholly for their effect upon the consent

they command on their own merits from the churches here represented or belonging within

the circles of our special fellowshiij."

The words used in the preamble "The obligations of all disciples of

the Lord Jesus Christ" led to a warm discussion and the formation of

"The Free Religious Association." At a meeting of the National Con-

ference, 1894, the following preamble concerning faith and fellowship

was adopted and has been interpreted in some sections to include in the

fellowship of the Unitarian churches, members of the Brahmo Somaj

of India and all others who "sympathize with the spirit and practical

aims" of the Unitarians:^

"The Conference of Unitarian and other Christian Churches was formed in the year

1865, with the purpose of strengthening the churches and societies which should unite

in it for more and better work for the kingdom of God. These churches accept the

religion of Jesus, holding, in accordance with his teaching, that practical religion is summed
up in love to God and love to man. The Conference recognizes the fact that its constitu-

ency is Congregational in tra.dition and polity. Therefore, it declares that nothing ir

this constitution is to be construed as an authoritative test; and we cordially invite to

our working fellowship any who, while differing from us in belief, are in general sympathy
with our spirit and our practical aims."

iBatchelor in Christian Register, 1906, p. 202, 203. See J. H. Allen: The Unitarian

Movement since the Reformation, in Am. Ch. Hist. Series, X, pp. 1-249, N. Y., 1894; G. W.
Cooke: Unitarianism in America, Boston, 1902. E. Emerton: Unitar. Thought, N. Y.,

1911.
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Adiaphoristic Controversy, 298.

Adrian VI., 92.

.^pinus, 296.

Agricola, 278.

A Lasco, 565, 583.

Alenpon, Synod of, 483.

Alexander VI., 166.

Alexander VII., 104, 125.

Alliance, Evangelical, 666, 915.

Alva, r,0?i.

Ambrose, 1 1 4.

American Catholic Bishops against Papal In-

fallibility, 152.

American Congregational Creeds, 835,

Amsdorf, 267, 276.

Amyraut (Amyraldus), 477, 480, 488.

Anabaptists, 841.

Andreae (Jacob), 50, 289, 308, 311, 339.

Andrese (Valentine), 460.

Andrews (W. W.), on the Catholic Apostolic

Church, 911.

Anglican Articles of Religion, 592.

Anglican Catechism, 654.

Anglican Church, 212, 218, 592, 598.

Anglican Liturgy, 595, 601.

Anglo-Catholic Correspondence with the East-

ern Church, 74.

Anglo-Catholicism of Laud, 716.

Angus (Joseph), 852.

Anselm, on the Immaculate Conception, 122.

Antinomian Controversy, 277.

Anypostasia ofthe H nman Nature ofChrist, 32.

Apology of the Augsburg Confession, 243.

Apostles' Creed, 14 and passim.

Armada. 705.

Armenians, 8L
Arminianism in Holland, 508 ; in England,

713; of Methodism, 894.

Arminius and Arminians, 510.

Arrowsmith, 741, 770.

Articles of Religion : of the Church of Eng-
land, 611, 613, 615, 620; revised by the

Westminster Assembly, 752 ; of the Prot-

estant Episcopal Church in America, 650,

653 ; of Lambeth, 658 ; Irish, 662 ; of th«

Reformed Episcopal Church, 665, 667 ; of

the Methodists, 889; of the Evangelical

Alliance, 917.

Articles of Smalcald, 253.

Asbury (Bishop), 884, 888.

Assembly of Westminster, 727. See Wett-

minster Assembly.

Associate Church, 812.

Associate Reformed Church, 811.

Athanasian Creed, 34.

Atonement, universal or limited, 481, 512,

771, 895,

Auburn Declaration, 809.

Augsburg Confession, 225 and passim ; used

in the Anglican Articles, 623.

Augsburg Diet, 226.

Augsburg Interim, 299.

Augusta, 579.

Augustine, on the Apostles' Creed, 15, 17, 18;

on the Sinlessness of Mary, 119; against

Papal Infallibility, 1 75 ; influence on Prot-

estant Creeds, 210 ; on Infant Salvation,

379 ; on Predestination, 452 ; on Baptismal

Regeneration and Perseverance, 640.

Augustus, Elector of Saxony, 282, 308, 311,

557.

B.

Bacon (Leonard), 821, 827, 838.

Baillie (Robert), 690, 693, 727, 737, 746;

his description of the Westminster Assem-

bly, 750 ; of a day of prayer and fasting,

752 ; on the Westminster Confession, 789.

Bains, 124.

Bancroft (Bishop), 607, 708.

Baptism, Lutheran doctrine of, 346, 349

;

Zwinglian, 373 ; Calvinistic, 414, 641 ; An-
glican, 639 ; necessity of, 642 ; Baptist doc-

trine, 845
;
Quaker doctrine, 866.

Baptists advocating Religious Liberty, 802;

history of, 844.

Baptists (Arminian), 857.

Baptists (Calvinistic), 845.
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Barclay (Robert), 8r>9, 8G1, 8G4.

Barlow (William), 708.

Barneveldt, oil.

Baru, G:.'J.

Barrett, (J')9.

Basle, First Confession of, 385, 387; Second

Confession of, 388.

Bathori, o85.

Baur versus MiJhler, 89 ; on Calvin, 449.

Baxter (Richard), 725, 726; on the West-

minster Assembly, 729; on the Westmin-

ster Standards, 7G0.

Becon (Thomas), on Baptism, 643.

Belgic Confession, 504.

Bellarmin, Standard Champion of Romanism,

85, 102; on Infallibility, 182; on Ubiquity,

334.

Benedict XIII., 107.

Benedict XIV., 107.

Bergen Formula, 311. See Formula of Con-

cord.

Bernard of Clairvaux, against the Immaculate

Conception, 121.

Berne, Conference and Ten Theses of, 364.

Bersier, 498.

Bertram, 648.

Bessarion (Cardinal), 46.

Beza, 393, 429, 434, 436, 438, 441, 468, 603.

Bible. See Scriptures.

Bibliander, 477.

Birgitte, 124.

Bismarck, 133, l.'iO.

Blaarer, 397.

Blackmore, 68, 71, 73.

Blondel, 482.

Bockel, 355 and passim.

Bohler (Peter), 88(5.

Bockelsohn (John), 842.

Bogerman, 513.

Bohemian Brethren, in Bohemia, 566; in Po-

land, 582.

Bohemian Confessions, 576.

Bolsec, 421,474.

Bonar (Horatius), on Catechisms, 544, 697.

Boniface VIII., 165, 176.

Book of (Concord, 220.

Borromeo, 100.

Bossuet, 8(;, 102, 183.

Boston Declaration of Faith, 837,

Boucher (Joan), 846.

Bownd (Nicolas), on the Christian Sabbath,

777.

Bradwardine, 769.

Bramhall (Bishop), 664.

Brandenburg Confessions, 554.

Breitinger, 513.

Bremen Confession, 564.

Brentius. See Brentz.

Brentz, his Christology and Ubiquity doctrines,

290; his Wurtemberg Confession, 344, 627.

Bres (Guido de), 504.

Breviary, Roman, 190.

Browne (Bishop), on the Apostles' Creed, 16;

on tlie XXXIX. Articles, 601, 638, 648.

Browne (Kohert) :ind Brownists, 824.

Brownson (Orestes), 90.

Bruck, 233, 243.

Bucer, 304, 388, 471, 525.

Buchanan (George), 670.

BuUinger, his life and labors, 390; his Con-

fession of Faith, 390 ; on the Lord's Sup-

per, 471 ; on Predestination, 475; on the

Heidelberg Catechism, 551 ; influence in

England, 602, 630, 637.

Bungener, on Calvin, 441.

Bunyan (John), 723, 725, 848.

Burnet (Bishop), 637.

Buxtorf, 479.

C.

Calamy (Edmund), 742, 770.

Calixtines, 566.

Calixtus, 350, 380, 557, 561.

Callistus, 177.

Calovvus, 350, 380,561,

Calvin, on the Apostles' Creed, 15, 20 ; on

the Nicene Creed, 27 ; relation to Luther

and Melanchthon, 214, 215, 217, 218;

signs the Augsburg Confession, 235 ; on

the Adiaphoristic Controversy, 301 ; life

and character, 421 ; his theology, 446
;

his Institutes, 447; on Predestination, 451,

474 ; on the Lord's Supper, 455 (281,

37()) ; his Exegesis, 457 ; on Church Polity

and Discipline, 460 ; on Religious Persecu-

tion and Liberty, 463, 466 ; his Catechism,

467; Consensus Tigurinus, 471; Consen-

sus Genevensis, 474 ; on Episcopacy in Po-

land, 582; influence in England, 602, 630,

658; on Baptism and Election, 641.

Calvinism, 446. See Calvin, Dort, Lambeth

Articles, and Westminster Confession.

Calvinistic Baptists. See Baptists.

Calvinistic Methodism, 901.

Cambridge Platform, 836,

Cameron, 480.

Campbellites, 840, 845.

Capito, 385, 388.

Cappel (Louis), 479.

Cardoni, 163.
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Ciirlyle (Thomas), on the Scotch Reformation,

671 ; on John Knox, 670 ; on the Westmin-

ster Catechism, 787; on Edward Irving, 1)08.

Cartwright, 7()G, 735.

Caryl (Joseph), 7-12.

Castellio, 475.

Catechism, Anglican, 654 ; of the Bohemian

Brethren, 574; of Calvin, 467; of Craig,

697; of Emden, 565; Heidelberg (Pala-

tinate), 529 ; of Luther, 245, 543 ; of Mo-

gilas (Russo-Greek), 58; of Tlaton, 71 ; of

Fhilaret, 71 ; Scotch, 696 ; Tridentine

(Roman), 100; Waldensian, 572; West-

minster, 543, 783 ; of the Quakers, 864

;

of the Methodists, 882, 891.

Catharine of Siena, 124.

Catholic Apostolic Church, 905.

Catholicism and Protestantism, 207.

Catholicism and Romanism, 83, 205.

Chalcedon, Creed of, 29.

Chalmers (Thomas), 696, 885, 906, 908.

Chandieu, 493.

Charenton, Synod of, 483.

Charles (Thomas), 903.

Charles I., 617, 664, 688, 691, 693, 694 ; his

character and reign, 709.

Charles II., 619, 694, 721, 724.

Charles V., 92, 225, 227, 503.

Chemnitz, against the Council of Trent, 96

;

on the Comiinmlcatio Idiomatum and the

Ubiquity of Christ's Body, 292.

Chillingworth, on the Athanasian Creed, 40

;

on Religious Toleration, 803.

Christological Controversy, 285.

Christology, Chalcedonian, 30 ; Lutheran and

Reformed, 317, 325, 347, 348.

Church, meaning of, 822.

Church Diet of Berlin adopts the Augsburg

Confession, 236.

Civilta Cattolica, 139, 158.

Clarendon, 728.

Clement of Rome, 174.

Clement VIII., 189.

Clement XL, 105, 107.

Coccejus (John), 774.

CochliEus, 227.

Coke (Thomas), 887.

Coleman (Thomas), 742.

CoUyridianse, 119.

Comenius (Amos), 567, 875.

Communicatio Idiomatum, Lutheran doctrine

of, 318,324.

Concord, Book of, 220 ; Formula of, 258.

Confession and Absolution in the Lutheran

Church, 248.

Confession of Faith. See Creeds.

Confession of Anhalt, 563 ; of Augsburg,

225; Baptist, 851 ; of Basle, 1., 385; of

Basle, II., 388; of Belgium, 502; of the

Bohemian Brethren, 576 ; of Brandenburg,

554 ; of Bremen, 564 ; Congregational,

828; Cumberland Presbyterian, 815; of

Cyril Lucar, 54 ; of Dusitheus (Synod of

Jerusalem), 61 ; French Reformed (Galil-

ean), 490, 500 ; of Friends, 864, 870 ; of

Gennadius. 46; Helvetic, L, 388; Helvetic,

II., 390; of Hessia, 564 ; Hungarian, 591
;

Methodist, 890 ; of Metrophanes Critopu-

lus, 52 ; of Mogila, 58 ; Moravian, 878

;

of Nassau, 564 ; Reformed (in general),

354; Savoy, 829; Scotch, I., 680 ; Scotch,

II., 686; of Sigismund, 555 ; Tetrapolitan,

526; of Thorn, 562; Welsh Calvinistic,

903; of Westminster, 753.

Confutatio Papistica, 227, 243.

Congregational Declarations. See Confession.

Congregationalism and Congregationalists,

820.

Consensus and Dissensus of Creeds, 919.

Consensus of Geneva, 474 ; Helveticus, 477,

485; of Sendomir, 586 ; of Zuiich, 471.

Consubstantiation, 232, 316, 325, 327.

Cop, 427.

Copts, 80.

Corvinus, 302.

Cotton (John), 820, 850.

Council, of Nicaea, first, 25, 44, 1 73 ; second,

44 ; of Chalcedon, 29, 173; of Constanti-

nople, first, 25, 28, 44 ; second, 44 ; third,

44; fourth, 178; of Ephesus, 44; of Fer-

rara and Florence, 46, 97, 181 ; of Jerusa-

lem (1672), 61 ; of Pisa, Constance, Basle,

182; of Trent, 91, 124; of the Vatican,

134, 168.

Covenanters, 694.

Covenants, Scotch, 685 ; doctrine of, 773.

Craig (John), 686, 698.

Cranmer, .596, 601, 605, 611, 614, 630, 642;

on the Lord's Supper, 647 ; Catechism of,

655.

Creeds : name and definition, 3 ; authority,

7 ; use, 8 ; classification, 9. See Con-

fession.

Crell, 283, 345.

Cromwell, 693, 714, 720, 723 ; his Policy,

830 ; towards Baptists, 847 ; towards Quak-

ers, 862, 868.

Crosby (Thomas), 845.

Crnsius (Martin), 50.

Crypto-Calvinistic Controversy, 279.
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Crypto-Calvinists, 267, 281, 346,

Cumberland Presbyterian Church, 813; Con-

fession of, 815.

Cummins (Bishop), 665.

Cunningham. 635, 637.

Currey, on the Westminster Confession, 789.

Cyprian, against Papal Infallibility, 174.

Cyril Lucar, 54.

Czenger, Confession of, 591.

D.

Daille, 482.

Damasus, Creed of, 395.

Darboy (Archbishop), against Papal Infalli-

bility, 156 ; submits with a mental reserva-

tion, and dies a martyr, 161.

Dathenus, 537.

De Maistre, on Infallibility, 166.

Decrees. See Predtstination.

Decretals, pseudo-Isidorian, 180.

Devay, 589.

Dexter (Henry Martyn), 821, 849, 863.

Discipline, 461.

Dollinger, 88, 146, 153, 164 ; his writings,

1 93 ; his protest against the Vatican De-
crees, and his excommunication, 195.

Dominicans, 124.

Dorner, on Luther and Melanchthon, 265 ; on

Luther and Reformed Christology, 264,

290, 334 ; on the Formula of Concord,

322 ; on Zwingli, 383 ; on Calvin, 442.

Dort, Synod of, 478, 512.

Dositheus (Patriarch of Jerusalem), 61.

Douglas (Robert), 747.

Du Moulin, 482.

Duns Scotus, for the Immaculate Conception,

123.

Dupanloup (Bishop), against Papal Infallibil-

ity, 156; submits, 162.

E.

Eastern Church Association, 75.

Ebrard, 456, 471, 564, &nA passim.

Eck, 226, 241.

Edward VI., 596, 613.

Edwardine Articles, 614.

Edwards (Thomas), 797.

Election. See Predestination.

Elizabeth (Queen), 596, 601, 674, 705.

Elizabethan Articles, 615.

Elrington, 662.

Emmons (Dr.), on Congregationalism, 826.

England, Church of, 593, 598. See Anylican

Church, etc.

Episcopacy (English), 604, 667; in the West-

minster Assembly, 732 ; abolished by the

Long Parliament, 719, 734 ; restored, 721

;

reduced, 736.

Episcopius, 511, 523, 897.

Erasmus, 385.

Erastians, 738.

Erbkam, 840, 867.

Eucharistic Controversies, 279, 326. See

Lords Supper.

Eusebius, Creed of, 24.

Evangelical Alliance, 915.

Faber, 227.

Farel, 429, 438.

Featley, 733, 852.

Filioque, 26.

Fisher (George P.), 443, 594, 603, 607, 838.

Fisher (the Jesuit). 715,

Fiske (J. O.), 838.

Fitzgerald (Bishop), votes against Papal In>

fallibility, 158.

Flacian Controversy, 268.

Flacius, 269, 276, 300.

Fletcher (John W.), 881, 899.

Forbes (Bishop), 599.

Formula Consensus Helvetica, 478.

Formula of Concord, 258, 311.

Fox (George), 860, 868.

Foxe (John), 846.

France, Reformation in, 491.

Francis I., 368, 427, 450, 491.

Franciscans, 124.

Frederick III., 392, 532 ; his Confession, 56.3.

Free Will, denied by Luther and the Formula

of Concord II., 106, 313; Arniinian doc-

trine of, 508 ; Westminster doctrine of,

771 ; Methodist doctrine of, 897.

Free-will Baptists, 857.

Friedberg, 135.

Friedrich, 13.% 145, 194, 196.

Friends, society of, 859.

Frommann, 97, 135.

Fuller (Thomas), 658, 707, 708, 709, 741,

7.'>3, and passim.

Funck, 273.

Galilean Confession, 490.

Gallicanism and Ultramontanism, 167.

Gardiner, 611, 613.

Gattaker (Thomas), 742.

Geddes (Jenny), 688.

General Assembly of Scotland, adopting the

Westminster Standards, 759.
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Geneva, 422, 429 ; Church of, 460 ; Consen-

sus of, 474.

Geiiiiadiiis, 4().

Gerniiin Empire, founded after the Infallibil-

ity Decree, KiO.

Gernler, 478.

Giessen Divines on Christology and Ubiquity,

294.

Gillespie (George), 727, 746.

Gilinan (Edward W.), on Congregational

Creeds, 839.

Gindely, 565 and passim.

Gomarus, 511.

Good Works, necessity of, 274.

Goodwin (Thomas), 737, 742.

Gouge (William), 756.

Gratry, 1 53 ; submits to the Vatican Council

on his death-bed, 161 ; on Honorius, 164.

Greek Church, 43.

Green (J. R. ), on Puritanism, 723 ; on Crom-
well, 831 ; on Whitefield, 902.

Gregory I. against Papal Infallibility, 175.

Gregory XV., 125.

Grindal, 605.

Grotius, 511.

Grynaeus, 388.

Guibert (Archbishop), publishes the Vatican

Decrees, 161.

Guido de Bres, 504.

Guizot, on Calvin, 423, 428, 440, 442, 449, 463.

Guiley (Dr.), 810.

Gurney (Joseph John), 859, 868, 869.

H.

Hades, Controversy on, 296.

Hagenbach, 388, 395, and passim.

Hall (Bishop), 726, 737.

Hallam, on English Articles, 636 ; on Hamp-
ton Court Conference, 708 ; on Laud, 717.

Haller, 365.

Hamilton (Patrick), 673.

Hampton Court Conference, 661, 706.

Hardwick, 592 and passim

.

Hase (Carl), 89 ; on Infallibility, 172.

Heathen, Salvation of, 382.

Hefele (Bishop), against Papal Infallibility,

156 ; submits, 161 ; on the case of Hono-
rius, 178.

Heidegger (J. H.), 478, 486.

Heidelberg Catechism, 529, 535.

Helvetic Confession, the First, 388 ; the Sec-

ond, 396.

Helvetic Consensus Formula, 477.

Henderson (Alexander), 692, 745.

Henry IV., 491.
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Henry VIII., 595, 600, 605, 611, 613.

lleppe, on Formula of Concord, 33^ •, on the

Saxon and Wiirtemberg Confessions, 341
;

German Reformed Confessions, 563 and

passim.

Heretical Popes, 1 76, 1 78.

Herminjard, 421, 425.

Herzog, on the Waldenses, 568 ;
' Real-En-

cykl.,' passim in Literature.

Heshusius, 266, 270, 282.

Hessian Confession, 564.

Hetherington, 689.

Heurtley, on the Apostles' Creed, 19.

Heykamp, 197.

Heylin, 717, 778.

Hicks (Elias), and the Hicksite Quakers, 873.

High-Commission, 717.

Hodge (A. A.), on the Westminster Confes-

sion, 754, 795.

Hodge (Charles), on Infallibility, 170 ; on the

Lord's Supper, 376 ; on Infant Salvation,

381 ; on the Helvetic Confession, 396; on

Predestination, 455 ; on the Number of th»

Lost and Saved, 795.

Holland, Reformation in, 502.

Hommius, 507, 513.

Honorius (Pope), condemned as a heretic, 178.

Hook (Dean), 717.

Hooker (Richard), 607 ; on Calvin, 608 ; on

Baptism, 643 ; on the Lord's Supper, 649
;

on the Lambeth Articles, 662 ; on Travers,

706 ; on the Lord's Day, 777.

Hooker (Thomas), 820.

Hooper, on Ubiquity, 335 ; corresponds with

Bullinger, 391, 602, 630; refuses to con-

form, 705.

Hosius, 585.

Hottinger (John Jacob), 477.

Hoyle (Joshua), 743.

Huber, 194.

Hubmaier, 842.

Hiilsemann, 557.

Hungarian Confession, 591.

Hungary, Reformation in, 589.

Hunnius, 345.

Huntingdon (Lady), 902.

Hus, 565.

Hussites, 566.

Hutchinson (Mrs. Lucy), Memoirs, 701 ; de-

scription of Charles I., 710.

Hyacinthe (Pere), 194.

Idellette de Buren, 430.

Ignatius, 174.
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Immaculate Conception, definition of, 108.

Imputation, 484.

Independency and Fellowship, 826.

Independents, 737, 824. See Congregation-

alists.

Infallibilists, 103, 184.

Infallibility of CEcumenical Councils, 168 ; of

the Pope, 150, 164.

Infant Salvation, 378, 381, 794, 898.

Innes, 6G9, 798, 800.

Innocent III., I 76.

Innocent IV., 176.

Innocent X., 103.

Innocent XIII., 107.

Inopportunists, 153.

Institutes, Calvin's, 447.

Intolerance, 796, 800, 802.

Irenaeus, 174.

Irish Articles of Keligion, 662, 761 ; com-

pared with Westminster Confession, 762.

Irving (Edward), on the Scotch Confession,

684 ; his life and labors, 905.

Irvingites. See Catholic Apostolic Church.

J.

Jacobites, 80.

James I., 604, 606, 617, 697; his character,

706 ; at Hampton Court Conference, 708

;

on Bible Revision, 709 ; on Laud, 711.

James II., 724.

Jansen, 103.

Jansenists, Papal Bulls against the, 102; in

Holland, 107.

Janus, 134, 164, 195.

Jeremiali II. (Patriarch of Constantinople),

50.

Jerome, 119.

Jerusalem Chamber, 748.

Jesuits, 103, 124, 138, 182.

Jewell (Bishop), 603, 605, 633, 643.

Joan of Kent, 846.

John XXII., 177.

John, Elector of Saxony, 227 and passim.

Jonas (Justus), 239 ; his Catechism, 655.

Judex, 266.

Justification by Faith, 206, 211, 216, 231, 255,

271, 275, 406.

K.

Kahnis, on the Lord's Supper, 327 ; on the

Two States of Christ, 328 ; on the Reformed

opposition to the Formula of Concord, 334
;

on Calvin, 442.

Kampschulte, on Calvin, 421, 425, 433, 446,

449, 463.

Keble, 60.

Keenan, Catechism against Infallibility, 183

Kenosis, 294, 323.

Kenrick (Archbishop of Baltimore), 90.

Kenrick (of St. Louis), 144, 153, 156, 163,

172, 187.

Ketteler (BishopX prostrate before the Pope,

156, 163, 172, 187.

Killen (W. D.), 662, 664.

Knollys (Hanserd), 844, 848.

Knox, on the Church of Geneva, 460 ; labors

in England, 602 ; his life and character,

673; his Confession, 681; his Liturgy,

684 ; views on Sunday observance, 776.

Kollner, on the Formula of Concord, 336.

Koolhaas, 510.

Koornhart, 510.

Krauth (Charles P.), on the Augsburg Con-

fession, 235 ; on Luther's Catechism, 251
;

on the Formula of Concord, 318, 337»

340.

La Place, 479, 484.

Lainez, 182,194.

Lambeth Articles, 658.

Langen, 164.

Lasco. See Laski.

Laski (a Lasco), 565, 583.

Latimer, 649.

Laud (Archbishop), 607, 617, 664, 688; hii

character and administration, 709, 711 ; on

the Westminster Assembly, 732.

Launoy, 108, 123.

Laurence (Bishop), on the Articles of the

Church of England, 634, 637.

Lawrence (Edward A.), 835, 838.

Lecky (W. E. H.), 796, 799, 801.

Lefevre, 492.

Leighton, 717.

Leipzig Interim, 299 ; Colloquy, 558.

Leo Judae, 388.

LeoX., 160.

Liberius, 177.

Liberty, Religious, 465, 800, 848, 849.

Light, the inner, 868.

Lightfoot (John), 727, 739, 743, 755.

Lipomani, 585.

Liturgical Standards of Rome, 1 89.

Lube, on Luther's Catechism, 251.

Lord's Day, doctrine of the, 776.

Lord's Supper, Luther's doctrine, 232, 260,

316, 325, 347, 645; Melanchthon's, 232,

241,263; Zwingli's, 374 ; Bullinger's, 415;

Bucer's, 528; Calvin's, 281, 376, 455;
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Cranmer's, 601, 647; words of institution '

explained, 327, 374 ; Consensus of Zurich, i

471; Tetraj)i)litan Confession, 528; Hei-

delberg Catechism, 53."), 543 ; Consensus

of Sendomir, 587; Hungarian Confession,

591; Anglican Articles, GOl, 645; Irish

Articles and Westminster Confession, 765;

Westminster doctrine of, 775.

Lorimer, 129, 131, 683.

Loudun, Synod of, 483, 498.

Louis XIV., 104, 105, 491, 498.

Loyola, 491.

Loyson, 194.

Lucas of Prague, 568.

Luther, his character and influence, 214 ; re-

lation to the Augsburg Confession, 228

;

his Catechisms, 245 ; on Confession and

Absolution, 218 ; Articles of ISmalcald,

253 ; on Justification by Faith, 255 ; on

Popery, the Mass, Purgatory, 255 ; on the

Lord's Supper, 256 ; relation to Melanch-

thon, 214, 259, 265; relation to Zwingli,

212, 260; against Antinomianism, 278; on

the Ubiquity of Christ's Body, 287 ; on the

Descent into Hades, 297; on Free-will and

Predestination, 215, 303; on Damnation

of the Heathen, 382 ; Conduct towards the

Swiss, 389 ; Judgment on Calvin, 430

;

compared with Calvin, 438 ; influence on

the English Reformation, 600.

Lutheran Creeds, 220.

Lutheranism and Reform, 213.

M.

Macaulay, on English Reformation, 604, 605
;

on Charles I., 710 ; on Cromwell, 720.

Macleod (Norman), on Chalmers, 696.

M'Crie (Jr.), on the Westminster Assembly,

752; on the Westminster Standards, 76 1,785.

M'Crie (Thomas), 669, 673, 675, 676, 686.

Major, 275.

Majoristic Controversy, 274.

Manning (Cardinal), 90, 135, 148, 152, 153;

defines Infallibility, 167; on History, 171
;

on Honorius, 186.

Manuel, 365.

Manutius, 91.

Marbach, 305.

Marburg, Conference of, 212, 228.

Maret (Bishop), against Infallibility, 1 56, 1 63

;

retracts, 161.

Margaret (Queen of Navarre), 491.

Maronites, 80.

Marot, 492.

Marsden (J. B.), on Westminster Conf., 789.

Marshall (Stephen), 743.

Mary, Immaculate Conception of, 108.

Mary Stuart, 671, 678.

Mary Tudor, 596.

Masson, 690, 693, 734, 740, and passim.

Mather (Cotton), 849.

Matthews (G. D.), 811.

Maulbronn, Colloquy of, 288 ; Formula of,

310.

Maurice, Elector of Saxony, 299.

Maurice, Prince of Orange, 514.

Maximilian II., 576, 579, 590.

Megander, 389.

Melanchthon, 50; his character, 214, 261;

Augsburg Confession, 225 ; Apology of the

Augsburg Confession, 243 ; on Episcopacy

and Popery, 254 ; relation to Luther, 214,

259 ; changes his doctrine of Free-will,

262 ; on the Lord's Supper, 263 ; on tha

Necessity of Good Works, 276 ; against

Ubiquity, 288 ; on the Descent into Hades,

297 ; on the Adiaphora, 300 ; silenced but

not destroyed, 339 ; his Confessio Saxoni-

ca, 341 ; friendship with Calvin, 431 ; re-

lation to the Reformed Church, 525; in-

fluence in England, 600.

Melville (Andrew), 684.

Melville (James), 677, 679.

Menno Simons, 842.

Mennonites, 842.

Methodism and Methodists, 882.

Methodist Creeds, 890.

Metropbanes Critopulus, 52.

Michaud, 161.

Michelet, on Calvin, 441.

Michelis, 194, 196.

Mill (Walter), 673.

Millenary Petition, 707.

Milner, 90.

IMilton, on the Waldenses, 571 ; on the Sol-

emn League and Covenant, 693 ; on the

Westminster Assembly, 729 ; against Epis-

copacy, 734 ; against Presbytery, 737 ; on

Religious Toleration, 848 ; on Roger Will-

iams, 852.

Missal, Roman, 189.

Mitchell (Alex. F.), 727, 754, 770, 775.

Mogilas, 58.

Mohler, 88, 183, SLud passim.

Mohnike, 97.

Molinseus, 482.

Monophysites, 80.

Montalembert, opposes the erection of an idol

on the Vatican, 153 ; dies during the Vati-

oan Council, 161.
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Montauban, 485.

Moravians, .567, 874.

More (yir Thomas), 749.

Morlii), 212.

Mornay (Du Plessis), 479.

Mouravieff, 51, oS, 59, G9, 75.

Mozley, 6158, 640.

Miihlliausen, Confession of, 887.

Miiiizer (Thomas), 842.

Mycolli IIS (Fried rich), 387.

Myconius (Oswald), 387.

N.

Nantes, Edict of, 498.

Napoleon I., 499.

Napoleon III., 139, 160.

Nassau, Confession of, 564.

Nast (William), 882, 891.

National I'ovenant, 686.

Neal (Daniel), 701, 797, and passim.

Nestorians, 79.

Nevin, on the Apostles' Creed, 1 6, 23 ; on the

Reformed doctrine of the Lord's Supper,

4.56 ; on the Heidelberg Catechism, 541.

New England, 825.

Newman (J. H.), on Papal Infallibility, 154;

Tract No. 90, 599.

Nicaja, Council of, 25.

Nicene Creed, 24.

Niemeyer, 355 and passim.

Nitchmann, 875, 886.

Nitzsch, 89.

Noailles, 105, 107.

Non-Jurors, 74.

Nowell's Catechism, 657.

Nye (Philip), 737, 743.

O.

Oberlin Declaration, 839.

CEcolampadius, 374, 386.

CEcumenical Councils against Papal Infallibil-

ity, 173. 179 ; Creeds, 12, 210.

Old Catholics in Holland, 107; in Germany
and Switzerland, 191, 198.

Olevianus, 534.

Olivetan. 492.

Original Sin, Controversy on, 268 ; Zwingli's

view, 377 ; Methodist view, 897.

Orthodox Confession of Mogilas, 59.

Osgood (Howard), 853.

Osiander, 272.

Osiandric Controversy, 271.

(Jtterbein, 887.

Overberg, against Infallibility, 183.

Owen (John), 830.

P.

Palacky, 565 and passim.

Palatinate C^atechism, 529.

Pallavicini, 91, 96.

Palmer (Herbert), 744.

Palmer (Hay), 838.

Pare (George Van), 846.

Parker (Archbishop), 616.

Parkhurst, 605.

Parliament, action on the Westminster L/On-

fession, 758.

Parthenius, 59.

Passaglia, 108.

Paul III., 93.

Paul IV., 585.

Paul v., 125.

Pax Dissidentium, 585.

Pelagius, on the Sinlessness of Mary, 120;
on Infant Salvation, 379.

Pelargus, 556.

Penn (William), 861, 868.

Perfectionism, 900.

Perkins (William), 659.

Pen-one, 89, 108, 123, 126, 127, 178.

Perry, 6.50.

Pestalozzi, 388, 395.

Peter, his Primacy, 185.

Peter Martyr, 477.

Peucer, 282, 283.

Pfeffinger, 270.

Philaret, Catechism of, 71.

Philip II., 503.

Philip of Hesse, 226, 234, and passim,

Philippists, 267.

Pighius, 474.

Pilgrim Fathers, 782, 827.

Pinkerton, on Russia, 70.

Pius IV., 91, 96, 100.

Pius v., 101, 124, 189.

Pius IX. defines the dogma of the Immacu-
late Conception of Mary, 1 08 ; issues the

Papal Syllabus, 128; convenes the Vatican

Council, 136; controls its proceedings, 142;

proclaims the dogma on the Catholic Faith,

150 ; believes in his Personal Infallibility,

and exerts his influence in favor of this

dogma. 152; receives the deputation of

anti-Infallibilists and declines their request,

157; proclaims the dogma of Papal Ab-

solutism and Infiillibility, 1 58 ; excommu-
nicates the Old Catholics, 200.

Placeus, 479, 485, 488.

Planck, on Andras, 308; on the Formula of

Concord, 336.
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I'laton (Metropolitan of Moscow), 71.

Fletho, 4(5.

Plitt (Hennaiin), 872.

Plymouth Brethren, 910.

Poland, Keformation in, 581.

Ponet, 60(5.

Pope C\V. B.), 892, 898, 900, 901.

Popery, l.")8. See Pius IX., Syllabus, Infal-

libility, Vatican Decrees.

Port Royal, 103.

Predestination, controversy on, 305 ; Luther-

an doctrine, 329, 347; Zwingli's, 370; Cal-

vin's, 4."il, 474 ; Amyraut's, 480; Anglican

doctrine, 633 ; Irish Articles and Westmin-

ster Confession, 702,768,791; opposed by

Wesley and the Arminian Methodists, 895
;

adopted by Whitefield, 901 ; and the Welsh

Methodists, 903.

Presbyterian Polity, 462, 737, 739.

Presbyteiian Reunion, 809.

Presbyteriaiiism in England, 734, 736.

Presbyterians in Scotland, 685
;

persecuted,

798 ; in America, 804.

Pretention, 791.

Profession of the Tridentine Faith, 96.

Protestant Episcopal Church in the United

States, 6.50.

Protestantism, 203; principles of, 206 ; com-
pared with Romanism, 207.

Prynne, 717.

Pseudo-Isidor, 180.

Psychopannychia, 428.

Puritans and Puritanism, 701, 723.

Pusey (Dr.), 108, 716.

Q.

Quakers, 859.

Quesnel, 105.

Quick, 490, 493.

Quint (Alonzo H.), 829, 835, 838.

Quirinus, Letters of, 135, 145, 157, 159.

R.

Radziwill, 582.

Randall (Benjamin), 858.

Ranke, on the Augsburg Confession, 234 ; on
Luther's Catechism, 251.

Rauscher votes against Papal Infallibility,

156; submits, 160, 196.

Redford (Dr.), 834.

Reformation, 204; in Geneva, 444; in France,

491 ; in Holland, 502 ; in Bohemia, 565
;

in Poland, 581 ; in Hungary, 589 ; in Eng-
land, .593.

Reformed, 211, 256, 356, 358.

Reformed Churches compared with the Lu-
theran, 212.

Reformed Confessions, 354.

Reformed Episcopal Church, 665.

Reformed Presbyterian Church, 812.

Regular Baptists. See Baptists.

Reinkens, 164, 191, 194; elected Bishop of

the Old Catholics, 197 ;
pleads for the Bi-

ble in the Old Catholic Congress of Con-

stance, 199 ; extends greetings to the Gen-

eral Conference of the Evangelical Alliance,

200 ; answers the Papal Excommunication,

201.

Re'nan, on Calvin, 442.

Rene'e, Duchess of Ferrara, 428,

Repetitio Anhaltina, 563.

Reprobation, 770, 792. See Predestination.

Restoration (of the Stuarts and Episcopacy),

720.

Reunion of Old and New School Presbyteri-

an Churches, 809.

Reusch, 194.

Revision of the Bible, 749.

Revision of the English Bible (by King
James), 709.

Revolution of 1688, 724.

Reynolds (Dr. Edward), 744, 756, 772.

Reynolds (Dr. John), 707.

Riccio (Bishop), votes against Papal Infalli-

bility, 158.

Richelieu, 481.

Ridley (Bishop), 601, 630. 649,

Rigg (James H.), 882, 886, 888.

Ripley (George), reports the thunder-storm

in St. Peter's at the Proclamation of the

Papal Infallibility Decree, 159.

Ritualism of Laud, 714.

Rivet, 482, 485.

Robinson (John), 820, 827.

Rogers (Thomas), on English Articles, 639.

Roman Catechism, 100.

Roman Catholic Church, on persecution, 802.

Romanism and Catholicism, 83.

Romanism and Protestantism, 207.

Rothe, Christology, 33.

Rous (Francis), 744.

Rudolph II., 580, 590.

Rufinus, on the Apostles' Creed, 22.

Russian Church, 68, 75, 77,

Russian Schismatics, 52.

Rutherford (Samuel), 747.

Sabbath. See Lords Day.

Sacrament. See Baptism and Lord's Supper.
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Sadeel, .^.U, 40?..

Siiliger (Joliii), 28.").

ISarpi, y 1 , 113, 'J(>.

Saiimiir, 47!).

Savoy Conference, 721.

Savoy Declaiiitioii, 829.

Saxon Articles uf Nisitation, 345.

Saxon Contestiion, JUG.

Saybrook I'lattbrni, 837.

Schleieiinacher, 451, 880.

Schneekenbmger, 883.

Schulte, 11)4.

Schwabacli Articles, 228.

Schwarzeiiberg votes against Papal Infallibil-

ity, 1")8; submits, IGO, 190.

Schweinitz (Bisho|> Edmund de), 824.

Schweizer (Alexander). 451, 477, 483.

Schwenkfeld (Caspar von), 8G7.

Schyn (Hermann), 841, 843, 844.

Scotch Confession of Kaith, 680.

Scotch Presbyterian Church, 094.

Scotists, 1 24.

Scotland, Reformation of, 069.

Scriptures and Tradition, 206, 211, 216.

Seaman (Lazarus), 744, 770.

Seekers, 848, 85 1

.

Selden CJohn). 730, 745.

Semisch, on the Apostles' Creed, 15.

Sendomir, ( 'onsensus of, 58().

Seneca, on Mercy, edited by Calvin, 424.

Servetus, 428, 4(i4.

Sewel (William). 859.

Siiakespere, 749 and passhii.

Shedd (W. G. T.), 835.

Sigismund Augustus II., .582.

Sigismund Confession, 555.

Sigmund III., 585.

Sixtus v., 182.

Smalcald, Articles of, 253.

Smectymnuans, 730.

Smith"(lleiiry B.), 108,810.

Solemn League and Covenant, 690.

Spangenberg (Bisiiop), 874, 876, 879, 881, 886.

Spanheim, 482.

Speil, 89, 113.

Siahelin, on Calvin, 421, 425, 448, 602.

Stahl, on Ubicjtiity, 324.

Stancarus (Francesco), 273.

Stanley (Dean), 088. 723, 749, 767; on the

Westminster Standards, 789.

Star-CIiamber, 717.

States of Humiliation and Exaltation, Luther-

an and Reformed views of, 323, 328; Form-
ula of Concord, 300.

Stevens (Abel), 882, 884, 902.

Stonghton (John), 690, 693, 720, 722, 740,

748 ; on Creeds, 833.

Strafford (Earl of), 064.

Strasburg, Keformation of, 304 ; Confession

of, 520.

Strossmayer (Bishop), in the \'atican Coun-

cil, 145, 149.

Stuart, Dynasty of. 071.

Sunday in England, 777.

Swabian and Saxon Formula, 310.

Sylburg, 537.

Syllabus, the Papal, 128.

Symbols. See Creeds.

Syncretism and Syncretistic Controversy, 349.

Synergism, 202, 264.

Synergistic Controversy, 270.

T.

Tangermann, 190.

Taylor (Jeremy), on the Athanasian Creed,

40 ; on Toleration, 803.

Tetrapolitan Confession, 526.

Thiers, 499.

Thirty-nine Articles of Religion, 615.

Thomasius, on the Formula of Concord, 339.

Thomas Aquinas, against the Immaculate

Conception, 122 ; in favor of Papal Infalli-

bility, 181.

Thomists, 124.

Thompson (Joseph P.), 838.

Thorn, Colloquy of 560 ; Declaration of, 562.

Thuanus (De I'hou), 490.

Timann, 200.

Toleration and Intolerance, 403, 466, 704,

725, 848, 849.

Torgau Aiticles, 229.

Torgau Book, 310.

Torquemada, 108.

Traheron, 030 ; on the Lord's Supper, 647.

Travers (Walter), 735.

Trent, Canons and Decrees of, 91.

Tridentine Faith, 90.

Triers, 830.

Trinity, doctrine of, 37.

Tubingen Divines, on Christology and Ubiq-

uity, 294.

Tuckney (Dr.), 741, 700, 786.

Turretin (Francis), 478, 485.

Twisse (William), 740, 752.

Tyernian, 882 and passiin.

Tyndale, 013, 073, 704.

U.

Ubiquitarian Controversy, 285.

Ubiquity of Christ's Body, 285, 322, 325, 348.
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Ullmann, on tlic Heidelberg Catechism, r^Bl.

Ultraniuiiiaiiism and Gallicanism, IG7.

Underhill (Kdward Bean), 8ii, 853.

Uniformity, Act of, 607.

Union, Evangelical, 222, 237, 555, 586.

Unitas Fratrum. See Moravians.

United Presbyterian C'hurch, 812.

Univeisalism of Amyraut, 480.

Urban VI II., 18t», 190.

Ursinus, on tiie Formula of Concord, 333

;

author of the Heidelberg Catechism, 533.

Ussher (Archbishop), 605, 663, 726, 733, 736,

761.

Utraquists, 566.

V.

Vatican Council, 134, 168.

Vatican Decrees, 147.

Vergerius, 253, 584.

Vigilius, 177.

Vines (Richard), 745.

W.
Waldenses, 568.

Waldensian Catechism, 574.

Wallis (John), 787, 790.

Wandsworth Presbytery, 735.

Warren (W. F.), 882, 891, 895.

Washburn (E. A.), on the Anglican Church,

609.

Waterland, on the Athanasian Creed, 34, 36,

37 ; on the Thirty-nine Articles, 616.

Waterlanders, 843.

Watson (Richard), 882.

Wayland (Francis), 845.

Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, 903.

Wesley (Charles), 883, 887, 895, 896.

Wesley (John), 796, 883, 890 ; on the Thirty-

nine Articles, 893 ; on Arminianism, 894
;

on Predestination, 895 ; on the Witness of

the Spirit, 899 ; on Perfectionism, 900 ; re-

lation to Whitefield, 901.

Wesleyans. See Methodists.

Westminster Assembly of Divines, 727.

Westminster Catechisms, 783.

Westminster Confession, on Infant Salvation,

380, 795; on Baptism and Election, 641
;

Origin and History of, 753 ; Analysis of,

760 ; doctrine of Predestination, 7(>8, 791
;

doctrine of the Lord's Day, 776 ; Criticism

of, 788 ; Intolerance of, 796 ; American

Eevisioa of, 806.

Westphal, 280, 473.

Westphalian Treaty, 242.

Whedon (D. D.), 882, 893 ; on Infant Salva.

tion, 898.

Whitaker (William), 659.

White (Bishop), 42, 651, 653, 666.

White (John), 741.

Whitefield (George), 796, 883, 901.

Whitgift (Archbishop), 605, 618, 659, 706,

708, 735.

Wigand, 266, 270.

Wigglesworth (Michael), on Infant Damna-
tion, 794.

William III., 724.

Williams (Roger), 849.

Wimpina, 227.

Wiseman, 90.

Wishart (George), 673.

Witness of the Spirit, Methodist doctrine of,

899.

Wladislaus IV., 560.

Wolmar, 492.

Works. See Good Works.

WUrtemberg Confession, 344, 627.

Wycliffe, 568, 704.

Wyttenbach, 385.

Young (Thomas), 745.

Z.

Zanchi, 305.

Zeller, 371.

Zephyrinus, 177.

Zinzendorf, 874, 876.

Ziska, 566.

Zockler, on the Apostles' Creed, 20; on the

Augsburg Confession, 237, 241.

Zosimus, 177.

Zurich Consensus, 471.

Zurich Letters, 391, 604, 630, 632.

Zwingli, at Marburg, 212 ; his character and

importance, 360 ;
judgment on Luther,

362 ; his Articles or Conclusions, 363

;

Theses of Berne, 3G5 ;
Confession of Faith

to Charles V., 366; to Francis I., 368;

doctrine of Providence and Predestination,

370; of the Sacraments, 372 ; of the Lord's

Supper, 374 ; of Original Sin, 377 ;
Salva-

tion of Infants, 378 ;
Salvation of the Hea-

then, 382.

Zwinglian Confessions, 36 L
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